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PREFACE.

With much solicitude this Chrestomathy is now presented to the friends and patrons of

Chinese literature in general, and in particular to the members of the u Society for the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge in China/ 5

under whose auspices it was commenced.

Reference to the table of contents, with a glance at the body of the work, will afford an idea

of what is comprised in the volume.

The books and native assistants employed in preparing the work — and always availed of as

much as possible need not be here specified
;

it would, however, be unjust to pass without

grateful acknowledgment— the aid afforded by Mr. J. R. Morrison in reading and revising

large portions of the manuscript_ by Mr. Robert Thom in preparing the fifth and sixth sections

on commercial affairs— and by Mr. S. Wells Williams in preparing the chapters on Natural

History, with some other minor portions, and the whole of the Index. By the kind assistance

of these gentlemen the value of the work has been very much enhanced.

For the errors which the critical reader cannot fail to observe, some explanation is due. A
few words have different meanings, which must be indicated by different orthography, or tones,

or both
;

all these are to be carefully distinguished from those words that have no such diversity

of usage. Many of the errors in the orthography of Chinese words, and in their tones and

aspirates, are attributable to the withdrawal of native assistants engaged to aid in compiling

the work. This withdrawal was occasioned by the shutting up of foreigners in Canton, and the

disturbed state of political affairs which ensued. The inconveniences, hindrances, and losses

arising from this source have been many. The want of a well-established standard (there

being no translation of ny dictionary printed in this dialect) has been an additional cause of

embarrassment.

The information respecting China and its productions, the people and their customs, the go-

vernment and its laws, &c., &c., contained in the volume, will render it of value to the general

scholar, while it will form a convenient manual in particular for the student of the language.

If the Chrestomathy, by serving these purposes, shall aid in bringing about a better state of

relations between foreigners and the Chinese, and in facilitating a more friendly intercourse?

desirable and useful alike to all, the object of its publication will be fully gained.

E. C. B,

Macao^ June 10/A, 1841.
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INTRODUCTION.

I. OBJECT OF THE CHRESTO MATH Y.

The Chrestomathy is designed to furnish a series of easy lessons comprising, as its title

indicates, simple instruction^ or that which is plain and useful. Its object is threefold : to

aid foreigners in learning the Chinese, to assist native youth in acquiring the English tongue

and to show how far this language can be expressed and acquired through the medium of the

Roman letters. Throughout the work, the English, the Chinese characters, and their sounds,

occupy three parallel columns on each page. The Chinese, in the middle column, is written

in the local dialect, only excepting the extracts from the classics and other standard works, law

phrases, with forms of edicts, &c. The English, in the column on the left, is a translation of

the Chinese
; and the sounds, or the Romanized Chinese, fill the column on the right. A few

notes and explanations, designed to illustrate the text, are supplied at the bottom of each page.

Used from time immemorial,—often by clans having but little intercourse with each other,

perhaps in some instances by tribes once distinct from the Chinese,—this language has gradually

branched into dialects, some more and some less removed from the original tongue. These

dialects differ from each other, like the cognate languages of Europe
;
and the principal ones,

like the Italian and its kindred branches, require separate elementary treatises to facilitate their

acquisition. Of such works the Chinese have a few
;
these few, however, are of little value, and

none of them have yet been translated. For acquiring a knowledge of the Chinese Language^

appropriately so styled or that form of it generally used by the literati and by the officers of

government, and hence sometimes, perhaps erroneously, called the mandarin or court dialect

—

the

works of Pr6mare, Marshman, Morrison, and R6musat, are well known and highly approved.

For studying one of the principal dialects of Fukien, Mr. MedhurstJ

s Dictionary is a valuable

help. But, excepting a small Vocabulary published by Dr. Morrison in 1829, no work of any

note has yet been provided for the student in this dialect—a dialect spoken by all the inhabi-

tants of this metropolis, and by great numbers in adjacent cities and villages. Such neglect of

this dialect, after more than two centuries of intercourse with the people of Canton, ought not

to be continued
;
and it is hoped that the Chrestomathy, appearing under circumstances, and in

a time like the present, will be received with approbation, and be found useful to those for whom

it is designed.

II. CHARACTER OF THIS DIALECT.

Diversities in the modes of speech, and deviations from the most approved usages, exist in

every tongue
;
and it is often difficult to determine which of several usages should be regarded as

the standard. That now most prevalent in Peking, among the people about the court, differs

considerably from that once dominant, and still extensively used, known as the Nanking dialect,

or the language of the southern court. In their present position, foreigners are unable to

ascertain even the number of dialects spoken within the empire. They cannot be few. Ho'v.

D



ii. INTRODUCTION.

ever, with reference to such as are known, some particulars may be here noticed In the first

place, the differences, between the colloquial style and that generally used in books, seem to

he greater in the Chinese than they are in most other languages. These differences are not

everywhere the same. For example, in that dialect given in Mr. Medhurst’s Dictionary, the

ditierences between the colloquial and the written idioms are -far greater than they are in the

dialect of Canton. In the second place, standard works, which form the great body of national

literature, are read and understood with nearly equal ease by people in every part of the empire*

however much their local dialects may differ from the style of those works. In the third place,

the system of intonation, except in a few instances, appears to be one and the same in all the

dialects. But it is not true, (as some have supposed,) that Chinese books can be understood b>

people of the neighboring states Lewchew, Japan, &c.,—unless, like all other foreigners and like

the Chinese themselves, they have by dint of study acquired a knowledge of the language. And»

in the fourth place, the characters preserve an unvarying form in all parts of the empire : a

partial exception to this, however, is occasioned by the use of well-known characters, slighth

changed to express new local phrases
;
in all such cases, regard is had only to the sound of the

characters; while the addition, usually that of liau |J (a mouth) to the left side, indicates that

the character is changed. For instance, the three characters
[]j^

used to express the

sound of the word hampalang (all), have no meaning in themselves when used in this collocation,

tlieir united sound being alone attended to and recognized. So with names of persons, coun-

tries, &c. When the word is well known, the hau is usually omitted, as mi sz
3

for

Mr.; sin sz^ for cents, &c.

The characteristics of the Canton dialect are limited to the pronunciation, choice, and col-

location of words. In these three particulars, the deviations from the standard language are

less than in many of the other dialects
;

still they are too numerous to be here specified, \

reference to Morrison^ Dictionary will show the principal differences in pronunciation. And a

careful comparison, throughout the following pages, of the extracts from standard works with the

sections written in the local dialect will in a measure illustrate its peculiarities in the choice and

collocation of words. The books written io this dialect are but few, and they are sometimes

accompanied with glossaries, containing explanations of the dialectical words and phrases.

III. ORTHOGRAPHY ADOPTED.

riie system of orthography proposed by sir William Jones, afterwards recommended by Mr-

Pickering, and now adopted, with some variations, throughout almost all India, in the islands of the

Pacific, and among the native tribes of North America, seems better fitted than any other to ex-

press the sounds of the Chinese language. And with few exceptions and alterations, it has been

followed in this work. The system is too well-known to need here any explanations, and too

rrenerally approved to need any defense. The changes made in it are such as the peculiarities

of the Chinese language necessarily require. In defining the letters, no attempt has been made

to distinguish the double vowels from tlie true diphthongs, nor to separate the consonants into

different classes.

Vowels and Diphthongs.

1. a pronounced as in quota^ America^ agreeable^ and like short u in tun pun.

2. a pronounced as in calm, balm^ father.

3. t pronounced as a in may^ lay, and as ei in neigh.
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4

9

10 .

i pronounced short as in pin, sin, sing,

i pronounced long as in machine^ marine^ police.

6 pronounced as in Zord as in and as a in

d pronounced as in no, so

;

or as ow in snow^ Jlow^ glow.

u pronounced as in bull^ pull

;

or as oo in foot^ book,

u pronounced as in rule

;

or oo in school^ fool,

u pronounced as in Vune
;
the French sound.

ai pronounced as in aisle

;

as ie in tie

;

or as i in life., but closer.

ai pronounced nearly like the word aye.

au pronounced as ou in plough^ our

;

or as in cow, brow^ but closer.

du pronounced like the preceding, with the a long.

11. eu pronounced with both letters distinct, resembling the colloquial contraction say" em.

12. m pronounced as ew in pew, but more open or lengthened.

13. oi pronounced as in oil

;

or oy in joy^ alloy.

14. ui pronounced nearly as in fluids ruined^ but more open.

15. ui pronounced like the preceding, with u long.

Consonants.

1G. cli pronounced as in chair^ cheap.

IT. f pronounced as in jine^ fair^ face.

18. h pronounced as in he^ home^ house.

19. k pronounced as in kite, key, king.

20. kw pronounced as qu in quite^ quash.

21. I pronounced as in lane^ lay^ low^ long.

22. m pronounced as in may^ man^ muclu

23. 7i pronounced as in nay^ new^ no.

24. ng pronounced as in singing
;
as an initial sound it may be represented bj^ sounding the

word hangings omitting the first two letters.

25. p pronounced as in pay^ pomp^ pound.

26. s pronounced as in son, sea, say.

27. sh pronounced as in shall, she^ show.

28. sz' pronounced with a strong emission of breath, as if followed by i half suppressed.

29. t pronounced as in time^ tune, tent.

30. ts pronounced as in wits^ bits.

31. tsz' pronounced like sz\ with only the addition of a U

32. w pronounced as in wind^ woe, mill.

33. y pronounced as in youngs your^ youth.

IV. DIACRITICAL MARKS.
The spiritus lenis

(

5

)
is used to denote the omission of an imperfect vowel, as in the case of

.sz' and tsz\ above. The spiritus asper
(
?

)
indicates a rough breathing, or the omission of the h.

Semicircular marks,
(

c

)
like the sign for a degree cut in two, and placed at one of the four cor-

ners of a word as is done by the Chinese, indicate and distinguish the four upper tones; si-

milar marks, with a line underneath, (-) placed in the same manner, indicate the lower series

of tones.



iv. INTRODUCTION.

V. EXPLANATION OF THE TONES.
The authority for the intonations, as marked in the Chrestomathy, is a small Chinese Tonic

Dictionary (see page 4), in which more than seven thousand of the most common characters

are arranged into classes and orders, according to their tones. Systematic and close attention

to these is especially important when commencing the study of the language. Analysis of them

has the same relation to speaking, that tuning an instrument has to music. The musician’s first

business is to tune his instruments; until he does this, there is no music. So, without proper

intonation, there is no speaking Chinese correctly. Definitions and rules can serve only as

auxiliaries
; and perhaps the examples adduced in English, on account of the diversities of

pronunciation among foreigners, may lead some into error. Whenever practicable, therefore,

recourse should be had to the voice of the best native speakers^ as the ultimate standard of appeal.

The student of music could never learn to sing correctly by the use of notes alone
;
but on this

account he surely would not discard their use. Frequent practice with a master, with careful

attention to the rudiments of the science, would be his best course. So the only way to learn

to pronounce Chinese correctly, is constant practice with natives, carefully discriminating and

noting the tones.

The eight tones marked in the Chrestomathy are formed into two series, four in each. Unit-

ing these two we have a fourfold division, resembling what rhetoricians call the absolute modi-

fications of the voice, or cardinal sounds, capable of subdivision. These are thus described by

Chinese grammarians in a stanza taken from the H6nghi Tszy

Tin^ or Imperial Dictionary of

Kanghe.

^ cFing cshing, c^ing tb l moki £tai cngong
;

rtrfb ^ -Sheung <shing, ck6 cf
c u -mang lit, £keung;

^
H^ii

5 <shing, cfan cming <oi -iin tb 2
;

A Yap> cshing, Hiin tsuk> kap> tshau ^ch^ong.

These four tones are usually illustrated, in Chinese lexicons, by a diagram representing

man’s hand in the following manner.

9

1 .

1 .

line.

Sheung shing, or

Rising tone.

PHng shing, or

Even tone.

3. H^u shing, or

Receding tone.

4. Yap shing, or

Entering tone.

P( ing shing, or the monotone, is an even sound, and is fairly represented by a horizontal

It is characterized by an entire absence of all inflection of voice. It may be quick or
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slow, harsh or soft, on a high or low key ;
but it always continues in regard to elevation, pre-

cisely where it commenced. The following lines afford instances resembling it in English

verse.

High on a throne of royal state, which far

Outshone the wealth of Ormuz or of Inde,

Or where the gorgeous East, with richest hand,

Show 5

rs on her kings barbaric, pearls and gold,

Satan exalted sat

2. Sheung shing^ ascending tone, or rising inflection, tarns the voice upwards, ending higher

than it began. In English, it is heard invariably in the direct question. In the following lines,

which afford instances of this tone, the acute accent
(

/

)
indicates the sheung shing.

My mother ! when I learn
5

d that thou wast dead,

Say, wast thou conscious of the tears I shed ?

Hover’d thy spirit o’er thy sorrowing s6n,

Wretch even then, lifers journey just begun?

3. H^u shing, the receding tone, is a distinct prolongation of the voice, diminishing, while

it is prolonged ;
in English, it is used in the indirect question, and also in the language of scorn,

surprise, authority, and alarm. In the two following examples, it is indicated by the grave
(

v

)

accent.

Hence ! h6me, you idle creatures, get you h6me,

You bldcks, you stdnes, you wdrse than senseless things !

4. Yap shingy the entering tone, is an abrupt, short sound. In English, it occurs in words

like hit^ hop^ &c.

A repetition of the description of these four tones, by varying the phraseology and presenting

them in a different point of view, will perhaps throw on them additional light.

The pHng shing is precisely the musical monotone, well represented by two parallel lines, in-

dicating that it admits, neither of inflection in the tone, nor of variation in the volume, of voice,

the evenness of the tone, alluded to in the term p^ing^ precluding both. The shtung shing is

that rising inflection, which is heard in our own language in every question that indicates some

degree of surprise, and in the common expressions ah! indeed! The hrii shing^ a monotone like

the p
c ing shing, has this distinctive difference, that it is a diminuendo^ or an inverted swell, and

therefore may be pictured to the eye by the common musical mark of that expression. The

Chinese call it the 6 departing tone’ because it dies away upon the ear like the tones of reced-

ing music. The yap shing may be regarded as an abrupt monotone, in this dialect always pre.

ceding p, U h hence deriving its characteristic ending. If one will pronounce the English

word lock, only omitting the final consonants, he will give the true yap shing.

Each of these four tones, being subdivided, form the two series, noticed above, one of which

may be considered primary, and the other secondary, the two being parallel to each other. The
four tones, forming the first series, may be regardedf

as the fundamental modifications of the voice

and the four forming the second series, considered as counterpart or parallel to the first series,

may l>e described in precisely the same terms as the first four tones, since they are distinguished

from them only by being uttered on a lower key. Following oat this arrangement, a well-defined

system is formed presenting in a narrow space all the tones, and all the vowel and diphthongal

sounds, which occur in this dialect, in a tabular form, as exhibited on the two following pages.

E



n. b. In these two orders^ no wards occur in

1his series.

11

12

ia

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Before, moss, thread, bits.

Dignity, great, awe.

Several, to record, to remember.

All, master, to publish.

Adorn, venerable man, elegant.

East, to rule, cold, real.

Excellent, shadow, answer, beneficial.

Guest, petition, court lady, ended.

To draw out, to rule, curtain, to order.

Strong, to speak, to descend, horn.

Morning, pool, to illumine.

Alone, ancient, old.

Drake, yielding, animosity, curved.

All, to open, firm or uncorrupted.

Ascend, sort, stool, virtue.

Master, history, four.

Metal, embroidery, prohibit, hasty.

Intercourse, to strangle, to teach.

To plant, to rale, to contain.

Joined, to examine, sword, to rob.

A ford, presents, to enter, soldiers.

Although, marrow, year.

Order or sort, fire, cargo.

To bind, to diminish, mirror, armor.

To fly to rebel to float to issue.

House, price, to marry (a husband).

Officer, tube, to connect, to inclose.

Headmost, a bribe, to teach.

Screen, this, sugar cane.

A shield, to pursue, business, to cut.

Sweet, daring, purple, a clam.

iOrds.

^1 2 3

FIRST SE RIES , Comprising the Upper Tones.

4
p7ing
shing.

JSheung

shing.

H*u
shing

Yap
shing

Meaning of the words, the heads of the

orders and classes.
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rds. SECOND SERIES, Comprising' the Lower Tones.

No
j

1 2 3 4
PHng
shing.

Sheung
shing.

H‘tt

shing

Yap
shing

Meaning of the words, the heads of the
orders and classes.

1 clin £lin lin)- lit2 To unite, gem, chain, to separate.

2 cmai -cmai mai >- To deceive, rice, cuff of the sleeve.

3 _ -c
i i

l Right, deliberate, the second.

4 cchii -chii chii 2 To exclude, to stand, to dwell.

5 slau Mau lau- To detain, willow, base or mean.

6 ^yung £yung yung s yukj Manner, brave, use, to wish.

7 sling -(ling ling 2 lik. Spiritual, the neck, to order, strength.

8 cman £man man- mat
5

Letters, celerity, to ask, do not.

9 sy6ung sy6ung y6ung a yeuk 2
Light, to look up, pattern, physic.

10 cWng -wong wong- wk 2 King, to go, abundance, a pan.

11 cllU 5liu \i(i
l A window, finished, to estimate.

12 emu 5mu mu z Without, mother, business.

13 ciin £iin tin2 iit2 Origin, flexible, desire, moon.

14 /haL -chai hai J Shoes, crab, lazy.

15 smang -mang mang 2 mak,
.

To swear, fierce, first, ink.

16 Stsz -tsz
5

tsz’- Sentence, like, self.

- cyam syam yam 2 y?ip 2
To chant, lappet, to sustain, to enter.

18 cmiu smiu mau 2 Rushes, luxuriant, countenance.

!9 ct
?
oi s

t
c oi t

? oi 2 Terrace, dangerous, instead of.

20 cim -cim im 2 Severe, to dye, to examine, occupation.

21 clun £lun lun 2 lut2 Relation, egg, discourse, law.

22 slui
5lui lui

3- Thunder, to involve, species.

23 •cng6 £«g ng !

Goose, I or we, to sleep.

24 clam £lam lam^ 14p)_ Blue, to look, rope, wax.

25 slin -clan lan- lat 2 Fading, lazy, broken, pungent.

26 snga 'nga ng4 2

Teeth, elegant, to receive.

27
emun smun mun- mut. Door, full, grief, the end.

28 s
mui -cmui mui 2

Plum, each, obscure.

29
she -she she- Snake, local deities, to shoot.

30 _ S ion -hon hon- h6t> Cold, drought, pencil, hempen cloth.

31
chom shm hom- hp> To endure, jaws, indignation, to unite.

32 _ £P
f ang 5

p
c ang ngang- ngak. Abundant, a mace, stiff, forehead.

33
s’ng ’ng)- My or our five, to perceive.
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Each of these thirty-three orders is characterized by its termination. All words ending with

in and for example, belong to the first order
;

all ending with 6ng and 6k belong to the tenth

;

those with im and tp^ to the twentieth
; and those in 6n and 6t, to the thirtieth. So of all others

;

the order to which any word belongs is ascertained by its termination—that always being, r

else including, a vowel or diphthongal sound. Further, each of these orders is distributed into

eight

—

or, when the yap shing is wanting, into six—classes, according to the tones, as explained

above. Thus the arrangement of all the characters in this dialect and their pronunciation

depend on these two particulars : first, on the vowel or diphthongal sound ;
and secondly, on the

tone. By the vowel or diphthongal sound and the consonants following them, the order is ascer-

tained, and by the tone the class. In the second series, the initial sounds of the words do no^

always correspond to those in the first series; this results from the fact, that there are not in

every order, a double series of words having the same initials. For example, in the first orders

(5in Ww 5 > form the first series, and Jfw Ziw 2
,

Zi/ 2 ,
the second series; Ziw and Z being

substituted for sin and sit.

Order i. Sin, sit. There are few or no deviations under this order, the vowel being the long

and easy sound of the Italian i, like ee in meet, feet, &c.

Order ii. Wai. Here there is no deviation from the sound of ai, as defined above, though

the sound of ai in some words in this order is occasionally heard lengthened to di as in the

14th order. It will be seen that in the fourth and eighth classes of this order the yap shing

is wanting, as they are also in all the other orders where the words do not end with a conso-

nant.

Order hi. Ki. This is the same vowel as in the 1st order, and there seem to be only a few

exceptions to, or slight deviations, from it in some words where the long i sound approximates

nearly to the k of the 29th order, pronounced like ay in may, pay, say, &c.

Order iv. Chii. Here the sound of the vowel remains throughout the same
;
there are a few

instances, however, in which it closely resembles ui, in the 25}d order
;
the two are liable to

be confounded, and should be carefully distinguished.

Orders v and vi. Sau. Tung tuk. In these, the sounds of the terminations au in the 5th?

and ung in the 6th are preserved without change. Yet there is the same tendency to

lengthen the sound of au to that of au in order 18th perceptible in some words under the first

of these orders that has just been noticed under the 2d order.

Order vii. Yingy yik. Not unfrequently this vowel approximates to, and sometimes actu-

ally becomes a short e ;
thus King and ping are changed to heng and peng

;
kik and shik to

kek and shek

;

and so of some others under this order. However, even in those cases where

e has become the common sound, the words will be readily understood if they are pronounced

with i, according to the standard. A much more frequent change of words under this

termination is that of the i into a; as for sing^ ming^ ting^ to say sang^ mang^ tang, but still

the change is of such a nature that an educated native easily distinguishes all these words

from those of the 15th order.

Order viii. Pany pat. In a few words, especially those ending in the yap shing^ the a in

abundant comes very near to the long d of the 25th order; in which cases they are liable to

be confounded with words of that order.

Order ix. Chtungy ch&ulc. The variations in the pronunciation of 6“ and 6wi are few

in some instances the u approximates to the sound of a, in quota.

Okders x and xi K6ngy k6k. ChiH. There are no essential deviations under either of

these orders.
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Order xii. Ku. Probably in more than one half of the words forming this order, the u is

exchanged for d ;
and many seem to range somewhere between the two, giving the sound

of o in so^ nj &cM so that it is difficult to determine which of the letters w or d should be

used. In some cases, the sound of the vowel will be heard approximating to the it by one

ear, while by other persons the same word will be sounded as if it terminated in b

;

most of

the words, however, are uniformly pronounced by all persons ending either in d or 6.

Order xiii. Un^ uU In all words under this order, the French sound of the vowel is uni-

formly retained, being always followed by n or t.

Order xrv. Kai. In all these, there is uniformly the long sound of ai
;

but there is at times

a little difficulty in distinguishing them from words of the 2d order where those run into

this.

Order xv. Tang’ tak. Here, as in pan and petty and in other orders having short vowels,

there is a tendency to change the short into the long vowel
;
some words placed here in

the Tonic Dictionary are usually heard sounded long.

Order xvi. Sz\ There seems to be no word in the English language which has the sound

given to those under this order
;

it will be nearly attained if pronounced according to the

directions above, on page iii.

Order xvii. Kam, kap. Here likewise the vowelj sometimes shows a disposition, though

rather less than in some of the other orders having short vowels, to claim affinity with

the a in caZwi, and thus to run into the 24th order.

Order xviii. Kau. Here the full broad sound of a is invariably retained, distinguishing

the words under this from those in the 5th order.

Orders xix and xx. Tsoi. Kim, Mp. The oi of order 19, in a very few cases approaches the

ai of the 14th. The terminations im and ip are throughout uniform.

Order xxi. Tsun tsut. The sound of w, as defined on page iii, is preserved in all the words

in this order. By disregarding the vowel, the Chinese sometimes confound these words

with those of the 8th order, under pan and paty and it will require close attention to dis-

criminate between the two.

Order xxii. SuL In some words, the ui is a little more open and prolonged than in others

;

care should be taken not to confound these words with those of the 4th or 28th orders.

Order xxiii. F6. The long 6 of this order is in a very few cases shortened, so that it

resembles that in no, so.

Obders xxiv, XXV, and xxvi. Kam, kap. Fan y fat. Ka. The variations under these three

orders are few or none, each one being easily distinguished from all others, and uniform

within itself.

Order xxvii. Kim^ kut. The full broad sound of the as oo in school^ followed by n and U

characterizes this order, and easily distinguishes it from all the others.

Order xxvin. FuL There is a distinct relationship between the sound of iii in this, and the

ui in the 22d order, but the words under this order are uniform
;
care is, however, requisite

to distinguish the two.

Order xxix. Che. The words under this head are uniform and easily distinguished from

all the others^ except it may be a few in the 3d order, when the % approaches to the sound

of t as here given.

Order xxx. K6n } k6t. The vowel here, as in the l23d order is usually full and broad nor

will any word comprised in it be easily confounded with those of any other order.

Order xxxi. K^dmy Not only are m and p here used instead of w and Z in the pre-

ceding order, but the vowel 6 is slightly changed, by abruptly closing the mouth when
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the sound is but half uttered ;
the former is like the sound brawn, laum, this more like

comb, roam, the change in the sound of 6 being occasioned by the different terminating

consonant.

Order xxxii. P^ang^ ngang^ ngak. The words under this order are few, though several

which are placed in the 15th order are sounded as if belonging to this. The vowel a

uniformly sounded long.

Order xxxiii. ’Ng. By dropping the vowel in ingy and retaining the full sound of the ng,

the scholar will give the true nasal here required.

It may be observed concerning these variations, that they are for the most part caused by

an endeavor to multiply and extend the number of different sounds in conversation. There being

no sound to Chinese characters, derivable from their component strokes, as the sounds of English

words are derivable from the letters of Avhich they are composed, the true sound of any character

can only be learned by rote ; and this too is the great source of the dialectical variations in

pronunciation. These variations need give the student no trouble, as they will be easily learned

b\ the ear. Besides these variations in the final vowel sound, there are a few occurring in the

initial consonant, which are heard at Macao and other places near the coast. For instance, the

initial sh is usually heard as s as {orshui (water) to saj7 sui; sang sing for shdng shingy provincial

city, &c.; the sounds tsz^ and sz
y

are sounded like a hard hissing tchl a^nd chi differing from the

common chi by its forced enunciation as if attempting to say tsz^

:

in both these deviations, an

approach to the Fukien dialect is observed. A few words, which, at Canton, are spoken without

any initial vowel, are in Macao heard beginning with ng; ns ngt (two) for ngm or ngun

(
words) for in ; ngU (hot) for it; (worthy) is pronounced hin. These variations, together

with that of sounding almost all the words comprised under the 7th order ending in ing and ik^ a.^

if they were written ang and ak, constitute the principal discrepancies in the dialect as is it

spoken in the two cities, and the intermediate neighboring places. These are, however, not

very important, and the word or phrase will be understood sounded either way*

VL THE GENERAL LANGUAGE.
That form of the Chinese most prevalent among the literati and at court, constituting the

general language of the country, ought not to be overlooked by those who commence with any

one of the dialects. Without going into lengthened details, a few observations here respecting

it will help to exhibit more clearly the character and value of this dialect.

The language shaald be viewed as a whole. The dialectical diversities are chiefly in speak-

ing, not in writing. There are local phrases, for some of which written characters exist, while

for others there are none. These diversities however numerous they may be, do not very

materially affect the language of the country, properly so called. The great body of Chi-

nese writings like that of England or of France or of Gernnany, constitutes one uniform lan-

guage, and is everywhere equally well understood. By the Chinese themselves their writings

are always thus regarded. Their literature is one ; and they have but one language. This

every child, on learning to read, studies
;
for therein T with scarcely an exception, all books and

all papers written for publication appear. The scholar therefore who learns to read only in a pro-

vincial dialect; may be as thoroughly versed in the literature of his country, and may become as

familiar with its idioms, as the one who employs only that pronunciation prevalent among the

literati, officers of government, and traveled gentlemen. Ability to use this pronunciation,

in the conversational style current in all the high circles of the empire, is regarded by the Chi-
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nese as so essential, that an education is hardly considered finished if this part be wanting. In

like manner, the foreign student, who commences with any one of the dialects, should early

direct his attention to the general language, and be careful not to neglect too long that pro-

nunciation and conversational style which only can enable him to hold free converse with gen-

tlemen and travelers wherever he may go. For this pronunciation, recourse must be had to

native masters. For the language itself, as it appears in books, portions of the Chrestomathy

afford very good examples, quoted from standard authors. All parts of the volume however

even those sections which follow most closely the Canton local dialect, will probably be in-

telligible to every educated Chinese who reads them in any part of the country.

Fragments, like the inscription on the bath of Ting, first emperor of the Sh^ng dynasty,

whose reign commenced 1766, b. c., prove that this language was early reduced to writing.

Portions of the Book of Odes and Book of Records are confessedly of a very ancient date, and

show too that many words in early use were homophonous. The number of syllables given in

Morrison
5

s Dictionary is 411 ;
these by the use of tones and aspirates are increased to more than

fifteen hundred. The number specified in the Tonic Dictionary is 1582; under each of these

are arranged several homophonous words, varying from three or four to twenty, thirty, and more.

Thus under tsing, following the Tonic Dictionary, occur these six, viz.,

each written differently, with a signification different from the others
;

yet the six are all pro-

nounced precisely alike. This characteristic of the language may be exemplified by the words

rite, rights write, and wright^ in English
;
when spoken they are alike in sound, as these six

Chinese words when spoken, or when their sounds are denoted by Roman letters, are all alike

;

yet when written as the Chinese write them, they are as unlike as rite, right write wrighL

But while these homophonous words are few in English, in Chinese they are exceedingly

numerous, and constitute one of the greatest difficulties in learning the language.

A complete history of the Chinese literature is a great desideratum. It would settle some

difficult questions, and throw light on this 6 hard speech.
5 Valuable sketches have been given

by several writers. The introductory papers to the dictionaries of Morrison and Medhurst, and

an article in the Chinese Repository, vol. III. pp. 14—37, are probably among the best.

An alphabetical list of the syllables similar to that in Morrison^ Dictionary, is introduced

here, the sounds of the characters being represented by the same system of orthography that has

been employed in the body of the Chrestomathy. The list is intended to exhibit all the syllables

in the general language, excepting only the varieties occasioned by the tones and aspirates
;
and

it will enable the student, without referring to any other work, to form an opinion of the general

language, and to mark the principal differences in pronunciation between it and this dialect. To
aid him in marking these differences between the two, the sound of the characters is given in

both, and in separate columns. Besides the vowels and diphthongs used in the Chrestomathy?

the following additional ones are required in the genera] language
; viz., e as in where^ or like

ai in chairs and ei, which is pronounced open nearly like ey in the words bey and dey.

Note.—In this list of syllables, commencing on the next page, the sounds as used in the court

dialect are given in the first column after the Chinese characters, and the sounds of the local

dialect in the second. In a few instances, two words occur in the first column having the same

sound, as 'an and dm and cha, che and che in each of these cases, the vowel in the se-

cond of the two words, if it be a final one as in chd and che
y must be pronounced somewhat

nhort and abrupt. So in all cases of the yap shing^ where in the provincial dialect the vowel is

followed by p, U h it is pronounced short and abrupt: such are chi, ch6^ chue^ fa^ Aid, &c. It

will be s^en also, that analogy does not hold in all cases : thus liiang becomes heung in one case,

while kidng becomes k6ng in another s che becomes chip in one, and chtt in another instance.
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4 tung tung

t6i tui

- tu n tiin

u ngat

’ng

ung yung

’rh i

% nga

w4 wdt

w4i ngoi

win tin

wan man

wang wong

mi y6 yau

wai — yi yat

ng yin yam

wok , ying ying

mat y6 yeuk

& yii yii

ip yue lit

i yuen iin

y^ung yU yuk

iu yun wan

ya yung yung

ip

in

VII. CHINESE GRAMMAR.
Regarding the grammar of this language no very small amount of materiel has been collected

by Pr6mare, in his Notitia Linguae Sinicae. The E^^mens de la Grammaire Chinoise by

Remusat is however a much more methodical and useful work. By analyzing the language, and

by marking attentively the modes of expression, the student will soon perceive—as well expressed

in the r6sume of R6musat that generally

:

In every Chinese sentence, in which nothing is understood, the elements of which it is com-

posed are arranged in the following order; the subject, the verb, the complement direct, and the

complement indirect.

Modifying expressions precede those to which they belong : thus, the adjective is placed before

the substantive, subject or complement
; the substantive governed before the noun that governs it ;

the adverb before the verb; the proposition incidental, circumstantial, or hypothetical, before the

principal proposition, to which it attaches itself by a conjunctive adjective, or by a conjunction

expressed or understood. •

The relative position of words and phrases thus determined, supplies the place often of every

other mark intended to denote their mutual dependence, their character whether adjective or

adverbial, positive, conditional, or circumstantial.

If the subject is understood, it is because it is a personal pronoun, or that it has been expressed

above, and that the same substantive that is omitted is found in the preceding sentence, and in

the same quality of subject, and not in any other.

If the verb is wanting, it is because it is the substantive verb, or some other easily supplied,

or one which has already found a place in the preceding sentences, with a subject or complement

not the same. #

If several substantives follow each other, either they are in construction with each other, or

they form an enumeration, or they are synonymes which explain and determine each other.
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XVI. INTRODUCTION.

If several verbs succeed each other, which are not synonymous, and are not employed as auxi-

liaries, the first ones should be taken as adverbs, or as verbal nouns, the subjects of those which

follow, or these latter as verbal nouns the complements of those which precede.

Here ends the summary of Remusat. The student will find that Chinese sentences are gene-

rally short, and simple in their construction, the parts of each proposition being arranged in their

natural order. And if he turns to the Chinese man fat^ or Maws of language/ he

will find all words arranged into two great divisions. Those in the first are called shat

tsz\ essential words, which are subdivided into ^ sz
9

tsz\ dead or inactive words, i. e.

nouns; and mto
Jg ^ ut tsz\ living or active words, i. e. verbs. Those in the second are

railed hu tsz\ or particles, which comprise, ^ ^ hi yd tsz\ initials ^
^ tszpydtsz\ conjunctions; ^ ^ tan yil tsz\ exclamations =-S ^ hit yd tsz\ fi-

nals; chiin yd tsz\ words denoting transition, &c. He will further perceive that

these Maws of language ,

5 which constitute the grammar of the Chinese, have reference mainly

i<) the construction of phrases and sentences. Practice in analyzing sentences—so as to be

able in each case easily to distinguish the subject, the attribute, and the verb—or the subject and

predicate—will show him that the character and uses of words are determined, not from their

forms, but from the position they occupy. Chinese words have no variations in form, such as are

made by the conjugation and declension of Latin or Greek verbs and nouns; but by position, their

character and uses are greatly varied.

Those Chinese who best understand the use of their own language, give great weight to the

hu tsz\—these 4 wings ( f Mercury/—considering their right employment as the most important

and the most difficult part of grammar.

VIII. CHINESE LITERATURE.
The writings of the Chinese are exceedingly numerous, and great is the variety of style.

From the days of Confucius down to our own times, during a period of more than twenty-three

lumdred years, there has been one uninterrupted series of authors. The Five Classics and Four

Books taken collectively are somewhat less copious than the Old and New Testaments, with

which however they /are not to be compared, either in diversity and beauty of composition, or in

j)iirity and elevation of sentiment. Still the precepts given, the duties inculcated, and the prohi-

bitions made, are remarkable, and have elicited an inquiry whether we should not look on these

writings, as given by God, for the moral government of this people? Poetry and prose here have

not assumed precisely the same forms as they did among the Greeks and Romans; but before passing

judgment on the relative value of eastern and western authors, the student should examine and

weigh well the merits of each. He may easily estimate the value of Grecian and Roman litera-

ture, for the whole ground on which the estimate is to be made, has been repeatedly surveyed,

and every great problem worked out ready for use; but with regard to eastern literature, the case

is different. Before one can be able to pass an accurate judgment on the whole body of Chinese

lore, he must have enjoyed a much longer and a far more intimate acquaintance with this people

and their writings, than any foreigner now living can boast of. The naturalist need not examine

every individual in either of the kingdoms of nature, in order to determine the character and qua-

lities of all its species. Nor is it necessary to read all Chinese books before you venture to form

an opinion respecting the literature of this nation. It is requisite, however, to know what works

exist, and also to know something of the circumstances unJer which they were written, before

sentence be pronounced on their respective merits.



INTRODUCTION. XVII.

1 . Tsz’hid’s Memoir n the

Book of Changes, in eleven

chapters. By Pu Tsz5
hia.

2. Commentary on Chau’s

Book of Changes, in ten chap-

ters. By Wang Pei of Wei
(i. e. of the dynasty Wei).

3. The original meaning of

Chau’s Book of Changes in

twelve chapters. By the phi-

losopher Chii of Sung.

isz na iik Chun, snap ya
kiin. Puk Tsz 5

ha chan.

Chau Yik Chii, shap kiin.

Ngai Wong Pak chin.

Chau Yik pun i, shap 1 kiin

Sung Chii tsz
?

chan.

§ 1. The Yi King is the oldest and most admired literary work extant among the Chinese.

I'he number of treatises on it of various kinds, such as memoirs, commentaries, &c., enumerated

in the imperial catalogue, is about 1450. The Yi King treats of general philosophy as supposed

to have been taught by Fuhi. By some European writers it has been called a «book of riddles.
59

—The wordiiiw, here rendered is usually an arbitrary division, and varies in length from

20 to 100 and more pages, and may be translated chapter, book, part, or section, according to its

relative length, and the character of the work in hand.

China is full of books, and schools, and colleges. New authors are continually springing up,

though comparatively few of them gain much celebrity. The press is active, and the traffic in

books is a lucrative and most honorable branch of trade. Individuals have their libraries,

and government its collections. Of these there are catalogues, some of which contain simply

the titles of books with the names of their authors; but others, in addition to the titles and names,

give brief notices of their contents, intimating in few words what each work contains. Of the

imperial library at Peking, there are catalogues in both these forms. A selection of authors from

one of them, while it may serve as a guide for the student in collecting a library, will at the

same time afford valuable data for forming an opinion regarding the merits, variety, and extent

of Chinese literature.

IX. STUDENT’S LIBRARY.

That catalogue of books in the imperial library—noticed in the third Annual Report of the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge in China—is probably one of the best ever

published. It is called Yam ting, Sz5 Fu tsiin Shii Tsung Muk,

General Catalogue of all the Books in the Four Libraries [published] by imperial Au-

thority. This catalogue is in itself a very valuable work, comprised in one hundred and twelve

duodecimo volumes of 140 or 150 pages each. As indicated by its title, the works enumerated

in the catalogue are arranged into four great departments, which are subdivided into sections.

From the many works comprised in each section, the names of only a few can here be enume-

rated. Such is the character of the titles of Chinese books that it is hardly practicable in all

cases to translate them, and therefore in the following list the titles have sometimes been literally

translated, in other instances, an equivalent has been substituted.

KING Pd,
C.LAS SICAL WRIT1NGS.

§1. Book of Changes. B- Yik Lui.

1

|±



xviii. INTRODUCTION.

4. Treatise on the Dia-

grams in the Book of Changes,
in three chapters. By Wu
Jinkie of Sung.

§ 2. Book of Records.

5. Complete Exposition of

the Ancient Records, in forty

chapters. By Lin Chiki of

Sung.
6. Treatise on the Book of

Records, in thirty-five chap-

ters. By Lii Tsuhien of

Sung.
7. Geographical Researches

in the nine ancient provinces,

in three chapters. By Sun
C/hingtsi of the reigning dy-

nasty.

9. The Meanings of the

Book of Records compared, in

six chapters. By Kiang Chau-
si of the reigning dynasty,

§ 3. Book of Odes.

9. The true Meaning of

Mau’s Book of Odes, in forty

chapters. By Mau Hang of

Han.
10. Miscellaneous Memoirs

on the Book of Odes, in

twenty chapters. JBy Su Chi
of Sung.

11. Geographical Resear-

ches on the Book of Odes, in

six chapters. By Hwang Ying-
lun of Sun.

12. Researches respecting

the l>irds, beasts, plants, and
trees mentioned in Mail’s

Book of Odes, in twenty chap-

ters. By Wu Yii of Ming.

§4. Book of Rites.

13. Critical Exposition of

Chau^ Ritual, in forty chap-
j

ters. By VV5-ng Ch^uyii of
j

Sung.

®

Y ik T6 Shiit, Sam kiin.

Sung JNg Yan kit chan.

Shii Lui.

Sheung Shii tsiin kai sz
7

shap kiin. Sung Lam Chi ki

chan.

Shii shiit, sim shap J

ng kun.

Sung Lii Ts6 him chin.

Kau Chau shin shui Hau,
sam kiin. Kwok chiu Siin

Shing chak ch^n.

Shii King tsam I, luk kiin.

Kwok chiu Keung Chiu sik

chan.

Shi Lui.

M6 Shi ching i, sz
,

shap kun
Hon M6 Hang ch^in.

Shi tsap Chiin, \ shap kun
Sung Su Chit chan.

Shi Ti li Hiu, luk kun
Sang Wong Ying lun chan.

M5 Shi niu t shau, ts6, muk»
Hau, i shap kun. Ming ’Ng
Yii ch*dn.

Lai Lui•

Chau Lai tseung kii, sz
7

shap
kiin. Sung Wong Chiu y*i

chan.

§2. To the foreign student the Shii King is much more interesting than the Yi King. Its

moral sentiments are the purest and best in the language.

§ 3. These writings, in point of excellence, are second only to the Shii King. They are short

sententious, and often very hard to understand.

§4. The writings on ceremonial observances are exceedingly voluminous, and though much
studied by the Chinese, are but little valued by foreign students. They exercise great influence

in forming the manners of the people.



INTRODUCTION. XIX.

14. Miscellaneous observa-

tions on Rites and Ceremo-
nies, in seventeen chapters.

By lord Ngau Ki of Yuen.
15. Miscellaneous Remarks

on the Ceremonial Records,

m one hundred and sixty chap-

ters. By Wei Tei of Sung.

16. General Researches re-

specting the Five Ceremonies,

in two hundred and sixtj -t'vo

chapters. By Tsin Hwuitien
of the reigning dynasty.

§ 5. Spring and Autumn
Annals.

17. The correct meaning
of Tsft’s Memoir on the Spring

and Autumn Annals, in sixty-

chapters.

IS. Commentary upon Rung-
yang’s Memoir on the Spring

and Autumn Annals, in twen-

ty-eight chapters.

19. Commentary upon Kil-

ling’s Memoir on the Spring

and Autumn Annals, in twelve

chapters.

§6. Filial Duty.

20. The Correct Meaning
of the classic Filial Duty, in

three chapters, with Comments
by Yuentsung the illustrious

emperor of Ting.

21. A clear Exposition of

the ancient text of the classic

Filial Duty, in one chapter.

By an anonymous writer.

§7. General Observations
on the Five Classics.

22. Wr tings Explanatory
of the class 'cal and canonical

Books, in t'^rty chapters. By
Lu Yuenlaiig' of Tang.

_

I Lai tsap shiit, shap tsat kun.
Yiin Ng6 Kai kung chan.

Lai Ki tsap shiit, yat pak
luk shap kiin. Sung Wai
Tai ch4n.

JNg Lai Tung Hau, i pik luk

shap i kiin. Kwok chiu
Tsun Wai tin chan.

Chun Tsau Lui.

Chun Tsau Tso Chiin ching
i, luk shap kiin.

Chun Tsau Kung y6ung
Chiin chii sho, i shap pat

kiin.

Chun Tsau Kuk leung^Chiin
chii sho, i shap kim.

Hdu King Lui.

Hau King Ching I, s^m kiin,

Tong Yiin tsung ming wong
tai yii chii.

Ku man Hau King chi kai,

yat kiin. Pat chii pi a tsap

che ming shi.

’Ng King tsung i Lui

King Tin shik man, sdm shap
kiin. Tong Luk Yiin long

chan.

§5. These annals were compiled by Confucius. Brief notices of them, and of other sacred
writings cf the Chinese, are to be found in chapter I., section 3, of the Chrestomathy : see pages
13, 14, and 15,

§6. The Hi ci* King is comprised in a very few pages; it is however highly valued, and much
read. I f Lject is indicated by its title.

§ 7. U: Kiii head, the Five Classics are treated of as a whole, the several works being
considere ^o!i?ctivrely, in the same manner as the Four Books are usually regarded as one work.



XX. INTRODUCTION.

Luk King T69 luk kiin. Sung
Yeung Kdp chan.

Sz’ ShU Lui.

Sz 5

Shii wak Man, s^m sliap

kau kiin. Sung Chii tsz’

ch4n.

Sz 5

Shii van mat Hau, sz
?

shap kiin; Pd Hau pat kiin.

Ming Sit Ying ki chan.

Sz’ Shii H6k l chi kiii

shap kiin. Kwokchiu Chiu
Sz J

yiu chdn.

Sz J

Shii Kii Tail shik f, shap
kau kun. Kwok chiu Fan
Ying ting chan.

Ngok Lui.

Ngok shii, \ pak kiin. Sung
Chan Yeung ch4n.

Kam P6, sam kiin. Minor
Wong H6 in chan.

Ngok Tin, sam shap luk kiin.

Ming Wong Tso ch^n.

Mo Chi, shap \ kiin. Ming
Cheung Mi chan.

. Siu H6k Lui.

I Nga Chii sho, shap yat
kim. Tsun Kwok Puk chii.

23. The Plates of the Six

Classics, in six books. By
Y ang Kia of the Sung dynas-

ty.

§8. The Four Books.

24. Various Inquiries on

the Four Books, in thirty-

nine chapters. By the philoso-

pher Chii of Sung.

25. Researches respecting

the persons and things men-

tioned in the Four Books, in

forty chapters, with a supple-

ment in eight chapters. By
Sie Yingki.

26. Exposition of the Four

Books, made easy for young

students, in ten chapters. By
Chau Sz5

yau of the reigning

dynasty.

27. The Meaning of the

Four Books explained by

clauses and sentences, in

nineteen chapters. By Fan
Yingting of the reigning dy-

nasty.

§9. Musical Works.

28. Writings on Music, in

two hundred chapters. By
Chin Yang of Sung.

29. Musical Pieces for the

scholar’s lute, in three chav-

ters. By Wang Haujen of

Ming.
30. Musical canons, inthir-

ty-six chapters. By Hwang
Tso of Ming.

31. Treatise on Dancing,

in twelve chapters. By Chang
Mi of Ming.

§10. Normal Education.

32. A Commentary on the

Book of Elegances, in eleven

chapters, commented upon by

Kwo Po of Tsin.

§ 9. In chapter X” sec. 2, the subject of music is treated of at considerable length, and the

mo, or dancino; of the Chinese, is also there spoken of; see page 356.

§ 10. The 'Rh Ye is a work which now commonly appears in three volumes, quarto, embellished

with engravings, and is apparently an abridgment of that by Kwo Po. It is highly valued by

the Chinese: ‘it is a kind of dictionary •’
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INTRODUCTION. XXI.

33. Explanation of the

Names of Things, in eight

chapters. By Liu Hi of Han.
(

34. Treatise on the Mean-
ing of Words, in thirty-three

chapters. By Hii Shin of

Han.
35. Classification of Words,

in forty-five chapters. The
original work written by Sz’-

ma Kwang.

36. The six Sources for

Derivation of Words, in thirty-
|

three chapters. By Tai Tung
of Yuen.

37. X Dictionary, in five
|

chapters. By Li Wanchung
of Yuen.

38. Kanghl^ Dictionary,

in forty-two chapters.

39. Treatise on the Litera-

ture of Western Scholars. By
Kin Niko of the Ming dv-

J

nasty.
i

Ching sz LuL

Sz 9

Ki, yat pak sam shap kiin.

Hon Sz 5 ma Tsin chan.

Sz’ Ki Sok Yan, sam shap

kiin. Tong Sz , ma Ching
chan.

§1. National Histories.

40. Historical Records, in

one hundred and thirty chap,

ters. By Sz 5ma Tsien of the

Han dynasty.

41. The Obscurities of the

Historical Records investigat-

ed, in thirty chapters. By
Sz Jma Ching of T4ng.

Shik ming, pat kiin. Hon
Lau Hi chan.

Shiit Man Kai tsz
5

,
s^m shap

kiin. Hon Hii Shan chan.

Lui Pin, sz
5 shap 5ng kun.

Kau pun tai Sz 5 ma Kwong
chan.

Luk Shii Ku, s4m shap sam
kiin. Yiin Tai Tung chan.

Tsz 5 Kam, J
iig kiin. Yiin Li

Man chung chan.

Hong hi Tsz5

tin, sz
5

shap i

kiin.

Sai YU i muk Tsz’. Ming
Kam N1 kok chan.

The works arranged under the head of Sv(l H6k Lui are rudimental, having reference to ex-

planations of things, and the words or names by which they are denoted. The Shw6 Wan ami
Lu Shii are very often quoted in the Dictionary of Kanghi: the object of the first is to explain

the orthography of words by an exhibition of their component parts : the object of the second is

to show whence words are derived, and refers them all to six general principles of derivation.

Kanghi^ Dictionary is in general use throughout the empire, and is a very valuable work.

§1. The historical writings of the Chinese are very prolix, often extending through many
minute and uninteresting details. Sometimes however they are concise, animated, and graphic,

in an admirable degree.

I3ibt0ion^

H ISTORICAL WRITINGS.
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XXII. INTRODUCTION.

Hon Shii, vat p^k 1 shap

kim. Hon Pan Ku chan.

S4m Kwok Chi, luk shap

kiin. Kun Clmn Shau cli n.

Pi7i n in Lui.

Tsz J Chi Tung K^m, 1 pnk

kau shap sz
5

kiin. Sung 8/'

ma Kwong chin.

Tsuk Tsz' Chi Tung Kam
ch^ung Pin, pak i shap

kiin. Sung Li Shau ch^n.

Ki sz
J pun mut Lui.

Yam ting Ping ting Leiins

Kam chiin fong Leuk, yat

pik
Jng shap i kim.

Yam ting Toi wkn Ki Leuk.

tsat shap kiin.

Yik Shi, yat pik Ink shap
kiin. Kwok chiu Ma Sau
chan.

Pit sz
J

Lui.

Kij Sz\ luk shap kiin. Suns
Su Chit chan.

Tang Chi, \ pSk kiin. Sun^
Chilis Tsiu chan.

42. History of the Han
dynasty, in one hundred and
twenty chapters. Bv Pin K6
of Han.

43. History of the Three
Kingdoms, in sixty-five chap-

ters. Jiy Chin Shau of Tsin.

§2. Annals.

44. General Mirror to aid

in Government; two hundred
and ninety-four chapters. By
S/Zina Kwdng of Sung.

45. An extended Supple-

ment to the General Mirror

tor aidir Government, in five

hundred and twenty chapters.

By Li Shau of Sung.

^3. Complete Records.

46. Narrative of the Sub-

jugation of the Two Golden
streams [in the reign of Kien-

lung], in one hundred and
tifty-two chapters; by imperial

authority.

47. Narratives respecting

Formosa, in seventy chapters
;

published by imperial au-

thority.

48. History Unraveled, in

one hundred and sixty chap-

ters. Bv M4 Siu of the

reigning dynasty.

§ 4. Separate Records.

49. Ancient Records, in

sixty chapters. By Su Chi
of Sung.

50. A Universal History,

in two hundred chapters. By
Ching Tsidu of Sung.

42, 43. There are distinct histories of every dynasty, usually compiled from the records of the

government, and which have, of course, the best claim to authenticity. The History of the Three

Kingdoms is very much admired by the Chinese, chiefly for its style, for in its narrative it i-

admitted that the writer has not restricted himself to simple facts.

^2. These annals are for the most part the production of private individuals, drawn from the

general histories. Sz^ma Kwang J

s annals form a highly finished and one of the best digested

histories that Chinese scholars have produced.

§3. Under this head are narratives of distinct events, traced from their beginning to theii

end. The History Unraveled is a work of great labor and liighly valued.
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Yam ting, Tsuk Tung (^lu
Jng pak l shap tsat kiin.

Tsap Sz’ LuL

Kwok Yii, l shap yat kiin.
5Ng Wai Chiu chii.

Im Shan Tong pit tsap, yat

pak kiin. Ming Wong Shai

ching chan.

Chiu sin Ki S7.\ yat kiin.

Ming Ngai Him chan.

Tsb Ki, luk shap kiin. Ming
Liu T6 nam chan.

Chm ling tsau x Lui.

Tong tai chiu ling tsap, yat

pak sam shap kiin.

Chii shan tsau yat pak 5ng
shap kiin.

Lik toi ming shan tsau i, Sam
p^k 5ng shap kim.

Cliiin Kt Lui.

Hung tsz’ pin nin, ’ng kiin.

Kau pun tai Sung U Shun
chik chan.

Ku 1ft Nii Chiin, tsat kiin
;

tsuk lit Nii Chiin, yat kiin.

Hon Lau Heung chdn.

51. A Supplement to the

Universal History, by imperial

authority, in five hundred and
twenty-seven chapters.

§ 5. Mixed Histories.

52. National Sayings, in

two hundred and eleven chap-

ters. By Wei Chau of Wu.

53. Miscellanies of the

Shady-Hill Establishment in

one hundred chapters. By
Wang Shiching of the Ming
dynasty.

54. Historical accounts of

Corea, in one volume. By
F Hien of Ming.

55. History of the Country
of Tsu, in sixty chapters. By
Liu Taunan of Ming.

§6. Official Papers.

56. Imperial proclamations

and orders of T^ng, in one
hundred and thirty chapters.

57. Memorials to the Throne
from high ministers of state,

in one hundred and fifty chap-

ters.

58. Memorials of celebrated

ministers of state during suc-

cessive dynasties, in three

hundred and fifty chapters.

§7. Memoirs.

59. Memoirs of Confucius,

in five chapters. The origi-

nal work by Hu Shunchi of
the Sung dynasty.

60. Memoirs of Distinguish-

ed Ladies in ancient times, in

seven chapters
;
with a Sup-

plement to the same in one
chapter. By Liu Hiang of

the Han dynasty.

§6. These o cial papers comprise a large variety of subjects and are perhaps among the
most authentic portions of the historical writings of the Chinese.

§7. There are extant separate memoirs, or biographical narratives, of almost all distinguished
persons of every age; they afford one of the best sources for studying the national character of
the Chinese. The lives of queens, empresses, and other females, have been ably written.

INTRODUCTION. XXI11.
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XXIV. INTRODUCTION.

Sai Sz5

Kl, yat kiin. Yun Lati

Yuk chin.

Sz’ Shdu Lui.

Shap tsat Sz9 Tseung Tsit, i

pak tsat shap sam kiin.

Sung Lai Ts6 him chan.

Ku Kam 1 Yii, shap \ kiin.

Ming Wong Ying kau chan.

Sz 5 Wai, sam pak shap

kiin. Kwok chiu Chan Wan
sik chan.

Tsoi Ki Ltd.

Man Shii, shap kiin. Tong
F4n Cheuk chan.

Kong nam Ye Sz 5

, shap kiin.

Sung Lung Kwan chan.

Chiu sin SzJ Leuk, luk kun.

Shi Ling Lui.

Sui shi Kwong Ki, sz
5

kun.

Sung Chan Yiin tsmg chan.

Sz ?

Shi Hi Hau tsap kai, sz
9

kiin. Ming Li Tai chdn.

Ti Li Lui.

Tdi ping wan Yii Ki, yat pak

kau shap s^m kiin. Sung;

Ngok Sz J

chan.

61. Narrative of a Wes-
tern Embassy, in one volume.
By Liu Yu of the Yuen dy-

nasty.

§8. Historical Excerpta.

62. The Seventeen Histo-

ries in complete and distinct

parts, comprised in two hun-

dred and seventy-three chap-

ters. By Lu Tsukien of the

Sung dynasty,

63. Conversations on An-
cient and Modern affairs, in

twelve chapters. By W^ng
Yingkiau of Ming.

64. Historical Woof, in

three hundred and thirty chap-

ters. By Chin Yunsi of the

reigning dynasty.

§9. Records of neighboring
States.

65. Account of Foreign

States, in ten chapters. By
Fan Cho of the Tang dy-

nasty.

66. Account of the Uncul-

tivated parts of Kiingnan, in

ten chapters. By Lung Kwan
of Sung.

67. An Historical Narrative

of Corea, in six chapters.

§10. Of Times and Seasons.

68. An Extensive Record

of the seasons of the Year, in

four chapters. By Chin
Yuentsing of Sung.

69. Miscellaneous Explana-

tions of the four seasons, in

four chapters. By Li Tdi of

Ming.

§ 11. Geographical Trea-
tises.

70. Description of the whole

Universe when at peace, in

one hundred and ninety-three

chapters. By Ngo Sz J

of the

Sung dynasty.

8. There is extant another work or a continuation of the seventeen historians which is called

the twenty-one histories. It is often referred to and much valued.

§9. These refer to states and tribes which are in part or entirely dependent on the Chinese

and extend of course only to those who are on, or within, their borders. The mountain tribes on

the northwest of Kwdngtung come under this head.
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INTRODUCTION. XXV.

71. A Complete Statistical

account of the Empire under

the reigning dynasty, in five

hundred chapters.

72. A full Statistical Ac-
count of the province of Can-
ton, in sixty-four chapters.

By Ho Julun and others of I

the reigning dynasty.
I

73. Memorials and other pa-

pers on the Management of Ca-
nals, in four chapters. By Kin
Pu of the reigning dynasty.

74. Researches respecting

the origin of the Mantchous,
in twenty chapters, by im-

perial authority.

75. A Geographical Ac-
count of the Lofau hills, in

twelve chapters. By Tau
Kingyi of the reigning dy-

nrsty.

§12. On the Magistracy.

76. The six Canons of

Tang, in thirty chapters. By
Yuentsung the illustrious em-
peror of the Ting dynasty.

77. Drafts of documents of
i

the Board of Rites, in one
|

hundred and ten chapters.

78. A Description of the
|

Magistracy in every age and of i

every rank, in sixty-three chap-

ters; by imperial authority.

79. A Golden Mirror for i

the magistracy, in twelve

chapters. By Niu Tiensu of
the reigning dynasty.

•
I

§13. On the Constitution,
j

80. A . complete Govern-
mental Directory, in two hun-
dred chapters. By Td Yiu
of Tang.

Tai Tsing yat Tang Chi,

pik kiin.

Kwong tung Tung Chi, lak

shap sz
?

kiin. Kwok chiu

Kok Yuk lun tang chan.

Chi Ho tsau chik Shii, sz
?

kiin. Kwok chiu Kan Po

chan.

Yam ting Mun chau iin lau

Hau, i shap kiin.

Lo fau Shan Chi, shap i kim.

Kwok chfu Tau King }
r ik

chan.

Kun Chik Lui.

Tong luk Tin, sam shap kiin.

Tong Yiin tsung ming wonp
tai yii chan.

Lai P5 Chi K6, yat p^,k shap

kiin.

Yam ting lik toi chik kun
piu, luk shap sam kiin.

Pak Ku Kam Kam, shap i

kiin. Kwok chiu Ngau Tin
suk chan.

Citing shu LuL

Tung Tin, i pik kiin. Tong
!

T5 Yau chan.

§11. Number 71 is the best statistical work extant on the Chinese empire and No. 72 is one
of the best for the province of Canton. There are similar works for all the provinces, depart-

ments, and districts of the empire, the Whole forming a body of works on statistics unequaled tor

its extent and minuteness in any country. N . "75 is a popular work: the Lofau hills are in this

province, about a hundred miles northwest from the city of Canton.
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XXVI. INTRODUCTION.

81. Complete Antiquarian
Researches, in three hundred
and forty-eight chapters. By
Ma Tuanlin of Yuen.

82. Supplement to the Com-
plete Antiquarian Researches
in two hundred and fifty-two

chapters. By imperial au-

thority.

83. Collected Statutes of

the Great Pare dynasty, in

one hundred chapters. By
imperial authority.

84. Complete Statistical

Account of the eight Banners
first collection, in two hundred
and fifty chapters.

85. Laws and Statutes of

the Great Pure dynasty, in

forty-seven chapters.

§ 14. Books of Reference.

86. Chichai^ Catalogue of

Books, with explanations of

their contents, in twenty-two

chapters. By Chin Chinsun
of Sung.

8T. Catalogue of Books
belonging to the house of

Tsienkingy in thirty-two chap-

ters. By Hwing Yiitsi of the

reigning dynasty.

§ 15. Criticisms on History.

88. Miscellaneous Remarks
on the Three Kingdoms, in

two volumes. By Tang King
of Sung.

89. Observations on Men
and Things in thirty-four

v olumes. By Ching Hien of

Ming.
90. Taisz

y

Observations on
the Laws, in one hundred

chapters. By Chdng Chisidng

§ 13. The works arranged under this head exhibit and explair

«vernment in all its numerous branches. For an account :
see page 564 and sequel; for No. 85, see page 533, &c.

§14. These are apparently similar to the catalogue of the i

selection is made.

Man Hin Tung H^u, saw
pak sz’ shap pat kiiiK Yiin

M^, Tun lam chan.

Yam ting Tsuk Man Hin
Tang Hau* i pak ’ng shap i

kiin.

Yam ting Td Tsing (Ji Tin,

vat pak kiin.

Pit Ki Tung Chi cho tsap,

p^k
?

ng shap kiin.

Tai Tsing Lut Lai, sz
J

shap
tsat kiin.

Muk Luk Lm.

Chik ch^,i Shu luk Kai tai, i

shap i kiin. Sung Chan
Chan siin cli^n.

Tsln king tong Shu Muk
sim shap i kun. Kwok chiu
Wong Yii tsik chan.

Si' Ping Lux.

Sam Kwok tsap sz’ i kiin

Sung Tong King chan.

Yan Mat Lun, samjhap sz’

kiin. Ming Ching In chan

T i sz Sz’ Lai yat pdk kun,

Ming Ch6ung Chi ts^ung

chan.

i all the forms and duties of the

f No. 83 and extracts from it

mperial library, from which this

M
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§ 1. Philosophical Works.

91. Domestic Sayings of

Confucius, in ten chapters,

with comments by Wdng Su
of Wei.

92. Learning, of Emperors,

in eight chapters. By F^n
Tsuyii of Sung.

93. A Miscellaneous Com-
mentary on the Primary Les-

sons, by the philosopher Chii

of Sung.
94. Conversations of the

philosopher Chii, in one huru

dred and forty chapters.

95. Notes on Reading, in

sixty-one chapters. By Chin
Tisiu of the Sung dynasty.

96. Treatise on the Mind,

in one volume. By Chin
Tisiu of Sung.

97. Rules for Reading, by
the philosopher Chii, in four

chapters. Compiled by Chdng
Hung and Tsi Hi of Sang.

Yu Kd Lui.

Hung tsz
9 Ka Yu, shap kun.

Ngai Wong Suk chu.

Tai Hok, pat kun. Sung

Fan Ts6 yii chan.

Siu Hok tsap chii, luk kun.

Sung Chii tsz
?

chan.

Chii tsz
5

Yii lui, vat pik sz

shap sz
J

kiin.

Tuk shii Ki, luk shap yat

kiin. Sung Chan Tak sau

chan.

Sam King, yat kun. Sung
Chan Tak sau chan.

Chii tsz’ Tuk shii Fat sz’

kiin. Sang Cheang Hung
Tsai H tung pin.

98. A full and complete

Treatise on the Passions, in

seventeen chapters.

99. Treatise on Filial Duty
for women, in one volume.

By lady Ching of Tdng.

100. Plates and Remarks
explanatory of the Great Ex-
treme, in fourteen chapters.

By Wang Tsz Jhwai of the

reigning dynasty.

Sing Li tai tsun shii, shaf

tsat kiin.

Nii Hau King, yat kiin.

T Dg Ching shi chan.

Tai Kik T6 Shiit Lun, shaf

sz
7

kiin. Kwok Chiu \V6nc

Tsz 5 w^i chdn.

§ 1. The yu kd is the school of the literati, comprising all the wise and the learned men of the

nation, who follow the principles of Confucius, their great master. Their writings are numerous;
and in p* it of excellence are second only to the ancient classics. The writings of some of the

followers of the sage are such as would probably be preferred to those of Confucius by all and
any but Chinese.
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XXV111. INTRODUCTION.

101. Education of females,
|

in six chapters. By Lan
Tingvuen (or Lachow") of the

reigning dynasty.

§2. Military Authors.

102. Writings on Defences
of Cities, in four chapters.

103. Military Records, in
|

four chapters. By Ho Liang-

cliin of Ming.

104. Memoirs of a hundred
|

Generals, in one hundred •

chapters. By Chang YU of

Sung.
105. Soldier’s Mirror, in

eleven chapters. By Tang
Tmglo of the reigning dy-

nasty.

§3. Writers on Law.

106. The original works of

the philosopher Kwan, in

twenty-four chapters. By
Kwan Chung.

107. Requisites for the pro-

per execution of punishment.

By Pang Tiensi of Yuen.

§ 4. Writers on Hus-
bandry.

108. The chief Essentials

regarding Husbandry, Silk,

Clothes, and Food, in two

chapters. By Lu Mingshen
of the Yuen dynasty.

109. A complete Work on

Agricultural Operations, in

sixty chapters. By Shu
Kwingki of Ming.

110. Plates and Odes on

Tillage and Weaving. By Lu
(-hau of the Sung dynasty.

§ 5. Medical Writers.

111. The Plain Questions

of Hwangti, in twenty-four

chapters, commented on by

Wang Ping of Tang.

§2. The military school, or ping ka, is respectable only for

its professors are worthless.

§’3. The number of* writers on law is not large; their works

the laws and with the principles involved in them.

§4. For the views of the Chinese on agriculture, see chap. IX,

Nii Hok, Ink kiin. Kwok
chiu Lam Ting yiin pin.

Ping Ka Lui.

Sliau shing Luk, sz
5

kiin.

Chan Ki, sz
9

kiin. Ming Ho
Leung shan chan.

Pak Tseung Chiin, yat pak
kiin. Sung Cheung Yii chan.

Ping King, shap yat kiin.

Kwok cluu Tang Ting 16

chan.

Fat Kd Lui.

Kun tsz\ 1 shap sz’ kun.

Kau pun tai Kun Chung
chan.

Ching Ying lui ivi, yat kiin.

Yiin Pang Tin sik chan.

Nung Kd Lui.

Nung Song i shik tsiit fu, i

kiin. Yiin Lu Ming shin

chan.

Nung Ching tsun shu, luk

shap kiin. Ming Chii Kwong
kai chan.

King Chik Shi. Sung
Lau Chau chan.

I Kd Lui.

Wong tai su Man, i shap sz*

kiin. Tong Wong Ping

chii.

its numbers. The writings of

are occupied with the history of

passim.
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INTRODUCTION. XXIX.

fi

112. Treatise on Difficult

Cases in two chapters. By
Tsin Yuejin of Chau.

113. Rules to aid in Gene-
ral Practice, in four hundred
and twenty-six chapters. By
Chau Ting and Wang Su of

-'ling.

114. Treatise on the Buffk-

lo, in three chapters. By
Tsau Fu of Tang.

115. Veterinary Miscel- I

lany, in four chapters
;
with a

supplementary work in one
chapter. By Yii Jin and Yii

Ki of Ming.

§6. Astronomical and Ma-
thematical Writers.

’

116. New Treatise on the

laws of Celestial Phenomena,
in three chapters. By Su
Sung of Sung.

117. A new work on Math-
ematics, in one hundred chap-

ters. By Sii Kwangkl and
the European Lunghwamin
and others under the Ming
dynasty.

§7. Magical Calculations,

118. Treatise on the Great
Original, in ten chapters. By
Yang Hiung of Han.

119. On the Site for a i

House, two chapters : accord-

ing to the original memoir
|

< alled the House of Hwingtl.
120. A Minute Inquiry into

the Laws of Divination, in
i

roar chapters. By Hu Hii of 1

the reigning dynasty.

f

Nan King i kiin. Chau
Tsun Yiit yan chan.

Pd Tsai F6ng sz’ pik shap

luk kiin. Ming Chau Ting,

Wong Suk chan.

Shui Ngau King, slm kiin.

Tong Tsd Fu chan.

Liu Ma tsap, sz
5

kiin, fu luk

yat kiin. Ming Yii Yan, Yii

Kit tung chin.

Tin Man Sun Fat Lui.

San I Tseung Fat iu, sam
kiin. Sung Su Tsung chan.

San Fat Sun shii, yat pak

kiin. Ming Tsii Kw6ng kai

kap Sai yeung yan Lungsea-
man tang chin.

Shut Shd Lui.

Tai Yim King, shap kiin.

Hon Yeung Hung chan.

Chak King, 1 kiin. Kau pun
tai iit W ng tai Chak King.

Pak Fat Tseung Hau, sz
J

kiin. Kwok chlu Kii

ch n.

§ 5. The works on medicine are numerous and copious, but they have not been much read by
foreigners. For a brief account of the practice and science of medicine among the Chinese, see

chapter XVI., page 497.

§6. In this section are found several works which have been prepared by the aid of foreign-

ers, chiefly the Jesuits connected with the Astronomical Board. The native workfare not of
much value. • ’

§7. The works on magical calculations appear not to have been investigated by any foreigner,

and it is not probable they ever will be. Some works under this head are published by imperial
authority.
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Ngai Shut Lui.

Lik toi Ming Wa Ki, sliap

kiin. Tong Ch6ung Y n yijn

chan.

I Siin wo shii P6, i shap kiin.

!
Yan Tin, pat kiin. Kwok

j

chiu Chu Tseung in ch^n.

Kam P6 Tai Tsiin t shap kun.

Ming Yeung Piu chingch^n.

She Shii, sz
7

kuin. Ming Ku
Yuk ch^n.

Pd luk Lui.

Man F6ng Sz’ Pd, ’ng kum
Sung Su Yik k&n ch&n.

Ch4 King, sam kinu Tong
Luk Yii ch^n.

Pak shan Tsau King,
kiin. Sung Chii Yik Chung
ch4n.

Yam Shik sii chi, pat kiin.

Yiin Ku Ming chin.

Chung Tin Chi, shap kun-

Ming Sham Wing ching chan

Tsdp Kd Lui.

Yan mat che, san kiin. Ngai
Liu Shiu chan.

§ 8. Fine Arts.

121. Records of Distin-

guished Painters of successive

ages. By Chang Yenyuen of

Tang.
122. Siuenho^ Works on

Writing, in twenty chapters.

123. A Collection of Seals,

in eight chapters. By Chii
Si4nghien of the reigning

dynasty.

124. Extensive and Com-
plete collection of Musical
Pieces, in ten chapters. By
Vang Piauching of Ming.

125. Works on Archery, in

lour chapters. By Ku Yu of

the Ming dynasty.

§9. Collections.

126. The Studenfs Ap-
paratus, in five chapters. By
Su Yikien of Sung.

127. Memoir on Tea, in

tliree chapters. By Lu Yii of
T ng.

128. Memoir on the Wines
of the northern hills. By
Chii Yichung of the Sung
dynasty.

129. The most Important

Things to be known in diet,

in eight chapters. By Ku
Ming of Yuen.

130. An Account of In-

sects, in ten chapters. By
Shin Hungching of Ming,

§ 10. Miscellaneous
Authors.

131. Notices of Men and
Things in three chapters.

By Liu Sh^u of Wei.

§8. Chapter X, on the Liberal Arts, contains a summary view of the Chinese ideas on the

tine arts. See page 353.

§ 9. The collections are divided into two parts, collections of manufactured things, and of

natural productions: in the first are comprised coins, ink, &c.
;
in the second are included several

branches of natural history. One of the best works on Natural History, however, is arranged

under §5 with the Medical Writers. It is the 7Vd by Li Shichan; an account of it is

inserted on pages 436, and 508.
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Fung Tsuk tung I, shap klin,

fu luk yat kiin. Hon Ying
Shifi chan.

Tsai Tung Y6 Yii, i shap

kiin. Sung Chau Mat ch^n.

Ku Kam Shut Hoi, yat pak
sz

5 shap i kiin. Ming Luk
Yap pin.

Tin Chii Shat I, i kiin.

Ming Li Md tau ch^n.

Lui Shu Lui.

Shan Tong sz
5 Hiu, 1 pik i

shap pat kiin
; p6 wai shap i

kiin. Ming Pang Tai yik

chdn.

Yii Ting Pui Man Wan Fu,
sz’ p k sz’ shap sz’ kiin.

Wing lok Tai Tin, 1 m^n i

tsin pat p^k tsat shap tsat

kiin.

Sam Tsoi To Ui, yat pal-

luk kun. Ming Wong Chit

chan.

Siu Shut Lui.

Chiu Ye Kim Tsoi, Ink kun t

kau pun tai T6ng Cheung
Tsuk chan.

132. General Observations

on Manners and Customs, in

ten chapters
;

with a supple-

ment in one chapter. By
Ying Shiu of Han.

133. Stories about the Eas-
tern deserts of Tsi, in hventy
chapters. By Chau Mie of
Sung.

134. Ancient and modern
Accounts of the Seas, in one
hundred and forty.two chap-
ters. By Lu Tsie of the Ming
dynasty.

135. Verity and reasonable-

ness of Christianity, in two
chapters. By Matthew Ricci
under the Ming dynasty.

§11. Encyclopaedias.

136. Cursory Researches
at the Mountain Hall, in two
hundred and twenty-eight
chapters, with twelve supple-

mentary chapters. By P4ng
Taiyi of the Ming dynasty.

137. The Remembrancer
and Tonic Treasury, in four
hundred and forty-four chap-
ters. By imperial authority.

138. The Great Classical
AVork of Yunglo in twenty-
two thousand eight hundred
and seventy-seven chapters.

139. Collection of Plates

Illustrative of all Things, in

106 chapters. By Wang Chi
of Ming.

§ 12. Light Literature.

] 40. Court and Country
completely Described, in six

chapters, according to the

original of Chang Tsu of the

Tang dynasty.

135. There are some other works by Ricci in the imperial library.

138. Yunglo was the third emperor of the Ming dynasty, whose reign commenced A. D. 1403 r

and was a great patron of learning.

139. The sam tsoi are heaven, earth, and man, and the phrase is intended to denote all things
in the whole universe, including whatsoever appertains to heavenly, earthly, and human affairs.
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141. Amusing Tale dream-

ed at the North River, in 20
chapters. By Sun Kwang-
hien of Sung.

142. Comments on the

(monsters of the) Mountains
and Seas, in eighteen chap-

ters. By Wu Jinchin of the

reigning dynasty.

143. Records of Research-

es concerning the Gods, in

twenty chapters
; according

to the original of H4n Pau of

Tsin.

§13. Budhistic Writings.

144. Concerning the origin

of Budhism, in twenty chap-

ters. Written by the Budhist
Chishing of the Tang dy-
nasty.

145. Memoirs of the high
Budhistic priests of Sung, in

30 chapters. By the Budhist
Ts^nning of Sung.

146. Complete Records of
the Budhistic Fathers, in fif-

ty-four chapters, by the Bud-
hist Chim6 of the Sung dy-
nasty.

§14. Writings of the
Rationalists.

147. An Exposition of the

Canonical Work on True
Virtue, in two chapters. By
Su Chi of Sung.

148. Memoirs of Demigods,
in two chapters. By Liu
Hiang of Hiin.

149. Memoirs of Gods and
Demigods, in ten chapters.

By Ko Hung of Tsin.

150. Expositions of the

philosopher (yhvv^ng, in three

chapters. By Wu Shishang
of the present dynasty.

§13. Budhism, though sometimes patronized by the emperors <

and numerous monasteries, is nevertheless but little esteemed by

§ 14. The writings of this sect rank no higher, and are perhap

Budhists. The work on Virtue has been translated into Latin b;

The “three religions” of the Chinese are much blended one with

Pak mungsho In, i shap kim.
Sung Sun Kwong hin chan.

Shan Hoi King kwong Chii,

shap p4t kiin. Kwok chiu
5Ng Yam slian chan.

Sau Shan Ki, i shap kun,
kau pun tai Tsun Kon
chkn.

Shik ka Lui.

Hoi Yiin Shik kdu luk, i shap

kiin, Tong Shik Chi shing

chdn.

Sung K6 Tsang chiin, s m
shap kiin. Sung Shik Tsan
ning chan.

Fat tso Tung Ki,
5ng shap sz

J

kiin. Sung Tsang Chi mo
chin.

Td Ka Lui.

T6 Tak King Kii, i kiin.

Sung Su Chit ch^,n.

Lit Sin chiin, i kiin. Hon
Lau Heung chan.

Shan Sin Chiin, shap kiin.

Tsun K t Hung chin.

Chong tsz
5

Kai? Sam kun.

Kwok chiu ?Ng Shai sheung

chan.

Df China and supported by large

men of letters.

s less valued, than those of the

v one of the French sinologues,

the other.
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Tsd Tsz’ LuL

Ts6 Tsz? Cheung kii, shap tsat

kiin. Hon Wong Yat chan.

Yam ting P6 ui Li S6 tsun
t6, 1 kiin.

Li S5 Kai, yat kiin. Kwok
chlu Ku Shing tin chan.

Pit Tsap Lui.

Li Tai pak Tsap, sam shcip

kiin. Tong Li Tai pak chan.

Chiin Ka Tsap, pat shap kim.

Sung Sz ? ma Kw ng chan.

Tung po Tsiin Tsap, yat pjik

shap ?ng kiin. Sung S 6 Shi

k

ch^n

Tsung Tsap Luu

Yii ting Tsiin Tong Shi. kau

p^k kiin.

Shi nii Sz\ shap sz kiin,

Ming Tin Ngai hang pin.

Shi man Ping Liu

Man Shut, yat kiin* Yiin
Chan Yik tsang ch^n.

§ 1. Poetry of Tsu.

151. The Poetry of Tsu in

paragraphs and sentences
; se-

venteen chapters. By Wang
Yi of Han.

152. Poetical Beauties il-

lustrated with plates, in two
volumes. Published by im-
perial authority.

153. Commentary on the

Dissipation of Sorrows, in one
volume. By Ku Shingtien
of the reigning dynasty.

§2. Individual Collections.

154. Li Taipa ?

s Collection

(of odes) in thirty chapters.

By LI Tiipa of Tang.

155. Collection for Domes-
tic Entertainment, in eighty

chapters. By Sz ?ma Kwang
of Sung.

156. Tungp6 5

s Complete
CollectioD, in one hundred
and fifteen chapters, by Su
Shi of Sung.

§3. General Collections.

157. The complete Poems
of Tang, in nine hundred
chapters

;
by imperial autho-

rity.

158. Poetry by ladies, in

fourten chapters. Compiled
by Tien Thang of the Ming
dynasty.

§4. On the art of Poetry.

159. Treatise on Poetical

Composition, in one volume.
By Chin Yitsang of Yuen,

This fourth division comprises a large variety of works which might be appropriately classed

under the head of polite literature or belles-lettres. Nearly otie third of the catalogue is occupied

with the names of these works.

§2. Epistles, essays, inscriptions, with a large variety of poetical pieces form this collection.

The first author is highly esteemed among the Chinese.

L
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160. Poetical Sayings of

successive ages, in eighty

chapters. By Wu Kinghiu
of the reigning dynasty.

161. History of the Poetry

of. the Sung dynasty, in one
hundred chapters. By Li
Ngo of this dynasty.

§5. Odes and Songs.

162. Odes on Wine, in two
chapters. By Tsz’ Hwui of

the Sung dynasty.

163. Odes on the White
Clouds of the Mountains, in

eight chapters. By Chang
Yen of Sung.

164. Fragmentary Odes of

successive ages, in one hund-
red and twenty chapters

;
pub-

lished by imperial authority.

165. Records of the oides

of Tang, in sixteen chapters.

By Tung Fungyuen of the

Ming dynasty.

Lik toi Shi Wa, p^t shap kiin.

Kw6k chsu

5

Ng King huk

chdn.

Sung Shi Ki sz
r

,
yat pak kiin.

Kwok chiu Lai Ngok chan.

Tsz
J Huk Lui-

Tsau pin Tsz\ i kiin. Sung
Tsz , Wai chan.

Sh^n chung Pak Wan Tsz\
pat kiim Sang Cheung Tin

chan*

Yii ting, Lik toi SW U yat

p4k i shap kiin>

Tong Tsz7
Ki, shap lok kun.

Ming Tung Fung un ch^n.

From tlie preceeding list an idea may be formed of the general scope and characters of Chinese

literature. The subject will be better exhibited by recapitulation in* a tabular form.

I. Classical Writings.

§ 1. Book of Changes,

§ 2. Book of Records.

§ 3. Book of Odes.

§ 4^ Book of Rites.

§ 5. Spring and Autmn.

Annals.

§ 6. Filial Duty.

§ 7. General Observations

on the Five Classics.

§ 8. The Four Books*

§ 9. Musical Works.

§10. Normal Education.

II. Historical Writings.

§ 1. National Histories^

§ 2. Annals.

^ 3. Complete Records,

§ 4. Separate Records,

§ 5. Mixed Histories,

§ 6. Official papers.

§ 7. Memoirs.

§ 8. Historical Excerpta.

§ 9. Records of neighboriiig

states.

§10. Of Times and Seasons.

§11. Geographical treatises.

^ 12. On the Magistracy*

§ 13. On the Contitation.

§14. Books of Reference.

$ 15. Criticisms on History.

III. Professional Writings.

§ 1. Philosophical Works,

§ 2. Military Authors.

3. Writers on Law.

I 4. Writers on Husbandry.

§ 5. Medical Writers.

§ 6, Astronomical and Ma-
thematical Writers.

§ 7. Magical Calculations,

§ 8. Fine Arts.

§ 9. Collections,

§ 10. Miscellaneous Authors,

§11. Encyclopedias.

$ 2. Light Literature.

§13. Budhistic Writings.

§14. Writings of the Ra*

tionalitss*

IV. Micellanies,

§ 1. Poetry of Tsu.

§ 2. Individual Collections.

§ 3. General Collections.

^ 4. On the Art of Poetn .

§ 5. Odes and Songs.

X. METHOD OF STUDY-

The questions^ how shall 1 begirt and how shall I proceed with the study of the Chinese lan-

guage, have been so often asked bv those who were commencing with it, that some suggestions
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relative thereto will not be out of place here. At first view the difficulties seem to be very many

and great. The student finds the characters entirely different in form from those of alphabetic

languages ;
changes, such as are occasioned by conjugation and declensions, are wanting ;

while

liomophonous words, synonymous terms, and peculiar phrases, are superabundant. All these

things, however, need not discourage him
;

for, with all its difficulties, native children easily

acquire ability to speak, and read, and write it. The foreigner should learn the Chinese language

as these children do; he should talk, talk, talk; read, read, read; write, write, write; and while

thus talking, and reading, and writing, he should bring to his assistance whatever aid can be

derived from books and teachers.

Special care should always be taken not to overstrain the mind. By attempting to compass

too much at once, the memory is weakened, the intellectual faculties are fatigued, debility and

disgust ensue, and study, becoming irksome, is either abandoned or dragged on without success.

No one should read many books, until the general principles of the language, with a few select

lessons, comprising say eight or ten hundred characters, have been made perfectly familiar.

Some students justly complain of having gone over too much ground, rambling from book to

book : no course can be worse than this. It will not often be necessary to dwell long at once on

a single word, or phrase, or sentence
;
bat the exact and full force of each word should be sought

for and acquired. In order to proceed with pleasure and success ail the efforts should be natural

and easy. With the mind undisturbed and freey the learner should daily and hourly speak and

read ;
repeal again and again the same ; hear others read and speak ; write and rewrite what he

hears and reads; peruse and reperuse it: and he should assiduously persevere in these exercisest

until the language becomes as familiar as his own. (See Jahn on the study of oriental

languages.)

In using the Chrestomathy as a text-book after first perusing the Introduction so as to be-

come familiar both with the system of orthography and with that of the tones the exercises in

conversation, Sections first and second, may be commenced with. While these are being

acquired, the two series of tones, given on pages VI and VII, should be so fixed in the memory,

that any word in the dialect, when heard by the student, may be referred to its proper order

The two series of tones and Sections first and second being rendered familiar, the learner may pass

on to the third Section and commit it to memory d la Chmoise9 as recommended by Pr6mare

He need not stop at line eighty-eight, but go on and acquire the whole of the Trimetrical Classic,

at the same time repeating the preceding lessons and studying Section fourth.—The Thousand

Character Classic and the Odes for Children, noticed on page 8th, may be read in the some

manner as the Trimetrical Classic, after this latter is completed.

Thus far the attention of the student will have been confined to talking and reading, under

the tuition of the best native masters he can procure. It will now be time to take up the pencil,

to the doing of which and to the system of writing. Sections fifth and sixth will afford an easy

introduction- Henceforth talking and reading and writing will be carried on simultaneously,

yet so varied as to afford that change which is rest.

At this stage, having thoroughly acquired the first chapter of the Chrestomathy W with the thre^

(little) volumes in large characters, the student will have gained a stock of fifteen or eighteen

hundred characters. These he should repeatedly examine and analyze, mark their component

parts, and see to which of the 214 classes of characters, as given in Kanghi 5
s dictionary , each

one belongs. For this purpose, he should keep by his side a copj7 of that work, with a copy of

Morrison’s also,—in which latter the radicals, or heads of the 214 classes, are fully explained.

With this system of classification he should thoroughly acquaint himself, which he can easily

with the aid of a teacher and Kanghi^s dictionary, if Morrison^s be not at hand.
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On no account should the student be anxious to hurry on from these preliminary exercises.

The ground already gone over, he should review and rereview so as to know all the characters,

and be able to recognize them at once wherever they may occur. It should be a rule, in the

early part of his course, not to leave behind many characters or phrases of which he has not

gained perfect mastery. Continual repetition, without any very laborious efforts, will fix the

language fast in the memory.

Gutta cavat lapidem^ non sed scepe cadendo.

Children find unlettered men learn languages rapidly by such frequent repetition : with these

persons it is the only way they can learn; and with the scholar, though it be not the only, it is

the surest and the most easy method for successful study,

Legendum potins multum quam multa.

The reading of Chinese books,— such as tracts, essays, &c., composed by foreignes, is a very

questionable course. When the style is purely Chinese, all the phrases having been selected or

formed by native masters, as in the case of Esop^ Fables, it cannot be objected to. Thoghrout

the Chrestomathy, care has been taken not to introduce any phrases or sentences except those

either composed by Chinese or selected from their books. The only exceptions to this remark

are to be found in those terms, which are (or were supposed to be) new to the Chinese. It is

a true remark, that u the only way to impress upon the mind of a pupil the genius of a foreign

tongue, is to impress upon it the phraseology of native speakers or writers. The habit of con-

ception in conformity vvhith the models thus furnished will follow of itself. Tlie pratice of ex-

pressing English conceptions in the words of a foreign language, for the purpose of learning

it, is not only useless but positively injurious.^ The practice of committing to memory select

phrases and sentences should be continned, in order to funish good supplies of these models.

To his list of selections, it will be \Vell for the studant occasionly to add paragraphs and short

pieces taken from the best native authors.

When a few chapters of the Chrestomathy have been made familiar, with the Sacred Edict

and the three little works above named, the History of the Three Kingdoms and the Four Books

may be taken up. These two works ^thoroughly mastered, and the Chrestomathy studied to the

end, the student will be able to lay his own course, selecting from among the thousands of Chinese

authors such works as may best suit his own taste and purposes.



iSin <shang!

Rb wa2
!

s]Vg6 Wung hbk; sTAng
wa- po 5

.

-cNi iu
5 hoki cT'ong w4 2 crn6?

1. Teacher
!

(says the

learner ; to whom the for-

mer replies,)

You compliment me.

2. 1 think of learning the

Chinese language.

Do you indeed 1

Notes and Explanations.
Tsap is composed of txoo wings^ placed over white^ which are supposed to indicate repe-

tition, like the motion of a bird’s wings when flying ;
hence it comes to mean exercise,

practice. the name of one of the most; celebrated dynasties is an appellative ot

the Chinese : wa, formed of words placed on the left of tongue^ signifies speech, lan-

guage, or to speak : T^6ng wd^ then, is the language of the Chinese. P l

i7i is one ot the

terms used to denote a chapter
;

yat means one or first
;
pHn yat is chapter first. is

the common term for word, to utter words
;

tsdp in, denotes practice in words, or exer-

cises in conversation. Tai yat is an ordinal
;

tai
}
formed of two parts, bamboo placed

above steps^ signifies number
;

yat is one ; the two mean number one, or first. Cheungs

formed of sound written above ten^ indicates something perfect, a complete piece, as of music,

or a section of a book.

1. SmsTiang is a phrase compounded of si?i
i

before, and shang, born ;
hence it

means a senior, a superior, a teacher. Hd wd, literally, well spoken, is a complimental

phrase, equivalent to saying, I am unworthy of the excellent title you give me:
formed of son placed on the right of daughter^ signifies good, excellent.

2. Ng6 is the personal pronoun I, commonly used in conversation : ni is its corre-

lative, used in like manner for the second person singular. Seung^ having a tree for its

CHAPTER I-

STUDY OF CHINESE.

1 )

_
cT fongTsap wa

3

-
; <p

cm yal

Action dTirst,

^ EXERCISES IN CONVERSATION.

Tsap 2 iin; tai 2 yat> cch^ung.

w
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3. Yes
; is it well to do so

or not ?

It is well.

4. How shall I begin?

First learn to speak in con-

versation.

5. Do you suppose I am
able to learn?

Most certainly you are able.

G. I fear I am not.

You need not fear, for you

have good vocal organs.

upper left hand part, and for the right an eye an eye looking among trees, or something

connected, attached to,—with heart close beneath, means the heart attached to, thinking

of, reflecting on, or to contemplate : iii directly below s6ung, means to seek, to desire ;

it is formed by writing nu^ a daughter^ a female, beneath a canopy or covering. H6k
1

to learn, is compounded of four parts; viz, to imitate placed on a mortar., the two form-

ing the top of the character, standing on a cover^ the middle horizontal line, suspended

over a child, which makes the lower part and completes the word. P6 and mt are par-

ticles, the first a dubitative, the second an interrogative:_You desire learn Chinese lan-

guage, eh?

3. Hai is a direct affirmative : ni is an interrogative particle : is a negative one,

formed of Jive, with two mouths^ one on the left and one beneath
; it is not found in

native lexicons: Yes; good not good? that is, I do desire to learn the Chinese ; do you
think it well for me to undertake the task? Hd a, is the direct, unqualified, affirmative

answer.

4. Hishau is a compound phrase : hi is formed of already placed close on the right of

to walk, thus indicating, already on foot, raised up, beginning
;
shau represents the human

head^ and the hair upon it; hence its meaning, head foremost, beginning ;
hishau^ there-

fore, is equivalent to raising up, or making a beginning. Tim ytung is a simple phrase :

tim^ being formed of the radical black or black spots and divination^ literally means to point,

to dot, to mark with dots; in this dialect it has the interrogative meaning of how, what;
ytung is mode, fashion, manner

;
tim ytung is what manner, or simply how : begin how

learn \ that is, how shall I commence the study of the Chinese? Sin, as above, means
before, first, or in the first place : Ic6ng^ shiit, and wa, each having f/i or ords on the left,

usually, when standing alone, mean to speak
; here, shiitwa may be regarded as a com-

pound phrase, signifying conversation. L6k is a particle used in answering a question.

5. K(i is to conjecture, to form an opinion : Is it your opinion that I can succeed in

learning the language according to my wishes 1—tak having the sense of obtaining that

for which one seeks ;
—or, do you deem it impracticable ? Or, as the Chinese phrase it.

You think I learn can, not learn c!an,eh? Pass over the head, is the literal reply; kw6^

Vau is a compound phrase, denoting that you have more than the needful ability ; kw6
is to pass over ;

Vau is, in mapy instances, synonymous with shau^ from the form of

which it differs only in having the two strokes at the top removed to the bottom, with

a leguminous plant placed on its left side. is an affirmative particle.

6. is formed of heart mid white: the Chinese suppose that the heart, like the

face, turns pale under the excitement of fear : it should be observed, that in p^a, both the

form and position of the aiv (lifiVient from what they are in (above in No. 2.)

;

in the latter, it is at the bottom in four .strokes, in the other it has but three strokes, and

is placed on the left side of the character. Kwa is a dubitative particle : hau is the

B?

Jj

Hai J

; *h6
chd <ni?

(H6 ci

!

(

111
cshau Him yeung 5

- hok 2

<ni?

<Sin hoki
ckong shiit> w4 J

lok>.
£Ni (ku -ngo hok> tak»

hok> tak) <nl ?

Kwo 5
ct

cau <le.

-Ngo p
1^ c'm hoki tak> kvv^-

c'M ~ni
c

h6 <k lim (

hau.
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7. It is really very difficult.

Not so.

8. The tones are difficult.

You must carefully listen.

9. It is difficult to distin-

guish these tones.

There are merely eight of

them.

10. How are the eight

tones uttered?

Four of them high, and four

low.

11. What do you mean
by high and low?

By and by you will under-

stand.

12. Where shall I com-
mence 1

Commence with the four high

tones.

p
Shatz

cshau £nan

ciian.

<Shing cyam hai^ ciidn lok>*

5Ni yung- csam ct
ling c ,

cN4n cfan ko 1

tik> cshing <6.

Pat> kwo 1

ct6 hai- pit? cshing

ccheb

Pat> cshing ^im yeung- (kong
cnl ?

Sz ,5 ko 5 sheung- sz
,J ko J

hi-.

Sh6ung- h4- hai- maU £ye ^ ?

Man- man 2 tsau a {hiu tak»

] k>.

Heung5 cpm eh 6
!!

1 cmai cshau

cni ?

H^ung' sheung- sz
’

cshing

<sln cmai (shau lok>.

common word for mouth i him^ formed of 5 ed placed on the right of usually

means forceps ;
but joined with hau it denotes the faculties of speech, the vocal organs.

7. Skatshau is a phrase : shat formed of pearls strung together beneath a coverings

means affluent, full, solid, real ;
here resembles shat in its meaning, though it

Usually signifies to guard, to maintain; I maintain that it is really difficult. Nan^ difficult,

has eleven strokes on the left, and eight on the right ; the latter are supposed to resemble

short tailed birds. A is an intensitive particle.

8. Shing and yam are synonyms, denoting sounds generally, but here refer to the tones

of voice
:
yam though commonly regarded as a simple character^ is composed of to erect

and sun ; shing has an ear placed beneath eleven strokes
;
yung signifies to use, to em-

ploy. Sam is the heart, or mind. T^ing has ten four and one, above heart on the

right of an ear above a king, and means to hear, to listen, to discriminate sounds. (/ is

an admonitive particle.

9. Fan^ having eight above a knife^ signifies to divide. Kotik is a definitive, and t is an
affirmative, particle. Pat kw6 literally, not exceeding, is equivalent to merely. To com-
monly signifies ail imperial residence ; here it implies all, the whole. Ch& is a restrictive

particle. Literally, the sentence runs thus: not exceeding all are eight tones only.

10. K6 is a numerical particle. Sheung is high, Aa, low ; four of the tones are ut-

tered on a high key, and four on a low one*

11. Mat is an interrogative particle
:
yt formed of mile placed on the left of the

pronoun I or me, usually means wild, wilderness
;

but in the phrase mat it signifies

thing : what things are the tones 1 Man man is leisurely, or by and by, Tsau^ then, is

formed by placing more on the right of metropolis. Hiu has sun on tfie left of twelve

strokes, meaning high, i. e. the sun high up; hence it signifies to enlighten, and joined

with tak^ to get light, to understand.

12. Heung, having a mouth within a cave, means toward, at, or upon : pin ch^u is

where, what place or part* Mai means to bury, but in this dialect it is used for ap-

proaching
; when followed by hand, it signifies joining, taking in hand, or making a begin*

ning.



Tim yeung- (kong cni?

Sh6ung- sz
9>

cshing <k6, 5 i
(

ch le 'heun^, yau a
<hin<r,

yau- cts
l
ing.

H42 sz” shing oii ?

Ha- sz
?>

<shing cd^am, <i

'ch^ c

^l, yau 2 chung 2

, yau 2

chuk).

cTim yeung- chi
5

'hiu tak>

«ni ?

'T'ai <Fan Wan- tsau- ^iu
taki de.

Tan Wan 2 hai- mat> -c

y6

cFan Wan 2 hai- cshii <ming.

s’m (M(? tak> tuk 2

cT^ng <shii ce.

-Ngo kdu5

tuk> ce.

c
7M (

shai, -ngo <sin hok
(k6ng.

13. How are they uttered?

The four high tones are ele-

vated and also shrill, acute,

and clear.

14. And tlie four low tones
how are they uttered?

With a depressed voice,

grum, grave, and thick.

15. How can a knowledge
of these be acquired ?

By examination of the Tonic
Dictionary.

16. What is the Tonic
Dictionary ?

It is the name of a book.

17. But I fear I am unable
to read Chinese books.

Then I will teach you to

read.

18. This is unnecessary,
for I wish first to learn to

speak.

13, 14. Kb and ch^am, elevated and depressed, heimg and a, shrill and grum, king

and cliung^ acute and grave, ts^ing and chuk^ clear and dull, are opposites : the sounds

of these eight words, in some degree, indicate their respective meanings, and to a prac-

ticed Chinese eye, the same is true also with respect to their forms. // and yau^ are

connective particles, meaning and, also, farther: the last one in the present case is not

required in the English, yet it cannot be omitted in the Chinese.

15. Chi means to attain, to arrive at the highest degree ; here the sense is, How can
I arrive at, or acquire, a good knowledge of the tones ? T^ai^ having an eye on the left,

signifies to look, to examine. Fan Wan^ literally divided tones, is a small book, bound
sometimes in one or two, but oftener in four thin volumes : it consists of two small

works, both of which commence on the first page and run through the whole book

:

one is a collection of letters, &c., occupying the upper half of each page, and the other

is the work here named, in which all the words commonly used in this dialect are

arranged according to their tones.

16. Shu is formed of pencil and to spcalc; hence its meaning, to write or what is

written, a book. Ming^ formed of evening and mouthy signifies name, or to name.
17. Tulc, formed by placing words on the left of to sell, means to read or to study.

Kau, a law, rule, precept, or system of ethics, here means to teach : it is composed of

to imitate^ child, and letters; or, according to another derivation, of to imitate^ chilcl^ and
to beat—this being considered by the Chinese as an essential part of education know-
ledge must be beaten into the young and simple.

18. Shai means to use, to employ, to be of use, needful, necessary. Oi, with a

h^art in the centre, is to love, to think on with affection ; here it is equivalent to iu;

see No. 2. K6m wa^ so eh, i. e. Do you say so ! K6m is a local word used for k6n\

STUDY OF CHINESE. [cHAP.

t
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If so, then you must imitate

the sounds of my voice.

19. I fear I cannot do this.
|

Try, try,

20. I cannot utter the

sounds correctly.

If so, then try again, repeat-

ing the experiment.

21. How long before I shall
;

be able to speak correctly ?
|

Do not trouble yourself on
that point.

22. But I wish quickly to

be able to speak.

Then study assiduously, of-

ten repeating what you learn,
i

23. [Besides often repeat-

ing,] is there any other way
to facilitate the study ?

Yes ; it can be done by first
j

clearly distinguishing the la-
|

bials, linguals, gutturals, den-

tals, and nasals.

pH

_

k
%

t

/

^om wa-, -c ni ckan elm 2

-ngo ko'
lhau (kong la\

I

! P‘4 h6k tak) hii kom
cha5

.

Shi5
yatj shf t e.

c'M (kong tak> ching
5 ke\

t

9M ching\ ifan 'chiin ct^u

tsoi 'kong.

(Ki noi- ch^ hok 2 tak> -ni

(ni ?

c

9M (shai mail 2
*ki noi 2

,

-(Ngo ^eung fai
J

tik)
-c ui.

cK*an lik> hok?, <to ciii

<16.

-Yau mat? tsit^ king5 yau

-Yau ;
tsin cfan tsing -shan,

shit 2 ,
fhau, cnga, pi 2

,
'tang

<yam <16.

to dare, or to presume. Kajichji, to follow, to imitate, derives its meaning from foot^

which forms the left part of kan: chu means to dwell, and is here used instead of tsui^

to follow. Ko joined to ng6 indicates the possessive case. Ld is a particle.

19. Chd is a particle implying doubt. SM yat sM try one try, make one effort; it

you fear you cannot learn, yet you can make the attempt, can begin, can try : s/u is

formed of words placed on the left of a rule or pattern.

20. Ching is right, straight, or a correct manner; I cannot speak correct as you do; it

you cannot, then back turn head again speak, meaning, you must repeat the trial
: fan chiin

Vau is a phrase nearly equivalent to tsoi^ again.

21. Kinoi^ a compound phrase, is formed of ki a distributive particle, and noi, duration,

length of time : in what length of tirae, chi can I arrive at or acquire, hok tak by learn-

ing, ui the ability — of speaking the dialect correctly 1

22. Faitik is quickly : fai is compounded of heart aud flowing. Lik is nerve, strength,

and forms a part of kan^ which itself means diligent: to much, many, often, hi sever-

al, i repetitions ; that is, many several repetitions.

23. Tsit king is a phrase, meaning a short way
;

Is there any short way? The sentence

is elliptical ;—besides the oft repetitions which you have recommended, is there any other

short way to acquire the language? Yau mb are opposites, have not have
;

in form md
differs from yau only in having the two strokes removed from the middle of the cha-

racter. Shan the lips, slut the tongue, hail the thorax, ngd the teeth, and pi the nose,

CHI. CHR.
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‘24. IIow can you distin- I

2 aish so many?
By careful attention, this can

be easily done.

25. It is also necessary to

hear them spoken.

Come then, listen while I

repeat them.

4

26. Please proceed.

They are as follows

i. Pan, P 4 ang, F4n,
are labials.

ii. Tung, Tang, Tsoi 5

are linguals.

iii. Kom, K^u, Rdm, I

are gutturals.

iv. Sin, Sau Sz’
are dentals*

V. *Ng, Ng^ng, Ng4k,
are nasals.

27. Such then being the

proper way to learn, what
course shall I now pursue ?

Whatever you find most con-

renient.

Kom' <to, yeung- <fan

<ni?

Sai <sam, tsau- cfan tak»

;
<che.

cT6 iu' <t
ling kwo* chf ts6 i

tlak).

w4)-, sni ct
fcing -ngo

(k6ng li ‘

'Ts^ng ckong.

••

j

cU : <pan, cp lang, <fan,

tsau 2 hai 2 cshan <yam cld.

(Tung, <tang, (tsoi

tsau* hai- shit 2 <yam <1^.

tKom, <kau, <kdm,

tsau- hai 2

£hau <yam Ak*

<Sln, <sau, <sz\

tsau- hai- snga <yam da*

^Ng, Nging% Ngak 2 ,

tsau 2 hai- pi- <yam di.

^om w^-, ci <ka hok^ mat.
(

ye <ni ?

cTs l ui pin- hok> lok?.

followed by tang yam classes of sounds, denote the labials, linguals, See., or the classed

f sounds formed by the lips, tongue, &c. : these five characters are thought to resemble

the vocal organs which they severally specify.

24. K6m t6 so many ! or being so many, how can they be distinguished 1 Sai sam

literally small heart, is equivalent to yung sam

;

be careful, then you can distinguish them.

25. Td here has the sense of also— it is also necessary, Ving kwo to have heard them

pronounced, chi in order to arrive at, tsd tak the doing successfully— of the business in

question. K6m wd so speak, if such is your view of the case and such your wishes

then come on, listen while I repeat the five classes of sounds ; or literally m Ving you hear,

yig6 k6ng I speak.

26. Ts^ing k6ng^ I beg you will repeat to me examples of the five classes which you

have specified : literally, so or thus, is equivalent to the phrase, they are the following,

viz., the labials, &c. N. B. These five are merely the leading or fundamental sounds ol

this description, which are modified and blended in almost every possible variety.

27. K6m wa
y
used as a phrase, varies in its meaning according to the subject. The

meaning of the whole sentence is, I regard what you have recommended as the tsit

^ing^ or best method of acquiring the language, and I wish now to know what course
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28. I wish to learn the

dialect of Canton.

If so, then it is requisite to

take up one topic after ano-
|

ther and proceed in order.

29. Very well ; I thank you I

very much
;

please wait a
i

few days, when I shall be
obliged if you will come

|

again and teach me.

Good bye.

30. Good bye.

iu
> hok> {Kw6ng dung

g cshing tsuk^ wa2
.

'Kora yeung-, tsau 2 iu' chuk)

yat> chuk> i- hok?

Ay
-

; do takj, do tak>,
ctang cch 4

l
c
kl yat 2 tsoi

5 ^ing
<sin <shang cfan clai kau\

(Ts ling a\

l

Ts‘ing .

to pursue ; how and where I shall commence : ikd is a compound phrase, meaning now,

a signification differing entirely from the original and common meaning, which is i and or

also, ka family. Tsui to follow, pin convenient, agreeable ; that is, in your study you may
follow the course most agreeable and convenient to yourself.

28. Kw6ngtung^ (pronounced Kwangtung in the court dialect,) wide east, is the pro-

per name of the province of which the city Canton is the metropolis : shang province,

shing city, are used for the provincial city, the capital of the province, the metropolis ;

tsuk wa is the common dialect. K6m ytung such being your wishes, tsau m then it is

requisite, chuk yat to hasten one, chuk i to hasten two
;

that is, to take up one subject

after another, and proceed methodically in your study.

29. A hd yes good, this is what I like. T6 tak repeated is a common phrase for

expressing gratitude
; much I have received, much I have received by your kindness, and

therefore thank you much. Tang wait, or please wait, chH delaying for, hi yat a few
days, tsoi again or when again, ts

ling I will thank, sinsliang you, fan lai back come,
Jcdu teach : i. e. please wait for a few days when I shall feel much obliged (and of course

thank you,) if you will come again and give me further instruction. The teacher sig-

fiifies his consent by saying ts^ing a, good bye.

Action ^ecoxib.

EXERCISES IN CONVERSATION.

Tsapj an; tai
1

V- ccheung

1. Please sit down, (says

the learner; and to whom the I

t-eacher replies,)

Very well

!

(Ts‘ing ts6 2
.

A" (hd.

Notes and Explanations.
1. Ts^ing, in polite intercourse is used, when taking leave, when meeting, and in the

midst of discourse ; it is composed of words and pure^ and means to ask to beg, to announce
to, which are varied according to the subject and the occasion.
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2. I now think of learning

to read, with what book shall

I begin?

With the three volumes in

the large character.

3. Where are those vo^

lumes to be obtained ?

At the bookseller's shop,

4. I beg you will buy a
copy of them for me.

I will do so.

5. Are you able to rehearse
those volumes ]

Perhaps I can.

6. Are you able to write

them ?

Some parts of them I can
write.

7. Please write a few lines.

Very well.

1

S S

1

cF ck^ 'seung hok> tukj csliii,

'hai mat)
lye cshii 'hi an?

<Sam p6- tai

2

tsz
1
- <shii

c

lu

lok).

<Pin ch c u

5

-yau ko J

tik> <shii

?

(Shii tsau 2 ^yau de.

'TsSng snl ct
lung -ngo -cmai

yat> Vd\

Ts6- tak>.

'Ni nim- tak> kwo 1 ko 5
po"-

<shii, c^m nim 2 tak> <ni ?

Wak 2

(che tsi 2 tak 5 .

CSS tak> ch c
ut>

c

s6 tak>

cni ?

(Se takj tik>,

'TsMng ~ni
c

se
(

ki chong.

A 1 c
h6.

2. IJai^ differing from hai^ (sec. i:3.,) only in having a mowM added on the left, means
with, and is used only in conversation. The three volumes in large characters are the

Trimetrical Classic, the Hundred Family Names, and the Thousand Character Classic.

The first derives its name from the avrangement of the work, having three characters in a
line; these lines, however, are doubled, and the volume contains one hundred and seventy-

eight double lines. The Hundred Family Navies, arranged in a similar manner, with four

characters in each single line, contains between four and five hundred names of families,

worked into rhyme: being an unreadable book, its place in the school-room is supplied by
another little volume, styled Yau H6k Shf, or Odes for Children. The Thousand Character
Classic is so named, because it is composed of a thousand characters, no one of which is re-

peated in the volume. This work is said to have been composed in a single night, and so

great was the mental exertion of its author, that all the hair of his head turned gray.

4. T^ung ng6 is with me, or for me,— I beg you to purchase for me, yat td one set or i

copy of the three volumes. Tsd tak^ do can, or can do, what you request can be done ; 1

will buy the books for you.

5. Nim^ composed of now and hearty means to ponder, to read ; in this dialect it means to

recite a lesson without a book; icdkche is a compound phrase, implying doubt; perhaps, or it

may be, that I can rehearse those volumes.
6. Write can [come] out, not write can eh? is the literal reading of this question: to

which the answer is, write can a little; a little is a local signification of the word tik differ-

ing from its use in books, where it is employed to denote the genitive or possessive case.
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Section Cijirir.

EXERCISES IN READING,

9

Tsap 2 tuk 2 ;
tai- csam ccheungi

1. Men at their birth : are in

nature pure ;

2. In this all are alike : but

they differ in practice ‘

3. If left uneducated : nature

deteriorates.

4. In the path of education :

foremost is application.

5. Anciently, Mang’s mother:
selected a residence

;

6. And as her son did not learn:

she cut out her web.

I

I

cYan <chi cch*o ; sing
5

^un shin-;

Sing >

<s6ung kan- : ts^p.

<s^ung c

iin.

'Kau patj kdu5

: sing
5

-cn4i cts
4 in.

K4u 5

cchi : kwai 5 L
\

<chiin.

Sik> Mang 2
: chdk:

clan
C

ch 4
ii

;

'Tsz 9

pat) hok 2 : tun-

iki 5ch l
ii.

Notes and Explanations.

1. These lines are taken from the Trimetrical Classic, or Sam Tsz 9 King. Yan is the ge-

neric term for man
;

cA 4

^, beginning or man ?
s beginning, is formed of knife placed on the

right of clothes

;

in composition, the character l clothes or to clothe should be carefully dis-

tinguished from shi to manifest ; sM has but one dot on the right side, while the other has

two, as in ch^. Sing^ composed of heart and to be born^ signifies nature; p(tn is root or ori-

gin ; man^ original nature, shin is good. N. B. The colon is used in the two columns of

English merely to make them correspond to the division in the column of Chinese.

2. Seung has the sense of mutually, universally
; men are universally, kan alike or kindred

in their nature, but iin unlike, differing from one another
3
in their practice

;
kan and iui are

opposites. This is a saying of Confucius.
3. Kau is a suppositive particle ; if, or supposing that children are not educated—pat

being a negative particle
, under such circumstances, their nature, nai ts^in is removed from

what it was originally.

4. Td means the way or course of education kau chi id education^ way, kwai is made
high in value, of prime importance, i by, chiin close attention— of both teacher and pupil.

5. Mang, or Mangtsz’ is the original of what has been latinized into Mencius. The
character of this distinguished philosopher was formed by his mother before he was born. So
careful was she in all that she did and said, that at his birth he was superior to other mortals.

Thrice she removed her residence solely for his benefit. First, she lived iu the vicinity of

tombs
;
there her boy learned to weep and wail. Next, she lived near a slaughter-house;

there he learned to imitate the butcher. From thence she removed, and chak selected, lun a

neighborhood, in which chii to reside: this was close by a school, where the boy had constant

opportunity to witness good deportment. said the mother, 4
is the place for my son to

resided One day, the boy becoming tired of his book while at school, and returning home,
his mother seized a knife, and cut from her loom a piece of cloth when it was yet unfinished.

Alarmed at her conduct he fell on his knees before her, begging to know what she meant.
4 This web, ?

said she, * is like njy boy^ learning: an accumulation of threads form inches; of

inches feet are formed, and of feet yards; but if the web be cut asunder, it will never be com-
pleted. So it is with your studies. By this illustration the lad was roused to diligence; and
his subsequent life showed how much could be effected by a mother^ attention.

6. Ki the loom, and ch^ii a shuttle are, by metonymy, used to denote the cloth wovei) in

the loom.

CHI. CHE. 3
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Tau- d'n cshin: syau V
i <f6ng;

K4u pfig tsz” ctning

<k 4u cy^ung.
-cY6ung pat> kiu >

: fu
3

<chi kwo' ;

pat> cim : <sz
?
«chi

to'.

^sz 1

patj liok 2 : cfi ^ho

Yau' pat> hok>: -16 cho

cwai ?

Yuki pat> teuk>: pat>

cshing hi*

;

cYan pat> hok>
:

pat>

<chi i
?

.

cWai cyan Hsz' : cfong

I

shiu* cshi,

I

(Ts‘an (sz’
svau : ts^Pi

-lai ci.

<H6ung (kau cling :

cnang wan tsik> ;

Hau* cii <ts
can : ^ho

<tong chap>.

cYung sz^ suY : cnang

Y^ung- <11 ;

7. Tau of rnshan: had good )

regulations

;

8. And educated his five sons

:

who all became renowned.

9. To nurture without educat-

ing : is the father^ fault;

10. To teach without rigor

:

shows tlie master’s indolence.

11. That a child should not

learn : is an improper thing;

12. For if he do not learn : then

what can he do when old?

13. A gem unwrought : is a

useless thing;

14. So a man unlearned : is a

senseless being.

15. Those who are children

:

at that tender age,

16. With teacher and friends :

ought to learn politeness.

17. Heung, when nine years

old: warmed his father’s bed;

18. Duty to parents : ought

carefully to be observed.

19. Yung, when four years old :

gave up his pears;

7. Tau, the most celebrated master of his age, was a native of Fn (Yen), one of the an-

cient states of China; he gained his high reputation by the rigid discipline he maintained in his

school : his five sons all became distinguished statesmen, and generation after generation,

they preserved their father^ good regulations, and maintained the honor and reputation of the

family. “Such is the advantage of sustaining a rigid course of paternal instruction •”

8. K^ii all, the names of all the five sons, or the reports of what they were and of wliat

they did, ytung were spread abroad.

9. Ytung^ formed of sheep placed above eatings signifies to nourish, to bring up : this ne-

glect of providing for the instruction of children, fu chi kw6 is the fault of the father

for which he is to be blamed.

10. Tm is that grave magisterial deportment which the Chinese deem indispensable for a

school-master, and which is neglected, if neglected at all, only because he is lazy.

1). Children not learn, not thing proper—children ought to learn : sh6
9 a place, a thing t

!iere refers to children^ neglecting to learn, which conduct \s
9 fi i improper.

12. YaUj composed of small and strength^ is the opposite of Id. or persons advanced to old

age; h6 wai, used as an interrogative, is equivalent to the direct negative,— they are useless,

or those who grow up uneducated ean do nothing.

13, 14. In these two lines, which are quoted from the Book of Rites, education is compar-
ed to the work of the lapidary

:
yuk refers to the gem in its unwrought state, and hi to the

ornaments into which it is formed by the artist; pat siting means unfinished articles, which
are useless; pat chi^ not to know, is equivaleirt to being destitute of, i correct principles of
conduct it is being without any sense of propriety, or becoming like a brute.

15, 16. Wax yan tsz\ being men^ sons, or while you are children, f6ng then, shlu young
in years, sM time, or while you are yet young, ts^an be near to, or follow and imitate a

teacher, associate with and copy after good friends, in order, tsdp to practice, and become a
proficient in, lai i good manners.

17, 18. Hdu i9 the duty which children owe, ii to, ts^an their parents ;
sh6 this thing, or

duty, t6ng ought, chap to be carefully held or observed. The precept is adduced here in order

to add force io the example of the illustrious I16ung, who when only nine years old used to

drive the musketoes from, and cool, his fathers bed in summer, and warm it in winter.,

X



Tai* cii
Ccheung: A tsin

cchi.

(Shau hiu) tai)- •• ts
lz”

kin' cman.

cChl -mau sh5' : shik>

-mau email.

Yat> ci shapj : shap 2 ci

pdk>

;

P^k> ci cts
l
iii : ds cin ci

mkxi1
.

<S4ra sts‘oi (ch6 : ct
c in

\\
l cyan.

<Sam ckwong Cch6 : yat,

iita <sing.

cSim ckong Cch6 :

ckwan eshan 1-;

Fu- Hsz
1

cts
can: efu -fu

shun 2
.

Ut> (ch‘un hV : iit>

cts
4au dung,

(Ts‘z’ sz” ssM : wan 1

pat> ck cung.

Utj cnim pak> : iitj esai

dung,
TsCz sz” <f6ng

:
ying

su <chung.

20. Duty to seniors : ought ear-

ly to be understood.

21. First practice filial and fra-

ternal duties: next see and hear.

22. Understand classification

:

investigate first principles.

23. Units advance to tens: tens

ascend to hundreds;
24. Hundreds to thousands:

and thousands to myriads.

25. The three powers: are hea-

ven, earth, and man.
26. The three lights : are the

sun, moon, and stars.

27. There are three ties : that

of prince and minister, justice

;

28. Offather and son, affection:

of husband and wife, kindness.

29. Spring and summer: au-

tumn and winter,

30. These four seasons : re-

volve unceasingly.

31. North and south: east and
west,

32. These four points : con-

verge to the centre.

19, 20. Yung was the youngest of several sons
;

being presented one day with a box of

pears, they all strove for the largest and best except Yung, who selected the smallest ; a bystan-

der observing this, asked why he did so
;

U
I am the youngest, and ought to take the least,

,f

was his sage reply. Tai means a younger brother, and also to act the part of such an one,

a duty which he owes, u clitung to superiors or seniors, and which, i sin chi^ ought early to be

understood and observed : nang^ in the phrases nang wan and nang yeung^ means literally

able, or to be able, and implies the actual doing of what is expressed in the word which fol-

lows it; as he did warm the bed, he did give yp the pears; or simply, he warmed the bed, he

gave up the pears,

21, 22. Shau first of all, kau we must do all our duty to our parents, and discharge

a!l our obligations as younger brothers ;
ts^z^ mext, kin man see and hear, i. e. acquire general

knowledge. Chi mau shd
y
literally know certain numbers, and shik mau man understand cer-

tain principles

;

in acquiring genera! knowledge, classify it, and investigate the principles.

23. The classification commences with this line and is continued on to the 53d. Yat i shap,

is literally one and ten ; the simple numbers commence with one and rise to ten
; thence,

by a common multiple ten, they may be increased indefinitely.

25. According to the cosmogony of the Chinese, man is placed on an equality with heaven
aod earth ;

and together they form a kind of triad, and hence are called the three powers.

27, 28. K6ng is a strong band, or regulator : of these there are three, justice, affection,

aod kindness, which are the ties of the social and civil compact. “ The upright prince in

his palace is the regulator of his ministers; the upright father at home is the regulator of his

children ; and the upright husband is the regulator of his wife: these three being upright, then

the prince will be immaculate, the minister good, the father compassionate, the son dutiful, the

husband kind, the wife submissive, the empire quiet, and nations at peace.
15

29. This phraseology is peculiar: ut^ to speak, is used here to fill up the measure, and may
be translated thus : ut ch cun ha^ what we call (or to wit,) spring and summer. It answers

nearly to the latin word videlicet, as often used in English composition.

31, 32. Sz^ f6ng are the four cardinal points of the compass
; and, considering the earth

as one vast plain, are supposed to converge to a common centre.

Sect. 3.] EXERCISES IN READING- 11

A

«

*
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33. Water and fire: wood, me-
tal, and earth,

34. These five elements : are
the original of material forms.

35. Benevolence and justice

:

propriety, wisdom, and truth

;

36. These five virtues: are not
to be confounded.

37. Rice, millet, and pulse :

wheat, panicum, and rye,

38. Are the six kinds of grain:

on which men subsist.

39. Horses, oxen, and sheep

;

poultry, dogs, and swine,

40. Are six kinds of animals:
which men rear.

41. Joy and anger: sorrow and
fear,

42 . Love 7 hatred, and desire :

are the seven passions.

43. Gourd, earth, and skin :

wood, stone and metal,

44. Silk and bamboo : form
eight musical instruments.

45. Gt.-tjrandsire
,

s sire, gt.-gd-

sire, grandsire : sire, and self

;

46. One’s own soil : with one’s

grandson,

47. Great-grandson: and great-

graiidsou’6 son,

^ M ft

fl

Uti ^hui l

fo : niukj

(kam V5,
(Ts‘z’ s’ng shang: piin

su

Ut) cyan i- :
£
la\ chf

sun
£>ng ssh^ung: pat>

cyung Ian 2
.

T6 2 cl6ung shuk> makj
(shii tsik>,

lukj kuk>; cyan
(

sh6 shikj.

siigau <yeung : ckai

(hii" (cVi
<Ts t z ,

luk ch l uk>: syan
csh6 tsz

>2
.

Utj 4

hi n52
: iitj «oi ku ?

,

OP u J yuk> : ts
4
at

cts
l ing.

<P lau ^6 kak>: muk>
shek 2 ckam,

<Sz’ chuk> : i pat>

cyam.

cK6 ctsang : fu- /i

<shan
;

(Shan <tsz’ tsz’ J
<siin,

Tsz’ 2 Hsz’ tsiin:: cl“
y

ciin <tsang,

33, 34. These five elements are supposed, by a constant succession of changes, mutually

to destroy and reproduce each other ; and in this way they constitute the pun or basis, it iij

or of which, sko numbers or things numbered consist; i. e. they are tbe original elements of alt

things.

35, 3G. Yan, genuine philanthropy, pure benevolence; z, justice, moral rectitude, good in-

tention, guilelessness; lai^ decorum, politeness, e^act propriety; chi^ discretion, knowledge,
understanding, wisdom; sun^ unsuspicious confidence, truth, a man of his word

;

these five

are, shtung the great cardinal virtues. wh\o\\^ pat yung will not endure or allow of, Ian disor-

der or derangement.

37, 38. Td is the general name for rice, of which there aye many varieties ;
leung is the

spiked Barbadoes millet; shulc is the common name for pulse; shu is the panicled millet ;

tsik also may perhaps be a species of millet; yan sh6 shiki men things-which eat ; i. e. the

vegetables which they eat.

39, 40. Ma includes horses, asses, and several kinds of mules; ngau designates the whole
bovine race; kaii& used here as a general term for all kinds of poultry; hun is also a genera)

term for the many varieties of dogs; ch^uk is limited to domesticated animals; tsz* means to

feed, to give food to; yan sh6 tsz\ men things-vvhich feed, i. e. the animals which men rear.

41, 42. These seven passions are regarded as natural feelings, common to all men \ when
rightly governed they render their possessor good ; but if left uncontroled, they lead to evil

for tlie sake of euphony, nai is dropped in some editions, and another word is added to the

end of the line to rhyme with ku above in the preceding line.

43, 44. Nai pat yam are eight sounds
; the several objects specified here are the materials

used in making the eight kinds of musical instruments for giving the eight sounds.

45—48. A modern author says: umy own generation forms one class, iny father's one,my
grandfather’s one, niy great-grandfathers one, my great-great-grandfather^ one ; thus above

xne are four classes : my son's is one, my grandsorrs one, my great-grandson's one, my great-

<



cN4i ckau tsuk 2 : cyan

cchi clun.

Fii 2
'tsz

5
cyan: cfu -fu

cts
cung

;

<Hing tsak) -yau: tai 1

tsak> <kung;
Cheung yauJ

tsii
2
:

-cyau
-u cp l ang;
<Kwan tsak> king 5

:

cshan tsak) <chung:

shap> i- : cyan

^ho ct
4ung.

cFan fan
5 cmung: csu

(kong kau 5

;

cTs 6eung fan 'ku

:

cming kii
5

tan 2
.

cWai hoki (che : pft)
syau cch l o.

'Siu Hok 3 cchung: chi
5

Sz,3
cShii.

Lun^ -Yil 'che : l
2 shap .

(p‘iru

48. Are nine degrees of kindred:

constituting the human relations.

49. Affection of father and son

:

agreement of husband and wife

;

50. The elder brother’s loye

:

the younger one’s respect

;

51. Precedence observed : in

the intercourse of friends
;

52. Honor from the prince; fi-

delity from his ministers:

53. These are the ten duties

:

on all alike binding.

54. Ev^ry teacher of youth

:

should clearly elucidate

;

55. Adduce proofs and illustra-

tions : plainly marking the periods.

56. He who is a scholar : must
have a beginning.

57. The Primary Lessons finish-

ed: he comes to the Four Books.

58. Confucius 5 Conversations

:

are in twenty chapters.

great-grandson’s one ; thus there are four classes below me : these, including myself, are the

nine classes or degrees of kindred. The following is a literal translation : great-great-grand-

father, great-grandfather, grandfather, father, and self, self and son, son and grandson,
from son and grandson to great-grandson and great-grandson^ son, are nine classes, mei^s
relations. Tsuk means the successive generations of those who are united by blood.

49 53. The yan chi lun are here indicated, being those which subsist between father and
son, husband and wife, elder and younger brothers, friends and associates, prince and minis-

ters: these ten parties have their respective obligations: /ft tsz 9 yan father and son^ affection;

yan kindness, when predicated of the father, is tender regard; but when referred to the son,

it signifies filial duty, and such is the twofold meaning of the word here
;
ts^ung in like man-

ner here means both the kindness of the husband, and the gentleness of the wife: king tsak

yau elder brother then love, i. e. they must love their younger brothers, and these must res-

pect elder brothers: chtung yau tsii^ senior and junior^ order, or the order of precedence must
be observed, yau {i p

lang in the intercourse of friends: kwan tsak Icings prince then honor, the
prince must give due honor or consideration to his ministers, while they must be faithful to

him: these are, shap i the ten obligations, yan sh6 Vung men things which agree which all

men, in their respective stations, ought carefully to discharge. The import of the whole is,

that every son must dutifully serve his parents, every minister must be faithful to his prince
;

and so of the others,

54. With this line commences the second division of knowledge, that of the scientific inves-

tigation, specified in the 22d line above.
55. Tau is in form the same as tuk to read, but differing from it in tone, it receives a new

signification
; words of this kind frequently occur.

56. Wai to act, to be, h6k che a scholar ; i. e. the scholar, or every scholar, yau must
have, ch l6 a beginning—a suitable beginning of his studies.

57. The Primary Lessons were compiled about seven hundred years ago by Chii futsz%

and form six distinct parts, treating on education and the common duties of life ; these

lessons, chung being finished, the student next, chi enters on the study of the Sz^ Shii^ Four
Books. These are ; 1. the Superior Lessons; 2. the True Medium ; 3. Conversations of
Confucius

; 4. Writings of Mencius. The Four Books were brought together into their pre-

sent shape by Ching futsz\ who flourished about eight hundred years ago.

58. 59. The Lun Yu are the Conversations of Confucius, divided into twenty chapters, in

which, hoan tai tsz^ the collective body of his disciples, kl recorded his words, actions, Sec
This work has been, not inaptly, compared to Boswell ?

s Life of Johnson.

chi. chr. 4
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J
sKw can tai'

c

tsz : kF
shin- cln.

Mang 2 Isz’ <ch6 : ts‘dt>

cp*in
C

chi;

H6ng tb 1 tak> : shiit>

cyan i~.

Ts6k> cChung cYang :

(Tsz’ sz’ pat>.

(Chung pat> (p‘in :

syung pats yik>.

Tsok, Tdi 3
- Hok,: snai

(Tsang tsz’

Tsz2 csau £ts
c
ai : chf

cp c ing chi 2
.

: Hiu King (t
c ung: Sz”

<Shii shuk),

cU luk> <king:
cko

tuk).

<Shl cShli Yik,: sLai

<Ch‘uu <Ts‘au

Ho- luk> eking : <tong

I

£kong ck£ au.

I

sYau cLin <Sh4n: syau

I
dvwai cCh^ong,

I

-Yau cChau Yik^ : csdm

I
yik 2 Sts

leung.

59. His disciples have [there-

in] : recorded his good sayings.

00. The works of Mencius :

are in seven chapters

;

61. He discourses on reason and
virtue : benevolence and justice.

G2. The author of the True
Medium : was Tsz’sz’.

63. ^True 9

is unperverted: lme-
(lium

,
is unchangeableness.

G4. The author of the Superior

Lessons: was Tsang
05. From personal and domes-

tic : he ^oes to national, rule.

6G. AVhen Filial Duty: ami the

Four Books are imderstootl,

07. Then the six classics? may
l)e commenced.

G8. The Odes, Records, Chan-
ges: Ritual, Spring and Autumn,

09. Called the six classics

:

ou«;ht to be well studied.

70. The systems of changes
by Fukhl and Shannung, with

71. That of the Chau dynasty:

were three complete works.

GO, 61. Mang tsz
, the name of the man, is here used to designate his works, just as we say

Johnson or Milton when we refer to the works of those writers. Tsz y and futsz^ are terms of

respect, nearly equivalent to philosopher: h6ng and shut are synonyms, and the latter serves

as a connective, at the same time it fills the measure of the verse.

62, 63. l
J

sdk means to make, or the maker, pat is the Chinese pencil ; the pencil of Tsz 1 -

sz' was the maker of the Chang Yung, i. e. this work was written by his hand ; he was a

grandson of Confucius, and the work consists chiefly of the ethical sayings of the sage, and
originally formed a part of the Book of Rites.

04. Tai H6k^ magna scientia, is explained to mean that learning which is suitable for per-

sons who are advanced in years. This work was also originally a chapter of the Book of

Rites; but is now one of the Four Books, and forms a counterpart to the Siii H6k or Pri-

mary Lessons.

65. Tsz' means from
;

sau is self-government ;
tsai is the government of a family ;

chi

means to rule well a state, province, or kingdom ;
and ping is to keep in order an empire :

these are the leading topics of the essay, which was reduced to writing by Tsang, one of the

disciples of Confucius.

66, 77. Hau King is, as the name signifies, a treatise on filial duty, consisting of conversa-

tions between Confucius and Tsang; it is divided into eighteen short sections, and is com-
monly published with the Primary Lessons : twig and shuk are synonyms, each meaning tho-

roughly studied, well understood
;
u as, sucli as, or works such as, luk king the six classics,

cli^t begin, can,^^ to read; i. e. the treatise on Filial Duty and the Four Books being well

nnderstood, the student may commence the study of the higher classics.

08, 69. Spring and Autumn is a single work ;
but the Ritual originally formed two sepa-

rate treatises, and these several works, collectively, ho were styled, luk king the six classics,

Kms, deserving, kong explanation, and kau investigation.

70, 71. Yau there was, Lin Shan Connected hills,
?
a so named treatise on the changes,

written by Fukhi; yau there was, Kwai Ch^Sng another work of the same kind written by

the emperor Shannung; yau there was, Chau Yik the Changes of Chau, written by king

Wan (or Wan wang) ;
sum yik three systems of changes, is^tung complete and entires

These are unitedly called the Yik King^ or the Book of Changes*
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-Yau ctm cm6: -yau fan"

kb\

-Yau shai- ming2
: cshii

cchi b\
-Ngo (Chau <kuDg

:

tsok> <Chau -Lai.

Chii' luk 2 <Kun : cts^a

chi-
c

tai.

Ym Tai J
: chii*

cLai Kf;
Shuti shing>

cln : -]4i

ngoki pi-.

Uti Kwok> cFung : iit>

-Nga Tsung-,
Ho 1 Sz9> <Shi: dong
fung> wing 2

.

cShi kf cmong: cCh cuu
<Ts cau tsok>;

Yii- <p5 ^111: pit? shin 2

okj*

72. The royal and ministerial

canons : the instructions and in-

junctions,

73. The vows and commands :

are incliided in the Records.

74. My lord Chau : was the

author of the Chau Ritual.

75. He instituted six Boards :

for the general government.
76. The elder and younger

Tai: commented on the Ritual;

77. Transmited the sage 9

s words:

& completed the ritual and music.

78. The National Airs: the tsvo

Eulogies, and the Songs,

79. Styled the Four Odes are

worthy to be rehearsed,

80. The odes having ceased :

Spring and Autumn was made ;

81. Whichby praise and blame:

separate the good and bad.

72, 73. Shii^ the Book of Records, contains six difterent kinds of state papers, referring to

times before Confucius : 1. tin were the imperial ordinances, which were regarded as unalte-

rable ; 2. mb included drafts or plans, drawn up by ministers as laws of action for their so-

vereigns ; 3. fan denotes those instructions which the chief ministers prepared for their sove-

reign, opening and delineating the path in which he should walk ; 4. kb were imperial

proclamations, given for the instruction and admonition of the whole empire ; 5. shai were
vows taken by the emperors

;
for example, when an army was going out to battle, the mon-

arch, worshiping towards heaven, vowed in the presence of his leaders, that he would reward
the faithful and punish the unfaithful among his troops ; 6. ruing were the emperor ?

s man-
dates, given to his great ministers.

74. Rung is an honorary title nearly equivalent to lord
;
ng6 Chau^ our Chau dynasty, i. e.

my lord of the Chau (Chow) dynasty, made CVmw jLai the Chau Ritual ; he was the soil

of king Wan, mentioned above, and younger brother of the martial king (Wu wang), the

first monarch of the Chau dynasty, which arose B. C. 1122. The family name of this line of

monarchs, which are very renowned in Cninese history, was 2i/, and in some editions it is

written ngo Kl kung.

75. Chii is to institute, lord Ki instituted six Boards, the prototypes, probably, of the mo-
dern ones ;

tsun to maintain, chi governmental, tax operations, i. e. to preserve and govern the

body politic.

76. 77. These two brothers, chii wrote commentaries on the Lai^ and their work was styled

Lai Ki^ the Book of Rites
; it was divided into forty-nine p^n or chapters, two of which, the

True Medium and the Superior Lessons, have been taken to form parts of the Four Books:
the other chapters constitute the Book of Rites, one of the Five Classics : shut is to narrate,

or add by way of comment; they naiTated the sayings of the sage, and in this way, lai ng6k
pi both the ritual and musical services were rendered complete.

78, 79. Hd Sz 1 SM named Four Odes, iit viz., Kw6k Fung National Airs, which were an-
nually collected and presented to the emperor, and by him submitted to his ministers, to eoable
them to know the character of those whom they had to govern

;
Eulogies, forming two

parts, Sm the Lesser, and Tax the Greater these were employed on state occasions, at

imperial audiences and banquets ;
Tsung were Songs of praises, used at the imperial sacri-

fices
;
t6ng worthy , wing to be rehearsed and sung.

80, 81. The odes, ki m6ng having been discontinued, Confucius, in order to supply their

place, commenced his Annals, which cover a period of 242 years ;
they were compiled from

the records of his native state, the modern Shantung: yu in them are found recorded, pd pin
oomraendations and censures, distinguishing, tfie good, from the bad. From this
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^Mo tszn ,
"mo tszn ! -ngo lu^

tak> (tim (kdi chf tsV

tak>.

Y l ^iu, ^ngo c

k ng -nl <chi

< 6 .

1. Stop, stop! I wish to

understand the meaning of

what you have written.

It is easily understood, I

will explain it to you.

82. [On the Annals] are three

commentaries : by Kungy6ung,
83. The family of Tso : and

by Kukleung.
84. The classics understood

:

read the philosophical writers

;

85. Select important parts

:

and commit them to memory.
86. Of these there are five : by

Sun and by Yeung,
87. By Manchung: and by L6

and Chong.
88. The classics and philoso-

phers understood : read next ge-

neral history.

Notes and E xp lanat ions ,

1. is the common pronunciation of with this latter tone and sound it is frequent-

]y used in conversation. I wish now to understand, tim kdi how explain, or what is the mean-

ing of what you have written, chi then arrive at, isd do, tak obtain ; i. e. I shall then have

obtained what I wish, when you have explained to me those lines, which you have copied

from the Sam Tsz King. N. B. The learner is supposed to interrupt his teacher, when he

(Sam Chun- che :
-cyau

cKung cyeung,

-Yau (Tso shl ?
: -yau

Kuk) cleung.

(King ki ^ming: cfong

tuk) (tsz’

Ts l
iit> sk4 iu?

: kf ck 4
i

sz’ 2
.

£,Ng tsz’ ch6: syau
<Sun cY6ung,
iMan <chung (tsz’ kap 3

£L6 cChong.
(King <tsz’ tuk 2

cchii
(

sz’.

characteristic, the work received its name; the commendations are life-giving like spring;

the censures are life-withering like autumn
; hence Spring and Autumn Annals.

82, 83. These three, in their respective commentaries, endeavored to complete and render

more lucid the annals, which had been commenced by their master.

84—87. Tsz' is here used to denote the philosophical writers
;

of these, tsiit select, kl iu

the most eminent, or parts from the writings of the most eminent, and, M sz* commit them
to memory: ^ng tsz' are five of shap tsz\ or ten authors, often referred to by the Chinese, and
whose writings form a body of literature, second only to their classics.

88. Chii sz\ literally all histories, i. e. general history, which however refers only to their

own country. From this line, the Sim Tsz ? King proceeds with a brief summary of the his-

tory of the Chinese empire, and closes with examples and exhortations, intended to encourage

the young student.

Section dFourtti^

EXERCISES IN CONVERSATION,

tijIsz
5>

ai2

®

;
t.ill

,

|

IE
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2. What is the meaning of

this character? (pointing to

the first in the 3d section.)

It is called yan^ and denotes
man.

3. (Pointing to the second
he asks again,) And this?

This is cht, a particle.

4. I know it is a particle,

but what is its meaning?

It means man’s beginning,

the time when he is born.

5. And this, (pointing to

Ue third,) what is its mean-
mg?
This is and it signifies

beginning.

6. What is the meaning of

the three when joined toge-

ther?

They mean man at his birth,

when first separated from
his mother’s womb.

7. What is the meaning
of the next three?

They mean, that the nature

of all men, when first born is

good.

p

P

K

S

<N1 ko 5
tszn Yim ^ai <ni ?

(Ni k6> ci/an tsz
2

,
'chi cfaa

cyan.

<Ni ko 3
cni?

<Ni ko 5
(.chi tszn hai- dm

tsz’ 2
.

-Ngo cchi haii dni tsz'-, <chi
(tim 'kai <ni ?

Chat) hai- cyan di tch 4o

<shang, ko > chaa5

cshi,
(kom

lok).

(Ni k6 yau”tini cni!

<Nj ko^ ich^6 tsz
2 tsau 2 hai-

<ch‘i cch‘6, (k6m (kii.

cSAm 1 (tim

cYan cii <ch fco <shang Ai -mo

<t
4

oi <shi,
(kom 'kdi lok).

Ha 2
<t

4au csam ko 5

yau-
(

tini

cFan cyan <ch l o <shar)g cchi

sing
5 ‘pun £ loi hai 2 shin*,

^ora lok).

has written eighty-eight lines, by calling for an explanation of what has been written
;

the

conversation commences with the line ^ yan chi cli^o^ sing pun siting and may be extended at

the pleasure of the learner.

2. Nik6 means this; c/u, the finger, here signifies to point with the finger, mk6 yan tsz"

this man character points to all men; i. e. it denotes the species, or man generally.

3. Nik6 chi tsz^ this character cAf, hai is, hu tsz^ an empty character, or a particle. By
this vague term the Chinese intend to express connective or euphonic particles, in distinction

from the shat tsz\ or solid words, such as nouns, verbs, &c.
4. In the phrase chi tim hai m? the particle chi has the sense of but or yet: chat mere-

ly, hai is, yan man, u at, ch l6 beginning, shang born, k6 that, chan moment, shl time, k6m
so, 16k indeed

; that is, the particle merely denotes the point of time, at which man is born.

The phrase yan chi ch^ may be rendered in various ways, thus; man’s beginning, man at

his birth, man at the time of his birth ; &c.
6. Here the same idea is repeated, literally thus

; man at beginning born separated mo-
thers womb time, so explain indeed. The sentiment is explicitly expressed, that the child

when first born possesses a good nature.
7. Ha Vau below head, sam k6 the three

?
also how? All men beginning born 5

s nature

CHI. CHR. •5



fe. Is there really such a

doctrine ! Where did it ori-

ginate?

It was the general sentiment

expressed by the ancient sa -

ges and wise men.

9. Were there any who i

doubted its correctness ?

In the second book of Men-
cius, the philosopher Kungt6
called it in question.

JO. How was this?

Having first quoted several

cases, bearing on the ques-
tion, lie said (to Mencius),
IVow, you say, nature is good,
are then all tliese false ?

11. Wliat was the answer
of Mencius ?

lie waved the question, by
introducing the subject of the

passions.

12. Well, you have ex-

plained enough for the pre-

sent; to-morrow I will thank
you to come again.

<Chan £yau ko 1

tik> tb 1 r
li

!

4Hai <pln ch t
ii

>
clai <ni?

Lik> cku shing' cin ct5 hai 1

ck6m ckong ke*

^Yau cyan <sz
5

ci,
£yau sm6

(ni?

H4- Mang- lii- 5 t
cau cKung

db Hsz' tsz
7

cl.

(Tim <szi (ni?

-K c
ui <sin syan c

ki shiit> clai

(k6ng, k(?
(

ts‘z’ kam
iiti sing

5 shin
5

-, cin tsak> (pi

ckai cfi cyii, ^om.

Mang 2
(ffi (tsz’ tini t4p> (iii?

Mang 2 cfu ^sz
1 <ning <ts

4 ing

clai cch l

ui tok 2 wd 3 sk 4
ui cchi.

Tso J tak> la
}

; <t
cing yatj

^ts^ng <sin cshang cfin clai.

original come is good, so indeed ! i. e. the meaning of the three next characters is, that

the nature of all men is good at the time when they are first born.

8. Truly have that doctrine ! In what place come eh ? Td U means what is reasonable, or

right, a just sentiment, a true doctrine, or simply a doctrine, or sentiment : hai pin chMi lai

may be correctly rendered, either, From what place did it originate? or, With whom did it

originate? lik pass, ku ancient, siting sages, in worthies, td all, hai were, k6m so, k6ng speak-
ing, let Id even so ! that is, this was the sentiment, which the sages and worthies generally

lield through the successive ages of antiquity.

9. Yau yan have men, sz y
i doubting, yau mb m have not have eh l i. e. were there any

who doubted the correctness of the sentiment? Below Mang inside head, referring to the se-

cond book of Mencius, Kurrcrfv tsz^ the philosopher Kungto (who is there introduced), sz
1
i

doubted, i. e. called in question the correctness of the sentiment.

10. lOui refers to Kungto, who having first, yan adduced, hi shut several sayings, laik6ng

come speaks ku ts^z^ with reference to these sayings, (which were in opposition to what Men-
cius had advanced,) wa said or asked, Now you say the nature of man is good, in are, tsa/c

then, pi the sayings which I have adduced, Icai all, ft false or erroneous? yu is an interroga-

tive particle : kom tlius, or in this manner, Kungto expressed his doubts ol the correctness of

the sentiment in question. See Mang tsz\ kiln luk^ tai Ink ch^ung,

1 1. Tap is to answer, to give an answer : ning is to briog, or to take up as a topic of con-

versation
;

ts^ing denotes mai^s natural disposition, or the passions, (sec. iii: 4^.,) Mencius

18 STUDY OF CHINESE. [Chap. I
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Very good.

13. Good morning.

Good bye.

CH6.

€Ts ling 16* ! Hs^ng le*

cTs cing
c

ts
cing a!.

taking up the subject of the passions, lai brought it, ch^ui to push, tok to measure, i. e. he

made it take the place of the other, and in this way he waved the point at issue ;
wa k^ii

chi speak him know, i. e. in his conversation with Kungtb.

12. Tsb tak ld
9 these words mean, you have explained as far as I desire you to do at this

time; ting yat but to-morrow, please come again and renew your explanations. The teach-

er answers hd good, or I will do so, the reply being usually attended with a deferential bow,

and then he takes bis leave.

Section

EXERCISES IN WRITING.

Tsip? c

se ;
tai2 ^ng ccheung.

cSln cshang, cT 65ng cyan

Him yeung^ cch4 o hokj c
se

tsz
1
- cni?

^sing csin cshang cpa ^hau
chap> pat>

c

se chung <chii tsz
n

csin lok).

4Se tszn syau mat) cfong fat»,
£yau -mb cnl?

£Yau ce
;
>au chap) pat) f4t )

<shai pat> fat>, <chong tsz?i

Notes and E xp la nations.

1. Sinshang is often used in tlie sense of Sir and Mr., and in many instances, as in the

present, may be well translated by Sir: pa shau is to grasp the hand ; the teacher, standing

up, grasps the child^ hand and guides both it and the pencil: cha pat is to hold the pencil

st is to write, hung chu tsz
y red characters, sin in the first place; i. e. at first, when the child

begins learning to write, he is furnished with copies writteu in red ink, and a pencil which

he takes in his hand ; then at the child^s request, the teacher, grasping his hand, guides the

pencil slowly and carefully over each of the characters in the copy.

2. Fdngfat is a common phrase for rules, such as rales, or instructions, for studying, writ-

ing, painting, and other similar arts ; the two words ^re synonymous, and are often used

separately ia the same sense which they have here.

1. How, Sir, do the Chi-
nese commence learning to

write ?

The teacher is requested at

first to guide the child’s

hand, holding the pencil, to

write copies in red ink.

2. Are there any rales for

writing ?

Yes; there are rules for hold-

ing the pencil, for making
the separate strokes, and for

combining tliem into charac-

S

1
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3. How is the pencil to be
held?

As Wong Yaukwan held
it.

4. How can I know how
he held it?

By inspecting his copy-book.

5. I have done so, and yet
I do not at all understand
how it is to be held.

Then I will leach you : let

the thumb be placed with
the back towards the body,
facing outwards; let the fore

and middle fingers, with the
back turned outwards, be
brought near it, facing the

body; thus holding fast the

pencil: let the fourth and lit-

tle fingers, placed close toge-

ther, be brought part way in

[beyond the pencil] pointing
towards you, so holding the

pencil, with the fist half open
and hollow within, and with
the fingers close together:
ihis is the best way to hold
the pencil.

_
— “

E pH•

(Tim cliap ni?

Hok 3 AVong Yau J ckwan
chap> do.

'Tim cchl -k s ui ^jm y6ung-

|

chap>«ni?

I

(T 4
ai -ck c

ui ko' pat> cliaa- ct
lo

j

do. •

I

(T‘ai <td s ’ni <hiii tak> sii

k6).

j

£Ngo kau

5

-ni c : s t
4au (

chi

\

cai cshan h6ung>

ngoi 2

; i
l (

chi,

I

chung' (

chi, ngoi 2 heung"
, cshan

;

lkom y^ung- (cha
chii- ko >

cchi pat>: ^hai emc)

fining
4

chi, ^mi (chi, tip 2

cmii, cshan yat> pun J yap 2

-c
lii ct

lau,
(

chi chii 2 tszn (

ki,

j

^om yeang- chap> chii 2

,

(h6
tsz’ pfin hoi kf
yat>y6ung-,

(chung iu* ck c iin

chung ^hi matj

;

cw^i
(

h6.

3. W6ng Yaukwan is the author of a system of writing, answering in many respects to

those which are common in the west; the work contains twelve plates illustrating the several

ways of holding the pencil, together with full explanations, to which are appended examples
of all tlie different strokes used in writing Chinese, and characters showing the mode of their

use. The one on the opposite page is intended to represent a Chinese master sitting at his

table, engaged in writing.

4. Pat chan t^b pencil order plates, i. e. plates illustrating the order, or manner, of hold-

ing the pencil.

5. T'ai I have looked, tb and yet, do not u»jderstand it, sax ke altogether, or entirely, i. e.

I have examined the plates, and yet do not al all understand the subject.

6. T^au chi the thumb is also called tdi chi the great finger : i chi the forefinger is alsc

called shik chi the eating finger, from the part it often takes with the Chinese in supplying

the mouth with food : shai is to use or let, let mb ming chi the nameless or the fourth, and
mi cM the last or little finger, tip max placed one on the other, shun be brought, yat pun one
half, yap entering, luVau within [side c f tlie pencil], cAf cAii pointing towards, sz’ your-

self Ad fsz’ just as, pfm half, Aoi oper/ed, being (being opened) ‘ii/i die fist mw

in one and the same manner; chung moreover, iu it is required, k^un that the fist, hung be

hollow, chi mat with the fingers close together; wax hd to be good, i. e. this is the good, or

the best way to hold the pencil.
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Chap) chii 5 k6) <cM pat
-mui ko* tsz

2
c
?ni <chi

(

se <pin

tik) <sin cni?

-If sh6ung- hi-
c

tso yau J (fan,

cyau sheung 2 ch^ h4 2

,
csm

(

ts6 hau- yau 2

; s’insun^.
(

t
l
ai sWing tsz

,J pat» fit> c .

6. Though [I am able] to

hold the pencil, yet I do not

know which part of the cha-

racter should be written first.

Distinguishing between the

upper and the lower, the

right and left parts, proceed

from the upper to the lower,

writing the left side first and

then the right; if you doubt

this, you may examine the

eight rules in the character

Wing.

7. Eternal

i. A dot, slanting

ii. A horizontal

line, curbed.

iii. A perpendicu-

lar line, erect.

iv. A hook, quick

leaping.

v. A spike, point-

ed upwards.

vi. A sweep, ra-

pidly brushing, out-

wards.

vii. A stroke, bill

shaped, quickly

sweeping.

viii. A dash, slow-

ly moving outwards.

5Wing.

(Tim, tsik» chakh

tW^ng, tsik) lak.

£N5, tsik> shii
J

.

Yeuk>, tsik> <k 4 au.

Ch l 4k>, tsik> t^u*.

L^uk?, tsik> p^it).

Teuk>, tsik» fat>.

Chdk>, tsik) nati.

6 Hold fast the pencil, every character not know to write,, [which] side of first eh ? Al-

though you have told me how to hold the pencil, yet I know not which part of even a single

character should be written first,—which part is^ to be written first? Ni gives this interro-

gative form to the sentence, which otherwise would be declarative: the learner says that he
does not know where to begin to write a single character ; i using, shtung ha upper and
lower, yaw left and right, divisions, proceed in writing, yaw shtung from the upper
parts, chi ha to the lower; also, sf/i tso first write the left part, hau yau afterwards the right

;

5m sun not believing this, m Vai you may examine for confirmation, Wing tsz* pat fat the

eight rules which are based on the eight parts of the character Wing. The Wing Tsz 5 Pat
Fat is~ also used as- the name of a little work on writing, from which the directions giveii

above are chiefly selected.

7. This character is regarded as containing all the simple strokes required in writing Chi-

nese; and both their names and the modes of writing them are briefly expressed ia the res-

pective parts, as here numbered,

21 STUDY OF CHINESE, [Chap. L
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8. A dot. (i.)

This is made by a slant of

the pencil, which moving
[first] towards the right, is

then turned round towards
the left. It has 18 forms.

Avoid the ox-head shape.

9. A horizontal line,

(ii.)

This is made by a leap of the :

pencil, which stopping short
;

on a point is drawn off to the

left. It has 6 forms. Avoid
making it with drooping
shoulders.

10. A perpendicu-

lar line, (iii.)

Here the pencil must not be
held perfectly erect, for then
the stroke will lack body. It

has 12 forms. Avoid the i

wasp-like waist.

11 . A hook, (iy.)

The pencil brought down is

made to diverge a little, and
raised upwards with a jerk.

It has 14 forms. Avoid a re-

semblance to a craned knees.

—

_

t

J

Chak,.

Chak) pat) cl cshing, heung*

yau 2 (chan (

tso. <Shang yat»

shap 2 pit) fit). Kl- cngau

ct
4
au,.

Lak>.

Yeuk? pat) ci cshing, chii'

<fung cui Hso. cShang luk>

fats. Ki- sshui ckln.

£N6.

Pat> pat>
(ho chik 2 , chik>

tsak> cmd lika. cShang yat>

shapj i
1 fatj. Ki- cfung ciu.

Yeuk,.

Shat) pat> cts
le chang, tse'

shai
5

ci
(

hi. cShang yat>

shap> sz?>
fat). Kl2 hok^ sat>.

8. This chalc^ slant/is commonly called tim^ a dot. It has, either simple or compound,
eighteen different forms t . which, from some real or imaginary resemblance to certain objects,

are called by their names;, thus, pearl drxjp;. plum seed ; almond seed
;
goat’s horns; cock’s

crest. These names, often very fanciful^ are giv^n to assist the memory. They are found in

most of tlie Chinese copy-books, and ought to be carefully examined by every one who de-
sires to write the character correctly with ease and elegance.

9. This lak^ bit or curb, is commonly called wang, a horizontal line; the pencil, being plac-
ed down carefully on the left, is carried rapidly off to the where^ chu furig it is brought
to a dead halt, iii thence recoiling,. <5^ towards the left. The ends of the line are compared
to a man’s shoulders, and ought, for the sake of beauty, to be erect and square, and not bent
down or drooping.

10. Nd, a strong line, is usually called shu or cliik^ both meaning a perpendicular line

among the twelve forms assumed by this line, there are two or three which exhibit a crooked
or deflected shape, one is called a crooked rule, and another a golden city.

11. a quick leap, is commonly called a hook. In most of the forms, the hook
is turned to the left; in a few instances it takes llie opposite direction; tlie shaft also takes a
variety of forms : new moon, flying goose, swimming goose, dragon’s tail, &c. are seme of
"he names of these forms,.
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12« A spike, (v.)

This resembles a part of a
broken line, with the point

thrown upwards. It has 6
forms. Avoid the shape of

a nail’s head.

13. A sweep, (vi.)

The best form of this is made
by turning the pencil’s point

off to the left, with a heavy
stroke. It has 8 forms.

Avoid the shape of a rat^s tail.

]4. A stroke, (vii.)

This is made by a sadden
jerk of the pencil, and should
be short and slender. It has
12 forms. Avoid the shape
of a broken splinter.

5. A dash, (viii.)

Here the pencil delicately

rises, and then spreads off

with a full stroke. It has 6
forms. Avoid the shape of a
broom.

16. Are there also rules

for forming the characters?

Come and examine the co-

py-plates of professor Shiu
Ying.

Ch^ak,.

Tsik> chit> i- w4k>, sy6ung
<fung* sheun^ kit>. <Shaog
luk> fat?. Ki 2 <ting ct

4 au.

Leuk,.

Pat> (fang 'tso cl^ut), <fi <shu

cwai k\vai\ <Shang piti

fdt>. Ri^
(

shii £mL

Teuk,.

Ngo- pat) tsati ^mjeuk^ t^i
5

sau}

i\ <Shang yat> shap^ i
l

fat>. Ki- tiin- Sshii.

Pati cmi fy^ung ci, cch c
ii choi

ck c
i sha^. cShaug luk^ fat>.

Kl- sit>
C

chau.

Chung- -yau <chong tszn

ni ?

£Ni £lai Vai Shiu- cYing csin

(shang <s6 tni k6> f4t>

c.

12. CAWA, a spike, is also called pointing upwards to prick or stir up; in one form it

resembles the hook.
13. Leuk^ a sweep, means to plunder; it is also called p^it which has nearly the same

sense; the allusion is derived from the sweeping course of those who plunder.

14. Teuk, a stroke, means also to strike with the bill, as a bird does in feeding ; it is

likewise called fat y
which means to strike, to brush, to wave.

15. Chak is to pull in pieces, and is commonly called nat; golden knife, crying duck,

frightened snake, roaming fish, playing fish, and double eyes, are the names of its forms.

16. The work of Shiu Ying contains a series of copies, ninety-two in number, each of

which is accompanied by a short rule, for guidance of the learner. The work is in octavo

;

printed on thick stiff paper like pasteboard; the characters are white upon a black ground.

The paper is all in one piece
5
folded between two boards, like a fan..

24 STUDY OF CHINESE. [Chap. I.
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rrtiott ix *

EXERCISES IN WRITING.

Tsap, c

s6 ;
tai1 luk 2 (ch6tmg.

Chau^ Ting5
. <Ning-.

cT l ln fau 2 l

che, tfan wak 2

<kai mo- cii ck l

i li4-.

Chi\ Sliing'. K'oi\

Ti- tsoi
5 C

che, £yau vvaks <ki.i

tok) tii ckM sheung-.

P6-. Yau 5

. Tsik,.

Yeung- l

tso
(

cbe
fl
'tso cngerj;,

yau 2 rtai.

Tuk,. Tung 2

. Tsik^.

Y^ung-yau- C

ch^, yau 5 cshan,
c

tso shukj.

Notes and Epcp lanatio n s fi

1. These are the copies of Shiu Ying. The large characters are selected only with rei'o-

rence to their form, and stand entirely independent of each other; their literal meaning is

^iven, that it may be fixed in the memory during the exercise of writing. Tk in fau cht^ the-

celestial canopy, denotes the upper part of ihe character; and in this dialect is called data

ip^ung cVau: the literal translation of the rule is, celestial covering the, every line ali cok
ed in it below : wak^ like lak (sec. v: 9.), means a horizontal line, or to draw ?ucli line.

2. Ti tsoi chi^ terrestrial support, denotes the lower line; yau there being, wak lines, kdi

all, tok [should be] supported, u on, it, sheung above: yau wdk here is nearly equivalent

lo fan wak; the latter means every line, the former signifies whatever lines there are; each

phrase thus denoting all the lines.

3. 4. The student will not fail to notice a correspondence

—

sometimes antithetical, some-

1. Universe. Fixed.
Repose.

3n characters of this form,

the upper part should cover

all the lines below it.

2. Extreme. Sa-
cred. A cover.

In characters of this form,

ihe lower part should sup-

port all the lines above it.

3. A class. Youth—
Immediately.

In these prominence is given

to the left part, it being ele-

vated, while the right is de-

pressed.

4. Read. Rainbow,
Meritorious deeds.

In these prominence is given

to the right, it being extend-

ed, while the left is contract-

ed.

CHI. CHR. 7
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:• Glad. I or me.
|

Host.

In these, the transverse line !

through the middle should be

well extended.

(>. Armor. Even.

;

Spear.

In these, the perpendicular

line should be drawn perfect-

ly straight through tlie mid-
!

die.

7. Grapes. A cater-

i)illar. A bean.

In cliaracters of this form,
|

the body of the hook should
not he either too crooked or

,

too short.

3. A sentence. A
i>ro;id spoon. Do not.

In characters of this form,
the shape of the hook should
not be too straight or too
fong.

f). Left. In. Parti-
colored.

In lliese, the horizontal line

should be short, and tlje

sweep long.

(Hi. /Ng. <(3n.

cWang ct4m 'che, cchung
\vak> ci cch l6ang.

Kap,. sP 4ing. <K6n.

Chikj ch leuk>
(

che, <chang
shii 2

ci chiiig
5

.

sP'o. Chuk> Kot,.

<Kau ciia fat>, ck s

i <shan pat)

ci h l uk>
(

tiin.

Kui 1

. Ch'euk,. Mat,.

cKau nuk> fat>, ck c

i shai
1

pat>

^io chik> cch 4eung.

'Tso. Tsoi J
. P'ong.

Wak 2

(

tun, p
4
it> £cli

ceung.

times correlative— in many of the following rules; there is likewise a similar correspondence
between the terms used in the same rules; vg6ng and tai y

shan and shuk^ are examples of
this usage.

5 3. The long liorizontal line in the one, and the long perpendicular line in tlie other, of
these are to be noted: the former should be well extended both ways; it has been by the Chi-
nese compared to the two ends of a pole, ou which a burden is suspended to be carried on the
shoulders of two men.

7 S. In both of these the long crooked line should be noted ; from the shape into which
it is bent, it is called kau a hook

;
nd means to seize or catch ;

nuk is a sabre, or the nose
made bloody by tlie sabre: Ay/zz wi the hook catching form sAflw its body not, f

should be, li^uk crooked, tun short, i. e. it ought not to be too crooked or too short, hut should

be open nearly like tlie two sides of a square : in the kau nuk fat, the hook should be more
short and contracted, u because it has not so much to contain,

n
as may be seen by inspection.

N. B. The hook in these examples, and the celestial canopy (sec. vi: 1.), are both among the

six forms specified sec. v: 9.
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10. Right. Being.
Ashes.

Ia these, the horizontal line

should be long, and the

sweep short.

11. Wood. The ori-

gin. Vermilion.

Here the horizontal line

.should be short, the perpen-

dicular long, the sweep and
dash well extended.

12. Joy. A wood.
To build mud walls.

Here t!ie horizontal line

should be long, the perpen-
dicular short, the sweep and
dash contracted.

13. Ten. Above.
Below.

In these, the transverse line

should be long, and the per-

pendicular short.

14. Talent. A dry
measure. A well.

In these the transverse should

be sliort, and the perpendic-

ular long.

15. Great. Second.
Also or with.

When there are horizontal

lines at the top and bottom,

the former must be short, the

latter long.

10. Eye. Self. Be-
cause.

When there are perpendicu-

lar lines on the right and left,

that on the left must be limit-

ed, and the right prolonged.

EXERCISES IN WRITING. 27

S

ilil

Yau 1
-.

sYau. <Fui.

Wakj cch^ungj p
l
it>

c

tiui.

Muk, 'Pun. <Chii.

Wak 2 ^im, chik^ cch^ung,

p
l
it> nati ci cshan.

L6k=. ;

Fi. Chuk>.

Waki cch^eung, chik 2 (liui

p
c
lt> n4t 2 A shuk>.

Shap,. Sheurig1
. Ha 1

.

cWang cd^eung, chik ^iiu,

cTs 4

oi. 'Tau. 'Tsing.

cWang ^im, chikj £ch leung.

A' Ping1
.

Sheung 2 ha- £yau wak 2 , csi

sheung- c

tiin a h^- cd^eun^.

Muk>. Tsz 51
. <Yan.

(Tso yau 2 £yau chiki, A (

ts'>

<shau, ci yau 1 ^hln.

10, II. In these and similar examples, the learner will easily ascertain the parts which are

the object of tlie rules, and need not, therefore, be detained with any notes or explanations.
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17. A dry measure.
Streams. A country.

When there is a sweep on the

left, and a perpendicular line

on the right, the former
should be contracted, and the

latter extended downwards.

18. Him. Disgrace,
Large.

When there are perpendic-

ular lines on the left, and
sweeps on the right, the for-

mer should be collected and
contracted, and the latter

open and extended.

19. Also. Truly.
None.

AV hen there are dots on the
two lower corners, one reclin-

ing on the right and the other
on the left with its point ele-

vated, their tops ought to

converge towards the middle
of the character, so as to give
it a diversified appearance.

20. Three. Imperial
order. Pencil.

When there are several hori-
zontal lines, they ought to be
diversified like scales and
leathers, to prevent stiffness

of appearance.

21. Although. Look
back. A body.

)"

i

(Shing. cCh'iin. .Pong.

(Ts6 p‘it> yau J chik>, tsii

^so shuk), a yau- S shui.

( I’. Lukj. <Ch‘i.

(Tso chik 2 ,
yau 2

p
4
it>, ri

(

tso

Mim, A yau- fong^

Yik,. <rn. cM .

'Tim fuk> 'che, ci -yeung
heung' pui'j -i <k fcau pin'.

tSam. Chakj. Lut,.

Wak. cch'ung 'chfe, <i clua

Hi cts
cam -i 'p^n.

<Sui. Ku'. 'T ai,

19. Fuk chi means double, or a double garment: the allusion is to a short coat or frock,

worn bv the Chinese, which, being open ou the two sides, has four corners at the bottom :

rigures or flowers are embroidered on the corners, and there are stripes up and down on the

back, or as in some cases the garment is merely figured along the bottom ;
this description ot

characters is thought to resemble the back of such a dress ;
to sleep, or lie inclined in a

sleeping posture, denotes the position of the dot on the right, and y^ung to look upwards,

denotes the dot on the opposite corner
;
the two dots, i ought, heung to correspond to each

other, facing in towards, the back, which is formed by the two middle lines or dots, as the

case may liappen to be, i ^au pin to seek change, i. e. to give diversity.

20. Iii this Uie reference is to, the uneven and variegated appearance of, fish

scales, and u bird^ feathers: the several horizontal lines should be drawn in this manner, i

fa pdn^ to metamorphose the board, i. e. to remove the appearance of stiffness.
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When both sides are alike,

ihe right and the left should

be equal.

22. Thanks. Cha-
rioteer. Tree.

When three are united [side

by side], the middle one

should be made perfectly re-

gular.

23. Imperial car.

Sound. Detention.

When the character is in two

parts, the upper and lower

being equally divided, the

[lines in the] middle may be

a little increased or diminish-

ed, as the case requires.

24. Essay. Ideas.

To implicate.

In these examples, three

parts being united one above
the other, the upper and the

lower, though extended or

contracted, must be evenly

arranged.

25. Inhale. To call.

Peak.

When the left side is small,

make its top even with the

other.

26. To know. Lady's
headdress. Small.

When the right side is small,

^fiiake its bottom even with

the other.

27. To vociferate.

Barbarous. Utensil.

EXERCISES IN WRITING.

i

1

ii

29

-Leung £p
cing ^he,

4

ts6 yau-

ci <kwan.

TseJ
. Y1F-. Shii1

.

cSam hop 2

C

che, cchung <kan

m6- ching5

.

cLiin. 'Heung. Xau.

F- tun-
(

c)ie, sheung- ha-

cp 6ing <fan, cchung cmi ika

clu
(

kain.

xCheung. Lui1
.

I

<Sam cliin
(

che, ct
cau

cshan shuk> ckan, eying W
! c\v^n ct

l ing

I

Hap>. cFii. .Fung.

I

cTso epong (

siu cts'ai

ck s
i sheung 2

.

<Chi. cTin. Sai\

j

Yau- xpin 'che, cts'ai

ck s

i ha 3
-.

cHiu. cNgau. Hi 5

.

@4. here denotes amid ; amid the extensions or contractions of the top ajid bottoiij,
ying still, there must be a due proportion and compactness maintained

; the meaning of the
word here and in 22 differs somewhat, though in the main they are alike.

8CHI. CHR.
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AV hen a part occurs four

times on the outside of a cha-

racter, the positions mu r be

such as to give the whole a

square form.

28. Incisor teeth.

You. A succession.

When a part is repeated four

times within a character^ tlie

repetitions ought to be ar-

ranged close together in uni-

form order.

29. Seven. Also.

What?

Ip. characters of this form, the

horizontal line should not be

level, for then it would de-

stroy ail beauty of shape.

30. Say. Go away.
Moreover.

In characters of this form,

the horizontal line should not

be inclined^ for then it would

be inelegant.

31. ren cubits^ A
cubit. And.

When tlie dash is freely ex-

tended, it is very necessary to

contract the head anJ aiiort-

en the sweep.

32. Martial. Com-
plete. Several.

In giving free extension to

the hooked line, care shoukl
be taken to prevent its being
too slender or too much bent.

STUDY OF CHINESE. [Chap. I.

I _

Ngoi- sz

pit) 'chi

tip? 'che, Vai kak)
ng cfong.

cChd Kai'

Noi- sz
1
' tip?

(che, p6
5
- clu* ci

c\van mat>*

Ts c

at,,
c
Ya. Mat,.

cTs fce lakj
l

ch6, pat> ci cpcing.

cp 4 ing tsak) shat> shai'.

cWan. Hu\ *Ch (
e.

cP'ing lak, 'che, patx s i

c
i

tsak> cm6 s i.

Cheung'-.Ch'ek,. Yau 5
-.

Tsung>

n^tvtchi tsz
,?

,
pjt> uV

tsiin
>

ct^au ishau -ml.

Mlo. 5Shing. <Kf.

Tsung' tkwo cchi fat>, tsui'

ki- lik 2 y^uk2 cshan <\van.

27, 23. Tip is to repeat, or reiterate
; and tip cli6 are the repetitions: Pai kak, the hod)

marks, denote the limits of the character; which, pit must he, ching arranged, f6ng in a

squnre. Again, the several repetitions of the part on the inside ought to be, ican uniform.

uhJ, mat close together.

•32. Iii these examples the hook is called fi nrdn the flying goose; it is one of the fourteen

t^rms of the hook mentioned in sec^ v: 11. When extended as in 34, the name of floating

ul* swimming goose is applied to it.
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33. Desist. Must.
The will.

When the hooked line is ho-

rizontal, there is no danger

of its being too much bent.

34. Chief. Throw.
Diligence.

In these where the hook is

extended, it should compass
the part on its side.

35. Heaven. Father.

Letters.

In such characters as have
the sweep and dash placed

across each other, and at-

tached to a part above, they

must be exactly in the middle.
|

36. Horse. Rest. Be-
j

ing or doing.

In characters of this form

—

resembling horse’s teeth, the

point of the hook should shoot

up towards the middle of the

four dots.

37. To adjust. Con-
versation. Millet.

When the dash is repeated, it

should vary, being now con-

tracted, and now extended.

38. Clear. Already.
Wilderness.

Characters, having a level

top, should have their upper
parts even.

39. Morning. Time.
After.

'

>
i

qS ^ |

Sheung 1 ^p'ing cchi tsz^… a.
I

<Chm. cShan. Hau 1
.

Sik). Pit,. Chi'

sWdng (kw6 pat) im) h‘uk>,

^Fui. <P fau. £Mm.

<Shan ckau kwai' -p c 6 cdii.

cT fm. Fu-. cMan.

cShing she«ng 2 cchi cclr^

ching 5
- cchung <wai kvvai\

-Ma. srn. cWai.

£Ma C
ch 6

i fat), ck l
i ciia ckau

<chi cfun^, cl chu 5

she- sz^
c

tlm cchi pun\

Sit>. cT 6am. c

Shii.

cMing. KT. c

Ye.

33. In these examples the hook is called a 1 horizontal spear,
1

from its resemblance to

spear, thrown down in a horizontal position.
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Characters of this form should

be even at the foot.

®

I
Ha- cp {ing tchi tsz

5
-, a Sts

4
ai

tsuk>.

40. Prohibition. A
grove. A forest.

When the hook is repeated,

sometimes it should retain

the full form, at others it

should be suppressed.

Kam\ cLam. tSham.

Tip> yeuk 2 ^he, dong wak 2

(t*ju chii-.

41. Dates. Small.
Elder brother.

lTso. ,Tsm. fKo.

When there is a hook above
and one below, the latter

should be more prominent
than the other.

Sheung- ha- <kau yeuk> ^he,
ckau cming, ci sheung 3

(kau 6m.

42. Cap ofmanhood.
A crown. To dwell.

<Kun. JMin. Chak> r

When one hook hangs down-
wards, and the other turns

upwards, the former should

be contracted, and the latter

extended.

Tu ^yeung <kau <t
liu *che,

<kau shuk si
sy6ung tkau

cshan.

43. Mandarin duck.
Pigeon. Brightness.

cUn. <Kau. cFai.

The bended hook in these

examples ought to be turned

back and contracted.

Wat> <kau <chl sliai% t*ui
3

shuk> csz
9

cj.

44. Equal. Evjery-

M.here. All.
tTs'ai.

cP l

d. <Kai.

If the upper part of a cha-

racter requires much space,

give it an open appearance.

Sheung- chim' ti
2 p6-

t'ing' <k
4
l sheung 2 <fun.

43. TThe iflw or bended hook, is the small one in the left part of the character, an^l is

one of the six forms of the spike, or stroke pointing upwards, described in sec. v : 12 ; the

technical name given to it is shuk kau
y
the hewn hook, and it also occurs in the lower part of

i clothes, cheung long, &c.
44, 45. Chim means to usurp: ti pb denotes a pace or measure of ground, much room:

t
l ing^ differing both in its meaning and tone from the same form of the character in sec. i: 8,

is here synouymous with yam, which means to allow or permit : this, however, is a meta-

phorical sense of the word, it denotes a magisterial hearing of a representation and the sub-

sequent sanctioning of it. Fiin and fiit are nearly synonymous ; the former refers to an

jopen displayed mode of writing, the latter implies breadth simply.
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45. The whole. Ten
thousand. Solitary.

If the lower part of a charac- i

ter requires much space let
|

it be broad.

46. Ascend. Yield.

Tranquil.

If the right side requires

much space, it may be ex-

tended without fear.

47. Respect Offer, i

Arrange.

Jf the left side requires much
space there is no fear of its

being too great.

48. Assistant, Dis-
tinguish. Spreading.

If both the right and left sides
|

require much space., the mid-
j

die should yield to them.

49. Much. Pencil.

To excite.
I

If the middle requires much
space, let it be enlarged.

50. A thrush. Fear.
To fumigate.

If the upper and lower parts

require much space, then the

middle must be small.

51. A phoenix. Fly,

Breath.

Chung 5

. Man J
.

Ha 2 chira
5

tl
2 po 2 ^be, yam-

!
ha 2

futi.

<T ;ang.Y€iing-.Tsing-.

I

Yau 2 chira
5

yau- pat>

fong <ii tuk> tfung.

King 5

. Hin 5

. Xau,

'Tso chim1

'che,
c

tso cm^ Jin
ai <p

lln tai%

Pat,. PiV. 'Tn.

(Tso yavi- chim 5 C

che. tchomj

ci sun".

<Fan. Pat>. iCh'unff.

(Chung ckau chin? Cch ,

tchung tuk 2 chung-

<Ang. <King. Yau^

Sh^ung- ha- chjm 1

cchung
c

siu.

Fung^. cFi. Hi\

46, 47. Patf6ng no fear, u in, tuk it alone, fung being expanded or extended : mb Un no

dread, u in^p^in a one-sided, tai greatness or largeness; in these cases, the two sides are not

required to balance each other.

CHI. CHR. 9
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r

rite long hooked line in cha-

racters of this form ought to

he bent and strong.

•52. See. Original.

Hair.

If the hooked line is in a ho-
|

rizontal position, it should be '

well roauded and extended.

53. Hall. To rale.

Bottom.

in giving freedom to the

sweep, avoid making it like a I

rat's tail.

54. Friend. Turn
hack. Skin.

lien there ;ire successive

sueeps, they must not be
made parallel like a set of

i

teeth.

55. To practice. Ne-
cessity. Figure.

When there are three sweeps
iu succession, the head of the

lower one must point to the

middle of the one immediate-

!y above it.

56. To rule. Flow.
Sea.

Where three dots are placed

on the side, the point of the

lower one must be directed

upwards near the end of the

top one
T
with which it corres-

ponds.

57. Is. To run. To
loiter.

Here the character Mivi-

iiation’ must be straight, not

deflected, extending from the

middle of the upper part, in

a rectangular position.

Uf
i

fuk-

Tsung 1 cun, c\ l^uk) king 2
.

Kin 5

. cY«n. <Mo.

cWang c

un, kvvai' siui tsnn'.

<Ting. 5Wan. (

Tai.

Tsung* p
l

it>, u' 'shu £mi.

JYau. 'Fan. cP l

i.

sLiin p
4
it>, ki ?

spai ciigS.

<Sau. <Sii. <Ving.

! Ch(J

. <Lau.
cHoi.

W i
‘tim fih, M timA ^ 1

i

i <fung Hi shhiif ‘timpLgyi ig>.

Shi-.
cTsau, Ch feuk,

i

tsz’ 2 chik“md (p‘in s
ii

1
" ’ sh6un ff

3
- tshHcliung sfui#

i

Wnf tui> .

53. In this place, u is used as a verb, and means nearly the same as kt (sec. v : 13) ; in

the Sam Tsz’ King (sec. iii: 4*2), it has the same sound but is there used as a noun.
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58. A sexagenarian.
Old. Examine.

Here the character ^d/earth, 9

must be straight, not deflect-

ed, the perpendicular line

corresponding with the left

one in the part beneath.

59. Perfume. Abun-
dant. Bind,

f

When many parts are brought

together, they must receive,

yield to, and blend with, each

other in such a manner, as

prevent confusion.

GO. Succession. To
bind. A girdle.

If the parts are very close

together, they must be well

arranged, without being at all

Wended.

Gl. Carriage. Mid-
dle. Handkerchief.

Here the perpendicular line

should be tapering like a

needle, otherwise the beauty

is lost.

62. Eminent. Sin-

gle. Ended.

Here the lower point of the

perpendicular line should be
blunt, otherwise it will want
firmness.

_

f

63. Regular. Lord.
King.

In characters of a regular
form, the lines must be large.

64. Change. But.
Strength.

cK f
i. ^L6.

(Hau.

cTk
d tsz

5
- chik? cm5 cp 4

in, -ii

\\^} tsitj
(

tso shii- ching>

tui
1

.

<Hing. cFan. Hai J
.

Ts*ok> <tsung
(

che, kwai'

eying y^ung 2 cch^iin ch l ip> ci

uy
cfan ewan.

Kai 1

. cCh'in. Chuk».

Shan- mati ^he, ci p6
J chr

sp4i d sim ctsai tsap)..

<Kii. .Chung. <Kan.

rYing ciin <cham (

che, A csliwi

16- cin, tsak> cmd wan 2
.

Ch ceuk,. <Tan. Pat>.

<Tong eshai 16- C

ch6, ci cim
<cham tsak> sm6 lik,.

Ching\ c

Chii. cWoug*.

cYing (pun tsz
2 ching

5

,
A

kvvat) likj pit> <kin.

Yik„ £N^i. Lik,.
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Though rtie body of these

ought to be slightly aslant,

yet they must be regular in

the centre.

'T'ai <sui £i cts
4
fe, ci tsz'- esam

pit ching.

65. The body. Ear.

Precious.
cShan. £r. Pui*.

When the character is slen-

der, its form must not be too

short.

Tsz’ 2 (pfin shall) ‘cW,
eying mat) ^iin.

66. White. Work.
To say.

Pakj. <Kung. \

When the body of the cha-

racter is short, the strokes of

the pencil must be full.

tShan <piin
4

ai
4

che, yung-

pat> efi.

67. To unite. To as-

semble. Decree.
H6p,. tJiK Ming>.

In a covering over the lower

part of the character, as in

these examples, the sweep and
dash should be equal.

68. A guitar. Each.
Valley.

<chj f^t>, p
l
it> nat ?

ci <k\van,

£K 4am. Kok,. Kuk,.

In characters embracing a

part beneath, the right and left

sides should correspond lo

each other.

69. To stop. Hill,

Male.

Ch^an* h^- <cM shai
5

,

c

ts6

yau J <seung ch*ing>.

‘Chi. (SMn. <Kvmg.

Although the lines ought to

be full in these, yet they must
not be too heavy.

(Sui cl efi, ci mat) (chung.

70. To complete.
Inch. Divination.

Although the lines ought to be
slender in these, yet they

must not be made too much
so.

sLi6. Ts fiin. Puk .

(Sui ^ shau% ci mat> ck
4
ii,

•

64. The meaning of the rule given for characters of this form seems to be that, though the

body leans a little out of the perpendicular, it must not lose the centre of gravity* It is li-

terally tsz
y sam pit ching^ the heart of the character must be kept right which may be undef

stood either verbally or tropically.
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71. Above. Below.
Thousand.

When the lines are few and
open, give them breadtli.

72. Mule. Tortoise* I

Crocodile.

When the lines are nume* i

rous and close together, they *

should be evenly arranged.

73. Bright.Accumu-
lated rocks .Rumbling. ;

When a character is formed
by several repetitions of ano-
ther, they should be orderly

arranged.

74. A furnace. Spi-
|

rit. Anxious.

When the lines are accumu-
lated, they must be distinctly

written.

75. The mouth. A
field. From.

The lower horizontal line

liere should be a little pro-

onged, so as to support die
j

end of the perpendicular one
[on the right].

76.

A man. Stem.
A portico.

In these the end of the hook
ought to be a little bent down,
as if. intended to hook up
something from beneath.

77.

Distant. To rer

pay. To reach to.

t

a

Sheung2
. Ha5

. cTs'in,

<Sho ^he, tfung cchi.

tL6. <K\vai. cT 4

6.

Mat 2 'ch6, cwan cchi.

xTsing. 5Lui. <Kwang,

sTui ch^ <siii nap (dbL

'Ts'un. .Xing. Wat 5 .

Tsik lui) (chh (ts.nig

tchi.

(Hau. <T'in. <Yau.

Hi2 waki s i sch‘4img, _(i

ishing yau 2 shii 2 <chi mfitj.

<Ting. .Ting. <T l ing.

Mut 2 ckau ci £mi a 4

6, Hsz ?

cyau tai
J

h4- <chi shai
5

.

-Un> ;\Van. Tai1
.

73, 74. Tui tip jneans to pile stones or other things on top of each other in a regular

ner, at d tsik lui implies that the things are heaped one upon another in the best manner
they will admit of ;

siu disperse, nap receive, chi them, meaning, that the strokes must give

and accommodate to each other in an orderly manner : again, ts^ing distinctly, ts
l ik clfarly^

CHI. CHR.
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When the horizontal line is ! JfL tjfet fr ^ +z
Jong and the sweep short, the

I

* ^ 1 ^

'Hie part in the middle, when
(

s-urrounded in this manner,
j

ought to have its top rather

larger than its bottom.

78. Do not. A parti-
|

cle. A dart.

dasli on the right must not

he used, (but a dot should be

placed in its stead.)

79. Make. Look up.
|

To walk.

Here the left perpendicular
j

line may be short, and the
|

right long.

80. Minister. Great.

Beautiful.

Here the left may be long,

and tlie right short.

81. Palace. Empty.
Indulgence.

ilcre the hook in the cover-

ing, when made to resemble a

bird looking at its breast, is

elegant.

82. Partridge. Lu-
minous. Congee.

When horizontal lines are

arranged close together, it is

necessary that they resemble

the carved work of the artist,

an order to produce a heauti-

fnJ charficter.

83. A seal. To knock
head. Compassionate.

s

4

# p

«Chi £iu <chung tsz
,?

,
ci <u

sheung- leuk> tai
J

ci hi* ^iu

M6k>mi

Wak 2 cdi^ungp^it)
c

tiin *01*6,

yau2 pat “ yung-

Ts6k,. ^eung. <Hang.

{Ts6 shii- pat) sim ^iin, yau-

shii 2 pat> sim cch^ung.

cShan. Kii*. <Kai.

(Ts6 shit 2 pat> sch k 6ung,

yau ? shii
5

- pat> cim
c

tun.

<Kun. <Hung. Yai^

.

(P5 k^oi* cchi ckau Hin cU
s niu cchi chung £ n^i raiu.

Che 1

. Hak». Chuk>,

cP 4 ^i ^sixn cchi wik> pit»

cii <kung <chi lau- mat? £ ni'

ckii*

Yan’. Kan). SuU.

chi them, implying that the strokes should be regularly and distinctly written, preserving to

each a due proportion in forming the whole.

82. P^ai tsiin gives the idea of regularly arranged articles, as if for presentation to a supe-

rior, or as if arranging the materials of a book for publication, chi waik such strokes must be
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Characters in which tsit^
la

seal/ occurs, must conform to

these examples.

84. Wilderness. A
surname. Neighbor.

Characters in which yap^ l a

city/ occurs, must conform to

these.

85. Islet. Barracks.

Step.

Characters in which fau,
4 a mound/ occurs, must con-

form to these.

86. Ascend. Protrud-

ing. Horary character.

Characters in which piit^ ca

mound, ,
occurs, must con-

form to these.

87. Sacrifice. A sur-

name. To examine.

Characters in which this

nameless part occurs, must
conform to these.

88. Many voices.

Whole. To collect.

Characters in which sam yan.
'three men’ occurs, must
coimfornm to these.

89. A family. Ele-
phant. Heroic.

Characters in which chH^
pig/ occurs, must conform^to
these

P
5Ts‘ung h <chi tsz” chun
(ts‘z.

<Kau. Ching1
. cLun.

cTs cung yap^ cchi tsz
1 - Cchun

ts‘z’.

*Chu. lt. <Hoi.

cTs^ung/aM- <chi tsz
1 - (

chu!i

<ts‘z’.

cTang. Fat. Kwai\

cTs lung puty cchi tsz
? - Cchun

Tsai\ Tsoi'. Chat,.

sTs cung * * * cChi tszn

(chun (ts‘z’.

Id Chung’. Tsui

cTs 4ung isarn ^yan <chl tsz/2

tchun ts‘z.

Tseung^. cHo.

sTs‘ung scA‘ichi tsz’ 2
(churi

<ts‘z.

Itke the artistes, lau mat engraved thing or work, udi is, kdi beautiful; miii in the preceding
number implies beauty from grace, kdi beauty from regularity.

84, 85. The two characters yap and fau are radicals, and in composition are, with a fe«r

exceptions, always contracted as in these examples
; the only difference is ia their position

with respect to the other part of the character, the former being placed on the right, and
the latter on the left side.
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90. To look down.
Benevolence. Cease.

When the character yan'

^man/ is placed on the side,

it must be in this manner.

91. Slowly. Compli-
ance. Afterwards.

When the character man is

doubled on the side, it must
be in this manner.

92. Milk. Rebellion,

To wrap.

The character iit, an invert-

ed hook, must be placed as in

these examples.

Tu. cYan. <Yau.

tT^n cya:i sp'ong tsz'-
f

cliun

(ts‘z.

£Ts f
ii. cTs'un. Hau 3

.

cSheung cyan sp
4 ng tS7^-

(chun (ts‘z
9

.

-Yii. him1
. tPau,

cTs cung uti cchi tsz
2 'chun

<

ts
<z

,

.

P

92. In learning to write these lessons, a little patience on the part of the student and con-

siderable care will be requisite at starting, but the habit of holding the pencil in the erect

position will soon become easy to the hand, and well proportioned characters will be the

result. The Chinese mode, of laying a piece of thin paper over the copy, and writing the

character repeatedly, is a good one in order to learn to write well, while it also acquaints the

learner with the form and structure of the character. After some freedom with the pencil is

thus acquired, a painted board, called fan pdi, is procured, on which the characters are

written again and again in an open, bold manner with a pencil dipped in blackened water,

which just leaves a trace ;
by this means a free hand is acquired, and the form of characters

indelibly impressed upon the memory. The Chinese are great admirers of calligraphy, and
take unwearied pains to write their numerous characters in a uniform, proportionate, and ele-

gant manner. Of the two points to be regarded, correctness and elegance, the former only

is absolutely required of candidates at the literary examinations ; but it adds greatly to the

consideration in which they are held, if to this quality they add neatness and freedom. A
stiffly written character, however correct may be the proportion of its parts, is little less dis-

pleasing to the eye of a Chinese than one written carelessly and out of proportion. In these

copies, repeated writing is attended with the more advantage, inasmuch as the student has

both the sound and signification of the characters before him with which he can associate

their shape
; and although there are some advantages in acquiring the meaning of characters

when combined in sentences, yet it is of prime importance to havq a ^inglp leading meaning
in the mind for each character.
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Explanation op the Plates.

The copies of Shiu Ying arc repeated in the first of these two sheets, printed in the com-

mon manner and size of type of Chinese books, and being presented on one sheet will afford

ihe scholar n good exercise in writing. It will be observed, that in the plate there are Jour

characters given under each rule, instead of three as in llie preceding copies ; this is nccor.l-

mg to (lie original book, but the space in the column did not ndmit the whole. An atlentive

examination of the alieet and comparison witli the characters already given, and also n enm-

l»arison of the charnctera with each oilier, will euable the leftrner to ascertain some of the

modifications the snme parts are susceptible of wlien placed differently.

The second plate coniains specimens of the six different styles of writing employed by tl.p

Chinese. The same characters are given in each column, nnd read perpcndiculnrly, thus

iShii 'yau luki 't'ai ; ut» sun 1

,
iit> lai 1

,
ut> 'kldi, ut} thang, iit> '/'id, iit> Sung .

Of writing, there are six forms, viz., tl>e sun or sen! character, the lai or style of official

persons, the k'di or pnttern style, the hang or running hand, the t
lid or abbreviated run-

mng hand, and the Sung or style of the Sung dynasty. A short account of these vnno.is

styles is here added.

1. The Sun sAu. This, from ite present most common use, has been called by Euro-

peans the seal cliaracter. Next to the original hieroglypliics, it is the most ancient style ol

writing, and includes mnny varieties, cither fanciful inventions or modifications of various

•ige9
; its chief distinctions are however two, the greuter and tlie inferior siin. 1 lie former

i,elong8 more exclusively to senU and stamps, nnd is often seen on !he goods and tvnrcs •
>lie ChineBe, resembling an interminable labyrinth of rectangular line6 ; tlie latter is Ire-

•]uently used for ornamental inscriptions and prefaces to books, ns well «s for seals ; a spe-

ciiDen of it ie given in the first column of the plate on the right liand.

The Lai ihu, style of officiul attendants. This was introduced during tlie Tsun dynnst>
,

near tlie commencement of the Christinn era. It wns formed for the use of writers in l|ie

public offices, nnd Ime derived its name from lliie circumstance. It is now cijiefly used lor

inscriptions nnd prefaces of works. See a specimen in the second column.

3. The K'di ahu, pattern style. This has been formed by thn gradunl improvements of good

writing, nnd from it all the modern forms have originated. A Chinese enn liave no claim to

literary merit among liis countrymen who cannot write neatly a9 well ab correctly in llii«

style. The third columu ia an example of this kind, as are also the writing copies on the pre-

ceding page.
4. Tlie Haag shu. This may be literally translnted the running linnd, Bnd to ct-rtam ex-

tent it is so ;
but it does not admit of entire freedom. Tlie pencil moy be curried «rom stroke

to stroke, without being ruised from the pnper; but no forms of abbrcvintion unaulhon/.ed

by the dictionaries may be introduced, nor muy nny of the component pnrls of a chnracter

be thrown out. It is tlie common business hand of a nent writer, and is nlso frequently use.l

n prefaces of books. Individunle often ndopt unannetioned abbreviations to n greater or lc?s

•'Xtent, according as custom has authorized or educatiou habituated ihem, which in a measure

serves to characterize their handwriting.
•

.

5. The T'sd tsz\ or * plnnt chnrncter,' is the name given to n freer description of running

hand lliaii tlie preceding. It is full of abbreviations, wliicli render it very difficult even i
a well-educnted native. Nut only nro abbreviated formB adopted, but even from them many

lines nre tlirown out, nnd the pencil n>ny be aimed from one character to another almost

ad libitum. 7'liis stvle is partially employed in tlie ordinary writing of the niRii of business

hut to understand it fully, requires n partirulnr study. Its chief uee therefore ie in insenp-

«in8, and sometinu-s nlso in prefaces, pnrticulnrly lli6e of aged writers.

6. The Sung t'ai, 6tylc of the Sung dynnuiy, was introduced «6 n more elegant form ol'

printing ihun any of the others, under tlie dynnsiy whose nnme it benrs. Friniing in China,

hy memis of curvt-d wooden plalcs, wns invented in tlie early part of the ttnlh century. Tht

•Sung family obtained the supremacy nbout foriy yrars after : nnd this style whb grndunllv

formed during (lie period that it relnined the throne. Since ihnt time, it i6 not known ttini

•iny material nllcrntion lins token plate in ils form ; bo cxnin))le of it i« given in the sixlfi

column.

cm. CIIR.



cYan ct'au.

cT^au hok>.

Tai J
ct

lau.

Sai

cCh l6ung ct
lau

cUn ct
4
ai?.

cPin ct*au-

1. Man's head.

2. The skull, or head.

3. A great head.

4. A small head.

5. A long head.

6. A round head.

• A flat heacL

Notes and Explanations^
Shant^ai denotes the human body, not that of animals. The original form of shan is said

to resemble the human body ;
but, when standing by it9elf, it may signify the body of an ani-

mal or of any object; body is also the leading signiftcation of t
%ai

y
which is formed of bone^

and a vessel filled

:

the two united form an appropriate term, denoting tlie huraan body, and

that only. The Chinese language abounds with terms of this description. T^au lui denotejs

a collection of phrases relating to the head ; in another place, it might stand as the title of

a chapter on heads.

1 2. For uses of tau see clinp. I. sec. i : 5, 20, &e. Yan Van mean?, either a human head,

or human heads, there being notliing in the phrase to define the number, which may be one

or a thousand. H6k literally means a covering; joined with t^au it denotes the s^kull, and in

common phraseology dimply the headr the common form of the character, which is here used,

is an abridged one.

3 7. These terms denote the shape of the head ; there are many other expression?,

borrowed from objects of nature or art, for the same idea»; but they are often vulgar, and
need not be enumerated.

CHAFTER ZZ,

THE HUMAN BODY

(Shan c

t
f
ai

;

‘in iK

Smion

SHAPE AND MOTIONS OF THE HE A IX

sT‘au lui
2

;
tai)- yat> <cheung.

®



Ngaki ct
; au.

cShui ct
€au.

<Tai st‘au

(Kii ct
6 au.

cTara ct
l au.

cT 4
oi ct

6au,

'Tim ct
cau.

Ngap)_ st‘auu

Ning 5
- ct

c au.

clu ct
cau.

Yuk> ct
sau.

Chak> ct
c au»

cUi ct
c au.

(Chiin ct
4au>

<K‘6 st‘au.

8. The forehead,

9*. Droop the head.

iG, Hang down the head.

1 1. Lift up the head.

12- Elevate the head,

13. Raise the head.

Nod the head ; or give

assent.

15. Nod the head; or give

permission.

16. Shake the head ; or

give a refusal.

17. Shake the head; or

refuse assent.

18. Move the head.

19. Incline the head.

20. Turn round the head.

21. Tarn back the head.

22. Bow down the head to

the ground.

8. Ngak is the 9pace which extends from the hair on the top of the head to the eyebrows; it

is followed by Vau partly for the sake of euphony, and partly in order to render the expression

more definite. The temples are called ngaki k6ky } horns or corners of the forehead.

9, 10. The movements of the head described here and in the following sentences, down
the twenty-third, are made by one^s self~they are one^ own actions. It may be I, you, he.

or they: as, he lifts up his head ; lift up your head, &c. The person, whether first, second,

or third
; and the number, mode, &c. may be easily ascertained from the circumstances of the

case, and the context of the sentence. Shui and tax are synonyms
;
and whether used se-

parately, or joined as in shui tax they denote that drooping or bending down of the head,

which is witnessed in sorrow, dejection, submission, meditation, &c.
11— 13. These have a signification nearly the opposite of the preceding, and the three are

so nearly alike that they are used interchangeably.

14, 15. These both denote the nod of the head, that natural and easy expression of assent

or permission, which is everywhere so readily understood that none can mistake it. Ngap i?

a colloquial term.

16, 17. Ning never occurs except in conversational style; it denotes a shorter and quicker

motion than is expressed by in, which is the slow movement of the head from side to side.

18 . Yuk simply denotes motion, without any reference to its direction, or object
;

yutc Va”
may be iu the imperative mode, meaning, move your liead

; or, if referring to a third person,

it may signify he moves his head.

19. Chnk Vau is to incline the head in order to listeu, or the turning of it upon one shoul-

der in a listless attitude.

20. 21. These are used literally for turning round the head, and figuratively for returning,

or sending anything back.

22, 23. K.^6 Vaa and k^au Van signify one and the same act a ceremony which originated

in early times, and is perpetuated in the homage which children do to their parents, and the

Suez SHAPE AND MOTIONS OF THE HEAD. 4l
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23. Knock the head upon
the ground.

24. Wash the head,

25. Comb the head.

26. Shave the head.

27. Bind the head with a
turban.

28. Bind the head with a

bandage.

29. Lean the head on the
iiand.

30. Rest the head on a
pillow.

31. Oil the head.

32. To decapitate.

33. Cut off the head,

34. Beat the head.

35 f A headach.

36. Pain in the head.

37. Giddiness; or vertigo.

38. Heaviness of the head.

39. Cut off men’s heads.

K‘au t‘au,

c

Sai ct
4au.

<Sho ct*au.

T‘ai t‘au.

cPau ct
lau.

Lak> £t
4au,

T 4 k> ct
lau.

(Cham st‘au.

cYau <t
lau.

(Chim st‘au.

Tiin^ ct
lau f

(Ta !t‘au.

cT s au t^mg%

cT 4au ts
4ek>.

<T lau <\van.

cT 4au chung-.

Sh4t> <yan ct*au.

people to their sovereign and their pities. The modus operand% has yaried under difterent

dynasties: the present formula is three kneelings and nine knockings pfthe head—sdm kwai
hau k lau!

24. In this and the following sentences, do^vn to the thirty-fourth, the action is upon the

liead, and may be performed one ?
s self, or a second or third person. The perpendicu-

lar mark which is used here instead of denotes a repetition of the character immediately

above it, and is the same raark that is emplpyed for that purpose in Chinese books and dic-

tionaries.

26. T^ai t^au is the shaving pf the head now practiced throughout China, a custom wliich

was introduced by th.e reigning family, and required of every male subject as a token of sub-?

mission to the Mantchou con^uerers.

*27, 28. In some parts of tbe empire the people occasionally dress their heads with a tur-

ban, which is denj t]e/d by pau Vfm: lak Vau refers to the dressing of the head with bandages,

or binding it fast witji pords or thongs.

32, 33. Tun i§ the uged in the Penal Code to denote decapitation ;
chdm, etymo-

]<)gically, means the f/ianX jC^/
,
and is the commpn word for the same idea. The head is

severed from the body by a sword, and usually at a gingle stroke.

35—38. By these phrases action in the head is denoted; Vung is severe pain ;
ts

Ktk^ com-
pounded of sickness and arrow or dart, is used to express that thrilling pain sometimes felt

in the temples, and other parts of the head.

39. The remaining part of this section consists of miscellaneous phrases; and in some of

fhem there is a repetition of the ideas expressed in preceding sentences in fewer characters:

44 THE HUMAN BODY, [Chap. II.
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Sect. 1.] SHAPE AND MOTIONS OF THE HEAD. 45

•(T‘au (yau t‘ung\

sT 4au hai- chung 2
.

s'M ngap> ct
4 au.

Pat>
lku ct

4au.

Pit> ning- tt^u.

Pit> ^ch^m ct
4 aa.

*Sai tsing- ct
4 au.

cSho ckwong *t
4 au.

wdt? ct
4 au.

Pat> kok> p4k> ct
4 au.

tT 4au tsek) t6
5

kik..

Song 1

hi
5
tshui ?t

k au.

Peng 2 pat> *hi “‘au.

Pat> *hang ctai ct*au.

cK^u ct
4au tsip) -L

Tan min- <yau ct
4 au.

Yat> hii
5
pat> «ui ct*au.

(S^ung sfung pat) *tim

Chong- kin > ngap> tt
4
au.

40. The head has pain.

41. The head is heavy.

42. Did not nod the head;

or give assent.

43. Did not lift up the

head.

44. Certainly will shake
ihe head ; or give a refusal.

45. Certainly will cut off

the head.

46. Wash the head clean.

47. Comb the head smooth*

48. Shave the head smooth.

49. Gray hairs come im^

perceptibly.

50. Excessive headache.

51. Being dejected, droop-

ing the head.

52. So sick as not to be

able to raise the head.

53. Unwilling to bend down
the head

; or will not assent ‘

54* Private conversation.

5. A lady.

56. Went away and never

returned.

57. Meeting wilhout bow-
ing to each other.

58» Refusing to bow on
seeing each other.

thus sAaf yan Van is U8ed for shat Van: and Vau yau t
lung^ for Vau Vung different phrases

for the same idea.

49. Pat kdk is unconsciously, imperceptibly
;

gray hairs come upon one before he is

aware of it ; old age gains upon a raan imperceptibly.

50. Kik is the extreme pointy the highest degree, implying that the throbbing pain in the

bead, td kik has reached an excessive degree.

51. S6ng hi is to lose the breath, the courage, or to become dejected
; in which case the head

droops; here the agent is to be supplied, he, she, or they according to the case in hand.

52. This elliptical mode of expression is very common in Chinese: ptng sick, i. e. sick to

such a degree as to be unable to raise the head; it is like the phrase in English, 4sick ab^d.
5

64. Literally, this means, 4 joining heads, receiving ears;
9

putting heads together, and whis-

pering in each other's ears, so that the by-standers may not hear what is said.

55. Here and elsewhere it will be seen^ that common phraseology may go far to illustrate

manners, customs, and character: from the common practice of ladies using rouge and oil oa
the face and head, the terras /aw m\n yau Vau have come to denote the person using

57, 58. Both these phrases express one and the same idea, namely, the refusal of old ac-

quaintances to recognize and bow to each other when accidentally brought together.

59, 60. Here too, in both phrases the same idea js expressed
; the first phrase is often

—

1

«
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59. Most assuredly it is

wrong to assent.

60. On no account is it

right to assent.

61. The head is man’s
glory.

62. I would rather be de-

capitated than do it.

63. Go and never return.

64. I will go and never re-

turn here again.

65. 1 beg to ask how this

character Vau is used ?

It is used in a great variety

of ways.

66. (Thus for example,)

What price, Sir, do you want
for this ?

67. Tliis shop has certain-

ly good wares and honest

prices.

68. That sort is of a good
mark and of the best quality.

G9. In doing an afFair r he

begins but never finishes.

70. All affairs are intrust-

ed to me to manage.

THE HUMAN BODY.
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Shi 2 pit) c'm
(

h6 ngap> ct^au.

<Ts lin ck c
i

(h6 ngap>

ct
lau.

cT lau -nai cyan <chi ciia
c
shau.

sTs 4ing iin- koi» <t
4au yikj

Tsutj tsik) <
r
mv

c
sbai s ui ct

vau.

cNi Gh^ii* tsiit) t»ik> -ng^o c'm

s ui ct
4au.

(T&l
ii>g <ni ko* d^au

tsz
,2 (

shtii
(

ni.

-Yau ^5 cto ^hai ch t
ii

>

.

Szn ct
cau ckung, ko* tik) fo*

iu
1 mat> kaJ

as'in <ni ?

cNi cka>a p
4 ©* ct

lau %wi> cin

hai 2 fo' <chan ka* shat> <16.

Ko > yeung J hai- ct
4au hd

1*

tsui) (h6 tik> >6.

Ts6- sz
2 -cyau c^au and -mi.

Maty sz'- <t5 hai* iu* £ogo
ctong ct

J au.

employed by superiors in giving insiructions to inferiors, charging them not to give any infor-

mation oti this or that topic about which they may chance to be interrogated r the other

expression is rather the language of request; a thousand times I pray you, or I intreat you
all account?, not to give him the least information.

61. The phrase iin skau means the chief, that which guides and governs, or which has the

preeminence ; hence the crown or the gl »*y.

62. Ts^ing iin is one^ own wish or choice; if my head should be cut off in case I would
not do a specified action, yik hn tsd even then I would not do it, I would prefer decapitation.

63. 64. The first of these two phrases refers to the expulsion of a servant or any other in-

mate of an establishment; the second relates to tlie voluntary abandonment of a house in

disgust or anger; hid to ob^terate footsteps, here means never, and implies the final

departure, so that the prints of the feet the footsteps— will never be retraced.

66—70. In these examples, the general meaning of t
lau is that of chief, first. Kung is a

term of respect added to sz^Vau^ 1 head of affairs,
1 and is equivalent to Mr. ; it is the respectful

address in common use for a shopman, or indeed the director of almost any work or business.

"Doing affairs has head but no tail/ is an expression for those shiftless, thriftless persons who
nevtr accomplish what they undertake.



Sect. 2.] PARTS AND MOTIONS OF THE EYE. 47

1. Large eyes.

2. Small eyes,

d. Prominent eyes.

4. Sunken eyes.

5. Bleareyed ; lippitudo.

6. Good eyes ; or healthy

eyes,

7. Weeping eyes ; epi-

phora.

8. Moist eyes.

9. Bright eyes ; or keen-

eyed.

10. Blindness; amaurosis.

1 1. Blindness ; or closed

eyes.

12. Dim-eyed.

13. Both eyes.

14. One eye.

Tai 2 -ngan.

Sa^ -ngdn.

Tati 5ng4n.

cSham sngan.

L4n- -i>gin.

(H6 -ngin.

Lui- -ngan.

Shap> -ngdn.

Wai 2 -ng&n.

cMang -ngan.

Mat^ 5ng4n.

cMung -ng^n.

rSheung -ng^n.

(Tan -cngin.

Notes and E xp la nations.

IMuk is the radical word for the organ of vision, which it somewhat resembles; and it

forms a part of nearly all the terms which refer to optic?. Ngan^ which has muk placed ori

the left f kan^ is the character most in use to denote the eyes.

1, 2. The fondness of the Chinese for opposite terms, which appear in almost all they write

nnd say, often assists in defining their most common words. Here we have three sets of them :

To say, ‘the sunken eye is the eye which is not prominent, and the prominent eye is that

which is not sunken/ is their common mode of defining terms.

7, 8. Lui and shap are pften used interchangeably
;

the former denotes the greatest profu-

sion of liumors.

This is the really good eye, characterised as the brilliant, the piercing, the intelligent

eye,— s an eye which is not dull or stupid.
7

10, 11. Tn common discourse the only distinction made between these two terms is this,—

•

the first is used when speaking of a person, the second when speaking to a person who is

blind. This distinction result?, perhaps, from the etymology of the two characters : mang is

the dead eye, the evacuated eye, or that in which the parts are ruined : mat signifies what is

small, close, or hidden ; and literally therefore, mat ngan is the eye which is closed up.

Section

PARTS AND MOTIONS OF THE EYE.
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48 THE HUMAN BODY. [Chap. II.

15. Vacant eyes; haggard
looks.

16. Acute ophthalmia.

17. Inflamed eyes.

18. Red eyes.

19. Cross-eyed or squint-

ing; strabismus.

20. Open the eyes.

21. Shut the eyes.

22. Close the eyes.

23. Internal angle of the

eye.

24. External angle of the

eye.

25. The corners of the

eye.

26. The eyelids; palpe-

brae.

27. Theeyebrows; super-

cilia.

28. The eyeball.

29. The crystaline lens

of the eye.

30. The pupil of the eye.

31. The pupil of the eye.

32. The white of the eye.

33. The iris of the eye.

34. The eyelashes; cilia.

tH 4
ii ^ngan.

It>
sngin.

Ch lik> £ng4n.

sHung sng4n*

fTs 4 6 -ng^n.

tHoi -ngin.

Pai5

-ngdn.

Hop>

£Ng^n ct*au.

-Ngan sml.

-cNgin kok).

4Ng n koi’ ‘

£Ng4n <mi.

£Ng4n ctsing.

£Ng4n <chii*

<T*ung <yan.

sMau (tsz’.

-Ngin pik> ctsing*

£Ng^n hak> <tsing.

-cNgin yap> cmd.

15. The h L
ii ngan is that of the debauchee or idiot— the haggard or vacant stare of one

whose mental powers are distracted, or in ruins, or both.

17, 18. These two terms are synonymous, and denote redness or inflammation of the eye^,

whether occasioned by anger, by disease, or by excessive drinking.

19. Ts^t ngan may be used for any distortion of the eyes, or for looking askance, as well

as for the strabismus.

28. This and all the other terms in this section are translated in the common and popular

sense, in which they are used by the Chinese. Hence perfect accuracy is not, in all cases,

to be expected.

29. This is literally the lpearl of the eye;* and, though sometimes referred to the orb of the

eye, seems admirably fitted to designate the crystalline lens. This use of it is supported

by a reference to the eye of the fish.

30. 31. Both these, like the word pupil
9
seem to refer not less to the miniature image of

any object which is formed on the eye, than to the perforation through which the rays of light

pass into it: their literal meaning is, the child of the eye.

32, 33. Pak and hak^ white and black, refer to the external appearance of the eye, to that

which appears white, and to that which appears discolored.



Sect. 2.] PARTS AND MOTIONS OF THE EYE. 49

35. Do not cut my eyes,

36. Invisible; or what the

eye has never seen.

37. Lawless ; or regardless

of the laws.

38. Fixed attention ; or
|

the eyes riveted.

S9. In the twinkling of an

«ye.

40. Vanished in the twink-

ling of an eye.

41. Open both eyes.

42. You must not open
y-our eyes.

43. This eye is ruined.

44. Unacquainted with the

world.

45. The eyes are blurred,

and cannot see distinctly.

46. Though my eyes are ti-

red, I am indisposed to sleep.

47. The eye closed, and all

sensation lost.

48. What is the disease in

rthat man^ eye?

®

Mat> kbu tts
c an -ngdn.

Muk^ csho pat> kin5
.

Muki emb fat>
(

ki.

Muki pat> ^hiin <tsing.

Yat> *shun <chi ckdo.

^hitn £ng^n ^shing <hung.

M4k> choi csb6ung -ngkn.

c
7M c

h6 cchang choi -ng^tn.

cNl chek> -ngin Miu.

-Yau £ng^n pab shik> cyan.

-Ngdn <fa hon >

pat) <chan.

: Klin- £ngdn sh^ung- mi- tsz

I

cmln.

j

cMing muk> cino ^ho <chi

I

kok>.

.
Ko5 ko y

£yan ko 1

chek> -ng^n

!

hai- mat 3
£ye ching5

?

*36. Ts {an here means at, or into ;
the phrase is used to admonish the careless barber not

-to injure his employer^ eyes; for, after the tonsure, these organs are usually subjected to a

probing with a pointed instrument almost as sharp as the razor itself.

36. Eye thin^ which not see—what the eye has never seen, is said with reference to things

or beings invisible to mortal eyes.

37. Eye without law rules— void of respect to the laws, denotes a lawless person, who acts

regardless of all the laws of the land, and who deserves to be treated as an outlaw.

38. Chun ising^ the turning or rolling of the eyes, preceded by muk pat^ gives the idea of
fixed attention.

39. 40. Both the^e phrases denote the shortest period of time: the first is, literally, one
turn of the eyes 1

duration
;

tlie second is elliptical, and is used when speaking of the destruc-

tion of property by fire or flood, and of all those pleasures which, chiin ngan in the twinkliog
of an eye, shing become, hung vacant or empty, i. e. cease to exist.

41, 42. Mak and chang express that exertion which is necessary to open the eyes, when
one is afraid or unwiHing to have them inspected, or when the lids have become attached to

each other, or confined by disease; they are also often used with hoi merely for the sake of
.euphony, without adding anything to the force of the latter.

43. Wai expresses the act of destruction ;
and liii^ joined to it, denotes that the act is al-

ready complete, and the object—the eye in this case—past recovery.

44. Having eyes, not understanding men denotes one who is unable to appreciate cha-
racter, and is said in scorn of an opponent.

46. Weary eyes, still not yet desiring sleep refers not to that restlessness which disqual-

ifies for sleep, but to a desire or necessity of engaging in some business requiring immediate
attention.

47. Ming muk refers to that extreme point of sickness or stupefaction, when the subject is

entirely senseless, so that he can neither see. hear, nor feel.

CHI. CHR. 13



50 THE HUMAN BODY. [Chap. 1L

tax1 ts^m <cheung.

Pi\k6.

cS6ung pi
J
-.

Tin pi^

<Kd pi 2
.

1 . The nose,

2. A false nose.

3. A flat nose.

4. \ high nose^

Hai- lukj
(

shui kun >

ct
lang

sshan.

iShing £jii cwan: cin £yaa
^6 -i ngai 2

swai email
c

tsz*

tsak) £yau pat> ryung ngai'
<

ch6*

cTs {un cii 5yan ^he, Diok.

sl^ung cii cmau c

tsz\

It is the cataract.

49. The following is an
elegant saying: Words may
act a deceitful part, but the

ere cannot play the rogue.

5U. The eye is the best in-

dev of a mun's character.

I\ o t e s and E xpi ana t i .

Pi is one of the radical ch.^racters of the language, and is the common term for the organ

of smelling: k6 added to it in the first phrase,^ kd^ is merely euphonic.

2. The false nose is an artificial one, sometimes made to supply the place of the natural

organ, wlieu by any misfortune it has been removed: dw /? means to inlay; and pf,

is, literally, an inlaid nose.

3 ——5. Pin pi is the common flat nose, characteristic of the people of the southern provinces

of this empire; kb pi is the high Roman nose; and kau pi is a prominent and hooked nose.

48. Citing is disorder or disease : the name for the cataract green water poured [into the]

[)upil— is descriptive of the disease, as it is viewed by those who are ignorant of the eye r
&

structure: Vung slian is here used for the pupil instead of Vung yan; but the phrase luk shui

khn Vung yan is more frequently heard from the lips of the common people^ than the former
phrase, luk shui khn Vung shan.

49. S/iijig means to complete, to finish; shing y'd is a finished, or elegant saying : wan
%
to

say, is equivalent to the English phrase, c as follows;
1 and, when the structure of a sentence

requires, as in shing yii wan, it may be translated thus, there is an elegant saying, namely

;

words perhaps may serve deceitful action t eye pupil then has what not permits deception, i. e.

a man may deceive another by words, but he cannot do this by his eye, for that cannot be

made to play the hypocrite; tsak yau^ then has, refers to the time when the eye is brought

into question,—do you speak of the eye, then I must say of it
$
that it will never deceive.

50. Possessed by man tilings, none good as the eye, freely construed means, that, Of all the

pru ts of the haman body, no ane is so sure an index of character as the eye.

Action

FORM AND FUNCTIONS OF THE NOSE.

a
lui

2

S



Sect. 3.] FORM AND FUNCTIONS OF THE NOSE. 51

5. A hooked nose.

6. A great nose.

7. A smail nose,

8. To bore the nose.

9. To pinch the nose.

10. Cover the nose.

11. To snort, or Wow
through the nose.

12. To sneeze.

13. The nose free and
open.

14. Stoppage of the nose.

15. Obstruction of the

nose.

16. Pain of the nose^

17. Polypus of the nose.

18. Bridge of the uose.

11). Sides of tlie nose.

20. Cartilage of the nose.

21. End of the nose.

22. The nostrils.

<Kau pi-,

Tai 2

p^.

Sai pi2
.

cClViin pi 2
,

Nip, pP.

I’ra pi)

PW pi 2
.

P 4an5

t
cai\

P1 J ct^mge

Pi 2 sak».

Pi- cinang.

PI 2
t
4ung\

Pi- csb6.

Pi- 5leunga

PP tsz’.

Pi2£ch‘lL

Pi-
€

chun.

Pi- dung.

•23. The nose regaled with

flowers.

24. White nose; or a ci'af-

ty fellow.

25. Red nose.

26. The nose affected by
[the use of] wine.

(Fa p‘6k> pi'

Paki pP cko.

sHung pi^ <ko.

^sau <kung pi 1

11, 12. P^an expresses a forcible emission of breath from the mouth or nose, implying
usually contempt or disgust. The colloquial phrase for sneezing is Ha hati ^chi^ the sound
of the two last words being an attempt to imitate the noise made in the act of sneezing.

13—15. Tkung denotes the organ in a perfectly healthy state; sak is an entire stoppage
mang a partial one.

22. A striking instance is here afforded of the vulgar misapplication of characters which
occurs now and then in the provincial dialects. In this dialect, the nostril is called lung,

but in books it is Arimg% the same characters as are liere used, except the second has no
or mouth on the side. Now in writing the colloquial phrase, they wish to approach as near
as may be to the written character, and therefore take this same kung^ adding a mouth on th^.

side, but still calling it lung. Its proper sound, however, is hau^ and it means to low, to bel-

low, to vociferate.

*

!

lii
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27. A blotched nose.

28. Water flowing from

the nose.

29. Nose bleeding; or he-

morrhage of the nose.

30. Au aquiline nose.

31. A snort of defiance.

32. Bringing the nose near

m order to smell.

33. To inhale the effluvia.

34. To judge of odors by

the smell.

35. To distinguish odors

by the smell.

36. What makes your nose

bleed?

It is caused by present ex-

citement.

37. What is that growing
m that man’s nose?

It is a polypus.

38. What is a polypus?

It is a small fleshy excres-

cence growing in the nostril

and stopping it up.

Tsau <cha pi 2
.

sLaupi 2 t‘ai-

<Lau pi- hiit>.

<Ang <ko pi%

Tau pi 2 hi.

/

£I pi- tsau* c^au 5

.

pV- Vu hf.

pi 2 csham hf.

sl pi- pin-

sNi wai- mat> szn slau pi?

hiit>.

cYan wai 2 cnl cpc
4i it> hV.

Ko* ko5

syan ko>
pi- <shang

mat> s
y6.

<Sha«g pi- <sh6.

PI 2
5sh6 hai- mat> -ye ?

Hai^ pi- clung <shang yat>

s t
ciu yuk^, 6ak> chix ? ko 1

pi-

<lung.

27. Tsau chapi^ wine dre^s
9
nose, is that which is infected with pimples caused by exces-

sive use of wine, or by an unhealthy state of the blood.

30. The shape denoted by ang k6 pi or parrot ^ose is the same as that by kau pi; this form

of the nose is seldom seen among the natives of the southern provinces, though more frequent-

ly observed among the Tartars and northern Chinese.

32. With nose approach smell, specifies the act of bringing the nose near to an object ot

smell: tsmi rfteans to approach near, and ch^au is the odor of anything, whether fragrant or

the contrary.

33, 34. With nose to take effluvia : the precise meaning of M must be determined by the

context, or circumstances of the case in which it occurs; it may be the simple atmospheric

air, or the same surcharged with any gas or odor: sham means to judge, test, or determine

the qualities of; pin has here a sense analagous to sham, referring to the act of discriminating

i pi is with the nose, or by means of the nose it being used as the organ or instrument by

which we judge of whatever comes in contact with the olfactory nerves.

36. Wax is here distinguished both in its tone and in its signification from the same form

of the character in No. 49 of the last section : there it means to act, here it signifies for:

wax mat sz
y

for what reason? to which the answer is, yan wai for this reason, or because of.

?ii p‘di present, it M inflamed breath, i. e. excitement, resulting from intemperate eating,

drinking, or exercise.

t
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Sect. 4.] FORM AND FUNCTIONS OF THE MOUTH. 53

2. A small mouth.

3. A distorted mouth.
I

4. Close the mouth.

5. Open the moulh.

6. Keep silence.

7. Stop the mouth ; or
;

to gag.
I

8. To procure a livelihood.

9. Bitterness in the mouth.

10. Dryness of the mouth.

11. The mouth eats.

12. The mouth drinks.

13. To hold fUiid in the
:

jnouth.

14. To chew food; or to !

masticate.

15. To gnaw with the

teeth.

Sai hau.

<Wai (

hau.

tKam *hau.

«Hoi (

hau.

Hopa (

hau.

Sak> c

hau.

cU 'hau.

lHau c
fu.

'Hau ckon.

'Hau shikj.

fHau (yam.

'Hau chom.

cHau tseuks.

(Hau ngku-

Notes and Explanations.

Hau, *the mouthy say the Chinese, ^denotes that with which people eat and speak : its form

js represented by the character/ It stands in Hongh^s imperial dictionary as the thirtieth

radical, and forms a part of cnost of those words which refer to eating and speaking.

3, 4. Wai is compounded of not and regular; hence its meaning, irregular, distorted: kdtn

means to bind with cords, to envelop, to close up; here it denotes one’s voluntary act of

closing the mouth, and in that way keeping silence, or, as we often say, holding the tongue.

7. The phrase sak hau is used in both a literal and figurative sense: a band of robbers,

when they have seized on a person and are afraid that his cries will alarm the neighborhood,
take care to stop his mouth ;

and if it happen that their nefarious acts have come to the ears

of a local officer, or to any one else who may be willing to bring them to justice, again they

Take care to stop his mouth, which is usually done by bribing him or 1 buying his mouth.
?

8. The phrase u hau^ is, literally, to paste the mouth, or to stop it with boiled rice, and is

in common use to denote the idea of procuring personal support, or that which is merely suf-

ficient to supply daily wants— it is the 6 living from hand to mouth •’

swtion dFourtt)*

FORM AND FUNCTIONS OF THE MOUTH

a
Hau ui ?

; tai- sz
?> <cheung.

1. A great mouth. TOliau.
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16. The lips.

17. Polite-

18. Veracious*

19. Loquacious.

20. Obscene.

21. A harelip.

22. Stammering.

23. Open the mouth.

24. Close the mouth.

25. Embarrassed.

26. Indisposed to speak.

27. True to his word.

28. Regardless of the

truth.

29. Very slow of speech.

30. Fluency of speech.

31. Eloquent.

32. Strife of words.

33. Written testimony is !

necessary.

cHau cshun.

(

hau.

^ Chikj c

hau.

i cTo (

hau.

cTsb (

hau.
*

^

(Pang (

hau.

Lau- (

hau.

Mak> choi
(

liau..

Pai J £mai ^au.

cNan <hoi ^mu.

SM6 chau (k6ng

-Yau ^hau

KbnV (hau nut 2 .

I (hau k6k>.

i

cYau (hau cts
l
oi

(Chang (hau hi%

(Hau cm6 cp'ang.

25. Nan hoi hau^ difficult to open the mouth, denotes that (?lTibarrassment which one feels

in presenting a second demand on the kindness of a friend : he feels embarrassed, and finds?

it difficult to broach the subject, or to hoi liau.

26—28. Literally these phrases read thus: no moutli to speak, meaning that one is indis-

posed to speak ; having mouth and teetls^ denoting one who is true to his word; and without

mouth and teeth, or one who is regardless of the truth.

29.' Kom 'm a high degree, hau the mouth, nut slow to speak: nut does not imply any lack

of knowledge-, hut simply backwardness in giving utterance to thoughts: in the Conversations

of Confucius it is said of the good man, ywh d ‘liie is slow to

speak, and prompt to act.
9

30, 31, Good mouth corners, and having mouth power, both express nearly the same idea,

and are applied to those who are able to speak welL
32. Hau ht^ the breath of the mouth, here denotes mere words: chdng is to contend : hence

the meaning of the phrase, war of words, or logomachy, a mode of settling quarrels mucb
practiced by tlie Chinese, to which is often added a lusty tug at the cue, and many demon-
strations of a hostile dispostion, but bloody noses or broken heads arc seldom a consequence
of these wordy battles.

33. Mouth words no proof, is a phrase used to express the necessity of having written testi-

mony, because the circumstances of a given case are such, that, hau wa words of the mouth,

mb p^ang afford no proof, i. e. no sufficient evidence of the truth or fact in question.

5i THE HUMAN BODY. [Chap. IE.
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34. Charming eloquence.

35. It is useless to say

more.

36. Talebearing is a fruit-

ful source of mischief.

37. A sweet mouth and a

slippery tongue.

38. Words come from the

mouth in perfect sentences.

39. He must be true to his

word.

40. Unable to procure a

livelihood.

41. I cannot endure such
venomous words.

42. Bitter words are good
medicine.

4S. Disease enters by the

mouth.
44. Mischief proceeds from

the mouth.

45. Yes in the mouth, and i

no in the heart.

46. The mouth specious

and the heart perverse.

47. From the mouth come
:

peace and war. Peace is

mild, but war is destructive :

from the words of the mouth,
then, are these two diverse

effects. How greatly ought
such springs of evil and of

good to be feared

!

<IIau k6k) (ch‘un cfung.

Pat) yung- fai
5

cshun shit>.

cHau shitj shl- <fl <to.

cHau ctim shiti wat 2 .

Ch 4
ut)

€hau cshing cman.

cSii yung} chau C

ch j
l.

c

9M kau* su
chau.

Pat? chom tukj ^aw.

cFu ^hau cleung yeuk?.

Peng- cts'ung ^lau yap^.

Wo 2
*cts

cang chau ch^ati.

'Hau shl- csam <fi.

cHau ckwai csam cvvai.

<Wai chau ch 4

ut3
(h6 thing

cyung. (H6, shin- -ya :

cyung, cping cin fat> <u
c

hau, tsak) £yau 1- Cch6 cell*

cfan. hi1 hoi- <cln cki
(

h

wai “i
(

t‘sz’.

34. Ch lun fung^ tlie vernal breezes, are wsed figuratively for what is mild, gentle, pleasing :

lienee the phrase denotes an utterance that is charming, like the zephyrs of spring.

35. Fax shun shit, an expenditure of the lips and tongue, refers to a case where words are

unavailing, or pat yung without use.

36. Mouth and tongue [much, then there will be] right and wrong much, is a counterpart
to one of the proverbs of an ancient king, 1 Where tliere is no talebearer, strife ceaseth. ?

38. This refers to that natural conversation, which, in accuracy and elegance, is compara-
ble to the finished style of written composition.

43,

44. Disease enters through the mouth, because of intemperance iu eatingand drinking

mischief proceeds from the mouth, because of unguarded words.
47. These words, wax hau client hd

t
hing yung^ are from the closing part of an address <»f

the ancient chieftain Shun to lus successor U, found in the Sfjii King, or Book of Records,
and must have been uttered more than 4000 years ago. They remind us of the inspired pen-
man's words, tl out of the same mouth proceedeth blessing and cursing.

,v
Literally translated,

they run thus, the naoutli promotes good, and excites weapons of war. The twenty-four
words which follow are exegetical and of a ater date.

Sect. 4.] FORM AND FUNCTIONS OF THE MOUTH. 55*
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>6 THE HUMAN BODY. [Chap. II.

1. The ear.

2. Cavity of the ear.

3. Deafness of the ears.

4. Acute ears.

5. Ringing in the ears.

(3. Stoppage of the ear.

7. Dull ears.

8. To feign deafness.

9. Regardless of admoni-
tion.

10. No ear to hear.

11. No ear to receive what
is said.

12. Incline the ear to

hear.

13. Give ear to hear.

1
c

to.

/

(I (lung.

£f clung.

/

-I cts
6ung,

/
-CI truing.

-f sak>.

SMH
Ch^ c

i clung.

-M& £
i sing\

-CAI6 -i <chong.

Chak> -i t
ting

>
.

Fu 2 -c
i t4ng5

.

Notes and Explanation^.

The organ of hearing is thought to be represented by the character i, the common term to

denote the ear; the present form differs from its original, which presents an outline of the

external ear; t6, in the phrase i to
y
is merely a euphonic particle, used in speaking of certain

(^lasses of objects which are pendulous or globular.

3, 4. The words lung ancj ts^ung are opposite in their signification: the first denotes the

sense of hearing when it is lpst or has become extremely dull; the latter is used when the or-

gan is quick to perceive and discriminate.

5. Ringing in the ears is that sensation of sound which one sometimes perceives, and for

which he can assign no caqse, though for the moment it seems as distinct and real as the

ringing of a bell. The same idea is expressed in No. 32, belovy.

9. No ear nature denotes one who is regardless of whatever is said to him, as though the

iiatural functions of his ears had ceased to perform the duties of their office.

10, 11. The meaning of t
l ing and ch6ng in these two phrases is nearly the same: the latter

often means to put into, to store up, whicli shade of thought is here retained.

12, 13. Chak l Vmg is the turning of the ear in any direction which will facilitate hearing;

fix denotes the act of bringing it near for this purpose. T^ing^ in these two examples, it will

be perceived, has a different intonation from the preceding number; it has the same use as in

chap. I., sect. 6: 44.

Section

PARTS AND FUNCTIONS OF THJ EAR.

ST lui-; tai
2 - 3ng <ch6ung.
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14. A deaf ear.

15. The ears pierced with
,

flags.

16. To bore the lobes of

the ears.

17. An acute ear.

18. Both ears very long.

19. He has many eyes and
ears [in his employ].

20. When I have washed
my ears, I will listen to you.

21. Having heard you thro^

I will now wash my ears.

22. His words are still

sounding in my ears.

23. Stop both ears.

24. Can cleanse the ear by

candle-light.

25. The ear ought not to

hear lewd sounds.

26. Those who have long

ears, will enjoy long life.

27. Very charming sounds*

28. Close both ears.

SI £man.

Ch l dp> -i cki.

<Chui cchu.

(Hd (kwai.

sL6ung -i £shui ckio.

cK l
ui

C

1 mukz do.

(

Sai -i cling «yam.

cT*ing kwo 3
*gai -i.

sin <yau tsoi2
-i.

Sakj £leung s
i.

cTang ctsin 'ts'ii -L

£
I pat) t^ing

5 cyam cshing.

S1 cch c4ung
9

ming- plt 3

sch l6ung.
lHd <liu £

1 k6
5
<shing.

(Am cmdi -leung chek>

14. An ear without hearing is the listless ear, and denotes one who, having ears, yet hears

not, either in a natural or moral sense

15. This is part of a punishment often inflicted on persons in Canton, for petty thefts and
other similar misdemeanors: two little ki or flags are prepared, having shafts about a foot

long, which are, c/t
4ap i thrust into or pierced through the ears, one on each side of the head

;

in this condition, with his hands chained behind him, the evildoer is led through the streets,

one soldier going on before him beating a gong, and another following him with a rattan,

which is smartly applied to the poor man’s naked back

18. Both ears depending to the shoulders denotes one who has very long ears; among the

common people, however, this physiognomy is sometimes regarded as a presage of sitting

down on the dragon ?
s seat, or the throne.

19. This expression, and another one similar, 4 He has many hands and feet,
9
are applied

to officers of government who keep in pay a number of spies secretly to ascertain the ac-

tions of the people, or to other persons, who watch their enemies closely.

20. 21. Washed ears listen [to] sounds—is a respectful expression, implying that the per-

son may have been hearing what was vile or rude, and when the impression of the sounds
is washed away, he will be attentive. The other phrase has a reference to an ancient states-

man in the time of the emperor Tu, named Hiiyau, who, whenever he heard anything vile

or mendacious, would wash his ears after it, as if to remove the impression of the words.

22. This was spoken by an ancient sage, and refers to the instructions of his father; the

whole sentence is, cTn ^yau tsoi1 hV <cki ytvki Ji61 his words are still sounding in my
ears, and how can I discard them?

24. Another line usually accompanies this, and both may be seen hanging up at the bar-

ber's door; literally they read thus: Mamp before receive ears, moon beneath shave heads
9—

intending to set forth the raan^ skill, which is so great that he can perform all the manipula-
tions of tonsure and toilet as well by night as by day.
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THE HUMAN BODY. [Chap. IL

29. Cut the ear to make a
!

remembrancer.
30. When her ears are bo-

n*d she will become a lady.

^1. Cut off your ears and
make you a branded debtor.

•VI. Draw an ear upon the

wall to hear [your idle tales].

33. An ear may be behind
the adjoining wall, take care!

Passes in at one ear

and out at the other.

If he does not obey,

then pull liis ears.

36. A credulous ear re-

ceives everything that is said.

37. Sound ringing in both

ears.

•iS. A sudden clap of thun-

der, giving no time to close i

tlie ears.

39. When the mind is
|

sent, the ear does not liear.

I

40. Take him hy the ear
|

and lead him back.

41. You do not at all give

ear to wliat [ say.

42. My ears are a little dull
|

of hearing.

Ts c
it,

-c

i tso J kV hbK

<Chui M pin' cku <neung.

j

K6t> 5
i pin* chai

, ^an.

Wak> M -sheung <ts
leung

! ctMncr.

Ivak> cts
6eung cfong -yau -\,

'Tso s
i yap 2 yau- s

i ch l

ut>.

ct‘ing w

&

2<nau s
i

(

tsai.

f

\
(

to 5yiin sun ?

syan
(kong.

sLeung chek> -i eying eying

eshing.

Sun* dui pat> k'ap^ ^ni -i.

I

I

cSam tsoi- s
i tsau- c

9m
<t

4 ing kin
>

.

cNau chii' 5
i

c

to dai
ck l ui

cfan clai.

I

I

£Ni cto c
rm {

pi -i <t
l ing -ngo<

j

c

kong.

j

£Ngo tui* -yau ti» kom 1 do
! ehong- clung.

21>. Cut ears make ra^emory mark is said to one who is troubled with a treacherous mem-
ory; therefare he is admaiiislied, 4Cut your &ars to make a mark which will assist your mem-
ory/

30. This is said of the little girl while yet &he is called tchild' and hns nothing in her dress

to indicate that she is a girl ; but when her ears are decked with jewels, the question of her

ladyship will no longer he doubtful.

31. Chdi tan is used to denote one who is deeply involved in (tebt, but the origin of the

term is doubtful r chai is a debtor, and tan is a signal chimney, buif.t of brick or stone on em-
inences, in wliich fires are lighted as a signal of alnrm : tan has other significations

;
and

ilie phrase chdi tan is written sometimes in forms difterent from that above.

32. This is the language of angry reproach: if you must »ive utterance to such language

you now use, draw an ear upon the wall to listen to your idle vociferations, for my
eurs, which are accustomed to the truth, are not to be attacked in this rude manner.

33. Kdk t^tung the adjoinino wall, fdng fear, yau have, i an ear; you must be careful

what yon say, for behind the adjoining wall there may he some one who will hear you speak.

f>& Ydn is applied to what is weak, flexible, yielding, both physically and morally : here it

is applied to those who readily believe whatever is said, regardless of the matter told them

t>r of the source from whence it comes.

42. Txii i, a pair of ears, is the same as leung cheh iwo piece [of] ears, i. e. both ears
;

the phrase is idiomatic, and preceded by ngo simply means my ears : tUk6m-t6
%
a jot-so-

_
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-Ni 'kong tik> c
9m yap> ci ke'

shiit) wa 2
.

Sak 5 mai -16ang -
1 ,

tong 5

tsok> c
Tm ct

4 ing kin^

cKam yat> t
c
ai> ct^au, mi-

ck6n tsing 2

Mang- <

tsz
t
iit>, *hau <chi ai

mi- muki <chi cii shikv
s
y4, -i <chl cii <shing -ya, pi-

(chi cii ch‘au >a, sz’> cch»

cchl cii c n yat 2 -ya; sing'
-cy4; 5yau ming 2 cln, ckwar^

pat> wai- sing5 sya*

43. The words you speak
|

are not worthy of being

heard.

44. He closed his ears as

if he heard nothing,

45. In shaving your head
this morning, you omitted t€>

clean out your ears.

46. Mencius said, the

desire of the mouth towards
flavors, of the eye towards
colors, of the ear towards

sounds, of the nose towards

scents, and of the four mem-
bers towards ease, is natural;

yet, these desires being im-
parted by heaven^ the supe-

rior man does not speak of

them merely as natural incli-

nations.

much, is a common local phrase, denoting c a little/ in degree, or in quantity
; ti is the same

as tik^ the change in pronounciation is made merely for the sake of euphony
; in most case&

the k in tik is sounded very slightly: ck6ng lung is a suddea stroke of deafness, not that which
is habitual : the whole sentence, as used in conversation, is equivalent to our common phrase >

*1 beg your pardon/—meaning y I did not distinetly hear what you said, please repeat it.

43. Ni k6ng tik you speak that, or, that which you speak; ki i& ^>ft or belongs to, shut wo
words, or that class of words, ''m which is unfit, yap % to enter the car.

44. The words Jm tHng Mn y not hear see, mean not to perceive by the sense of hearings

or to be deaf ;
tong ts6k to make as if, i. e. to feign : he closed his ears and acted as if he did

not hear; he pretended to be deaf*

45. This is uttered in reproof for not hearing; were yo«r ears open, or were you attentive

as you ought to be t there would be no difficulty in hearing what is said to you.

46. This beautiful s^nten^e is selected from the closing chapter of the conversations of Men-
cius. The sentence which succeeds it is antithetical lo> it, as follows; lt the exercise of love

between parents and children^ of equity between princes and ministers, of propriety between
hosts and guests, of wisdom among the virtuous, and of accordance on the sage

r
s part with ce-

lestial principles, is ordained of heaven
;
jet such exercises being subjects of natural effort, the

superior man does not speak of them wholly as heavenly gifts.^ The purpose of the sage, in

these remarks was to restrain men from the unreserved obedience of what is called natural in-

clinations, and to urge on them the importance of exerting themselves to seek after gifts, con-

sidered as heavenly^ and therefore supposed to be unattainable by ordinary men. The superior

man, he here tells us, does not regard our inclinations purely dis sing^ natural and beyond the

the power of restraint, but as being also ming^ heavenly endowments, which are to be rightly

employed for good.

Sect. 5.]
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fctioti ixtt).

FORM AND EXPRESSION OF THE FACE.

Min 1 lui^; tai
2 luk 2 <cheung.

sYan min 2
.

Si6> min)-.

cFong min-,

cUn min-,

Fut> rnln*.

Shau* min 2
,

Min- cyung.

Min- shik>.

Min 2 ch4k>.

Min- cts
4
ing.

Min- hak>.

Vi 1 min 2
.

Kin' min-.

Pu^ rnln
5
-.

Tui5

min',

cTong min 2
.

Pok> min 1
.

Notes and Explanations.

MIn was originally intended as a picture of the human face: it now denotes the face, the

countenance, the front, the surface; also to front, to face, to see; and it often enters into the

composition of those characters which, in any way, relate to the face. As an index of what

man is, the face has come to signify character, reputation, &c.
12. This denotes coming into the presence of a person, and may be spoken of few or ma-

ny: ill means to come together, to associate; an association, a society, a band.

14 16. Pid min^ literally back face, signifies the act of one person turning his back upon

another in scorn or disgust ;
the phrase may also mean the back: tvi min is face to face, one

being over against another: t6ng min is simply being in the presence of, without regard

to the position of the parties.

1. The human face.

2. A smiling face.

3. A square face.

4. A round face.

5. A broad face.

6. A lean face.

7. The visage
; or the hu-

man countenance.

8. The complexion.

9. A flushed countenance.

10. A pallid countenance.

11. A dark countenance.

12. To meet together.

13. A personal interview.

14. To turn the back upon
a person.

15. Being face to face.

16. Being in the presence

of a person.

17. Being of little reputa-

tion.



£Yau min-.

Shat> min2
.

sLau min 2
.

(T‘ai min2
.

cS6ung pup min-.

MinMdi sifi.

Min2
t‘di shau) •

Min2 cfun ^yung*

(H6 min 2 shik>.

Pat> ui2 min-.

Pat> kin5 min 2
.

cTong min 2 ^kin.

^6 Vai min-.

£Md Vai min 2
.

<Tiu £]iu min2
.

-cYau cts
4ing min 2

.

(S6ung V6 min-.

sM5 it*ai min-.

sN^n sfung yat> min 2
.

18. Having a good reputa-

tion.

19, Having lost reputation.

0» Having prcscrred

putation.

21. Reputation
; or a good

name-
22. Mutually turning their

backs on each other.

23. A smiling face.

24. A very lank face.

25. A benignant counte-

natics»

26. A fair complexion.

27. I did not see him.

28. I did not obtain an in»

terview.

29. To choose in the pre»

sence of others.

30. A good reputation.

31 „ Without reputation.

32

.

To destroy one’s re-

putation.

33. Personal esteem.

34. Seeking reputation.

35. Ashamed to be seen,

36. It is difficult to get a
sight of him.

17—21. Thin face, having face, lost face, retained face, substantial face, all have reference
to reputation, or a good name: p6k mm is a modest term used when speaking of one?

s own
character : Vai is often used in connection with mln^ thus, k kui yau Vai min^ he has a sub-
stance and face, is respectable, or has a good reputation.

24. T^di written in this form, with an aspirate, denotes what is very great, or what exists

m an eminent degree.

26. A good face color is applied to those whose countenances indicate health and good
spirits, and not to personal beauty ; a slight tinge of red on the cheeks, clear eyes, &c., are
the well known indications.

27, 28. These refer to cases in which one goes to the house of another: pat ui min^ cannot
tmeet the face, because the person sought does not choose to appear; kin min^ did not see
he face, because the person sought was absent from home.
29. This is said of selecting goods, or anything else, where the choice is made in the pre-

sence of interested parties

32. The reputation is here supposed lo be destroyed by improper conduct
;

the phrase,
therefore, is true to the letter, tiu casting away the reputation.

36. This is said when one, in pursuit of another, repeatedly fails to find him in the place
where he is ordinarily to be seen.
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37. It is a loug time since
]

we met*

38. A single conversation.
|

By. A single interview.

40. Praising to the face,
|

and slandering to the back.

41 . Excessive insolence*

42. An open mistake.

43. I have spoken with

him.

44. Gazing at each other

in amazement.
45. By a personal inter-

;

view friendship is restored.

46. There is joy upon his
|

countenance.

47. Its virtues will present-

ly appear.

48. He turned away his

face, without noticing me.
49. Leave me a little re-

putation.

50. If so, all reputation is

lost.

51. Repeatedly failed in

seeing him.
52. It is difficult to break

from personal esteem.

53. Ashamed to go and
see him.

54. It is absolutely neces-

sary to report in person.

55. Diligence will secure

a reputation. '

(Hii *kau yat> min-.

Yat> rnin^ «chi 5ts
cz\

Yat> min- <chi ckdu.

Mm2 cku pui
J c

wai.

Kwo' min- cs6ung ihi.

<Tong min 3
- kwo\

Tik> min- ^ong kwo>
.

Min- min 1 cs6ung ckw 4
ai.

Kin 1 min 2 ch^uk^ its
c ing,

Mia- sh6ung- 5yau (

hi shik>.

<Tong mlo 2 ts^au^ kin'

<kung.

min 2 pat> shik> syan.

iLau swin tik> p6k;

^omy^ung 2

, -m6 Vai rain-.

CK1 tsz
9>

pat> kin9 min 2
.

sTs ling min i sh^ung- snin
kw6.
5M6 min 2 hii

> kin* syan.

Pit> <sii min- ^an cfong ^6.

I

I

sK^an lik> cfong V5 tak>

^ rnln 2
.

41. Pass face give insult, is susceptible of two meanings: insulting beyond endurance; or

insulting one who passes before you as a mere stranger.

42. Ts l6 kw6 is an error of any kind, which has been committed in the presence of others;

and this fact, on detection of the error, is given in extenuation.

43. See face speak pass

—

I have seen and spoken with him—is a mode of saying that one
has enjoyed an interview for consultation, &c.

45. Seeing the face creates kind feeling, a phrase derived from the usual experience of

mankind, that when differences have arisen between absent parties, either l>y slanderous im-
putations or personal enmity existing between them, kind feeling and friendship are restored

by a personal interview.

47. Now presence immediately see virtue—is said by the druggist, and others, in commen-
dation of their commodities.

52. TsHng min denotes that feeling wf»icl» springs from personal acqtiaintance, or it is that

personal regard which constrains one to befriend another under all circumstances. The
character partially contracted as in this example, often occurs in manuscripts and cheap
publications.

54. Must necessarily in person report to my superior, then it will be well : the case is such

that it cannot be stated in writng, nor intrusted to a second person.
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Sect. 7.] THE FOUR LIMBS. 63

^hau Cch6ung.

cShau k&p>.

cShau <ching,

(Shau pf.

\ . The palm of the hand.

2. The finger nails.

3. The elbow.

4. The arm.

Notes and Explanations.

Chi, formed of flesh placed on the left of branches^ denotes branches of flesh, the extreme

ties of the human body : sz' chi^ the four extremities, are the hands and feet. Both parts of

chi are found among tlie radicals; and, in composition, generally give to the words into

which tliey enter something of their original signification.

1, 2. Shau is the common word for the hand
; it is one of the radicals, and enters into the

composition of a very large class of words, where, in a great many instances, it indicates some
act performed bv the band, or to which it is related.

56. There is no color in

his face.

57. His countenance is not

as good as it was last year.

58. The debtor must fre-

quently pay respects to the

creditor.

59. Under the mask he

may appear iu public.

60. The man who has a
bold face will get rich.

61.

Men’s rainds differ

like their faces.

60. The whole face spring bright must produce wealth, i. e. a bold prompt person of this

description is supposed to be fitted for the acquisition of wealth. The phrase ch^un kw6ng
refers to the vivacity and freshness which is observed in nature, and especially birds, on the

approach of spring.

Section

THE FOUR LIMBS.

Sz” cchi luia

;
taia ts’it) ccheung

e
x

A

Min^ sheung 5 £m5 tik> hiit,

shik>.

Min 2 shik> £’m S
tsz’ kau 2

Him > chip pat) $11 <sheimg
kin' min%

Tdi* siu
> mini chi* kin 5

tak»

iyan.

-Mun mini <ch‘un <kwong
pit) fdt> cts^oi.

sYan <sam pat> yat> iii ck 4
i

mln^ iin.



64 THE HUMAN BODY.

5. The wrist.

6. A paralytic hand.

7. The fist.

8. A finger.

9. The thumb.

10. The forefinger.

1L The middle finger.

12. Little finger.

13. Knuckles.

14. Striae on the skin at

the ends of the fingers.

15. Ring finger.

16. Both hands.

17. One hand.

18. A thievish hand.

19. Right and left hands.

20. Stretch out the hand.

21. Draw back the Land.

22. Walking hand in hand. :
23. Handcuffed.

24. Burning the hand.

[Chap. II.

j
Shan In.

<Pai *shaw.

* iK4 iio ct^au.

I

<Shau (chi.

<Kung 'chi.

Shik) ^hi.

<Chung 'chi.

(Sifi chi.

(Shau tsit>.

cChi sm6.

$M6 cming

Yat> tfip
(

8hau.

Yat> chek> shau.

cSdm chek>
c
shau.

(Tso yau- *shau.

cShan cboi
c

shau.

Shuk> c

shau.

<T‘6 14i shau.

{So chii i (

shau.

<Shiu cts'an 'shau.

6. Paiy formed of skin on the right of feet^ means lameness in the feet ; it is also used m
reference to other parts of the body

:
pai shau is the hand deprived of the power of muscular

motion.

7. Kiin
i
considered etymologically, signifies the hand rolled up, i. e. the fist : t^au \s an

idiomatic addition, serving to make the phrase more definite and euphonic.

18. Sam chek shau^ three hands, denotes an expert thief, who employs one hand more than

is done by honest people.

21. This is used not only for drawing the hand back from any object or pursuit* but it also

designates the hand that is drawn back and is remaining idle.

22. lai shau
9
take and lead by the hand, is said of two persons walking hand in hand,

aschildren often do when playfully passing along in the street.

23. S6 means a lock or to lock; chii denotes that the action is being effected, and that the

hands are already bound fast; the whole phrase, therefore, denotes being handcuffed.

24. Ts^an^ like chii in the preceding phrase, denotes that the action has already taken ef~

feet,—that the hand is in contact with the fire: tslan shau is also used for De5
s owd hand,

and sometimes it implies the whole arm, as shau alone frequently does*



THE FOUR LIMBS. 0-5'

*H6
c

shau shai\

[

(Ta shau (p4n.

I

(Ta cclii cm6.

cCh 4 o hok? ^hauo

Mi 2 <hoi ^hau.

fShnu (

chi dun.

Keuks (p4n ct
l ong,

Keuk> ^hi £ mi.

' Ke«k 5 <ch4ng ct^atn.

*Ta cpai k6ukj.

Satj ft
6
aii t^ng*.

Akj c

siiau cseung <fuo.

Yat) Shau skmg ‘M.

Sz” <cM tping -cJang.

cKau c\van c\in 'shau.

cR\v l
ai ^hao ct

4ung chang.

(

Sliau tsuk> t6 2
.

I

I

£Leung "slsau Tinjg chu ?
.

Sect. 7.]

25. Good workmanship.

2G. To beat (he palm of

the hand.

27. To maj*k with the fin-

ger.

28. A beginner; or one just

entering upon a science.

2.9. Not yet commenced,

30. Crooked fingers.

31. Under the instep of

the foot.

32. The little toe.

33. The liee),

34. Wound the feet.

35. Pain in the knees.

36- To shake hands witli

mutual joy.

37. fo raise high witli

hand.

38. The extremities as

cold as ice.

39. Restore to the original

possessor.

40. Walking hand in hand.
|

41. To use much gesticu-

lation

42. Bear it in both hands.

25. This is said of any kind of work which is well executed by the hand : s/iai^ power, sk»IL

beauty, here denotes the effect which is produced by the power of tlie hand.

27. To strike the finger^s lines refers to a custom among the Chinese of daubing the tip of
ihe forefinger in ink, and making an impression of it upon the paper in connexion vmh due

signature of the writer, for the sake of greater security ; this practice is observed only in impor-
tant documents, especially those relating to the purcliase and sale of Jiuinan beings. If the

striae on tlie finger tips are in divergent lines, they nre called ts^arn^ a corn fan; if they «i*e

convergent, and somewhat oval, around the little protuberance at the end of tlie finger, they

are called 16^ a spiral univalve. When a careless servant drops a vessel, the indignant hois-

tress cries out,
cshau \cM ~md do? have your fingers no shells? meaning that where the .striae

are in ovals, a safer hold is supposed to be had of the article, because there are some of them
which turn tip towards the tip of the finger.

.31. Keuk is the common word for feet used in conversation; in books and in elevated

style, Uuk is often used in its stead : pan is a flat board, Vong is a hall; the two word? denote
that part of the foot which is immediately under the instep : keuk chenvg^ or k^.uk pdn^ are

names for the bottom of the foot.

32. For the toes, as among us, there are no individual names, except for the great toe

which is called Muki ^chi Jiung^ and for the little one, named as above-

34. Pai is used here in a modified sense, denoting a severe bruising, but not sufficieot to

destroy the feet or render them useless.

_
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Fai*
c

shau fai* k6uk?.

cShui ^hau shi- lap^.

I

cKa (

shau <u cyan.

-Lim 'shau toi- pai ?
.

Cli‘uk> (shaii $m6 ch‘4k?.

Tsau- ^hau cplong € kun.

Tui'
lshau To ki*.

In -ha c

sliau shai*.

Tak» csam ying> (

shau.

'I (tsz
9 shuk 2

(

shai».

Wat, ^hi kai
J sun ,

.

Shapj 'dii cts^m cts
4 im.

'Clu cii «ch 4 un ^un.

s^M
c

h6 yap> *shau-

43. He is a very active

person.

44. With depending hands
he must stand and wait.

45. Procure the assistance

of another person.

46. He folds his hands
and waits for death.

47. Being hand-bound he

has no way to act.

48. He is indifferent to

those who are in distress.

49. Two partners in trade.

50. To make a display of

one’s skill.

5L Succeeding according

to one^ wishes.

52. He avails himself of
,

an experienced hand.

53. Counting by one’s fin-

gers.

54. Very beautital fingers.

55. Fingers like the ver-

nal shoots bf bamboo.
56. Tlie beginning of an

enterprise is difficult.

43. Quick hands and quick feet, denotes one who is very active in the execution of what-

ever he undertakes.

44. This is said of tlie servant, child, or pupil, in attendance on his superior; his hands
must hang down straight, and in an erect attitude, he must stand near his superior, so thaC

he may readily hear and attend to his coininands.

45. To borrow a hand from another, is to procure the assistance of others in the perfor-

mance of business.

4(3. This is said of one svho, being in danger, ought to exert himself; but instead of so

doing, he merely folds his hands and waits for the calamity to overtake him*

47. His hands are bound and he is without ways and means for action ; he is in circum-

stances where lie can do nothing, however well disposed.

48. When one is in distress, or in any imminent danger, the person who happens to be

present at tlie mumeiit /m s/zcm sleeves liis hands, or folds them up in his broad sleeves,

and looks on the sufferer without making any effort to succor him.

49. F6ki is a partner in business
4
a companion or comrade in the common pursuits of life,

excepting only those of a literary character : ki^ in other phrases, is pronounced kai.

52. The capitalist, for instance, in establishing a commercial house, will endeavor^ 2 tsz
y

to

avail himself of the services, or will intrust the management of the new house to, shuk shau

a ripe hand, one who has had experience in such business.

53. Bending down the fingers to count is common among the Chinese; as the person

counts one, he heuds down the thumb, and thus proceeds till he reaches five, when all the fin-

gers are bent down ;
lie then, proceeding on from six to ten, reverses the order, throwing open

oiie finder after another: if the number is above ten, the same process is repeated.

54. 55. SItap chi^ leu fingers, is an idiomatic expression for the fingers ;
ts^lm ts^im^ small

small, denote what is tine and delicate, and are Iiere descriptive of tapering and beautiful fin-

gers ch^un sun expresses the same idea.

56. Yap shau^ entering the hand, is the beginning of an undertaking; hd denotes that

it is not easy, i. e. that it is beset with difficulties.

60 THE HUMAN BODY. [Chap. III.
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Sect. 7.] THE FOUR LIMBS. 67

I- sii
c
faa

Cch6ung.

^lii pat> cshing wat>.

cShau ciiiODg k6uk> Ilia 2
.

Ngat 2 ck6 keuk> mong-.

^L^ung keuk) cii cfi.

<Chi Vai s
t
f
oi kiin 2

.

(Shau tsuk> cseung ci.

cShau tsuk> chf cts*an.

(Kwo tsuk) pat) cts^ln,

CP C 6 tsuk> cl huk).

Tsuk) pat) -li
c

ying.

fTs^ng ct
lung cshau tsuk>.

cSiu cld kf tsuk>.

cSham csh4n t‘6k> tsuk.

cLam clau chokj tsuk>.

Sz” cchi kw‘aii h i
2
.

SI (sliau t‘am chi.

-I
cshau cim min 2

.

<T‘6 (shall tii k6uk.

57. As easy as turning

over the hand.

58. More than can be num-
bered by the fingers.

59. He acts in great con-

fusion.

60. He stands a tiptoe in

expectation.

61. He is very swift on
foot.

62. Limbs and body are

very languid.

63. The hands and feet are

mutually dependent.

^4. Dear to each other as

the hands and feet.

65. His feet are fettered,

and he is unable to advance,

66. He embraced her feet

and wept.

67. The inferior must not

tread onhis superior’s shadow.
68. As intimate as the

hands and feet.

69. I reside in the little

cottage.

70. He resides in the val-

lies of the mountain.

71. He comes to the river

to wash his feet.

72. Languor spread over

all the limbs.

73. To feel with the hand.

74. To cover the face with
|

the hand.

75. He impedes my pro-
!

gress.

58. Fingers not sufficient to bend down, denotes a number so large that it cannot be count-
ed by the fingers, in the manner stated above.

59. This is said of one who comes to his business in such a state of perturbation, that all

the motions of his hands and feet are made in confusion and disorder.

63, 64. Both of these phrases are intended to exhibit the relation of brothers : they are as
lependent on, and as dear to, each other, as the hands and feet.

65. Ki 6 means to wrap up, to bandage; kw6 tsuk denotes impediment of any kind whicli
prevents one from advancing rapidly : scA

lm k^uk^ is the phrase used to express the act t

dressing the iittle foot of the females.

66. This is said of the little child, or of any one else, vvlio in great distress throws himself
down and clings about the feet of another, weeping and begging for pardon or assistance.

67. It is deemed disrespectful for an inferior person of any grade, to tread on the shadow
of a superior.

6S. The affection expressed here is nearly the same as that in No. 64, but the reference
not to brothers, but to friends.

69, 70. The first of these is said of one's self; into the little cottage I place my feet: the
second is said of a scholar or statesman who seeks retirement in the deep places among hill>

:

into the recesses of the mountains lie throws his feet.

^

.

——

1
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76. Embracing with both

arms.

77. Transmitted from one
to another.

78. An unskillful work-
j

man.
79. Surely he cannot re- I

side here.

80. Detained by the moon-
j

light.

81. Their feet are bound '

with scarlet bands.

82. Lend a helping hand.

83. Brothers are like
j

hands and feet.

84. The palm of one hand
i

laid on the back of the other.

85. Sitting down with the

Ijands holding the knees.

86. His hands and feet

)»ave no place to rest.

87. He strikes as soon as

lie speaks.

88. You may look at it, but ;

must not touch it.

89. Do not refuse to me '

the thing I desire.

90. He has not yet conir

menced.

j

<Sheung ^hau "Jdm chu 3
.

!
Sh6ung 2 tkiu ha-

c

sl)au.

Mb ti>
(

shau tiin-.

Tim- «n4n chii- tsuk>.

<Ming ut> clau tsuk>.

Ch*ik> cshirig liai
2 tsuk>.

Ch - yat> pf cdii lik 2 .

j

(Hing tar cii
c

ghau tsuk>.

(

Sl)au
lpan tap ? ^hau pui

5
.

lShau -p 4 5 sat> ct vau tso*.

^hau tsuk> cm6 c

sh6 ts
4 o

>

.

!

(Hau (hi (shau tsau 2
lii.

-Ng^n hon 1 cshau mat> tung ?
,

i

Mok> ko 5

shat>
cshau shai

>

.

I

j

c

9M cts
4ang clioi ^hau ts6

?
.

75. He draws back my hands and my feet, is said by one who is Iiindered l>y a person
from making rapid advances.

76. Shan is here used for the arms: chii
y
as in No. ^3, denotes action being performed: the

)>hrase is used to express tlie conduct of the affectionate child, in spreading out both hands
and throwing them around the neck of its beloved parent.

77. This may be used in various cases, where the idea is that of handing or transmitting

anything from a superior to an inferior, or from a predecessor to his successor.

78. Shau tiin is nearly synonymous with shau shai in No. 25; md ti without a bit—of skill,

an artificer who exhibits not the slightest degree of skill,

79. It is very hard to stop the feet, denotes the great difficulty one experiences in maintain-
ing even a temporary residence in any ^iven place* it is a place in wiiich lie cannot reside.

80. The bright moon detains the feet, is said of one who, being abroad in the moonlight
with agreeable companion?, is unwilling to return home.

81. ChHk shing is equivalent to hymeneal bands : like the phrase, ^matches are made in

heaven, ,5
the words refer to the destiny which is supposed to bind certain parties so indissolu-

bly to each other, that in due time, come what may, they will be husband and wife. Tins
term of tsuk is an abbreviated one which frequently occurs.

84. This is descriptive of the idle manner of Budhn, who is represented in images sitting

on the ground, with his hands before him, having tlie palm of the one on the back of t)»e

other.

86. He has so much to do.and is in such confusion, tliat he seems not to know whai u> do
with liimself, i. e. he has no place to rest his hands and feet.

87. A word and a blow, and the blow comes first, is said by a servant of his passionate

master, who strikes even while he is telling him his faults.

89. Shau shai here denotes things or objects which one desires, and which lie needs
;

lie

t herefore begs they may not be refused to him.

08 THE HUMAN BODY. [Chap. II.
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Sect. 7.] THE FOUR LIMBS. 69

91. The golden lilies are

seen beneath the screen.

92. He holds my wrist,

[and prevents my action.]

93. He cannot move hand
or foot.

94. In the palm of the hand
to form strings of cash.

95. Passed from one hand
to another.

96. Both the palm and the

back of the hand are alike.

97. He lives from hand to

mouth.
98. Make motions with

your hands to let me know.
99. No one can tell when

we shall meet again.

100. Never act without

some motive.

101. Both hands and feet

are asleep.

102. Always busily em-
ployed at work.

103. He has lost an intimate

friend.

104. With the palm of his

hand he is able to destroy

men.
105. For transacting busi-

ness ati experienced liand is

the best.

106. When the heart is

afraid, the hands and the feet

tremble.

;

cLim h^t- 16^ ckam clin.

•(K‘ui iu cng6 (shau <keng.

Sz 9>
cchi pat> cnang ^xi.

{Shau (pan tsb- ctsin ch 4un >
.

'Tso (shau ck4u yau- c

shau.

(Shau ^an yukj,
(

shau pui'

yu!^.

'Tso shiiu ciai yau- ^hau
h 4u\

^haa min- wa2 -cng6
(ting.

Mi- 'sham cho cshi ak> 'shair.

(Shau tsuki pat? *ko mong-
tung-.

'Shau yau 2 pi
5 k^uk 3 yau- pi

5

.

(Shau pat> ct*ing k6uk> pat

chii-.

Shat> yat> ^shau tsuk> cp*ang

-yau.

Ti 'shau
(pan tsau- sh4t>

•cyan.

P4n- szn pati cii
£
I6 ^hau.

tSam <king
(

shau k-iuks tsau-

chan >
.

^91. Screen beneath appear the golden lilies : doors in China are usually defended by

screens suspended from the lintel, and hanging down nearly to the threshold
;

from behind

these screens the female inmates often seek to get a glimpse at those who are passing in the

streets, but in doing this they are liable to expose their li
little feet,^ which are called golden

hlies.

94. This is the complaint of a man that he has no capital to commence business with

;

what profit will there he in opening a shop, if I must 6tring nothing but caBh all day long?
95. This phrase is used in exchanging articles in barter or for money: when I deliver to

you the goods in one hand, I must receive their equivalent at the same time in the other.

06. To say, that the palm and the back of the hand are both fleshy, is to prevent the ex-

hibition of partiality in dispensing favors; both persons are alike worthy.

97. By the left hand it comes, by the right hand it goes: everything is expended and no
surplus remains from day to day.

99. No one can determine at what time we shall again grasp each other’s hands: this is

6aid by friends when they are taking leave of each other.

100. The hands and feet should never move without some good design, for whenever )ii

motion, they are liable to do harm.

104. A faithless man, who never abides by his word, pi shau paji
y using the palm of his

hand for a sword, i. e. without any weapon, is able to kill men.

CHI. CHR. 18



THE HUMAN BODY. [Chap. II.

^frttou lEigfjtt)*

THE COLLECTIVE PARTS OF THE BODY.

_
P4k> c

t
4
ai lui-; tai- p^t> <cheung.

1 . A very long neck.

2. A broad back.

Bones as naked as bil-

lets of wood.
4. Mucus and tears min-

ult* und flow down together.

5. BoweU in disorder.

6. Bimi up the hair and
take ihe book.

7. The hair is as white as

silver.

8. To beat the breast and
stamp the feet.

9. The hairs of the head
li i\e become white.

10. The sihews and joints

are not yet coine lo maturity.

11. Engraved on my bones,

inscribed on my heart.

cHo tcheung c

keng.

Pui* tsek> fut>.

Kwat> shau >

s ii <ch c
ai.

£Tai lui- <kau clau.

ST5 fuk> pat> ^6.

Ch (uk> fdt> shau- cshii.

Fat» pak> cii 5ngan.

cCh*ui thung tun- tsuk>.

cT 4au cm6 C
chiin pik 2 .

<Kan tslt) mi^ tsuk>.

Hak> kwat> -ming csam.

Notes and Explanations.

P.^k t 1

ai, the hundred [parts of the] body, are used to denote all the parts, external and
internal, considered collectively. In Honghrs Imperial Dictionary, Vai is called a mansion,
having twelve departments, which are explained to be the bones, the flesh, the hairs, the

blood, &c., all arranged in order. The decimal numbers, ten, hundred, thousand, and my-
riad, are in frequent use among the Chinese to denote a certain set of things, or an indefinite

nimiber collectively considered, or, as in some cases, to express the completeness of a thing

or action.

3, 4. These two phrases are descriptive of persons who have become emaciated, and are

sufterino from intemperance.
5. This phrase often occurs in the provincial Court Circular, where it appears as the reason

given by an officer for asking leave of absence from his post of duty: tb and fuk are nearly

>ynonymous terms for the belly.

6. This is said of the boy who has arrived at the age when he must, ch luk fat have his hair

t>ed up in two little tufts on the top of his head, and, shau shu take in hand his books, i. e,

it is time for him to commence going to school.

8. Under tlie pressure of extreme grief it is common among the Chinese, especially females,

to beat their breasts and stamp their feet.

10. Kan tsit are here used to denote the whole framework of the child’s body, at an age

when the bones and muscles, of the limbs have not become firm enough to enable it to

walk
; it is still a tender infant.

1 1 . The m.in who has received a favor from another, feeling unable to requite it, says he

will engrave it on his bones, and inscribe it on his heart.



T 4
it> shek) csam cch 4eung.

T 4
it»

ct4m strung ckon.

N6- hV <sheung ckon.

(Tam tai- cpaa st
cln.

Fai J

<ka shau ? peng-.

I

SN5 cts^ung ping> ch £

ut-.

! £,Ng 4

fu lak 3. chong-.
!

cPau fit> p4k).

i c
9M ckau \V~ ckan.

cHau (lam ck5 kwo* ct
lau.

cChii lui
2
tik> chung ct'ong.

cSam (hau pat> hit> t^u'.

Ka> \iky
(

tai kip, chii
J
-.

c
?M chit> cp

ceng kwat».

Pok> ct
lau ck5 kwo* -j.

-Nsan c

shui dam slam di.

! cT 4au fat> ]ap> lap> lun'.

12. A firm and inflexible

disposition.

13. He is very honest and
faithful.

14. Violent anger will in-

jure the liver.

15. Bold and heaven-dar-

ing.

16. The lungs are affected

with disease.

17. The brains are run
oat,

18. The contents of the

chest and of the abdomen.
19. Gray headed.

20. Do you not fear he
wtll puli out the roots of your
tongue ?

21. The Adam’s apple is

remarkably prominent.

22. The tears trickle down
upon his breast.

23. The heart beats con-
|

tinually.

24. Holding fast under the

arm.

25. Do Px t fear breaking

your ribs.

26. The shoulders are

higher than the ears.

27. The tears flow down
m streams.

28. The hair of the head is !

all in confusion.

12, 13. These have nearly the same sense, each being applied to persons of high integrit)

and great firmness: they denote a character like that of the Indian chief, described in the

following couplet :

“Like monumental bronze, firm and unmov’d his look,

A heart that pity touch'd, but never shook.
,>

15. Gall so large as to encircle the heavens, is a common phrase used to designate a per-

son of great boldness.

IS. 'Ng f!i and luk chong are very often used lo denote the whole of the internal parts ot

the body, all that is contained botli in the chest and abdomen.
20. There is allusion here to the supposed king of hades, and the question is put to on<-

vvho speaks without any regard to tile truth: talking so, are you not afraid of sinking to hade^,
and having your tongue hooked out by its king? Li lean are the roots of the tongue; li is tin

colloquial term in use to denote the tongue, and this character is used to express the sound.
22. Hiatg is the usual term for the breast

;
V6ng added to it renders the phrase more

definite.

23. Sam hau the Uean.pat does not, hit cease, V'xii to leap; it beats incessantly said of h

person under the excitement of fear.

24. Kd Idk tai \?> i\\Q hollow place under the shoulder, the armpit
;
kip chu holding fa>t

under the arm
; the term by which the armpit is here designated is a vulgar one, and is writ-

ten with other characters as well as these.

25. This is said by way of reproof and admonition to one who seems reluctant to work, a>

if he were afraid breaking his rib9.

Sect. 8. THE COLLECTIVE PARTS OF THE BODY. 71
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te

i

29. The malady has pene-

trated even into the marrow
of his bones.

30. His back is very stiff.

31. His heels are bruised

by excessive walking.

32. By three blows of the

bamboo to break the skin.

33. Peel off your skin and
make a drum of it to beat

upon.

34. The skin is extremely

rough.

35. Do not insult a gray-

headed man.
36.To shave the head in or-

der to remove vexatious cares.

37. His breast is devoid of

all solid learning.

38. There is no fixed pur-

pose in his breast.

39. Not lost a single hair.

40. Both cheek bones are

very high.

41. Aged men's bones are

weak.
42. In young persons the

bones are strong.

43. Singleness and since-

rity of heart.

44. One who is very bold

can kill robbers.

45. The heart is in the

middle of the body,

46. Green is related to

wood, and affects the liver.

W^i- t6
> yap> kwat>

4

sui.

Pui^ tsek> shat? hai 2 ngang ?
.

cHang 1 n 5
- k6uk> cchang

cS4m (pan <hoi «p
l

i.

Mok> cp l
i cinun *ku

cP 4
i cfu as c 6 t6

5
kik),

Mokj chi pik 2 fat> <yan.

S6uk> f4t> schii cfdn £n6.

tHang tchung cine) shat> boki.

«Hung ichung ling)

kin.
shat> yat> cUid cine).

£Leung sk
l iin kwat> t

4 4i
5

cNin -16 ckan kwat> tshui.

cNin shiu* kwat> lik ;
.

Yat> fa* lt> esam cch 4eung.

T4i-
(tam shit> tak> ts

44k^.

iSam tsoi- <shan <chi tchung.

<Ts cing sliuk 2 jnuk> yap>

29. This is said of one wlio has become exceedingly debased, the evil having entered into

the very marrow of his bones.

32. Pan a board, refers to the long and heavy bamboo, which is used in beating criminals ,

it is not unusual for the person appointed to inflict tliis punishment, to receive money in

order to secure a light use of the bamboo; otherwise it is expected that, sam pan by three

blows of it, the skin of the criminal will be beaten off.

33. I will peel off your skin and stretch it on a drum head, to beat upon—as if it were a

cow's hide : this is said in anger, and to intimidate.

36. By shaving off the hair of the head, as persons often do in China, when they wish to

enter the monasteries, they imagine that they will be enabled, chu to remove, fan nb their

vexatious cares.

38. Kin is frequently used in the sense of purpose, and ting kin is a fixed purpose mo

there is none, hung chung in the breast: the man has no decision of character.

43. Yat fu denotes several parts combined so as to form one whole ;
it^ fervid, ardent, m a

secondary sense signifies sincerity; sam ch keung the mind: the mind single and sincere.

46—50. The ^ng shik
y
the 9ng hang^ and the ^ng fii are here combined in a manner which

may assist the memory ;
but it is not easy to understand how the five colors are related to tin

five elements [Chap. I. Sec. iii: 34.], or in what manner they affect the five viscera.
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j
Ch 4 ik) shuk>

c

fo yap^ csam.

cWong shuki
c

t
s

5 yap» cp 4
j.

Pak 2 shuk> ckam yap> fai\

Haki shuki 'shui yap shaa 5

.

' £K ; ui cyung mau- kik> 'ho.

Ho>
tsing2 pat) tung-.

-Liu pat 3 takj <ts
4 ing sau

5
.

cNan tak) kom 5 cchoug

chung2
.

cYing cyung shing5 kvvo >

cyan.

<Chan tsun- shin 2 tsun
3- -mi.

Pat) cfi pat> shau5
cyan.

( Min^ cp4 chi tsau
5
lokj.

I

{Ch 4au yeung 2
piti

lh5 ming-.

Tau- cp ;
i tan2 tak 5 ts^u'.

Yat> min- ad hai 2 etna mak 3 .
I

-

j

£K 4
ui ctsung tsik> £ lau tik>.

£I lik, fuki cyan
{che pa3

.

lYing <t6 mi 2 cts
fcang kin'

kwb) •

<T l ui
l

t6 cyan kom 5

<h6 hi\

47. Red is related to hre,

and affects the heart.

48. Yellow is related to

earth, and affects the spleen.

49. White is related to me-
tal, and afiects the lungs.

50* Black is related to wa-
ter, and affects the kidneys.

5L His personal appear-

ance is extremely fine.

52. He is fond of quietude,

and averse to moving about.

53. A most beautiful coun-
tenance.

54. It is difficult to find a

person so dignified.

55. In his demeanor he is

more graceful than other men.
56. In excellence and ele-

gance perfectly complete.

57. Neither a very fat nor

a very lean man,
58. His face begins to be

furrowed with age.

59. A homely face will

nsure a good fortune.

60. The pockmarks are

marks of beauty.

61. The whole face is co-

vered with black spots,

62. No traces of him are

Jeft behind.

63. To subdue raen by
strength is the rule of force.

64. Its shadow even I have
not yet seen.

65. He walks as haughtily

as if he would tread men un-
|

der his feet.

52. Tsing and tung^ rest and motion, are opposites: kd
y
good, by a change of intonation

becomes a verb, and means to esteem good, to be fond of, or to love.

53. Liupattak is nearly equivalent to shatshau^ Chap. I. Sec. i: 7; clear, bloomr

ing; superlatively clear and beautiful.

55. Ying^ form, shape; yung^ manner, carriage; the two united denote conduct, demeanor;
his form and manner rise above and overpass other men.

56. Truly consummately excellent and consummately good, may be said ot either men or

things, which are of superior excellence.

59, 60. Ytung^ fashion or manner, here denotes the face; the phrase is used to console

one who has a homely bride : the second phrase is similar implying that the esteem for a

person is so great and sincere, that his deformities, in the estimation of his friend, become
marks of real beauty.

63. Fuk yan is to subdue men, or to keep them in a subdued state: the Chinese have two
modes of doing this; one is the rule of reason, about which they vaunt theraselves so highly,

the other is that described above.

64. Ying may refer to person or persons as well as to things: I have' not only not seen the

ihiug or person, but even so much as the shadow thereof, not yet has been seen

—

by me.

chi. chr. 19

A
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) sTs‘un s p‘ang k6)
(tim (tsing

cshan.

<Fu hap> ci
4 ing tsak> hi* tiin

>
.

him' 16- bai- ~ngkn
fan.
<Lau lui- clau -csh6ung ngAk>

I st‘au.

!

(Ta hat? cch c
i hai- £l^ng

j

ch^uka.

Ts‘h> mat 2 siu
> cyan cp lan

! ck lung.
I Fat> cts

l
oi cfu fun5

tsau- sling.

cU slin <sii ling- cyan

I

T^ng1

<shiug tsau^ yan- tak»

syan.

Tsui >
ciu ct'au cmb cts

l
in.

T 4ok> chu- lia- <p
ca chf

ckong.

cSam c\vai <shan cmiug cchi

she\
cHo sik> yat> <chi fai*.

Yat> ct^iu <m6 <t6 ~mb shing%

Mat> cwai yat> ct
ciu crab.

lHau £yau mit> fuk> £yau
kim >

.

Sz ? - c
ho, kwai J

iit> hon-

cDgdn.

Pat yat> cm6 cho wa^ <in.

/

-I ying1
cin cm! tchi kap>.

66. Every enterprise de-

pends on human energy.

67. When a man ceases to

breathe, then he dies.

68. A man gapes because
he is sleepy.

f)9. His tears flow up over

Ins forehead.

70. One sneezes because
lie has taken cold.

71. Do not laugh at those

who are poor.

72. The calls of the rich

are quickly answered.

T3. Long whiskers render

a fierson hateful.

74. Able to recognize per-

sons hv their tones of voice.

75. Nothing is more fear-

ed than empty purses.

76. You must brace up
vonr chin when you talk.

77. The heart is the resi-

dence of divine intelligence.

78. Why regret a hair's

expense.

79. A single hair even was
not left.

SO. Do not bequeath [to

him] a single liair.

81. The mouth has honey,

tiie belly has a sword.

82. A shameful affair is

called a sweaty countenance.

83. I do not fear pulling

out a single hair.

84. To be so pressed as to

hum the eyebrows.

69. This is said of the truant boy, who, on being reproved, gives feigned tokens of sorrow;

lie sheds “dry tears.”

73. Ling yan cause men to dislike—those who have them ; i. e. those who have long

whiskers, cause tliemselves to he disliked; this expression is very applicable to this people, in

whom the whiskers become, if allowed to grow, merely a patch of coarse, straggling hairs,

worthy of beinir disliked.

74. This is said appropriately of blind persons, who are remarkable for recognizing people

from the tones of their voice.

75. Fit is the waist or loins, and Vau is added merely for euphony: around their loins the

Chinese wear a girdle, having a small pouch or wallet suspended from it in front, which

serves them for purses: the sentence is literally, most feared loins head no money.

70. This admonition is addressed to the willful or malicious liar; he must have recourse to-

this precautionary measure, else lie will be in danger of losing his chin.

80.

To a lazy spendthrift, nothing ought to be bequeathed, for it will be worse than useless.

83. A man who is rich and well established in business does not mind the trifling losses

which may happen to him ; he is able to sustain exactions and mishaps.

84. This phrase is used hy a man 'vho is in great need of money, and is obliged to apply

for a loan
;
he wants tiie assistance as much as he requires a pair of eyebrows.

_
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85. As if they had seen his

inmost thoughts.

86. The eyebrows will not

retain a [grain of] sand.

67. All things occur ac-

cording to a fixed allotment.

88. The secretions ceas-

ing, the measure of life ter-

minates.

89. The animal spirits are

the gift of heaven ;
the bones

and joints are from the earth.

90. A beautiful person has

her cheeks red as the almond
flower, mouth like the peach’s

bloom
,
waist slender as the wil-

low leaf, eyes briglit as autum-
nal ripples, and footsteps like

the flowers of the water lily.

91. I beg to ask why the

human body is called a mi-

crocosm.

In reply it may be stated:

the circuit of the heavens has

three hundred and sixty di-

visions (or degrees)
; the

human frame has also three

hundred and sixty divisions:

in the heavens are stars and
constellations, with the sun
and moon ; in man also are

the heart, liver, spleen, and
lungs: hence he is called lit-

tle heaven and earth, &c. &c.

0

$

P

cij kin1
ck 4

i fai* ckon cin.

-Ngan cmi <chong tak>

cshi.

Man- szn ct
6ing ctsung ming 1

tit>.

cTsun yatj kit> ming- sho*

cchung.

(Tsing £shan ch6 (t‘in eclii

cfan
;
kwat> choi

Cch6 ti- cclu

cfan.

-Mi cyan cch ling chung hing'

-Hm, <ying ct
c6

c

hau, cyeung
£lau <iu, <ts

6au <p‘6 £ngdn.
slin <fa pb 2

.

^s^ng man- cyan <shan ch

~i <ch cing ewai ci^in ti-.

T4p> iitj cchau ct
l in esam

pak> luk> shap)_ to-
; cyan

eshan kwat> tsit>
;
ki <sani

pik> luk? shap to"
; <t in £yau

<sing eshan yat^ iitj <ii <k'i

cchung; cyan yik^ -yau esam,

ckon, cp
l
i, fai', cii ck v

i noi 1
:

ku > cming ccln ut> «slu <t
4 iu

ti-, ewan, cwan.

85. Here there had been, it is supposed, an opportunity for the person in question to show
out without restraint his whole character ; hence those around him knew him as well as \i

they had seen his inmost parts.

90. These are a few of the metaphors used by the Chinese to describe beauty; the figure

of autumnal ripples alludes to the dancing reflection of the sun upon a ruffled lake; the im-

pression of the small foot of a Chinese lady in the path is supposed to resemble the owers of’

the water lily.

91. This is one of several reasons, which the Chinese give for comparing man to the uni-

verse. Wan^ wan, saying, saying, at the close, is equivalent to &c., &c.



CHAPTER III

1. Pray sit down; (says the

host, to vviiom his friend res-

ponds,)

Pray sit down.
2. What is your honorable

surname? (asks the guest.)

My humble surname is

liau
;

(replies the Jiost.)

3. Is your honored father

'vein

My father is very well, I

thank you.

4. Is your honored father

at home?

(Ts ling tso 2
.

(Ts4ng tso 1
.

cTsiin singH

^iu sing
J sLaa.

cTsiin tai- syan nap 2 fuk>

fu- tsik> fuk>.

Ling2 <tsiin tsoi
? <ka s’m

tsoi- ?

Notes and Explanations.

Tscan i, used as a phrase, comprehends all the relations which are constituted by bluoJ.

marriage, adoption, <&c. IVan near or akin; i what is suitable for man, order, friendship ; the

two terms include all who are near and dear the kindred relations.

1. This conversation may be supposed to occur between the master of a house and a visit-

or. The latter happens to call at the residence of the former, in company with a friend.

\.fter the ceremonies of introduction are finished, the master of the house requests his new
friend to sit down, which he does, at the same time requesting his host to sit down also.

Both being seated,

2. The visitor, leading the conversation, asks, honorable surname eh ? The host replies.

Mean surname is Lau. Sing refers to the name of the family : my surname, or the name of

my family, is Lau. With the Chinese it is deemed polite for strangers, on meeting, to in-

quire for each others names and surnames: inquiry for the latter is alv^ays made first.

3. Does the honorable great man enjoy happiness? The family's father, tsik has borrow-

ed,/^ happiness; i. e. he derives health and happiness from your favor, for which I have to

thank you.

THE KINDRED RELATIONS.

«Ts fan cp"in «sam.

Section dFirst.

OF PARENTS.

«Sheung <t an lui
2

;
tai

2 yat> cch^ung.
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cKa fu- ch 4
uts ngoi- mi- cfii.

cTsiin <yung ckam cnin kwai*

ckang?

cRi fa2 <h 4
ii t6- pit? shap 2.

Kom' (tsiin csliing, chung2

ch‘ut> ngoi 2
!

Wai- (hau <pan <ch l
i a\

*H5 vv^-; £di ling 2 itsuu «yau

(yau syau kf 16k>

!

cPin tak>! cii ttsiin 'koBB

tsau-
c

h6 cchl.

(H6 wd2
;

£ ni s16 iyan <k4 tsau-

kau^ chongJ km2 16k) pb\

Kan- yat> tt6 tai* cchang lok 3 .

Ling shau- ct^ong ch ku^ toi-

£«go w4- cshing ^s^ng c n.

/

c^M ^om ttong.

£Ng6 cts*z , cfan hd 5
16k>

cTs 4ing

4. Excellency^ honorable in the house, not in ! Ling is here applied to the person ad-

dressed, and tsiin is used for his fath^r^ is your father at home?
5. The honorable aged this year [lias what] rich age? Family 5

s father, h^u in vanity, has

passed eighty years.

6. So old, yet gone abroad 1 Tsiin has here the sense of venerated; shing is honest, and
hence aged : so venerable and so aged l consideriiig the two terms as combined, they convey
the single idea of aged. Wai hcuu for the mouth, pan eh''! running hither and thither.

7. The guest tells his host that he is too modest; by abasing yourself and your father, you
reflect too much honor on me ; for your honored father, yau yau^ yau u is rich rich, having

an overplus. Pin tak^ literally, where get it? tsiin kd is applied by the host as a ternn of res-

pect to his friend and visitor.

8* Kau means to investigate, to carry to the utmost extreme
; hence, the sense in which it

here used, very—very strong and robust: chang (often pronounced change) denotes the

heels ; the phrase, td tai change only can drag the heels, is descriptive of the infirm person
who is scarcely able to lift Jiis feet from the floor ; and as he walks, therefore, can merely
drag one foot along after the other.

9. Excellent longevity hall place, for me speak sound wish repose: ladies in China are

seldom present at the interviews of friends; any reference them must be made through their

husbands, brothers, fathers, or i^ons : the son, answering for his mother, says, ym Ic6m t6vg,

cannot presume to receive—such unmerited honor.

10. 1 announce departure return go away; in tins coDneciion, kd has the sense of to beg,

in the language of courtesy.

He has gone abroad and
has not yet returned,

5. What is the age of your
honored and aged father?

He has vainly passed eigh-

ty years.

6. So old, and yet gone
abroad 1

He is compelled to do so in

order to gain a livelihood.

7. Oh, you speak in too

humble terras, for your honor-
ed father is very affluent

indeed!

He affluent ! were lie like

you, sir, then truly he would
be well off.

8. You speak in too hum-
tie terms, for your aged fa-

ther is very strong and robust.

Of late lie has been rather

feeble and infirm.

9. When you see your
mother I will thank you to

present to her my compli-
ments.

She is unworthy to receive

{such honor].

10. I must now beg to take

my leave and retiarn home.
Good bye.

t

1 pff
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( TsMng

I

(Ki iim <fan fu
>
«

FiV ‘ts‘an s’m sun

cKa sts^z
1
<chi ming-.

sShing “m S ts
l z' ming

5Ni ^ <pa
4h6 ci?

SL6 ta^i
2

sts
4 ing xin*.

£ X>5 syan ckd £ngdn tun 2
*

<Chi ^sz
1 mok> yeuk> fu-»

sTs1
// sm6 <to pdi 2

£ i.

<t6 mat? t
l ing

>
cts

c4m sin.

<Sin cksvau <wai sming
I sh^ung 2 tsoi*.

cWong ckung
(

fu ^kwan chi

I
mo-.

A/}
<che

lpun tying

shun-.

A/y

sy6 snin dang tfa kap>.

j

-K*ui M6 shat> ^bau

I

cts‘

7

A/J de c

ki s9hi <ts
l ln <kii ?

]

I Ling 2 <tsiin t4i- cyan pat>

tsik>.

SL6 t*ii 2 tkvvan
(haDg ke5

lok,.

Good bye.

J t. My father commands.

[ii. My father does not

believe.

1-3. The orders of my mo-
tiier.

1 4. Orders received from

iny repected mother.

1>. Is you papa well ?

10. Your fatlier is willing.

17. My father^ eyes are

dim.

18. No one knows a son

no well as his father.

19. Indulgent mothers

spoil most (»f their children.

20. Papa, do not listen to

his deceitful words.

21. Your deceased father^

good name still remains.

22. The grave of a father

[whose surname was] Won .

2*J. Fili;»l respect and obe-

dience are due to papn.

24. The years of papa
coirjjjlete a full cycle.

25. His father is very af-

fectionate.

26. When will papa al-

ter his place of residence?

27. Your honored father's

handwriting.

28. Your father gives his

consent.

11 12. Kd im family^ majesty
;
im denotes what is stern a«d majestic ; the phrase de-

notes my father, and is equivalent to fu ts^an ; the former is deemed the most elegant, but the

latter is the most common.
13, 14. Kd ts^z' family's loving-one

t
i. e. the mother of the family, my mother ; the word

ts^z' mer>ns that aftectimi and carefulness which a mother is supposed always to feel towards

i\er offspring, and in tl»is sense it is also applied to the care which animals take of their young.

The other sentence, received respected loving-one’s orders, is a more formal phrase, where

im indicates the respect which is due to one^ mother.

17. Lb yan kd may be applied to one’s own father, or to the father of a second or third

person ;
the former use is the most frequent.

19. Indulgent mothers, tb in a great majority of instances,—say eight in ten, n^ore or less
,

spoil their children.

21. The former prince's awe-bearing name still remains : sin kwan is used to denote the

deceased father of one to whom you are speaking
; the phrase may also be used in reference

to the deceased father of a third person, and it is employed by a son when writing or speak-

ing of i»is deceased parent.

28. Lb t^ai kican^ and Id Vdi yt (No. 16,) are applied to the fattier of the person address-

ed; they may also be applied to a third person^ father.

7 « THE KINDRED RELATIONS. [Chap. III.
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<K4 iim ping 2 Vai mi- u-.

<Ki <kwan hu*
(

liu
(h6 noi 2

,

-Ni 5
16 ct

4au <ying <shing k6\

-L6 -m6 ch 4
ut> noi-.

Ling- shau^ £t
46ng ck6m

yeung-.

-L6 t
4^ t6n kwo 5 c

ki noi^?

cts
can <nin lik^ tsim'

csliui.

<K4 cmd(yau(sz’kw6 t6
2

.

5Mo <ts*an tdi- cyan <fum

yau-.

Ling-
(hau tsin Sshi ts6-

kw6\
Ling- c

pi mi1
Stsang kin*

kw6.
-CL6 <on cyan ch t

ii
> chuki

shau 2
.

<L6 t‘d? t
‘

i *1)5 chong'

kin.
Shing' Yii- <wan, <Tun liiu"

tai- T -i chung- cyan slun.

£Ngo shing
>

^85, cyan £wong
tai\ clam yii- luk 2 shap^ yat>

<nin, f^t>
c

ts6 ctsiin cts
4an,

lidu
5
csz

1
pat) kwai^. tYaimi

29. My father’s illness is

not yet overcome.

30. My father has been

gone a long time.

31. Your father has alrea-

dy promised.

32. My father has not

been out for a long time.

33. Your mother wishes it

to be in this manner.
34. How long since your

mother’s decease ?

35. My mother’s strength

is gradually decreasing.

36. My mothers sorrows

are ^reat beyond measure.

37. I beg my honored mo-
ther will excuse me.

38. It was done by your de-

ceased father before he died.

39. It was never seen by

your deceased mother.

49. Congratulating your
mother on the anniversary

of her birthday.

41. Her ladyship is enjoy-

ing very excellent health.

42. (a) Among the Sa-

cred Commands is this, ^Be
zealously filial and fraternal,

and so give due weight to

man's relations.
1

(b) Our sacred predeces-

sor, the august emperor Pi-

ous, during a reigu of sixty-

one years, imitated his ances-

tors and honored his parents,

with unbounded dutifulness.

He published, under impe-
rial authority, a work enti-

30. Ka kwan^ like kdfu^ is for the most part used to designate one's own father; the fe-

rn ily's prince, i. e. my father.

31. Lb t
k
a'i old head, and lb ts^z' old child (No. 25), are both used to denote father; wheth-

er it !m mv father, your father, or his father, may usually be determined by the connection
in which the terms occur.

34 L) t
k
ii 6n differs from ling shau V6ng only in this, that the former is used in reference

lo tl^ |)ersf)»i l» rh while living and when dead.

42. Shin Yii is the title of a book, usually published in two small volumes, octavo. It

cont v s s xr -rrt injunctions or commands, written by Honghi, each containing seven cha-
racters, , s in the one here given,

(a) Vun z lously perform, hdu tax the filial and fraternal duties, i in that way or therebv,
chan o- vr wr to, ynn lun men^ relative duties. (Chap. I. Sec. iii: 48.)

(i v,tll the son and successor of Hanghi, in order to give more weight to his fa-

iher’ 's, svrote short explanatory treatises on each of them, enforcing the duties in-

culc it^il \\u of characters in each is ffiven at the end of it; the first contains six

handn j
*l ?i,» . v-t\vo, of which about one third are here introduced.

Sect. OF PARENTS. 79
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t

tied, 4An Exposition of the

Treatise on Filial Duty’
wherein the text of this clas-

sical work is fully explained,

and its doctrinal principles

are distinctly unfolded. His
simple design was to govern
the empire by the influence

of filial piety. Hence, of the

sixteen commands of his sa-

cred majesty, the first relates

to the filial and fraternal du-
ties, as the source of all those

principles which he would
inculcate.

(c) We, having received

the high imperial trust, and
reflecting on the admonitions

of times past, will fully ex-

plain the meaning of his in-

structions, by unfolding in

the first place the doctrines of
filial and fraternal duties.

These we promulgate, sol-

diers and people, for your im-
provement.

(d) Now filial duty is a fix-

ed law of heaven, a universal

principle of earth, and a duty

obligatory on all people.

ting-, <King Tn T-,

yat> cshii ; (in shik> (king

<man ? Mi cts^ung kun\
cM6 <fi hiu^ chi i (t'in hir

<chi V. K6), shing)

shap? luk> t
l iu,

c

shau

tai ?

, choi ck k
i

•Cham-,
4

p
4
i cshing chung ip>,

cchui -wai swong fan
ckw6ng lap 2 kau ichi <sz\

(Sin cshan hiu 2

tai- tchi j~.

Yung- shi-
-c
ii

s
i <ping <man

cyan
f

tang, «siin shi*

cFu h^u J

'che, ct
4 in ichi <king

ti- <chl i-, cman *chi hang 2

(e) Do those, who are un
dutiful, never consider the

heartfelt love of their parents

cYau pat> «chi h^u 5

fu-

tuk 2 pat> csz' fu ?
oi

>

is used like our in such phrases as our aflcestor5, or rulers. iSking tsd yan w6vg tai is

an honorary title, which was given to Honghi after bis demise by his imperial son; it is

called the miu1 hb l

y the temple designation, because it is recorded in the temple of ancestors.

Lam is to superintend, to look down upon, or to come down to in order to govern; yu con-

nected with it, has a similar meaning : the two joined are equivalent to holding the reigns ot*

supreme government, directing the helm of state.

Yam denotes that the business, whatever it may be with which it is connected, js done by
jmperial authority: ting has here more than its primary sense to fix; it means to make, to

publish. For Hau King^see Chap. I, Sec. iii: 66, in unfolding the meaning, is used as a part

of the title of the book, denoting commentary or exposition; yat shu one volume king man
is the text, as distinguished from comments.
Mb fl in no other way than, hau by the influence of filial duty, chi to govern, Vin ha the

empire, chi l this intention, i. e. his intention was nothing more nor less than that of govern-

ing the whole empire through the influence of filial duty.

(c) Cham is the imperial We, the word which denotes the emperor, and is npplied to no
other person ;

it occurs only in documents where the emperor speaks of himself, and cor-

responds to the use of the plural number by westeru potentates. Yung ski using these [in-

structions of Honghl], ii to, i ping man yan tang you soldiers and people, sun shi chi we pro-

mulgate them for your improvement.

1



Sect, 2.] OF ANCESTORS. SI

towards them as children? I

At that time when they were
yet in their mother’s am]s
unable to feed themselves if

hungry, or to put on clothes
j

if cold, it was their parents,
|who judged for them by their

tones of voice and the expres-

sions of their countenan-
ces;—who were rejoiced by
their smiles, and grieved by
their cries ;—and who, when
their children began to walk,
followed them every step;

|

and when sick, took neither
i

sleep nor food: thus uourish-

mg and educating them.
When arrived at manhood ,

then also to provide them
|

wives and to secure them a !

livelihood, they carefully con-
sidered a hundred expedients,

exhausting for them all their

thoughts and strength. The
goodness of parents is, in-

deed, unbounded as the high
heavens!

$
_

e

'tsz
9

<chi tsam cii ! cForig

ck fc

i mi- Ji cwai -p c

6, <ki pat>
1 cnang tsz’ 2 (pd, chon pat>

cnang tsz
1
- \\ <\vai fu- (md

'che
csham «yam <shingch 4

at>

I

eying shik>; siiV tsaki £wai
I tchi 'hi; ct

lai tsak> c\vai <chi

j

cyau ; shang tung 2 tsak 3 <\va

I p - pat> cli
; tsat“‘ung >

tsak>

'ts^am shik> <k‘ii fai

-y6ung c

i kau^ Chi 5 -f
*i

csbing cyan, fuk> c\vai shau 1

ck^i shat>, cmau «shang -f
li,

p^ik> kai' <king eying, esam

likj ck fc

ii sui
2

. Fu^ fm6 cchi

tak>
9 shat) tt

lung J/im
sra6ng kiki!

(e) sz’ only not consider; while they regard everything else, how is it that ihey

wglect only this one? that is, father and mother loving son^ heart. The particle u marks
th« interrogation.

Section ^ecotiXf.

OF ANCESTORS.

<K6 (tsang (ted lui
2
;

tai2
i
l <cheung.

I. What is your lofty sur-

name, Sir?

My poor surname is

Wong And your's, Sir?

(Kd singH

Tsln 2 sing* (Wong ... Ei3

sh^ung- cni 1

Notes and Exp l an a ti on s .

Kd tsang^ and tsd, denote the three generations in a direct line, immediately above
one's own father, as will appear in the sequel, and as already stated in Chap. I, Sec. iii: 45.

!• This conversation may be supposed to occur between two strangers. One, on -entering

CHI. CHR. 21



82 THE KINDRED RELATIONS. [Chap. III.

2. Leung.... And how,

Sir, is your great-great-grand-

father ?

He is deceased.

3. Where is your great-

grandfather ?

He has returned home
with my grandfather.

4. Are they both well ?

Very well, I thank you.

5. What honorable pur-

suits now engage their atten-

tion at home?

They are living in quiet

retirement.

6. Ah truly, it is delightful

to dwell in calm retirement!

How old are they ?

My great-grandfather is

eighty-eight, and my grand-

father is nearly seventy.

the residence of the other, inquires, Lofty surname eh? The other replies, Poor surname [is]

and then inquires for the surname in these terms, id wf? This phrase is

derived from the equestrian period in the north of China, when every gentleman had his car-

riage : ka shtung denotes riding in a chariot, and is here used for the person that rides, or

is worthy to do so; it is elliptical, for the whole phrase would be, and you, Sir, on the cha-

riot, [what is your surname?]
2. He answers, [my surname is] L6ung; and then proceeds to inquire for the ancestors of

the family. Tsunka is here united, and conveys the simple idea of Sir; ling isyovx^ and
kb tsb denotes high ancestor, i. e. Sir, your high ancestor ? The object of the question is to

ascertain if his great-great-grandfather is yet alive
; and hence the answer, the lofty ancestor,

kw6 has passed [from], shan the body—he is dead.

3. Tsang tsd m? Your great-grandfather? This question comes in the same elliptical

form, but without the least obscurity. In like irmnner in the phrases Ard haw Ad

and kd tsd
^
—and tsd, whether used separately or in the phrases kd tsang tsd^ kb tsd^ and tsang

tsd, have in each instance a precise and definite meaning, which will be ascertained by a

careful exajnination of the several phrases in which the two terms occur: Mung is used to

denote a village, a town, and also the country, in contradistinction to a residence in a city or

metropolis; sun is to return ;
they have returned to their home in the country.

4. They two gentlemen well eh? Wai^ formed of man and erects denotes a person of

consideration ; and both in its derivation and common usage corresponds well with the word
gentleman. T^bk lax depending on you, i. e. by favor derived from you, they are well.

5. Your great-grandfather ?ind grandfather to the country returning, have what rich busi-

ness eh ? Kung is used here as a substitute for tsang

^

great-grandfather: han in leisure, kv

they dwell.

6. Hb Ik ! it is very good to do so, htung enjoying*, tsHng fuk pure happiness : kam nxn

this year, ki tdi la how great in years—are they] I’wo eights is eighty and eight. In China,

where marriages take place when the parties are young, the difference of twenty between the

ages of father and son, is not unusual.

&

cL6ung ^ ! <Tsiin ling 1

<k6 *ts6 <ni.

cKd (
tsd kwo* cshan lok>.

<Tsang c
ts6 cni ?

cTsang (

ts5 kung^ (

tsd ch6ung
£siin.
£K l

ui i- wai- *h6

T‘6k

Ling 2 <kung (

ts6 <h6ung csim^
syau mat) kwai' kon' d1

?

cH^in <kii <ch6.

(Hd 16’ h4ung <ts‘ing fuk

<16 <Ram ciiln
(

ki tii*

1^?

<Tsang (

ts6 -c16ung ko' p&t>,
c

ts6 yik> t9
l
^t> shap 2 <ts6ung

cloi.
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7. Iudeed ! It is by no
means strange then, that they

should seek retirement.

You speak in too flattering

terms ! for it is only a slight

degree of bodily indisposition

that induces them to go into

retirement.

8. Truly a sufficient rea-

son ; for the condition of

aged people is like that of a

lamp before the wind. There-
fore, when decrepitude over-

takes them, they ought to go
to their homes in the country.

Are they well at present?

I have of late heard that

they are not very well.

9. If you are sending
|

home any letter, I beg you
j

will add a line for me, and
;

present to them my compli-
ments and best wishes for

their happiness.

Truly they are unworthy
of your honors.

10. Having a little trifling
j

business requiring attention I
\

will on another day therefore

do myself the pleasure of
waiting on you.

1 am unworthy I am un-
worthy of such attention.

cAi cyd! c
5

rn kwai* tak> s k 4
ui

<kwai cyan lok>.

(H5 w^-
!
yiki hai- cyan <shan

(t‘ai
syau ti> s’m ^hong, ku*

ts*z’ n hii

Hai- lok) -16 £yan cki sz
1 -

cii <fung cts^in chuk>. sYau
mat> <1 yuk>, tsau 2 iu- ch6ung

!
csiin swai shi-. Kan- yat,

I

(hdi?

Ran- yaU <t
4 ing kin* cto s'/o

hai 2 shat 2

€shau ^6

5Yau mat? <shii sun* cui

«heung, top (s6 <t6 ku
tsoi- ling- t‘di

c
ts6 ckung

cts
lin, ch c

ik> kming ts‘ing

-ha c n.

<Hi (kom ! Hi (k6m !

sNg6 <yan syau <s6 tsiiV sz'
c

koi yatj tsoi* cloi ct
l ing kau'.

Pat)
ckom! pat> ^om !

7. Ai yd is an exclamation of surprise, uttered on hearing that they were so old:
ym lavai

tak it is not suprising—that they being so advanced in years, kwai should return, yan to pri-

vate life—retirement; hd wa you flatter, for it is not simply to enjoy private life that tliev

have gone to their home in the country, yik but also, hai it is, yan because, shan t
lai their bo-

dies, yau have, ti a little, sh6ng indisposition ; therefore, ku ts^z^ because of this they huvt
gone home, &c.

8. The similitude of a lamp before the wind expresses the great danger there is from
slight mishaps which will hazard the life of an aged person, as a gentle puff of wind will ex-
tinguish a lamp. Yau mat i yuk having some feebleness and trembling: the phrase is local.

9. Having any letter returning home, for me write additional sentence, in your great-gratjd-

f<uher and grandfather's presence, repeat [my] name, beg [for them] repose. To tliis mi-
sii2 e, in behalf of his great-grandfather and grandfather, the other replies how dare! hoiv darn l

How dare they receive the honors you give them, i. e. they are unworthy of the attention with
which you honor them.

10. T^ing kaa, to listen to instructions, is here used as a complimentary phrase. Pal
kom^ pat k6m^ which is equivalent to hi k6m hi k6m^ and pat k6m t6ng^ is uttered in belialf ol

the speaker, in reply to the compliment just received.

_

11

1
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• ft

(Ts ling cui !

c

ts
ling c\ii

!

cHang sh4 cche! chang -'ha

(ch6

!

‘Ts‘ing 4

c

Ts*ing 4 !

(Kd (ts6 h‘ii) shai *kau.

<Tsang l

ts6 sheung- hi- ts
l
at>

shap).

(kung clau t6
>

£ j <ka.

cTg6 ikung cwai hk l (ch 4an
ip,2 .

A/J ckung tsoi- cshang (fan

fu%

A° ^y6 <yam syung
(un tsoi 2

.

Ling 2 Hsd
(

ki £shi csin cyau l

tKi (

ts5 tts
l in lit? hi

>

shai
5

.

sT‘ur)g (sin (tsd pi h6p
tsong>

.

cSin
l

tsb
ch^u u- ting- k^.

Shing > Yii <wan, Tuk>
ttsung tsuk?, -i tch^iu <yung

muk).

11. Please return
!

please
return

!

Only a step or two! only
a step or two

!

12. Good bye

!

Good bye

!

13. Great-great-grandfath-

er departed this life long ago.

14. Great-grandfather is

about seventy [years old].

15. From ancestors it has
come down to the present

time.

16. Possessions bequeath-

ed by ancestors.

17. My grandfather while

living commanded it.

18. My grandfather's pic-

ture is as natural as life.

19. When did your grand-

father commence his fairy

ramblings?

20. My father two months
ago rejected this life.

21. He was interred by the

side of my deceased
mother.

22. This was previously

determined by my deceased

grandfather.

23. (a) Among the Sacred
Commands is this, ^Cherish

warm attachment to kindred,

and so display union and
concord •’

11. The strangers, so regarded on first meeting, by their conversation become friends: the

guest, having intimated that he must leave, on retiring from the house is followed by the host,

to whom he says, tsHng tsHng nil I beg you to return, I beg you to return! meaning, do
not put yourself to so much trouble. The host, who does not wish to be exceeded in polite-

ness, says I will, hang ha hang ha cht

!

walk a little, walk a little!

18. Yam and yung^ sound and countenance, are used for portrait, un as if, tsoi in being

;

the portrait of my grandfather is as natural as life ; the terms a kung and d yt here used for

grandfather are the most frequently employed in common intercourse in this region ; in the

neighboring province of Fukkin, he is sometimes called tai f(i great father, a term which
corresponds to the English word.

19. Sin yau^ fairy ramblings, are used for death : the sense of the question is, when did

your father die ? But to avoid the unwelcome term they use sin yau^ a phrase which gives

the Chinese the same train of ideas that was awakened in a Greek or Roman by u walking

the Elysian fields.

20. //i sAai, cast off life, is equivalent to sAai depart this life both being used to de-

note death.

23. This is the second of the sixteen injunctions of Honghl : like the first, given in the

preceding section, it is comprised in seven characters: what follows is the amplification of

his son Yungching.

_
pt

a



cShii ut2l
£
i (ts*an

c

kau tsub ?

c

kau tsuk> ki* mukj. SM ?

tai> ;Y“’i (shau 4 muk tsuk?

shi- kau* -ydo

-Lai iits, <tsiin
(

tsb ku > king

ctsimg. King5 (tsung ku 1

<shau tbukj.

cMing syan t62 pit> molk ?

tsuki swai chung2 £
y4.

cFu ck4 <chi £yau (tsung

tsuk “ syau shui <chi £yau

<fan muk 2 cchi ^yau <fari

(chi; <sui
5iin kan- i

l shai
;

,

csho mat2 i
2 syiug 16 k/i

^uu siin tsak> yat>

Ku > cyan <chi toi- ck 4
i (tsung

tsuk> £yd, pit> £ii <shan <chi»
fjau sz” ccM pak> Vai mV
(sz’ liiit) mak 2 cseung ct‘ung'

£ 1 <ho sy^ung ^seung ckw^n.

tChau Lai (pfin ts‘z’ h

kdu> cman chii
>

£wai luk

hang 2

, iih hau> iit 2
syaiK a

(b) In the Book of Re-
cords it is said, u He thereby

promoted attachment among
all his kindred, who being at

concord… •” Thus the em-
peror Yiu commenced the

promulgation of his instruc-

tions by promoting concord
among his kindred.

(c) In the Book of Rites it

is said, 44 If remote ancestors

are honored, then immediate
progenitors will be respect-

ed.^ If immediate progeni-

tors are respected, then kin-

dred will be united.

(rf) He who understands
the duties of man will cer-

tainly attach great weight to

concord among kindred.

(e) The degrees of kin-

dred in a family are like the

streamlets of a fountain, or

the branches of a tree : al-

though the streams differ in

being more or less remote,

and the branches in being
more or less close, yet there is

but one trunk and one foun-
tain-head.

(/) Therefore a man’s
conduct towards his kindred

should be like [what is wit-

nessed in] the body: the four

limbs and the collective mem-
bers of which require a free

passage for the blood through

every part, while all are mu-
tually affected by the pain

and irritation of each.

(g) In the Ritual of Chau
this same idea is maintained,
where, for the instruction of

the people, six virtues are

enumerated : after filial duty,

and fraternal affection, the

(6) The quotation from the Book of Records is broken, the writer extracting only enou^ti

to cover the point in question. The Book of Records, the Book of Rites, and the Ritu«l t

Chau are names of portions of the Chinese classical works.

(c) The imperial author seems to have erred in a part of liis illustratious, conforming

rather to the popular notions than to the reality; lie conceives a fountain sending forth its

streams, which as they flow on branch off into a multitude of other rivulets, quite forgetting

that the reverse was the truth; had he described an artificial fountain, throwing its jets in all

directions, the figure would have been more appropriate, but this seems not to have been the
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sYdn (tsz

T‘4i tsz.

•ClAung <tsz'

<Ch 6 ung (tsz’.

Long 2 c

tsz\

(Tsz tsz 5

.

T8‘Z” W.

<Ts 4an cshang c

tsai.

sShing ka^ tsaL

sMing sling *tsz’.

3. Tlie emperor s son.

2. The heir apparent,

I'he eldest son.

4. The eldest son by the

wife.

5. A prodigal son.

A son; or lieir

7. The second son.

8. My own son.

9. An adopted son.

30. An adopted son of a

sm-fiame.

Notes and Explanations.

], 2. Yun is the first, the principal—the principal sons in the empire ;
it 18 sometimes

*i?ed like Vdi tsz, for the heir apparent, though usually applied to all the 8 ns of the emperor.
6 This plirase is used for both son amd lieir, but it is most frequently limited lo the former;

and in tlii9 use, that of son, the second term is very often dropped.

8 here denotes one’s o'vn : tsai is in constant use not only for son, a human being
t

bat it is also applied to the young of animals and birds, and often added to the specific name
of little things in general, and in many of its uses corresponds to the diminutive termination

nlvs in Latin ;
in this instance it is equivalent to tsz\ a son, or ts

K z^ tsz* in the preceding ex-

ample.

9, I0 Shing kai tsai, to receive in tlie line of succession a son, when one has no son of his

own: this is usually done with few, and sometimes with no, formalities; as a general rule the

son is taken from the nearest branch, and in case no son is found among those who

ext is concord. This is, in-

tleed, a constant duty, in-

variably enjoined in every

•'jre.

0 kai* iit 2 muk 2 .

t
iShing *ku

<kam pat> yik 2 (Chi ^sheung

t6 i
!

ariea in his mind; however a popular idea will often afford a ood comf^rison even if it does

not tally with rigid philosophy. The allusion to tlie root, trunk, branches and leaves of a

to illustrate the progressive increase of a family is more suitable.

Section

OF SONS AND GRANDSONS

<Tsz’ siin lui
2

;
tai 2 <s4m cdi^ung.

ff

-f
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11. A posthumous son.

12. A prodigal son.

13. Devising means for the

support ofsons and grandsons,
j

14. The son of a sister
|

adopted as one’s own.
15. Daily increasing fami-

j

ly, [or population.]

16. One taken and brought

up as a foster-child.
|

17. The sons and daugh-
|

ters of others.

18. Sons and grandsons
uiheriting honors.

19. Supported by labors of

sons and grandsons.

20. A numerous and pros-

perous posterity.

21. A numerous and thriv*

ing posterity.

22. Descendants few and
impoverished.

23. An infant child fond-

led at the breast.

24. [Children] playing

about the parent's knees.

25. Without sous and
grandsons,

26. A grandson born of
,

the wife of the eldest son.

27. A dutiful son aud a
!

worthy grandson.

28. Being dependent on
sons and gmndsons.

29. May you have a hun-
dred sons and a thousand

grandsons.

sWdi fuk> Hsz*.

P4i ? <kd
4

tsai.

Wai 2 bz’ csiin kai\

<Ku Hsz
1
ckwai <tsung.

cShang (

ch 4
i yat> 5fdn.

(Lo clai -y6ung ke\

sYan c

tsai syan £
nii.

lTsz’ siin ts p 2 yam.

1
csiin toi- 516.

1

lTsz’ siin f4t> tdt 2

1
<Tsz’ siin <ch‘6ung sliing

1
'Tsz1

csiin <shui cmi.

iHoi ct
4
ai <chl strung.

<T <hi sat) hd-.

^Mo 4

tsai -m6 <siin.

1
*Clieung *tsz’ tik> csiin*

1

Hau* Hsz
1

chin csiin.

!

T la^ 'tsz
9
csiin.

1
Pdk> ^sz

9
<t8

cin <siin.

bear the same family name, then one is taken of a different surname, and is styled ming ling

tsz\ a name derived from an insect, a sort of ichneumon fly, wlii ti is by the Chinese sup-

posed to he barren, there being no sexes. Tliis insect (so the Chinese say,) seizes on a

young grub of some other species, and buries it up in a little clayey cell; then after flying

around it with a loud buzzing noise for a few days, the covering of the little cell breaks opeh.
and a perfect insect of its o'vn species comes out,

15. Begetting teeth daily more numerous, i. e. a daily or constantly increasing number of

paters.

17. This is said in apology for harsh treatment; they are not my own children, and con-
sequently I need not treat them kindly.

18. Tsap yam is to inherit honors ;
there are in China certain honors conferred with the

express condition that they shall pass down to sons and {rrandsons, &c.
19. Sons and grandsons for [their parents and grandparents] laboring; this is said with

reference to those who are supported by their children and grandchildren, and who of couis

have nothing to do f’or tiiemselves

30—34. Tliese phrases are applied to those who, having attained to manhood, give then:

-

selves up to feel, judge, and act, like children; the phrase hi skin spirits, the external ap-



1

1

30. A childish disposition.

31. A childish judg nent.

32. Childish pursuits.

33. Childish conduct.

34. Childlike sports.

35. They are not my own
children.

36. Sons and grandsons
innumerable.

37. Involved by the con- !

•luct of one’s sons arid grand-
!

sons.

38. Children becoming
^reat, rescue their parents

from poverty.

39. A foster-child can ne-

,

'er become dear as one’s

own.
40. An adopted child cer- 1

tainly will not prove true.

41. Little children are ve-

;

ry fond of play.

42. My son has grown up
!

to manhood.
43. The boy is at school

studying his books.

44. Clever children and t

grandchildren will be loved.

45. A son’s son mourns a
\

year for his father's parents.

46. A daughter's children

mourn nine months for their

mother's parents.

47. A great grandson is a

distant relation.

48. A great-great-grand-

son is of course still more
distant.

^iu 5i sp
c
i

si t62 16ung
5

Si6 sz’2
ip)_.

cSiu si
(sho swai.

cSlu ci
c

tau.

i’M haP (ts
4an (shang kf.

(Tsz’ <siin pat> (shing (shd.

Wai 2
tsz’ siin(8h6 1ui

(Tsai tii
5
- kau) s p‘an.

sY6ung tsz’ s’m tak> t1p>

yuk>.

K‘a’1
(

tsai tiia
5 sm5 <chan

I

csam.

I ^iu si shata ^hau itsiu sliu.

j

(Siu s i £nin
S
1 "cheung t^.

Yau 1
ci hoki slui ckung csbu.

"Tsz 1
csiin <kw^i ling- syan

oi’.

Noi- csiin hai 2 yat> sinn fuk?,

Ngoi- csiin
4kau ko* iit 2 fuk>.

<Tsang tsiin s
i eking esho tik>.

itln <siin tsz
2 kangJ

<sho.

pearance of the person and the internal feelings of the mind, expresses the disposition, car-

riage, and bearing of an individual.

39. T^ip yuk^ join flesh, conveys the idea of relation by blood: a foster-child, not being

related by blood, can never be as tenderly loved as one who is of the same blood.

41. Small children extremely [like] wrens : the gambols and playfulness of children are

not inaptly compared to the ceaseless motions and domestic habits of this universal favorite.

42. Slu my little son, is used in polite circles when speaking of one'b own son, and
means simply my son.

43. Hdk is here used to denote the place where scholars assemble the school-room
;
kung

shii^ to attack books, is a common phrase for expressing the idea of studying.

47—49. Tsang sun is an added grandson; chung sun a redoubled grandson: tsang means
to add to, as in adding one story to another in building; chung means to lay on^ blow on af-

ter another, or to arrange one layer or stratum upon another.

88 THE KINDRED RELATIONS. [Chap. III.

A
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49. A second grandson
and a great-grandson are the

same.
50. Nejrfiew’s sons are

somewhat remote relations,

51. Children and grand-

children succeed to their pa-

rents* estates.

52. A line of descendants i

as long as the vines of the
'

melon.

53. Children and grand-

children laboring for the em-
peror.

54. Unsuccessful and tin-
j

happy posterity.

55. To have ugly children

is equal to being childless.

56. Those born of the wife

are the principal children.

57. Those born of concu-

bines are the common chil-

dren.

58. Your son confesses his

own guilt.

39. The child ought to

comply with the parentis

wishes.

60. An adopted son treat-
|

ed as one’s own child.

*61. My daughter is n&t

yet betrothed.

62. My daughter has

tasted the nuptial presents.

63. My daughter has no
nuptial presents of value.

64. My daughter has not

yet exchanged her final t>up- !

tial presents.

65. My daughter has not

commenced her nuptial la-

mentations.

66. My niece carefully
|

observes the domestic ri^es.

67. Laboring as a slave

for one’s posterity.

68. Good examples trans-

mitted to posterity.

1

1

I

I

1

1

Chung 2 csiin ctsaog tsiin yat>

y^ung-.

Chat 2 tsiiD <sho sp
4
i tsit>.

'Tsz 1

<siio cshin§ ^§6 fu-

c

Tsz^ <siin tkw^t XiU sii^n

cch l6ung.

'Tsz 5
<siin ch^ut? lik^ swong

ikk.

<Tsz’ csiin s’m ^shing tak>

fuk>.

Tsz’ siin (ch‘au cu
£yau.

Cbing 5

ch fc

ut tsau^ hai- tik>

tsz’.

Shii ch^t) pin- ^hi- shut"

(tsz’.

sHoi d tsz
12

<chi
cyau

tsz’ <t6ng Vai tts‘an (aarn.

j

I
2

(tsz’ tong5
tsok cts*aa

; <shang.

*Siu £nii sb6ung ? mi- cshiog

cyan.
lSiu -nii shik, cyan cch 46 ^lai,

<Si6 £nii -cm6 mat tc^oog

Jim.
4Siu snii mi- kwo' t4i-

lSiu -nu ml- <hoi t
44n 5

rts
4
ing.

Chatj £nu 4kan ^hau <kwai
cmun,

Ts6 2
tsz’ <siin kP _(n6

cLau <kvvai cin^ £
ii <sdru

50. Nephew grandson separated a skin, sundered a joint; there is one skin between the

parties, they are separated by a joint, which alludes to the successive joints of the bamboo, as

if one was passed, or there were two folds of skin : the two phrases are similar, though they

are usually joined in this connection.

52. Kwa tit \s the vine of the melon: min ch^ung^ cotton extended, or spun out: the phrase
denotes a long line of descendants.

55. Chkau is ugly in person and manner, every way bad, base, vile; a child that is i\ curse

and not a blessing to its parents.

CHI. CHR. 23
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69. When will the mar-
riage of your son be consum-
mated?

70. Your son has changed
his heart and purpose.

71. Your son does not yet

give his consent.

72. According to what
your son declared.

73. The dutiful and obe-

dient child wilt be blessed

with dutiful and obedient

children.

74. Those who have been

perverse and obstinate will

be recompensed in having

rhildren with like tempers.

75. Children and grand-
4-lnldren will doubtless enjoy

the happiness of having sons

h\h\ grandsons.

76. The hawk breeds the

liciwk, and the dove bears

the dove.

77. Dwellers on the moun-
tains will have provisions

enough, and have anly to fear

that their children will be

clownish.

78. If you would have

children enjoy good health,

let them always experience

a little hunger and cold.

79. (a) The meaning of

Ins imperial majesty may be

thus explained :

(6) All men who are born

into the world, have nine

ranks of relations ; how are

the^e denominated?

(c) My own generation is

one grade : my father’s is

one; my grandfather^ is one;

that of my grandfather^ fa-

ther is one; and tliat of my
grandfather^ grandfather is

^

:

I

1

J

Ling^ clong
(

ki cshi cwing

Ling- dong cui «sam chiin

Ling- ckung .dong mi 2 swaa
(hang.

Ki^ £ni ling
5
- clong ckong

ke\
Hair shun 2 cw4n cshang

hiu) shim 2
tsz’.

STNg yik> cwin <shang

yik 2 cl

, ..
.1

cl <sim tszn ?yau s^tsun fuk >:

cYing L<shang eying .W, wat,

tshang wat> £ i.

“

<Shin cku ^chai {

f
r»ai tsukj,

chat> Hsz
5

tgiio cii.

Yeuk) iu' 'siu s i c n, csh6ung

tii* <s&m (fan »ki
c
ii chon.

M4n i sui* sye i* sz
,J shut)

j

cYan cshang tsoi
i shai* <to

j

£yau ko*
(kau tsuki.

cTsam
I ctno kiu* ts6

J- ckau tsuk> <ni?

-Ngo tsz
,J

- c

ki shi^ yat> pui' ;

-ngo tik> fu- <ts
fran yat> pui*

;

sngo tik> sy6 jau pui* ; -ngo

76. Like father, like son, u a chip of the old block,
11

denoting that children naturally par-

take of the characteristics of their parents.

79. (a) Man sui ye
y
ten thousand yearns gentleman, is an epithet applied to the reigning,

emperor: it is here applied to Yungching,Kyanofficerofthegovernmentwhowrotecop^
ous commentaries on the explanatory treatises of that emperor (see Chap. Ilf. Sec. i: 42, 6).

This extract is from the second commentary, written on the first part of that which was given

in the last section.
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one; thus above me are four

grades : my son’s generation

is one grade ;
ray grandson's

is one ; that of my grandson’s

son is one ; and that of my
grandson’s grandson is one

;

thus below me are four grades

of relations: including my-
self in the estimate, there are

in all nine grades. These
are brethren, and though each
grade belongs to a different

house or family, yet they are

all my relations. And these

are called the nine grades of

relations.

(d) All men also have their

remote ancestors and their

immediate progenitors. How
are these denominated ?

Those who are the farthest

above me are remote ances-

tors ; but those who are near-

er are called immediate
progenitors.

(c) Now who is there of

you who is not the descend-
ant of remote ancestors and
immediate progenitors? And
who is there who has not the

nine ranks of relations?

1

1

1

p

ye tik> (u 1
<ts

lan yat> pin*
;

£ngo eye tik> eye yau- yar,

pui5

; slii^
sngo sheung- ct*au

ku u sz’ pui) ;
sngo tik

cl (tsz’ yat pui* ;
-ngo tik>

csiiti (tsz’ yat> p6i sng6 tik>

chung- csiin yat> pui5

;
^ngo

tik> ciin csiin yau'- shi* yar,

puiJ

; sin- sngo h^2 cpin
cya

syau sz^ pui 1

: clin -ngo ts/.
n

sun* cheuk>, kung- sh: 1

ckau pui\ Ch^ ckau put
1

ci

tik> tai- ching cinun, kok>

emun kok> u l
tik> pin- shi 1

sngo tik> tsukj cyan -liu.

Che >

ko* kiu* ts6 J (kau tsuk,.

cYan cyan do -yau
c

tsd ctsuug.
cTsam emo kiu* ts6 ? c

is6

ctsung cni 1 -Ngo tsui
:

sheung- ct'au shi2 45 c
ts :

tsoi* cts
lan kan- <s6 tsau- kuV

ts6 2 ctsung.

sm6n ch6* <s6 syari

kV pat> shP c
tsd ctsung

cch^iin ha2
cloi tik>, ~ni ko*

mut> syau ko*
ckaa tsuk> cm y

.

(c) Put denotes class, order, or grade; the context here shows its exact meaning; tliere

are two slightly different forms of this character occurring in the first and third lines. Thi>
passage, with slight variations in the phraseology, was given, Chap. I. Sec. iii: 45, in a note.
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1. Originally coupled hus-

band and wife.

2. Husband and wife af-

fianced by their parents.

3. Mildness and gentle-

)>ess between husband and
|

wife.

4. Husband and wife mild

and gentle.

5. The husband mild and
the wife gentle.

6. Kindness and love be-

tween husband and wife.

7. Husband and wife both

living to a good old age.

8. Husband and wife liv-

ing in peace and harmony.
9. Husband and wife assist

and protect each other.

10. Husband and wife

turning their eyes from each

other in dislike.

11. The husband sings,

and the wife follows in unison.

12. The husband is the re-

gulator of the wife.

cYiin <fu ds 4
ai.

Kit> fdt> «fu (ts
(
ai.

cWo shun- ifu sfu.

tFu sfu cwo shun*.

tFu cw6 £
l[u shun-.

‘Yan oi) <f6 <ts‘ai.

sf6 <k4i s 16.

<Fu -fu <wo ch4i.

(F6 (ts‘ai pd (shaii.

<Fu tts^ai muk>.

cFu ch^ung3 c

fu cts
4
uj.

cFu cwai cts
c
ai <kong.

Notes and E xp lanat ions .

Fu denotes one that may be depended on, or who is able to sustain important trusts or bear

heavy burdens: fu 9 composed of woman and broom^ referring to the domestic duties of a wife,

means also to submit to, one whose duty it is to submit; both the explanations denote a mar-
ried woman.

I, 2. These two phrases express nearly the same ides^ designating a couple, neither of

whom has ever before been married or betrothed: p^ui is a consort, to consort, or those who
are consorted: kit fat^ to tie the hair in a knot, denotes the intimate relation which subsists

between the husband and wife, in that case where the parties were affianced by their parents

:

ts^ai is the wife, properly so called.

3 5. In each of these three sentences the same terms occur, and in each conveying essen-

tially the same idea.

10.

This is done in times of calamity, when misfortune overtakes them, or when perplexi-

ties and disappointments arise ; the expression is also used for tlie jars and disagreements

which sometimes cause man and wife to look askance at each other.

II. This phrase is intended to indicate perfect harmony between the husband and wife in

all their pursuits and feelings.

12.

K6ng is explained and illustrated in Chap. I, Sec. iii: 28; the husband is the con-

troler of the wife.

Sbettion dFourtf)^

OF HUSBAND AND WIFE.

<Fu 5fu lui-; tai- (sz’<ch6ung.
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13. Cherishing his wife,

and supporting his children.

14* A chaste widow,
nourishing orphan children.

15. My husband has gone
out of the house.

16. My husband is not at

home.
17. The old man has not

yet returned.

18. I do not see that the

goodman has returned.

19. My wife has no chil-

dren.

20. How many children

has your concubine?

21. My wife’s conduct is in

the highest degree correct.

22. The old woman has

been dead a long time.

23. Husband and wife are

like garments.

24. The husband and wife

are like a ferry-boat.

25. The husband is brave,

and the wife gentle,

26. If the husband is vir-

tuous, the wife will also be

virtuous.

27. The widow must not

put on gay attire.

28. The eldest son ?
s wife

ought to govern the family.

29. The widow ought to

be chaste in her conduct.

30. The master lias gone
abroad to sell his goods.

31. The husband and wife

happy as fish in the water.

32. Husband and wife

both €qiiaJly advanced in age.

-Yeui)g <ts
c
ai ut> A.

Tslt> -fu Tij <ku.

Cheung2 <fu h 4
!!

5

ch*ut> cmur.

cNam cyan c'm
(

hai
(

k sL

-L6 ckung mi- <fan clai.

cL6ung cyan mi 2 kin* £ ui.

Ching cts‘ai
smd sh6 cJh‘ut).

Ts l lp> shi- <shang {

ki ko5
1

Ching5
shatj kik? ching5

tdi*.

-L6 cp ; o
{

h6 noi 2
.

<Fu <ts
£
ai cii ci fuk 2 .

<Fu <ts
s ai t6 2 hak> cshiin,

cFu (kong cyau

cFu cln -fa y\ki cin.

(Kw4 -fu ts
l

lt> mat 2 <fan

shik).
cCh 4ung -fu li <ying 'ch^ung
ck4.

(Seung -fu csui iu
J

tching

iKun cyan fu- fan 3
tsoi-

ngoi-.

cFu cts^ai cii cii tak> 'slim.

cFu -fu p^k> fdti cts
4 ai

15 18. Cheungfu^ namyan^ and Idkung, are all in common use when speaking of one^s

own husband; Itungyan^ the goodman, or ray husband, occurs in writing, but is seldom used

in conversation.

19 21. Ching ts
cai is used in opposition to ts^lp shi^ the wife and the concubine; the

latter term denotes one who is inferior to the wife: no person can lawfully have but one ts^ai,

though the number of concubines is unlimited: ching shat is the same as ching ts^ai.

23. If one dies the other can marry again, just as one can procure a new garment when an

old one is worn out.

24. When the boat reaches the shore the passengers quit it, and on reaching another river

seek for another boat : so when one of a couple dies, the other wanders alone til) aaother

consort is found.

31. The fish in its element is supposed to be perfectly peaceful and happy, and in that

condition becomes a tit emblem of what those ought to be who are joined in wedlock.
32. Husband and wife ivhite hairs equal eyebrows; this is often written in congratulatory

letters, expressive of the wisii that both parties may live to the same good old age.

chi, chr. 24
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33. Husband and wife un-

willing to part from each other

34. Husband and wife re-

maining constant to old age.

35. Husband and wife

being on a perfect equality.

36. Husband and wife liv-

ing in peace even to old age.

37. The husband and wife

honor each other as guests.

38. The husband and wife

must not sit on the same mat.

39. Decorum binds hus-

band and wife to their own
spheres.

40. Husband and wife eat

of the fruit cultivated by their

own hands.

41. Politeness between
I

husband and wife must not

be neglected.

4 m

2. Husband and wife liv-

ing in eace indicates a

good principled family.

43. Husband and wife

must not live in contention.

44. Husband and wife

like wayside acquaintances.

45. On the third morning
the bride visits her home.

46. The bride does obei- I

sauce in the hall in this way.

47. My wife died several I

vears ago.

48. Have you yet contract-

for a second marriage?

49. Of what place is your

hetrotlied wife?

50. My wife lias no ener-

gy for managing her affairs.

ol . A spouse whose part- I

ner is dead, is said to have

spilled the tea.

1 1

1 I

] 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

ffi

[Chap. III.

cFu cts
c

ai pat> syan <fan
c

shau.

cts‘ai piki st‘au <s6ung

(shau.

<Fu <ts‘ai s toi min^ kom >

-cP
4ing.

<Fu -fu ct
cung chii td* Mo.

cFu <ts
l
ai cseung king* 5u

(pan.

cFu £fu pat> ct
cungts c

ik> tso
5
-.

cFu -fu s
i pit, swai -lai.

cFu sfu kun* cun shik> likj.

I
cFu -fu -c

lai pat>
(h6 shat>.

<Fu sfu cwo ikk tb l ching*.

cFu -fu mat> ts6k cch 4 au
syan.

,

cFu -fu <u mak> \b l cyan.

cSan ^fu <sim cchiu sui <mun.

cSan
"
c

p
c o p i cVong ^om

yeung 2
.

Tsin- noi^ kwo* <shan
c

ki

cnin.

Kai shat> cshing cfan s’m
cts^ang?

Phli shat> ashing <pin ch‘ii

I

Wan- <ka c\vai cyan 5un
yeuk).

I

Shat> <fan hai* se' cch l
a.

39. Husband and wife by separation act according to the rules of propriety, i. e. by duly

maintaining the line of separation between each other, and each performing the alloted duties,

they act as they are hound to do by the rules of propriety.

40. Water the garden, eat strength, i. e. living by tlie sweat of the brow; this is said of

iliose who, in retirement, prefer labor to leisure.

44. Male Id is a narrow pathway in the fields, traveled only by persons on foot, who pass

by each other without stopping to bow or for any other civilities: when the feelings of hus-

band and wife are alienated, they treat each other in the same cold and indifferent manner.

4-3, 46. New wife third morning returns to the door—of her own father and mother, to

tike final leave of them: new bride worships the hall this manner, i. e. in the hall, at a speci-

tied time, and in a prescribed manner, she does obeisance to her new relatives.

47. The mean one of the inner apartment has passed away fiorn the body several years

-nice, i. e. slie died a long time ago.
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52. My second betrothed

is yet but a green girl

!

53. The equal wife is not 1

a concubine.

54. My wife has a slight

knowledge of letters.

55. A wife succeeding the

first is the same as the first.

56. Sir, lias your honora-

ble lady joy?

57. So worthy a lady sure-

ly ought to be loved.

58. Married again she will

prove a hard stepmother.

59. Has your worthy lady

yet tasted of the ginger and
wine?

60. The marriage of hus-

band and wife in this life,

results from causes that exist-

ed in a preceding one.

61. When the husband
has great riches the wife will

be honored.

62. The wife is not to be

regarded as criminal ; if she

do wrong the husband must
answer far the same.

63. (a) Memoirs of seve-

ral ladies of antiquity.

(6) Part first ; Book first.

^

f

cT c in cfong hai J
<ts

cing ct
lau

-nii.

sP ;ing <ts‘ai sra hap ts‘ip>

shl-.

Chiit> eking
c

p
4 o shik> 5ha

tsz’l

Tsuk> cin <ts
c
ai <\i ching

1

shat.

cTsiin efu cyan -yau c

hi mP?

cUefucyan <ying ^h^ungoi*.

<Tan ct
6au cp c o

l

shai ch cing*

ct
l o.

Ling 2 ^h^ng -yau ckeung
c

tsau ^am mi 2
?

cTs cln shai* ^yau ciin, <kam
shai kit).

<Fu c

sai syau 5ts
cin, cts

4

ai

tsau 2 kwai.

-CF6 syan tsfii), tsiiP tsoi
L

<fu sn4m.

Tin ku J

lit,
5Nu Chiin

,
*.

cKun cchi yat>
;
Sheung 1

.

51. After a couple are affianced, if one dies before the nuptials are celebrated, the survivor is

said to have spilled the tea, because the nuptial presents, of which tea is a part, have been
exchanged in vain.

52. T^infdng^ to fill the house, denotes the person who is to occupy the place in the family

vacated by the decease of the first wife.

53. A concubine is sometimes unwilling to be known under her proper designation, and
requires her attendants to call her p

Kmg ts^ai^ and to say to visitors that ym hai tsHp shi^ which
is in fact an imposition.

54. Ckiit is illiterate; king is one whose head is adorned with flowers, etc.; the two words
are used by the literary gentleman as a humble designation of his wife.

55. r

n

is the string of a musical instrument, tsuk is to splice ; the wife who succeeds the

first after her decease, is every way her equal.

56. 57. Fa yan is a term of respect applied to wives of official people, and by courtesy to

those of private gentlemen: yau hi having joy refers to the joy of being a father—the joy ot

joys with the Chinese, especially in case of the first son and heir : u fu yan is a compliment-
al appellation of a concubine.

58. Fan Vau p^6 is a woman who has married a second time, and sucli an one it i>

supposed, shai will use, cluing Vo the weight of the steelyards to throw at her children-in-law.

59. The idea is the same as in No. 56; ktung and tsau^ ginger and wine, are said to be

used plentifully immediately before parturition, under the impression that they will give

strength to hot i mother and child.

62. I is “ bounden duty of the husband, as the regulator of his wife, to see that slie

always keep^ i.. her place and does her duty; hence his liability to be punished in her stead.
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(c) In the education of fe-

males, the first object of at-

tention is their virtue
; the

second is their language
; the

third is their deportment; and
the fourth, their appropriate
work.

(d) Confucius said, Let
the woman be in subjection to

the man.

(e) Therefore, she has no I

part in the direction of affairs;

but there are three whom she

must obey ; while under her

paternal roof she must obey
her father ; after marriage
she must obey her husband

;

and when he is dead she must
obey her [eldest] son

; in no
case may she presume to fol-

low her own will.

(/) There are seven caus-

es for putting away a wife

;

namely, disobedience to her

parents, barrenness, wan-
tonness, jealousy, incurable

Jisease, loquacity, and thiev-

ishness.

(g) There are five things

which prevent a woman from
being taken as a wife ;

if she

belong to a vicious family, a

rebellious family, to one
whose members have suffered

capitally, to one afflicted with

incurable disease, or if she be
the eldest child and has no
brother, — in these several

circumstances, she is not to

be taken.

£Nii ^sz
1

cchl hok), yat> lit?

^fu tak>; V- iit 2
-
c
fu cin; csim

iit ! syung; sz’ iit 2

c
f6

(kung.

<Hung c

tsz
,
iit2 ,

-Fu ^yan fukj

cii syan -yd.

Shi 2 ku\ 5md cchiin chai
J

<chi

i
2

; -yau <sim cts
cung cchi to

5
-;

tsoi 2 <k4 sts'ung fu-; shik>

iyan 5ts*ung <fu; <fu
c
sz^

5ts
lung (

tsz
?

; <m6 'sho
(kom

tsz’2

SF6 syau ts‘4t> h‘ii pat>

shuM fd2 h‘U tsz’

MU5

; h‘ii t6 hi ;

syau 6k> tsaU h‘U)
; (t6

h‘ii> ; s td 2 h 4ii.

5Nii -yau -*ng pat>
c

ts
c
ii; yik 5

(k4 <tsz’ pat lUn 2 <k‘
(ts?’ pat Wii

; shai) syau
iying cyan pat> (ts‘U; shai

5

syau ok) tsat 2 pat> ^li; song1

fu- <cheung W/ pat> (ts‘U.

63. (a) This is the title of a small work in two volumes: tin ku refers to the persons those

of classical and ancient times : cjtun biographical memoirs.

(6) Kun is equivalent to book or chapter, used very commonly in Chinese works, to mark
the large divisions into which they are arranged : the first volume is divided into three parts,

the first is termed sh^ung^ the second chung^ and the third ha.

(c) Yat ui^ &c. are terms used in specifying particulars, as, in the first place, in the se-

cond place, &c; or to denote order, as, the first, the second: this, and paragraphs (d) (e) (f) n

are selected from the first page of the first volume.

(^) This and the following paragraph are from the Stii H6k^ or Primary Lessons; see

Kun f, or Part second, in the last section of chapter 3d, which treats of the line of separa*

tion between husband and wife.



(A) There are three cases

«n which she is not to be di- !

vorced ; if the family whence
|

she was taken does not exist
|

for her to return to, if she has

been in mourning three years,

or if her husband once poor

has become rich ;—in these ,

several circumstances, she I

iuust not be put away.

£Yau csara pat> h^ii
5

;

syau
(sh6 ts‘Usmd (shi) (kwai pat)

^ ckang cs^ra ciiin tsong

pat) h‘ii) ;
cts^n cp 4an tsln-

hau- fu
3 kwai >

pat> h 4
ti

}
.

.T^ng <p^-u chmg tai-.

Tik> strong thing tai*.

tSho strong ching tai2
-

Shuk> p^k> <hmg taf.

cT fcung cfong ching tai".

Tsuk? cchung thing tai-~

1. Brothers having the

same parents.

2. Cousins having the same
grandfather.

3. Cousins having the

same great-grandfather.

4. Cousins who have the

same uncles.

5. Cousins having the same
great-great-grandfather.

6. Cousins belonging to

the same family.

(k) If she has been in mourning three years for her husband^ parents, the period fixed

by law. By comparing the various reasons here given for divorcing, refusing, or retaining a

woman as a wife, it is very apparent that Chinese moralists never thought of elevating females

above the ignorant and degraded state in which they found them.

Section dFiftl-

OF BROTHERS,

<Hing tai- lui
J

; tai 2 £,ng <cheung.

Notes and Explanations.

Hing, formed of mouth and man^ denotes the elder brother, who has a right to speak and to

direct : tai is a successor, a younger brother: this compound term is used with much latitude,

being applied to kinsmen of almost every degree of relationship, and to persons who are

engaged in the same profession and pursuit.

1. Paw, formed offlesh and an envelop^ (perhaps that which surrounds the fetus,) denotes
children born of the same parents, or uterine brothers.

2, 3. Tong^ temple or hall, is used for those who dwell in the same hall ;
tik^ fornoed of

woman and equals denotes those who haye one and the same grandfather, and are cousins

by blood: sh6 V6ng king tai^ extended hall brothers^ are the sons of the tik t6ng.

4. Younger and older uncles, older and younger brothers, are the same as No. 2; they are

paternal cousins.

5. T^ung f6ng^ sarae room brothers, are those who spring from one and the same branch,
or progenitor.

6. Tsuk chung is used in a more comprehensive sense than the preceding, and includes

those who have the same family name: they are fellow-clansmen.
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7. He is my brother by
adoption.

8. Brothers who have dif-

ferent surnames.

9. Brothers who are close-

ly bound to each other.

10. Brothers who have pas-

sed through trials together.

H. Brothers in trials and
•rifflictions.

12. Brothers who are living

on terms of intimacy.

13. Brothers who are pledg-

ed for each other's support.

14. Brothers without sin-

cere affection for each other.

15. Love one another as

brothers.

16. Friends through suc-

cessive generations.

1 7. Elder and younger bro-

thers by adoption.

18. Good and affectionate

brothers.

19. The same to each
other as brothers.

20. The eldest brother acts

in the father's stead.

21. Theelder brother walks

foremost.

22. The younger brother

follows after him.

23. The lesser portion be-

longs to the youngest broth-

ers.

24. The larger portion

belongs to the eldest brother.

K\vo >

kai' <hing tai-.

/

I- sing* <hing tai 2
.

Kit) V- thing tai J
-

Rwo > <kong ching tai~-

W4n- nan- ching tai-.

Un 3
- t

4
ip> ching tai 2

.

Pai' ui 2 ching tai^

(Tsau yuk^ ching tai J
.

^Yau <yu ching tai 2
.

Shai* <hing shai' tai
?

.

(hing slin tail

cl <hing si tai-.

cU <hing cii tai^

'Cheung ching tong'

tko csin chang-

Sai
5 *16 ckan £ mi.

Sai> 16 (shiCi tikn

Tii)- *lo (t6 tik-

7. My adopted brother is used by the legitimate son when speaking of one who has bee n

adopted by his parents.

8. This is applied, not only to those who are brothers by blood, born of the same mother
hv different fatliers, l>ut to members of a society, and also to intimate friends.

9. Kit f bound in righteousness, is applied to friends who are pledged to defend each

other: this pledge is often given before an altar.

10. 11. Kn%6 kdng, across the rivers, i. e. in all circumstances, and in all places, and in all

seasons, however calamitous, remaining true to each other: lean nan^ trials and afflictions,

convey the same idea.

1*2. Exchanged card brothers, i. e. friends who have exchanged cards, and who by their

frequent intercourse are living on terms of intimacy.

13. Worshiped associate brothers, i. e. friends who have associated, and worshiped befort

an altar in token of their attachment to one another.

17. Tliese are so called by the legitimate sons of the father who has adopted them; the son

calls those older than liimself Ian hing^ and the younger Ian tai

:

here lan^ the name of a

fragrant and beautiful flower, the Aglaia odorata, has been substituted for kai^ because the

latter, in this connection, has become infamous.
"20. This is done only after the decease of the father : in like manner, after the decease of

the mother, the eldest daughter succeeds to her place in the management of domestic affairs.
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25. Brothers separated

from each other.

26. Senior brothers take
|

precedence of the junior.

27. Elder brothers should

be kind, and the younger
ones respectful.

28. Brothers disagreeing

among themselves.

29. Calling each other bro-

thers.

30. Brothers living in per-

fect harmony,
31. Brothers living togeth-

er without contention.

32. Patrimony divided

among brothers.

33. Brothers obtaining hon-

ors at the same examination.

34. Brothers ought to live

iu harmony and concord.

35. Brothers help and sup*
;

port each other.

36. The brothers are sever-

al in number.
37. Brothers having differ-

ent countenances.

38. The hearts of brothers

are all different.

39. Brothers, the members
of one family.

40. The older brother can-

not take care of the younger.

41. They are like truly af-

fectionate brothers,

42. Cousins within the

fifth generation.

43. Brothers with the same
father but different mothers.

44. Cousins belonging to

the same generation.

45. An only son, without

any brothers.

46. No elder brother above,
j

no younger brother below me. 1

47. Think on the affection !

which subsists among brothers
|

cShau tsuk> cfan £ 11.

<Hing <sia tai 2 hau 2
.

cHing -yau tai- <kung.

cHing tai
2 cwo.

cHing tai- iseung c h cing.

cHing tai^ ci ci.

cHing tai- sm6 ku*.

cHing tat- (fan ck^t.

<Hing tai
J

st
cung <fo.

(Hing tai 2 id sw6 miiki.

cHing tai- cseung cfu £ch fc

i.

cHing tai-
£yau c

ki cyan.

cHing tai 2 pat> ct
cung m^u 2

.

(Hing tai a csam kok> heung*.

cHing tai 2 yat> <k^ <ts
lan.

<Hing pat> aiang ku l

tai a
.

ctj
(kwo (hd ching tai-.

°Ng fuki noi^ ching tai-.

cT*ung fu- kok> -mo
tai*.

cT cung <pin pup ke* ching

tai-.

cKu tuki
l

tsai -md thing tm 1
.

Sh6ung2 cm6 ching, h4 J

£mo
tai 2

.

Nlm i
tsoi 2 <hing tai- <clu

cts
c ing.

24. This is not so determined by the laws of the empire; the phrase merely intimates that
it is natural and right to give precedence to the oldest, not only in matters of ceremonv. but
in the common intercourse of life.

25. The hands and feet are used by metonymy to denote brothers, who are often compar-
ed to them. See Chap. II, Sec. vii : 83.

42. Fuk here has a secondary meaning derived from the custom of wearing badges of
mourning for each other, which is done by those within five generations.

44. This includes those who stand in one arid the same generation having descended from
one and the same ancestor.
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100 THE KINDRED RELATIONS.

48. His brothers contend
for the patrimony.

49. Brothers with the same
heart and united strength.

50. All men have brothers,

but I alone have none.

51. All who dwell within
the four seas are brothers.

52. The elder brother not

acting the part of an elder

brother, and the younger not
acting the part of a younger.

53. To dwell with a friend

is easy, to dwell with a broth-

er is difficult.

54. If the elder brother

loves the younger, the latter

will honor the former.

55. While you have plenty

of good living, there will be

no lack of friends ;
but when

calamities come, where will

there be one to help you ?

06 . (a) In early times

there lived in the department
of Pingyeung, in Shinsai, a

wise personage, called the

monarch Yiu. This monarch
most ardently loved his kin>»

dred.

(
6) In an ancient book it

»s well said, If people truly

honor and respect their an-

cestors, then there will be no

1

1

1

1 1

I

1

;

I

[Chap. III.

sK 4
ui ching tai2

<chanff ck^
(ch‘4n.

cHing tai- s t
lung csam hip,

sYan ckdi ^yau ching tai 2 -ngo
tuk 2 smo.

Sz” hoi (cbi noi 2 <k4i <hing
tai^

<Hing i’m S
tsz’ hing, tai 2 s’m

<tsz’ tai 2
.

*Ch‘ii #ang -(yau i
2

ch‘ii

thing tai
2 cn^n.

cHing oi' sk4 tai
2

f tai 2
pit>

king1

s k
4
i <hing.

^auHsau syau yuk 2 do ching
tai-

; ndn- sho cts*ang

kin* yat> 5yan ?

‘T6ng cch ‘6 (Sh n (sai sPing
4yeung Tu, -cyau ko" shingJ

cyan, kiu' ts6 2
4Yiutai>

. Che'
kb tai tsui sM‘ t‘ung
oi' iVk tsuk 2

£yan tik>.

cKu <shii sh^ung- shiit> tik>

(hd
; iyan y6uk? ^wo <ln

50, 51. The first of these phrases was uttered by one of the disciples of Confucius ; the

second was given by the sage in reply, intending to cheer his desponding mind ; this expres-

sion, c within the four seas
,

9

is a descriptive term for the empire, which in ancient times was
supposed to be thus surrounded.

(a) This extract forms a continuation of that which is given at the end of the third section

of' this chapter: Shansai^ one of the most ancient provinces, is situated westward from the

capital Pakking; Pingytungfu is a few miles east of the Yellow river, near the centre of the

province. The place is noticeable as being the residence of the progenitors of the nation from
very ancient times.

(b) Tsd remote ancestors, and tsung immediate progenitors, sometimes denote the col-

lective body of ancestors, or the great progenitor, of a family ;
the context and the sequel of

this extract require such a rendering of the two terms.



Sect. 5.]

one who does not ardently

love his kindred.

(c) Why am I ardently to

love my kindred ? Because
these kindred, although some
of them are more nearly and
others are more remotely re-

lated to me, are ail found, on

examination, to be the des-

cendants from my own great

progenitor. Allowing you that

we are several tens in num-
ber, or even several hundreds,

we are yet all one.

(d) We are just like water

which is divided into streams.

Look at a fountain ; as it

flows onward, it divides into

several streams, or into sever-

al tens of streams. On ex-

amination, however, these are

found to come from one sin-

gle fountain, and not from
two different sources.

(e) In like manner we re-

semble a tree, with its leaves

and branches. Look at a tree
;

as it grows and rises upwards,
it has a thousand branches
and ten thousand leaves.

Vet on examination all these

are found to have sprung
forth from one single trunk.

(/) So likewise it is with

these kindred; they are all

(offspring of) my one great

OF BROTHERS.

:

!01

ctslin king* ^sc) ttsung, tsoi"

mut> ^yauyatjko' pat> t
4 uag"

oV tsuk? cyan tik>.

Wai- sham 2 <mo tsuk^ cyan
•cng6 il? t‘ung’ oi) (t‘a (ni?

<s6 tsuk, cyan, <sui cin
syau cts

4an cmun a tik>, -yau

-tin iinun tik>, kau 1 ^ing
ct6 shl- £ngo yat> ko 5

ctsung cch^iin clau ha- cloi.

cP*ang £ui
(

ki shap^ <tiug,
l

ki

pik> ctiug, k6uk> ^sung shi ?

yat> ko* cyaD.

Tsau 5
- cU l

shui ^yau ifan

tik> yat) cpun. £Ni hon >

yat 3

I

4ku as 4
iin slau cts^ung hk*

h 4
ii

2 cfan tsok>
(

kl ct
l iu, <fan

tsok>
4

kl shap> ct
4lu. Kau"

c

king ct5 shi- che3
yat> 'ku s i

<ts
l iin tik> ^hui, ping- pat>

S ts
4ang syau M6ung (ku 4

shui.

Yau- <ii sh^ luuki, £yau tchi

ip> tik> yat> <pun. £Ni hon"

yat>
c

fo shii-, Cheung
l

hl cloi, ct3
4in <chi mka 1

Kau1

'king db shl* yat> ko'

ckan ci sh^ung- fku ch 4 at> cloi

j

tik).

I

Ki 3 Jn ch^ cse tsuk? <yao tto

j

shi- -ngo (

ts6 asung yat 5 k6J

(d) Kii a division is here used as the distinctive epithet of a fountain
;
yat kit ts lun is sim-

ply, a fountain.

CHI. CHR. 26



progenitor.
r
I his one progeni-

tor is the body ; I, with these

kindred, are its two hands
acid two feet, the ten fingers

on the liands, and the ten

toes on the feet, with the ears,

eyes, lips and nose.

(g) Reflect on this a little.

Suppose, for illustration, that

an ulcer breaks out on some
one part of my body; or sup-

pose I wrench my hand, or

sprain my leg ; would it not

be hard to say that the whole
body will be unaffected?

(A) So it is among your

kindred ; if you openly in-

volve them in difficulties,

cozen tliem, and cause them
to suffer, would it not be

hard to say that you will

be free from suffering?

(i) Therefore men ought !

most ardently to love tlieir

kindred. (For it is with them,)

just as it is with one’s body
;

if one part is pained, then

every part is pained ; and if

one part is irritated, then the

whole is irritated. Such is

harmony and concord among
kindred.

I

cyan.
4

1 so ctsung tsau- shi

yat) ko' <shan
;

£ngo cwo
ch^ cse tsukj <yan, tsaua shr
-c 16ung

c

shau M^ung k6uk.
^hau sheung :

tik> shapi ko 1

C

chi ct
4 au, keuk> sheung- tik

sliap> ko* ^hi ct
4 au, st‘au

sheung^ tik> M ^6, £ng^n
(tsing tsui, pF (tsz tik>yat,

<pun £liu.

-cNi £mun ^eung yat 3

(

seung.
'Ka cii ;

sngo cshan sh^ung-
-cyau yat> chHi* A <shang ko
cch 4ong, \vak> Cche ^him -liu

shau, tit 'van
cshan sh6ung ? nan tb1

9hau-

i

yung- <mo?

j

-Ni crriun y6uk^ sin- tsoi

tsuk> cyan <kan Sts‘in h

hoi 2
<t

J
i, <6 pMn* ct

c^
t
kiu 1

tt*^

pat* tak> shau'- yung 2

,
cn^ta

!

t6 2 -c ni tsau 2 tak> shau- yung'

I

<mo?

^ho cyan iu
5

ch^uk> shat

^ung* oi* tsuk> cyan. Tsau)
cii

£ngo yat> ko' <shan
{

tsz
?

,

-yau yat ch‘ii t'ung*, pin

chHi* ch^u* «td t^ng 1

,

syau
yat> ch‘U’ syeung pin- ch & u

ch 4
ii

>

<t5 ^veung. cts
l
oi

shi- cwo muk> (tsung tsuk>

<ni.
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(g) Kd u to borrow a comparison, or suppose a case for the sake of illustration : nan to,

liHid to say, is used here, as often elsewhere, as an interrogative form of speech, to mark a

strong negation.
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Sect. 6.
i

OF NEAR AND DISTANT RELATIONS. 103

Section gjtiti)*

OF NEAR AND DISTANT RELATIONS.

Noi2 ngoi- <ts
can lui- ; tai- lak> <cheung.

1. Great-great-grandfa-

ther.

2. Great-great-grandmo-
tlier.

3. Great grandfather.

4. (Treat-grandmother.

5. Great-grandfather.

6. Great-grandmother.

7. Grandfather.

8. Grandfather,

9. Grandmother.

10. Grandmother.

11. Father.

12. Mother.

13. Father's concubine.

14. Father’s concubine.

15. Sons,

16. Daughter-in-law.

17. Daughters.

18. My daughter.

19. Son-in-law.

5

cK6 "tsd.

cK6 Hso -cm6.

cTsang c

tsd.

cTsang (

ts6 -cm6.

T‘4i> ckung.

T 4
ai* cp*o.

cTsd fu^

A' ckung,

cTs6 -cm6,

A J

cp c o»

Fu 2
cts

4 an.

sMd cts‘an.

Shu' cmd s

A } {

tse.

S I
l

tsz'

Sik) s fu.

C-Nu A.

cSiu -ruj.

5Nii sai\

Notes and E x p l aiiati ons

.

Noi ngoi ts
lan, inner and outer relations, miglu embrace the kindred relations of evers de-

gree, both near and remote; all the kith and km of an individual. This section mdude^
most of the terms m common use, omitting, however, a part of* those synonyms which l.av-
been already given.

13 14. These two terms are used by children when spealiing to or of their fathers r t
-

cubine: the latter is the most frequently used when speaking to her.



20. Grandson’s wife.

21. Granddaughter.

22. Granddaughter's hus-

band.

23. Great-grandson.

24. Great-grandson's wife.

25. Great-great-grandson.

26. Great-great-grandson^

wife.

27. Elder brother.

28. Elder brother.

29. Elder brother's wife.

30. Elder brother’s wife.

31. Younger brother.

32. Younger brother’s

wife.

33. Younger brother’s

wife.

34. Elder sister.

35. Elder sister’s husband.
I

36. Elder sisters husband. I

37. Elder sister’s husband.

38. Elder sister’s husband,

39. Younger sister.

40. Younger sister’s hus-

band.

41. Younger sisters hus-

band.

42. Younger sister
5
s hus-

band.

43. Father's elder brother.

14. Father’s elder brother’s

wife.

45. Father^ younger bro-

ther.

46. Father's younger bro-

thers wife.

I
<Siin sik> -fu.

tSiin s nii.

tSiin sai'.

tTsang <siin.

<Tsang <siin sik> £fu

sUn <siin.

cUn csiin sik>
sfu.

Tai 2 <ko.

*sb.

I

A*
l

s5.

Sai
J

'Id.

Tai 2

Sai sham.

Tsz'

1

<Tsz , ch6ung J

I

Tsz' cfu.

I

'Tsz' sai>.

Ngoi- <hing,

I

•

I

Mui J
.

!

Miii 4 <fu.

Mui 2 cheung^,

I

MuPsai'.

P^ik, (u 1
.

P k> smd.

I

Shuk> fu~.

A* sliam.

34, This is sometimes read fse, but the form of the character remains unchanged

tsz^ is deemed the correct pronunciation.
• I
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j

<Ku £ mc).

I

cKu 4

tsz\

I
cKu cheung 2

.

! Chat).
I

*

I

Chat 2
sfu.

Chat 2
s
nii.

Chati sai".

Chat? csuu.

Chat 2 csiin -c fu.

Chats <siin -nu.

Chat 2 <siin sat
5

.

Pak> ckuDg.

Pak> cp l
o.

j

Shuk> <kung.

Shuk> cp fc o.

Ngoi 2 (

ts6.

Ngoi- ckung^

^ Ngoi2 (tsd

j

I
Ngoi- cp'o.

Ngoi- p^,k> <kung.

j

£M6 fk 6au.

! -K sau fu%

-K 6am £m6.

-K fcau £md.

si
£md.

cl
c

ts6.

j

,
,

cl cheung-.

si sp
c 6.

J ckung.

47.

Fathers elder sister.

48. Fathers younger sis-

ter.

49. Father’s sister’s hus-

baud.

50. Nephew; or brother’s

son.

51 • Nephew’s wife.

52. Niece ; or brother’s

daughter.

53. Niece’s husband.

54. Nephew’s son.

55. Nephew’s son’s wife.

56. Nephew’s daughter.

57. Nephew’s daughter’s

husband.

58. Father’s paternal elder

uncle.

59. Father^ paternal elder

uncle's wife.

60. Father’s paternal

younger uncle.

61. Father’s paternal

yomiger uncle’s wife.

62. Maternal grandfa-

ther.

-S3,

ther.

64.

ther.

65.

ther.

66. Maternal grandfa-
ther^ elder brother.

67. Maternal uncles.

Maternal grandfa-

Maternal grandmo-

Materual grandmo-

68. Maternal uncles.

69. Maternal uncle’s wife

70. Maternal uncle’s wife,

71. Mother^ elder sister.

72. Mothers younger sis-

ter.

73. Mother’s sister’s hus-

band.

74. Maternal grandmoth-
ers sister.

75. Maternal grandmoth-
er’s sister’s husband •

i

*

l

s

e
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7(j. Paternal grandfathers
sister’s husband.

77. Paternal grandfather’s

sister\« husband.
78. Paternal grandfather’s

sister.

79. Wife’s father.

80. Wife’s father.

81. Wife’s mother.

82. Wife's mother,

83. Wife’s elder brother.

84. Wife’s elder brother.

85. Wife’s younger bro-

ther.

86. Wife's younger bro-

ther.

87. Wife’s brother’s wife

88. Wife’s elder sister.

89. Wife’s elder sister’s
:

husband.

90. Wife's younger sister.

91. Wife’s younger sister’s

husband.

92. Wife’s nephew.

93. Wife’s nep lew’s wife.

94. Wife’s niece.

95. Wife’s niece’s hus-

band.

96. Elder male cousins of
i

different surname.
97. Wives of these elder

cousins.

98. Younger male cousins
!

of different surname.
99. Wives of these young-

|

er cousins.

100. Elder female cousins

of different surname.
101. Husbands of these

cousins.

Cheung 3 ikung.

tKu <kung.

cKu cp 4 o.

Ngok, cheung-.

Ngoi 1 fu
J
-

.

Ngokj £mo.

j

Ngoi- -mo*

Tai- £k cau.

Noi 2 <hing,

; Sai> s k‘au.

!

Noi J
- tai

J
.

5K cam cn^ung.

T4i- ci £ n^ung.

(K^am <hing.

Sai
}

ci cneung.

cK 4am tai J
.

Noi- chat>,

Noi' chat 2
$fu.

Noi- chati -nu.

Noi 2 chatj sai\

cPiu ching.

Tiu l

sb.

Tiu tai1
.

Tiu tai4 5fu.

Tiu W.
Tju c

tsz
?
<fu.

96—98. This includes, (I.) k{i piu king, my father's sisters
1

sons older than myself;

i piu hingj my mother's sisters
,

sons older than myself; and (3.) k lau piu king, my mother^
brother’s sons older than myself; piit tai includes the sons of the same families who are

younger than myself.

I0(> THE KI NDK I l) RELATIONS. Chap. III.
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102. Younger female cou -

sms of different surname.
103. Husbands of these

cousins.

104. Father's elder male
,

cousins of different surname .

105. The wives of these
|

cousins.

106. Father’s younger
male cousins of different sur- i

name.
107. Their wives.

108. Their wives.

109. Father’s elder female

cousins of different surname.

110. Fathers younger fe-

male cousins of different sur-

name.
111. Their husbands.

112. Grandfather^ elder

male cousins of different sur-

name.
113. Their wives.

114. Grandfather’s young-
er male cousins of different

surname.
115. Their wives.

116. Grandfather’s female

cousins of different surname.

1 17. Their respective hus-

bands.

118. Cousin’s son

119. Cousin’s son’s wife.

120. Cousin’s daughter.

121. Cousin’s daughter’s

husband.

122. Cousin's grandson.

123. Cousin’s grandson’s

wife.

124. Cousin's granddaugh-
ter.

125. Cousin^ granddaugh-
ter's husband.

126. Sisters son.

127. Sister’s son’s wife,

128. Sister’s daughter.

H 8“-125 . The descendants here mentioned are all on
niarries, merges her own surname in that of i\ev husband.

I

TPiii mfii2 .

Tiu mui^ cfu.

I

(Piu pak>.

cPlu pdk> -m5 .

(Plu shuk).

i

Tiu shak> -mo.

I

TIU <3113111.

!

Tiu <ku ^6 .

(Plu cku c

ts6 .

cPiu <ku cheang\

cPiu pak> <kung.

(Piu pak> cp{6 ,

cPiu shuk> ckung.

^iu shuk> cp £ o,

cPiu cku cp c o,

, Tiu cheung1 <kung.

i

cPiu chatj."

I Tiu chat> £fu.

Tiu chat 2 -nil.

Tiu chat> sai* .

Tiu chati csun.

cPiu chats csiin -fu.

cPiu chatj csiin -cnu.

lPlu chat csiin sai*.

Ngoi- <shang.

Ngoi- ishang 5fu.

Ngoj- cshang £ rm.

the mother’s side, wlu when she

Sect. 6.] OF NEAR AND DISTANT RELATIONS. 107
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Ngoi2 cshang sai’.

Ngoi 2 <shang tsiio.

Ngoi 2 <shang tsun
£

fu.

-K^au tkung.

5K‘am sp
fc o.

NgoiW <kung.

Ngoi- t
1^ sp

v o.

<Ts‘an <ka.

^Ts^an <ki £mo.

(Ts‘an (ki (n4i.

T‘4i <ts‘an <k.

-L6 syan <yung.

T^i 1 cyan s
rn^.

I

Tii- p^ik>.

' P^.k> sy6.

I

'

j

T&i 1 p^k>

I
Sai shuk>.

Shuk) iye.

Sai
> ^ham.

<Ku cn^urig.

j

iKu sye.

129. bister’s daughter’s

husband.
130. Sister^ grandson.

J31. Sister’s grandson’s

wife.

132. Father’s maternal

uncle.

133. Father’s maternal

uncle's wife.

134. Father’s maternal
grandfather.

135. Father’s maternal

grandmother.
36. Son’s wife’s father.

137. Son's wife^ mother.

138. Son’s wife’s mother.

139. Son's wife J
s grand-

father.

140. Son's wife's grand-
father.

141. Son's wife^ grand-

mother.

142. Husband's elder bro-

ther.

143. Husband^ elder bro-

ther.

144. Husband's elder bro-

thers wife.

145. Husband’s younger
brother.

146. Husband’s younger
brother.

147. Husband’s younger
brother’s 'vife.

148. Husband's sister.

L49. Husband ?
s sister’s

husband.

108 THE KINDRED RELATIONS. [Chap. Ill
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CHAPTER XV

1. Confucius is the chief

of sages.

2. The maxims of the sa-

ges are wide-spreading as the

ocean.

3. The doctrines of the sa-

ges are profound as the abyss.

4. The virtue of the sages

is lofty and sublime.

5. The sages teach man-
kind.

6. [Confucius] is the teach-
!

er and pattern of ten thQus-

and generations.

7. How great are the doc-

trines of the sages

!

8. The three sovereigns

are called ancient sages.

9. The five inonarchs are

styled royal kings.

Chf shing Hung tsz’

Shing J

5m6 £y6ung sy6ung.

Shing5

t6- <iin <yiin.

Shing5
tak> sngai ^ngai.

Shing J

syan < yan.

sWai man- shai
5

csz
1 ^iu.

Tii- ctsoi shing5

cyan cchit6-!

(Sam i\vong h6 2
swai ku J

shing.
sNg tai* <k^i iiu shing'

swong.

Notes and Explanations.
The classification here adopted is of the most general kind several minor ones being dis-

regarded: for example, all persons holding office in the national government are divided into

nine pan classes or ranks, which ar^ subdivided into principal and secondary ; another

division ranges the whole community into four classes, namely, scholars, husbandmen, me-
chanics, and merchants.

1. The meaning of shing will be better understood by a careful inspection of the phrases

in which it occurs, than from any formal definition ; as an appellative it is used to denote a

class of persons of the very highest order.

2—4. These are not consecutive extracts, but independent phrases
;
and require, therefore,

to be considered separately.

CLASSES OF MEN.

cYan (pan: <p
fin

^wtiott dFtr0t.

OF SAGES.

Shing1 cyan lui-; tai
2 yat> <ch6ung.

•

1

1
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no CLASSES OF MEN. [Chap. IV.

10. The early sages were
Viu, Shun, U, and T kong.

H 1. The later sages were
Man, M6, and the prince of

Chau.
J2. An age without sages

and wortliies is unstable.

13. The sages never yet

were faultless.

14. The sages established

rules for man’s instruction.

15. Sages even are but

men.
16. The government ofsa-

ges is an unofficial rule.

17. To the virtue of the

sages nothing can be added.

IS. How vast are the doc-

trines of the sages ! unchange-
able through the lapse of

ages.

19. The sages are the mes-
sengers of heaven and earth.

20. The great and reno-

vating: — this is called sage.

21. The love of the sages

towards mankind is seen in

their virtuous conduct.

22. The sages at their birth
j

are possessed of knowledge.
|

23. He, who looking up-
(

ward comprehends the celes-
|

tial phenomena, and down-
j

ward perceives the terrestrial

operations, is a sage.

24. The moral maxrms of

the ec^rlv and the later sages

are the same.
I

25. Confucius said, The
people of the west have sages.

|

I

1

1

1

H

1

1

cSin shing' cYiu, Shun-, -t*.

<T l ong.

Han 5
- sliing

>

sMan, ^6,
<Chau ckung.

Shai 1 tmo shing' cin pat

!

Iap ? .

Shing' cyan ml' csh6ung cino

i kwo*.

Shing* <yan lap> fat> kiu >

I

cyan.

Shing* cyan yik> cyau cyan -i.

Shing>

£yan <chi ching' pat>

I

IP, si chi).

Shing* cyan <chi tak> ctn6 -j

I
cki s

i.

Shing> tak> cyau cyau pikj

shai
>

pat>
4

koi

!

Shing* cyan
f

che <t
l in ti- <clii

sz”

Tai- ci fk" tchi, <chi wai-

sliing.

Sliing* syan <chi oi* £yan
f

i

tak>.

Shing <yan tsak> csliang ci

I

<chi (clii.

j

£Yeung sliik> ctMn craan, Tu

5ming tP -c

li
C

ch6, shing
> -cya.

<Sin shing' hau- shing
>

ck*i.

£kw 4
ai yat) ~y&.

(Hung iit>, <Sai <fong

<chi cyan -cvau shing1

*ch^.

25. This phrase is found in Honghi^ dictionary, under the word Fat (Budha), where the

correctness of applying it to Budha is denied. The quotation presents a topic of interesting



Sect. 2.] OF WORTHIES.

26. The doctrines of the

sages are deep and abstruse,

beyond the reach of common
men.

27. Without the institutes

of sages, how can future

generations be stable 1

28. Those who in ancient

times were called wise men,
are now esteemed fools

!

29. Sacrificial Ritual for

the Temple of Sages ; with

plates.

30. Confucius! Confucius!

How great is Confucius!

Before Confucius, there

never was a Confucius!

Since Confucius, there ne-

ver has been a Confucius !

Confucius ! Confucius !

How great is Confucius !

Z

1

1

1

1

Shing 1

t6 i 6* miu% cfi <fan

syan
(

shi) Snang kap)..

cM6 shing' syan cchi fat>,

hau 2 shai* cho -i ciiang lap,?

(Ku cchi
<sho wai- sbing',

ckam <chi
l

sh6 wai2 cyu -ya!

Shing tsz” tin; _(t‘d

chiu,

Hung <tsz’ Hung €

tsz’

Tdi- <tsoi
cHung W !

(Hung <tsz’ chi its‘in,

cTs^ung cmd cHung (tszM

(Hung (

tsz’ cchi hau 2

,

Kang) smd (Hung (

tsz’

(Hung (tfez’ Hung (
tsz’

T i)- (tsoi (Hung (tsz’

inquiry. To what region the words refer, and whether they point to one or more persons,

are points which remain to be ascertained: the sentence is literally, Western region^ people
have sage, or sages.

29, 30. This is an interesting book, comprised in twelve, (sometimes in thirteen) voluines.

containing portraits and brief accounts of Confucius, and of 144 other distinguished persons.

In a few instances the portraits are wanting. The extract here given is taken from the elev-

enth volume of the work, which contains a series of seventy plates, illustrative ofConfucius ,

lilV,

wtioii econlL

OF WORTHIES.

cFn cyan lui-; tai
2

i- tcheung.

cTn <to cts
c
oi

cTn syau shin- -yi.

Notes and Explanations.

Worthies hold the next rank after the sages, as will be seen in the following phrase?.

The m yan is the man of genius, endowed with superior intellectual faculties.

1, 2. lu the dictionary of Honghl these two phrases are given to define tlie word in; it de-

1. Worthy, having many
talents.

2. Worthy, synonymous
with good.
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3. In retirement he left no
worthy man.

4. The worthies retire from

the world.

5. A kingdom without

able men is unstable.

6. Having the capacities of

a worthy man.
7. Great worthies are se-

cond only to the sages.

8. When you see a worthy

man, try to equal him.

9. Without able men, how
can the world be governed ?

10. In the school of Confu-
ciuswereseventy-two worthies

11. The worthy man ne-

ver does aught that is mean
or contracted.

12. From being an able,

one may become a wise,

man.

13. The perfect man does

honor to those of superior

worth, and is indulgent to all.

14. The inmost thoughts

of the worthy abide constant-

ly in the paths of sages.

15. The words and actions

of worthies may be made the

patterns for succeeding ages.

16. When men have attain-

ed the rank of worthies they

can be admitted to the sacri-

fices in the temple of s»nges.

17. Do men of worth enjoy

such pleasures as these ?

18. They enjoy it only after

they become men of worth.

1

1

I

^Ye swai sin.

sl’n ch6 pi2 shai>.

Kwok> iin5 sin pat> lap 2 .

sYau sin syan <chi sts‘oi.

T4i- 5in <ki ^ shing^

Kin' sln <sz' 5ts
4
ai sin.

cM6 iin s l)6 4 chi
3
- shai*?

(Hung smun ts^t> shap» V- cin.

Hak> pok? cchl sz
2

<f!i <in

<ch6 ‘sh6 swai.

sYau iin hau^ snang chf
shing\

cRwan ^sz
5
ctsiin sin ii cyung

chung

•

sl’n (cl6 cchi <sham <satn

^ts^un <ii shing' tbl
.

cFn yan <chl cin hang 1- 4ho
c\vai hau- shai* fdt>.

cY n
l

cli6 hau)- cnang yap 2

tsz’
2

iii shing Sls‘z’.

cYn *che £yau lok> <u ?

sl'n *ch6 5 i hau- lok^

notes the possession of many talents or great genius; and in respect to moral quality its

meaning is equivalent to the word good, or virtuous. Hence the truly worthy man is both

good and great.

3. This is said of an ancient* sovereign who brought into his service every man of genius

and virtue, unwilling that any such should remain in obscurity.

7. Mencius is called a shing^ a sage of tlie second order; but tlie phrase here contains the

general proposition, that eminent worthies are second only to the sages.

16. This privilege is granted only by the emperor to those, who, during tlieir lifetime, were
distinguished for their virtues and taleuts. In 1837, it was granted to Wan Yiiku, late of

Shuntak, who was once the tutor of liis present m«^jesty.

17, 18. This question was put to Mencius, when in the pleasure ground of his king, to

whom he replied as above.
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1. Worthy of praise and
joy is the perfect man

!

2. The excellent man la-

bors on fundamentals.

3. The excellent man is

not a mere tool.

4. The excellent man rises

in knowledge.
5. The excellent man is

humble and lowly.

6. The perfect man keeps
in the path of rectitude.

7. An eminent man of
learning.

8. An eminently sincere

and faithful man.
9. An eminently kind and

virtuous man.
10. The excellent man

examines himself.

11. The excellent naan is
!

never contentious.

12. The excellent man is

deeply versed in justice.

13. The perfect man is al- I

ways in the right.

14. Be thou a scholar of

eminent virtue !

15. The eminent man’s
influence is like the wind.

16. The excellent man
is ardently attached to his

|

kindred.

lok> ckwan ^sz 1
!

cKwan 'tsz
9 m6- (

puii.

cKwan (

tsz’ pat> hi’.

cKwan sheung2 tdt>.

tHim (him <kwan hsz’-

(Kwan Hsz’ chung sjrung.

cWai hoki <chi <kwan (

tsz\

sShingshaU«chitkwao f

tsz’.

sL^ungshin^chitkwan 'tsz'

cKwan 'tsz
9
ck*au <chu *ki.

<Kwan ‘tsz’smd *sho (chang.

(Kwan tsz’ it
5
- <ii

<Kwan 'tBZ
5

ci Sshi <chong.

(Yii swai tkwan (tsz sti!

cKwan <chi tak^ tfung.

<Kwan <tsz’ tuk> ai

Notes and Explanations.

Kwantsz ?

is one eminently distinguished for what is amiable and laudable; he is the excel-

lent, the eminent, or the perfect, man. The term is applicable both to sages and to worthies.

2. Pirn here denotes the cardinal duties of life; and it is to these that the exceiltjnl man
directs his undivided attention.

4. This is antithetical to what the base man does, who. hd tat descends in knowledge

—

sinks down in ignorance and vice.

11. He searches into his own conduct in order to learn his errors, and turn from the^. An
admirable practice

!

14. This was said by Confucius to one of his disciples, admonishing and encouraging him to

rise to the rank of an eminent scholar, and not sink down to that of a poor and worthifss one-

15. The person here spoken of is elevated to office ; in which station his mild sway wiU

chi. chr. 29
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<Kwan (tsz’ lui~; tai
2 <s4m <cheung.
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<Kwan tsz' pat iin t‘in.

«Kwan *tsz’ chi’ <ts‘iin j P.

<K\van <

tsz
>
csin shan- su tak>.

cKwan (

tsz’ tsun 4 shang.

<K\van c

tsz
5
shik> smd s k cau

pan.

<Kwan ^sz
1
ashing ^yan <chi

-mi.

<Kwan 'tsz* pok> hok 2 cii

^man.

^ Kwan ^sz' pat> <yau pat> kii>.

cKwan ^shing tak> <chi

fining.

17. The perfect man does

not repine at heaven.

18. The excellent man's
will abides by justice.

19. The excellent man's

first care is virtue.

20. He conforms to rea-

son in all his conduct.

21. He never takes food

to excess.

22. He encourages others

in good works.

23. He is one wlio has

read extensively.

24. He neither grieves nor

mourns to excess.

25. He is a mail of perfect

virtue.

move the people to good, as easily as the wind waves and bends down the grass in the mea-
dows, or moves the leaves on the trees.

25. Kivantsz^ is the name or designation of one possessing perfect virtue. This is the de-

finition given by Honghi to the term when it is used to denote the moral character of men. It

is in frequent use for the head of a nation, family, &c.

Sfction dfuurt

OF JUST MEN.

sz?
- lui-; tai

2 sz^ cch^ung.

1. The just man is unmind-
ful of himself.

2. The charitable man
succors the poor.

3. The just man never

utters empty words.

4. The honorable man
does not disgrace himself.

5. The just man vindi-

cates the oppressed.

0. The just man seeing

one in danger rescues him.

Notes and Explanations.
The class of persons here noticed is cliaracterizcil by n high degree of rectitude, honor, and

generosity ;
ami may be styled the just, the honorable, the charitable. Justice is their most

prominent feature.

1. He is unmindful of his own person in scenes of danger ;
«nnd in the defense of the rights of

a friend is regardless of any consequences that may befall himself.

5. This is of similar import, but exhibits more generosity: pat p^ing^ the one w)io is un-

even, i. e. for the wronged party, td pd he pays back what is due from liim to his adversary.

V szn sinong tshan.

I
2 sz2 tsai

1

ip^an.

I 2 sz” <h‘ii

V sz2 pat) yuki cshau.

/

1- s// 2 (

t^ pat> «p*ing.

1- sz
1
- kii^ nilgai pit> *ch 4ing
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Sect. 4.]

7. The word of the just

man is sure.

8. The just man does not

fear in the prospect of death.

9. It is difficult to change
a just man’s determination.

10. The just man utterly

disregards poverty and riches.

1. In his intercourse with

friends, he forgets himself.

12. His words are precious

as gold and gems.
13. His word is worth a

thousand pieces of gold.

14. The just man will die

for his country.

15. He will sooner die

than disgrace his trust.

16. The honorable man is

not offended by things of no
importance.

17. In whatsoever the just

man does, he neither seeks

for fame nor gain.

18. It is difficult to find a

just man among those who
are rich.

19. The just man will

sooner die than swerve from
his integrity.

20. To spoil those who are

rich for the relief of th« poor,

is worthy of a just man.

21. The just man’s heart

cannot be swayed by riches

or honors.

22. In the prosecution of

duty, the just man is not in-

fluenced by personal conside-

rations.

OF JUST MEN. 115

I2 sz ,2 yat> 5in 5wai ting-,

1 1 sz
,5
- kin

5 <

sz ,
pat> p

ca\

12 sz
2

chi' <ts
4 6 cnan yiki,

I- sz
1- c

king smong <p
can fu'.

V szn C

chii £yau 5mong cshan.

1- sz
2

sin cii ckam shek 2 .

P sz” as c in «kam yat» nok^

/

P szn swai kvvok) cmong
<shan.

Y l sz ,J pat> yuk 5. ming%

I 2 sz2 pat> -1
l

siu sz2 kai*

cwii.

r

l l szn ^ho swai pat> kai*

sining \i
l
.

P <cM szn fi? <chung
cnan ik

cau.

I
1 sz2 <chi tsit> 5ning

c

sz
7

pat> \vat>.

Kip> f6) tsai sp‘an (ch6 yik!

i- szn syd.

P szn «chi csara fu* kwB\ }

pat> snang tung\

I
5
- szn cts

c6
fshau pat> oian a

<chi -yau cmd.

13. Just man thousand gold one not, i. e. the slightest promise of the just man is a suf-

ficient guaranty; even where thousands of gold are at stake, his word is better than any bonds
or deeds—for these may be destroyed, that cannot.

15. Ming is a trust or commission of any kind with which ore is charged, and which the

just man will not disgrace, even though his life should be sacrificed. It must ie confessed
that the Chinese moralists have described many of the characteristics of virtue and integrity

in their writings, however widely the people may have strayed from them in their practice:

they have not been left without reprovers.

20. It is the miserly and heartless who are here denoted by the rich
; such persons in times

of famine and distress refuse to help the poor out of their calamities.
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wtion jFittt).

OF PHILANTHROPISTS.

sYan 5yaa lui
2

;
tai- sng ccheung.

I. , Philanthropy is human-
ity.

2. The philanthropist

loves mankind.
3. He finds his delight in

benevolence.

4. He does not grieve to

excess.

. The benevolent man
has no equal.

6. The benevolent man is

fearless.

7. Philanthropy is love to

man.
8. Possessing the air of a

philanthropist.

9. The benevolent man
bears others on his heart.

10. He is known by his

munificence.

II. He is guarded in his

words.

12. The philanthropist

only can love mankind.
13. Philanthropic thoughts

are cherished in his heart.

14. When I truly desire to

be benevolent, then I am be-

nevolent.

Notes and Exp lanations .

Yan yan is one who possesses love towards mankind; a philanthropist; a benevolent, or a

kindhearted, man.
I. Yan eke may, according to the context, mean either the philanthropist, or philanthropy :

in the abstract it has been defined by Chinese philosophers, sam chi tak virtue of the heart,

and oi chi li the principle of love,

5. No one can surpass him : tik has the sense of wrangler; a senior wrangler would be md
tik^ without an equal.

6. His consciousness of rectitude not only relieves him from fear, but makes him bold and

courageous.

10. By the use of his property and possessions, he makes himself conspicuous, whilst one

of an opposite character degrades himself for the sake of gain.

II. 4 Put a knife to thy throat if thou be a man given to appetite,* is a good proverb; this is

of similar import, and was intended to check the loquacity of one of the sage^ disciples
:
yan

is composed of words and a sharp pointed weapon^ and denotes speech that is well-guarded.

1

1

1

1

1#
1

1 a
1

;£
1

sYan *ch6 cyan

cYan 4

ch6 oi* iyan.

jYan *che c n syau.

sYan Cche pat> cyan.

sYan <ch6 smd tik"

sYan C

ch6 -cyau ^yung.

Of <yan
Cch6 ewai syan.

sYau syan
4

ch6 ichl cfuug.

cYan ^he syan ewai esam.

sYan C
che s

i sts^oi f4t> csban.

cYan 'ch6 ck 4
i 5in -yk yan 2

.

cWai cyan
(

ch6 cnang h6
>

syan.

(Sam sts-iin syan syan ‘chi

nlm :
.

sNgo yuk 2 <yan csz* 5yan chf



1

15. But the benevolent

man banishes him.

16. To subdue self, and re-

turn to rectitude is philan-

thropy.

17. Love all men, and
endear yourself to the bene-

volent.

18. The philanthropist ne-

ver does aught that is cruel.

19. The philanthropist, in

loving his fellow-men, com-
mences at home and reaches

those who are remote.

20. The philanthropist al-

ways has mercy and kindness

m his thought

21. The misanthropist can-

not long endure extreme po-

verty.

22. Every truly benevolent

man will measure others by

himself.

23. Those who do not love

mankind cannot be regarded

as philanthropists.

24. What man is void of

benevolence ? But there are

those who do not practice it.

25.The philanthropic mind
never suspects a man will do
what is unkind.

cWai 5yan 5yan fong* £lau

<chi.

Hak> (

ki fuk^ -lai swai cyan.

Fan 5

oi chung% <ts^an

syan.

cTs cin -yan cfi ^yan (ch6 <chi

‘sh6 swai.

cYan ^h^oi5 cyan syau tts
4an

kap> csho.

cYan C

cji6 csh^ung sut> Jin

s\vai nim-.

Pat> cyan {

ch4 pat>
ch6 -i

{kau
y6uk>„

5Fdn <yan 5yan pit> tt
4 ua

(

ld

-i toki cyan.

Pat> 1
} cyan

Cche pat?
(ho

cwai ^yan syan.

cYan shuk 2 cm5 <yan? <Wat
syan pat> shang syan s

i,

cYan syan <chi nim^ pat> A
cyan tsok> pat> syan.

15. CM refers to a traitorous man, with whom it was dangerous to come in contact
;

it

was therefore necessary to keep such an one at a distance.

21. His disposition being bad, he will have recourse to theft and robbery, breaking through
every restraint, rather than suffer in his own person the evils of poverty.

24. *Man who without benevolence] Yet man not practice benevolence truly/ is the literal

rendering of this sentence; the substantive verb is embodied in the final particle i. The last

sentence might also be rendered, But [there is to be found] the man who does not practice it.

§JECT.
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L6k 2 shin
1 (chi

shin 2
,
lok 2 csbL

Lbk^shin^kwanlsz’.

tTs'in shinS 4
koi kwo\

sWai shin- swai
c

p5.

sShun shin 2 <chi syati.

Shin2
syan shi 2 fu\

shin^ 5yan swai ^ngau.

Shin 2 iyan <hang shin 2 sz12
.

Shin 2 ;yan <sam <tiin ching

Shin 2 syan pit> ^ming td^

<Hd shin2 d stn6ng 8hai\

Kin* shin2
sii pat> kkap z .

-\j iman shin 2
sin tsak>

Shin 4
syan «sam shang

sts
4 iin shin 2

.

ShinJ
5yan yuk 2 5yan iwai

shin 1
.

1 • A lover of virtue.

2. Delights in doing good,

and loves to communicate.
3. The excellent man loves

virtue.

4. Advancingin virtue, and
forsaking evil.

5. Goodness only is pre-

cious.

6. A man of pure good-

ness.

7. The good men became
rich.

8. Equally associated with

good men.
9. The good man does vir-

tuous deeds.

10. The good man’s heart

is perfectly upright.

11. The good man will un-

derstand reason.

12. Loving virtue, he is

unmindful of power.

13. Seeing a good man,
fear lest you be not his equal.

14. When U heard good
words he bowed.

15. The good man's heart

abides in virtue,

16. The good man desires

others lo become good.

Notes and ^Explanations.

Good, according to some Chinese authors, is a natural endowment of man; his nature, they

say, 13 free from evil. Others maintain that the sages only are immaculate—purely good,

that the common people become so by education, while the lower classes will remain base in

spite of education. Shin denotes what is good, virtuous, or goodness, virtue, moral worth.

1,2. These give the prominent traits of the good man; he is a lover of virtue; lie delights

m doing good ;
and loves to communicate good to others.

7. This is said of one of the ancient dynasties; its gratuities to those who were good
f who

had done good service to the state, were great, and in this way they were enriched.

12. The good man who takes delight in virtue, finds no occasion for the exercise of brute

force : he is powerful in goodness.

13. See good, seeming not to reach ; i. e. whenever you see a good man, look on yourself

as not having attained to his rank in virtue.

» 18 CLASSES OF MEN. [Chap. IV.
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OF GOOD MEN.

Shin2 ^yan lui
2

; tai2 luk> ccheung.
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^Yau shin- <sam <hang shin

2

sz’2
.

Shin- cyan tsak> cts
4an kan'

cchl.

cWai shin-
(ho <siu <ts i.

sWai sMn 5 tsak> <chi6

fuk>.

Shin2 syan 16 4 swai <sz’.

Tsii cchii 5yan H <wai shin^.

Chdki ^k*i shin-
lche si

cts
4ung cchi.

sWai shin 2
5yan 'bo -1 cpd

cshan.

sYan stiang shang shin 2 tsak>

liti shin- cyan.

sHang ok> <chi sz2 shin 1

syan fat> ^wai.

Shin- 5yan <chi <sam <shun

yati d ^md ok>.

nonarch U, who himself taking great delight in virtue, encour-
in the same good paths.

17. Those who have good
hearts do good deeds.

18. If there be good men,
then keep near them.

19. The doing ofgood can
remove evil.

20. The doing of good will

induce great happiness.

21 . The good man is worthy
to be a guide.

22. He led on all the peo-
ple to do good.

23. Select (for imitation)

those who are good, and fol-

low them.

24. It is only the good man
who can protect himself from
miseries.

25. Those who are able to

do virtuously may be styled

good men.

26. The virtuous raan does
not do deeds of wickedness.

27.

The good man’s heart
is pure, aod free from evil.

22. This was the ancient \

aged and led on all his people

1. A youthful hero.

2. Convene the heroes.

3. The hero of the age.

Section OTebetitft.

OF HEROES.

<Ying ihung lui-; tai- ts‘it> (cheung.

1

1

sNin shiu^ <ying 5hung.

(Chiu tsapa tying 5hung.

<Tong shai
J
<ying xhung.

Notes and Explanations.
Yinghong denotes an illustrious person, one who is distinguished '{

t valor and intrepidit
and corresponds to the word hero or heroine.

Sect. 7.] OF HEROES. 119
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4. Acquaint yourself with
heroes.

5. The spirit of a hero.

6. A hero buried in obscu-
rity.

7. The heroes assemble
together.

8. The hero does not ask
'

if there be evil omens.
9. Two heroes cannot dwell

|

in the same place.

10. Never inquire whence
the hero’s origin.

1J. Of a hero
,

s actions it I

is difficult to judge.

12. Long have I heard of

the hero's name.
13. Where now are

heroes of the past age !

the

j

14. All around seek for the

heroes of the land.

15. The hero views death

like going home.
16. A hero without op-

portunity to display his prow-
ess.

17. The hero seeks death,

and is not solicitous about

his life.

)8. The hero^ nape pe-

netrates the ear like the voice

of thunder.

19. In the mountain forests

the heroes lie concealed.

‘20. Do not make the heroes

of the world ridicule you.

21. When the purse is

drained of gold the hero be-

comes dispirited.

22. The spirit of a hero

cannot be swayed by music,

by beauty, or by gain.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Klt 2 shik> tying thung.

(Ying shung hf koi.

<Ying shung cmii mut>.

<Ying Aung tsi^ ui).

cYing chung pat> man 2 kauJ
.

<Ying chung pat> ping- lap?.

cYing shung mok 2 man- ch c
ut>

ch t
ii

>

.

cYing chung tsok> sz
,J

cnir*

chak>.
(Kau cman eying shung cchi

sming.

Yat> shai
1

eying shung «on

tsoiM

P^in*
cfong <t

4ln h^- eying

shung.

cYing shung shi2 Ssz’ cu

tkwai.

cYing shung smd yung* -md
cchi

<Ying chung man 2 fsz* pat)

j

man2 <shang.

\ ..

j

cYing ihung cchi sming cu

I slui kun'

I

<Shdn Jam noi^yitig ung
ckwai *yan.

!

MaU 5sz’ hVcying shung

si siu*.

cChoug ct
lau ckam Csim 2 eying

chung shat> ch^.

tYing^hungchf hi' efieshing

shik> fo* If ssho <naog si.

4. Tie acquaintance with heroes, i. e. seek their acquaintance and become intimately at

tached to them.

10. If he acts well the part of a hero it is enough, and it is of little consequence whether

he came from a rich or a poor family.



Sect. 8. OF BARDS.

<S6 syan yat> sz

1S6 iyan tsui' 'tsau ckw'ong

syani.

tS6 syan 'k4i ck*aa un- ^sau,

<S6 cyan mik> sz
,J

s i ctsSng.

cSd syan <tsau tsz
’ 2 iyu.

cS6 syan yuk> cm4i i h 4 un-

<S6 ^yan 'tin A -l <ch^ung
'tsau ch4i

5

.

<S5 syan csheang
e

i 'tsau

(ch‘ung cshi (kit.

<S^ syan 'tsau chai
J chang

ch fc

ii
5

pat> cm6 .

<S6 5yan cku 'tsau pat> kai)

5nong shung.

cSd 5yan -i <shi *tsau ngb ?

sing
5

sts'ing.

1. The bard is a retired
|

scholar.

2. The intoxicated bard

sings boisterously.

3. He will put off his vests
,

of fur to exchange them for !

wine.

4. He seeks the wine-shop
to sooth his passions.

5. The bard finds his de-
|

light in poetry and wine.

6 . He uses a gem-goblet
to purchase the spring wines.

7. The bard will pawn his

clothes to pay his bills for

wine.

8 . The bard always satis-

fies his poetical cravings

with wine.

9. The bard is a debtor for

wine wherever he may reside.

10. In purchasing wine the

bard does not heed an emp-
ty purse.

11. The bard prides him-
self on his poetical and drink-

ing powers,
(

Notes and Explanations.
S6 yan is a popular term for those who devote themselves to the writing of poetry, deriving

it9 origin from a composition written by Wat Yun^ a talented minister of state under the

Qhau dynasty ; the poem was called Li Sd^ or the Dissipation of Sorrows. Wat Yun com-
mitted suicide by drowning, and in memory of him the annual festival of the dragon boats is

celebrated.

2. Tsau is a generic term used by the Chinese for all kinds of wines and spirits, as well

those which are fermented as distilled : their liquors are generally manufactured by distillation

more or less strong.

4. Sz' denotes a shop, and is often used a3 an appropriate term for those houses where
wines and other liquors are sold and drank: they are the gin-palaces and the bar-rooms of

the Chinese.

6 . Spring is here used by metonymy for wine, which in ancient times was stored up iin cel-
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12. Great fondness for wine,

and wild enthusiasm in poet-

ry, are characteristics of the

bard.

13. The bard regards his

sojourn in the world as a

long journey,

14. The poet esteems
|

riches and honors light as the

dust of the earth.

15. The geniu9 of the poet

never goes beyond the bounds
I

of what is pure and elevated.

16. Those who are charm-
ed with poetry and wine are

I

called bards.

17. The bard in purchas-

'

ing wine does not grudge the

money on the head of his

staff.

18. ^Catch the moon in the

midst of the sea,
1 was the in-

coherent language of an in-

toxicated bard.

19. The poet, though lie

encounters dangers, never

grieves tliereat.

20. The poet accomplishes

what other men have not the

power to effect.

21. In liis songs the bard

celebrates Iiis wine, and lie

takes Iiis wine to give spirit

to his songs.

22. Who is it, except the

bard, that daily returns home
full of wine from the booths

on the banks of the river?

CLASSES OF MEN.
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*Tsau p
c
ik> cshi 5kw 4ong <sd

<yan t6 2
.

<S6 syan shai* ^wai

tip niung

<S6 syan thing fu 1 kwai* 4ii

iCh‘an (td.

cS6 syan chf hi* pat> ngoi 1

<ts*ing ckd.

<T4m iii tslu *tsau wai 2 <chi

<sd syan.

cS6 syan
(ku 4

tsau pat> kai1

ch6ung- st
lau S ts

4lne

*Hoi <chung diu iit^csb syan
'tsau hau- skw 4ong sin.

cS5 £yan tsik> cts6 5ngai

I

kw‘an) n“ 2 ldn) sk‘i

I

<S6 syan tsok> sz’ 2 svai 5)an

I
'sho pat> ^nang 5wai.

cS6 syan <slii 5 in *tsau i\

'tsau t6- cshi its
4ing.

sMui yati <kong 5 t
4au taun 1

tsui* <kwai C
ch6 cfi is6 ^yan

si iUo dsoi 1

lars, and opened usually only in spring; and hence the spring purchase became a current

phrase for filling the domestic goblets.

17. It is said that, in ancient times, aged men when going abroad with staff in hand, bind

a few pieces of money around the staffs head, for cases of special emergency : even these the

bard would willingly give for his wine.

18. Tliis is said of the celebrated Li Taipak^ who, in consequence of some designs which

he supposed were formed against his life, committed suicide by plunging into the sea
?
to catch

the moon

!

22. Wine-houses were erected in pleasant retreats, on elevated ground near the banks of

rivers. From these it was usual for bards to return home thoroughly intoxicated.
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S^rtion Niittf).

OF THE MIDDLING CLASSES.

<Chung 'pan lui-
; tax1 ckau <cheung.

1. Men of the highest or-

der are good without instruc-

tion ; men of the middling

class are so after instruction
;

whilst those of the lowest are

bad in spite of instruction,

2. Those of the highest

order are sages, worthies,

the excellent, the philan-

thropic, the good, the just, the

upright, the dutiful, the con-
stant, heroes, poets, lovers of
knowledge, men of genius,

and of wisdom.
3. Husbandmen, mechan-

ics, physicians, diviners, as-

trologers, soldiers v(md-
cutters, fishermen, hunters,

musicians, and watchmen,
are of the middling class.

4. Players, servants, jug-
glers, vagabonds, robbers,

thieves, pettifoggers, gam-
blers, swindlers, and cheats,

are of the lowest class.

5. Those who till and reap .

the fields are called husband-
men.

6. Those who traffic in

goods, going and coming
from place to place, are call-

S Sh6ung- cpan «chi cyan pat.

kdu* shln^
;

rchung (pan

cchi 5yan kdu* si hau2 shin 2
;

hi2 ^an cchi ^yaa ?i

pat> shin-.

Shing% cin, <k\van, 5yan
shin-, ccluing, hau\
<ying, cso, £yii, sts

4
oi, chf,

wai- cchi sh^ung2 ^an.

sNung, ckunfr, ci, puk>, csing,

cping, cts
4 iu, s ii, lip?, n^ok 2 ,

ckang wai2
cclii ^chung

f

pan.

Hi\ sn6, shut?, ldn 2
,

to^,

ts^aki, tsung2
,

c
t6, <kwong.

kwai 6k> 5ngi, wai1 <cM
c

pan.

Kang swan st*ln fmau wai 2

chi snung cfu.

^Wongsloifan' fo' tsak> wai'

<sh6ung sjan.

ed merchants.

Notes and Explanations.

These divisions afford a tolerably correct estimate, in a moral and intellectual light, of the
principal classes of society among the Chinese.

2. Several of these words have been already explained: cAww denotes upright and faithful,
and is usually applied to good ministers of state; hau is applied to those who fulfill all their
duties as sons; lit is applied to those who are constant and faithful and steadfast in what is

good
; y\i are the literati, once the pure lovers of learning.

6, 7. Sheung is often used indiscriminately for merchants and traders of all kinds, whether
conducting business on a large or small scale.



Tim' chong tso 2 fo
5
9hi- cchi

wai^
4

ku.

! sLiu tsat> tsai' shai
1

I echoing d tshang.

iShui clim mii 2 puk> h6 2 ut a

1 <chim kwi5

<sin eshang.

I (T l 6i (sing t6k 2 Mi <ch‘ing

' ewai chik> yati <sin tshang.

sFong u- ct
4
oi eying

sun k iit 2 <ping ‘ting.

i
Yap2 <shin <ts‘oi <san sming

I

ewai cts*iu *tsz\

Pd 2
<ii <wai ipi wai 2 <chi ai

(yung.

'Cheung tsau' pat> tyam \va^

<chi ngok> <9hang.

j

sLiu elm pd* lau^ h6- iit 2

ckang cfu.

, Ch 4

ut> ikk seuk) fat> ermng

j

ut 2 eshim <sang.

I

^

Ch 4 uk> tat> <ts
fc4m <kun tsak>

swai td 2 sz’ 2
.

7. Those who reside in

shops and factories, with

their goods, are called trades-

men.

8. Those who by the cure

of diseases succor mankind,
are called physicians.

9. Those who drop the

screen and sell divinations,

are called diviners
}
or mas-

ters of divination.

)0. Those who examine
the stars and calculate des-

tinies are called astrologers^

or the calculators of fates.

11. Those who defend and
protect forts, garrisons, and
guardhouses are called sol-

d iers.

12. Those who go to the
|

hills and gather faggots are

named woodcutters.

13. Those whose occupa-
tion is in fishing are called

fishermen.

14. Those who play on the

eight kinds of musical in-

struments are called musi-

cians.

15. Those who report the

hour [of the night] in the

streets are called watchmen.

16. Those who abandon
their families and shave clean

their heads are called Bud-
hists,

17. Those who gather

their hair into a tuft and pin

it in a knob are called ratio-

nalists.

9. These divines usually take up their quarters by the wayside, where they hang up a

screen, made of cloth or bamboo, on which is written their advertisements, giving notice of

what they can do, &c.
10. Besides divination and astrology, there are among the Chinese many other branches of

the occult sciences practiced, as geomancy, chiromancy, fortune-telling, &,c., by persons who
exercise great influence over their credulous countrymen.
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^ettioit Cent!).

OF THE LOWER CLASSES.

<H4- 4

pao lui-; tai- shap> ccheung.

1. Those who do not en-

gage in any occupation are

called drones.

2. Those who decapitate

thieves and robbers are called

executioners.

3. Those who take care of
|

prisons and prisoners are '

named jailers.

4. Those who personate
J

the ancients, and exhibit

themselves as actors are call-
i

ed players.

5. Those whose persons i

have been sold to others are I

called slaves.

6. Those who perambu-
j

late the streets, begging their
|

bread, are called beggars.

7. Those who are expert

and dexterous in playing

tricks are caWed jugglers,

8. Abandoned fellows who
wander about regardless of

life are called vagabonds.

9. Those who plunder in
|

large bands are called robbers.

j

10. Those who procure a I

livelihood by stealing and se -

creting goods are called I

thieves.

i 4

_

Pat> chap> yat> ngai 2 \iu

yung- cyan.

<Chii ch ra ts‘ak)_ tV

£wai shdt> (shaii.

<Shau ^un ck^tm fdn2 erning

iit 2 kam >
tsut>.

Tong cku k 4eki wai 2 <chi

hi tsz.

Mai2
<shan

c
ii cyan £ming

£\vai end puki.

itfn k'oi* shik> wai2 cchi

hat> ci.

c
Iri lung-

(hiu war cchi

shuta szn .

cM ng ming2 cchi

ewai l^n- 'tsai.

T4i 2
ft) kip _(ming s\vai

sk^euog t6-.

cT cau sit> £wai eshang

swai ts
l aki

l

tsai.

Notes and Explanations.

The terms given in the fourth paragraph of the preceding section, with a few others of the

like character, are explained in the following phrases.

10. This class of persons, when they commit their depredations on the nvers and coasts, or

high seas, are called hoi ts
iak^ sea thieves, i. e. pirates.
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11. 1 hose who excite and
support unfounded litigations

are c^Wed pettifoggers.

12. Those who make
themselves adepts in all kinds

of gambling are called gam-
biers.

13. Those who deceive

their intimate friends are

called swindlers.

14. Those who practice

deception the world calls

cheats.

15. Those wlio never do
;

well, whether moving or at

rest, are called wicked men.

16. Women who act as

talebearers are called tattlers.

cP^u sJ^m stsz
1

tsung 2 wai^

<chi tsung^ kwan*.

cTsing <t
fcung c

td kii 2 cming

5wai H6 kwan >

.

<Hi p'xn' ds^n sp
4ang wai-

cchi <kwong kwan\

cTd ch4* ngai- shai* h6 J

(kwai kwat) cyan.

Tung 2 tsing- pat> shin- wai ?

<chi ok> syan.

sNii swai shui> hik ctning

iiti stig^i sp
l

.

HI— 13. Tsung kwan a contentious slick, tb kwan a gambling stick, and kio6ng hwan a

bare stick, are phrases in which the word kwan a pole or stick expresses an unfeeling, selfish

person, from whom no relenting or favor can be expected. The latter term sometimes de-

notes those who make it their inhuman delight and gain to stir up collisions and broils among
their fellow-men for their own purposes,

16. Literally this sentence runs thus :
c women act talking visitors by name are called teeth

dames/ i. e. tattlers. The character here called shui is also usually known as shiit^ with

nearly the same meaning.

fi



CHAPTER V.

DOMESTIC AFFAIRS,

Yat. yung?

; ,p
fm c

ng.

Section ,dFiret.

OF RENTING HOUSES.

<Ts6 yam^ cfong uk> ; tai
2 yat> «ch6ung.

cKwong dung cshing Sshing

cchi uk» kau* shuki cho cyan?

Kok> ip> kok> C
chii,

Ch l
ik> moki cfi «wong c

t
c6

tak tsz” cliiin swai kf
csho £yau t

-U <kua cshing ii
l k c

oi* tsoS
£ling chung k^ai' cshau chap?

swai cp'ang; hau- <fong cnang
C

chiin mdi- 5k l
i uk>.

Notes and Explanations.
k

Yat yung, literally,
cdaily use,

1
are terms used to designate whatsoever appertains to domes-

tic concerns, such as furniture, food, clothing, &c. The chapter seems to require some
remarks respecting the tenure of houses, and the names of their various apartments, to afford

which this and the second section are intended ;
some of the topics here incidentally touched

upon will be more fully treated in subsequent chapters.

1. Wide eastern provincial city’s houses de facto, belong to what man? i. e., To wlion*

do the houses of the city of the province Kwongtung really belong? K6h ip every pos-

session, k6k chu every master, i. e. each and every possession of houses has its appropriate

owner.

2. W6ng Vb is the royal domain, a classical expression, in which w6ng a king, is applied

to the emperor. Hung k^ai is, literally,
cred deed

1

,
so called because the document is stamp-

1. To whom do the houses

in the city of Canton really

belong ?

Every house has its own
landlord.

2. If [as it is commonly
said,] there is not a foot of

ground that does not belong
to the sovereign, by what
tenure do the people hold the

ground as their own ?

They receive the right of
occupancy thereof, for build-

ing, from the magistracy,

with a stamped deed, which
they retain in testimony of
their right; after this they

may sell the houses [built

thereon].

S
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3. When people have pur-

chased these houses, what
rate of interest do they gain?

The highest is twelve per

cent.
,
the lowest nine and a

half per cent., annually,

4. Is there any tax levied

or not?

There is.

5. Is this tax paid every

year, or every month ?

It is paid once every year,

6. What is the amount of

the tax?

It is levied according to the

extent and quality of the

ground, and is called the

ground rent,

7. Suppose a person wishes

to hire a house, where must
he go to find one 1

The landlord having past-

ed up a card giving notice

that he has a house to rent,

the lessee either goes in per-

son and makes inquiries and
agrees on the terms, or em-
ploys another person to go
and do this for him.

8. After an agreement has

been made for the amount
of rent, how is it attested ?

The lessee must have some
one to be surety for him, and
the lessor must open a reut

book.

:

_

t

Shi- tsak> chf sfong uk 5 ,

chin- sik> -yau 'ki <to ?

cTo tsak> yat> cfan
;

(

shiu

tsak> pit) Jl.

Iu* nipi shui s’m (n"

16ki.

cFan ^mui 5niu n^p2l yik>

w4k2 <fan 5m6i iiu ?

I

^Mui snin n4p> yat> ts
lz J>

.

I

' N4p> cto swai ngiki <ni?

L6ung’- t\
l <to

{kw4 5leung

I

(
tai ii ; yau2 fining ndp 2

ti- ctsd.

I

(Ki sii ^yau 5yan ‘seung <tsd

uk heung <p‘in ch‘u sir^i

I

Ipi (chii <ts6ung <ts6 t
4 ip>

<piu Jii, ashing yam 2 £

ch6

w tsz 2
shang mai^ t6> M

its6, w^k 2 t
l ok> sloi syan sloi

man 2
.

K? ting 2 vtso hau- M chb

I
iWai 5p

cang?

sShing yam i C

ch6 -yau itam

*p6
; ipi

(

chii yiki ch c
it> ctsd

pd 2
.

ed with red ink: the h cai is a formal paper, and puts the holder in perpetual possession o!

the land, provided he pays the taxes, and conform to the laws of the empire respecting the

occupation of land.

3. This amount of interest, paid for the money invested in houses, is diminished by expen-

diture for repairs, taxes, &c.
;
yatfan or one candareen is one hundredth part of a tael, which

is paid for each month, making twelve per cent, annually: eight li or cash is four fifths of

that sum, or nine and a half per cent.

7. The ts^d tip is precisely like the advertisements for letting houses among ourselves, and

is usually pasted upon the door or wall of the house to be leased, and directs the inquirer

where to find the landlord.
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9. What is written in the

rent book?

The writing is in the form
of a lease, with the difference

of its being entered in a book,
thus:

—

The family of Wingch l

iin,

of the clan Ch lan, hereby cer-
1

tifiea that it has a house,
|

situated in the Eighteenth
ward, extending four rooms
in breadth, and three entries

in depth, each room measur-
ing twenty-one ridges of tiles

;

the partitions, doors, kitchen,

and well, all complete; which I

house is now rented to the 1

family of Kingshan of the ;

dan Yii for a private family

residence. Nothing illegal

may be transacted therein.

It is distinctly understood,
that the rent shall be thirty

'

taels per month, besides two
;

dollars annually for shoe 1

money
; the rent to be paid

every month
; if arrears ac-

cumulate, the security shall

be responsible for the same.
When the time for removing
from the house arrives, the

whole ofthe rent must be paid,

and the house delivered over
|

to the landlord, it shall not be
lawful to underlet it to any
other person. Witness this

agreement,

The rent is to commence
from the date of this agree-

ment, being the fifteenth day
of the eighth month, in the

eighteenth year of T6kwong.

pB

A

X

cTsd p6- ^lui ct^au yeung-

s6 (nH

(Hd £
ts

4
z’ p‘ai (k6m y“ng ?

pat> kwo J (

s6 cming lok^

ct
4au.

Lap 2 sming ku5 cyan cCh Jan
Wing- tch^n ct

4ong, -yau uk 2

yat> ^ho, tso 2 ]6k 2 Shap> pat>

(pd 5p‘ing cp l
4i sz

,3 ikan,

csham csim tsun
5

,

£mui tkan

i- shap> yat> ch^ng
;

'pan

ch^ung% cinun shin% cch 4 u,

'tsing, yat) ck lu cts'un;

ckam <ts6 King5 shan-
ct

4ong cYii chii 1 tkii chak,
kiin

5

. Pat> tak> tsz
1 ch l

it>

cwai kara 5

cchi sz
2

. sl’ri

<ming

-

cmui iitj <tsc)cngan ts^m
sshapn^uug, lingJ

cm6i snm
ch^i ckam cngan i- cim, on 5

iiti <ts
4ing <ts5, cii- yau dc o

him5
cwai ct4m shi- man-.

cLam <ts
lin <chi yat?, Us6

ingan cts
4ing kit>, cts^ung uk>

ckiu s ui ipi 'chii, pat) tak)
(chun <tsc> pit 3 cyan, Wz’
kii\

Tb- «k\v6ng shap> pat> cnin,

pat> iit>, shap> £,ng yat 5_,
4

hi

(ts6 lap 2 kii.

9. This writing is abridged, the usual forms being much more extended and minute, specify-
ing the length and breadth of the several aparlments, &c. Ch'an is the sing or surname of the
clan or tribe; Wingc^iin V6ng is the name of a specific branch of the clan.
The 4shoe nioney ,

is a fee to the collector of the rent, and is so called, because it i« supuos-

chi. chr. 33
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10. If we take the houses

in the city of Canton, what
may be the monthly rent for

those of the largest class, for

those of the second, and for

those of the smallest kind ?

For the largest, the rent

does not exceed forty or fifty

taels per month

;

these are

for the most part occupied by
official people ;

for houses of

the second size, six or seven

dollars are paid
;
while for the

smallest, the rent is not more
than one or two mace.
"Tlicre arc, however, some
houses still larger ; but most
of these, being very large, are

either rented to several per-

sons, or are occupied by the

landlords themselves.

flj

m

/ x

M

S

sr cKwong <tung (shang

sshing <chi uk> <i lun^ chi'

tki 1 Cch6 smui iit 2 <shau <tsd

sngan syau l

ki <to, ts
cz

,J ltang
syau (ki (t6 chi* *si(i

*ch6 yau" 5yau *kl cto?

Chf tii
2 *ch6 ^mui iit^ pat>

kwo* sz
1 £,ng shap^ *16ung,

sk‘i tchung <kang {kun <kii

<t6 ; ts‘z” tang *ch6 luk 2

ts
l
at> siin; chP ^iu C

ch6 yat>

i- <ts'in : sin uk> kang* tip

^he efi cm6, swai kwo 5

t4i 2

efi (fan yam 2

,
tsak> lp 2 'chii

tsz
12 cku

4

ch6 skii do.

ed to be expended on an extra pair of shoes, required in running after the rent. Charges,

which bear a similar aspect of extortion, often occur in the transactions of the Chinese.

10. Large numbers of officers are often waiting in the capital for appointments in the

province, and while thus waiting they have to provide houses for themselves.

Section ^ecoxtXj.

OF APARTMENTS OF HOUSES.

sFong uk> lui
?

;
tai

2 <cheung.

L The inner apartments

are not to be entered jrrtgu-

l.irly.

Notes and Explanations.

This section includes, together with the names of the common apartments of houses ,
those of

such <:her parts as are frequently spoken of in domestic affairs, thenames^nthisandafiew

of the succeeding sections are italicized, and arranged alphabeticaH.

INor

tsun
1

shntj pat> h*u lurr
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If there had been no
balustrade^ I should have fall-

en down.

3. The thieves, even with-

out lifting up the bar across

the doors, burst them open.

4. The wind is very bois-

terous, and you must put the

bars in the windows.

5. The water in the bath-

ing-room is ready.

6. Is there any fire in the

bedroom fireplace ?

7. Open the Venetian

blinds in the front veranda,

and fasten them open.

8. Shut the Venetian
blinds.

9. The ceiling needs to be

swept.

10. Let us repair to the

guest chamber to converse.

1 1. The chimney is clogged,

the smoke does not ascend.

12. Put that pair of shoes

away in the closet.

13« Spacious cow-houses

are the best.

14. li\\e dining-room \s\.oo

small to accommodate so

large a number of people.

15. The door was closed,

but not locked,

16. From the side door he
turned and went away.

17. The great door is

always shut in the daytime.

_

te

Y6uki hai 2
sldn <kon,

£ngo tsa^ tit> lok 2

Ko >

ts
K
3.ki

c
tau smun

(shin,
ck6m tsau2 choi 5mun.

cFAn cfung (t‘di lok 2

cch^ung dt>.

l
Sai <shan sfg shui pin)

\k\

Fan1

sfong
l

f6 ^16
5yau c

fo

cHoi ching5 min^ <t
4in 5 t

coi

siigau p^k> ipi cch^ung,
ckau chii 2

.

«Sh4n smdi
(p^n slim cch c6ung

sraun.

Tu >

S&* shd ct
cin <f4

cp^n.

*Ts 4ing tb* hdk> it
4ing tsui-

cl’n <t‘ung sak> Ssheung
<in.

Ko* tui* shdi <chai sfong
l
t«ai.

^Ngau ct»
46 fut> ti> chi* ^6.

Tdi1 cts
c4n slau sai* s'ni tso-

taki kom* <to syan.

sFong smun (h‘ii im
ckwdn.

T8 i
i swing smun €chim

kwo* h l
ii

>

.

im6n yah slui Ssheung
ckwdn.

1. This is an appropriate term for the retired apartments of feraales, whether married or

unmarried, old or young.
3. Tau is a local word, not found in lexicons ;

its import is like that of to lift, or raise.

6. Lb is a place to contain fire, and, with or without f6 preceding it, may be translated

either, a furnace, a stove, a fireplace, or grate.

7. T^n Voi is applied both to verandas and to terraces; ngau pak ip
%

i cow^s hundred leaves'

is an allusion to the internal folds of the omasum or manyplus, the third stomach of the cow

;

the cavity of this stomach is much contracted by numerous and broad duplicatures of the in-

ternal coat, which lie lengthwise, vary in breadth in a regular alternate order, and amount to

about one hundred
;
thus showing the appropriateness of this singular allusion for describing

the Venetian blinds : ch^ung is a window, and is usually followed by miin^ the two words
retaining the same meaning.
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18. Open the .middle door
to receive the guests.

19. The low door is a

short door.

20. Stop at the inner door
and call,

21. Bamboos were plant-

ed about the round door.

22. That apartment has a

small dressing-room belong-
ing to it.

23. He took leave of the

guest in the entry.

24. Make a fire in that

fireplace.

25. Call the coolie to wipe
the floor.

26. The bars of the grate
|

ought not to be made very
I

close to each other.

27. The great kail is full

of noble friends.

28. He passed over to the
!

side hall.

29. He went to the mid

,

die of the second hall.

30. Brush together and
|

take away the ashes from i

the hearth.

31. The hen-house isyn
the garden.

32. The jambs are on each

side of the fireplace.

X

choi <chung cmun tsip>

hdk>.

*Ai smun tsik>
(tun sraun

Ch^k> 5mun C

chi cy6ung
<shing.

Ut2 cmun ngoi2 <kii chung1

chuk>.

Ko > ckdn cfong 5lai st
4au -yau

ckin VaV <shan cfong ^sai.

Sung> hik> ch 4
ut> iinun <kun

<t‘ing
(Hi cheuki ko> % <15 ham >

.

Kiu* 'kun tim > mut> slau
c

pin.

To k6J
t
c
it>

-Cchii c'm *h6

mat2 .

Tdi- <t
cing tkd <p

4ang ^un
tso 2

.

^hiin kwo* cw^ng <t
tingk >

(pin.

Yap> i
z

it
4ing ct

kong
cchung.

Fat> To cld
c

tai ko* tik> cfui

cKai s]4n *hai ciin -c

lui clai.

To s |6 l^ung cp long C
chii

(tan.

18. In the principal houses, just within the great door, there is a triple doorway ; of which
the central one is only opened for such guests as arrive in sedans or on horseback. Those
who come on foot enter the side doors, right and left,

19. The low door is close on the outer side of the great front door, and to about one half

the height of it, allowing the breeze to pass over it, when the great door is open.

20. This is the door which leads into the inner apartments, which are occupied by the fe^

male members of the house.

21. This is literally the moon gate, being made perfectly round like the full moon ; it

usually leads into the garden or some open area.

23. This entry is a small space between the great door and the middle door, and is called

mitn kiin ting^ ccourt of the guardians of the door\ because of certain images which are usually

placed in niches on each side of the door, as its protectors.

24. Ham is properly a shrine, usually made in Chinese houses in the walls, and in its form

bears some resemblance to our fireplaces or grates.

27. This is the principal room of the house, in which levees are held, and large parties are

assembled : the hdk t
Kxng is inferior to it, being generally a wdng Ving or side apartment : the

tai ting is in the middle of the house, and in the rear of it, the i Ving or second hall is situ-

ated.

30. F6 lb tai denotes beneath the fire-place, and not the hearth itself, of which there is

none in the native houses of Canton.
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33. Order the fire in the

kitchen to be extinguished.

34. Lift up the latch [of the

sliding bolt], and then you
can open the door.

35. The pencils and ink in

the library are scattered about.

36. The lintel is a bar

across the top of the door.

37. Lock that door.

38. The mantle-piece of

that fireplace is made of
|

stone.

39. She did not go three i

steps from the nursery.

40. Is there an oven be- i

longing to the kitchen?

41. The pantry is very

spacious.

42. That little child look-
|

ed through the seams of the

partition^ to see if its father

was within or not.

43. Walking to and fro
i

in the piazza.

44. The privy ought to be I

kept clean.

45. Putting the hand on the

rai/, he ascended the stairs.

46. The roo/'of this house is
j

damaged, call the mason to

repair the leak.

47. Call the coolie here to
|

brush down the spider’s webs :

in this room.

_

p

_

<Fan fu
5

sch
4
ii ^fong sik>

c
fo

cT fciu
(

hi itnun
(kwai chf <hoi

tak> irnun.

!
tShii ifong pat> in- (tsung

j

iwdng.

sMun ul (ting <w4ng
I
muk 2 .

*So £ ra^i ko5
t6- sfong £ inun.

To cl6 ng^k ? ko 5
fai

3

hai 2

shek> *pan.

I

cSdm p - pat> ch k ut> <kwat

imun.

sCh 4u cfong syau kuk 2

5yau

I

(Kun sz
1
- sfong

{ho futj Iok 3_.

Ku5 ko 5
sai

5
*t8ai *hai

! pan cheung la
3 <chong

t
4 ai tsz’ hai

(hai.

I

£P k ui sui
s16ung 5long cchi

ck^n.

Ts‘z” ^ho kang J
kit?

tsing 2
.

Ram 2 chu2
5fu ^haa chf

Cheung Jau <t
(aL

Uk> pui 3 kiu 5

snai 'shut

5 ld chapj lau 2
.

Kiu> *kun tim5
clai

l
liu <ni

<k^n ifbng <cbi <chu

^mong.

34. The w&n is a catch sometimes attached to the sAdn (No. 3) or large sliding bolt

which passes across the doors withinside, for the purpose of fastening the bar more securely.

39. Kwai is composed of door and sceptre ; mthi is nearly the same as and is

applied to the apartments of females who are young and unmarried: the term is a!so ap-

plied to the harems of the rich.

45. This rail, or hand-support, denotes those balusters which are placed on the side ot

stairs, and not those of verandas and terraces.

47. Kiin tim^ overseer of a shop, is applied to those who labor in warehouses, factories, &c.,

in carrying burdens, and in doing severe labor; coolie^ here used as a translation of it, is >n

Indian word, and is now in common use among foreigners in Canton.

CHI. CHR. 34
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48. The basement rooms

are usually damp.

49. Fasten up the glass

sash.

50. Fix that shell sky-light.

51. Has this house a stable

for horses?

52. He ascended the stairs

step by step.

53. The stair-case is quite

too dark.

54. This house is two
stories high.

55. Together ascend the

terrace to enjoy the moonlight.

56. He sat on the thres-

hold of the door.

57. Stanzas written on

the plastering of the wall.

58. That well is not very

deep.

59. Open the glass win-

dows.

60. Do not open the win-

dows.

Pj2®
f

Ti- h4- ke J cfong ^sung tii*

shap> ti>.

(Ting (

hi cpo £ Ii ^ong*
cch^ung.
(Ching tik> fining

(ngi c^in

cch c6ung.

cNi ck^.n uk> -yau smi jfong

-mo a1

?

Yat> p5

2

p6- -sh^ung slau

sLau tt
l ai cfong bak> kwo }

ct
4 au.

cNi ckin uk> (leung Sts‘ang

ckb.

Rung 2 itang tt
lin ctoi un- iitj.

5Kii 4

hai cmun cch cin 5lai

tso-.
(Hai Tan pik> 5sh6ung <t

4
an

itsz
1
.

K6 J ko > 'tsing-md
(

ki <shan).

/ t

(Im thoi cpo cli «ch k6ung
^mun.

*h5 <t
l
ui <hoi <ch 46ung

<mun.

49. These are the windows which are made to slide up and down like a sash, the word P6ng

denoting that motion.

56. This is a raised threshold, common at the principal entrances of large houses, terople9 y

&c., being from three to six or eight inches high.

Section CftirU.

OF THE FURNITURE OF HOUSES.

IIP yung 2 lui~; tai- <sim <cheung.

1. Call the coolie to roll

up the bamboo awning.

2. Open the cloth awning

to shade from tlie sun's glare.

Kiu* €k6n tim1
<eh46 choky

Jim.
tJHoi pd chdun^ yat>

8h4i\

Notes a 7i d E xp la nations.

The articles of household furniture, enumerated in this section, are, like those in the precede

mgv arranged alphabetically and their names are italicized, and wheo repeated with difTereot
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®

3. The barometer is an in-

dex of the wind and rain.

4. The water leaks from

that barrel.

5. Scour that copper wash
hand-basin britrlit.

6. The baskets are all

made of bamboo,
7. A servant <;irl carrying

a covered basket on her arm.

8. Take the market bas-

ket on your arm and go ai.d

buy some provisions.

9. Take and carry away
this basket of money.

10. Shoulder the peddling

baskets and go to the market.

11. Open the partition

basket and bring it here.

12. Burn the |>aper in the

refuse-paper basket.

13. All kinds of rattan

baskets on sale,

14. Buy that open-worked

rattan basket.

15. Use a tray basket to

hang it up.

16. Put some water into

the bathing-tub.

17. Replace the catches in

this carrying beam.

18. Ring the hand bell and
call him here.

cFung siiccham ^hicfung -u.

K6 sp4 Vung Jaa-

(shui.

(Shang tsing- ko' ct
( uQg

min- cp
4un.

(Kong ckii -i chuk> swai ^chi

cMui ^sai hop^ slo clai.

sWan ckung clam -m^i

sung.

cNing (ni
(

tsai £ngan h‘ 11.

<Tara tdm) s16 h c
ii) ch‘an

ch 4
ii.

<Hoi shiki kak> 5lara cnim

clai.

cShlu tsz2 C

chi lap) k65
'chi.

K6k> (fun ct*ang cldm kV
mii2

.

sMai k6 5
esho -ngin it

lang
lap.
cShai chik U kwi hi 5k‘u.

CT& c

shui lok 2

c

sai <shan

sp
c un.

cTing cfan £mdu lok> tdm'

ckon.

cru cchung
c

tsai kl^ £k l u

<lai.

adjectives or modifying words, those are also distinguished in the same way. It includes

those articles which are moveable and commonly found in houses, without endeavoring to

specify all the varieties that fancy and fashion have invented.

5. jP‘6w, a vessel, is usually joined with some other word, which modifies its meaning;
thus min p^un^ face basin or a basin used in washing the face and hands; sai slianp^un^ a

a bath or bathing-tub.

8.

Sung includes meat, fish, vegetables, preserved articles, and whatever else tnay be eaten

with rice, as an accompaniment to give it relish. Wan expresses the action of carrying a

basket on the elbow by putting the arm through the handle.

10. The tdm 16 are usually in pairs ; two baskets are suspended, one from each end of a

light beam balanced on the shoulder of the man, who goes to the market, or who carries small

articles about the streets for sale.

11. This basket, usually made of bamboo, is constructed of several parts, like little drawers,

placed in a series one upon another: into each of these partitions different kinds of food, and
other articles are placed.

15. This is a light open worked basket, having a broad bottom and narrow sides and two
loops to suspend it resembling a wooden tray; hence its name.

17. This is the beam on which the peddling baskets are carried, as well as almost every
other kind of burden ; it is ordinarily about six feet long, two inches broad, and an inch thick,

having short catches near each end to prevent the baskets, or whatever is suspended thereon,
from slipping off; these frets or catches are also called ma as well as mau.

18. This word to shake, is in use for ngd
y which is commonly used in speaking, but

for which there is no written character.

€
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19. Work the bellows to

make the fire burn.

20. Shut the doors of that

book-case.

21. Move away this book-
|

stand.

22. Arrange those wine, i

bottles in good order.

23. Wipe this bowl dry.

24. As large as a dessert

bowl.

25. Ten soup bowls make
one set.

26. Large and small lac-

quered boxes for sale.

27. A lacquered partition

box is not strong.

28. Arrange the things in

the rattan box.

29. A work-box with ivory

fixtures.

30. Sediment is easily re-

moved with a bamboo broom.
|

31. A coir broom for re-

moving oily deposits.

32.A straxo broom for sweep-
ing the floor.

33. The clothes^ brush is

made of hog's bristles.

34. Let the bucket down
into the well.

35. Hang up the bird-
|

cage in the gateway.

36. Bring the oil can and
|

fix the lamp.

37. Scour that candlestick

bright.

38. A silver candlestick is
I

easily burnished.

cfung <s6ung 'shai *fo

smang.
Tm cm^i ko >

tshii kwai^

strum.

cni ko* cshiisi’ (lioi

(Chai hd k6 tik> (tsau <tsun.

Mut> <kon aii chik>
c

iin slai.

/(j (ping sp‘(in tii 2

chik>.

Yat> ct
lung dong shap^

chik>.

I

Ts 4
at> <s6ung tii-

(

siu ch^ut^

mii-.

Ts‘at> sman kU’- chii k6’.

Chap> iib st
cang hop^

I

£
y^-

^

<Kung cfu <s6ung ^yau snga

h?.
Chuk> s6 P hf snai tsik>.

iY6 ci s6
>

h 4^ syati hi\

SW6 ^on s6
>

5lau tsing-.

<1 fuki tsit> <chii ctsung ts6-.

Fong* ko' tiu' Vung lok?

I

(tsing.

I

Kwa5 ts6uk> ilung tsoi)

I ^mun 4

hau.

tNim syau sp
cing s l i thing

dang.
Ts^t> ling' ko' l^p> chuk>

5p
4 un.

sNgan chuk> st
c oi i

l c

t^i sm6.

22, 23. Chai is sometimes pronounced tsai; and milt is almost invariably read mat: either

may be used, though chai and mut are the best.

27. This is made of wood in a manner similar to that in No. 11 but is less strong and more

elegant; it is often used, as its name imports, (man kii literary collectanea,) for carrying the

apparatus for writing and studying.

28. Chap hd means literally to hold fast, or hold good; the phrase is here used to express

the act of placing the contents of the box in due order; chap is used in the same sense in the

phrase chap tsz\ to set types, or a printers composing.
29. Kwt? i sh/w is the lady’s work-box and the /ti are the various articles

winding silk, &c., &c.
t
with which it is supplied. The box in which carpenters keep their

nails, chisels, and other tools, is also called by this name.
31. Called yt i sd cocoa-nut clothes broom, because it is made of the outer covering of the

cocoa nut; this substance is employed by the Chinese in manufacturing not only brooms, blit

ropes, cordage, cables, rain-cloaks, and other articles.
,

34. Tiu Vung^ Suspended bucket/ is that which is used for drawing water from wells; tiu

denotes to suspend, suspended, hanging.
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39. Put out the light on

the candlestick.

40. Rub the glass candle^

shade clean.

41. Every description of

leaden tea canisters.

42. Spread down the car-

pet in the parlor.

43. Bargained for a new
castor.

44. A set of new tin cen-

sers.

45. Twelve easy chairs.

46. Arrange a dozen of

chairs.

47. Open the camp-chair

at the gate.

48. A set of lacquered arm-

chairs.

49. Bring an elboic-chair

and place it near me.

50. Foreign chandeliers

are very brilliant.

51. An iron treasure chest

is safer than a wooden one.

52. All the tea in the tea

chest is consumed.
53. Bamboo chopsticks are

not good looking.

54. A churn is used to

make butter.

55. Wood is easily split

with a heavy cleaver.

56. Wind up the clock,

57. It is hard to repair a

broken coffee-mill.

58. Without a corkscrew it

is difficult to draw a cork.

f

Sik> l^pj chuk> ^an ke5

To.

Mut> tsing- <j>6 cli ctang

chdu.
Kok> yeung- ciin cch li ip>

kun\
(P 66 cfan ti- cchin 16k> <t

5 ing.

Ting- <san y6ung2 £,ng mi 2

k^.
Yat> fu5

<san sik? rheung on>
.

Shap 2 i\ch6ung hbks sz’ 2

j

T4i yat> fu
3

«tang
c

i.

<Hoi ~mii ch4p 2

c
hai cmun

c

hau.

Yat> 5 t
$ong ts

(
at> thiin \shau

sNing <eh6ing (kin (i

clai.

cY^ung cchi <tang fan 2 ngoi-

<kwong.
T c

lt> kap^ ckam kwo 1

muk>.
cCh 44 cs6ung cch 4

^, ip> shik 2

Chuk> fdi> tsz’ ‘h6 (t‘ai.

cNgau ^yau ch 4img > l

ching

£ngau cyau.

c.Ch^i <to chung- i- p
l o

5

cch fc

di.

£Sheung (fn shi cshan

cchung lin 2
.

cfimo- 14n- cnan C

ching.

-Mb <tsau tsiin
5

sn4n <hoi

I

chat>.

37 39. These three candlesticks differ from each other
; the first has a broad base like

a dish on which the snyfFers are placed ;
the second is tall and slender ; and the third one is

but little more than a wooden block into which the stick running through the candle is thrust.

45—49. The first of these, the hok sz^ i (a term that may also be rendered 4 the profes-

sors chair/) is a large, easy chair, made for show as well as convenience. The tang kwa i

lamp suspended chair is the common backed chair, so called from its resemblance to a wall

lamp stand which is hung against the wainscot. The camp chair is a light and strong chair,

with a leathern seat made so that it can be easily folded up and carried from place to place ;

it is used by military officers in field reviews, and is common in boats, &c. The him shau i

rounded arm chair has the supports at the side somewhat curved, so that both sides form an
elliptical figure, and is the proper elbow-chair. The last name, kau 2

, is a generic term for

all chairs, as well as a specific one for those which have supports at the side; the two last

terms as well as the first are often used interchangeably for arm-chairs.
53. Fdi tsz\ literally, nimble ones, take the place of knife and fork with the Chinese, and

are made of various materials ;
those of bamboo are the most common.

57. Kd fi is intended to denote the foreign name of coffee, the Chinese themselves having

chi. chr. 35
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59. A couch with a bottom
of woven rattans.

60. A hundred large and
small tin covers.

61. A is used for drink-

ing and drawing water.

62. Make a new butter

cup.

63. Custard cups are not

very large.

64. A milk cup with one i

spout.

65. Shut the doors of the I

cupboard.

6G. Roll up this silk cur-
\

taw.
67. A chair cushion^ one

|

side rattan and the other cloth.
!

68. A flat cutting-board is

the best for use.

69. A glass decanter is

transparent.

70. Turn the key in the

writing desk.

71. Take and bring this
|

tray of dessert plates.

72. Hrinj; a cocoa-nut dip*

per to bail some water.

73. Let the crumbs re-

main for the beggars dish.

74. The dish for fish-

;

sauce is not very high.

75. Bring a dish-cloth and
v^ipe this plate clean.

76. Bring a dust board to

take up tliis refuse.

77. A dust basket is needed

when sweeping the ground.
,

78. Use the rattan handled

feather duster.

79. Wipe that silver egg-
j

cup.

80. Call the silversmuh to «

make a new egg-cup stand.

81. Fenders made close
1

are the best.

82. Bring the finger-bowls

quickly.

<Kdu c
tsz

?

sch c ong st‘ang

chik>
(

tai.

Tai 2 ^iu sik> ko^ yat> p4k>.

cFau cyam hi' kap> c
shui hi*.

Ta cfan ko > <ngau £yaa
cchung.

Rat> cshi cpui -m6 mat) t^i-.

cNgau £yii <chung yat> £t
lang

tsui.

cShin £m^i
cun tip, k\vai

J-

cmun.
^Ch'e <hoi <ni fai* cch'au

cllm.

cT 4ang cyung sleung min'-
c

i

tin 2
.

(Cham (pin $p‘ing (hd ts‘h)

yuk>.

<Po cli
c

tsau <tsun <t*ung

chiu >

.

Wau cmai tszn cseung

wi2
.

(Ch 4au «ni cp l un ckwo tip^

slai.

<Nim <ye hoki fat>
(

shui slai.

Shikj shing- tang h‘at> p6t
clai.

cU 5yau <chung mat> ik6.

(Ning <lsin p6 ki6 tsing J

tlp>.

<Nim fat>
f

tau fat> sdpj.

S6 5
ti- csii yung^ chuk>

(ch‘m.
*Shai ct^ang ping* ckai £m6
s6\
M6t> kwb i^ngan t4r^

cchung.

Kiu >

£ngan tseung- ti

To sl6 £wai mat? ke J

F^i <ning *sai ^hau cchung

slai.

no name for this article. So kat shi p(ii for custard cups, sdm pin phi for champagne glass--

es, and other phrases.

70. Nan expresses the wringing motion of the hand iri locking a bolt, turning a screw, &c.;

mdi added to it in this connection implies that the lock must be secured; wa is to order.

72. The dipper made of the cocoa-nut shell, yt h6k y is called by the same name ; with a

handle of bamboo fitted to them they are used for dipping water, oil,

bl. This refers to fenders which are made of wires, those being regarded the most safe

which have the wires in the net-work close together.

A

1

f

E

1
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83. As high as a footstool.

84. Pass it along with a

silver fork.

85. An antique flower-pot

is priceless.

86. An iron frying-pan is

made use of in frying cakes.

87. It is hard to light a

fire in a wel furnace.

88. Things in a gallipot

do not lose their flavor.

89. Champagne glasses

are very high.

90. Hand me here a claret

glass.

91 . A grate placed in the

wall is extremely warm.
92. A grater is required

|

for rasping ginger.

93. Move away a little

that gravy dish.

94. An even fire is needed

when using a gridiron.

95. Use a hearth-brush to

clean the fireplace.

96. A heater must be used

in cold weather.

97. The tub's hoops have

burst and the water leaks.

98. Flour is stored in kegs,

99. It is easy to boil water

in a copper kettle,

100. Two icys will make a

noise.

101. An iron kettle is made
use of in boiling food.

102. Split some kindlings

to make the fire burn.

103. Change that carving

knife.

104. Do not scour the case

knives so thin.

Keuk> tap> tang > kom >
cko

k6 J

.

cShai cngao cch^ <ch 4 i kwo'

slai.

-16 cfd cp*ing £m6 ka\

Yung J
t
4
it> cwo cl6 hong'

'Ping-
,

Shap 3 cfung d6 cnan ch6uk>

To.

Horn- <chung cchai c
?m lau-

hf.
<Sim cpin

c

tsau cpui tsui'

ck6.

Tai 2 chik» chung ^sau <pui

clai.

Yap 2 cts^eung
(

fo clb kik

-niin.

(Ts‘ii <k6ung chap) hV
ck6ung ts

c 4t>.

sr choPh kV chap> (chung.

cShiu t
c
it>

c

fo £wan.

Yung J <fui s6
> C

ching tsing-

clb.

cT 6in chon pit 5 yung- c
f6 <wo.

<FT‘ung <f6 pdu* lau)

(shui.

cP l

i sp
4^ c

t
lung c

tsai cchong

min-.

sT 4ung <p^ ip6 'shui i-

ckwan.
-Leung st

4lu cshi tsau J £yau
(shing.

(Shai t i
2
t‘iti w6ka sliap d.

P4o>
cch4 4i cf4

ch6 lau2
cld.

Un- kwo > <ch6ung tii 2
<ts

l4n
do.

cNgau yuki <to mok> cino

poki.

83. This is said in derision of persons without learning or merit, but who amply supply
their deficiencies with pretensions, upstarts inflated with pride and who are easily seen through
by their neighbors. “As high as ruy ankle,” is another phrase to the same purpose.

87. This piece of furniture is usually called a fogong by foreigners in Canton; it is made ot

burnt clay, and is in universal use among the natives.

96. The utensil here called a heater is a copper tube in which coals are placed, and which
opens beneath into a pan or hearth of the same metal ; it is inserted in the middle of a large tin

vessel that contains the victuals, and is kept constantly supplied with coals. The utensil is

most frequently fouud in taverns and public eating-houses.

100. This is an expression used by the Chinese, when they speak of the difference between
company and solitude; one wife, say they, and the house is quiet, but two make a continual

jingling; so in intercourse with friends, or play among children.

_

*

1

A
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105. With a vegetable

knife it is cut very even.

106. Pass me the fish-

knife.

] 07. A pen-knife with two
blades.

108. A board is fitted to

scour dessert knives.

109. Nine jars and ten

covers.

110. His belly is like an
unglazed

111. I will give you ajar
for a gall-bladder.

112. Go and bring two
jugs of spring water.

113. When lighting a high

lamp use a ladder.

114. Copper ladles are

easily scoured.

115. Bring a soup ladle to

serve out the soup.

116. Wooden ladles are

made of cross-grained wood.
l\7 . A helmet-shaped lamp

hanging in the great hall.

118. Light the globular

lamp.

119. Relight the water-

lamp.

120. This lamp-stand fell

down and is out of order.

121. Use a lamp-chimney

andyou need not fear the wind.

122. Lampwicks are made
of cotton thread.

123. If the rush lampwick

be small the oil hardly as-

cends.

:

_

p

i

Ts^o^ <t6 ts
l
it> kvvo

5 kom 1

<ts
4
ai.

Tai- yat> <ch6ung cii <tt) f lai.

Chip> kiu' ctd 'tsai
£16ung

choi.

(K'v6 (t6 shai (pin hd,

<Kau ko J rAng shap)_ ko >

-ts
cun.

cChan ^6 -tsz' tap> kom 1

•c
t‘d.

Ti ungJ <kong -cni ts6- Him.

H 4^ itkm £leung <ch ling

cshin (shui

Tim ckd ctang yung J
- <t^ai

ang.
cT {ung hok> cyung i-

mut2 .

cNiug <t
4ong hok> -lu a l ong

M.
cWdng cman rauk> ts6- muk?
hok>.

Tdi- ct
l6ng tiu

J <kw 4ai £ t
lau

dang.
^lm cheuk> ckam cii ckong

<tang.
cTim cf^n ch6uk> ko 1

lau 2
cii.

Tit> <liin cni cchi <tang ct^oi,

(Shai (tang st‘ung ’m p‘4>

fling.

sMin cslii cshing ts6 2 <tang

csam.

<Tang (tsd sai 6k> 5sh6ung
syau.

109. This phrase is employed to denote a deficiency, as in case of income and expenditure,

where the latter exceeds the former.

111. The gall-bladder is supposed, by the Chinese, to be the seat of courage: the phrase

is used to excite an adversary,

117. Kw lai tau is a wire covering for the head of a conical shape, a kind of helmet,

which this lamp, often called a hall lamp, somewhat resembles
; when hung up in lanes, or

at the entrance of houses, it is called Id tang^ a way lamp.

118. Literally, c the gold-fish bowl lamp,
1
so called because the globular bowl in which

the lau U or water lamp is suspended is often used by the Chinese as an ornamental vessel,

in which gold-fish are kept alive.

119. The lau li or water lamp is a small glass cup, partly filled with water, and the oil is

poured upon its surface ; the wick, made of rush pith, is suspended in the vessel by means of

wires, and burns till the oil is consumed. The Chinese have no specific names for the many
fashions of lamps in use among foreigners, but give descriptive names which frequently differ

among themselves: an Argand lamp-globe is called u ngdn wat
y
from its resemblance to the

crystaline lens of a fish's eye ; a table stand lamp is named sdn aw
, umbrella lamp ; and

a desk lamp with a tin shade is termed cht tang^ a parasol lamp.
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Tim ctang clung h t
ii

>

ch^it)

ckai.

cNi
(pa (

so c
?m ihoi takj.

^hii ct
4 in un- kwo >

ct
4an

j

tin-.

cT 4ang lip> tin)- tai- ttsan

yung 2
.

Yung- tsik 2 <pcj tai a

I
ct

fcing.

j

<Lin <t
lan (

ts
c 6 tsik 2 tin- clau.

Ti chuk> 5t
6ung tso

5

-mai
cshing.

cT c ui shikj mo 2 c

shau -ui

kiin 2
.

j

'Sai tai- clau yung- po J mak>.

j

cT s
oi cchung lhom tchun^

cping _ct‘6ng.
cSai -ha ko > kai

> mut>
cel)ung.

<Ni etiu cch la p6
5
<u dso.

(Shai hop 2 cl6
l

so
(chu ku^

<Tam yat> tam 5 c

shui Vuug
slai.

Wok 3
-
c

nii
C

chii yuk 3 cclii

hV.

cSeungkwo' fai
5 epo cli

cU ctsiu ctsun koi lau-

-ngan.

cChung -ch c
ii chung- c^n £ho

(shai.

K 6
lt> choi pat> <yam ck cam

koi\

'Ching wa2 k45

iu
J hop,

shik).

Mut> -cha ko 5 chiu5
<shan

king

124. Light the lantern to

go into the street.

125. I cannot open this

lock.

12G. In warm weather,

change the rattan chair mats.

127. Rattan dish mats are

used at dinner.

128. Spread the rush mat-
ting in the hall.

129. Cover the floor with

matting from Lint 4 an.

130. Rice measures are

made of bamboo tubes.

131. Working the mill till

one’s hands are tired.

132. Mops are used to

wash floors.

133. Bring a mortar' and
pestle to pound sugar candy.

134. Wash out that mus-
tard pot.

135. This napkin is very

dirty.

136. Use a padlock to se-

cure it.

137. Shoulder a pair of

pails and come here.

138. Theban is a utensil

for boiling meat.

139. Glaze another pane
of glass [in this window].

140. The top of the pep-

per box is pierced with holes.

141. A heavy pestle is ill

fitted for use.

142. Open \he piano.

143. The picture-frame

must be made like the pattern.

144. Wipe down that pier-

glass.

124. Ch^ut kai is an idiomatic phrase for to go out, or to go abroad,—without reference
necessarily to the streets.

131. The mill here referred to is the small one mac/e of two stones, and worked by liand,
commonly seen in houses; it is mostly employed in grinding rice or pulse, though the hand
mill is probably not as much used by the Chinese as by the Hindoos.

132. Here is another instance of an attempt to give the sound of the foreign article ; this

is indicated by placing mouth by the side of mik, without which it means to seek, to search
after.

142. The reference here is to the foreign instrument, the piano-forte, called by the Chinese
yam or ei ht sounding hai.p : this however, may not be the most appropriate terin,

rhe phrase pat yam eight sounds, is often used as a general appellation for musical instruments.
144. This term is applied not only to those which hang between windows, or against piers

but to large mirrors generally, which will chiu shan, reflect the whole person, such as are set
above a fireplace, or mounted on a frame.
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145. Bring a pipe and fol-

low on after me.
146. Commenced life with

only a fire pipe.

147. Replace a bowl in

that p -5

148. It is easy to pour
water from a large full pitcher.

149. Change plate and
bring a clean one.

150. Lacquered plates can-

not be long used.

151. Push away that large

silver

152. Take off the cover

from this platter.

153. The poker is placed

by the fireside.

154. Put the bills in the

portfolio.

155. Call the coolie to pull

the punkah.
156. A rolling pin is used

to roll out pastry.

157. The shoes were

brushed upon the rug.

158. Put what remains of

the food in a safe.

159. The new fashioned

salt-cellars are very elegant.

160. In serving up tea,

use a saucer.

161. The saucer boat is

dented, and needs mending.
162. The rat fell into the

scales [to weigh liiraself].

163. The pan of the scales

is hung too high.

164. Grind the scissors

sharp to cut out clothes.

f
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i
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cNing <iu ct
lung <kan cyan

-ml.

Hai J cch*ui
c
fo £t

cung ch l

ut>

cshan.
(
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lung

Tiu 2 ckong cchong c

shui
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h6
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kwo 5

chik> tsing- txp>

clai.

Ts ;
at, tip> s’m (shai tak>

noi2.

cT k ui <hoi chik> tii- sng4n
tip”

K l
lt>

c
hi cni

(k ;am ctau koi*.

To Jd <pln To -ch l
ii.

<Tseung ct^n fong >

tsoi- cshii

kAp>.

Kiu > ckun tim*
C

ch 4e <fung
shin

>
.

cShai min2 kwan* choi min2

pok>.

Tsoi 2
ti- cchin tsit> kwo >

ch^i.

<Sh^, cfung ctang <chai suk>

yukj.

tShi <hing dm cchung <tsing

chi.

Fung- cch 4

^ yung- sch‘a

tip?.

cCii*^ cshiin nap^ iu
y (

ching

tf^n.
-CL6 ^hu tit> lok 2 <t

l
in spring.

<T cin cp l ing £p
4 un tiu

1

tak>

cko.

cMo li- kiu* ^sin sts
4
oi <1.

146. This phrase is employed to denote the condition of one who has risen from extreme
penury,—a cook’s assistant, capable only of blowing the fire with a bamboo pipe, to afflu-

ence and high respectability: the f6 t
lung is a hollow stick of bamboo, and is used like a

blowpipe.

155. The word punkah is, in Canton, usually defined to mean the large boards with frin-

ges which are suspended above tables, and swung to and fro during a meal.

157. The word chin is used for hearth rugs, door mats, carpets, and so forth, made of wool,

hair, coir, or other materials. The Chinese in this region use matting to preserve or adorn
the floors of their dwellings.

160, 161. That is, do not present a cup of tea without placing it upon a saucer. The
kind of saucer used by the Chinese is a sort of saucer boat, a small dish made of metal,

somewhat in the shape of a boat, in which the tea-cup is placed, and thus handed to guests.

The character nap is intended to represent an indented surface; characters that are carved

below the surface are called nap tsz\

16*2. Tliis phrase is applied to self-conceited persons who stand high in their own estima-

tion: the Vin p
King are the common scales.
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165. It is well to keep

scissors in a scissor-case.

166. Behind the screen he
listened to their words.

167. Open the folding

screen to set off an apartment.

168. A new steaming

screhx gives a taste of bamboo.

169. He has gone in a se-
|

dan to repay visits.

170. A black lacquered

seruw is substantial.

171. A bamboo settee is

very cool in warm weather.

172. Shears should shut
j

close together.

173. The betel-nut shears

will not cut it open.

174. Nail a shelf in the

corner of the wall.

175. Use the shovel to take '

away the ashes.

176. The rice shovel can

be used on either side.

177. An iron skimmer

takes the scum from the broth,
j

178. Use a sieve to win-
i

now the chaff from the rice.
|

179. A sieve is required to

sift rice flour.

180. On the oil slings it is

easily upset.
,

181. A pair of the twine
,

slings is lost.

182. Snuffers prevent the
|

candle from becoming dim.
\

183. A sofa of horse hair
|

is pleasant to recline upon.
!

194. Bargained for a new
fashioned soy-stand.

185. Take the spoon away
and wash it clean.

186. I have not seen the i

sugar spoon.

187. Put the salt spoon i

back in its place.

i
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i

_
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<Tsin -yau hap a

ch6 <shau

5ts
c6ng.

sP‘ing <fung haV <t‘ing
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ckong.
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dam cl6ung.

Tai- kau*
c

tsin iu
5 kop>

(hau.

cPing clong chip> chap2

thoi.

cTs 4eung kok> <ting
(kau (
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k .
cShai c

fo
cch c an h 1^ cl6 c fui.

I

Wok 2

C

eh can chf ^hiin tak>

pin-.

T c
lt> lau- hok> c

hi <t
cong cmi.

cShai «shai cki p6) -mai

ckong.

^Mai (fan yung- clo ^au
cshai.

cYau lok> <on £k 6u c^m
cwan.

Shat> h 1^ yat> tui' sin
5

lok>.

Chuk> -tsin
(

fo om* •

-M4 -mi shui 2 (h5 fan
5

.

Ting 2 «san yeung 2 shl- cyau.

kk\
<Ning chi ckang h 4uJ

sai
tsing-.

£’JVI kin (k^m <cbi ct
cong

<kang.

cChai cf4n <chi cim ckang
cW.

168. This utensil is used in cooking food by means of steam; the food, usually rice, is put

into a wooden vessel, and a fine screen or net of bamboo placed upon the top ; it is now in-

verted over a pan of boiling water, and stands upon the steaming sticks (No. 192), by which

means it is exposed to the aqueous vapor.

176. The is not much unlike an apothecary’s spatula ; it is thicker and heavier

and like it, may be used with either side up.

180, 181. Tfie yaw is made of rattans or bamboos, in the form of a four cornered frame

or basket, within and upon which the articles to be carried are placed. The sin 16k is made

of twine; it is a network, with broad meshes, in the form of a sachel; small boxes and other

light articles are carried in it.



Un 2 kwo 5
<ni tchi chap>

ckang.

‘Ta cfan yat> cchl fan-

<kang.

Tan- <ts4ng £t
liu <kang <t

lung
yung-.

Yung- (pan <t
4 ai i

l sheung
Iok 2 .

cChing chii- «sui yung- yat>

tui\

<Sz 9 -cma echoing -cm6 tai 2 tik>.
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ching).
CH5 ct

lam cleung tso 2 £nga
k6.

Chuk> (

i cleung kwo^ muk 2

ke\
Pat> tcheung shik> min- -cma
cU.

<Pun choi <ping dong <chung

Tai- tka ct
4 ung ct

coi shikj fan-.

Un- kwo 5

fai
J shik 2 ct*oi

rain-.

Chuk) ct
loi thing syung i

2

<pun.

Tdi* ct*oi po* iny
cts

l
ai

(

ching.

S65 kwo > ko 5

<ch6ung cch^a

ckl.

Ting-
c

td pin- ko 5
cch li lau-.

^hai cch l4 <p6 ts6- y6uk 2

cpo.

Sik> cch la ct
l ai cts

c ui ka5

yung 2
.

*Shai cch c 4 cshi
4kau 4ii -k c

ii.

Kok> (fun sik> hf <ch l4 <u.

Kukj chung c
?m -ts^ 1

cch 4^
cU.

188. Change this gravy
spoon.

189. Make another rice

spoon.

190. Egg-green spoons are

in common use.

191. It is easy to go up
and down upon a step-ladder.

192. Steaming-sticks are

used in pairs.

193. The steelyards are

not at all too large.

194. The thing is as

square as a stool.

195. Earthen stools are

cool to sit upon.

196. Bamboo stools are

cooler than wooden ones.

197. Eight stone bottomed

stools.

198. Take away the sugar

bowl.

199. The whole family eat-

ing at one table.

200. Change the top of the

stone table.

201. A bamboo table is

light and easily moved.

202. Lay the table-cloth

straight on the table.

203. Brush those tea-poys.

204. Engaged to have a

tea-strainer made ready.

205. Use a tea-kettle to

boil medicine.

206. The tin tea-kettle

goes with the dowry.

207. Use a tea-spoon to

stir it up.

208. All kinds of tin tea-

pots.

209. The covered tea-cup

is inferior to the tea pot.

190. These spoons, somewhat larger than table spoons, are made of earthenware of a

dull pale green color, and the bowls are not much unlike in shape to the 5*ansverse segment

of an egg-shell.

192. The sticks are laid one across the other in the boiler, so as to form a rack or grate,

oil which the wooden tub or other vessel containing the provisions is placed in order to be

cooked.

193. These steelyards are those used by the government, or like them : the public offices

are called sz*; and ma denotes the weights, with which the steelyards are poised : hence sz*

ma, official weights. The implement is also called a dotchin, and is in general use to weigh

heavy articles as well as those where a delicate balance is required.

195. The nga earthen drums are the garden seats commonly exported from China.

They are named from the resemblance in form of the generality of them to drums.

144 DOMESTIC AFFAIRS. [Chap. V.
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210. The tea-cup with a

single handle.

211. With a tea-tray^ the

table will not be wet.

212. One tin tea-canister.

213. Ifyou cannot see, then

use a telescope.

214. How does the ther^

mometer stand ?

215. Lost a toasUrack.

216. A coal has jumped out,

take it up quickly in the tongs.

217. Fasten some bait on
the rat trap.

218. Carry the presents in

an eating tray.

219. A lacquered tray

well gilded is wanted.
220. Put it into the tray-

basket^ and place it in the sun.

221. Take care of that

clothes’ trunk.

222. A leathern trunk is

light and easily carried.

223. A low tub for wash-
ing clothes.

224. A high tub for wash-

ing jackets.

225. Bring me a tumbler

of cold water.

226. Find a tunnel to put

in the wine.

227. A chinaware soup
tureen with two handles.

228. Artificial flowers put
j

into a flower vase.

229. A well rope with

buckets on each end.

230. Be careful of that

wine glass,

231. A low wine jar with
,

an even top.

232. A whetstone should

be very smooth.
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'shui
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tsau,

cTs^ 9 h? Meung-l ct
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(Chi ct*ung <fa ch 6 ap> <fa
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-Leung ct
4au cshing

cpong
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cSiu csarii 'ha chik> keuk^
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cP l ing koi
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cMo ct6 shik> iu
5

yai^ tung 5
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213. If unable to see an object at a distance with the naked eye, then use the thousand Li

glass : ts^in H king is applied to the common telescope.

216. In this phrase, the word kirn is used as a verb; fax quickly, kim tong it, li^ii back, is ti)e

literal rendering; she cli^ut is ail allusion to the starting of an arrow from the bow.

218. The shi/c dwng resembles a case of shallow drawers placed upon each other, to tlie

number of four, five, or more; these are filled with food 9 and fitted into a frame, in which they

are carried.

220. The w6 lam is a circular bamboo utensil, made shallow like a tray, with a low rim

around the edge, in which grain and other articles are sometimes exposed for sale ;
there is

another still flatter and smaller, but similar in shape, in common use.
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Lak> (fan s t
l iu c\vai ckw^n

j

'Ru shi 2 sdi 4iu -i cp {

i pln^.

j

cF4n cku <kun ckii yung 5-

ciin.

<Kam m6- tsik>
4ku <kun

pin-.

cTing ifdn ko* mo 2 chiia

I cli4.

! Tong chii- h6,- cp fc a 'tai ha 2

,

j

kd >

ct^u kiiV tsb- ni5 i p^n*.

I

<On m6- Hing hai- mo* dung.

cChai m6- lok? m6 2 h ftop2

s lai.

I

Ts‘it> <k6n tsinf ki> t6i’

j

A^eu.

! tT^in Mang iu
} cheuk> cp*i

<h 4eu.

<T*in its iu* cli6uk) csz
5
ch

4eu. •

(Ta ch l
ut> cchi <hung <cham

<loi.

1. Tie on an apron.

2. Ancient court bonnets

were made of leather.

3. All the ancient bonnets

were black.

4. Modern hats are the
'

ancient bonnets. ^

5. Fasten back that bonnet-

nn.
6. The straps which are

tied beneath the chin are call-
j

ed bonnet-strings.

7. The button is fitted into
j

the bonnet-cylinder.

8. Put the bonnet in the

bandbox.
9. Brush that pair of boots

I

clean.

10. In cold weather we
must put on leather boots.

11. In warm weather we
must put on satin boots.

12. Expose that breast-pin.

Notes and JExp 1an a t i o ?i s

.

Shaushik are ornaments for the head ; ifuk are garments
; the two together include every

description of dresses, plain and ornamental, for men and women. The actual difference

between the articles which appropriately come under this and the next section is so little that

some may be searched for in one, that are placed in the other. It has been the design in ar-

ranging them to place tliose articles which more strictly appertain to the usual dress in this

section, while those employed in ornamenting or cleansing the person will be found in the

following.

2—4. There were many sumptuary laws established by the ancient dynasties to regulate the

forms of heacldressesj by which in this, as in other countries, rank was designated; the pin
was made in different forms, some of which resembled the trencher cap of European univer-

sities, and others a tiara or mitre ;
the kun was worn by inferior officers : they may be indif-

ferently rendered caps or bonnets.

5. Mb hun^ bonnet-ring, or ring of the bonnet, is a small band of cloth, so fitted on the in-

side of those bonnets which are made of hard and stiff' material and in a conical form, that

it serves to make them set easy and firm upon the head.

7. Md lung, bonnet-cylinder, or cylinder of the bonnet, is a bit of wood, or other hard

substance, in the apex of the bonnet, having a spiral groove, into which the button or knob is

screwed.
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13. Breeches come down
to the knees.

14. I do not find the buckle

of the hatband.

15. Fasten the button in

the button-hole.

16. Where have you put

that small cap ?

17. The child^ cap is fur-

nished with a tassel.

18. When the snow falls

we must put on cloaks^

19. In wet weather we must
wear dogs.

20. What is the cost of a

great coat ?

21. That coat is quite too

short.

22. In cold weather a long

coat is comfortable.

23. A black woolen collar

is in good style.

24. The costumes of na-

tions are unlike.

25. This cravat is unfit for

use.

26. Ancient crowns had
pendants before and behind.

27. Sow up again the seam
of that cuff.

28. Flannel drawers are

very warm.
29. Bring a pair of cotton

drawers.

30. The dresses of the up-
j

per and lower classes of the 1

people, likewise, are different.

:

31. Lhresses need not be
very costly; that they are

clean and comely is the im-
portant point.

i
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<Ni ct
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cheuk).

-mia cts
cin hau 5- -yau

clau.

<T 4iu cfan tsau*
chau sin

5 po J
.

sYung ^lui fu' shat 2

(shau
-niin.

cNim ciiiin p6
5 £lui fu

1

clai.

Sheung- ha- kok> ctang cyan

k6 i fuki yil haiVm st‘ung.

/

(I esheang c
?m lun^ kwai*,

'tsung ii? ckon tsing 2 k€'

tsau- ^5.

13. The ngau Vau fit, cow^ head trowsers, is worn by laborers in summer, constituting
their entire dress

; it is equivalent to the sarong or waistcloth of the Malays, into which it

frequently passes.

19. This description of clogs are made in the same fashion as the conmion shoes, with a
thick wooden sole, and are usually worn in rainy seasons; they are also called shui hdi water
shoes, and muk hai wooden shoes.

21,22. Tdishdm is used in Canton to denote the upper garment, the coat worn by foreign-
ers, and also a loose outer one worn by the Chinese, a kind of frock; the ch^ung sham is long,
desernds nearly to the ankles, and resembles a gown.

20. The form of these crowns was that of a richly ornamented cap fitting close to the head,
with jewels han^inS from the margins of a flat board on the top before °and behind, which
in<icle a tinkling as the person walked

; the number of these pendants designated the rank of
the wearer; the emperor is said to have had two hundred and eighty-eight of them. They
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cChong (
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cL6ung mb- yung^ cliuk sz’

ct
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oi.

(Ts‘d m6 a
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l in it 2 tai cheuk>.

cP l ai shi- un- tai
J £inin mb-.

£Yau szn chP t4i
J
cliung rad 2

,

yhung <sb^m lat>
£liu sin'(Chung

pbK

3*2. Arrange the dress of

that doll.

33. An earpick is useful to

take wax from the ear.

34. This is a very good

fan.
35. Buy for inspection

several fans^ of ivory^feath-

er, paper and leaf, one of

each kind.

36. Hang the fancase on
the girdle, and arrange it in

its proper place.

37. Put a fob into the

pantaloons.

36. Grasscloth frocks are

very good.

39. Purchase a pair of

gaiters.

40. I purchased a pair of

new garters.

41. A leathern girdle is

worn around the waist.

42. My pair of gloves is

ragged.

43. I like grasscloth hand-

kerchiefs.

44. This hat is made of

wool.

45. Put on a rain-hat to

shelter from the rain.

46. Felt hats are very

good.

47. The summer hat is

made of bamboo splints.

4S. Straw hats are worn
in summer.

49. Orders to change and
put on the ivinter hat.

50. The red hat is worn
on ceremonial occasions.

51. The seam of the jack-

et is broken open.

35. The variety and elegance displayed by the Chinese in their fans is well known; it is

an indispensable article of dress with all classes, and they are made of afmost every material

that can be easily employed.
.

37. The Chinese carry their watches suspended from the girdle in a case which just ex-

poses? the face ; their ?
s is literally aLpiu toi^ watch pocket.

42. Tlie Chinese have no covering for the hands like gloves ;
the lap is a broad brimmed

liat laid upon the head to defend it from the rain, and is by usage applied to gloves.

49. This phrase occurs in the Canton Court Circular, in spring and autumn, in which it is

stated that, on a given day, orders were issued by the chief provincial office^ for changing

caps, from the summer to the winter, or vice versd according to the season.

0. The cap is in the shape of a cone, and is called the hung mb because of a red fringe,

usually made of dyed hair or fine silk which, from the apex, depends on every side.

_
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cYung -ma {kw 4a hai- pin-
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L^m 2 <piu sat> kwai- c
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t‘ung.
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tLaa ct*iu tfk pok> tkan.

-K l
ii cheuk) kin 2

t
c ip> cshan

cshara.

Hon- csh^m <sai -liu s’m
cts

4ang?
Ts l

at> <kon tsing- ko 5
tui'

chai.

T4t> <chang ch^i ch^iti

<k^i.

cCh 4in k6uk> chai <s4m
, <s6ung

l

hb.

£^6 sh6ung2 «p*d tsau 2
<t*6

tl
2
.

52. A cloth riding jacket

is a convenient dress.

53. With kneepads it is not

painful to kneel.

54. A nicely turned lappet

looks well.

55. Make a pair of leggins

lined with cotton.

56. Bring me a neckcloth,

57. Where are my panta-
loons ?

58. The ancient pattens

had only one strap.

59. The many plaited pet-

ticoat is a ceremonial dress.

60. Bid him make ^pock-
et in the vest.

61. Put on a rain cloalc,

and go to put out the fire.

62. The garment opened
before and behind, with the

c ufts of the sleeves like a

horsed hoof, is called a robe.

63. The courier's sandals

have leathern soles.

64. Sandals are bound on
with cords.

^5. Throw on an em-
broidered shawl.

66. He has put on his

shirt.

67. Has the shirt been
washed or not ?

68. Brush that pair of

shoes clean.

69. Do not go out with
shoes down at the heel.

70. Ladies? small tricolor-

ed shoes are handsome.
71. The sleeves of the robe

of a priest trail on the ground.

51. This is an outside garment made large and short, furnished with short sleeves; it is

seen in a great variety of patterns, is worn by all classes of people, and on almost all occasions.

59. The apron of No. 1. is also called Icw^an^ and this garment partakes of the form of an
apron, being tied around the waist, and open behind. It is worn when going abroad and on
occasions of ceremony, over the common loose trowsers 3 and underneath the gown, and
reaches nearly to the ground, just so as to allow the tiny feet to be seen. The plaits are on
the sides, leaving a flat section before and behind, on which flowers are embroidered; the gar-

ment is sometimes made very rich and elegant.

61. This is an excuse used by a man to avoid helping his neighbor; the so i is made of

rash or bamboo leaves stitched together, and would quickly catch fire on approaching a burning

dwelling; wherefore he had better keep at a distance.

62. This is the dress of honor with the Chinese, and its shape differs but little from the

ch^ung sham

:

the sleeves being very long, the cuffs are folded inward to allow the free use

of the hands, and the fold is supposed to be blunt like a horsed hoof.

Sect. 4.] ARTICLES OF DRESS. 349
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72. The pantaloons should
be long when socks are worn.

73. Crystal spectacles pre-

serve the eyes.

74. A stock is worn round
the neck.

75. Give me a pair of
woolen stockings.

76. In Canton silk stock-

ings are cheap.
77. When taking ofi' the

j

shirt put on a stomacher.

78. [Priests] put on a sur-
J

plice when sitting at the altar.

79. Suspenders are cross

bands.

80. My trowsers need to

be washed.
5^1. Women ought to wear

turbans,

82. Gauze veils are in use
among foreigners.

S3. Women wore veils in

the time of Hon.
84. Make a vest.

85. Bring a new waistcoat.

86. The wallet is used as

a purse.

t

_

|

Cli6uk mat! st‘au 16ki fi?

keuk>.

^Shui (tsing
4ngan king

-y^ung lngan.
cKing tai* hai J

c\vai
4

kin»

Ti tui* <chia mat 2 kwo'
sngo.

‘Sliang 5shing «sz’ mat 2 hai!

‘ing.

Tiit> <sham iu* lam- ^liin
-ctd.

<P 4

i tk^ <sh4 tso
>

ching' ctin.

Fi? t i tsik> sliap 2 tsz’
2 t4i.

-Ngo ct
clu fu* iu'

(

sai la\

-Nil cyan eying lam 2
ct

laa

Ngoi i kwok> £yau ch^ang'
min 2

<sh^i.

Hon* eshi -fu -yau min'- <i.

Ts6- kin
5
- pui*

ch6uk>.

<sam <la»

cNing kin 2 <san pui' (sam clai.

cHo <p^u cchai S ts
4in digan

k6\

77. Careful mothers put this garment upon their children to keep, (as its name imports,)
the belly warm

; adults also sometimes wear it.

OF THE TOILET

<Chong pan- lui
2

;
tai

J £,ng ccheung.

1. Hang the amulets on the

collar.

2. Put on again that pair

of anklets.

cT*o ch6ung cpiu lok> <k 4am
it

lau.

Tii' cf^n tui
J

keuk> chi*.

Notes and Explanations.

Chongpan is a phrase, meaning to dress, and includes all the various operations connected

with dressing, such as bathing, cutting or shaving the hair and beard, &c. A few articles of

furniture and clothing, enumerated in the two preceding sections, are here repeated, usually

in connection with some act belonging to the toilet.

1. The amulets are usually small bags, filled with aromatic substances, sometimes merely
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3. Tell the barber to come
to-morrow morning at early

dawn, to cut my hair and

shave my beard.

4. The water in the batli

is too cold, pour in a little

warm water and stir it up.

5. I am going to the sea-

shore to batke^ bring me my
bathing-dress.

6. Bring a string of court

beads, and hang them care-

fully on my neck.

7. Put od again quickly

the string of aromatic beads.

8. He wets himself in eat-

ing, you must put a bib on

him.

9. Just try on this bonnet

and see if it will suit you.

10. Look at this pair of

boots of mine, and see if they

are well made.

11. Have you a boot-jack?

my12. Where
bracelets?

are

Kii? t‘ai) st‘au t‘ing
c

ts6

ct
4in smung clung clai ct

sung
-ngo ^sln f^t) t

l

ai
J

cso.

cSai cshan
c

shui tung J

cts
4am

tik> iti ^hui wo5 £ha <tim.

-Ngo cs6ung (hoi <piu

sai cshan, cning
c

sai <shan

csh^-rn clai.

cNim ch liin
5

c h 4iu cchii ^iu

csam kwa5
lok^ 5ngo (

king.

Fii1

ct
lo cfan ch^n5 cheung

cchii.

Shikj ^ye clau shap) cshan
ckung -k*u cheuk) cfan

c

hati
c

shui ckin.

-Ni shf sha ko 5 kin 2 mo 2

(t<ai <chung i s’m <chung 1.

(

t‘ai
£i]g6 tdi) ch‘6u

*h6 ckung tsok>
4

h5 c .

sYau <h‘6u
cp4n 5m6

sNg6 tik> ch^iin
5

tsoi2 <pin

for the purpose of guarding one’s person from any offensive fumes, but oftener to ward oft"

imaginary evils ; the character t
66 is not here used in its common acceptation of a camel, but

as a provincial term for suspending.

3. The barber is called Vai Vau Id, because his chief business here is to shave the head.
The Chinese generally shave their heads four, five, or six times a month; some of them much
oftener.

5. Hoi pin, side of the sea, is constantly used also for smaller portions of water, such as
rivers : 'I am going to bathe in the river, or by the river-side^ may be used by one going to the
river, or to the sea.

6. The court beads are so called because they form a part of the court dress. The string
is a yard and a half or two yards long, containing 108 beads, about the size of acorns; they
are made of hard wood, and are separated, on the string, into four or more divisions, by
smaller balls made of pearl, ivory, or metal.

7. These are much smaller than the court beads, and are on strings about a foot long
;
they

are not, like the court beads, hung over the neck, but are attached to a button of the outer
dress, on the right side, two or three inches below the chin. They are usually made of an aro-
matic composition; and, in regard to size, are of two kinds

; a string of the larger contains
only eighteen, usually worn by men, as the fragrant bag, mentioned above, is by females.

12, 13. Tbe ch^iin and dk are the same, the former is not as colloquial as the second
;

^vhich, to distinguish it from the anklets, (No. 2.) is sometimes called shau ak ; both are worn

f
_
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S

cNing ak> clai £t‘ung 5ngo
tdi •

<r faks so
>
sb

5 <sham cch 4an.

<S6 ts
l
4t>

£
t
4im {kin cch la <sd.

Ti sttg^ ts
l at> -ngc) ts

l
^t>

(Shai fat> ts
l at> ts

4
at> ct

lau
fat>.

£Ni kin- (shdm s’m Sts‘ai

filing ; <ch l
ii -nau, ch^uk>

(h6 -ck 4 u, chi >

k^au* ff4n
cnau

<la.

cYau f.kki yung 2 <pln tkon

s’m ? «

<Chai t ? ip> lok 5 t-ip> hop 3

16
5

.

<ChU (p6 (hai <shau shik>

cseung.

cPong -ngo k'au' cfan

k‘au>.

Kvva* ci fuk> lokj ci kaJ
.

<Shim -ling cts
l
ai

Cching c
5m

I

^hai isho csho ckwong ct
lau

fit.

Pi- mat> <ndn yap 5 fat>.

Ch l ap> toi^ mui* isho loka

ct
fcau.

(Kam yat 2 m6k 2 14n^ sman
<hung.

^hui (

fan 5ch
la c\van c

J
rxi

sT‘ung
(p6ng (king

(kan.

13. Bring my bracelets

and put them on for me.
14. Brush the dust from my

coat with the clothes^ broom.

15. The shaving brush,

dipped in soap, is used to la-

ther the beard.

16. Give me a tooth-brush

to clean my teeth.

17. Brush your head with

a hair-brush.

18. Your coat does not set

well, unbutton and set it right,

and then button it again.

19. Do you use a cane

when you go in the streets ?

20. Pat the cards in the

card box.

21. The jewels are in the

casket.

22. Help me to fasten this

clasp again.

23. Hang the dresses on
the clothes’ horse.

24. Is the collar of the

coat in its place?

25. Comb the head smooth
with a comb.

26. The teeth of the comb

are so close they hardly en-

ter the hair.

27. Put the tortoise-shell

comb in my hair.

28. Do not put on a corset

to-day.

29. Is the cosmetic well

applied ?

30. Tie my cravat proper-

ly for me.

by Chinese females, old and young, rich and poor, and the bracelets are worn not unfrequent-

]y by men also
; they are made of silver, tin, and various kinds of precious stones, usually

plain, but sometimes gilt and slightly ornamented.

15. is used to denote the act of dipping a pencil in paints or ink, and for filling the

brash with soap for lathering the beard; but the word does not occur with this sense in lexi-

cons, and there are different modes of writing it.

25, 26. The sh6 is a coarse toothed comb, and the pi has the teeth very close, and usually

on both sides ;
it is made of wood.

29. This cosmetic is manufactured in great quantities from limestone, which is reduced to

powder by stones fitted and worked like those employed in grinding grain, the use of it being

almost universal among one half of the Chinese people. The process is quite like that of

pulverizing gypsum for agricultural purposes.

31. The cue requires plaiting every morning. All the hair which is not shaven close to the

head, is allowed to grow to its full length, and when in good condition often reaches to the

152 DOMESTIC AFFAIRS. [Chap. V.
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31. Early in the morning I

wash the face and plait thecwe.

32. Empty and cleanse the

cuspidor.

33. Lock that case of

drawers.

34. See whether this dress .

fits me well or not?

35. Will you allow me to

set your dress to rights for

you ?

36. Give me a dressing
j

gown.
37. Have you put my dres- I

sing table in order yet?

38. Open my dressing case.

39. Take these earrings

from my ears.

40. Is there water in that

ewer ?

41. Char some sprigs of

willow, and let me give a

good black color to your
eyebrows.

42. I forgot to put ihefan
in its case.

43. My dress must be ac-

cording to the fashion.
44. Put that fingerring on

my little finger:

45. Bring a cluster of

flowers to put on my head.

46. Bring the girdle and
put it on.

47. Cut the hair on the

left side of my head a little

shorter.

48. Put in order your
flowing locks of hair.

t

*

f

_

cTs cing eshan
(

sai min-

cpio.
CT6 <kon tsing2 ko 5

ct
l am

kun 5
.

cSo cmdi ci fuk 2 kwai 2 't^ung.

-Ni c

t
;
ai £ngo kin- A fuk>

cheuk) <ts
l
ai

Cching mi-?

cTang -ngo ct
cung -nl

ching5 -hako >

kin- ci fuk^

£Pi ct
cau fat> esham kwo J

-cng6.

-Ni
4

pai
ch6 -ngo ko > <cheung

esho ct^au ct
c
oi cts

4ang a5

?

cCh^ang choi £ngo ko J king >

cch6ng.

cT 4ung -ngo cch 6
ii tui

5

! ewin.

Ko>

(shui tans fyau (shui
-cm6?
cShiu tik> -Jau cchi ~ng

wik> ko* tui' -ngan ctni.

I

iMong ki
J

ngdp» cfan shli^

j

ch‘ap>.

j

-Ngo a fuk> iu
J

£shi hing\

chiki kai*
C

chi lok> -ngo
ko' chik> smi C

chi ch ;
ii

J

clai.

j

<Ning c
to cfa lok. ct

c au.

cNing du ta? clai ch fcuki clu.

cT 4ung -cngo c

tsin Hun £ha
ctso cpin ko y

tik> cch ceung
ct

cau fat>.

cT4u ko^ tik> cyam <6.

calves of the legs; those who have a sparse head of hair frequently eke out their cues with
false hair.

41. Chinese ladies are remarkably fond of adorning their heads with flowers; these are
usually worn in sprigs, instead of wreaths ; and there is a silver or golden pin often worn in
the hair, with a tube in one end of it for the insertion of flowers.

48. Yam designates the locks of hair of young girls, which are often allowed to hang down
round the forehead and on both sides of the face, not in ringlets, but in the manner of a
fringe.

CHT. CHR. 39
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49. The golden hair-pin

fell down beside the pillow.

50. Shake clean the hand-
kerchief.

51. The handkerchief is

tucked under the girdle.

52. That lady^ headdress

is handsome.
53. A pouch and knife

hung [one] on each side.

54. Bring a small knife to

pare your nails.

55. Put tlie looking-glass

on the dressing table.

56. The looking-glass

stand should be well fastened.

57. Use a liand to

give a double reflection.

58. Where is my neck-

lace ?

59. Thread a needle and
se\v this garment.

60. When the sun is hot

you should carry a parasol.

61. Have you any perfu-
mery for me?

62. Bring a pin and fasten

the cuff.

63. Go and buy a pin-

case.

64. What has become of

that pin-box?
65. Where has the pin-

cushion ffone to?

66. Where is my pomatum ?

67. The razor is dull and
needs honeing.

68. Give me a razor-strop

to sharpen tlie edge of this

razor.

69. Have you yet found
those ribbons ?

pf

t

77

Kam cdi l
ai chui 2 lok^ ^ham

<pin.

'Yeung «kon tsing 5

st*iu 'shau

cka n.

cTu tap ng^p> ct^ii cli'an*

ckati.

clvu cneung <sho <chong cho
(i‘ai.

-Leung <pin ch can >

toi 2

d6.

cNim ^aai cp l
ai

(

1)1 kapj.

cChai ko >
c\n(i

y

min- king'

liai ko > ccheung <sho ct
lau

ct
4
oi clai.

King>

ki' lu
J

ct^au
(

h6

Shau king cnang
^yeun^ chiiV.

-Ngo ko J

s t
liu

c

king lin- <ni?

cChiin
f

kun ccham £ lin a
fukj.

Yati cVau -mdng liV d^tn
cche.

-Yau cheung mats 5 ngo sch
la

-m6 ?

<Ning cku cdi 4 ui ccham ckiu
tsau-.

£ mki ko* <cham et
tfung

clai.

Ko J
«cliam (s6ung h‘ii> (piu

cli‘ii

Ko >

«clian <chin h t
ii

>

(pin

5N^o ko J

tik> ch6ung cyau

T^i* <sb <t6 tiin- iiV cmo.

cPi hot> db cp4
i hot) ko l

ccheung ct5 ^lau ke J

efung.

cSz
1

t^L\
y c

tsai
cwan <fan mi2

?

51, 53. The ch^an kan and cl^an toi are usually attached to the girdle, one hanging on
each side; oilman has tlie sense of personal, near to; it means also those garments which
are under tlie outer dress. A watch encased in a pocket, a fancase, a pair of chopsticks, or,

as iti the present example, a knife, are worn in the same manner: the knife resembles the

short dagger of Europeans, but is never, like it, worn for purposes of defense.

59, 62—65. The Chinese have no pins; the chain is a needle, but in these examples, it is

indifferently applied to the various cases in which both pins or needles are kept; the kit c^ui

cliam
y
or drumstick needle, is strictly a pin.

66. Heung yau may be applied to any kind of oleaginous or greasy perfume, as well as to

pomatm.
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70. Have you any oil of
roses ?

71. Rub a little rouge on

the lips.

72. Bring me a pair of

scissors.

73. A tongue scraper made
of pure silver.

74. Open my shaving case.

75. Moisten the shavings

for smoothing my hair.

76. Give me a cotton shirt.

77. Tie up my shoe strings.

78. Give me some per-

fumed soap.

79. Moisten the sponge

with cold water, and bring it

to wipe my forehead.

80. Talismans^ worn on the

collar, expel evil influences.

81. Put on the thimble io

baste this garment.

82. Untie a silken thread

and hem this coat.

83. A set of toothpicks^

etc., hung on the collar.

84. Open a new box of

tooth-powder.

85. Take away this towel.

86. The legs of my
trowsers are too large.

87. With tweezers pulling

the hairs even on the forehead.

88. Open the umbrella and
give it me.

89. Pray unrobe and sit

down.
90. Put on again that

Vandyke.

91. Put the veil in the

bureau.

py

J

fNi syau cinui kwai cyau

cHau cshun sch la tik> dn cchi

cNim^akdu5 c
tsin clai -ngo.

cell! <k6 cngaa li
2 kwit).

K6
it> <hoi ko1

t
6
ai

5
cs5 cseung,

Luk> cpiu <fa -ngo -man ct
6au.

Ti tmin p6
5 hoa- csh^m

5ngo.
cPong (

hi £ngo ct
l iu £h^i tai\

cNim tik> ch6ung kin slai

-cng6.

Ti tung> 4

shui sliap>
c

shui

-pb ciilm clai
sngo mut> ngik>

ct^au.

cKcam ct
lau cfu <k‘ii cts

ce

mat2 . ,

T4i ccham c

ting chong ci

fuk 2 .

<Ki (

tsz’ <sz’ sin) ct‘i6 csh ra.

<K l ara ct
4au yat> fu

J

cnga

cHoi ko1
csan £ngi cfui bop>.

cNim cni ct
4lu min- ckan

Ngoi- fu
J k6uk> hai)- t‘ii

fut>.

Nlp> ck 4im <ts
lim cts

c
ai ngaki

cmb.

cHoi k6>
c

p& cch6
c
pi

cTs4ing cfun d sm^i waiJ tso4
.

«P fc

i cf^n ko5

swan <kln

cChai cheung> min- cshi lok^

kwai 2
.

73. The tongue scraper is a very thia sheet or strip of silver, say one third of an inch in.

breadth, and eight or ten inches long.

75. These shavings are used by Chinese females to give smoothness and glossiness to their

hair. They are cut from resinous wood, and by being dipped in a little warm water the

gum is drawn out and dilated, and thus by applying them to the hair the object is effected-

80. The Chinese have many of these fu^ differing in their form and use. Those worn
on the collar, those here specified, often consist of metal, but are also made of wood, or cloth.

81, 82. To join two pieces of doth together is called lin; (No. 59.) to do so in an open
light manner or to baste is termed h6ng ; and to sew a seam down a second time on the

inside is called Viii

:

to embroider is sau.
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-Ngo ko > <k^n fan 5 cfong 'hai

(pin ch‘ii

*Hai tai- csdm cts*ang Jau
ch 6

ii
>
.

cFong -Iui ct
6au -yau

4

ki do
t6- cch^eung sraun <ni?

-L6ung tb l cch6.

cChiu ct*au
4

ts6 ih <t
4au shai

3

tak> yap"fi)ng s’m V?

ns.

1. AVhere is my bed-
room?

It is in the third story.

2. How many windows
are there in the room?

There are two.

3. Gan the morning sun
shine into the room ?

No

I
<Hoi <i fuki kwai 2 cning ^go
k6 tik> cyung d fuk> Joi.

cCham tik> ^hui lok> -ngo
shall.

£Ng6 oi t‘ai) (s& f4i> h^ii’

<nlm tik> it2 ^hui slai
sngo.

<Chai 4kdn lok> nun- <p^un

.

I

cWan cheuka ccham sin
3

( cpau ?

The beds of the Chinese are constructed and furnished somewhat different from those of

Europeans. Instead of the bedstead with high posts, they have one with a frame and pan-

nels, which are often carved. Boards also are used in the place of sacking. With the com-
mon people, a few plain boards placed on two wooden forms, serve for a bedstead, light

bamboos being erected for a tester on which to suspend the curtains, which are indispensable

in Canton as a security against musketoes.

1. Fan is a local word in common use, and having no character to represent it, one of the

same sound is borrowed, and mule an eye, is added to it for the purpose of indicating in

some degree its new meaning.

92. Open the wardrobe and
lay out my woolen dress.

93. Pour a little water on
my hands.

94. I wish to shave, go
quickly and bring me some
hot water.

95. Place the soap on the

wash-stand.

96. Have you yet found
the workbag ?

95. The stand called by this name is a kind of tripod on which the basin is placed ; when
large and square it is called a t

loi or table.

Section Sixtt.

OF THE BEDROOM.

Fan) cfong lui-; tai- luk 2 ccheung.

aa

‘

I

_

+AIM

Si
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It cannot ;
because one

window is on the south, and
one on the north side.

4. Is the room, clean, cool,

and pleasant?

It is a fine airy room, and
also admits the wind on two
sides.

o. Is the room supplied

with furniture?

The bed, bedding, and
curtains, are all complete.

6.

Is there a matress on
the bed ?

There is one, filled with

rattan shavings.

7.

Can you find a feather

bed for me ?

The Chinese have none.

8. Have you had the room
opened and aired ?

Yes; to-day the windows
have been kept open all day
long.

9. Have you made my bed
this morning ]

I have not yet made it, for

the sheets have just now
come back from being wash-
ed, and are a little damp.

f

i

c
9M shai 5

tak> cheuk>, yat 5

td 2
(hai mini yat) tV hai

pak>.

Ko5

<kan cfong ckon tsing-,

cleang, 'shong, c
?m ?

-lui c^au 'lid hi
5

shik>

_ ct
;au yau- -cyau cfun^

clai.

cFong noi2 -ye cts
l

ai pi-

c^n aJ

?

sCh 4 6ng (p‘6 ch6ung)
<k 4

ii sts^iin.

K6> ccheung cch*ong ^yau

yuk 2 -yau ^m6 ^ ?

sYau icheung hai^ ct
fcang csz

?

ke*.
£N1 ct

4ung -cngo {wan ccheung
<kai cm6 ke* <6?

cT 4 ong cyan -m6 <6.

^Ni -yau
(

t4 <hoi <kan cfong

cchui *chi -cm6 a5

?

-Yau <kam yat^ tik> <ch fceung
cmun cshing yat 5

4

ta <hoi

ch‘ii.

£Ni (kam ^so <p
l 6

(ho £ngo
k6 J

<ch^ung cch^ong c
5m

cts
cang ^ ?

c
?M cts^ang le

5

;

c

p
fc

i dan
ching^ ^ai siin cfan clai

ct6 chung- shap 5 shap> ti-.

5. Yt ts^ai pi, things fully prepared, is a phrase expressing that all is in order; means
articles, things, &c. Ch^jig is the bedstead; p^d is the coverlet; J9

fc

{ denotes sheets and
blankets; and clihmg the musketoe curtains. The phrase is intended to include whatever is

necessary to render the bed complete.

9. Here pc b is used as a verb, and means to spread out, to make or put in order; and ch^ong
»jenotes the bed: thus they often say, in the language of command, ch l 6?ig, make the bed.
Ti, the earth, liere loses its common signification, and lias tlie sense of a little—damp in a
slight degree.
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10. Have you put them in

the sun, wliere they will

dry ?

No, but I have hung them
up before the kitchen fire to

dry.

11. Has the tailor brought

back the coverlet ?

No, not yet, but he promis-

ed to bring it this evening.

12. Change that pair of

sheets, take away the dirty

ones, and put on a clean

pair.

I have already changed
them.

13 Bring a bolster.

I have just now brought

one.

14. Have you also chang-

ed the pillow-cases?

Yes.

15. Are there any blan^
|

kets in the house?

There are some new ones.

16. Call the tailor to mend
the musketoe curtains.

17. When you make the
|

bed, do not let any muske-
|

toes get inside of the cur-

tains.

t

* iis

f

12. The phrase iking expresses the past tense and is

command has been obeye'd, or a duty performed.

-Nl -ytiu cchai -k cu c

hai it>

cl
4au slai shai* -md &>

?

-ngo pat> kwo' long 5 c

t5

schHi cfong clai pui 2 cch6.

K& its‘oi sfung <ning <fan

<cheung cfa -p^i min- Jai mi 1

4
c
5M <ts

4ang -k c
ii vva2 -cmia

chf cning <lai wo^

Un- kwo* ko* -leung <ch6ung
s
p*l ctdn (liim (hoi £16ung

ccheung <u <ts6 ke\ (
pi kwo'

-16ung ccheung <kon tsing*-

clai.

-cNgo -i <king un- lok>.

<Nim kwo 5

yat> ko* ccheung
^cham ct

4au <lai.

;Ng6 si tsau 2 chi nim
<k^m k6> slai chi.

sNi £yau un- kwi>) (cham

st‘au pV md Y ?

I

Un J lok,.

I

Uk> -lui ct
4au -yau p^ki <chin

smb ^ ?

!

£Yau tik> <san kw6* c

hai

ch‘U.
Kiu 5 k6 J

sts*oi sfung
l

p6 <f4n

ko l <cheung <raan cheung'

<P 4o sch
l6ng do -mai (pi

cman tik> yap? ^

.

common use for saying that a
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Put these dirty clothes

in the basket.

19. One cannot turn in the

bed, it is so narrow.

20. Have you a sleeping-

gown that you can give me?
21. The bed is supported

by a pair of forms.

22. In a cradle children

easily go to sleep.

23. The curtains adorned
with poetry and pictures.

24. The curtains hung up
on the tenter hooks.

25. Hang the musketoe
whip upon the curtain hook.

26. Tell the coolie to put
the chamber-pot under the
bed, and place the chamber
lamp by the side of the fire-

place.

27. There are too many
clothes on the bed, take off

a blanket.

28. Will this do?

It will do.

29. Call me to-morrow 1

morning at five o’clock.

30. There was so much
noise in the street last night
that I could not sleep at all.

<Chai cni tik> la
5 C

ch^b a fuk>

loki lap> c .

sCh‘6ng chik) cm5 ting-
(

chiin cshan.

-Yau shui2 cp 46
c

pi kwo5 -ngo?

YaU tup ct
l iu tang J <hong

cch^ong.

<Ng6 cch 4ong choi i-

fan
J

.

cMan cheung5

£yam
c

se cslu

cMan cheung* ckau kwa'
cman cheung^
Kw4J

<chi cman fat> tsoi-

ch6ung5 <kau ch k
ii

5

.

Kiu5 (kun tim' <chai ko }

pin 2 cU 16k? sch^ng h6r
c
tai ;

yau- fong5 Cchdn om5
ctang

hai (fHpin dai.

sCh 46ng sh^ung- ci fuk^ do
tak) tsai a cuim (kdm cch^ung
chin

cK6m tsd- taka mi1
?

Ts6- tak) 16k).

cT*ing cchiu ^ng ^im cchung
kiu > ^ing^ngo c

hl <shan

Tsok^ <kdi kom5

(

ching tak> 5ngo 5shing ye 1

<td fai? ch^uk.

43. The Cliinese liang stripes of cloth or silk around the top of the tester, answering to a
fringe, on which flowers are painted or poetry is written.

25. This is a whip made from the hair of a horsed tail, and is used as a switch to kill

masketoes.

Bl

_

S

I

1
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*mion

ARTICLES OF FOOD.

,

Shik 2 niat a lui-; tai
2

ts
c it> ccheung.

1. If you wish to have I

good anchovy sauce it is ne-

cessary to keep [the fish] six

or seven months, when it

will be fit for use.

2. We want some dried
j

apples.

3. Beans taken with ham
improve its flavor.

4. Fry some plantains co-

vered with batter.

o. The flesh of slaughtered

cattle is called beef.

6. I want some boiled beef *

for dinner.

7. Tell the cook to roast i

some beef.

8. Taste a little of this !

rolled beef.

9. On board ship [at sea]
|

salt beef is eaten.

10. Change this for beef-

steak.

] l. In roasting birds string

them on a spit.

12. Biscuit will keep a

long time.

13. Go and buy two loaves

of bread, and also three

loaves of bran bread.

p

P

Yuki.ctsd <ii
(

kai tak> mi-,

pit> <sii \uki ts
l
at> ko 5

lit?,

kom 5

noi 2

, hau 5
- ts5- tak>.

Iu J c

ki 'kin^ t kon ?p
4
inff

kw6.
To tak> tau- kok> kang >

yat 2 mi 2
.

Cliiu5
xtslu ngoi- cch 4 i min-

llu 2
.

cNgau <t‘6ng hau 2
,

ctning

ciigau yukj.

Tii^ <ts
4
4ri

c

shai shap 2 ^ngau

yuk »-
,

I Kii? ich‘ii <tsz’ shUngau
I yuk 2 .

I 5Sheung -cha (

kiin ctHmg

I

^ngau yuk 2 .

j

sHang cshlin shik> sh^m

I 5ngau yuk 2 .

(I(oi
l

chiin tit cp la ciigau

I yuka.

cSIuu tseul<> ^sai <ch cim
ssliingcltiin.

Min 2 'ping ckon <6n tak>

noi 2
.

H t
ii

> -mai min 2
ct

lau i
l k6\

makj chong inin- ct^au esam

k6).

Notes and Explanations.

Under the head of shik mat the Chinese arrange all kinds of edibles. Those enumerated

jn this section, constitute no inconsiderable portion of the common articles of food, excepting

fish and vegetables, most of which are here omitted, as they belong more appropriately to

another chapter. Tlie different modes of cooking provisions, the ingredients ot dislies, con-

diments used at table, names of sauces, and other preparations which the skill of the cook

produces, will for the most part be found in this section.

10. This mode of cooking derives its name from the utensil on which it is broiled, the tit

p
‘ ron rake or gridiron; arid meat or vegetables when sliced and cooked by bioiliiig hear

the same name.

13. Min Vau is, literally, wheaten-flour liead ;
min is used to desijrn^te the flour which

is made from wheat
;
brown or unbolted bread is literally, wheat bran wlieaten-flour hefid.
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14. Good beer is very

lively.

15. In winter, then drink

[hot] broth.

16. It is necessary to use

butter.

17. Cabbage is palatable

whether it be eaten raw, or

boiled, or pickled [as sour

crout].

18. Bring a wheaten cake

here.

19. All kinds of cakes are

prepared [here].

20. Wine cake requires

poached egg upon it.

21. A capon should be

hang up [a few days] to

make it tender, and also more
delicate when roasted.

22. Carrots require boil-

ing a full hour before they

become fit to be eaten.

23. Celery when prepared

in pickle is very tender.

24. It is easy to get intox-

icated with champagne.
25. I am fond of good

cheese.

26. I wish to liave a chick-

en cooked cased in paper.

27. Cook a boned chicken.

28. Prepare some chocolate

for supper.

29. To make chowder^

take fish, pork, onions, dried

biscuit, pepper, flour, and

e

m

^

lH6 cpe
(

tsau h 1

!
5

sing
5 -mang.

cTung yat? tsak>
(yam

Pit) <sii yung 2 ciigau -ndi

cyau.

cYe ts^i
5

tning clai cshang

; shik 2 , shuk) sliik^, ts
l6

5
urn,

I

(td (hd.

(Lo yat) ko J min- ^ing clai.

Kok> shik>
£

ping shik> «k 4
ii

cts
4un.

4Tsau (ping liV 16k 2 tan 2

Sin5
ckai tiu' csung chung 2

iu
>

cshiu takj niin 2
.

cHung clo pak 2 lu
>

shap>
tak> yat) (tim cchung chirjg

5

shik 2 tak).

ch6 cim kwo 5 sham-

cSam cpin (tsau V- 'yam
tsui.

sheung- 'lid £ngau -nai

ping.

Y (C pan- mi 2 C

chi toi- <kai.

Lung 2 yat> chik> t
4an > kwat^

ckai.
sM4n cch la ^hai ccha -ku

luta.

Ts5- cii ckang csii yung- cii,

cchii yuk 2; (ts‘ung st‘au, (kirn
c
ping, cii ctslu, min^ Tan,

16. Ngau nai yau, cow^ milk oil, is used by the Chinese to denote both cream and butter,

neither of which are much used by themselves : for butter they frequently say simply ngau
j/au^ and sometimes attempt to imitate cream by kilijn.

18. The Chinese have a great variety of cakes, made of different substances and in many
shapes, most of which are included under the term ping ov peng^ and distinguished from each
other by appropriate terms; stalls for the sale of them are to be seen at every corner in the

streets of their towns.

20. Wine cake generally denotes, among the Chinese, a cake in the form and size of a
small square tile an inch thick, used by distillers to produce fermentation : here it is used to

designate what is sometimes called fc tipsey cake/ or { brandy pudding. 5

25. Ngau nai ping
^
milk cake, is used to denote cheese, of which the Chinese have none,

and in speaking of it they commonly try to imitate the sound of the word by saying cliishi.

27. Lung means to play with, to toss in the hands, and here alludes to the preparation of a
fowl by, Van kwat^ retracting or pulling out the bones from the flesh; the word Van expresses
the motion of pulling the arm within the sleeve, which the loose dress of the Chinese so easily

permits.
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salt, and boil them all to-

gether, and the chowder is

made.

30. The taste of cider is a

little sour.

31. The fringe of your hat i

is made of cives.

32. Claret ia a very fine

beverage.

3S. Coffee must be tho-

roughly roasted to be good.

34. Pare hot congee al-

ways ready.

35. Cream collects on

milk set in pans.

35. Poor people make I

their relish of bean curd.

37. Curry stuff may be

used for seasoning.

38. Boil four cups of cus^

tards,

39. Do you know how to I

prepare fowl cutlets?

I

I

40. Deeres sinews tho-

roughly boiled are nourishing.

41. Ducks are dried in the

northerly winds of winter.

4*2. This roast duck has no
j

stuffing in it.

43. Both boiled and fried
j

eggs are good.

44. Beautiful as a [boiled]
J

egg when the shell is taken off*

45. Cow's feet when tho-

,

roughly boiled are good food,
j

DOMESTIC AFFAIRS.

_ 1

[Chap. V.

cim, (tang cp^ang £ i
"

5wai

tkang.

cP 4 ing
ck\v6 Hsau ml r tb l

<siin.

'Kau ts
t

oi
>

hai*-
£ni mo i

<ying-

sHung (

tsau sham 2 shP
(yam.

KaJ

cfi
Cch l au <tsiu chf c

h6.

i Ming
c

f6 p4k a chuk>
c.sheung pin-.

iNgau (pi dp! sking syau.

tP 4an ck^ung tau 1 fu J ts6
J
-

sung).

sWong <keang cts
l

oi liu'

pdn)- ts‘oi).

Tun* sz
11

<pui katj cshi clai.

-Ni shik> p4n J kat> lit> <kai

sm Y ?

Luk> ckan <po aiam -yau

yik>.

Pak> cfung <t
4 in ldp?

ap>.

(Ni chik> cshlu dp> ttd sm6
yeung i -t'd k€\

cKai tan- ^h'au ship> «t5

(h6.

cKai cch^un mok> hok? kom'
ling).

5Ngau keuk) <pd snam c

h6

1
ahik 2 .

^31. Kau t^oi^ Acc., is used by the people of Canton to reproach one whose wife is sus^

})ected of being unfaithful to him.
34. Pak chuk is the pure congee, which has nothing else cooked with it; ming f6 indicates

that the fire, by which it is cooked, is never allowed to be extinguished, which is equivalent

to sayins that the congee is always kept on hand hot, ready for use.

36. Tau fu^ literally 4 pulse jam ,

,
is made of peas or beans, which after being soaked a few

hours are ground to powder in a hand-mill, and then pressed like a cheese curd, which the

preparation very much resembles. There is another condiment made from pulse called /m yu^

curd milk, which is more expensive than this, made by introducing the saturated dregs of rice

spirit into the tau fu^ and putting the whole aside for a month, after which it is eaten.

41. Lap is a term for the twelfth month. In olden times people slaughtered no animals

for three days after new year
; instead of fresh meat, they ate that which was pickled or dried.

The bodies of ducks are often prepared in the latter way, by being split open and stretched

out so as to be quite thin
; hence the origin of its application to dried ducks.

44. This is a complimentary phrase applied to youth of both sexes when their personal

beauty or fair complexion attract the admiring praises of friends.
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46. In roasting that fillet

of pork, do^it overdo it.

47. From the fish and
prawns in the water I select

fresh ones at pleasure.

43. Foreign salt fish lias

an unusually good flavor,

49. The best flour is used

for making pastry.

50. In roasting foiols do
:

not crack their skins.

51. The skin of this

fricasseed fowl is fried very !

tough.

52. Roast a rabbit fowl.

53. In procuring various

kinds of fruits^ select those

which are the most tho
roughly ripe.

54. Every body dislikes

the smell of garlic.

55. Bid him prepare a

giblet pie,

56. Can you roast a goose

with staffing in it?

57. The roasted flesh of

the xvild goose is very tough.

58. Go and buy some
grape wine.

59. That which drips from
roast meat is called gravy.

60. Boil some rice gruel

to feed the baby.

61. Hams thoroughly boil-

ed are very good.

62. Keep the beef till to-

morrow and make a hash of
it.

cShiu tchu
c

pi ccham m k>

<nung.

^Shui sheang- Ai chi yam ?

-ngo <sin.

cLoi 16
5
- fham cii fan- ngoi 1

mi-.

cShai <piu min^ tso i ctim

csam.

cShiu ckai moki <shiu lit)_

cp*i.

cNi tik> fati clan <sai ke* ckai

ch4u> ngang2 cp*i.

cShiu yat> chik> -16 (shii

ckai.

Pan 2
(ki y6ung 2 <kw6 (

tsz’

iu* shuk 2 k€\

cTs ling siia
J

cfung cyan

lm .

Kfu1 C

ching ch6 cngo ct
;au

ckwai.
sXTi jeung 2 <shlu cngo c’m
c
ui?

cShiu ng^.n a cngo yuki kiki

yan\
H 4

ii
5 -m^i sp

4 5 cVb c

tsau clai.

Shukj yuks cii (shui lit,

chap).
{Chii -mai £u slai waiJ

^sai.

cFo Vi3i shapj^au 5

chi*
c

h5.

sLau cfan ct
l ing yat> tsb- hat>

shik> sngau yuk^.

47. This is said by fishermen, and tropically by others also, \vho
5
as they themselves pro-

cure what they use, can select whatever suits their palate.

49. Tim sam is used to denote not only pastry, but confectionary, and almost every
variety of made dishes ; it is commonly applied to dessert dishes, and to those which are
taken between the principal meals, as luncheon, tiffin, &c.

55. Kwai^ here used for pie, is the name of the tortoise. The Chinese make no pies for

themselves
; and the term kioai may have been selected to denote a pie on account of its

back being round and flat like a pie.

62. Hat shik, like the words chakiilut^ chisiii, katlit^ pe for beer, Icatshi for custards,
cheli for jelly, and several others, which being altogether unknown in Chinese cookery, the
characters are used merely to denote the sound of a foreign word, their sense being entirely

disregarded? of course the meaning of such words cannot be very extensively known.

I
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63. There is not enough
for a haunch of mutton.

64. Flatulence is most to

be feared in eating honey.

65. Give me a little wham-
pe jam.

66. Pig’s footjeZ/y is eaten

in winter.

67. Jellies will not acquire

consistence in warm weather.

68. If lard is used there

will he no oily taste.

69. Laichis dried by fire

are not so good as those

which are dried in the sun.
|

70. Open that bottle of I

Madeira for use.

71. His beard is as long I

as the silk of maize.

72. Indian meal spoils if
|

kept a long time,

73. He is like a large
I

winter melon.

74. I wish some milk

poured into my tea.

75. Molasses is spread
;

upon eatables.

76. Do not make the i

mulligatawny so hot.

77. Mustard is eaten with
j

beef.

78. Without getting any
mutton to eat, you may I

become frowzy therewith.

79. The mutton steak is
|

not yet ready.

80. To roast a leg of
|

mutton much care is needed.
I

81. Boil a joint of nelum-

bium root by itself.

82. Bring some of the best

nutmegs.

83. Sweet oil is eaten

fresh.

£’M kau 5
yat> <pin <yeung

yuk 2 .

Shik> mat2 ct
cong tsui

3

ki-

<fung.

cTiu tik> cwong cp 4
i «k6 sngo.

(Tung (t‘in shih (cMi Muk

(IMn niin <ch‘6 s’m i.

cShai <chii «yau -rno £yau
yik>.
(Fo pui- lai 1 cdii <kon

-ts^z* eshang shap k6\

<Hoi <tsun pik> clai

yam.
Yat> epaa suk> kom' cch^ung
«s6.

Suk> "mai
l

fan noi' mi* w4i~.

qdi (ts‘z’ k6 tii 2 (tiing

<kw4.

Oi' ciigau £ nai clai chong-

cch ;
4.

Kat> ^hui ct
l ong c

tSm -ye

shik 2 .

cWong ck6ung tt
4ong mok>

(ching ldt 2 p6>.

Shikj <ngau yuki yung- k4i*

mutj.

.c'M tak> cyeung yuki shik 2 ,

-ye tak> yat> <shan ^.sc).

T 4
it> cyeung yuk> mi-

C

ching.

<Shlii cy6ung c

pi iu
> yung-

esam.

P4k> ship> yat> tsit> Jin
£ngau.

tNim sheung-
{

h6 tau 2 k^au*

clai.

<Shang ts‘oi> <yau eshang

! shik 2 k6\

71. This is a simile employed when speaking in complimentary terms of the flowing beard

of an old man.
73. This comparison is used to describe a thick headed fellow who has no tact for any-

thing, one who needs to be directed in all he undertakes, or who, like a round melon, will go

no further than he is kicked
; it is also applied to very corpulent persons.

78. This phrase expresses, what often happens in China, the implication of people in sucl)

a manner that they become sufferers (or get tainted or frowzy,) without obtaining any good

object, or any reward.

o

I

f

1

I
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84. The flavor of Sesamum
oil is exceedingly fragrant.

85. Foreign onions are

tender and sweet.

86. the oyster pie so

that [the pastry] will become
light and tender.

87. To fry the liver of beef

a good deal of skill Js neces-

sary.

88 Rice pancakes should

be fried till they are brown.

:

89. I wish to buy some
parsley.

90. The body of a part-

ridge is warm when dead.

.

91. Pastry should be
|

made tender and fine.

92. Greenpeas put into the
j

water for a while will present-

ly sprout.

93. Black pepper is not so

pungent as Cayenne.

04. A baked pig retains

the entire flavor.

95. Bring a bottle of '

pickles.

96. Take care how you
roast the pigeons.

97. Pigeon^s eggs stewed
with birdsnests.

08. Make the pigeon pie

tender and crisp.

09. I wish to have a
pilau.

100. I wisli for some pork
chops to eat.

101. Taste a little of this

fried pork.

102. Salt pork, must be

first soaked in water when it

will be ready for boiling.

103. Pour out a full glass

of Port for me.
104. Haked potatoes should

|

be a little brown.

f

iS-

106

(Chi cina cyan kik>

<heung.

cLoi l5
2 cts^ung ct

4au ^hung
ct

4 im.

Kukj cho m:n- ckwai iu
5

(Jii

c

h6 cso.

cTsin ciigau ckon j)it> iu
J

cshau shai\

Fan- <pan kik> iiV ctsin

niiu-.

-Ngo iu
J

-nidi -hon ckan
ts

t
oi

>

.

Che5

ckii <slian 'sz
5
cliung-

s niin.

Min 2 shik 2

tik .

lung- yau 5

sai
5

Luk> tan-
(

pi ^hui clam
tsau- ch 6

ut> £ nga ts^i'.

cU ctsiu s'm 'ts*?/ cfa dsiu
kom >

Iat 2 .

Kuk 2 cclui ctiin kik 3. cts
l im

mi- 4

<Nim ctsun csiin 'kwo cmai
,Iai.
(

Pi csam <ki <shiu cpan <kau.

Pak? kop> tan 2 ui 2 in' c \vo.

Ts6- ko >

csung csb pak^ Ivop^

min 2 <kwai.

IiV
C

ching cp^un { po Jo
fin-.

Oi* shikj cshiu cchii 5p
l ai

k\vat>.

Shf -ha ^iu (Chii

yuk 2 .

cHam cclui yuk 2 <sin tsam 3

‘sluii chi) (ho shAp)_.

cCham fin <pui puts ^tsau
-c

?g6.
Kuk> cshii

(

tsai iiV c\v ng*

tsing 2
.

oil of the Sesamum orientale, and also of the Ricimis coimmmis or castor oil

plant, are both used by the Chinese in cooking; the latter is used to the greatest extent in
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105. The potatoc has fall-

en into the ash-hole of the

furnace to be roasted !

106. The slices of sweet

potatoes should be thin.

107. The tavern is furnish-

ed with wines A provisions.

108. Boil a bread pud-
ding.

109. 1 cannot make stew-

ed rabbit.

1 10. In making tl)e rice

pudding put some raisins

into it.

111. Old man's rice is glu-

tinous when thoroughly done.

112. The price of rice at

present is high.

1 13. When one has eaten

fully of fice, lie forgets hunger.

1 1 4. You ought to remem-
ber that not a grain of rice.

or a drop of congee comes
without toil.

1 15. Eat a bowl of sago
lor tiffin.

116. Add a pecul of salt

and it will still be tasteless.

1 17. Sausages are dried in

the northerly winds*

1 18. In roasting snipes

they should not be opened.

119. Make beef soup this

evening.

120. To-day make mutton
soup.

121. Boiled turtle soup is

strengthening.

122. Souse should be

stewed til] it is tender.

123. Cut for me a little of
the spare rib.

1

_

|

(Fan eshu tit> lokj ts6' fal»

I ckoi cui!

T 4
it> cp 4 a cliung cshii ts

4
it)

pok>.

cK6 clau (tsau ts‘oi> mm-
shika.

1W k6 iniM st‘au p6 tiu.

(fii ts6: £li
2 c

tsz.

filing fan- po' <tin lok 2 sp5
ct

4
ai

c

tsz\

No ? c mai ^hu shuk? tkau liu-.

In- tsoi- ~mai kaJ

<k5

<ngon \

Fan- (pau k^uk) tsau- sm6ng
(Ui.

Yat> chuk> yat> fan- t6ng

tsz
9

cloi ch t
ii

,

pat> i*.

Shik> ^ui <sai
£mai tsb- aa\

Lok) tarn
5

cim <t6
-cm5 mi !

.

Pak> tfung shai* lap> cchii

cch 4etm^.

<Slnu <sha cdiui c^n choi 't
l 6.

<Kam -man tsb- engau yuk a

d46ng.

<Kam yat 2 'cliing cveung

yuki

Tan' keuk> <ii <t
tfong £yau

4
po.

tCliii H- keuk> iu' ui1
snara.

'Cham tik> cchu
cmi clung

} clai.

the northern parts of the empire. The process of cooking appears to deprive them both in

a great measure of their detergent qualities.

105. This comparison is employed by one wlio is involved in difficulties, and in danger of

making shipwreck of all his interests, and that too in a good degree by reason of his own folly

and mismanagement.
] 7. Kb lau is the tavern, inn, or hotel, of the Chinese; for the two latter terms, however,

hit tim^ resting or stopping place, is the most common and appropriate phrase. The kb /aw,

or lofty room, is strictly a victualing-house, furnished with, tsau wines, and ts^oi min skik vege^

table and wheaten provisions; i. e. (the two terms taken together,) with all kinds of provisions.

112, 113. Mai is the grain of rice as it comes into tlic market; and fan is the term for the

same article after it has been cooked, which is usually done by boiling. ith the Chinese

rice is “the staff of life.’’
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124. He will by and by
take away all your soy from

you.

125. Stockfish and green

vegetables are the common
family dishes.

J26. Really as sweet as

sugar candy,
12*7. Beef swd is used in

making puddings.

128. Bring the sweetmeats

here.

129. Boil the taro till it is

mealy.

130. Cut me a piece of the

carambola tart.

131. Tell him to prepare

some tea.

132. You must not make
the toast so hard.

133. Tlie beeps tongue is

too salt, tell him to boil it till

it is more fresh.

134. Order a turkey to be
roasted.

L35. It is not necessary

to have any veal.

136. While boiling dried

venison, oecasionallv try it.

137. Put some vermicelli

into the boiling soup.

138. Provide plenty of vic-

tuals when you voyage.

139. They both have been
drinking vinegar.

140. Pour out a tumbler

of spring water for me.

Ml. The tea in this pot is

very strong, pour in some
boiling ivater to make it

weaker.

142. Come let us go toge-
ther and take soaie zoiiie.

143. Yams when boiled

«soft are very mealy.

144. To make bread it is

necessary to put yeast into it.

_

I

f

! _

Tong- shi- <yau db 5ui

<kon -nl.

cHam cii (ts‘ing tioi* hai)

esheung sung*.

cChan chiog* cping ct
long

kom ,

£t
lim.

cNgau kwat> sui tsM p6’

<tin.

<Nlm mat 2 tsin
> ctlong (kuo

clai.

Shapi shuki u* ct
4au csutig

ke*.

Ts l
it> yatj fai

1 esam nim-
t^t>.

Kiu' sk fcu echoing cu idi c ^

clai.

Hong5
cto sshl mat> ke*

hong^
cHim cDgau li-, kiuJ

shSp> tS.m- tik> clai.

cFan fu- ^hai <shiu ^6 ckai.

Pat) plt>
c

shai engau c

tsai

yuk,.

Sh^pj far luk 2

c
fu slip shl\

Iu' loka
(

fan csz
1 ckwan

ct‘6ng.

cHang eshim cto pan- To
shika.

-Leung ko* shik> ts
< 5

>

.dai.

H‘ii>
(

t6 epui <sh^n
c
shui

slai.

<Ni cchung cch fa cyutig td
>

kip>, cch^ung (k'van
c

shui
sha.

cSeung c

ts
ling li‘iP (yam

eshiu ^tsau.

Tai z eshii tsang5 aiam kik.
1 esung.

Fat> min- epau (su loki

kau\

1*24. This is a piece of advice to a poor man not to be too fond of associating with rich

men, lest they take away his all; he must furnish his share of an entertainment, and thus go
far beyond his means, which will soon dry up his [soy or] limited resources. The allusion is

o a poor and rich man eating at the same table, and the latter dips his morsel of meat into

ihe poor man^ soy, who cannot repay the compliment by dipping his dish into the other’s.
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^ettioit IBigtJtt).

OF THE STEWARD,

•M4i pdq- lui-; tai 2 pit> ccheung.

1. Steward, what is your
name?

My name is Aloi.

2. What wages do stewards

commonly receive [month-
ly]?

There is no fixed rate

;

sometimes they receive ten

or twenty [dollars], or it may
be less than these sums.

3. Do stewards receive

any perquisites in addition

to their wages?

I think they do.

4. What is the amount of

these annually ?

It is not fixed, but varies

according as the business is

great or small.

5. Are stewards required
t make any presents?

They are, and these are

not a few.

/K I# ^

-C
IVI i p n’- kii? ts&

5
- mah

sming 4

-Ngo kiuJ
ts5- A* cloi.

sMai pan- spring Sshi sliau-
(

ki iio <kung ctsin <ni ?

c
9M ting 2

; -yau cshi ytiU i
5

shap> k \ wak 2 ^he cshiu

tik).

cChHi cyan ckung ngoi- -mii

pin- -yau -sh^ung £yau smd
<ni ?

-Ngo l

t
l
ai tak>

c

yau.

-Mui cnin -yau cto <ni 1

c
9M ting- ; szn k6n >

tai 2

£

shiu claich lau >

.

-cM4i pdn) (shai sung Mai

hau king syan, sm 'shaj

(Shai 4% ci
(

ch l6 <to

Notes arid Explanations.
The duties of this person do but partially appear from his designation, mdipan^ the literal

meaning of which is purveyor, or, following the Portuguese nomenclature which is com-
monly used in Canton, comprador. In commercial establishments, he adds to the duties of
mere purveyor, those of treasurer, and keeper of small stores, and also of steward in the

domestic department,—procuring and standing responsible for all the native servants of the

house, keeping them in order, &c.
2. In large establishments the wages of stewards constitute only a very small fraction ot

their income, arising not only from a heavy percentage on provisions purchased, but also

from the mercantile transactions, and money payments, of the house. In fact, they are

often regarded less as hired servants, than as agents, or brokers between the foreigner and
the native. They usually have their own servants and employes, the latter of whom are

well designated maipan chau^ the comprador^ claws.

5. These presents are made to the local magistrate, from whom they obtain their license to
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6. How many persons

have you employed in the

house?

Nine persons.

7. How are they employ-

ed?

Three are personal ser-

vants, three are coolies, one
is a cowkeeper, one a porter,

and one is a cook

8.

What wages do they

receive?

The personal servants re-

ceive each five dollars; the

coolies and porter, each four

dollars ; the cook, seven

;

and the cowkeeper three

;

making a total sum of forty

dollars, monthly wages.

9. When do they receive
!

their wages ?

On the first day of each
month they receive the wages

|

for the preceding month.

10. Have they any per- I

quisites ?

<Ni <hong noi 2 yat> (tsung
syau c

ki ct6 4yan

(Rau ko\

Ts6- mat> £ye ke J ^ ?

<Sam ko' sz
J -

'tsai, <s^m ko >

(kiin dm', yat> ki) him)
ctigau, yat> ko J hon > cmun,
yat> ko' cch^ii.

K‘u shau ki (to tkung
cts*in <ni ?

Sz’ 2 ^sai -mui cyan 5ng
koJ

cngan cts^n
;

ckun
hon 5 cmun smui cyan sz’
ko', tso- cch^ii ts

l
at> ko 5

, hon
1

cngau <s^m ko >

; -mui iit

kung 2 cchi <kung cngan sz*
5

shap> ciin.

Kok> cyan
(

ki <shl <cht .yan
<kung <nl ?

£Mui iit2 yat> hft- <chi

sh^ung- iit> ke> cngan.

-R cu ti
2 fyau fsh6ung -:md

?\ct as stewards, and to the police, etc
;

in addition, they are also subjected to various irregu-
lar extortions from officers of government, which are exacted whenever a pretense can be
found for so doing; and which coming upon tjietn at uncertain seasons and from different
causes usually beyond their control, accounts in a measure for their timidity.

6. These nine are exclusive of his own personal servants and claws. Those natives
who are attached to the factories are thought to demean themselves by attending on the
orders of foreigners ;

and hence, to avoid the appearance of lowering their character, a some-
what singular nomenclature has come into vogue, derived from the shop, and not from the
family. These personal servants call themselves, and are called, ^children of the business^
or subordinates, while their masters are styled, 4heads of the business or principals. And
the coolies,—servants who do all manner of work,— ai.e named ‘overseers of the shop.

10. This reply must be limited to those employers who transact little or no commercial
business, for where extensive dealings are carried on either in money or barter, by the 'prin-
cipal,

1

the * subordinate ? usually manages also to secure something for himself.
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; -Yau ca, *tsung hai- -mo (

ki

do cche.

cHong noi 2 ke yat? yung2

syau -sh^ung shd* £m6 ?

5Yau yah yat^ngb “6 ds‘an
cshau Ssh6ung.

<Ning ts6k> yat> sho* clai tur .

-I eking <ning ting-
(

hai <ni

ch 4^ clai \k\

-cYau tik> mat? ~ye <ni?

cTung <ka -ni lu 5 -ngo nlm 2

kwo 2 £ni ct
fcing i\n€ ?

Hai 2
,
mdn- min i nim- tak>

sling cling \i
l M 1 tik> clai.

They have, but not of any
|

considerable amount.

11. Do you keep an ac-

count of the daily expenses
of the liouse ?

Yes, I keep a daily ac-

count with my own hand, i

12. Bring yesterday’s ac-

:

count for examination.

I have already brought it,

and here it is.

13. What are the items of
it?

Do you, sir, wish me to

read it to you ?

14. Yes, and read it very
j

slowly and distinctly.

[It is as follows :]

Catty. Can. T. m. c.

Rice, 2i at 4 is 0 10
Beef, 9 “ 0 3 6

;

Sugar 10 “ 8 “ 0 8 0
i

Flour, 8 “ 5 “ 0 4 0
Eggs, 12 4C 5 cash 0 0 6

|

Total, 1 7 2 I

13. Tungka^ the east of the house, being in large establishments the peculiar residence of

the master, has by metonymy, come to mean ‘master.’

14. This is given merely as a specimen of the manner and matter of the daily account

'vhich the steward brings forward, for provisions; it commences on the right hand side, and

reads downward in the usual mode of Chinese writing.
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15. I think you liave I

made a mistake in the
]

reckoning, bring the abacus
]

and let me see you reckon it

again.

It is unnecessary, for

I have already repeated the
;

reckoning two or three times.
|

16. What is the amount !

of this sum in dollars and
cents?

Reckoning each dollar at

seven mace and two canda-
reens, for each one hundred !

cents, the whole amounts to

two dollars and twenty-nine \

cents.

17.

For breakfast to-mor-

row morning, get some fish,

eggs, and rice, with coffee,

tea, and toast.

18.

Do you wish for any-

thing else ?

No, only take care to

have the articles which I na-

med to you made ready

:

those are enough
; and see

that the breakfast is prepar-

ed at eight o'clock.

19.

For how many, Sir,

shall I make tea to-morrow
morning ?

Besides the three members
of the family, which you
count, I have invited three

other gentlemen.

t

-Ngo Vai "ni kai5 ^un,
cning sim^ cp l

uii tsoP fuk>

kwo> ~ngo hon 5
.

Pat> yung > do; ^ngo 5
i eking

tsoi
5 csim siin

J cchan ck^ do.

Kom > do hai-
c

ki <iin sling

(ki ct6 k6> <sin sz’
2 cni?

£f -mui ciin ts*dt> cts
lin P

cfan, £mui ciin yat> pak> ko*

csin sz ?
-, kai

1 Hsung kung- i
l

ciin i- ch6
ckau <sln szn .

<T*ing <chiu
C

ching tik> £u,

<kai tin2

,
pkk, i&n 1 cch'ung

tik> k& h sch‘4 h‘6ng) tik>

min- cp4u <Iai tsb- Usb cts
4 an.

Chung- iu* tik> mat> -ye

lu
;
^sung hai- yung-

esam Cching
ch6 -ng6

kwo 5
-ni cchi ko 5

tik>
sye

tsau- ts6- tak> la\ Pit> ^im
cchung tsau-

4h5 Cching

pin- la
J

hai- lok>.

Sz’ 2
st‘au <t‘iug <ts6 ts6 2 <ki

<to koJ <yan cch^ la* ?

-Ni
c

t^ slin
5

tsz
2 <k^ uki

csim wai-, ling- ngoi- ts‘ing

csim waP

19. Ling ngoi is the usual phrase for besides, over and above
;

teax^ composed of man and
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20. The master of a fami-

ly [in China, among those

who are affluent, usually]

has four personal servants

;

two grown men who wait

upon him at meals, take

care of his clothes, and at-

tend to all such matters

;

and two younger persons, to

follow him when he goes
!

abroad, to carry his pipe, to

fan him, and to present his

cards.

He has also four domes-
|

tics; the older carry water,
|

and go to the bazars
; the

j

younger sweep the floors,

light the lamps, and wipe
the chairs and tables.

21. The mistress of a

family has four waiting

maids; the older ones, to

take care of her clothes, and
to attend on her when
eating ; the younger ones,
to follow her when she goes
out, to hand her tea and
tobacco, to fan her &c.
These waiting maids are

[not uufrequently] slaves

whom she has purchased for

herself.

Besides these, she hires

several housemaids; [as] one
to dress her hair, one to cook
her food, one to wash her
.clothes, and one to follow

her when she goes abroad.
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( Yat> ko* <tung <kd -yau sz
n

1 ko > <kan t pin ;

£leung k6>

j

tii- tik>, tsz
2

hail 2 <tung ckS,

! shik, fin 2
,
Hu 5

- Hi <i fuk,,

kokj y6ung 2 szn ; M^ung ko 5

sai tik>, «kan <tung ck

I

ch‘ut> <kii iu 5 <chong ‘in,

i

shin% tai
}

t
4
ip>.

^au sz
1
* ko 5

chii 2
snin

(

tai

;

I tii 2
tik> dim <shui sni^i

,

s
y6, sa^ tik> iiV ti

2

,

c

tim

ctang, raut> s t
4 oi

Yat> ko 5

<tung {

chii £ n^ung
syau sz^ ko* *sliai mui>

:

tai- tik>, liu- -\i <i fuk>, tsz
1 -

hau- <tung (chii sn6ung
shik> fin ?

; sai* tik> <kau
<tung (chii <n6ung ch c at>

j

ckai, ta^ £ch 4

4, <chong cin.

!

(

t^L shin 5

; ko >

tik>
c
shai

I mui 1

hai- tsz^ *ki £m^i Joi

I

yung- ke J

<a ct
4au.

j

Ling 2 yau- ki? ki k<V

I
'md; yat> ko J

<sho <t
4au,

yat> ko' ^hu fan-, yat> ko*

!
<sai ssfieung, yat> k6krm
ch (

ut> <k^i.

to establish is the common term of respect for strangers, or others, and corresponds in its

usual acceptation to the word gentleman.
20. It will be noted that here and in the next paragraph, the terms used for personal ser-

vants are different from those in No. 7 above. Those here employed are the ones in common
use with the Chinese.
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Xintl).

OF THE BREAKFAST TABLE.

shin- lai-; tai-
l

kau ccheung.

1. Asd?n 9 is breakfast

ready ?

It is all ready, Sir.

2. DonH you see that this

table is not set in a proper

manner? Put it to rights

quickly.

3. Go and invite the

gentlemen to come to break-

Yes, Sir.

4. Take off the dish covers

from the curry and rice.

o. Give this plate to the

gentleman nearest to me on
my right hand.

G. Bring the eggs and the

butter cup.

7. That gentleman’s
napkin seems dirty, change
it for another.

i

_
Pg

A’ isim, *ts6 <ch ;a pin 2

mi- Sts
4ang a J

?

cTs l ai pi 2 lok).

Ni (t‘ai «p‘6 <ni ccheung
ct*oi cheukj ^om 'pai

ch*lt> ? Fai5

tik> cp
l6 kwo>

<16.

H 1^ (

ts‘ing £ts‘ai tik) cyan
1 clai shiki do.

A 1 de.

K l

it> *111 ko 5
tip 2 swong

<keung ct'ung fan- k€*
(

k^ain

koi\

Ti <ni tipi kwo 5 ~ngo yau-

<pin clip tak> kan a ko3 ko3

cyan hak> <6.

tNing ko 5

tik) <kai tail 2

ct'ung ?ngau cyau cchung
clai.

Ko>

wai- cyan hak 5 keJ mut
(shau <kan pa5

«u <tsc)
5
un-

chiin £t‘i6 slai.

Notes and Explanations.

The character sAm is composed offlesh placed on the left of good or excellent, and has i!je

sense of meal, or a good meal. The Chinese usually have their breakfast served up about
ten o’clock; but among laborers in the field, and artisans whose work is severe, as carpenters,
masons, &c., it is brought on the table at an earlier hour, as these classes have an intervening
meal about noontide. They often call it tsd ch^d, and tsd ts

l dn, both of which terms convey
nearly the same meaning as the phrase here given.
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8. Carry away these
|

dishes, and bring the fish.

9. Bring the castor here.

i

10. Have you prepared
any toast ?

1 have not yet.
.

11. Put a little more tea

into the teapot, and pour in i

some hot water also.

12. Ask that gentleman
|

if his tea is agreeable or not. i

13. Which gentleman t

The one opposite to me.
t

,

He says it is agreeable.
j

14. Ask this lady if she
|

wishes for an egg or not.

»

15. Bring a cup of tea
,

and some sugar, for her.

16. Put a little more milk

inlo my tea.

17. Remove the table -

cloth, and bring the finger-

bowls.
I

18. After the gentlemen

have retired from the table,

bid the coolie to rub it down.

DOMESTIC AFFAIRS.

®

P

|

cNing ail chik> tip> hHi5

t
l
ai

J ko J
tik> cii slai.

<]\im ko* £?ng mi- Jai,

-cNi -yau hong>
ting 2 tik> do

Sshi c^m cts^ang 4* ?

c^M sts
lang.

i

<Clai tik> sdi‘4 ip? lok 2

cU Jai, cch‘ung tik 'kwan
(shui

!
Man 2 -c ha ko* wai- cyan hak>,

I

{

t
l ai -ha £k 4 iicim sch

4a cyung
1 c^m elm.

cPin wai- cyan hak> a' ?

-Ngo tuV min- ko 1 ko 5

ciij.

i

-K 4
ii \va- ciigam lok>.

I
Man- cni wai^ a* cneung oi'

ikai t^a- c'm ca?

I

cNim yat> <pui sch ca ct^ung

j

tik> ct
l ong tai

1 k\vo >

I

CP1 tik) ciigau -yii Joks -ngo

I

<pui cch 4i

I

I <Shau ct
4 oi po } h t

ii
,

1 uiing

I

(sai (shau <chung “ai.

I

(

j

cYan hak> sin 5
<chi hau-,

kiu > ^un tim
>

ts
4
dt> <k6u

J

ts'ing 2 ko* ccheung ct'oi Jai.
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^rrtion Cmt!).

OF THE DINNER TABLE.

T^i- cts
lan lui-; tai- shap 2 ccheung.

1. Alun^ make ready the

dinner to-day at three

o’clock.

•2. Is the dinner ready'?

I

S. Request the gentlemen

to come to dinner. Take
|

your seats:—take your seats,

j

4. This crab soup has the
j

appearance of being good, i

who will like some of it?

o. I will thank you to

send me a little of it.

6. Remove this soup

tureen, and bring that plate *

of roast beef.

7. This beef cuts very
j

flood ;
allow me to send you

j

a slice of it ?

A

A J

clun, ckam yat)_ (sani

(dm <chimg cts*ai pP tai2

cts
lan la

5

,

Tai- «ts
;4n pin* cts^ang

lTs fcing hti wai2 yapi tsikj.

'Ts^ing a5
! *ts

4 ing ^ !

<Ni tik,
-chai dcong tak>

{

ki
l

hft, mat> <shui iu5

cni?

-Ngo 'ts^ng-ni tai- tik> kwo J

sngo ci.

cNing oil ko 5 t^ong <tau

h‘ii cnim k6) tip^ <shiu

cngaa yuk> clai.

tNi tik> ctigau yuk 2 ts
4
ll->

choi shati
cshau cho; (tang

£ngo tai2 fai
1 kwoJ £ni <6?

Notes and Explanations.

General custom among the Chinese authorizes three meals a day, but the hours at

which they are taken varies among difierent classes. The taits^an is, as its name signifies,

the principal meal with them, and is served up, usually, not earlier than four, nor later than

seven o’clock P. M. Among the poorer classes it consists of boiled rice, with the addition

of a few vegetables, and occasionally a small dish of fish or pork; rice is seldom eaten alone.

The middling chesses usually have a good supply of all these
;
while with the rich, the list is

increased till it includes a large assortment of the best articles found in the markets. At the

banquets of the most wealthy, the number of dishes is often extravagent, and some of

them are very costly. Some of the phrases comprised in this, as well as in the preceding and
following, sections, may at first appear to be more stiff and formal than those commonly used ;

but when they have become a little familiar by practice, it will be easy to abbreviate and im-

prove them, and also add to their number , re nata.
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8. If you please.

9. I beg you will carve

that capon.

10. Bring that dish of

sauce.

11. Bring a salt cellar.

12. Do you prefer beef

wliich is roasted rare, or that

wl)ich is thoroughly done

?

13. Take away those

knives and forks.

14. I will thank you to

send me some of the boiled

fowl.

15. Are you, Sir, a good

carver ?

16. I will thank you to

cut up that duck, and help

my friend Man to a slice

of it.

17. Take a little of the

ginger to sharpen your ap-

petite.

18. Help me to a little

pepper to sprinkle [on niy

food.]

19. Do you think that pas-

try fried in fat is good?

20. It is palatable enough,

but quite indigestible.

21. I beg you will take

more food, for we shall have
|

nothing to eat with our tea

this evening.

1

cTs c
ui pin- di.

'TsMng -ni kot> <hoi ko^

chik) sin
5

ckai <6.

cNim ko> chap> <chung clai,

tNim ko' cim <chung clai.

Shik> cngau yuk 2 , -ni oi"

<shiu tak> min 5
- k6 twan

shi 2 tchung T £lb ke >

<Shau ko>

tik> db cch fa h l
ii

5

.

(Ts 4 ing £in tai- tik> pak 2

sh4p 5 <kai cloi
sngo.

-Ni
lhb *shau shai

>

kot> -ye,

hd & ?

^s^ing £
iix

£kii ko^ chik>

cloi, ts
4
it> choi yat> fai

>

tai
2
f i kwi) sMan

< 6 .

Shik 2 tik> tkeung choi -ha
ko >

\vai J <6.

I

<Pong ^ngo 'sham tik> tts:u

mut> <t
lim ta.

rH6 shikj syau ch lAu 3 min-
shikj c'm «ni ?

Ko tik, ImiMi 2 hau s n H)-

fuk) ke\

lTs c ing -ni ts r yun^ 2

,

-cman
ch‘4

cm5 inat> shik 3 ch 4
it5

17. c Eat a little ginger to open the stomach, 5
is a recominendation similar to our own

to take a whet; a number of vulgar expressions, among which are sai wai^ wash the stom-

ach, and sang wai scour the stomach, are also used by the common people to denote the

same thing.
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22.

Very well, 1 will see
|

to that
;

indeed, I usually i

take only two meals a day .23.

Formerly, I was ac-
|

customed to eat an evening
meal, and then was unable

to sleep, and was restless
;

and disturbed all night long.
|

24. Why is it, Sir, that
I

you utterly forbear to take

any wine ?

25. It is because I have !

lately been unwell, and have
adopted a close regimen.

26. You really eat but a
very little

;
allow me to send !

you some of this stewed
i

beef?

27. I thank, you I am re-

,

serving my appetite for a

wing of that turkey.

28. May I ask you to help

me to a slice of that ham?

29. With much pleasure;
i

do you prefer the fat, or

that which is lean?

30. A part of both, if you
please.

31. Shall I add a little of

this gravy ?

,
I

32. I fear it is not well

boiled.

33.

Allow me to send you
some of that partridge.

V bgo tsz”
l

ld
;

cp 4ing cshi £ngo yat> yaU <t5

hai 2 shiks £leung cts
l
aii cche.

cSIn yat 2
£ngo a6 shikj ye-

cts
l 4n, filing tak> ^go

cshing ye- ab lau
3 c^n

cheuka, cim cim echini cchirn

^om.

I

Mats kom > leung- kwai^

I

c

tsuiig ^lang lyam po 5

?

I

.

i

Wai 2 cyan kan- cloi c\n

!
(yam shik 2 "i

I

tsit> kai 5
.

I Mat> 5 ni kom 5
sai

5

shik 2 ke ,

a1

1 (tang -ngo tai- tik> uj-

I cngaa yuki k\vo > sni (t‘im

j

cTo tse- lokj, -ngo sliik^ dioi

I

chik) ^6 <kai yik 2 ch
4
ii

3
.

^rs^ng -ni tai
2 fai

5 (

fo t*ui

clai
5 ngo ca?

!

CH6 \e
y

; oV cfi ke 5

yik>

j

wak2 ghau 5 ke >

cni?

Pui^ cfi shau 1

I Fat> tik> cl»ap> £ni -hr

I

sW\ki ^ ?

-Ngo p
laJ

c
9m cta^ang shap>

tak>
c

h a
5

.

cTang -ngo tai- tik 5 che 5 cku

kwo5 £ni pi-

24. 4 What such ability of your honor, 1
is a literal rendering of tlie first four words m

this sentence; Ihmg is an ability or capacity to drink much, to do which is consideretl
as praiseworthy, and it is complimentary to tell a guest that he can drink largely.

cm. chr. 45

=|

is

pt

t
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.

34. Which do you prefer

a leg, or n wing ?

*05. It is quite immaterial.

36. How do you like it?

37. It is really very fine,

and has also an excellent

flavor.

88. What is there in that

dish?

39. There are some
snipes.

40. Send me one.

41. I will thank you to

send me one of the smallest.

42. Allow me to send you
a little of this flour pudding.

43. None of it, I thank

you, I have already taken

quite sufficient.

44. I beg you will take

one of these very light

custards.

45. Will you join me in

taking a glass of claret ?

46. I thank you, I have

taken enough already, and
dare not drink any more
to-day.

_

X

p

_

|

£Ni cchun^ V
K
pi <4, pi'

I

<chung 1* yiki <nl 1

cTd hai- yat> yeung- <ch6-

I

lH6 shik, c^n *h6* ~

cChan ching > 4

h6, ckim <chi
1

yau- *hd mi- t6' ct
4im.

j

cChong ko J
tlp a hai)- mat)

I

sy€ ^ ?

!

I
Hai 2 <sha cchui ilai.

j

Tai ? chik> kvvo* £ngo ^

.

I

^Ts^ing s nl tai- chik> chf
sai* slai -ngo.

4Tang -n 6 tai
2 cfdn tik>

I

niin 2 (fan p6) (tin k\v6

j

<6 ?

I l6k>, <to t66- lok>, £ngo

I

kau- siin
>
lok>.

'Ts^ing cyam <pui ch
l
i ch4

!
ti- kat> sshi <6.

*Ts‘ing -ni min- <pui

cnl «pui shung
4

tsau?

(H5 16k>, <t6 ts6- I6k>, <kam
yat 2 pat> ^om 5ling.

45. Min piii yam is to drink face to face in the usual manner. There are two other

inodes of taking wine or strong drink, common among the Cliinese. The first is the kw6 piii

yam^ in which case two friends, having filled each his glass and holding it in his right hand,

one extends his glass to the mouth of the other, who in return extends his to the mouth of the

first, and thus they drink from each other's glasses. The second is called ch^ai miii, which

resembles the micare digitis of the Romans ; two persons, having furnished themselves with

a quantity of spirits, and each a small cup or glass filled, simultaneously raise the right hand

closed ;
they then, both at the same moment, bring down the same hand before them, each

person opening one or more of his fingers, and uttering the word ten or one of the nine

digits : if one calls out seven, and the sum of the number of fingers which he and the other

both opened is seven, then the latter must drink a glass of wine; in case neither hits the

exact number, or both hit it, then neither is required to drink, and the trial is repeated.
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47. Oh no, you may ven-

ture to take a little.

48. I have taken enough
already

; I will thank you
for a tumbler of water,

49. Take away these

things, and bring on the des-

sert.

50. This is most excellent

fruit.

51. Please eat freely of

the fruit before you, at your
pleasure.

52. Which kind do you
prefer?

53. They are all alike

very good.

54. Bring the finger

bowls ; and after we have
used them, remove all the

things from the table.

S’M hai 2 yam (shiu tik> <6.

*116 ldik>,
c

ts
ling sni

c

pl
c

pui
c

shtu kwo 5 £ngo pi 2 lok>.

cShau <ni tik> ^y6 h 4
ii

J

,
oilm

(kwo ^tsz
1
slai lok>.

<Ni tik)
ckwo c

tsz
? shat>

cshau
(h6

sTsui ? shik> tik! (shang
(kw6 ctd

(h6 ik.

£Ni <chung f <pin tik> <ni?

Ham 2 p^ing- ldng- db hal 2

yat> y^ung- <che.

(Nim <sai shau cchung s lai,

(sai (shaii tsau a ch‘it> li*.

53. The phrase ham pang lang
y
or as it is always abbreviated hampalangy is in constant use

to express a collected quantity or a number of things when taken together; in Macao,
the word td td

y from the Portuguese todo
y
is frequently employed.

Section ISleDctttli*

OF THE TEA TABLE.

ich'i lui-
;

tai 2 shapj yat» ccheung.

[ I

A> ( un& < karn p dt>
I J , R7L /

I

4

tim <chung \i
l pin* sm4n

hhm
Notes and Explanations.

Though the Chinese sometimes take three meals in a day
;
yet tea, which they drink

at all hours, is never served up for them with the formalities of the European tea table.

^ ;

'Min sch^ pin- <ts
cang

1. Alung, make ready the

lea this evening at eight

o’clock.

2. Is the tea ready ?

€

py
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S. Place the tea-tray on
the table at my right hand.

4. Brinj^ the tea-canister.

5. Take the lid otf the

tea-canister.

6. Pour a little tea into

this cup.

7. Take oft* the lid from

the tea-pot, and put the tea

into it.

8. Bring some boiling

water, and fill the tea-pot

half full.

9. That is enough.

10. What kind of tea do
!

you prefer ?

11. I fear, Sir, your tea

is too strong.

12. Alung^ see if tliat
!

gentleman wishes some hot
;

water in his tea.

13. May I add a little
'

water to your tea ?

14. My tea is too weak,

;

change it for another cup.

15. Bring another tea sau-

cer. I

16. This tea has really an
excellent flavor.

f

^

_

_

_

pie

t

_

I <Chai <ni ko >
t

4ok> «ch 4a ke J

I

cp 4 uu l

hai ct
4 oi sheung 2 5ng6

I

yau 2 (shau pin- £ lai.

I

cNing ko J
cch 4 a ipi dsun £ lai.

K l

it> <hoi ch ka lp> ctsun

! k6 koi tl6.

j

{T5 tik> cdi c4 ipj
(

hai chik>

j

tpui <lai.

I clioi k6 ‘ koi

<chai tik> ip)_ 16k 2

<Ning tik>
4kwan \sliui clai

I

echoing pui^ cii k m >

<to,

Kom* cto kau ? lok>.

I

~Ni <chung ¥ mat> -ye

!

cch 1^ ciiH

I 'Ngo tak> £ ni epui cch l a

I £yung
cku aJ

.

!
clung,

f

t
l
ai

£ha wai-

i

syaii 'kvvau 'shui

I

s’in.

4Tang cngo <ch cung tik>

I

(kwan (

shui
l

hai ail ch^ii'

<t
4im ce ?

I

I

£Ngo epui cch
4

^. t^m- tak>

tsai 2

,
<ning kwo* yat> epui

I

clai do.

1 cNing kwo 5
cliik> cch ;a tip^

I

slai.

cNi tik) ccb 4a tchan ching
>

hai- ch6ung lok>.

8. The use of kioan to express boiling water is a provincialism; it is derived, by a cata-

chresis not at all uncommon, from the strict definition, which is to roll or to surge, as waves

do, from comparing the appearance of the surfaces of water when boiling, and when agitated

by the wind.
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17. Is your tea agreeable? I

,
.

18. Alung^ bring me the
j

milk-cup.

19. Take some of this
|

warmed bread along with
|

your tea.

20. This preserved ginger '

is very good; will you try

some of it?

21. I beg you will take

a little honey with your
bread.

22. I think you will
|

rather prefer some cake,

will you not?

23. These preserved peach -

es are from abroad, help
,

yourself to some of them,

;

and see if they are good.

24. Will you take another !

cup of tea?

25. Yes, if you please,

26. Allow me to send you
another cup.

27. I thank you, two cups
:

are quite sufficient.

28. When you have drank
tea, does it ever produce
unpleasant sensations of diz-

ziness?

29. Never, because tea is

not injurious, but on the
contrary, a very wholesome
beverage.

30. Do the Chinese use

milk and sugar with their

tea?

OF THE TEA TABLE.

#
S

_

PT

S
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5Ni tik) sch
44 cngam

A 5

clang, <nim cni <chang

<ngau -yii Jai £ngo.

£Ni -kai tik) hong 1 min-
<pdu clai sung 5

cch ci c.

cNi tik? ct
; ong ckeung shat^

(shau h& shi)
chA

kw^ ?

^Ts^ing £ni shikj tik> mat?

ct
4 ong kung 2 min- ct

lau ?

-Ngo c

t
l ai tak> -cni cchang ^

min- c

ping (ku a
,(

?

<Ni tik> hai2
tloi 15 2 Jai

ke> mat 3 tsin
>

ct
cong dcd

p6), <ning tik shi <()•

Yung 2 kw6) (p(ii sch‘4 (6 ’

4H6 lok>, cts
c
ai pin- 16k),

(Tang £ngo tai
2 cpui -ni ce.

cTo tse- la^Meung <pui kau-
syau tat 2 la\

j

-Ni ^am cch c

4, -yau kin 5

cwan cwan tai^ kom >

-me) a5

?

J

-Me), <yan wai- c h fra -cin6

I
mat> hoi 2

,
cl

C

ch 4
6 hai- tsui

5

cyam (chi mat 2 .

cT^ong cyan -yau -kai ciigau

-yii kung- ct
46ng clai 'kin

' -yau -
c

in5 cni ?

27. The character is supposed to resemble characters cut iii relief, as its opposite,
with the upper part sunk in, is like those cut in intaglio; tat here means a sufficiency.

chi. ghr. 4G
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31. iVo ; they all much
prefer to drink pure tea.

32. When do they drink

tea ?

33. Several times a day
sometimes more, and some- 1

times less, frequently. I

I

34. Do they ever expe-
|

rience any injury from it ?

35* 1 have seen them
;

drink it freely at all times, !

but have never yet heard of

its producing any injurious

effects.

_

-M5, a6 hai- ^am <ts
4ing

sch
l a <to <che.

-K c
ii ti'* ^slii ching*

(yam
sch‘4 <ni ?

Yat> yat> (yam c

ki cili,
syau

5shi <to,
syau 5shi ^hlu.

Yam Miu ^yau wii

2

-m6
cnl ?

5Ngo kin* -ck fc

ii ti
l

ct6 hai 2

Ssli sshi 5ts‘ui pin 2 (yam, ,m
cts

c
anjj d 4 ing kin* "vv^-

£yau
^am w^i- kwo* k6\

Action Ziaclftf).

RULES OF VISITING.

iKiu tsip> ci cyung lui-
;

tai J shap^ i- <cheung.

Ch l
it> -yau yat> syan -wong

pai
J hak>, itong ^xi ch6 <1

chu >

?

<U shi
J

-, yuns' yat> t
c
ip>, tsoi-

Ii^- pun >
tsit 2 <shii, tai-

cCheung King > shan- tun-

^hau pai*
;

w^ki ai t
l

%)>

sheung 2
tsit 2 sp

long <pin,

'

t e s and Jb xp l a n a t i o n s .

Visiting is conducted by the Chinese with great formality, blended with much urbanity.

Tlie subject naturaliy forms a branch of domestic affairs, since it is intimately connected

'viUi household regulations. This section affords a specimen of what is required from

hose who move in the middle classes of society.

1. The phrase i chu includes all the ceremonies requisite in paying and receiving visits,

winch are varied, however, in many minor particulars, according to age and rank.
4
2. These cards are made of bright red paper cut about ten inches long, four and a

half wide, and are either single or folded—the latter four, six, or eight times.

1. Supposing that a per-

son is going to visit a friend,

wlmt are the forms of

etiquette to be observed ?

I- On such an occasion,

iie procures a card, and on
tl.e lower half of it writes,

\our friend Cheung Ring-
shan bows his head in salu-

tatio ? .

v
Or, he simply writes

his name on the up[>er half

of the card at the [right] side,
I
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cshu, yat> sming tsik> yau*

tik> yik? ^io.

cU shl 2 cd^iin ci m6

2

, wiki
kiu-, w^k 2

wik? p6

2

chang, swong p^i\

Yeuk 2 -
cyau "siu ^sz 9

<s6ung
sts‘ui tsak>

c

siu ^sz 5
csiu

ch? k^aa 5

smun, shiit> to-,

tCh6ung King >

shan^ -16 cy^,

its
lan t6

>

ctseung fining

t
c ip> tai- tsun\

<K‘i sshi (chii (k4 yik^yau
(siii (tsz’ tsip> t

l
ip>, yap,

noi 2 (pan sming sk‘i 'chii,

cii pat> yuk> ui^ shiit> t6-,

'tong kk\ Tsak> 'siu 'tsz
1

ch c
ut>, si tsoi^ hikj kiu-

5ts‘in,
(

ti yat> <ts
l
ln, shiit>

to 2

, ^ng k^.

H4k> tsik

cU ^hii iit 2 , ^sMng,
c

siu
c

tsz
5

ch c
ut>, cfan fu* <hoi <chung

snrifin. ‘Chii cyan ch l
ut>

eying yap> h^.k> yap2 <sbing

st
long cfan <pan ^hii <1 tso-.

or in place of writing it, he

may have tlie same stamped.

3. He then puts on his

robes and cap, takes his

se-at in a sedan, or mounts
his horse, or perhaps goes

on foot, and proceeds to pay
his visit.

4. If he has a servant

in attendance, the servant

precedes him, and knocking
at the gate, says aloud, The
gentleman Cheung King-
shan has come to pay a

visit,” at the same time

presenting his masters card.

5. The servant of the host

then receives the card, and
goes into the house, and
presents it to his master,

who, if he does not wish
to receive company, says,

“Stay the gentleman’s ap-
proach.” His servant im-
mediately goes out, and
standing beside the visitor’s

sedan, [returning the card,

and] bending the knee, says,
41 Stay the gentleman’s ap-

proach. n

6. The visitor, according-
ly, turns and goes back.

7. But if the master says,

Invite him to come in,
v

the

servant goes out and com-
mands the middle door to be
opened. The gentleman then
comes forth to receive the

visitor, bows, and invites him
to enter. They ascend the
hall together, and take their

seats, as host and guest.

3. Among the common people the sedan is borne by two men. Inferior magistrates are al-
lowed four bearers, and the highest provincial officers may employ eight. Foreigners are not
permitted the use of sedans in Canton,—nor even in Macao, with Chinese bearers. In quiet
tunes, however, this egulation is not observed in Macao.

5. Td yat ts^ln is used to denote the bending, half way to the ground, of one knee.
There are occasions (such as when an inferior is seeking to visit a superior, or when the
master is absent) ii< which the card may be retained; but its being re /Tzec?, as in tlie

present instance, doc not prevent the visitor from repeating his call.
/. The left side is he place of honor with the Chinese; in taking seats, therefore, the

host will insist on tht* ^.sitoi^s taking his place on the left, while he occupies the riglit.

|_
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8. The guest [perhaps]
j

says, u
It is a long time since i

we met, and I have now come
Sir, to pay my respects.

9. The host replies, I am
unworthy the honor you have
taken the trouble to do me .

I hope Sir, you are well.’

10. “Very 'veil I thank
j

you” rejoins the guest.

11. At this time the ser-

vants present betel and tea,

and after these are ended,

pipes with tobacco for smok-
j

ing are brought in.

12. The guest again says,
|u

I beg you will mention my
name to her ladyship (your

mother), and present my
compliments and best wish-

es.
M

13. The host replies, U I

thank you, you are very

kind,but [my mother] is

unworthy of such attention.
95

14. 41 Does your honored
mother’’ (adds the host ,)

“enjoy good health?”

15. The guest replies “ I

am much obliged for your
kind inquiries

; recently she

has been very unwell.”

] 6. The host says, “This
is a matter of course with

a person of advanced age;
|

pray, what is the age of

your parent?’’

17. u Her age this year is

seventy-one.”

18. The host further adds,
u It was said by the ancients,

‘few reach threescore years !

and ten

I

presume your
aged mother has a very good
constitution •”

19. u Very good indeed, I

thank you, 55 says the guest;

[and then inquires] u how

DOMESTIC AFFAIRS. [Chap. V.

Hak> uti,
l

hii ^au pat> min-,

tab sloi hauH

"Chii iit 2 ,

(

hi
ckom, syau

cl6 kwa^
J36-.

Ka1 sh6ung J

(hd (4 ?

Hak> tap> iit>,t
l 6k> 14i-.

cSz’ cshf,
c
siu

(

tsz
? cmun

fung- <pan, Tun -ming 5ch
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^,

pa 2 kai
3
- fung-

c

i tin.

IIak> yau- iit^, tsoi 2 s
] & t

l ai
,

Gh t
ii

>

,
toi

2 -ngo ts
4
ik)

cming, (

ts
ling <on.

"Chii iiti, pat) ctang,

<to tse 2

,
-yau csam.

Ling- shau- ct
c6ng sliatj

4

shau cliong* kin- kw^ 1

Hak) tap>, t
; ok> lai-, kan-

£ loi ping^ t
<ung > do loks.

cChu iit 2 ,
ck6 ctiin cyan

tsz
2 dong cii (tsz’ <kam

ciiin kwai 1 <kang cni ?

(Kam cnin ts^t> shap 2

cyau

yat>.
(Chu yau- lib, 'ku swan,

cyan <shang ts
l
at> shap> ku

Joi chi
;
su^ shi-

c

lo tt6n»

yik> chong'.

Hak> iit 2 ,
ikdi tsik, .hung

fuk>; sh^ung- kan- Joi

11. Betel, tea, and tobacco, are always presented to the visitor, but he is at liberty to

decline them if he pleases, without any breach of good breeding, but this, however, is not

often the case. The pipe is used by ladies as well as gentlemen; it is made of a slender

bamboo, about two feet long, tand lias a bowl that holds only a very small pincli of tobacco.
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many sons, Sir, have been
presented to you

20. The host answers, I

am an unfortunate man, and
have had but one poor boy.

n

21. “I remember, says

the guest, “that formerly,

I came to your house to

celebrate the birth of a son ;

I cannot realize that six

years have since elapsed ;

I suppose the boy is already

learning to read.”
•22. “ This year,” says the

host, u
lie commenced going

to school.”

23. Again it is asked,
u Since your son has grown
up to boyhood I have not

seen him ; he must, I think,

be very apt in learning, is

he not ?”

24. “ He possesses only or-

dinary abilities” is the reply.

25. The guest says, t4 I

beg you will let me see him •”

26. The master of the

house then bids a servant

go to the study, and ask the

lad to make his appearance.

27. The boy follows the

servant into the hall, and the

host, pointing [to the visitor,]

says, u This is my honored
friend Cheung, come up
before him, make your bow,
and ask him how he does.”

28. The child then turn-

ing to him, says, u Honored
friend and in a hurried

manner kneels down before
I mi, and makes a low bow.

29. The guest immediately
I tj aches forward, raises him
up, and bows in return for

hi^ salutation.

(dm to
c

ki <to ko* <kung

sl6ng <ni ?

Chii iit 2 ,
ming 2 chat

tak) yat> ko 5 c

slu cch 4 ung.

Haki iitj, ki
5 tak> Sts‘ung

5 ts
l in -ngo cts

cang l

(u

^am <keung (

tsau; patj kok>

yau 2
lulii cn|n

; in- tsoi-

tuk 2 cshii 1Y.

^hii iWan, ckam ciiiu ching
,

w^- ck fc ai cmung <che.

Yau- man 2

, tkung clong

tai^ sllu, -ngo mi- cts
fcang

kiiV kwo3

;
tuk 2 cshii ^eung

pit> sling H 2
.

T p> ctsz
J chat> -yau

han\
Hik> litj,

(ts4ng 5 l i yat>

kin >

.

^hii ming 2 ^iu c

tsz
5 ^vvong

cshii sfong, (ts‘ing seiing*

«kung s ui cloi.

cK c
i ci sts-ui ^iu "tsz

1 dang
s^ong,

C

chii (chi iit 2 ,

4

tsz’

wai 2 shi 2 (Cheung shai
J pak>,

-sh6ung cts
lin, k‘au st‘au

ts‘ing cbn

tsik> heung>
cts^n, kiu >

yat> cshing shai J pak 5 ,
cinong

tsik> kwai 2 ha 2

,
k 6au J

ct*au.

H4k> cts
c
ui cfu ciii t^p>

yat> yap>.

19, 20. A constant endeavor is made in Chinese etiquette to speak slightingly of what-
f ver pertains to one’s self, and to exalt or praise all that belongs to the party spoken to ; the

expressions made use of by both parties in this strife of politeness are frequently very sin-

gular for the allusions contained in them. In this instance, the host says his “fate is poor
[or niggardly,] only obtained one small worm,,?

referring to his only son, in reply to the
c-ie.st's inquiry, u liow many worthy young gentlemen he had.

a
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30. The boy then takes

his stand at a respectful

distance, with his face turned

towards the guest

;

31. Who (addressing his

father) says, ‘‘The boy

really possesses superior in-

telligence and will perpe-

tuate the literary reputation

of the family.

32. The host replies,

‘‘The reputation of our fa-

mily is not great, high expec-

tations are not to be entertain-

ed of him ;
if he can only gain

a livelihood, it will be enough.

33. u You are quite too mo-
dest, says the guest; U

I beg

vou will let him return to his

studies in the school-room•”

34. The boy bows to the

guest, saying, “Pray excuse

me,” and immediately re-

tires.

35. Then the conversa-

tion being ended, the guest

rises and announces his de-

parture, and says, Another

day I will come again to

receive your counsel.

36. The guest says, tlAh !

you do me too much honor,

i rather ought to wait on

you to-morrow.”

37. “ You are very kind”
says the guest Good bye.”

38. u Good bye,
11 responds

the host.

39. The servant now goes

out, preceding his master,

and orders the sedan to be

made ready, which is tilted

up behind^ and down before,

to that the shafts are brought

low ;
the visitor steps in be-

tween the shafts, and moves
backward and sits down in

the sedan, and the bearers

raise it up on their shoulders.

1

_

_

cR 6
i Hsz

1
shi- lap? cii hS.-,

min 2 cch^iu sheuog 2

Hdk> tit?, ^vvo sin <shang
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ctseung cloi
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cshii p4-.

i K 6
i

(

tsz’ yap) hik>, iit2 ,

^hiu sp
4 ui; sui- ch 4
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<ij shi 2 <in h4k>
(

hi

k6 >
cts^', iita. ^koi yat^ tso?

cloi
sling kau\

^hii iit,,
(

hi ^om! ta^

. dong cming yat> cui hau-*

I

Hak> iit 3
,
pat> ^om, ts‘ing

I
^ !

(Chii iit 2 ,

l

ts‘ing

'Ts^z^ cshi
c
siu

(

tsz
? <sin

I

ch^t), <fan fu' kiu-, ck 4
i

J

kiu- hau- <tau kiu- 5ts
lin

j

4
t6 ha2

,
-i <tai ck 4

i k6ng J

;

j

hak> t^p 2 yap> kiu 2 kong"

noi-, tui
J chang yap 2 kiu%

i

tso- ting-, klu- <fu (hi pbk.

34. Shiu p
lui means to support or wait upon only for a little time the lad would intimate

that he ought to wait on his father’s friend and guest longer, bat his studies requiring

his return, he begs to be excused in the terms above. Wealthy families in China frequently

engage a domestic tutor, who is furnished with a small room in the house fitted up as a
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,
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40. The guest, now seated I

iu the sedan, bends forward,
j

gently bowing his head, says,

'

“Pray Sir go back, go
I

back.”

41. The host, standing [at !

the door,] his hands joined
j

together says, “ Good bye.”
i

42. The sedan moves off,
|

and the gentleman retires
j

into his house. Such is an
|

outline of the general rules 1

for visiting.

43. But supposing that
|

guests are to be invited to 1

one’s own house for a social
!

visit, or on any similar occa-
j

siou, then the cards of invita-

tion are prepared on a pre-

vious day ;—on the right side

of the upper half write thus,

On the fifteenth day a light

entertainment icill await; in

the middle at the top write,

the light [of your presence;^

and at the bottom on the left

of the card write, Ts^d ChU
man’s compliments. Thus
prepared the host sends it by
the hands of a servant to the

persons to be invited.

44. On the appointed day,

in his fall dress, he awaits

the visitor’s arrival, when the

host goes forth to receive

and entertain him, and after

the usual salutations and
complimentSj they take their

seats.

45. The host says, u
It is

a frugal meal to which you
are invited, prepared without

attempt at display.^

46. The guest replies,

“ The supply is abundant.”
\

school room, where he instructs the children of his patron, and it may be one or two more,
the school varying from six to eight pupils.

43. These cards of invitation are sometimes written on a smaller paper than those describ-

ed in No. 2, and are sent under an envelop. The hour of dining may also be written in

smalt characters at the top on the left side of the card. The whole would then read

thus: 14 On the 15th instant a light entertainment will await the light of your presence.

[This invitation is sent with] Ts‘6 Chiman’s compliments. We dine at six o’clock.” Instead

of p6k cheuk, they sometimes write Kit ming, ^
I will prepare &c.
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47. The servants now pre-

sent tea, and offer pipes and
tobacco to the visitor.

48. The host says, u There
is no visitor present except

yourself, we are all old ac-

quaintances, I beg you will

lay aside your cap and your
robes.”

49. The guest replies, “As
there is no distinguished guest

present, I will do as you sug-

gest.”

50. The master of the

house commands his servants

to lay the table.

51. Tliis done, a servant,

covering his mouth with his

hand, bending by his mas-
ter's side whispers in his ear,
u The table is all ready, be

pleased to invite the guest !

to sit down •”

52. The gentleman of the 1

house rises and says, u Please
:

to take your seats at table.”

53. “I thank you,” says

the guest.

54. “You will smile at

our fare,
5 ' says the host.

55. The host and guest,

after attempting to yield pre-

cedence to each other, take
|

their seats.

56. The host says, u
It

|

is several years since we '

feasted together, we must
|

now enjoy ourselves to the

utmost before you leave.

57. The guest says, U
I am

able to drink very little, yet

<hall do my best to meet
your pleasure, and am ex- 1

ceedingly sorry that you have
been at so great expense

in providing an entertain-

ment.”
58. Says the other, u I am

quite ashamed that I have i

A

4

iSz
1

<sh’i
(

tsz’ fting)

sell
4& tai- <in.

^hii iit 2 ,
piti imc) hik),

^ho -yau <k^i shuk 2 shai)

lid, ch‘6 ts‘ing tshing tki’Jn

<fun <i.

H^k> iit2$ kw6 tktii

tai
2 dong stsung ming ?

lU shi 2 ^hu syan <fan fiV

(siii tss’ p i tsik 2 .

(Pii pi si(i (ts2?’ H ‘shau

Sm au fu 2 ‘chii ~i (pin,

^tai cshing uU tsik> *p^i

‘hd, (ts‘ing liAk> yap 2 tsik 2
.

(CliO syan (hi, iU 2 ts‘ing

yap? tsik 2 ,
^s^ing yap> tsiki.

JI4k> iit), <to ts6*.

^hii iit 2 ,
kin* siu* <clii clii"

(CliQ h4k> sui 2 diim sun’

si tso 2
.

*Chii ut 2 ,
pat> kung- yam

sh6) s nin, md 2 pit) iiV tsuii

;

<fun ^fin.

Hak> ut>, leung- sham-

j

h&p 2 ,
mo- tsun 2 4chu

syan cchi <fun, swai shi 2
fai*

5 ts‘oi sham% shatj _c 'viu

kw6 f pat> W.

Cliii tdp ping 2

46. The ceremonial dress of the Chinese, being somewhat irksome, the upper parts and cap

are laid aside when eating, or when politeness does not require them to be retained.
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(pan sit) tuk'j ccln chi
5

,

(ts‘ing
(

yain csham tik>.

Hak> lit?, cts
fc

ui leang-
(ho

lok).

^hii iitj, kan- cloi wai-

Miau ct6 sham2 chd ccha.

c
9M -tsz

1 sheung- yat 2 ,
do

shik 2 (ki kin 2 ni 2

,
tsau 2

-tsz
5 kok> s ui chai-; ckam

-man ^sau <to
£
liu,

an 5

pa-.

c

Clni tsik) cfan fuJ
tsoi

5 fan
,

iit 2 ,

(

slnu (yarn An hau 5

yung 2 fan 2

,
shik 2 pat>, tsik.

san\

Hak) ku 5

cts
6z\ ^liii cyan

sung >

ch c
at> email ngoi-, yat>

yapj ci pit2 .

Tai-
c

tai ckau tsip> A cyung,

pat) ngoi2 cu
(

ts‘z’ £k l
i

£wai clam cshi cts
l

ui cki ying 1

pin- ii %

only the commonest viands

for you ; I beg you will

drink freely.
,5

59. U
I will try to do my

best,
15

says the visitor.

60. u I hope/ 5 says the

host, u that you are favored

of late with a keen appetite.”

61. u Not so good as for-

merly, [I am sorry to say,]

for if I eat a few bits of fat,

or oily food, it overcharges

my stomach
; I have drank

too much wine to-night, and
I beg you will allow the rice

to be served up•”

62. The host immediately

orders the rice to be served

up ; and then says, u A little

more wine, after which >ye

will take the rice, and close

the dinner.”

63. When the visitor says

he will take leave, the mas-
ter of the house accompanies
him to the outer gate, where
they bow and separate.

64. These are the princi-

pal rules to be observed in

visiting
; the- others it will

always be easy to regulate

according to times and cir-

cumstances.

Gl. The number of courses in a formal Chinese dinner is sometimes very great; ten,

twenty, thirty, and upwards are not unusual, but the guest is not expected to do more than

taste the numerous dishes set before him. Tlie food is, for the most part, prepared ia stews,

cut up previously to cooking in small bits, in order to accommodate it to the chopsticks,

and served up in small saucers, which are placed near each guest. During the dinner,

liot spirit is drank in cups not much larger than thimbles, b.ut they are frequently replenished;

flowers and fruits are placed upon the table as dessert, and not unfrequently made dishes,

elaborately prepared and fancifully arranged, are brought up, which are intended merely to

gratify the sight of the already half surfeited guest. Plain boiled rice is the last dish, and
always concludes the entertainment.
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CHAPTER VI

5Yau p*V ch‘ut> yam 3
- k6

T

cyan,
l

tim yeung 1 echoing

<ni 1

-Yau cyan kl^ p
co

} (

chu,

-yan cyan kiu* ip>
C

chii.

Ip 2 (cliii <ch 6ing <tso yam 2

ke% yau 5- (tim cnl 1

(Ch*ing tsb- p^
1

hak>.

Yat> ds6, yat> yam 5

,
-yau

mat> sp
4ang kii

> <ni?

-Yau <p*ai, -yau -ling.

<P 4
ai hai 2 ^im y6ung 2

, -ling

hai- ^im y^ung- ke' an ?

1. How are those persons,

;

who have shops to let, deno-
minated ?

Some men call them sliop-

owners, others call them
landlords.

2. And what do the land-

lords style those 'v ho have

hired their shops ?

They call them tenants.

3. In leasing and hiring,

what securities are taken 1

A lease and a bond.

4. What are these two
instruments ?

Notes and Explanations.

Mau yik originally meant to barter, or trade by exchanging commodities, but it now in-

cludes all operations of buying and selling. The terms and manner of drafting the condi-

tions of agreement in renting shops, factories, and warehouses, differ somewhat from those

used in renting dwelling-houses. These difFerencfes will appear on comparing this section

with the first in chapter V. Tim and are synonyms; and the phraseology employed here

in speaking of them is equally applicable to factories and warehouses.

COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS.

OF RENTING SHOPS.

cP‘ai yam 2 p‘6 tim'
;

tai- yat> ccheung.

t

ffl
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The lease, clearly specify-

ing the conditions on which
the shop is rented, is a writ-

ten document, delivered into

the hands of the tenant, who
keeps it in witness thereof.

The bond, which is made
out by the tenant after he
has examined the lease, is

a writing given in reply there-

to, signifying his wish to

receive the shop.

5. What are the forms to

be observed in writing the

lease?

You can here see a speci-

men.
The family of Wdipun, !

of the clan Ho, make and
j

issue this lease, hereby de-

claring, that they are the

owners of a shop, situated

in the Thirteen Factory
street, beyond the Great
Peaceful gate, facing the

south. It is two entries in
|

depth, and nineteen rows
of tiles in breadth; the roof of

the building, the rooms, ter-

races, windows, doors, and
counting-room are all com-
plete. It is now leased to

Yau Kwongl, to be opened
as a money changer’s shop,

with the sign Ying Shing. !

It is distinctly understood '

that the rent shall be one
,

hundred and twenty taels
j

each year, whole dollars,
|

weighed according to the
j

standard balances of the

government
;

two dollars
|

shall also be paid each year
for shoe money

;
the rent for

1

the intercalary months is
]

to be lec oned the same
as that other months

;
I

also a deposit of two hun-
i

dred taeis is to be made.
The sh( s free from all !

incumbra s
;

hereafter, if
|

any sma! repairs or painting
j

are required, they must all I

{
1

S
_ S

i

cP*ai hai a
-i cman tszn <p

; ai

sming cii
C

chi t <kau hak>

<shau chap, £wai kii • cLing

hai^ hon5
<p*ai 5loi V c

s6

'

sui yat> <ch6ung £ling, ^ling

J

t5
5

p
c6

5

cchi f.

Ko* cch^ung cp‘ai
(tim

y6ung- c

se fat) <ni ?

-Ni Vai c.

Lap> fat> cming cp 6 ai

cyan cWai (pun st
4ong cHo,

cyau p
c6* yat> ckdn, tsoP

T'ii* cP ling cmun ngoiS
Shapj csam cHong, cnam
heung >

. <Sham -leung tsun
5

,

fut> shap! (kau <hang

;

sheung 2 koi
5 -ngi minS

<chau cwai clau kok>, <chc6ung
shin

> cheungJ
cfong, yat>

yingk‘ii Sts‘iin. cKam (p‘ai

-ii cYau 'Kwong i
2

,
<hoi

ccheung cYing cShing, tim^
C

ch^-u un- cts
lin £ngan cshang

c

li. cFn cming £mui £nia ctso

engan yat> pak> i- shap»
cleung cliing tsing 2 ciin

csz
1

cp ling tui* ; ling 1

!

£raui cnin chai tkam cngan
;

i- ciin
;
yun- utj chlu>

siin
1

;

:
yau 2 csm ckau ku kwai-

j

sngan i
2 pik> Wung. °Ts c z’

\ p ciin cm6 (ting (shau;

6. Sh< s n China are always known abroad by the hd or sign, which is suspended in gilt

letters in c spicuous places in and out of the shop.
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be done at the charge of the

tenant himself ;
but if the

walls happen to be broken
down, the bricks, tile, tim-

ber, and stone, for repairs,

are to be furnished by the

landlord
;

for all the rest,

hire of labor, &c., the tenant

is to pay, and the landlord

shall in no way be account-

able. It is agreed, and here-

by specified, that the term

of lease shall be ten years,

which term being completed,

the lease shall be renewable.

The rent is to be paid

quarterly, and punctually as

it becomes due. If the te-

nant engages in any other

business [than that specie

fied,] the shop shall then

revert to its owner. If the

rent is not paid when due,

it shall be allowable to make
up the deficiency from the

deposit ; and it shall not

be lawful, on plea that the

term of the lease has not

expired, to keep possession

of the shop while the rent

is unpaid. From and after

the giving of this lease,

the business of the shop

shall be lawfully conducted
;

no contraband goods shall

be stored therein ; nor shall

gamblers assemble, or thieves

and robbers be concealed,

there ;
nor may any similar

illegalities be committed
; if

they be, the landlord shall be

at liberty to take back the

house and lease it to another,

and the tenant shall not by
any means retard or prevent

his so doing, or underlet

it to any other person.

These are the terms, on
|

which both the landlord and
|

tenant are agreed, and from
|

which hereafter it shall not

be lawful to retract. In

witness whereof, I now, desir- '

tsz^ hau- (t‘6ng syau *siu

<sau Tan shiki, tk^ii hai- p
l 6

5

h^k> tsz
9 -

-li; cii yii- cts^eung
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chii cm6 ship),

-T <p
c
ai shapi ciiin cvvai ck 4
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,
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l 6

<ts5. Tsz 1
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c6n fan 2 eying eshang, pat)
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fo'
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J
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ing to afford evidence, pre-

pare this lease, and give it

to the tenant of the shop

Ying Suing, to be kept as

a testimony of the agree-

ment.
Written tins 10th day of

the 7lh month of the 18th

year of Tokwong, by H6, of

the family Wiipun, who
grants this lease of the sliop.

6. In what manner is the

bond written ?

Here also you have a for-

mula of it.

Yau Kwongj, the tenant

(or shopman) who makes this

bond, has now received a

shop, let to him by Ho, of

the family Waipun, which is

to be opened under the sign

Ying Shing, and to be em-
ployed as a money-chan-
gei^s shop. It is distinctly

understood that the rent

shall be one hundred and
twenty taels each year, whole
dollars, according to the ba-

lances of government; two
dollars also shall be paid

each year for shoe money

;

the rent for the intercalary

month is to be reckoned the

same as that for the other

months; and a deposit of two
hundred taels is to be made
in advance. The shop is

free from all incumbrances.

And furthermore, the build-

ing having been newly re-

paired, if any small addition-

al repairs or painting are

required, they must all be
made at the charge of the

Tenant himself; but if after a

lapse of time, the walls be-

come dilapidated, the bricks,

tile, timber, and stone, for

—)
_

_

i

cp^ng, lap 2 (ts^z, p‘6 <p‘ai

yat> ‘chi, ck4u c

ii cYiug

oSliing tim
5

,<shau chap> twai

kii\

To- tkwong shap? pat> cnin,

ts
l
at> iitj, echo shapa yat),X

fat> p
t o

>

<p
4
ai cyaiicWai

f

pun
ct

4ong cHo chak 2 lap 2 .

-Ling yau- ^lin yeung- l

s6

(ni ?

H6n >

Uti cii hau-.

Lap 2 -ling, cyan cYau
lKwong l

2 ckam -lin
;

to
5

cWai 'pun ct
c ng cIIo chak^

yat> ckan, <hoi ccheung

5Ying cShing tsz
5
- h6-, 'chau

un- cts
4 in cii an eshang

cYn cm ing ^mui ciiin ctso

fngan yat> pak> i- shap2

^eung, tsing 2 ain csz
5 cma

;

ling 2 smui cnin chai <kain

engan i
2

siin ;
yun 2

iiu <ts(>

engan clinV siin"
;

csin tkau
at? kwai- engan i- pikj

16ung. (Ts‘z jin
cmd c

ting
c

shau. SU kap 2 ,

esan esau tkin )\u\ ^/ong
cyau 'siii esau Tan shik ? ,

ck 4
ii- hai- chii 2 <chi cyan

tsz
9
- chi

5

<ii yatj 'kau

ctseung^pik» eking ct
l

iii, ck l

i

6. The sign-board of a money-changer’s shop usually reads, ts^n ngan pin ini, meaning,
« ash and silver clian^ed at pleasure

;
to attract the notice of customers more certainly, then'

re
?
besides the gay sign-board, three or four wooden cylinders, marked with lines to repre-

sejit so many strings of cash, suspended over the door.
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repairs, are to be furnished

at the landlord’s expense

;

for the rest, the hire oflabor,

&c., the tenant shall be re-

sponsible, and shall not be

allowed to make any de-

duction from the rent. The
term of lease is ten years,

which being completed, the

lease may be renewed. If

the tenant engages in any
other business [than that spe-

cified], the shop shall then

revert to its owner. If no
rent remains unpaid after

the lease has expired, then

the whole deposit money
shall be returned

;
but if the

rent is not paid when due,

then it shall be lawful to make
up the deficiency from the

money in deposit ; from this

there shall be no dissent.

The rent shall be punctually

paid quarterly, when it be-

comes due, without failure.

From and after the giving

of this deed, the business of

the shop shall be lawfully

conducted ; no contraband
goods shall be stored therein;

nor sliall bands of thieves

and gamblers, and such like,

assemble, or be concealed,

there.

These are the terms of the

lease which liave been clear-

ly expressed in person, to

which landlord and tenant

both agree, and from which
hereafter it shall not be law-

ful to retract. In witness

whereof, I now desiring to

afford evidence, prepare this

deed, and give it to the family

Wdipun
t
to be kept as a tes-

mony of the agreement.

Written this 15th day of

the 7th month in the 18th

year of T5kw6ng, by Yau
K\v6ngi, who makes and
gives this deed, in testimony

of his having received the

lease.

ffJ]

cchiin, -naa, muk,
5 shik i?

Midi p‘6) l

chii
{

sh6 ch‘ut>

;

ck
4
i cii ckung k^, -n^i p'o*

Iiak> tsz ,J chans pan- -]i, cm6
tak> cts^ung <tsd k 4auJ

£ch c
ii.

-T shapi cr)in swai han-
Iing: C

chiia <san <p
4
ai,

'T'ong ling- ct
4

6 pit. ip^
aseung p

4 o
> <kau £ui ip,

C

chii. tIJ pat> him' <ts6,

tsik> ctseung ^t> kwai- £ngan
chiu , sho > <kdu £ ui; Vong
yeuk> cts6, yam- ctseung

at> kwai- cngan k‘au tsuk>

;

tak> f- £ln. cK^i <tsd

cngan han2 <fan sz
n

kwai"
ckia <ts

4 ing, tiin- cm5 ct^o

lum >

. Tsz 9 - £ling <chl liau-,

con fan- eying «shang; pat>

tak> ^ch^i tun- £wai kamk

f6
>

mat)
;

kap> c\v6 (ft tsii- ^6
^ang <ts

ling.

(TsV -n4i <tong min 2 cin

cluing, i- <ka s\van 4iang,

yat, hau 2 pat> tak> i
l cin.

(Kam yuk 2
5yau cp'ang, lap z

<

ts
t z

> Ming yat>
C

chi,

<kda cW4i 'pun s t
4ong eshau

chap> c\vai kii^

Tc) 1 tkwong shap 3
.
p4t> £ nin,

ts
4
dt> iit>, shap> - ?ng yatj, lap>

Ming tyan sYau <Kwong
i- tik> pat>.
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7. Wliat is the usual rate

of rent for the year or

month ?

The rent varies according

to the amount of capital

invested, regard being also

had to the locality and to

the current pay for such
property.

8. When the money is lo

be received monthly, in what
manner is it paid ?

Every owner of property,

who lets a shop, besides the

bond received from the te-

,

nant, must also be furnish*

ed with a small book from
him, which he is to keep as

a book of rents ; and when
the time of payment comes,
then, on the testimony of this

book, it may be received.

9. What is the deposit

money ?

The deposit money is a
given sum, folded up and
deposited in a chest, and is

not to be used, unless the rent

is not paid when it becomes
due, in which case it is to

bq deducted therefrom.

10. What is the payment
called the shoe money 1

The person who receives

the rent has to travel much
;

and therefore the tenant, in

addition to the rent, must
add shoe money, which he
pays over to the collector

of the rent for the purchase
of shoes, as a reward for

his trouble in going back-
wards and forwards ; and
hence it is called shoe mo-
ney.

I

11. What is the inviting of I

purchase ?

/I

X *

®

-Mui cnin, £raui iitj, cts6

^ngan (

kl cto cni?

cTs6 cngan lun 2 cpun Hs^ii

:
sik), yikj h6nJ

-ii cshi

' ka*, cln hau^ -i <ts5.

-Mui iit> cshau cngan, c

tim

yeung- ckdu cshau cni?

cFan cts6 yam 1 C
ch6,

cch l
ii cp l

ai £ling ngoi2
,

hak> ling- chc
it> yat>

c
slu

pb-, ckau
C

chii cshau

chap>; chf £k 4
i tsak> sprang

p6 2 cshau ctsd.

cTim yeung- hai a
4t> kwai-

cni?

A’t> kwai^ C
che, £iin hai J

<piu cfungit> iii kwai z noi2
,

I

pat) yung-, Vong £yau
I him' ctsS, tsoi- k^au'-

cch l

ii.

Mat> -y€ klu- ts6- hai 1
£h^i

ckam <ni ?

I
cShau ctsb cchi cyan, cto .cii

j

cpan
(

tsau ;
ki? h^k> «ii

I ctsb cchi ngoi 2

,
ling 2 cka chai

: ckam, sung5
-ii <shau <tso

I <chi cyan -m^i <h&[ £
i tse 1

sk
4
i -wong (

f4n cchi s16 ;
ku*

j

iitj, chai <kam.

Chiu- ^ing
ctim -kai cni?

7. The phrase ts^ii sik means to collect or gather interest; pun is the money originally

expended in building the shop.



The purchase is simply
,

the purchasing of fixtures

and not of the shop itself.

When the tenant has purchas- !

ed the fixtures, then there

is no necessity for his mak-
ing a deposit of money

;

because the proceeds of the

fixtures, if sold at any time,

will liquidate any sum that .

may be due for rent. Invit-

ing is the inviting of per-

sons to take the fixtures.

12. And why is earnest
1

money required ?

Without earnest money no
confidence can be had that

the agreement will be kept

;

besides, at the time of pay-

ment it is to be deducted from
the rent.

13. Wliat is meant by be-

coming surety ?

Becoming denotes the

receiving and sustaining of
|

a thing; surety signifies
|

the security given that ar-
|

rears of rent shall not be
|

incurred.

14. Why is it, that, in ad-
|

dition to the rent, a lease fee I

is also required from the

tenant?

The lease fee is a deduc-

tion made from the rent of

the shop ; when a shop is

to be hired it is necessary

to have a midsman to pro-

pose the contract ; the land-

lord likewise requires some
one to take care of his shop.

Consequently a lease fee,

equaling one month’s rent,

is taken and divided beween
those two men.

15. Do tlie landlord and
1

tenant then receive no part

of the lease fee ?

If a man goes himself and
makes all the inquiries about

'Ting (

clie, pat> kwo' 'ting

ck c
i (ka -(6 shap> mati

c
ting ck4 £ Fin sh6ung

cloi -yau 'ting ^hau, tsak>

ctn6 ^t> kvvai^ <yan -yau 'ting

^hau eclii hong'

kau- cts5. Chiu 5
- <cliiu

s

y^,
cchiu cyan

c

ting cdii i\

Yau 2 ting 2
£ngan

ctim -k^i

cM5 ting- pat? tsuk>

sun 5

;
ewai <ii eshau <ts6 cslii

tsoi- <ts(i noi 2 k^ai^ ewan.

(Tim yeung- lmi- dim

<Tam Cche <tam £shing ;

4

p6 sill-, cm5 him'

cts5
l

tang sz
,5
-.

-cYau (tsc) wai5 mab sz2 yau 1

iu
>

«p
6
ai ct^au cni?

<P'ai ct
lau -nil cp^ai p

c^ cdii

cch*au ct^au -ya; <iin cts6 p'o
5

pit,
syau cchung cyan shiit>

hopi ip> 'chii yik 2

-cyau hon'

p*6 >

<chi cyan. KiV {

tsii yat>

lit <p'ai ct'au, c\vai V
cyan <fan vung-.

(K6ni wV p‘6 chii

hak> etc) -mo tak> eshau a'?

Kan' -yau tsz
,5
- ebang mair

12. This practice of depositing earnest money, in which the Cliincse resemble the TurKs,

carried into all important transactions of life; even betrothment is not settled without it.
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Sect. 1.]

the renting of a shop, without
'

the assistance of a second

person
;
and if the landlord

likewise has no need of any

one to take eare of his shop; i

then the lease fee is lo be
|

equally divided between the

landlord and tlie tenant.

16. Again ;
as the interca-

lary month is an additional

one, wliy is it that sometimes

only half a month’s rent is

paid, while at others, a full

month’s rent is paid?

If the lease be for a long

time, it may be that only half

a month’s rent is paid ; a

fall month’s rent is the

highest
;

but that nothing be

paid is very unusual.

17. Why is it that some
persons pay the rent every

S

month, and others pay it

quarterly ]

A monthly payment is
|

made, because, the sum be- 1

ing then small, it is more
(

easily raised ; and does not
:

allow the tenant to become
deeply involved

;
but when

the landlord has full confi-

dence in the ability of the

tenant, and lie regards the

monthly payment as trouble-

some, he will in that case i

prefer quarterly payments.

OF RENTING SHOPS.
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t
5
ctsb yam- 5mo cchung cyan

'che; 5
!! kap 2 ip?

C

chii yik^

hbii <cl“ ;

tsak 5 <p'ai ct'au kok> tak 5 yat 5

pun 1

.

Yaa- yun- iit 2 hai :

<to yat>

iit 2 ,
wai a cho -yaa <kaa yat>

pun 5

,
yaa- syau chiu 5 sihV

ckau ke 5
cni?

cTs5 yat 2

{kau, wak^

ckau yat» pun 5 chiu
1 sun 5

(cli6 a
;

pat? <kaa
{cho

shit’“

Wai- cho yau- -yau oi^

cts
l ing ctsb, yau- ^yau on 3

kwai > ke 5
cni?

6n J
iitj ck l

i sho' .hing

\
l

cii c\vai likj p‘6) hik>

^hiu c^o Iurn
>

<clii pai'

;

I

yeuk> <chi ck 4
i cyan yjJt> pat>

I

him 5 £

che, yau 5
- kin' on 5

ihi

cfan <fan ku5 -yau <fan sz
,J

1

kwai\

16. It is not uncommorf when hiring dwelling-houses to lease them by the year, and to pay

the same price annually, whether tliere is an intercalary r^ioath or not
;

hut in shops the case

is a little different. There is frequently a kitchen attached to shops where apprentices and
workmen cook their food, wlio usually also sleep within the precincts of the building.

17. The rent, whether paid monthly, quarterly, or as is sometimes the case, once in lour

months, is always paid at the commencejnent of the term over which the time extends. Tlie

phrase fan fan or fan wan means a confused multiplicity of tilings or atlairs, ensuin upon
i large business, which tend unnecessarily to distract the mind.
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fttiott rronU.

COMMERCIAL ARTICLES AND TERMS.

^

<T‘ung (sheung sming tsz’
2

lui-
;

tai
5
- i

l cch6ung.

1. Abatement is a reduc-

tion made by a person who
wishes to obtain a speedy

payment of money ;
it is also

a reduction of duties, made
at the custom-house, oil ac-

count of the goods being

damaged.
2. Accountants are those

who within the counter have
j

charge of keeping accounts

in the account-books.

3. Advance on a contract

is the earnest money.
4. Advertisement is a pub-

lic notice of the sale of

goods, renting of shops, hous-

es, and such like.

5. Letter of advice for the

payment of a bill; if a man
has money which he wishes

to have received in another

place at a distance, the par-

ty who is to pay the money
gives him a draft for which

the money is to be received

on its presentation at that

place; the same party also

writes a letter of advice, and
sends it to the person who
is to pay the money.

S—

(Kdm c

shi{i tik>, sii yuk 2

cyan ts
4 uk> ckia sngan tii

£ngo, ck 4
l ^s'ing cii

;

w4i- fo'
(

ts
ling ckwin (kim

shui
} C

ch6, yik> <t*ung.

"Cheung kwai 1 ^he, chap>
Ccheung kwai- noi J cheung"
muk> sh6

>

p6
2 -ya.

Ting* ku l engan^ tsik> ting-

<ngan.

iChiu t
lip^ £ nk\ ch l

ut> mai 2

fo', -ii ch 4
ut> yam- p

c6
> u 2

4

tang, cchiu cyan <chi t
l
ip>.

T c ok> toi
2 <t4n ^kau

sngan sun^

;

cii cyan £yau
engan, yuk> tsoi

i
pit> ch i

ii
>

eshau £tii
; <ying <k^u <ch6,

(s6 yat> ct4n 5
ii <t

‘

t5- -mau ch 1^ sp‘ang (tin

<shau £ngan ; ling- (t‘sz’

sun' k? c

ii <kiu engan tchi

syan.

Notes and Explanations.
This section is intended to include those words and phrases which are appropriated

to commerce as teclunal terms, together with the names of the various commodities, which
occur in the foreign trade at Canton. As far as practicable, brief definitions are given of the

terms, with a view to exhibit their meaning and use. In some instances, commodities are

described in a similar manner; but when they are well known, they are, for the most part,

spoken of in some way, designed to convey information respecting their uses, manufacture,

origen, &c.

2. This sentence includes three terms in common use among the shopmen in Canton

—

accounts, accountants, and accoinU-books
;
cheung muk, are the accounts of goods of any

kind; and chtung muk shd pd is the account-book.

5. The drawer of a bill or order should always take care that a letter, containing all the
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Utj
csh4ng ts6- -ma ^nd

hP C

ch6, it*ung lap> ui l (kun.

ishan^ -nai toi'- toi-

pin- cchi cyan.

<Nam pak> hang 1
£yan^ ckai

shuk 2 y6uk> cts
6
oi.

cSan tb
> cch^am Jieung fat>

hik).

Pdki sfdn yap>
c
shui, ck c

i

c
shui ctnl pit) chui-.

lFu p^aki ; Vb ka* tsu^ ck6.

MaU p^dk^; -ndi fungJ kam 5

^ng shap2 csam Tun noi-

yap>
(hau cchi fo% <ying

ckwai syeung <sheung fin
>

mai~.

sNdu ; -n^i cshiin cw^n p6k,

5shl, cp'iu
c

shui
(

chi

cshiin pat) shang
C

che, £
i

t
l
it> cwai cchi.

P6i> cshiin d^au^ -nii cshui

csham cin6 shik^, eying st
4ing

<chau ch 4^.

6. In the city of Canton
those people who work and
traffic in agates have esta-

blished an assembly-hall.

7. Agents are those who
act for, or in the place of,

others, [by whom they are

commissioned.]
8. Almonds^ both from the

north and south, are used

as medicine.

9. Aloes-wood newly arriv-

ed, for sale.

10. Alum* when put into

water, precipitates the small-

est impurities contained in

it.

11. Amber; the price of

this is very high in Canton.
12. False amber this is

included among the fifty-three

articles of import which are

interdicted, except only to

the hong merchants, who are

allowed to buy and sell it.

13. Anchor

;

this is an
iron instrument, which, when
the ship is to be anchored

in a harbor, is cast down
to stop the course of the

ship and make her fast.

14. Anchorage is a place

of deep water, free from

rocks, fitted for the mooring

of vessels.

proper particulars of advice, is in the hands of the drawee by the time the bill is to be paid,

because for want of such advice the bill is liable to be dishonored.

6. Most of the different classes of people in Canton, who are engaged in the same
trade or manufacture, have their respective iti kun^ in which they assemble for consultation

about all such matters as relate to their interests as members of that same trade or branch of

manufactures. In these assembly-halls they usually keep the records of their proceedings, &c.
9. In the phrase fat hak^ which is equivalent to the English term u for sale,^ hdk denotes

customers, or those to whom goods are offered for sale. The phrase often occurs as the

last two characters on sign boards.

10. (*) In July, 1828, a series of regulations were framed and sanctioned by the Cliioese

government, according to which, twenty-four articles for exportation, and fifty-three for

importation, were restricted to the hong merchants. In all articles, excepting these seventy-

seven, which are not made contraband by the general laws of the empire, other native

merchants were allowed to trade. In order to distinguish those commodities which are mo-
nopolized, they are marked in this section, the exports with an asterisk (*), and the imports

with a dagger (t), while those free to all are left unmarked.
13. With the Chinese, anchors are for the most part made of a heavy wood, and

have their flukes pointed with iron so that they will easily take hold of the ground.
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lo. Annisseea stars* these I

.have an aromatic flavor, and
the body of each has eight

prongs; hence the name.
1G. Antelopes^ horns are

used as refrigerant medicine.

17. Arrack is the name
of a foreign spirituous liquor.

18. Arroic-root; this is a

fecala made from the in-

spissated juice of the water
lily.

19. Arsenic is also called

p^ais^ung ; those who swal-

low it will certainly die.

20. is brought
I

from Persia.

21. Assets *are the entire
|

property of all sorts, belong- !

ing to a firm, available for
|

the payment of its debts.

22. Auction sale ; this is
i

Jone by exhibiting goods
|

to public inspection, and
j

then afterwards selling them
to those wlio offer the highest

i

price.

23. Auction of goods by
sending in notes; these are

paper cards, on which each
person silently writes a '

price; and after being opened
:

and examined, he who has !

offered the highest price

obtains the article.

24. Auctioneer is the per-

son who invites people to

come together for the pur-

chase of goods by auction.

25. A bale of goods: bales

are of two kinds, whole bales

and half bales.

PdU koky mi 2 cheung s
i ck l

i,

£yau j)at> kok) ku 3

sm ing.

cLijig tyeung koky^ yeuk>

sing3
cleunjr.

A/}
lik) ^sau, £iku ngoi 2

<yeung cclii ^sau fining.

iNgau [fan; tsik> clin
cngau

chap> ^ho eying <chi Tan,

Sun^ shiki yat) cm ing ^ai
Ksiung; shik> ^lie pit> 's//.

cO ngai 1
cli'ut) (P6 csz

?

k\vok>.

^Ch^dn ipi snai <ka
C

clran

<ts
4 oi rnat> ^»6 tch^iu

cch leung cliai
5 (

che.

Cli^uU ct
lau 5nai £

i f<V slu 1

chung >

ci ch c
uti kiV <k<»

tak> cclii.

L6ki f.piu cVaufo^. cpiu
C

che

(clii <tan ;
kok> mak,

{

se k45
cii noP, hau- (hoi

lion) ki) (cl6 tal“.

^ Cheung iVau f6^
c

ndi

cchiu tsui^ <t
fcau £m(i\ mii-

cclu cyan.

Yat^ <pdufd\ ~yau tcii
2 <piu,

-Cchung epau, -Jeung diung.

18. The Chinese make preparations, all of which go with foreigners under the general

name of arrow-root, from the water chestnut, water caltrops, and caladium, as well as the

water lily ; all of them are much inferior lo that made from the Maranta and Curcuma, or

from the Tacca of the Pacific islands. The Chinese have no general name corresponding to

arrow-root, but specify each sort.

23. This mode of selling various articles is often resorted to by the Chinese; it is usual on

^uch occasions to name some price below which no bidder is allowed to *r .

•25. This mode of designating whole and half bales obtains among the native merchants

of Canton ;
and the same mode prevails also for designating chests of tea; tlius s

and sh’/ are used for vvliole, half, and quarter, chests.
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26. Ballast; lest the ship

should be too heavy above
and light below, stones or

iron are put into her hold

as ballast to keep her upright.

27. Bamboos are used to

make the handles of umbrel-
las, the stems of tobacco pipes

&c.
28. Banks^ mints, and the

houses of money-changers,
are all called money shops

;

the former are those which
take money, and place it

oat on interest.

29. Bankruptcy is this ;

in the prosecution of com-
merce, if one is unable to

succeed, his capital is wast-
de, so that his establishment

becomes insolvent.

30. Beads; these are of
several different kinds, as

pearl, gem, glass, wood, and
such like.

31. Beeswax

;

the color

of this is a bright yellow ;

it is a product of the honey
bee.

32. Betel nut \ is masticat-

ed with lime and siri leaf.

33. JBezoar f is produced
when the cow is diseased.

34. rfe 77ier
, black

and thin, is the best.

35. Bill ofexchange is an
order, written in explicit

terms by the person obligated
to pay money, which is to

be received on its presenta-
tion at a given place.

36. Birdsnests t which
are free from feathers are the
best, and are called kun in.

75

t

cShiin chui1
;

£nai
lhung ck 4

i

cshiin sheung a chung-
ching, ku } fong>

shik^, wak>
tit) <ii cts

cong c

tai.

Chuk-> <.kon^ yung- tsok>

san 5 ping 5

,
tin ct

fcung 'tang

hong^

cShang f ng\ ck 4ing <slu,

pin 2 un-, ck 4
ii cch fc ing «ngan

p
t6

>

; cshang fong J
(che,

ctseung cngan fong^ ch‘utj

cshang sik> cchi i

CMU cpun
y

-
c

nai <shang i
5

pat) sui-, chlt> ho 5
ck c

l
(pun.

cii
4

t5 chong ^ya.

I cCAii, syau cchan,
l

pc>, liu2
,

muks, kok> ^ang pat> ct
6 ung.

MaU lap^ ck 4
i shik> cwong

kit>; yiki ch 6
ut) <ii cfang.

iPan dong ikim cfui <lau

shiki.

cNgau civdng^ ctigau ping-,

sin hau- cshang cwong.

^Hoi isham, hak> pok> cyan

<kai.

Ui l ddn, fnai eying ckau
siigan cyan

(

se <ming yat 3

<t4n, t5
J smaa ch‘u> <shau

cui.

In 1
~i emu tsing-

4

che
cvvai sheung-, erning Hu 'kun

32. This nut, which is an article of commerce in all the Archipelago, is the produce of the
areca palm, and is called betel nut from its being always eaten in combination with the leaf of
the betel pepper; it is usually brought to China with the husk remaining on. The lime used
to increase the pungency of the preparation, and il is said, prevent the nut injuring the
stomach, is made of small bivalve shells burnt and reduced to an impalpable powder; it is of
a red color, and is mixed with water before using.
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37. Feathery birdsnests t

nre placed among the fifty-

three restricted articles, as

separate and distinct from
the true birdsnests.

33. Blacking is applied to

leathern shoes with a brush,

for the purpose of giving

them a fine polish.

39. Blacklead is like coal,

but of a much greater spe-

cific gravity.

40. i? iw t is made
of silk, and is brought from
beyond sea.

41. Book-keeping is the

art of keeping and regulat-

ing mercantile accounts in

a book.

42. Bottomry is this ; the

transfer of a ship to other

parties by its owner, because

he has incurred debts and is

without means to liquidate

them.

43. Bounty

;

if a person

bniigs into the country com-
modities which are of great

value to it, or exports [others

for its advantage], not only

are the duties thereon remit-

ted, but money is paid as
J

a bounty.

44. Brass is used for the

manufacture of rings, hooks,

and many kinds of things.

45. Brass leaf is ham-
mered from small pieces of

molten brass.

c31d in\ ai fung 2 kam* £, ng
shap 2

(fun noi 2 ling-

lit 2 ,
-ii <wo pat> strung.

Maki ^shui^ yung1 ts^t>

s p‘i s hii s k‘i f yuk 2 tsing

Ilaki cMw, cii 5mui, sk
l
i Vai

tsui' chung 2
.

pd\ H csz
,

swai «chi,

sloi tsz
2 ngoi 2

syeung.

(Sz 1
Hi shd

y muki pb 1

^ £nii

'kun Mi sk
4
i sh6 > muk> C

che.

l Tin ashiin, -ji^i eshiin <k^

sm5 ttsz
1 iyau him% ku*

<tseung sshiin
c

tin £
ii pit>

cyan.

lSMung <ngan^ 5 ii syan
ctseung k\vok> (chung tsui*

lu
>

<chi mats, t&V ch c
ut> yap>

(

hau, heung >

k(? pat>

<yau
(sheung <chi

c

i 5ngan.

cW6?ig d tung
1

yung 2 tsok

ewan k cau\ cchii shik>
(tang

mat>.

iT^ung poky, -ndi £t
4ung

5yung chii 2 pin iCh‘ui

pok? 5yd.

•36, 37. Those nests that are obtained before the swallows have hatched their young are the

best, being free from feathers, shells and other impurities. The inferior sort, obtained after

hatching, constitutes much the largest portion of the nests brought to market, and the separa-

tion of all the impurities to render them saleable and eatable affords employment for many
persons.

33. The term mah shui, ink water, is in common use for writing ink ;
and blacking

is usually designated by hdi mak shui

;

but in commerce it is as above.

43. An approximation to this is found in China, in the remitting of certain duties on such

ships as enter the port of Canton laden only with rice.

45. The manufacture of this article is very extensive ; it is used to make kam fa or golden

flowers, wliich are ornaments for temples, ancestral tablets, &c., and in many ways are con-

nected with the religious ceremonies of the Chinese.

a
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46. The best brimstone is

brought in foreign ships.

47. Bristles are made into

brushes.

48. Broadcloth^ t otherwise

called woolens, comes [to

China] from foreign coun-

tries.

49. Buoys are made of

blocks of wood, which are

anchored fast, and placed

on the surface of the water,

to point where it is deep,

and thus to enable one to

sail a ship with safety.

50. Chain cables are made
of iron, wrought into links,

which are fastened together

and attached to the anchor,

so that by its being cast into

the midst of the sea, the

vessel becomes immovable.

51. Rope cables are made
of coir, and may be used
instead of chain cables.

52. Camlets t are articles

of foreign manufacture.

53. f those called

iitiin are from Holland, while

the iishd come from England.

54. Camphor * t is pro-

duced from the camphor
tree ; it is also called 6 ice

petals’ ‘dragon’s brains’

and ‘Borneo perfume.’

55. Canes are sometimes
made of bamboo, and some-
times of rattan.

56. Native cassia * has
i pungent, aromatic taste

;

the fresh is esteemed the best.

57. Cassia bads * are

purchased in the provincial

city Canton, where also they

are sold for exportation.

_
_

S

sLau ^w6ng^ cfan pok> ^lie

cleung.

cChii dsung yung2 tsok>

I
Tdi1 cyung^ tsik> tii 2 cni,

<loi tsz^ ngoi- kwok>.

iFau ifu^ yung 2 yat> rauk>
5

hi- chui 2 cn^u, fon^ 4

shui

min- cnaug cchi (shui esham
<ts

c in, yik 2 cnang u l cshun

ci shang.

gNau lin-^ ~i t^it)
(

ta csliing,

slin c\v^n cs^ung k^au cii

endu eshan sh6ung-, cp lau h^, 2

cii
c

hoi <chung, sz’ ssMin
pat> tung-.

?Nau lamr^ ctsung Ha

5shing, w^k 2 yung^ -i toi 2

t
c
lt> lln*.

-U csAa, ngoi2 cyeung -sho

chaPccMm^U-

-U tun1

^ ch 6
ut> cHo ddn. -ii

<shi ch c
ut> <Ying kat> 11

J-

kvvok>.

c Cheung ~nd
9

chc
ut> cii

ccheung shii-, £yau <ping

p^in% clang ~n5, <P6 d
<h6ung,

ctang pit> fining.

cPfn ci wdkjt chuk

st
4ang ewai cchi.

CT 4 5 kwaf cp^i^ sk c
i mV- isan

<heung
;

csin
Cche ewai <k^i.

KwaV Hsz\ syau Ut> stung

'sh^ng eshing fan*

ch 4
ut> syeung.

50, 51. Chain cables are very seldom used in Chinese vessels; the cables are sometimes
made of hemp, though large junks usually use those made of rattan or coir.
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58. China root has a car-

nation skin, white flesh, and
in form resembles ginger.

59. Chunam is made by
putting the oil of the Jatro-

pha with iirae, and beating

them thoroughly together.

60. Cigars are made [by

the Chinese] of the tobacco

leaf rolled up in paper so

as to be smoked
; but in

making the foreign cigars

it is rolled in the leaf itself.

61 . Cinnamon ; the best is

from the frontiers of Cochin-
cliiHa.

62. Clocks report the

hours and minutes.

63. All kinds of cloth piece

goods * can be bought and
sold for exportation only by
the hong merchants.

64. Cloves * t are of two
distinct kinds, male and
female.

65. Cochineal * } comes
from foreign countries, and is

used in dyeing.

66. Cocoanuts are produc-
ed in [the island of] Hainan .

67. Foreign corns are made
|

of copper, silver, and gold.

68. Commerce, is a trade
|

extending to all places, far

and near.

Fuki Jing^ cp4
i chik), yuk.

p^ka, sying 5ii <keung.

c T^ung cyau efui ctseung

ct
cung syau yap 5_ <fui, cchung

lin- ci <shing.

iMd ikii an, yung- (

chi ^iin
(in ip 2 eshing st‘ung, <ch‘ui

cdii ;
ngoi 2 <yeung tsak> ~i

dn ip/kiin eshing.

Ytiki 1cwai\ -i <On <pin ^he
swai ckai.

cS/n eshan (chung, pb eshi

hakn
Kok> shik> p^at^

4h6
fan J mai- ch‘ut) 4iau, c\vai

cy^ung csh6ung ctiang cchi.

c Ting Jieung^ -
cyau ctsz

9

chung, £16ung ^hung pat>

ct
cung.

cNga dan hnai, c] i tsz 5i

ngoi2 cyeung, yung- -c
i

£im
shik).

cYe ch 4
ut 3 tszn 'Hoi

<n4m.
cFdn ds^n, ct

cung, ciigan,

ckam, <k^i ewai <chi.

Mau 1 yiki^ £yau -tin kan-,

kok> ch fii
>

<t
lung <sh6ung.

59. Chunam is an Indian word for lime, but in China it is applied to a mixture of lime and

oil, used for caulking boats and junks ; the mixture of lime, sand, and oil, which is so com-
monly used in this country for floors and walks instead of a pavement is called fiii sha^ or

sanded lime.

64. Those cloves that are gathered before the corol of the flower is opened are called

male cloves, and those after are termed female cloves.

65. Nga Ian is a dark crimson color, nearly the same as that produced from cochineal, and

is applied to this article because of the color ;
mdi, rice, here has the sense of a kernel or

grain alluding to the shape. This, and a few other articles, being both imported and export-

ed, have both marks attached to them.
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69. The compass is used

for determining direction,

and distinguishing the four

cardinal points.

70. Contraband; all na-

tions have prohibitory regula-

tions; whatever is carried in

opposition to these is termed
contraband.

71. Convoys are vessels

designed for protective ser-

vice, to prevent piracies, and
plundering of goods, on the

high seas.

72. Foreign copper] is of

a light red color.

73. Cordage is made of
hemp twisted together

; when
small it is called a cord

;

when large it is called a rope.

74. Cornelians (or agates)

are of different colors, red,

white, yellow, &c.

75. Cotton] itom beyond
sea, is in great abundance.

76. Crape is made of silk

by weaving, and has a crispr

ed appearance.

77. Credit

;

goods are

said to be on credit, when
they are received before the

money is paid.

78. A creditor may appeal
to government for the recove-

ry of a debt, when the debt-

or has refused payment for

three months after the term
of agreement has expired.

79. Custom-houses are

established in order to pre-

vent the evils of smuggling
and the loss of duties.

80. Cutch f is used to dye
cloth of an umber color.

1

fi

1

!ip

cL6 Jcing yung^ -i ting-

heung1

,
ci cfau pit> sz ?>

cfong.

Fan 1 kam^ ; cfan kwok^ <kai
syaa lai- kaai

J

,
piii

5

^chi
C

che, Hu fan- kam 5

.

Ul

f6^ eshiiny 'hung (

hoi

<chung -yau tsak 2 kip> f6
5

,

ku 3 ch l
it> -i u- cchi.

cjPd/i ct
kung^ ck l

i shik> tam-
chung.

Lam 1

,
cma (

ts^6
(kau tchi;

^iu iiti eshing, t4i- iit? lam-.

I

-Ma -7id shik 2f
£yau chung,

pak 2? cwong,
ctang shik).

cMiri cfd, ligoi- £y6ung tsui
J

shing-.

Tsauy
isha

9
-\ (sz’ chik>

eshing tsa^ 'ehe £yi.

iShe 3 sm5 cijgan A csln

fo% iit> <she.

Chaiy Cchu
9

cii
cGhin hdn-

(s m iit> hau 2

,
him1

‘ch6

fuk 2 pat> 5wan ?
tsak> 'pan

<kun <chui.

iKwan ''hau^ ch c
itj -i cch^

(

tsau tsz^ lau- shui 2 cchi pai 2
.

c/ ^ch ld yung- cim po5

sk 4
i shik> cchik?.

78. This regulation is contained in the penal code ; but before three months have expired,

recourse is often had to violent and oppressive measures for the recovery of debts. When a
debtor absconds, it is usual for all his creditors to paste upon his door the bills and accounts
which they hold against him. Sometimes the creditor, in lieu of money or goods, takes from
the debtor his wives, sons, concubines, and daughters; but this procedure is not allowed by
the Jaws of the empire, and is therefore not carried to a great extent.
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Li 1 M\ tsik> t
l
it> hi' cchi

li-
(

che sya.

I

QShui tsiki fo* ; cfan f6
l

pi^

(shui tsam shap tsak> iit 2

I

c

shui tsik> fo^

j

^Ta cma cyau^ <pau fo
5

hau-

;

yung 2
ctb -csheung, pat>

!
cfong (

shui <chim.

P6 1

tiini ck^l -yau tai 1

cLau (shui pd’ tsik> -mui
yat> ctai>g k? «chi

c

ts
c
6 pb l

%

-i sk
4
i

£mui yat 2 tsz
2 sh6ung i

] cl ha- cii 5 lau ^hui, ku*

j

5 n)ing.

I

Him''
Cchu^ £k l

i fu- hlm>

csz
1

j

chii% c\vai y6uks pat> <w^n
(

che, £,ng Ueung -1 sheung-,

cwai csam iit 2 , (eh‘i yat>

shap 2 .

Ul hdn 1 sngan^ tsik> kwo ,

han^ ling- <ki <chi sngan
-ya.

cFan &man pb y

<yau

eking cts*e chik> cchi ku 5

.

K^av! d^au crigan^ tsikj sch l
ii

ct
(au engan -ya ;

srnii m4i-
csin cin cming pit, k‘au

wika (kau k4au\ <k J
i sii

81. Cutlery consists of

iron utensils, which have a

sharp edge.

82. Damaged goods; all

kinds of merchandise which
have been drenched in water

are called damaged goods.

83. Damar is used for co-

vering packages of goods to

prevent them from being

damaged by water.

84. Damask is of two

kinds, linen and silk.

85. Day-book is the blot-

ter in which accounts are dai-

ly recorded ;
and because,

like flowing water, it runs on

from the beginning to the end

of each day, it is therefore

called a day-book.

86. Debtors who owe
money to private individuals,

and refuse to pay for three

months, contrary to the terms

of agreement, and the debts

being above five taels, shall

be punished with ten blows.

87. Demurrage is money
paid for the detention [of a

ship] beyond a specified

time.

88. Foreign dimity] is so

named because the cloth is

woven with the figures in

a diagonal form.

89. Discount is the deduc-
tion made from a sum of

money; in commercial tran-

sactions, when it is agreed
that the deduction shall be

eight or nine [parts from ten]^

82. This term, shui tsik, is applied to all goods which have been damaged by water while

being transported from one place to another.

86. This punishment, according to Chinese law, is to go on increasing one degree each

month, till it amounts to forty blows. Also, when the debt is fifty taels, the punishment is

twenty blows ;
when one hundred taels, it is thirty blows.

89. li\\e pat k^au^ or [ten parts] diminished to eight, according to Chinese phraseology, is

equivalent to a discount of twenty per cent. ;
and kau Jc

lau, or nine diminishings, (i. e.

ten diminished to nine) is ten per cent.
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ciigan, tsak iit> k‘au st‘au

cngan.

^Kwan an yik 2 <chung

pat> «k l
ii chin- chit>, ~i <to

c

shiu ci cfan

cWang cch^ung pd 1 d^au -n^i

csau ts
4 ap> cshuu,-ii -sheung

16k> fo" cshiia ct'ing pok.

cchl
(

sho.

cPlui swan shuf sngan9

sn&i

^ mi- mii 2 tkV cui, ku 1

iiU cp
l ui c\vin.

Ting1 cngan^ cfan -m^i fo'

plt> iok 2 ts6 sngan s
i

c
ts

c
ii

sun\ tsik> ting 1
ci pat> yik> i\

c U muk 1 A tsui
J

ckin cchung.

c T^iin tsilc^ ikii ck
l
i y cfan

f6
J

plt> ch c
it> fat> -mii tsun 2

,

cia hau- ct
loi ^shi ka\

Ch^uU chau f6* mat^ cyau
cpun ti- ch c

ut> ^oi chau cclu

f\

Toi1 part1 tsMung s
ii -iin

-yau toi- pin^ £mai mai 3-

szn ^he.

Ch^an^ ihii

;

chii
C

che, -shi

the difference is called the

discount.

90. Dividend

;

in the

prosecution of commerce,
whether there be profit or

loss, the division is made
according to the capital in-

vested.

91. Docks are places in

which ships are made fast

for the purposes of repairing,

for loading and unloading

their cargoes.

92. the repay-

ment of duties on goods

which, not being sold, are

re-shipped is so called.

93. Earnest money ; who-
ever purchases any goods
must lay down some money
to insure confidence, and to

show that the engagement
will not be broken.

94. Ebony t is very hard

and heavy.

95. Engrossing is effected

by buying up the whole
amount of any commodity,
and then raising the price

to sell it at a high rate.

96. Exports are those

goods which are carried

abroad out of the ports of

a country.

97. Factor is one who
conducts the mercantile bu-

siness of his friends at a

distance.

98. Fairs are markets,
which are opened once in

90. The phrase hwan Van includes a division of losses as well as profits
;

whatever is de-

ficient on making up the balance sheet must be supplied by the partners.

92. The Chinese allow no drawback, but levy duties, not only on all exports to foreign

countries, but even on goods which are shipped from one port to another in the empire itself;

the whole system of drawbacks, bondings and bounties, has no existence in this country.

95. Ricli merchants not unfrequently endeavor to engross the trade in a particular article,

by which they hope to realize profit ; rice is a commodity very frequently bought up. The
Chinese entertain the same prejudices against those who engross the trade in staple articles as

the English did in former days, and the government always endeavors to cast odium upon the

transactior

_
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£ya; sli6 yat> yat> tsz”

ch^n 5 C

che, kap^ Sshi tb
1

<hii

mau- yik> cchi i\

tin £
i h6p 2 Isoi' ku >

sz ,J

,
cshiu cslii -yau

c

fo p^u5

cts
l
ui cchl.

cUU^d «kai slu
4

*lioi mV-.

CF6 skiki, -i t4t> kik> <chi

ck*i T6 tsik> sh 4
e-.

-Lung tun1 tkii ck^i^ tszn

tsim k4 f6 ii lak 2-mong
kk\

cShui kH cngan, yung2

cshiin tsoi
1

fo
>

cchi *sz
J

yung- -yk.

Fo^ c
j9i/n, tsik> ^mai ^ <chi

4pun cts
lin -ya.

cP 4
i, shau 5 <chl cp 4

i £m6
£ya

; s k‘au tsak> tp‘fin si

cshing ci.

rLeung ch6ung ^d^an \Ju

dang ^hang.
iFuiig ^chi Jieung^ tsik> pak 2

ctsung cheung, shik> p^k> cmi

cwong.

-^Ng pui 1 ^tsz\ hok> <hing

ts^ui% s i cchung <hii,
(ho

-i -im tsb-, waki cshang, wik^

<ch‘au yung 2
.

cShii deung, yung- ckdu -i

dseung 4ku -mong, wik.

ckau p5
J s

i cwai <i fuk?.

^smoking fires
5 are worked into a great variety ot toys, wliicli

but when spoken of in the gross, they are usually designated

this market is not a product of China itself, being imported

several days ; when at the

appointed seasons people

resort to them for the pur-

pose of traffic.

99. Fireworks are curi

ously formed into boxes

;

aud when they are set on
fire, they are accompanied by
crackers.

100. Fishmaws t are among
the dainties from the sea.

101. Flints\ emit sparks

on being struck by iron.

102. Forestalling is when
one purchases the whole

of an article, and then

fixes his own price for it.

103. Freight is the money
which is paid for the trans-

portation of goods by ship.

104. Funds are the original

sums of money laid out in

the purchase of goods.

105. Furs are the hairy

skins of animals ; fur dresses

are these sewed into gar-

ments.

106. Galangal* is produc-

ed in the province of Canton.

107. Galbanum is a frar

grant, resinous substance

;

its color is white, tinged with

yellow.

108. Gall-nuts have a

light shell and break short

;

they are hollow, and are

used, both when green and
• when dried, for giving black

color.

109. Gambler is a gela-

tinous substance used to size

fishing-nets, and to dye cloth

which is to be made into gar-

ments.

99. With the Chinese

have their appropriate names

:

as above.

109. The gambier found

in

2

*
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110. Gamboge * is used in
|

painting as a pigment.

111. Gentian has a bitter

taste, and a yellow color, i

1 12. Foreign giwsew

that which comes from be-

yond sea is so designated
;

it is precisely the same as

the native ginseng, differing

from it in no way whatever.

113. Glass stuff] is used to

make glass ware, such as

tumblers, decanters, and
dishes.

114. Glue which is clear

and translucent is the best.

115. are the juices :

of trees, obtained by cutting

their bark.

1 16. Gunpowder is made
of saltpetre, sulphur, and pine

charcoal.

117. Harbor (or port) is

a place surrounded by land,

where houses are crowded
together, and merchants as-

sembled in great numbers.

1 18. Hardware

;

imple-

ments and utensils made of

iron are so called.

119. Haiokers are those

who go through the street,

crying out that they have
goods for sale.

120. Hemp is both coarse
and fine

; the former is

made into cordage, while the
latter is woven into various
kinds of grass-cloth.

e
a

[

cTlang iwong yung 2
-i a 6 6

j

wa2 tsok) shik).

clVo?ig din shik)

; cwong.

sY6ung isham, -i ck 6
i cyau

ngoi- cy6ung ci chi% ku^ iit,

cyeung csham ;
shat 2 -ii ^un

^*6, muk> cyan csham

I

cmb i
2

.

(

cShiu ViiO yung2 tsok> <po

I
cli hi% cpui <tsan hf £ming.

cNgau cp c
i ^kan -i £ming

j

leung5 Cche £wai ckai.

-

I Shii1 ikau^ shii- cchung cchi

chapj, p
c 6

5
cp l

i ci (ts‘ii cchL

lF6 ytuk^ -i cslu, cwong,

tan% c\vai cchi.

lKdtig ^hau^ tsik> cyan an
cchau mats, hak> <sheung
cwan tsapi cchi chKi5 c

shui

'hau

j

T^xU -i t
l
lt>

4

ta cshing

I hi
y ^ming

;
ku5 cming.

i

I jFan’ (tsai tsik> cyau <kai
1 ham > mai2 fo

5 4

che.

!
cU cma, -ya« cts6 yau 5

;
ctso,

tsak> ^au cshing; yau 5

, tsak>

chik> hd- po J ctang mat 2 .

from Singapore and other ports of the Arcliipelago ; it is used by the poor as a cheap dye lor

coarse fabrics, producing a color resembling iron rust tinged with red.

11 / • The idea attached to the phrase k6rtg hau is that of a convenient anchorage for ships,

where they can lie and receive cargo fron the niart oil shore, 'vhicli is supposed to be a small
i walled village or at least not a 'vailed city, and inhabited principally by meixhants attract-

ed thither for trade.

CHI. CHR. 53
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cHong, mau^ yik 2 cchi <ka

;

tai- celling chong, c

siu <ching

tim >

.

Yap, chau t.chi f6\ tsik>

cyeung f6
J £yk.

cP'ui ^pd dan^ cii shat> cyan

cts^i matj, pat> ciiang ciin

I

matj ewan cyan, tsak> lap^

!

ctan cln cming, iiu cp 4 ui
(

p6
I <tin.

MuU ^chi Oiau ngan- A snan
tiin-, ciin <shii cchi tsz

2 mut»
cchi tsik»

'7^ "7i2 tsik> ts‘ing toi>
sya.

c Tam cpd ui l

y

(

p6 cyan

eshiin she* cyan ming 5- (

tang

Li 1 siky, -i engan tse
> cyan

smui iiu cii (pfin ^cluing

<shang sik> £yi.

F6y dan^ tsik> -mdi mai- (sh6
tshii cchi fo* kaJ

(tin -yd.

g Yeung ViU ckin ngdng>

5 ii

kong>

; ts
t 6

>

eshing 'pan

ct
l iu ^un shik>.

cU iledu
c

ts
l
ii cii -Vb ngb-

<chi eshing ck^u.

Tseung 1 iga tseung- shau 5

ciiga -yd.

zNga pin 1 ka5
cts

lin cseang

'c Tsz^ ^kang^ yung- cwo £ini

liu 2

,
wak? c

p6 ch6uk> c
siu

Aung. •

121. Hong is a mercan-
|

tile establishment; when a !

Jarge building it is called a i

hong^ when small a shop.

122. Imports are foreign
|

goods.

I

123. Bill of indemnity

;

this is an agreement which !

one makes, promising, iu

case he loses another’s pro-

perty, and is unable to return

it, to replace its equivalent.

124. Indian rubber is

lough and not easily broken,

;

and letters written with a
lead pencil can be rubbed out

|

with it.

125. Native indigo is

blue coloring stuff*.

126. Insurance companies

exist for securing ships

houses, and humau Tife.

127. Interest is a certain

rate of profit on capital, paid

monthly by the borrower
for the use of money.

128. Invoice is a bill con-

taining the description and
prices of goods purclmsed
in trade*

129. Foreign iron t is as
|

hard and firm as steel
; it is

made into plates and rods, and
other forms.

L30. Isinglass

;

this is

made of the sounds of fishes

which are boiled till they
!

become glue.

131. Ivory] is the tusks

of the elephant.

132. Ivory cuttings are

valued according to tlieir

133. C^am lac ^ is used as

a dye, and also for filling

up the small crevices in
\

cabinet-work. ’

126. Urder a despotic government like that of China, there is no sufficient security from
governmental exactions, au(l consequently no mutual confidence among mercantile classes,

/]>
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134. Gold and silver lace

is woven of gold and silver

thread.

135. Lackered wqre com-
prises such articles of furni-

]

ture as are lackered, and
sometimes gilded.

136. Lapis lazuli

;

the

color of this mineral is a

light blue, and hence its

name.
137. Lead t is obtained

from the hills^ and when
alloyed with tin, is used in

the manufacture of tea-canis-

ters.

138. Leger (or General
Book) is that into which the

(

accounts of receipts and ex-

penditures, being summed 1

up and brought together, are

transferred and preserved.

139. License is a paper so

called, which being exam-
ined allows one to proceed
(or act).

140. A lighthouse is a buil-

ding for ships to see ; it is

built on the seashore, and
resembles a pagoda

;
a fire

is placed within wiiich shines
!

afar, and ships on seeing it
|

know they are near land.

141. Linen is the cloth

which is woven from hemp.

142. The loadstone at-
|

tracts iron
; a vulgar name is

1

ship shik.

143. Madder lias a bitter

taste and a carnation color.

144. Maiiifests are given
j

by custom-house officers, sig-
|

nifying that goods, having
been examined, may pass.

145. A market is a place

where all sorts of goods
are collected together for I

sale.

c Kam engan siri* tai\ -i

ckam sngan sin
5

chik> eshing

j

tii
5 c

yi.

Ts^aty M\ ~i ts
c
at> mut> ck ;

i

hi
> £ming, ngoi

5
- wak> emui

j ckam.

c Ts ling Jcam^ ck c
i ckam cchi

shik> leuk 2 cts
ling, ku' cming.

cUn, ch c
ut) <shan <chung, ~ii

sik> lui-
cfong fat>, yung 1

tsok> cch ;a kun1
(tang maU.

I

c

Tsu?ig pd l
,

tsik> eshau <chi

I

tsit 2 shd% cm^i ctsung cts
ciin

-ch^ii kwo5

shb
1
cchi p6-.

(ts
ling im- fong'

chang cchi
C
chi, iit 2 sp

c
ai.

iKwdng dau^ tsik> eshiin

m6ng 2 slau; kiu 2 hoiipAng
I

cii t
l ap>; noi a ch 4

lt> dang c
fo

^in chiu 5

eshiin kin- -i cchi

! kan- ngon-.

! cMa pb\ -i sma chik) eshing

] cchi p6
5

-ya.

cTs^z^ shiki cnang ship> t
6
it>;

suk 2 cming ship^ shik,.

tTan isham^ mi- c
fu, ch 4ik>

, shik>.

cP^ai cldiC

^

ckun kap» -{

!
ewai ckwan ai\ im- fo* fong'

hang.

^Shi^ -nai kok> fo
1
cvvan tsap>

< cchi
l

sho.

both of which are indispensably requisite to establish associations like our insurance compa-
nies, and they are of coarse unknown.

e

K

_
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146. Mats are made of

straw or rattans.

147. Molasses is made
from white sugar

;
into the

sediment which is left from
boiling, the kat and other

fruits are preserved, whence
the name.

148. Molasses glue is

made by melting sugar, and
stirring it till it is cold and
forms a glue.

149. Monopoly is a traffic '

carried on by a single party, 1

which is allowed to trade

in articles, while others are

not allowed so to do.

150. Mortgage houses to
i

other people.

151. Mother Pearl * is

used to make fancy articles.

152. Musk is from a spe-

cies of deer ; it is the fra- •

grant navel of the animal.

153. Myrrh] is brought

from southern countries ; it
!

lias a flesh color, and is clas-
j

sed with amber.

154. Nankeen is a carna-

tion colored cloth
;

it is wov-
j

en of ^otton of that color,
|

and hence its name.

155. Nutmegs^ t also call-

ed gem fruit, have a white

color
;
those from abroad are

the best.

156. Nux vomica is poison-

ous, and if eaten by dogs
it will certainly cause their

death.

157. /mm resembles

milk ; the foreign and trans-

parent is the best.

1

[ Tsiki
c

ts
l 5 c^ang (tang ewai

j

<chi,

Katy l

shui cVong tsb 2 pak^

st
4ong shing- cchi st

4 ng £tai

£
i c\vai chain 2 kat>

ckwo cyan

ewai cining.

c T^ng ikan dseung ct
long

cyung fa
J (kau slang eshing

(

<kau.

j

Tuki Ss/n ishang i\ ck l
i fo*

C

chat tsz
,J- c

ki -yau, ci pit>

cyan emo (che slii-
£ya.

l Tin tong5 cfong she* -u

] cyan.

I 5 Wan hi)k> ts‘6 un i

mat)_.

She 1 Jihing

;

sh6- -nai lak 2

ui ts
l z’ slaiP (chi (h€ung

£ts‘z’

Mati yeuku ch 4 ut> ciiam

cycling, shik> ch f ik>, lui 2 {

fu

:

pak>.

1 ^Tsz^ cfa pd\ tsik> ch l
ik> po >

smin sliik) (tsz’ ch6

cliik> (Chl, ku J cming.

Tau1 k^axH yau- sming yuk,

-kwo, shik> pak>; ngoi^

£yeung 'che Jeung.

!

j

-Md cts
lin £yau tuk 2 ,

'hiii)

sliiki pit> <sz’.

s Yii Jieung eying <ii -yii

ct
&au ;

ngoi i yeung cming

t^au'
l

che sleung.

146. This substance is made from the w6ng t^ong or yellow sugar, which is the purest sugar

tlie Chinese have, by inspissating it till very thick, and then stirring it in the air; it is used in

joining lackered ware and other fine work, and is said to resist dampness better than com-

mon glue.
• •

154. The English term nankeen is derived from the city of Nanking in the province ol

Kongsu, where this cloth is extensively manufactured. It is made of unbleached cotton, tsz

fd being an elliptical expression for the flower of the cotton plant, which is the origin of tho

Chinese name.
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158. Olives^ called the

green fruit, are large in the

middle, and sharp-pointed at

both ends.

159. Opium is also called

6fiiyung; the flower resem-

bles that of the Hibiscus,

whence its name.

160. Paper is made by
j

reducing bamboo to a pulp
j

in a mortar.

161. A parcel; whatever
things are bound up together,

form a parcel.

162. Partner is the joint

owner of capital, which is

employed in commerce.

163. Pass is a place at

which goods, &c., must all

undergo examination, after

which they may pass.

164. Passenger is one who
goes as a friend in a ship.

165. Passport is a license I

bearing the official seals of
government.

166. A pattern^ that is a

model or an examplar.
167. A pawnbroker is one

who lends money on a pledge
or deposit of goods.

1 68. Pearls are precious
beads.

169. Pencils are used for

writing, and are made of
bamboo stems and wolf’s
hair.

170. Pens (or goosequill

pencils) are made of the
barrels of goosequills, which
being cut down to a point,

and tipped with ink are used
,

in writing.

1 X

g

_

Ldm, yat> cming cts
4ing

'kwo, cchung t4i-, cl
-cleung

ct
lau ctsim.

cA p
l
iri

> yau- cining <6 cfu

syung;
(

ts
l z’

cyung, cyan cming «chi.

l CAz, 5iau 5

lan- chuk> cchung

ci ts6k> cchi.

Yati tpau; kok> mat!

chak> cchong cshing shi
5 c

ya.

^Fo pun1 tsik> h&pi

'pun tsb- cshang V <chi cyan

-yi.

cKwa?i itsun (cbi
csh, piti

<sii spun im- A hail
2 f6ng>

chang.

Tap^ haky^ fu- 5shiin st
;ung,

chang cchi cyan.

cHung tp^di ^nai -yau tkuu

yan5

<chi cp^ai chiu5 sya.

Yeung 1 'tsz\ tsik> ckw l
ai ctnb

s
y^-

,

T6n^ tyan^ -i mat> at),

sin hau- tse
5 cngan 4

che.

iChan tchiiy cchan
(

p6 <chii

PaU cshii tsz
2 (

che 5ya; M
chukj <kon cl6ng cm6 tsok>

<chi.

cN^o tmd pat^ -i cngo cmo
^un seuk) cshing, kun > mak ?

4

shui cshii cchi.

163. A lctodn is a pass on shore, a guard-house on the borders of two provinces, where per-
sons and goods are examined; custom-houses are called kican hau^ the mouth or opening to
the kwan; sw/ is a ford, or the narrow entrance of a river, at which persons or vessels ar-
rive on their way to a kwan: the phrase here used occurs in the Penal Code to express both
internal and externa] passes.

CHI. CHR. 54
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1 "7 1 • lias an ex-

ceedingly aciid taste.

172. Porcelain is made
of earthy substances, and
burnt in the fire.

173. Porters are persons

who carry cargo.

174. Postage is the money
which is paid to the carrier

of letters.

175. Posting of accounts;

tliis is taking the accounts of

the day-book, and, having
arranged them in chronolo-

gical order, tratisferring them
to a leger.

176. Price current is a pa-

per, vvliich, having the cur-

rent prices of goods put
i

down in order, is circulated

for general information.

177. Prussian blue t is of

a delicate blue color, and is
1

njanufactured from cowhides.

178. Putchuck] has a white
i

color, an chromatic taste, and
,

is used as a medicine.

179. Quicksilver *
^ is vul- !

^arly said to be the concrete

effluence of the hills.

180. Raisins are of two
kinds, red and white.

181. Rattans f are brought

from abroad, and are used

tor binding up packages of

goods.
I

W

n

cU dsiu^ ck l
i mi- sham i

c Idx

% V6 iwai c

f
chl,

hau- tshiu £
i

c

fo.

c7 vm <t
liu fo

y
\c\n cyan.

Sun^ dsz\ -i cts
4in ise^ ta?

!
sm? «cM cyan

Kivo^ shd\y^U <chung
po^ <cln sh6

>

,
cts

c
ui eshi <fan

pit> ling- cch 4iu kwo >

t^i 2

I

po- -yk.

cShi kd"
ccM^ ctseung fo

>

-i

in- <kam ka5

cts
fcin YiU ^chi

I sheung* cyan ckun -lim.

c Ytung im l shik> cUm A
ekiu, ch l

ut> cii engau sp
4
i

(cluing.

; Maki Jieung^ shik> pak^, ml-

cheung,
(

li yap 2 y^ukj.

j

^Shui iiigan^ suk 2 ewan eshan

I <chi cts'ing cl kit>.

I

cPl
d it^ai Mn -yau (tsz’

pdki, -leung ^hung.

I

iSha iVang^ £loi ngoi- cyeung
yung- ~C

1
lkwan ch l uk> fo

5

mat).

174. There is no public post in China except for the use of government, but there are

numbers of w< 11-known anti trustworthy persons who are employed as letter carriers between
towns and villages, and wlio in a manner supply the absence of a regular post. There are

places sometimes appointed where letters can be left for the postman, and he is not unfre-

(juently seen, with a letter bag on liis back marked with the place of his destination, passing

throuali the street and calling for letters. The charge for postage is light; between Canton
and Macao it will average for single letters about thirty casl. ^

177. Prussian blue is called the foreign blue dye in distinction from indigo, and because it

was formerly imported into China from England. The manufacture of it at Canton was
introduced by a Chinese, wlio frequented the shops in London where it was made and learn-

ed the process thorou hly, and on his return established a manufactory, whose products have

now entirely superseded the importation.
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182. Receipt is a paper
|

which a person, who has I

received money or goods

from any one, gives him in

return to be kept in evidence

thereof.

183. Register of a ship^

erew ;
on leaving the port,

this is drawn up and present-

ed to the custom-house of-

ficers for examination, to be

inspected and verified.

iSA. Report of a ship’s

cargo; on entering the port

this is drawn up and present-

ed to the custom-house of-

ficers, that they may know
the amount of cargo.

Rhubarb * has ayellow

color, and removes disease.

186. Rice ; when the pad-

dy is deprived of the husk
it is called rice.

187. Ropes

;

these are

made either of hemp or grass,

by being twisted together.

188. if rub-

bed upon tlie person, will re-

move distempers.

189. Rosin * is the gum of

the pine.

190. Sago t is also called

shakuk grain.

191. Salt is made by eva-

porating salt water to dry*

ness.

192. Saltpetre is obtained
from walls after a long time,

which when lixiviated pro-

duce it.

193. Sample is a pattern

after which a thing must be

made.

Sliau dan cshau ciigau

^eung, ft mat 2 ,

yat> ^hi ckdu cloi cyan

cui, -1 swai cp cang.

<Shiin ding ch ldk^

;

ch c
ut>

4hau cshiinlukj celling

im-, s
i sprang ck ; ai hat 2 .

Pd y

f6* dan; yap 2

chau £shiiu

luk 2 Hs'z
1

cch fcing iit2 ,
-i pin-

<chi fo
5

cto
c

shiu.

Tax 1 av6ng shik> cwong (k^i

tuk>.

-Mai^ ctseung kuk> ci (chin

sk 4
i cp l

i, iit2 -mai.

cShing s6k^ wak> cma, w4k>
' c

ts
65

ck^u stnai; iit> cshing

sokj.

aSu h6pi cyau 5ch
ca cchl

ch6
-i ck 4u <fung.

c Tsung Jitung lsik> ctsung

cchi <k6.

tSai -mai^ tsik> csha kuk»

-mai.

cFm^ sham c

shui shai
> <kon

tsok> cchi.

cjSfii, cts6ung yat>
ckau tsik>

£yau tsjn
5

hau- ch 6
ut>.

Ytung^
c

tsz }

^
tsika ckw c

ai

ting- sliik) -yk.

191, 192. The manufacture and sale of salt is a governmental monopoly, in the hands of

a distinct department, whose agents are found in every maritime place to enforce the laws

against making it, and to carry on the trade in it; in consequence of its high price, the poor-

er Chinese endeavor in all possible ways to economize its use. Saltpetre, powder, bows and
arrows, cannon, and whatever pertains to military affairs are prohibited as articles of trade in

this market.

1

1

—
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194. Sandal wood t is ex-

ceedingly fragrant when
burnt.

195. Sapan wood] is of a

red color and is used as a

dyestuff.

196. Seamen are the sail-

ors who work the ship.

19"7, t is boiled

into a glue for use.

198. A man affording se-

curity is one who is able

to stand surety for another,

and for whose good conduct
he engages to hold himself

responsible.

199. Settlement of ac-

counts ; to take an account

of that which is owed, and
pay it, is so called.

200. are the

fins on both sides of the fish

by which it propels itself in

the water; when washed
clean and cooked thoroughly,

they are eatable.

201. Signboards are wood-
en boards placed on ware-

houses and shops to invite

men to buy and sell goods.

202. Silks* are a general

name for satins, crapes, &c.
203. Every kind of skins f

are restricted to the hong
merchants.

‘204. have a very

deep blue color, and are used

to paint flowers upon por-

celain.

205. Snuff \s fine as dust,

and inhaled into the nose.

201. Great variety is displayed in the signboards of Chinese shops, and some of them are

elegant ;
they are usually hung or placed upright at the side of the street, having the name of

the shop at the top, and the list of wares for sale beneath
; and by alternation of colors in

the characters, or diversity in the style of writing, the shopman endeavors to attract customers.

203. The importation of skins and furs into Canton has fallen off in the last few years,

owing rather to the gradual decrease of the supply from abroad, than to any diminished de-

mand. Rabbit, seal, sea and land otter, fox, and beaver skins constitute 1 lie gieatei part ot

the importations. Lamb skins from Tartary are also much used by the Cliinese for dresses.
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206. Soap comes from
foreign countries, and is

used in baths for cleansing

the body.

207. Soy is made by ex-

posing black [soy] beans in

the heat of the sun, and
then boiling them in water,

and adding aromatics of

various sorts, after which
the liquid is strained off.

208. Spermaceti is obtain-

ed by boiling the blubber of

the whale.

209. Spices are aromatics

which are used to improve
the taste of food.

210. Splits

:

by well mix-

ing yeast cakes in boiled

rice, and after the mass has

risen, distilling it in an in-

verted position, the spirit will

flow off.

211. Steel

;

t this is hard-

ened iron.

212. Sugar* is boiled from
the sweet cane.

candy ^
is crys-

talized white like ice.

214. Sulphur; pulverized

brimstone is so called.

215/ Tariff is a list of

goods with the duties requir-

ed thereon at the custom-
house.

216. Tea* boiled in water

affords a beverage.

217. Thread is spun out
of silk and hemp.

218. Gold and silver

rbread

\

is made by winding
gold and silver around silk

into a thread.

219. Tin] is alloyed with

copper and iron to make
various utensils.

^Fdn ^kan^ sloi ngoi ? cyeung,

vukj <shau kik 2 h l u > l

kau.

Shi 1 ojau -i hak> tau
5
- heung^

yat 2 long* kwo^ ngd- (shui

tsoi2 tka theung Yin 1 *tang,

cin hau-
c

ts
6
ii ck 4

i sham- ha a

cchi ^hui.

cKing ajau
y

-i eking cchi
1 <tsin cyau -ya.

^Heung mat^ £
i chai

5 mi-

<chi ching <heung -cya.

c Tsau. -i
-cmai fan 2 <ch fc ai

{

tsau ^ing, fat> t^au' ci cching

ck4 to
J hon-

(

shui, tsik) *tsau

1

T'lU ck6ng^ t
4
it> <chi <kjn

ch6.

I
c Ts 6ng^ -

c

i ck6m che 5

ng()-

eshing.

(.Ping d^ng^ kit) pak 2 'ts^z
0

j

(ping.

^Lau ctvdng -1 claa

swong cin mut?, lit? Tan.

Tsak-i laVy ckwan shui- fo^

mati cchi ting- lai
2 tngan

-cya.

zCh^d ipi, p
;au5 *k\yan ^hui

sin hau2 (yam.

Sin\ -i csz
1 cmd (ch*o eshing,

lKutu engan ckam
engan (

k\vo csz
9

<shing siu

-ya.

Sik^ <ts
6am ct

l ung t
l
it3 (ho

tsok 3 hi* ^ing.

207. Dolichos soja is the bean usually employed for the principal ingredient of soy, but
t!ie variety, and the quantity of the spices which are added accounts in a good degree for :he

chi. chr. 55



218 COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS. [Chap. VI.

220. Tin plates come
from abroad, and are made '

of tin and iron.

221. Tonnage of a ship

is its measurement, taken so I

as to know how much cargo !

it will contain.

222. Tortoiseshell is from
^

the turtle, whose shell is I

procured to make articles.

223. Treaty is an agree-

ment between two nations, !

respecting their mutual inter-

course.

224. Trial balance; in
t

length of time accounts must

become complicated, there-

fore, in order to prevent

mistakes and confusions,

thev ought to be summed
up and balanced at short

intervals.

225. Tripang^ [meaning]

gems of the sea, is served
|

an article of food at

226. Tutenague #
is used

to make utensils.

227. Verdigris ; when
|

copper remains unused for
I

a long lime, verdigris collects

upon it.

228. Vermilion ; * quick-
(

silver is heated until it

flakes, and then by triturat-

ing, it becomes vernnilion.

229. Blue vitriol is made
by combining sulphur and

copper.

230 Walking sticks are

made of the culms of bamboo.
231. Watches are brought

from foreign countries.

232. Whanghees are the

roots of bamboo beneath the

earth.

^

_

m

z
A

-Ma lhau VxU ch 4
utj tsz

1
- cloi

16- sik> t
4
lt> ci eshing.

iCh c6ng deungi ch^ung-
cl6ung ck c

i cch long cchi fV
do (

shiu.

Toi 1 mui 1

^ tsik> pit?

sk‘i swai hi>.

iS6ung yeuki
y

£leung kwok>
<seung y6uk> kung 2 sz 1 -

-y^L.

Tsit> shd\ sho > muki yat>

‘kau pit> st6, (hung ts‘6) liir^

cnin kai
J

,
ku J £

i tsik> tsit 2

chi sh6) j tsung.

^Hoi i^ham^ ^oi <chun -yd;

yung- 5sh6ung An swai
chkr\ l

.

Pdki ciiriy ts6k> hf yung-.

‘ / st‘ung (ch‘U yati

-kau tsik 5 eshang luk z .

s (cAii, shui ;ngan cliai

Hn i eshing ikV
y
mo 2

£wai
engan cchii.

^Tdm ifdn -nii it
lung -ii

clau cwong hop> ci 5wai cchi-

Chuki ik6n^ tsik> chuk> <chi

k6n\
^Shi eshan iplu^ -nki ngoi-

cy^ung 4sh6 Joi <chi mat2 .

Chutes ^heung^ tsik> chuk>

ct
4au yap 2 ti- <chi «kan.

great diversity of quality found in this article
;
annisseed stars are added as one of the aro-

matics, but soy among the Chinese, is made by different manufacturers to suit various tastes.

220. This name is given to tin plates from the use made of them in stopping up holes, and

binding seams together, the colloquial terpi for that being aw quasi riding the hole.
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Kok> kwok> hdk> csheung

sloi Ut2 mau 2 yik 2 ,
fshiin to*

kin* ligon 2

,
plt> ^s'ing shuk)

shik> ^hui 16- <chi 5yan,
cf6ng

ck6m tsun*
c
k6ng,

cYan csh^n
c

shui
l

hau, (sham
(

tsin pat> ting2
, shi- -i pit>

c

ts
4ing ngoi^ cy^ung tii' ^hui.

on s

.

1. All merchants who
come from other countries

to Canton, to engage in com-
merce, ought, as soon as the

ship makes the land, to en-

gage the services of some one
who is thoroughly acquaint-

ed with the entrance of the

river, then they may venture
to make their way into the

embouchure. It is necessary

to obtain an outside pilot,

Not

These regulations are few and simple. The pilots—usually fourteen in number, but nov/

(Feb. 1839) sixteen—obtain their licenses from the kioanmanfu^ the sub-prefect of Ts 6inshia
or Casa Branca, with the sanction of the governor at Canton, on the payment of eight hundred
or a tlmusand dollars. Most of them live in Macao or its vicinity, but have associates at

Canton and Whampoa.
1. In the early periods of the foreign trade to China, it was customary for merchants to come

and to return in their ships with their merchandize, as supercargoes; the phraseology is here

framed to suit that usage, although the practice of having supercagoes is nearly discontinued,

the trade being for the most part conducted by resident merchants.

233. Wharf is a high bank
beside of which boats and
ships anchor.

234. Wool is bought and
sold for the manufacture of

cloths and blankets.

235. Woolens t are divid-

ed into broad and narrow
kinds.

236. Zinc^ lead and black-

lead are three sorts of metals,

and their names are to be

distinguished.

To 2
<t

6au
9 t5 2

Sshiin
csho c

tai

cchi ng6n 5
.

s.Min cyeung fan* mai-

-ii cyan tsok> cni cchin.

iT6 J6 iyunfr
y
tsik> tii2 c

siu

cm cchi 'tsung cming.

Pdki sun^ ciin, hak> ciin,

snii csim <kam <fan cming
cchi.

236. Zinc, spelter, and tutenague are all called pdk iin^ the Chinese supposing from the
color that they are merely varieties of lead.

Section

REGULATIONS RESPECTING PILOTS.

£Yan (shui <ch6ung sching; iai2 (sdm (ch6ung.

iI

^

<

^®
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because the depth of the
|

water among the islands is

not uniform. The men, who
are now employed as [out-

side] pilots, are persons en-
gaged in the fishing-smacks.

2. The amount of com-
pensation, which they are to

receive, ought to be distinctly

specified when they are en-
gaged ; it may vary from ten

or twenty to fifty or more
dollars, and should be
regulated according to the

state of the weather, as it

may be fair or foul
;
but in

all cases it should be dis-

tinctly agreed on, [by the

captain and pilot] in order
to prevent subsequent dis
putes.

3. The ship, having pass-

ed in through the islands,

is anchored, perhaps oft

Cabreta Point, or beyond
the Shallows (ofi' Macao

or off Lintin. The
having brought his

an anchor, procures

a native boat, or perhaps
employing his own gig, and
goes to Macao, in order to

obtain a passport. He there

calls a pilot, who reports [for

him to the Chinese authori-

ties], the number of men
composing the ship’s crew,
the number of cannon, mus-
kets, and swords, the quan-

•2. The demands made by the outside pilots, for their^services are often very extravagant;

but if no anxiety is manifested by the commander of the vessel to secure their assistance, arid

the weather is fair, they will usually soon moderate their demands; and on an average,

probaby do not receive more than fifteen or twenty dollars, perhaps not even so much.
3. Near the Chinese custom-house station and landing-place on the Praya Grande, is a

yanshui kun^ or pilots office, at which application should be made for the pilot by the master

or officer of the vessel, or hy some one else in his stead. The application should be made
immediately after landing, as sometimes a day or more is requisite for obtaining the passport,

which, together with almost every other kind of passport or paper issued from an officer under

the government, is called by foreigners a chop. The following is a translation of a pilot
,

s

report, such as are usually made out on the arrival of ships.
uTo his honor, the sub- prefect of Ts clnshan (or Casa Branca) &c. &c.
UA report from the pilot P5 Sliangan. The reporter respectfully states that, on the 22d

instant, an English merchantman [Victoria, captain] Camden, laden with cotton and other

merchandise, arrived off the province of Kw6ngtung; and that on examination, it appears the

said vessel has no foreign ladies on board. Now, therefore, 1, the said pilot, before conduct-

Roads,)

captain,

ship to

W

A

£ _
_

sK^i ta^ ^hai tchi syan, tsika

ckam cchi sii -ting shi 2 -e

y^.

Chi <ii tdi) <shui s cli‘aii

<kung pit) <sii
4k6ng smmg

cngan <to ^hiu
; wak> yat>

-i slmpj ciin pat> ting 2

,
wak^

£,ng shapj ciin pat> ting 2

,
lion"

ifiin* <chi shun- yik>

(ts‘ii <kung k4 pit> (siUsMin
C

chii £
ii ct

la (k6ng cming,

chi cclifuig lun

KV yap 2 'Jju (Shan 'shui
c

hau, wiki kP pok> <Kai
Mxing ct^au, wdk> <Sh^ lek>,

wak 2 cLing ding, cshiin M
i'vh 1)61^ tsik> k(? -c t‘ing

sinai \vak 2 tsz
9
- <sam

(pin 0° kit? tdi sliui

<ts‘ing rp
£
ai p6) smiug (sheurig

cshau <to ^shiu, tai- p^ai^

cto
c

shiii, kok> hong 5 -c niu

(

]iu (shall
f

sliui
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3 ch ;eung kim' <to
c
fo yeuk 2 ,

5an 2 <to
c

sluu, \vak>

-inai, wak> f6\ cming
-ling cp*4i, tai* ^hui <f6ng

ciiang -yan 5shiin yap= Tu
cmun.

Ka5

Sshiin yap? Tu cmun,
(

ts‘z’ tsai tii
5

<shui ch 4
ut)

yap 2

(

liau, tkung cngan Ink,

shap2 ciin, -1 cts
cun chiu5

sheung- yat2 (cheung sch‘ing
-cya.

Yeuk 2 Tu cmun, pit 2 <sii

kl5 pokj, tai
1 ^hui cmai cFu

cmun pai^ <t
s
oi, sch ling im-

sshiin sp
cai ; im 2 cming cho

kvv6k>, cshiin chik> tchong
cho fo

5 mat) <] i Uto^sz 9
- tai

5

^hui cfii cshiin, cf6ng cnang
tsim

> Tu cmun*

Yap 2 Tu cmun yat> 16- yik

-yau csham ^s^in, pit2 <sii

ki? tuk> 'shui cshiin shd5

chik), wak 2 shap 2 di chik 5
,

cmui chikj ka> £ngaa yat)

tity of powder and shot, also

stating whether the vessel is

loaded with rice or other

merchandise. The pilot

having made his report, and
obtained a passport, is then

permitted to take the ship

within the Bogue.
4. He now goes on board

and directs the ship through
the Bogue

;
for which ser-

vice, as also for conducting

her out of the river, he
receives sixty dollars each
way, which payment is made
in accordance with long es-

tablished usage.

5. When the ship reaches

the Bogue, she must anchor,

while the pilot goes on shore

to the fort, where he presents

the passport for examination

;

and, after it has been clearly

ascertained that the ship and
cargo correspond to those

named in the passport, the

pilot returns again on board
ship, and she is allowed to

pass the Bogue.

6. When some distance

within the Bogue, there are

shallows, and it is necessary

to procure several bar-boats,

perhaps some ten or more
in number, for each of which
a dollar is to be paid. As

ing the ship to the anchorage at Whampoa where she is to be moored, respectfully report that

the following are the number of men and amount of munitions on board, to wit: 60 seamen,
4 cannon, 20 muskets, 20 swords, 100 catties of powder, and 100 balls.

u T6kvvong, 18th year, 11th month, 26th day. 5?

The sub-prefect, in conjunction with other local officers, immediately forwards a report,

including the statements of the pilot, to the chief provincial officers at Canton, and at

the same time issues a passport for the ship to proceed up the river.

4. About one half of the sixty dollars for pilotage, which is in all cases paid in advance,
before the pilot goes on board, is divided among different officers at Macao, and at the forts

and custom-house stations along the river, between Macao and Canton. The pilots holding a
license, usually have a few persons who are well acquainted with the navigation of the river,

in their employ, to assist them, or to serve in their stead.

5. It is not necessary for the ship to be anchored while the pilot goes on shore ; by slack-

ing sail, he may precede the vessel, present the passport, and be in readiness to join her by the
time she arrives opposite the fort. No one comes on board ship from the forts to examine the

cargo, or to make any inquiries respecting her, but if any trouble should arise after her entry

A

X

_

H

CHI. CHR. 56
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the ship approaches the

shallows at the Second Bar,

these boats must go forward

and erect some signals to

serve as guides, so that the

pilot on board ship may
easily know where the water

is shallow, and thus be able

to pass the Second Bar.

7. After the ship has pass-

ed the shallows of the 1

Second Bar, and arrived at

the First Bar, at which place

are the Fish-liead (or Bruns-
wick) Rocks, it is again ne-

:

cessary for the bar-boats to
!

go ahead and raise signals.
|

l)y which means she wilT easi-
|

ly pass by these rocks.

8. Immediately after pass-

ing these locks, you reach

Whampoa, where the ship

is safely anchored. The pilot

then leaves the ship and goes
I

to all the custom-house sta-

tions and reports that such a
,

ship, of such a nation, has

entered the port for trading.

9. When the ship has

reached the anchorage, and
been moored a day or two,

:

cuard boats, belonging to

the government, will be sta-

tioned to keep watch on
botli sides of the ship, hav-

ing in them tide* waiters from
the custom-house and depu-
ties from the governor’s

office.

(0. After the ship has
obtained a security merchant
and linguist, she may dis-

:

charge her cargo.

P

_

P

ciin. Y6ukj t5
J cH6 dan l

ts
cin

lhau tuk> 'shui pit? <sin ct
4au

shii 2 lap> matj kin-, -i 5wai

om* hb l cyeung cshiin hon'

kin pin 2 <chi
(

ts‘in ch‘ii

ci kwo5 cH6 <tan.

-I kwo* cH6 (tan
(haa

yau- t5
>

T^-i 2 chd ct
cau ckoi

ch l
ii

> £yau cU <t
lau tshik 2 ,

yiki iu' tuk>
(shui <sin shang

shii- lap? inati kin J
£wai h6-,

~i pin- <ii kvvo' shik> ^lau
c

y^-

Kwo 5
^llu shik> ^lau, cts^i

tcV cWong (pb pok> Van
sshiin chik>. Ta^ c

shui ifong

cnang cli sshiin, fwong kok>

ckw^n 'hau p6> cming, ch6

kvvok> sshiin chik> tsu^ ^au
man 2

yiki.

cShiin tsun
> ^Hu c

p6, cwan
p6k 2 yat> f- yat2 ,

pit 2 >au dp>

sshiin <kun £
t

ling ^p>

^leung pin- cts
long (hau

;

*ts‘z’ (hoi (kw4n <ch l di

yik>
(

tsung tuk> cts
5 oi <kun

(tang L

Hau^ £shiin ting 2 -liu

<sh6ung <t‘ung sz’
2 cfong

cnang
(

hl fo^

m consequence of illegal freight, the pilot who conducted her in will be endangered because

he did not inform the officers at the Bogue.

9. These persons, or some others in their stead, are required by the regulations of the port

to join the vessel with the pilot, when he comes off from the port at the Bogue. They are
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11. When the cargo is

unloaded, a return one re-

ceived on board, and the

ship in readiness for sailing,

the security merchants must

send a petition to the govern-

ment requesting two pass-

ports ; which on their being

issued, the security mer-
chant must receive and
deliver to the master of the

vessel, who receives them.

12. Afterwards, when the

ship is ready for sea, the

pilot ought to repair on board

and conduct her out of port;

having passed the Second
Bar, and reached the fort

at the Bogue, again goes

on shore and presents the

passport for examination,

after which she is allowed

to proceed.

13. The ship having now
passed the Bogue, and ar-

rived off Lintin, or perhaps

bff Cabreta Point, the pilot

leaves her, while she under
full sail returns to her own
country.

'T^ong ciin fo
>

fuk 5. I6ki

-mun f6>, cshiin ctseung <hoi

! chang,
(po <sheung tsakj csm

kii2 -pan Hs^ing fat> chung
cp ;

ai i- <cheung; ck ;
i cp c ai

fit) ch c
ut>,

4

p6 <sheung plt>

<k4u ~ii cshiin (chii cshau

chap).

Tai5 ^hui tszn cshiin choi

<shan cui kwok>
5
eying

cyan
<shiin ch c

ut>
chau

;
yat> 16^

kvvo5 cH6 ctan to^
cFu cmuri

(hau, tai
> ^hui yik> echoing

im l chung cp ;
ii cin hai^

fong5

5hang.

Kf ch c
ut) Tu ctnun to'

cLing <ting, wak^ cKai cking,

tdi
5

^shui
c

fan, stn hau-

<y6ung efin cui kwok> -yk.

called hoppo boats by foreigners, and usually remain attached to the stern of the vessel dur-

ing the whole time she lies at Whampoa.
11. One of these “ two passports’’ allows the vessel to pass the Bogue, at which place it is

left by the pilot ; the other is to be retained by the captain
;
and, in case of his being driven

by stress of weather to any other part of the Chinese coast, it will secure for his ship admit-

tance into the port, and if need be serve as a warrant for the local authorities u to refit the

ship?, and a bestow food and raiment on tlie sufferers, from the public money. This is “au
everlasting law,’’ established by the emperor Kinlung, A. D. 1737. This passport is known
by the name of the grand chop^ and according to law, cannot be given to the captain until

all the duties on the cargo, the measurement fee and other port charges, and every demand
made by the government, are fairly settled. The system by which the trade is conducted af-

fords every facility for unloading and loading a cargo, and when it is prosecuted without
interruption there are few ports where greater dispatch can be made than at Canton.

12. The same pilot who conducts the ship into the river is on the lookout to ascertain when
she is ready for sea, and always carries her out of the river ; this is well understood among
the pilots, because when a ship obtains an entrance passport, the fees for her pilotage both

and out are paid to the officers by the pilot who conducts her in.
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1. From whence is the tea

leaf obtained ?

Mach comes from the

M5i (Bohea) hills in Fuk-
kin; and also from the pro-

vince of O^fai, and Wop4ng
[in Kwongtung]

; but there

are not more than two ge-

neral names, the black tea,

and the green tea.

2. From whence are the

black teas brought ?

The greater part conies

from the Bohea hills.

3. How many different :

names are there?

cCh la ipi chHitj tsoi- <pin

ch‘ii slai k6 ni?

Fuki kin 2
,
-Md s i, do;

<0'n <fai, cWo sp^in^, <^5

-yau; tan- hai- ^suiig cming

pat> k\vo> sleung ko >
(che ;

yat> ctning hak> cch^a, yat>

cming luk 2 £ch
4
a.

(Pin ch lU ch‘ut> hak> sch‘
(ni?

Cl^ut) cii 'M6 ci keJ
<to.

-'Yau
l

ki do cming muk> uii?

Notes and Explanations.

The object of this section is to give a brief account of the principal varieties of teas, with

some notices of their cultivation, the manner of curing the leaf, packing, and transporting it to

Canton. The importance of this export demands for it a more extended notice than other

articles found in this market.

1. The botanical name for tea is Thea, and it is intimately allied to the genus Camellia,

both of which are called by the same general name oichka among the Chinese. The flowers of

tea are inodorous, less showy than the Camellia, and the plant is seldom cultivated merely

tor ornament, while its congener is one of the favorite plants of gardeners at home and abroad.

The Bohea hills, which name has been introduced into the English through the Fukkiu
pronunciation of Bu-i, are in lat. 27° 47

x

N., and long. 118° 17
7

E., bordering on the two
provinces of Fukkin and Kongsai. They include two ranges, one of which is called the M6
hills, and the other the Y hills, and are situated in the department of Kinnang, and the dis-

trict of Tsungon, being a part of the chain of mountains which runs through the central

parts of the empire. TJie name given the hills is derived from two brothers, M6 and T, who
were sons of an ancient prince, and when he died refused to succeed him, but retired to settle

oil these hills far from their patrimony, and built them a dwelling, which after their death

was called the palace of M5 j. There is a temple to their memory, in which incense is burnt.

The circuit of the hills is 120 li^ in all of which the tea is raised. A stream divides the hills,

the I' being on the north side, and the M6 on the south
;
and tlie tea from the former is con-

sidered the best, probably because of the southerly exposure given to the plants. There are

many villages among the hills where the cultivators and the proprietors of tea reside, but

the tea itself is for the most part brought for sale to the village of Singtsiin, where are shops

and warehouses for exposing it, and where the purchasers come to examine and price the

different qualities.

Section ^ourtf)*

DIFFERENT KINDS OF TEAS.

cCh la ip 2 lui 2

; tai
2 sz” cheung.

®®
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A great many ;
such as

white hair/ or Pecco ;
1 very

fragrant/ or Orange Pecco ;

4 old maa 7
s eyebrows, 9

or Pec-

co; 1 carnation hair/ or Infe-

rior Pecco ;
c red plum [blos-

som]/ or ^nelum-

bium kernel ‘sparrow’s

tongue; 5 6 fir-leaf pattern
4 dragon’s pellet ‘dragon’s

whiskers 4 small plant,
9

or

Souchong ;
6 folded plant/

or Powckong ;
i working tea/

or Congo

;

; autumn dew;’
4 pearl flower/ or Chulan ;

4 careful firing,
9
or Carnpoi

;

and others, which are names
of black tea.

4. Where are the green

teas produced, and how many
kinds are there ?

The greater part comes
from the province of 0/

nfai.

Their names are 1 rains be-

fore
5

,

or Young Hyson; ^plum

petals/ or Young Hyson

;

4 flourish spring,* o\% Hyson ;
4 flourish skin,' or Old Hyson ;
4 T^unk^i tea/ or Twankay ;
4 Tsunglo tea,

1
or Sunglo

;

4 hemp pearl,
9
or Ganpoivder ;

‘great pearl’ or Imperial

;

4 pearl flower’ or Imperial

;

4 skin tea, 5 or Hyson Skin ;

and others, all of which are

green teas.

5. How is the tea plant cul-

tivated in the Bohea hills?

t

1

X #

-Yau ^hb <to la
5

;
cii Fak^

cfid, -Sheung cheung, tKwan
£mi, 'Tsz 5 ch5, cHung tmui,

cLin <sam, Tseuk> shit^,

I
cTsung cliai cLung
cLung <sii,

lSiu (chung, cPau

(chung, cKung tfu, cTsau
liV, cChii cl^n,

lKan pui-,

•tang, tsau- hai- hak> cch l a

aning le\

I^ukj cch*a ch 4

ut> ili ch6

ch'ii% yau 2 -yau
£

kl do ciniiig

<ni ?

fTo ch^ut) <On ifai. cK 4

i

cining -U cts^in, cMui p^in 2

,

cHi cch l un, (Hi cp 4
i, cT 4im

ck l
ai, cTsung do, cMa tchsi,

Tai' cchii, cChii clan, cP^i

cch^i, ^ang, tsik? shi- luk^

cch 4 a \e\

-Mb a tsharj -1
j, <cb 4

.i Um
yeung- chung 2 tni?

3. There are many varieties of tea among the Chinese, for which there are no foreign

names, several of them being comprised under one general terra
;

as for instance, the first

eleven kinds on this list, with the exception of Hungmuey, are all included under the two

designations of Pecco and Souchong. Many of the terms have some allusion to the sh^pe
or color of the leaf, the mode of its preparation, or time of gathering. Pecco is made of the

opening leaf buds, while yet there is a white pubescence upon the leaf
;
Powchong is so call-

ed because it is wrapped in small parcels ;

46 autumn dew 9
' alludes to the time when it is

picked, in the latter part of the season, in the month of September
;
Chulan tea is brought to

market rolled up in little pellets, and is called chulan tea because the flowers of that name are

unixed up with the tea for a time to scent it ; Congo is explained in No. 7, in this section.

The names of tea here printed in italics are the designations by which they are known to

foreigners, being in most cases corruptions of the Chinese names.
4. There are not as many varieties of green tea as of black, for it is used to a very limited

extent by the Chinese. Rain before
59

refers to that tea which is gathered before the kuk d
fsf,, or “ grain rain term,” in the third month or April. Hyson and Old Hyson are gathered

after spring is well be^un, and the leaves ))ave attained some size and thickness ;
the latter is

the inferior portion of the former. Twankay and Sunglo are names of places where these
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During the vernal months
]

of the previous year, the !

seeds of the tea are mixed up
i

with very wet sand in a care-

ful and thorough manner,
i

where they remain until the
j

sprout appears. After the

soaking rains of spring are

over, and the soil is soft and
plastic, then the seeds should

be planted with the shoot

pointing upward, after which
the tea will grow without

\

further care or watering ;
if

it receive the rain from heav- !

en, it will certainly soon ,

become very exuberant. It is
I

important to examine the

soil, whether it be fertile
|

or not ; if it is rich, then, in

a year or upwards, the leaves

will be in a condition to

gather ;
but if the soil is

poor, two years or so must
|

elapse before the leaves can i

be picked.

\ Sheung 2 cnin cch*un tk^in,

<sin aseungech'a 'tsz' yung i

! cslia shap> t
<au i w6> swati,

toi <ch 6a fitj ^nga.

Hau- cch lun £
ii clam cli, ti-

V6 ciiai cning, pin- <tseung

, cch fc i c

tsz
7 chung 1 ha-, £k

c
i

cngi h6ung- -csheung
; tsak>

cch l a tsz ,2 cin fatj cshang,

pat> yang- <shiu clam; tak>

ct
4in Hi ting- sin ma^ shing 2

.

Tan' ho^ V6 hau 1

I poki
;

tl
2 hau- tsak> cnin

cling pin- £yau cshau cshing;

I

£H d- V6 pok 2 ,
tsak> pit>

I <sii i
2 ^nin hau-, <tsoi ciiang

£yau c
ts

4oi chik>.

ts‘z” tsak> lun 2
ct

l
lrt

cshl. sU £
ii

c

shui kwo3 c

t6,

ck
c
i ip> tsak> cmui, linS d

cwong^ pat> wong >

;
y6uk>

c^in tai 2 hon-, 5k
l
l lp> tsak>

lii
c

sifi sw6ng ipj

T4n > Hi
4

shui ct
4lu cwo, <,ii

I tki 1 Hi hau-, yau^ syau

] cy^ung, tsak> <k*i ip?

I

shing-, si yik) chong5

; ml 2

I

yika (heung, £ch‘eung

In the next place we will

speak of the weather. If there

is too much rain, then the

leaves will become mildewed,
and broken, of a yellow color,

and not at all flourishing if

the season is very dry, the

leaves will be few and small,
j

having many yellow ones
among them. But if the rains

fall equably, and after the

showers a bright sun appears,
I

then the leaves will be abun-
dant and flourishing as well

|

as thick; the flavor will be I

fragrant, and the aroma also

of long continuance
; the

,

leaf will be of a bright green
|

color, thick in texture, and i

will roll up compactly and

varieties grow. Individual trees sometimes have particular names, and the tea from them is

very celebrated, either by reason of some association, or from its own good quality.

5. The mode of planting and growing the tea shrub may vary in different places, and the

account here given is intended to apply principally to the cultivation of black tea in the Bohea
hills. In planting, care is taken to insure at least a few shoots by putting several seeds

into the hole^ as the greater part always prove abortive from their oily nature. The seeds of
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look large. Great care should

be exercised in selecting the

ground; that which is loamy
and damp is the best.

6. Are there any particu-

lar rules for picking the leaf?
|

In picking tea, the most !

important rale to be observ-

ed is to do it in the proper

time ;
when the leaf has a ;

fresh, bright appearance and
is fully matured, then it must
be gathered. For if only one
day too early, then the leaf

will be very soft, and the

decoction destitute of a good
taste or color

;
and if one

day too late, then the leaf

will become old and hard,

cannot be rolled compactly,
and will be inferior in both

taste and color.

If the weather is gloomy,
and it threatens to blow or
rain, then the leaves cer-

tainly cannot be gathered,

bat all must wait till the sky
is clear and the weather fair,

when the people can begin i

to work. As in planting, it is !

desirable to select a fruitful

soil, so in picking the leaf, !

to choose good weather is

important. When the time
to gather has come, first esti-

mate the quantity of leaves,

and then engage a propor-
tionate number of workmen,

1

_

e

x

z

shik) ‘ts‘ing ipi hau 2

, £t
c iu

<tsz’ kit“ d chbng tii J’li

-i chaki ti- cwai iu'; cfi yan*

^he ckai £ya.

cTs c
oi chakj -yau mat> cfong

fat> -m6 cni?

cTs c oi cchi fat> tsu^

iu
5

tak> cshi
;

cii lp 2 shik>

csin aning ^h^eung tsuk> cchi

yat2 , tsik> csii
c

ts
s
oi chakj.

Yeuki c

ts6 yat> yat^ tsak> ip^

t
c ai

5

niii)% £ i cmb ml-, smo
shik> ; s ii cch c

l yat> yati? tsak>

ip 2
£16 ng^tng-, ts6- pat> cshing

shik> mi2 ck‘ii pat>
(

h6.

Yau 2
<t

lin om-, d tsok> cfung

Hi, ts
c
it> pat>

{h6 (

ts
c
oi chaki

<sii toi> tCiru tsing hi shinig,

<fong ^16 tung- 'shau. Shi*
-1 chung2 tsak> d c

ts
c
\i tl

2
li

2

,

c
ts‘oi yik 2 ch‘4t> <t‘in sshi

£ya. cFn c

ts
coi cshi, <kun

s k
c
i ip> <chi do, hau- ting 1

sh65 yung 5
- cyan, pat> k‘ii

tea usually grow in a triangular capsule, having three partitions, each of which contains a
round seed of the size of a rifle bullet

; there are sometimes only two seeds in a capsule-
In the Ankoi hills, the seeds are planted in the grouiul without any previous germination, and
three years elapse before any leaves can be picked ; but this time is no doubt much shortened
when diligence in manuring, and richness of soil accelerate the growth of the plant. The soil
in those hills is very sandy and barren, and the tea shrubs are planted where nothing els« will
grow, but this is not the case in the more extensive plantations at the Bohea hills, where the
cultivation of the plant is the principal occupation of the inhabitants. The best tea i«, howev-
er, always produced on the sides of mountains where there can be but little accumulation of ^
vegetable mold, and where the soil is somewhat sandy.
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5nam -cnii
; tsung -1

c

shau

fai
5 ch^ cwai sheung-, ek 4

i

ckon yat> ch‘ai? cshi <chi

ku\

-Mui syan -crmn yat ? ,
yeukj

(ts‘oi sliap 2 c\i tkan, -'mui

ckan tlcung ctsMn
£,ng luk^

5m an. tSii tai> J6ung
tsoi- (Shan, M (min s\vong

'fan dam kok>. Yau 1
* <sii

tfan fu- pat) 'ts^oi ~15 ip 2 ,

-c
ii t‘ii’ niin 2 ip 2 . (Ts‘z’

4

ts
k
oi ch^k> cchi tii

2 leukj

-ya.

Chak, Miu cfan !]oi rim
yeung ;! cha? ts

t 5
>
d)i?

(Ts 4
oi cliak) c\u cloi, tsoi ;

cts6ung £ kan kwo > h^i 2 tsing-

cwong, lan-, kw65
-16, kwo5

niin-,
ltang ipy. J’n hau-,

yung- chuk> <wo tchong tsoi*

ct
4an pok>, fong 5

<ii <tong

(fung ; tsoi
2 yung 3 muk 2

ka5
'tsz

1

,

Jm6i kaJ

l6nf
shapj -c

ii t\v6. Long>
chi’

either men or women ; it is

of the highest importance
that the work be done quick-

ly, because the chosen day
and the proper time must be

improved on the instant.

Each workman can on
an average collect ten catties

of leaves per day, for which
he receives five or six cash

each catty. He should also

carry some dry provision

about his person, so that lie

will not hinder the work
by going to and returning

[from his meals]. The work-

men must be directed not

to pick the old leaves, nor

those which are very soft.

These are the most impor-
tant particulars regarding the

picking of* the leaves.

7. When the leaves are

picked and brought home,
liow are they cured?

After they are gathered

and housed, they are again

assorted in a careful manner

;

all the yellow and broken

leaves are picked out, and
also those which are too old

or too young. [The good
leaves] are then spread very

thin upon bamboo trays, and
placed in the wind ; for this

purpose wooden frames are

used, upon each of which ten

or more trays can be aired.

There they are left until the

6. Inferior tea is frequently gathered by clipping off the small twigs with shears, but the

usual mode is to pick the leaves by hand, the liner sorts in a very careful manner, and put

them into bamboo trays or shallow baskets. The constant practice of depriving ttie plant of

natural dress stunts it, and after a few years it is cut down to produce a new growth ot

branches. The shmbs are also, either through the carelessness of the cultiv^^

leanness of the soil, after a few years, covered with lichens which dry up their juices, and

shorten their lives. The leaves grow very thickly upon the shrub, but the produce of sinirle

plants seldom exceeds two catties, and the quantity commonly gathered is from eight tnels to

a catty. There are there pickings in a season; the first, in which the delicate leaf buds are

collected, is in Ts'ingming term, during the middle of the third month, or the first part

of April; the second is at the end of the fourth, and begiimins of the fifth month, ;md is

technically called the f or second spring ;
the third, by wliich time tlie leaver become

thick and coarse, is at the end of the fifth, and beginning of tlie sixth montli, and is call^n

s(m ch lun or third spring.

X

te

ji
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i ip> yat) "nin

;
pin- tsoi^

cwo -11 sai
5

cuo, sai
5

ch‘4t,

m5 2 ch 4
ati chf {

hi chung
cdm cwai td-. cKM hau- p

4^
^hui

(

hi ckam cpin
(
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ts
c 6

5
fat> tsoi- cii

4

shau swan
<to ch l

dt3, sming iit> <Kuog
(fu

;
tsik> i

5
-ji.

cNo chd cshi fong' cu ViU two

cchang ih^au ii? tak 5 fat 3 .

cShiu chung wok 2 ,
'ts'ii cch'a

yat>
{

pa, sat 5 tsoi- wok^ noi-,

toi
5
ck 4

i -rriui nap? pan5

£wan,
fa? shau yat> clau, ct3

4 ai

cts
4
ai

l

ts
4u Ssheung; cch 4

i,
chung cshing tan 2

. Hau- <chi

shik 5 mi- tsun- <xi
l

ts
l z

,
tshi

tak 5 fati.
CF hau- pin- f^t 5

pui
3
- clung ichi

l

fo
?

tsak>

leaves begin to be rather

soft
;
and then, while lying

on the tray, they are gently

rolled and rubbed, until red

spots begin to appear, when
they are ready. They are

then tested by pouring hot

water upon them, when the

edge of the leaf becomes
yellow. In doing this part,

they must all be equably and
frequently rubbed, for which
reason the tea is called [Con-

go or] workman^ tea.

After the leaves are well

rolled, they are put into an

iron pan to roast, in doing

which it is important to ob-

serve certain rales. When
the pan has become redhot,

a handful of leaves are scat-

tered on it, and the work-
man waits till the leaves are

popped alike, when they are

hastily taken out at once,

for if there is any delay they

may be reduced to a cinder.

After this, the color and fla-

vor [of the decoction] are test-

ed, which are ajl the rules

to be observed at this stage.

The next operation is to

prepare a fire for drying the

7. The caring performed at the hills is not repeated, unless the tea becomes damaged during

its passage to Canton. The operation of roasting the leaves is attended with some incon-

venience to the workman by reason of a yellowish, acrid fluid which exudes from the leaves,

and irritates the hands. Pecco and other fine kinds are not roasted on hot pans, but

after having been dried in the wind are placed over the fire in bamboo drying baskets,

after which they are carefully packed in leaden canisters for exportation. The leaves

which are to be made into Hungmuey are placed under cover for two or three days,

until they begin to corrupt, after which they are dried in the sun and cured thoroughly.

All tea is packed in boxes or canisters as soon as it is cured, the common kinds in large

chests, and the fine sorts in leaden canisters. Ou its arrival in Canton, it is if required,

often repacked in boxes and canisters of different sizes, which are always lined witli

lead. It is probable that the principal varieties of black or green tea are owing chiefly

to the age of the leaf, while subordinate kinds are made by different processes in

manufacturing. After the tea has been roasted, it is examined to see if there are any
leaves without the yellow edge and red spots, and that have not burst, and they are

taken out. Before being placed in the drying baskets, the roasted tea is aired for an
hour; and particular care is taken that there be no smoke while drying.

There is is a slight difference in the shape of the leaf of green and black tea, but the prin-

cipal cause of their diversity is owing to the different modes of curing them ;
in making green

tea a gentle fire is used, and they are simply dried
; but the leaves of black tea are roasted
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leaves, for which the most I

compact charcoal is used

;

when it has become tho-

roughly ignited, and there

is no emoke. it is covered i

over with ashes, and the !

basket placed upon the fire
J

to dry the leaves. About ten

catties are dried at once,

for there must not be too

many, lest the fire should ;

not dry therti equally. While
drying they are unceasingly

[

stirred and turned overbv the
j

hand, in order that the tea
|

may be all alike dried; when
(iried sufficiently, it is im-
mediately packed in boxes.

8. How is the quality of
|

the tea tested?

A quantity of spring water
|

is boiled in an earthen pot

and poured upon it; if the I

water is not boiling hot, the
|

leaves will float, and the i

color and flavor will not be
|

well developed. Having got
j

boiling water, then put the
|

leaves into a covered cup,
j

and pour the water upon
|

them, when the flavor and
|

color will both appear. In

the best qualities of tea,
|

the taste is aromatous and
;

oily, and a clear yet strong

fluid is in the cup. The
inferior sorts are known by

K

a

yung^ ckin tin- ; cslnii t^au'-

sm6 cin, yung- To <fui koi'

To; tsak> fong>

slung hk l

pui-. -f shap2 ckan 5wai
tb-, pat>

ch6 cto; <to

tsak> To shik> pat> £wan.
Tsak> pat> cting £

1
c

shau
{kau

ifan, ling- ck 4
i cch la 'fo shik

swan t
l au- ; chi

> To tsuk»,

tsik> ^on cchong cseung.

Shi* cch 4 a yau 2 (

tim yeung 1*

<ni ?

Tsak> yung- -ngd. <p6, <tsin

cshan <shui p‘4u

cchi; yeuk> 'shuimi 2

cch l4 lp> pit> cfau, mi- shik>

ckai pat> ch 4
ut>. Yeuk>

c

kvv
4 an tik>, ttseung cch 4a

fong5

koi* tchun^noi-,

mV- shik, ck^i in 2
. SU

i sh6ung- (tang
(

che, mi 2

shik> cheung w^t), <ts*ing

<diung tai
J

£yung. Ha 2

C

ch^, <heung pit>
l

ye,

un a hot iron until they pop, after which they are again dried, and these processes make the

leaves black. The Chinese say that green tea can be made into black by roasting and cur-

ing it until it becomes black
;
but black cannot be made into green, because it is already of a

dark color and cannot be changed. Fresh and tender leaves are roasted by a gentle fire, old

md thick ones by a fervid heal. Ten things are to be observed in inspecting green tea the

leaf must he green and glabrous ; it must he rolled firmly ; all the twigs must be separated

from the leaves ; the texture of the leaf must be thick; no dirt or sticks in it ;
it must be well

roasted ;
taste of the decoction aromatous; and the liquid clear, without a muddy appearance,

which is the most important particular ;
and it must have an oily taste ;

leaf of a uniform

color- It is also said that in good tea no pellicle floats upon the top of the infusion.

8, It is well known that the Chinese drink the simple decoction of tea without any addition

and pour off the infusion almost immediately after the boiling water has been poured on. They
also i'requently drink the tea from off the leaves

;
a cup is provided with a cover that fits

rather closely, and boiling water is poured upon a few leaves at the bottom, when the cover is

immediately placed upon it until ready to drink. There are are also other plants used for tea

Uy the poor Chinese; the leaves of one or two species of Camellia are sometimes employed
for this purpose in districts where they are abundant, but these and all other plants are con-

sidered as poor substitutes for the true tea by the natives themselves.
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an unpleasant smell, and a
j

weak decoction. The leaves,

which, when in the water, un^

roll without tearing, are the

best. The other rules need
not be detailed minutely

;

but those persons who are

skillful in testing teas, judge
according to the current price

and demand in settling the

value, for there is no fixed

rule for examining.

9. Are teas also produced
in the province of Canton ?

They are, but the whole
amount is not much; and
those places where they are

grown all give their names
to the teas produced there.

The places which produce
the most black tea are Stony
Kulb, and the districts of

Ts 4ingiin, and Wop 4ing.

|The district of] Hoksh^n,
Honam, and Samtochuk [in

the district of Wop^ing], are

the principal places which
afford green tea. There is

the Hungkam tea, so named
because it grows partly in

Namhung [in Kwongtung],
and partly in Kam chau [in

Kongsai]. The Shamk c
ai is

produced in Kwongsai, and
the O'nk 4

ai (Ankoi), in Fuk-
kin, province; but of the

varieties in the other provin-
ces, it is unnecessary to

speak minutely.

10. What distance in miles 1

is the length of the road [by
|

which the tea comes] 1 I

p

A

asking pit)
ckw^. £I cch lam

c

shui Ipj, fong>

pat? Ian1

<che, 5wai ckai. SU fat>

mi2 tsun 2 shut>
;

cwai shin-

ckun C

ch4, leung- Sshi, tok>

kV, d pat)
ch6 4 yat>

Iat> <kuii.

I

Chf cii ljt2 dung -yau c h c&

I

ch c
ut) c

?m dil?

Yik 2
5yau, ^ung hai

J
- pat>

sham- <to; cwai
(

kl ch 1!^

ti- cfong -yau chung-, ckai
£
1 (tsCz 5

ti
2 «chi filing, s'vai

cming. cU Tai J shik> 'Ku
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Yau- Hoki cshdn, cHo cnam,
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h\ki cch 4 d. Yau- -yaw cHang
kara) cyan cNam chung,

Kam' cchau, kdi 1
ti^ 'sho

'chan, ku 2 -c

y^. Yau- cSham
ck cai, -nai

cKvv Dg csai cch c
S,

-c

y^; yau-cCXn ik 6
ai, Fuk>

kin sch‘a pit2 (sMng
£yau, mf- pin- tsun i(kdi

shut

ctn ct
l6 15- celling

c

ki <t6
c

licni?

9. Both black and gieen tea are produced in this province, but the quantity is not so reat
as in Fukkln and O^nfai. The tea plant is found in every province of China, but°it is
not cultivated for exportation in all of them. The Tartars and other races living on the north
anc w ^st of China procure their supplies from the western provinces, and it forms an article

t trade between Wanii^m and Burmah. There is a form of tea used by the Tartars called
^/ic - tea

}
which is made by softening the leaves and small twigs with boiling water, and then

pressing them into large flat cakes resembling tiles.
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From the provincial city of

Kwongtung to the M61 hills

in Fukkin is reckoned up-
wards of two thousand, eight

hundred and eighty li (or

about 900 miles). [From
Canton] to Suchau fu in

the province of Kongsu, is

reckoned upwards of three

thousand, five hundred and
eighty-one li (or about 1200
English miles).

11. How are the duties

collected at the various pass-

es on the road hither.

A report is first written,

stating definitely from whence
the supercargo [of the tea]

has come, what his name is,

how many chests of tea he

has with him transporting

to Canton to be sold there ;

aud requesting the favor of

being examined, that the

cargo may pass. After the

duty is paid at the pass, the

whole is allowed to proceed.

12. When the tea reaches

Canton, how is it sold to

go abroad?

This commodity is all

carried to the hong mer-
chants who manage it among
them, for other shops are

not permitted to receive and
send it out of the port.

Such are the general par-

ticulars concerning the plant-

ing, picking, curing, and sell-

ing of teas.

S—
R

[Chap. VI.

cYau (Kwong ttung 'sJiang

cshing chP Fuk> kin% (M6
ci cshan, ka^ celling i- ctsin,

p4t> p4k>, pat) shap^ ^ng li.

Ch^ <K6ng esu, <Su <chau

Tu, kai cching <sam <tsin,

•c’ng pik>, pat shapj £yau

yat>
(

li.

sUn tkwio ttsun sliu

'tim y<6ung J pd- tni?

cSini *se yat> *pan, <shu

<ming cho <yai;i shi-,

‘mau cluing, ctsui tai* cch-^.

ipi y^ukj ckon tseung, wan-
cui Uti <tung fan- ;

*han cyan £cha im- fong >

chang <chi Nap 2 kwcV
<kwan shui 2 hau- <nang

echoing tui.

c Ch*4 to
5 4

shang, (timyeung'
fat> mai- pit> kwoki <ni?

hai- <kvvai syeung-

csbeung cfan p^n- ; kok> p
4 J

iV- pat> <nang pan-

ch‘iit> (lau (i.

Ts‘z’ tsak chung ?
<ts‘oi

chai% fan-, c h 4a coin t4i z

leuk 2 , ttsing <ying -uai
cpun

<u
<

ts*z
,

.

!0. Many streams have their sources in the Bohea hills, a part of which flow to the nortti-

west emptying themselves into the lakes of Kongsai. The tea is carried down these

streams into the lakes, and then passing around enter the river Kam, a large stream that

drains the southwestern parts of Kongsai, which is ascended as far as the water will permit.

The tea is then taken out of the batteaux and carried by porters across the Mui ling, a chain

of mountains which lie in the northern part of Kw6ngtung, and reshipped on the river Chii,

by which it raclies Canton. The green tea is brought down to tl»e lakes of Kongsai by woter

•carriage, from whence its route is the same as the black.



Tai- ipdn,
l

h5 t a

?

cHd !

(h6 ,4?

'Hd ! -Ni wci- kwb\ tsau 2

Lhb lokj.

-cNi (kam yat^ -'yau mnb sz ,?

kon^ ini 1

'Ngo <kam ynU Jai

-ni, Vai -ni 'cyan mat> tpo^g

ch 4an >
-jngo -mb.

{Tim yeong 2 «poog ch^an 5

£ni (nil -cNi wa- -jr)g6 tciai i!6.

-Ngo tsau 2 hai- Jai (ts‘sug
£ni ko J

tik 5 tai- aii

<fa shik> kwo 1 5ngo ; eshtng

eki man- sni ^yau mat 3 esarj

1. Are you well, Sirs

I am well;—and you, are

you well ?

2. Well ! If you only say

so, I’m well.

What business have you
to-day?

3.

I have come to call on
you to-day to see if you will

patronize me or not.

In what way patronize

you ? Let me know, if you
please.

4.

I have come to request,

that you will be good enough
to give me the different

colors of your woolens ;
I

wish, at the same time to

inquire of you, if any new
goods have arrived ; for if

so. then I will invite some

Notes and hxp la nati 7is.

Very much of the business of buying and selling in Canton is elfiected through the agency
of native brokers, called kingki yan. This section is designed to show, together with the

names of woolen goods, the manner and phraseology in which conversation is sometimes
carried on between these brokers and foreign merchants. Mai mai means buying and selling;

p^at t^au is a general term for woolens ;
and man tap are question and answer, or dialogue.

1. The broker commences the dialogue by addressing his foreign friend with the compel-
lative taipdn^ used as a term of respect by the Chinese, when addressing, or speaking of,

foreigners. The term was formerly applied to the chief of the foreign factories, as it now
to the respective principals of the commercial houses in Canton.

3. P6ng ch can conveys the idea of assisting a merchant, or person of any pnrsuir, by giving

rim business or employment, and hence its meaning, patronage or to patronize.

4. Tai 7ii are the common broadcloths, the various colors of which are spoken of collect-

ively under the term fa-shik
9

1 flower-colors.
9

Stic nl is the narrow description of woolens,

used in opposition to the tai m or broad kind.
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merchants to come and

purchase, who will give a

good price for your goods,

so that I may secure a little

profit for myself: thus it will

be for our mutual advantage.

Very well! I have here
i

two hundred pieces of wool-
|

ens,

5. What kind of goods I

are they ?

They are Company's wool-

ens.

6. Let me see them, will
;

you? Lackaday ! these are

very poor goods indeed.

Surely they cannot be Com-
pany's woolens

;
I fear they

are goods of a second quality.

Kot so, they are really i

very nice goods, only the

mode of packing is not

quite what it ought to be .

7. The body of the article

is poor ; it is thin; it has

no nap upon it.

You quite mistake, Sir
! |

Wishing to buy cheap, you I

undertake to say that my '

goods are bad ; but if the
|

same goods were only for !

sale in your own shop, then
you would declare that they
were most excellent.

I fo' tb
1 -mb

;

ctang -ngo kit?

cyan hak> clai

5

mdi, ch 4
ut>

<to tik> ka5 (

pi ,

4

tang
£ngo yau- chin- tik> yung'-

cts^n; ^om ctd
(hd <4?

lH6 <le ! -ngo -yau tai- cni

i
2 p^k> p

c
at).

Hai 2 mat) -ye 1

Hai 5
- cKung tsz

1

tai 2
f ni.

lPi -ngo (

t
l
ai -ha c ? <Ai

5ya ! cni tik> fo
> syai tak>

tsai2
. c

5M hai 2 cKung csz
1

fo
>

;
haP (shiin chu

fd\

I

hais fo' db hai J 'hbfo*,
f tsung hai- <chong ft‘au

<chang tik> cch6.

cShan fan
5
- yau- s ’in

(h6

;

yau- pok>, yau- ^md cm6.

I

(Ki (ka <ne. -Ni
cs6ung -mai

spring fo% (sh6 -i tsau- wi-

!

£ngo tik> fo
1 (h6 cchi

;

<chai
(
td £ni ct

lau mdi-,

I ko* chan- £shi, -ni tsau- \va 2

I

ch5 cchi l^.

5. These broadcloths are styled Company^ by the Chinese from the fact of their having

been first, and for a long time, imported by the English E. I. Company.
6. Shun chu f6^ shipmaster’s cargo, denotes a second quality of broadcloths, such hav-

ing been formerly imported by tlie masters of the Company^ ships. Yai tak tsai designates

very poor and worthless commodities.

7. Ki kd several falsities, is a way of telling another that he is mistaken. The phrase k6

chan ski or m chan shi is used to denote that instant or this instant, always intending a very

short space of time.
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c'M hai- 'kom -ni -ngo
<tft hai- £ld cseung Hi

; c
Jm

<t‘ung chung 2 t‘am > sni <me.

5Ngo c^n cchi -ni
c

tim csarn

sz
2

, ^ngo pat> ^un £ni,
4Tsung hai^ £ni s ui

c

mai, ~ngo
yiki -ui mai-; -ngo hai 2 -16

Kvv6ng (tung, -ni
cseung

t
tam >

-ngo, yik 2 tak>

kom> cyung shat^ tsoi 2 wi 5-

-ni cchi c .

(H5 la^lid la% -raai
{kong

chdn wa- la
5

. Shat> tsoi 2 -nf

iu
J (

ki cto <ngan yat> -md
«nl?

Shat> ka5 yat5 ko > csim ch6

pun 5

, ling-
{heung.

mai2 taki kaJ

; s i

cka -mb kom 5 chong cts
cing.

^Kom wi-, -cni
c

pi mat> -ye

<nl?

In^ tsoi- ^un mdi-
tak> koJ pun 5

;
lu

5 (kau ts
c
at>

kbu yau 2 ii? £ch‘ii (h6ung
i- thb pun 5

;
yau- cch c

ii £hong
yung-, -cmui p

c
at> yat> «man.

Sii^ {

hi clai chf <to

8.

No such thing
;

you
and I are old acquaintances;

surely you cannot suppose

that I would impose on you.

I do not know what your
intentions are

;
neither do I

pretend to control you. In
a word, if you know how
to buy, I also know how-

to sell ; I am an old resident

in Canton, and if you think

you can take me in, that’s

not quite so easy, I’d have
you know.

9.

Well, well, Sir, let us

have no more of this idle

talk. Tell me truly, now,
how much money you want
a yard for this article ?

The true and real price

is one dollar and thirty-five

ceiits,—besides the duty.

10. It does not sell at

so high a rate
; the current

price is by no means so high

as this.

Well, if you talk in this

manner, pray tell me what
you will give ?

1 1. Just now the local

price, at which the article

is selling, is one dollar and
a half; from this you must
discount three per cent.; and
you must also take away
the duty, twenty-five cents
per yard, with the consoo
charge of one dollar per
piece. Summing up the

whole, the very utmost I can

8. T am is a local term, used commonly in conversation, having the meaning conveyed by
tlie teimsj impose on, take in, deceive, &c. Foreigners who Jiave resided in the country for a
ong time, are called Id Riodngtung by the people, a phrase which is sometimes translated

tl an old Cantoner•”

«

_

I
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give you, is one dollar and
sixteen cents, to be paid in

ready money.

That’s too bad ! I can

never lose so much.
12. All kinds of woolen

goods, which are imported,

are selling below their prime

cost.

As for losing money on

goods, if it is only a few 1

per cent” it is of no great
!

importance ; but when you
want rae to lose twenty or

|

thirty per cent., how can I

ever do that ?

13. Well, then, since we
cannot fix on any price for

this article, let us talk about
|

some other. Have you any
j

fine broadcloth on hand?

No, I brought some two
years ago, but your people

here would not pay what it i

cost me, and I suffered a loss
|

on it, and therefore I have

never brought any more since

that time; and moreover, the
\

amount consumed here is
i

very small indeed.

14. Alas, what a pity !
|

Why, only the day before

yesterday, Mr. So-and-so

sold upwards of a hundred
pieces, at four dollars per '

yard, including duty,—so i

good is the price at which

this article is now sold.

What kind of stuff was
!

p Pf

#
#S

|

fni yat> ko >
yat> chi luki,

j

hai- ckau in 2 <ngan.

s H4i! £’m shit2 tak> k6m’
ct .

Ko" tik> cloi 16 2

p
4 at> ct'au,

i

csho 'yau d6 shit> tik)

!

^un \k\

I Shit> hai- shiti shit?
l

ki cli

tsiu- c*m <s6ung «kon; ~m
iu* £ngo shit> il cs^,m <fan

cts
6
in, tsb- tak>

O, oil ctsung c
9
in

ckong tak>

<ngam, yaa-
ckong pit>

yeung-. £Ni ^yau <i cheuk>

(n6?

-Me); tsin -cleung cnin -ngo

tai
J

clai, (tsuug liaP ni tik>

I piin syan s ’ni ch*ut> tak>
1 k^, iu5

shita
cpun, 'sho

(tsung s’m tai" clai ; fong'

ch‘6 yaV s’m (sid tak>

j

ct .

cAi -ya, /ho sik>! -Mi sz2

-Mau smau, tii- cts'in yat>

mai £ k6>
yat> pak> c

ki p
l
at>,

sz” ko 5 engan cts
l in, clin

cha' ;
ci <k^.

tak> kom5 4h6 ka\

I

cTim yeung 2 fo* ^ ?

13. Ngam and and also hai in No. 11 above, are local terms ;
they are not always used

in precisely the same sense nor is it possible to translate them in all cases by a single word
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Yau- c
?m hai2 'ting sheung 2

<1 cheuk hai 2 cch'ung “
cheuk), cfa lo\ l c\v4ng choi

<ch6n» k6\
I

®

j

-Ni cchi hai- cpaa
l

tsai cchong
f ct

4 au, pi 2 hai- muk 2 <seung

I

cchong ct
;au <ni ?

Hai 2 muk) tseung tchor.g

ke\ -li ct
lau -yau 5ma lhau

t
c
it> kun 5

,
-mui <se«ng cchong

shap 2 p
;
at>.

cl cka <pin <tsung fo
3

<chf
(

h5 mai 2 ini ?

J cka cl)i
,

i)5 mai- hai- <kam
(chi ct^ati, c\vang choi uti

leung-. cKm cii clung tung-

st
6au ct6

ch6 . (Tsuiig lim 2

ko 5

tik> <sheung yik^, -!Au

csho cchong,
l

fan ct^u.

\

tseung- ct
lau, <sheung tkung

tsz
2

,
sii

5

toi~, ckai ct6

hai2 okj mai- tiki.

Ko5

tik) ik) i
2

‘dm yeuug 2 <ni ?

/

<1 cka £m5 mat> rts
4in.

cTs 46 ke5

cni?

-M6 cyan oi
5

lo. It was not of the first

quality superfine cloth, it

was only of the second
quality, in a flowered tillot,

that opened at the side.

Do you know whether it
|

was packed in bales, or !

whether it was put up in

wooden boxes?

16. It was put up in

wooden boxes, the inside of
,

which were lined with tin,
!

and ten pieces were packed
in each box.

Just now what kinds of
goods are in the highest de-
mand in the market ?

17. Just now the goods :

highest in demand are the

habit cloths, with gold head-
ings ; also those pat up in

tillots, opening at the side.

Those also with two dragons
on the tillot heads are very

good. But those with double
wings [on the tillot heads],

;

those loosely put up, white
;

ground tillot heads, elephants
and double I on the tillot

heads, plain tillots, and those
with eagle’s heads, are all

sold with difficulty.

Those narrow woolens,

,

32J inches wide (worleys), ^

how are they doing at pre-
i

sent ?

18. At present they com-
mand no price at all.

And coarse stuffs (such as 1

baize), how are they ?

19. Nobody wants them.

,

Attention to the manner and connection in which they are used will usually show tJ.'pir true.

meaning.
17. What the Chinese, in this instance, call kai t

(au^ are fair pictures of an eaglets liead,
and are consequently so put in the translation. The same style of giving misnomers occur;
in some other instances, such as where the picture of the lion^s head is styled chu a hog^
head. The character hung is used to denote that kind of cloth marked with a double I on the
tillots because of the resemblance between the character and the letter, as the Chinese pre-
ter, in most cases, to describe the mark than to transfer it.
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At the present time what
is the best assortment of

colors for woolen goods?

20. The greater part should

consist of purple, mazarine,

scarlet, and black, for these

are the best ; the other mix-
ed colors are sold at present

with great difficulty. You
ought to sort them, as they

used to be done, formerly,

in the times of the Company
—this would be the best plan

for you.

No doubt of it.

21. In reference to your

goods, I should like to know
how the custom-house officer

measured them for duty?

Why is it, now, that you
irouble me, by asking this

question ?

22. It is not asked to

trouble you, but because on

a former occasion I was
greatly taken in

;
not know-

ing- beforehand that he ex-

amined and entered them as

being so very long [as he

did], I had consequently to

suffer severely for it : truly I

was deceived in the matter.

On this occasion you have
no cause to fear, for he

examined them very favora-

bly indeed, reckoning each

piece at fifty cubits.

23. Well, have you on I

band any long-ells or not ?

®
S

Plf

p

si k6’ tik> tW ni tim
y6ung 2 shik>

4
h6 <nl?

cTsung iu* sp
l 6 <ts*ing,

s14m, cf4 shung, siin (ts‘ing

p*ui) tak> cto tsau^
(h5

; sk k
i

s ii tsip> shik) tsau i ok> mixi 1

H MVHi? pWi kau J

sKang <sz’ k6* chan^ ^shl
;

kom* yeung 1 tsau 2 ch6 ldk>.

Hai 2
<le.

s
s ni tik s’m (chi

£ 16 t
c ii

l im- siin*
c

kl ich^ung

-CN( mat> man 1 c

hi -ngo

ko* tik) slai ?

hai 1

,
<yan wai 5- sngo

Sts‘ung cts^in -sh^ung kwo*
tong* slai ;

5ngo csln <chl

td*
5 k c

ii im 1 <ch*6ung kdm'
ct6, la* sngo om' shitj kom'
do ingan: <chan ching*

(tai.

<Ni 5 ui s'm p
4
i*

;

5k 4u ctd lm J

tak)
cho 5mui p‘at ts6k

s’ng cheung)- sun* ?

5Ni chung 1 -yau pat> cki syau

-m6 ^ ?

22. Much difficulty has long existed in regard to the measuring of goods in this market,

and the cases in which deception is practiced are numerous. The phrase sheung kw6 t6ng

alludes to the pawnbroker^ occupation, and is used by unfortunate individuals whose neces-

sities oblige them to procure money in this mode, when they think they have been deceived.
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^Yau.

Hai- mat> s
y6 p

c
ui* shik> ke* ?

^Ngo c
pi snl Vai, ctang 5ni

cch
l4u iik shik> c6.

«Ai -y^i! kom* tsip> shik>

k6J

pi2
; ct6 hai- luk 2 , swong,

cfai cto, k6ml
Isau2

fai* sz^-

6k> m4i 2
?

-cNi Vai <sui 5in p^i* shik»

s’m haP hd td* tai (shan

fan'- 'ho, yau- klt> shat>

sNgo Vai cni k6J
f6* ch^k»

tak> tik>.

Hai 2 ch4k> tik>, (k m
tik> kd* m^i 2 kw6' -nl, hai 1

de.

-Ni shat? tsoi 2 i(? <ki <t6

cngan cnl ?

5Ngo wi2 ko* ^15 shat> kk\
chf ^hlu ts

c
at> ko 2 pun*, 5ni

ch l
ut>

cheang.

-Ngo i
ym (

pi tak> kom* ckd;

chf <to
c

pi sni ts
4
at> ko* i

l

chb pun*.

-Ni iu* <t*im tik» clu*

ts6- tak>.

sNi yau^ iu* tik» chi*

tsV tak>.

arious shades well arranged in

motley colors.

I have.

24. What assortment of

colors are they ?

FI! let you see them, so

that you raay write down the

different colors.

25. Lackaday ! What a

motley assortment of colors

you have here—too many of

green, yellow, and gray— all

of which are troublesome to

sell.

If you will only examine
the article, you will find that

it is good and strong, though
the assortment of colors is

somewhat inferior.

26. I see, however, that

the goods are rather narrow.

If so, I will accordingly

reduce the price, that I may
sell them to you—indeed I

will.

27. Now really and truly,

how much money do you
want for this article *?

I will tell you the true

price, the very lowest cash

at which I can sell them
is seven dollars and a half,

you paying duty.

28. I cannot give you so

high a price, the very utmost
I can give is seven dollars

and twenty-five cents.

You ought to add a little

to your price, then it will

do very well.

29. You ought to abate a
little from your price, then

it will do very well.

24. JP^ui means a class or

separate cases or divisions, a
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Well, well, then, let us
|

split the difference.

30. Ah ! that will do very

well. What will be the price,

when thus computed ?

When computed at this
1

rate, it will amount to seven
dollars and thirty-seven and
a half cents; and you must 1

pay me ready money.

31. No, never, I am reck-

,

oiling il at two month’s
|

credit.

This will never do
; I

want to pay money to the

Cw6 (Howqua^). Do
you go now and pay the

|

money over to him, and ask !

him to put it to my account

;

and that will answer.

32. Very good ; and what
other cargo have you on
liand ?

I

I have still a thousand
pieces of long-ells, but they

:

are only single sea), and are
j

not double seals ;
and they

have neither double wings
[

nor stars [on the shields]

;

but they are like the eagle’s !

head, with two wings.

33. What a pity ! This
description of goods must sell

still cheaper than before. If

they were only the large and
small dog- [like figure], or

that of the insect, they would
do very well. But these

eagle heads, and flowered til-

1

I

W p

4

pg

X PS

<H5 «le, de, *au <hoi
£k l

ii de.

AM tsau 2 {

h6 de. Sun 1

hai 1

I

*ki do <ne ?

Siin5

hai- ts4at> ko> <sam ch6
1

ts
l
at> csz* pun 1

;

s nl iu' ckau

I

in- ciigan
{

pi -ngo.

-M6 a5

;
^ngo sun1 -leung iit>

k‘i d.

! c
5M hai- ;

-ngo iu
5 l

pi ciigan

k'vb sr sw6. $Ni hW ck“
i stigan kwo3 £k 4

ii, kiu > -kHi

;

yap> £iigo s5
}

;
tsau2 hai- de.

Ho Je; -ni chung- -cyau

mat> sye fo
5
<ni?

I

sNgo chung- -yau yat> as^in

! p
fc

at> <t^.n ciin cts
6in pat> cki,

I s’m hai- c9heung ^iin £ts
4

in

;

j

yau- hai 2 csheung yik>

;

yau- hai2 <fa clam, siin
5

I

hai- ckai £ t
lau Meung yik>.

cAi ^ya! <Ni ko 5

to
5

lit, fat,

iiV £p
k
ing. Pi <fong hai-

t^i- 'siu
c

kau, <man <tsz\ «t6

chung 2 lhd tik>. cNi ko>

29. The phrase au hoi A*
c
ii, means split open it, i. e. divide the difference in the prices,

named by us, into two equal parts, so that each may take an equal share.

31. Ku
x denotes a term of time, a fixed period, and here the coutext shows the term refers

to the time of payment, thus showing how long the term of credit was to be extended.

32. The Chinese having but one coin, a]>ply the word ts^in as a general term for all coins

bearing devices, and by a further extension, include stamped seals like those here described.
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lots, are sold with extreme

difficulty. And I perceive,

moreover, that this kind of

jroods has no substance

—

they are coarse and loose.

Well, granting that they
|

are, will you nevertheless,
|

make me an offer for them?

34. The very utmost I can :

§ive is eight dollars, includ-

ing the duty.

This will never do ; so I

have only to wait patiently

for a while, and see if the

price does not rise, hen I

can sell.

35. So indeed ! You are

then expecting the p :e will

go up, which is not very

probable
;

I conceive it will

go down instead of rising.

This kind of inferior goods
you ought to sell off immedi-
ately ; this is the best thing

|

you can do.

Very well
;
do you see if

there is anybody who will

consent to barter tea and
other goods for them ; if so

then it will be easy to come
to an agreement.

36. You ought by all

means to write a letter to

your correspondents, advising

them never again to send
any more of this kind of

oods having ticket ends;
\ is of the utmost importance
to do so.

So indeed it is, and I

thank you much for your

<kai ct
4au <fa toi 2

, ch? cnan

mai- ke\ -Ngo *t
c
ai <ni ko 5

fo
5 yau- -m6 <shan fan-, yau-

<ts
c

6, yau- <sung.

<Sui hai 2 <k6m yeang 2

,

£ni

ctb
4

pl koJ ka3
cts

4in -ngo ce?

5Ngo ch^ (to *pi pat> ko 5

cngan cts
l in kwo5 s ui, clin

'heung.

(K6m yeung- ts5- iak>;

chat
lkun (tang £ ha, ‘t

4 ai

shf M tik) k‘i
5 chP

lok>.

cAi ! -Ni ^eung 'hi ka5

<hing i
2

; -ngo tak>

"yau tit) -rnd 'hi. *Kom ke*
£yai fo

J

,
-ni

4kon fai
5

nidi- chf ch^uk^.

(16, -(ni t
4
ai £yan

'hang un 2 idi^a ip 2 'tang io
5

;

tsau- i-, csheung sleung tik>.

fNi cts
4in man- iu

5

(s6 sun

wa- kwo 5
-ni

(

fo kV <chi,

c'm 'h6 p^n 2 <ni ko 5

ip
;
ai

st‘auf6> jai; chi kan, clii)

(kan a\

Hai- lok), do tak), cto tak>.

36. F61d is a familiar phrase applied by one to his companions, or comrads : fo signifies

a man who messes with another, or has his food cooked at the same fire with him, conipouiid-
ed of man and fire ;

ki means to calculate, to plan, and here it indicates the character of the
Chinese merchant in liis plans and calculations for acquiring gain. The phrase has become

Canton among foreigners, in some sort a sobriquet for the Chinese people generally
,

John Bull is for the people of England, or Jonathan for those of the United States.

chi. chr. 61

X

fe

K

!«
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[

-Ngo cni ch^u' -yau -u <sha

I

pii* t
4 ok> -ni m^i 2

.

chi mii!

hai 2 £
ii <sha; si <ki ko 1

ttsung fo
1 (

tsung csiu <lau.

Mat> cim ku' ctil ?

(Sho -yau ngoi 2 <kong do
s’m ching chiuk> s

k‘ii, <yan

wai 5 4pun ti
J cch 4au tiin^

chungi <h6, yau)- ck‘am, yau)-
c

h5 Vai.

(H6 (16,
-cni (t*ai 4 yik)

fo* ct6
lhd d6.

-Ni ^eung un^ mat> -ye fo*

tne ?

cCh 4a ip 2 , 5u csz\ tai- ^w^ng,
tsipj fo

1

,
<t6 tak).

c

pl

fo
5 hik> chd tik> ki% -ng6

1

tik> -i\ <shi tsau
5
- i-

I

(H6 de ;

(

pi £ngo 4

t
l
ai mat>

! -y6 hd-, mat> £ye <chong
ct

4au.

Yat>, i
5

-, csim, ho 2

,
ct5 ^yau ;

£ ni Vai ko 1
tik> <fan tsz J

-,

de ess double-ess (td
4

se

sming tsoi- cp l
4i ct^au <nl.

advice. I have here some
camlets which I must com-
mission you to sell.

37. Unfortunate indeed

!

of all things, camlets are the i

most difficult to sell; now-
a-days these goods are not

|

in general consumption.

Why is this?

38. It is because the north-

ern people for the most
part do not wear them, since

their own silk camlets are

far better, being both more
durable and more handsome.

Well then, see if you can
barter them for some com-
modity or other.

39. For what kinds of

produce would you like to

exchange them?

Teas, Nankeen, raw silk,

rhubarb, and sundry other

commodities, are all ex-

changeable. You may give

the holder of the produce a

rather high price, that I may
be able to sell the camlets

more readily.

40. Very good
;

if you
please let me see of what
quality they are, and how
they are packed.

I have got Doubles, Sin-

gles, and Second Singles

;

vou may see the foreign let-

ters D, S, and SS, which are

distinctly written on the

ticket-ends.

38. The phrase ngoi k6?ig
9
beyond the river, is used by the people of Canton to designate

those who come from the middle and eastern provinces to the city to trade, and by extension

is also sometimes employed to denote persons from all parts of the empire, except this and the

adjoining province of Fukkin.

40. Foreign letters, like D, S, SS., &c., may be often seen on goods in Chinese shops

and warehouses. The names of manufacturers, affixed to their good^, sometimes become
celebrated. Once, and for a long time, the English E. I. Company's mark was regarded as

a sure warrant for a good quality of merchandise.

X

_

1

SSS

_

Q



cNi ko5
cp*ai ct

cau hai J

<sheung pak> cii -ngan, hai
J-

k65 clam kin- sin
5

,

ckS

<ch6ng cKung <sz’ f6.

Hai- lok)
;

-nl
c

t^ai mat> -ye

ka5
cts

{in <6,
£
li ct

fcau yik 2

-yau luk 2 di -ngdn k6\

Pk l la
J

; -ni -yau cHo din
!

s
ii tiin- -mb cne?

I

Ko >

tik> sHo din £
ii tiiu^

mii- s^i' lok), chung- £yaa
tik> -ii tiin-

(

tsai, oi
J

c^in

I

oi <ni?

I

c^M oi\ ^nl tik> cHung cmo
s
ii tiin- -m6 cyan ch6uk>

;

:

chung Syau mat) f6 ciii ?

-Yau -ii cshd c

tsai, -ii cdi c au,
1 -ii cling,

C

ch l6 cfa ~\i cch c au,

-ii cts
ce, -ii p6

J

, cm6 sin'

;

I

-mSbi s
9m -ra^i cni ?

Ko >

tik) fo* ci <k^ c
tsung

I

ctung chang.

j

c
?M dung chang, db iiV

j

dung c

tsung -cmo
syan oi* ? cF -ni 'kom w^-,
pat> cii <kwan £liu cmun, c

?m
ts6- <shang V lok).

41.

This ticket-end has

not the two white fish-eyes,

though it has the blue

threads ;
it is only an im-

itation of the (Company’s
cargo.

Very true ;
but only ob-

rve the [low] price of the

ods and among them are

me having the green fish-

42.

Enough, enough !
|

Have you on hand any
Dutch camlets or not?

Of those Dutch camlets,
i

1 have sold all I had, but
j

I have still some English

imitations of Dutch, would
you like them or not ?

43.

I do not want any
of your English imitations of ;

Dutch ; nobody will wear
them. What other goods
have you ?

1 have got bombazetts, !

Angola cloths, lastings, figur-

ed bombazetts, raerinoes,

coarse bunting, and worsted

thread ;—will you purchase
or not ?

44.

These articles of mer-
chandise are, at present, not

at all in vogue.

Though they may not be

m vogue, yet they must be

sold. Is it possible that no-
body will ever want them?
According to what j

7 u say,

my best plan would be to

shut up my doors, and wholly

desist from business

!

42. The meaning of utiin tsai^ in the closing part of this paragraph, is explained in the

beginning of the next, by Hungmd^ a vulgar, but common name, for English.
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45. No, I meant no such

thing
;
and only intended to

say that, the price being now
so very low, I was afraid

you would not like to part

with your goods. You had
better let a few days pass, i

when the price certainly

must rise a little. Have you
yet any new goods, which
have come to your consign-

ment ?

My long-cloths are still

at Whampoa, not having yet

been brought up from the

ship. Moreover, in the ves-

,

sels recently arrived, it is

very probable there are goods
to my consignment ;

but

not having yet received any

invoices or samples, I cannot

inform you with certainty

respecting them.

46. Very well. So soon as

your samples do arrive, will

you be so good as to inform

me ?

Certainly I will.

47. Upon this understand-

ing, I’ll bid you good bye,

wishing you success in your

sales.

Go in peace !
you will, of

course, come again and pa-

tronize me.

48. You are very kind.

Good bye !

Good bye

!

Pf

^

S’M hai^
(k6m wa 5

-; pat?

k\v6) cshi ka5 Maltg tam-,

I

-c ni mi- pit> ^lang Iat> 'shau.

Pat> <ii tsoi 2 kw6J c

ki yat>,

sUV- pit> tik> k^. -cNi
chung^ -yau mat> <san fo

>

t6
J

-cm6 aJ

?

I

-Ngo tik> cyeung po5
tsoi-

!

<Wong pc)% mi- cts
lang (

hi.

Chung'- ~yau <san ko 5

cpong cshiin, t^i- yeuk> £ngo

<t6
5yau fo

5
tsoi 2 noi- ;

ltsung

hai- mi 2 cts-ang cshau to
5

lo
>

<tan, fo
1 p^n-, c'm \vi- taki

shat 3
5ni <chi,

l

"

*115 tie, F65
p^tn 2 tsau- to

5

,

sni tsau 2 <tung cchl -ngo <l r

Tsz ,J cin tie.

^vom wa 2

,

c

ts
l ing I6k>, -c ni

ch6 mai- chi' do.

*115 chang de ;
tsoi- <Ioi

<pong ch^an
5

.

*116 wa-.
cTs 4ing!

(Ts‘ing

!

nn

45. F6pan^ in the dialect prevalent in Canton between foreign and native merchants:

is usually translated muster
; thus there are musters of teas, musters of silks, &c. The nanie^

given to cloths of foreign manufacture by the Chinese are not always the same in different

places ;
sometimes persons will learn the foreign names, and call the fabric by it, while others

not having heard its original appellation, are obliged to invent a descriptive term for the arti-

cle, which in places remote from each other, may be also unlike. The same remark applies

to other articles of import besides woolens.



-Ni choi yat> ckan p
46 J

mai-

k k 5 yeung 2

p
J

p
;
at5, hai-

£ma?

-M6 ts
; o

5

! -nid ts
l 6'

!

-Ni -yau cyeung p6
J

,
-me) a

J

?

-Yau de; pak a pci
5

, sun shika

pd td £yau; k<y tik> <ts
4d

p6* maif/sai
3
lok>.

^Ni ^au pin- c

pi "ngo *t
4
ai

-cha t ?

cNi chHi 5

-yau ^lu pan-,

*8111 pan- c
5m tcliung yung-,

s’m Vai tak> <ts
4ing

€
ch*o

;

ctslm p^atj cshing p
l

at>
(

pi -ngo Vai.

cNi ch 4!^ -cyau yah p
l
at hai-

luk> ckam ct
kau.

-Ngo iu* ts
{
at» ckam i^au.

Yau; chung 2 c

yau (s^rn

ihung ct
4au, shap> i

l chung
ct^au.

1. You have opened a
shop for the sale of all kinds
of piece goods, have you
not?

Yes, yes. No mistake!

2. Have you foreign Ion •-

doths?
°

I have both white long-
cloths, and gray long-cloths

;

but those domestics are all

sold off.

3 . If you have samples,
will you let me see them ?

Here I haye some small
samples.

4 . Small samples are of
no use whatever, for one
cannot form a correct opinion
from them

;
pull out a whole

piece, and let me look at it.

Here is a piece which has
a six gold thread end.

5 . I want a seven gold
thread end.

I have it
; I have also

three red thread ends, and
* velve red thread ends.

Notes and Explanations.

This dialogue is supposed to be held between two natives, one a sfiopinan and the other
his customer. The language is designed to correspond with t ord lariJy used among the
common people, in their daily intercourse for business. Difterent trades among the Climese
liave a great number of slang expressions peculiar to themselves, and shopmen abound m
T em; there are also many phrases in common use alluding to buying and selling, strikingly
haracteristic of the trading propensities of this people,
2 . It will be seen that nearly all the articles enumerated in this sectioM are cotton ; and the

names, English and Chinese, are those by which they are commonly known in this market.

chi. CIIR. 62
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6. Very well ;
bring me

aUo a piece of red and gold

crossed end.

I liave it also here.

7. Have you also any
tape ends 1

I\o, 1 have not.

S. 1 know tlie most salea-

ble kind aie these tape-ends,

but as for those stamped
>vitli St. George and the

Dragon, nobody wants them.

Riglit, you're quite right

;

just now I calculate that the

qualities ?2s and 66s are the

two chiefly in consumption

;

liere I liave them both.

9. Lackaday ! Tliis cloth

of yours is all starched as

stiff as buckram
; if your

goods were really taken up
soft, it would surely be an 1

improvement in them. Those !

goods, tlie long-ells, are they ‘

in single or double pieces?

I have some of eighty

yards in length, and also of

forty yards, which you may
have at vour pleasure.

10. Give me some of your I

goods, I wish to see if they i

are long enough, and broad
j

enough.

They are full breadth, but I

they are not quite long [

_

P

€
i

1

lH5 Je ;
cluuig 2 Mo yat>

p
4

at> <liung kap> ckam ke*.

cT6 syau.

£Ni chung 2 H'au su* ct
lau

-CM6 16k>.

-Ngo <cln to* su J

ct
lau hai'-

{

hc) mai-, Hsuug hai- ko* tik>

cyan ^mayan 1
tsau

5- -mO syan

oi* ke J

lak>.

-CM6 ts
l o >

!

sm6 ts
c6 J

! A <k<i

chung 2 sun 1

ts*at>-i- luks-luk,

-leung yeung- <t
cung slau ;

cni <t6 -yau.

<Ai -yi ! k6 J

tik> <td hai- Yan
<ts6ung ke% kvv^t> cts6ung

k6 J

;
cii

(kwo hai- tsing-

pi 5

,
tsau- ^5. -Ni tik> fo*

hai- (tan p‘at>, pi- hai^

csheung p
l
at> ke J

<ne?

Yik> ?yau pat> sliapj

ke 1

;
yau 2 syau sz

’ shap ?

-cma ke* ; cts^ui
?nl iu

> che.
J

(Pi <ni tik> fo*, sngo Vai
-h4, kau' cch ceung kau J

fut>

< 6 .

Fut» tsau- k^u', sch'eung

8. Goods stamped with St. George and the Dragon, are styled by the shopmen, yan md
yan^ or man horse stamp. The phrase md ts^6 is used to express whatever is right, or cor*-

rectly said, having no confusion or mistake; ts^ originally meant the confused appearance of

il \d or metal as it occurs in the ore.

10. K6m sMung ha^ so above below, is a common phrase for expressing about, the medium,
so and so, and other similar terms used in conversation.



enou 1 as they fall short

about one yard, more or less.

1 1. How much will you I

deduct on that account ?

Why, when I see what the i

whole amount will be, then !

I can tell you how much.

12. Tell me now, what is

the true and real price you
want for these goods ?

What quantity of goods

do you want 1

13. I want 100 pieces of

the seven gold thread ends,

*200 of the red gold crossed

ends, 300 of the 66s and
72s half and half; and see

now that you do not charge

-an exorbitant price.

I always set a just price; I

my merchandise is good, and
I

tny price fair. The seven
|

gold thread ends sell at $5.

80 ;
the red and gold crossed

ends at $5. 60 ; and the 72s
j

and 66s, half and half, sell at

$5.40. Lumping them all
|

together and summing up the

whole, I make the average

price just $5.56, at which
j

price I will sell them to you.

14. Exorbitantly dear! you
ought to reduce the price a

little; I will give you $5.
45 for the whole lot, and
"hat will be quite enough.

That will never do, for !

it does not equal the prime
j

tsau- c
9m kaii\ cchang yat>

-m4kom , sheung- hi2 ch c
ii

J

.

K6t> <fan
c

ki do ciigan ciii ?

Chiu 5

sh6 > kaiJ c

ki <to, tsa<i
?-

kot>
c

ki (to Jiai- de.

cNi tik> fo
J

, shat 2 ka
}
iu

1 c

ki

cto ciigan ail ?

-cNi Id <t6 fo
J

?

-Ngo lu
>

yat) pdk> ts
cat> ckam

s^au, i
2 pakj cliung kap>

ckam, csim pak> ts
c
at>-i-

lukj-lukj tui
J pun >

; -ni

mok> ko>

choi kom >

tai- ka"

£Ngo (k6ng ckung tb 1 ka J

5 ts‘in f6> <chan, ka shat2 .

K6 tik> ts
4
at> ckam ct

6 au,

mai- £,ng ko 5

pdt>; chung
kip> ckam, s’ng k6 luki ;

ts
;
at)-l- liik 2-luk 2 tui

} pun^
£,ng ko >

sz
9
-. Ham 3

- pang-
ling i <la ^h'e slin*, tsok?
s’ng ]uk 2 , m
kwo' £nl.

Ngang' tak) tsai' ! -Ni ii?
(kam tik) -

cngo (

pi -ni - 9
nf

ko >

sz^ ch6 pun\ yat> Ain
cndu smdi tsau^ hai^ de.

ts6 l tak>
;

c
?m kau*

(pun;

13. Tuipun^ half and half, that is, one half of the 66s, and the other half of the 72s.
14. ~y"cit Jc’u ticlu qy Jcu Ictu, quasi, one di ag of tlie net i§ cin expression for averaging

ihe price of a number of things, and taking the whole at a medium rate
;

yat ku hvat, one
scrape of the drag, is another mode of expressing the same thina.
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cost ;
I will take oft* the

[

six odd cents, and then it !

will certainly do.

15. That wil! suit to a

hair. Book the sale, and let

there be no backing out of it
:

afterwards.

Ah ! when once a sale is
|

entered in the book, there is

judeed no way for recanting.

A" mat, bring that chintz,

and let the gentleman sec it.

16. What kind of chintz

have you ?

I have every description
;

I have five colored chintz,

and rich speckled ground
chintz, showy flower pat-

terns, and also Turkey red

chintz : I will open them all

out for your inspection.

17. Lackaday ! All these i

chintzes are taken up soft,

they will never do; glazed

chintzes are all the rage just

now.

hi buying these chintzes,

pray what use do you intend

to make of them ?

18. I am buying them for

the purpose of making bed-

covers, door-screens, awn-
ings, linings for sedans, chair

cushions, and so forth.

If so, then will not this

white ground article be just

the thing for you ?

19. It gets dirty very easy.

This dark mottled ground

then, will suit you.

•20. Dark mottled ground

will not suit* it makes no

sort of display at all.

-

pit

X

:ngo tsau
5
- ^am ko' luk a

sz
J

tsau- hai 2
cle.

'Kom tsau- sngau sin"

h*am 2
.

£Sheuug p6
2 cm 'fan

{hau ke* \k\

/

cA ! yat> -sheun^ po- tsz
,? cm

s’m
(

f.in f6i. A’’ rnat> “ling

ko' tik> cfa po' Jai,
(

pi <yan

hak> Yai.

-cNi -yau mat> -ye cfa pV \

Kok> yeung- <t5
syau

;
-yau

-°ng
l

ts^oi cfa po", £yau
lkam

tj-
*c iin <chi, -yau syeung

cluing <fa p6
5

;
'pai <hoi £ ni

Vai.

<Ai -eya ! cni ko* tsing 2 ^hui

keJ c'm
c

h6 ;
ci <kd cshi

<hing iu
>
lap 2 mm ? ke'.

-cNi -mai <ni k6 J

eta p<V,

cheuk> mat> yung 2
?

-'Ngo ti-
£mai clai tsO- -^\

min 2

,
emuu clim, <che,

kiu- ch tan>

1
yuk?, kok>

yeung 2
.

Kom >
vva-, cni ko* piki tr

ch? (h6 kwa^

Yung i
2 'ching cu

<Ni ko'
(ku strung 'hd.

(Kil st‘ung yau 2 (

1 s’m

tak> shap>.

17. Hing means to rise, and when used with regard to commercial articles is applu-ri i

those in general and extensive use. or to those which at the time are very fashionable.
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tik) cfa po J

(to s’m !•

yah p
4 at ts‘oi

g ti- tai J cfa jp ? ,
'pi

ts6- <ka yung 2
.

<Ni ch^ii5 syau.

cNi p
l
at> kom >

cch ;au c^i tso-

tak) ;
Svan kvvo

5
yat> p

l
at>

<san csjn ke
5 do.

cNi ch‘ii fyau p
4
at3 din Joi

ct
sau cna.

O? *tim ka5
cts

4ln 1

Luk> <man in- digan.

•c’Ng k6 piin ts6 2 tak,
kii li) ?

c
9M ts6- takj.

'Kom wd-, Svan p
4

at 5 aim
do.

<i\i ko >

ctan shik> 'ho.

<Ni ko* cyai kwo* ct
4au, yau i

<ts‘6, yau1 ch4 sheuk), yau
<sh6

; £’m cheuk 2 (sl ai.

cAi -ya ! -Ni kom 5
csz

9
fu J

kwat), :’m <kau tak> -cni

^hun lokj. £Ni ke>
-ye iu 5

(ka li6 2 k6) chi ts6
2 tak.

Tliis single plate is fine.

21. This is miserably infe-

rior, it is coarse, and very

thin, and the threads are far

apart
;
the article is of no

use whatever.

Miserable indeed ! You
rigidly exact perfection, I

can never come up to your
standard. You want your

,

goods better than anybody
ever before had them, then

they will suit you.

22. I do not want any of

these chintzes. Do you se-

lect for me a piece of deep
rose colored ground, large

lowered pattern, and let me
have it for my own private

use.

Here you have it.

23. This piece is so rum-
pled, it won’t do

;
pick out

another piece for me, one
• bat is spick and span new.

Here is a piece for you,

which has never before been
out of the fold.

24. How much do you
want for it?

Six dollars, ready money.

25. I think five and half

is enough, is it not ?

No, it is not.

26. Well, as you say so,

then get me another piece.

21. Sz^ fit kwaty or schoolmaster^ bones, refers to the exactness with which the master or

foreman of a shop examines the work of the apprentices, criticising every imperfection, and
demanding better work ;

lie is as strict and unfeeling as a bone deprived of its flesh. Slang-

phrases, like this, are of very frequent occurrence among the common people.

22. Ka yung, or family use, is said of goods intended for domestic consumption, iti

contradistinction to those bought to be resold.

26. Amat is not the name of a person, but like the term Mr. So-and-So is used here
and elsewhere to indicate the place of one spoken to.
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Amat, bring another piece

of the same kind as the for-

mer. Besides I have twilled

cloth, fine linen, coarse li-

nen ; but I do not know
whetlier you wish any of them
or not.

27. I do not want any of
them. Have you on hand
any cambrics ?

I have none.

28. Give me a look at

some of your checks and
stripes, if you have them.

Here we have them.

29. What a pity ! The
checks in these checkered
goods are far too small ; and
your stripes are much too

broad
;

they are all unsuit-

able.

Well, if none of these
|

please you, I have another

description of goods here— i

the warp is blue, and the web
is red—which I wil] give you
to look at ;

and if you still

say these goods are bad, then i

it will be of no use for you to

seek for any others.

30. Ah, what stuff! why,
I’d not take it, if you’d give

it to me. Come now, let me
look at some of those hand- i

kerchiefs.

Here, here, here they are, !

Sir. (Said aside.) Oh! you '

are such a troublesome fel-
|

low to sell goods to, that it

is no easy matter to deal

with you. (Aloud.) Do you
want rose red? Well look,

see if these will suit you.

COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS.
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mat>, clniV yeung J c

lo

p
c
at> ctim kwo* clai. Chung 1-

^yau tik> cts*6 cman p6\
cliuk> p6\ cm<i po*, c'm <chi

-ni oi* c'm 1
}

.

s’M oi. -Ni -yau cka csha

p6
J £m6 <ne?

316 16k.

cPi ko y
tik> ck l

l cp cun po 1

,

£lau p6* ^ngo (

t
c ai -li^.

^Yau.

cAi -y&l cNi tik> <k4 <p
l un

p5
J

sp
; un £ng^n sai*

;

Mau st^lu yau- fiit) kwo*
ct

4 au ; d6 hopj shik>.

!

£Ni cngdm, chung^

!

£yau ctsung clim sln
>

eking,

cliuMg sin
5

-\vai,
(

pi sni
(

t
l

ai;

cni ctsung (td wa- s’m
4

h6,

( tsau-
(

shai Svan sm^i
i lok).

cAi -yk ! -ni sung 2 kwo' 5ngo
<td <

?m oW Ti tiki^
cshau

<kan kwo* -cngo Vai <p^ <1^.

I

sYau, £yau, -yau. -cNi kom*

I

ok> fat> ct6 fa^ sz
2

d*.

Tuy emui chung keJ

? Vai chd

(h6.

29. The k^i p
%un is the chess-board of the Chinese, which is marked into squares like ours,

except that there are eighty.one instead of sixty-four squares.
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Shik> shui konV (ts‘in, siiii

liai
2 (shui sluing, s’m hai 1

smui cliung.

cNi ko* <fa chung, ^lm <nl?

«Sham kwo 5

ct
fcau ; cfayeung-

yau- ctsing chf.

cYeung chung ke*, -ni tsau ?

<chung f l6k>.

SU swi! cNi ko* hai i 'ka

cyeung 5hung. cMan -k l
ii

ctb -mo cts*ui, yat>
c

sai tsau1

lat> shik» ke>
l6k>. £Ni cmai

clai wan- £ngo lo\

<Ai-yi! Fui' hi' ctau <chan

ching > chong- £pin.

c^I <seung ckon ! (Pi ko)

tik> pak 2 tl- cl^m <fa ;
ko*

ctsung -ni X\
l shi- pit> svau

(

h5 ke\

Yat> tik> fo* ctb hai-
4hb ke*

;

(tsung hai2 sm6 inV tsuk> ;

snan ckong c§.

<Ni tik) V- clam <fa ke
5

,
cchai

<hoi yat> cpin, tsoi* <sam

31. Ihis color is so very

light, that it looks like water

red ; certainly it cannot be

rose red.

This scarlet then, what do
you think if it 1

32. Too deep by far
;
and

the flower patterns are by
no means handsome.

This Turkey red will cer-

tainly suit your fancy.

83. Tush ! This is not

really Turkey red. Smell
it, why it has no smell what-
ever ; at a single washing,
the whole of the color will

come out. Come now, don’t

you try to make game of me,
[by showing rae such stuff.]

Ah me ! how unfortunate

I am, I have really met with
a cruel disappointment.

34. Never mind, never
mind! Hand me those [hand-
kerchiefs] with the white

ground and two blue patterns,

this description
; of goods you

surely must have of a good
quality.

All my articles are good
enough

; but the whole dif-

ficulty is with you, who will

never be satisfied
; it is hard

to tell you [all I think].

35. Now as for these two
blue patterns, put them by
oi)e side, and let me have yet
another look at your three

33. 7Vui is here used in a local sense, meaning the scent of a thing, or any peculiar smell
that marks it

;
lut is also a provincial term for taking out, or depriving of. Fui hi, dusk\

aspect, refers to the clouded countenance of a man who has suddenly beeii disappointed, allud-
ing to the dusky appearance of tl sky at twilight; cMw r impinging boards, m^ans in
this connection, a discord between two players, or a want of harmony in parties, from one not
agreeing with, or disappointing, the other.

35. You aftord me no patronage, literally, you are not to me a god, or genius, of wealtii.
Near the doors of Chinese shops is a small niche, within which is a shrine To Plutus, and bv
offering incense to it the tradesman hopes to get rich; very often the names of other divinities
are inscribed in the niche along with that of the god of wealth.

X
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blues. Ah, these surely are
[

not square, their form is that

of a parallelogram ; they are

of no kind of use whatever.

Well, upon my word, you
are a troublesome fellow

;

looking at you after this fa-

shion, you afford me no pa-

tronage, but have thus an-

noyed me full half a day !

36. Have a little patience.

Dcm’t get angry !

Well, well, all sorts of co-

lors are here mixed together.

Come now, select for your-

self.

•37. Well done ! All sorts

of colors, then, amount to

just so many old odds and
ends of goods ! Really and
truly, my good Sir, don ?

t you
try to play oft* so many of

your tricks on me ;
but give

me the really true and good
whites, that I may see what
kind of material they are.

Good articles! Yet I fear

that you will not give me
the price for them, I do
indeed. Here also are these

twilled bandana handker-

chiefs, I have no fear that you
won’t find them good though

m price they are rather dear.

38. Lackaday ! Were they

as cheap [as dirt], no man
would like them. Come now,
let us again talk about those

handkerchiefs with the white

ground and the two blue pat-

p

"

S

A

S i

p

_

clam cfa k6\ ^Ai! cni tik>

e
?m liai- kit> <fong, hai 5 yat>

tsz2 yeung- ke>

;
cheuk>

shai.

Wau- p*i
5 cheung' ;

-ni

ko J yeunj- «t6 hai- <ts
l
oi

cshan, tsuk> tsuk> wan 2 (ng6

tai
2 pun 5

yat>.

£Yan lioi-
£ha

;

l

sliai nos

(H6 lak 2 !

lhb lak,! kok 5

yeun^j- cngan shik> do 5 ts
4 ai

cni ch 6
ii

>

lak>.
sNi tsz

,j! c

ki

*kam lak 2 .

sllai ! Kok> yeung- ciigati

shik> <t6 hai- shik> tts^n

ttui ke5
l k> ! Shat 3 tik> lok>,

sz’ 2
ct

cau,
4mai wan ? -ngo

kotn* <to lok>;
(

pi kwo* tik>

cdian tlan fo*,
sngo l

t
c
ai p

l a

lak 2 .

(H6 foM Yau 1 Sii ^in

ch 4
ut> tak> kaJ as l in po'.

cNi tik> hokz <yung <kan.

c'm <yaa c^m
(h6 lok>,

l

tsunsr

hai ? kwai* tik> <che.

<Ai fva! cP^ing ct6

-

fmu cyan

oi\
(Ho de, tsau 2

ko J
tik> pak 2 ti

2 V <lam (fa

37. Ts^in tui are cakes made on the last day of the year for the festivities of the next da)

;

they are thus carried, as it were, from one year to another, and supply the allusion of guocis

left on hand the last year forming part of the stock of this. Skik pau^ eaten sufficient, means

that the goods have been on hand a long time, and are, like these cakes, still carried over u

another year.
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terns ; what price do you
j

want for them t

I will calculate it, (he says
to himself.) Each dozen stood

me in $1.80 prime cost

;

then adding thereto charges

and expenses, therefore, (ad-
dressing his customer) for

every handkerchief I ought
j

to reckon one mace and two
|

candareens of silver.

39. I will give you one
mace and one candareen
apiece, and! wish to purchase
of you a thousand handker-
chiefs.

Very well, very well ; and
I will reduce the price five

cash
; were you even to buy

ten thousand, you should

have them all at this same
[moderate] price.

40. Very good ; and this
|

you will trust me with, for
|

just now I have no ready
money to pay you; do you
consent to the bargain or

not ?

I do not consent ; as for

trusting you, there is no
occasion to say a word about

it.

41. That is very strange,

I declare ! So then you will

not believe me, eh 1 When-
ever you want anything from
me, I shall grant it according-

ly, and that will be all right.

It is not that I will not

believe you, but only because
my capital is small, and I

must keep it constantly in

circulation. Moreover, as

the case is, I cannot collect

my outstanding debts ; I am
daily urging people, and yet

I cannot get their accounts

«

_

I

k65

;

(

kl tto ka5
cts

4in <ne?

-Ngo kwo 5 che\ -Mui
eshan yat^ ko J

pat>, eshing

*pun
;
cka

l

hi cp 4 un fai
> ^hai

yung-, ^mui ct
4 iu ckoi engan

yat> £ts
l in V- cfan siin

5

.

-Ngo *pl yat> cts
lin yati cfan

siin
5 kwo > -cni ; -ngo lu

5 cmai
yat) cts

4in ct^iu.

lH6 <le, *h5 de !
*cNgo tsau-

(kam ko5
cli; ^ni -cmai

yat> man- <t
kiu hai 2 kcrir^

km.

( Hai- lok> ! tto hai- eshe

I

cheung 5

(Che; -'mo in- engan

I

(

pi -cm
;

lhang c
?m lhang ?

s
9M tso- tak) r.she tsau-

*shai ^ong lokn

(Ku kwii5

I6k>!
lK6m ab

s ’rw sun.
5

tak> cTs 4
ui

eshi iu\ cts'ui eshi *pi

I

tsau 2 hai- de.

I s'M hai- sun >
tak),

£

tsuny

j

hai-
cpun as 4in 'shiu,

<lai chiin
1

tung-. <Yan wai2

kok> cheung 5 do c
5

in eshau

tak> hi; yatj yat^ hai- kom^

41. Ts'ui sM fw, ts^i slil pi^ according to the time want, according to the time give; ts^ui

shi are here used as correllative terms, like when and then.
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you are truly a very

an to trade with ;

in. And were I now again
|

to grant credit, I should not

find a moment’s leisure,
I

which would still more pre-

judice my business.

42, Well then, if I pay
you ready money, what dis-

count ought you to make in

your price for the cash down?

Moke what discount ?

Why, we arranged at first

for paying down the cash.

43. But observe now ;

•

when I wanted these goods

from you, I did it foolishly,

not knowing what I was
about. Besides, having a

poor border, the article is

narrow, all of which I said

nothing about ; and still you
are unwilling to make any
discount for ready money.

Alas for you ! My goods

are all full thirty-three and

a half inches wide, wliicli

is just enough, being two

cubits and two and a half

tenths. And now what more
defects will you urge, in or-

der to lower the price ? You
have already agreed to a

bargain, and why now do you
recant? However, to end the

trouble, I will make, in your
favor, a discount of three per

cent., which will surely do.

Ah, Sir!

hard mi
there is no occasion to fear

that anybody will get away
the profits of your money.

|

I <tsui ct6 cshau tak> <fan.

! Tsoi^ iu' <she ch l
ut) l^ii% ko'

I
chan- yatj yat> c'm tak> <hati,

!

iit> f4t> ’ng2 szn .

lH6 de! -Ngo ckau in ? cngan
sni tying k‘au in-

(

ki

do «ni?

K t au > mal) in- ^ ?
(Pun cloi

'

'kong in 2 cngan ke*.

I

SN1 (

t
l

ai
sng <t6 hai- <ma

\

(m cfu, ts‘au oi ch&

i

<Pin slan yau J suk 2 ,
fV yau

; chaki, -ngo ctd c^m kai'

I
k u’ k‘au> in 2 s ni (t5 chung)-

I
s’m (hang <me !

cAi 5ya? sNg tik> fo* do
kau csim shap> <s^m k6>

<in chi-, tsuk> kau% 1- ch 4
ik>

i- pun*. sNi chung'-

tung 5
- mat t^m > ckon <ni ?

H (king ^kong cshing,
syau mat) ^an fui

1

<ni? 'Ki
ch6 ch c

ii
J

lok), "pi ko 5

'kau

ts
J
at) in- <ngan kw6> sngo,

tsau
5

- hai- cle. cA^ -yi! <chan

cchan \i
l hoi

5

-
;

cfong -yau

cyan chin- tak> -ni cngan l
to

lok>.

43. Ma ma fu is a doltish, silly person, one who does what others request him to do,

without reflecting upon the consequences.
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44. You must still get a
little more angry than before,

for I wish you to make a
further discount of four cents

per thousand for scales

weight.

Mind you, Sir, this is the

way we calculate the prices

with foreigners; we Chinese
[among ourselves] have no
regulation of this sort.

45. Enough, enough

!

Have you got any cotton

yarn, or any cotton thread?

I have got cotton yarn,
but my cotton thread is all

sold off.

46. Is your cotton yarn
water twist, or is it mule
twist ?

I have got both.

47. Of what assortment of

numbers is it ?

The assortment ranges
from Nos. 18 to Nos. 40.

48. How many pounds
are there packed in a single

bale ?

The bales are each 400
lbs., and the bundles are 10
lbs. exactly.

49. Let me look at the

article : upon my word, this

yarn is very loosely twisted,

it is full of lumps, and can
never answer for warp, it can
only be used for weft, and
for nothing else.

And this quality ?

p

X

5N1 chu ng- iu* <nau <nau
£ngo chung 5

- sz
?>

ko >

ch^ing
>

ct
lau

cAi -ya ! cni ctsung hai- cfan

syan sun 1

fit>; ti”p£Ui

tl
2 -mb <ni <tsung lai*.

PV
! pV < 16 !

5yau
cmin sin*, crain csha, -m5 <a ?

cMin cshS- 5yau, cmln sin'

mai^ sai
5

lok».

~N1 tik> cmin <sha hai-
c

shui

-fong pi- haia To ^fong ke* ?

sLeung yeung 2
ct5 -yau.

Hai- mat) h6- shb* ^ ?

Shap) pit> hV chi sz” shap)

h6 2 (

chl.

cCh6ng H (t6 p6ng)- tsV
yat> <pau cni?

Tai- cpau sz
n pak> pong-,

cplu c

tsai shap> pong 2
.

Ti -ngo c

t
c ai £ha; <ai -ya !

cnl k6> fo
5 yau J csung, yau*

<shd tsit> <to, tsd- tak>

csz
1

<king,
C

chi £ho ts6 J cmin
Svai <che.

cNi ctsung tnl?

45. Pd le or pd Uu is a common phrase for finishing the discussion of a subject a?, it is

enough, there’s an end of the matter, ’twill do, etc.

an attempt to express the English word pound, as incki is inches, and tashan
is dozen; these three are in very common use.
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50. This quality, although

it may be called hard twist-

ed and clean, white and
smooth [in the main]

;
yet

after all, it has some seeds

and dirt, and you ought to

sell it somewhat cheaper.

Arranging one number
with another, I will put it at

thirty-one dollars per pecul.

51. Well, well, there is

no occasion for so much talk

about the matter, say thirty

dollars and the bargain is

settled at once.

Good, good! I will yield

the difference, and say no
more about it.

52. This bale is damaged
by sea water, and that is torn

;

you must, on that account,

therefore, make a reduction,

and the price will answer.

Yes, yes, we will again

consult about that, there will

be no difficulty on that point.

53. You must procure me
a bill from the hong mer-
chants, and also an invoice

of the goods.

To be sure I must.

54. Be seated

!

Good luck attend you.

(Then aside, he says to him-
self,) aye, you are a very

screw, a perfect skinflint!

I would indeed much rather

be without your custom than

with it.

m

^

p

<Ni <tsung, (Sui sin
(kau

tsing2 yau- hai- p^.k> wku ;

t5
J chung 2 ^yau hak>

<pau ish.x ^hi, -ni iu
> spring

tik> mai-.

<La (ch‘6 siin
5 ^mui tarn

5

csam shapj yat> ciin.

H6 16k s’m ‘sliai
lk6ng

kom >

cto lok> ;
<sdni shap>

cman, tsau- hai
5
- lok>.

Hai 2 16k> ! hai 2 lok^ !
yeung-

(

pi ^ni hai^ \e\

<Ni «pau -yau ^hui tsik>, ko >

<pau yau 2 lan 2
;

-c nl iiV
(kan)

*k6m tik>, chf ts5 2 tak> &>
•

Hai 2 16k>; tsoi
2 <cham cheuk>

ko* tik> «yung i
l
.

ii? % s l 6ng (tin

<hoi fc
5 dan c

pt -£ngo.

Tszn cin (16.

-Ni ts -!.

chang. cHai !
yau 2 Jiai-

yat> ko J
cchi ts^o', clia

<ch‘un chdp 2 ! c'M tpong

ch 4an l
tai- yat>, *p ng ch*an

J

tai- i
2 <ch6.

54. Chi ma is the hemp plant, the seeds of which are proverbially small, but even these his

miserly heart wishes to file off, and save the chaff; ha ch^un are crab^ eggs, and these he

wishes to cut in two with a pair of shears. The sentence, not patronize is number one,

patronize is number two, compares the loss with the obtaining of his custom, and losing it is

better than keeping it.
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NATIONAL COINS.

Kwok> {

p6 lui-
;

tai
a

ts
l
at> <cheung.

1. What precious metals

are there in common use in

your country?

There are gold, silver, and
copper coins.

2. For about how much
silver can a tael of gold be

exchanged 1 and how many
copper pieces can be obtain-

ed for a tael of silver 1

A tael of gold is exchanged
for about seventeen taels of

silver
;

and for a tael of

silver fourteen or fifteen hun-
dred pieces of copper are

given.

3. How are these copper
pieces prepared for use ?

These copper pieces are

those in constant use, and the

new coin is thus cast. From
the Board [of Revenue at

Peking] models are obtained,

and in each provincial city a

mint is established, over

which a director is appointed.

When the mint is * to be
worked, the director weighs
out the proper quantity of

copper and delivers it to the

workmen to be cast into mo-
ney, and to be returned ac-

K'vaP ch‘u) (yau mat)

pup cshi csheung
(

shai tak
t ni?

-Yau <kam, cngan, ct
4 ung

cts
4
in.

cKam £mui ^eung yeak> un-

sngan do cshiu? cngan -nnu

(leung yau- (chau £ts
c in do

'shiu ail ?

cKam cmui ieung yeuk 5

un- cngan shap^ts^at?
lleung ;

<ngan -cmui (leung *chau

Sts‘in yat) cts‘in sz’ -(’ng pak)
cman.

cT 4ung cts
lin yeung- tso a

clai ^hai ke 5
tni ?

cT^ing cts
4 in hai 2 csheuiog

*shai <chl cts
4
in

;
<san cts^ia

(k6 chii ‘kw‘ai (lui. ;Yau
P6 2

tpan shik>, kok 5 ^hang
£shing lap 2 yat> as lin kuk^,

noi 2
ch^itj yat) *wai ciin.

chii
5

cts
l in cshi, ttseung ct

4 y og
tui- kwo >

ckan
l

leang,

Notes and Explanations.

Coinage, in the strictest sense of the word, is hardly applicable to the Chinese mode of
working the precious metals, as the sequel will show. The term pd denotes things which are
highly esteemed, and hence it is here used for the precious metals.

3. A kuk is a confined place, an oven-like place; a powder manufactory, as well as a mint,
is called by this name; because the operations are kept secret, and the workmen restrained
in their egress and ingress.

chi. chr. 65
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cnrding to the quantity given ;

but it often happens that I

these workmen throw sand
|

uto the mold with the metal,
I

and are thus enabled to pur-

loin the copper. When they I

are about to cast, they take I

the metal and put it into a I

furnace to be fused, and I

afterwards pour it into a clay

mold. This mold has a re- !

verse (or back), and an ob-

:

verse (or face) ; the face has a

device for each dynasty and
reign

;
on the reverse is the

name of the reign, with the I

addition of the two words,

]

current money, being in all
j

four words; thus, Manlius I

current money

^

is an instance i

point. Afterwards when *

llie metal has become cold

and hard, it is turned out of
the mold.

The weight of each piece

of the money is one mace
i

(ts^in)^ and hence it is call- I

ed by the same name; the I

value fixed by government is
|

the thousandth part of a

weight of silver.

Mweover, the second, •fifth, i

and eighth days of each
month are the periods fixed

\

for commencing the work

;

and ibe third, sixth, and ninth
;

are the days for weighing the
;

money, and delivering it to
|

the commissioner of finance.

'

Tlie people who work the

mint are required to be

always in the establishment, !

not being at liberty to go in
(

K

X

(kau chu >

cts
c in <chi cyan, -i

c\vai chii
>

cshing ciii tui- <chi

kai) ; tan ? cshi cyan <to -i

c

siu csha tsap> noi-
3

tsak>

j

cho sit> ck4
i ct

4ung.

! Chir isln ctseung ct^ng fong'

<ii chung cld noi^ cyung fa* ;

hau- (k l ing di cnai yan' noi 1
.

yai? -yau
(

tai min 2

;

min- tsak>
(mui cch 4 iu

I

toi 2 yat> shik> ;

(

tai tsak>

j

ctseung kw6k> h6- cka

-sheung tt^ng *p6 i- tsz
2

,

I kung- ashing sz” tszn
;

cii

i

M n’- likj <t‘ung p6 sz” tsz’ 2

pin- shi*. Hau- chi
5

ck {
i

I

ct
lung tung J

-lang, £in hau'-

i

Ung ch‘ut).

lMui sts^n yat> sman, chung 1

yah cts
l

in, ku' cming tchi

iiu ctscin
; <kun ting

5

-i yat> cli ciigan, tsok> cts^n

yat> cman.

Yau- -inui iit> -1 i-
s,ng p^t>

yat 2 <wai <k l

i (hoi ckung; <sam
luk) 'kau yat 2 -sheung cfan

«sz’ tui 2 ck4u <chi ^^ung.
Ts^o* Sts*in <chi syan csh^ung

tsoi- kuk> noi 2

,
pat> cnang

yam)- 1 ch‘ut> yap 2; swai slum

The writing on the face of these copper pieces is in the Mantchou character, which b
unintelligible to m ht of the Chinese. The name of the dynasty is placed on the left side, and
that of tlie reigning monarch on the right of the square hole. The value of these cash^ as they
ui.e called by foreigners has fallen much within a few years, having formerly approximated
nearly to the standard. The amount of pure copper contained in them varies almost as much
as their value. Tutenague is the principal alloy contained in it.
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and oat at pleasure ; but they

are changed in rotation : and,

except on the third, sixth,

and ninth days, when after

they have weighed and deli-

vered the money over to the

commissioner of finance, are

they permitted to leave the

mint, but are required to

return on the same evening.

4. This being the way it

•is made, how is it passed?

The newly made coin

always passes current with

the old money.

5. Where is this copper

procured ?

It is found in all the

provinces, but the greatest

supplies are from Wannim
;

and in all cases the working
of the mines is under the

direction of the government.

6. Ia what manner does

silver pass current?

The native sycee silver

is used by officers and sol-

diers, and in the payment of

taxes, &c. ; but in the mar-
kets foreign coins are cur-

rent, and are exchanged for

copper money.

7. How is this native sil-

ver prepared 1

It is manufactured at the

shops of native bankers.

Suppose, for example, that

the officers of the several

departments and districts are

wishing to pay over [to the

heads of the government] the

revenue arising from the

land-tax, and the various

daties on merchandise, they

go to the bankers 9

shops,

and obtain the amount in

pure silver, making up to the

bankers any deficiency there

7. There are a great many of these ngantim in Canton
; i

the inferior ones are managed by shroffs and money-changers
silver to denote its fineness and purity; saisz' or floss silk,

another term.

cpan un 2 ^yan ci
s
i : tuk> cii

csim luk> <kau yat2 , tai'

cts^n Ssh6ang cfan csz
1 <kau

tui2 cshi sin hau- chc
ut> ngoi 2

,

chi
5 -man fukj sui.

(K6ra w^2
,
^tim yeung- c

shai

<ni ?

cTung £m^i
(ku cts

cin <16

cwan, chiu5 csh^ung c
shai

lok>.

ch t
ii

>

slai

strung haia cpin

ke J

?

Kok> (shing db -yau, cvvai

hai- £Wan cnim kau 5

<to;

swai <sh6 -yau ckdi <kwai
ckun c

ts
6
oi.

Pak> siigan Him yeung-
c

shai

5 ni?

ke* £man ^ngan,

swai <chi ckun <ping *heung

^hai lok>
; t^n2 Sshi sh^ung 2

ct6 hai1 shai sy6ung cts
4 in

Cchau un- cch6.

cMan sngan ctim yeung- tso-

<nl ?

cMan cngan hai- <k 4ing <siu

sngan dm* tsd- ke^ £U kok>
<chau iin 2 ii? kai> tP

ding, tsap 2 shui 2

, tsak> to
5

fk‘ing «sHngan dm 5
(kSiig

tsuk> shik> email sngan
-sh6ung tui- <sh6 syau <tai

h6> chiiV sh6) (pd tsul

Jie largest are private banks’;

. The term man is applied to

from whence comes sycec is

_

rj

t

A

pt
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may be between it and the

money they bring to their

shops. The bankers having

paid over into the provincial

treasury the money for the

officers, bring back a receipt i

for proof of the same. Be-
sides, those who have to pay

!

the duties on salt, take the

money to the bankers who
pay its equivalent in pure

silver, at a rate one or two
per cent, below that arising

j

from the laud tax.

These banks have furna-
|

ces, in which the workmen
|

place the silver to fuse it,

(

and then pour it into clay
|

molds, and in this way it is

formed into ingots, some of

which are large and some are

small. After the metal is

cold and hard, it is thrown
oat of the mold,—fcthe ingot

having upon it the date of

a given year, of a given

district, and perhaps also the

kind of tax for which it was
cast to pay, with the names
of the workmen and the shop

I

where it was cast. Then
after it has been lodged in

the provincial treasury, if

found to be debased, inquiries

can be made respecting it

at the shop.

8. Where is the sycee sil-

ver found ?

Silver mines exist in seve-

ral parts of the empire, some
of which may have been al-

ready exhausted, and the

working of others prohibited ;

but the most extensive mines,

and those from which the

greatest part of the fine

silver is obtained, are at

F6sh^n, on the frontiers of

Burraah, belonging to

Tseungchau in Wann^m,
and at Sungsing in Cochin- i

P I

—
E

f

&

cNgan tim 1

tsik> toi- cwai

-sheung (

ts
4
ii

syau cfan

csz
9

ciii chiu 5 cwai cp cang.

cK 4
i cii cim fo

5 kok> shui 5

,

tsak> -wong ck
ling <siu tim',

<k l ing tsuk> -sheung tui
5

*, <k 4
i

shik> -ii ti- <ting leuk> <tai

yat> i
2 shik>.

cK 1

! tim
5

noi J -yau tngan c!6,

tseung- cyan <tseung cngan

£yung fa% <k l ing yap^ yat> cnai

yan cii ciin
4

p6 ting2
,
-yau

tii-
£yau 4

slu. -Lang tung J

hau 5-
(ts‘ii ch‘ut, ting- min2

^au -mau cnin tik> cnin h6-,
£yau £mau iin~, vvdk> smau
^leung, cngan tseung- ^mau
dm 1

tsz Ji yeung 2
. <rn hau 2

-sh6ung fii), (ting syau <tai

ngai 2

,
<wai ckoi tim' shi 3

man 2
.

cMan <ngan tsoi- (pin ch^ir

slai k6J

Noi 2
ti- cchii tshdn cyau

cngan kw^ng* (

ch6, £
i

'ts'oi tsun- wak> fung- <fung

kan? ; cwai cTin <nim
Tseang 5

- cchaa -Cyaa £Min
shuks <chi To csh^n 'cl^ong,

^wong csai cpin ugoi- syau
<(yn cn^-m tchi Sung* tsing

^h^ong i gan kvv
4ong>

k\k>

9. The facts here stated, respecting the mines at Foshan and Sungsing, are obtained from
a recent memorial to the throne respecting the exportation of sycee, the state of the finances,

&c.



china, on the trontiers ot

Kwongsai.

9. Are these mines open

to any who please to work
them ?

Tliey are not
;

but are

intrusted to certain mer-

chants who pay duty on

them, and are worked by

Chinese. At both of the

places, some forty or fifty !

thousand men are constantly

employed every year; the !

quantity obtained does not
|

exceed two millions of taels ,

which is brought into China. !

10. How is it with regard
|

to gold?

The establishments which
deal in gold purchase it at

(

the current price, and sell
j

it again in the same manner,
j

1 1. Is there a large amount
I

of gold in your country ?

There is but little, and
therefore it is dear.

12. Where is it found ?

Some is obtained from
copper after it is melted,

and some is obtained from

sand by washing.

13. What are the ancient

coins ?

There are, you see, seve-

ral kinds of these coin ; such
as the celestial deity’s, that

which rained down in

Hamyeung, the golden five

pearl, &c. &c. Besides these

there are several kinds of

foreign coin.

wong email s ngan cto .jmu
l

ts
6
z’ ch 4

ut).

(H6 shi- <yan cyan ciiauo

hai- c

9m hai- <m ?

<
?M hai ?

,
-nai cli

k
it> <sheurig

ct
fcau shui

1

,
ting

>

noi- ti- cyan

(ts‘oi
c

leimg ch:ii)
c

mili

sui
1 esheung yik> sz

’ 7

r»
-

man-, *sho tak> pat> kwo"
i- pak> man- 'leung, <tsai

cui noi- ti- <che.

<Kam yeung 2 cni ?

I

<Kam tim' eshi ka* t>* i

^mai <f^tn clai -\ eshi ka* fit)

mai* lok>.

-Ni li- kwai 5 ch 1 !-!*
cyau ki

<to ckam <ni ?

cKam hai- ^hiu, ku 5

ts
4
z*

k'vai.

Tsoi- <pin cf^ii
1

clai ke J

<ni?

-Yau tsoi^ ctumg noi 2 <k ing

ch 4
ut>,

fyau tsoi- t sfia Mu
ch 6 ut> clai ke\

Ku cts
l in "tini yeimg- ke5

oiH
cNi ct

l
in ta^ cts

£ni, cHam
cyeung ^ cts*jn, ckam £,

n

<chii ctsMn, tsau- hai- <le.

cK 4
i ai yau 2 -yau pit? kwok>

k6> a\

12. It may be doubted whether any gold is obtained from copper in China, as here stated ;

ihe statement is made on the authority of persons who have had no opportunity to test the
matter by experiment. Some of the streams in the western parts of the empire afford

[
ld

dust, but the precise localities and the quantity produced are unknown.
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14. What description of

coins have foreign countries

in circulation ?

There are a good many
kinds.

The ‘tribute eagle money’
is made in the country of

Mexico.

The 4 single eagle money 1

comes from the United

States of America.

The 4 four I I I I money, 1

or the l large petticoat fringes/

or 1 the old head ? money
comes from Spain.

The 1 beautiful tribute mo-
ney

7

is that which comes
from France.

General names for dollars

are 4 flower edged,’ and
‘devil’s head •’

15. Besides these, the

Sam ts- i Vb also speaks of
the coins of the ^-yik-shdn-
li country, of the Of n-sik, the

Ho, the Kong, and other

countries.

±

X
X *

X

—

A

<Fan k\v k> £yau 4

ki <to

yeung- ciigan
4

shai ke* cni ?

-Yau cho c

ki y6ung J
tie.

Rung- eying engan -nii hai-

Mak> sza tko kvvok> chu >

tik> «le.

cTan eying engan s n&i Mi’
]i

J <kd kvvok) ch'ut) ke\

Sz’ <kung sngan tsik ikV-

<kvv lan keuk>, yau- kau i

ct
l au, £ nai T^,i-

4

Lii sung'

<ngan £yk.

(Hau kung* engan hai- Fat).
c

lan esai kw6k>.

Yau 3
- un- cchi cfa <pin, kap>

(kwai s”au, (ts‘z’ <chi (tsung

cming.

«S4m cts*oi s t
46 ewan, ling 1

syau <U
,

yik 2 <shan cli kwok>
cts

l in, cO^ sik> kwok> cts
l
in,

cHo kwokj, cKong kwok>,
ctang cts

c in, tsau- hai 2
<16.

14. The Chinese are very fastidious in their choice of foreign coins, rejecting some and
choosing others merely with regard to the device. Spanish dollars with pillars, especially

those issued in the reign of Charles IV. are the most current, often bearing a slight pre-

mium ; while on the other hand, the coins of all the American states are passed with diffi-

culty, even at a discount of two, three, and even six per cent. Other names, besides those

given above, are in use, taken from the various devices on the different coins
;
pd koi^ or 1 pre-

cious cover
5

is a name given to the crown surmounting the pillars in Carolus dollars; 4 the

two candlestick dollars
,

is a term by which the Spanish coin is also known. Bolivian dollars

are called lam Vung chu
y

i grasping the copper pillar/ from the central figures. * Precious

goose,' 4 precious duck.' c flying hen,' dollars are other appellations given to the coins of the

American states.

15. The names of these ancient and foreign coins are taken from the Sam a

Chinese encyclopedia, to which the antiquarian, if disposed, can refer for further information

respecting this subject.
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Section

VARIETIES OF SILK

Kok> ckun 5ch 6au tun5

; taia p^t> <ch6ung

1.

The produce of a sin-

gle silkworm is called a floss,

ten of which make a [thread

of] silk. The ends taken up
and drawn out of the simple

cocoons are also called silk.

2. One piece of silk costs

the lives of a thousand silk-

worms.

3. The culture of the mul-

berry and hemp, raising of

the silkworm and spinning,

commenced with Yiinfi.

4. Nanking [raw] silk is

that which comes from the

department of Uchau
;

Canton [raw] silk is produc-

ed in this province.

5. The Nanking silk,

when woven, is called Nan-
king senshaw. The native

silk, when woven, is called

Yat> cts
cam csho £wai fat>,

shapi fat> swai (sz’. cChau
-cyan <tsing

c

kin ch‘ut> shii,

yik; iit! (sz’.

Yat> p
c
ia- cchi <sz

?
cts‘iu

cts
cim cchi cming.

cSong ctni 5ts
cam chik> tsz

?2

cYiin cfi si
C

chi <hing.

cU csz
9 -cnai cU cchau

c

fu

csz’ t
l 6 csz’

spmi H‘6

cchi csz
1
-yi.

cU (sz
1

chik) cming un 2
su

ctigau clong. (T‘d <sz’ chik>

No t e s and E xp l an ations.

The names of the principal kinds of silken fabrics, sought by foreigners in this market, are
here enumerated. The varieties in color, figure, quality, &c., are very numerous, and con-
stantly changing. Inquiries respecting prices, &c., may be formed at pleasure on the model of
phrases given in preceding sections.

1. The words silk and satin, like the articles themselves, seem to be of Chinese origin.
Endeavoring to imitate the word or sze, the foreigner, whatever language he used, would
naturally approximate to the same sound; hence the words serica, seres, &c., and the English
word silk. In like manner sz^tiin, or szetwan^ would become, in the west, sindon, seda, seta,
and satin. Silk was probably first brought to Rome in the time of Pompey and Julius Csesar; it

became common in the fourth century ; and in the sixth century, two Persian monks brought
eggs of the silkworm from China to Constantinople.

3. Yiinfi was consort of the ancient monarch, Wongtai, the yellow emperor, who lived ac-
cording to Chinese chronologists, about 4300 years ago.

,4. The Nanking raw silk is called u sz" or lake silk, from the name of the department of
Uchau in Chitkong, where some of the finest silk is cultivated, but it is here applied in a wider
^ense including all the raw silk brought from northern provinces, most of which comes from
Chitkong and Kongsu. The u sz^ is divided in taysaam and tsatlee ; the best quality of
the latter is considered to be the finest and whitest silk produced in any part of the world.
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Canton senshaw; a distinc-

tion is made between the two,

and they are thus named.

6. Superior fine wove
plain lutestring.

7. Second quality mixed
lutestring.

8. My own loom’s best

flowered lutestring.

9. Yellow flowered lute-
|

string.

10. Light ground lute-
i

string with various colors.

11. Every description of
|

flowered lutestring.

12. Superior plain satin of !

every color.

13. Second quality of

flowered striped satin.

14. New and fashionable

changeable satin.

15. Flowered satin of a

brownish red color.

16. Plain crimson satin

with eight threads.

17. Figured eight threaded
satin with raised flowers on

|

a white ground.

I

18. Deep blue twilled

Levantine satin with five

threads.

19. Second quality of cross

barred twilled Levantine
satin, with five threads.

20. The satin used by the

Chinese officers is of the very

best kind.

21. In camlets, the threads

are straight not crossed.

I

i

i

I

cming V6 cngau <long, tsak>

)au £16ung chung fan pit?

ci <ming <chi.

Sheung- 'tang kit> su
l

pok>

kiin'.

T- 'tang kiin\

Tun cki sh6ung- 'ton^ 'ts'oi

kiln.

sWong shik> chik> is//

kun.
Tan iY £,ng shik> <sz

9
kiin

>
.

Kok> shik> pok> kui^.

Sheung- ^ing °ng shik> sii
;

tiin\

Y 1 c

ting <fa lau ct
4iu tiin

>
.

tSan shik> cghi yeung 2 cshim

tiin

•

'Ku tiling shik> cfa kuk 5

tiin
>

.

cNga «lan sii
>

p^t> tsz^ tun >

.

Paki ti
l ^ng 'ts^oi

4ch 4e
(

hi

<fa pat> <sz^ tiin
>

.

(Sham clam <ts
{6 cman tfa

s’ng ‘sz’ tiin'

TVz” tang kik> itsf6 inian
?’ng ssz’ tiin

Hon- 4

fu tun* tun* *chi

tsii*
4

h6 *che.

SinJ
tsau- tman chik, cmo

cts
4
6.

13. Lau willow lines; the stripes of the cloth are so designated because of their resem-
blance to the long depending branches of the willow tree, covered with lanceolate shaped
leaves.

14. Shim is the common word for expressing the flash of lightning, or any quick glancing

of light from off a brilliant surface ; it is applied to those kinds of silk goods, which by a

change of position, are somewhat iridescent, including both changeable and water colored

silk
; the last is also called shui p6 man or water waved streaks, which is very near the

English term.

20. H6n fu is literally officers of Hon, i. e. Chinese officers. The Chinese often call

themselves sons of Hon, esteeming it an honor to bear the name of that ancient dynasty ;
this

explanation is doubted by some, who say the term refers to Honyeung fu, one of the depart-

ments in the province of Upak.
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22. Superior plain black
|

camlets.

23. There are two kinds

of camlets, one packed for
|

foreign, and one for domes-
j

tic, use.

24. The Luk dowered
pongee has a smooth body
and raised flowers, which are

j

of many colors, ten or more
in variety; it was first woven

j

by a man who was sur-

named Luk, whence this ,

sort of pongee has since been
i

thus called.

25.

The pongee from
Hongchau fu is very thick

and lustrous resembling sat- 1

in.

•26. Sz’ch‘iin pongee comes
|

from Sz’ch‘iin [province].

27. Cassia flowered pongee
j

has figures like the flowers

of cassia woven into it.

28. Ornamented pongees
are flowered, and used for

the inner part of double
garments [as lining].

29. The pongee known
by the name puk un has no
flowers, and is also much
used for lining.

30. Stiff pongee, which is

woven of loose threads, is

used for summer dresses.

31. Soft pongee has a soft

yet solid texture, and is worn
in the second and eighth
months.

32. Reeled pongee is

woven of the best reeled

threads, and is the most
expensive kind.

Sheung- c

tang six* hak> sin'

tsau 2
.

sYeung <chong Vd <chong
£leung *tang sin* tsau 2

.

Luk> ikk <fa cch4Ki <shan

watj cl
c

hi <fa, ck 4
i <fa

yeung- c
kl ^hung^ngan shik >

y\ki shap^ cii shik>
;

s nai

Luk> sing
5

cyan (chi chik),

(ts‘z’ sch‘au, ku 2 ctnina

tchi.

Tu cch fau hau- kit> ckwonir

\vAt 2
$
ts‘z’ tiin.

Szn id^iin cch 4au ch^it) Szv-

<ch‘iin.

Kwai- cfa cch cau wai- <k 4
i

chik> ch‘ut> kwai 5

f3.

4Kam cch cau <kai -yau <fa

cvvai k^p> napj -Y\ yung-.

j

Puk siin sch‘au “lid tfi yik 2

<to c\vai n&pi -U.

1

<Shang sch‘au (shang (slia

I
chik> ckaitsok) ha- ci.

i Shuk 2 <ch cau ^shan shuk.

j

c\vai i
l pat> litj yung 2

.

j

cFong sch‘au sheung- Yong

I

<shi chik>
c

pi <chi jau kwai ?
.

26.—34. As with other fabrics which are much sought after, so it is with silk among
the Chinese, there are numberless varieties depending on the color, texture, or quality, the
district in which it is grown, and the mode of weaving, each of which has its appropriate
appellation known to those familiar with the trade. In a work of this kind, it would be
comparatively of little use to designate the many names indicating all the shades of difference
growing out of these causes, since they could hardly be described so as to be recognized, and
experience is usually the only means to an acquaintance with them. This is particularly the
case with the various sorts of pongee and senshaw, which are much worn by the Chinese.
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•
2(36

33. Ningch^au pongee is
|

thick and firm, and is much
used for ceremonial winter

dresses.

34. Tslii

woven with

which resemble those of the
|

pepper.

35. Rust colored senshaw
is dyed in a jelly, made from

;

gambier, several times, and
dried in the sun until the dye
appears on the surface in a

lustrous rust color.

36. Black senshaw is also

dyed in a jelly, and then

exposed in the sun to make
it complete.

37. Cliun senshaw is

woven from Nanking silk,

and is the best kind.

38. Pak wax senshaw is
i

at first of a white color, and ,

is afterwards dyed of various !

hues.

39. Cotton senshaw is
i

woven of a mixture of cotton

and silk, and is dyed of

various colors ;
it is not very I

lustrous or beautiful.

40. The Sham senshaw
was first woven by a man
surnamed Sham ; formerly,

it was held in high repute.

41. Crape is so called be-

cause the threads are crink-

led ; there is plain and figur-

ed, of many tens of colors,

all of which differ among
themselves

;
the tints are very

delicate and elegant, and
the goods are highly prized.

42. There is fine law
with five [threads in a] bar,

and another with three

[threads in a] bar.

puk pongee is

raised flowers

_

©

e

I cNing cch lau hau 1 kit> <to

c\vai dung ct
lin iai fuk,.

(Tsiu puk> sch 6au chik>

cshing <fa cii <tsiu
l

tim cpan

I

(hi.

cShii cl^ung cch lau -1 Sshii

'l

<leung
l

t6 ckdu cim cch 4au

shdi
5

sh6 >
tszn ikiu in' cii

min- ckwong leung* shik>

I

chik>.

Hak> <k^u cdi cau yik> yung-

ckau sli^ sshing.

Ch‘iin
5

(sz’ sh6
chik>

(

pi <chi cyau <kai.

Pakj cch (au ciin <loi

shik> pak) kok> shik>.

cMin cch 4au 5min ts^p> <sz\

ci chik> ckii
4im kok> shik>

pat> sham- ckw6ng 16ungJ

yiki <ni6 ckiu yitii'.

I

cSham tch lau (Sliam

sing 2 (chi chai cku £yan
I sham- sheung- «chi.

; Tsau- <shA cyan fyau tsau-

I

sman ci sming ;

cyau sii
)

-yau

<fd; <fa yeung2 sh5 > shap>

^hung <ngin shik> k6k> V
cwai shik> tsii* ckiu yim 2

cyan <to kwai^ <cbi.

I

Shuki sl
syau - ?ng <so -yau

!
csim cso <chi itning.

35, 36. This description of silk is worn by the poorer classes of natives very extensively,

for summer clothing. It is cheap — a whole suit costing between four and five dollars—and
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43. Stiff law is woven of

raw threads, and is often

used for summer dresses.

44. Damask sHk is light

and thin; its surface is lus-

trous, and there are plain and
figured kinds.

45. Hongchaa damask silk

has a smooth and brilliant

surface
;

it is woven in the

department of Hongchau.
46. Gauze is assorted into

the transparent and dark
ground varieties.

47. Glazed gauze is very

lustrous.

48. Spring gauze is so

called because it is adapted

for wearing in that season.

49. Watered gauze has the

figures like clouds.

50. Musketo curtain gauze
is used to make bed curtains.

51. Coarse gauze is very

thin and light, and is em-
ployed for festoons, and for

pasting paper upon.

52. Every sort of silk ri-

bands.

53. Embroidered and
figured crape handkerchiefs.

54. Floss is made of silk

and is dyed of various colors

for embroidering.

55. [Silk] yarn is spun
from raw silk, for making the

warp and woof when weav-
ing silk goods.

56. Velvet is woven from
both cotton and silk.

1

1 s

^ 1

e

H

cShang clo eshang <sz’

chik) -i piQ- hi 2 ct^n yung 2
.

sLing (hing p6k: ryau
ling- shik> yik> £yau cfa sii'.

cHong cling min 2 ckwong
watj cHongcchau csho ch fc

ut».

I

cSh& 5yau ct
cung <sh -yau

mati ti- <sha cchl cfan.

Leung1

isha wai^ shik> fyau
]eung\
cCh^un <sha wai 5 ctong cch^un

Sshi cnang ch6uk .

H6ung swan csh4 sk‘i <fa

cii <wan.

cMan cheung- <sh^
c

nii cwai

cheung)- <sh6 yung 2
.

cKi esha <hi p6k> cwai

kit> ts‘6i
c
pifi (chi.

Kok> shik> csz^ ^ln tai\

K6 J

sau^ tsau 2 <sh^ ckan.

sYung -i <sz
,

kok>
shik> cwai <chi k5- sau 2

.

cSha cfong csz
9

Sshing cchi -i

tsok> chik> pati ct
cau eking

c

wai.

(Tsin jung 5min Hi <sz’

s i chik> eshtng cchi.

from the color does not show dirt,, and is withal very enduring. The two forms of ch^au ia

these two sentences are precisely alike in meaning, and at all times interchangeable.
42, 43. The fine law is a beautiful fabric, about two feet broad, woven with stripes running

across, and figures in the body of the cloth. The name law is derived from the Chinese I6
y

and is applied to the fine kinds, which are both plain and figured. The common or stiff law
is a coarse fabric, and little of it is exported.
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T‘in sch‘ifi yam <ch‘iitW

I

sshan <Ping P6- sh^ung 2 tshii,

cU ^wong (tsung tuk) pd 2

I

ct
4ong, cLam, ii

i kok> kwok>

I

ci <yan <chi sik>.

j

Chiu 5
tak> cl cshiin tb

1 ^Kwong
I ct

fc ung (sh6ung, wok? li
2

! sham- hau-. Shi 2
-i cts

l ung

j

cts
4in <loi c3hiin, -mui sui

pat> k‘ap 2 shd > shap> chik)

;

kan 2 cnln cloi chi
>
yat> pik>

shd shap2 chik> <chi cto;

pat) lun-
(sh6 tdi

J cho fo%

cmd pat> <tsiin «siu
;

yuk;

chi f6 5m6 pat> lap

pin 2
. Shi> man 2 tt‘in ti

2

«k^n sii
(

ts‘z’ H2 Sshi

ct
4au, sheung^ £yau pit> ch^ii

1

4ho mikj
(

fau ?
£Ngo t4i 2

<wong tai
5

yat> shl- strung

1. Lam, high imperial com-
missioner of the celestial

court, a director of the
Board of War, and governor
of L^kwong, issues his com-
mands to the foreigners of
every nation for their full

information.

2. It is known that the
foreign ships which come to

Canton for general trade,

have obtained very large

profits. This is herein
evinced; that, while formerly
the vessels arriving each
year were hardly reckoned
by tens, the number of late

years has amounted to a hun-
dred and several tens

; that

whatever commodities they
may have brought, none have
failed to be disposed of; and
th?.t, whatever they may have
sought to purchase, there
have been none which they
could not at once obtain.

Let it be asked, whether,
between heaven and earth,

so advantageous a commer-
cial mart can anywhere else

be found ? It is because our
great emperors, in their

universal benevolence, have
granted you commercial pri-

Notes and Explanations.

This edict bearing directly on the commercial and other relations with this country, and being
also a specimen of highly finished composition, will not be inappropiate here. Papers of this

kind, respecting foreigners, usually come through the hong merchants 1

hall, where the ori-

ginals are retained, and copies are sent to the foreigners. On some important occasions they

are transmitted through th offices of the local magistrates. In the present case it came di-

rectly from his excellency, bearing the seals of his high commission. The word u is em-
ployed both as a noun and as a verb; it is a command, an order; or to command, to order;

referring always to that which is issued by a superior authority to inferiors, and which by the

latter must be regarded as a rule or law for their obedience. Ling has something of the

same import: u ling kiii^ an edict commanding the delivery of apin, opium.

Action TSTutt^*

EDICT FOR THE DELIVERY OF OPIUM

U2 ling-
4
kiij pin-; tai

2 *kau cch6ung.

I

I
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vileges, that you now enjoy

these commercial advantages.

If once our ports are closed

against you, for what profit

can your several nations any
longer look ? Moreover, our

tea and rhubarb, without

which you foreigners have no
means of supporting life, are

without stint or grudge graat-

ed you year by year for

exportation beyond sea. Fa-
vors never have been greater.

3. Are you grateful for

these favors? Then you
ought to fear the laws,

and in benefiting yourselves

should not do injury to

others. Wliy do you take

the drug opium, which is not

eaten in your own countries,

and bring it into this land to

defraud the people of their

property, and to injure their

lives ? I find that with this

thing you have deceived and

syan chun -i raau ? yik? (f

<ts
4 oi <chim tak> <ts‘z’ Ji

2
.

<r
T‘6ng yat> <fung <k6ng s

i

k6k> kwok> sho h- 'ho st
l6?

Fon^ tai
2 cwong,

ngoi 5
^ ci y6uk 2 pat> tak>

c
t^*z\

tsik> <md £wai mingS
c
n^i

Ting' snin cnin fan
5 wan-

ch 4
ut> sjeung, tsiit2 pat 5 kan'

sik>. <Yan mok> \k\
l cin.

ctang <yan ? Tsik>

csii wai J
fit>, h 2 c

ki pat>
cho

hoi- cyan. sHo tak> <ts6ung
£
i kwok> pat> shik 2 <chi

(in tii sloi noi2
ti

2
,

p'in
5 cyan sts

coi
5

ci hoi 2 cyan

ming 2
su ? cCh^ 4

tang

1. Lam :— as is usual in official papers of this kind, only his family name is given, and
it is placed after his titles, the reverse of western usa^e. Literally, it reads thus; heavenly dy-
nasty^ imperially commissioaeJ great minister, War-Board president (sUungshxi)^ Lake-
broad general government ofRce-occupier Lam, Foreigner is a mild translation of
i; there are within the boundaries of the empire numerous tribes of uncivlized mountaineers,
who are designated i yan; thus there are two classes of i yan; those within the empire are
called noi i and all without the empire are ngoi i. The term is used here nearly in the
sense in which the Greeks and Romans used the word barbarian. Chi shik^ fully to know, i.

e. for your full information.

2. Chiu tak is a technical phrase : chiu light shining forth, information respecting any
subject, tak obtained, appears, or is manifest. Kwong is an abbreviation of Kwongtunw.
Tung sheung an open market, one accessible to all without distinction. Shi i here by, i. e. the
fact stated in the preceding clause is confirmed by whatis hereinafter adduced. Tai w6ng
tai may be rendered great august ruler, or dread sovereign

; tai icdng is an epithet indicative

of the highest dignity, applied to great sovereigns, to deities, to heaven, &c. There cannot be,

among men on earth, but one tai w6ng tai at the same time
; and to him, as vicegerent of

heaven, all other rulers are subordinate. Tsik mb i wax ming^ then nothing to use for life ; if

the ports of the empire are once closed, not only will there be an end to your profits; f6ng
but, moreover, and what is still worse, you, ngoi i foreign brbarians, not being able to pro-
cure tea and rhubarb, will then have nothing to subsist upona

3. Pat shik chi ap^in in
%
not eaten of opium smoke, i. e. t.he smoke of opium which is no

t

68CHI. CHR.



(ts‘z mau 4ku wak 2 ^W a

sman, -i lik 2 shb
y shap2 snin,

^lio taki pat> V- cchi cts*oi

pat>
ch6 islimg kai\ ^s^/

5yan csam
(

sh6 kung- -fan,

yik? ct
4 in -H ^ho 5 n4n syung.

I

fTs‘img Sts‘in, <t‘in sch‘h”ai
kam* sheung-cfun; kok> ^au
cyau *h6 <t‘au lau-. cKam
tip sw6ng tai sman, si chan
n6-, pit) tsun 2 cchii <chi, A
hau- £

i.
cSho ^yau noi^ ti

1

cman cyan fin
5

<4 p^in*, <hoi

<in *kun ^he, lap> tsik>

ching5
fall k*ap) shik 2 ^he,

yik 2 M tsui 2
.

5 1’ ‘tang

cloi chT ct^n sch^u ti
2 cfong,

tsik» eying f
ii noi

3
- ti- cinan

fyan it
4ung ctsun f^ti td-.

'Pun tai- sshan cka cku

cMan c

hoi, <ii ngoi 2
il yat>

ts
6
it> chi 2 -leung,

esham s‘ik> 5 k‘i

tsd (k i

cts
4eung.

deluded the people of China
for tens of years past, and
that the unju3t hoards thus

acquired cannot be number-
ed. With such conduct the

hearts of men are roused to

indignation, and heavenly

reason cannot deal leniently.

4. Formerly, the prohibi-

tions of the celestial court

were comparatively lax ; and
it was possible clandestinely

tn penetrate the various ports.

Now the great emperor, hear-

ing of this, and roused to

indignation, will utterly

exterminate it ere he stop.

Whoever of the people in

this land traffic in opium, or

establish houses for smoking
the drug, shall instantly be

visited with the extreme
penalty of the laws ; and it is

also in contemplation to

regard those who smoke as

guilty of death. And you,
having come to the territories

of the celestial court, ought
equally with the people of

the land to obey its laws and
statutes.

5. I, the commissioner,

having my home in the

maritime province of Fuk-
kin, had early a profound
acquaintance with all the arts

inhaled. Not ti, inner land, is used by the Chinese with emphasis, and is equivalent to
the common phrase, our country ;

it has originated in the idea that this land is placed in the
centre of the world, and that all other kingdoms and lands are placed on the extreme borders,
the outer regions of it. IVa man

y
the adorned people, i. e. the Chinese, the civilized, or the

people adorned with Jearning and virtue.

4. Lai kam
%
laws prohibitive, the prohibitions of the government were, shkung fun some-

what lax, so that its, k6k hau several ports, yau h6 possibly might admit, Vd lau a clandestine
leaking—in of opium, or out of sycee. Chan nb^ quaking wrath, fearful anger is what causes
terror and agitation, like that excited by the falling of a thunderbolt, or the quaking of the
earth. Ching fat^ execute the laws, i. e. inflict capital punishment in conformity to the laws.

5. Man hoi
y seas of Man ; Man is an ancient classical name of Fukkin ; the commissioner

is from the department of Fukchau, the capital of the province. The terms of his commis-
sion run thus, literally; ping ting pacifier and settler, ngoi wak of the outer regions, lui tsz

1

repeatedly, lap established in, kung chi meritoriousness, yam chdi imperial commissioner,

•270 COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS. [Chap. M
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and shifts of the outer barba-

rians. Hence I have been

^specially honored by the

great emperor with his grant

of, plenipotentiary powers, or

High imperial commissioner

andfor repeated services sent

to settle the affairs of the

frontiers.

6. Should I search closely

into the offenses of foreigners,

in carrying on for so many
years past their traffic, they

wpuld be found to be already

beyond the bounds of indul-

gence. But considering that

they are men from afar, and
hitherto not aware that the

prohibitions were so severe,

I cannot bear, in carrying

out the present plain enforce-

ment of the laws, to cut

them off, without first giving

instructive admonition.

7. I find, that on board

the warehousing vessels,

which you have now lying at

anchor in the Lintin and
other offings, there are stored

up some tens of thousands of

chests of opium, which it is

your purpose and desire to

sell clandestinely, without

ever considering the present

severity of the measureg for

seizing it at every port.

How will men dare again to

give it escort? And in every

province the same severe

measures are in operation for

seizing it. Where else, then,

will any be found who will

presume to join in the traffic?

At the present time opium
is entirely stopped* All men
know it to be a nauseous

poison. Why then will you
be at the trouble of laying

Shi 2 -1 Vdki cmung tii-

sw6ng tap cp n k‘ap> cp4 ing

ting- ngoi 2 wik^, Mii ts
4 z

,5

lap> ckung cchi <yam «ch‘4i

t^i- ishan, ckwdn sfong cts
4
lr«

sloi jch si p^n 2
*

Yeuki cchui kau> <koi A
syan tsik> snin f^n' mii-

tchi tsui% tsik) £
i pat>

lho
tku syung. sWai nim 1 kau 5

hai- Hin cyan, Sts
lung Sts

4 in

sheung- mi- cchl -yau (ts‘z’

elm kam 5

,
(kam £

ii cming

(shan yeuk» fdt>, pat> (yan

pat> si <chii.

cCh*4 s
i

ctang pok 2 <Li«g

(ting,
{

tang, cy6ung ichi <tun

sshiin, Sts
6iin 5ya\i «a p

lin
J

sh6 5 m^-n 2 cs^ung, fyukj csz
?

ching kau 2 mai2
,
tuk 2 pat> csz

1

(hoi
(hau cii ts‘z’ s n4.

lHi fuk 2
£yaa cyan 'kom 5wai

u 1 sung5

? cf kok> 'shang

y\ki ck^.i cim cni. Kang*
"yau sho ch l

ii
3 ckom -ii esiu

kau 2
? (Ts‘z’ Sshi (4 p

kin 2

kam 1 (

cbi, pat> ching. <Yan
iyan cchi ewai esham tuk“

iai shan high minister. The remaining six characters, kwan Jong ts
uin toi cha pdn^ belong

to what precedes the words, ping ting, &c. It is to be construed thus, pan kUip kwdn
f6ng tsHn loi ch>a pan^ conferred and gave previleges and powers to come forward to
examine and act.

6. Yun yan^ distant men, men from afar these words often form a convenient and ap-
propriate term for the word foreigner or foreigners.



it up on board your store-

ships, long detaining them
on the high seas, not only

expending to no purpose

your labor and wealth, but

even exposing it to unfore-

seen dangers from storms
and fires.

9. Wherefore I proceed to

issue my commands. When
these reach the foreign mer-
chants, let them immediately
take the entire amount of

opium in their storeships and
deliver it up to government.

Let it be ascertained clearly

by the hong merchants how
many chests are delivered up
by each person, and what is

the whole amount in catties

and taels. Let these parti-

culars be brought together in

a clear tabular form, and
presented to government for

examination, that in strict

conformity thereto it may be

received and destroyed, to

the utter extirpation of the

evil. Not the smallest particle

must be withheld or concealed.

10. At the same time let

these foreigners give a bond,

written jointly in the foreign

and Chinese languages,

declaring plainly, u That
their ships, hereafter resort-

ing hither, will never bring

opium ;
that if they should

bring it, as soon as discover-

ed the whole shall be confis-

cated, and the men suffer

the extreme penalty of the

laws ; and that such punish

ment will be submitted to

willingly.”

7. Tun shun, store-house ships, ships remaining stationary and serving as depdts. Sham

tuk is a nauseous, deadly, or virulent poison.

9. H6p wherefore— uniting into one view all the particulars which have been narrated

and closi " the case forming my judgment and decisions according to those particulars —
hing u shik I proceed to issue my commands. Tim im is an examination made of goods

according to fi list, on which the several items of goods are Mm or raarkep as soon as they

are examined and verified. The phrase wax fa means utter destruction : wax is destruc-

iton by fire, and fa si a change wrought in the nature of any substance or being. Yung fa

is another phrase for expressing the same idea.

10. K6m Kit, a sweet knot, a voluntary bond : the phrase is used on all accasion iu which

the people bind themselves to observe specific regulations.
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cMan ckoi si cp 4 ing yat 2

chung 2 yat> san^ tsz
2

.

cii ^un tai 2 cshan ^ho 11 -,

cloi ^che tsuu- slid
5 edging

^iu, mi^ <loi
lche tiin 2

tsiit 2

pat) $loi, sh3 srmng fiii tsiii2

w<u eying, sl»6ung-
ch6 pat>

cdiui ki* ^wonij.
lPun tai-

iSlm" tsik> (t6ug 6i 2 st‘un

tuk> p5 2
ct

s6n^, 4

fu pd- tin"

tsau
J Mian tai2 cwong tai

>

kak> ngoi 2 cshi <yan, pat> tak.

efuu -min S ts
lin chin, ping-

cli6uk> cii
lsheung ho%

i ctseung ck 6
i fui

J
kii2 cchi

esam.
c

Ts‘z’ hau 1 chiu >

esheung mau 2 yik 2? ki' pat)

I shat> c\vai s16ung A.
lCh‘6

I chii)g
> <king c

m.ii mai- l

tsun

I ^16 wok 2 H
5
- chf fu\ Hi

j

pat> Vai min 2
?

(T‘6ng chap"mai pat) ’Dg 2

;

1 1. I have heard that you
foreigners always attach

great importance to the word
good faith. If then you will

really do as I the commis-
sioner, havecommanded, will

deliver up the entire amount
already here, and assuredly

prevent the introduction of

that which has not arrived,

—

thus evincing contrition for

guilt and a dread of punish-

ment,— the past need not

be investigated. And I, the

commissioner, will then, in

conjunction with the govern-

or, and lieutenant-governor,

address the throne, implor-

ing the great emperor to

vouchsafe extraordinary fa-

vors, not only to forgive

former errors, but also—as

we will request—to confer

rewards, to encourage a

spirit of contrition and fear.

After this, commercial inter-

course will be enjoyed as

formerly ; and your character

as good foreigners will not be

lost. Moreover, by an hono-
rable traffic, you may freely

acquire profits and become
rich. Will not this be most
honorable 1

12. But if you obstinately

adhere to folly, and will not

11. Man is used to denote what one hears, as current rumors, reports, &c. San, good
faith, is truth, verity, or sincerity; one who forfeits his word, skat san^ loses or breaks his
good faith. Tsau is used appropriately for all addresses made to the sovereign, as pari is

for all those which are made to the magistracy ; it is used both as a noun and as a verb; it

is a memorial, or to memorialize. Kale ngoi shi yan
7
limits beyond extend favors ; that is,

vouchsafe extraordinary favors. Shhing kd are rewards, such as are conferred on heroes
and others, who have acted in a manner to merit favor. T tseung to encourage, hi fui kxi

chi sam^ the repentance and fear mind ; meaning, to develop a spirit of fear and contrition.
Chiu sheung, according to the ordinary coarse, or in the usual manner. T*ai min substan-
tial face, respectable, honorable.

12. T*6ng if you, chap adhere to, mai your folly or blindness,/?^ 'ng and will not awake,
to a sense of duty, yau still, sz

1 thinking, nip falsely, to address me. T^dk ming, to com-
mit to the name, shui shau of seamen, that is, to bring it in under the name of seamen, pre-
tending that the resident merchants have nothing to do with it. T-6ng sik, to bar and shut
up, to bar any inquiry, i kiu and deliver, shap chi yat i one or two of ten. It is a favorite
mode of expressing relations of quantities among the Chinese, to speak of so many tenth

CHI. CHR. 69
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awake; if you yet think, un-

der cover of false represen-

tations to continue your il-

licit traffic; or to pretend

that it is brought by seamen,
unconnected with the foreign

merchants; or deceitfully to

declare that it shall be return-

ed to your country, or cast

into the sea ; or to take occa-

sion to go to other provinces

seeking to sell it ; or to stifle

inquiry by giving up one or

two tenths: in all these cases

it will be evident that you
retain a contumacious and
disobedient spirit, upholding
vice and unwilling to reform.

Then, although the celestial

court treats with tenderness

and great mildness men from
afar, still, as it cannot bear

with their scorn and contempt,
it will be right to subject you
likewise, according to the

new law, to the same severe

course of punishment.

13. On this occasion, I,

the commissioner, while at

the capital received in person

the sacred commands, that

wherever law exists, it must
be executed. Moreover, hav-

ing brought these full powers
and privileges, enabling me

'

to do whatever seems right

—

powers with which those

ordinarily given for inquir-

ing and acting in regard to

other matters cannot be
compared: so long as the

opium remains unextermi-
nated, so long will I, the

a
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parts. So much is this the case, that to say yat i fan^ one or two parts, expresses the same
thing as to say shap chi yai f, one or two paias of ten. Even qualities are thus compared;
a person is said to be so many tenths recovered from illness ; and shap fan, ten parts, is

the most common term used to denote perfection.

13. Tsz^ king [coming] from the capital, mm ching h^ve face to face received, shins

the sacred [that is, the emperor’s] commands. Kwan f6ng is a compound term, here mean-
ing powers to prohibit, stop up, and regulate everything pertaining to the traffic: Ts^am
sheung, searchingly constant, is a common term for the constant and ordinary routine oi

things, for whatever is common and usual. Chai swearing, u sz
1
that in this afiair.

stung c!H chung [I will] join the beginning and the end, that is, thoroughly investigating iu

leaving no part unexamined; the sentence is peculiarly emphatic and terse, and is a good in-

stance of the nervousness of which the language is capable.
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commissioner, not return. I

swear that I will progress in

this business from beginning

to end : certainly I will not

stop midway in its execution.

14. Furthermore, I ob-

serve the popular feeling is

all so roused to public indig-

nation, that, if you foreigners

remain insensible to refor-

mation and contrition, contin-

uing to make gain your sole

object, there will not only

be arrayed against you the

martial terrors and powerful

energies of our military and
naval forces ;

but the able-

bodied of the people, being
called on, will be more than

sufficient for placing your
lives within my power. And
moreover, by a temporary
embargo, or by a permanent
closing of our ports, what
difficulty will there be in

effectually cutting off the in-

tercourse? Oar central em-
pire, comprising a territory

of many thousands of miles,

and possessing in rich abun-
dance all the products of the

soil, derives no profit from
your foreign commodities

;

you may, therefore, well fear

that the means of livelihood

of your several nations will

cease. You, who have come
so far for commerce, how is

it that you do not perceive

the difference between toil

and repose, between the pow-
er of the many, aud that of
the few !

15. As to those crafty

foreigners, resident in the

14. Hd cMii man kan ting chough by proclamation call out the serviceable and able-bodied

from among the people. This designates a kind of posse comitatus^ formed by levies of such
men as the magistrates of districts choose to select from among the able-bodied of the male
population, between the ages of sixteen and sixty. All men between these ages are to hold

themselves at the service of the state in military emergencies. What the commissioner would
express seems to be, that the undisciplined levies would be so strongly actuated by popular
feeling against the foreign opium dealers, that they would form a sufficient power unaided bv
the regular military, to enforce the severest treatment. The words fung ch i6ng signify only
the closing of the holds of ships, but this, in China, implies also the prohibition to leave the

port, and forbids them too from entering. Our central empire, or more literally, our central
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foreign factories, continually
j

selling opium, I, thecommis- i

.sioner, was early furnished

with a list of their names.

And those good foreigners,

also, who have not sold

opium, must not fail to be I

distinguished. Those who '

will point out the bad fo-
!

reigners, compel thetn to de-

liver up their opium, and
are first to give the bond, are

the good foreigners
; and I

|

the commissioner, will early
|

and liberally reward them. I

Weal and woe, lionor and
I

disgrace now remain with
i

you yourselves alone to

choose.

16. Now I am about to

command the hong mer-
chants, ^Ng Shiuwmg [or

Howqua] and others, to pro-

ceed to your factories to in-

struct you. A term of three
i

days is allowed for your
reply

; at the same time, let

the duly attested bond be

given ;
while you wait for

me in conjunction with the

governor and lieutenant-go-

vernor to appoint a time

for the opium to be received.

Indulge no idle expectation,

seeking for delay, till repen-

tance will be too late ! A
special edict.

Given this L9th year of

Tdkwong. 2d month, 4th

day. [March 16th, 1839.]

place of origin, is a common designation for China, considered as the centre of civilization,

it not of the earth, and the birthplace of mankind. Shd man H pan ii, several myriads of li

registered and mapped, pak ch^an fung ying
y
and having a hundred (or all) products in exu-

bprant fullness.

®
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CHAPTER VIZ

iKung tseung 1

^ sying ts^
a

'r.^

ckii ^ho lui-
cche

cKwan hV tshmg 1 tsok>

cping h^i-.

"Chi ifung ifd iSZ^ fit
1

cts6ung <t
c ang 'chi 'hiu tsf

J

£ii <fa.

^Kung tsoki ^che^ -n^i
4shau

ngai- cyan <chl 'tsung £ming

;

£fan ngai- shin- <chiin cmun^

tsak> c\van -maa tseung2
a

wS.k> iiti
£mau csz^ fa-.

1. Architects are those

who plan and build all kinds

of lodging-places.

2. Armorers raake military

implements.

3. Artificial fioioermen

take pith-paper, and skillful-

ly work it into the form of

flowers.

4. Artisan is a general

name for all skillful handi-

craftsmen ; and whoever is

thus skillful in one occupa-
tion, confining himself to that

alone, is then called this or

that artificer, or tJiis or that

workman.

Notes and Explanations.
aU those manipulations which are in any great measure dependent on the exact sciences,

T ne Chinese for the most part are poor proficients. The construction of chronometers, thermo-

meters, and such like instruments, they have seldom if ever attempted. In le^s exact works

they succeed better. For example, the shui 6 water carriage/ as they name the fire-

engine, introduced among them since the commencement of the nineteenth century^ is now
manufactured extensively by them, and in such a manner as to show that they are not de

ficient in imitative skill. Tseung denotes simply an artisan or an artificer.

I. Kung tseung is literally defined thus, 1 build make rising dwelling places kinds the

agents; 1

i. e, kung tseung^ or architects, are those persons who construct all the kinds of

buildings which are required for the various purposes of life.

Sz ?

fit is a complimentary term, often applied to workmen, indicating that they pos-

sess skill and learning. Tutors and masters are sometimes so denominated.
4. Ts6k means to do, to make

;
preceded by kung work, and followed by cAe, it denotes

chi. chr. 70
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5. x\n awning maker

^

by
using matting, bamboos, and
posts, constructs rooms and
houses.

6. A baker is one who
makes and bakes bread, and
so forth.

7. Barbers are those

persons who improve the

appearance, and shave the

hair.

3. Basket makers^ using

bamboo splints, weave them
into different, kinds of baskets.

9. The blachletter printer^

first taking a sheet of paper

and spreading it upon a

stone table, thoroughly wets

it ; he then with cotton beats

the paper into the charac-

ters [cut in the stone], and
having touched it over with

ink, takes it oft', thus complet-

ing the blackletter characters.

10. Blacksmiths are those

who beat and make iron

utensils.

11. A bookbinder is one

v ho binds and trims books,

prepares stationary, and so

forth.

12. Those who make
bows and arrows are named
boiomakers.

13. A brazier is one wlio

fuses and casts utensils of

brass.

1

cP^ang tseung 1

^

£
i cp? ung

chuk>, ch? am >

,
t^p> 5shing

slau uk).

Man 1 dK au isz^ fa 1
^ -n^i
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ch6.

TK aV ^au isz
11

fu1
^
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filing «yung lok 2 fdt> syan
~yk.

Chuky hz
y

csz
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mit 2 <pin chik> <l^m lap)
C

ch6.

FaU tseung 1

^
csin cts^ung

C

chi cpi sh6ung a tsam ,

t^au% yung J ctnln cfa
Cch c

ui

chi <ii tsz
1
- <chung, ngoi 2

kwo* makj, c
hi <chi, tsak>

cshing fat> t
?
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.

^Td t^ity iseung1

^
-ndi

(
ta

ts6- t
c
lt> hf

^Ting ich6ng tseung 1

^ -n^i

ding cch6ng cshii tsik> Hang
matj.

Chap ts6- <kung tsin*, cming

swai ikung tsirC tsiung 1
.

l Ta i^ung tseung 1

^ tsik> tiin'

lin 2
£t

cung h? C

che.

the doer of work, a workman, an artisan. Ngai
y
which also means to do, has the addi-

tional meaning of order
;

it is ail orderly, a scientific, doing; and hence is applied to the

fine arts, such as music, writing, &c. Shin chun^ taken together, mean to assume the

power of acting independently ; here, in connection with the words preceding and following

them, the shade of meaning is changed shin ^chiin mun^ is to select and confine one^s

self to a single occupation.

5. P c ang is applied the most frequently to mere temporary buildings, such as the tents

and barracks of soldiers in field service, small mat sheds for victualers in the streets and
Hinrket-places, and the large temporary structures erected for theatrical exhibitions.

7. 7^ai fau Zd, shave head old-man, is also a common appellation for the tonsor, whose
business it is to shave the hair from the head as well as the beard from the face.

11. Ting means to nail ; ch6ng^ to bind or place in order, here signifies not only put-

ting of the leaves in order, but also the trimming of them with the knife. I'sik joined with

shu implies all kinds of books, letter-paper, &c.
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14. Brichnakers build

furnaces, make and burn

bricks and tiles.

15. Those who slaughter

and dress living animals are

named butchers.

16. A cabinet maker is

one skilled in the manufac-

ture of trunks, boxes, and so

forth.

17. The calender by the

use of a calendering stone,

makes the cloth smooth and
glossy.

18. Carpenters construct

rafters and build houses, lodg-

es, temples, and such like

edifices.

19. A cartwright makes
carriages with wheels.

20. A carver of wood
cuts and engraves flowers^

and so forth, very finely on
all kinds of utensils.

21. A chandler^ having

mixed [vegetable] tallow with

oil, dips the wicks and makes
candles.

22. A clothes' mender^

when garments have been

rent, weaves and mends them
the same as before.

E
S

iChiin £ngd csz^ fa 1
^
klt> siu

<shiu ts6- echini -nga.

cTsoi shat) cshang (

ch6,
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C
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ctiu
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c
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c
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ku J

.

16. The student will not fail to notice the manner in which tsd, to make, is connected

with other words : here it is tsing tsd; in No. 3, it is hau isd ; in No. 6, h6ng tso ; in No. 10,

ta tsd ; in No. 12, chai tsd ; and in No. 14, shiu tsd^ are used. In No. 13, the two terms

tun Vin are nearly synonymous, and may be translated in a similar manner, by the use

of two similar terms ; they are also 'used in a metaphorical sense, to denote a magistrate

who can shape a case in law into any form he pleases.

17. The stone used in this process, by workmen in Canton, is perhaps four feet long and
one foot thick, made like the crooked axletree of a carriage. It is so made as to give a

plane surface on the under side about two feet long, while a foot at each end is scolloped out,

on a line approximating to a segment of a circle, and rising on the upper side so as to pre-

serve the height of the stone uniform from top to bottom. Several thick planks three feet

long, are firmly imbedded in the floor of the shop, having their upper surface made smooth
as glass ; this surface bends downwards, so that it resembles a section of the inner part

of a hollow cylinder; and one end of the piece of cloth to be calendered is spread out

upon it; a small cylinder of very hard wood is then laid on the cloth; and the workman,
having the stone made ready to fall upon and move, the little cylinder as a roller, mounts
on top of the stone, placing one foot on each end, and commences a seesaw motion, which
carries the little cylinder rapidly and heavily over the cloth for some minutes; he then

pitches the stone off on end, moves the cloth forward, and resumes the seesaw. There is a

wooden frame above the stone on which he leans when rolling.
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23. A cobbler is vulgarly

called an old shoemender
[or an old man who mends
shoes].

*24. A coffin-maker cuts

and makes coffins and cases

of longevity.

25. Colliers are those

who go to the hills and dig

coals.

26. Those vho are said

by the world to make wood-
en combs are comb-mdkcrs.

27. Compositors are those

who take moveable types,

and arrange them into pages
for printing.

28. A confectioner takes

green fruit and stews it in

sugar.

29. The cooper, when
casks and tubs are about to

fall to pieces, binds them to-

gether again with hoops.

30. The currier first tans

the skins, and then dyes
them with colors.

31. A cutler is one who
forges and tempers knives

and scissors.

32. A distiller is one who
distills jrram, and makes
spirits.

38. A dyer is one who
dyes silks, satins, and piece-

goods.

te
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p
c
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24. Literally, this name means, 1 wrangle longevity board master kun^ or kit nisei.

is the most common name for coffin; is a case occasionally used no v but very often ;.

loraier times, for inclosing coffins; ch^tung 4 long life/ is nearly equivalent to

pan: the idea of the four characters, Jcun kw6k Mkung shang, is simply coffin.

*27. The Chinese have wooden types, which have however seldom been used for printiu ^

books. Pdi p(in, to spread out or arrange these blocks or types, is used, therefore,

^equivalent to chap tsz\ which is the common and vulgar phrase.

32. The business of distilling is carried on in China to a great extent, but on a limited

scale,— the establishments being very small and very numerous Rice is the only ind (

grain employed for this purpose
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34. An embroiderer taste-

fully works variegated devi-

ces upon garments, hand-

kerchiefs, and so forth.

35. A falconer breeds

hawks in order to catch other

birds.

36. The fan-maker con-

structs all kinds of fans.

37. The farrier is a man
who cures the diseases of

oxen and horses.

38. A florist carefully

plants and rears all kinds of

flowers.

39. A founder is one who
fuses metal, and casts cannon
and brazen tripods.

40. A glassblower melts

and cuts glass into various

articles of furniture.

41. A glass-mender is one
who mends broken and crack-

ed porcelain and crockery.

42. A glazier takes flat

pieces of glass, measures apd

cuts them into panes and gla-

zes them.

43. The goldsmith makes
golden ornaments of dress.

44. A gunsmith is one

who makes all kinds of fire-

arms.

45. The hatter ingenious-

ly makes fashionable hats of

every description.

KiC sau^ <sz fu 1
^ Using sau'

(kam (yii ci ( kan ‘tang mati

tchi <chung.

PM (sAgm cl^uk) (ying
£
i wok> s^am C

ch6.

Shin" ikung
% cha^ kok) 'fun

shin.
Shau chi 2 cngau -crna

ping 2
syari

cFd ^w6ng. ctsing chung >
cfi

Svai *ch6 -yk.

'Ku chuy lshau, tsik>
4ku

chii
5

tdi i
p

c au J

strung *ting

cchi cyan.

cCh^ui t.p6 c5z'

/

m-, <shiu
(kii <po s li lia- hV ^ang.

lPd ikdng tseung 1

,

(pd pW 14n 2
Sts

c
z’ hf (k6ng

'nga.

iSeung f.po Ji <ts6ung

cpo sli p
cm5

cts
c
oi tokj

cs6ung cchi.

i.Kam tstung 1 chai* <kam
cshau shik>.

c TsK tung ch^ung^ "f6 hV
t^ung 1

^
-nii tsb 2 kok> 4

fun

Yo hi
5

syan.

<.Ch6ng mb 1
tsz^ ful itsing

<c^ng kok> shik> cshi Tun
m6 2

.

34. Both men and women are employed as embroiderers, some of the latter earning ten

twenty, or more dollars per month. The elegant products of their needles are well known.
35. The training of hawks was formerly practiced in China to a great extent, and the

sports of falconry pursued by the people, but they are now almost wholly neglected.

41. This is usually done by wires; a row of small holes, on both sides of the crack, is

drilled partly through the porcelain, and then short clamps are made to span across from side

to side, drawing the parts close together. Glass, even when very thin, is mended in the

same manner.

.
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46. The herbalist is one
who collects medicinal plants

on lulls and sells them to

other people.

47. The master of a lio-

tel or tavern is called an inn-

keeper.

48. A jeweler cuts and
carves every description of

things which are made of

precious stones.

49. The joiner under-

takes the making of win-

dows, doors, and so forth.

50. The lapicide is one
who ingeniously carves from
stone every kind of article.

51. Tlie landscape-paint-

p.t carefully portrays land-

scapes, human beings, and
all kinds of flowers.

52. A lime burner takes

tlie shells of oysters and burns
them into lime.

53. Masons are those

persons who undertake to

build houses, temples, and
other dwellings.

54. The matmaker takes

grass, and weaving it toge-

ther, makes mats.

55. Mirror grinders are

those men who brush and
polish old mirrors.

56. A mother-of-pearl cut-

ter turns and makes pearls,

and valuable articles for toys.

57. A maker of musical
instruments is one who cuts

and forms these instruments.

58. Musicians ptay on all

kinds of wind and stringed

S

t

c 7Voi yeuki csl7i ishang^ 5
n^ii

^ts^oi (sh^n y6uk 2 ci -u

syan.

Hak> yii 2 hit> tim* noi- <chi
(chu syan iit> tim^ ^chu.

Yuki liV kSz' fu l ctiu t6uk>

kok> c

fun yuk 3. shik> hi'
£ming.

Tsd 1 iCk^euTig jnuki ts^ung 1

sshing pin- <ch fc6ung cmun
{tang £inat.

Shiki hV tseung 1

^
-nil <tsii)^

teuki ckok^ hong- shikj hi
4

che.

Waky kung^ «tsing 'se «shai?

^shui <yan mat 2 cfa
c

ts
(
6.

cShh\ ifai 7d £
1 ch6 hok)

cshiu ci £shing <fui.

sNai ^shui iSz y fu l sshin^

tsip> kin* tsb 2 clau cfongcts^^

Hi.

Chik> tsiki tsz'
1 ^fu l yung-

c
ts

c d cpin chik> /shing tsik.

cShang king' -tseun^1

^ -nai

ts
(
4t> smo kau J king* ceM

cyan.

iCh^e lpd tseung 1

, \c\\^

<clni
c

p6 un 2 hi*.

Ts6ky ng6k, csz
1

fu l
ct

f iu

chai* ngok, lii
> cyan -yii.

i r
I <lH ung K

tsz^ jpaU ^Jam cch c

u*

47, Hotels, except in the lar^c cities, are few in this country, in consequence no doubi

of so many travelers going in boats. The names of those who take lodgings in l.otels and
taverns are registered by the landlord, who is required to keep his list open for the inspec-

tion of the magistracy.

55. This is said with reference to metallic mirrors, such as were extensiveK used m
^hina and Japan ;

from the latter country fine ones are now sometimes brought.
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instruments, and also those of

percussion, to aid vocal mu-
sic.

59. The presser of oil
|

takes ground-nuts and sesa*

mum seeds, and so forth, and
j

presses them and makes oil.

60. Those wlio take glass

to melt and work it into or-

naments, are denominated
ornament workers.

61. A house-pain ter

ing oil and varnish, paints

and ornaments houses and
temples.

62. The portrait-painter

deliniates the human form
ind expression to the very

life.

63. A pdpcr-maker is one
who manufactures paper.

64 A pedler first buys

irticles and then afterwards

carries them through the

streets for retail.

65. A pencil-7naker idruu^

factures all kinds of pencib
which are of any note.

66. Those who make
pewter utensils of all descripr-

1

lions, the world denominate
peioierers.

67. A patter makes and
burns all descriplions of pots

|

and jars.

68. The printer spreads

ink on the blocks, and then

prints from them.

pat) cyam cin sok> -i

cho 1 cl^eung'
l

che.

Cha' cyau csz
1

fu l rtseung

cfa cshang cchi cmi Hang
mats chi> s«hing cyan.

-I liu- <shiu tsok> <shau

shik) celling fi
wai cskiu Hu

f.sz^ fu l
.

t,
Yau ts

K
aty isz"

9

fa- -i syau

ts
(
at> Tan shik> ukj -ii

4che

tseujig 1 iSin eshang^ -i

enuu (

fui cyan syung raau-

i\vai csliang.

''Chi tseung 1
cliai

J ^In c\vai

ckung.

Fan" c
tsai^ csin -mii ci hau-

ct
e iu -sh^ung ckai cling mii 5-

C
che.

Pat tseung 1 ctsing chai-

kok> shik> sming pat>.

CT^ ts6- kok> shik> sik» hi"

shai
5

<ch ( ing ^td'sik^ t.sz' fu l
.

cK6ng £nga <S2
9

fu l eshiu

ts6- kok> hong 2 ckong snga.

^Hon ^dU tseung 1 sat> mak ?

cii
cpan sheung-, a hau 2 yau 5

cchi.

64. The number of these pedlers is very great, and they engage in all sorts of traffic.

Some of them come to the wholesale dealer or to the farmer, and propose to hawk their

goods for a certain per centage
;
others buy them and make as much profit as they can b\

retail. Poultry, vegetables, fruit, and other eatables are everywhere peddled ; earthenware,
lackered-ware, &c., are also vended in this manner.

67. Earthen and porcelain vessels for containing liquids are extensively used among the
Chinese

; some of them are very capacious, and others display the taste of the artist. Stone-
ware, or coarse earthen jars, are sometimes seen as large as hogsheads

;
earthen cooking

utensils are here employed, which elsewhere are made of iron or wood. Artificial grotto
\voi-k images of all kinds, as well as table furniture, are also made by the potter or porce-
lain burner. In burning the ware, the contrivances to save fuel are sometimes very ingenious,
and exhibit the economy of the Chinese.

_
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69^ Quarrymen^ going

among the hills, quarry out

the rocks.

70. Rope-makers manu-
facture ropes from coir,

hemp, or grass.

71. A saddler is one espe-

cially engaged in the manu-
facture of saddles.

72. Sail-makers sew to-

gether claih or matting for

sails.

73. A seal-maker engraves

all forms of devices and cha-

racters on stone for seals.

74. The shijjivright care-

fully constructs vessels of

every form and description.

75. The shoemaker is a

manufacturer of slioe?.

76. The spectaclfi-maker

takes quartz crystals, and
turning them in a lathe,

makes spectacles.

77. The spinner takes cot-

ton and spins it into thread

(or yam).

78. Hemp-spinners lake

hemp and form it into thread

by rolling it [like a cobbler].

79. Tlie tailor cats out,

sews and makes garments of

apparel.

80. The tinker takes and
mends broken and fractured

iron dishes.

81. The tinsel-maker takes

brass, hammers it thin, cuts it

1

E

S

l Ts( oi shiki cyan yap? eshiri

dioi tsok 2

c

ts
f
ii shik> *ch6.

^Kau lam1
isz^ fxi

1

^ -i dsung
w^k 2 cm^,, wkki *ts

c 5
4kiu

eshing.

-Md t6n isz^ fa 1

^
cduin tso^

-mi <on *ch6.

<,Fung -lx wdk> po"

vv^k 2

(

ts
f d tsik> <fung «chi

Tsuny dl
d tch^ung tseung 1

liak> kok> *t
?
ai sman tsy^- ct*6

eshii sh^ung*.

< Chong eshun tseung
3- dsing

<ch6ng kok> shik) tshiin

chik>.

^Hdi tseung 1 -nii tso^ ih^ii

*ch6.

-Ngdn king^ tseung 1 s
\ *shui

<tsing ashing <ii
5ng4n

king).

"F6ng tshd ^yan ctseung

cmin <fa 'fong <shing *shi,

ct^U.

Chik-i na ojan^ ^ cm^t cts
{ 6

eshing sir^.

^TsK
oi ifung iSz' fu~ its

(
oi

(tsin pV p^k 2 efung <shiug <i

ftik 2 .

lPd w6ki tshau
4pd p

? c

14n- t
c
it> wok?.

<Kam <fa tseung 1 ^

73. These seals are often beautiful and very large, but almost always written jn the

ancient seal character ; books are published containing mottoes, devices, &c., from which

to select appropriate ones. See page 41.

81. The word tinsel is here applied to those imitations of flowers, persons, &c., which

the Chinese make out of iron wire and brass leaf, for religious purposes. Their manufac-

ture employes a separate class of workmen, and they (are made to sell from one mace to

one hundred dollars and more a pair. Their form somewhat resembles a bundle of plumes;

the figures are inserted upon the front, and the appearance is gaudy in the highest degree.



1. Annealing

;

whenever
glass or other vitreous sub-

stances are made, then, while

they are still very hot, they

are pat into an oven, in order

that they may gradually

Kdm^ iim

;

5fan tsb 2 liu- -ii

<po cli Hang mati, iu kik?

cshi, line;- fong 5 yap. kuk a

Note s and Explanations.

Several of the terms comprised in this section, not being found in native authors, have
been formed, and may not therefore always be the best that could be conceived. This
may be the case with the phrase pdk ngai lui^

4 the hundred kinds of arts,
1 used as a ge-

neral term for mechanical operations. There are, comparatively speaking, but few single

characters in this language, whose meaning is generic, including many species, but new terms

72

cch^ui pok) ^sin <fa kit 3

cshing cchi king 5

£shan.

Hak'i f.shii 'pan tseung 1
^ tsik 5

<tii5 tsz
2 ^he fya.

cSai a fulci ^ld 'sai

csham cchi tsik>
ckau (

che.

iSau <.piu <.sz' fit
1 <sau

Cching

cshi <shan cchung cpiii.

iKi -nii^ -i chik> chai
J poJ

p
c
at> c\vai sz'- ^he.

Kuy tkung
l

che, ^nai tsok>

kok> yeung2 <kung cfu.

into flowers, arranges, and ties

it up so as to form branches

and twigs for honoring the

gods.

82. Typecutters are those

who engrave characters.

83. Washermen rinse and
wash garments to make them
clean from dirt and stains.

84. The icatchmaker re-

pairs clocks and watches, and
makes them go correctly.

85. Weavers are those who
are employed ill the business

of weaving and making cloth.

86. Hired workmen are

those who do [any and] all

kinds of work.

84. The Chinese construct all the parts of a watch. except the main spring and hair-spring

which are imported from Europe. They have not yet been able to manufacture time -pieces

-qaal to those imported, arid consequently prefer to possess those of foreign workmanship
rhey are, however, very skillful in cleaning and regulating them.

Section ^tconH.

MECHANICAL OPERATIONS

Pak> ngai^ lui 2

; tai a
i
l tcheung.
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iKring kiv^ng^; ctseuhg

ch (
ut> <chi kw^ong', <k

c ing

pan 5 cko ctai, -\i cchan ngai 1
.

PHu" shaV
;

po* pak> sim
shik> chc

ik> £ nai s
i ^hui

p”( sh i <sz s k
f
i pik> -c

vfi

< Chui yung- cchui

tsiii? s
i .<ch

f un sUr *hung.

c T( an c?nhi cfa; £min <fa

liin ? shat>, ku > yang"
yat> sch^ui kw^t> st

c 4n ckung
cchi cin, ci

c

ti <sung cclu.

Kivati seuki cfan <kam
cngan <fong hi\ pat> <nang

cchc e <san, ku J yung 2 do kw^t
seuk>, ^z 1

ck
(
i tkwong w^t

Chan* shat, sliat>
lpkn

chan" tsok> A shat> <min, cin^ v

cy^ung <m6, ^ang mati, <shf>

sh4t> ck
{
i liin 2

, si ^z 1
ck(

i

tsing 2
.

become cool and not allowed

to coo! too rapidly [which

would make them brittle and
liable to be easily broken].

2. .455^1/2^ is performed
by taking some of the ore,

and carefully separating the

valuable from the base, and
the true from the false.

3. Bleaching

;

the original

color of cotton and hemp is a

carnation ; but by rinsing in

water and sunning them, they

are whitened.

4. Boring is done by

the use of awls and gimlets,

by which round holes are

bored out.

5. Bowing of cotton; cot-

ton being mixed together in

disorder and formed into

hard bunches, it is therefore

beaten into flocks by the use

of a bowstring, which is

struck with a beater and

made to vibrate.

6. Burnishing

;

all sorts

of gold and silver utensils of

a square form, which cannot

be renewed by the lathe, are

burnished and scraped with

knives to make them bright

and smooth.

7. Carding is done by

cards, which, moving back-

wards and forwards, card cot-

ton, flax, wool, and so forth,

for the purpose of making ,

them smooth, free from

snarls, and clean.

•

S H r

-an be formed by the scholar in a similar manner to those here given ; in a few cages, thr

operations described are probably new to the Chinese.

1. Liu is one of those peculiar words, vvhicli, though often used, are sometimes employed

in such a manner as scarcely to admit of an exact translation. It answers to the French

word materill^ the raw stufT from which utensils are made. That which is here intended is

sometimes called shiu ltu
%
burning stuff, denoting the various substances employed in the

manufacture of glass. It is very commonly applied as a name to a kind of semi-translucent

glass, usually tinged green, which is extensively manufactured by the Chinese into hair-pin?,

bracelets, anklets, etc.

5. Cotton is prepared in this way, by tlie Chinese, for spinning and for padding ot

winter garments and bedding. The operation is precisely like that of the hatter? if1

preparing felt for hats.
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8. Casting is done by
fusing metallic substances,

and then pouring them into

molds, thus forming them
into implements and utensils.

9. Cementing; things are

joined together by wiping
the surfaces [to be brought

in contact] with glue, var-

nish, paste, &c.

10. Charring of timber is

done by applying fire to it,

so as to make it bend, or for

tlie purpose of preserving it

from decay when put in the

ground.
1 1. Collating ; this is the

taking of leaves after they

are printed, and putting them
together fit for binding.

12. Composing

;

procure a

good wooden plate, measure
the length and the breadth

of the page, and then empale
it on the four sides: on the

left side arrange a full line of

characters, placing in against

it a dividing line, and fasten-

ing the same with a wooden
wedge ;

then, with small

pieces of bamboo, carefully

adjust and fasten the cha-

racters, if they happen to

be too short or out of place ;

when this is done, and the

whole body of the page is

made smooth and level, then

it is ready for printing.

13. Composing is the

arrangement of movable
types so as to form sentences

and sections.

14. Currying of leather is

performed by covering the

skin with oil and causing it

' »
A

,]

a

c Yang chii\ <kam <ngan

syung fa
1

,
ck

( ing yap> 5md
noi a

,
yan >

cshing hf £ming.

cChim yung 2 <kdu
9

ts
{
at>, <u,

ctang mat> mut*

Cheung hop 2 t
c
ip> <chlm

cchi.

Tsiu y muki -i
c

fo lok > muk>
d huk> w^ki yap 2 Vd cchi,

pat> chi* i
l l^n J

.

im ^in cts^ung yan'
(

hi

<chi <shii
ckc im <ts

c
ai cting

cchong.

cOw tsz^-

;

yung- ^16
cp^n

yat> leung- cshii min2

tai 2 c
siij, sz

,J
c\vai tsok> clan,

yau 2 spin
4

pii -mun, c n kii*

slan, ~i muki sip> sipi <chi,

<sin tsok>
c
slu chuk> p^n*,

$ii tsz’ 2 syau <tai cts
c
e, cts

c
ui

tsz
2 eying ts^an

5 tim >

sip>

<chi, ch? Isz
1
- spring

Svan, cln hau^ shat> yan\

Chap^ tszn
^ <ts6ung ut>tsz

,:

tip> ssliing ccheung kii\

Chdm y

sp^i y
-i cyau mut>

min), ling2 kfin

12. This account of composing is abridged from the Sam Tsoi fourth 1cun
y under the

head of yan mat, where may be found brief notices of the {it tsz' or movable types, which
seem never to have been much used or valued by the Chinese

13. I 11 describing objects or processes, heretofore unknown to them, different Chinese
vary a great deal in the terms they employ. The unlettered workman will describe tlie

tools put into hands in his own way, often in vulgar terms, and sometimes in such as have
r.o appropriate characters in the language. When the scholar sits down to write of the same
things, he chooses other terms, which he thinks will convey to strangers correct ideas of any
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to enter the pores, and then

the skin becomes pliable, and
does not permit the water to

enter and injure it.

15. Distributing types;

taking those which have been

already used, they are care-

fully separated and each re-

turned to its proper place.

16. Dovetailing

;

in mak-
ing boxes and trunks, where
the corners are joined, teeth

are chiseled so as to inter-

lock and complete the boxes
and trunks.

17. Drawing is done by
taking the exact outline of

landscapes, and so carefully

portraying them that their ap-

pearance will be as natural
]

as tlie reality.

18. Dyeing; all kinds of

coloring stuffs are used,

which being properly applied

to silk and cotton cloths

gives them bright, glossy, and
unchangeable hues.

19. Enchasing because
/lie plate of metal is so thin

that the flowers cannot be cut

out in relief, therefore by beat-

ing on the under surface, the

device is made to stand out

from it in high relief, and
thus the figure is completed.

20. Engraving

;

this is

done by knives and pointed
tools, with which all man-
ner of human designs are cut

on stone, ivory, wood, and
so forth.

21. Folding paper is tak-

ing tliat which has been print-

ed, and properly folding it.

A

ylc

:

1

chain* yap? cpc
i <shan, ts?/

J

sin Hin shuk 2 ,
pat) chi sf6ng

-yau t^au' ^hui ichi wan-.

iKwai ciui tsz^', csin

(tseung its
c ang y«ng 2 «chi

tsz
2

cts
?am chc

ut> cfan pit 2 ,

kok> <kwai kok> hi 2
.

kKixu sfau tso^ <seung

-lung hop?, kok> cl^ii% tsokj
(

1|
{
1 u 2 hop?, sS <shing <seunir

slung -ya.

c31iu wdku -n^i tui' <shan

cch c
iin 'king tseung-, 5n)ju

f
e
ui

>

ct
{ 6 <ying, -im £ ii <chari

cin
c

king mat?.

< Tsang c

/s
c
oi, yung 2 kok>

shik> engan liu- cfan
cjm

pak)_ sz’ kok> shik> csin <iu

pat> pin >
.

^Ang cfd; <yan ckam
pok> pat> ctiang hak> tat 2 <fa

?

ku* iii 'tai
(ang<fatat> .

min 2
ci eshing cyinar 'ying.

iTiu haky -nai yung- ao
k^,i- <tiu hak> kok> (fun cyan

mat? 'tang <ii shik 2 , <ngi,

muk> <chi sheung 2 'che.

Chip lcM; ctseung yan 5

hi
<chi

C

chi «pin chip? tchi.

given object or process. These remarks are applicable to several articles in this and other

sections. Thus in No. 15, the scholar will write kwai un tsz\ which is correct, while the

unlettered workman says pai tsz\

19. The word /a, compounded of two characters, one meaning to transform and the

other denoting is of very extensive application; it is used to express whatever is flowery,

colored, variegated, fanciful, as carvings, moldings, devices ;
it is used also in metaphorical^

senses. •



Tuv^ Vml
; ttseung t

l
it> tun 5

lin- ck
?
i sing

1

, "sz
1

ck c
i ckiri

Cchc e tsing- -y^.

H6ng pui 1 ctseung kok 3

ckam ts^u' Sshing, fong >

cmi

it>
c

fo noi- ; toi- ck
1
! wo 2

cm4i, ^yxin shuki A mi- syung
<chl tsai), <n^L ch ?

ut> ~i tsbk 3

mat?.

Puti ccA4 ^nai -i tai^ ciun

(chi putj cpc ong l

siu

clun <chi ^ch^i,
{

siu clun

<s6ung <ts
c
ui ^hiin -yk.

cSeung Jcam, yung- «kam
cs6ung <ii pit> mat? <chi

sh^ung 2

,

s
i cshing ckam <f4.

iFu ch^uki

;

tso 2 muk>
cpc un muk 2 wak^ t

c
it>,

\vak> mit>, <fu ch-uk 5 cl

cshing.

Hopi 'pan wak 2 hop? sh6
3

cp^n, cin hau- cts
c ai yan J

.

Mub ts^aU ; -i ts
c
at> mut> hi3

5ming sheung 2
(ts

f
ii ck

f
i

ckwong yun-.

Kdu^ ts^aty -i kok 5 sliik>

k^u J

yap> ts
c
at> noi 2

,

l

sz
y

kok> shik> «sin cin A cming;

16ung-.

22. Forging consists in

taking iron and melting and

fusing it thoroughly, so as

to give it strength as well as

parity.

23. Fritting; take seve-

ral kinds of metallic sub-

stances, and, mixing them to-

gether, place them in a dull

red heat; wait till they be-

come blended together, then

while they are yet soft, but

not in a state of fusion, take

them out, and they are ready

for use.

24. Gearing is effected by

having the teeth of a large

wheel interlock those of a

small one placed by its side,

so as to cause the small

wheel to revolve simulta-

neously with it.

25. Gilding is done by
cementing gold upon the

.surface of various articles, so

as to embellish them with

golden ornaments.

26. Hooping

;

in the ma-
nufactare of wooden tubs and
casks, either iron or bamboo
slats are hooped round them
to make them close.

27. Imposing is arranging

several pages so that they

can be printed all at once.

28. Japanning

;

by varnish

being rubbed upon imple-

ments and utensils they be-

come bright and smooth.
29. Lackering

;

this is

done by taking different

colors and mixing them with

varnish, so as to render the

different colors fresh, clear,

and brilliant.

25. Menders of old tabs, etc., are often seen in the streets, and at the doors of houses
diligently employed in their vocation. They carry a few tools with them, and a supply of
bamboo splints, aud are always careful to take away with them the refuse of whatever comes
into their hands.

28. JV at is applied by the Chinese, not only to the juice of the proper varnish-tree

Vernicia), but to all varnishes, though no other than that one is much used by them. The
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*290 MECHANICAL AFFAIRS. [Chap. VII.

30. Melting

;

the metals
|

are melted and transformed

by fire.

31. Modeling; a mold is

first carved from wood ; then
|

sand and raortar are pressed

close around it ; and when
the mortar has become dry
and hard, the wooden mold
is removed ; by the use of

|

this mold, utensils [of various
j

kinds] are cast.

32. Mortising

;

at the

place where the ends of two I

timbers meet, a mortise is
|

chiseled to receive the tenon,

and they are then framed.
|

33. Molding (lit. blowing)
|

of glass is done by using a
J

mold, into which the glass, !

being blown, is placed and
|

>igain blown
;
by this blowing

the implements and utensils
|

are completed.

34. Painting is the over-

laying of various kinds of

furniture with oil and paints,

so as to protect them from
moisture.

35.

Painting of portraits !

consists in portraying the

exact form and attitudes of
men

; but as it regards their

various changes and alte-

,

rations, these depend upon
|

the imagination of the human
i

mind, and the skillful hand-
ling of the pencil; they can-
not be exactly delineated.

36. Plating silver is
|

spread upon copper and other
|

itensils by a strong heat, for

the purpose of giving them
j

:he lustre and elegance of sil-

ver.

1
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genuine lackered-ware, for which the Japanese and Chinese are so noted, is made of the

sap of the varnish-tree mixed with lampblack and other ingredients.

t35. This definition is abridged for the Sam Tsoi (the same volume that contains

*he account of movable types,) in which there is a series of plates, intended to exhibit the

mitudes of man, tiie various forms of countenance, and the different expressions which

ire caused by the working of the passions, &c.
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37. Printing; this is done
by spreading ink upon the

pages with a hair-brush, and
then laying paper upon them
which is printed.

38. Reeling ; the threads

of small spools (or quills) is

taken, and wound off upon a

largfe frame (or reel), in order

to have it ready when wanted
in weaving cloth.

39. Sawing is done by the

use of an iron-toothed saw,

sawing the timber, so as to

divide it into two parts.

40. Slacking of lime; all

kinds of shells are burned till

changed, when they are tho-

roughly sprinkled with water*;

by this process, the whole is

changed and formed into lime

powder, and afterwards sift-

ed.

41. Sharpening ; all sorts

of cutlery which have become
so dull and blunt that they

can scarcely be ground, are

sharpened by a sharpening

chisel.

42. Shroffing is the separa*

tion of the true from the bad
coin ; sometimes the pieces

are bored with an awl so as to

examine them more clearly.

40. Most if not all the lime used by the Chinese is manufactured from shells
;
the process

of preparation is very simple. The kiln is merely a circular space inclosed by a low wall,
having a vent-hole in the bottom through which air from a bellows is conducted by a passage
to the fire placed just above the hole. Wood is laid on the bottom of the kiln, and as
soon as it is kindled, the shells, previously cleansed and dried, are laid loosely upon the
top, and the bellows set agoing. As the lower tier ignites, other shells are piled on, until
the kiln is full; when the whole is on fire, the bellows cease, and the shells are soon calcined.
One day is sufficient to burn a kiln, and in the night the whole cools, so that the lime is

ready to be taken out in the morning to be sifted. In the vicinity of Heungsh^n, many tens
of large boats are constantly employed in dredging for oyster-shells to be burned into
lime. The shells of small molluscse are more carefully calcined for eating with betel-nut.

42. This term is applied to the operation of examining money by a certain class of per-
sons, who in India and other parts of the East are called shroffs; they are paid a small per
centage; after their examination, each coin is stamped with the mark of the examiner^
employer, as a warranty of its goodness. In some cases, the purity of the metal is tested by
the color of the trace left on a Lydian stone

; in others by borin ,

.
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43. Smelting consists in

taking the native ore, and
fusing it so as to extract the

pure metal.

44. Soldering; all metal-

lic substances which are unit-

ed by their edges, are solder-

ed by the application of sold-

ers with a carbonaceous sub-

stance in a state of fusion.

45. Spinning is the draw-
ing out and making round
and firm threads of silk, cot-

ton, and wool.

46. Steaming

;

all kinds of

straight bamboos and timbers

which it is wished to bend,

and those which are crooked

that are to be straightened,

are heated by fire so as make
them flexible.

47. Tanning

;

the skins

having been put into lime

water and thoroughly soaked,

the hair is then easily scrap-

ed off, and the flesh cut away,
and the skins dried for use.

48. Tawing

;

the skins,

having been tanned by the

use of saltpetre, are after-

wards ready for use in the

manufacture of garments.

49. Turning

;

in making
all kinds of pillars (or round
columns) and pearls, they

must be placed in a lathe,

and turned into their proper
:

shape.

50. Veneering

;

in the

manufacture of tables [altars,

&.C.], different kinds of wood
are inlaid, in order by the

various colors to render the

work beautiful.

51. Warping is the taking

of threads and arranging
them on the loom so as to

form the warp.

52. Weaving is the throw-

ing of the shuttle and the
!

moving of the loom so as to
j

make pieces of cloth.
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46. The mode of steaming most common among the Chinese is that here described

:

instead of subjecting the material to a hot steam, the stick is bent while placed in the smoke.
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>4.

sand Explanations.

1. An adz has a curred

handle so as to cut level.

2. The modern name of an
anvil is the iron washblock.

3. An auger has, upon its up-

per end, a cross-piece ofwood
fastened, and is turned by both

hands in boring boles.

4. Hung his head from abeam
pierced his thigh with an awl.

5. An axe is an instrument

for felling timber.

6. Wheel and axle are for

raising and lowering [things].

7. A band is a cord which
by passing over one wheel
causes another one to re-

volve.

8. A barbels call is an in-

strument by the twang of

which the barber announces
his calling.

9. A fish basket is a thing

for holding fish.

10.

The bevel (square-mea-

sure's corner) is named from

its form, and is used iu mak-
ing corners.

Not

This section is intended to include the names of tools of various sorts used by artificers

in their mechanical operations. HI kri is a phrase denoting things that are prepared for

use, and includes all manner of tools and utensils employed by handicraftsmen in their

various works.

2. The shape of the Chinese anvil corresponds nearly to that in use among Europeans; its

* modern name' seems to have been suggested from the practice of washermen, who wash
their clothes by beating them up6a a stone; standing in a stream, where the rocks rise a little

above the surface of the water, they take hold of one end of an article, which is to be washed,

and commence beating the other by bringing it down upon the rock, as the blacksmith does

his hammer upon the anvil.

4. This sentence is quoted from the Sim Tsz 1 King, see line 140 ; the reference is to two
sleepy students ;

one of whom, in order to drive away sleep, suspended his head by the hair

from a beam, so that the slightest nod would rouse him; tfie other made a shoemaker’s awl

serve the same purpose.

8. This implement resembles a pair of long iron tweezers having the connecting part

made thin and broadish, so as that when twanged, the tines will prolong tb^ vibration.
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11. A blowpipe is used to

blow with in soldering.

12. A bodkin is used for

pulling and changing types.

13. A cotton bow is the

how used to flock cotton.

14. A lacker bowl is used

for containing lacker.

15. A paint bowl is used

in grinding paints.

16. A paint box contains

all sorts of colors.

17. A painters box con-

tains paints, oils, lackers, and
so forth, with his various

implements.

18. A brick-knife is one
which is used to trim bricks,

so as to make them work
into their proper places.

19. A hemp-root broom is

used for priming.

20. A brass-wire brush is

used for brushing ornamental
articles, which have been
washed with gold.

21. A priming brush is

used to lay on clear oil.

22. A small priming brush

is a small plated brush,

which is used for laying on
lacker.

23. A lacker priming
brush is made of bristles.

24. An agate burnisher is

an instrument used to burnish

articles, after they have been
gilded.

25. An iron burnisher is

an instrument used to lay on
the gilding, and then to rub

it bright.

26. The calendering stone

is like the ingot of sycee.

27. A calendering roll

calenders clotli smooth.
28. In the large cases for

[Chinese] types, each of the

several classes of characters

is arranged in order.

29. A case is divided into

apartments for holding types.

11. The blowpipe is frequently seen in the mouths of silversmiths and whitesmiths, but

among hundreds that may be seen using it, not one has learned the mode of keeping

up a constant blast : its form is like the common one used by mineralogists, //cm here means

fthe edges of the pieces of metal to be soldered, a use of the word that is applied to many things.
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30. A centre-bit is worked
by a cord, wound around it.

31. Chains are made of

iron, which is beaten into

links and locked together one
into another in a series.

32. The chalk-line is for

making a straight line; it is

the same as the u black-mea-
sure-line.

33* A chase embraces the

characters as they are formed
into pages, so that afterwards

they may be printed.

34. A large chisel is for

making holes in wood.
35. A stone chisel is an

instrument used to chisel

stone level and smooth.

36. With a flower chisel or-

namental work is carved.

37. The tile chisel is used

to trim tiles.

3S. When any kind of tubs

and bowls are broken in

pieces, iron clamps are used

to bind them together again.

39. Compasses are used
for describing circles

; they

are now called, in vulgar

language, hedge shears.

40. A composing-stick is

for containing lines and sen-

tences as the types are set.

41. A crucible is made of

clay, and in form resembles a
small bell.

42. A copper crucible is

used in fusing copper.
43. A sand dish has scores

within it.

44. A hand drum has two
buttons attached to it by cords

one on each side; it is beaten
to cry wares.

32. Chinese carpenters make a black line on their boards with a line marked with writ-
ing ink, by drawing it through cotton soaked with a solution of ink ; the term mak tau sin

is therefore descriptive of the tool.

39. The compasses in use among the Chinese are without legs ;
the instrument con-

sists of a straight stick, having a pin in each end; one of which serves as a pivot, while
the other set at any given distance describes the circle.
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45. The small copper drum [

is beaten to cry bean-curd
|

soup for sale.

46. Dyeingjars are earthen 1

vessels to contain a blue dye.
j

47. Dyeing rods are for

bleaching dyed cloth.

48. An ear^brush is made
of duck's down tied together.

49. An enr^spoon is for !

cleansing the ears.

50. Ear-tweezers are used

for taking cerumen out of

the ears and cleaning them.

51. Eye-pearls are used

for washing the eyes.

52. A file is a tool used to

smooth iron.

53. A three-cornered file is
!

8 named from its shape.

The rat-tail file is
j

from its shape, and
is used for the same purposes

as other files.

55. 1l\\^ fleam is but little

ueed [by Chinese].

56. A frisket is for retain-

ing and separating paper.

57. A tinman's furnace
|

is used in fusing tin.

58. [The printer's] furni-
1

ture binds the pages 1

sides.

59. A gaily is employed I

for holding composition.

60. A gimlet bores holes
(

for nails.

61. The hand gong is

struck to announce the pur-

chase of the fragments of

miscellaneous things.

62. A semicircle-gouge is
j

in the shape of a crescent.

63. The eyebrow-gouge
\

opens round holes.

64. Fisk grains are made
with five prongs.

_
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44 45. The hand drum is about four inches in diameter and two in thickness ; it has

a handle, by which it is twirled, and thus strikes the two buttons alternately on one side

and the other. The copper drum is simply a plate of copper suspended in one hand by

a cord, and violently struck with a stick by the other.

43. 51. These four articles belong to the barber's profession. The ear-brush resembles

the globular flower of the Acacia, and is used after the ear-spoon ;
which is usually a thin

slip of horn. The eye-pearl is a small pellet of coral fastened on the end of a slip of horn,

and is passed under the eydid to reraove superfluous matter and often doubtless to the

/njury of the eye.



64. The grindstone hy
}

turning round and round
|

like a wheel, grinds things !

sharp.

65. A gau e is an instru-

ment for marking wood so as

to saw it into dovetails.

66. A stone-hammer is an
implement used to strike the :

chisel in working stone.

67. A shoe-hammer is used
|

by shoemakers.
68. A pile-hammer ; when

walls are to be raised on
|

new ground, it is required

to drive piles of fir into the

ground in order to make it
:

firm and solid.

69. A tinman^s hammer i

has a curved handle.

70. The harness divides the
|

warp into upper and lower.
|

71. The present name of I

a harpoon is fish spear.

72. A helve is the handle
of an axe.

73. A hod is filled with
mortar.

74. A basket-hod is used
for holding mortar.

75. Hooks^ both great and
small, are made of brass and
iron, and vary according to

circumstances.

76. An ink-cup is for hold-

ing ink.

77. An ink-roller is for roll-

ing out ink upon a table.

78. Ink-shovel is a bam-
boo for taking out ink.

79. An ink-table is for dis-

tributing the ink.

k80. Pottery.kiln is a place

where articles of pottery are

made and burnt.

^M6 db shik l dun skc
i

ilun chiin “ cchi,

iKau ^ch^t lati muk^ -i

kii <k u i.

Shiki cchrui
(

ta tsok> ci kik^

shik 2

C
che.

cHai cch^ui tso- ch^i ‘sl]6

yung-.
1 Ta cchong £ch

{ ui csan
(

t
c 6

chuk> cun, pit>
c
ta ch c ;im

3

yap> c
t
e d swai cchong, s

i

ckin ku 5
.

siky cch^ui sk
c
i ping3

huk).

< Tsung sheung 2 ha2 eking

<kiu kkku
iSaa, ckam cchi ewai ai cpiu.

cO, -nai
c
fu ping^ -yk.

cF-ui
ctau shing- efui <nai

C
cbe.

<.Fui
(

ts%dm tsoi
5

efui snai

yung 2

.
,

tKau, ct
c ang t

c
it>

lsho tsok>

tii-
c

slu, kok> yung- pat>

ct
c ung.

3Iaki ashing -\ c\vai cchong
makj,

Maki luky choi mak> cii ct
c
oi,

Maki d-iu maki chuk>
£
y^b.

Maki cfoi luk> c\van maki
C

che.
£Nga aii kit> cl6 <shiu -nga
hf ch'ii

5
.

81. A burns shells

into lime.

iFai Jd cshlu hok> eshing

effii.

69. The pile-hammer is usually a large and heavy block of wood, with a strong handle
on two sides, so that it can be raised and brought down by the united strength of two men.

70. In the manufacture of figured cloth, a second workman is employed, who sits upon the
top of the loom, and whose business it is to pull the harness up and down.

6— 79. All these several articles are used in foreign printing-offices^ and not by Chinese
workmen.
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82 A beveled knife has

an angular edge.

83. A drawing-knife has

crooked handles on both ends.

84. A scraping-knife is a

knife which is used for

scraping things bright and
clean.

85. A last is a mold on
which shoes are njade.

86. TinmarVs lathe; what-

ever tin utensils are of a

round form, must be put in

a lathe and turned.

87. Leads are for separat-

ing lines [of types].

88. A lever is for raisin

stones.

89. Links are bent and
joined together.

90. A loom is a frame

made of wood
,
upon which

yarn is spread and woven
into cloth.

91. A mallet drives the

quoins of furniture.

9.2. A marking line is the

saa»e as the ink measure line.

93. Marking lines are

shaved thin for marking black.

94. A tin mold is a ma-
trix used in manufacturing
-jtensils from molten tin.

g

95. A lime mortar contains

hme for pounding.

96. A phi/sic-mortar is for

rolling the medicine to a pow-
der ; its present name is the

rolling vessel.

97. A muller; the crude

paints are put into a basin or

bowl, and are ground fine by
rubbins them with this stone.

98. A nail is wrought of

iron to nail things.

99 A net is woven of

hemp, and daubed with the

white of duck's eggs, which
serves for bait.

Jsam 1 do^ a6 (hau cts
(
e lok,

cTd -I^ung s t
c au huk

ping:.
,KwaU <t5, <mo ckwong

leung^ cclu ct6

cHdi lidn^ t96 a ch^i emo -yfi

Siky cfan ciin yeuiu;^

sik> h? plt> -sheung ka* <cli^e

cchi.

cU?i kdny
leaky <fan chain;

sh6
>

.

Tung 1 ichiu cchiu 'hi shik>
C

ch6.

(Lin civan kau 1 <kiin <seung

to'.

ci^f, £
i muki ts6 2 kaJ

yat>

ts -, p6
J

<sha cliik> <chi.

Muki tch^d 4
ta ttslm cshii

KdrH chiky tsik> mak 2

l

tau

sin.

< Ts^am chuJi. s^uk> ^in kan !

mak 2 .

Siki evid cyung chii
>

sik> In*

cchi yan*.

iFui ^h6m tsoi* <fui <chung

<ch(.

Yeuk (chin cin y6ukj cwai

mutj <kani cming eclii iit 2 cin

sshiin.

tin shi/c ^ shiki ; engin sliik

<ts
c 6 fong >

put) noi 2 C
ts

c
//

shik> 5
ii yau J

cchi.

c 77^, t
f
it> chli

,

cting shap>

mat 2 .

-3I6ng^ s
i cma chik> eshine

tan- pdk 2 <tseung <chi

cwai ni-.

96. This somewhat resembles the half of a very flat hollow splieroid; it is made of cast

iron with four short legs, so as to be firm. It is said to have been introduced from India

That which serves for the pestle is an iron wheel 'vitli a long axle fur a handle, and made
harp on the periphery; it rather cuts than triturates what is put into the mortar.
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100. A drag net is drawn
by two boats, separated from
each other, so as to catch

fish.

101. A lifting net is an ap-

paratus of net work fastened

to bamboos, by raising which
the fish are taken up.

102. Crab nets are woven
of bamboo in such a man-
ner that fish can enter but

not go out of them.

103. An oil-press is used

to press fresh oil.

104. A. pallet is a board on
which colors are placed^ and
mixed, so as to see if they

are prepared in due propor-

tion and with proper tints.

105. A paste-bowl is for

liolding paste.

106. A paste-brush is for

pasting paper.

107. Pasting table is for

spreading paper on for pasting.

1 08. A spreadpencil is made
fo several bound together.

109. A gildingpencil is one
which is used to brush off

the gold after it has been
laid [on a surface].

110. Pestles are used in

mixing lime and mortar.

111. A. plane is a tool for

leveling and smoothing wood.
112. A bead plane raises a

line on the edge of the board.

113. A gouge plane is used

for planing crooked things.

114. A sash plane is used

for cutting a deep line.

115. Smoothing plane is a

small plane used after one
planing to give a greater

smoothness.

116. Casting plates are for

forming sheets of lead.

117. Paper poles are used

for drying wet paper.

118. A fish pole has a

hook strung to it for fishing.

119. Bookbinders press is

for pressing books.

M \
l eshiin cfan chin po-

£ ii
C
che.

^.Tsang hai2 chuk> dun cdu

“i «chi hi>.

^Tb isii Jung chuki chik>

ashing sii yap 2 , 4 pat’ £naug

chc
ut).

Cha\ yung^ cha5 eshang cyau
C
ch6.

Kau^ shik-i ^pan^ -1 kok>

shik> fong' ^an sh^ung^ wo J-

iwan, kiu5
shi' esham

(

ts
c
in.

cJJ cp^iin. tS P cU cell! cp? Ull

^Tstung cU sb
1 £

i ^iu ^hi.

cPiu cch^ng <p
c 6 wa^ ^iu

(chi.

iP^ai paU shb 5
<cln kun'

eshing.

Su^ ^kam paty cts^
9 ckam

hau 2
-i s6

5

5ii ckam.

q Chung -chrii
{

t
c 5 lin- efui

cnai.

cP( aw, cp^ng w^t 5 muk 2 cclii

in
5

.

Sin* cp^du^ inuk 2 cpiti
c

lu

sin'

c\Van cp^du huk 3 yung-

5p
( au.

~Lau cp^au
(

hi <sham sin
>

C
che.

^Kioong ^du leuk>
c

siu

sp
c au hau 2 tsoi

1

-i leuk>

£p
c aa <kwong.

c 7o si^ ^pan^ chii sik^ pic n 5

.

Leung 1 ccM chuh leung-

shap> ^hi.

TW ik6n hai- ckau tlu
J

<ii.

^Kau ^un ckau k^ ) <shii
C

che.-

1-

H
te

i

K

_

116. These are merely two large tiles covered with several thicknesses of paper ;
the melted

lead or pewter is poured upon the lower one, and the upper instantly let down upon it, thus
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120. A printing press is

made of iron in such a man-
ner as to print several pages

at once.

121. In a proofs the writ-

ing may be complete, yet not

without errors; it is therefore

desired for correction.

122. Quoins are used for

compressing the pages.

123. A rasp is a large iron

implement with which things

are filed smooth.

124. A red is a revolving

bamboo for winding thread.

125. A cocoon reeler is for

winding silk from cocoons.

126. A horizontal reel is

also used for reeling silk.

T27. A rivet is a nail, that

has its two heads nearly alike.

128. A rule is to put be-

tween the lines [in compos-
ing types], to separate them.

129. A small saw^s teeth

separate to the right and left.

130. A great saw is used

for cutting wood in two.

131. A hand saw has its

blade set obliquely.

13*2. A scoop is used for

taking fish out of the net.

133. A tinman's sheais are

for cutting sheets and strips.

131. A shooting-stick

drives up the wooden quoins.

135. The shuttle is used to

shoot the woof in weaving.

136. Sieve pearls are both

great and small
;
and when

used for washing fancy but-

tons, are put into a bag with

them to scour them, so that

not the smallest speck of sur-

face remains which is not po-

lished.

W

_

Yan^ ishu ka\ t
c
it> «wai «chi,

yat> yan' sho 5 ^an.

iShii (led

;

sman esui cshin
,

ci kak) mi- ting-, yuk> koi
cche.

Muki dsim^ pik) shat>
(

pan.

Tdiy -cyd, M
c
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l z

5
ts^o* wati cchi.

Puti fW- wau^ chuk> 'kiin
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K u ckau ch {
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<sz\

L6k^ cm yik> s
)i ^iiti <sz\

Kdu\ <ting -leung ct
c au leuk>

I

tai 2
.

Un ihang

j

<i tip? ts
c
ai

J
tchi.

cSm kii^
Cch?

i <fan
c
tso yau2

.

kii muk 2 yvai i

lShau kii
}

ck c
i yuk> cts

c e

tseung.

T6ng^ -m6ng tsoi 1 ctsang tlo

cii.

Siky Hsin cts
e
oi p

t ln
>

eshing

I

ct
f iu.

\ Muki ch6ng l cch^ui chong-

I itsim muk 2 .

I

£ C/rii £ch
c ong *\vai

c
i ipc au

, chik>.

Lav} ichii tk\ l c
siu pat> *tang,

'sai cfa ^nau Sshi ct
l ung fong"

I
toi" noi 2

ts
?
4t> cchi, cm6 'sz

5

I

\k
y kwik> £yau pat> iu 2 i\

forming an even sheet. The lining of tea-chests, and sheet lead for ot}ier purposes is made

in this manner.

131. The blade and the frame of a saw are usually in different planes; the angle of

the blade being such as to allow a larger piece of wood to be sawed without interfering with

the frame than could otherwise be done. The Chinese have no saw-mills worked by water

power, but all their boards planks and other wood work, is sawed by human labor, and

as might be supposed employs hundreds and thousands of hands. The log, when small,

*13 firmly placed in a vertical position to be sawed.



1 cSking^ k4p> (king s ii tsho

iFui ^pan tsoi) <fui -man
I cchiin.

'F6ng ick^e rnai 'fong tsz
1

!
cmin tsok> «sh4 ^he.

iFa -i chuk> <kon ^iin isha.

cKu^ ep* ang ~i chai cfong

I

<ch6.

Maki hok-i <fong kok> kail
5

mak>.
iFui icViu <fui shat^ tsik> -i
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Ckun cnang ting^
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chuk> p4n
5
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< T6ng d6ng p6> mii- cii

cshang.

tFui ish^i £man <fui <chua
-hau.

Yan^ tszn lk}am <p
c 6

C

chi

ik
c
i sheung 2

,
hail 2

*k
cam hi-

yan* cchi.

s^Un uti tsz^- -mui tsz
2 ^ ciin

137. The slaie confines

the warp like a comb.
138. A lune spatula holds

mortar for pointing bricks.

139. A spinning wheel is a

machine by which threads are

made from silk and cotton.

140. A spool is a bamboo
stick on which to wind thread.

141. A square is used for

forming right angles.

142. A square is used for

making square corners.

143. A lime stick; when
lime is thick and hard, a lime

stick is then used to stir it up.

144. A clicking of bamboo
sticks announces meat cakes.

145. A Lydian stone is

used for testing silver.

146. A straight-edge shows
what is level and straight.

147. A striker levels the

grain when measuring it.

148. An imposing tabic is

used for arranging pages.

149. The ting-t6ng is twirl-

ed and struck to announce
that cloth is for sale.

150. The small ting-t6ng is

for selling floss and thread.

151. A round ting^ struck

by blind persons, announces
that they will tell fortunes

;

they also use bamboo sticks.

152. The t6ngU6ng announ-
ces that fish are to be sold.

153. A trowel is used for

spreading mortar on bricks.

154. Tympan

;

the paper
is spread upon it, then it is

folded over, and the paper
is printed.

155. Metallic movable
types; all the characters are

145. Lydian stone or basaaite is sometimes used by the Chinese to test the purity of silver;

but in doubtful cases other more decisive tests are resorted to for ascertaining its purity.

149. The ting-t6ng resembles the luk kii or hand-drum in design; it is a plate of copper
hung by four sides within a hoop, which, as it is twirled by a handle, sets in motion a button

suspended on the side to strike the copper.

151. The round or ut ting is a circular piece of copper, hung by two strings to a stick; a
second stick is hung between the strings, and as the blind man perambulates the streets, he
strikes the pendulous stick against the copper.
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cFan sng^n sliik> cclu <ch c o

tak> cming ^he, ckii cyau
ckiin yat, mat. shik>, /i

tseung2
shi- shik>

; ku' C

chi
mat 2 cming cwai shik cminsr

The names of all colors

were at first obtained from

observing the color of some
one thing, which was an

exact image of the given

color; hence, therefore, for

the names to designate colors

we refer to the names of

engraved on separate bodies

of Tead, aud these are arrang-

ed into pages by wards and
sentences for printing.

156. A vice is for holding

metallic articles securely in

order to file them.

157. Well-sweeps are used

ior drawing water.

0 58. A tvinder is used for

winding thread into balls.

Iron-wire is iron

drawn out into threads.

160. A zorench is used for I

drawing spikes.

161. A wrench is an ii> i

strument which is used for I

raking out screws.

Notes and Explanations.
1 he solar beam is divisible into seven primary colors, viz. violet, indigo, blue, green, yel-

low, orange, red— white being the mixture, and black the privation, of all of them. Three
of these— blue, red, and yellow— by their intermixture are capable of producing all tlie

rest. Those five which the Chinese call primary or true colors, are ts
(
ing, iv6ng, c^ik, pa/c,

//rtA, i. e. azure, yellow, carnation, white, and black. The single characters standing for otliei

colors, such as luk green, lam blue, &.c., were, it is said, appropriated to this use, theii

primary sense not being that of color.

160. The implement called ts^in kan. or 6 thousand catties^ is simply an iron rod or staple

'nth a broad ring attached to it
;
the head of the spike is caught between the rod and ring

"nd pulled out on the principle of the lever.

Sfrtton jFourtf)>

NAMES OF COLORS.

G
cNg^n sliik> cming; tai)- sz

5>
<clieang.

ct
( iu hak> \)\

l chlu' (cheuiig

kii' ti|>> eshing (pan yan 5

<chi.

(Lb (shii icham swai shat)_

kip> <kam M s
i ts^o^ tsok>

cchi.

Kat^ yung- -i k ( ap 5 'shui.

TsuV tkii -li <shi cchMn
chik>.

sin1
tMt> ts6- cii sin\

c Tslm ikan, yung- pkii tSi)-

(ting.

cL6 tsz^ nmg 1 yung 1
-i choi

clo csz
1 (

che.
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cfu cchi. Tsim
shik> c\vai ching J

shik>, £yii

tsik> cwai shik).

<Tsz ?
<ts6ung sh5

>

shik>

wo-, S
1 cwai csan ck*i, ku'

shik> <chi sming pat> (h 6

cshing kai\ W^k 2 -yau pat>

shik) skc
l cming C

che, tsik»

ctseung 5ng shik> cming ck^
-1 ^in, csham, cnung, t^m-,
£lo, niin 2

,
ckiu, ‘shim, lingS

<4, s6’,tsip 2 ;
ts

f
z’ sh6 tsz”

ci cfu cchi, <k^i do A pat»

ciiang tsun^ «hik> cchi ku'
c

y^.

cFui«hik>

K6p> cfui

cChii ckon «hik>

-Yau sslu hak> hb

1

ciin, ts6 -,

cu, ik^i ct
c ung yat> sbik>.

Fat) shik>.

cKing mak 2 .

cYau dn.

-L5 clim.

tilings. From of old, there

were five primary colors

;

the rest are produced by a

mixture of these colors.

At present, by taking seve-

ral colors and combining and
mixing them together, new
and brilliant tints are produc-

ed, so that the names of all

the colors cannot be enume-
rated. If a person happens
not to know the name of a

color, then he takes the name
of one of the five colors and
adds to it another term— as

light, dark, rich, dull, mellow,

soft, delicate, changeable,

glistening, cloudy, plain, mar-

bled, &c., and by the use

of these several terms gives

the appropriate names ;
and

these are so numerous that it

is impracticable to gain a

perfect knowledge of them.

1.

Ash color.

2.

Purplish ash. -

3. Bister (or pig^ liver co-

lor).

4. Black is sometimes
designated sombre, dark, and
raven, all of which are one
and the same color.

5. Hair-black color (co-

lor of Chinese hair).

6 . Ink black.

7. Soot black.

8 . Blue black.

1. Ash color or fui shik is a very common tint among the Chinese, and the various shades
of it are not well defined. Kop sliik dove color, is the shade on the necks of white doves.

3. Bister is prepared from common soot of wood, by pulverizing and washing. The soot
of the beech is said to afford the best.

4. Blacks. Lampblack is a light carbonaceous substance, thrown off during the combus-
tion of resinous and oily substances. The chips of fir and pine trees are burnt under tents,

to the inside of which the lampblack adheres. In China, the article for making ink is

obtained from oil, burned by lighted wicks in a vessel, over which a funnel-shaped cover is

hung to receive the smoke or lampblack; and this, mixed with gluten, and made into paste,
is formed into little cakes, and becomes the far famed, but misnamed, Indian ink. It is a
little singular how the idea should have become so prevalent that this ink, of which tons are
annually consumed in China and Japan, was made of the black secretion of the cuttle-fish.
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9. Blue.

10. Sky blue.

11. Smaltz blue.

15J. Azure blue.

13. Deep blue.

14. Pure blue.

15. Light azure blue.

16. Brown. (Coir brown.)

17. Rust brown.

18. Reddish brown.

19. Chestnut brown.

20. Spanish brown (or
sheep's liver color). B

21. Carmine.

22. Carnation.

23. Cinnabar.

24. Cochineal color. «
25. Crimson (or rouge

red)

26. Gray'. e
27. Yellowish gray. e
28. Reddish gray. e
29. Bluish gray. e

30. Green. e
31. Plant green. e

<Ldm.

cSdm cts
c
ing.

Fat 2 ct
c au tts

ling.

(^in <ts
( ing.

sUn <ts*ing.

I- <ts*ing.

Yuk 5 cldm.

cTsung shik>.

!Mt> (tsung.

sHung ctsung.

Lut> shik).

<Yeung ikon shik>.

tKam 5ii shung.

Che
ik> shik>.

<Chii <sh^.

sNg^. <14n shik>.

cln <chi.

Kot> shik>.

cUn shik>.

<Tsz’ shik.

Tam J
«fui shik>.

Luk? shik).

«Ts( ing shik>,

9. Blue. Lam is the cpmrnon term for those blue colors that are dark and tinged with red

For the light blues, as azure and mountain blue, the word ts^ing is employed. There is,

however, more discrepancy among the Chinese concerning the color intended by ts
{ ing than

any other color; it is both the color of the sky and of trees ; and even the color of ether

is called ts^ing. The term may, perhaps, be defined, the color of nature, or the natural heavens;

and this vague term is applied by different persons in a different manner, and to diverse

objects.

16. Tsung is the net-like bark of the Cycas, from which the Chinese make ropes, brooms.

See . ;
it is taken by them as the pure shade of brown.

26. K6t is the color of hemp before it has been bleached; iin skik means the u original
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32. Green bice. T6 luk 2 .

33. Sap green. Maki lak^.

34. Blackish green (un- <Mung luk>.

ripe lemon green).

35. Emerald green. F luk,.

36. Pea green. . Tau^ cts^ng.

37. Leek greery. ^Tsc ung luk 5_.

38. Olive green. 'Lira <tsMng.

39. Indigo. cY^ung clam.

40. Orange. jWong

41. Purple, •Tsz* 'fan.

42. Iris purple. cts
c ing.

43. Prussian blue. cY^ung tin2
.

44. Red.
f

<Hung shik?.

45. Brownish red. Ch6 shik).

46. Lake red. cF4n <hung.

47. Copper red.
cKu ct

c ang shik

48. Rose red. I cNgan shung.

49. Orange red. <Tsz’

50. Peach red. sTc 6 chung.

51. Brick red. cTsc ing £lln.

52. Light red. cKung *fan.

53. Hyacinth red. <Kam cfl shung.

54. Lightish red. Tan shung.

55. Scarlet. shung.

56. Sepia. K sNg4 «fui.

57. Snuff color. Pi2 <in shikn

58. Verdigris green. sT^ung luk^.

color” and the term is principally applied to the color of raw silk; while tsz^ $hik is appro-
priated to the reddish-yellow gray of Nankeen cloth.
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<Ngan cchii.

P^ks shik>.

lTsc in cfui,

-Yii itigan.

s n fan.

, Siit> pikj.

\ <Nga 5wong.

I

iChiishikt.

! Ch^t> clam.

fWong vshik)

5Yu ckam.

Pik> shik>.

fHung <wong.

Tan cW ng>

cNai swong.

Hang- cwoug.

Shik? cvvong.

T^in- cwong.

cTsc ing ckam.

sShi cshan ts^uk> c\vong

sT^ang cwong.

59. Vermilion red,

60. White.

61. Grayish white.

62. Quicksilver white.

63. Spanish white.

64. Snow white.

65. Ivory white.

66. Pearl white.

67. Bluish white.

68 . Ydlow.

69. Brass yellow.

70. Amber yellow.

71. Honey yellow.

72. Lemon yellow.

73. Oker yellow.

74. Almond yellow.

75. Sulphur yellow.

76. Yolk yellow.

77. Brown-brass yellow.

78. Canary yellow.

79. Gamboge yellow.

49- Red ink is made from vermilion, and this color is often used by the emperor, oi

others at his dictation, in writing edicts, which are then called chu pat^ or writings in verna^

lion; his majesty ?
s replies, when written by officers in waiting, are called chu p?, or replies

[written in] vermilion. Magistrates also use this color in punctuating their edicts. Tan and
chu are nearly synonymous in common use; tan is, however, a lighter, orange-red that

vermilion.
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CHAPTER Will

1. In the remotest ages of

antiquity, caves in desert pla-

ices were the habitations of

the people : during wiuter,

they lived in holes dug in the

ground
;
and in summer, they

dwelt in thatched huts. In

subsequent times, their chief-

tains made dwelling places of

wood and earth
;

and very

soon afterwards they also con-

structed regular houses, with

beams and pillars, for protec-

tion against winds and rains.

2. See the General Account
of buildings, in the Illustra- i

tions of the Four Books.

Sheung 2 (ku <chi shai-, hut>

ckii ci
cye Cchc

ii; <tung tsak)

ckii sying fat)
;
h4- tsak> cku

ctsang sch
c 4u. Hau 2 shai 2

,

shing 2 cyan -1 mukj ci

din ^6 ^hHi; ci ping- cin

hau- swai (chi <kung shat>

sheung 1 tung5 hS 3- c
ii -i toi

J-

<fung Hi.

Kin^ Sz J> cShu ,Tc d
ch4u,

<Kung shat> ^sung leuk 2 .

Notes o.nd Explanations,

Literally, kung istung mu denotes the operations of architects, or those who construct all kinds
of buildings, together with vessels and land carriages of every description.

1. These shing yan are known to the Chinese only by tradition, as distinguished benefactors
of their nation, who lived in the remotest antiquity

;
they are perhaps identical ^vith Tubal-cain

and others mentioned in the first book of Moses. Kung and shat, often used as distinct terms for

different ideas, are here synonymous and express the simple idea of house, or the abodes of man.
Slitung tung^ lia ii, are the framework and covering of the house. The first inhabitants of
the land, as here described, seem to have been troglodytes, rather than nomads

‘2. These Illustrations are comprised in twelve small octavo volumes 'vith plates, all executed
in the best style of Chinese printing and engraving.

AMCMITECTURE.

«Kung tseung 1 mu1

Action jFim.

VARIOUS KINDS OF EDIFICES

<Kung shat) lai

3

- tai- yat> cch^ung.

a

.

§
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3. An academy is the vil-

lage school-house.

4. The imperial academy is

a public hall for the residence

of those who, having attained

the rank of hSnlam^ have not

become magistrates.

5. The 6 golden horse
5 and

‘gemmeous court’ are terms

for the imperial-academy.

6. The altars for the vernal

and autumnal sacrifices to the

gods of the land and grain

are placed right and left.

7. The altars of the people

are shaded by trees, and offer-

ings are made in spring and
autumn for fruitful seasoas.

8. An arbor

^

in a garden,

is built high, in order that it

may be cool and afford a fine

orospect.

9. A wayside arbor has no
walls, but only pillars.

10. An arsenal is a deposi-

tory of arms.

11. A barrier is built on
the frontiers, in order to guard
and protect the boundary.

12. A bridge is a traveler^

petssage over a river.

13. A floating bi'idge may
be made of boats.

14. Suspension bridges are

made of the Anagyris and elm,

and are constructed like other

bridges.

15. 4 Green windows’ are

poor women J

s cabins.

16. A caravansary is a rest-

iny-place on the highway.
17. A city is walled for the

prince’s defense.

18. The colleges of princes
were called “p^dnkimg •’

'She hoky ^un th6ung hok>

*kun.

H6ri> dam uny
-n4i cchc 6

chung5 m\ l yam^ cman cts
c ing

(chi «kfin <shii "yi.

<Kam yu^ ctong, k6ii
>

dam iin^ i
ii.

'She tsih dan^ yau2 c

sh6, 'ts6

tsik>, cC^un t ts
fau ling- isai-

<chi.

<Man ^Aeshii- simuk> <chf un
cts

cau <shi cch^au cfung £nin

cL^u?ig cf ing^ ai <un noi- cko

kln? cwai nipj <16ung

mong5

.

cTring iUio chiin -yau 'chii.

^Kwari hV kuk^ £chc
ii cping

<Kwdn chdpi <pin sui- kin a

<kvvin M £wai han- *fong

shau.

cKiu ki-
cshui t6 2 chang cyan.

cFau ckiu w4k> <chau £wai

ichi.

Tiu1 Mu tsc)- -i £ ii 5kwai
<chi muk>, ckci chai* *ii ckiu.

Luki »ch f 6ng sh\ l
span fu 2

shatu

Yiki cchung <^6 chii* tsuk>

*sh6.

cShing -nai chuk» -c

i wai"

tkwan.

tChix jhau hok 2

Jcung.

5. The term pak md alludes to two brazen images of horses placed in the doorway oi the

academy by the emperor Mu of the Hon dynasty about the year 140 b. c. The characters

yuk t6ng are placed above the gate of the academy, and correspond, in this usage, to similar

fanciful designations for public institutions in western lands.

14. A bridge of this kind is figured and described in the Sam Tsl oi and resembles

much the suspension bridges of Europe.

16. These in China are established by government, and seem to be for the sole use of those

who are employed on public service.

»t
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cT^in Hsz
5 h k2 iit, p

rih (.i/ung.

iShii uri" kok> shuk, ch(
it> kin-

tak> kiu1 yuk 2 eying cts
c
oi.

Kungy M iCh^u sting ming 2

<kun W 4h^u c

ts
f
ii

cman sts^oi.

Chai1 4n^ii it
c iin cping cchi

c
siu ishing M if6ng 'shau tpin

sui2
.

Kiin* <chung T6 ? sz
5
- Van

ckii.

^Mau uki cm^u 4
ts

? 5 koi 5

ashing.

iKuiig
{sh6 ts^p2 <chi ^ho.

tax cMn k6k> 5hong «sheung

ch^t, 5wai ui- chung 2 c

i

sz’ 2
.

Jjii uh -i cp6
(ts6ung efi -i

skc
\i sch

l
ii,

P^du^ sfioi chi 2

p
c 4u5 cfong

shau.

(7V(5wg sch
c 6ng kuknchi

chW.
1X1^71 sn4i (tshng (chi iiin
Cch6.

iKing %ii <ts*6ng Cchi cfong

"che.

(Tsc 6ng <chi syau uk> iit 2

"pan.

Tsapy f6' p
l
d

5

syau ct
c ong

‘tsau
4mai tsip 2

fo
5

cku cchi.

19. The college of the em-
peror was called 6

p
c ikyung.

?

20. Colleges are every-

where established for the sup-

port and education of men of

genius and talent.

21. Imperial colleges; offi-

cers are commissioned by the

emperor and sent thither to

select the talented.

22. A cantonment is a small

encampment of troops for the

purpose of guarding the fron-

tiers.

23. The Taouists reside

in their own convents.

24. Cottages are covered

with thatch.

25. Council chambers are

for deliberative assemblies.

26. Exchanges are esta-

blished by all the several

trades, for the purpose of unit-

ed deliberation.

27. Farm-houses are con-

structed of reeds, and have

doors made of rushes and

coarse grass.

28. In di forty guns are plac-

ed for defense,

29. Granaries are places

for storing grain.

30. A kufan is a round

granary.

31. A king is a square gra-

nary.

32. A granary having bins

is called yan.

33. A grocery has oil,

sugar, spirits, rice, and other

miscellaneous articles for sale.

18—21. For colleges, academies, and minor schools, and for the buildings in which they are

established, a great variety of names have been, and are still, employed, the principal of which

are given in this section. P^ikyung and p^iinkung are now disused. Beautiful plates of them both

may by seen in the Illustrations of the Four Books: the former was entirely surrounded by water;

the latter, as its name indicates, had water only around one half.

25, 26. The kung sh6^ or public places, are established in streets and villages, and the gentry

and elders assemble in them for the transaction of all their public business
;
they are equivalent

to town-halls and town-houses, in some western states. The ui kun^ or assembly halls, have al-

ready been noticed on page 199; they differ from modern European exchanges in each one’s

being limited to a single trade, but resemble in all their principal features the ancient guilds of

Europe, approaching as near to a corporation as the nature of the supreme government will

permit.

29 32. Public granaries seem to have existed in this country from time immemorial, and
they have assumed a great variety of forms. Among the Chinese, the practice of storing grain

in the earth has long since ceased.
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34. A guard-house is for

protecting important passes.

35. The term hall was first

used by the emperor Wong.
36. Halls of science are

temples of the sages, and
every department and district

lias one of its own.

37. A hermitage is the

dwelling of a retired man.
38. A hospital is a place

for healing the sick.

39. X foundling hospital is

erected in a town for nurtur-

ing and bring up orphan chil-

dren, who reside there from

infancy.

for visu40. The mansion
tors is called a hotel.

41. A public hotel is where
officers put up.

42. The 6 white house
5

is a

poor man^ hut.

43. A kitchen is a house *

for cooking provisions.

44. A lodge is a thatch for

watching grain.

45. A snaiVs lodge is a mo- i

dest term for one’s house.

46. ; Red lofts
?

are rich
j

women’s houses.

47. A magazine is a depasi-
j

torv of powder.

48. A magistrate's office is I

the abode of officers.

49. A mansion^ with five
I

acres of land, is surrounded by
wall, which is called the

palace-wall.

50. In the marJcet provi-

sions are bought and sold, for

which purpose all kinds of

^iiops are opened there.

51. A menagerie is where
wild animals are reared.

Ra' -i £wai cfong ^im iu\

iT ( 6ng cchl cming shii* cWong
tai\

Hoky chmg shing- miu- 5ya;
Tu tchau iin- kok) syau kin-

lap?.

cHang onun cyan vat 2 «chi

chik>.

<.r ^kun chi
3
- ping* <chi <kii.

Yuk 3_ lying J}6ng 5n^i yap>

cchung kin- yuk 2 5m6, fu i -mo
4
fu

cyeung, eying A ckii ^ya.

Toi 5 epan Cchi she'- ut2

lkun.

cKung ckun ckun <chi ix
1 c

sho.

Paki uky po >

<i <chi ^.k^.

<P^du cch( u <p
c ang st

c iu
c
fo

shik>.

^hau sht 1 hon' sw £lu
£v^.

<W6 du tsz
2
ch^im uk> (

siu.

cHung Jau -nai fu*
c
nii ckii.

lF6 y^uki kuki chai 2 (

fo y^ukj*

Kai' pak, <kun Cchi
csh6 cku.

- 5Ng ^nau cchi chaki ngoi

s'van -i cts^eung wai* cchi

ckung £ts
( eung.

c
tsing ^mai mai 2 shik,

mat 3 kok> p
( o

>
kin- chf

it> (chf

chf u >
.

tin 1 ^ho £
i

cyeung ck
cam

shau.

40, 41. For an account of the more common inns or taverns, see page 282 ;
these buildings

ire also called and u sho y i. e. lodgings, or lodging-places.

4 2. The meaning of pJA is unfurnisheci, unadorned, and alludes to the poor but honest man
whose poverty is still further expressed in this sentence by pd cotton clothes, which he wears.

43. The p^du cl^u differs from a cUu f6ng or cooking*room (chap. V. sec. 2: 33); the latter

is a single apartment of a house occupied solely for cooking; while the former is usually a

separate building, attached to temples, monasteries, &c.
45. The allusion here is to the smallness of the house-, and the straitened circumstances of

the owner, who, in the oriental style of mock humility, disparagingly likens his tenement to the

rontracted lodgment of a snail.

50. In early times, the market was called sh^i sz\ of which a plan may be seen in the Illustra'

3J0 ARCHITECTURE. Chap. VIII.
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52. A muitary post is the !

same as a guard-house.

53. Monasteries are the

abodes of the Budhists, first

erected in the reign of Ming
of the Hon dynasty.

54. Priestesses of Budha
dwell in nunneries.

55. Observatories are so

called, because on them you
can look abroad and take ob-

servations.

56. King Man of Chau
built the imperial observatory.

\

57. Public offices are those

of the magistrates.

58. The 6 fir-platform
5 and

/

‘rookery’ are also terms for the
j

cemor^s office.

59. The oriate temple if

one has no posterity, his tablet

is placed and worshiped in
|

this temple.

60 A. pagoda is sometimes
|

Severn st Dries and tens of feet

high, with windows on all the I

six sides.

61. Tiie literary pagodas
|

are two or three stories high,
j

and in them sacrifices are of-

fered to the god of letters.

62. When the ancients

built houses high and majes*
|

tic, they usually denominated
j

them palaces.

63. A palace is the house

of an emperor or king.

64. The honorary portal

emblazons good deeds
;

it is

also called 4 paifong.
5

65. A prison is for incarce-

rating notorious offenders.

<.Kiin diii yik 2 tsik> ka' -yi.

ShV Hon5 cMing tai
J

cshl,

^hl ^tfong, -nai <Tsang 5yan
csho ckii.

noi 2 nii fungi Fat”

Kun^ <chi sln
cho s

i ckun
mong 2

<ii ck?
i sheung 2 sya.

cChau <Man cW ng tsok> ding
dK

oi.

<Nga ^shu yik 2 tsik> k^i> £
ya-.

Pafc ct
5

i cU
cfu Vr c7lgd

xmun swan £
i.

3Id sz
,3
- cfan j veuk 2 cmd hau-

sz2 Cch6 cpii wai- sz
? -

T^dpi wak 2 <kd sho 2 cheung-
sh6 cchcung <chc ong dc ung
luk2 min-.

£Man k6ki ck6 i- csara cts
e ang

sz
5
- sman csing <ii £kc

i sheung 2
.

cKu chai 2 uk> <chi ck6 cim

<{c ung cfu cwai tin1
.

Tdi1 noi 1 tai
J

£wong Cchi uk,.

cPai clau csing cplu shin'

hing yau 2 wai> £pii cfong.

cKdm Jd cch^au chung 1

fan 2
.

tions of the Four Books: for explanations of sz^ and 5^ 2 , see pages 121 and 211. In the Sam
Ts^oi the shH tsing is represented as a collection of buildings, forming an extensive market.

58. The first of these terms arose, it appears, from a very large fir-tree which grew in an
inclosure near the front of the censor

5

s office in Peking
;
the second derived its origin from the

rookery of crows that occupied the branches of this tree. Nga mun is common term for public
offices, synonymous with nga shu^ in the preceding sentence.

59. This building is sometimes attached to a large temple, and contains the tablets of those
who left no descendants to perpetuate their name, and offer sacrifices to their manes- the
number collected in them is often very great.

^4. The pdilau, whether of wood or of stone, have been called triumphal arches: arches
ho'vever they are not; nor are they like an arch; nor have they usually anv claim whatever
to be denominated triumphal. In shape, they resemble the posts of a gate with a very broad
•intel or beam; often they have two beams, one above the other, with a tablet between them.

W

In

«']
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66. The family reside7ice of f

a statesman is called 4 1
? An fu.

5

67. The 4 pearly door’ is

the seat of a rich man.
68. A seraglio is the seclud-

ed residence of imperial ladies.

69. By an ene-

my’s approach is announced.
70. A has a small

inouth and is very capacious;

grain is deposited through a
hole in its side.

71. A kau is a place in the

earth for storing grain.

72. The vegetable stall ex-

poses vegetables for sale.

T3. The store-house is for

storing up goods.

74. Swine are domesticat-

ed in a sty.

75. A temple contains ima-

ges of the gods, and has
|

priests ordained to offer sacri-
|

fices.

76. In the temple of ances-
|

tors their tablets are placed,
|

and there sacrifices are offer-

ed to them.

77. Tents are coverings
j

made of cloth for the purpose !

of affording lodging-places to

soldiers.

T8. The generaVs tent is
|

the station of the general.

79. Treasuries are built for
|

depositing money,
90. Victualing-houses are !

buildings which are furnished

with wine and meat for enter-

tainment.

®L

5 7^ sz’ 1 win 2 (chi

iChii cjnuii fu1 ch5 <chi tai-.

Noiz Jcung <fi panJ esham c ku.

iFung M ii- tik
2 .

Tau 1 chau (

siu fuk> tii 2

, wak>
kiu- <t

eung cp
e ong -i cC^ong

suk>.

KaiC ti- tchung sch^ng kuk>

ch*ii’.

<Kvva ts^oP d% an ^pai mai^
ts oi’.

Chan 1
5wai -shii fong 1

f
>

maty
,Hiin che uk> ^ngau (shi

Cche
shi\

Miu 1 iWai sz
5>

Sshan sling
-cnai

ch*it> csz
5

chuk> Cche fung>

sz”.

sSz^ $^6ng lap, 'tsd ctsung cpdi

wai J
si tsai* sz

5>
cchi cht

ii
>

.

iYing ^iin si tdp> koi* £
i

swai c^iin shuk> ckwansz 5
-.

Sz
y - {

fu
4
chii sz2 ^ho ckii.

Fu1 ch?
it> -i cchf 6ng tkam

sngan.

<Kd dau noi- £yau ctim

isam *tsau yuk^.

The two principal posts arc, say twenty feet high, and stand about twenty feet apart. Outside
of these two posts, are usually two shorter ones, each connected by a short beam to the larger

ones. On all these posts, beams, and tablet are inscriptions, to emblazon and to commemorate
the virtuous actions of those for whose honor they are erected,

70, 71. These are of two kinds, and were frequently constructed so as to preserve valuable

jewels, treasure, books, and other things which the owner wished to lay up secure from theft and
mold. The kau was made much smaller than the tau

y and provided with a small pent-roof to keep
the rain from soaking the covering.

75. Temples in China, like churches and chapels in western countries, have a great variety

of names, and afford some of the finest specimens of architecture that are to be seen in the

country. They are generally constructed of the best materials, and in superior style. Poor
villages often have rich temples; while those built by affluent persons, by officers, or by members
of the imperial family, are very costly and beautiful, and sometimes superb.
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THE PARTS OF BUILDINGS.

4Rung shat> mat, liu- lai-; tai- i
1 ccheung.

lKung -nai ts^ai
5

ciin 'kung

cii smun, wdk> tsb 1
<ii ckc iu

ha*.

Tin 1
sfi6ng ^n4i 5wong ^he

ui- £kw c an Sshan sch4u k
\ cchi

c Yung td l -n^i ct
cau tmun

chikj tat, i
2

smun <chi t6i

iNu sfioi chc
lt 5 -i fat> snu.

cCAc J -n^i <kam <chi -chc
ii

dun.

< Tsiu if6ng swong hau- csho

ikii.

iChung Jau <k5 sh5 > ch6ung £

siin <chung ch6ng 2 -1 p6
5

cshi

j

cshan.

I iChang koh -
Cch?u ^seung

£wang muk 2 , ling2 <k^ c
tiin

j

mukj <ii -ch^ii Sts
c 6 cchang

cchi.

I

! c TsKing ichiin yung 2 chuk>

cun Sts
c 6ung.

£ChKu tipi tsik> ^ch?
ii ct

c au

I

Notes and E xp la nations.

The principal apartments of houses were enumerated in chap. VM sec. 2., with such parts

as are frequently spoken of in domestic affairs. The style of Chinese architecture differs so

much from Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Gothic, or any more modern one, that the definitions and
descriptions of parts must necessarily differ in some degree accordingly.

6. According to the Ku Sz
5 King Lam 9 in the times of the Hon dynasty, the walls of the

harem were plastered with pepper, from the notion that its pungent properties would dispel or

neutralize all noxious vapors in the rooms. From this practice, the phrase is now used to denote

the apartments of the empress in the palace.

7. The temples of the Chinese are usually furnished with bells
; and they are almost always

hung on low frames, so as to be only some six or eight feet from the ground.
9. Sometimes, the Chinese merely dry their bricks in the sun, but they are generally burned

sufficiently hard, that when kept out of water, the wall is preserved from rapid decay. Their
color is usually a light slate blue, or as the Chinese describe them, ts^ing chiin^ azure bricks.

CHI. CHR. 79

1. An arch is made by plac-

ing stones in a circular form
either over a door, or under a

|

bridge.

^ 2. The audience-hall is the

place where the monarch
assembles his ministers, to

deliberate with them in person.

3. An avenue is the strait

path which leads from the

principal outer gate to the

front door of the house.

4. The holistic platform is

erected to discharge crossbows.

5. Base is the present name I

of a column’s pedestal.

6. The empress^ bed~room is
|

called the 6 pepper-chamber.
J

7. A ielfry is a high part

of a building, in which the
I

bell is hung and struck to an- !

nounce the hour of the day.

8. A brace; a beam being
|

inserted into a post, then
|

another short piece of tim-
|

ber (i. e. a brace) is let into i

the post, rising diagonally to
!

support the beam.
9. Bricks are used for

i

constructing walls.

10. Capital is the top of the
|

column, on which flowers are
|
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carved ;
it rises and spreads

out like a plate, at the place

where it meets the entablature.

11. Cells are the dormito-

ries of Budhistic priests.

12. At the principal gate

of the imperial palaces and

of temples, four columns are

erected on stylobates.

13. Cornice is a narrow

piece of carved work, nailed

to the wall close adjoining

the ceiling.

14. A cornice is before and

beneath the eaves, extending

in a line upon the wall of the

house.

15. A court is opened in

front of a hall ;
it is made for

the admission of light and

fresh air.

16. In the palace courts all

the officers were arranged.

17. The court yard is

between the hall and gate.

18. A ditch is a stream of

water surrounding the wall of

the city, and affording a free

ingress into it.

19. Ditch-gate (or lock) is

a gate in the ditch where the

water enters the city.

20. A dcme upon the roof

of a house is constructed in

shape resembling an inverted

boiler.

21. Dome-balls are made
round like pearls, and are

placed as mountings on the top

of the roof.

22. Door•pivots are the

wooden tenons of the door.

23. Door-posts are the tim-

hers on the sides of the door.

Z

i

hak, cfa t
l ok> s ii tip 2 chik,

tsip> chi sin) cp^un (chi

chc
ii

>

.

sShin if6ng cTsang cyan

^am shat>.

cKung tin- miu 2 Hi c^au

£mun sz
J>

shii2
<ii

5 t
{
oi.

iFa cpan keuky <tiu cfa cpin

ding cts^eung tsip> kan- eft
cpan.

chau sin1 jim jts
l in hk l

chc ut> sin* ciiits^ung.

<7^7* i Wirng
choi £

i t^au' <kwong nap a

5leung.

cTan cch^i jcl^an Ut2 p4k>
<kun.

iT^ing shl- st
c ong hi2 chi'

5mun.
cshui -in £shing ngoi- ^16

st
c ung wan J yap^ noi2

.

^Sliui ikwan cshui <t
c ung

ashing <chi iinun syi.

Wak> Hax cting uk, pui'

sh6ung 2 tsd- ^shing 5ying sii

fuki wdk 2 .

Vky Hing 5n£i tsakj siin cchu

chi 5ngi piii> sh^ung- £wai

'ting.

iMvn c5/i
e
ii tsik> muk, smun

4
tau.

^Mun <f6ng smun sp
l ong tchi

muki.

13. This fapan keuk is within the house; but the term fapan might be applied to the frieze.

3.ndfapart keuk to the cornice, above the architrave, or rather the lower part of the entablature,

in tlie front of a building.

16. This is the floor of the audience hall, which is said to be sanded with native cinnabar,

and where the emperor collects his ministers for consultations.

18. Most, if not all, of the walled cities in China have moats dug around them; but during

the long respite which the country has enjoyed from war, they have become in many places

obliterated, except where the inhabitants use them as caftals, A part of the ditch on the north-

ern side of Canton is used as a rice field, and on the west and east as a thoroughfare for boats.

22. The door-pivots are like tenons, one at the top and one at the bottom of the door, and

serve instead of hinges on which the door is turned.
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cMunlun1 Hsz cmunichi
skc

i ^ch^ii £
1 ch^ cchl.

K6kl yikj sming (chi smfin

han2
.

Pl
d

y

f.ch
K eung cpan cwai<sh^n

p
edJ

cchl6ung ckd £
i

c
tscz5 cp^n.

j

elm uk> -nga chau Cchi ch^ii*.

cFz cfm -cnai uk? sheung^ tso 2

Sshing sz
5> k k>

ckun c
hi.

[Nil ds^eung, tsik 5 cshing

sheung2 chi1 tip,, yik> ka 1

p
c au 5

cchi ch^ii'.

S«V cj^un -chc
ii

cting

(chi Sts
c eung c

hl sin1
tsipj

Cchc
ii.

sZrz, -i chuk> chc 4p> ti1 ct
€ 6

chung1
cfa muk>.

^Chri sf6ng <ch c un (shui

<ts
c ing luk2 .

s_K^f(A:dnshu
2 lapum(inngoi 2

-

ciif, ckam cmingcwai cts^eung

keuk>.

Ch^aV -naickai ha- cchi shik^.

(iiTai/ (pi uk) (ting

5 t
c au, kaJ ckam tsz

2
,
yik^ £u

ckau -i swai cshing ch^ng.

24. Shop door-posts are

the small round posts placed

erect in the door of the shop

to close it up.

25. Door-sill is also called

the threshold.

26. Door-shutters

;

these

shutters are employed in or-

der to close up the front win-

dows of a shop.

27. The eaves are at the

lower edge of the roof.

28. The flying eaves are

the four corners of the roof

of the house, which are made
to curl up.

29. The embrasures are in

the parapet of a wall, and are

the places where cannon are

set and worked.

30. The entablature is the

wall at the summit of the

columns, where it is connected

with them.

31. A fence is made of

bamboos stuck in the ground,

around gardens of flowers and
trees.

32. InJish-pooh^ the spring

water is clear and green.

33. Flag-staffs are erected

without the gate.

34. A foundation is now
called the 4 foot of the wall.

5

35. Foundation-stones are

beneath the steps.

36. Frame of a roof is the

top of the house
;

it is framed

like the character and

also like a dog’s thigh, for

supporting the purlins.

28. In the flying eaves, the resemblance to a tent

—

the model of the Chinese stj le of archi-

tecture— is seen these are, however, considered rather as ornaments to the roof, than as com-
ponent parts, and are most frequently seen on temples, and other large buildings, where it is

intended to construct a finished edifice. What are called wings, fishes, dragons, and so forth,

(according to the taste of the architect) may sometimes be seen on the ridge, as well as corners,

of the roof.

33. A pair of these flag-staffs may be seen standing before the principal door of almost every

magistrate^ office and large temple
;
and sometimes also at the doors of private gentlemen, hold-

ing nominal rank, or who have held office in the government. A single post now and then

may be seen instead of the two.

36. On account of the great weight of the tiles, Chinese carpenters endeavor to have the

expanse of the roof as small as possible, and consequently their large houses are almost always
covered with hipped roofs, where the four sides are oblique. They also make the purlins much
larger, and place them closer, than is usual in European buildings in order to assist in support-

ing the tiles at right angles with their courses.

75
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37. A frieze is a raised

border above the columns

upon the entablature.

33. \furnace for cooking

is made of bricks and mortar,

and chaldrons are set in it

for cooking food.

39. Gables are the walls on

the ends of houses.

40. The gable-ears rise

high above the roof of the

house on the two ends, and
turn up like ears^

41. A garden is for cultivat-

ing all kinds of plants and cu-

rious flowers in order to sell

to the curious.

42. A walled garden is .sur-

rounded by a wall, and is de-

signed for the production of
fruit-trees.

43. The gate of a village

is called a ‘Tii.’

44. Go-downs are the rooms
in the basement story.

45. The 6 flowery.hall
5
in an

office is the guest chamber.

46. The gutter is a trough,

which is attached to the

channels formed by the tiles

of the roof.

47. The harem is the ut-

most interior of the palace, the

entrance to which is strictly

forbidden.

48. Hinges of the door are

made of brass and iron.

49. A magistrates hall is a

court of justice.

50. King-posts axe set up-

right in the framework of a

roof, in order to support the

ridge-tree.

51. A knocker consists of

two rings, nailed on the front

of the door, to call for it to be

opened^

1

P0

1 ilu sirC £nai ^chc d tip 2

sheung 1
Cchi sin

5
.

Tsb^ tchtin snai kit> cshing^

chi* w^k
2 <p

cang shik>

I mat2 .

Vk> ffl <lau sheung 2 cp
f6ng

cts
c eung.

cFu ^kun -i <kb ch^itj
cngi

I sheung 1
, -leung cp

c ong cyii

I kiinM.

sAi vai (tski chik 2 pdk 2 Svai

ckc
i cfi -1 £yau

csh6ung.

sWai chuk> cts
e6ung <wai cchi

M chung- ^wo muk, -yi.

iLii £nki cheung (tong (chi

cmun.

^T K
b fu" tsik) clau hi2 cfong.

I

tFa dK ing <kun ckd toi2 hak>.

lShui ctsd -
c
n.li tsip> -cnga th^ng

ccHi 'shui 16-.

Kam 1 unl ckung tin- <sham

<kii cfung kam- pat> tak> shin 2

tsu^

.

cMun kduy

s t
? ung t

c
it> tsd 2

<shing.

iKung d%6ng chf cman (chi

st
c 6ng.

lAi "tsai shii2
iti

ckau

<chung -i cho 2 Hing cleung.

£Mun s,wdn tsb 1 sleung din

<ting £mun min- klu J cmun
I <k6 cchi.

42. The walled gardens often include extensive orchards of fruit trees, in some parts of the

country consisting of the pear, apple, peach, & c. The walls are raised eight or ten feet from the

ground, most frequently built of brick
;
but often too a stockade or ditch surrounds the garden.

43. Gates are constructed over the principal thoroughfare, where it enters the precincts of

the village, defining the limits of the place
;
the sides and lintel are usually ornamented with in-

scriptions.

44. These go-downs, as they are called in the east, are store-rooms, in which merchandise,

provisions, and similar articles are deposited; they are generally .spacious, and are sometimes

fitted up for offices or counting-rooms in mercantile houses.



52. Lathing is made of

strips of wood, a little sepa-

rated from each other, and
nailed on the upper part of

the room: on these mortar is

spread Smooth in order to serve

m the place cf a ceiling made
of boards.

53. A loft is an upper story

of a house; a gallery.

54. A mold-board is a rais-

ed board, nailed on the sides

of the floor close against the

walls.

55. Pannels are set in the

middle of doors and windows.
56. A park is where storks,

deer, and similar animals are

kept and fed.

57. Pediments; the plain

parts at the ends ofthe roofs of

houses are called the pediments
[or honorary portal, Sec, 1 : 64,
page 311]; they are also call-

ed kam tsz\

58. A pillar is a column of
a palace.

59. A plate is the timber

which is placed horizontally

on the top of the walls, in order

to support the rafters.

60. Porches extenA. allround

the outside of the palace.

61. Purlins are timbers

parallel with the ridge-tree.

62. Rafters are placed on
tjie purlins to support the tiles.

63. Inner rafters are placed

beneath the others for their

support, op which the roof is

built.

64. For a summer residence^

a very cool and airy place is

selected, in order to escape

the summer’s heat.

65. A retreat is a place for

dwelling at ease in retirement.

66. The ridge of a house

is covered with tiles.

67. The ridge-tree is the

timber in the top of the house.

j

f.THn Jung ^tsz
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,
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c
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c
hi sin

5
.

cChc eung cmun csam <s6ung

tut, ^ku.

Yaur cwai wdn- ^y6ung
hok> luk> ctang mat 2 .

uk> sh6ung 5
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c ong £t

cau cchl chc ii% iit,

£p
c
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sYing Jnai tin- ct
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ii.
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sh6ung2

£wang muk
2 ,
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-i £shing cting kok).
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cHang £leung <p
c ong

cwdng muk 2 .

K6h kaJ ch^ng sheung 2 cshing
-cngi
sTs^e k6k-> noi^ cshing ch^ng

swai kc^i

Ts^} ^shu Jiin^ tsii
1 cleung

chc ii% It, pi- ^hii <chi
csho.

<.Chdi W ckii <chi
csh .

Uki tsih kc oi
> cl6ung £nga

ct
c ung.

djtung^ uk> ccM chingJ

5!eung.

60.

These correspond to the covered walks or porticos which were sometimes built by the
Greeks and Jews in front of their great buildings; in this country, they are attached to temples,
palaces and other large governmental buildings, and sometimes to private houses.

65. This retreat is sometimes the study of literati; but more commonly it is the residence of
wealthy gentlemen who seek for relaxation, by retiring for a time, from the bustle of public life.

chi, chr. 80
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68. The 6 warm gallery is a
noble lady

5

s dressing-room.

69. A reading-room is a

place for visitors to read.

70. A retiring-room is a

place for the king to retire.

71. A screen is for the sup-

port of the monarch.

72. A sewer is a passage

for the water, which is poured

down beneath a house.

73. The shaft is the main
body of a column, and some-

times it is fluted for the sake of

ornament.

74. A shrine is where idols

are placed to be worshiped^

75. The 4 lotus seat
5

is now
called a shrine because Budha
was seated on carved lotus

petals.

76. The lares'* shrine is

erected in the hall; a small

shelf is made to place the

images on, where also the an-

cestral tablets are placed at

their side.

77. A sink is a railing of

bricks built up in a kitchen

into which water is thrown.

78. A sink-drain is a hole

in the house into which water

is thrown to run off into the

sewer.

79. Sleepers are the tim-

bers which are laid horizon-

tally to support the boards of

the floor.

80. The waterspout is a

tube attached to the gutter of

a roof for conducting off the

water.

81. A study is denominated
the 6 rue windows. 5

82. The stylobate (or pedes-

tal) supports the pillar^s base.

-Niin k6ki ming- sfu ichong
clau.

-Kun toi- <pan tuk> <shu c
sho.

cPfn tin 1
£wong Cche chan

ckii.

cP^ing cwai £yan <kwan c

i lap^.

cKau JiK u -nii uk> hd- fong'
cshui cchi 16%

-C^ii tung^ tsik> £ch(
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wak a tsd 2 cshing ckwa chit 5 .

cShan Ji6m tsz
,?

Sshan cii noi 2
.

cLin ts6l <kam <chi £shan
wai 2

, <yan Fat 2 ts 2 hak> clin

pin-.

sZaM; (ii sh^ungi

kin-
c
siu clau tsz

2
£shan; wikj

£p
cong fung2 c

ts6 <sin <ii £k
c
i

sheung-.

^Shui cwai^ £
i cchiin chuk?

clan oi cChc
ii noi a fong" c

shui.

Sham y
^tsing -nai ck^, noi^

fong' c
shui lok> ckc

ii tchl iiU.

cLau chan" tsik> cshing 2lau
cpan <chi cwing muk 2 .

fShm ckun tsip 3

c
shui cts

f o

cchi
c
shui a clau

cWan cchl ^ung ho 2
iit, ^shv

ichdL

Ti l ifoi -1 £shing schc
ii

Cch6.

72. Columns are common in Chinese buildings: they are made round, square, &c., of wood,
bricks, and stone. The base is small in proportion to the height, and the top is seldom or-
namented with a capital, but the plain shaft passes directly from the base to the roof or entabla-
hire. The pillars in temples very frequently have inscriptions cut lengthwise upon the shaft
in a verv elegant manner; such are also engraved upon gateways.

•54. The flower here called is considered by the Chinese as a preservative of books
against insects, especially the Lepisma or bookworm; it would be accordingly found among the
books of a careful student; ch^eung a window is employed in this phrase, because the student
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Chah sjiai £mun cmi sheung 1

cshing tchiin snai Cchi muk>.

chany -ndi Sts
e in hau-
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€ 6ung sh^ung- Cchi cwang

muk 2 .
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;

5yau -nga ^an -ng^ ^t
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5hung.
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.

HiiU hiit) 5ya; cmun -leung
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Sts
{ eung sya.

Chiu" piky cnga ^ch^ii £tsz
7

miu 2 <chi tui
J min- £ts

c eung

cFan, -i chuk> ck^u ck^ tsok 5

-ngan, yik 2 £wai £wai chung'

.

cKang dau ckd chuk> -man
sheung- ctsun <kang, yau 2

cming mong- clau.

Pdki lb 1
iik^ <k6 kin% cchung

cyung yat> cyan <wai hau-

mong-.

Pt d
y <ch^eung choi c\vang

<ch{ eung cii smun <p
{ ong, c

pai

ra^i 2 f6
J mat 3 .

83. The summer is a tim-

ber placed above the lintel,

in order to support the bricks

and mortar.

84. The tie-beam is a tim-

ber which k laid horizontally,

from the front to the rear

walls.

85. Tiles are used for the

covering of a house
;
some are

with a concave, and others

with a convex, surface.

86. Theorem [glazed]

are those which are used for

covering imperial palaces and
temples.

87. Square tiles turn red

after having been burned.

88. Turrets are for watch-
ing and guarding against fire

;

the ‘battle tent’ is made in

the same manner.
89. A vestibule^ a vacancy;

on both sides of the [princi-

pal] door are vacancies, which
serve as entrances.

90. The un is a low, and
the ts^eung a high, wall^ sur-

rounding houses; the pik is

also a wall.

91. The emblazoned wall is

that which is directly in front

of temples and magistrates’

offices.

92. A wattle is made of
bamboos framed into trellises,

built around gardens.

93. Watch-towers are high;
and there the watchmen beat
the hour of the night. They
are also named lookout-houses.

94. A watch-tower is built

very high, for the accom-
modation of a single watch-
man.

95. Shop windows are hori-

zontal windows, opened on the
sides of the door, where goods
are exposed for sale.

sets his table near the window, on account of the light. This is a poetical expression first used
by the famous poet Su Tungpo.

94. This is described in the Sam Ts^oi T^d as a small turret-like place, made of bamboo, and
covered with hides and lime to protect it from fire-arrows, and elevated on poles inside of the
cit> to several times the height of the wall, for the purpose of watching the approach of enemies
without, and the breaking out of fires within, the city.

E
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*rrttou CtJivti.

OF SHIPS AND THEIR APPENDAGES.

<Chau chip, lui-; tai- csim <cheung.

1. Approaching the shore,

cast anchor fast in the harbor.

2. Soon we shall wish to

weigh anchor.

3. An anchor-buoy

;

a piece

of wood is tied to the anchor,,

and floating on the surface

indicates its position.

4. The apron is within to

strengthen the stem*

5. An awning is raised to

screen off* wind and heat.

6. If the ship leaks, quickly

bale out the water.

7. Ballast consists of stones

which are put into the hold

of the ship, in order to prevent

it from being overturned.

8. Bilge water is the water

which leaks into the ship.

9. The binnacle is near

where the pilot [or helmsman]
stands in order to guide the

helm.

10. K small [tanka] car-

ries passengers back and forth.

11. A rice boat is used by
agriculturists.

12. The dragon boats are

made like a dragon; and on
the 5th of the 5th month
tiiey engage in the races.

13. Tanka-boat people are

born and live on the water.

Notes

_

_1

'Tai ngon2 ^au <,ndu twan
p6k>.

Pat> 'kau tsau- iu
5
^kdu .ndu.

cNau p^du\ £nau yap, shui
hai- muk> 5fau (shui min2

cwai hb 2
.

^T^au Gharri noi 2 cho- it
e au

cng6.

cP^ung cshiin sheung- ltong
<fung iU.

cShiin lau- ts
e uk> tsikyfi?

{

$hui.

At'} ds^6ng shih -i shik> fomg^

cts^ong 'tai, cmc> ck^ng fuk>

win2
.

^hui tsik> cshiin lau2 ^hui

yap”
cShiin -mi <p^dng «shiu tkung
tsoi 2 (ts

c
z’ 46.

V

Sa? H{ ing t5 2 hdk> ^wong

£loi.

^CK-dn cshiin ct
c in cka ^ho

yung 2
.

rLung cshiin chaiJ
cii clung

eying, ctiin cyeung king- tu 2

cchi hi
5

.

Tan 1 tied ^hui <shang 'shui

(y^ung.

a n d Explanations.

Besides the names of ships and boats, and the various implements connected with them, this

section also contains some of the terms and phrases peculiar to a seafaring occupation, and to

che art of navigation. Some terms, therefore, given in former sections are repeated here. That
science which enables the navigator, by the aid of chronometers and celestial observations, to

shape his course and determine his position at sea, is quite unknown to the Chinese.

12. The circumstances in which this festival originated are given on page 121. These boats

vary in length from fifty to a hundred feet, and are worked by men with short paddles
;
more

than a hundred men may sometimes be seen in a single boat.

13. The term tail ka^ literally egg families, is derived from the shape of the boats in which
these watermen and waterwomen live

;
they are not unlike eggs in their general contour. These

people, by a metonymy not at all unusual in Chinese, are characterized by tlie buildings they
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cshiin -1 «shang 5ngau
cpc

i chai >

cii <seung eying.

cWdng cshui td l t6- h^k>

!
cw^,ng kwo >

tui
5 ngon- ^he.

l Tsz^ tung 1 HHng^ ckung cyan

h k>.
^

Pin 1 dan (

(5 £mun tsoi
5 fo^

sCAf a snai £yau lok 3. cchi

cshiin.

Fdf HHng db ^seung tsit^

tsau.

iFd H^ing <fa
{

tsau lok>.

Td l cshiin fi

i t6^ -tin h^k>.

Cham 1 ^shiin <kun 'sho

tso2
.

^Ku cshiin chin
cku p5 2

-ii.

Jm cshiin tso^ cim cloi s vv ng.

tSin cshiin <pi cham- cshiin

\6uk,
4
pin ci

l

ts
c
In, ckung ?yau

hdk>.

Fdf -hai
cts6ung do kik 2 f4i\

Kwai 1 chari* <shing Sshiin
cpan

<chi cW^ng chdng.

eShiin cfau tsuk> <ming
ch^eung 1

(tsui.

cT^au jpaki Sshun £ t
cau cchi

wai ?
.

cT^au pak, swang ctam <l
e ung

sshing <chi swdng muk>.

^Tam cshiin s
i ^5 ch6uk> (

tai.

-Leung ichi ewai <sliun^ esam
<chi swai Sshiin, yik> (fan

p k> -yk.

14. xhe skin boats are

made of raw cow-hide in the

shape of a trunk [or chest].

15. Ferry-boats are those

which are employed to carry

passengers across from one to

the other side of a river.

16. Lodging-boats are hir-

ed out to travelers.

17. PinLan boats are the

cargo boats for Macao.
18. A pleasure-boat is one

for parties of pleasure.

19. The fast-boats are pro-

pelled rapidly by many oars.

20. Flower-boats have the

delights of beauty and wine.

21 . Passage-boats carry pas-

sengers to a distance.

22. The post-boats are used

by officers of government.
23. Fishing-boats drag nets

to catch fish.

24. Salt-boats are loaded

with salt for transportation.

25. The sin boats are some-
what more flat and shallow

than the post-boats, and are

let to travelers.

26. The crab boats have
many oars, and are very swift.

27. The beams are horizon,

tal rafters for supporting the

planking of the deck.

28. The bows of a junk are

vulgarly named 6 long lips
5

.

29. The bowsprit is the mast
in the stem.

30. The bowsprit bumpkin is

a horizontal timber, through

which ropes are reeved.

31. A boat is breamed by
burning straw beneath it.

32. Two masted vessels (or

brigs), and three masted ves-

els (or ships), are foreign ves-

sels.

occupy; they are generally poor and illiterate, and those living ashore affect to hold them in
contempt. They get their living by ferryage and fishing.

17. These boats are in every respect like other lighters; the name is apparently a local one,
for which no other reason can be found than the caprice of the proprietors.

20. These are sometimes occupied by those who have a good reputation for sobriety and
chastity

; those of an opposite character are, however, their most common occupants, being
places of dissipation, and the retreats of the abandoned.
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33. The bulwarks are boards

built up one story high on
the side to defend against the

waves.

34. The cabin is the place

where the captain or passen-

gers or supercargoes reside.

35. The cable is attached

to the anchor in the water.

36. The cap is a plank

made with two holes to join

two masts closely together.

37. The capstan is placed

in the middle of the ship’s

[deck], either for the purpose

of raising heavy things, or for
J

hoisting the yards, or similar
|

uses.

38. The ship
9

s captain is 1

the person who has the gene- i

ral control in the ship.

39. Cat-heads; when the

anchor is hove lip, these are

for supporting and hanging it.

40. For caulking bamboo
shavings are used.

41. The chains are the

planks below the dead-eyes.

42. go out to re-

connoitre smugglers.

43. The cuUwater is on the

bow of the ship at the point

where the waves are divided.

44. Davits are for suspend-

ing the boat.

45. Dead-eyes are below
the gunwale

;
laniards are se-

cured to them, which have rat-

lines thickly spread upon them.

46. The deck consists of the

planks on the top of the ship.

-Hon cj/6ng ling- tsok (pan
sp

c6ng yat> cts
c ang -c

i cfong

long 2
,

cShiin ~mi cfong snai 5shiin

^hii hak, tsheung ^ho ckii.

cNau lam 1 hai 2
snau ^hui,

cWai mb 1 £
i muk, ts5 2

(chc iin

V- chiin c\vai pok> i- -chc
iin.

Um ywn chi Sshiin <cM
<chung, >vak> 'hi chung- mat2y

kapj sf^n kong* ^tang.

cShiin ^chii ^nai <shiin <chung
Hc ung -Yi cchi cyan.

cNau kaU £ndu tak> £
i

kw^ <chi.

^nai yungz chuk,

<sz\

iKaiyiki csam <singh^- mukj,

cT^un cshiin chf
ut>

(hoi ts
c ap>

(sz’.

cNg6 sd^ Sshiin ct
c aupc o

> long 2

cchi cht
ii

>
.

zKat ikai swai tlu
5

ts4m c

pan.

^Sam ising, tsoi- tai- ckan ha-

ha^ cshing, mat, p6) cshing

<t
c
ai.

Kwai1 min 1 cshiin min- <chi
cp4n.

31. This is a very common operation performed upon Chinese vessels of all size^. Old cus-

tom, strong as the laws of the country, forbids the bottoms to be coppered or sheathed, and
consequently filth collects very rapidly, and even in despite of the greatest care soon destroys

the vessel.

37. Many of the terms in this chapter for the parts of a ship are known only to those conver-

sant with foreign vessels the capstan is an instance, no native vessels having them.

42. These vessels are of a beautiful model for rowing "boats, being fifty to seventy feet long,

sharp in the bows, and low in the middle
;
they carry a small gun on the bow. When pulled

by fifty or sixty oarsmen, they will advance probably at the rate of ten or fifteen miles an hour.

The fast-crab boats are similar to them in shape, &c., and are used in this region principally by
smugglers and fishermen.

/5
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47. A ship s deck consists

of the boards which are on the

upper part of the vessel, cover-

ing the hold.

48. The gun-deck and the

lowest deck are both within

the hold of the vessels as two
decks, being made like stories.

49. The fashion-piece is

scarfed into the stern-post as a

brace to secure it to the keel.

)
50. A fid is for joining

two masts that the upper one
may stand firmly.

51. The figure-head is a
painting of a tiger’s head upon
the bow in order to decline

seeing the god of the sea.

52. Flags; the Chinese
have no national flag to dis-

tinguish their vessels, but
every vessel may hoist a flag

of its own, for a mark of dis-

tinction.

53. The flagpole is hung
upon the mast.

54. Thefoot-waling is in the

ship
5

s hold, nailed on as a ceil-

ing upon the ribs,

55. The gangway is where
the ladder is placed, and is

the opening for ascending and
descending.

56. The gangway-ladder is

for getting up and down.
57. An eiglit-oared gig is

only for reconnoitering and
carrying men

;
it is not for

attacking pirates.

58. A grappling-iron is an
anchor

;
it is made with four

flukes, for easily anchoring fast

the vessel.

^Ts^ong ^pan -nai £shiin min >
-

<ts
c ong cchi

cpan.

V- dsKang kwai1
, csam cts

c ang
kwai 2

, tsik> cts^ong noi- ckan

fi
wai i- cts

c ang cii £lau -ya.

-Mi Kcham cseung <ii
5mi

sng6 cchi kok> ping^ chb 1 *tai

kwat>.

^Wai ika 5
i £wai tsuk2 i

l

schc
iin ikb shii%

-Min cchiu cpai cshiin
cshau

(

fu ct
cau cp4i ^loi cshan £min

cchc lu.

cShiin ck^i; sTc 6ng kw k,
cpun £md ck^i h6 2

, kok> 5shiin

wak, shii i snai tsz
5
- lap,

cshiin hb l
-i.

s Wang tuki ciin di' Sts
eeung

kan^
Kah cshui 5p

c 6ng tsoi- cshiin
£
t
c 6 noi- sting l^oi <wan

cch{
ai.

cShui iSin £mun chi 5

? t
c ai

^sheung lok^ <chi cmun.

cShiin C t
c ai tb l

£yan -sheung
lok>.

PaU Hseung gshiin tan- cho
ckung shauJ t^am% pat> cnang
kik> ts

c ak>.

Ting1 yik> <,ndu -ya; chai"

cshing sz
5>

ckau, pok 3. cshiin \}

ting)-.

51. The tiger
9

s head is most distinctly seen upon the bows of small governmental cruizers,
hut it is depicted, either in part or whole, upon nearly all large vessels

;
it answers to the figure-

head upon foreign ships. The superstitious mariner, dreading a visit from the Neptune of his
imagination, depicts a tiger

?

s head upon his bows, in order to terrify him, and thus, min chHu,
decline an audience.

•53* T^he streamers and 'weather-vanes attached to junks and other vessels are run up the
mast as usual, but when the flag bears an inscription, it is fastened to a pole, that is suspended
from the mast head about half way down, and secured by another line passing from its handle to
the mast, so that the flag hangs obliquely, and blows out with the least wind.

1
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59^. The gunwale is the large
|

timber on the side of the ship.
|

60. Halliards are for rais
,

and lowering sails.

61. Hatchways are covered

by hatches.

62. In order to turn the

vesseFs head, turn the helm.

63. The main hold of the

ship is the hold near the

mast, in which the goods are
!

stored.

64. An hourglass is for de-

termining the ship’s progress.

65. The hull is the empty
body of a ship.

66. The jib-boom is the se-

cond mast [which is placed

in the bowsprit].

67. The fiying jib-boom is
,

the third mast [in the bow- I

sprit].

I

68. Junks are able to pass :

on the high seas.

69. The keel is the timber at I

the bottom of a vessel.

70. The kelson is let down
close to the keel in order to

|

secure and strengthen the ribs.

71. The knight-heads are for
!

clasping and securing the !

bowsprit.

72. Leechlines are fastened
I

to the sail to hold it in sailing
;

fan order is] 64 hold the leech-

lines slack, and not clue them. 55

73. Lighters are used for

transporting goods.

W

1

p S

I

_

Tai 1 ikan swai cshiin cp^n**

(chi tai 2 mukp

lam 1 *k^u -li
£sbeung lok 2 .

iTs^dng lhau s
i

(kcam
cts( ong.

£Chau ^hiin ct
fau tsik>

(pan
d^6.

cWai kdpy ds^6ng kan- £wai

<chi <ts
t ong, swai cchongtsoi 5

{
y mat,

tSha lau1 ting5
<shiin £hang.

\

i <hung Sshiin

cshan.
sn4i tai 2

i’-

tslt>
syd.

iSajn -ch% iin d^au pak 2 cptu
sni tai 2 (s&m tsit> s

y .

cTs^d cshiin ^nang kwo*

5ch
eung sy6ung.

"Tai icwaU shiin tai tchj

muk>.

Jung kan- -i kdp>

cho- cwin cchc
ai.

^Ts^ung ikwan schK
ii -i swai

kap> shii- t
c au- pak>.

Liu1 hai- -li <hin *shai,

ccha tshang HuS mat> *sz’

Yiu 1
.

<Sai Jcwa lptn -i p k> fo\

64. The Chinese junks that go to the islands of the Archipelago are often navigated by
Portuguese of Macao, the Chinese themselves having no charts or instruments ofany value,

excepting the compass and hourglass.

65. The word junk is of eastern origin, now exclusively applied to the largest vessels of the

Chinese and Japanese. The Chinese junks are known by the high stern, split open half its

length, and without a stern-post, and by the lip-like bows, with a large eye pointed or carved

on each side. The model from which a junk was first derived is said by the Chinese to have

been a monstrous fish
;
the fancied resemblance is kept up in the eyes, the mouth, and teeth paint-

ed on the bow, a frisking tail in the high stern, &c. The registered tonnage of the largest which

come to this port does not probably exceed five hundred tons.

72. The leechlines are numerous, a line being fastened to each fold of the sail, and each

one joined at different angles to two large ropes, leading aft to the rudder, so that the helmsman
can shift the sail according to the wind.
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74. The sounding line is

used to ascertain the depth of

the water; it is now called

the sounding lead.

75. The martingal is mor-
ticed into the bowsprit for the

purpose of leading the ropes

through to the jib-boom.

76. Sails are spread on the

mast to take the wind
;
a uai

is the sail-pole of a small ves-

sel.

77. Fore-mast main-mast

and mizzen-7nast are the

names of the masts in foreign

ships.

78. Masts in foreign ves-

sels have three divisions, join-

ed together and standing
;
each

division has its own name,
making the topmast, topgal-

nant-mast and royal-mast.

79. Lower the mewt, and there

is no fear of running under,

80. The chief mede is at

the head of the sailors, and is

thoroughly acquainted with
the channels and courses of

the waters. In large ships

there are two or three mates,

and they are, therefore, dqsig-

nated first mate second mate
and third mate.

81. Tanka boats require

bow mats to screen them.

82. Measure the dimen-
sions of the ship.

83. Cruisers are likewise

called men-of-war, and also

designated military vessels.

84. The ship
9
s name is

written on her stern.

85. Oars are rowed to pro-

pel the boat.

86- The oar-tie is fitted

upon the oar-post.

x

S
K

1

^Lung ishun yung2 shi* shui
<sham

;
<kam cming swai

tsam* c^o.

cTd till* <s6ung cii 4 t
cau pa(>

<chung ^yan eshing <t5ung

sTs^eung kw 5fdn (shai

efung €ch6; swai
c
siu cchau

sfan <kon

sT (au swai tdi)_ swai smi iWai>
-n4i cf^n 5shiin tcM ewai

spaing.

Syau cs4m tsitj tsukj

shii
5
-

;

smui tslt> (fan <fu swai

i- <s^m sz?> ^^iin sming.

Lok, iWai pat> sf ng 'shai ctai.

^F6 ^cMung^ tsik> <shau <kung,

shuk 2 shik>
c
shui td-. 5Shiin

tki 1 yung- i
2 cs^m iining, ku >

yau- -yau tdi-
c
f6, i- To, <sim

"fo cchi echoing. -

cSiu -t^ing iu
1

k^oi
1 ^au

^fung.
Cheung1 d^ung eshiin <chi tii

3-

c
slu.

<Sz
5

eshiin yau 2
iit 2 chirC eshun,

<ping cshiiH

iShun fining
c

s6 <ii eshiin

-mi.

^Tsiung ch^,u 2 eshiin -i td2

cshui.
cTs^ung H k*au3

chii- ^tseun^

cd.

79. The foot of the mast in Chinese vessels is usually let into a socket in the deck; on each
side of this hole, a thick plank or timber is firmly morticed into the deck, both of them forming
a stock, which, with the addition of pins or boards crosswise, inclose the mast. By taking out
the after pins, the mast can easily and quickly be let down upon deck.

84. Not only does the stern of Chinese merchantmen bear the name of the vessel, but it is

often decorated with paintings of flowers, a phoenix standing on one leg, pictures of demigods,
&c.; or with short sentences indicative of the hap-hazard nature of seafaring occupations : as,
“May favorable winds attend you;’’ “With fair winds make profit;” “Fair winds are a great
happiness;’’ &c.
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87. Oiling the bottom of a

boat makes her sail well.

88. Padd/65 are shorter than

an oar, and they are used in

boats by grasping them with

the hand to paddle,

89. The pilot is tlie man at

the helm.

90. A pinnace (or gig)
j

carries goods off and on.

91. The pintles are for i

hooking the rudder.

92. A ipocyp-railing is built
j

up at the stern in order to lean
|

against and look abroad.

93. Port-holes are opened
in the bulwarks.

94. A pully is secured to the

mast for hoisting the sail.

95. The pump by working
is used to raise the water in

the ship’s hold.

96. The quarter-pieces are

joined to the gunwale, and are

crooked timbers scarfed into

the transom.

97. A raft is the name of

tlie modern bamboo float.

98. In sailing, lookout for

sand-banks and rapids.

99. Write the register of

her tonnage.

l(i»0. The ribs are the crook-

ed timbers within the ship.

101. At sunset, rock a

boat and row an oar.

102. A ship answers as she

is turned by a rudder.

103. The rudder-ropes ex-

tend from the stern to the bow
clasping the sides of the vessel,

and are fastened to the rudder.

104. The sails are bent for

sai!ing.

Shau^ ^yau xshiin Hai ch6
c
shai.

Hiin <ii
(tseung <sdin

cp^n cchung yung 2 ^hau^ch^
cp

c
a.

iShau ikung (

pa it
c 6 <chi 5yan.

iSajn ^pdn pok> fo* choi smai.

iT { 6 ikau s
i cwai <kau ^he.

cLan Ji6 5shiin sl^n
£
i swai ip^ang

Pau* cmun <hoi tsoi 2 shon

sP
c ng.

Luki hai- ^wai We s
li.

<T6 (shui prfm% yungHi^^u
5shiin

(

tai 5sheung c
shui.

Huky tchang pok^ tai 2 ckan a
huk> <s6ung swai smi 5p

c ng.

Chuk2 faU ckam cchi chuk>

ai.

^hai cshiin tsii' hong >

dan.
cSe tsoi

} wai2 wan- fo* mat,.

iWan ^ch^di Sshiin noi 2 huk>

muk>.
Yat, l6k> fan* <chau chdu 1

(ts6ung.

^Mi Cchun wan 2 cp
e ang

cchl.

Laky tsz2 cshau chl > 5ini

lak 2 5shiin ^1*6 cl hai 2 5
t
c
o.

'Li cyeung kwa' <shai Sshiin

chang.

89. This shaukung^ who answers somewhat nearly to the chief mate in European vessels, cor-

responds very exactly to the gubernator of tfie Romans. He sets at the helm, gives orders for

managing the sails, oars, &c. ;
he frequently hires the cr6w, and always receives higher wages

thun the other sailors. It is his part to know the signs of the weather, currents, ports, &c.
104. The character H is a vulgar one, used in this region to denote sails; p

{ung is the term

for those made of matting. The matting is made from the culms of different kinds of rushes, at

first woven in pieces about three feet square, and then sowed together in one sail. In order to

support the body of the sail, several light bamboos are secured to it, each ofwhich passes through

a traveler or rope that surrounds the mast, thus preventing the sail from beating to pieces in the

wind, and keeping it close to the wind in sailing. In small boats, there are no bamboos at-

tached to the sail, except as yards above and below.
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<Fung -m4ng %dm -it cnang

shang.

Shun2 <fung Hi choi

cshan.

^Chiin ^ung wai 2 cshai c\vdng

cfung.

£T { au ts^ap^ sshiinst^aungoi-

<chi (si6 (fung Syt

iShau cshiin sh^ung 2 ckung

£yan; yik> <ming {shui
f

shau.

£ Yf
e, Ji6ng tan2 tb- ^hui

yung 2
, ^c^eung sok> chin

c
tai

c

pl ngon-.

cShiin cp
l ong siu Hb toi 2

ct
( 6.

sfiau ishau i
l ^hiin tung-.

£Ld suU ku^ £16 ciu <chi.

cShui isin cmun feng 1
(shwi

chf ii\

cyan -sheung cshiin p4t>

t
l iu ^

.

iT6 ^shiin tai-
choi <t

c o -mong.

-Mi sung* s
li hd- <chl mukj.

Tsuki lam, 1
~i -16ung lam 2

tsuk> swai yat 3 .

-KH -ch^ii shii- kdp> cpan
sP'ong.

tin ^shun 5yau cIuh-; <in cfan

clun ^cbiin,
(k4u c

shui ts? uk>

£hang.

iT^au <ngb chik^ kun' c

tai

kwatj.

-Mi cngb k^p> cshiin -mi Cchi

chiki muk>, ci
( ung chp (

tai

kwat>.

c Wai kdp^ k^p> £wai Cchi

muk5 .

105. If the wind is high,

take in sail^ and you can go on.

106. With a fair wind, hoist

sail and start off.

107. Wear sail so as to take

the side wind.

108. A sprit-sail is a small

s^ii for use in light winds, it

is set forward of the bow.

109. Sailors are the work-

men on board of a ship
;
they

are likewise called “water-

hands.”

110. Wild scow

;

whoever
wishes to pass a river in it,

uses a long line by which he
pulls to the opposite bank.

111. Sculls are worked on
the quarters instead ofa rudder,

112. Add a bow scull^ and it

will be easy to turn the boat.

113. The scull is worked
upon the sculUpin.

114. Scuppers dire those pla-

ces where the water runs off.

115. Entice a man aboard,

then take up the shore-board.

116. Fishing smacks cast

their nets on the broad ocean.

117. The spanker-boom is

the lower yard of the sail.

118. Splicing of ropes is

done by joining two ropes

together in such a manner as

to make one.

119. Stanchions are set up to

support the boards of the side.

120. The steamboat has
wheels; these are set in mo-
tion by steam, and turning in

the water, move it rapidly.

121. The stem is inclined
and scarfed into the keel.

122. The sternpost is the
inclined timber in the ship’s

stern, and it extends down to

the keel.

123. Stocks are the timbers
which support the mast.

106. This sail is sometimes seen in large junks, bent to a yard which is run out upon a kind
of movable bowsprit, and having the sheets fastened to the lips of the bow. It is made of can-
vas, and very seldom used.

112. The scull in the bows of a boat differs from those in the stern, in being longer and larger,
and is only used for the purpose of guiding the boat.

115. This is a proverb, meaning to deceive one
;

invite a person aboard, and then pull in the
shore-board, when he must either go with the crew, or run the risk of drowning in jumping ashore.

H
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124. Studding-sails are set

on both sides of the ship,

when there arc light winds.

125. The taffraiLrail is a

frame made of bamboo, placed

on the stern, or on the two
quarters.

126. The tank contains the

water in a ship.

127. The full tide in the

morning is called ch^iu.

128. The full tide in the

evening is called tsik.

129. When it is high tide^

the vessel can be floated.

130. With an ebb tide run-

ning contrary, it is hard to go.

131. The tiller is a stick

which is fitted into the rudder-

post, to take hold of in steer-

ing the ship.

132. In thetop5 is the place

where marines are concealed,

in order to discharge arrows

against the enemy,
133. A topsail is the sail

of the upper yards in a Chi-

nese vessel.

134. Tow a boat; when the

bpat cannot move, then use

another one, to which being

fastened by a rope she is drag-

ed forward, and so made to

advance.

135. When it is calm, track

the boat with ropes.

136. When the water is

shallow use tracking^poles.

137. The transoms are be-

low the gunwale, and attached

close to the stern.

1

i

1

1

'Tso yau2 ch{ ap^ ifa <ka Mi <ii

sp
c ong, sap cfung tsik> yung ?

.

£Shiin kay laU chuk> slin

cshiin w4k 2
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c ong.

j

lShui kwai 1 shing- ^shui di

! Sshiin.

cChc iu ^hui cheung5
tsik>

sM4n cshui Cheung -nai iit2

! tsiki.

^hui tai1 shun 2 cshui <t
f
ui

I
5shiin.
lShui Mn yik> 5lau £nan
shang.

£T f 6 k6ng^ cwdng <seung ci

yang2
, tak> -1 <ch4 cshau <p

c an

I

‘shai.

I s Wai tj^un <chau <sz’ fuk>

cii jkc
i sh^ungS fong* tsin

>

ikung tik^.

^T K au Jean Hing ^Tong
Sshiin ct

f au ^h^iin ^11 £yi.

Naf ishiin; 5shiin pat> <nan^

shang yung2 pit^ Sshiin hai;

; ldm 1 shin td 2 shang.

! cfung ihui lam- <hang

j

cshiin.

:
iKd *shui tsik> cchf ing
ccW.

tt6ng t
f
ip> kan 2 cshiin

<kan «ch$ ha 2
.

125. This is a strong frame, made for the purpose of containing boxes, spars, provisions, and
other looae articles, and is placed upon both quarters, and on the stem like a gallery. It projects

pver the side two or three feet
;
there are sometimes two, one above the other.

132. In ancient times, the Chinese had vessels of war furnished with spearmen and archery

and some of the latter were placed in the tops. Bows and arrows may sometimes be seen ir.

ships at the present day.

133. This sail is usually made of canvas, and rigged at the top of the main or fore-mast

upon light spar, like a gaff-sail. Topsails and those above them in foreign vessels are named
from the yards ;

as tai sdmfan k6ng Zf, the topgallant-sail, and so for the others.

135. Tracking is very common among the Chinese, when traveling on canals and rivers.

Instead of horses, human strength is employed. Long lines, at one end fastened to the tops of the

masts, are taken hold of at the other by men and boys on the banks of the stream, by which

means, without wind or tide, boats are easily moved at the rate of three or four miles an hour.



iFung san^ ckH shii- ^wai

-mi.

cP^6ng c\vai swang kV twan
£chc

ai.

cT^6 lkdu; (

hi ck5 cl
c
o, tsik>

yung- 'kau <chi.

(Kdu dau ch5
ii

5
iu' ckwan

sfong.

Mok> yii2 hai
J- "ting ^au

<fung.

Pitj ting- shun 1 ifung c.seun <

sung •

Yih cfunff kV 'sliai <kau

cpHmg.

iChii dung ^kdu clip cshiin

ct^au -i c\vai
(kiu snau.

cFdn k6ngi £nai ka1
cfan

£wang muk 2 ;
syau cfan csam

cts
c ang, tsik) cfan sming £wai

tai2
, 1 -, <sam 'ch^iin cfan

kong5
.

136. A iceather-vane is pldiC-

ed on the top of the mast.

139. Wales are the horizon-

tal timbers laid upon the ribs.

140. Wheel [rudder] of a

shin
;
when the rudder is to be

raised up high, then this is used

to elevate it.

141. Whirlpools are places

that ought to be avoided.

142. Let no head winds be

met by you.

143. Assuredly fair winds

will attend you.

144. With foul wind you

must reduce the sail.

145. The toindlass is secur-

ed in the bow of the ship for

heaving up the anchor.

146. Yards are the horizon-

tal spars supporting the sails

;

there are three tiers of sails,

and therefore these are named
main, topsail, and topgallant,

yards.

139. The channel wale of a junk is a very large timber, laid upon the outside of the rib^, often

projecting from the side of the hull so much as to give it a flattened apprearance. In Chinese
men-of-war, the upper wales are smaller, and do not project so much as in junks

;
the largest and

upper wale is the tai kan (No. 59) or gunwale of the vessel. .

140. The rudder of a junk is very large, compared with that of a ship; it takes the place in

a great measure of a keel in keeping the vessel to the wind, and is managed by a tiller proper-

tionably large
;

it is hoisted by a wheel in shallow water. The rudder itself has numerous
rhomboidal holes cut in it, from a notion that the eddying of the water through them cause?

more resistance than a plain board.

3mton dTourtf)*

OF CARRIAGES AND SEDANS

<Kii cyii lui^; tai- sz’ cheung.

1. The axletree is a horizon- I

1/7
Chau 1 c\vdng muk> -i kun 5

tai timber for joining the naves.

]

W L kuk>.

Notes and Explanations.
Wheeled carriages are but little used in China, especially in the southern and eastern parts,

and in the vicinity of the large rivers, where boats are made to serve in their stead; most of those

Sect. 4.] OF CARRIAGES AND SEDANS.
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2. Poles of the axle are its

two ends in the nave.

3. The axle-cheeks are also

called puk^ and likewise /wA

;

they are placed on the axle-

tree on the right and left.

4. Bells /* horses are the

brazen bells on their necks.

5. Bit is the iron in the

horse’s mouth.

6. A brace is a horizontal

wood at the end of the thills.

7. Luktin says, Hhat in rid-

ing a frantic horse, you must

use a whip to master him ;

and m riding a rampant horse,

you must use a to con-

trol him.’

8. A sword-car has swords

in its back, and is placed at

the breaches in walls to ob-

struct them.

9. The great car is the em-
peror^ carriage

;
there are five

sons differing from each

other.

10. A scaling-car is one

used in approaching walls to

throw scaling ladders, so as to i

climb up and take the city.

11. The carriage-box is al-

so called panfuk.
12. The imperial carriage

is moved by men.
13. A sedan carriage has

the upper part like a sedan, i

with wheels underneath by

which it advances.

14. A cart (or field car-

riage) is one which is fitted
i

for carrying heavy burdens

in the fields.

15. A shoulder^cliair is the

present sedan.

16. A basket-chair is a

basket woven of bamboo, hav-

ing one pole by which it is

carried.

\\ai l chau1 Meang ct
c au kijn'

kuk>.

Fuky fb) yau 2 cming puk^
cming fuk'i

;

tsoi 2 chai^

sh^ung2 cts6yau l
.

-Ma Jing
cking h^,- ct

c ung

s ling.

cHam -mi chau cham <chi

cNgai ciin ctiin sh6ung-

swang muk>.

Luk, tin 2
iit,, yii- sn5 -md,

-i cpin swai (chii; yii 2 {hon

-ma -i pi1 cwai C
chii.

<Td iku hau 2 chc
ut, cts-eun^

yan-, Sshing \vki l ckc
i sak,

cchi.

TdV- I6k„ <t
? in -clin

syau - 5ng shik> cchi pit>.

Kau ckii £wai pik> cshing

cp
c au ckau sok,, ctang £shing

ckung tik,.

iKii ^seung yau^ cining ^pan

fuki.

iKii -lin cyan p6 2 -wan ckii.

-Ma ikii kiu 1 sheung^ sii kiu 2

,

ha 2 -yau ckii slun
Cchun shang.

Hd l cliaki Jcu ct4n ckan yam'

tsoi* cchi <kii.

^Kin syii tsik> ckam kiu- £ya.

cLam syii chuk> chik, s14m
^sz

5

yat, dc iu <i <k ng Cchi.

that are employed have but two wlieels, and are very rude in their construction. Several of

tliose described in this section are ancient ones, now quite disused, like those once in use among
the Romans. Somfe very good pictures of the ancient carriages may be seen in the Illustra-

tions of the Four Books.

:3. These u sleeping rabbits, as the Chinese call them, appear to have been intended to ease

the roughness of the road
;
they were mere blocks of wood, with a flat top, placed on the axle,

and having the box of the carriage resting upon them.
lo. Sedans are in use by all classes, the only restriction being tlie means of the individual;

ome of the sedans of officers are elegant, others are poor, being made of bamboo.

330 ARCHITECTURE. [^Chap. Vi 1
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cPing ikii. ch^utj cping <kii -ya.

c Yung tku shap 2
shing 2

, -n^i

csin ckwan <chi cyung ckii
Cch6 -yi.

Yu1 chap 5 «shui
(shai -ma.

cOn ikii sz
?) Jun £ts

c in
cho

cp^ang, hauJ cho c
i.

Tb l
Jcii cfan kwok> ckii -yi?

ai t6 z cshiin cl wan- hak>.

<.Tsx au 5nai £mi hau2 cchl

tki\

-M6ng slun ngoi1 ciin,
cku

cming lit, £nga, yau^ cming^

lit 5 ckc
ii.

lShui ^ch^e kau'
c
fo ^ho

yung)-.

-Ma £fd tat hai- £ma -t
e

.

-Ma duns cfau hai- ^ma Ct
c au

cchi tdi

(
^Slnm yau 2 cming ch^ung'

^ cnai
; -i chung luk 2 £p

c
i cwai

tchi lak, <ii -ma hau-.

Hat, chau- ct
c au cchi swang

<shan.

Kuki -nai clun csam <chi muk
2 .

dn noi- tai 2 cchc iin <chi cming.

ChaU noi-
c
siu <chc iin Cchi

cming.

Kiin* -i t
c
it> cchc iin cngau pi 2

hai- cshing <hin Cchi.

tShui 5wan -sh6ung ckii

sok>.

17. A war chariot is one
used in war.

18. A generaVs war^chariot
has ten horses, and is the

chariot of the general in the

van.

19. Tlie charioteer h<fids

the reins and guides the horses.

20. An easy coach has four

[wheels, and is so constructed

\hat one can lean forwards or

Backwards.

Vl. A stage-coach is a
foreign carriage

;
it is used

insread of a passage-boat and
carries passengers.

22. The crupper is the

strap upon the horse’s rump.
23. The /eZ/y is the outside

circular part of a wheel
;
an-

ciently, it was called the

‘tooth’ and also the ‘rim.’

24. Thefire-engine is used
to extinguish fires.

25. The girth is a strap fas-

tened under tbe horsed belly.

26. A headstall is the strap

fastened upon the head of the

horse.

27. The housings are also

called spatterdashes; they are

made of* bear or deer’s skin,

and are fastened upon the

back of the horse.

23. The linchpin is a cross

pin in the end of the axletree.

29. The nave is the wood
in the centre of the wheel.

30. The nave-box in the

largest end is called in.

31. The nave-box in the
smallest end is called chat.

32. A noose is an iron bor-
ed into the nose of an ox, to
which a cord is tied to lead
him along.

33. The reins are the lines

held by one in the carriage.

24. The second character in this sentence is read cKt; it is identical with that read ku in No.
20 though some distinguish the two by making the upper and lower strokes of different lengths.

32. In the meadows along ihe banks -of the civets, and on the uplands where herds of cattle
^•raze. boys may often be seen riding on the backs of oxen or buffaloes, which they control and

de by a jioose
;
the ox is often managed in the same 'vay when harnessed to the plough.

33 34. fhe first of ^hese are the long reins held in the hand when driving a carriage; the
second are the shorter reins of a bridle.

_
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332 ARCHITECTURE. [Chap. VIII.

34^ The reins are the cords

used for checking the horse.

35. To ride a horse is to

amble pleasurably and slowly.

36. A saddle is used to set

upon in riding to shoot.

37. A saddle-pad is the

protecting pad laid upon the

back of the horse.

38. A sedany having no

wheels, is carried by poles.

39. An imperial sedan is

used within the palace.

40. An open sedan is a

chair for resting the body, and

has two poles, it is borne like

the common sedan,

41. Sedan bearers are those

who carry the sedan— one

before and one behind— on

their shoulders.

42. The snaffle is fastened

on both sides of the bit, for

the purpose of making fast

the reins.

43. The spokes are the

thirty sticks within the felly.

44. The stirrups are used

in mounting the horse.

45. A support is for leaning

upon, being a resting-board.

46. The thills are the shafts

for guiding the carriage.

47. The tongue is the crook-

ed timber in front, let into

the axle for drawing the ve-

hicle.

48. A waggon is a vehicle

for transporting goods on

level ground
?

49. The carriage rests upon

the wheels^ which turn round.

50. A whip is for beating

the horse to make him go.

51. A hair-whip is used

for switching the horse, or

for driving away the mus-

quitoes.

52. A yoke is a transverse

stick at the end of the tongue.

-
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iKeung £nai ctau sma <keang
I £shing.

<.6n yung1 £
i tso- ck^i she-.

-Ma l

hoi ^ma tsik> <chi <p
c
i

kap>, £ya.

^Yii cm6 5lun cche ing toi 2
.

i

^Lin <kung noi 2
s t

c
oi chang

Cche.

<Tau tsik> sp*ang cshan c

i

kun> sleung echoing .li kiu 2

<kong cchi.

Km 1
ifu kiu 2 *che, cts

c
in

hau2 yat> cyan £
i ckin <t

c
oi.

iPiu Jin cham kap> 4hau

<p
c ong, £

i cwai hai- £shing

chap> cchi.

Fuky -mong ichung muk <sam

\

shap 2 .

: -Md tapi tang Ssh6ung m
yimg 2

.

Shih 4ho cpeang tsik> onJ

^an.

cYiin ka1
-m-d <chi <kii kong\

iChau <kii cts
c in huk> muk 2 ,

kun* chau- <chung ( t
c 6 ckii

; chang ^he.

Tax 1
,kii cp

e ing ti- yam- tsoi
>

: <chi <kii -ya.

J

cLun <kii cp
c ang £k

c
i *chiin

ang.

(.Pin t
e
at> -mk c

sz
5

ts
? uk> chang.

Faty cch^an yung 2 fat 3 -ma
cshan, yung- -1 fat> cman

I

cHang huk> tchau sheung-

|
£wang mukj.

35. There are other expressions for riding besides kK
i md; thus, a slow pace is expressed by liii

ma^ and racing in the manner of jockies, by standing in the stirrups, is called pau md; but Ac
i

ma is the common expression for riding, whether slow or fast.
.

49. Wheels of various sizes and shapes are figured in the Chinese books, the number of spokes

differing from few to many; there are also truck wheels.



CHAPTER XX.

j

^Lin <fung -i chukj t t
?ung

(shui.

cLai t
?

]p> ti- t t
c ui <tsc 4ra

cchi muk>.

cT^iin shing- kuk> <chl hf
syd.

^ChK iin chukj ~i shing-

kuk>.

CK ct
c iin <chc tin pit, cming

;

tii2 c
siu -yau cts

c z
5

.

^Tst 6 s16 shuk> c

pi <16 'pin.

Mah Jung shing- <sham mak 2

hf.

~THu shing- Cchung <chi hi
5

~y^

!• An aqueduct is made of

bamboos to conduct water.

2. The base of a plough is

the piece of wood which is

close upon the ground, and
supports the share.

3. The round osier-basket

is for containing grain.

4. A splint-basket is made of

split bamboos to hold grain.

5. The round splint-basket

is another name for the two
preceding

;
there are large

and small, and nearly alike.

6. An eared resembles

the pedler’s though flatter.

7. The wheat-basket is for

containing reaped wheat.
8. The sprout-basket is for

holding sprouted grain.

Notes and E xp l an a t i o n s .

Agriculture holds a very high rank in the estimation of the Chinese, and the implements which
they have invented to facilitate its operations have been very numerous. This chapter contains,

besides the names of various utensils employed by the husbandman, questions respecting his

principal operations, especially in the cultivation of rice, and a discourse on the importance of

tillage to the wellbeing of the state. The first section is designed to contain the names of the

principal implements, both ancient and modern, used in the various departments of agriculture.

Some, here enumerated, are now disused
;
but being often referred to in their ancient books, ought

not to be omitted.

1. The Un tung9
connected tubes of bamboo, form a very simple and durable aqueduct, for

temperate latitudes where there is no exposure to frosts. Large bamboos are taken, their knots

bored through, and then several pieces joined together to any extent desired.

AGRICULTURE.

<Kang ciiung <p
?m 'kau.
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ShdV cp^un puk 2 kuk> chuk>

hi*.

Kwai 1 yik> shing 2 kuk> hf
£
ii ct

c iu tai 2 ^lu i- eying.

^Chung -f im shing 2 Cchung
chuk> hV

.

cLai iun slai ^ts^n cche eung
muk>.

t Yau <mo sl
e in tchi hr "ya.

(Shui cp^ai -i
£wai ^nong

tch* ui $6, (kam top M muki
sMn

•

Sd^ ^chaa ~\i m ^chau £y in^

i- c\ chai' yung- ct
c ung.

C w6k"'v6 suP yay

Ai' dim ngki 1
£wo sui 2 yan a

.

KiU sh^ung- <wan £ i hi- chik,.

sNgau d <pin liin- sma tsok,.

^Lai kin^ ni- siin -ii cp{ ing.

JPw
5 Hau -i Sshing hai

3- c
t
{ ung*

i- iyan fu
J cshui lok> ctMn.

Ch^aU sli chap? tse
lt,

c
ts

c 6 hi\

Lai1 do choi *han cchi yan1
.

Tung1 kcUiu 5wai
c
hl chung 2

sliiki •

(Shui chapi £p
c 4i muk,

ch6ungJ shui.

cLd yung- muk> <pin

cehl -i <mo ct^in syi.

9. The sunning-basket is

of bamboo for drying grain.

10. The tall sprout-basket.

is also for containing grain

;

it differs from the preceding,

whether large or small.

11. A globular basket is

made of bamboo to hold sprouts.

12. The beam of a plough

is the long timber in its front.

13. A beetle is used for

leveling the ground.

14. The water-bellows is

furnished with a leathern bag

to blow the fire ;
wooden fans

are now used instead.

15. The round strait besom

differs in form from the flat

besorn^, but their uses are the

same.

16. A bill-hook is an in-

strument for cutting grain.

17. The crooked bill-hook

is a blade for cutting grain.

1 8 . A hedge-bill is crooked at

the end with a straight handle,

19. Cow blankets rudely

woven of coarse hemp.
20. The bolt is fastened be-

tween the beam and regulator.

21. The irrigating bucket

consists of a pail with cords

fastened to it, so that two men
can dip up water upon a field.

22. The chaff-cutter resem-

bles shears, for cutting grass.

23. The coulter-plough is a

blade for turning up the soil.

24. A crow-bar is for the

purpose ofraising heavy stones.

25. A dam is made of sepa-

rate timbers to obstruct water.

26. The drag is framed
together of several pieces of

wood, for the purpose of level-

ing the ground.

14. rhis shuip^di is represented as a pair of bellows, invented in the time of the Hon dynasty
for the purpose of saving human strength— called shui p

l ai because it was worked by the power
of water; it was employed in furnaces.

16. The chat differs but little from a sickle
;
the blade of the kit may be a foot long, and i.^

curved like a snipe
?

s bill at one end, while at the other it is fastened on a straight wooden handle
of about the same length as the blade. Of the ai lim, there are two forms

;
one differs from the

kit only in having the blade much bent near the handle, and being straight and square at the

end
;
the other has a scythe-like blade fitted into a handle at right angles.

23. The common plough of the Chinese is without a colter; and the colter-plough seems to

have been used to break up hard and uncultivated ground, to prepare it for the common plough

;

it is like a broad colter fastened to a handle, and having a beam by which to draw it.

1
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27. rhe square drag has

its teeth set in two beams.

28. A bush-drag is for le-

veling tlie ground.

29. The gourd-dritl holds

seed for sowing in fields.

30. A winnoibing fan sepa-

rates chaff from the grain.

31. The winnowing fan^
holding chaff and broken ker-

nels mixed, turns them up to

the wind, to become cleaiK

32. Thefanning-milU being

worked, winnows out the

chaff, and the grain falls into

the trough below.

33. The teeth of an iron

/eeZer are sharp and partly bent.

34. AJlail is an implement
for thrashing grain.

35. A rice-fluke is a tool

for gathering grain.

36. The fore-brace of the

plough extends from the stud-

brace to the base of the plough,

and passes through it.

37. \fork is an implement
for taking up graiiK

38. A grain-bin is a squate

box for for containing grain.

39. The triangular harrow

is made like the character

farmers use it in harrowing.

40. The long-toothed harrow

is for loosening the ground.

41. A drULharrow is for

sowing grain.

42. The square-harrow de-

rives its name from its form.

43. P6k is a weeding-hoe^

an utensil for removing grass.

44. The weeding-hoe te-

moves weeds to help the graiiK

45. The rice-jar is a ves-

sel for preserving rice.

46. A wooden ladle is used

for watering fields.

47. A leveler resembles a

rake without teeth.

^F6ng -leung <che ing

TxaU ct^in wai 2 4che -yd.

ell ^chung ^hung p
>

ct^n.

^mai <hong C

che»

c Yeung dam chong ngat,

cseung tsap 2 heung^ cfung

chakj ^nai tak> tsing2
.

iFung kwai 1 ckau cchi hok>

tchc ui chl ut> -mai £ts
c ungctsc 6

si ha-.

T^iU tap^ *0^1 yui- cm! <kau.

sLln Jid
ct^ cwo cchi hi

5
.

<W6 ikau -lim swo kii- ^ya.

iLai tsiri* tsz
5
- ch? ak 3 ng^k 2

tat> clai
c
tai tsung5 A kunJ

<chi.

<Chl a ckc im £wo <chl kii- ~y^.

Kuki hap, shing 2 kuk> cfong

hap>.

cYa?i tsz^- di £yan tsz
52

;

cts
? ai <man £p

c a st
c in i(i

y

shat 2 .

Ch}au^ £wai csho dc ung ct
c in

£nai.

Law 2 ( hV (chung (chi hi.

<.F ng cpld eying cfong ku5

cming.

Pok^ tsik> nauy cchHi c
tsc 6

mat2 .

< Yau tsui* hc ii fyau cho-
cmiu.

cTam, schc
ii -mai Cchi hi*

-yi.

Muh sheuk^ fat>
c
shui £lam

ct
c ln.

cPa -ts
c z

5 cmd Cchc
i cchi 5p

l
a.

29. This is a gourd, having a tube passing through it lengthwise, and sharp at the bottom,
where are also several holes through which the grain contained in the gourd is strown on the field.

41. This machine is drawn by a yoke, and is so contrived that the grain, which is held in
baskets on the top of the frame, falls into the furrows made by the teeth of the harrow under-
neath

; there are four or five large teeth, with a supply of grain above each.
39—42. Chinese husbandmen make great use of the harrow in breaking the clods, and

reducing the soil of the rice-fields, where they are very wet, to a fine mesh.
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48. A lock is a wooden
barrier constructed in a river,

to stop the course of the

water.

49. A thrashing-mat pre-

serves the falling grain.

50. A matloc is smaller than

a pickaxe, and has its edge
overlaid and defended with

iron.

51. The water bolting-mill

sifts the flour rapidly.

52. The skinnmff.miU has

a vase for a mortar.

53. The wooden mill is

worked to hull the grain.

54. The stone mill is

sometimes worked by animal
strength, and sometimes by
water power.

55. The wooden and stone

water-mills and the vertical

wheel-mortar all have their

wheels turned by watei, and
are worked for the purpose of

grinding rice and wheat.

56. The vertical wheel-mor-

tar has a round stone to grind.

57. The wheel-skinning

mortar is turned by water.

58. A bird-net is stretched

out in order to patch birds and
a stool-pigeon being fastened

[close by the net], induces the

birds to come down so that

they are taken in it.

59. The plough is an imple-

ment for opening up the soil.

§0. The plough^handle is

the tail of the plough.

Gl. The ploughshare is the

iron edge of the plough.

62. The bamboo-rake is

used in thrashing-floors, and
employed for the purpose

of raking off refuse matter.
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cH6 chap, di cho tk4n chf
jt,

mukj chdp> (
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cshui -wong
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Kwan^ im <shing cwai
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K 6 dKau ccni
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siu ^he, ckc

i ^au s
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e
it>

<seung.

cShui (

ta Jd 4shai min- ts
l uk 5 .
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^K6ng tuf -i <kongts6k> %au.

-Lung -lui kuk> -i he
ii' hok 3 .

M6^ <to yung- chc uk 5 lik,

-wan shang, wdk 3 yung- (

shui

lik 2 .

^hui m6 l kap 2

l
shui -lung^

c
shui ^chin^ <kai

(shui ^hun
clun wan- chang, -c

i lik>

kuk> mak 2 .

LChm -i shik 2 <kwo lik> kuk>.

iKi tui^ tsik>
cshui tui

5
-y4.

cLJ, ccheung <chi -i pc>
2

cfi

haP :ng6, Syau 4yap 2 ,

c^am cchi.

sLai
c
nai choi cl

c in cchl hi
,

.

cLai ishau tsik> clai -mi -ya.

cLai cts^am tsik> clai ^au

Chuh cjfa ccheung (

p
c
c) tkdn

yung- cp*4 cii mat2 .

55. Mills and mortars for hulling, pounding, and grinding exist in several forms among the

Chinese
;

those worked by water power, however, are very few
;
some are worked by hand

;

but for the most part they are turned by oxen, mules, and horses.

59. The plough of the Chinese, though very simple in its construction, has at different times

assumed a variety of shapes; one of their best, described in the Sam Ts^oi Tc
5, consists of eleven

parts? namely, the base, share, mold-board, beam, handle, fore-brace, regulator, bolt, stud-brace,

share-brace, whipple-tree or ear. There is no colter, and the mold-board is of iron. The
fore-brace is called 4 the arrow ?

of the plough
;

it seems never to be mortised into the beam, but

to be fastened to it by a withe or thong, while another one passes around it and the handle,

/about half-way between the base and beam,) lashing them together; this latter one, the regula-

tor, is contracted or loosened by the bolt, by which it is twisted or untwisted.



Tai1 cp^a

ping 5 cW

Yiu cp
( a^ ckai chik>

cwang c
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t.T K
6 £p^a clau mak> iCh^euTi^

cpja.

Kuh cp^a yung- <tan shai
5

kuk>.

s Wan cp
ea yung 2

£wan tb l

sw6.

Mali i ch^euJcy chc au5 mak 2 «chi

hf •

^Ch^au Jc6n cfu mak chi
chuk>.

iLai cpHng yung 1
-i ting- tsin\

Maki kK 6ngy chuk> mukj
cshing k^\
tKwan chaui <kwan Cchin
c
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c d mukj.
Luli l tuki <fong ka5

noi' /d

ciin <k\vd.

cTiln ikii ctiin shik 2 ckwo-ya.

Shiki liki chdki -ii luk> tuk>

chai- ct
c ung, tin- ngoi- lit,

Cchc
l.

sma yanHyi

cJ7 deung pb 2
sii chuk> cp

e
ai,

chiJ cho min 2
, ling^ cin

c
f6,

cii kin5 ckwong, tsik 3 yeuk>

Cheung.

Ony ishan c
tsz

y
tsok 5 mat 2 £ d

cyan lap^ ct
e
in, chuk> sk

? ani.

KwaU cpdn Cchean c
t
c 6 kii^

sy^.
cPHng cpan yung 2

<p
c ing ct

c in

cnai.

63. Both the large rakes

and small rakes have straight

handles and transverse heads.

64. The harrow•alee is a

long rake for gathering wheat,

65. The grain-rake is used

to spread out grain to dry.

66. The weeding-rake is

used for weeding rice.

67. The reaping-basket (or

cradle) is for gathering wheat.

68. A reaping-rod is a bam-
boo for raising the grain.

69. The regulator of the

plough gauges the fore-brace.

70. Grain-ricks are frames

made of wood and bamboo.
71. A roller revolves and

beats down grass and shrubs.

72. The fluted roller resem-

bles a muskmelon, suspended

[by its two ends] in a square

frame,

73. The wheeled roller has

stone wheels.

74. A toothed stone roller is

made like the fluted roller
;
but

it has teeth arranged on the

outside.

75. The bill-knife is a knife

for cutting hemp,
76. A salmon-leap is for

catching fish; it consists of

bamboos arranged close to-

gether on the water’s surface

with a fire on it, and the fish

seeing the light, leap upon it,

77. A scarecrow is a thing

made like a man, standing in

the field, in order to frighten

away the birds.

78. A scraper is a tool for

scraping the ground.

79. A mud scraper is used

for leveling down the soil.

67. This implement resembles a basket-scoop, having a broad handle, by which it is turned
over, and the blade on the side brought against the grain

;
as the grain is cut, it falls over into

the basket, and is immediately put into the cart.

71 74. There are rollers of various kinds figured in the Sam Ts^oi T c
d, some of which com-

bine the roller and the harrow, being armed with large, short, teeth. The luk tuJc has the grooves
running lengthwise, and is of an egg shape. In the cultivation of rice, however, little or no use
is made of rollers, a5 the ground is too wet.

77. Various contrivances are resorted to by the farmers in China, as well as elsewhere, to

preserve the growing grain from the depredations of birds
; sometimes lines are stretched across

the field, with things attached to them to jingle in the wind
;
at others, fantastic human forms

are made. Watchmen are also frequently stationed to guard the field.
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80. A hand-scraper is an
implement to level the ground.

81. The scythe is a crooked

instrument, for tlie purpose of

cutting grass,

82. A sieve is square inside,

and round without, and is

used for sifting grain.

83. The shai'e-bi'ace is under

the share and moldboard.

84. A shovel is that with

which ditches are opened.

85. The sickle is the mo-
dern cutting-bill.

86. A corn -sickle is a blade

for cutting ears of grain.

87. The wheeled sickle has

a blade for cutting grain.

86. A v^heat sickle is a blade

for cutting wheat.

89. A sluice is a gate con-

structed in the side of a field,

to allow the high tides to run

into the fields.

90. A screen-sluice is con-

structed with a bamboo sieve,

or a basket sieve.

91* A spade has a metallic

edge, which is very sharp.

92. A share-spade is thrust

into the ground with the foot.

93. The uvoden spade^ the

iron ^Jiod spade

^

and the bas-

ket-spade are all agricultural

implements.

94. A weeding-spade is a

tool for removing weeds.

95. The garden-spade is {or

leveling and trimming.

x

1

X

cTHnfdng' tkwan cnai rt
f in

hV.

cMong Jim yan 1 huk> £
i £wai

kot,
C

ts
c
6.

Li 1 noi- <f ng ngoi 1
s iin,

yung- <shai kuk> <chi mat,.

Aty ds^am Sts
lam pik> (tai

muk,.

Ch^ap^ ^ho -j choi ck
?

ii
C
che.

Ngai 1 tsik, <kam Cchi <kau

slim.

LuU tsitj £w wing 2 yan 3-

(.T x ui dim £lim £w6 (chl yan-.

Maki shcun" esham mak> <chi

yan
Tau1

smun Ai £ t
? ln pok>

chf
it, chap,, f6ng >

cch? iu
cshui

yapi “Mn.

^Shui c^6ng chuk> <ki

yau 2 <lung 4yd.

iFung, ckf
i ckam ^hau sham 3-

yui-.

^Ch^cung cfs^am tap^ ct
c
in hi*

-cya.

Muk> ih( im y -ii yan 1

chuk> ^yeung ckai dc in

hV.

iTang %ch
K -6

Cchin wai* hi*

'ya.

"Ch^ayi spring seuk> Cchi
Cchfan -yd.

81. The scythe and sickle, as well as the plough and all the other implements and tools here

used in agriculture, are remarkably simple, yet for the most part answering their end admirably.

The names by which the Chinese terms in this section are rendered do not always, however,

describe an implement of precisely the same form, size, and construction as those used in western

lands, but rather their equivalents tools that are employed to do the same service
; and although

they answer the same purposes very 'veil still the most of them are roughly made and destitute

of any great degree of finish.

90. This screen-sluice is designed to prevent sticks, grass, weeds, and other rubbish from

being carried on to the fields of rice while the grain is young, which otherwise might overspread

and destroy it.

91— 96. The spade is much used by Chinese farmers and gardeners, and the forms which it

has taken are very numerous; it is generally made of hard wood, and the edge of the blade

guarded with iron, but sometimes the whole blade is iron. The basket-spade is used in the prov*

inces of Chitkong and Kongsai; it is made of bamboo, and constructed to dig up and carry

3 way light rubbish.
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96. The ancient wooden

spade was a hand plough ;
the

crooked handle was called loi,

the iron was calkd isz\

97. A stack is an accumu-

lation of dried grass (or hay)

formed like a barrow ;
its com-

mon name is a straw heap.

98. The stud-brace affords

support to the moldboard.

99. Traces are the lines by

which the plough is drawn.

100. A frame trough is a

wooden watering trough.

101. The paddie-trovgh is

for scooping up water upon a

field ;
it is turned by treading

upon a wheel.

102. Earthen tubes dje wa-

ter spouts.

103. The water-gate can

be employed for watering the

fields, and when closed the fish

[within] may be caught.

104. The grinding and spin-

ning water-wheel can be used

both for grinding grain, and

spinning thread.

105. The high chain bucket

wheel has a frame at both ends,

and each of them has a wheel.

106. The wTieebbarrow is

for carrying things in the field.

107. The whipple4ree is a

cross bar which is fixed upon

the end of the beam of the

ptough.

108. A winnowing machine

is for cleaning grain.

109. The ox yoke is an Im-

plement for restraining the ox,

and is made large or small ac-

cording to his size.

_

1
A

+

Loi 1 tszyi cshau ckang h? ;
huk>

muki iit, ZoiS tkam iit2 tsz^.

Tsiky ^chim etui skon

£shing ctun
;

tsuk iiU cwo

(k6n (tun.

ChK
ak-> ngaki

4h6 -ihon-pik>.

iKang s6h -1 -wan Jai -yi.

Ka^ ct^d mukj ka5 cshui cts
c
5.

<Fan kw^t>
cshui

%h6ung £
i k6uk> tdp>

clun
Cchun.

-Nga tau1
slt> ^hui hi"

Chap i ian yik 2 fong5 ^hui

yap 2 it
5 In

C
che, eshan cho pb 5-

cii.

cShui xchun tax1 ^fdng icT^e

^6 mo- yik2 ^6 chik>
c
fong.

cKo ^cTiun ifung sh^ung-

hi- k^y muk2 , kok> shii- yat>

Jun.

^Shau ^chx 6 <pun wan- ct
c in

hi.

cLai £p
x un wdng di £iin cchf

£ts
? in mut2 .

c Yeung shW shin5 kuk 5 <hong
cS3,l«

cNgau ak'i fuk^ engau kii^

cts^i engau tdi-
c
siu chai*

<chl.

101. This is described and figured in Staunton^ Embassy, and is much used to elevate water;

the paddles are attached to a rape that runs through a long trough, which is turned at its upper

end by a wheel.

105, The chain bucket wheel is a series -of small buckets attached to a rope, passing over two

large wheels
;
one of them is placed in, and turned by, a current of water, the other is placed

upon a frame in the field
;
the buckets, forty or fifty in number, are attached to a rope passing

over the two wheels, and as the wheel in the stream turns, the buckets are filled, pass up, and

empty themselves upon the field.
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cNung cfu hai 2 <pin slau cyan !

tdi2 iming, hai 2 yap2 sz
5>

sman <chl i-.

Mat> £y6 klu> sz
?>

sman aii ?

Hai 2 sz’ 2
snung, ckung

<sheung, lok>.

Chung1

5wo -tim
c
hi

cshau

(ni?

cLai csung ti-, lok 2 cfi liu 2
.

<kim fong^ cshui lok 2 .

cPin cSin ii- pi- ct
l ing tong%

hai 2 hau 2 sat>
Cchung t ni?

(
shai tsun 2 sit>, mb 2

tsii

cts^ung yatJ ^iu ^mau, <to

sat>
4chung tsb 2 cyeung hai-

Je.

Sit> ke5 ^hung Him fat> <ni ?

cTs6ung Cchung (sin tsam 5

ctang fat> cng^, cln hau 2 <ning

slai pi).

Sat> chung hau2 (tang (ki

noP chi ts6- tak> <yeung

chc
^p> cni?

1. What grade of men are

agriculturalists?

A very honorable one, be-

ing considered as the second

of the four classes of the

people.

2. What are these four class-

es of the people?

They are scholars, husband-
men, mechanics, merchants,

3. In the cultivation of

rice, what is the first process?

The ground is to be plough-

ed, manures are to be applied,

and water is to be let in upon
the fields.

4. When the fields have
been first duly prepared, is the

seed then sown directly upon
them?

It is unnecessary to sow
the whole ground, for it is far

better to prepare thoroughly a

small plat and sow it very
thickly for the production of

young shoots.

5. How is the seed, that is

to be sown, made to sprout?

The seed is first soaked for

a time until it sprouts, after

which it is taken and sown.

6. After the sowing of the

seed, how long must you wait

before the shoots will do to

transplant ?

Notes and Explanations.
Agricultural operations are performed by the Chinese without much regard to science, or

much help from any mechanical agency. The various processes are simple, requiring only small

outlays of stock, and are, with but few exceptions, conducted throughout by manual labor. The
culture of rice forms a very important branch of labor. Some of the implements and processes

described in Loudon^s Encyclopaedia of Agriculture, as once existing among the Egyptians and

people of westerh Asia, may be now seen among the Chinese.

3. The Oryza sctiiva, of which there are many varieties, is called by different names at the

different stages of its growth. The ripe grain is called w6 by the Chinese, and sometimes among
foreigners paddee, both before and after it has been thrashed. The names will appear in the

sequel.

^rrtioit ^rcottlr^
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Generally about ten days

are required, at which time

they may be taken and trans-

planted.

7. What is the very best

method of transplanting the

young shoots ?

The shoots, being taken up
with a small spade (or shovel),

are held in one hand, while

with the other they are plant-

ed in rows, and at short in-

tervals.

8. How far apart must they
be separated?

Each plant may be about

six inches from the others.

9. While the young plants

are growing, is there anything

to be done to them?

The diligent farmer plucks

out the weeds, thins the young
grain, and likewise lets in

water upon his fields
;

but

when the rice has become
thoroughly ripe, the water is

then drawn off.

10. In what months are

the young shoots planted, and
in what months does the

grain become ripe ?

The planting of the young
shoots is done during the se-

cond and seventh months, and
the grain becomes fully ripe

in the sixth and tenth months.

11. In what manner is the

rice reaped ?

When the grain is ripe, it

is cut with a sickle close to

the ground.

12. And what is to be
done with the rice after it

has been reaped ?

®

X
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c
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chc ap>.
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ki fut> tni?

K6k 2 (tsz’ sHluk: tsHin kbnh

j

cYeung cshang c
hi yau- tsd-

!
mat> sz

52
<ni ?

cKf an lik 2 snung<fu nau-

Yipi <yeung <kim kung 2 fong'

^hui yap 2 ct
c in

;
to

1 cwo shuka

£shi fong > cshui clau h^i5
.

Hai- matj iit2 fan 2 chc ap>

<yeung, mat> iit2 kuk> cshing

shuk, cni?

Ch* ap> cyeung tsoi- i
z HU ts

c at>

iitj
;
kuk> shuk, eying tsoi* luk2

iit, shap? iit, 16k>.

Kot> £wo vau- ctlm yeung-

cW shak> yung- <lim t
c
ip 5 ti-

kot> lok).

cW kot> -liu, yau2 (tim
yeung- ts6 2 <ni?

6. Though they may be ready for traAsplanting in ten days, twice that time, and more, may
elapse before the period is passed, when they become unfit to be removed.

"7
• Rice-shoots are sometimes made an article of sale though farmers usuallv sov theii. o'vn

;

about six roots are set out in the same spot, and the work is done with a good degree of regularit} !

10. It is not always that two crops of rice are taken from the same field in one year? Froni
the richest lands in the southern and eastern parts of the empire, however, which are well manur-
ed and watered, two crops may be, and generally are, gathered.

chi. chr. 86
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W hen the rice has been

thoroughly dried, it is either

thrashed out with a flail, or

it i§ beaten into a tub, by
which means the grain falls

out.

13. The grain being thrash-

ed, what becomes of the straw ?

It is taken and dried and

liaving been bound up into

separate sheaves, it is sun-

ned and dried for fuel.

14. And after the thrash-

ing, what further remains to

be done with it?

It is put into a fanning-mill

u;>on the thrashing-floor, and
tanned, in order to remove the

bad grain and the chaff.

15. What are thrashing-

floors, and where and how are

they constructed ?

A. level piece of ground is

selected, near at hand, which,

covered with lime and sand is

pounded hard
;

its vulgar

name is 6 earth*palace;’ and
this is the place which is used

for thrashing the ricei and dry-

ing the gtain.

16. And how is the manure
used ?

Manure, that has been a

long time in a state of fermen-

tation in the vate, is taken

and formed into cakes and
thoroughly dried

;
these are

bought fot two or three taels

>>er pecul; and, being pounded
line with a pestle, are spread

upon the field; this process is

called 4 dropping fatness*
5

17. When farmers hire fel-

ov' -laborers to assist them in

doing their work, about how
much money do they want
for each dav 9

s work?

18. Brooms^ mats^ and thatches are made of rice-straw, and it is also ploughed in as mahure
but much of it is used as fuel.

16 . Great care is exercised bv the Chinese in the preparation and application of manures.

Fiieir usual degree of simplicity is seen is both these processes, and more than an ordinary share

- f economy in collecting whatever can be converted into fertilizing matter*
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For each day’s work a mace i

of money, perhaps eight can-

dareens, with three meals of

victuals; ploughing and har-

rowing the fields is done at a

given fate by the acre the

price for the labor on each
being between one mace and
eight candareens, and also I

three meals of victuals.

18. For those tvho trans- i

plant, and weed> and cut the !

grain, what is the amount of

wages?
For transplanting the young

shoots, the best wages are

three or four mace ;
one mace

is the common price
;

the

very lowest must be seven

candareens [for a day 5

s work]

;

for weeding and reaping

the amount of wages is the

same. But for reaping, the

pay may be something differ-

ent : for reaping a single day^

two tau of grain are required
;

sometimes also the arrange-

ment is made that for each
pecul twelve catties shall be

given
;
and moreover, in all

these several cases, from the

first ploughing till the harvest,

the laborers teceive three meals
per day .

19. What are the customs
|

and usages to be observed

when a farmer hires a fieM?

When making out the pa-

pers for the lease^ it is clearly

stated how much grain or

money shall be paid for each
acre annually

;
sometimes also

the produce is equally divi-

ded; and after the particulars
j

are explained^ they are written

down in papers to be kept

as evidence of the agreement.

18. It is not to be supposed that the amount of wages, here s

approximation to that actually paid at different times and places;
very low.
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ling3 -yau (kong k t> tak>

yatj t^m% lu
5 kuk> shap 2 il

<kan; chi ii yat 2 ckung <s4m
<tsc dn sh6 5yau choi stMnk6

5

syan <to hai- 16k 5 ,

cNung cfa -cling st
e
ln, ni\h

cts5, ckw e ai ^ii yau-
yeung- cni?

<Pe ai -ling cshi, tin £ming
-mui -(mail, -cmdi snln, nap>
kuk>, wdkj cngan y6uk> <kon ;

yik 2
syau ckwan <fan kuk)

tik^ cin cming haua 4
s6 <ii

t^ai sling cwai sprang.

pecified, can be more than an
generally the price of labor

H

H
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20. In what manner do
the landholders pay their rent

in kind and their taxes to the

government ?

In the winter of each year,

they repair to the office of the

district magistrate, where, in

the gabel department, are re-

corded the names of the

township, the village, the

neighborhood, the tything, the

family to which one belongs,

and what member of the fa-

mily he is
;
the tax on each acre

is levied at seven candareens

in silver,besides one shing and
one k6p of rice. The value

of the grain is converted into

silver, and an allowance must
also be made for refining and
stamping it : when all this is

done, [the landholder] receives

a duplicate receipt that it has

been paid.

21. What kind of fields are

the best for the cultivation of

rice?

Elevated fields, where there

are springs of water above

them, so that the water can
be brought down upon them,

having a rich soil and a de-

gree of moisture, are the best,

22. What kinds of animals

are domesticated?

Poultry, ducks, cattle,

sheep, horses, swine, and so

forth, are all domesticated.

23.

How large a proportion

of the whole country do you
suppose is cultivated ?

®

^

Tin- u l (tim yeung- <shii

cleung napi shui >

c ni?

-Mui snin ctung, t6
}

iin 2 ciiga

cleung cfong chUi% luk2
£mau

csz\ -mau ctd, -mau -muu
kap> u- (ting -mau cming, ain

^mau u-; ckoi -mui ^nmu nap^
cngan ts

eat> cfan, ling £mai
yat> csliing yat 5 kop>

;
ctseung

'cmai chit> -ngan, ling- <ts^ung

cngan c

p5 s ui ^6 h6 J

; n
kat

2 ,

syau chap> chiiV P
tcheung -ling cui.

cW6 y6ung 2 ke y

haia
t ni?

cTc in <k5, sheung- 5yau cshan
(shui, hi 2 l

h() fong > c
shui,

5nai cyii chdk2 yun 2

,
tsau a ch6

cche^

Mat> -cye sk
cam shau > hai x

sj6ung tak> k6> ini?

cKai, cngan, cV^ung, fma,
Cchc

i (tang lui
3
- (k4i lh6

-cy6ung.

k'vok> kai tp Win
ckii (ki (t6 (ni?

20. In the southern provinces, the tax in kind is commuted for silver, as the transportation of

grain to Peking would be too expensive. The rate of taxation varies according to the fertility

of the soil, and in many instances is less than the sum here mentioned. When new lands are

brought under cultivation, the government often does not assess them until the cultivator

has been partly repaid for his outlay
;

the tax on such fields as are reclaimed from the banks of

rivers and marshes is called u yau^ or fish-wandering
;

for the first or second year, when the tax

is raised, it is termed h6k lap or stork-standing.

21. Not high lands or hills, but plains or upland meadows, so situated that at all times a good

supply of fresh water may be let in upon them at pleasure.

22. Beef is not much used by the Chinese, and horse flesh still less. Droves of sheep are

sometimes brought to the south. Pork, poultry, and fish, are the staple articles of animal food.
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The amount of cultivated

land may be about one eighth.

24. How large a part is

wild and uncultivated?

A like proportion, probably

about one eighth, more or

less.

25. How much of it is

forest?

The population of China
being very dense, the forests

cannot be extensive.

26. How much grazing

land is used for pasturing

horses, cattle, and sheep ?

It is uncertain, but there is

quite enough.

27. How many sorts of

fences and wattles are there,

and how are they constructed?

They are made either of

rattans, or rushes, or bamboos,
and are interlaced with in-

terstices.

28. How are flowers and
fruit-trees grafted?

The scions are cut out in

spring, and earth is bound a-

bout the place where they are

inserted.

29. What proportion of the

land throughout the whole
empire is occupied with the

mulberry-tree ?

The land occupied with the

mulberry-tree does not equal

one eighth of the rice fields.

30. How large a part of

the whole country is occupied

with orchards?

Compared with the mulber-

ry-trees, the fruit-trees are

the most numerous, and their

grounds the most extensive.

Plj

$

cT J

in ckii pat) fan- yat>
(k6m.

cFong ^ye syau c
ki tto <ni ?

cT5 hai- pat> fan^ yat>, ckom
sh6ung- hi-,

-Yau l

ki cto shii- muk^ cni !

tChung kwok> syan an cchcau

shii 2 muk 2 cin5 cto.

5Yau (ki ct -
cmi, cngau,

cyeung, ngo- shik 2 keJ c
ts

e 5

<p
f

i <nl?

tai, kau) (shai swai (chi.

sFan 5yau (

ki cto yeung-,

yau2 ^lm ts6 2 <ni?

W4k, ct
c ang, wak, c\b tiki,

\vak2 chuk>, ckS.u <ka kanJ

t4p> ke\

cFd ckwo ctim pok> <chi <ni ?

<Chc un kwaiJ
chit> cchi, pok>

4hau <pau cnai.

cT c ung kwok> kai* -yau 4

ki

tto csong ti
l <ni?

cSong ti
2 pat> tfu swo ctMn

pdt> lan- <chi yat>.

'Kwo muk2 (tsung kung 2

I

kai* -yau <t ^hiu?

'Kwo muk a

(

pj <song leuk>

<to, leung- ckc
l ti- yik 2 I6uk,

^wong.

24. Statistics doubtless exist sufficient to form a very exact estimate on this subject, but they
seem never to have been collected and compared

5
and the statement here made is simply a

conjecture. The principal object of this and a few of the following questions is merely to serve
as examples of the manner of prosecuting similar inquiries.

Fences made of boards, or posts and rails, and stone walls, are not much used. Small
orchards anji gardens aye often surrounded with walls. Hurdles and wattles are common and on
low lands ditches— which serve to separate the lands belonging to different persons,

chi. chr. 87
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j

sMui cyan syau c
ki do c t

e in

! ti
5
- cni?

FiV Cche cts^in pak> ^injr,

5p
e an <m6 pun* ctau <shing.

sTMn <ki ^im yeung 2 chuk,

t ni?

<Ki k6uk> ctk cch6ng spui <nai

ci shat, cchi.

s,T
l in

cshui ctim yeung- fong 1

(ni?

s'Pin kan- ck6 <sh4n l
t6 tsit>

Shui ld
2

, <hoi cki fbng yap 2 .

£Nung <fu
K
ki Sshi 5h4n <ni?

Tak> ch^n sham- ^hiu, pat>

kwo > hai 2
snung kwik> ko*

chan 2 <ch6.

("Fung kw k 5 tpin chMi'

j

swai chf cto cy6ung cnl?

I
ngoi- swai <to 5wai

ch6.

<Un 5yau l
kl <t y6ung- ini?

sYau <f4
ckwo, ckwS, ts^oi*

I

Hang kok> ciin.

j

xChung kw k> yung- mat> sye

I

<ching ^tsau <ni?

<Sheung Hsaif yung- smai
ckc

i siiyuk, cho
c
tsau yunp z

sho matt .

31. What extent of fields

and lands are possessed by
single individuals?

The rich possess hundreds

and thousands of acres^ but the

poor are without any at all.

32. How are the field-

walks built ?

The foundations are form-

ed by posts driven down^ with

earth piled on them, made
hard and solid.

33. How is the water let

in upon the fields?

If the fields at*e near the

lulls, gullies are formed for

the water, and the banks are

opened to let it on to them.

34. When are farmers most

at leisure ?

They have but a very little

leisure, merely the short inter-

vals between the seasons.

35. In what parts of the

country are sheep the most
numerous?

In the northern regions,

beyond the Great Pass-, they

are the most numerous and
the best.

36. How many kinds of

gardens are there ?

There are gardens for flow-

ers, fruits^ melons^ vegeta-

bles, &c.

37. What do the Chinese
use to make their spirituous

liquors 1

Rice is used for the com-
mon, and particular ingre-

dients for particular kinds.

32. The fields of the Chinese are often divided from each other by raised walks and embank-
ments of different degrees of stability. Small plats of ground are separated by mere footwalks.

covered with sod
;
while larger portions are divided by walks paved with stone, and frequently

shaded with trees
;

in the latter case, they are the roads between towns and villages.

33. The manner of irrigating rice-fields is adapted, for the most part> to their position and
locality

;
in many cases, rivulets from a neighboring hill are led down into the fields, passing

from one to the other, until they empty into a creek or river
;

at other positions^ tanks are dug,

as reservoirs to supply the fields. When near a river or creek, sluice-gates are made in the bank

to let the water upon the grain, which are stopped as it ripens; fields are ateo watered by hand.

B

t

K
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"38. In what manner are

animals fattened and made
tit for slaughter?

Only let them be kept in

^ood places, be fed at the pro-

per times, and with suitable

food, and assuredly there will

be no difficulty in their becom-
ing fat.

89. Are fishermen allowed

to take fish in whatever places

they please ?

in the great rivers, which
<lo not belong to any particu-

lar persons, people may fish

nt pleasure.

Tim cnang -y^ung tak 5 cfi

chc uk 5 slai d^ong <ni?

-Y6ung tak> ck^i ti
2
, shik>

tak> ckc
i ssW, yau 2 tak> £kc

i

mat2 sh win 2 pat>

syan cnang cts^ui cht
ii

>

5 ii, sm cni?

Tki1 <kong <chung cfi syan
shuk? tiS cfong

cho yam- i\

89. Fisheries are very extensive and very productive, and are open to all as here stated. No
tax seems to be levied on them in any way. There are, however, small lakes and ponds, the

property of individuals, subject of course to their control.

Section

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE.

<Nung cpun; tai2 <s4m (ch6ung.

The Sacred Commands say,

Hive importance to agriculture

and the mulberry, and so pro-

vide enough food and raiment.

2. We have heard that

food and raiment constitute

the essential supports of a

people. Agriculture and the

mulberry-tree are the sources

from whence these ate derived,

ff a man does not plough, he

may very likely suffer hunger

;

if a woman does net weave,

she may very likely suffer

cold.

No tes and Exp lu nu t io ns .

Of the sixteen maxims, Shing Yu, or Sacred Commands, of Honghj, the sentence contained
in the first paragraph is the fourth; and the remainder of the section contains the whole of the
amplification of it, by his imperial son, Yungching, comprising six hundred and sixty-one chch
rrac^rs. It affords some data f T forming a tolerably correct idea of the estimation in which

Shmg’ iu- s'van, Chung-
^Tiung isong, -l tsuk> shik>.

Cham 2 cman -y^ung sman
<chi

(pun, tsoi2
<ii A shik2 .

sNung <song Cch6, ci shik2

cshe

f
5yau chc ut -yi. Yat 5 <fu pat,

!
ckang, wak> shau- Cchi cki;

!

yatj snii pat> chik-, w^k 5

!
^hau- ^chi chon.
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3. In ancient times, the
|

emperors ploughed the lands, I

and the empresses cultivated

the mulberry. Though the
|

most honorable, they did not
|

disdain to toil and labor, as

examples to the whole em-

,

pire, in order to induce all the
\

people to seek these essen- t

tial supports.

4. In the economy of food
!

and raiment, which are pro- I

duced from the ground, nur-
}

tured by the seasons, gathered

by human strength— articles
|

essentially important—a want !

of exertion is equivalent to

sitting still, and waiting for

poverty. Therefore, if dili-
|

gent, the farmer will have a :

superabundance of grain, and
the housewife a superabun- !

dance of cloth; but if negli -

gent, then on the one hand,
j

you will not have enough to I

serve your parents, nor on the i

other, sufficient to feed your
|

wives and children. This rule
|

is mast certain.

5. Although the northern
|

and southern parts of the
|

country differ in being high I

or low, dry or wet
;

yet the

high and the dry are suitable

for millet and rye, the low

and wet for the different va-

rieties of rice. The soils on
which these provisions are

produced vary, while the agri-

cultural labors are identical.

.

-
1

cKu (
che, <t

e in
c

tsz
9 tts^n

ckang, hau- <ts
can «s ng.

<Kung swai chi >
<tsiin, pat>

tan 2 <kc an cwai ct
c in h4-

cchc 6ung, cfan cwai chliV sin^

cke
i ^un -yk.

sFu A shik> 5chi to-, cshang

cii ti
2
, Cheung cii £shi, ci

tsii2 <ii lik>, ‘pun mo 2 (shb

tsoi 2
,
^hau pat> tsz

2
lik 2 , tso 2

shau 2 ik
c
i kw^n5

. sk
c an

tsak> <n^m syau cii suk>, £nii

^yau iii pik 2 ;
pat> c^an, tsak>

-yeung pat> tsuk> sz
5
- fu- -cmd,

c
fu pat? tsuk> chc uk> Cts

c ai

Hsz5

. SKC
1

C

11 sin

cPi sn4m pak> tl
2 <sui

syau (kd hi 2
,
tsc d shap chi

cshii
; cin ckd

(

ch6, s i

*shii tsik>, hkl shap> *ch^ £ i

kt ong>
t6 2

. Shik 2 tchl ^ho
ch{ ut> pat> ct

c ung, £wai

£nung sz2 yat> ^ya.

agriculture is held by the rulers of this country. The division into paragraphs does not exist in

the original, and is introduced into the translation solely for the sake of convenience.

4. In the phrase % shik chi td^ the economy of food and raiment, the word td denotes 44 the

regular operations of nature in the generation, nutrition, and preservation of animals and plants.

5. The study of the mineral kingdom and of the atmosphere have never been carried to any

great extent among the Chinese. Experience has taught them many useful lessons, only a few

of which, however, seem ever to have been reduced to writing. There are no doubt, useful

treatises on this subject, but they are not much valued by the common farmer, who generally

prefers to take his lessons from his father and grandfather, and is contented with the small stock

of traditional knowledge which is transmitted to him by them. The idea of the royal com-

mentator in this paragraph appears to be that those lands lying northward are high and dry,

while the southern parts of the empire would necessarily be low and wet; this, however, is not

the case, the surface of the country being very low in some parts of the northern provinces.
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6. For the culture of the

mulberry-tree, and rearing of

the silkworm, excepting Kong-
nam, Chitk6ng, Sz’ch: ian,

and Upak, the other provinces

are not very well adapted,

though they are fit for the

production of hemp and cot-

ton, either for rolling or spin-

ning thread. Thus the mate-

rials from which garments

are made are various, while

their labor is identical with the

culture of the mulberry-tree.

7. We desire our people to

exercise all their strength on
agriculture and the mulberry-

tree : do not love indolence,

and hate toil
;
do not be dili-

gent at first, and afterwards

idle
;
do not, because a season

of dearth may sometimes hap-

pen, lightly abandon your

fields and gardens
;

do not

covet extraordinary and ex-

orbitant rates of profits, and
hastily change your old oc-

cupations. If you give due
weight to fundamentals, al-

though from one year’s in-

come, after liquidating public

and private accounts, there re-

main only a very small sur-

plus
;
yet by daily and month-

ly increase and augment, it !

will become a very rich and I

affluent patrimony, and by
!

sons and grandsons preserved
|

from age to age, will afford
|

an inexhaustible source of

productive support : if you
do not so, but seek the end
without the essential means,

how can such supports be long

continued?

8. You soldiers, in the

ranks of the army, not engag-

ed in agriculture, try to realize

that the monthly disburse-
|

Shu 2 (song 5yeung sts
f am,

sch
c
ii <Kong, Chit>, Sz ?>

cch^iin, £U pak> ngoi 2
, ai

cshang <to pat^ <seung
; cin

chik> sma. chung* smin, wak?
chik>, wak> cfong. cF cGhi

'sho chl at, pat> t
c ung, cke

i

sz
?
- Hi shii- <song yat> -ya.

l)n^ s’ngsman tsun 2 lik2 sming
csong; mat2 ho* yat 2 u J

cld;

mat, 'ch^i £k
can cchung to*;

mat, <yan cl
c in <shi £ngau

hip>, ci ching hi) ct
f in am;

mat 2 me) 2 ckc
i eying -pc ui li

2
,

£ 1 chc
ip>

(koi ku >

ipi
cKau

snang chung 2 cpun <sui

yat> sui ‘sh6 yap! <kung <sz’

eshii yung- a ngoi 2
, sin- cii

emc)
c
ki

;
ci yat2 tsik> lit, lui 2

,

-1 chi' <shan cka ciu US c
tsz

J

csiin shai' ^shau, tsak> li
5
- lai^

m5 sk
c ung: pat> cin, ci

4she
cpun, chuk> mut,, ^hi nang
yeuki shp tchi smin -c iin

Chf -i cping tai" tsoi2 £yung
• ?

ng, pat> sza £nung <song,

6. Silk, like tea, is probably cultivated to some extent in all the provinces of the empire, but as
was observed in chap. VIL, sect. 8, some provinces produce it in much higher perfection than
others. The amount produced in the province of Canton is known to be large in some districts,

as is also that of cotton. Chik means to spin or roll hempen threads on the knee by the hand.
7. It has been somewhere said that the Chinese never change their profession or occupation of

life
;
but their being here admonished by the emperor not to do so hastily, presents another view of

the case.

:||:

:1A
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ments of money, with the rice

dealt out from the grana-

ries, are all distributed from

the revenues which afe paid

in by the people j fof the sup-

port of yourselves and your

families
;
there is not one floss

of silk^ nor one kernel of

grain^ which is not the product

of agriculture and the mulber-

ry-tree. Enjoying these their

profits you ought to live in

mutual peace with them, by

all means protecting them, so

that they may exhaust all

their strength on agriculture

and the culture of the mul-

berry-tree, then your supplies

of food and raiment will never

tail, and thus also you will

have [a source of food and
raiment] whereon you can
confidently depend.

9. You likewise, local, civil

ind military officers, whose
bounden duty it is to urge on
their tasks, do not ro& the

people of their time, nor im-

pede their business
;

correct

the unsteady and idle and
encourage the diligent and
laborious

;
let none of the

lands lie waste; let there be

no vagrants in the villages;

let no husbandman throw

aside his plough and hoe;

nor any housewife put away
ier silkworms and weaving^
ikewise, let the products of

the hills, marshes, orchards,

and gardens, and the increase

of poultry*, pigs, dogs, and
^wine, be all nourished in a
proper manner, and gathered

n due season, in order to

S shi <sz
5

iit2 ^yau <fan kc op,

cchi
ch6ung, cts

c ong -yau <chi

fong* cchi ^mai, <kai p^k,

sing* cshii nap>
c

i ke op>
ltang kok> cchim cshan <ka

;

yat, <sz
J

yat> nap>, mok 2 pat,

cl^ut> tsz’)- snung
(tang ki ^idling ikMIi 2

, <t6ng
c
pi tseung <on, <t6 <fong

lion 2 waiS ciiung csong tkc
ii

tak> tsun a lik>, M pui 1

<i shik 2 ,

£wing -tin pat, kwai 2
, tsak,

yik 2 chung
J £yau lai1

5 in.

Yeuk, tV- cfong
fi
man sm6

ckun cliu, ck^ii -yau hiin5 f >

<chl chak>, mat, tiit, cman
cshi, mat2 cfong sman sz2 ;

£fau t- lch6 Cchc ing Cchi,

ck^an Tu ^6 16- <chi; m5 2

csz
5

-y6 sm6 kw^ong* c
t
c
6

;
yap>

tmi syau sman £nung cmd
4sh6 loi

5
- tsz

2
;

£fa £md
<yau jkM sts^irn chik tsik

chf <shan chakj siin
c

p
e 6 <chi

liS <kai stHin 'kau chi- cchi

8. In all the provinces, the imperial troops are stationed in small parties in the principal towns

md districts of the empire, and receive their pay and rations from the local magistracy by

orders from the commissariat in each provincial city. Being thus spread all over the country, it

s in their power to give much protection or annoyance to the people, according as they are

isposed. How they act depends, nevertheless, very much on the character of the magistracy.

Their pay ordinarily, in times of peace, is small; and not unfrequently they have recourse to

labor, in agriculture or mechanics, in order to provide for themselves and their families. In

riiis way, in agricultural districts, they become identified with the yeomanry of the country.

But sometimes, under a bad magistracy, they are troublesome neighbors.
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supply the deficiencies of agri.

culture and the mulberry-tree

;

and if the proper diligence be

bestowed on these essential

employmentsv the sources of

food and raiment will be kept

full.

10. It is to be feared that

m years of full harvest, you

will neglect to store up the

surplus
;

and that there will

be an unnecessary use of

tiloth when it is abundant
;

so that the evils of prodigality

will t equal those of idleness.

And it is still more to be fear-

ed, that gold and gems will
|

be esteemed, while vegetables i

and grain are neglected
;
that

labor will be bestowed on
embroidery^ while the silk-

worm and mulberry-tree are

disregarded
;

and that the

habits of following light fa-

shions and gaudy shows will

be acquired against these

you, both peopte and soldiers^

ought especially to guard.

11. From ancient times, in

the reign of prosperous kings,

the aged wore silks and ate

flesh, and the people suffered

neither hunger nor cold;

those kings enjoyed an abun-

dance of people and health,

and a renovating influences

went abroad : this, in like

manner, resulted from the

same causes [diligence and
economy].

c^uk), yik 2 ck^,i £yeung <chi

-yau tb-,
c
tsHi <chi £yau cshi,

-i tso* £nung csong <chl pat>

tai 2

,
shii

,
cki hak 5 s^an ^un

ipi? ci ci shiki cchisiin^cp^ -i.

cSho lui- snin kuk 5 cfung

<tang, wdk 2 fat> cii cchc
ii

c^uk)
;

p6> pak 2 Cchc ung
cchim, wik> (ii fai>

yung-, pat, kim2 <chi pai-, -ii

pat> ck?an (tang. Sham2

kwa^ <kam yuk 2 , ci fat> shuk>

suk), ckung <man sau% ci fai'

sts*am csong, cs6ung sut>

cwai cfan cwd cmi lai^ cchi

tsip2 , syau -i <ping cman ^ho
ct ng <sham k4P Cche £yd.

Tsz^ <ku shing1
£wong cchi

shai%-16 ^hecip^kjshikjyuk^
<lai £man pat> <ki pat> chon,

(heungshii ft? cchi shing2
:

si chi* kau* fa* cchi <hing

csii <yau <u c
ts^z\

9. In ancient times the magistracy— the local, civil, and military officers— were wont to Cali

v)n the people ad libitum^ to work for them
;
at present, except in cases of emergency, the laws and

usages of the country secure to the people the entire command of their time. The yau-man,
vagrants or sauntering people, are very numerous in these degenerate times. Efforts are often
made by the government to remove them from the large cities and towns, and to fix them in
regular employments on waste lands. These efforts usually succeed but poorly.

11. This maxim, that the aged only should live on flesh and be clothed with silk, finds a place
in the popular creed of the da}s but in practice it has not much effeetc

12. The work here referred to, called Kang Chik or Plates illustrating Agriculture and
Weaving, is akrge quarto, containing forty-six leaves, done in the best style of Chinese printing,

and having the imperial dragon surrounding each page of letter-press. There are twenty-three

IJ
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^Ngo shing 5 c
ts6 tYan £wong

tai
J

, nim 2
ts

f
it> cman ci, csheung

(h6n <kang chik> ct^d 4p n
chang <chung ngoi-,

4sho -i

ttun ^un fau- £man ‘che

sham-.

Chf cham- -'y^ung cwai shing 5

ii-, nim 2 cman sz
2

<chi chi'

chung 2

, *kwong cwai Ssiin

'kii, hiin5 M Hang likj cii 'pun

m6 2
. £U yat> £yan «i cts6 shikj

shui% iin 2 5u <t
c ln ha ? kung

(pdu sniin c

y^.

Luk> pak) luk> shap> yat> tsz
2

.

12. Our sacred predeces-

sor, the august emperor Pious,

anxiously concerned for the

people, caused a book of plates,

on agriculture and the man-
ufacture of cloth, to be printed

and circulated far and near,

thereby evincing great regard

for the people’s support.

13. And we, looking up to

and considering his sacred

instructions, anxious for the

most important affairs of the

people, have fully explained

it, admonishing you to exert

all your strength upon the

essential supports of life. I

the one man, clothed and fed

by the revenues of the state,

desire that all in the empire

may be equally filled and
warmed.

14. Six hundred and sixty-

one characters.

plates illustrating the different operations of agriculture, and the same number exhibiting the

various manipulations in raising silkworms and weaving cloth. The descriptions are in poetry,

and for the most part, far beyond the scholarship of those for whom they were designed. The
subjects of the twenty-three plates on agriculture are as follows, beginning with the first : soak-

ing the grain in water, previous to sawing it
;
ploughing the rice-grounds

; harrowing them, and
reducing the soil to a mesh

;
harrowing a second time, with a harrow-rake

;
rolling the fields,

with a toothed roller
;
sowing the grain; observing the shoots, just above the ground; manur-

ing them with liquid manure
;
pulling up the shoots for transplanting

;
transplanting the shoots

;

thinning and weeding the growing grain for the first time
;
a second weeding and thinning

;

a third weeding; irrigating the growing grain; reaping the ripe grain; carrying the sheaves

to the thrashing-floor
;
thrashing the grain with flails

;
hulling the paddee in mortars

;
sifting the

grain
;
winnowing it in fans

;
grinding it in a wooden mortar, which takes off' the skin of the

kernel
; storing it in granaries

;
and lastly, returning thanks to the agricultural gods for the har-

vest. The subjects of the remaining plates are on rearing the silkworm, and weaving, as follows

:

washing the eggs of the worms
;
spreading them out on trays in racks

;
hatching the eggs

;
bring-

ing leaves to feed the worms
;
cleaning the trays after the worms have eaten; removing the

trays to different situations
;
picking mulberry leaves ; covering the trays with branches for the

worms to roll their coccoons
;
smoking the trays over a fire

;
weighing the coccoons

;
assorting

the coccoons
;
sealing them in jars for about ten days, until the moth is hatched

;
reeling off the

coccoons
;
the moths laying eggs

;
returning thanks to the gods for the crop of silk, and offering

a part
;
reeling off the spools of single floss to form threads

;
weaving plain cloth

;
reeling and

spinning thread
;
making the warp

;
dyeing the thread

;
weaving figured cloth

;
cutting cloth

for garments ;
and lastly, making garments. The plates are among the best that Chinese art

has produced, the perspective being tolerably good, and the filling up of the design often exhibit-

ing many little sketches of rural life
;

and, were not the price of the book so high as to place

it beyond the reach of common laborers, it might be useful to them.

14. The Chinese, like the Hebrews, often number the words of their sacred books. There

are editions of all their classics, in which the number of the characters is marked at the end of

each book, part, or section, as in the present instance.
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CHAFTEB. X.

THE LIBERAL ARTS.

Luk> ngai
5

-; <p
(m shap,.

*>rrtion dFtret.

OF CEREMONIAL RITES.

-Lai ci lui-
;

tai 2 yat> <cheung.

1. 1 have heard people speak

of six liberal arts
;
what now

[I desire to ask] are these six

arts?

They are, it may be said

in reply, etiquette, music, ar-

chery, charioteering, writing,

and arithmetic.

2. May I presume to ask

what is etiquette?

Etiquette may be described,

as including the forms and
modes required by divine law,

with the rules and observan-

ces imposed by human socie-

ty-
.

3. And how is it in regard

to common etiquette?

It is concerned with mar-
riage, mourning, offering sa-

crifices, saluting and taking

leave, answering and replying

to one another. Nothing is

without its ceremonies.

c
5Ng sman cyan tchc ing iak^

ngai2
,
kai^ lking shi- cho luk 2

ngai”

Tap) iit” ^lai, ngok 2 , she-,

yii-, cshii, shb% shi- ^ya.

^Kom man 2 cho wai- -lai?

Ut2 , -lai fya C
che, <t

f in s
li cchi

tsit> cman, cyan sz2 <chi A
tsak> 5ya.

Utj csheung Mai yau2
s ii cho /

Ut2,<fan cyan, csongtsai^tsun3

t
c ui% ying5

tui
5

<chi ckan.

cM6 pat, -1 £lai.

Notes and E xp la nations.

Here, as in other countries, the liberal arts are not very distinctly separated from the mecha-
nical, or even from the sciences. Formerly in the west, grammar, dialectics, rhetoric, music,

arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy, were styled the fine arts; more recently, and by a more
correct nomenclature, those whose object is not utility, such as sculpture, architecture, painting,

poetry, music, etc., have been so designated. In what estimation the slx arts are held by the

Chinese, the sequel will show.

2. The word lai has different shades of meaning in different places; its primary sense seems

CHI. CHR. 89
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4. If so, where then can a

thorough knowledge of both

their principles and forms be

obtained 1

There are the Ritual of

Chau, the Ceremonial Forms,

and the Book of Rites, three

entire and lucid codes.

5. What is the Ritual of

Chau?
The Ritual of Chau is the

work of the prince of that

line, wliose family name was

Ki, son of king Man, and
younger brother of king Me).

This work, the Ritual of Chau,
was framed in order to esta-

blish, for the several officers

of that family, their respective

duties.

6. What is that called the

Ceremonial Forms?
The rules and canons, com-

prising the Ceremonial Forms
are the production of the sages,

a digest of the laws and ca-

nons of king Man and the

prince of Chau, and derived

from the same source as the

Ritual of Chau. The Ritual

of Chau may be regarded as

the supplement, and the Cere-

monial Forms as the body [of

one work].

7. And what is the Book
of Rites?

Tii Tak a philosopher of

tlie Hon dynasty, collected

all the ancient ceremonial and
musical writings, one" hundred

and eighty, and reduced them
to eighty-five chapters, now

THE LIBERAL ARTS.

1

1

K

—

—

PPJ

if

&1y

1 %

/E

[Chap. X.

j

cln tsak> -lai i- <chi
cpun mut^

I

cho <yau tak> ci <chi?

l « 4
•

Ut,, 5vau <Chau £Lai, J -Lai,
£Lai Kf, <sam slai cts? eung

' cln.

cChau 5Lai {

ch6, cho 5ya?

<Chau -Lai <Chau <kung c
s>ho

tsok>, ckung sing% <Ki shi 2
,

cMan 5wong
c
tsz

5

,
SM6 c\vng

tai 2 £ya. cChau ^Lai yat>

<shii, ewai <Chau <ka yat,

toi-, chc
it> <kun <fan chik,

j

<cM chai’.

cHo wai 2
£I -Lai?

I

I <1 -Lai <chl chai to 2 email

!

ewai, chc ut> cii shing' syan,

5Man £wong, <Chau ckung

<chi fatj t6 2 cts
c 6 kii> -u

<Chau -Lai yat> ciin. cChau
-Lai 5wai mutj, cY ^Lai tsak,

ck
c
i

cptin sya.

£Lai K1J yau 2 cho sii?

Ho^ £yii, Tai5 Tak } , tsap 2

(ku
-lai ngk> cchii <shii, vat> p^k>

pdt> shap2 <p
{
ln, <shan ting i

to be that of prescribed form,— which is to be observed, and extended so as to regulate the mode
of every action. It also means whatever is according to the order of nature, as the propriety

of the social relations, or that fitness of things which is felt to be right; i is external ceremony

lilone, but lai appears to include both internal and external.

5. In this work is found the origin of the Luk Pd or SLx Boards; the work is divided into

six parts, one for each Board
;
and is often found on the same shelf with the Five Classics.

6. In its present shape, the Ritual of Chau, though regarded as supplementary, seems, never-

theless, to be the most esteemed, being more copious and methodical than the Ceremonial Forms.

7. The Book of Rites has already (in Chap. I. sect. 3: 74 77.) been mentioned. It is highly

valued by the Chinese, and is appealed to by them as an infallible standard in all matters relat-

ing to civil and religious rites, etiquette, etc. Of its forty-nine chapters, two have been taken

to form parts of the Four Books; viz. chap. 31. the Chung Yung, and chap. 42. the Tai Hok,

both good specimens of the Lai Ki.
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j

cwai pat> shap, £ ng 5p
c
in, <kam

(

cming Tai^ Tai5 -Lai KV .

j

{Slu T4i > kang > cwai £ts
c oi

ting- cshing cshii Sz5> shap
1 ckau cp^in. Tai 2 Tdi5 £Lai,

ckam pat) chang; cwai
T4iJ ^Lai K? lit, cii

i5Ng
cKing. (Siu Tii5 C

che, tsak,

Tak> ching
c
tsz

J Tai5 Shing >

£ya.

Huk> -Lai iit 2 , cmb pat> king%

y6uk 2 <sz’ c6n ting2
Stsz’

<on sman ctsoi!

sYan cshang shapi £nin iit>

yau%hokj shap 2 xit 2 yeuk 2 ,

kiin>

;
csdm shap2 xit^ chong'

,

j

-yau shat); sz’> shap 2 iit 2

I

ckeung, sz’ 2

;
^ng shap,

I
iitj ngai 2

,
fuk2 ckun ching'

;

j

luk 2 shap, iit> ckc
i,

Cchi ^z 5

;

tsc at> shapi HU s
16, ci cchc iin;

j

pat>shap2
(kau shap2 HU me)-.

!

Tsc at> cnin iit2 t6 2
,
t6- Hi m6-,

I esui syau tsui-, pat> eying

sin. Pak> ciiin ut, <k€

j, <hi.

called the Book of Rites by
the Elder Tai. The Younger
Tai still further abridged this,

and formed a complete work
in forty-nine chapters. The
Ritual of the Elder Tai is no
longer extant; and the Book
of Rites by the Younger Tai
is placed among the Five Clas-

sics. This Younger Tai, son

of TakJ

s elder brother, was
called Tai Shing.

8. In the Illustrations of

Rites it is said, Never be dis-

respectful, but grave and con-

siderate, and let your words

be calm and determined, then

you will tranquilize the people

!

9. From birth till ten years

of age, [man] is called a child,

and then begins to learn
;

till

twenty, he is called a youth,

and is then capped
;

to thirty,

he is in his manhood, and
may marry

;
at forty, he is full

of strength, and may enter

the magistracy; at fifty, he
becomes gray, and may serve

in the high offices of state;

at sixty, he becomes advanced
in years, and may direct af-

fairs ; at seventy, he becomes
an old man, and may retire

from business; at eighty and
ninety, he becomes infirm and
forgetful. Till seven the child

is an object of compassion,

and both he and the man at

seventy and eighty are not lia-

ble to punishment when guilty

of crimes. When an hundred
years, then he must be fed.

8. This is the first sentence of the first chapter of the Book of Rites; and though brief, it

presents a fair example of the style of the work, which is for the most part laconic and didactic.
9. This is also from the first chapter of the Book of Rites. The term kun here denotes the

ceremony of putting on the cap, which is performed at the age of twenty, and introduces the youth
to the honors of manhood, they may and do enter office much earlier than at the periods here
specified

;
and they also remain longer in office.

1
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Ngok, yap> luk, ngai- tchi

ts^z^. iChii ngok 2 tsauJ

fat>

pat> £ t
c ung

;

fyau tchc
ui, <t

c 4n,

<fu, Hi,
ltang fat>;

sying yung- M, sz^2
, c?, shang\

ich^e Jcung, fdn% Mt’t c?/,

(tang «yam, hop> cko
Cche

tchi cshing), <ko <tai cch^ung
'tiin <s6ung ct

c ung, cnang cho-

syan (hi 16k 2

ChP <ii <kcam shat>, tsak>

ling- syau <t
c a fat>; ^hi

<fan tsc z
?>

tai-, yung- C t
c iu

mutj, (kau, t
c
ik>, *tang fat 3 ,

<tiu, mut,, ckau, t
c
ik>, shi 2 fya.

1. Music ranks as second

of the six liberal arts. There
are various methods of play-

ing on the different kinds of

musical instruments
;

some
are played by blowing, others

by thrumming, or sucking,

striking and bowing
;
there are

also several notes h6, sz\

shang, chK
e^ kung^ fan y liu,

?/, used in concert with the

tones of the singer’s voice

whether high or low, long or

short
;
and thus music is made

to contribute to man’s pleasure

and joy.

2. When playing on the

lute or harp, there are other

rules to be observed
;

to show
the order of moving the fin-

gers, they employ such terms

as mean to snap9 to strike, to

hook to jrnsh etc., indicated

by the [contracted] characters,

tiu, nuit kau, fik, &c. For in-

stance, [in the combined cha-

Not es and Exp lunations

.

Volumes would be necessary to contain a complete and full account of the musical instruments

and musical art of the Chinese. Little beside a brief enumeration of their principal instruments

is contained in this section. As lovers of pleasure, they have always had great respect for music,

one of its principal promoters
;
and for tones and rhythm, the two essential elements of music

and of song, they manifest great fondness. Allied to music, they have something that resembles

dancing it is termed mb or posture making, and is of two kinds, civic and martial. In the Sam
Tsc oi T c

6, there is a series of plates, exhibiting the various attitudes of the performer. Their

writings on the subject of music, though hard to be understood, are very numerous; and they

contain records of the art, in the earliest periods of their history, accompanied with drawings and
descriptions of their instruments. Many of the most ancient are now disused. Often the in-

struments differ from any that are found in the west
;
and it must not be supposed, therefore,

that in all cases where the same names have been adopted, the instruments are identical.

1. These nine characters are the names of the notes in Chinese music, corresponding to the

do, ;
the sounds of the characters are changed to accommodate them to tfiis use.

In writing vocal music, these characters are merely set down one after the other, which, when
thus written, indicate only the pitch of the notes in a certain scale, leaving out altogether the

two important particulars of length and absolute pitch, which are to be learned from the teacher
5

s

voice. The order of the notes in the Chinese scale is as given in the text. If the first or low-

Section ^econo.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Ngok^ h? lui 2 tai- l

2

<cheung.
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racter here given,] the thumb
of the left hand is to be plac-

ed on the fifth string, while

the sixth string is snapped

with the right hand. After

this same manner, are all the

other combined characters to

be explained.

§ Instruments of Percus-

sion.

3- The drum is made of

wood in the form of a cylin-

der, bulging in the middle,

and covered at each end with

skin; large and small ones

are made in the same manner.

4. The battle drum is made
of wood, its body is flat, and

its two ends are covered with

skin; it is now used in ar-

chery, and to announce the

watches of the night.

5. Base drums; the small

base drum is called ying^ the

large ones are calledjfa/i.

6. The tsun, pf, ts^ik, and kb

are four sorts of drums, all of

which were made in ancient

times, but are now disused.

7. The leading drum is the

leader of the ying drum.

est be taken as the tonic, then they form a diatonic octave, with the addition of the ninth,

or one note more than an octave, making h6 an octave below Zfu, and u an octave above sz\

There then would be no difference between this scale and that of Europe. But % dJiAfan seem
to be little used, and hence it loses its diatonic character.

2. The rules for writing instrumental music among the Chinese change somewhat according

to the instrument employed
;
thus the lute requires a very different s)rstem of notation from the

guitar; and both from the rebeck. In the notation adopted for the lute, ^each note is a cluster

of characters; one denotes the string, another the stud, a third informs you in what manner the

fingers of the right hand are to be used, a fourth does the same in reference to the left, a fifth

tells the performer in what way he must slide the hand before or after the appropriate sound has

been given, and a sixth says, perhaps, that two notes are to be struck at the same It is

partly on account of this clumsy mode of notation that so few Chinese learn to play the lute

scientifically. These four, tiu^ muU an^ are some of the characters employed technical-

ly to describe the various movements of the hands ;
the contractions used in the notes are written

immediately underneath theman the text
;
and in the note introduced into the text, which is

a very simple one, the first contracted character, Uu^ is written at the bottom. There are works
published, containing rules for playing the kam or lute, with diagrams showing the positions of

the hands, &c., and also various tunes for the player. The Kam Pd tai shing^ or Complete Treat-

ise for playing on the late, is regarded as one of the most perfect works on that subject.

3. The drum has received a great variety of forms and 6izes among the Chinese. The largest

and best are seen in their temples. Most of them are of wood, hollow and cylindrical, with
skin or vellum stretched over one or both heads, and but seldom provided with braces by which
they can be tightened or relaxed.

7. There was an ancient instrument of this name, made long and slender, bulging a little

in the middle
; the one now in use is hemispherical, small and almost solid, having skin stretch-

ed tight over its whole upper surface.
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8. The Sucliau drum is

made of wood, its body is

very thick, and the skin covers

it entirely.

9. The pillar drum is sup-

ported bv a pillar in its centre.

10. The double drum is em-
ployed for the purpose of re-

joicing (i. e k conjuring) men
and spirits.

11. The concert drum i

made of wood, the body is

flattish, the top covered with

skin, and the bottom hollow.

12. The loaf-shaped drum
is of wood, the face is covered

with skin, the bottom is small,

and the belly hooped.

13. The flat drum is made
of thick wood, with a flat

body, and skin stretched over

both ends.

14. The waist drum has

large heads, a small barrel,

and the two ends, being beaten,

respond to each other.

15. The tamborine and the

rattle drum, have six faces.

16. The twirling drum has

a small barrel, with a stick

running through it, and it has

two clappers.

17. Both ends of the tam-

borine drum may be struck

;

they are made of the skins of

tlje chamois.

8. This^ which derives its name from the famous city of Suchau, is small and flat, has but

one head, and is much used at present on the stage in theatrical amusements. The concert
drum is often used in its stead.

9. Pillar drums are still to be seen in temples, and some of them are large and elegant; they
usually stand on a single pillar, elevated six or eight feet from the ground. They are beaten
with a single mallet, at the hours of devotion, for the double purpose of summoning together the

worshipers, and of arousing the attention of the gods. The diameter of the largest of these

drums cannot be less than three feet.

10. The Id ka has two barrels, sometimes placed parallel to each other, and sometimes across

t^ich other it was sometimes suspended from a wooden frame, and sometimes placed on a single

pillar. The purposes to which they were applied are not very apparent; and they seem to have
gone entirely into disuse at the present time,

12. This is a small instrument^ used in religious processions; its diameter may be about one foot>

and it drives a grave sound like the base drum.
13. This is much used by blind singers, who saunter through the streets in the night; as an

accompaniment to their voices, and a regulator of the time, it has a good effect. These singers

are also the tellers of old stories. Many of them are poor female children, early trained to this

business, by v/hich they procure support for their parents, sometimes, as well as for themselves*

15, 16. Both the tamborine and twirling drums have balls suspended from the barrels

which strike the heads when twirled
;

their shapes varied, and some of the ling kH were made
with several drums attached to a central frame, and struck only on one head.
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18. The hand tamborine is

flat and small, with a handle

;

singers hold it in the left, and
strike it with the right hand.

19. The equestrian drum is

used on horseback.

20. The earthen drum is an
ancient instrument.

21. The fish tamborine is

made of a joint of bamboo, its

head is covered with skin,

and two fingers are used to

play upon it.

22. The great gong is cast

of copper, in the shape of a

platter; it is suspended by a

string and struck.

23. The small gong is

made of very thick copper, a

pair of them is always requir-

ed for playing.

24. The drum gong is like

a waterman 5

s hat, with a con-

vex centre, and is struck with

a mallet.

25. The gongfrom Suchau
is shaped like a boiler

; and
being suspended by the finger,

is beaten
, with the corner of

a small billet of wood.

26. The watch^gong; this

was anciently used to strike

the hours
;

it is now a common
instrument, used in concert

with the drum gong, and is

called the watch-gong.

27. A frame of gongs

;

thirteen small gongs made of

copper, are fitted into a frame,

which is furnished with a long

handle on its lower part.

28. Cymbals are both large

and small
;
in shape they are

like a rain hat, and they are

vulgarly called, the ‘great

dang’ and the ‘little clang,’

B

1

1

i

*
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22. T^his instiument is a simple metallic plate, in very general use in processions, in the
arrny^ the na\y9 onboaid of rnerchant vessels, &c. It is of various sizes^ from a few inciies to
two or three feet in diameter.

24. The proper gongs or lo have flat faces, but this instrument has a protuberance in the
centre which makes it resemble a waterman’s hat; they are smaller than the common gon%

cl are used on the stage in concert with the watch-gong, as well as elsewhere*
28. These cymbals are much used on the stage

; they are thin metallic plates, used in pairs
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e
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29. The great bell is com-
posed of six parts of copper,

and one part of tin, in order

to make it very sonorous.

30. Long bells are like the

the great bell; they differ in

having metallic or wooden
tongues.

31. Wind bells have long

streamers hung upon the

tongue, which strike as they

are waved by the wind.

32. The sistrum bell resem-

bles the great bell, and small

round bells are suspended in

it, for a tongue.

33. The sacred Icing is

made of stone, and is suspend-

ed in order that it may be

struck.

34. The pitch-note king was
employed in the palace, as a

leading instrument of music.

35. Oblong plates are made
of iron, and are used [as mu-
sical instruments] instead of

the king.

36. Upright supports are us-

ed for hanging bells and king.

37. Wind glasses^ also call-

ed 4 a hibiscus suspended by

golden threads’ consist of

small pieces of glass, suspend-

ed by silken threads
;
these be-

ing driven back and forth by

the wind strike against each

other, and so emit sound.

38. Musical cups or vases;

twelve of these vases are

taken, and into them more or

less water is poured, and then

they are played on with slender

iron rods.

the performer, holding one in each hand strikes and rattles them together with great clatter and

clangor, that has given them their vulgar name, well deserved.

29. With the ancient Chinese, this bell was « the regulator of the harmonic scale.
55 A full

description of it may be found in the imperial edition of the Book of Rites, and in the Illustrations

of the Four Books/ It is always made without a tongue, and is struck with a stick upon the rim.

33. This might be called the since in shape it represents the two sides of a right,

angled triangle, which form the right-angle ;
it is sometimes made with one of its legs more

than twice the length of the other in other instances the legs are of the same length.

35. Ten of these were suspended, in two rows, upon a small wooden frame. They were

played on in the same manner, and for the same purpose, as the instrument for which they

were substituted.

37. These constitute a common ornament in summer houses, verandahs, &c., where the wind

will gently hit them together ;
between ten and twenty pieces are usually hung from one hoop.
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p
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39. The sounding vase is

made of porcelain and is hol-

low; when struck, the sound
issues from its centre.

40. The musical box was
made of wood, like a lacker-

box ; in the middle, a wooden
clapper, called a stopper, was
fastened, attached to the bot-

tom, by which it was worked.
41. The finale box resem-

bled a tiger couchant
;

its

head was struck with a bundle
of bamboos, and then run
reversely across the back in

order to stop the music.

42. Castanet boards are bil-

lets of wood
;
there are in all

three pieces, two of which are

joined as one, and are beaten
by the other piece.

43. The Budhistic fish is

made of wood, it has a hori-

zontal opening in ife side, and
its middle is hollowed out.

44. The wooden fish is

carved from wood in the shape
of a fish, hollow in the mid-
dle, and rings when struck.

45. Chaff balls are like

leathern bags, stuffed with
chaff; they are struck in or-

der to mark time in music.
46. The copper-mire har-

monicon has copper nails at

each end, upon which some
ten or more copper threads
are stretched, which are beat-

en by slips of bamboo.

39. Its dimensions are very nearly those of a common sized tea-urn, which it somewhat
resembles in shape.

40, 41. The first of these was used by the ancient Chinese in their musical entertainments,
both civic and religious, to announce the time of commencing, and the second, of stopping, the
music. The chuk resembled a square box, having the stopper attached to the bottom, and rat-
tied from one side to the other through a hole in the front by means of a stick. The yii probably
produced a rattling sound from the sticks in the back ol* the tiger reverberating through the
hollow body when struck. The names of these, and other ancient instruments, are intrcxlueed
into this section, because they frequently occur in books, although they are now nearly disused.

42. These, differing very little from this description, may frequently be seen in the hands
of musicians at the present day, used for the purpose of marking time.

43. This puk ii 9
u divining fish, is used in the recitation of prayers, both private and public,

b\ the Budhistic priests, for the purpose of marking time. The muk u is like it in shape.
46. The board of this instrument resembles the frustrum of a triangle, and the strings decreasem length from the base upward, being fastened securely upon the nails. There are two sets of

strings, made by placing the bridges at different distances from the pegs, and causing the wires
from one side to pass over one bridge, and under the other.
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47. The seven stringed har-

monicon is like a lute^ with

seven strings, and is played

on with a bamboo.

§§ Stringed instruments
FOR THRUMMING.

48. The scholars lute is

made of wood it is hollow
'vlthin and has seven strings

on its face.

49. The mdny stringed lute

is like the scholar^ lute, but
while the latter has Huts, this

has bridges.

50. The lute is small-

er than the many stringed

one, has thirty strings, and
played on with a plectrum.

51. The small flat lute has
thirteen strings, its top is

round, its bottom flat, and its

middle hollow.

52. The thj'ee-stringed giiiU

ar has the drum covered with
>nake's skin

;
the bridge is the

support of the three strings.

53. The balloon-shaped guiU
or has a body like a goose-egg,

and the four strings are

thrummed with the fingers.

54. The 7noon guitar is like

the full moon in shape, and its

sounds resemble those of the

lute; and hence its name.

46. The kam (or kin) is justly more esteemed than any other musical instrument of the

Chinese. A native writer says its name is synonymous with the term kam, which means to

prohibit, and is so called because u it restrains and checks evil passions, and corrects the human
heart.

5,
It is indeed a beautiful instrument, and ‘discourses most excellent music.

5

It is

about four Feet long, convex above and plane below. Its strings are of silk, and differ a little in

their relative diameter; they pass over the smaller end, and distribute themselves upon- two pegs
i)lwr

. A bridge, near the wider end^ gives them the proper elevation. The length of the

sounding board is divided by thirteen studs of nacre as a guide to the performer. They are plac-

ed so that the length of the strings is divided into u aliquot parts of eight, with the omission of
the seventh.

5, A more extended description of the kam by G. T. Lay esq., can be seen in the

Chinese Repository^ vol. VIII., page 38.

52. This has a drum-shaped, hollow cylindrical body, with a very long neck and head. Its

-t rings are tuned as fourths to each other its sounds are low and dull, and it is played as an
accompaniment to the p^rpl

d.

53. This is nearly three feet long> and differs from the in by having four strings, and a

body which is nearly a foot in diameter. It is one of the most common accompaniments to the

voice of ballad singers.

64. The ut kam is so called because the body is circular like tlic full moon it resembles the

t heorbo or arch-lute of Europe in its general contour, hat the number of strings does not exceed
four, while that has ten or more. There are a number of raised frets upon the neck for the con-

venience of the player in fingering. The strings are of silk, and stand in two pairs, which are

tii nod as fifths to each other
;
they are struck forcibly by a plectrum or the nail, and in the

hiJ nAs of a good player emit very agreeable sounds*
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55. The four-stringed guit-

ar is like, but smaller than,

the iit karriy and is played with

a horn plectrum.

56. The bamboo guitar is

made of a large joint of bam-
boo [like a corn-stalk fiddle].

§§§ Wind instruments.

57. The brazen trumpet

was anciently made of wood,

but has in modern times been
exchanged for copper.

59.

The funeral pipe is

made of copper, and has a
single hole

;
it is blown verti-

cally, the tube is small, but

the bell is very broad resem-

bling the brazen trumpet.

59. The clarion is formed
from a sheet of copper into a
crooked pipe; it encloses a

small copper tube, which is

drawn out when it is to be

blown.

60. The trombone trumpet

is made of wood, and is blown
in the same manner as the

clarion.

61. The hour horn is used

in the army, for the purpose

of regulating the morning and
evening hours^

62. The copper clarinet is

like the funeral pipe it has

seven holes, the ends are of

brass, the barrel of wood.
63. Theflageolet is made of

a reed; it is also called the

pat lut.

64. The flageolet pipe is a
single wooden pipe

;
it has six

holes, and is inserted at the

mouth into a copper bell.

65. The whistle is used on
hoard foreign ships to call the

seamen.

56. This is made by cutting four or five strings in the cuticle of the bamboo, and -elevating
them by nuts as tense as possible

;
it is a childish instrument, like the plaything of lads in

America to which it is likened.

•
r
>7. Generally speaking, the wind instruments of the Chinese are inferior in sweetness of

tone to their stringed instruments. This remark applies to the trumpets and pipes, which have
the bodies short and usually straight, the bell made of thin copper, and the mouth-piece of a
rcca

; the whole instrument being at once difficult to play upon, and very shrill in its tones.
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66. The clarinet is blown at

the end.

67. The conch is a large

sea-shell.

68. The jlute has only

seven holes
;

one is blown

into with the mouth, and six

are covered with the fingers.

69. The fife is made of

bamboo, it has three holes,

and it is used to harmonize

all kinds of sounds.

70. Large and small ffes
are made of bamboo.

71. The pcmdean pipe is

analagous to the double pan-

dean ;
it has twelve pipes, six

base and six tenor.

72. The double pandean

pipes are made of bamboos,

and whether large or small, the

number of pipes may vary.

73. The woofung pipe is

blown by children.

74. The earthen cone is

made of earth like a steelyards
5

weight, and whether large or

small has six holes.

75. In the organ (or sera-

phine) the foot works the bel-

lows, causing the wind to enter

the pipes and emit sound.

76. Small music boxes are

furnished with steel springs,

and when wound up will

emit sound.

§§§§ Stringed Instru-

ments for BOWING.

77. A two stringedfiddle is

a modern instrument, and is

played by a bowstring of horse

hair.
,

67. The shells employed are large turbinated volutes, with the apex bored; they are often

blown by private watchmen “for the purpose” as the Chinese say, “to let thieves know that the

house is guarded.”

68. This is also called ivang tik or the horizontal flute, to distinguish it from the shii tik or

straight flute, i. e. the clarinet. It is made of bamboo, without joints or keys and is a very

shrill instrument compared with the German flute. Between the mouth-hole and the first

finger-hole, there is an eighth one covered with a film.

71,

72. The pipes of the lut, like the pandean pipes of Europe, decrease regularly from one

end to the other, while those of the proper are longest in the middle, decreasing alike both

ways
;
both kinds are, however, called siu. It is a very ancient instrument among tfie Chinese,

as well as among the Egyptians, and not an uncommon one. Some are highly ornamented.

74. This is made of porcelain, not unlike a pear in shape and adorned with figures. There

are six round holes in the body, and one at the apex but it is difficult to understand how the

sound was produced from the instrument, nor do the books afford a satisfactory explanation
;

it

was used in religious services at the temples and elsewhere.
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78. The bassfiddle is like

a two-stringed fiddle, and a

cocoanat shell serves for its

dram.
79. A violin is like a two-

stringed fiddle, and is played

with a bow; it is a foreign

instrument.

§§§§§ INSTRU3IENTS for
SUCKING.

80. The reed organ is made
of a gourd, into the middle of

which thirteen reeds are ar-

ranged in order; its mouth-

piece is called w6ng.

81. The li^u belongs to the

same class as the reed organ

;

in most points it is the same,

but is a little different.

82. A plectrum is used to

strike the strings.

83. The nail plectrum is for

playing on such instruments as

the three stringed guitar, it is

put on the fingers as false nail.

84. A nut is the wood in

the head of the p^ipta and
similar instruments, to short-

en and relax the strings.

85. A bridge is a support

;

all stringed instruments em-
ploy them to elevate the

strings.

77, 78. These are almost the only instruments among the Chinese that are played with a bow.
The first is as rude in appearance as it is unmusical in sound, being in outline merely a stick

of bamboo, passing through a hollow cylinder of the same material. The bow passes between
the strings which are tightened or relaxed by nuts upon the top of the stick, and elevated by a

bridge set upon the sounding-board. The second emits sounds still more coarse and errufi'

than the first.

80, 81. The Chinese play upon these two instruments by sucking the mouth-piece, but
sounds can be produced also by blowing. This mouth-piece is inserted into the gourd or wooden
ball, which composes the barrel or wind chest, and connects it with the tubes; the latter are
all of different lengths, having ventiges near the base to prevent their sounding, except at the
will of the performer, thus giving the essential parts of an organ, with the stops. It is, at present,

but seldom used by the Chinese, though it is one of the most ancient of their musical instruments,
N. B. A full account of the ancient music of the Chinese is contained in the Illustrations of

the Four Books. The ’ng shing pdt yam’ng yam seung shang, luk lut, are there fully

explained and illustrated by diagrams. That which represents the genesis of the five notes gives
them thus; kung^ the leading note,= 81; sheung,= l %2 ; ^i= 64; chi= 54 ; ii=4S.
“These five notes” says the commentator, are produced from the w6ng chung^ which gives

hung, the leading note
;
and a reed (or tube, k{in) nine inches long, doubled nine times gives the

number 81
;
from kung take one third, and it produces ch^ whose number is 54 ;

to chi add one
third, and it produces sheung, whose number is 72; from sheung take one third, and it produces'

I/, whose number is 48 ;
to li add one thirds and it produces whose number is 64 •”
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<kc au ^han.

1. The ancients practiced

archery, in order to develop

their virtue, causing their in-

ternal faculties to become cor-

Vcct, and their external de-

meanor upright%

2. His spirit roused, the

archer bends the bow, with

^reat strength and bowstring

opened wide
;

it checked, he
lets fly the arrow, with mind
settled and thoughts collected.

3. Estimate your strength,

and make the bow; estimate

the bow^ and then make the

arrows.

4. In grasping the bow, it

is necessary that the thumb
should press firmly upon the

middle fingers,

5. The strong bow, it is

especially required^ should be

stretched to nine tenths of its

utmost bent.

6. In shooting the arrow,

it is better it should go high

and beyond^ than too low and
not reach, the mark.

^ . In practicing atchery on

horseback, the eyes must not

roll about, nor the person sit

in a leaning posture^

8. In practicing archery

on foot, first learn to bend the

bow wide and shoot far, after-

wards by degrees seek to

ome nearer and nearer the

mark.

Xo tes a n cl Explanations.

Vrchery has always, from very remote times, been held in high estimation and much cultivated

by the Chinese. It is now, however^ looked upon as rather an elegant accomplishment for gen-

tlemen and military men, like fencing among some Europeans, than as a means of defense or

r)ffcnse in actual warfare, when recourse is had to firearms and swords. The bow is used in hte

a'-my, on board ship, and in gymnastic exercises.

7. Practicing archery on horseback is regarded as a high attainment, and is described with

in books treating of tactics.

I
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Section Cfjirlr*

RULES OF ARCHERV

She- fat> lui 2

;
tai- <sam cch^ung.
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9. Rules for placing the
|

feet : the forward leg is to be

placed like a post, and the .

hinder one in a flexible posi-

tion; when the direction of

the arrow is to be changed,

it is to be effected by moving
the hinder foot

;
the tip of the

left shoulder must be exactly

opposite the right foot; they

must not be placed like the let-
j

ter T, nor like the letter A
; \

if shooting to the left, change
to the right, and vice vers^L.

10. The rule for the eyes' !

never look at the thumb-ring.
|

11. Rules for the arms; let
!

the forward arm be as if push-
j

ing over a mountain, and
the hinder (i. e* the right) one
as if grasping hold of a tiger’s

tail.

12. Rules for the body
: |

let the cheeks avoid hanging
downwards

;
let the head avoid

nodding
;

let the breast avoid

•swelling out forwards, and the

back from being humped.
13. FingeNcots: these are

made of leather, and are

vorn on the three fingers of !

the left hand
;
they are useful

|

in handling the string.

14. The quiver is vulgarly

•called the arrow-bag.

15. The bow: the body of !

it is made of cow’s horn; its i

strings are made of sinews,
|

and its shape is crooked.

16. The bull’s-eye is the

red spot in the targefs centre.

17. Bow glove is another
name for the finger-cots.

18. The bracer is bound on
the arms to ease the shooting.

|

19. The thumb-ring is
j

made of ivorjs and fitted to
j

Tsuk> fit>, ctsc in
c
t
c ui -ts

c z

kc ut,> hauJ Tui -ts
? z

, <kwan;
cts^i tsin^

c
koi ci, chat> tsoi^

hau 2 k6uk>; c
tso ckin dsim,

chikj tui* yau2 keuk>

ding tsz
5

- pat, £shing, pat>

tsz
2 pat> tsau2

, she
J yau 2 'koi

*1^6, she^ c
ts

ckoi yauJ
.

5Ngan fat^, pat, (hii hon 5

kc au\
cShau fat>, ctsc ln

(shau <u
<t

c ui (
e aP cshan, hauJ cshau

cii Tu -mi.

cShan fat), chi cp
c ong-yan.

ct
? au u5 k? euk> Sshui, chung

u5 ctscin tut,, pfi? u5 hau5- c
in.

Kik 2 -i <chii -wai cwai cchi,

^ho -i ctb yau- <sim C
chi, li-

fong5
cin -yd.

<Chie
a, tsuk, cming c\vai tsin'

toi 2
.

<Kung, -i cngau kok? ts k

cshan ;
ckan tsok 5 sin, ck(

i

eying huk>.

Tik> Ho cchung ccM chung

esam.

TiQ tsik) kiki (chi pit 2 sming*

cKau pok> p^- -i pin- she2
.

K?
iit 5 tseung 2 kwat 5 £wai cchi

10. Ii in action 'vith an enemy or a pirate the eyes must be riveted on them, or cn the
target if practicing merely for acquiring knowledge and ability in the art.

15. The bow is not made entirely of horn
;
the horn is wrought into, and bound fast on, those

parts which give the instrument its elasticity and power. The longest bows exceed sLx feet
and six inches, and are beautifully made. When unstrung, the ends ef the bow bend backv

making it like a in shape; Jhis gives it greater force when strung.
16. In the Encyclopedia Britannica, art. Archery, there is a description of what is called &

tracer .
44 to prevent the bowstring from striking the left arm, the arm is covered with a piece*

of smooth leather, fastened on the outside of the arm in Chinese this is called Jcau.

ft

C

t
ll
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the thumb of the right hand

;

by it the string is held and
the bow bent; it is commonly
called pan chi [i. e. the finger^

regulator],

20. The bow-case, also

called a greave, is made of

leather
;

it is for protecting

the string.

21. The target resembles a

modern screen
;

it is made of

leather, and varnished.

cheuk) <ii yau* kii- chi sh6

ckau sin ci choi ch6 -ya;

tsukj wai- <chi <pan ^chi.

Sui- ckau -ya, -i -wai c\vai

<chi,
csho -i sui2 cin £ya.

Fat> ckam <chi cp
c ing

efung, -i engau kak> emun
ts

l
at> <chi.

20. This case is little more than half the length of the bow, and is made firm and strong, so

that both bow and string are protected when placed in it. When marching, it is hung on the

soldier
5

s back, or under his left arm.

21. The target in use among the Chinese is made of a number of concentric rings, hung in

a piece of canvas, and so contrived that when the innermost one is hit, all will fall out; but

when an outer one is hit, none of the inner ones will fall. The arrows used in practicing have

the heads bored with holes to produce a twanging sound as they fly.

Section

CHARIOTEERING ILLUSTRATED.

Yu- 4hau; tai- sz
5>

ccheung.

1. In the Book of Rites it

is said, among the accomplish-

ments are six liberal arts

;

charioteering is one. Accord-
ingly, the controler-general

instructed all people in it;

and in it the royal tutors in-

structed the eldest sons of the

emperor and his officers. The
Odes regard 4 managing the

reins as silken cords
5 an excel-

lence ; Confucius esteemed

Notes and E xp la nations.

Chariots and carriages of various kinds have been already described, in chapter tenth, section

fourth. Yu is used to denote, according to its position, either the person who directs the chariot

and horses, the auriga of the Latins, or the business itself of managing the horses and chariot.

Sometimes a single horse was harnessed to a carriage
;
and sometimes two, four, and even six,

all abreast. Oxen were sometimes used instead of horses.—The descriptions and representations

of Egyptian chariots and charioteers, as given by J, G. Wilkinson, are in many particulars

not unlike those of the ancient Chinese.

a
I

-Lai cShii iit 2 , Mai ^yau luk

ngai-, yii- ckii yat> cin.

csz
5

ct
e 6 £

1 <chi kau J mdn
cman. T6 shi 2 -\ <chl kiu,

kwokj l
tsz\ -i chap> pi

cii
f
ts5 s\vai cin.

(Hung c
tsz

s



-\ chap> yii 2 <wai 4nang. A
<Chau <kun t^i)- yii-, syung
puk 2 , si* In puk 2 , cts

? ai puk>

<chl ckun, <kdi t^i- <fu sheung'-

sz’ 2 cwai <chl: tsak> yii- S\

tsjn 2 Cch6 (Chi sz2 .

KiV -yau £
i ct

e ung ctang c\vai

<chl puk> lch6; -yau -i kong"
(tang cwai Cchi puk 2 'che;

-yau -\ tai-
(

tsz
?

c\vai <sz
5

<chi

pukj (che; ^yau s
i kwa^ ^he

c\vai tsin- cyan Cchi puk, 'che.

-Lai iit2 ,
yeuk a puk 2 kong 5

(tang tsak> shau-, pat> cin

tsak> c

fau.
(Tse z

J

5 t
c ung (tang

k6ng tang Cche (chi c\vai

puk2 -
c

yd.

«Kwan ming- chiu 2
,
csu

5yan tii- cfu sz2 pit> ts

cchi;
c
ts

c z
5 kwai 3 Cch

tsin- £yan «chi puk 2 -yi

un SYU w4k 2 (ch4ng sfm
syau puk

2 , wak 2 <chc ing cF^n

sch
c
i yii 2

;
<ts

c z tai 2 tsz svai
csz

5

cchi puk 2
s
y^.

Puk2 sho
(ho lun- cU <tsoi!

‘ mariaging the chariot
J an

accomplishment. In Chau’s

list of officers, the duties of

the great charioteer martial

charioteer, field charioteer

and equal charioteer, were all

performed by great men, and

superior scholars : thus cha

rioteering was no mean busi-

ness.

2. Accordingly there were

those of equal rank who acted

as charioteers ;
there were

those of inferior rank who
acted as charioteers

;
there

were scholars who, for their

master, acted as charioteers
;

and there were persons of high

degree who acted as chariot-

eers for those of low degree.

3. In the Book of Rites it

is said, 4 if the charioteers are

of an inferior rank, receive

them, but not if otherwise.’

This is said of charioteers of

equal and inferior ranks.

4. If the sovereign com,

mands, although they be per^

sons of low degree, the great

men and scholars must of ne-

cessity act for them as chariot,

eers : this illustrates 6 persons of

high degree acting as chariot-

eers for those of low degree.
5

5. In the Dialogues of Con-

fucius, sometimes Tmyau is

spoken of as charioteer, and

sometimes Fanchc
i is so deno-

minated: and this illustrates,

6 scholars acting for their mas-

ters as charioteers/

6. In charioteering, why
speak of rank or degree !

1. Lai, in this first line, is used in its widest and most general sense, and therefore rendered
accomplishments. Sz' t

%
d and pd shi were ancient officers, whose duties are fully described in

the Chau Kun, a part of the Chau Lai,

6. This exclamatory sentence is added to the text by a commentator. Since equals may
serve each other as charioteers, scholars their masters, and those of high degrees of rank serve
those of low degree, there need be no discussion in this case about superiority.

CHI. CHR. 93
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1. At what age do the chil-

dren of the Chinese commence
learning to write?

In ancient times, at the age
of eignt years they commen-
ced their primary studies, and
were taught the six liberal

arts
;

now also [they are

taught] in the same manner.
2. Well, as this is the case,

what apparatus is required for

use in writing?

The four precious articles

of the study the pencil, ink,

paper, and ink*stone— are re-

quired for writing.

3. With regard to the rules

for writing, what are held in

tlie highest estimation?

The copy-plates of Wong
Vaukwan are esteemed the

best : see chapter first, sections

tive and six.

4. With whom did writing
]

commence?
In high antiquity, knotted

cords were used in govern,

ment
;

in after ages, the sages !

exchanged them for writing, !

and in tlie time ofTs^ong Kat,

the written characters were I

fully and perfectly formed.

5. And with regard to pa-

per and pencils, who were the
i

tirst makers of them?

cChung kwok> choi ct
? ung -i

(
ki sui

J

cch? o hok2 cshii
c
s6

ml ?

<K6 ch6 sui) yap; (sifi

hokj, kauJ
~i luk 2 ngai-

; dsz
5

yik, cii ichi.

Jn tsak> yung- 5ho mat a

<shii <ni?

-I anan cfong sz
5> c

p5 Cchl

pat,, maki, (

chi, in2
s i cshii.

cShii fat> -i sho
Cche ^wai ck6

ini?

-I cWong Yau 2 ckwan pat?

chan 2
ct

l 6 cwai sh6ung 2

yat> cp
c
in,

£,ng luk2 <cheung.

cShii
c

se
Cchc

i tsz
2

<shui cni?

Sheung- kit> £shing a
chi-; hau- sha? shing> cyan
yik, cchi £

i cshii kc ai% -c
t
c
oi

chp <Ts'ong Kat> ? tsz5i
<ii

shi- tai 2 pi 2
.

Chi' ^chi pat> yau- cho syan
4chc

i cht ong >
ke* cni?

Notes and Ex jj lana t ions.

1. Rules for writing, with an account of the six styles in vogue among the Chinese, have

already been given as referred to in the third answer in this section.

4. The exact period at which writing was commenced, and the persons with whom it originat-

ed, are not well ascertained kai mb tsung kai hau yd. See the Kong Kam Y Chi.

^rctton dFiftf).

ON WRITING.

cShii
c
se lui-

;
tai

5- -c,ng ccheung.

/]>

PE

1<

ffl

I
?

1

uix

/i .t

«

^
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Pencils are attributed to
[

Mung Tc im, paper to Ts^oi
|

Lun
;
the Thousand Cliarac-

j

ter Classic says thus, Tc im
[made] pencils, and Lun pa-

per.

6. Where are the most ac-

complished portrait painters

to be found?

They are in each and all

of the provinces
;

if reference
|

be had only to the province of
|

Canton, many, who were the

most distinguished, are deceas-

ed ; those at present in the

metropolis, such as Chung \

Namshin, Lai Tsc ingchan,

&c., are however favored with

a respectable share of business.

7. Is this class of portrait

painters held in high esteem by
the people generally or not ?

Of those who live by the

pencil and ink, they are none
|

that are not addressed as sin-
|

sliang

;

and by the people ge-

lierally they are held in high

estimation.

9. What kinds of paintings

do the people most esteem?

The landscape paintings

;

for by them are seen the

thoughts cherished in the hu-

man breast, and therefore they

are esteemed.

18. Are there any books of

pictures which are printed

from plates?

The books of pictures print-

ed from plates are by no
means few.

11. And what kinds of pic-

tures printed from plates are

regarded as the most elegant?

B

S

l!i

Pat> <chc ing cMung -Tc im;
^hi h6- Ts^oP cLun; <Tsc ln

Tsz,J cMan wai- -crPim pat 5 ,

cLun C
chj, shi- cyd.

Shin 2
cii

c

se cchan C
che, <ho

cW <f6ng syau?

Kok) (shang ckai -yau, -i

'Kwong <tung <i lun 2
,
echoing

mlu- ^hau C
che, cto £ki mat,

ku

5

;
in- cii

Cshangcchi <Chung
cNam <shan Lai2 <Tse ing

(chan (tang, yik 2 pat> kwo J

yingJ cch( au a £
i.

cKc
1

c
se tseung 2 (ch6, shai>

tsuk, £wan sh^ung- 4fau?

Pat> mak2 <shang engai, -mong
pat> h6- 5wai csln eshang

;

shai tsuk
2 mi- Ssheung pat>

sheung-.

Shai) csho sheung- (che cho
wa-?
Yikj eshan cshui -ya; -i ckc

i

tsuk> kin5

£yan <chi <hung

swai, ku > -y^.

Wa2 -cyau 'hon sat> Cchi ct
? 6

^un 4fau?

Sha^ cchi s t
c 6

c

pun, pat> yat>

ci tsuk .

lau 2 ch £ t
?

6 ^un ewai
tsui' ckai {ni?

5. The first flourished in the reign of Tsun Chlwong, the great destroyer of tooks; the
second lived soon after in the time of the Hau Hon dynasty.

6, 7. The phrases st chan che, and se tseung ch^ are synonymous. Their delineations of the
human countenance are not always so true as the first phrase would seem to indicate

;
but the

Chinese paint insects, fishes, flowers, fruit, &c., adnjirably; and often group with taste and effect
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At present the pictures form- i

ing the Garden of Kale are

regarded as the most superb*

12. What materials are

used to make the plates for

these pictures]

There are plates of brass

and stone, but those of wood
are by far the most numerous.

13. When commencing
learning to read, are books

with pictures and names at-

tached to them used or not?

Although there are books

of this kind, they are never

used in learning to read.

te

In- -i KaiJ ^sz 5 cUn wi-

^5 c\vai miu-.

cK^i cl
c
5 yung 2 cho mat 2

ci tsok> ciii ?

Tan \v4k> £yau <t
c ung shikj,

tai 2 inuki ts5-
Cche cyau

ct6*

cCh^d tsap 2 tukj cshi, syau
yung)- (ts6 Wd yau2 tsz2 ’ shU
fau ?

cSui ~yau cshii, cln tsap
2

tuk>
(che k^euk) pat> yung-.

12. Etching, engraving on steel, and so forth^ are arts which are scarcely known in this coun-

try, and have not been employed at all in illustrating books^ Stone plates are little used, and
lithography is entirely unknown.

13. It has been said that there are books of pictures, giving representations of animals, things

and actions, with their appropriate names, for the use of children when learning to read
;
draw-

ings of a few common things are sometimes introduced into the native almanacs, with the names
written beneath them, but the plan does not seem to have been carried into use in instruction^

Action

ON ARITHMETIC.

Sh6 > muki lui 2

;
tai- lukj <cheung.

1. One is the beginning of

numbers
;
ten is the comple,

tion of numbers
;

they ad.

vance up to one hundred
which is a multiple of ten.

Ten reduplicated and multipli-

ed ten times makes one hun-
ded

;
one hundred reduplicated

and mutiplied ten times,

makes a thousand
;
a thousand

<

Yat> sh(> (chi (ch”
shap, (ch6 shb’ cchl tchung;
chi 5

cyii p^k> ^he, shap> <chi

eying sy4. Shap2 -lui ci eying,

-mun shap> tsak> c\vai pik>;

Notes and E xp l an at i on s .

The paragraphs, composing this short section, will at once serve to complete the view of the

iber a\ arts, and form an appropriate introduction to the next chapter.



p^/k> ~lui ci cyin^ ~rnun shcip)

tsak> £wai <ts
cin <tse in -£lui,

si eying, 5mun shap 2 tsak>

ewai m^n 2 £ya. Kw6 J c
ts? z 5 5

i

-wng, sh^ cm6 c
ki kik 3 ,

mok, <chi snang <kc ung.

Ch^ csiu sho >

<chi <fan, cli,

6, sz’ fat <kdi shap 2

ci ct
c ui. <F5,n sh^ mok 2 pa(>

^yau -yd.

Sh6 >

sh sWu-? cKc
l shiu 2

tsz2 iVb <shii cu. Fuk^ chi tak,

<chi s
i wdk 2 pdt2 kwa5

;
T4i-

sYii tak> <chl -i tsli- £ch
e au.

Lit, shing5
tak> <chi s

i smun
mat2

eshing mb1
. sF4n <t

c in

ckun, tl
2 ciin, lut 2 , lik z ,

<ping,

fu% kc ap2 tts
{ im, shik>,

cchc au, fat); mok> pat> syau
shy

;
tsak> mok) pat!

cpun
cyii Yik 2 fin".

Yik2 cKing yat> <shii

;

kwV cpun Fuk> chi (sh6

w^,k 2 ; ck
c
i Sts

c z ? £ndi cMan
cwong <Chau ckung csho hai 2

;

ping- cHung c
tsz' ^ho tsk>

;

ckc
i <chung pin' tchi s

li,

reduplicated and multiplied

ten times, makes a myriad.

Passing this, and advancing

onwards, numbers are without

any assignable limit, inca-

pable of being exhausted.

2. With regard to the frac-

tional numbers tenths, hun-

dredths, thousandths, and tens

of thousandths,— they all de-

crease by tens. All numbers
without exception are reckon-

ed in this manner.

3. How did numbers ori-

ginate? They originated with

drawings and writing. Fuk-

hi, obtaining them, drew his

eight diagrams ;
Yii the Great,

obtaining them, measured off

the lands for cultivation. By
these same means the sages

arranged things into classes

and completed their works. Of
all the celestial officers, terres-

trial magistrates, music, signs,

soldiers, taxes, extending to the

minutest points and the small-

est fractions, there is not one

with which numbers are not

concerned
;
accordingly there

is nothing which, in its origi-

nal principles, is not included

in the Book of Changes.

4. The Book of Changes is

one entire work; its diagrams

are those originally drawn by
Fukhi ;

its explanations are

those which were added by
king Man and the prince of

Chau
;
and likewise there are

some by Confucius: and in it

are comprised the principles

1. This paragraph is quoted entire from the commentary on the Trimetrical Classic. See
chapter first, section third, page 11.

3. This paragraph forms the exordium of Ching Yiisz
5

Arithmetic. According to tradition, on
a certain time, a seamonster, or lung^md^ came up from the abyss, bearing on his back some
drawings, or t6; Fukhi obtaining possesion of these, formed from them his diagrams. On
iinother occasion, a tortoise, or kwaiy

coming on land from a river, Yii the Great discovered
certain characters on his back, and hence devised a system for laying out lands. And hence too,

came writing and arithmetic! The origin and history of the lung-ma or dragon-horse are not
explained. Pictures of the animal may be seen in the Chinese arithmetics and almanacs.

Sect. OF ARITHMETIC. 373
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of all changes, which extend

to all concerns, and to all

things, without exception.

5. In ancient times, chil.

dren when eight years of age

commenced their primary

studies, and when fifteen they

entered on the higher branch-

es ; and those of the present

age, though not rigidly con-

forming to these periods, yet

by cutting off excess, and sup.

plying deficiency, also do not

deviate far from the same ge.

neral standard.

6. With regard to books on
numbers, they are everywhere

to be found
;
but if you seek

for the most general and im.

portant the most methodical

and best arranged, there is

indeed no one book so well

prepared every way, as the

General Comprehensive Arith-

metic*

7. The general Compre-
hensive Arithmetic is the

compilation of Ching Yiisz
J

of the ' Ming dynasty: the

work is well arranged, com-
prising in one summary view,

extending from the most re-

mote times, whatever has

been said respecting the higher

branches, and downwards to

all the fundamental rules in-

elusive; and a thorough ac- i

quaintance with it, will make
|

the student perfect master of I

the subject

A

X

H

man- sz
2 matif sm6 pat,

che
ut> su sk

e
i cchung.

4Ku Cche p^t> sui* yap» (siu

hok 3_, shap 2
sng si yap, tai^

h6k>
; ctong ckam cchi shai%

csui pat, kc
iit> cyii skc

i Sshi ?

sin tsitj sch^ung €

p6 Tun,

yikj pat> ngoiii <sz’.

sFu sh6* yat> <shii, pat>

5yau <chl, ci s t
e ai ckong ke

it>

iu* £lui tsc ik> <chi cfan, tsak>

yau2 pat> sii sun* fdt>
cTc ung

cTsung yat> eshii <chl swai

t4i l pi 2

Siin
,

fat, Tung cTsung, sn^i

cMing Min2 lik> ck4n,'sCheing
sYii <sz

J csh6 ts^pj 5k
c
i <shii

kii 2 tsoi2 yat> yii 2 muk 2

ctsMn
cku wai 2 cfong s t

c in

-i hiS <p
e 6ng du ^ sh6ungS

ckau shby <wan C
ch6, pat,

sliu Miu <ii chung <chung.

5. This arithmetic is comprised in five duodecimo volumes; it is an elementary treatise, and
comprises much useful matter; and besides the fundamental rules, it contains some general

views of mensuration, astronomy, &c. Among, the Chinese arithmetic does not receive much
attention ;

their youth, who aspire to preferment and honor in the state, give their undivided

attention to classical learning; and arithmetic is studied only for practical purposes, in order to

facilitate the common transactions of life. Such fundamental principles as are acquired by the

rhild, are usually taught as a part of domestic education. The arithmetical operations are

performed on the counting board, described in the sequel.



CHAPTER XX

MATHEMATICS.

i
Sho* hok> <p'in shap, yat,.

Section dFixst.

NUMERICAL CHARACTERS.

Shd* tsz
2

lui3 tai- yat^ch^ung.

1. The worked factor is

the given number.
2. The working factor is

the supposed number.

S. Suppose you now have

two hundred and sixty taels,

three mace, and two canda-

reens, to be divided among
six men ;

the question is, how
much will each man receive of

the said money ?

3. Answer : forty-four

taels, two mace, and two can-

dareens.

4. The method [for its solu-

tion) is this; the money laid

down, 260. 3. 2. is the zoor-

ked factor; and the 6, the

Shati
C
ch6,

cpun sh5 5 5ya.

FaU Cch6, y^ung 2 shb 5 ~y^

Kd sii“kam 5yau £ngan
p^k> luk2 shap>

c
leung, cs4m

5ts
c
in, i

l tfan, tsok> luk 2 cyan

<fan cchl ;
man 2 £mui £yaR

<koi cngan y^uk 2 ckon?

Tap> iit,, sz
5>
shap> sz

55
^eung^

i- 5ts
? in, i

2 <fan.

F t> lit” chi sngan iMuh
<sam i- swai shat>

;

£
i luk^ cyan

Notes and Explanations,

Sho hok, meanihg literally 4 the science of numbers,^ corresponds very nearly to the term

Mathematics ;
and so it is regarded, by the Chinese, as the science which treats of numbers and

magnitude, or of whatever can be numbered or measured,

Shd tsz
9 corresponds to the phrase, 4 mathematical definition:

5 and as the foundation of all know-
ledge of this science depends on definitions, it is requisite that these should be first explained.

In Ching^ arithmetic, noticed in the last section, is a list of definitions, some of which are here

quoted. The Chinese systems of notation are very clumsy and not easily comprehended.

1, 2. These terms are used both in multiplication and division : in the first, for the multiplicand

and multiplier; in the second, for the dividend and divisor.
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number of men, is the working

factor

:

six is the number by

which the given number is to

be divided.

5. Addition is to augment
and increase.

6. Subtraction is to dimi-

nish and lessen.

7. Multiplication is the

junction of the worked and
working factors so as to pro-

duce another number.

8. Division is the resolu-

tion of numbers.

9. Reduction is the rule by

which (any thing, such as)

catties, for instance, are reduc-

ed to taels.

10. Reduplication is the

doubling of a number.

11. Coupling is the join-

ing together of two numbers.

12. Separation is cutting

off and taking away.

13. Original numbers are

those first given.

14. Difference is when fhe

numbers are unlike, one be-

ing greater or less than the

other.

15. The sum total is the

sum of the united numbers.

16. Involution is the mul-

tiplication of numbers into

themselves, and repeated a

second time.

17. A Remainder is that

which is left after any given

part whatever has been taken

away.
18. All numbers, whether

in long measure, dry measure,

or weights, from units ascend

to tens hundreds thousands

te,ns of thousands, hundreds of
thousands millions, tens of mil-

lionsj hundreds of millions,

billions^ tens of billions^—units

occupying the first place, tens

the second, hundreds the third,

and so forth.

A
K

g

swai fat>; yung- luk 2 ckwai

sun1
tchi, tsak> hop 2 .

i.Kd <tsang <t
cim -cya.

^Kam ^he, cch c
ii 'shiu -ya.

cShinff
€che, fit> shat> hop ?

pin5 sh6> -y^.

iKwai, yap, c

ki <chl sh55
-yd.

CMty *che, -i <kan chit5

cleung shi2 £y^.

cki -sheung -p? ui sho 5

Ping 2 (ch6, i
2 sh6 s6ung

hopj.

Tstti
C
che, kot> tiin 2 -yd.

<ch6, ch? 6 shd

iCh^a l

ch6, ct6
(shiu pat>

it
f ung sh6 >

iT^ung C
ch^, ui 2

ct
c ung

shb\
Tsoiy cshing ^he, tsz

2
cshing

cchi, si yau 2
Sshing -yd.

Shing 1 Cchc
6, cchr

ii

sh6ung 2
Sts

c un <chi cyii.

5F4n tok 2 , <leung, chang, tszn

ctdn wai2 £
1 sh^ung-, tsak>

iit 2 shapi, pakj, «ts
c
in, min 2

,

yik>, cM6 2
, king, shoi <tsz’

sy6ung ; ctdn swai yat> wai-,

shap 2 cwai wai 2
,
pak> £wai

<s^m wai2
£wan, «wan.

10, 11, The first of these is simply a multiplication of any number by two; the second is

adding together any two numbers.

18. The fundamental law of numeration, that a removal^ of one place, towards the left in-

creases the value of afigure ten times, is here recognized. Cypher^ or the omission of any place,

is denoted by the word ling^ literally 4 remainder,
5
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19. Fractions

:

if, in long

measure, for example, dLcheung

is made unit, then the chHk,

fan, &c., are all frac-

tions (or broken numbers).

*20. Moreover, there are sim-

ple and complex numbers,

also a species of short-hand.

[Thus,]

T one 1

II two 2

III three 3

IV / Mr 4

V five 5

VI six 6

VII seven 7

VIII eight 8

IX nine 9

X ten 10

21. Now in reckoning num.
bers, we stop at myriads, and
although there are hundreds of

thousands, millions, and other

[higher] numbers, they are not

very much employed. For in-

stance, Three hundred and
sixty-two millions, four hun-

dred and forty-seven thousand,

one hundred and eighty-three

(362,447,183), is read three

myriads, six thousand, two
hundred and forty-four my-
riads, seven thousand one
hundred and eighty-three.

cling, iii tok 2 lat>, niing i

cheung2
swai ct4n wai-, tsak>

cb c
ik>, ts^iin% cfan, ckai cwai

ckf
i iling.

Ling 2 -yau Hs^in shS% csham

sh6) s
ii k’ap hna.

yat> yat> yatj

i
2

i
2

<sam tsdm esam

sz sz
’

sz
,J

s’ng ing £ng

luk 2 luk2 luk 2

ts
c at> ts

c
at> tsc at>

pat> p^t> pdt>

kau (kau <kau

shap2 shap 2 shap

<Kam syan siin
1
sho^ H man-

swai
C
chl, <sui syau yik>, chiu%

tang sho% ct6 pat> yung£
.

cU csdm <hoi, luki eking, i
2

chlu% sz
5>

yik sz5> nidn 2
,

ts
c at> C ts

c in, yat> pfik 5 ,
pat>

shap> tsim, tsak> iit 2 <sam
man-, luk 2 <ts

c in, V- p4k> sz
J,

shap2 sz
J> man 2

, ts? at> <ts
c
in

yat, pdk> p^t> shap,

20, The figures in the first column are used in books and documents
;
those in the middle

column are employed in mercantile accounts, drafts, dec., to prevent any change being easily
made in the sum ;

and the contracted forms, in the last column, are used in letters, and the
transactions of every-day life. The characters in the middle column, except the first^three, also
have other meanings than numerical; they are employed for this purpose partly from the simi-
larity of sound, and partly from a resemblance to the figures themselves,

21. This number (362,447,183), introduced here to illustrate the Chinese system of notation,
gives the total population of the empire in 1812, as stated in an edition of the Ta Tsin - Ui Tid.
published in 1828.
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^rttion sffonU.

RULES OF ARITHMETIC.

Sim* fat, lui

2

tai- i
l ccheung.

1. For all calculations of

numbers, the four fundament-

al rules of additioii^ subtrac-

fioiiy division^ and multiplica-

tioiU are necessarily the first

used
;
and are all performed

on the counting-board.

2. The rule of addition is

exemplified thus : if to each

tael of money, you add inter-

est three candareens, and,

without breaking the original

^uin, you increase it by three,

\ ou have the operation which

called addition.

3. The rule of sublraction is

exemplified thus: the capital

and interest of money is four

taels, and each tael is to be

diminished by taking away
three mace

;
you have then

only to triple the three and

subtract the nine, and you will

obtain a remainder of three

taels, with a fraction of one
|

mace*

a

a

®

sFan siin pit, <sin H ck
ck4m, ckwai, Sshing, sz’ f&t

swai lu' ; ci <kai Sisiin
>

5p
? un

tsap 2 <chi.

cK4 f4t> wai 2
cii -mui 5ngan

yat>
c16ung ck4 li

a
csim cfan*

pat>
cpun <shan, cs^rn

<tsang <chi, ku* vvai2 <chi <ka.

fat> wai- s ii
cpun li^

sngan sz
J> (leung, smui ^eung

ckim h^ii* csim sts'in, chat>

efu <s4m cS^m sch
c
ii

ckam
ckau Sts

c
in, tak> ^un sngan

csim 4leung cling yat> £ts
c in

<chi lui a
.

Notes and Exp la nations.

\i mrkrs, being employed to denote things of almost every kind and magnitude, liave been

suhiectod to a ^at variety of rules, of which the four here named are the most simple and/

use fal. Chinas Manual will furnish the student with a great number of others; some of them are

^uriou^, and ate expressed in rhyme^ like the old stanza :

Thirty days hath September,

April, June, and November;
All the rest have thirty-one

February twenty-eight alone,

But in leap year twenty-nine.

1. This abacus is in universal use among the Chinese. It consists of an oblong frame

wood, with a bar running lengthwise forming two compartments
;
through this bar, at right

-m*les, are usualiv placed seventeen (but sometimes more) small pins, having on each seven balls;

tive on one side, and two on the other sid©> of the bar. Any ball in the larger compartment,

being placed against the bar, is called unity
;
and on the left of this they increase, and on the

iirhrthey dectease, by tens, hundredths, &c
;

the corresponding balls^ in the smaller compart-

mont, increase or decrease by fifths, fiftieths, &c. By tGis means ali numbers in the common

trytii^actioni? of business integral or decimal, are computed with much ease and rapidity.
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sShing f4t>, wai- sii
£yau pd*

sz” pik> i
2 shapi s’ng p at>;

5mui p
c
at> <ngan i

l sts^n
s’ng <fan; man2 kung^ <koi

^ngan y^uk2 <kon?

T4p> xit2 ,
yat 5 pik> 5ling luk,

^ung, i1 sts^in,
£,ng <fan.

Fdt iit2 chi pb> swai shat2

s
i

5mui p
c at> i

2
Sts

c ln, i?ng
cfan swai f^t>, ^shing <chi tsak^

tak).

<Kau <kau h6pi sh&

.

4. The rule of multiplica-

/ion is thus exemplified : there

are four hundred and twenty-

five pieces of cloth, and each

piece costs two mace and five

candareens
;

it is asked, what

will be the amount of the

money required for the whole

[of the said cloth]?

The answer is, one hundred

and six taels, two mace and
five candareens.

The operation is performed

thus : the cloth is taken as the

multiplicand, and the price of

each piece of clothe two mace
and five candareens, as the

multiplier; then by multiply-

ing them together, the product

is obtained.

Multiplication Tabl:

Sect. 2.1 RULES OF ARITHMETIC. 379

1

J

1

!

i

1

—• •

/

A

+ X

—k

1

I

1

A

1
+

..

——

*

—

*

1

/

i
*

.

.

—

•

4

— —

*

m -

• 1

A

X
k

+

—»

'

»

\

/ / /

K

-

H
it

—

—

»

1

/ \ *

1

|

1 1

j-

4. This table, commencing on the left at the top, reads thus: 1 x ] = 1 or literally one one as
ojie ; the second column is 1 x 2= 2 ; 2x2= 4; the third column in the same way, 1x3
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(Kwai fat>, wai 2
jii ^vau -mai

shap 2 shik 2 , tsok> 5ng man2

5yan cfan (chi; man- £miii

^yan ckoi smai yeuk^ <kon?

T4p) iit 2 , sz’ ch6uk).

Fat> iit2 , chf
smai <wai shata

-i syan l5ng min2
swai fdt>,

tkwai cchi tsak> tak>.

I

T6k 2 (ch6 shi> 4 (fan pi“

I

pi' p
c
at>, chuk>, muk 2 , (tang

mat, sch
c 6ung c

tiin. Tsik>

—

j

Yat> nap> swai yat> t fan

Shap 2 cfan £wai yat, ts^n "

!

Shap 2 swai yat> ch c ik>;

5. The rule of division is
[

exemplified thus: there are
|

twenty stone of rice, which is I

to be divided equally among
fifty thousand men

;
it is ask-

ed, how much of this rice will

each man have?

The answer is, four cheuk.

The operation is thus: the

given rice is made the divi-

dend, and the five thousand

men taken as a divisor; the

sum being thus divided, the

quotient is obtained.

1. Long measure is that

by which the length of piece-

goods, bamboos, timber, and
such like articles is determin-

ed. The terms used are these:

1 grain is one fan;

10 fan make one ts^un;

10 tin make one cUik;

and so on to the end, 9x9= 81. In its arrangement, this is less simple and easy than that
usually called the table of Pythagoras, though in principle it is identical with it. The Chinese
have no algebraic system, and are without any mathematical signs or symbols like those used
in algebra.

5. This and the three preceding rules are abridged from the work of Ching, in which they
are illustrated, by very numerous examples.

Section

MEASURES OF LENGTH.

Tok> fati lui-; tai- <sam <ch6ung.

Notes and E xp la nations.

Like the people of all other nations, the Chinese have had great trouble and perplexity in trying

to fix a standard of weights and measures. Without any permanent standard— 44 established

by nature and accessible at all places on the earth,
55

like the French metrey one 40 millionth

part of a meridian of the earth, or 39^ English inches nearly— the Chinese made the w6ng
chung the foundation'of all their measures. A certain number of kernels of grain— whether

disposed lengthwise or crosswise is disputed was assumed for a starting point, like so many

K

S

_

1



Shap 2 ch
c
ik> swai yat>cheung-;

Shap 2 cheung- c\vai yat>

Yau- t fan pit2 ti
2

, -iin

kan-
; -i—

Pun 5
tsHin^ <wai yat> cli;

s?Ng tse
iin

5
c\vai yat> c fan;

i?Ng chc
ik> cwai yat> pd 2

<Sam pak1 luk^shapj pd- cwai

yat 5 -li

I- pik> - ?ng shap 2
s
li c\vai

yat, tci-.

cYing kw6k> yat> -li ^yau 'ki

sch
c eung c ni?

/Pong, csam -li leuk 2

(kam
cse.

sTc ng -li
syau Cklchc

ik> t ni?

Yat> cts
cm pdt> p4k> shap 2

luk 2 chc
ik> swai yat> s

li.

cYing kwok> yat> -li, ^yau l

ki

cto ch^ik) cni?

sNg <tse in ?• pak> pit 3 shap 2

chc ik> swai yat> -li.

10 c/i
c
iA: make one cheung;

10 chtung make one yan.

2.

It is also employed for

determining geographical dis-

tances
;

in these terms

:

Half a ts^iin is one li;

5 is^iin make one fan;

5 cJ^ik make one pd

;

360 pd make one It;

250 li make one td>

3. What is the length of

an English mile?

It is a little less than three

Chinese miles.

4. How many chHk make
a Chinese mile?

One thousand eight hun-

dred and tvventy-six feet make
one It (or mile).

5. How many feet make
one,English mile ?

Five thousand, two hundred
and eighty feet make one
English mile.

drams9 grains^ and barley-corns^ in English tables. The chrik9 (cubit, covid, or foot) fixed by
the Mathematical Board at Peking, is 13.125 English inches; that used by tradesmen ia

Canton varies from 14.625 inches to 14.81 and that employed by the engineers of public works
is 12*7 inches; and that by which distances is usually measured is 12.1 nearly. The Zf, or mile
is 1897^ English feet; and 192J li were reckoned for a degree of latitude or longitude. Bui
the European mathematicians at the capital, deviating from their predecessors, divided the degree
into 250 Zf, reducing it to 1826 English feet, or the tenth part of a French league; and this, at

present, is the established measure. Accordingly, the li is a little more than one third of an
English mile.

1. These terms do not correspond exactly with those in use by any Europeans, The fan
may, however, be taken as equivalent to a line, in rough calculations

;
it is (calling the chrik \4.

625 in.) exactly 1.015625 of the twelfth of an inch. The ts^un is called punt or punto in
Canton, and is equal to 1.21875 of an inch, or one inch and one fifth. The cheung is frequently
used by carpenters and other artisans in measuring their work

;
the length, of course corresponds

to the ch^ik employed, but it is usually about 14.3-5 feet. The yan is not much used.

^ECT. 3. MEASURES OF LENGTH. 38
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6. How do the Chinese
and English inches compare
with each other in length

According to the measure
of the Astronomical Board, ten

Chinese inches are nearly

equal to thirteen and a half

Kngiish inches; but according

to the usage in Canton, they
are nearly equal to fourteen

inches and six tenths.

7. Now there are of cloth

forty-eight cheungj six feet,

;

and three inches, to be divided

e(jua« y between two men :

It is asked, How much of the

said cloth will each of the I

men receive?

The answer is, each man
will receive twenty-four

|

rheungy three feet, one inch,

and tive tenths.

8. The circumference of
!

the earth is three hundred
'

and sixty degrees which giv^s

a total [on the equator] of

ninety thousand [Chinese]

miles; these being converted

into paces [p6] give thirty-two

millions and four hundred

thousand
;

the paces being

reduced to feet give

one hundred and sixty-two

millions of feet.

MATHEMATICS. [Chaiv XI

I iT e ong cYing cleung tse iin
J

I <seung 4tim yeung- c ni ?

cTsun <vam <l
e in kam 5

ch^i J

to 2
sTl ng shap> ts^iin% tsik>

I

<Ying kwok> shap 2 <sam ts
f
iin*

I

pun*
;

chiu > "Kwong <tung

I
skwe ai

c
kii, «tseung shap, sz ,J

tsHin* luk,.

j

cKam syau p5
J sz

5> shap 2 pat 3

j

ch6ung 2 lukj che
ik> <sSm

j

tse un% -i i
2

syan tfan tchi;

' man i smui jyan tkoi
c
ki cto?

: Tip, iit 2 ,

fmui jyan kok, tak>

J

i
l shapi sz’ ch6ung <sam

I

ch l
ik>, yat, ts^iin% sng <fan.

Ti- skc au cchau c\vai csim

j

pik> luk 2 shap, td 2

, kung 2 tak>

I ti
1 ckau m^n2 s

li
;

pin* kai'

tsik, cs4m <ts
c
in, i

l p^k>, sz^

shap> m^n 2

p6
2

; M ch c ik>yik,

p5 2
, tsak> yat> min2 luk> (ts

c in

p4k) ch^k).

7, 8. These are given merely as examples of the manner in which the terms are used in the

transaction of business. The most common implement for measuring is a small rule, called

a cli
x
ik^ from its length

;
it is made of a slip of bamboo, neatly divided into ts

xun andyizn by brass

pms. There is no supervision exercised by the government over the manufacture of the mea-
sures of lengthy and the extremes of length in a large number promiscuously collected are as

mucli as half or three fourths of a fan. The cUik of tailors^ carpenters, &c., is called pdi ts
l in

-hx
ik y

in distinction from the shorter one used by masons^ which is called chau lung chx iky and

which is 12.7 inches in length. They also measure their work with a ch^ung or pole, ten of

these chl
ik in length; this cheung is not far from eleven English feet.
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Section dFourtf).

MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

.L6ung J

fat, lui- tai- sz
1 ccheung.

1. Whenever the quantity

•jf rice, maize, pease, or other

grain is to be determined,

they are measured by these

rules which are as follows

:

1 grain of maize is a suk;

6 suk make one kwai

10 kieai make one ts^ ut

;

10 ^ lit make one cUdu

10 c¥du make one cheuk;

5 cheuk make one ytuk;

•2 ytuk make one hop;

10 k6p make one shing

10 shing make one tau;

5 tau make one hok;

2 h6k make one shik
;

Ifu is equal to 6 tau and
4 shing

;

1 yu is equal to 16 tau;

l ping is equal to 16 h6l\

2. Now, if you have forty-

^i.\ thousand, seven hundred
and fifty-one stone of rice,

md to every stone you add

K

—

"

m

—

—

£Fan cfan pit 2
rmai, suk,

tauS kuk^ (to
(kwa, <k^i

il6ung cwai fat>, £kc
i <leun

-

tsak> s
l

:

Yatj nap 5 <chi suk> ^vai suk 5

Luk> suk) £wai yat 5 tkwai

Shap, ckwai £wai yat> ts
c
iitj

Shapj ts^iitj cwai yat 3 tchc au

Shap, tch^u £wai yat> cheuk)

;

pNg cheuk 3 c\vai yat> yeuk

.

sL6ung yeuk 2 i'vai yat> k6p>

:

Shap 2 kop> c\vai yat> (shing

Shapi (shing s'vai yat) (tau,

£,Ng ctau c\vai yat> hoki

£L6ung h k 2 <wai yat> shik

Tu tsak> luki ^ausz^ tshing

sYii shap, luk 2

(tau

Ting shap 2 luk; hbk;.

cKam 5yau -mai sz” man-
luki cts^ln, ts

?
at> pak 5 «

rna

Notes and Explanations.

Measurks of capacity are used chiefly in buying and selling small quantities of rice, wheat, ami

other grain; for large quantities are usually bought and sold by weight.

1. There are only four of these fourteen -measures which are actually in common use amon^
the Chinese, the others are imaginary these are the k6p^ the half shmg, the whole sitings and
ttie tau. The first three are made of the cylindrical joints of the bamboo; and the tau is made
n\ wood in the shape of the frustrum of a pyramid, neatly bound with brass, and liavin^ a

j^ndle across the top. There are two sizes of the tau and slung one, called sM (au, or the cur-

ent /aw, contains just ten catties weight of ncc» and is also called shop kan iau^ from this fact
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for tare seven shing; what will

be the whole amount of the

rice?

3. Answer : the whole
amount of the original and
that added for tare is five

thousand and twenty-three

stone, five tau and seven

siting.

4. Again, [suppose] you
have one thousand and thirty-

eight stone of pease, which
are to be equally divided

among one hundred and se-

venty.three men
;
How many

stone will each man receive?

5. Answer : six stone.

_

shap> yatj shik 2 , -mui shikj

cki h6> ts
c at> <shing, man-

kung 2 -mai yeuk? tkon?

Tap) lit, ching* kung 51

£,ng m4n 2 cling \
l shap 3_ (sam

shik 2? -
?ng Hau, ts

c
at> ishing.

Yau 2 £yau tau^ yat 5 cts
c jn

cling shap, pat> shik
2 ,

tsok> yat> p^k> ts
c at> shap

tsim syan cfan; man- -cmui
<yan ckoi y6uk 2 ckon.

Tap> iitj, luki shik a .

the corresponding shing is named in a similar manner, and contains one catty of rice. The shik

is in this proportion, and is bought and sold as a pecul. The second size of the tau is the ts^ong

tau or granary tau, and holds about six and a half catties of rice
;

it measures 309.57148 cubic

inches (including the handle), and is commonly used in retail shops. The shing, called also ts^dng

shing^ is proportionate, and contains 30.43415 cubic inches. The half shing and k6p are m
proportion, but in consequence of the inaccuracy of the bamboo joints, their capacities vary

considerably
;
the k6p is also called/an and mai by the common people. The English pint meas-

ures 35§ cubic inches nearly
;
the gallon is 277J cubic inches nearly. The tau measure often

has the name of the local magistrate engraven on its side, showing that it has been officially

examined and its accuracy proved
;
the smaller measures are not stamped in this manner.

WEIGHTS.

fat> lui- tai-
£?ng icheung.

1. In order to ascertain

the amount of things by
weight, it is necessary first to

know the weights, to wit :

1 kernel of grain is one shii

10 shii make one lui

K?oi pin’ ch^ing) matj ‘hing

chungS (sli (sin <chi ^hang
fat>, Mr

Ya(> nap> ^hii^wai yat> *shii;

Shap 2 ^hii c\vai yat> -'lui;

Notes and Explanations.

Almost everything, among the Chinese, is sold by weight, net excepting timber, liquid^ and

live stock*
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10 lui make one chii;
|

24 chii make one leung;
|

16 leung make one kan;

2 kan make one yin

;

30 kan make one kwan;

100 kan make one tdm;

120 Jean make one shik;

2. But at present, every-

thing less than a tael, is
|

denoted by fan, li, hd

sz\faU and so forth.

3. There are three instru-

ments for weighing; one is

called a balance

;

one is called

a steelyard

;

and one a money
scales; all are fixed by stan-

dard weights, granted by the
|

imperial Board [at Peking].

The balance requires weights, i

of which the tael is the great-

est [denomination], and the
,

lx is the smallest. The steel-

yard and the money scales

both require a counterpoise.

On the beam, there are small

stars, and by moving the !

counterpoise, the beam is ba-

lanced. According to the

steelyard, sixteen taels make a

catty, and it ascends to a pecul,

which is the greatest weight,

while the ts
Km is the smallest.

By the money scales, the tael

is the largest, and the li is the

smallest [weight].

f

I

a

Shap> slui c\vai yat> <chii

;

l 2 shap2 sz
?>

ccbii ewai c
leuT)g;

Shap3 luk 2

c!eung swai yat)

<kan;

Y l ckan wai yat> -yan;

cSam shap2 ckai» ewai yaf 3

ckwan

;

Pak) <kan ewai yat> tam >

;

P4k> l
2 shap2 ckan c\vai shik 2 .

Tai- <kam {l6ung -i ha ?

, c\vai

yang 2
£ ts

c in, (fan, cli, cho,

<sz
?

,
fat), ci -i.

I

cHang mat2
syau <sdm, ut2

ct
( in cpc ing, iit 2 cluing', iit^

tang-; <k4i £
1 P6 2

cpan fat>
£ma ewai ting2

. cTc ln spring

yung- -cma, -i *I6ung ewai

^hau, -i sli £wai mut 2 . Chc ing
J

~ii tang- ckai yung- cche
ui.

cKon <shan sheung 2 ctim «sing,

ci cchHii tsau 2 <chi. Chc ing >

-i shap 2 luk/j
cleung tsok> <kan

-i tam >

£wai ^hau, ( ts
c in

ewai muti. Tang- -\ 4leung

<wai {
shau, -j SU c\vai mut^.

1. The first three of these denominations, with the yan^ kwan^ and shik, are nominal
;

the tael

weighs l^oz. av.; the catty l^lb. av., and the pecul 133J lbs. av. The pecul is distinguished bv

the Portuguese into three kinds
;
the pecul balanca or common pecul of 100 catties, the pecul seda

of 111.15 catties=148 lbs., and the pecul chapa of 150 catties= 200 lbs.

2. The ts^in is the same aliquot part of the leung (one tenth) in weights as in money, and

bears the same name of mace
;
the fan is also called candareen, and the li cash.

3. The fin pHng is used to weigh valuable articles, as drugs, gems, &c., and is made of

various sizes
;

articles weighed by it are reckoned in Uung, and its subdivisions of ts^in^ fan,

<fec” and the weights are made from one cash up to a hundred taels in convenient sizes, the

larger of brass, the smaller of ivory. The cluing is the most comnjon instrument for weighing,

and is made of hard wood like a steelyard, neatly marked off into peculs, catties, taels, &c.; the

counterpoise is usually of stone. The tang is made on the same principle as the ch^ing, of an

ivory rod, and is called money scales from its most common use.

CHI. CHR. 97
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Section

LAND MEASURES

Mau fat> lui-
;

tai- lukj ccheung.

1. Land measure is that

by which the length and
breadth of lands are measured

;

the following terms are used

:

5 cUik make 1 pd (or

pace)

:

24 pd make onefan

;

60 pd make one k6k;

4 k6k make one mau

;

thus making one mau equal

to 240 ;

100 mau make one kHng.

2. But, at present, from the

mau downwards, the denomi-

nations are fan^ U hd, sz\

fat ;
and sometimes they are

called shik, tan and siting

and whether the plats of

round be square or round, ir-

regular or oblong, crooked or

straight, although the same
terms for the measurement
are employed, the method for

each kind of plat is different.

3. Question; what is the

area of a right-angled triangu-

lar piece of ground, whose per-

pendicular (or longest side) is

sixty pc), and its base (or

shortest side) thirty pd ?

4. Answer
; three mau

scxenfan, and five Vi (or 3.75

•acres).

®

-Mau fat>
csho tfan pit,

ct
? in i\

l fut> h^,p 2 ;
tsak> -yau

:

°Ng chc
ik? £wai yat> p5-;

I- shap, sz
5>

po- swai <fan:

Luk> shap, pci- cwaiyal> kok>:

Sz?> kok> <\vai yat -cmau

;

tsikj, i- p^k>, sz
,J shap 2 p6

2

sy^;

Pak 5 -mau £wai yat> Ving.

cWai <kam tsz
2 -mau s

i h^-,

tsak> ut, <fan, <li, ch6, <sz\

fat>; wak> iitj shik2 ,

c
tau,

cshing; tsik> cfong, ciin, cts
c
e ?

c\vang, huk>, chik 2 cchl ct
c
in,

cheung- cleung <sui ct
f ung, s i

fat) tsak> k k> i
l
.

Man- <kau cku s t
c jn,

sch
e eung lukj shap2 p6S <kau

fut> <sam shap 3 p8
2
, tak> dc in

4
ki sh6 ?

T4p> iit2 ; csam -mau, ts
? at>

<fan, sng sli.

Notes and Exp lunations.

M au is used in two senses; one denoting a plat of ground of any dimensions
;
the other, a spc-

cilic area, anciently including one hundred pd, but now two hundred and forty.

1. The fan here given must not be confounded with the fan among the measures of length,

the latter being only a fractional part of a ch^ik. The measure here is square measure : 240

square pd==l mau or Chinese acre.

2. It will be seen from the many different measures and weights into which the terms fan.

//, /?(), &c., enter, that they are not proper, but common terms, answering exactly to decima
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5. Rule: take the perpen-

dicular, sixty pd f and the

base, thirty pd ; then multiply

them together, and a product

will be obtained, one thousand

eight hundred pd ; take away
one half, and there are nine

hundred pd, which being re-

duced according to the land

measure, the answer is obtain-

ed.

(a) The base and perpen-

dicular of the triangle multi-

plied together produce a paral-

lelogram ; but the shape of the

right-angled triangle is only

half a parallelogram
;

there-

fore by taking away one half,

the true product is obtained.

(b) If you take the length

sixty pd, and cut off one half,

you have thirty pd, which,

with the breadth, thirty pd^

being multiplied together, the

same product is obtained.

[Again—
]

(c) If you take the breadth

thirty pd9 and cut off one

half, you have fifteen pd,

which, with the length, sixty

pc), being multiplied together,

the same product is again

obtained.

6. The square of any num-
ber is the product of that num-
ber multiplied into itself : the

square of three is nine.

7. In land measure, if one

acre of land be taken, and
its cont^its be computed in

square feet [Chinese], it will

^ive six thousand feet.

!

Fat),
cku lukj shap 2 p6

2
,

ckau <s4m shap 2 p6
2
, <seung

cshing tak 5 tsik> yat 5 cts^ln pat,

pak> p5- ;
chit> pu^ tak>

lkau
pak> p6S -mau ftt) £ch

c
ii cchi,

tsik> tak>.

<Kau cs6ung cshing cshing

ya.t> cdi^eung cfong tsik) 9
<k3.u

eying, tak> cch^eung cfong

cchi pun% ku5
chlt> pun5 ting 2

tsik>.

Yeuk> -i cche eung luk> shap 2

po- cMt> punJ tak> csdm shap>

pb 2
, -ii fut 5 <sam shap 2 p6

2
,

<seung £shingtak> tsik> ct
c ung.

Yeuk. -i fut> <sam shap2 p6S
cMt> pun tak> shaping pd 2

,

-ii cchreung luk 2 shap 2 p -,

cs6ung Sshing, tak> tsik> yik>

^ung.

Sho 1
tsz5i cshing cchi tsik>;

c.sam tsz
2 cshing <chi tsik>

5wai
ckau.

£Mau fat), yeuk> £
1 yat> -mau

tsz
9
- cfong,

£,ng ch( ik) kai
J

cchi, tsik) lukj cts
c ln chc

ik>

£ya.

tractions, and should be read here tenths, hundredths, &c. Whenever used by a Chinese, their

meaning is so many tenths or hundredths of the integer mentioned before thefan

;

as, 15 catties,

H taels, 8 mace, 3 candareens, and 9 cash, is equal to 15 catties, 6.839 taels.

3. This problem is introduced for the sake of the terms employed, and not for the illustration of

geometrical principles; most of the terms, being used in a definite mathematical sense, are

easily understood. For a further account of the mau fat^ see the fifth volume of the TsK uimi shan
F6ng Shdhoky or the ^Mathematics of the Lagerstroemia hill Institution.^
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S«tion CTebcmf).

MEASURES OF TIME.

Lik) f4t> lui 3

;
tai- ts

e at> <ch6ung.

1. The celestial sovereign

invented the ten stems, viz.^

kdp, iit, ping ting, md kU
kang^ san, yam^ and kwai

;

and

the twelve branches, viz., tsz\

ch^au yan mau shall tsz’ ’ng

tnt, shan, yau^ suty
and hoi. Af-

terwards, Ndu the Great, tak-

ing the first of the stems and

branches, joined them toge-

ther in pairs, and formed a

cyclic nomenclature for the

years, months, and days; and

by drawing it in continuation

downwards, it requires sixty

years [to complete the series

of changes], after which the

process is recommenced and

repeated. Thus, for example,

are joined kdptsz’ iitcJCau

and so forth
;
by degrees the

progression is carried on

through the whole series of

the stems and branches; and

E

tT^n 5wong shi
3
- chai' shap 2

<kon, kap>, iit2 ,
4
ping, (ting

m6-, (ki, <kang, <san, £yam,
kwai shap> i- (chi tsz’

^^au, syan^-mau, <shan, tsz
2

£,ng, mi 2

, <shan, syau, sut>
hoi-. -Tc oi chf Tai- cNau
tsak> -i ckon <chi <chi (shau

hopj ci cnin HU yat>

c\vai ichi ho 2

;
<t

e o <lin <i ha-,

pit> tsii luk> shap> tsoi% <in

hau 2 ^6 fuk>
Cchc

i. sYii kip>
r
tsz’ iiU ch*au chi lui 2

;

TABLE OF THE CYCLE OF SIXTY YEARS, OR FA KAP TSZ\

1804 1814 1824 I 834 I 844

1805 B 1815 1825 1835 1845 1855 P

1806 1816 1826 1836 I846 1856

l8 7 [1 1817 1827 I 837 1847 1857 E
1_ 1818 1828 1848 1858

1809 1819 1829 ti I 839 1849 ^ g 1859

1810 1820 183 1840 ^ 185 1860

1811 1M 1 183 1 P 1841 1851 1861

1812 1822 1832 ££ Jg 1842 1852 1862

1813 1823 ^ I833 I 843 1853 1863
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accordingly it is called, The
j

cycle of sixty.

2. The tropical year is di-

;

vided intofour seasons^ called
:

Spring, Summer, Autumn, and
j

Winter; the first, second,
|

and third months make the

spring season
;
the fourth, fifth,

1

and sixth months make the
j

summer season
;
the seventh, !

eighth, and ninth months
make the autumnal season

;

the tenth, the eleventh, and
!

twelfth, make the winter
j

season.

3. Twelve months make
,

one year
;
in five years there

are two intercalary months.

Sometimes thirty days make
one month

;
and sometimes

twenty-nine days make one !

month.
j

syau tsim- ha-, ctning <chi

iit 2 ,
luk 2 shap2 <f4 kap>

c

tsz
5

.

(Chau sui
3

(fan sz’)

kwai% lit, <chc un ha- cts
c au

ctung; -i cching i
l csam lit,

£wai cchc un kwaiJ

;
sz ,J

,

- 9ng
luk 2 iit2 cwai ha2 kwai5

;
ts

c at>

pat>
ckau iitj cwai cts

c au kwai 5

;

shapj, shap 2 yat), shap^ i-

c\vai <tang kwai\

Shap 2 i
2

iit2 cwai yat> iiiin,

- 5ng cnin noi- -leung yun-.

Wdk 2 csam shap 2 yat 2 c\vai

yat> iit ;
wak^ V- shap^ (kau

yat2 £wai yat> iit2 .

Not e s and E xp lanations.

Horology, or the art of measuring time, early engaged the attention of the Chinese, who, like

other nations, have devised various methods for marking its progress by distinct periods. The
choice of. these periods and their order of arrangement constitute what is called the Calendar.

1. According to tradition, TaiNdit was one of the ministers of Wong tai/and flourished 2637
years B. C., at which time, by the commands of his sovereign, he formed the cycle of sixty,

which was immediately adopted; accordingly, 1840 is the 37th year of the 75th cycle. The
twelve characters used to designate the chi, or branches, have certain animals appropriated to

them, by which they are frequently alluded to in poetical and other writings
;
the ten, or

stems, have certain inanimate things appropriated to them in like manner. Thus, the twelve chi:

^ng -"np is represented by ma, a horse

;

“ by yeung, a sheep

;

u by hau^ amonkey

“ by A: • a cock

;

“ by Aiiw a dog ;

“ by cAii a boar.

tsz
9

is represented by shii, M a rat

;

ch}au Th “ by ngau a cow mi

yan “ by /«, a tiger; shan

mau “ by fd, a rabbit

;

yau

shan “ by lung, a dragon

;

sut

tsz’ “ by she^ a snake

;

hoi

The ten k6n are connected with the five elements, according to the cosmogony of the Chinese
kap and ut are allied to wood, which is figured as the yam and ytung wood, or a fir and a bamboo ;

ping and ting are allied to fire, divided in the same manner into coal-fire and incense-fire
;
mb

and ki to earth, as hills and plains
;
kang and san to metal

;
and yam and kwai to water

;
each of

which produces its successor, and destroys its predecessor. N. B. In order to distinguish md,
suU and shii (another similar character), the Chinese use the following verse: Wang sut, tim shiu
mb chung hung; i. e. cross sut

9
point shii^ and leave open the middle { md.

2. In the Trimetrical Classic there is a commentary on the four seasons, intended to illustrate

their order, and the mode in which, by the alternation of cold and heat, &c., they operate for

chi. cm 98
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4. Ten days make a decade^

of which in a month there
I

are three, the first, middle,
}

and last decades.

5. A year is divided into

twenty-four terms: the spring i

season consists of— opening- I

spring, rain-water, excited-in -

sects, vernal-equinox, pure- I

brightness, grain-rains; six
I

terms. The summer season

consists of— opening-summer,

[ears of grain] little-filled,

spiked-grain, summer-solstice,

little-heat, and great-heat; six

Shap2
yat2 yat> Sts

c un, iit 2

noi
5
- <fan sheung-, <chung, haS

csam 5ts
c an.

Sai > <chung kung- V- shap2

sz
J>

tsit>; <chc un kwaiJ takj

lap, cchl un, s
ii shui eking

chat 2 <chc un cfan, tts
c ing

cming, kuk> s
ii, luk> tsit,.

Ha- kwaiJ tak> lap> ha> ^iu
fimun ?

£mong (chung, ha ?-

the production of trees and vegetables of all kinds. See Chap. I., sec. 2., No. 29. The inter-

\ a\ of time employed by the sun between two successive returns to one and the same point in

the ecliptic makes a complete year, usually called the tropical year. Its duration has always
l>een a. subject of interest. The true mean year, as given by the last tables of M. Delambre,
is 365d. 5h. 48, 51".61.

3. The Chinese year, which is Juni-solar, consists of 12 months, except when, by this

inode of reckoning, the lunar time falls behind the solar time one whole revolution of the moon
;

then an intercalary month is added, by the following rule
;

if, during any lunar month, the

sun does not enter any sign of the zodiac, that month is intercalary, and the year consequently

contains thirteen months. The intercalary year contains 384 days, and the common year 354
days; the 1st, 3d, 4th, 8th, and 12th months have 29 days. The month of 30 days is called tai

7/7, that of 29, is called sin iit the greater and the lesser months.

5. These twelve terms express the periods of the sun 5
s passage through the 12 signs of the

zodiac : in their meaning there is a reference to the season of the year. The terms are applied

to the day that the sun is in the first and fifteenth degree of a sign of the zodiac
;
consequently

in reckoning bv the lunar year, their places in the calender will change every year, but in the

solar year of Europeans, they will fall more uniformly upon the same day, in successive years.

When an intercalary month occurs, the terms continue to be reckoned as usual, an arrangement
that sometimes brings the first term into the twelfth moon, making 25 terms in a year, but most
usually it falls in the first month. Some of the terms are sixteen days in length, and some are

fourteen, but the average is fifteen
;
and they correspond to our months nearly as follows, falling

in the signs here given.

Feb. 6. JLL Lap ch? un. ©15° in Aquarius.

Feb. 20. * i shui. ? InPlsces.

'larch 5• King chat. )

Mar. 20. Cl^un fan.

April 5. Ts^ingming.

April 20. Kuk ii.

May 5. Lap lit

21• Sill miin.

June 6. T^ ^1 Mong chung.

June 21. mchi.

July 7. / Siu shU. 5

23. A % T^ishii. In Leo.

In Aries.

In Taurus.

In Gemini.

In Cancer.

Aug. 7.

Aug. 23.

Sept. 8.

Sept. 23.

Oct. 8.

Oct. 23.

Nov 7.

Nov. 22.

Dec, 7.

Dec. 22.

Jan. 6.

Jan. 21.

In Leo.)[ ^ Lap ts^au.

Chii shii.

P&k H
TVau fan.

Hon lu.

S6ung k6ng

/ Lap tung.

Siii siit.

^ Tai siit.

1 Tung chi.

Sifi h6n.

^ ^ Tai hon. ® enters Aquarius.

In Virgo.

In Libra.

In Scorpio.

In Sagitta-

rius.

1

In Capricor-

nus.

#

I
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terms. The autumnal season

consists of— opening-autumn,

abated-heat, white-dew, au-

tumnal-equinox, cold-dew, de-

scending-hoarfrost ; six terms.

The winter season consists

of— opening winter, little-

snow, great snow, winter-sol-

stice, little-cold, great-cold

;

six terms.

6. Every and each period

of a day and night together

includes ninety-six quarters,

which are arranged into

twelve periods of time, mark-
ed by the twelve branches

;

one period includes eight

quarters, each of which con-

sists of fifteen minutes
;
half a

period makes one hour, or six-

ty minutes. Thus, in the

day time, eleven o^lock, ac-

cording to the common mode
of speaking, is called kau-

; half-past two o’clock, in

like manner, is called mi ching

\ hak.

7. The brazen clepsydra is

formed of six water-pots, ar-

ranged in successive order

one above another, and from

which through small perfora-

tions the water gradually

chiVsifi shW c
shii, luki

tsit). <Tscau kwaiJ tak> lap,

cts
c au, ch^ii

5 (
shii, pak 2 luS

<tsc au «fan, chon lu% <s6ung

kong% luk> tsit>. <Tung kwai"

tak> lap 2 ctung, c
siij siit^,

siit>, <tung chi c
slu chon^

tdi2 chon, luk 2 tsit>.

sFdn ^mui yat 2 chau5

ye'

kung- ckau shap^ luk 2 hak)
cfan shap2 i- £shi cshan, tsik>

shap 2 i- cchi, yat> cshi kung^

pat> hak> -mui hak> shap2
-
?ng

cfan
;
pun^ cshl swai yat> ^im,

tsik> lukj shap 2 <fan. cU yat,

shap2 yat>
c
tirn, tsik> tsuk,

csho wai- fkau £,ng; yat> Him
pun>, tsak HU mi 2 ching i-

hak).

K^oi) Aung tik> lau 2 (ch
5nai luk2 cpc un tip2 tsc z

?>

sham shui chc lit. Chi

6. Hak is a section, a notch, a small division of time; as it corresponds in duration with the
fourth part of an hour, it may be rendered quarter. The day among the Chinese commences
at eleven o

J

clock p. m. according to European reckoning. The hours are designated by the 12
chU which from this use have been sometimes translated horary characters; and are thus applied.

From 11 to 1 p. m. is noon.

is afternoon,

^
M

7—9 (1st watch.)

9—11 (2d wateh.)

7. Clepsydras are still in use
;

they have varied in their construction at different periods.
The water-pots seem originally to have been made of brass, and the term t^ung is still retained,
although wood only is now used. In the city of Canton, there is a building called kung pak lau,
u bowing northward loft it serves partly as an observatory, and partly as as a watch-house,
and is maintained by the government.

From 11 to 1 a. m. (3d watch.) is

(
4* watch.) is 3JL

(5th watch.) is

W
M

is forenoon•

1—3

3—5

5—7

7—9

9—11

1—3

3—5

5—7

'1

w
I

a
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drops. The extreme lower
|

vessel, which receives the

water, has a wooden cover,

and through it a hole is cut;

and into it an index, marked
with periods of time, is insert-

ed. Then as the water in

the vessel fills one degree
the index, floating on its sur-

,

face, rises one quarter. The
periods of time, and the watch-
es, are all indicated by this '

means.

8. Also there are incense
!

which are employed to
:

indicate periods of time; be-
|

ing lighted, the true time is

indicated by the progress of

the fire.

9. The sun-dial was devis-

ed for the purpose of observ-

ing the time, by the progress

of the sun
;
a line is stretched

due south so that the rays of

the sun will fall on it
;
by the

shadow of this line the true

time of the day is indicated.

10. The whole night is

divided into five watches^ and
commencing at 7 p. m. are

announced as follows; Kau
sut is announced as the open-

ing watch, the first watch

;

Kau Jwi is announced as

the second watch

;

KAu tsz’ is announced as .

the third watch;

Kau ch^au is announced
as the fourth watch

;

Kau yan is announced as

the fifth watch.

The methods of announc-
ing the watches are various:

sometimes they are announc-
ed by the gong; sometimes
by the drum, and afterwards

by the gong, in concert. In
villages, and in streets and
market-places, hollow bamboos
and sticks are used for an-

nouncing the watches.

mut, yung- cpan kc oi yat>

cp
c un, -i tsip> ckc

i
(shui, lpan

min- <hoi (lung, cl^ap) yat
sshl cshan chc ik> <ii noi-.

Y6uk> c(i (shui £mun yat>

cfan, tsak> cht ik> <faa ckbyal,

hak>. sShi £shan ckang chc au.

(kdi ts*z’

Yau- ^yau Sshl cshan cheung
-i po 5

Sshi hak>; Him -i
4f

^ho to
> cwai 'chun.

ChaiJ yat 2

(

kvvai -c
i

ckun yat,

chang 'sho td' <chi cshi; lap,

sin5 heung' .cnam, £yeung
chiu J

<chi, s
i sin > cying csho

C
chi cl^ii

1

£wai <chan.

c'Pung ye 1
-i

- Jng ckang p6
5

<chl; cii ckau sut>

cchc o ckang, tsik> yat> ckang

<Kau hoi-, p6
J £ii- skang

cKau c
tsz\ pd y

-i csdm ckang

cKiu (ch^au pd risz” ckang;

cKau £yan, pd* £
i

£,ng <kang,

Pd y ckang pat> yat,
;
wik 2

cku
pd\ wak> clo pi)% wdk, cSin

hau- s16 ctUing p6
>

. cLui
cin £shi *tsing, -1 chuk> muk>
<tiling chdii pd } (ch6 cyau

sham2
.

10. Kau sut is the time when the watch is set or commences, and is beat as the first watch
till kau hn^ on the opening of the second

;
and so of the others till 5 o’clock a. m. when the

watch breaks up with a reveille, which the Chinese call sanlui.
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^ution

GEOMETRY AND TRIGONOMETRY

cFong ct^ln kok 5 lui 2
tai- p^t, <ch6ung.

1,

In the first plac

down the terms of a pr

and afterwards state the me-
thod for finding the solution.

ice lay

oroblem

2. That which has length

without breadth is called a

line a line is formed of

points.

3. The two ends of a line

are points.

4. A point is without length

o: shortness, breadth or nar-

rowness, thickness or thin-

ness whereof to speak ;
but

by one point being drawn
out and lengthened till ano-

ther point is attained and
made the stopping-place, a line

is formed.

5. Lines are of two kinds,

rectilineal and curvilinear.

6. A surface is formed of

lines.

7v A solid is formed of

surfaces.

8. If one end of a line is

made a centre^ and the other

end of the same line, taken
as a limit, be carried in a

circumference, then it will

form a circZe.

cSin chc
it> swai

4ki cho (chi

tfan, <in hau 2 lap 2 <s6ung ckau

cchi fat).

-Yau sch
e eung sm6 fut>

(

ch6,

wai 2 <chi sin
J

: sin* cshing t ii

Him.

Sin

5

cchi -16ung tsik>
ctim.

^Im smd sch
c eung £

tiin, fut>

hip?, hau5
pok,,

(h6 lun 2
; <m

tsz
5
- yat> -yan, a cchc eung

<chi, chp yau 2 yat> 'tim *ch1,

tsakj ashing sin
5
.

SinJ fyau chik 2 huk>, -leung
Cchung.

Min z cshing t ii sin1
.

'T^ai cshing <ii min-,

Yeuk, sin* Cchi yat> dun c\vai

<shii, fuk? -i sin1

tchi
yat> ctiin <wai kai5

, cSiin

"chiin yati cchau tsik> cshing

yat> cwan.

Notes and Hxplaiiatiotis,

For most of their knowledge of mathematics, both pure and mixed, the Chinese are indebted
to foreigners. Mohammedans first, and subsequently Jesuits, translated into their language
treatises on the various branches of this science. This section, containing a few of the cfefini-

tions and first principles of geometry and trigonometry, affords a specimen of the phraseology
used in treating of these subjects.

1. A problem is something to be done frequently, the object of inquiry is not the demon-
stration of any truth, but the performing of some operation, such as extracting the cube root, or
inscribing a circle in a square

;
this is called solving a problem.

S. Shu is the pivot at the bottom of a door on which it turns, and is here used as synonimous
with sam^ a heart, which is the proper term for the centre of a circle.
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9. A square is a figure

which has its four sides of

equal length, and the mea-
sure of its angles also equal.

10. When all the surfaces

are severally equal, and all

the sides are similar and
equal, if the angles are all

equal, it is a cube {lit. an even-

facc-perfect-square-solid).

11. Whenever one straight

line is drawn to meet another

[straight] line, if the angles

which it makes with it are

right angles, this line is called

a perpendicular line for the

two lines [being prolonged]

will divide the circle into

four equal parts.

12. Whenever the arc

which is opposite an angle is

one fourth part of the circum-

ference of a circle, this an-

gle must be straight
; therefore

it is called a right angle.

13. The circumference of a

circle which is opposite to an
angle is called its arc; and
the arc which is opposite that

ingle is called its meagre (i. I

the measure of the an [le),

14. Every triangle which
has one right angle is a

|

n^ht-angJed triangle.

15. The three angles of
|

every triangle taken together
|

must be equal to two riaht
!

angles.

Ching* cfong sying 5yau sz
5>

ipin sin* to-
ctang, s i kok> to l

yik 2

(tang C

cbe.

Kok> min i
c kf u Hang, kok,

cpin cs6ung
(

tang,
csh6 ^shing

kok, kok> (

tang, spring mln-

ching> cfong c
t
c
ai.

sFan wak 2 yat> chik, sin*

ck^.u <ii pit 2 sin% ck
(
i "sho

Sshing cchi kok> yeuk, chik>

sin
5 wai 2

Cchi eshui sin >

cke
i

£leung sin* spring

cfan ewan kai
}

swai sz
5>

.

<Fan kok> cseung tui
1

Cchi

cu, tak> ewan kai> sz” cfan

<chi yat,
C
ch6, Hse z kok> pit,

chik,
;

ku* wai 1 cchi chik>

kok>.

cWan -j ^sho tui
5

<clu

kok> s i ining- 5k
f
i cU a kok,

yai^ -i
csho tui* «chi su ci

ming- ckc
i t6 J

.

cFan esam kok> £ying vat>

kok> chik>
Cche ewai chikj

kok> <sam kok> sying.

5Fan c.sam kok, eying <chi

(sam kok> to- cseung ping%

pit> syii i- chik> kok) to 2

11. This and the preceding definitions differ, but not essentially, from those ^iven in European
hooks, from which they seem (at least some of them) to have been translated. Thus Euclid

;

4< a line is length without breadth;’’ “the extremities of lines are points;” “a circle is a plane
norire contained by one line, which is called the circumference, and is such that all straight linos

drawn from a certain point within the figure to the circumference are equal to one another.”
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16. The base and perpen-

dicular of a right-angled trian-

gle severally multiplied into

themselves, are together equal

to the square of the hypotenuse.

(Euclid, Book I. 45.)

17. From the square of

the side subtending a right

angle, subtract the square of

the longer side of that angle,

and the square of the shorter

side is obtained.

18. If from one circumfe-

rence of a circle a straight line

be drawn through its centre

to the opposite side, then that

line will be the diameter of the

circle.

19. If from the middle of

the diameter [of a circle] ano-

ther straight line be drawn
as a radius and not equally

dividing the circumference of

the semicircle, then it will

make one acute angle, and one
obtuse angle.

20. Suppose, in the figure,

Aap iit ping ting be a complete

circle; kap iit ping is a semi-

circle; kap iit is a quadrant;

iit ting is a whole diameter;

ting rwd Ls the semidiameter
;

sKau kok> tsz’ 2
£shing

cchi tsik) cseung cin? si -yii

<in tsz
5
- 5shing <chi tsik 5

ctang.

ctn cchi tsz2 Sshing tsik? noi i

ckam, cku tsz5i
5shing <chi

tsik>, tak> ckau tsz
2 cshing

cchi tsik>.

Tsz52 yatj kii5 kwo> cwin
<sam chf cseung tu^ <chi kii*

wak> chikj sin% tsak> shi*

5wan king5
.

Tsz2 swin king 2 cchung <sam

fuk, wakj yat> fukj sin% A
pat> sp

c ing cfan pu^ cW^n Cchi

kii tsak> cshing yat> yui 1

kok> yaty kok>.

jYii kSp> iit 2 ping ding
<wai ctsiin c\van

; kap> HU
cping 5wai pun5

Cchau ; kip
iit, swai ts

c eung- hin-; iit,

:
cting swai cts^iin king)

;
cting

I
mb- cwaipun* king 5

;

4
ki cting

20. The sine and cosine, the versed sine with the versed sine of the complement, the tangent

and the cotangent, the secant and cosecant, form the pat stn^ or eight lines of the Chinese.
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£wai
(pun cil ; kap> ki- ^wai ai

su
c

ki csan cwai <t
c ung cin la

ckangcwai ching* /in;
lkicyam

£wai cii cin
;

<ting <kang cwai

ching* (cU i ; k4p> syam <wai

cii
Cch{

i; ut 2 ckang swai tii-

(ch* i ;
<ting kwai £wai ching’

ts^it>; kdp>
<
tsz

, <wai 5 ii tse lt>;

m6

2

kwai5

£wai ching5 kot>
m6 a c

tsz
5

£wai sii kot 3 .

smi cShdn ^Fong Sho 5

hok>.

Tuiy sh6y c

pi lai 2
'niii <sai

szn Y6uk, -wong N^tp 3

s
j

cshb ts6k>.

ki ting is a given arc
;
kdp ki

is its complement; ki san is

a chord; ki kang is a sine

;

M yam is the cosine
;

ting

kang is the versed sine
; kdp

yam is the versed sine of the

complement
; ut kang is the

versed sine of the supplement

;

(i. e. the versed sine of ut md
kl is ut kangz=ut mb and kang
md

;)
ting kwai is the tangent

kdp tsz
y
is the cotangent

;
md

kwai is the secant; md tsz”

is the cosecant.

21. The Mathematics of

the Tsc uimi Hill Institution.

22. The logarithmic tables

are the work of a western

scholar, John Napier (Jeo-

wang Na-pih-urh).

21. Tscuimi is the flower of the Lagerstrcemia Indica, and the name is here employed like

those sometimes given to books in the west; as, the Cambridge system of Physics, the Bridge,

water Treatises, &c. The work is comprised in thirty-six (sometimes in 38) octavo volumes;

and forms a complete course, including geometry, plain and spherical trigonometry, mensuration,

astronomy, etc. It contains a table of natural signs and tangents, and also a table oflogarithmic

sines, tangents, secants, &c., for every degree and minute. •:

Action

OF ASTRONOMY.
0

«Te in cman lui-; tai- *kau <ch6ung.

1 • The body of the heavens

is [apparently] spherical like

a globe. Its breadth is im-

measurable. The terrestrial

tT ? in wan 2 *ian ; ii

5kc au. SKM {kwong m6ki
chf dk>. Ti 1 «k

c au «iin iii

E
K

Notes and Explanations.

Astronomy seems to have been studied by the Chinese chiefly for astrological purposes. Com-
plete systems of this science, however, have been compiled and translated into their language,



globe is suspended in its

midst; and about [the earth,

as a centre] are several con-

centric spheres, to which the

sun, moon, and stars are at-

tached. Hence is the name,
celestial sphere.—See the first

volume of Plates Illustrative

of the Heavens, drawn and de-

scribed by Tsc ingloi Li Ming-
|

chc
it, under the patronage of

|

YiinYiin of Felling, [a dis-

trict in the province of Kong-

2, The body of the celes-

tial sphere (or heavenly sys-

tem) has two extremes, north
|

and south, which are the poles
i

of the heavens; the heavens
|

revolve, but the poles are im-

movable. Directly opposite

and centrically between the

two poles, dividing equally

the heavenly body into two
halves, is the place of a circle

occupying this central divi-

sion ; this is the equator (lit.

the bright or flesh colored

path). All computations are

referred to and depend on this

fixed line. The whole cir-

cumference of the equator (or

equinoctial line) is graduated

into 360 degrees; thirty de-

grees form a sign (or house),

and each of the degrees are

divided into twelve periods

[of 24 hours each].

I

<tong cchung
;
ngoi- nun 2 sho'

schung cp4u £kvvo, noi 2 tsak>

yat 2 , iit” csing ishan hai 2 !in.

Ku J cming wan- Win.

—

Kin)

sY <ching £Yun cYiin

ting-, <Tsc ing cloi 5Li c.Ming

chf
it> shut, cWan <t

c jn /Pu
Shiit), sh6ung- ^im.

Wan- ttMn cchi Vai, -yau

ciiam pak> i- kik; ewai d c in

<chi cshii nail; dMn tung-,

s i kik 2 pat> tang 2
. £Tsc ang

i- kik a ching t6i) ttong

tchung, sp
c ing cfan <t

c in
l

t
f ai

swai ^eung pun% ckc
i <ch\mg

cfan cchi yat> cklin chHi% shi-

£wai ch c ik 3 to-, cFan ct
l ui

chc dk 5
(che, <kai lai

5 'ts^
5

£wai ^hun £shing. Chc ik 3 tb 1

cchau c\vai lit, esam pdk 5 luk,

shap 2 t5 2
;
<s^m shap5 t6- ewai

yat> ckung; smu.i t5- ifan

shapi i- eshi.

by Europeans. Probably the best work of this kind is found in the hut Lik Un Un^ a work

comprised in one hundred volumes, u a few of which illustrate the theory of music, with the

European mode of notation; the others contain the principles of mathematics, spherics, the cal-

culation of eclipses, with tables of the sun and moon 5

s mean motions, nodes, and anomalies, with

tables of all the necessary equations,
55 & • See Morrison^ Dictionary, Part II., Vol. I., p. 1064.

1. The work here referred to is in five volumes, containing an epitome of astronomy and
geography. The author, who died in the vicinity of Canton only a few years since, was educat-

ed by Europeans, and derived most of his knowledge from their books. With that which is

true, he has blended much that is ideal and erroneous, as will be seen from this, and the seve-

ral paragraphs which follow, selected from his work. He makes the heavens to consist of ten

concentric hollow spheres or envelops : the first contains the moon’s orbit
;
the second that of

Mercury; those of Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and the twenty-four constellations

follow
;
the ninth envelops and binds together the eight interior ones, and revolves daily

the tenth 44 is the abode of the celestial sovereign, the Great Ruler, with all the gods and sages,

where they enjoy eternal tranquillity/
5 The author^ patron (Yiin Yiin) was for sometime governor

of Canton, and has since been one of the principal ministers of state, from which office he retired

in 1838 to his paternal estates in the province of Kongsu.
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sNam pak> i
l kik> k k> "yau

IS ch*ik> kik> swong kik 2 shi^
fy4. sW6ng i^ik! (chii <tMn

csiin ^hi fa* <ki, wan2
£hang

pat) sik>. Chc
ik, kik> £nki

ct^n ciin
4pun ^ai cchi cshii,

<kii
csho pat> tung-. cMing

swai i
2 kik>, shat2 c fi csing

£yi, £nai sn4m pak> 1
-

pat, tung 2 chc u >
.

! Ti 2 ckl au <chung csam .wai

'
cchau swai chung- sing* ^ho

I

cts
f
ii chUi*; ku* <shan c

hoi

cyan mat, <k4i swai smo
ckf ing c

t6 cchi £yii.

sFan yii 2 sh6k> Sshi yat 2 iiU

kung 2
sch

e in yat> td 2
; mong-

£shl yat 2 iit 2 cseung tui%kok>
£ iin pun* <chau.

cWong t6- tsui* ciiim Cchi

k^iJ

, tsoi 2 chl
ik> t6 2 cwai td 2

\
l shap> <sam t62 pun*.

To- ckvvong, i- shap, snin, \
l

iit, <ch?

6 yat> yat^at, shik,.

<ChT 6 cfai tsz
?2 ching>

<chT 6
hak> £,ng <fan; shik 2 sham 2

sng cch^o \
l hak> cm6 <fan;

fuk> ciin s’ng ching ,

cs^m
hak, (kau cfan.

3. There are two north

and two south poles, those of

the equator and those of the

ecliptic. The poles of the

ecliptic regulate the varied

machinery of the heavenly

revolutions, and turn round

unceasingly. The poles of

the equator are the pivots of

tue primitive celestial body,

and remain permanently un-

moved. What are called the

two poles, therefore, are really

not stars, but two immovable
points, in the north and in

the south.

4. The centre of the ter-

restrial globe is the place

towards which the whole of

the surrounding parts gravi.

tate; and therefore the hills,

the seas, men, and all things

do not fall upside down into

ruins.

5. Always on the recur-

rence of new moon, the sun
and moon move together in

the same course
; at the time

of full moon they are in direct

opposition, and distant from
each other half a circle

6. The ecliptic’s greatest

southern boundary is twenty-

three degrees and a half from
the equator (or equinoctial

line).

7. In the twentieth year of

the reign of Tokwong, in

the second month, and on the

first day of the month, there

was an eclipse of the sun.

(March 4th, 1840.)
Beginning of the eclipse,

10 h. 20 a. m.

Middle of the eclipse, 11 h.

30 m.
End of the eclipse, 0 h. 54

m., p. m.

7. This is copied from a native almanac, published in Canton. The time of the eclipse
corresponds to the 3d of March, on the other side of the globe, and it is accordingly so noted
in the almanacs of Europe and America.
The Chinese name their five planets by the five elements; thus, Venus is the star of gold, or

the star that is allied to gold; Mercury is the star of water; Saturn, that of earth ; Mars, that
of fire ; and Jupiter that of wood.
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CHAPTER XXI

Ti- cpun ching' cyiin, cku

dx in cyiin Cchi cchung; ct
c in

<pau ti- ngoi 2

, di £lun ^wo
-wong.

Yat> Vai tii
5
- ti- yat> pak>

csdm shap> pat> min- -p^i.

Tsz’ 2 yat2 slk2 ti 2 (kan (sifi.

sii stdn siin; tsz
2

ti- £kc au

shi- yat>, tsak) tii 2
cii ckii clun.

Yeuki ti 2 cwai <fong (

t
{ ai

tsak> yat> iit> cchii <sing

pat> ctong cyau-yan ^hinkok)

1. The earth is a sphere

situated in the midst of the

celestial sphere: and the

heavens surround the earth,

just as [the white of] an egg

surrounds the yolk.

2. The body of the sun is

one million, three hundred and

eight thousand times greater

than the earth. If viewed

from the sun, the earth would

appear like a small speck

;

but the sun, viewed from the

earth, appears as large as

the wheel of a carriage.

3. If the earth were a

square solid body, then the

sun, moon, and all the stars,

would not have the varied

appearances of rising and
sitting.

Notes and E xp l an a t i o n s .

Unassisted by foreigners, the Chinese have done very little in the study of geography, or, as

they term it, ti li chU the Records of the earths principles. Nor of the knowledge brought from

abroad, on this subject, have they made much use. Geography is not with them regarded as

h branch of education ;
and only a few, even of their literati, understand the first principles of the

science. Ts^ngloi Li Mingch^it, in his work just noticed (page 379), has given an outline of

geography, illustrated with plates. See his Wan TK in Shiit, volume III, from which most

of the phraseology of this section is selected.

3. That the earth is not only not square, but is not an immense stationary plain, is the

idea which the native author here wishes to combat.

GEOGRAPHY.

TP f
li chi’ tp

?in shap> i
l
.

Action .dFiret

SHAPE OF THE EARTH.

. eying lui 2

;
tai

2

yat> Cch6uiig.

A
i.
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ieuk 2 i
2 cshiin tsoi- <Au clo

(p4 s^ung yat2 *kai swai, yat>

h^ung ctung chang, yat>

h^ung csai -cwong, hau-

cii Ut2 ctung; £k
c
i <tung chang

*ch6 t6
J

£shj shi- sh^ung 2 pun J

yat>; <sai chang lche t6
J
cshi

shi- hi 2 pian* yat,
;
hop 2 kai

J

Cche y6uk> <ch€ 4 yat> yat> -c
i.

sKc
i <tung sloi «chi cshim tsoi a

Ut> tung) fukj ctung ^hang

chi

5

cAu s lc) <pl, ck*i <sai iloi

tchi sshiin tsoi- Ut 2 dung fak^

<sai chang ch? <Au s\b ( pa,

hop, kai *che,
ckan tch*a

-I6ung yat, ci M.

Yat> ting- pat> yik 2 kun
5

tsam
sin% tsz52 pak> kik 2 chi

> ciiam

kik 2 ,
iit 2 ti

2
Cchl chik 2 'kl

ii.

£L^ung kik 2 tsik> chik 2 %c u
smi cchi pak> kik 2 cn^m kik 2 .

Tsoi J pak> kik> chi* «n4m kik 2

kun* ckc au <sam chiu 1 »Ying

kwok> y6uk> pit 5 t ts
f in £

)i.

Ch^k) t6 2 *ch6 yat, ting- sin
1

4. If two ships in Europe
on the same day take their

departure together, one sail-

ing towards the east, and one
sailing towards the west, they

will afterwards meet in Ut-

tung (or Canton); but that

which sailed to the east will,

at the time of her arrival,

have gained half a day,

while that which sailed to the

west will have lost half a day

;

which computed together will

give a difference of one whole

day. If that ship which came
eastward to Canton, again goes

eastward to Europe, and that

ship which came westward to

Canton again goes westward
to Europe, then their time

when computed together will

give a difference of two whole
days.

5. One fixed immovable
line, passing through the cen-

tre and extending from the

north pole to the south pole,

is called the axis of the earth.

6. The two poles are the

extremities of the axis, the

north pole and the south pole.

7. From the north pole to

the south pole, passing through
the centre of the globe, the

distance is about eight thou-

sand English miles.

8. The equator is one fixed

line, which divides the earth

4. This paragraph is abridged from the work of Ts^ngloi, where it is illustrated by a diagram,

rude indeed, but sufficiently clear to make the subject intelligible. A ship sails from Macao on

a Monday the first day of a month, and on Monday the eighth arrives in Manila, where tlie in-

habitants are regarding the day as the Sabbath, the seventh of the week and month
;
thus to

the people in the ship two Sabbath days come together. The reckoning of time at Macao ts

that of those who came from the west, at Manila it is that of those who came from the east,

around cape Horn. European navigators usually change their reckoning on reaching the 190c

from the meridian of Greenwich.

8, The summer solstice, they aptly call ha chi^ or summer^ limit, and tung chi is winter*-

>3

W

1

I
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in twain, so that the equator

is equally distant from the

north and south poles.

9. By the lines (or paral-

lels) of latitude extending

from east to west, the length

of the world is reckoned
;
by

the lines of longitude (or

meridians), extending from
north to south, the breadth

of the world is reckoned. Take
the equinoctial line and make
it the middle line for the pa-

rallels of latitude
;
then from

this middle line (the equator)

reckoning up to the north pole,

will make the northern hemi-
sphere ; and from this middle
line (the equator), reckoning
down to the south pole, will

make the southern hemisphere.

10. Now we employ this

reckoning in order to show
the elevation of each pole

above the earth
;

for the num-
ber of degrees any place is

distant from the equinoctial

line, and the number of degrees
the pole is elevated at that

place, are equal to each other

;

but in the southern [hemi-
sphere] then it will be accord-

ing to the elevation of the

south pole; in the northern,

it will be according to the ele-

vation of the north pole.

Therefore, seeing that the ca-

pital of China is forty degrees

from the equator, we know
that at that place the elevation

of the north pole is forty

degrees above the earth.

11. On modern maps, ten

degrees are allowed for each
line, in order that they may
be more distinctly and easily

inspected. The parallels of

latitude, dividing the north

po' ti
l cwai i-, ku 3 ch c

ik> tc-

Jwong cndm pak> ct
{ ung Hin.

cTung <sai swai sin% shi^ 'shd

ct
e ln h^2 cchi sch

c6ung; £ndm
paki eking sin5

, shi- shd 5 d c jn

ha 2 cchi <fun. chau5 ye 2

£p
c ing sin% ting 2 c\vai td z

<chung sin
>

; cts
c ung cchung

sin5 sw ng sheung- ^ho chi’

pak> kik 2 ,
cwai pak> cfong;

Sts
c ung cchung sW swong ha^

csh6 <chi ciidm kik^, c\vai

cnam <fong.

Tsik> yung 3
- ^s^z

5

she)%-
4

! cha J

kok> kik 2 ch
c ut> ti^ c t

ckwa,
k^oi5

cli chau 5 ye 2 cpc ing sin
J

shd% s
ii kik 2 ch? ut> ti- ib l

sh5 J

, Sseung
{tang; t^n- tsoi-

snam, tsak> yeuki cnam kika

ch^utj tV- cchi she)
5

;
tsoi- pak 3 ,

tsak> yeuk 2 pak> kik) ch e ut 5 tj
e

cchi sh6\ it i? shp eking ‘sz.’

kik> <chung sin
>

sz” shap a

t5-, tsik> cchi (king sz” pak
kik> ch*ut> tl

2 sz
5> shap 2 tb 1

.

cKam ct*o n i- shap^ tb-

£wai yat> k^,k>
;

ckan
yeuk> pin- £l^m cK(

i cwai

limit, or the winter solstice. So zenith and nadir and other terms are expressed by words cr

phrases whose literal meanings are equivalent to the technical terms in use among Europeans.
11. The writer, Ts^ingloi, is here describing and referring to a small map of the world, present-

mg the two hemispheres the eastern and western
; on which, as on European maps of the same

size, the only lines of latitude and longitude are those marked by the numbers, 10, 20, 30, &c.

s

^

I
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and south poles from the

f (juinoctial line, are longitu-

Hinal degrees ;
and as they

gradually near the poles, in

like manner the circles gra-

dually become smaller, and
cc^se in tlie ninetieh degree.

12. At the capital city, in

(!e department of ShuntMn, *

the elevation of the north

pole is forty degrees
;

and
tlii.s [city] is taken to be the

tii>t meridian line.

13. In Shingking, at the

ity of FungtMn (or Mouk-
non), the elevation of the north

( e is forty-two degrees; and
eastern longitude is seven

degrees.

14. In Kwongtung, the city

f Kwongchau (or Canton),

is m [north] latitude twenty-
H ree degrees and twenty mi-

ll tes, and in west longitude

ti.ree degrees and thirty mi-

nutes.

15. In [the province of]

U annam, the city of Wan-
j

r.iim is in [north] latitude

U\enty-tive degrees and twen-

i\ minutes, west longitude

thirteen degrees and forty mi-

nutes.

16. In ancient times men
did not perceive that the

ef. ith 'vas a round ball, and
therefore nothing was said

respecting it. Subsequently,

n fter more deep researches,

they understood that the di- I

visions, Asia, Europe, Ame-
rica, Africa, and New Holland,

'ere five great continents;

nd that besides them there

^ ere also several other small

iskjnds, rising between those

ontinents.

to 2

,
tsz

7
- chau* spring sin*

cfan iiiani pak> Meung kik>,

hai- £w^ng to-; tsim 2 kan-

kik 2 , tsak> <hiin tsim 2 ^siu, ci

tsun- tii
4kau shapi to 2

.

<King <tf^, Shun- <t4n 'fu,

pak> kikj .chc ut) ti- sz
5> shap^

t6
5
-

;
tsik> s'vai <chung sin.

Shing- eking, Fung- dc in

Tu, pak> kikj chc ut> tV sz
?>

shap, i- tb-; <p
c in <tung ts

c
at)

to 1
.

'

{K\v6ng <tung, ^Kwong <chau
(

fu, \
l shap, csim to 2

l
2 shap,

c fan; tsai td 2
(s in

shap 2 <fan.

£Wan cnam, cWan cn^m ^u.

i- shap> £,ng to 2
i- shap> <fan

;

cp
e in esai shap> -tsam to 2 sz"

shapi fan.

Sik> cyan mi- kok> ti
1

s ii wan
1

ck*au, kiV £mo £ts
c ung (chi

shut). -Toi hau 2
£tseung kau%

tsak> <chi <fan A7>
sai* <Au

s16 ,pa, efi H 2 ck4, -cMi 5
li

<ko, <San cHo<lan, ewai s’ng

tai- cchau ckM ngoi* sheung-

£ ii, kok> l
siu

4hoi tchau ch?
ut>

su £k
c
i <kan.

12—15. Tlie latitude and longitude of these places are copied from Tsf ingloi
?

s Work. The

torei^n factories in Canton, situated a few rods southwest from the walls of the city, are in lati-

tude 23 decrees, 7 minutes, 10 seconds north, and in longitude 113 degrees, 14 minutes, 30

seconds east of Greenwich.
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Hi' C

che, man- mat, cchi ciu

kc ap>^yi. £Yau ching chungS
<sh6ngnl-,shap> ts

c 6%-lang it,,

pat, ^ung. TV- sk
c au yik,

p
? au cham cii hi' noi-, cii

<kai ^lun cchl paki cts
c ong

£k^i cwong -ya.

cWan Cch6 : cshan cchc iin cho

hoi <ching shap> <chi hi%

stang kit> <hung cchung, ci

Sshing c\van ;
tsz

,? cfung sung'

chang -ya.

Lb

1

<seung cpun yat> lui- -y&.

cFung tsing- £i <t
c in hi

5 £niin,

tsak> 16 2 h^.2
;
cfung tsing- ci

Pin hf chon, tsak> <s6ung

ha-.

Til chan^ : k^oi' <yan ti
i

cchung c
s\\ui

c
fo <chl hi\

pat> <shii, shi- £
i kik> ch? ti i

chanJ

1. Air is that which is ex-

haled and inhaled by all crea-

tures. It possesses Varieties

in rarity and density, elasti-

city and pliability, humidity

and aridity, heat and cold.

The earth, moreover, is sur-

rounded by and enveloped in

it, just as the white of the

egg encompasses the yolk on

all sides.

2. Clouds: tlie humid va-

pors, rising from the hills, the

stream?, rivers, and seas, as-

cend and collect in the midst

of the firmament, and form

the clouds, which are borne

along and moved by the wind.

3. Dew and hoarfrost are

fundamentally of the same
class. When the wind is calm,

and the atmosphere warm,
then the dew falls; when the

wind is calm and the atmos-

phere cold, then hoarfrost is

deposited.

4. Earthquake

:

when the

watery and fiery vapors con-

fined in the earth are unable

to get vent, then by their agi-

tations they cause the earth

to quake.

Notes and Explanations.

Meteorology, that department of science which makes us acquainted with the properties and
relations of the atmosphere surrounding fhe earth, occupies the principal part of the fifth -and

last volume of Tsc ingloi
5

s work, from which the following paragraphs are abridged. Exactness

in such a science is hardly attainable, even by the ablest masters. Tsc ingloi has often used words

m a technical sense, and without the requisite definitions being attached; it is, therefore, some-

times impossible to determine their meaning. In such cases only their literal meaning can be

given.

1. The word hi is used to express very diverse ideas, relating to matter and mind, things

physical, spiritual, and imaginary. Here it evidently denotes simply the atmospheric air
;
with

many of the operations and properties of which the Chinese are familiar, though they seem to

have no idea of its constituent parts as a compound fluid, consisting of oxygen gas, and nitrogen

or azote.

Stction

METEOROLOGY.

Hi1

ck?
i tseung 2 lui a

;
tai- i- ccheung.

I
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5. Fog is a light vapor

arising from humidity; when
there is not wind and heat of

the sun sufficient to cause its

dispersion, it collects together

and forms fog.

6. Hail is a species of ice

;

when the drops of rain de>

scending downwards, happen
to meet with intense cold

they congeal and become
solid.

7. Halo of the sun : this is

caused by the cloudy vapor

of the sky coming in direct

contact with the sun’s light

thus forming a ring surround-

ing the sun 5

s disc.

8. Hoarfrost is dew con-

gealed.

9. Ice is formed by cold

air acting on water. In the

first of winter the ice begins

to form ; in the middle of win-

ter it becomes more firm; and

in the end of winter it is most

perfect.

10. Light proceeds forth

from the sun, and in making
its descent to the earth, takes

only about eight minutes, its

velocity being nearly thirty

-

six millions of miles each

minute.

The moon is originally

without light, always borrow-

ing the light with which she

shines, from the sun.

11. Lightning: when the

aqueous vapor from the earth

collects and carries along sub-

tle matter, small as the cin-

ders of saltpetre, a fiery heat

is developed
;
when this reach-

es the bright clouds, and the

subtle material comes in con-

tact, it flashes forth in light-

mn^s.

Mb 1 ^he^shapj tchi ching hr ;

<yan smd \fung l
c
ai- syeung

<piu sdn% chi >
kit> £wai

iP(du tsik> cping tchi lai 2

sn^i Hi (shui ha 2 kong^ fat>

ii- kiki chon, ci eying shat?

Yati wan1 lche :
£nki ihung

cchung cchi swan hi chik>

pik> yat 2 <chi ckwong, cwai

-pc
5 sshing ewan*

iS^ung *che 15- 4sho kit>

iPing shon hi2 tsik>

(shui <shing. Ki? mang-
ttung cping 'cJi*! kit> change

ttung
4ping yik> chong >

kwaiJ <tung <ping <fongshing- a

iKwdng *che, ^yauyatj chc at>

f
l clam <ii ti-,

ckan kai5 piU
tfan £ i "mui <fan

4ho chang

cs^m<tse in luk 5 pak> man 2

Ut> ^un cm6 ikwong, shang
ts6 t

c ai
5 cyeung tkwong

5wai ikwong.

Tin 2 l
che, cyan 4

shui hV
k^p> tip emi chat>, leuk> cii

«siu c^oi,
J

f6 iti f4t> iit 2 , shik 5

Ving swan ch^i% efung ckc
i

chat) hf 4shlm swai tin 2

tkwong.

9. The terms mang^ chung, and kwai, are employed where only a triad is spoken of, and
denote the first, second, and third, like shtung chung and Aa. The icicle the Chinese call

pm c ti, a column of ice.

11. The electricity of the atmosphere is very imperfectly understood, even by European phi-

losophers. The terms here employed are those in common use among the Chinese when speak-

jng of, or describing electrical phenomena. There are also many superstitious notions concerning

the cause of lightning, current among the people, which involve the agency of spirits, gods,
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Yati uti chung 1 kM shiit>.

{

che, swan ts
l u- ai ac in

tsik> chung 2
, (in hau- s

ii

16k 2 .

cHung ^he, £nai -cu tsai* t ch,

cching. cWan tsoi 2 yat 5 tpini

yat> yau2 tsoi^ yat, c pin yat2

ckwong -yii ^wan -c
ii cts

l e tii^
c
tai chii

5

-; shi a cying sh6-

cchl swan 5
ii, (sh6 £

i shing

shung 5ya.

S&n l

che, snai clung ttung

shap> hf cshing, tsik> cshing

siin c\van, ii^
slang eying

;

sik> phing s4n siin ;
s n sun

tsik> s4n> sy4. Yau- cming

ichii, siiti yik 2 ,
cklm st

c ung
5
ii (tim.

SiiU syii 5
ii 4kc

i ^li ping 2

xt
e ung; £

ii tik> ii- chon hi)

sying p
c ln

y ha- ti
2
.

iLui ‘ch6, syau tin 2 fat a

ku* ^him tin- Cchi tsai% ci

fyau ilui <chl <shing sy4.

sCA4u tsikL shiit). ^hui -yau
4cheung t^uP.

4Ch6ung pit>

<sam Sshi tchi
4kau, 5ln hau2

t
l ui

5

;
t^ui* yik 2 csim eshi <chi

c

kau, sln hau^ fuk 2

lcheung

sii
c
tsz

5

cshl ^h^ung, tsak 3

smau Sshi t
c ui

5

1 1 . Parhelia and paraselence

(mock sun& moon) described.

12. Rain

:

clouds collect

in the heavens, and after they

become thick and dense the

rain falls.

13. A rainbow is a certain

evidence of the presence of

rain. The clouds are situat-

ed on one side, and the sun on
the other side [of the observ-x

er] : the solar rays, in contact

with the rain from the clouds,

are refracted and reflected

back
;
and it is by these rays,

reflected from the rain of the

clouds, that the rainbow is

formed.

14. Sleet: by the intense

cold of winter the humid air

ascends, and forms conglome-

rated vapors
;
which meeting

with the cold air congeal with

frost, and so are formed into

distinct globules
; these glo-

bules are sleet. They are also

called pearLsrww; and they

are accompanied also with

drops of rain.

15. Snow and rain have
precisely the same rationale

;

and the drops of rain on meet-

ing the cold air congeal in

flakes and descend to the

ground.

16. Thunder is caused by
lightning as it bursts forth;

accordingly at the time of the

lightning’s flash, there is the

sound of thunder.

17. Tides described. These
consist of an alternate rise

and fall of the water. The
water continues to rise dur-

ing six hours’ time, after

which it falls; and the fall

also continues during six

hours
5

time, after which the

water again rises
;
if at twelve

o’clock it is at its height then

it will turn and ebb till six.

13. The rainbow is said by the Chinese to be caused by an effluence resulting from the union
of the dual powers, yam and ytung. It is known by various names, as hung m, tai tung^ and
t
K in hung^ which last is the most common term.

I
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1. Arabia on the north is I

conterminous with Turkey

;

on the east it joins upon
Persia

;
on the south it ex.

tends to the Indian ocean
;

!

and on the west borders

upon the Red sea.

2. on the north

conterminous with Wan-
nam : on both the east and
soulh it borders upon Siam

;

and its western boundaries

are the British possessions.

Mintin belongs to Burniah (or

iFung Cch6, ^ai* sy6ung ^6
puk 2 <chi chc

ii% tsak> h? <im

A ctang; k? ap, tung* hf kik,

<chi ci sshing <fung. Che ik>

tb 2 <chi hi- syau jwan.

tsik, £yau kii- efung. sr yat,

kan

2

ku J syau <siin efung.

A y da pak^ pak> tsip>
<fF6

£
i <kl; ctung <lin <Po <sz

5

^

snim chi* Yan* td-
c
hoi; «sai

tsip> cHung 'hoi.

cA ^wa pak, tsip> £Wan sn^m ;

<tung snim ck^i clin Tslm J

cld; <sai kki
y <Ying kw k>

shuk> ti-.
sMin tin- shuk^

cA^ kwok,.

19. Wind: in those re-

gions where the heat of the

sun is powerful the air be-

coming rarified ascends
;
and

the cold air acting on this

heated air produces wind. In

the equatorial regions, if there

are thin fleecy clouds, then

there Vv ill be a tyfoon. Whirl-

winds af»i occasioned by the

sun's proximity.

Notes and Explanat i o .

The names of the different countries comprised in this and the four following sections will come
nearer their true sounds if pronounced according to the court dialect. Most of them, especially

the names of European and Asiatic countries, are borrowed from Tsc ingloi and other native au-

thors, and are arranged in alphabetical order.

2. Tlie whole Burman empire seems to be now known to the Chinese under the name of

Awd, while Mintin is applied by them to a small region, the northwest of Burmah.

19. Fung is one of the radicals of the Chinese language
;
183 characters are comprised under

it, the greater part of which designate various modes and operations of the wind. Tyfoons, or

Idi fung^ as the Chinese often call tl^e kiifung, occur on the southern coasts of their country.

Section

NATIONS OF ASIA.

A° sai
5 m kwok, ;

tai- <sam <ch^ung

406 GEOGRAPHY. [Chap. XII
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Tai1
< TsK ing kwok„ pak,

tsip> sNgo cl6 <sz
5

;
<tungchi*

s Fing sy6ung; sn4msllnUt,

sndm, xPl -wi Kwok> -i h^k>,

(tang chc
ii

>

;
<sai cUi

<k6ung ngoi 2 cchii <p*^ng.

ilty sjidm kwok), swong hb l

cMingming2
; ck*i ti-pak>tslp,

Tdi- cTsc ing; ctung cndm
<kdi chf cii syeung; csai k^i'

Tsim)

£16. Noi- -yau <Tung
eking, Chim5

Sshing cTung cpo

chai- cchi.

iCh^m <
sin <siu kw"6k> k^n*

cii Tdi- cTs^ing, Yat 2

cpun
cchi cchung.

f.T^in chuh t4i- pu^ c\vai

cYing kwok> shuk2 ti-, -1

ctsung tuk> ^un (chi. <Shau
{sh^ng cming Ming^ atga la 1

;

(shang eshing iit2
cKu -lx katy

tat, ck?
i

(kong (hau iit2 Kat,

ichi -IL cKM tsfz
5) 4shdng

cming Mdny
tat, da saU

;

yau-

tsc z
55

lit, Mang* -mai\ yau'-

ckc
i tsc z

5> cA/ cku da kok>

£wai
csh4ng ui\ Pak> kkV

Kw6k> -i hak 2 , kc ap 2 <Ui

s ui cchii <pang ;
<tung slin

cA" swi; ciiim chi5 Yan'
choi; <sai kii5 <A

/

fu- ckon,

kc apa tPl Id- chi 2 cchi kwok,.

3. The Chinese empire on
the north is conterminous

with Russia east it extends

to the Pacific ocean
; south it

borders on Cochinchina^ Bur-

rnah, Nipal, and so forth; and
its western boundaries are

several small Mohammedan
states,

4. The king of Cochin-

china is styled Mingming

;

this country on the north is

conterminous with the Chi-
nese empire ; on both the east

and south it extends to the

ocean
; and its western boun-

dary is Siam. Tungking^
Champa and Camboja are

now included in and form a
part of the kingdom.

Corea is a small country,

situated between the Chinese
empire and Japan.

6. The greatest part of

India is the territory of the

Englisli, and is under the con-

trol of a governor-general

.

The principal province is call-

ed Bengal its capital city is

Calcutta^ and its port is Ked-
geree. The second city is

Madras the third is Bom-
bay

;

and the fourth Agra

:

and each of them is a provin-

cial capital. On the north,

India is bounded by Nip^.1,

and the frontiers of numerous
Mohammedan states

;
east it

joins on Burmah
;

south it

extends to the Indian ocean;
and its western boundaries are

the countries of the Afghans
and Biluchis.

A

3—5. China is also called Chung kwok; Cochinchina is also called Onn^m
;
Corea, K6H

:
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7. Persia on the north

extends to the Caspian sea;

east it borders on the two
countries of the Afghans and
Biluchis; south it extends to

the ocean ;
and west it is

conterminous with Arabia.

8. In the north of Asia
is the territory of Russia,

whose sovereign is called an
emperor

;
his name is Nicho-

las. This territory on the

north extend to the Icy seas

;

on the east it reaches to the

Pacific ocean
;

its southern

boundary is the Chinese
empire ;

and on the west it

joins upon Europe.

9. Siam on the north is

conterminous with Wannim

;

on the east it borders on
Cochinchina

;
southward it

stretches out to the sea; and
has Burmah on the west.

10. Turkey on the north

extends to the Black sea;

east it borders on Persia; its

southern boundary is Arabia

;

and to the west it extends to

the ikfedi/emmeaw

11.

Malacca, Pondicherry,

Travancore, Cochin, Goa,
Mahratta, Surat, &c., are

names of places.

12.

Besides these there are

several tens of other coun-
tries. Among them, some have
kings, and others have chiefs,

who govern them
;
full descrip-

tions of which it is impossible

to give.

_
P

I

<P(5 iSz\ pak> chi*
lLi "hoi;

<tung slin fa 2 <kon k*api

<Pi 16- chi2 sleung kwok>

;

5nam chi J

fy6ung; <sai tsip>

cI4 p^tk>.

A 5
sai

J ^ pak> cfong J6
<sz

y

cchi ti
2

;
kw k> (k'vaii

<che ing cwong tai^^k^ h6 2

^k6 ild. TV pak> tsak> ‘Ping

‘hoi
;
(tung chP ing 4y6ung;

kdi Tdi 2 <Tse ing; tsai

slin <Au cld ipk.

Tsim* Jd, pak> tsip> ^Wan
cii^m (shang; ctung £lin Uti

m; in^m chf c

hoi; csai

k4i A’ hv .

‘T*d H pak> chi //
"hoi; ctung slln <Po *sz’

sndm k4i> A/J
ila p^k>; csai

chf Ti^ ichung c
hoi.

sMa luk 2 kdp>, Pan2
t chi Mi,

cTa £Iang £mong <ho, Ku'
cching,

cSiu cSai sy6ung,

Ak <t^, <Su )it 2 , 'tang tl^

sming.

TVz’ ngoi2 syau kw6k> sh6)

shap2 . sKc
i tchung wdk 2

£yau
iWng, wiki «chii ^hau ^un
hatj pat> ^tang

;
mi 2 <nang

tsun 2 shutj £yi.

and India, Yantu, or Yintoo kwk, the country of the Hindus. Kwok i hak is strictly Ghorka
or the name of the reigning family of Nipil.

12. Chinese travelers and voyagers (for a few such there have been,) have given to their coun-
trymen descriptions of the principal seaports of Asia, from Japan to the Red sea; and have add-

ed thereto notices of their inhabitants and articles of commerce.
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Action ^ourt!).

NATIONS OF EUROPE.

ik
cAu

1. This sectidn summarily

mentions the principal nations

of Europe, together with the

names of their sovereigns

;

other small countries are not

noticed. The territories of

Europe extend from north to

south about forty or fifty thou-

sand miles; and from east to

west they extend nearly an

equal distance.

2. Europe on the north

extends to the Icy sea
;

east

it borders on Asia
;

south it

extends to the Black sea and

the Mediterranean
;

west it

reaches to the waters of the

Atlantic.

3. The sovereign of Austria

has the title of emperor, his

name is Ferdinand, and his

capital is called Vienna.

4. Bavaria^ of which Louis

is king.

5. Belgium^ of which Leo-

pold is king.

®
cl5 <pa kwok> tai 2 sz,J ccheung.

1

m

%

<r
[Vz’ cch6uiig 1 uk 2 sin (An

cld cpS <chi tai- kwok,, pino'

(kwan ho-; ling- ^iu kwok>
mi- syau sik> kf. cKc

i ckeun

wik 2 tsz’ 2 pak) chi 5 cnarn,

yeuk) Sz
?> - 5ng m4n- -c

li <tun '

chi) <sai, t^i- leuk> cseun -

ct
1 ung.

iAu J.d (.pa pak> c.hi
> (Ping

4

hoi; dung clln A^
y

sai
5 aJ

;

ctiam ch^ Hak> (
hoi, k ap 2

Ti a <chung (

hoi
;

(stii chP
tik>

c

hoi.

Oy

ti
l -U kwok> ckwan

<ch e ing c\vong tai
5

;
ck c

i ho 2

<FI -i ti- cn^in
;
kin* ctd 5shing

, \iU SM: c

in.

<Pa -wa a 5 ^wong ho-

Lu 2 iK

CP? Hi charn 1 kwokj £

che,

cwong hi 2 Lak, < put>.

Notes and Explanations.
Even the names of some of the nations of Europe, as well as those of their sovereigns, are un-

known to the Chinese ;
accordingly some new combinations of characters have been required to

express these names. In such cases it is a rule with the Chinese to select the characters which
will best express the sound of the names.

The rule to express the sound of the foreign name i.s not always observed sometimes a pro-

minent national characteristic is employed for naming a country. Thus Austria i.s known to the
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Tdi 1
sjii kw k> ^he, cwong

h6 2 <Ki sz2 chanS tai- tsf at,

cchf
iin.

Tdi 1
< Ying, tsik> < Ymgkat, b

kwok> C

ch6, -mi £w ng ho-

cWai Ho Mi; kin' ct6 Sshing
iit> cLun <tun.

FaU dan iSai swong ho 1

Lu 2
i- Ti lap,, kin1

<t6 Sshing

iit> <Pa rlai.

cA Hi man 1 tsukj lui J
t fan lap>

l

ki kw k>, eying <ch? ing CA^
£
li min 3

- ling- £yau kwok»

5ming.

cjf/i lip^ kwok> ch6 swong

cH6 dan kw k>
<
ch6, sw ng

ho 2 eWai <lim.

<Kam cchi tai1
VC- kwok> ?

ck?
i <king eshing cming cLo

<Pd dd inga, yat) £ming cSa;

<Ye ung kwok> ‘che;

I £wong ho i -cMi Yi
l a

>
tai !

V-

sch
c iin.

^6" ^lu ^ai kwok) ^he^wong

I

hb l cFi tak> lak, <Wai clim

tai- csdm cchc iin. cTe ong syan

efu £k
f

i kwok> ut 2 <Tan cYing.

(i. Denmark^ of which !

Christian VII. is king.

7. Great Britain^ or Eng-
landy of which Victoria is

|

queen, and whose capital is
1

called London.

8. France^ of which Louis

Philippe is king, and whose

capital is called Paris.

9. The families of Germa-

ny (i. e. the Germanic states)
|

are divided into several king,

(loins, which, though they are
|

railed Germany, have sepa-
|

rate names.

10. Grerre, of which Otho
i

is king.

I

I

11. Holland^ of which

William is king.

j

12. The capital of modern I

Italy is called Rome.

13. Portugal^ also named
Western Ocean, of which

Maria II. is queen.

14. Prussia of which Fre*.

deric William III. is king.

The Chinese call this country

IVun ing (or Single Eagle).

people of Canton by the mme Ma Yinff or Sheung Ying kwdk, The Double Eagle country, be-

cause, as the Chinese say, 4 on its white flag is painted the double head of a Inrd.
1

6. Denmark is usually known among the Chinese of Canton as the W6ng Ki kw6k, the country

with the Yellow Flag. This inclination of the Chinese to designate foreign countries, by de -

scriptive epithets, rather than by terms which merely express the sound of their names, is owing

partly to the nature of their language, and partly to their ignorance of the true names, when the

inhabitants of those countries first appeared in China.
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I

cL6 sma kwok> syan Sshi

i

yung2 cL^ t
c ai nkp, 5man

tsz’ 2
.

cNg6 J6 <sz^ kwok>; ckf
i t\

l

pun* tsoi 2 cAu s15 pun*

tsoi 2 A’> sai

SdU din sjtgd kwok» Cch6
5

5wong h6 2 A/y
-11 pat,.

SaU (sh6 ini k\v6k>
(ch6,

£wong hb- cFi tak> lak>: .

cSai <pan gnga kwok> C

ch6,

^nii cwong h6 2 -T san*
l

pi di
tai 2

i- schHin.

I Sui- ^ttn, -N6 cwa -16ung kwok»

^ch^, swong h6- <Chi £
li, tai-

shap^ sz
5>

cch^iin.

- Sui1
<.sai kw6k> tsoi- <A

j

m^n J

,
Fat> lan- csai, ~Y t&i1 liS

j

ctang kw6k> cchung ckan.

i

QTl d H Jd kwok> ^he; ck^i

'j
kw6k> pun5

tsoi 2 cAu £ld cp^,

I

pun* tsoi^ A/J
sai*

cAu 5lo cp4 noi J kung- - 5ng
shap 2 cii kwok>

;
ckf i kw6k>

chingJ kok> i-, <chung w^,k,

£wong tai% wak 2 cwong hau 5
-,

wak> ctsHin tseuk> ^un
hat? pat)

c
tang.

15. rhe people of Rorne^

in ancient times, used the

Latin written language.

16. Russia

;

half of this

country is situated in Europe,

and half is situated in Asia.

17.

Sardinia^ of which Al-

bert is king.

18. Saxony^ of which Fre-

deric is king.

19. Spainy of which Isabella

II. is queen.

20.

Sweden and Norway^ of

which Charles XIV. is king.

21.

Switzerland is situated

between Germany, France,
and Italy.

22.

Turkey; half of this

country is in Europe, and half

is in Asia.

23.

The whole number of

states in Europe is about
fifty : and they have different

governments
;

among them
some are governed by em-
perors, some by kings and
queens r by other persons of
noble rank.

19. Among the Chinese, Spain is usually called Tai Luisung, or Great Lucod, in contradis-

tinction to the Philippines which they call Small Lucon.

E
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1. Africa extends from

north to south more than ten

thousand miles, and from east

to west more than nine thou-

sand miles.

2. On the north, its boun-
I

dary is the Mediterranean

sea; on the west its boundary
is the Atlantic; its southern

boundary is the Southern

ocean; and the Red sea and
Indian ocean form its eastern

boundary.

3. At the northeast, there

is a narrow neck of land (an

isthmus), by which it is con-

nected with Asia.

4. On the northwest, at

the straits of the Mediter-

ranean sea, that narrow chan-

nel connects it with Spain in

Europe.

5. The whole continent is

divided by the equator, so

that about three tenths of the

continent are on the north

of the line, and about seven

tenths are on the south of it.

In the centre of the continent

are wild and desert lands. Its

extreme southern point is call-

ed the Cape.

:

A

J
cfi li

2 «ka <yau pak>

sn4m, yat> man2 <ki ds^n 5
li

tsz
2

tsai <tung <kau (ts
cm

cki pdk> -H.

Pak, £
j Ti- cchung Hioi <wa

kai5

; csai -c
i Ax

t> clan tik> *ho

<wai kdi5

;
cnam sNam *ho

s'vai kdi <tung -i <Hung lho
Van t6 2 *hoi vai k i)

<Tung pak> ckl
ii tHung *hoi

syau tmi ti> 5
ii Ax>

sai
>

V <s6ung Jin.

cSai pak> Ti ? cchung 'hoi kai >

(shau pik> ci tsip> <Au
i\b <pi ichi <81 <pdn cnga.

<fPung kai J
ck{

i ti
2 -c

i ch?
ik>

tbz swing «fan <i lun2
, snim

tak> 5k
(
i csdm^ pak, cku <^1

<Chung <wai cfong -4y6
ti

2
. snim kik^ ch^ii' ut 3.

Kap».

Notes and Explanations.
Africa and its inhabitants and productions, are also quite unknown to the Chinese. IVingloi

barely names the countrj, which he calls Lf-pi-d, or Libya, as written by the Jesuits; but gives

no description of its several parts. The Cape, and the possessions of the Portuguese, are men-

tioned by a modern traveler, Ts6 Tingkd, who says that there are many native states, >some of

which are Mohammedans, and that u the people are as black as lacker
;

ivorjT

,
rhiaoceros' horns,

praiDj and melons, are the products.
95

Section dFiftf).

NATIONS OF AFRICA.

to
A <fi li

2 ckd kwok>; tai- -(,ng <cheung.

*
I

3&
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cTWi p6
a

ck*au 4 A)

sai
5 cAu s16 <pi, A° <fi li

2

(k £wai ching> min 2
,

-Mi
£
li cko swai pui3 min 2

.

Sheung- cku pat, <chi ti- ai

£k
cau 'chun

;
hau- kok> <t

{ in

haa ichung lit^ tsokj

<fan
;

cin £yau mi- <chi cSiii

kikj sh6ung2 £yau cinan cku.

Ke ap, ^vau chi
J Vh^, cinini

1. Were the globe of the

earth opened and spread out,

and were Asia, and Europe,

and Africa, made to con-

stitute one hemisphere, then

America would be opposite

to it.

2. In high antiquity, it was
not known that the earth was
round and revolved ; subse-

quently it was perceived that

the whole world was divided

into three parts; but yet it

was not known that there were
still people residing in the

farthest west. At length there

Notes and Explanations.

America is known to the Chinese generally as the country of the citizens of the United Stales:

with the people from other American states, they have never had much intercourse. The word
America is written with different characters, bat those which are here given appear to be profer-

able, from their coming nearest to the sound of Amerigo's name. In names, the Chinese olt^n

8. In the manners and customs of the ancient Egyptians there are points of resemblance
to the modern usages of the Chinese; and it is by no means improbable that some intercourse

once existed between the two nations. Satisfactory evidence of this, however, seems to he

wanting.

Section

NATIONS OF AMERICA.

…
*Mi £

li <ko kwok>
;

tai- luk^ <cheung.

<Un lhoi ckai £yau <man <ku

5nam
4chc e ^yau sho* <fong

shuk> Tii 2 cYing s
ii «P6 £ t

•aigi.

Pak> £yau shdMuvi)k>

clo <ko, cO^n <che £
i, <T6 <ni

sz’ 2
,
T£ji p

c 6) li
2 tang-

<Tung pak> fu ? cHung {

hoi

ch^i* syau Mak a
<sai kwok 5 .

6. Along all the coast there

are settlements; and on the

south are several regions of

country which belong to the

English and Portuguese.

7. On the north are several

states, as Morocco, Algiers,

Tunis, Tripoli, &c.

8. Egypt is situated at the

northeastern part, bordering

on the Red sea.

Sect. 6. NATIONS OF AMERICA. 413
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was a very learned man, call-

ed Copernicus, who supposed

that the earth must be round
like a globe and revolve

;

however there was no certain

evidence of this, and accor-

dingly it was not believed.

3. In the reign of Hungchi
of the Ming dynasty, Colum-
bus an Italian, sailed on a
voyage, and went thither (to

America) in person.

4. Several years subse-

quently, the voyage was re-

peated by Amerigo^ who hav-

ing purchased a ship again
went to this country, where
for a time he resided

;
on his

return home he drew maps of
the new country and hence
the country came to be gene-

rally called America. It is

also called the New World,
and likewise designated the

western continent.

5. This land is divided into

Xorth and South
;
about eight

degrees north of the equator
there is a narrow piece of land,

wliich is called Darien^ by
which the southern regions are ,

connected [with the north]

;

hence the continent is divide

ed into North and South
America.

6. On the north of America
are the Canadas, lands belong-

ing to the English, On the

northwest are wild regions
which belong to Russia. In

the middle [of North America]
are the United States, called

hv the Chinese Spangled
I

X

K

Ko > <pan n6uk> ku 5

, liij- V\
l

pit, cii ck
f au ci csiintung 5

;

tai- rmd cching s i pat, sun'

5Ming> cHung chi^ £nin <k^n
•C
I’ t i

2
Cchi K6’ slun p6>

Cch6, syau shj- yat
2

c
kai swai

ishan lik 2 cii csz
,

.

Hau 2 sh6* £nin fuk> £yau -Mi
-H M (

ch6, £m^,i ccl^au tsoi*

fu 2

,

(kau chii- <u'
c

ts< z
,

;

ckwai ^un kw k> tmiu wak,
<san kw k> ti

2 tsuk> cyan

£ming <chi, iit 2
sMi -li cko.

Yau 2
iit 2 (San Irp chM hd!

<sai <fong.

cKl ti
2 cwai cfan cNdm Pak>

;

ckc
i cii chc

ik, td 2 chc ut,

pak> pat> t6^ chHi* £yau cmi

ti
2

iit> iTe -li in 1 kik,

ha2
ti- <seung <lin^ ku* cfan

sN^m Pak 7 .

Pak) -li cko tclii pak
-yau cK6n oia tdi 1 kw k>

shuk> cYing c
t
c
d. tSai pak>

cfong -ye ^huk, sNgo £ l

drop the first syllable a r they change into /, and confound^ with k; thus for Amerigo, thev
would choose to say Mi-li-kd or Meleko.

3. Christopher Columbus, sailing in search of a shorter passage to the east, landed on one of
the West India islands in 1492. Amerigo Vespucci, a native of Florence, followed him in

1499; in 1508 he was appointed principal pilot by the king of Spain, and his duties were to pre-
pare charts and prescribe routes for vessels leaving for the New AVorld, and in this way the
continent soon received his name.



Banner. In the twentieth year I

of T6kw6ng, the number of
states was twenty-six. The
capital of the United States
is called Washington. The
country has no king, but a
president and a vice-president

|

who hold their offices for four

years, and who receive salaries !

for their personal support. In i

their language^ manners, and
customs, the people of this

country are quite like those of
Great Britain, inasmuch as
most of their ancestors origin-

ally came from thence.

7. On the south of the Uni-
ted States are the two coun-
tries of Mexico ^ind Texas.

8. In South America are
the states of Columbia^ Brazil^
Peru Bolivia Chili, and La
Plata, and so forth.

9. In the narrow regions
between North and South
America are numerous is-

lands, of which Cuba and
Hayti are the largest.

cChung -Mi £
li <ko Hop>

cSh^ng kw6k>, cyan hb J

HU <Fk ckl. T6 2 <kw ng, i
l

shap> £nin kung- kai* V- shapi

luk,
csh4ng. (King cshing

h6- cW^ shing- tun-. Kwok»
cmd c\v6ng ci ^yau ching ,

fu*
cshau -ling, sz

J>
cnin yat> yam-

cllm Tung tsz
?>

cchi. cK^f

kwok) sin -yii ckwe ai
c

kii -ii

Tdi- <Ying yat> lui 2 cyan ckc
i

<tsung c
ts6 cpun ^yau T4i ,-

cYing ci cloL

Hop> cShangk\vok2 Cchi cn^tm
5yau Maki sih Tih ^se

szl 9 kwok>.

5Nam 5Mi -li <ko <chung -yau

K6y dun pb^ a'^PV -li^ cse -Z/,

sPiu a Hu, P6^ -li cwa^ cCM
di9 Lap2 iPa Ha, ctang kw6k>.

£Mi -li cko sn4m pak,
t6- <chl <chung 5yau -hoi c

to

sh6 5 shap a chHf; skf
l tsui' tdi 2

C

che, 'Ka ^pa, ^Ha tx
l -tan^.

,,a

name
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*nt ott fDfntt).

ISLANDS OF THE SEA.

'Hoi cchau lui-
; tai 5 is* at, <cheung.

1. Acheen is situated on
the north-west point of Su-
matra ; and is a city.

2. Batavia^ or Ka-lau-p^,
is a city situated on the north-

west side of the island of
Java.

3. Borneo^ or the island of

Polo, is situated on both sides

of the equator
; from north

to south it extends about two
thousand and five hundred
miles, and from east to west
about two thousand.

4. The island of Celebes is

situated east of Borneo; along

the sea-coast the native inha-

bitants are tribes of Malays.
Besides them, there is one
other tribe, called Bugis; the

rich take their families with

them to engage in trade, and

e

A* dmi tsoi- <Su cmun tap 5

(1 <chi <sai pak> kok>, snai

yat> cshing -yk.

iKa da ipa, tsik> clavi

<pa, tsoi- <Kw4 <chau <chi

<sai pak> tpin, yat> <shing -ya.

cMan doi tsik> sPo <16 cchau,-

(Chung tkan chc
ik> t6 2

;
tsz

? -

pak> ci cnS,m i- cts
c in png

p4k> -H, cyau ctung <sai i-

cts*in 'H.

Sai5 ZP cchau tsoi- £Man
s loi cchi <tung; din hoi (

t
c d

«f4n cwai cM6 sloi £yau *chung

lui 2
. Pit, syau yat> chung*

cming -M6 kat>
(

tsz
J

; fu > <ch^,

ckwai kii^ <king <sh6ung, lsho

Notes and Hxpla7iatious.

Large islands are hardly distinguished by the Chinese from continents. Of such islands a>

Borneo, Java, Sumatra, etc., they seem not to have any just notions regarding either their form,

size, or their situation. Indeed they seem not to know whether they be islands or not. The
distance from one place to another they express only by the number of days usually occupied

in sailing the distance.

1. By some Chinese, two places are mentioned of this name, one called Great Acheen, and

the other Little Acheen. Others speak of only one, which is the modern town or city of Acheen.

The names of^cheen, Batavia, and few other cities, are entered on this list, because of their

beinff so offen referred to.

3. Manloi and Pol6 were most likely the names, originally, of towns or settlements; and it

is doubtful whether they are, or ever were, applied by the Chinese to the island as one whole

—

for as such they seem not to know it.
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to whatever place they come
there they abide, without any
thought of their ancient lands,

and without any permanent

abode, when they are poor,

then many of them become
thieves and robbers.

5. The Fiji islands are in

the South Pacific ocean, and
yield abundance of birds-

nests.

6. Off in the Pacific ocean
are four islands, which form
the empire of Japan.

7. The island of Jam is

situated in south latitude more
than six degrees south [of

the equator]. From east to

west it extends one thou-

sand eight hundred miles

;

from north to south three hun-
dred miles. The number of

inhabitants is about seven
or eight millions. The island

belongs to the Dutch.

8. South of Japan, off at

some distance in the ocean,

is the little kingdom of Lew-
chew.

9. Luconia (or the Philip-

pines) is situated south-east

from Macao
;

and [from
thence] with a fair wind it

may be reached in seven or

eight days. It includes more
than ten islands, which be-

long to Spain. By law it has
no king, a governor-general

being chief; the city in

which he resides is called

Manila.

10.

In the Researches in

the East and West it is said,

that in the reign of Wing-
lok (about A. D. 1420), there

were certain Franks, who
traded with the people of
Lucon. On the king ,

s birth-

day they made him presents

—
1

&

chp tsik (6n kiV Vd
tchi <sz

5

,
yik> and yat> ting-

cchi yiV ; £pan
lch6, t.sak> ct

cvvai to* kip>.

"Ft icht
c
t6 tsoi 2 cP^ing cyeung

cchi ciiam, <t ch{ at> in
>

cwo.

5P { ing syeung ngoi- sz
?,
cdiau

j Ssliing kw6k> (ch6, ut 2 FaG
l
piin.

c Chau aod (chan £nani kik>

chc ut> ti
i lak, t6 2

cii. <Sai chi'

dung yat> dsc in pat> pak> fW

;

pak> ch? ctiam tsim pak> -lj.

sYan yeuk> ts
c at> pat> pak,

m^n^. Yiki sHo cl^.n ^sho

shuk).

Yat, ^pun cnam <yeung <i

ngoi 2
,

syau cLau Jcau Wi
k\v6k>.

-Lui sung" tsoi- O' Cchi dung
cnam ;

shun- <fung ts
c at> pat>

•
yat 2

lho t6
>

. cChung £yau
sliapj £

ii cchau, ckai shukj

cSai <pan cnga. Lai- pat> lap>
C
chii

;

ctsung tak> <wai

^hau
;
ckii cshing iit 3 -Ma jii

!
ld\

I

cTung cSai cyeung 'Hau cwan,

I

-Wing lok 2
cnin ckan, -yau

Fat2 Jong cki Hi -Lui sung"

u- -shi. <Yan -sheung c\v6n<r

10. Fat long ki should not be confounded with Fat Ian sai, as it sometimes has been both by
foreigners and Chinese. The first is applied to all foreigners from Europe, the second only to

the French.
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<kam cwai sLui sang >

swong
shau 2 hat tp £ii sngau cp^

tai-, uk>. cWong sun'

A ^lii <chi; Fat, Jong ckj

-nki HsHi cngau cpc
f, ^in A

Sseung tsuk> «chi, -C

1 £wai sz’>

£wai, hat> tp echoing sh\ l
.

cWong cnin <chi, cin chung^
shat> sun' £iin ci, 'king -c

ii ti
2

.

cMong ika sat, tsoi- Sai' li"

iwa <chi <sai cnim, -nki yat'

fau 2 £y4.

-Ma tai" tkd sz* 1 ka" tsoi £

Yan td)-
shoi A’> <fi li\k

(chi <tung; syan yeuk> i-

pak> m^n- £u.

Miu 1 Hi sz^ 1 yik 3. tsoi- Yan'
t6-

c

hoi <chung, ^6 -sii-y^.

<Chau cwai sho* shap 2

£
\i, cwai

<Ying kat> li^
csho hat,.

-Mi loky tsik> -cMai luk,

hop% cchung syau shap. <ii

<chau, tsoi J Sai' \i
l <wa cchi

<tung.

<i\i sh\ l (
to tsoi- Pat^ <t ng

<chi csai pak> ; hoi <chung
tuk> shP yat> <shan, sman

z’ Chung kw6k> (siti.

of gold, and begged ot him a

piece of ground as large as a

cow’s skin, whereon to build

a house. The king believing

them sincere promised it, but

the Franks took the co'v’s

skin, cut it into strips and
then joined them together,

and therewith encircled a

square, and begged for the

ground corresponding to it.

At this the king was greatly

troubled, hut dreading to

break his promise to the fo-

reigners, lie finally gave them
the land.

1 1 . Macassar is situated on

the ^outh-westof the Celebes;

it is a mart (or commercial
town).

12. Madagascar is situat-

ed in the Indian sea, on the

east of Africa; its population

i?; about two millions.

13. Mauritius is an island,

a nd is also situated in the

Indian sea. It is several tens

of miles in circumference, and
is under the government of

England.

14. The Moluccas, or the

Mi-luk-h p, include more than

ten islands, situated east of

(Glebes.

15. Nias is an island situ-

ated north-west from Padang,
in the midst of the sea, rising

in one solitary hill
;
the people

resemble the Chinese but are

smaller.

11, 14, 15. To these places Chinese vessels have often found their way; formerly in con-
siderable numbers, but recently their number has decreased .

12 13 . r Madagascar and Mauritias, Chinese vessels are not known ever to have gone

;

tliough tlie places have been visited by Chinese, who have gone, as they frequently do, in tlic

capacity of servants on board foreign vessels.

Sa
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cNi Jcu cpa da tsoii ctsai

tsun- cchi <sai pak>.

<Ying; <yau pdJ
A, «chi

cnam iiU <yeung cs m t6-

<i chf ;
^wongyeuk? cAu cld

<pa.

^San cSai dan cyau <San cHo
clan ctung iit, cyeung y6uk>
shap> s’ng 5i chi

•

PaU d6n^ ^kong chau tsoi 2 cSu

cmun t^p> la' <chl csai.

<.Pa pd y

id tsoi- lok> <kii

cchi <tung cn^,m.

cSan Fau 1 choi <chung £yi;
yat, cming P5 J

Id- <Pan clong.

cF4n cMo <loi £yau 'sho ckii

ti
2

,

syau ckwo V- chung>

;
yat>

aning dau <lln
c
tsz

2
, eying

<po cld mat,, A do tsz
J>

,

yukj kikj cheung ct
cim. Yat>

cming emong ckii (shang, yau ?

cming emong lut,; <ying di

ctsz’ d syau h6k mf yik 2

cts^ing ct
cIm.

cTan (.Heung ishan cyau Ut a

^hang ching > ctung pat> shap>

t6
3
- cii

;
<chung syau shap> <sim

<chau
;

yat, cming <A
X
iwa Jii

tsHi
5

tii*.

16. The JSicobars are sit-

uated north-west from the

extreme point of Acheen.

17. New Holland

;

this

country belongs to Great Brit-

ain; it is distant south from
Papua, by sea, three degrees

;

in extent it is nearly equal to

Europe..

18. New Zealand is Ais\zxsi

from New Holland about fif-

teen degrees.

19.

Padang is a harbor

on the west of Sumatra.

20.

Papua is situated south-

west from the Moluccas.

21.

Pinang is an island in

the midst of the sea; it is

also called Pulo Pinang. In
all Malayan countries, there

are two kinds of fruit
; one is

called the durion, in shape
like the pine apple, having
many warts, and the pulp ex-

ceedingly fragrant and plea-

sant
;
the other is called the

mangostan, or the mangostan
chestnut, in shape like the

persimmon, with a rind, and
like the other of a rich, juicy

taste.

22.

Tlie Sandwich Islands

are situated eighty degrees

due east from Canton; they
are thirteen in number; the

largest of them is called

Hawaii,

16. rhe Nicobars are described by Ts6 Ts^ingkd together with another place in its vicinity
((jeihaj)s the Andamans,) the latter, he says <4 have inhabitants with faces like the horse, who eat
men and nobody dares to go among them,”

S

X

OC

PA
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Siky laU tsik>, <San <k*i <p ,

ti- shuk 2 , Tai- <Ying; cchung
kin5 she 5

cshii iin- cYing

cyan cto tsap> <u csz
5

i.Su luki tsoi- sMan cloi <chi

<tung pak>, cchung shap> ai
(

t6.

eSu emun tap^ lo? tsoi- £Man
cloi <chi rsai, y^uk> shap, tb-.

!
Ti- man 1 tsoi^ Sa? li-

<chi <tung cnim, ti- <kwai (Sai

I

<y6ung ckun hat>.

•

Yeuk ? shik) ct
c in War ^hui

!

luk> eying shai% (ts
l ing (14m

! (Kam cling cWong (H1 <tsung
csho chu% cTung <Sai cY6ung
(Hiu

;
ping- 4Kw6ng tung

1 cKa ying' tchau, cY^ung Ting
cnam <chi 'Hoi Luk>

; Fuk>
Kin5 cTc ung <on iin-, cChan
cLun ckwing cchi

(Hoi Kwok>
! cMan Kin5 Luk 2 ;

Chik> tai 2

I £Chc un cyiin <chl (San

! <K6ung Ngoi 2 cFdn 4Ki Leuk ? .

j

Yik 2 tak> ck*i cts^ung M.

23.

Singapore^ or San-k^-

po 5 belongs to Great Britain

;

it has several schools, and is

the residence of many En-
glish and Chinese.

24. The Sulu islands are

situated on the north-east of

Borneo, and are more than

ten in number.
25. Sumatra is situated

west from Borneo distaht

about ten degrees.

26. Timor is situated south

east from the Celebes, and is

under the government of the

Portuguese.

27.

If you desire to under-

stand the situation and form of

the seas and lands throughout

the world, you are requested

to examine (1) the Researches

in the East and Westy written

by Wong Hitsung ofKamling;
also (2) the Notices of the

Seas^ by Y6ung Pingn^m of

the department of Keying in

Kwongtung; (3) the Notices

of things Heard and Seen in

Maritime Countries^ by Chan
Lunkwing of the district

Tungon in Fukkln; with (4)
the Memoranda of the Foreign

tribes on the New Frontiers by
Ch^unyiin of Chiktai. From
these works some distinct in-

formation may be obtained.

27. (1) The Researches in the East and West is in six volumes, octavo
;

it was written about

two centuries ago, near the close of the Ming dynasty
;
the first volume contains some very rude

charts, intended to show the situation and form of foreign countries,

(2) The Notices of the Seas is in one volume octavo. Its author obtained his information

from his townsman, Ts6 Tsingkd who, when his ship was wrecked at sea, was himself saved by
the people on board a foreign vessel. After continuing abroad fourteen years, voyaging from

country to country, he returned to China, and became blind, after which he was engaged as in.

terpreter in Macao, where Y^ung Pingnani meeting with him obtained the materials ofhis book.

(3) The Notices of things Heard and Seen in Foreign Countries are comprised in two small

duodecimo volumes, written about a century ago. The second volume contains a chart of the

whole Chinese coast.

(4) The Memoranda of the Foreign Tribes form four small octavo volumes, and were published

in the reign of Kinlung of the present dynasty.

_
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Chiki tai 1 c\vai <Chung .wa

(shau (shang, 4ku <ch4ng

<Yau, rn\

iShdn dung £nai <shan c( h>

ctung,
cku echoing cTsc

ai,
-cLo.

(Hung shing1
cshang ai Kz

cshing.

iShdn t.sai <shan cchi esai.

cku cchc ing Tsun% Chiu-.

cH6 cnam ewai eWa cchi

<chung, cWong cho t chi cnam.

h6- (Chung ^chau, 'ku cch f
in<£

cHjn, Yu 2
.

<.K6ng cjidm ckarn <fctn iK6ng
esu, c

y

n (fai^ i
l 'shang.

cNam <king tsoi 2 tkam <Kong

£ning
c

fa, pit> h6 2 cKam clintr.

^K6ng <.sai pit 2 ho- \ iv

<ch6ung, yau- iit, c

JNg <sai.

ChiU <Jc6ng cyan ewai Ym
kwok).

1. Chili forms the capital

province of the Chinese em-
pire, and 'vas anciently called

Yu and Yen.
2. Shantungs i. e. east of

vhe hills, was anciently call-

ed Tsi and Lu. Confucius,

the sage, was born in this

province.

3. Shans^ i. e. west of the

hills, was anciently called

Tsin and Chdu.

4. Honan forms the centre

of the Chinese empire, south

of the Yellow river, is desig-

nated the Centre-region, and
was anciently called Yen
and Yii.

5. Kiangnan is now divid-
|

ed into two provinces Kiang-
and Anhwui. The ancient

Nanking constitutes the mo-
dern city Ki^ngning, other-

wise designated Kinling.

6. KiangsU otherwise de-

nonjinated Yiichdng, is also

called Wusi.

7. Chekiang was originally

the country of Yue.

Notes an cl E xp la 7i at ions.

Imperial dominions is a term which, by the native reader, can be applied to nothing buf trie

Chunghwa, the centre of wealth and civilization, the Tai Ts^ing Kw6k or Empire of the (ireat
Pure Dynasty, 5 which stretches from lat. 18° to 55° N., and from Ion. 70 to 140° E., and includes
about 3,010,4 square miles, in extent exceeding the whole of Europe. This section includes the
names of the provinces, and also some of the principal rivers, lakes, and mountains.

N. B. Throughout the section the orthography, in the left hand column, indicates the sound
the names when pronounced according to the court dialect.

1. The term China is probably derived from Tsin, one of the ancient dynasties. Each of the
eighieen provinces, into which China Proper is now divided, is often designated in writing b\
the ancient name of the same region. The modern names of many of the provinces, as
tung, Shansi, Chekidng, Hundn

9 Hupa, &cM is derived from their geographical position, or from
some other circumstance connected with their topography.

chi. chk. 106
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S. r ukien was anciently

called Min. Formosa and the

Piscadore islands both belong

to it.

9. Hukwang was anciently

called Snntsu
; because it had

many lakes, it was therefore

railed Hukwang; it is now
divided into two provinces,

.

called Hundn^ and Hvpa.

10. Shensi^ otherwise de-
|

.^i^nated Kingchiu, was an^

ciently called Kw^nchung.

11. Kansu was separated

from the province of Shansi.
(

12. Sz y
chuen was ancient-

ly called Sishu.

13. Kwangtung is also call-

ed Yuetung.
14. Kwdngsi is aUo called

Yuesi.

15. Vun/id?! was anciently

called Tien.

J 6. Kweichan was ancient-

ly called the land of Kien.

17. Of 31a?Uchuria y the

provinces are three, namely,
|

Shingking (or Moukden) Kt-
|

ri/iy and Tsitsihar^ or Halung-
i

ki^ng. These are called the
j

three eastern ** provinces. On
the north, Mantchuria is bound -

ed by the Russian territory,
|

from which the Kingan (the

Daourian) mountains separate

it; on the east it reaches to

the sea ;
on the south it is

bounded by Corea
;

on the

west it is conterminous with

the tribes of Mongolia, and on
the south-west with the pro-

vince of Chili.

i
Fuki kin" 'ku edging s M<in.

iT^oi iwaji, il
M ang <?/ vkai

csho shuk,.

5U ^kwdng 'ku <ch c ing cSam
^C^o; cyan £k

c
i <to 5 u, ku'

cming ^wong; <kam c fan

Meung Vliang iit, oiam

\
sJJ’ pak.

^Shim isai pit, hb 1 <King ciiiiV
cku <rii

c ing <Kwan cchung.

^K6m suk> (SMm (sai

j

cshang.

Sz^ cchru?i
lku <chl ing tSai

shukj.

"Kwong itungyxki edging l*t

I

< t,,ng- ..

'Ktvong isai yik, cd^inff l t.

• <sai.

I c Wan ovim 4ku edging iil,

I

/Pin.
,

Kwai' tchau
4ku (d^injr cKim

I tv-.

1 -Mu?i <chau <chi y^ng, -vau

«sini, ut> Shing 1 eking, ut,

KaU daniy ut, Tsai' tsai
y

Jut

% tsik> Hak> clung <konf.

Wai- <chi <tung esam cshan .

Pak> kai
J Ngok> <16 <sz

J

tr.

syau cHing <on fling <seuiii»

<fan cin; <tung chi hoi;

cnam kkV cCh? iu Ssin; c?ai

clln cMung {ku kok> p6
? lok;

<sai fnani clin Chik) tai i

(shang.

1— 16. Of this list, Chili, Shantung, Shansi, and Honan may be regarded as the northern

provinces; Kiangnan (or Ki^ngsu and A^nhwui), Ki4ngsi, Chekiang, and Fukien, the eastern;

Hukwang (or Hunan and Hupa), the central; Shansi, Kinsu, and Sz^huen, the western
;
and

Kwangtung, Kwangsi, Yunnan, and Kweichau, the southern. These eighteen provinces are

situated between lat. 18
0
and 41° N. and between long. 98° and 123 E. from Greenwich and

include about 1,298,000 square miles.

17. The extent of Mantchuria, from north to south, is about twelve degrees, and about sixteen

from east to west. It is mountainous, little cultivated, and thinly peopled. The name is derived

from its inhabitants, the Manchus, who four centuries ago were only a few wandering tribes, but

are now masters of China . Ng6k and Ng6 are both used in writing the name Russia.
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18. The territory of Mon-
golia, on the east is conter-

minous with Mantchuria,

on the south is bounded by the

])rovinces Chili, Shansi, Shen-
si, and Kansu

;
on the west,

it is conterminous with YYi.

It is divided into four parts

:

1.
r

['he Inner Mongols^ 24
tribes, situated on the north

of’ the four provinces above
named, and on the south of

the Shanio or desert of Gobi

;

2. Tlie Outer Mongols^ the

tribes of the four Kalka khans,

on the north of Shamo, and
conterminous with Russia;

|

Ouliasutai and its subject
|

places, Gobdo, on the
j

west of the Outer Mongols:
and 4. Koko-nor^ or the Azure

j

sea, on the south of Kansu I

and the west of Shansi.

19. Ill is divided into two

provinces (or Roads). The
northern Road is on the north

of the Celestial mountains

(Tien shdn), conterminous

with Russia, and is the origin

_P

cMujig ^ku <chi ti
2
, ctung clin

-cMun cchau; cnam kdi5 Chik,

tai2 <Shin <sai Shim <sai,

<Kom suk^, kok>
csh^ng; <sai

Jin cF clai. <Fan tsok> sz
n

tiin-
:
yaU iit 2 Noi 2 cMung lku,

i- shap, sz
J>

p6
2 lokj, tsoi- sz^

cshang <chi pakj, cShd m6k,

tsiki cKo piki <chi cnim
;

yat,

iit 2 Ngoi 2
sMung (kti, K L H

kak> sz’ hon- cchi p6 2
,

tsoi- cShS, mok 2 <chi pak,,
£
ii cNgo clo csz

j

kai
J
clin: yat,

: ixtj cU s
li -ngii csu ct

c oi, kf ap2

^ho shukj <Ko po 5
<to Hang

!
chHi* : tsoi- Ngoi- cMung
cchi <sai; yat> iit> Ko> ko'

-no ci, tsik> <Ts? ing

tsoi 2 <K6m suk> <chi cn^ni-

^him csai cchi <sai.

d dai <fan tsok> s16ung 16-.

Pak> 16- tsoi- ^T^in ^shan cchi

pak>, kai 2 clin cNgo clo «sz
?

,

ciin c\vai
cChun kot> -1 ti-

;

18. The boundary lines of Mongolia are not very accurately defined. The Mungku^ or Mon-
gols, are not confined to its limits, but are scattered over the whole Chinese empire : in the

eighteen provinces, they are divided into eight standards
;

in Mantchuria, they are shepherds,

as thev are for the most part in Mongolia ; in Hi and Tibet they appear almost as strangers, set-

tled bv force of arms rather than of free will. In Inner Mongolia are 24 tribes, divided into

49 standards
;

in Outer Mongolia are 4 tribes, divided into 86 standards
;
similar divisions and

subdivisions exist in Ouliasutai and Koko-nor. Mongolia is an elevated tract of country, and is

considered as the first of the Chinese colonies.

19. Hiuuiyuen {ching) is the capital of Tli, and the first canton; Tarbagatae (Tdp-i-p^-h^p-

tai) is the second, and Kour-khara-ousou (Ku-i-hik-lap-u-su) is the third. Bdrkoul (Pi-li-kwan)

now called Chinsi or the department of Chinsi (Chan-sai), and Oroumtchi (U-15-muk-tsai)
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nal Soungaria
;

on its west I

are the pastoral tribes of the

Hass^ks (or Cossacks). The
i

southern Road lies on the

south of the Celestial moun-
tains, and the north of the

Kwanlun mountains
;

it is the

New Territory called that

of the 6 eight Mohammedan
cities.

5 The minister charged

with the general control of
affairs in the Mohammedan
territory resides at Y4rkand.
Westward are situated the

several [independent] Moham-
medan tribes.

20. Tibet is on the west of

Sz’chuen province, and is i

divided into Anterior and Ul-
|

terior Tibet
;

there is in each
a Minister resident in Tibet, i

in order to regulate the affairs

of the 14mas.

21. Those by whom the
!

yellow religion (Shamanism )

is maintained among the
i

Mongols and Tangouths are

called ldmds.

22. Anterior Tibet is di-

vided into two territories,
|

Kham and Wei^ the chief

city being Lassa, which is
|

the residence of the great
j

teacher of the yellow religion,
|

the dalai ldma.

23. Ulterior Tibet is also

divided into two territories,

namely Tsang and Wri west- I

ward is Laddk, and south-

ward is Ghorka (or Nip^]).

it

t
_ p®

ckc
i tsai £wai <Ha sit> hak,

£yau muk ? . <Nam 10 i tso

<Tf in /shan ( chi <K\van

clun cchi pak>, cU'i ?ui pat

cshing <San <Keung. 'Tsun^
-c
li

£
iii ckeimg sz

5
- t^.i

cshan, chii- chap> -1 <kwai.

(Sai tsak> _(l7i <chii ptV

cfan chii*.

iSai Ts6ng l tsoi 2 Sz ?>

ichc un
(sh ng cchi <sai, <fan ts6k^

cTsc ln Tsong 2
, Hau^ Tsong-;

kok> chi 2 chii- tsong- tai
55

£shan,
£
i -\\ <Ia cma <chi sz ?l

.

-I cW ng k u) chang <yu

cMung 4ku c'Pong tak>
Cche, iit> <la <mi.

cTs^in T^n^-cfantsok) iHOng
Wai1

i- ti-, <kc
i 'shau cshing

th^L sat>, £wai c\vong

t4i- tdt 2 \k\
c Ak chit

isho*

Hau1 Ts6ng- yik> <fan i- ti \

iit 2 Ts6ng1

^ ut^ <0
/

tsak> i La tdt, hak^ cii4m tsak

Kw6k H hdk.

now called Tihwa chau^ or the department of Tihwd (Tai-f4), with their dependencies, belong u<

Kdnsu. The Hassaks are better known as Kirghis, i. e. u robbers of the deserts.^ The canton.

Hami (Ha-mat) and Turfan (Tu-li-fan) are the ancient possessions of Turkisli tribes, situated

in the southern regions. The eight Mohammedan cities are, Harashar (or H^k-ld-sh^-i), Kootcht

(Fu-ch6); (O^hak-su); (U^-shap); (Hak-shap-kot-i); Yengi-hissar (\
kat-shi-o); Yarkand (rp-i-k6ung)

;
and Khoten (Wo-tin).

20. The name Tibet is said to be derived from Tou-jHio^ afterwards corrupted into Toubet.

The country is also called Tangout : the Chinese now usually designate it, as above, Si

or the Western Ts^ng.



cTsc an cMung chuk>

man 1 Hi ^ch^eung cshing;
l

hi

sLam (t
c d chi) chiu ^tung,

-im m^,n- ai -li.

^Wong cho cli
( at) <Kwan Jim

<shan, <Sing suk> (hoi, chi

(Kong csu Fuu- ( nin£, A
chc ut> (ii

l

hoi.

c Y^ung Isz’ (.kong
(

h# at.

<Sing suk) ^loi cchi <sai, yap>

cWan sn^m, <king cU^
lkw n

clip cShung cming <chau, ci

yap 5 cii
c

hoi.

Wan 1 Mo cYun Shun 5
- tai

?

ming- (Ka 516 tuk> wat>.

cTung ngok 2 Tap ^Shda

tsoi- cShan ctungTsc ai
,

cnarri
c

fu.

<Sai ngok 2 cWu cShan tsoi-

'Shim <sai cSai <6n c
fu.

cNdm ngok) ^Hang ^Shau

tsoi 2 cU (kw6ng cHang <chau

Tu.

Pak> ng k 2 cHang ^Shan tsoi'-

Chik^ <Chan ting-
c
fu.

cChung ng6k 2 iSung -Shdu
tsoi 2 cHo cnam cHo cnarn

(

fu.- -
- 3

P6 y

iyeung cU tsoi- cKong
<sai cFu tchau l

fu.

(TsHng su tsoi- _JJ
ckwong Ngok 2 cchau

(

fu.

*24. Mangtien of the Tsin

dynasty built the Great wall

(i. e. the wall of ten thousand

miles)
;

it commences at Lin-

tau and extends to Liautung,

more than 10,000 li in length.

25. The Yellow river^ tak-

ing its rise in the Sea of Con-
stellations, among the Kwan-
lun mountains, enters the sea

at Fauning in Kiangsu.

26. The Yangtsz ,

kiang^

taking its rise to the west-

ward of the Sea of Constel-

lations, enters Yunnan, passes

through Hukwang, and enters

the ocean at the island of

Sungming.

27. The Grand Canal was
dug under Ivialu^ direction,

by command of the emperor
Shunti of the Yuen dynasty.

28. The eastern mountain
Tai Shan is situated in the

department Tsinan in Shan-
tung.

29. The western mountain
Hiva Shan is siuated in the

department Si
5an of Shansi.

30. The southern mountain
Hang Shan is situated in the

department H^ngchau in Hu^
kwdng.

31. The northern moun-
tain Hang Shan is situated

in the department Chinting
in Chili.

32. The central mountains
Sung Shan are situated in

the department Honin in

Hon^n.
33. The lake Poyang is

situated in the department

Jauchau in Ki^ngsi.

34. The lake Tsin^tsau is

situated in the department

Yochau in Hukvvdng.

26, Writers on Chinese geography have differed in their opinions respecting the orthography
of the name of this river

;
that here given, meaning the child of the ocean, seems the most appo-

site, and is now the most commonly used.

28— 32. These five mountains are chiefly deserving of notice, only on account of then-

being frequently mentioned in the ancient books of the Chinese.

Sect. 8. THE IMPERIAL DOMINIONS. 4-25
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42H GEOGRAPHY. [Chap. XH

cTan ii/eung cii tsoi 2 <Kon^
.n^m (Yun <chau fiV.

T f
di* cii tsoi- <Kong <su <Sij

<chau

Tung 1 d l ing cii tsoi^ cl

^wong fjM5 <cht 6ung c

fu.

35, I'lie lake Tdnyang is

situated in the department

Junchau in Kiangnan.

i6. The lake Tdi is situat-

ed in tlie department Suchau
in Kian su.

^7. "l*he lake Tungting is

situated in tlie department

U lK-liHiig in Hukwan^

33—37. The Tungtf ing is ^aid to be about 220 miles in circumference. The Poyeung is oi'

x iiiewbat loss extent. They both discharge their waters into the Y^ungtsz^ kong. Like the five

mountains, mentioned above, these five lakes are often spoken of collectively in the Chinos
classics.

^tction Ntntl)*

PROVINCE OF K W A N G T U i\ G .

_

'Kwong <tung ^hang; tai 2 'kau <cheung.

i. The districts comprised

in the department of Kwang-
rhau are Nanhai, Puanyii,

Shunta, Tungkwan, Hiang-

>h^n, Sinhwui, Sanshui.

I sunghwa, Lungina n, Tsang-

rhing, Sinning, Tsingyuen,

Sin^n, and Hwa.

2. In the department of

Shauchau, the districts are

Kiukiing, Lochang, Jin-

hu a, Juyuen, Ungyuei>, and
V^in^ta.

i

'Kong <chau Tu <chi yiin>

(hoi <rPe un cyii, Shun
tak>, <Tung ckun, cH^un
<sh4n, <San iii-, <Sam (shui,

cmun,
San cnin .

un, <San <6n, (Fa.

I

<Tsc ung fa% cLung

I

(Tsang <shing, (San

I
<Tsl ing

un-

cShiu <chau *fu <chi

Huk> <kong, Lok 2 <ch c euFi^,

cYan fa% cYii cun, (Yunu

ain, (Ying tak>.

Notes and E xp l an a t to n s .

This section affords a specimen of the territorial subdivisions of the eighteen provinces. Tlie

province of Kwongtung is estimated to contain 79,456 square miles; and, like the other pro-

vinces, is divided intofu^ chau^ iHng^ and yun. The fu, or department, is the largest of thes»

subdivisions; there are nine of them in this province. Of the chau^ there are two kinds; the

one, independent of any other subdivision— its chief officers being directly answerable to the

provincial authorities, like those of the fu—is called an inferior department, or chiktai cliau^ an

nulenendent chav. The other, whose chief officers are subordinate to the prefect of a depart-

ix



Wai- <chau c

fu <chi yim-,

rKwai shin-, Pk> Jo,

cCh^eung tiling, sWing <on,

'Hoi cfung, Luk 2 <fung, cLung

<chc
iin, cHo ciin, cWo cp^ing,

cLin cpc ing cchau.

cChMu <chau €
fu Cchi yun-.

(Hoi £y6ung, cFung shun^

ChMfi sySung’KMt

_

cy6ung
cYu iP

c ing, Wai- cloi, Tai-
c

p6, cChe ing 'hoi, cPc 6

cning.

Shiu- hing"
(

fu <chl yiin-,

I <Kd <iu, SzJ)
ui-, cSan ching,

cYeung cch^un, cY^ung ikong,

<K6 cming, cYan cp*ing,

I

<I^.wong ciiing, tHoi cp
{
irig,

Hok 2 -shan, <Fung <chc un,

<Hoi kin Tak> hing) C chaii.

cK6 cchau c
fu (chi yun-,

Mau- cming, Tin^ pak 2 , Sun'
1

ci, c

5Ng <chc
iin, Shik 2 cshing.

Fa* <chau.

.

' cLim cchau 4fu cchi yiin%

i Hop> yd, cLing ^hdn, <Yam

j

^chau.

i

chui <chau Yu cchi yiin 2
,

cHoi i hong, Sui- ikc
ai, (Ts€ ui

cman.

I cK*ing <chau (

fu <chl yims
cK^ing <shdn, cCh^ng mSi^

3.

Iu the department of i

Hwuichau, they are Kweishen,
Polo, Chdngning, Yung’an
Haifung, Lufung, Lungchuen,
Hoyuen, Hoping, and the

superior district {chau) named
f.ienping.

I

4. In the department of i

(Jhauchau, the districts are, i

H iiyang, Fungshun, Chau-
|

y^ng, Kieyang, Jauping,

;

Hwuilai, Tapu,Chingh^i, and
|

Puning.

5. Those in the departmerit

of Shauking are, Kauy^u, !

Sz’hwui Sinhing, Yang-

'

chun, Yangkiing, Kauming,
|

'Anping, Kwangning, Kai-
ping, Hosh^n, Fungchuen,
Kaikien, and the superior i

district named Taking,

6. In the department of

Kauchau, there are the dis-
j

tricts,
,
Mauming Tienpa,

Sin
5

j, Uchuen, and Shiching, I

and the superior district Hwa.

|

7. These are the districts
j

of the department Lienchau,

,

Hopu and Lingshdn, and the i

superior district Kin.

8. In the department of

Luichau, they are these, Hoi-
king, Suiki, and Siiwan.

9. The department of

Kiungchau (or island of Hdi-
nin) comprises these dis-

tricts, Kiungshan, Ching.

ment, like thosG of the yun^ is called a superior district: of the first kind there are Fouf. and of
the second seven, in this province. The four chiktai chau are subdivided into districts, but as
one of these districts always retains the Dame of the chav, it may also be regarded as a superior
district, of these there are f°ur. Thus the chiktai chau may be either an inferior department,
or a superior district. The yun is a subdivision of both the fu and the superior (chiktai) chau,
and is called a district. The i^ing, in extent of territory, resembles the yiin, but being like the
( hiktaz chau independent of any other subdivision, takes the same rank, and may also be called
.tn inferior department

; of these there are two, while there is one (Nam6), which ranks with
T ie yun ' Thus there are in all 15 departments. And, including the 78 yiin^ the 7 chau of tl)^

5>ECT. .9] PROVINCE OF KWANGTUNG. 427
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428 GEOGRAPHY. [Ckap. XII

mii, Ting 5

an, Wanchang,
Hwuitung, Lohwui, Linkau
Chinghwd, Lingshui K4n-
’an, and the superior districts

Yii, Win, and Tan.

10. The divisions of the in-

ferior department {chili chau)

of Loting are the superior dis-

trict Loting, and the districts
j

Tung’an and Sluing.

11. The divisions of the

inferior department Lienchau
|

are Lienchau and the district

Y^ngshan.
12. The divisions of the I

inferior department Nanhiung
are the superior district N4n-
hiung, and the district of Chi- !

hing.

13. The divisions of the
|

inferior department Kiaying
are, the superior district Kii-

j

ying, with the districts Hing-
‘

ning, Ch^nglo, Pingyuen, and
|

Chinping.

14. The inferior depart-

;

ment (ting) Faking is on the

north of the department i

Kwingchau, and is govern-
j

ed by a sub-prefect.

15. The inferior depart- I

ment, Liensh^n Suiy^u, also

called Liy^u, is situated on

the west of Lienchau.

16. The inferior depart•
rnent of Nanau (Namoh) per-

|

tains half to Kw^ngtung, and
half to Fukien.

17, Macao is situated on

the south of the district Hi^ng-

sh n; it is under the govern- I

ment of a sub-prefect, and is I

the residence of an inferior

magistrate of Hi^ngshan. S

Ting- cbn^ cMan (Cheung,

^i- ctUmg, Lokj ui 2

, <Lam
ck5, cCh^eung f^, Xing 'shui.
lKam <yan, <Ng^i <chau %

Man- <chaw, <Tam <chau.

cL ting- chikj tai 2 <chau <chi

cfan, cLo ting- <chau, cTan^

<on, cSai cning, -cleungr yun-.

cLin <chau chik> tai 2 (chau

<chi <fan <Lin cchau cYeunsi

cshdn, yiin ?
.

sNdm chung chik> tai- <chau

(chi fan- cN^m chung cchaw,

Chi (hing yiin\

<K4 ying chik 2
tai 2 (chau

tchi <fan cKa ying' cchau,

cHing ciiing, cCh^ung Iok>,

cP*ing Hm, Chan J
cp*ing,

yiin-.

Fat, <k ng chik> tai 2
t t

c ing

tsoi-
(Kwong cchau 'fii cchi

pak>“tfvmg (chi sH(chi.

LinJ csh^n cSui <iu chik a

tai2
ct

l ing, yik> lining ^Li

ciu <t
c ing, tsoi- cLin cchau

<chi csai.

cNdm o' ct*ing pun 5 shuki
lKwong <tung, punJ Fnk>

kin\

O' mun tsoi- cHeung <shan

cchi cn4m; ct
l ung <chi

csh6

hat 2 ;
(H^ungcsh^n

4
tso ctong

chV (ts<z.

rank oi yiin^ with the 4 superior districts, and the 3 t
K ing^ gives a total of 92 districts. Beside

these divisions, there are some others both larger and smaller than the yun^ over which there are

proper officers.



CHAPTER XZZI

MINERALOGY

•Shik, lun 2

<p
?m shap, (sam.

~rrtiou ^Firsit.

MINERALS.

\ uk> shikj ^ang lui- : tai 2 yat> <cheung.

1 . The productions of the

earth are distributed into

three great divisions (or king-

doms). The first division is

called the inanimate, com-
prising such as minerals, coal,

earths, <Scc, The second com-
prises those which are animate,
i t have no breath or blood,

<uch as flowers, trees, vegeta-
bles, grasses, d:c. The third

consists of those animate ob-

jects which have breath and
blood, as finny and shelly ani-

mals, crawling and flying in-

lets, birds and beasts, which
inove upon the face of the earth.

These three kingdoms com-
bined constitute the whole
body of the globe, and there
is nothing else, besides what
is romprised in them.

<t
em ha- eshang mat2

cfan esam tai- lui-. Yat> ut^

^sz
9

^he, ax shik 5 , amn,
C

t
c
d,

4tang sht- £yi. Yat> ut 2

eshang ci cino lmt>
(

che,

cfa, muk>, tsho,
c

ts
c
u, 'tang

shi- -ya. Yat> nt, eshang _c i

£yau hi
> hut, 'che, clun, kai%

ckwan . cche ung, ck
c am, shau%

syau chang ti- min- Vht, shp

cSam ^he tsik> Uu 1

eshing yat> tl- ckc au, 'she t^z

ci ngoi 2
,
kana5

ani) a? a ».

Notes and E x pi an at i n s .

N atural History has been studied, among the Chinese, chiefly by physicians, and for the
most part in an empirical manner. Attempts have been made, indeed, to classifv the produrAions
of the earth, and systematists have offered their various plans of arran -ement. The most com-
plete system of classification is that of Li Shichan, as exhibited in the Pun 7Y<3 or \[atena
Medica, an elaborate compendium of Chinese medical knowledge, by several aathors, of wiiom
ho is the principal. In this work, inorganic substances are arranged under the several iieacis of
water, fire, earth, metals, gems, and stones. Water is divided into serial and terrestrial water,
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2. Agate.

3. Alinagdtholite.

4. Alum.

5. Vlum, crystals ot'.

6. Amber.

7. Amethyst,

^5. Ani( 4th\ stine spar, crvs-

talized.

9. Argillite.

10. Asbestos.

11. Borax.

12. Brimstone.

1:[ iur"inp well^

1 4. <’al(.are(>us spar.

15. Chalk.

16. ( -lirysoprase.

17. Coal.

18. Conglomerate (or pud-

ding stone).

1 9. Coral, reH, precious.

20. CoraK whitr\ l»ranch-

21. (^oral, nmdroporo.

22 . ('aruelian.

/P6 ohu shik,. Fan shik..

Pak> ^ an.

KingHi.

Tu p
c ak>.

cLam 4pd shik,v

(

Tsz’shik 2

Lo <hang shik,.

cY^.ang l

hi shikw

cP^anj <sha.

rLau <wong.

VFo 'tsin^r.

cHon cshui shik,. slm <tsmg

shik 2 .

To shik 2 "fan.

Ti ts
c
ui

>

yuk>.

(Mui. Shik 3. ctan.

<Man shiki.

cShan cii.

Shik> cfa.

Xong ckon.

cHung £ma £nu.

or that troin the clouds, and that from springe, the ocean, <kc. Fire is considered under eleven

sprcieSj among which arc the flame of coals, bamboo, &it. The division of earth comprises
the secretions from varioas animals, as well as soot, ink, etc; that of metals includes metalhr
substances and their common oxyds; and gems are found in the next division. The sixth and
la-^t head combines wliat^ver could not be placed in the preceding divisions. No principle of

arrangement runs through any of them, and the heterogenous collection under some of the head^-

causes no little trouble to the student.—This section comprises mineral substances, not metallic

;

ana includes whatever, in the present limited opportunities of becoming acquainted with the pro-

duciions of China, has bf en with any certainty ascertained by foreigners.

9. This is the mineral of which the Chinese ink-stones are made, and also the shik ping or

stone .screens,—carved stones used as ornaments in Chinese houses. It more nearly resembles

argillite or shale than any other mineral, but it^ geological position is not known.

16. Fi t^ui^ the name of a small parrot with a green changeable plumage, is applied not onl\

to clirysoprase, but also to some varieties of serpentine, jade, and even colored vitreous compound
substanros.
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Sect. 1.] MINERALS. 431

cKam ckong shik>.

Tsun 1

shik>.

To shik 2 .

cHixn cming "fan.

cF^i ckong cts^ing.

Shik> <ko.

Yuk>.

Pik> £nga <sai.

cTsc ing pik>.

Pat, cfui muk,.

j

cKo sling shik>.

cTs^ing ckam.

<Wan shiks.

j

cFtii.

Tan shik 2 .

cYing shikj yung- ts6k) 'ki

<shdn.

£Wan shikj. T^i- -li shik,.

iFd yui- shik,.

cKam csing shik 3_.

<Tsc in Sts
c ang C

chi.

cMung shik>.

!
Shik> <n6

Kyau. Shik 5.
tse at,.

23. Diamond.

24. Emery.

25. Flint.

26. Glauber’s salts (suK
,

phate of soda).

27. Granite.

28. Gypsum.

29. Jade (or nephrite^

30. Jade, clouded.

^1. Jasper, green.

i*2. Jet.

33. IvaolirK

>34. Lapis lazuli*,

35. Lava.

86. Lime.

37. Limestone (or marble),
j

38. Limestone is used to
j

make artificial rockwork.

39. Marble, blue clouded.

40. Marble, red breccias

41. Mica, friable.

42. Mica, foliated.

43. Mica, decomposed,

roarse.

44. Naptha.

27. The most common kinds of rock used in Canton and its vicinity for building, paving, and

other like purposes, are granite and sandstone. There are several varieties of both thesr

valuable minerals, differing to some extent in their color and fineness, and in the proportion ot

their ingredients. Among the peDple, these varieties give rise to different names, most of which

are derived from the localities of the sort in question. This remark is likewise applicable to other

minerals, and in some cases, perhaps, the names here given may not be those most in use.

29. The term yuk is one of very common. and 'extensive application; it is the name of a family

of minerals, of which fine jade is the type and serpentine, prase, chrysoprase, &c., are some oi

the species; and it is also extended to include all gems, and whatever else (as malachite and jet,)

ran be used for ornaments or jewelry.

40. This variety of marble is employed in making tables and ornamental articles for opulent

(>hincse. It is said to be brought from Shiuhing fu in the western part of this province.

Shiiihin^ shik is applied to a sort of black marble, brought from the same place.

1

,
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1

*
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45. Ochery.

46. Opal.

47. Ore of gems.

48. Pebbles, milky, quart-

49. Petritied pecten.

50. Petrified crabs.

51. Petrified orthocera.

52. Petuntse.

53. Potash.

54. Pumice.

55. Quartz, crystals of.

56. Quartz, clear, crystal

-

ized.

57. Quartz, smoky.

58. Quartz, smoky, (Cairn-

goram or tea stone.)

59. Quartz, rose.

60. Quartzy pebbles.

61. Quartz, yellowish*

62. Ruby.

63. Sal Ammoniac.

64. Salt.

65. Salt, crystals of,

66. Saltpetre (or nitre).

67. Saline springs.

68. * Sandstone,

69. Schistose stone.

lChe shik).

<Mau ci -ngan.

Fuk,.

cNgo l

liin shik^.

Shikj (in.

Shik> -hai.
I

-

j
Shikj tshe.

Pak 2

ctun ctsz\

I

I

j

?Fau shik ? .

!

Pak 5_ shikj eying.

cShui <tsing.

Mak> <tsing.

£Chc
^, ctsing.

cHung ttsing.

Shikj cch^un.

Lap? shik)”

cHung c

p6 shikj.

cN^u eshi.

Pak 2 cim.

cYung cini.

<Siu.

elm cchc
i.

cHung cnai shik,.

Yiitj <pi shik 2 .

49 51. These and other petrifactions are considered by the Cliinese as wonderful tiling,

lusus natune that are inexplicable : petrified crabs are found in the island of Hainan, and are

often sold at extravagant prices as panaceas.

55, 56. These are the same minerals, but the latter name is applied to the quartz when

made into spectacle-glasses, and the former is the name of the qaartz crystal.

61. This is called lap shik or wax stone, from its color, which is caused by varnishing it : it

is made into ornamental and fanciful shapes.
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<Kam (

che, -nai tkam, ciigan

<t
? ung, sik), 'tang

c

ts
c ung

cming; kung- kai5 sz
5>

shap,

i-
Cchung. Man'- mat, cchung,

cwai <kam tsui
5 chung-.

cPi cseung. San1 shik

cShangsui?.

: Hak> ciin.

/Pung p6k)_.

W 3lU shik>.

cTs e ing cim.

I

Shiki cchung -cyu.

i

; Shik 2 <chc ong.

!
cLau cwong ^fan*

Chuk> cwong.

cWan -m6 shik>.

I

"

<Wan cts
l
iin.

Lai- shik?.

1.

Metal is a general term

for gold, silver, copper, iron,

tin, &c.
;
there are reckoned

to be in all forty-two sorts.

Of all substances in nature,

metals are the heaviest.

2. Arsenic.

3. Black lead.

4. Brass leaf.

70. Soapstone.

71. Soda.

72. Stalactite.

78. Stalagmite.

74. Sulphur.

75. Tabasheer.

76. Talc.

77. Warm springs.

77. Whetstone.

Notes and E xpi ana t ions.

I n the term Jng kam^ the Chinese comprehend metals in generals^ though they do not seem to

iiave any distinct idea of metallic bodies as distinguished from other minerals. In the popular

^vstom of physics, the five metals are associated with the five colors, five planets, five viscera, five

elements, &c., and between these the Chinese suppose there is constant action and reaction, b\it

72. Li Shichan, in the Pun Ts^d^ speaking of stalactites, says, 44 In the hill, near

Kwailam (in Kwongsai), there is a cave containing a great number of stalactites ;
on looking

up where the percolation issues forth, you see stalactites white as snow. The moisture on

the stone solidifies, forming them like so many little pinnacles upside down
;
the apex is pointed

and sharp
;
they are about as long as icicles, hollow in the middle like a goosed quill

;
the milky

water drops unceasingly, concreting as it falls; it is very clear, and is caught in bamboo tabesZ

Section ^econXi.

METALS.

s’Ng <kam lui 2 tai- i

2

<ch6ung.
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MINERALOGY. [Chap. XI 11}U

5. Cinnabar. <Chu vsha. cTan <sh^.

"Pit, ^hi.6. Cinders.

7. Copper is also called

the red metal.

8. Virgin copper.

9. Sulphate of copper (or

blue vitriol).

10. White copper.

11. (’opperas.

12. Gold, if laid by for a
long time, will not gather

rust, nor will a hundred
fusings lessen it.

13. Gold dust.

14. Gold leaf.

15. Haematitic iron ore.

16. Iron, otherwise called

the black metal, is the most
abundcint of all inetals.

17. Lead i. e. the clear

inetal.

IS. White lead.

19. Litharge.

20. Loadstone.

21. Malacliite.

'22. Minium.

'23. Orpiment (or hartall).

#

'

in

a

s'Pung, tsik, ch^ik, ckam 5 va.

Tsz 5i
s in 5 t

c ung.

^ain <fitn.

Pak, <t
e ung.

Tso J ffan. (T^ing <fan.

£Wng tkam (kau
smai pat>

<shang <i, pak» dx
b pat> chins.

(Shui <kam»

<Kam pok>.

Toi J ^he shikj.

T(
it> tsik> hak> <kam 5ya

;

£,ng <kam t*itj <wai tsui
J

cto.

clln tsik, <ts
? ing tkam -ya.

cUn (

fan.

Mat 2 <t
? o <sang.

Ship> shiki. sTsz
J

shik,.
cShim shiki.

Shik> luk,. Luki tsing.

cUn ctdn.

cHung swongv

in what manner they cannot tell. The mineral treasures of China have not been explored to

a very great extent, and some of the gold and silver mines once opened are not now worked.

7— 10. Copper^, according to the Materia Medica, occurs in all the western provinces. u Tlir

etymology of the character, 4 the metal the same as gold/ is given to it because its color is like

that of gW. J The Chinese do not use pure copper so much as its alloys, of which they have one

or two not known in other countries. Pak t^ung, or white •cop|)er> is said by Li Shichan to hr

made by fusing coppet ore with arsenical ore. Henrv^s Chemistry gives, as its constituents, iron,

copper, zinc, and nickel
;
others say it contains some silver, but the composition is not accurateh

known, and probably varies in different specimens, as the alloy is made by fusing ores. It i
used for dish-covers and other domestic utensils, and when new looks almost as well as silver.

16. Iron is said to be found in all the eastern provinces, and the Chinese are skilled m
''molting the ores. As repositories of facts in natural history, the works of natives, who have

written upon the subject, are not unworthy of notice
;
and they frequently describe what the\

liave seen with tolerable accuracy as in the Pun T.^ y where, in this instance, the varieties and

f>nnci})iii uses of iron are detailed with much accuracy. But when they attempt to theorize, their
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24. All metals are taken

from mines in the hills. When
first dug they are termed ore^

and then they also combine
other substances; as there is

copper ore which combines
lead and silver, and there is

pure copper without any ad-

mixture. All ore, when dug,

is first put into a kiln to be
roasted, and then into a fur-

nace to be smelted, in order to

clear it of scoria, and obtain

the coarse metal: afterwards

it is once and again smelted
to make it pute^

'25. Pyrites^ coarse.

26. Quicksilver.

27. Rust of iron.

28. Silver, or the white

metal.

^9. Smalts.

30. Sublimate of mercury .

31. Spelter (or tutenague).

32. Steel.

33. Tin.

B4. Block tin.

35. Verdigris.

36. Vermilion*.

5Ng <kam ckii cyau <shan,

<hang ^oi ch^ut). tChc o

chc utj ut> ^kw6ngy A ^wong
<chung yik> £ vau kip> ( t

c a

mat 2

(che; cii <t
c ung ckwong

syau kip> ciin £ngan
C
che,

£yau cshun ct^ung pat> tsap^

ch6. cFan ^oi p
? ok> <sin

chc
it 5 cl5 tsft

1
tiin" lin-, h/ii

5

ckx i ^sz
5

, cshing <pi; cin hau-

tsoi (kd Un-, cfong

£ shing
£yl.

<TVing £mung shiky

^hui cngan. Hung.

Tf
It, sau5

.

cNgan, tsik> pakj ckam

Tai 2 dsc ing.

cHing Tan.

Pak 2 £un.

<Kong.

Sik,.

cTau sik^. cFa sik>.

cT{ ung luki.

cNgan <chii.

_ ~7~r

writings ate nrore amusing than instructive, as the introduction to the chapter on metals and
stones in that work will show. Li says, u Stones are the kernels of the atmosphere, and the bones
of the earthy when large, they form mountains and cliffs, when small, sand and dust : their pure
parts form metals and gems ; their noxious, barytes and arsenic. When the atmosphere coagn-
iates, being solid, it forms sands of various sorts

; when it permutes, being liquid, it becomes salf or
quicksilver. In its commutations, it may sometimes change from soft to hard, as when percola-
tions and saline drippings become stone

;
at other times, animate things become immovable, as

when plants and grass petrify. Or when bitds and beasts, which breathe, petrify, then that
which had life becomes inanimate-; or when thunder, earthquakes, stars, and meteors, are trans.
formed, then what was formless takes a shape. Metals and minerals, when well smelted and
tlioroughly prepared, greatly assist mankind; although they are like rubbish, still they make and
< hange things to an unlimited extent. Moreover, they are available as property, and are used
medicinally to strengthen the body; although they are called inanimate things, still their pro-
fitable uses are unlimited.^
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Shu 1 ip^t cchi kon

5

ngoi- a.

cChi shu- muk? cp
c 6ng (shang

-yk.

cLuU <fa mi- <hoi - yi

;

yik> ut> pup .

-l/n, -n^i <chi sh6ung- <chc 6

<shang chf niin- <chi cht
ii

>
.

Ng6ki
~yk.

tok> cfi fan5 Cch6

sLau 'Sui -lau <chi <sz
5 -cv4.

cPd <fd f4n5 ‘tsung <chc
ing;

-yk.

A’cdchitfaiifkMchHi.

iKing (

ts
f d chi ching5 kon5

syk.

1 . The bark is the covering
of the branches and trunk.

2. Branches grow from the

sides of trees.

3. A Jbwer bud is one
whose petals are unexpanded

;

it is also called pui.

4. A leaf bud is the first

sprouting of the bud when
yet tender.

5. The calyx is that which
supports the flower’s petals.

6. A catkin is the silken

flowers of a willow.

7. Carol is a general term
for the petals of a flower.

8. A crotch of a branch is

where it is divided.

9. A culm is the erect

stem of a grass.

Notes and l^xplauaticnis.

Botany, in the scientific sense of the word, is wholly unknown to the Chinese. Physicians and

herbalists have, however, done much in describing plants; and the study of their medical proper-

ties, from the time of the renowned Shannung, i the divine husbandman, 5
to the present day, has

not been neglected. This personage, the Esculapius of Chinese medicine, is reported to have

tested the virtues of all the plants he described, and their effects upon his system were observed

by him as they passed through his bowels ! His supposed observations have been the foundation

upon which his successors have built the present received system as exhibited in the Pun TsK d.

In this work, plants are comprised in twenty-seven chapters or kun^ (which are here wholly

arbitrary,) arranged under five divisions ox pd: viz., ts
{ d pd herbs, kuk pd grains, tso-i pd vegeta-

BOTANY.

'Ts'o miikj ; <p(in shap> sz ).

Section dFiret.

PARTS OF PLANTS.

,,

Ts{ 6 muki pak>
(

t
c ai; tai- yat> <ch6ung.
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10. The beard of the grain

grows from the glume.

1 1 . Chaff is the husky skin

of rice.

12. The chorion is the in-

complete grain, when it is as

vet but a small kernel.

13. A cupule is the recep-

tacle of an acorn.

14. Faggots; wood cleav-

ed down and cut up for cook,

ing is cd\led faggots and bil-

lets.

15. \ fruit is the seed of

a tree.

16. A gourd is the hard

covering of a melon.

17. A ^raft is the term by
which a plant is designated

when grafted into another

plant.

18. Gum is the viscid sap

of the trunks of trees, which,

when the skin cracks exudes

and concretes.

19. Juice is the water

the pulp of fruits.

I

1

i

;

i

i

;

Kuk-> ds^eung kuk> cp*i

j

csliang.

iH6ag -mai tchi hok> -c v;i.

cPc
i, pat> cshing kuk>, ci cshin «

c
siu nap> Cch6

cJOau lik> cclu cfon^r shat ?

£ya.

cSan fat, ha 2 (chi muk,

Cchc ui
(

ts( un, ut 2 csan^ iit _

cch^ai.

cKw6 -nii muk, shat> -yii.

cPdu <u ckwa ngang- hok>

-vi.

i Ai (.chi pit2 'chung ki' c^hang

<chi <che ing.

Shu 1 Jcau
c n4i shu 2 <shnn

cchl yun2 yik 2 , lit, cp
c

i a

che
at> tsik> cshing -yd.

lKw6 cluipy
ckwo yuk, <chi

1
dseung.

bles, kw6 pd fruits, and muk pd trees. These are still further divided into lui or families, which,

however, 2is there are no settled principles of classification, frequently include many plants that

have no family resemblance. The lowest term in the scale is chung^ which is sometimes includes

a genus of plants, but oftener corresponds to a species, or even a variety. There is nothing in

the Pirn Ts^ d, that indicates any knowledge of what constitutes a genus or a species.

I. The division of herbs contains nine lui: viz., 1. shdn ts^o^ hill plants, such as grow

wild, e. g. liquorice, ginseng, narcissus, has 70 chungy or species 2. fdng ts^d^ odoriferous plants,

such as movvtan, mint, tumeric, has 56 species; 3. shap ts^d^ marshy plants, such as Indian shot,

plantago, chrysanthemum, has 126 species; 4. tuk ts
K d y

poisonous or noxious plants, such as rhiu

barb, day-lily, balsam, has 27 species; 5. man ts^d^ creeping plants, such as convolvulus, (Miina

root, honeysuckle, cucumber, has 73 species; it has also a sub-family containing 19 species of

scandent plants
;

6. shui ts
{
d^ aquatic plants, such as azolla, acorus, confervge, has 22 species : 7.

shik ts^dj plants growing in stofiy places, as sedum, ferns, saxifrage, has 19 species; 8. toi lui.

family of mosses, as lichens, &c., has 16 species, and seems intended to comprise all plants

whose parasitic habitat is old walls, rocks, &c.
;

9. tsap ts^d^ miscellaneous plants, and plants not

used in medicine, in all 162 species. In this classification, the habitat is the most influential

principle of arrangement for the families
;
the division for the most part includes herbs, and w hat-

ever is not eaten or used in the arts, or does not attain to the consideration and magnitude of a tree.

II. The division of grains contains four families: 1. ma mak td lui9
the family of hemp,

wheat, rice, &c” has 12 species; 2. tsik suk lui^ the family of millet, maize, &c., lias 18 spe^

cies; 3. shuk tau lui, the family of leguminous plants, has 14 species; 4. tsd neung lui, family

of what can be fermented, such as bean curd, boiled rice, wine, yeast, bread, congee, has *29

species. The first three families comprehend all those plants which are cultivated for their edible

<eeds, and form three toLerably well defined families
;
the fourth is added on account of the medi*

ral nature of the work, and in a strictly scientific work would of course be left out.

III. The division of edible vegetables, or kitchen herbs, contains five families : 1
.
fan mu

h/iy offensive, pungent plants, such as leeks, garlic, mustard, ginger, has 22 species
; 2. yau

CHI. CHR. 110



20. A kernel is the flesh

inside of a nut.

21. A’? o/ is the place where
tho branches of trees grow out

:

n joint is where the intcrnodcs

of a bamboo are joined.

22. leaves grow upon the

lnanrhes and make a shade.

k

23. The midrib is that

which appears on the surface

of the leaf, as the roots of the

veins.

*24. A nut is contained
j

within the pu]]) of the fruit.

'25. A parasHe is another

plant that enters the branches

[of a tree] and grows.

A peduncle grows be-

neath the calyx.

27. Petals are the flakry
|

parts of tiio blossom.

28. 'File petiole grown under

the leaf.

29. Pistils arc the beard

inside of the ilower.

30. The jrith is the heart

of the trunk.

31. A pod in the shell of

pulse.

32. A receptacle is the

head of the peduncle.

3^. Roots are the feet of

plants which enter the earth.

c Yan ckw wat> noi 2 <clii

y»k>.

TsiU shu- chc ut> <chi tchi

chMi*
;
yau- chuk> ct

( ung tsip>

shiik* dic ii\

Ipi cchi sheung- <shang <shing

<clie <yam (
che.

Ipi ckan ipj sheung- in'

<man <chi ckan.

Wat, tsoi^
(kw6 yuk> <chi

noi-.

K? eshang pit. \:hung yap.

cchi s i eshang.

^T^ai csliang <ii Hg6k 2 ha^
€
che.

Fdn\ <fa cchi p
1 !!^ fya.

"Kang eshang ai h^-
(

che.

Yui l
y <fa <sam cchi esu £y4.

/filing tsik> shii- esam

Kdpy tau 2 hok> syS.

cFa ifong
c
t
f
ai cehl ct

fau £yd.

(Kan shii- keuk> vap 2 cnai
Cche.

trat lui, soft and smooth plants, such as are mucilaginous and juicy> as dandelions, lilies, bam-

boo sprouts, has 41 species; 3. Id ts
t
oi^ vegetables producing fruit on the ground, such as tomatoes,

melons, has 11 species
;

4. shui ts^oi, aquatic vegetables, as fuci, algae, has 6 species
;

5. chi 7,

jnushrooms and fungi, has 15 species.

IV. The division of fruits contains six familiDs: 1. ^ the five fruits, such as plum,

peach, date, has 11 species; 2. shdn kw6^ wild (or uncultivated) fruits, such as orange, pear,

('itron, acorn, persimmon, has 34 species; i kw6^ foreign fruits, as the cocoa-nut, areca, fig, laichi,

rnrambola, has 32 species; 4. mi lui, family of aromatics, as pepper, tea, has 14 species; 5. Id hii

fruits produced on the ground, as water-melon, grape, sugar-cane, 9 species; 5. shui kw6 aquatic

fruits, as water caltrops, water lily, water chestnut> caladium, has 6 species, with a sub-family

(>f 23 species not used in medicine.

V. The division of trees contains six families: 1. heung mifk^ aromatic trees, as pine,

rose, assafoetida, champhor, aloes, has 35 species; 2. Mu muk, stately trees, as the wil-

low, drvandra, tamarix, sapindus, varnish tree, elm> croton, has 52 species; 3. kwan nmk, luxu-

rinnt growing as mulberry, gardinia, paper tree, cercis, cotton tree, has 50 species ;
4. ii

mi/h\ attached to trees, as parasites, amber, has 12 species; 5. pdu muky
flexible plants, as bamboo,

has 4 species; 6. tsap miscellaneous trees, lias 7 species, and a sub-family containing 20

species. A synopsis of the whole gives 5 divisions, 30 families, and 1094 species.

The drawings of plants in the Pun Ts{
d are exceedingly rude and inaccurate, rendering it

almost impossible to recognize even the most common and well marked flowers. In this respect,

it is excelled by the plates in the Sa?n Ta^oi T c
<), six volumes of which work is filled with figures

4J8 BOTANY. [Chap. XIV
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Shii
3
- yiki\tsik^ shii- ctsun -yi.

c
Tsz' £nai cfa<chc o klt 5 £ i mi-

cshing (kw ShaU yik,
(kwo (tsung cming. Yeung'
yik 2 <kwa shat, -ya. (Kw6
c
ts

c 6 cchi shat 5 .

Kdpy c
ts

c d ip2 'lui eking s j

<shang £yi.

T^6h chuk> tsit> <chi a £ya.

aFa a cfa mi^ choi eshi
csho

cpau <chl ip2 .

Sui 1 cW t6- kit) shat2 £shing

ch^iin' <1 cin.

cFa liki cchi sheung- eshang

cii tsz
9> C

ch6.

eNga; ^6 muk 2 cchc 5 cming
«chi mat, iit2 enga.

^Su?i chuk) cchi <chc o eshang
c

ya.

K6n^ ; y«uk, ^6 iit Jdng

;

chuk> iit 2 A:<5
5 muk 2 iit 2 cwm;

cwo iit,
c

kd.

Shii 1 <fau yapi ti- eshang
ckc eung.

cKi; cii ctang man3- Cche yik 2

iit, <ki.

K6n) shii- <chl
cpun eshan

-cya.

chi <tst4m ct
c in

iit 2 yik 2 iit> eshau.

Man 1 dun clin cl eshang -yL

34. Sap is the juice of

trees.

35. [Seeds;] a isz
J

is the

flower setting and before the

fruit is perfected. A shat is

also a general name for the

fruit
;
yeung are the seeds of

melons
;
kwo are the seeds of

plants which ripen on the

ground.

36. The sheath of the leaf

in grasses is where they clasp

the stem.

37. The slieath of the joint

in bamboos is its covering.

38. A spathe is a leaf

which surrounds the yet

unopened flowers.

39. A spike the head of

rain or millet, where the

seeds are congregated is so

called.

40. Spines grow upon the

branches like thorns.

41. A sprout; that which
first of plant and herbs shoots

forth is called a sprout.

42. Sprouts of bamboo are

their first growth.

43. Astern; in grasses is

called a culm; in the bam-
!> a stalk; in trees a trunk;

and in grain a culm.

44. A stump enters the

earth, bearing roots.

45. Tendrils ate like those

of rattans and vines.

46. A trunk is the original

body of the tree.

47. Twigs are the end of

the branches ascending to the

sky
;
they are also called sail.

48. Vines drag along and
thus grow.

of plants arranged into 12 kun or chapters, under the same five heads of herbs, trees, vegetables,
rtowers, and fruits. There are also monographs on the most important productions, as tea, bam-
boo, &c., to which, as well as the Pun Ts^d, the student is referred for information concerning
the knowledge of the Chinese on these subjects.

_

.
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rfftion sfrontJ.

r OREST TREES.

cKl )u muk
2

lui2
;

tai- i- <d.6ang.

1. Amboyna wood.

2. Areca palm.

3. Ash tree.

4. Bamboo.

5. Black bamboo.

6. Whanghee bainboo.

7. Pencil-tube bamboo.

.
I

8. Jointless bamboo.

9. Empress’ bamboo.

10. Banian fig. Ficus.

11. Camphor. Laimis.
|

12. Cassia tree.

13. Cinnamon. Laurns.

14. Clove tree.

15. Coir palm.

16. Cotton plant. Gossy-
'

pium.

17. Cotton tree. Bombax.
|

18. Cycas.

19. Cypress. Cupressus.
|

20. Flat leaved cypress.

Not

ft

1

is and E xpla?iat i

Ting muki.

cPan clong.

cWii

Chuk> slni ?
.

(Tsz’ chnk>.

Fat> -t
f 6 chuk>.

cMiu chuk>.

cM& tsit) chuk>. Ffi (\au

chuk>.

<S6ung cfi chuk
?

.

cYung shii-.

<Ch6ung muki. cNam muk^.

Kwai 5
shii 2

. •

Yuk 2 k'vai).

cTing cheung.

<Tbl ung shii-.

cMln shii-.

Muk> <min shii-.

<F^n li- -shi cts
c
in.

P*ak> shii-.

Tin p
c ak>.

ns •

By the term k^u muk, the Chinese intend to include tall, stately trees, of which pines jiul lir-

are the types. Trees of all sizes are, however, comprehended in the family, so that it iniiiht

more accurately be defined timber trees, or those not cultivated for their fruit. The number

iind variety of forest trees in China is not very great, if the spare use of wood for domestic use>,

.^nd the few drawings in botanical works can be taken as evidence. Some of the woods in

• abinet.work are elegant and durable.
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21. Dryandra. c

9Ng ct
l ung.

22. Ebony. <U muk 2 .

23. Ebony-like wood. <Siin cchi.

24. Echites. <Shdn <yeung kok> shu-.

25. Elm. <U shii-.

26. Erythrina. (K6 -c

p
l d shu 2

.

27. Eugenia. fan-
4

tsz\

28. Fagara <Sh^n shii-.

•29. Fir. <Tsc ung shii-.

30. Iron pear wood. Tc
it> cli muk2 .

31. Jatropha. c'Pung syau shii 2
.

32. Lagerstroemia.

1

(Tsz 5

cmi shii-.

33. Magnolia yulan. Yuk 2 clan.

34. Maple. <Fung shii2
.

35. Mimosa. cFi ts6-.

36. Mountain ebony. Bau-

hinia.

cLun kdp>.

37. Mulberry. Morus. cSong shii-.

38. Oak. Lik 2 shii*. S6ang- shu 2
.

39. Oak (with smooth

acorns).

Huk> ts
? ak).

40. Palm. <Tsung -lii.

41. Pandanus. cLii <tau shii-.

42.. Paper tree. Brous-

sonetia.

(Chii shii 2
.

43. Pine. Chc4m>
.

44. Pride of India. Melia.
\

(Sham muk)_.
(Fu Hn-.

23. This wood is employed in the manufacture of musical instruments, and tine articles of'

furniture, and is carved into stands for curiosities; it is nearly as black and heavy as ebony-

32. The bark of the paper tree is used very extensively in Japan for making paper, but the

Chinese principally employ the bamboo for that purpose.

43. All the cone-bearing trees found in China are great favorites with the people. Pines and

tirs frequently cover the sides ot mountains forming forests, and constitute the greatest part of

the wood used for fuel and building; they are also cultivated for these latter purposes. The
arbor vitae, {Thuja orientalis) or flat leaved cypress, is a common ornament in parterres and gar-

dens, and is employed in religious ceremonies.

CHI. CHR. Ill
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K at tans. Calamus.

Kobinia.

Rose wood.

Sandal-w d tree. „

Sapan \vc» (L

Sapindus.

Sterculia.

Sidcroxylon.

lallo^ tree. S/illin^i^

Tmiiarix.

I'axus.

Varnish tree.

Willow.

NWopino u illow.

<t
c ang.

Kw > esh^n ^sun.

cFa cl! muk ? .

cT( 4n cheung.

cSu muk ? .

<M5 wan^ slni^. Muk) whii-

tsz'

cP^n cp
c o slm-.

<Shan *1^111

cKung slni ?
.

sShui csz' -Vd\u

cLo hon" cts^ung.

I

Tb^at, shu ;

.

j

tYeung slau.

Shing > shn'. ’I csz\ cS/

I %u.

[
c- XIV44 ->

’>0• Hie seeds of this tree are used for their detergent properties, and the nuts are employee
U\ the Budhists to make rosaries; they say, <4 you should string together 108 soap berries anr
always wear them about your person. The wood of this tree is what all demons aire afraid of;

?

it has therefore been named 5 or the preventative of evil.

Section Cfjirfi.

FRUIT TREES.

fKwo muk : lui-
;

tai- cS^m ccheung.

1 . Aleurites.

2. AimoncIvS.

Shik, lut r.

Hang a
syai>.

’

f e s a 7i d Exp l an a t i o ?i s.

A considerable proportion of the food of the Chinese consists of fruit which is at least in t lie

southern parts of the empire, both cheap and abundant. Fruit-stalls line the sides of the streets,

n nd baskets-full fill the doorways of shops. The variety is not so great as in western co\mtries,
\\ here exotic fruits are added to the indigenous, nor is the flavor of Chinese fruits as a wljolc

^

_
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3. Apple.

4. Apricot. Prunus.

5. Bullace.

6. Carambola, Averrlwa^

7. Chestnut.

8. Citron. Citrus

9. Cocoa -nut,

10. Custard apple. Brome-

lia.

1 1 . Dates. Rhamnvs.

12. Red dates.

13. Dates of the palm.

14. Eaonymus,

1^. Fig.

16. Grape.

17. Ground nut. Arachis.

18. Guava. Psidium.

19. Hazle nut.

20. Long hazle nut

21. Hovenia,

22. Jack fruit,

23. Kaempferia,

24 e Lemon or lime,

25. Lichi. Dimocarpus

•

26. Common liclu.

27. Black leaved liclii.

28. Small, late lichi.

29. Thorny -skinned lichi.

+
:

i

_

|

1 1

1

cP^ing ^wo.

<W6ng cmui,

Noi\

iSim nim\ sY6ung

cFung lut>.

cFat 'shau. cHeung ciin.

cYe (
tsz\

cF^tn lai- cchi.

Pak 2

(
ts6.

cHung c
tsd.

cP6 csz’ tsz’. lau
5 c

tsz’

<Shan £yau ckom.

cMd cfd ^wo,

cPc 6 ct
l
d,

cF4 <shang.

cFan shikj claiu tK.ai
c
,shi

ckwo.
^P^ang c

tsz
5

.

Ti c
tsz\

Chat> kii-.

cPo clo mat>.

cShan noi-.

sNing <mung«

Lai- cchi.

Yuk, ch6 «p4u. Tai- ts6'.

Hak> ip> lai 2 cchi.

cchi lai- cchi.

To cshdn lai2 <chi.

•equal to that of lands where skill and science have combined to improve the productions (* uatiire.

8. Budh^^ hand» the meaning of Fat shau^ is applied to this fruit by the Chinese on account
its singular digitate appearance, which is caused artificially; and converts the greatest part
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30. Greenish lnchi.

31. Small stone lichf.

Egg-shaped lichi.

33. Viscid lichi.

34. Dried lichi.

•35. Longan. Dimocarpus.

^6 . Loquat. Eriobotrya.

t37. Mango. Mangifera.

38. Median

39. Olive, Cannarium.

40. Coolie orange. Citrus.

41. Mandarin orange.

42. Coolie-mandarin
orange.

43. Kumkwat orange.

44. Nutmeg orange.

45. Gold nutmeg orange.

46. Sweet orange.

47. Thin skinned orange*

48. Dark skinned orange

(from Sz J

ui).

49. Papaw. Carica.

50. Peach,

51. Hami peach.

52. Sweet peach.

1
1

1

1

1

:
fe

KwaJ
luk> lai

3

( chi.

<H6ung lai- lai- <cIif.

Tsun5 fung- lai- <chi.

No- rmai ctsc z
5

lai- <chi.

Lai- cchi <kon.

cLung -ngan.

cFi 'kwo. cL6 kwat>,

cMong (kwo.

(Kau c

ki
<

tsz
,
.

«K6m I4m.

cCh^dng.

<Chii (Shi kat 3 .

cKom.

cKam kwat>.

Sz5> kwai J
kat>.

cKam cts^ln kat>.

s'Pim <chc dng.

iChc a cchi ck m.

Sz,J
ui- ckom.

Muk 2 ckwd.

cTd.

<Ha mat 2 £t
c d.

<Ying

( the frckt into rind ;
when ripe it is much sought after on account of its agreeable perfume,

one specimen being sufficiently powerful to scent a large room.

25 36 . The varieties of this fruit are tolerably well defined/arising chiefly from situation and

rare. It is not found in the northern provinces, but has been introduced into the Archipelago

from China. The longan (or lungyen) is inferior in size, and the flavor is very unlike that of

the lichi; there are also several varieties of it.

39. This has been called the Chinese olive, merely from the color and shape somewhat resem-

bling that from the Levant; it is a very ordinary fruit, and usually pickled.

40—48. The Chinese have no general name for the orange, each variety bearing a diflerent

one. The fruit is very abundant in the winter season, and species of the genus especial’ly the

ritron and the kumkwat are raised in pots as ornamental shrubs.
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53. Pointed peach.

54. Bitter peach.

55. Flat peach.

56. Pear.

57. Russet pear,

58. Shantung pear.

59. Persimmon. Diospy-
\

rus.

60. Persimmon cakes.

61. Pine apple.

62. Pine seeds.

63. Plantain, common.

64. Green plantain.

65. Triangular plantain.

66. Thin skinned plantain

67. Short plantain.

68. Plum.

69. Sour plum.

70. Red plum.

71. Black plum.

72. Dark red plum.

73. Small yellow plum.

74. Red heart plum.

75. Juicy plum.

76. Ninhw^, plum.

<iing l

tsui ct
c
d.

-Lang fan- <t
l d.

(Pin ct*d.

cLi.

<Shi ell.

SHU cli.

cKai csam d^z .

sTs’z’ kbn.

tPo cl6.

cTVung (

tsz’. P^k) ‘tsz’

cyan.

cShang ctsiu. cHeung ciiga

<tsiu.

<Pa ctslu.

cchc ui ctsiu.

cp
c o ctslij.

cSan ?fu ctsiu.

cMui.

cSun cmui.

cHung cmui.

tU cmui.

Hang-.

^Li.

cHung csam

cNgo ikb -li.

cNam cwi -c
li.

50—55. The peach is one of the best fruits found in China, though it is not usually allowed
to attain its full maturity on the tree. This practice of picking fruits, before they are fully ripe,
is very common in China, and is often the chief reason of their insipidity. The peach tree is a
iireat favorite with the Chinese, and its budding leaves, opening flowers, and general heaut\

,

l urnish an abundance of metaphors to their poets.

r)6_58. The pears of China often grow to a large size, but their flavor, as well as that of*

tlie apple, is far inferior to the same fruits in England and elsewhere. The cause of this infe-

riority is found in the ignorance of Chinese gardeners of the methods of improving the qualit\
of fruit by grafting and careful cultivation.

ku

-A

u 1

1

i
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<Tst ing chuk^ -li.

Shik, clau.

<Ying *tsz\

cYau.

(Tau ij au.

<Song £ma <yau>

cY^ung ngik) s vau.

Man J shau 2 ^wo. Muk
ikwi.

1 cP6 ct^ai

sMui Fuk> Hsz'.

<Ngan hang^. Pak> ^wo.

ci\Ian tsz 5i *kwo.

j

cYeung cinvii.

J.
Hat) <t^ 6.

j

H p> ct
(
o. <U <1

? 6.

I cWong cp
?
i.

77. Oreen p!uni«

7^. Poincoramito. Pirnica,

79. Prunes. (Achern ?)

80. Pumelo. Citrus.

81. Klat pumelo.

8y. Kilbed mnielo.

8H. Oblong pumelo.

84. Quince.

j

8o. Riiisins.

HB. Kubus, or Raspberry.

87. Salisburia seeds.

88. Seeds {' Horenia.

89. Stra\vherr\ tree*. .4/*-
I

bulus.

90. Walnuts.

9 1 . Large \\ alnuts (Jiivia

or Brazil nut.)

92. Whainpe. Cookia.

84. The quince and tire ]>apaw are both called 4 treeynelon the former bears another name,
4 tlie fruit of ten thousand ages/ given to it from its anwithering nature.

87. The seeds of the Salisburia resemble almonds in taste, and somewhat in appearance,

trorn whence the Chinese have transferred the name of its seeds to the almonds brought from

abroad. The leaves of the Salisburia are used by the Japanese to put between the leaves of

their books to preserve them from the depredations of insects.

88. This the more common name for the fleshy peduncles of the Hovenia 'vas oinitted in itt

proper place
;
the fruit is sold in apothecaries

,

shops, attachod to the peduncle, and is used to in-

crease the flavor of wine. The character man is rmeant to imitate the form of the peduncle: it

the V
r
itruvian scroll or the Indian Swastica. and is identical in meaning with the character man t

a myriad.

-T
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ffUoit ^Fourtlj.

VEGETABLES AND GRAINS.

cWo ts^oi
1

lui 2

;
tai- sz” €chS

V. Bamboo shoots.

2. Barley.

3. Fragrant basil. Ocu
mum.

4. Beans. a
5. Long beans. Dolichos.

6, Soy beans.

7. Red beans*

8. Black beans.

9. Small red bean.

16. Broad bean. _
11. Ensiform bean.

12. Betel leaf.

13. Brassica (or petsae).

14. Buckwheat.

15. Cabbage.
1

Notes and E xp lanati

Chuk) csun.

Tai- mak>. cMau mak>.

(Tsz csii.

cTs^am tau-.

Tau- kok>.

Pak 2 tau-.

cHung tau
5

.

Hak> tau^

Ch4k> ^iu tau-.

Tin tau-.

cTo tau 2
,

cLau ipj. cLau ip^.

Pak 2 ts^oi'. cS^ung ts
c oi\

<Sam kok) mak^. cKifi mak,.

SY6 tsT i\

Chinese agriculturalists excel in the cultivation of kitchen herbs and vegetables, of whick
tiiey raise a great variety and an abundant supply. Their forte lies in this branch of gardening

and in the amount of vegetables produced from a single acre probably no people exceed

them. By constant manuring, transplanting-, and forcing, three, four, and even five crops of

vegetables are obtained from the same bed in a twelvemonth. This section contains the names
of the most common vegetables found in the markets

;
but the minor varieties in this neighbor-

hood, and the sorts found elsewhere in China, are not yet accurately ascertained; many of them
have never been examined by foreigners.

4—11. Leguminous plants, comprising the numerous species and varieties of pulse titrljes

&c., are included under the general term of tau

;

they are objects of considerable attention to

the Chinese gardener. The seeds are used in making soy, bean-curd, and other condiments

c

the pods, seeds and tender leaves form important articles of food, and the sprouts, germinated
artificially, are also used for the same purpose.

13. This is the most common of the vegetables used by the Chinese
;

it is called 4 svhite

irreens
5

from the leaf-stalks being blanched.



16. Caladium.

17. Caraway. Carum.

18. Carrot.

19. Cauliflower.

20. Cayenne pepper.

21. Celery.

22. Chives,

23. Cress.

24. Cucumber.

25. Egg plant, or brinjal.

26. Garlic.

27. Ginger.

28. Gourd-squash.

29. Snake gourd. Trico-

santhes.

30. Bottle gourd. Cucur-
bita.

31. Grain, growing.

32. Grain in the chaff.

33. Greens.

34. Water greens.

35. Winter coarse greens.

36. Smooth leaved greens.

I

37. Narrow leaved greens.
|

cTsz
5

cku. rTsz 5

<ku.

cU <sui. <Un csai.

cHung clo p^k 2 .

cFa <y6 tsf oi\

Lat> <tsiu. <Fin <tsiu. Fa
<tsiu.

cT^ng chd.

H .

(Shui ck*an.

cWong ckwa.

cFu <kwa.

<Tsc ing siin
5

.

( K6ung.

,U.

tSz
5

ckw^.

ci5 c\b.

<Wo.

Kuk>.

Tsl oi.

An^

(P6 ts*oi. Chc
ik> ckan ts^P.

cTc ang ts
c oi

J
.

(Kam tcham ts^i*.

17. Caraway and sweet basil are both cultivated for seasoning food
;
the ^seeds and leaves

of the former are both used, but only the leaves of the latter.

30. The bottle gourd is cultivated both for food, and for its horny shell
; the latter is employ^*!

in the kitchen as a dipper, and on board boats, where it is tied to the backs of infants to enable

them to float when they fall overboard.

31. W6 is both a general and a particular term
;

it is applied to growing rice in common
conversation, and in books its meaning is sometimes extended to include other edible grasses.

33. The word ts
t oi denotes a family of plants, corresponding in English to the terms greens,

kitchen vegetables, sallads, &c., meaning those plants which are chiefly cultivated for their

leaves. This definition is not, however, very strictly adhered to, for there are several plants not

found in it whose leaves are eaten. The number of sorts of ts
K
oi known, and the quantity cul-

tivated by Chinese gardeners, is very great
;
hardly a beggar is so poor that he cannot procure

some greens to serve as a relish to eat with his rice.

448 BOTANY. XIV
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. Winter <irecns.

'M, Pickled greens.

40. B(?an -sprout greens.

41. Pea-sprout greons.

42. LcUuce.

43. Maize.

44. Melon.

45. Millet, Sefai'ia.

46. Barhadoes millet. Hoi-
|

cus.
j

47. Panicled millet. Mili-
'

ttm .

48. Grand millet. Sorghum.

49. Sz^hMin millet.

50. Small muslirooms.

51. Black, edible mush-
rooms.

52. Muskmelon.

53. Mustard.

54. Coarse mustard.

55. Onions.

56. Small onions.

57. Paddce.

58. Parsley.

59. Pearl barley.

60. Peas.

61. Green (colored) peas.

S

SI

cKun tat 3 i^o^. ('Iul
cna

ts
c
oi

5
.

iHini

Tai- tan 2

£ n ;t t.s
c oi

J

.

Sai J

tair

I

cShang* ts
c
oi

J
.

Sak 5
£mai.

Jvwa.

Suk,.

,

.Leung.

Tsikj.

fShu.

Shuks c
shi{.

!
tHeuno 5111^.

I

Muk 2 -i.

cHeang ckwa. Jvam ckw •.

KaiJ t^oi\

Ivai5
clan.

* dVung

ell cts
c
iin -.

To 5 c
tsz\

1Hon ck f an ^ [\

P -c

i -mai.

dantair*

Ln]* ton 2
.

45—49. Millet constitutes a larger proportion oftl 1( . { ,! f the people i„ th. n nh«-rn pmv',.

;

s than in the southern; the sorts here mentioned are- the j)i'iilcipal onBs, but native botan. ai
v.orkson this subject mention many varieties whidi rannot he acouratelv discriminated NMthom
nn examination ot the plants.

55. Onions, garlic, and all otlier edible allinceous plnnts, aro ronsunipU hv tin- m
large quantities, so much so, m some instances, as to taint their persons with the odor. Thn
iro several varieties, the prinripal of ^ liich arc hero rMumierated.

o9. Pearl barley^ made from the seeds of^lie or Joh 7

s toaiv tl»> l<a-p<
ihis grass are used in weaving the mat sails of ('hiiicsf* vessels. *

113CHI. CHR.



(«reen peas.

H3. Black pepper-

04. Chinese pepper.

05. Long pepper.

66. Irish potato.

H7. Sweet potato-

68. Pulse.

69. Pumpkin.

70. Flat yellow [)Um|)kiii»

7 1 . Purslano.

72. Radish.

73. Rice.

74. Old nmn's rire (or<ilu>
|

tinous rice).

75. Common rice.

76. Unlmlled rice.

77. Red rice.

78. White rice#

79. Sago.

80. Scallion.

81. Sea-weecL

8*2. Sesamum*

83. Sonchu^ or s o\v thistle.

84. White spillage. A/HO-

rantlms.

85. Red spinage.

86. Long leavod spiimge.

87. Long crooked squash.

cTsc ing tau ?
.

SU <tsiu.

rCh^un <tsiu.

Pat? putj
c

tsz
?

.

cHo <lan Sshii.

cHung cshu. cFan 4shu-

Sliuk,.

<Tung ckwa .

cFan tkwji. sNam <kwa.

<Chii *tsai ts
< oi

>
.

-1

oi*

.

cHung ^16 pakj.

6S. Shuk is the general name for pulse, and iau is the term for the edible seeds, as pefo.

lieans &c.
73. The cultivation of rice is briefly described in Chap. IX., Sect. 2. The number of varieties

i-5 very great, and the distinctions between them minute and unimportant; those mentioned here

are the most common.

450 BOTANY. [ClIAT. XI \
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88. Reddish crooked

squash.

89. White cucumber.

90. Bottle squash.

9 1 . Hairy squash,

92. Sugar cane.

93. Hot sugar cane*

94. Taro.

95. Tomatoes. Solarium.

96. Turnips.

97. Watermelon.

98. Water caltrops. Trapa
bicornis.

99. Water chestnut. Eleo^

rharis tuberosiis.

100. Water lily seeds.

101. Water lily roets.

102. Wheat.

103. Yam. Dioscorea.

I

cAi ckw4.

Paka ckwa.

: cKong u-.

^ Tsit) ckwa,

cKom che*.

It> che*.

U 2
cl

c au,

cFan ckf
e.

I
cLo pakj. cM6 ct^ing.

<Sai cksva.

cLing kok>.

ctai. Put, ctsz\

cLin
c
tsz\ cLin -rnai.

cLin -ngau.

Mak).

Tai^ <shii.

88. Kioa, like ts^oi^ tau, kak^ and other words, indicates a family of plants, viz., that of the cu-

mrbitacese, or gourds. An attempt has been made to arrange them under their common English

names, but perhaps not altogether successfully, the same name being applied to different species,

and the same sort, moreover, sometimes having two or more names.

98, 90. Both these plants are cultivated in the vicinity -of Canton as common articles of

food
;
they usually form the winter crop in rice fields, after the second crop of rice has been

harvested. The latter is a pleasant and wholesome vegetable, with a crisp taste, something like

that of the artichoke^

ORNAMENTAL FLOWERS

sMing c fa lui- tai 2 - 5ng <ch4ung.

Acacia. cSiu sak> cfa.

I

Notes and E xp lanations

.

Wkxamental flowers, or ming fdy
are cultivated by the Chinese to such an extent as fairlv to

$»

1

A
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Pak> c
tS7/ clin.

cSam clan.

£,Ng ip, clan,

j

TiiV clan. 'Fung Ann.

Ap> kc ik> t fd..

T6 a <kiin cfa.

cYung cshai cf^.

cChUm ^loi ct
e ong.

cLing siit> tfa.

^sz5

clan.

Hok 2 'ting ifa.

Shukj cch{
a.

Lai 2 tchHm cchc a.

(Tsz’ <hing.

L^p 2 smui cfa.

cKai Cchau <lan. tChu Jan.

Pak 2 <chii clan.

Kuk, ,fa.

2. Agapanthus.

8. Aglaia odorata.

4. Aglaia odorata. vm\

5. Air-plant. JErides and
Vanda.

6. A
1
pinia nutans

7. Azalea Indica.

8. Baeckia fratescens.

9. Bogonia discolor.

10. Bignonia grandiflora.

11. Bletia hyacinthina.

12. Bletia Tankervillise.

13. Variegated Camellia.

14. Laichc un Camellia.

15. Cercis siliquastrum.

16. Chimonanthus fra-

grans.

17. Chloranthus inconspi-

cuus.

18. Chloranthus monosta-

cliys.

19. Chrysanthemum Si-

nense.

indicate a general taste for flowers. Ladies wear them in their hair, anti pots of the conimon
sorts adorn the door-way or terraces; a tree or shrub is planted in the inner court of the hou^*

or temple, and flowers are hawked about the streets” in bouquets, festoons, and garlands, at all

seasons. Their floriculture is conducted with a success depending more on practice than th<

deductions of science, and confined to the most popular favorites, as camellias, chrysanthemums,
oranges, &c., in these, being all indigenous plants, they succeed very well, and they have pro-

duced a great number of varieties. The practice of dwarfing forest trees is common, and consi-

dered as a test of the gardener’s skill
;
bamboos, cypresses, oranges, and tree?, are thus treated

imd when well stunted and contorted, these victims of fashion often bear extravagant pric >.

The Fa or Flower gardens near Canton afford a good idea of Chinese horticulture, botli useful

and ornamental; and in number of species and varieties it is probably not exceeded bv any in the

country, as the patronage of foreign customers has drawn to it plants from all parts of ( ^liina.

8. This plant is very abundant upon the rocky hills near Whampoa and Macao, continuing

in flower all the summer; it is frequently gathered to make brooms, and is also found ninon^

the herbseller^ stock.

13 14. CKa fd is the common term for both Camellia and Thea. The varieties of the.

tormer are numerous, .cultivated both for use and beauty, and the flower is as great a favorite in

its native land as in western countries.

19. The term kuk is a general one for all large and gay syngenesious flowers, of which the

Chrysanthemum is the type. This species is a favorite plant with Chinese gardeners, who nre

very successful in its cultivation, and enumerate more than a hundred varieties.



cKong £nam kuk> cfa.

cTang clung cfa.

cKai ckun <fa.

Tim- chuk, ip,, Ap, tsik^.

<Td csheung yeak 2 .

cMan shii 2 clan.

Yuk2 tip> Jan.

Sui- theung.

TMt> shii- cfd.

cchung t fa.

cL^iri

Pak 2 Sshim <fa. cWong tchi,

Tui 5 min- lik 2 .

cHeung ip>.

<Yeang <kwc
ai.

Pak> yatj chung.

cp
l o ctst in.

cWong shuk ? <kw c ai.

cFu cyung.

<Hung cfa.

cts
c ing «chii ^am.

cKung Tan fat> csong.

Tai- chung fat> <song.

<Tsz ,

fat? <song.

cLong cfa lik,.

cKam ctigan <fa.

20. Chrysanthemum, or

China aster.

21. Clerodendrum squama,
turn Bryophyllum calcynum

22. Cockscomb. Celosia

cristata.

23. Commelina.

24. Cotyledon serrata.

25. Crinum Asiaticum.

26. Cymbidium.

27. Daphne odora.

28. Dracaena ferrea,

29. Enkianthus quinqueflo-

ra or new-year’s bell flower.

30. Epidendrum.

31. Gardenia florida.

32. Gardenia spinosa.

33. Geranium, or crane’s

bill.

34. Holly-leaved geranium.

35. Goraphrena globosa, or

bachelor’s button.

36. Hedysarum (Zornia)

pulchellum.

37. Hibiscus okro

38. Hibiscus mutabilis*

39. Hibiscus rosa-sinensis.

40. Double buff Hibiscus.

41. Double white Hibiscus v

42. Double red Hibiscus.

43. Purple Hibiscus.

44. Holly leaved acanthus.

Acanthus ilicifolius.

45. Honeysuckle . Loni -

cera periclymenum.

*29. This pretty flower is sold in the markets at the new-year, it being much sought after to

grace the apartments of houses and shops
;
cuttings are put into vases of water, and by a little

care, made to throw out an abundance of flowers, covering the otherwise naked branches.
30. Lan is a general term for gynandrous plants like the Epidendrum, Malaxis, Vanda, <kc.,

^

and for those of other genera whose flowers resemble them in their general contour, as the

chi. chr. 114
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46. Hoya carnosa.

47. Hydrangea hortensis.

48. Hypericum rnonogy-

num.
49. Irupatiens cristata(?) or

touch-me-not.

iiO. Impa tie ns balsamina.

51 . Indian shot, (^anna

indiea.

52. IponirPa (|uamoclit,

53. Ipoma^ maratima.

4. lponvcea tjrandi flora.

55. Iris.

56. Iris, or Heur-de-lis.

57. Ixora coccinea.

58. W hite jasmine.

59. (’oinnion white jas-

mine. Jasminum officinale.

60. Lawsonia purpurea.

6 1 . Lilium concolor.

62. Tiger-spotted lily. Li-

lium tigrinum.

63. White lily.

64. White day lily. Heme-
rocallis Japonica.

65. Yellow day lily. Heme-
rocallisfviva.

66. Lychnis coronata.

67. Magnolia pumila.

t>8. Mcignolia fuscata.

69. Magnolia purpurea.

70. Maiax is.

71. Marvel of Peru. Mi-
rabihs Jalapa.

72. Marvgold. Tagetes pa-

®

E

1 Yuk> sau* ckc au.

5Yeung sau' ck( au.

cKam csz
9 ;

hoi <t
c ong.

cTang 'chin <fa. Kap> sin^
W.
cFung <sin <f^.

Pat> ckun f

tsz
5

.

f

Shui ttsiu

<rk.

Pak, 'kam sp
c ing sfung,

Hau- ct^ang.

Tai* ip2

4kam 5 p
c ing ( fung.

T6- yeuk>.

SU tip, <fa. -Md lun^

5Mau eying <tan cfa.

Mut 2 li
2>fa. i

SiV <hing cfa.

j

cChi kip> <fa.

<Chu (

ting <fa*

‘Kiin (tdn,

j

P4k> hop> <fa»

I
Yukj <tsdm.

j

cHiin c
ts

c
d.

I

”

j

smi syan.

Ye- h6p 2 <fa.

cHom suV cfa.

<San ci <fa.

Tseuk 5 shit,

dn <chf <fa.

M^n- shau ? kuk>.

tula.

Chioranthus, Cnnum, <kc. There are many orchideous genera found in China, whose jrav flours
early drew the admiring notice of the people, and they are consequently very common in warden.-.

55, 56. There are several species of Iris found in China, but their native names nre not
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^3. Melastoma.

74. Michelia chainpaca%

75. Murraya exotica.

76. Mussaenda Chinensis,

77. Myrtus tomentosa^

78. Narcissus tazetta.

79. Nasturtion, or Indian

cress, TropcBolum.

80. Oleander, Nerium ole-

ander.

81. White olive. Olea fra-
grans.

82. Reddish olive, var^

83. Orchis-

84. Peederia fetida*

85. Passion flower. Pas^

sijtora.

86. White double flower^

ing peach*

87. Flowering almond.

88. Small paeony> Pceonia

albijlora.

89. Mowtan paeony* Pceo-

n ia moutan.

90. Pentapetes phoenicia.

91. Perguiaria odoratis-

sima.

92. Chinese pink Dian.
thus.

93. Early pink.

94. Late pink.

95. Variegated pink

96. Pitcher plant. (?) 2Ve-

penthes.

97. Pittosporum tobira.

98. Plumbago.

cKai <chi tnini.

cYeung ckau sng^.

cKau -li ,heung.

cShin pak, cshlm. P4ki ip

sch
c
a.

<U" cnim.

cShui csln cfi.

<Ho ip, clin. '

Kap> chuk> ct
e
o.

Kwai' cfa. <Tan kwai 1

cfa.

Muk, csai <fa.

Shiki csin ct
€ 6.

cKai (
shi ct

c ang.

<Fung <ch( 6 cfa. <Sai cfan

slin.

Pik> ct
c 6 <fa.

cFi

Ch^ukj yeuk> cfd.

sMau <tan <f^,. cFd cwong.

sNg cshi <fa.

Y62 cloi ch6ung.

(Tsin (pin

"Tsin <chc un <16.

^sin <ts
cau £lo.

iFan shiki chuk>.

cChii clung ^6,

Hoi ct
c ung cfa.

Ngdn 2 <loi chung.

definitely ascertained
;
u tip, or butterfly-flower is applied to two or three flotvers as well as to

the Iris. In truth, it may be observed that the names of plants and flowers are generally learned

traditionally, and consequently, much discrepancy is found between them, as given by different

persons; moreover, the characters employed to write the same name are, if anything, more di-

verse than the names themselves, thus rendering it difficult to ascertain which is right.
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cKai tan- <fi. <Kai tchf un

cfa.

cKam fung- cfa.

cLin thing <fd.

Ho 2 cching cinui.

tHung cmui H <Chu

5mui.

P4k 2 smui <f4.

cHung t
l iU ^oi <t

f ong <fa.

Sz” kwan <tsz’.

cMui kwai' cfa.

Tsf at>
l
tsz

y

rauiJ
.

Jn cchi tjp 2 .

Ut ? kwai\

cTseung cmi.

cHung t*it> ^hoi. cTong
<ang. cChi *fan ct

l un. cT1 ^

cmi. Tsui1 <y6ung

-Mun <t
c in <sing.

Sui yuk”

H^ung' yat> <kw c ai.

Chiu 1 ckw^i,

<Kau 5ng

Sa^ ip> yuk> <tsdni t fd.

cYing (ch4u.

Sz5>
cshi cC^un.

*Kan ts
io\\

cLin <f4.

«Kam *pin s lin.

99. Plumieria acuminata.

100. Poinciana pulcherri-

ma.
101. Primrose* Primrose.

102. Double flowering pru-

nus,

103. Red double prunus.

104. White double flower-

ing prunus.

105. Flowering pyrus.

106. Quisqualis indica.

107. Rose* Rosa.

108. Seven sisters.

109. Red monthly rose.

110. Monthly rose.

111. Cinnamon rose.

112. Roses of various sorts.

113.

114.

115.

thus.

116.

117.

ronaria,

118.

119.

uncata.

120 .

121 ,

122 .

bium.

123.

lily.

Serissa fetida.

Spiraea crenata.

Sunflower. Helian-

Sunflower.

Tabernaemontana co-

Tuberose. Polianthes.

Uvaria. (Artabotrys)

Vinca rosea.

Violet.

Water lily. Nelum-

Golden edged water

l 7—112, Twenty species of roses are known to be natives of China, besides the multiplied

varieties of the most popular. The Rosa Banksia grows wild near Canton.

Is
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Section

MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS.

P4k 5 6 lui- tai- luk 2 ccheung.

I. Abrus precatorius.

Acorus calamus, or

sweet flag.

3. Actaea aspera.

4. Adiantum, or maiden
hair.

5. Agar agar.

6. Agaricus.

7. Ajuga.

8. Aloes.

9. Hemp aloes.

10. Amarantus spinosus.

II. Argemone Mexicana.

12. Artemisia, or mugwort.

13. Arundo.

14. Arundo.

15. Boletus.

16. Cactus, night bloom-
ing cereus, or prickly pear.

17. Conferva.

18. Coreopsis.

19. Croton tiglium.

¥

ea

i £Hang cseung csz\

tChc eung cp
( 6. Kim J

clan.

Sik> ipa.

Hak> kwat> cmong.

(

Tsz’ ts^oi.

cTsc 6 cku. -Tsam. (Kw c an.

-Lc)
(

fu cSU.

cwong cpin. To (ving

lik,.

<Po clo cmd.

cKa In- ts^i*.

-Lt)
c
shii lik 2 .

Ngii 2 Ngdi- cki.

cLong

cMong.

Muk, -i.

cShan csin
£ch^ang.

(Hoi ^6.

'Kau s
li iining.

tP4 tau-.

Notes and Explanations.
This section comprises such herbs and plants as are not entitled to a place among ornamental
flowers, or vegetables used for food. The lower families of plants, or those included under the
comprehensive terms of weeds, mosses, grasses, &c., seem never to have drawn much of the at-

tention of Chinese herbalists, and the names of such as have been described are applied in n

general manner, one term frequently including all plants of the same habit and appearance.
5. This is the Malay name for the tenacious jelly or glue made from the Gigartina tenax, a

marine fucus
; it is brought to China from the Indian Archipelago, and is also made in this

country, and is applied to many useful purposes. The bamboo lattice work of lanterns and win.
dows is covered with it

; and when preserved with sugar it is eaten.

CHI. CHR. 115



20. Dandelion. Leontodon
( 'hinensis.

21. Datura metel.

Dodder. Cuscuta.

I

23. Equiseturn, or scouring
j

rush.

24. Eriocaulon.

25. Fallopia nervosa.

*26. Ferns. Pterli or Asplr-

7i iinn.

27. Edible ferns.

2^. Ferns. Acrostichiim.

29. Unexpanded ferns.

30. Fungus.

31. Funtri on bamboo.

P>2. (xrass.

33. Hay.

fH. Hemp. Sida tiluefolia.

35. Hemp.

Ipomea tuberosa, seeds

of the.

37. Laminaria (?) or edible

alg^e.

^8. F/ampvvick grass.

39. Loaf used for painting.

40. Lemna, Azolla, or duck
v% eed.

41. Lichen.

42. Liquorice.

4:3. Lycoperdon ol* niff
i

ha Hr.

44. Lycopodiuni.

4o. Lycopod ium.

cP( d tkung cyintf.

Nau- cyeung cfa.

cMo ip, ct
c aiii£.

Muk> ts
c ak,. .

Kuk, <tsing
l

i^d.

Hai 3- 4

p6 ip>. llau- «sh^n

.cch^a.

Fung 2 -m\ Kt^b.

KMit,.

Shikj swai.

'Kau tsik).

j

cChi ci.

! Chuk) yuk>.

Ts? 6.

<K6n Hs^o.

£Md.

-cCh{ u.

<Hin ciigau
c
tsz*.

I cKwan (Hoi Hai.

^Tang <sam c
ts

e
u.

<P5 t^ai <sh4.

cluing. iPu ckiu.

Sliikj -i. Shik 2
s vui.

<Kom ^6.

<Fui <ku. <Ngau yii <ku.

tSz
5

sm6ng.

iMan- £nin s ts
c ung. (

1\ un

l i/ak>.

*25. The plant bears this name in Loureiro
5

s Flora. It is tbund wild on the islands near

Macao, and the leaves arc gathered by the Chinese as a substitute for tea,

40. P(
i?ig moans small plaiits of any sort floating on the surface of pools. A species of durk-

weed of a reddish color is found in fish tanks, where it covors the surface, and affords food to tlio

fish by becoming the resort of many insects.
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Lun-.

sTHoi. (Sin.

cKai ctsung. (kv^an.

cO cfu cyung, cYing suk..

<Pi cin4 c
ts

c 5 .

£Yau. cKau -mi c
ts

c 6 .

<Ch{
6 cts

c in ^^ 6 .

sHung.

sLim c
tsc d.

cYan ip 2 .

cShui liu^.

<Sai ckan.

sWai.

cMau f

ts
c
c).

-cLm
cku.

cTln ckc
e.

cWong sk^ c fa.

CL5
c

shii lik 2 .

(Siii kai\

Jn c
ts

c d.

<K6ung cWong.

cPc 5 .

Wai\

46. Mat grass*

47. Mosses

48. Mushroom.

49. Poppy,

50. Palma Christi. Rici-

nus.

51. Pigeon grass or cat’s

tail grass.

52. Plantago.

53. Polygonum.

54. Polygonum tinctorium.

55. Polygonum.

56. Aquatic polygonum.

57. Rubia cordifolia (?)

58. Rush, or aquatic gras-

ses.

59. Quickset grass, or the

couch grass.

60. Saxifraga sarmentosa.

61. Scirpus.

62. Solanimi wild species

of.

G3. Solanum indicum.

64. Spinifex squarrosus.

65. Thistle.

66. Tobacco.

67. Turmeric.

68. Typha reed mace, or

cat’s tail.

69. Weeds,

50. Tlie oil from this plant is employed in cooking, but not to a very great extent in this pari
of the country; animal fat is much preferred when it can be obtained.

62. The resemblance of the noxious fruit of the wild Solanum to the wholesome tomato lias

giveiirisetoaproverbs^MWgn^^zmd/f^VhKw/iefta^M/aTiAhaWithacopperdollai
to buy a wild mad-apple both parties fluickle with pleasure meaning that earh is pleased in
trying to cheat his fellow.

64. This and the Argemone are popularly known by the same name, one instance out of
many of the confusion in the names of plants.

1

0



CHAPTER XV

1. The of fishes
[

is tlieir sound

;

it is a bag in I

their bellies, and by means of
[

it they can rise and fall.

2. Antennce are those things
|

which insects employ to touch
j

objects.

3. A beak (or bill) is that
|

with which birds peck.

4. A burrow (or den) is the
\

place where animals retreat.

,Kauy tsik> 'pm -ya; -nii £u
s
t
l d <chung cchi <p^u, tsik^

ci <fau cS^am £ya.

cSu ckwan £ch
c ung tsikj -i

mat 2

cTsui <fi ckfam tsik
2

-j teuk>

mat 2 -yd.

UU c

tsau shaus
^ts^ong cshan

(chi (sh6

Notes and E xp lanations.

Animated nature is a free rendering of the phrase shang mat. Of zoology as a science, the Chi-

nese know nothing; their observations being confined to species. Their classification of animals is.

however, better than that of plants, as the marks by which the former are grouped in popular

classifications are much less recondite than in the latter. An old and popular arrangement of the

whole animal world by the Chinese is into five divisions; that of feathered, hairy, naked, shelly,

and scaly, animals; at the head of each of these divisions stands a type, technically called

ch^cung^ chief or superior. The pheenix, unicorn, man, tortoise, and dragon, are the respectiv e

types of these divisions, and in themselves comprise all the good qualities of all the other

species found in it. The arrangement followed in the Pun Ts{
d is more elaborate than the

popular one, and exhibits more study than that found in any other work ;
animals are there

assorted into groups sufficiently natural, but as there are no settled principles of arrangement,

it still comprises many anomalies; as, for instance, the bat and flying squirrel are said to be the

only birds with hairy wings, and the pangolin the only fish that has legs! The number of pd,

ZOOLOGY

.Shang mat,
; shap> -c,ng.

^rction dFiret.

PARTS OF ANIMALS.

(Shang mah p k>
c
t
e
ai; tai 2 vat> <cheung.

H
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KaV

;

shai -cyau kap> <*he

iit; kai).

^Kin (or
l
kd?i), -nai J'l cch ( un

mi'- chc ut> 5k
r
i cfong lit,

cUin

;

cwai ct
e ong clong <rhi kin

iit>
cptu siu.

'Chau shau' \ ung" !

eying mat> -ya.

(Kihi <kai luP (

ting

<chi vuk> kai* -cva.

Kai* -nai -niu
c

tijig sheunii"
csho esung cchi and.

'Ting sin" smu <t
c au sheuni ;

<chj yat> sin
1 cman -ya.

cV engau lui-
(king lui- .-Inn

yuki £y4.

ii4Ungau cl^i edij haiH
(

chi -yk.

5. Carapace

;

the shell ot

«*rabs is called a carapace.

6. Chrysalis

;

the lodging

f flying insects before they

are produced is called a chry.

salis (or aurelia)
;
the chrysalis

of a mantis is called piUsiii.

7. Claws are used by birds

and beasts to seize objects.

8. A comi is the fleshy crest

upon the head of gallinaceous

birds.

9. A crest is the elegant

feathers upon the crown of

birds.

10. Cromiuline is a marked
line upon the top of the head
of birds.

1 1 . A dewlap is the flesh pen.

dent from the neck of bovine

animals.

12. A dew-claw (or toe) is

the posterior claw in the feet

of cows, hogs, &c.

or divisions (or more properly orders) are five; viz. I. po, or insects; II. or seal'

animals; III. kaipb^ or shelly animals; IV. T^ampo^ birds; V. and shau pd^ quadrupeds: man
succeeds, and forms an order by himself. Each of these are subdivided, as in botany, into ////

families or tribes, and chung genera or species.

I. The order of cKung or insects comprises four lui or families: 1. lun sliang^ or born irom

«'ggs, numbering twenty-three species, contains but little else than the two tribes of bees aiul

silkworms
;

2. also called lun shang^ numbers twenty-two species, and is filled with spiders, but-

terflies, &c. ; 3. fa sliang^ the family of those produced by metamorphosis, contains tliirtv -one

species, as bugs, glow-worms, mole-crickets, cockroaches, &c. ; 4. shap sliang^ or aquatic born,

has twenty-three species, among whicli are toads, frogs, centipedes, <fcc.

II. The order of scaly animals contains four families : 1. lung the dragons, comprising

also the manis, has nine species; 2. she 9
snakes, has seventeen species 3. u lui^ or family of

fishes, has thirty.one species; 4. mb lun fishes without scales, as the eel, cuttle-fish, prawn>.

ray, &c., has twenty-eight species, with a sub-family of nine, species, which includes miscel-

laneous marine things used in medicine, as the roe and fat of fishes, &c.
III. Animals with shells are divided into two families: 1 . kwai pH lui, tortoises and turties.

making seventeen species; 2. pang kdp^ bivalve and univalve shells, including star-fish, echinus,

and the hermit.crab, making twenty nine species.

IV. Birds are arranged into four families : 1. shui k^am or water-fowl, as storks, herons, ducks,

kingfishers, &c., comprising twenty-three species; 2. un k^am or heath fowl, as pheasant,

partridges, sparrows, &c., has also twenty-three species; 3. lam k^am^ forest birds, as magpies,

pigeons, crows, &c., has seventeen species; 4. slidn birds of the mountains, as owls, eajii^s.

hawks, &c., has twelve species.

PARTS OF AMMALS. 4(51
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£Sht slun s ii tsik 5 sh6ung 2 cchi

Hp> 5yi.

(Lun tsik» t^n-; sfdn 5yau
sniu <t

? oi <chung <shang hk l

pd 2 tau% cl
c
t9ai ch^utj *ch^

syd.

Ngcmg 1 yiki tsoi 2

sche ung
<shan ngoi 2 c

i kl oi' yik^
5y4.

snai Sshin Ssh6 Hang lui 1

t^ui' <chi t
f
iit> cp*! -y^

cMd ?u <chi sy4-

-Pan sk
cam shau J

tcM smc
sy4 ;

tsuk^ sming iit2 (rwL

cTsz
1

sniu 5md syd.

Chfi^ tsik> su fukj hk2 s16ung

<pin
c
pai

4shui ut 2 ch*^; tii ;

chM* iit2 yiki.

tSoi s ii cchi fai
5 sya.

silfd (tsau shau> (chi (i
sy4,

//otw 2 Jniu <chau <chung
cchi hau-

(cM -y^

Koki shau' t t
? an sh^ung- cchii

cd^a.

13. A dorsal spinous jin is

the fin on the back ofa fish.

14. Eggs or tan

;

whatever
us borne from the womb of

birds, upon which they set,

and from which their young
^ome forth, is an egg.

15. The elytra are upon
the outside of the bodies of

insects in order to cover their

wings.

16. ExuvicB are the cast off

skins, etc., which cicada,

snakes, &c., throw off.

17. Feathers are the small

pinions of birds.

18. Pan is the female of

birds and beasts
;
the vulgar

name is na. Tszy
is the female

of birds.

L9. Fins; those appendages
on the belly and sides of fish

with which they throw aside

rhe water are so called
;
large

tin.« are called wings.

20. Gills are the lungs of

tishe s.

'21. Hair is the covering

of quadrupeds.

22. Hallux rs the posterior

t<>e in the claws of birds.

23. Horns are the antlers

upon the top of the head.

V
7

. Beasts are likewise arranged into four families: 1. cJ^uk, or domesticated animals, contains

twenty-eight species; in this family, besides the nine domestic animals, are enumerated a great

number of animal products, as milk, skin, blood, &:c.
;

2. shau^ or wild animals, as the lionst

deer, hare, otter, &c., has thirty-eight species; 3. shu, or rats, including also the squirrels and

hedgehogs, has twelve species
;

4. u kivdi^ monkeys and fairies, numbering eight species.

In this classification, there are five orders, eighteen families, and 391 species, but the actual

number of objects described is about 330, the remainder being made up of miscellaneous animal

substances employed in medicine. Three volumes of the Sam Ts^oi T ( d are taken up with

animated nature, arranged into six sections : birds and beasts fill two volumes, and men
shelly and scaly animals, with insects and worms, occupy the third. The whole is a fair speci-

of the ignorance and credu’ity of Chinese authors on such subjects, for the most ill-founded

accounts of birds with six heads, others with one leg, or with a human face, horned horses, fly-

ing wolves, hoofed monkeys, and other chimera, are mixed up with descriptions and tolerable

drawings of those objects th t really have an existence. The descriptions are very brief, ind

much inferior to those in the Phn TsK
b.
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124. Hoofs are the horny
feet of cows^ horses^ &c.

2d. M&u is the male of birds

and beasts; the vulgar name
is kung. Hung is the male of

birds.

26. The Tnane is the long

hair on the necks of horses^

lions, &c.

27. Metatarsus is the place

separating the claws from the

leg.

28. Nestis are the habita-

tions of birds upon trees,

29. Nests are habitations

of birds and animals upon
the ground.

30. Nictitating membrane
is the thin eyelid of birds.

31. The operculum of shells

is the scale upon the orifice.

32. An ovipositor is that

which proceeds from the tail

of female insects, either long

or short, and is used to store

up her eggs.

PARTS OF ANIMALS*
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sT c ai ingau (tang <chi

k4p> tsuk, sy&.

xniu sha^ ^chi ikung

tsuk
2
^ming iit2 ikung

iHung t8ik> sniu smdu

Tsung\ csz
, tang king

<chi cchf6ung syi.

Tsih fchau tsuk> cfan kii*

cchi syd.

iCVdw eku ship

<chl

tW6 Jniu shauv
<kii ti^ cchi

csho.

sNiu £ngan m6ki ^ngin «chi

p6k2 k? oiMyd.

Jj6 s16 st
cau cchi k4p>.

^Ml dsiung sfdn £ch
cung smb

smi ^sho ctfut,, sch
ceung

wak 2 Hiin, snii stb^Dg cC^un
(chi mat”

The classification of natural objects in the Chinese language itself should be mentioned in

connection with this of the Pun T^d. The language is admirably adapted to the arrangement

of natural objects in a natural method, by taking the left part called the radical as the genus,

and the right half as the species. The most familiar objects, such as the tiger, horse, dog, &c.,

being first named, were afterwards taken as types of classes
; then, when any new object was

found, a name was given to it comprising that type to which it bore the greatest resemblance,

and another character indicating some specific cliaTiracteristic of the new object. But this idea

has been carried out very imperfectly, partly, no doubt, from the impossibility of directing the

tormation of the character by any fixed rules, and partly from the difficulty, in doubtful cases,

or in exotic species, of referring the new object to its appropriate type. There are sixteen

radicals^ of the 214, which are appropriated to zoology, eleven to the vegetable world, and five

to the mineral. Of the sixteen zoological radicals, nine denote mammalia
;
of these the tiger,

dog, and leopard, stand for carnivorous animals; the rat for rodent; the ox, sheep, and deer for

ruminant, the horse and hog for pachydermatous
;

birds are all comprised under two radicals,

birds generally and short-tailed birds
;
the tortoise, dragon, and toad make three families

;
fishes

form one, and insects one. The first and fourteenth, or the tiger and the toad, are confined to

the type
;
the second and third, and the tenth and eleventh, are interchangeable, and some of

the others include many strange anomalies. The eleven botanical radicals are principally es-

culent plants
;

trees, herbs, bamboo, and hemp are exceptions
;
the two first comprise nine tenths
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33. Paw is the sole of the

foot of beasts; the paw of a

bear is its palm.

34. The pincers of crabs

are their nippers, or the two

large claws.

35. A pinion is the feathe-

ry wing of a bird.

. 36. Proboscis is the long

nose of the elephant with

which he seizes things and

bends them into his mouth.

37. Quill of a feather is its

barrel.

38. Roe is the young of

jfishes or their eggs.

39. Scales are the outer co-

vering of the bodies of fishes.

40. Shell is the hard cover,

ing of turtles and tortoises.

41. Shell is the hard cover-

iing of oysters and clams.

42. Spines are the hard

hair of hedgehogs.

43. Spots or stripes, are the

marks upon the bodies of

tigers and pards.

44. Spur is the thorn of

a fowl, that posterior claw

which does not touch the

ground.

45. A sting is also called

chak; it is the needle of a

bee.

46. Tail is the posterior

appendage ofbirds, beasts, fish-

es, insects, &c.

I

I

A

cPunshau5 tsuk> C
cheun<i £

\ a:

shung <pun tsik> <hun
Ccheung -yi.

-Hai siigau tsik> -hai <kim
-chai <chi M^ung t^i 2 (chaii
sya.

£U £niu cehi che
i*

£ya*

Tseung 1 paU -nai tseung- (chj,

cchfeung pi- ^ii mat) -e

j
(

kiin

yap> shau syi.

cMd lkun cm6 coin

-yi.

iKwan, tsik> s ii 'tsz\ di t4n-.

cLun tsik> cii cshan sheung^

tchi A £yi.

Kap> ckwai pit> Cchi hok>

H6h cii ch6 ^in <chi nging J

Tsz^ wai- (chi ngang 5
cinu

iPan tsik> £man -y^ ;
Yu

<shan sheung 2 <chi cman
shi- -yd.

iKai tHknko.i
4ku £y4; kcuk 5

cchi hau- ^hau pat> t6
J

ti"

ich€ yk.

Chai 1 tsik> chain -ikh tt'uno

cchi <cham Va.

-M/, sniu shau% ai, <ch( un ,

'kdi syau hau 5 csh^u

of all plants. Millet, wheat, rice, and growing grain form four families; and leguminous, cucur-

bitaceous, and alliaceous plants each make one. The mineral kingdom is arranged under the fiv^

heads of gems, stones, metals, earths, and salts.

33. The paws of bears are considered by Chinese epicures as a very delicate dish : they are

said to be brought from Manchouria for the table.

40, 41. Kdp is strictly applied to the marbled carapace of the turtle; h6k has a much mor^

extended meaning.
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47. Ling are the tail fea-
thers in gallinaceous birds.

48. Tusks are the teeth

which grow from the mouths
ol elephants.

49. The voices of birds and
beasts are all unlike

;
(as for

instance,) it is said that hens

cackle, horses neigh, birds

generally sing, scream, or ca-

rol ; cows bellow, cicadas chir-

rup, tigers roar, sheep bleati

cranes cry, parrots sing, dra-

gons howl, frogs croak, and
swallows chatter.

50. Wattles are fleshy ca-

runcles hanging below both

cheeks in fowls.

51. Web is the skin join. !

ing the tarsi, as in the feet

of geese.

52. A web is the silk that

spiders spin and form into a
net.

53. Whiskers are the rigid

hairs surrounding the mouth
of wild beasts.

54. Wings are used by
;

birds in flying.

55. Young is the tender

offspring of birds, beasts, <&c”
i

which they bear.

PARTS OF ANIMALS.

1

i

! 0

:

i

:

1

4<3>

I cLing <kai lui 2 £mi cchj

I £ch
l eung ^116 -ya.

y
Tseung1 c,nga tsik> tseung 2

'hau lsh6 cliHit) ^he.

Kok> -niu shau J csho jning

pat> ct
c ung; ckai lit, cl

?
ai,

ma iit2 csz
5

, -niu ut, aning,

it, kiu% lit, c^eung1

,
ciuiu

ut2 ham%
chiin iit^ fai% ngau

iit 2
'hau, cshin nu ts^% l

fu

iit 2
siu 5

, cy6ang ut> tme, hok>

iit 2 lui 2

,
cang iit> cko, clnn

-

iit 5 cyam, cwa iit> nau-,

iit] Hi.

Ha 1 ikun ckai Cchi -leung

h^p> cshui yukj -vi.

"Cheung -yau cp
(

1 <seung elm

ckc
i ^hi, ciiingo (chi

Ccheung
c

y^.

-Mong -nai cchl cchu ^6' <57/

ci kit> eshing -cmong.

cSii shau <chi ‘hail

ngang- -yS.

Yiki -niu vung 2 aiung cfi
-c va.

-niu shall
5 (tang

csho

eshang cchi yau1 (

che.

47. The tail feathers of the peacock are used by the emperor to confer upon worthy officers

ns badges of honor equivalent in a degree to titles of nobility in western lands.

49. The Chinese do not attempt to discriminate between the various sounds of animals, a

tew terms serving to express them all. Many of those in this sentence are not in common
use, though they will all be understood from the connection in which they here stand.
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cFan ctsau shau5 ckai shuki

ct^oi <shang £yu <po, c.yin^

cfan ts
c
at> lui 2

. Yat> iit^

£ yii lui-, tsak> sz,J (cheung

cliai ^6 <ying mat> -y4. Yal>

lui- shik 5.
yuk 2 9

<tsim, <i

Cchauli ?

, cii Tu ctniu shi- sya.

Yat> iit, ^hu <tiu, -1 'ch^i

ngit ?
mat) a shik> cleung yuk,.

Yat, lui 2 m6 cnga, ci shik,

£ch
c ung sngai, (chc iin <shan

kap 3 shi- sya. Yat, lui' shik.

^6, cfan wai 2
5 i it> <t

f un

cchi, ctigau luk, shi- -ya.

Yat> lui- cp
c
i hau-, sz

J>

£ t
c
ai,

cii tseung- -mk shi 2 £ya.

Yat> lui-
cshui shau% syau

cts^in k6ukj a-md hau- k^ukr.
(ho -i £yau

c

shui, 5ho stMin

shi- £ya.

1. Quadrupeds (or mam-
miferous animals) comprise
all those animals which are

horn from the womb, and nou-

rished by milk; they are di-

vided into seven orders. The
first order consists of mon-
keys ; they have four hands,

l>y all of which they can seize

oh j nets. The second consists

of carniverous animals, with

pointed (or canine) teeth, and
sharp rlaws

;
such as the tiger,

rat, &c. The third compris-

es rats and squirrels, which
gnaw with their teeth, and
subsist on fruits and grain.

The fourth order consists of

edentata, which eat insects,

ants, &c., such as the pango-

lin. Those of the fifth [rumi -

nate, that is
]
eat grass, bring

|

it up from the stomach, chew
and swallow it again, such as

cows, deer, &:c. The sixth

comprises the pachydermata

i
or thick skinned) and four

hoofed, such as the elephant,

horse The seventh con-

sists of amphibious animals,

which have fore legs but no
hind ones, and which swim^
of whicli the porpoise is an
instance.

No trs and Explanations.

Mammalia is the equivalent term for tsau shau^ rather than a literal translation of it
;

it iy a

ommon term in Chinese books, meaning tour looted animals or quadrupeds. In popular usage .

animals are subdivided into four classes; viz., or domestic animals, of which there an

..ine, the horse, cow, camel, hog, sheep, clog, goat, ass, and mule; s/iau, or wild beasts; shii^ rat>

or small animals generally, which are described as being expert in thieving
;
and yii or the

monkey tribes. In this introductory paragraph, a slight outline is given of the classification of

.nimaLs for the use of the Chinoso student. The zoology of the Cliinese empire is but partially

:‘nown, nor do native works and Hiawings afford much aid in determining what are new from

• :ose already ascertained. Large animals, it is said by the Chinese themselves, are of rare oc-

M A M M A L 1 A ,

cTsau shau' lui-
; tai- i- <cheung.
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I
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*2. Antelope, or pigmy deer.

Antilope gutturosa.

4. Ape or tailless monkeys.

5. Ass.

6. Bat*

7. Bear.

S. White beat.

9. Biteh*

10. Boar.

11. Wild boar.

12. Back.

13. Buffalo,

14. Bull.

15. Calf.

16. Camek

17. Cat

18. Chamois,

1 9. Civet (?)

20. Colt.

21. Cow

22. Deer.

23. Musk deer.

24. Mouse deer.

25* Spotted deer-, or axis.

26. Doe.

cCh^ung. lKwan.

sW6ng cyeung.

£Un. £Un.

cL5.

<Pin fuk>. cFi
c
shii.

cHung.

cFi.

(Kau tsz
5
-.

cKau -md.

tChii ckung.

-Ye cchii. £Hd <chii.

Ki.

^hui cngau.

cNgau c
ku. cNgau ckung.

cNgau c
tsai. Tuk>.

Lok> ct^o. T^ok, cfo.

cMiu. cKi cli.

cLing cyeur^. cLing cyeung.

cLing £miu.

^sai. <Kc
ii. cFi.

cWong cngau.

Lukj.

Sh6-. cHeung Cch6ung.

c^Wong tking.

cKam cts^in luk,.

cYau-,

carrence in their country
;
but there are probably, among the descriptions and drawings in

works on natural history, species hitherto unknown to western natulralists.

t, 8. The bear; “ an animal that hybernates in the winter so the Chinese describe it.

Tlie white bear has been seen, they say, in Leaoutung, but it is probably a rare visitant there.

19. This animal is described as possessing an odor like that of the musk deer; it may nol
be the true civet, though that animal is sometimes seen in Macao.

29. Elephants are at present not used by the Chinese either for war or for purposes of stato, if

S
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(Hiin. Kaiu

tNung 'him.

Ts6ung-.

1 NP.

s’Ng. shu^

,U ch.

Shin* 5m^.

diin.

(Shin £yeung.
lTse

(3 <yeun^..

cHo clin cchii,

m <Chti. ChiJ
.

.

(Tsc ung -cm4.

Chf
ik>

Pak 2 cLau.

-Y6 £ma.

Pok> -mk.

cShan cy^ung 4

tsai.

cMiu 4
tsai.

sY6ung Hsai. <Ko.

P^u 5
.

cSz’ ‘tsz’.

468

27. Dog.

28. Shaggy dog.

29. Elephant.

30. Fawn.

31. Flying squirrel.

32. Fox.

33. Gelding.

34. Gibbon, or long armed
ape.

35. Goat.

36. Guinea pig.

37. Hog.

38. Horse.

39. Dappled horse.

40. Bay horse.

41. White horse.

42. Wild horse.

43. Piebald horse.

44. Kid.

45. Kitten.

46. Lamb,

47. Leopard*

48. Lion.

we except a few in Peking which have been given to the emperor by neighboring princes.

It is said to be still found in the provinces of Wann^m and Sz5

chf
iin.

31. The place for the flying squirrel and the bat has been as great a puzzle to Chinese sys-

tematists as the duck-billed platypus of Australia has been to European naturalists. Some have

placed them among squirrels and others among birds
;
the Pun TsK o and T Nga rank them

among birds that have hairy wings.

32. Two different animals are described by these two characters in the Pun but the

racoon-faced dog or Chinese fox (Canis procyonoides of Gray) is called by this name when
brought to Canton

;
its hair is used to make pencils.

49. The figures given of this animal differ very much, for it appears to be a mere creature

of imagination. One drawing of it partly resembles the fabled griffon of the Greeks ; a spinous

fin upon the back, a large horn upon the forehead, the claws and teeth of a lion, with the skin

of a tiger, are its usual outlines.

i

#



49. Lion-unicorn.

50. Manis or pangolin,

51. Mare.

52. Marmot,

53. Mole.

54. Monkey.

55. Proboscis monkey,

56. Mouse,

57. Shrew mouse.

58. Mule,

59. Orang outang,

60. Otter.

61. S^a otter.

62. Ox.

63. Pig.

64. Porcupine or hedgehog.

65. Porpoise.

-Hai 'chi.

<Chf ini cshan kap 5 . Lin^
%
-Pan -ma.

(Ts*d £ma. 'She.

<fPd put2 ^hii.

<Tin 'shu. An5
'shii.

cNi chau. -cMa clau.

cKwo cin.
4Hai tuk 3_.

Shik 2

cshu.

cTsd ^shii.

iLui.

(Fi (fi. (Sing (smg.

cShai ch4t>.

'Hoi chatj.

<fm cDgau.

cChii (tsai, /Pun.

Wai 5
-. Tsin5 cchu.

cHo ct
c un. c'Pur.

50. The scaly ant-eater or manis is common in China the people say it is a fish with legh,

that lives both on land and in water. The hairy scales and other parts of the body are thought

to be powerful medicines by Chinese doctors, the saving e cacy of whose prescriptions in some
cases appears to be in direct ratio to the strangeness of their ingredients,

54, The family of u or monkeys in the Pun TsK
b contains eight species, but the descriptions

are too vague to identify them. The common monkey is said to be common in the mountains

of U'kwong and Fukkin; it is often brought to Canton by strolling mountebanks.

55. The first name kw6 in here given to the proboscis monkey is from the Pun the

second hai tuk is from Taberd
9

s Annamese Dictionary. This animal is described from a specimen

in Paris as of a u reddish brown color, the face black and with a nose of extraordinary length•’

The Chinese account says “its nose is turned upwards, and the tail very long and forked at

the end, and that whenever it rains, the animal thrusts the two forks into its nose. It goes in

herds and lives in friendship; when one dies the rest accompany it to burial.” The accoum
goes on to state its activity, which is so great that it runs its head against the trees its fur is

soft and gray, the face black, and the body about three cubits high.

59. There appears to be two distinct animals described by these two names, but the accounts

are not very precise; the principal difference between them consists in the mane or long hair

t’rom the head which covers the back of the and in its lips which are so long as to cover

its eyes when it laughs. The singsing is found on the west of China, is smaller than the

former, and more nearly resembles a man in its hair and erect gait. It may be akin to the

chimpanse, while the fifi is more nearly allied to the orang outang, both being perhaps new
species of quadrumana.

66. This is the name given to a large cetaceous animal very common in the shallow waters oi'
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66. White porpoise*

67. Rabbit,

68. Ram.

69. Rat.

70. Bamboo rat.

71. Granary rat.

72. Water rat.

73. Rhinoceros.

74. Seal.

75. Fur seal,

76. Sheep-

67. Sow.

78. Squirrel.

79. Stag.

80. Stallion.

81. Tapir.

82. Tiger*

83. Benevolent tiger.

84. Unicorn*

85. Weasel.

86. Whale.

87. Wolf.

88. Yak or grunting ox.

89. Zebu.

P4k> s ki.

Vo\

sMau £yeung. sY^ung tkung.

(Ld ‘shu. Hd tsz’.

Chuk, Shu.

tTse ong ^hii.

cK^u ^hu.

<Sai ^ngau. cTsz\

db shau1

. *Hoi *kau,

<Chi cmi ctiu.

cMin cyeang*

cChu s
n^i. cChu -cmd.

(Sung (shii. jWong l

shii.

sMi.

-M^u 5ma. Chc
ati

Mak>. Pak) p^au*.

SL6 Tu.

tTsau 5 u.

£K c
i clun*

sYau cshu.

cKc ing.

sChc ai clong.

cMiu s ngau»

cFung 5ngau,

the Pearl river belo\\ the Rogue. It is regarded with superstitious reverence by the fishermen,
who release it whenrver it gets entangled in their nets, a respect which may have originated
in distaste of its oily flesh and its great strength. From a sight of it in the water, it appears to be
a species of Delphinapterus. The snout is long and tapering color of the skin like th t of

a

scalded hog, and tlie body from six to eight feet in length.

83. rhis, like the lion-umcorn, is a fabulous animal, endowed with a disposition so bene-
volent that it never treads on living objects. It is introduced into this list, together with the
unicorn, pheenix, and other imaginary creatures, on account of the comparisons drawn from tlieix

supposed qualities by Chinese writers.

0
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Section

BIRDS.

cFi ^k^am lui2
;

tai2 csdm <ch6ung-

\. All birds are produced

from eggs which are set upon
!

till the young aYe hatched;

they are divided into five or-

ders according to their bills

and claws. The first order

consists of falcons (or ac-

cipitres), which have crooked

bills, sharp talons, and eat

flesh; such as eagles and

ospreys. The second order

comprises sparrows (or pas-

serine), which have straight

bills, weak feet, and eat fruit

and insects
;
such as crows and

thrashes. Appended to the

sparrows, is a small order,

which have three claws before

and one behind, and are ex-

pert in climbing trees
;
such

as the parrot and woodpecker.

The third order consists of

fowls (or gallinacese) whose
legs are large, with a spur

behind, and the wings small

;

such as the silver pheasant

and the quail. The fourth

order is composed of cranes

(or the waders) which have

long, naked legs, and the bill

and neck proportionably long,

and eat snakes and reptiles;

such as the egret and stork.

The fifth order comprises the

ducks (or web-footed), whose
feet are formed into a palm,

and placed behind, to adapt

them for swimming easily

such as the goose and duck.

_

sF4n cfl ck^i shuk> tan 2

tshang tau (ch* an (tsz’

<i ckc
i

c

tsui
Cchau, eying <fan

5ng lui-. Yat> iit2 tying lui 2
,

c
tsui huk>,

Cchau li
2

,
shik 2

yuki <u taau-, ciin shi- -ya.

Yat> ut> ts^uk> lui2
,

c
tsui chikj,

Cch4u y6uk 2 , shik 2

cch^ung
; cii <u <a, wa2 cmi

shi- 5yd. Fu- ts6uk>, -yau 'siu

lui 2
, chi cts^in <sdm hau2

yat>, shin 1 <tang shii-
; :ii

eying <ko, t6uk> muk^ shi- -ya.

Yat> iit2 ckai lui-, k6uk> t^i-,

syau hau 2 kii 2
si yik>

cii <h^n eshun shi2 £y4. Yat>

ut2 h6k 2 lui2 k uk> l
k'v

!
<chc 6ung, ci

c
tsui,

4kiDg

cchc 6ung, shikj Sshe kop>,

: kun J 16- shi- £yd. Yat>

lit, £fu lui 2

, keuk> eshing
(ch^ung eshang kwo > hau-

<yau ^hui; cii engo ap> shi-

!

-y^

Notes and E xp l anati o n s

,

Birds are not arranged by Chinese naturalists into different groups under certain conspicuous

examples as animals are, but are classified according to their habitat, into water, earth or fountain,
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cMui cfa tseuk>.

^iu 5hung cneung.

cShan tu.

Ts6uk> c\v ng.

sShi <shan ts6uk>. Pik> in\

Sin tkai.

cK6 kai
5 <kun.

<Kam csz
?

£ ts
e z

5

tseuk>.

cKai 'tsai.

(Kai ckung.

Ai ckai.

<Sz
5

smd (kai. Chuk> ‘sz’

ckai.

cL6 ctsz\

Kun1

.

Hok,.

Pik 2 (ying

cU. cU <a. cA ts6uk>«

sMong ikung.

2. Avedavat brown with

red spots.

3. Avedavat, red and black

with red spots.

4. Blackbird.

5. Bird of paradise.

6. Canary-bird.

7. Capon.

8. Cardinal.

9. Chaffinch.

10. Chicken.

11. Cock.

12. Bantam (or short leg-

ged) cock.

13. Silken cock,

14. Fishing cormorant.

15. White crane.

16. Red headed crane*

17. Crockotoa.

18. Crow.

19. Crow-pheasant.

forest, and hill, birds. The introduction to the k^am pdy order of birds, in the Pun TsK o exhibits

their ideas upon the habits of birds generally: u Li Shichan says, 4 what has two legs and
feathers is called a (k^am) bird.

9 Sz 5kwong says, < The plumage of the 360 kinds of feathered

beings (i. e. all birds) harmonises with the four seasons, and their hues correspond to the five

quarters. Hill birds roost on cliffs, earth birds live on the ground
;

forest birds sing at dawn,
water birds cry at night. The beaks of land birds are short, and their tails adorned ;

the bills of

water birds are long, and their tails abbreviated. Birds are produced by laying eggs from under

the wing, or by a change in the same class, (as when hawks become pigeons)
;
or by transformation

from different orders (as when moles become quails)
;
or lastly by changing into lifeless beings

(as sparrows turning into shells). Truly, if the laws of beings are so various as this, how diligent

must the student be if he wishes to know them?” This section contains the English names
of the most common birds, without endeavoring to refer them to their scientific genera. The
terms employed in the first paragraph to indicate the orders of birds have been chosen on ac-

count of their being used in Chinese works as references for birds less common, and so far

employed by them as types of families. The paragraph will afford to the Chinese student a

sketch of modern classification in ornithology, and enable him to perceive the principles on

which it is founded.

5. This significant name has been given to the bird of paradise by Mr. Beale of Macao
;
and

it is now generally so called among the Chinese.

18. The character ii first applied to the crow now also means black or blackness; instances

of this sort are frequent in the Chinese language.

[Chap. XV.
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20. Black crane.

21. Dove,

22. Drake,

23. Duck,

24. Mandarin duck.

25. Wild duck, or mallard,

26. Eagle.

27. Lammergyr eagle,

28. Egret,

29. Falcon.

30. Hunting falcon,

31. Finches.

32. Fish-hawk.

33. Flycatcher.

34. Fowls, or gallinaceous

birds.

35. Gander.

36. Goatsucker (?)

37. Goose.

38. Wild goose.

39. Goshawk, or buzzard.

40. Wattled grackle.

4 1 . Spotted grackle (or pie.

)

BIRDS. 473

I

tTs^ng <kai. <Tsc ong

• P4k> kop>.

Api ckung.

1 Ap>. Mukj

cUn <yeung, _c
W ng

p* at>.

4p)

*Shui p>. cFu.

Tsau 2
. cShan tying.

HI
Tsc)- ttiu.

% M <tsz\

'Chun. Pdkj eying.

Ts6uk> tsung.

sWong ts6uk>.

Ngok,. jj <ying.

-JL-.

i

iKing in\

tKai lui-.

cNgo t kiing.

T6- tkiin.

m lTsc 6 engo.

cHung ngan-. Ngan 2 Ago.

Fuki.

-Liu ck6. Pat>

Patj,.

24. The word 4 mandarin* applied to this bird, denotes, as it does in a few other instances, its

superiority over other ducks, and has no allusion to appropriation by officers of government
;
here,

the superiority consists in its gay and grotesque coloring at other times, as in the mandarin

orange, the superiority consists in the flavor. There is nothing in the original to correspond to

this term. The mandarin duck (Anas galericulata) occurs, according to the Pun 7V0, in the

lakes of southern China, but it is not widely diffused. It is an emblem of conjugal fidelity among
the Chinese, of which a singular instance once occurred at Mr. Beale^ aviary m Macao: a

drake was stolen from the inclosure, and during his absence, his mate received very marked
attentions from another drake, to which she was obliged to submit, and which were all reported

to her lord on his unexpected return, who thereupon avenged himself by perking the unfortimatp

drake to death.

25. Under the name of shui dp, there are included many kinds of the wild water fowl, which

frequent the shallows and inlets at the mouth of the Pearl river.
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1 ^Shui sno.

('l)i- ckau.

< Au.

Ldp 2 <tsui kulo.

i

<Ying.

Vu- <ying. Kok, eying.

1 cKai

Tscong 16-. sMung ct
? ung,

Pak> shing* <kai.

Ts6uk>.

cShan <\vo sheung :
.

cU *kau. Lip>. TiiV cii sloug.

<Fi tWui.

; Kwi? tch f
i.

I

Kok 5 cling.

Pak, cling. Pak> Jing.

; (Shan <md tseuk,.

Sz’> (hi ts6uk>.

Lin- ts6ak,.

! vSh^n 'hi t?euk>

I

cWong «ang.

<Hiu. 5Miu cl ar au eying.

Kok, <ch?
i. evau.

sW kuk>.

cYing <ko. <Ying -cmo.

Che 1

.ku.

(Hung ts6uk.

42. Grebe.

43. Grouse (?)

44. Gull.

45. Hawfinch^

46. Hawk.

47. imperial or horned
hawk.

48. Hen.

49. Heron.

50. Jacana.

51. Jay.

52. Kerldish jay, with moN
tied wings.

53. Kingfisher.

54. Vuriegated kingfisher.

55. Kite.

56. Created lark.

f>7. Singing lark.

58. Wood lark. Alnudn.

59. Magpie*.

60. Blue ma«;pi , with two

Jong tail feathers.

61. Magpie, with a gradat-

ed tail.

62. Man^o bird.

63. Owl.

64. Horned owl.

65. Paddy bird.

66. Parrot.

67. Partridge.

68. Peacock.

54. This most elepant little bird, of green and red plumage, is very common m thr

vicinity of Macao. The feathers are sometimes omployed by artists to lay upon wires and
frames in forniinp littlo grotto work and landscape.

1
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69. relicaiK

70. Penguin.

7 1 . (Common pheasant.

72. Argus pheasant*

78. Medallion pheasant.

74. Silver pheasants

75. Golden pheasant,

76. Tartar pheasant.

77. Peacock pheasant.

78. PhcEnix.

79. Pigeon.

80. Brown pigeon.,

81. Pullet.

82. Quail.

83. Rail or wedge tailed

partridge.

84. Red headed rail

85. Rain harbinger.

86. Raven.

87. Ringed raven.

88. Robin.

89. Roc.

c'Pong £ ngo.

cngo.

cShdn <kai.

cLun <kai.

1^6* shau- ckai. Yikj.

Pik 2 chin.

^am ckai. Pit> chi^.

Chi 2 <kai.

-Kam ctsc in <kai.

Fung- cwong. In 1

fung-.

cPdn <kau.

cChf
i <kau.

cKai hong-.

cAm Sshun.

Chuk) ckai.

Pak> min 2 ^kak

cT^in t
c ln ts6uk>.

cYing kuk>. Pdt> tko.

SL6 c4.

Kwa^ clam <s6ung csz^

cP f ang.

71—77. The splendid plumage and graceful motions of the pheasants found in China have
long been the admiration of mankind. The gay and variegated vestment of the golden

pheasant, and the beauty of the black and white silver plieasant, have caused them to be much
sought after by the Chinese.

78. The argus pheasant appears to have been t«ken as the model for the Chinese phoenix,

which, as a kind of form, they have bedecked with every natural and moral excellence. For
notices of Chinese descriptions of the phoenix, unicorn, and other animals, the student is referred

to several articles in the VHth volume of the Chinese Repository.

82. The quail is used by the Chinese as a ^ame bird, and great pains are bestowed upon
its training, and large sums betted upon its prowess.

83. These two birds are thought to be sufficiently alike by the Chinese to have the same
name, though their habits are very dissimilar. Instances of the sort are not uncommon, and per-

haps others may occur in the section.

89. This bird corresponds sufficiently with the roc of Arabian history; it is fabled to be

changed into a bird from the kwan fish, a monster of many miles in length.
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cYeung ikai.

‘Sham.

Pik 5 <l . Pak> Jiu.

Kwat>. tSha <chui.

<Sh4n cchui.

Tseuk>. cM^ tseukj.

cHung (

tsui.

<iin.

iK4u cts
e ing.

ctJ in\

ln\

Kuk>. c'Pin sngo.

lHau ^fu -nju.

(Si6 (shui 4p.

P4k> w^- <mi.

W4- ctni.

<U ^hi kat>. tChii 'sh'i cha>
.

To ckai. i'Pd -niu.

tChe
i <kau.

Tsik> cling.

cL^m cs6ung tsz\

«Ying.

Pik> tchc
).

T^uk> muk) £niu.

tTslu «liu.

90. Sandpiper.

91. Secretary, or snake
cater.

92. Shrike or butcher bird.

93. Snipe.

94. Hill snipe, brown back^

gray spotted, tail short

95. Sparrow.

96. Java sparrows.

97. Sparrow hawk.

98. Stork.

99. Rock swallow.

100. Swallow or martin.

101. Swan.

102. Tailor bird.

103. Teak

104. Thrush.

105. White eyed, gray

thrush.

106. Singing thrush.

107. Turkey.

108. Turtle dove, ringed.

109. Wagtail.

110. Warbler, a kind of

robin.

111. Warbler, a kind of

nightingale or lark.

112. Widgeon.

113. Woodpecker.

114. Wren.

91. The body, feathers, and all that appertains to this bird are thought by tfie Chinest? to hr

deadly poisons; its habits, as described, indicate its affinity to the secretary falcon of Africa.

98. The stork, crane, egret, and other shore birds are favorites of the Chinese
;
th^ crane

is an emblem of longevity
; and similes are taken from the soaring flight, periodiral migrations,

nightly screams, and other habits of these birds.

ft
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3. Amphisbena.

4. Black snake.

5. Boa of Yunnan.

6. Cobra di capello.

7. Crocodile.

I

£Fan clun kai
1

<kai shuk 2
tan

• <shang pat? pft- tau% <ichf ut>

[

ck
{
i hiit> <sin -lang. rYaa

£k
c
i cshau eying, eying efim

; sz
5>

lui ?
. Yat> iit 2 <kwai lui-,

I

<shan H kai> kc oi> s ii, pit shM

i -va. Yat, ut^ 'in ct
{ ing lui z

,

eshan clun. sz
5>

tsak>, cimgok?

j

cii shi a -ya. Yat> lit, Sshe

; lui-, sni5 tsuk>, <shan s uit

cch^eung, cii
smong, sin'

j

Yat 3 iit, <wa lui-, Tai
'

nii> Jun sm6 s ii <shim cshii

j

shP

Fuk>.

-Leung <t
e au £she.

cU eshe.

"Mong. Kn l <she.

Pc 6k> eki hap 5_.

Ngoki cii. <To clung.

1. All scaly and shelly

[reptiles] are produced from

eggs, which are not hatched by

incubation : their blood is cold

when fresh. They are divid-

ed into four orders according

to the shape of their bodies.

The first comprises tortoises,

whose bodies are covered by

their carapace ;
such as tur-

tles. The second consists of

lizards, whose bodies are scaly,

and have four legs, such as

crocodiles. The third consists

of snakes, which have no legs,

and long; such as the boa.

;

The fourth consists of frogs,

whose bodies have no hair or

scales; such as the toad.

2. Adder.

Notes and Explanations •

\

Reptiles are not recognized as a separate class of animals in Chinese* works
;

the title of thi>

section means literally, the scaly and shelly class, and the introductory paragraph will indicate

its restrictive sense as here used. Foreigners possess very little knowledge of the species com-
prised in this division of vertebrated animals, partly owing to their uninviting aspect or danger-

ous powers preventing their being brought by natives as objects of curiosity and sale, and parrly

to there having been no particular attention paid to them.

5. The m6ng appears to be the same as the anaconda of India, being very similar to it in size

and habits. The tm sh6 (No. 21) is perhaps only another name for it, for Chinese writers on these

Sf.ct. 4. REPTILES.

REPTILES.

cLun k^i’ lui-; tai- sz cchetuig.

ft
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478 ZOOLOGY. [Chap. XV

8. Dragon of the sky.

9. Dragon of the moun
tains.

10. Dragon of the deep*

11. Frog.

1.2. Tree frog?

13. Striped frog

1 4 . Gecko.

15. Common lizard.

16. House lizard.

17. Livid earth lizard.

18. Red spotted lizard.

19. Water lizard.

20. Newt.

21. Large snake.

22. Water snake.

23. Spotted snake.

24. Tadpole.

25. Toad.

2t>. Tortoise.

fc

27. Shell tortoise.

28. Turtle.

29. (ireen turtle.

1

®
i

1 1

<Lung.

<Kau.

£ Li.

<Wa. cWa. cT1 jn <kai.

Kop> 'nk.

sSh4n kop>.

cH^ <ma.

cLui <kung

cShim Sshe.

4n ct
c ing.

{Shau vkung. Pik.
c

fu.

Sik> yik,. Shik^ clung *tsz\

Kp> kai*.

cWing cun.

, c'Fai.

-cIm Sshe. £she.

j

(Shui (sh

Pik> <fi csh^.

<Fo Hau. cYing 6ng J

^sai.

I

cShim eshu. £Min.

(

<Kwai.

Toi- mui- <kwai.

Pi“.

Keuk 3

subjects exercise so little discrimination in their quotations, that they are easily led astray by a

diflerent name. Even in those objects which might be supposed most familiar, it is surpri^in»

how many names they bear among the common people thereby causing no little trouble to

ascertain whicii is the most correct.

8— 10. The dragon of the skjs or the lung, is the most celebrated of all those fabulous beings,

which the Chinese have invested with extraordinary attributes of a physical and moral nature.

I'he dragon is consiclen^d as the emblem of imperial power and majesty, it is emblazoned on thr

dress of the emperor, surrounds all edicts that appertain to himself, the title pages of books printed

hv his authority, and mor^ tlian anything else, may be regarded as the national ooat of arms of

the Chinese empire.
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sFan su lui- ckdi shuka s&ny

cdi^un <ii
c
hoi cp^ong hau>

tsz
2 chc ut>. Tsak) -\

?k
€

i

kwat, <chi <kong cyau, <fan

tai- lui-. Kwat> <chi cyau
Cche, sshin, <sh^, £tsam

clung *tang shi- £ya. Kwat>

cchi ckong
C

ch6, ~i ck
1
! ch^i* g \

cfan 'kau lui^
;

cii puiJ chcf
tchi ts^z

5
* ckong 'ch^, £wai

yat> lui-, cyau 5wai yat>

iuK

I. All fishes are produced

from eggs (or roe) scattered up-

on the banks of the ocean, from

which the young afterwards

are hatched of themselves.

They are divided into two
great classes, according as

their bones are hard or soft.

Soft boned (or cartilaginous)

fishes are such as the eel,

the shark, the sturgeon &c.
Hard boned (or osseous) fishes

are arranged into nine orders

according to their fins
;
as the

dorsal fin being spinous makes
one order, if flexible makes
another order, &c.

Notes and H xpl anatiou

The original form of the character u somewhat resembled a fish, but in its present contracted

shape, the similarity is nearly lost. Fish compose two tribes of the class lun pd 7 or scaly animals,

in the Pun hi Shichan, in his introduction to this class, says, there are two orders of scaly

animals, the aquatic and terrestrial, and although they are very unlike [in many things], still

both are alike scaly
;

for dragons and snakes are sagacious animals, but the numerous families of

fishes are nourished in the water : although the two classes differ, still they mutually pass into

each other in their metamorphosis
;

for, if their bodies do vary greatly, they are affected in the

same manner. The tribes of scaly animals are all produced from eggs, though the adder is born

from the womb. The eyes of fishes do not close^ though porpoises can move their eyes. The
tail of the blue snake is a remedy for the poison of its head; and the skin of the shark removes
all the concretions (or accumulations) of minced

There are thirty-one sorts of scaly fishes, and twenty.eight of scaleless fishes, crabs, prawns,

crawfish, &c., described. Under the radical u in the Imperial Dictionary, the principal families of

fishes are assorted by their most common species, though as might be supposed with no very

great exactitude. The fishes in this section are chiefly those found in the waters about Canton
and Macao, though they are not, probably, more than a moiety of them, so numerous are the spe-

cies in these markets
;

their native names were obtained from drawings in the possession of Mr.
Beale of Macao, which he kindly loaned for examination. They were all painted from the life,

under the constant inspection of a foreigner, and as far as external characters go, the genus can
be ascertained, though the teeth and gill membranes are in many cases necessary to determine
them accurately. The brief descriptions here given are intended to be siipplememary to the fuller

one given to the genus in ichthyological works, to which reference should be made for a complete
account. The generic names, which are principally those of groups or tribes, are from Cuvier5

s

large work on fishes.

Action dFiftff.

FISHES.

<U lui-
;

tai- f,ng cch^ung.

I

||

#
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2. Anchovy
; body silvery, back high, anal

long, pectoral long, before the ventral Thryssa.

3. Anchovy
;

first pectoral rays free, anal

joined to caudal, long tapering body . Thryssa.

4. Anchovy
;
hairy processes behind gills,

belly serrate, dorsal far back. Engraulis ?

5. Band-fish
; no caudal fin, reddish yel-

low, body thin tapering. Cepola.

6. Barbel
;
four cirri, brown and yellowish,

no spines, fins short. Barbus.

7. Blenny; green cylindrical body, red

ring on the tail, 2 cirri. Blennius ?

8. Bream
;
broad body^ no cirri, pectoral

small, dorsal long, spines weak. Cyprinus.

9. Bream
; body broad, no cirri, 2 dorsal

spines, anal long. Cyprinus.

1(K Bream
;
broad, angular, silvery green,

one dorsal spine, no cirri. Gobio ?

11. Carp; general name for oblong

cvprini with large fins and cirri.

12. Carp ; dark red fins thin and large,

spine jagged, 4 cirri, dark brown. Cyprinus.

13. Carp; 4 cirri, body broad, greenish

brown, fins small, reddish. Cyprinus.

14. Carp; 4 cirri, reddish fins, body
whitish brown, spines jagged. Cyprinus.

15. Carp; 4 cirri, tail black, broad body,

head somwhat emarginate. Cyprinus.

16. Carp; 2 cirri, greenish, red tail,

broad, dorsal spine jagged. Cyprinus.

17. Carp; 2 cirri, tail red, body angular,

spines notched. Cyprinus.

18. Carp
; 4 cirri, body reddish green,

caudal and pectoral fins red. Cyprinus.

19. Carp; 4 cirri, back spotted, body
angular, fins coloreds Cyprinus.

20. Carp
;

fins dark brown, body blunt,

and spine serrate. Cyprinus.

21. Carp; body broad, angular, light

<ireen, mouth very small. Cyprinus.

22. Carp
;
yellowish red, ventral before

dorsal, tail reddish banded. Cyprinus.

23. Chaetodon
;
green and yellow banded,

black spot on dorsal, body round. Chcetodon.

24. Chaetodon
;
two inches long, greenish

spotted black. Choetodon.

25. Chaetodon
;
yellow, black band across

the,head and tail, mouth turned up. Choetodon.

26. Chaetodon; long finned, body broader

than long brown banded, Platax.

1

E 1

1 _

stsai.

Fung 5 -mi.

<Tsc ing cku.

tHung t4i
>

.

cKi sU.

tU $u.

Tsik> ai.

Tin cii.

Tin cii.

cii.

cFu cyung 1i.

Luk> -li.

c'Pong -li.

Haka £H.

<Hoi •%

Sh^ung- ^oi

To ^li.

Kik> -c
li.

Shuk> kwat>

tsik>.

Kik 2 <u.

tKam tsikj.

: cTsim (

tsui

1^P2.

cKam ^u.

<H6 <p^u /kam.

tFi yik>.

11 . 22. The carp is one of the most common fishes in China. Some of the species are

raised in tubs and tanks, where the water is constantly flowing, and grow to a very large size :

others are raised in fish-ponds. Carp are generally hawked ahoit the streets alive, while lying

in shallow water.

3 ._26. The Chinese names of fishes are sometimes very descriptive. 4 Tapering beaked

perch, ‘golden drum’ 4 golden money-pouch, J
4 flying wings/ &r. are some of the expressive

names given to species of chaetodon.
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27. Chaetodon
;

silvery ash color, body '

roundish with irregular dark spots. Chcetodon.

28. Chaetodon
;
greenish with dark stripes,

fleshy fins small, 11 dorsal spines. CluBtodon.

29. Chaetodon; blackish spotted, opercu-

lum scaly, back fins square. Pimelepterus.

30. Chaetodon
;
body roundish, banded

greenish, dorsal spines freeish. Ephippus.

31. Dace; tail yellow, 2 dorsal spines,

no anal spine, no cirri, fins small. Leuciscus.

32. Dace; no spines or cirri, greenish

yellowish, 8 dorsal, 14 anal, rays. Leuciscns.

33. Dace
;

broad, whitish, blue spots

near gills, ventral behind dorsal. Leuciscus.

34. Diodon; with a globular prickly
!

body. Diodon.

35. Dory ;
silvery white, head depressed

;

body rhomboidal, ventrals long. Scyris.

36. Dory
;
silvery, fins short, head oblique,

dorsal and anal rays long. Scyris.

37. Dory
;
body clouded, oval, anal spi-

nous, dorsal continuous. Amphacanthus ?

38. Dog-fish; ashy, with black spotted

bands
;
18 inches long. ScyUium ornatum.

39. Dragon-weever
;
brown back, purple

belly, black dorsal, 2 large gill spines. Percis.

40. Dragonet
;
umber, head J of length,

dorsals separate, 12 anal rays. Platycephcdus.

41. Dragonet
;
belly greenish, back umber,

flat, head 4 rows of spines. Platycephcdus. i

42. Dried fish from Bombay, called

Bombay ducks.

43. Eel; no pectoral, umber, with black
!

spots, 2 cirri, mouth deeply cleft. Murcena.

44. Eel; general name for those with
j

fins and spiracles.

45. White or light colored eel. Yellow
eel.

46. Red eel. Large eel.

47. Conger eel
;
pectorals large. Anguilla.

48. File-fish; back slate colored, yellow
!

pectoral and tail, 2 ventral spines. Balistes.

49. File-fish
; large, body reddish gray, no

ventrals, dorsal spine very small. Aluleres.

50. File-fish; blackish, tail banded, late-

ral line angular, spine jagged. Monocanthus.
51. Fishing-frog; dark ashy color, with

cutaneous cirri
;
four dorsal spines. Lophius.

52. Fistularia; body and fins red, mouth
at end of a long tube, teeth large. Fistularia.

53. Flounder; reddish brown, eyes left,

teeth large. Platessa.

/II V

cNgan 4
pin cii.

cChl ai cii.

M
4 4 >

Hak 3 shik> lap).

cNgan (kung.

cWong -mi

:ling.

m <Yung £u.

lfPd cling.

m Lik 2 p
c au\

cChf eung yik,

cmong.

Pak 2 <su <kun .

<Lai -mang.

Tlt> to- csha.

n Kok> ai.

cSh^, k^p>.

cT6 kip>.

Pi
fKau kon.

SI L^p"chui.

cShin. cYau.

m
iJrtpa

Pakj cshin.

cWong cshin.

1 1
Hiit> cshin.

Kwatj cshin.

1 Man- lai-.

* Mok> sp
c
i

-VinnerCULlg.

(Shi £mang.

Hak> cpc
i

-.vpunff-

/I

Chan5 cm * u.

Tu cii

-Mi «pjn.

P ^so {hau t«it>

csh^.

42. ifau fd is the name of a snjall species of salmon about the same size, to which the Chi-

nese term refers.

43 47. The number of sp 2cies of eels found in the markets exceeds what are here men.

CHI. CHH. 121
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54. t lounder
;

reddish, with many dark
5^K>ts f eyes right, fins yellowish. Platessa.

55. Fluke ; marbled brown, fins lighter

spotted, eyes right and others left. Platessa.

56. Flying-fish
;
pectorals very long reach-

ing to the caudal. Exocetiis.

57. Gar-pike
;
green back t silvery belly,

long snout, anal longer than dorsal. Belone.

59. Gar-pike: small, silvery, black spot

on tail, dorsal near tail. Belone.

59. Garoupa
; marbled dusky red, fins

banded, 1 1 dorsal opines, head smooth. Merra ?

60. Tortoise-shell garoupa : marked in

angular spots, reddish. Chrysophris?

61 . Garoupa
;
brick red spots on a brown

ground, operculum 2 points. Chrysophris ?

62. Garoupa ; dark red marbled, lower jaw
project^t preoperculum serrate. Centrojyristis?

63. Gilt-head ; marked in squares of yel-

low and blue, dorsal yellow striped. Dentex ?

64. Gilt-head
;

head blue^ body reddish

brown, fins red, head smooth. Dentex ?

65. Gilt-head; yellowish green with blue

stripes, fins spotted blue. Dentex ?

66. Gilt-head; back bright red, fins yel-

lowish red, upper ray of tail long. Sparus

•

Gilt*head
; head smooth, two first

rays of dorsal filamentous. Pagrus ?

68. Gilt-head
; head purplish, body brown

and yellow striped, operculum scaly. Sparus.

69. Gilt-head; blackish, 2 greenish bands,

tail whitish, belly yellow. Amphiprion?
70. Gold fish; body golden red, fias

large, dorsal often wanting. Cyprimis.

71. Gudgeon; 3 inches long, spotted um.
ber Dack, belly purple, dorsal entire. Gobius.

72. Gudgeon; 5 inches, brown back, blue

belly, spotted, first dorsal small. Gobius

•

73. Gudgeon
;
green back, dingy belly,

first dorsal 5 rayed, ventral large. Gobius,

74. Gudgeon anal and 2d dorsal nearly

pquai, brown back, belly lighter. Gobius.

75. Gudgeon; brown, spotted, 1st dorsal

6, second 9 rayed, ventral large. Gobius,

76. Gudgeon; 1st dorsal 6 rayed, fins

ro rnded, large, spotted brown body, Gobius,

77. Gudgeon
; spotted green, 1st dorsal

5 rays, partly free, Periopthalmus

.

sp
e ung.

<Fa ching> p?.

Hokj tsam'

Hok^ tsam ,

.

Shik, cpan s u.

Top in6 J

<Fa shik> <pan.

<Fa <p4n cii.

sAng 4k6 Mi.

cHung sang cko

Hang lo.

Jlung cshim.

sKam cvshau.

cNgau smi <shau

"Wa^ fmi cts
f d,

{Hoi ckam s ii,

.Kam

Milk hau
<kau.

'Kon <kai
£

p
e ^ng.

Paki kop».

5Ch f eung au
5nam.
cSun hok*.

-Nam cii.

cFa su. cTin
ct6.

Honed ;
some of them are so much like wafer sruikes in external appearance, that those reptile>

have been added bv travelers to the list of strange viands found on the tables of the Chine.se.

Taet-ang shirty or rattan eel, so called from its small size and yellowish color; the mvn shin or

large mnrena ;
the sha liu^ or sand borer, and others, also occur.

59——62. Under the name o(shikpo,n or pd?i w, tlie Chineso include such fish as have dark

red marbled bodies, small scales, and spinous fins. Tlirre appears to be several genera comprised

under this name, whose distinctive differences are not well ascortriined. 'fhe first in the list is

th species commonly brought upon the tables of foreigners.

61, >39. The gobies or gudgeons are seen in abundance in the markets, where by sprinkliug

0
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Gurnard
;
large blue pectoral, 2 dorsals,

body red and green, fins red. Trigla.

79. Gurnard
;
body reddish, 2 spines pro-

jecting beyond mouth, 2 fleshy cirri. Trigla.

80. Hemiramphus
;

light bluish silvery,

ventral near tail, anal short. Hemiramphus.
81. Herring; greenish white, anal fin

long, ventrals small, belly trenchant. Clupea.

82. Herring; dark green, body broad, belly

trenchant, dorsal and ventral opposite. Clupea,

83. Herring ^greenish white, mouth small,

anal near tail, ventral with 4 rays. Gobio.

84. Herring; greenish, mouth small, bel-

ly smooth, ventrals opposite dorsal. Clupea?
85. Herring; small, body silvery, belly

smooth, ventrals near anal. Clujpea 1

86. Herring; lateral line large, dorsal

emarginate, behind the pectoral. Megalops.

87. Herring
;
yellowish green, belly den-

tated, 6 spots on the back. Chatoessus.

88. Herring; bluish silvery, last ray of

dorsal shortish, lateral line large. Megalops.

89. Herring
;

body long, silvery, fins

small, dorsal ray long. Megalops.

90. Herring
;
upper jaw emarginate, teeth

exsert, body silvery green. Chirocentrus.

91. Herring
;

body broad, silvery, anal

low, ventrals small. Megalops.

92. Herring
;

belly serrate, ventral small,

rays 7, partly free. Clupea.

93. Holocentrum
;
head red, body with 5

red stripes, spines large. Holocentrum.

94. Holocentrum
;

striped dark and light

red, tail cleft, 3 gill spines. Holocentrum.

95. Labrus; gray, back and fins spotted

black, lips large, operculum acute. Labrus.

96. Labrus; reddish brown, with black

scales, fins green, anal scaly 3 spines. Labrus.

97. Lahrus; tail red, body banded gray
and brown, 11 dorsal spines. Crenilabrus.

98. Labrus; body and fins yellowish, mouth
vertical, dorsal 7 spinous rays. Crenilabrus.

99. Labrus; body yellowish-greenish,

lateral line crooked, tail rounded. Labrus.

100. Labrus
;
reddish green spotted, oper-

culum scaly, one ventral spine. Crenilabrus.

101. Labrus : lateral line wavy, silvery

gray, back elevated, operculum acute. Labrus?
102. Labrus

; dorsal continuous, mouth
small, prolonged, head smooth. Julis.
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a little water upon them they are kept alive for two or three days. As seen in the markets,

wriggling in the watery slime which keeps them alive, the gobies appear very repulsive as an

article of food.

95.—103. The first two species m :i is list are undoubtedly true labri, and the others belong

to that extensive group of fishes, b-- oe laps the sub-genera to which they are referred may not

he correct, for, so many generic 'narks are derived from the teeth, the number of gill-rays, and
the minute d ntations of the operc lum preoperculum, and other parts about the gills, which



103. Labrus
;
long even dorsal and anal,

smooth head, red eyes, greenish. Jutis 1

104. Loche
;
4 cirri umber spotted, pec-

toral 5 rayed opposite the dorsal. Cobitis.

105. Mackerel
; five finlets, marbled green^

no carina, dorsals separate. Anxis.

106. Mackerel; fusiform, row of black

spots on back, 5 finlets both sides. Auxis.

107. Mackerel; first dorsal blackish, body
greenish, no horizontal spine. Caranx ?

108. Mackerel
;

greenish, dorsals near,

pectorals yellow, line mailed. Caranx.
109. Mackerel; lateral line carina ted, pro-

minent, 8 finlets, pectorals long. Orcynus.

110. Mackerel; 9 finlets above, 7 below,

no caudal carina dorsals near. Auxis.

111. Mackerel; one dorsal, equaling anal,

one finlet, line mailed, silvery green. Auxis ?

112. Mackerel; yellowish-green, 1st dor-

sal a spine, dorsal and anal long. Caranx ?

113. Mackerel: names of Scomberoides
in books.

114. Mango-fish
;
silvery slate color, dor-

sals separate, filaments 6, short. Polynemus.

115. Mango-fish; slate, 4 filaments, fins

black, first dorsal 7 rays, Polynemus.

116. Moon-gazer
;
reddish brown, clouded,

many cirri, pectorals broad. Blepsias.

117. Mullet
;
light green, scales on back

marked, fins and tail yellowish. Mugil.

118. Mullet; tail purplish, body silvery

green^ angular muzzle reddish. Mugil.

119. Mullet; silvery, striped with brown,

ventral forward, dorsal and anal equal. Mugil.

120. Mullet
; back angular, silvery, head

blunt, anal large, one spined. Mugil.

12L Ophicephalus
;
dorsal long, body cy-

lindrical clouded, tail round. Ophicephalus.

122. Parrot-fish; dusky green above, yel-

low belly, dorsal 9 spiny rays. Scarus.

123. Parrot-fish; dark*1 green, fins and
mouth blue edged, scales large. Scarus.

124. Parrot-fish; dark slate, banded, fins

yellow, tail spotted white. Scarus.

125. Parrot-fish; blue stripes fins edged
blue, belly yellow, teeth notched. Scarus.
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cannot be ascertained from drawings, that it is not unlikely some of them may be referred to

the wrong genus. The same remark applies to the groups included under the English names
of gilt-head, garoupa, mackerel, perch and dory.

114, 115. The second of these is a delicate fish, and much sought after, by the Chinese.; it is

called salmon by foreigners, upon whose tables it is no stranger. The first is much smaller,

and considered by some to be superior. A common saying in the market of Macao runs thus

Tai yat m6ng^ tax i tsong^ tai sam ma kau Idng, 44 First the silure, then the pomfret, and third, the

smaH polynemus.” This fish, also called bynni-carp, is common in the river Nile.

121.

Shang tx, or living fish, is a very appropriate name for the ophicephalus, whose power of

living for a long time out of water by means of the peculiar mechanism of its gills is so well

known. It is hawked about the streets in shallow tubs, and cut up alive as it is sold.
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126. Pegasus
;
snout salient, body mailed,

[jectorals large, wing like. Pegasus.

127. Perch; dorsal emarginate, opposite

the ventral and pectoral, head blunt. Perea 1

128. Perch; dark reddish brown, gills

unarmed, scaly, dorsal emarginate. Anthias?

129. Perch
;
operculum scaly, body silve-

ry, yellowish lower fins. Anthias ?

130. Perch
;

light green, spotted opercu-

lar spine large, scales minute. Therapon ?

131. Perch; body yellowish green, mouth
prolonged, operculum acute. Mesoprion 1

132. Perch
;

dark red, back wavy, oper-

culum scaly, teeth hooked. Mesoprion.

133. Perch; body silvery, fins reddish,

operculum dentated, dorsal scaly. Corvina ?

134. Perch
;
2d anal spine large, top of

head and tail red, body greenish. Pelates.

135. Perch; body brown-silvery, opercu-

lum scaly, acute, Serranus ?

136: Perch; small, gills scaly, acute,

body green, striped brown. Serranus?
137. Perch; body reddish brown, cloud-

od, head rough, 12 dorsal spines. Myripristis?

138. Perch
;
mouth large, body brown,

banded, first dorsal 8 spiny rays. Anibassis ?

139. Perch
; eyes large, back and dorsal

red, mouth vertical, tail rayed. Priacanthus.

1 40 . Perch
;
preoperculum smooth, serrate,

oody brown, mouth projecting. Crenilabrus ?

141. Perches, or other similar fishes with

spinous fins.

142. Perch-pike; 3 hooked front teeth,

back brown, belly silvery. Lucio-perccu

143. Pilot-fish; fusiform, S free dorsal

opines, purplish black, striped. Elacates.

144. Pipefish; head like a horse’s, body
mailed. Syngnathus.

145. Plaice
;
eyes right, dark brown spot-

ted, fins bluish, pectorals red. Platessa.

146. Plaice; ashy with lighter spots, fins

bluish, eyes left, dorsal short. Platessa.

147. Plaice; dark reddish brown, teeth

large, tail broad, distinct. Platessa.

148. Pomfret
;

body broad, no dorsal

-pines, greenish, fins equal. Stromateus.

149. Pomfret; purplish greenish, long

nectoral, lateral line silvery. Stromateus.

150. Pomfret 5 dorsal 3 anal spines,

l) dy broad, yellowish, ventrals small. Kurtus.

J51. Pomfret; oval, first dorsal 6 rayed,

silvery, tail small. Caranx ?

127.—140. The remarks upon the genus Labrus apply with efjiuil force 1 to the fishes groupc(i

«mder perch, Sciaena, and Sparus, most of the distinctions between wliirh consist in the position

the teeth, dentations of the gill-covers, and number of rays in tho <£ills wliirh cannot he nr-

< urately ascertained from drawings. Many of them are among tlir* most «v)mnion fishes in thesf

markets.
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152. Pomfret; blunt head, body oval, red-

]

dish-green, dorsal long, few spines. Equula?

153. Pom fret
;

ventrals long, body pur-

plish green, anal and dorsal equal. Vomer.

154. Ray
;

3 rows of spines on back,

liead broad, spotted white. Rhina acylostoma.

155. Ray
;
tail spinous, back umber, spot-

ted, few spines, nose sharp, belly purple. Raia.

156. Rav ;
reddish brown, spines arrang-

ed like a T, 2 dorsals on tail. Ram.
l 7. Ray ;

head projecting, body reddish

brown, tail thrice as long as body. Myliobates.

158. Ray; broad, greenish brown, spotted,

tail long and slender like a whip. Myliobates.

159. Ray; dark reddish green, body

semicircular tail short. Anacanthm.

160. Ray
;
comprising such as are broad.

L61. Roach ;
fusiform, brownish green, red

c\ dorsal and ventrals opposite. Leuciscus.

162. Roach ;
fusiform, greenish, lateral

line flexuous, one dorsal spine. Leuciscus.

168. Roaches, or other similar cyprini,

1B4. Salmon
;
speckled reddish, pectorals

black, ventral and dorsal opposite. Salmo.

165. Salmon
;
brown back, silvery belly,

mouth deeply cleft, head smooth. Osmerus /

166. Sciaena; operculum scaly, ventral

and pectoral opposite, body silvery. ScicBna/

167. Sciaena
;
body and fins red, green spot

on back, dorsal and gills scaly. Hcemulon /

368. Sciaena; silvery brown, preoperculum

serrated, tail reddish at the end. Pristiproma ?
1

169. Sciaena ;
body reddish orange, dorsal

rays freeish, weak, operculum scaly. Lobotes?

170. Sciaena ;
first dorsal 6 rayed, head

smooth greenish brown, 2 anal spines. Scicena ?

171. Sciaena ;
small, fins red, 2 dorsals

near, large eyes, body brown striped. Sciceyia ?

172. Sciaena; long, yellowish, dorsal emar-
|

ginate, teeth hooked, anal spine. Otolithus ?

173. Sciaena ; dark green, fins yellowish,

anal scaly, operculum acute. Diagramma?
174. Sciaena; dark brown, spotted, gills

scaly, dorsal emarginate. Sckma ?

175. Sciaena
;
one cirrus on the lower jaw,

dorsal emarginate, rays freeish. Umbrina?
176. Sciaena

;
or a spinous finned thoracic

tish,- with a large ear stone.
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148.— 153. The first of this group is the fish commonly known as the pomfret, or pampol

;

the others resemble it in their general contour, from whence the Cliinese call them ts^ong.

154. 159. Both sharks and rays are eaten by the Chinese, at all stages of their growtli

;

even the young are taken froiii tae mother for the table. There are other species not enumerat-

ed here brought to market, som^ of them so large as to require two or three men to carry them.
rH Zygoma or hammer-headed shark is often seen in the market at Macao, but compared witli

other species of shark it is commonly small, not exceeding three feet in length.
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177. Scorpsena
;

blackish, many cirri on ]

lower jaw, ventrals united. ScorpcBna.

178. Scorpaena; reddish, free rays ofpecto-

ral reach to the tail, dorsal rays free, Pterois.

179. Scorp^na
;
pectorals and tail yellow

spotted, spines free, body dark clouded. Pelor.

180. Scorpaena
;
rays of dorsal and pecto-

rals free, feathery, body banded red. Pierois.

181. Scorpaena
;

pectorals 2 free rays,

body spotted, umber color, smooth. Pelor.

182. Scorpaena ; or gurnard, or one of the

mailed fishes.

183. Shad
;

abdomen serrated, anal fin

near tail, ventral very small. Clupea. 1

194. Common shark
;
brown back, nose

sharp, fins small, 2d dorsal small. Carcharias.

185. Shark
;

a spine on each dorsal, body
banded black and gray. Cestracion zebra.

136. Shark
;
snout sharp, 2 small dorsals,

dull gray, marbled. Rhinobatus.

187. Shark
;

black fins, whitish beneath,

back greenish, anal near tail. Carcharias.

188. Shark
;

fins and back dirty green,

,

belly white, head blunt. Carcharias.

189. Hammer-headed shark
; dirty green,

eyes protruding, front of head thin. Zygcma.
190. Silure

;
marbled brown, 4 cirri, fins

particolored, single dorsal small. Silurus.

191. Silure; back dusky green, one small

dorsal, 4 cirri, mouth turned up. Silurus.

192. Silure; dusky green, spotted black,

0 cirri, spines jagged. Bagrus.
193. Silure; dull green, small 2d dorsal,

6 cirri, spines stout, jagged. Bagrus.
194. Silure; dark green, fins reddish, dor-

sal spine smooth, 6 short 2 long cirri.Bagrus.

195. Silure ;
small silvery green, 6 cirri,

spines jagged, dorsal 6 rayed. Bagrus.
196. Silure; purplish back, spotted black,

8 cirri, second dorsal long. Bagrus .

,

197. Silure; pectoral spine stout, 2d dorsal

and ana joined mottled green. Plotosus.

198. Silure
;
8 cirri, body dark green, one

dorsal, pectoral spine large Heterobranchus.

199. Silure; 4 upper and 4 lower cirri,

body brown marbled, head sharp. Pimelodus.

200. Silure
;
or bull-head, or a species of

inud fish.

201. Silver-fish; a variety in color, of

the gold fish when young. Cyprinus.
1

202. Smelt
;
greenish, dorsals near, mouth

small, head smooth, anal long, soft. Atherina.
j

203. Guava leaf sole; brown, spots large,

cvos right and others left; small. Solea.

1
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177.— 181. Some of these fishes are considered to be poisonous bv the Chinese, an iden

that has no doubt partly arisen from their forbidding aspect. I'he /igo u is marked with briglit

reddish bands, with cirri pendent from each eye, while the feathery fins, marked in brown bands
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204. Sole; yellow spotted ring on tail, bo-

dy banded, eyes left, pectoral whitish. Solea.

205. Sole
;
small, uniform reddish brown,

eyes right, dorsal reaches the muzzle. Achirus.

206. Sole
; scales large, umber, eyes right,

dorsal ends opposite the mouth. Achirus.

207. Sole
;
uniform reddish brown, dorsal

reaches gills, fins ashy, eyes right. Achirus,

208. Sole; brown, fins reddish yellow,

eyes right, dorsal reaches muzzle. Achirus.

209. Sole
;
reddish spotted brown, dorsal

extends to the muzzle, eyes right. Achirus.

210. Sole; reddish, black spots, fins yel-

lowish green, eyes right. Achirus.

211. Sole fish
;

other general names for

the genus Pleuronectes.

212. Sparus ; reddish, spotted blue, teeth

large, operculum acute. Sargus ?

213. Sparus
;
body oval, light red dorsal

continuous, 24 rays, operculum scaly. Sargus ?

214. Sparus; spotted red on gray body,

narrow at the tail, dorsal spotted. Sargus ?

215. Sparus
;
head square, body reddish,

dorsal even, teeth numerous. Boops 1

216. Sparus
;

body oval, back brown,
belly light, head smooth, eyes blue. Boops ?

217. Sparus dorsal deeply cleft, ventral

behind pectoral, brown spotted. Boops ?

21S. Spans; head tapering, greenish

hack, mouth projecting, small. Pagelus ?

219. Sparus; body brownish red, opercu-

lum scaly, acute, dorsal fin striped. Pagehis?
220. Sparus

;
reddish brown, black spot on

flank, operculum scaly. Dentex ?

221. Sparus; fins yellow, dorsal and body
silvery blue, teeth large. Dentex?

222. Sparus; head scaly, lower fins yellow,

body greenish, tail green and yellow. Pagrus 1 !

223. Sparus
;
head smooth, mouth small,

9 dorsal spinous rays, anal scaly. Sparus ?

224. Sphyraena
;
2d dorsal opposite anal,

greenish, first dorsal five rayed. Sphyrcma,
225. Sturgeon

;
back with a row of

plates. Accipenser.

226. Sturgeon
;
has three rows of plates

on the back.

227. Surgeon-fish; dusky green, 4 caudal

spines, eyes blue, anal lonjr. Acanthurus.
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upon a slate colored ground, and the large eyes, add to its singular arid brilliant appearance.
The w6ng p

l au u is one of the most hideous of fishes.

203.—210. Flounder, fluke, plaice, and sole, are Englisli terms for fishes of the old genu-
Pleuronectes, several species of which arc very abundant in the shallow waters of the Pearl
river. The sole is called jn muk or the fish with corresponding eyes, because, as tlie Impe-
rial Dictionary says, “if their eyes do not correspond they cannot swiin;

?,
consequently they

are drawn in pairs, one of which looks to the right and the other to the left.

226. These characters, and those under Nos. 113, 141, 160, 163, 176, 182, 200, 211, ana
*.i39, are taken from Chinese books

; the figures in them are so rude .^ind misshapen, that it i<

«
»
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228. Surmullet; broad, reddish, with back
brown, lips large, fins red. Mulhis.

229. Surmullet
;

dark green back, spot-

ted, belly silvery, tail banded. Mullus.

230. Taenioides
;

body dark red, long,

head smooth, eyes concealed. TcBnioides.

231. Taenioides; brick red, mouth turned

up, dorsal long, tail distinct. Tcmioides,

232. Tench
;
dark green, brown fins, ven-

trals and dorsal spiny, opposite. Leuciscus.

233. Tench
;

blackish, long, fins whitish,

lateral line white, no cirri. Leuciscus.

234. Tench
;

head depressed, mouth ver-

tical, silvery, no anal spine. Leuciscus.

235. Tench; fusiform, brown back, green,

belly, red eyes, dorsal 9 rayed. Leuciscus.

236. Tench
;

fins reddish, body dusky
green, head tapering, fins jagged. Leuciscus.

237. Tench
;

fusiform, bluish green,

ventral and dorsal opposite. Leuciscus.

238. Tench
;

or other cyprini, with and
without cirri.

239. Tetraodon
;

spineless, clouded, spot-

ted white, 4 nasal tubercles, Tetraodon •

240. Torpedo
;
head round, 2 dorsals on

tail, body dark reddish, spotted. Torpedo.

241. Trichiurus; body thin, long, white,

belly serrate, no caudal or ventral. Trichiurns.

242. Trunk-fish
;
body globular, plated

with hexagonal plates. Ostracion.

243. Tunny; spotted green back, 7 fin-

lets, dorsals separate, three carina. Tliynnus.

244. White rice fish
;
body diaphanous,

fins small, head pointed. Leucosoma.

245. Wolf-fish
;

cylindrical, brown band-

ed with white spots, reddish belly. Anarrhicas
246. Wolf-fish

;
brown and red banded,

green head, anal low, long. Anarrhicas.

impossible to do more than ascertain the order, and even this in many cases is impracticable.

The w6ng or chin, is a native of the Yellow river
;

i^t is spoken of by Da Halde and other

writers in high terms, and from the description in the Pun T^d of its habits and appearance

it is evidently a sturgeon. The sturgeon is now and then seen in these markets.

230, 231. These two fishes are akin to the gobies or gudgeons. They are remarkable for

the manner in which the eyes are concealed in the skin, and for the length of the under
jaw, Avhich is everywhere convex, and ascends in front of the upper jaw, presenting a singular

profile. The first species is the Tcenioides h^rmannien of Lacepede.

244. This singular fish is nearly transparent, and the scientific name, meaning white body,

expresses this characteristic. It belongs to the salmons, and is esteemed a delicate fish for the table.

Of the fish found in these markets, and of which this list contains only a part, the garoupa,

pomfret, marbled mackerel, polynemus or salmon, sole, and mullet, with the lung tan ii, are the

most esteemed for the table. The Chinese, however, eat nearly all sorts of fish, and the contri-

vances they employ for capturing them, from the smack that ventures out 50 or 100 miles from

the coast, to the simple hook and net of the tanMi woman, barely suffice to supply the demand.
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1. xVll animals are divided

into two great classes, viz.,

tliose with backbones (or ver-

tehrated), and those without

l)cH*kbones (or invertebrated).

\ ertebrated animals are such

birds, beasts, tortoise^ frogs,

snakes, fishes, &c. Inverte-

bra ted animals are divided

into three classes; the first

consists of shells (or molliis-

ca), the second of insects and
rrabs (or articulata), and the

third of star-fish and sea-ur-
|

rliins (or radiata). Tlie first

duss is subdivided into two

ordors
;

the second into five

orders : and the third also into

live orders.

Z, Area nodulosa.

3. Clams, an ebible species

oi Mactra.

4. Cockle, or spiral uni-

' alvrs.

5. Cones, or round pyrami-

dal shells.

H. Cowries.

7. Crab.

Hairy crab.

cFan csliang mat> c
t
f ung cfan

\
l tai- p S ut> -cyau tsik>, ut,

emo tsik>. £Yau tsik>
C

cfie, <n

ckc am, shau% ckwai, c\va, cshe»

cii shi- £yd. cM 6 tsik> ^her
Ut> lui- -yau csam ;

l yat> iit,

-c|/ong; i- ut 2 < chc ung 5Jiai;

csam iitj
{

hoi ^am, {
hoi in\

shi- sya. (shau liii

<chung <fan i" ^iu lui 2
tsc /^

lui- cchung -fan - 5ng c
sju lui

5

yau 1
- ts

c z
5>

lui 2 <chuns yik 2 <fan
c
siu lui 2

.

-Ng4 uk> l
tsz\ cSz^ thorn.

cSha pak,.

SL6 <sz\

c(). cKai <sam clo.

Pui , ^sz
5

.

£Hai. cPc an^ -li^L £P c on»i
£hai.

<Shang cchi ^hai.

IVotes and E xp lanati ons

.

I nis srriioii contains not only crustaceous and molluscous animals, but all tlic classes oi* m-
\ crtolnata, f \re|)t insects. The introductory paragraph is a very slight outline of their divi^ioit

intr» molluscn, artic-ulata, and radiata, but as the Chinese have very partially investigated tin

small boin^s composing these classes, and often apply the same name to many species wideh
(lirterin^ tVom ono another, it is difficult to quote instances of the several orders, and therefore

no aitcmnt lias been jnade to describe the several orders.
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9. Smooth shelled swim-
)ning crab.

10. Rough shelled ^swirn.

ining crabs, or Pilumnus ?

11. Hermit crab, or Pa-

gurus.

12. Edible cfal>.

13. Spider crab.

14. Crawfish, or large sea

})rawns. Palinurus.

15. C revette, or broad sea

shrimp.

16. Cuttle-fish.

17. Cuttle-fish bone.

18. Eight armed cuttle fish,

or Octopus.

19. Cypraea,

20. Dolium shell.

'21. Ear-shell, or Haliotis.

22. Horsehoof,orkingcrabe

23. Leech, or bloodsucker.

24. Lobsters?

25. Mother of pearl shell.

26. Murex, or trumpet

shell.

27. Murex muriatacus?

28. Murex longicauda?

29. Murex, a spinous spe-

cies.

30. Murex, a large unarmed
edible species.

31. Edible Mytilus, a small

o'ihbous species.

82. Nerita, two species of.

1

_

-
& g •

1 1

Tsit). <Fa cneung -hai.

sTsc ain, SL6

Kf echoing. KP <ku ccii
( ung.

Yuk> %4i.

cChl <chii -h^i.

cLung £ ha. Ho 3-.

-Hi cku.

cU tsak 2 . Maki <ii.

cHoi <piu csiu.

cCheung cku.

(Tsz’piii.
c

tsz’.

cPc
i ?p

c a clo.

Fuk>. Shik> kut> ciriing.

Hau 5
-.

£Ma c\v ng £k
c
i. cK^i £na.

(Shui chaf). <Ngau ck
c

i.

Tai 2
ct

c au 4ha.

£Wan (m6 h6k).

(H6ung .

cCheung ^In clo.

^am wat, clo.

<Chc eung c

tsui lik 2 clo.

Lat> s16.

<Sh4 £hin.

cUn cko smo. cYing cko

(tsui.

7.—13. The word hdi means crabs, comprising* sucli species of the genus Cancer us are

somewhat square; lid denotes those which are long, as crawfish, prawns, &c. There are more*

tlmn twenty species of ha known liere, most of them fo\md in salt water, and about fifteen dif-

ferent kinds of hdi; all of them form articles of food.
r

Vhe w6ng hd^ sha ha^ and ming lid amon
shrimps, and the yuk hdi among crabs are the most esteemed.

22. The king crab, or Monoculus polyphemus, is eaten by the Chinese, and the shells are

dried and formed into water ladles.



cHo. -Mau lai-.

,C\^e ckc
ii.

cMing chi.

cChing. <Sha clo.

cShui <ka chdt>. <Ha sat>.

Hoi

Yuk> itiu.

(Shui

cKom. <Fui kop>.

KoP> .

flin. Tin clo.

-cP l ng.

cLo. <Sz
5

.

cHo <h^. cMa <hd.

<Shi <hd. cNgan »ha.

Ut, cii.

<Kwa ctigau. cHin ^16

cchc ung.

cTc in <16.

cShui ^p5.

(Hoi in • cKai lchau ai.

Kai J Cchi clo.

ToiJ mb- (

hin. cK^iu cman
hin.

A/J ^*6 kai5
.

cChan clung <sz
5

clo.

33. Oysters.

34. Pectens, or eared oys-

ters.

35. Prawns.

36. Razor sheath, or Solen.

37. Sand-hoppers, or sea-

fleas, Gammarus.
38. Sea-urchin, or Echinus.

39. Sea-wing, or Pinna.

40. Sea-qualm, or Medusa.

41. Bivalve shells, thick

and farrowed, as Area.

42. Bivalve shells, thin and
colored, as Tellina, Cardium.

43. Bivalve shells, thick and
smooth, as Mya, Mytilus, &c.

44. Fresh water bivalves,

broad and thin, as Unio.
45. Univalve spiral shells.

46. Shrimps.

47. Sea shrimps or Cran-

gons.

48. Slugs.

49. Land snail or Helix.

50. Lymnea, or fresh water
snails.

51. Sponge.

52. Star-fish, or asteria.

53. Strombus.

54. Tellina.

55. Trochus niloticus.

56. Wentletrap, or Scalaria

pretiosa.

41. 45. Shell-fish form no inconsiderable portion of the food of the people in this region.

Oysters are abundant, though by foreigners they are regarded as inferior
;
clams of several

sizes, small muscles of four or five genera, species of Murex, Helix, and Area, besides others, are

constantly seen in the markets.

56. This elegant shell is often seen in the shops of Canton, where also are found many other

species, some of them brought in junks from the Indian Archipelago, and others collected on the

coasts. Fresh water shells, of the genera Unio, Mytilus, Cyclas, and others are sometimes met
with, but as the Chinese think the gayest shells are the most valuable, they do not collect flu-

viatic species.
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CHAPTER XVI.

cHo c\vai ci hoki?

-Nai c

p5 cts^iin cyan ming-
Cch6; ku' csii cchi yeuk2 sing",

^ii ping- cim, kc ap 3 chi2 <chi

fdt 5 .

I cChung V5 shi- a thing
c
fau i

<1 -nai c

p^ ^
tsC un cyan mmg-,

cyan shut> echoing cin; ku J

<shii (ka <chi ngoi-, tsak> ct
c
Cii

cl.

1. What is the object of

medical science?

It is to protect and pre-

serve human life
;
hence it is

necessary to know the nature

of medicines, and the origin

of diseases, together with the

laws of treating them.

2. In what estimation is me-
<licine held by the Chinese?

Medicine, designed to pro-

tect and prolong human life,

tias been called the benevolent

art
;
and therefore is esteemed

second only to the literary

profession.

Notes and Hxpla nations.

Medical science among the Chinese is in a very different state from that to which it has been

advanced by modern practitioners in the west. It is where it was centuries ago : many diseases

are regarded as incurable, for which modern improvement has devised sure and speedy remedies.

However, a more thorough investigation of the healing art, as understood by this people, mav
vet be of essential advantage to the science. It would probably be found, were the subject

sufficiently examined, that the Chinese, as a nation, enjoy as good a degree of health, and on
an average attain to as great an age, as any other people.

1. Preventive medicine, or hygiene^ is a part of the benevolent art to which the Chinese pa\

^reat, but evidently not too much, attention; they say, truly, 46 Prevention is better than cure.
?,

The words pd ts^un^ as here used, are quoted from an imperial work, and indicate that the primarv

object of the science is to preserve and to protect men from illness-, rather than to heal theii

diseases, or to cure their maladies.

3.

The phrase i IU or institutes of medicine, may be understood as comprising the general

l>hysiological, hygienic, and therapeutical relations of medicine, or the general and fundamental

principles of the science.

MEDICINE .

<r hok>
; <p

? in shap, luk”

•miort dFiret.

CONVERSATION ON MEDICINE.

cl’ hok 2 lun- -ii ;
tai 2 yat> ccheung.

CHI. CHR. 125



3. What is ^equ ; site in or-

der to enter the prof^ ssion?

You must sr e< )r some
celebrated pracnti ;er, and
ccome his pur-il. : ' order

to search into \h< r»: snciples

of the science, a: :•!' stigate

;he nature of reir-cdiei. select

s^v^ral medical Cyyrs for

stiidy, and perr e n.em un-

Ul the principles ander-

s-i.od, and your rrcw!:dge is

« v* endive, then you read

ci I the professional writers,

- . Are there any medical

sci ools?

There are none in nil the

country; but at Peking .here

been established a Great

M( dical College
; and persons

most thoroughly acquainted

with medicine, and possess,

mg an unblemished character,

are after examination selected

tf> enter the college, to fill its

offices, and to practice therein.

This Great ilcdical College

has one principal director, and
also one of a secondary, and
another of a subordinate, rank,

who superintend and exam-
ine the treatment of all

the nine classes of diseases,

and who direct all those who
are intrusted with the business

of the institution. Fifteen

members of the college hold

the rank of imperial physi-

cians thirty are overseers

;

forty are masters of medicine;

and thirty rank as bachelors

of medicine.

5. Who are some of the

ir.icicnt eminent physicians?

The earliest were the empe-
rors Fm and Wong

;
nxt

Isun 5

<i 5mun sz2 clio sz -?

Pdi ^ongeming <sz
5

,
ct^au di

emun ha-. <Cliui ck( au a Mu
icham kau J y6uk> sing% chak,

shd >

<i
lpun ,shuk> tuk 2 ,

ti :

£
li aning shik>

ck\vong, <1n

hau- p
t in

> Mam C chii <k^.

lau kiu* (i (kiln (fau?

cTf ung k\v k> ckii emo, ewai

cKing Sshing lap> T^i* <T

Yiin 2

,

(hdu <siin

<i <shan cino k\v > fan ;

ch vap 2 yiin)-
4

p6 kiit> m

tsapj cin. cK* i W <’

Viin- yun 2 sz
5
* vat> cyan,

cts
yiin- p^in' yat, cyan, yau

yiin J yatuvan cheung
chau (kau <fo tchi shut,, sut>

ck
f

i shuk, -i ckung <isz,J
. Yu

ti shap 2

£yau - Jng cyan; li

imik> <sam shap, cyan; <i sz'

sz” shap, <yan
; A eshane

<sdm shap 2 5yan.

Sik> ctsing d Cch6 ewai £shui \

<ii Jm £Wong; k:

5. Im tai—Yen te, or the emperor Yen, is otherwise called Shannung, the divine husband-

man, and the father of medicine. The emperor 'vas his successor, and with him K f ipak

was cotemporarv. Pakk5 lived about tl\e same time. Moham, T^ongkung, with his pupil Pintseuk^

lived prior to our era. is the physician said to have laid baie and scraped a bone of

the hero Kw^n, and so saved him from the fatal effects of a poisoned arrow: one is now style I

a god of medicine, and the other of war. Popular tradition says, that V/atc 5 was decapitated

at the instigation of Ts5 Tso, for having proposed to trepan that famous general with a view t.^

< ure him of an affection of the hrain. Shunyu V lived near the same time. Wong Shukwo r<

known by his work on the pulse, epitomized in Du Halde. Chc an Kwai is said to have remov.
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were K? ip^k, and P^kk5;
and after them followed M6-
ham, Tsc ongkung^ Pints^uk^

Wa t
c
6, Shunyii I%W6ng Shuk-
Ch? an Kwai, Hii Hdu.

tsung, Li Shichan
;
and also

there were Cheung Chung-
king, Lau Shauchan, Li
Tungun, and Chii Tdnk?

ai,

designated the four great

and renowned physicians,

who are even to this day much
esteemed.

6. What are the best me-
dical books?

The medical books cannot
be severally considered

;
for

every branch having itst)wn

authors, the doing so would
only perplex the student. But
for matter and method none
equal the 1 Golden Mirror

of Eminent Authors, 5 and the
4 Comparative Compendium of

Medical Writers •’

7. How are diseases to be

treated ?

Always in treating diseases,

whether they be internal or

externa], it is necessary in all

cases to examine into the

origin of the malady by in»

spection, by hearing, by inter-

rogation, and by feeling the

pulse.

8. Are there any hospitals

for gratuitous practice?

Sometimes only there have
been such.

9. At the apothecary’s shop

m what manner are medi-
cines sold, and how are they

compounded ?

Medicines, in a crude or

prepared state, are purchased

i

f;

?
X i

®
A

:

g

<ii <Kc
i pik>, P4k> ck5; -t

c oi

hau^ tsak> cM6 ch^m, cTsc ong
ckung, Tin ts^uk>, sWa ct

f
6,

£8hun cyii Y\ cWong Shuk>
cV/6, cChcan Kwai-, cHu Hiu 2

ctsung, -Ll cShl cchan; yau*

< Cheung Chung- ^ing, cLau
'Shau <chan, sLi cTung <un,

cChii cTdn ckc
ai, h5 2

swaisz
?'

tai
5
'

sming «k chi <kam £yau
sh6ung 2

.

J eshii cho ewai chi* shin-?

A eshii pat) snang smui
c

kii ;

I

kok> tsz’ 2
£shing cka,

cf4n

tsuk> wak 2 ^yan. J shin- <in

tdi- pi 2
, mok> cii cTsung

Jvam Kdm% <T tShii U/

i
i

cTsc dm, ^ang.

Yaa- s ii cho clam ching5
<ni ?

cLam ching >

eshi, lun 1

noi- ngoi- <fo, <kii s
i mong 2

,

cman, man-, sz2 tsz
? -

^ham cming ping 2
<iin, £wai

-Yau .chau tsai' ^un 'fau?

Pat) kwo 5

eshi ^yau cshl cm6.

Yeuk> tim' di sho fdt> shau 2

,

cii cho p^au 1

chai 5
?

Kok> <sh ng (shang shuk

ed diseased viscera. Of Li Shichan, who flourished in the reign of Manlik of the Ming dy -

nasty, it is enough to say he is the compiler and principal author of the Pun Ts^d. There
are also many other physicians, ancient and modern, who are highly celebrated.

6. Besides these there are many others in high repute and extensively used. In the sixth
Aolume of the Pun Ts(

d, there is a list of 276 medical works quoted by Li Shichan; and like^
wise a list of 440 miscellaneous works historical biographical &c” from which he made ex ‘

tracts for his materia medica.
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from all the provinces, and
|

are either cut in pieces or pre-
|

served whole
;
and then they

|

are measured out according

to recipes, sometimes several

kinds being compounded toge-

:

ther, at others they are formed
into ointments, pills, or pow-

1

ders, or steeped in spirits, and
retailed in small quantities.

10. Does the Penal Code
|

speak on this subject?

It speaks respecting physi-

,

cians :
4 On injuring or killing !

persons by an unskillful prac-
1

titioner’ it thus decrees

:

“Whenever an unskillful

practitioner, in administering

medicines, or using the punc-

turing needle, proceeds con- !

trary to the established forms, 1

and thereby causes the death

of a patient, the magistrate

shall call in other practitioners

to examine the medicine or

the wound, and if it appears

that the injury done was un-

intentional, the practitioner
|

shall then be treated according

to the statute for accidental

homicides, and shall not be

allowed any longer to practice

medicine. But if designedly he

departs from the established

forms, and deceives in his at-

tempts to cure the malady, in

order to obtain property, then
i

according to its amount he
|

shall be treated as a thief; and
\

if death shall ensue from his

malpractice, then for having
(

thus used medicine with intent

to kill he shall be beheaded.”

; ji <ts
c
oi sui>

. ciin <shan
; h6n> £li

cfong <to
c
shiu, w^k> ttseunt

sho* mi 2 cha^ eshing <kd, dan,
cim, san% wak, tsam 1 shm
c

tsau cling cku.

Lut2 Lai- cts
c ang <in a (

fau !

Lut> Lai2
sin <i ^che: sYan,

syung ci shat> <sheung cyan.

kuJ
lai- tsoi

>
:

cFan cyung u, £wai cyan yung-

yeukj <cham tsc z
5>

,

?ng 2 pat>

<ii «f6ng, (yan si chf^ (

che, chik> ling- pit, ci

pin- 1m- yeuk 2 ni- yiit> td-

cii <m5 ku J
hoi- <chi cts

c ing

^he, -i kwo 5
shat, shat> cyan

lun 2

,
pat, 'hii ching ci. Y6uk 2

ku' £wai 'pun <fong, ch^ Jiu

tsat> ping-, ci 'ts^cts^i mat.
C
che, kai J

cts6ng chun sit

t6- lun- ; (yan chi sz’ kap
<yan sz

5

-, ku > yung- yeuk
shit> cyan (ch6 (chdm.

10. This law, here quoted, forms the 297th section of the Penal Code, and seems to be

the only reference made therein to the medical profession. For engaging in the practice of

medicine no license is required; but the physician must be ware, lest his medicines fail to have

the desired effect.
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I. The Groat Medical Col-
^

iege has 9 classes [of diseases].
|

First class diseases afff'ct-
|mg the pulse violently.

Second class diseases af-

ti
jcting the pulse slightly.

Third class diseases ans.

ing from cold.

Fourth clas^

:

h of

males.
Fifth class

;

ulcers and

utaneous diseases.

Sixth class diseases neeclmg !

the acupunctiu*G and cautery.

Seventh class; (.liseases of

the eyes.
|

Eighth class diseases of
|

me mouth and teeth.
j

Ninth class
;

diseases of
,

r he bones.

2. The book [entitled] A
Sure Guide containing Ten
Thousand Recipes is the work
jf doctor Tsc

oi Kincluii of

Shanyam. Considering that I

rhe chapters and pages in the

Materia Medica were vory

numerous, and all the recipes

were promiscuously inserted

under the names of the medi-

cines, he designed this book

be a true guide to that

ote 8 and Explanations

The phrase hundred diseases,' pak ping, is nearly equivalent ui . Th: m
lun^ would perhaps be inteliigihle, hut it soenis never to liavr hf r-n n< (] i]^- rhme> .

1. Synoptical views of disea^es^—ovranged into classes and ordrrs. lik." tru-^e of u-.

c.'ullen, Vogel, Sagar, Macbvido, and (t1,—are common witli the anr! m i\ h: “,
in most of their medical works. The College at Peking formnrhuraniTf'fl u 11

.tito eleven classes, having a separate onf k tor diseases of th^- thixjat. winch are iic!uc 1

.*'
; n

rhe eighth, and anotlier for rutaneoiurdiscascs, at present comonicd uitli th'^ muirr ihr

cass : for each of theso oight classes, medical ofliccrs an* atipointed. nil of .

^nd some of them are in constant attendance on tlie emperor and hi-'- familw—Tiic doc'tr lv- ..i'

rre pulse is treated of at great length and minutely by rho Cki nrs rhere urc r lirc^ -

' 'H each wrist, at each of wliich tlioy distinguish 24 different kinas ot' di-oas^ S Incl.( 'i 1

1

.

Gleaner, vol. III., p. 129. Mo.st amte diseases, such as originate from ciu'ckefl f.or-pir!.

'!n, are comprised in the third class. Ulcers anrl cutaneous disea^^s. and ^ t

^ ve,'. are in Canton and its vicinity more prevalent tlian anv ot' rhe rla-cr..-.

rrrtton •rconti.

N O S ( ) L O G Y .

-‘
i * * - \

lU '

• '
Pak nine :; lur : tai L r

tt

A

r
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£mun sik> lui% <kim s
li <chim

^mun, yeuk> tak> <fong yat,
£,ng luk 2 cts^in Cchi sho 1

.

sYau tsak> Tun 4lVo
csh6 tso^ cchi <fong, <k^i -i

shik> yungS ci <kang pat> pit.

, kii- <fng cshii cwan>

cSiu ^h^n.

<Nung <chc ong.

Yeuks tsatj.

•Ng^.n moki.

Fat) ctsing ckwong>

Pai' <king.

lShui 'chung.

Shat) <yam.

Wai J
- cche,eung (

siu cch? ung,

cShui (

ku. ch^ung\

<Hau ^hUin.

'Ku. sM^ng "ngin.

work. Arranged in their due
order,-under the several classes

of diseases, general and parti-

rular—there are in number
about fifteen or sixteen thou-

sand recipes. By the help

ol this Guide, all the recipes,

which are scattered through
the Pim Ts(

d, may be easily

referred to for use, and there

will be no necessity for anv
other book of recipes.

Abortion. Abortio.

4. Abscess^ Abscessi'o.

•3. Ague, or febris intefrnit-

tens.

t>. Albugo, leucoma, or

opacity of the cornea.

7. Amaurosis, or gutta se-

rena.

Amenorrhcea.

9. Anasarca, or cellular

dropsy.

10. Aphonia, or loss of the

voice.

11. Ascaris, or ascarides,

or worms in the bowels.

\2. Ascites, or dropsy of

the belly.

13. Asthma.

14. Blindness.

2. This book of recipes is comprised in three small volumes and the references to all tiif-

recipes are arranged in order under those diseases for the cure of which thej- are intended.

General diseases are divided into 53 classes.

Diseases of the upper extremities are divided into • 9 classes.

Diseases of the middle regions are divided into - 8 classes.

Diseases of the lower extremities ave divided into 15 classes.

Diseases peculiar to female children are divided into 8 classes.

Diseases peculiar to grown up females are divided itito 8 classes.

Diseases peculiar to children are divided into - 4 classes.

I nder these one hundred and five classes, are specified several thousands of diseases; under each
of them its symptoms are first briefly* detailed, and the\ the references are made to the work of Li

Shichan, in which at a given chapter and page, recipes for the disease will be found. Some-
times references are made to several recipes, from which the patient may take his choice. 7

,

lu>

(4uide now usually forms the third, fourth, and fifth volumes of the Pun TsK
b.

The diseases, the names of which are given in alphabetical order in this list, are for the

most part, those which have come under the notice of foreign practitioners: often the name
1 descriptive of the disease

;
but sometimes it is not so, having been adopted from some inci-

dental or local circumstance and not from any characteristic of the malady itself, fn numerous
instances, both the common and the technical names are ijiven.

_

W

_
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15. Day blindness.

16. Night blindness.

17. Bronchocele, or goitre,

18. Bubo.

19. Burns. Ambustio.

20. Cancer of the breast.

21. Carbuncle. Anthrax.

22. Cataract. Cataracta.

23. Catamenia.

24. Catarrh.

25. Cerumen excessive.

26. Cerumen defective.

27. Cholera.

28. Cholic. Cholica.

29. Conjunctivitis, or in-

flammation of the conjunctiva.

30. Consumption. Phthi-

sis.

31. Contusion, or bruise.

32. Constipation.

33. Contagion.

34. Convulsions.

35. Convulsions of the

hands and feet.

36. Cough. Tussis.

37. Croup. Cynanche, or

sore throat.

38. Curvature of the spine.

39. Cutaneous diseases.

^

f

Wai* yati -ng^n.

Wai* ye- £ngin.

cNgo <hauv cHaup?.

<U *hau.

To <sh6ung. 'Fo cheuk».
cF

chik 2 .

£Yii cyung.

I (Yung ctsii. Ye'- cming <chii.

Luki ^hui kiin* ct
c ung cya n,

i
cKing cshui. tft, ^hui.

I

; cSheung <fung.

Shap> £
i.

cKon £
i.

Fok> lun a
. T{

o 2 se\

I

cSam fuk> ^au t
t «ng >

.

^Ngdn Woi noi2 m6k, ch^ik

ft,.

£L5 ching*.

'Siin csheung,

Tai 2 pin- pai
J

.

<Wan yik>.

cH4n.

cShau tsuk) tsit> tsung 5

,

cK? at sau\

cHau cki.

Huk, tsik>.

<Pi ping 5

.

27. Among the Chinese at the straits of Malacca, the cholera broke out in 1819, and raged
violently, as it did subsequently in other places in its westward course. In Canton, cases "are
said to occur almost every year; but the disease is not known ever to have raged here, or in
an\ part of China, with that dreadful mortality so common to it in Europe and in Western Asia,

39. Diseases of the skin are very numerous among the Chinese. Their mode of dressing,
and the little use made of the bath, are two of the principal reasons for their frequency. The
shirt is unknown to the Chinese; and their under dress, of whatever description it may he, i>
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40. Cystitis, or inflamma-

tion of the bladder.

41. Dandrif. Pityriasis.

42. Deafness. Surditas.

43. Dementia, or madness.

44. Dentition.

45. Diabetes.

46. Acute disease.

47. Chronic disease.

48. Dislocation, or luxa-

tion.

49. Dumbness. Mutitgs.

50. Dysentery, or flux.

51. Earache. Disease of

the ear.

52. Ectropium, or turning

out of the eyelids.

53. Enteritis, or inflamma-

tion of the intestines.

54. Entropium, or turning

in of the eyelashes.

55. Epilepsy.

56. Eruptions.

57. Erysipelas. Ignis sacer.

58. Fainting, or syncope.

59. Fever. Febris.

60. Intermittent fever. Fe-

bris intermittens.

61. Remittent fever. Fe-

bris remittens.

62. Glaucoma, or green-

ness of the vitreous humor.

63. Gonorrhoea.

64. Gout. Arthritis, or Po-

dagra.

65. Granulations.

cP( ong ckwong it,.

cT( au cku cp
e
i.

£l clung.

cTin ckw f 6ng ching\ F;it>

ctin.

-Yii

Fat> niu- <lam.

<0^6 (

hi cchi ping-.

Ku >
tsat2 . Ku 5

ping-.

Tit) chc ut> kwatj.

A.

Li- ching 5

. cHung pak> li
?
.

ung. -I ping 2
.

cKl iin cm5 (fan cl^ut,.

cC^eung it 2 .

cK( un cm5 c
t6 chc

ap>.

Fat> cyeung tiu*.

(cMan.

cTMn cp
l 6 (Chc ong.

Shat)
chau.

cShiu ping-* cShan iU. f Pan
ching.
<Hon it 2 -wong cloi.

Fat> -lang, fat> it 2 . Yeuk.
tsat 2 . n
£Ngan cchii pi^ luk

? .

Pak, shuk 2 .

(Tsau <fung keuk>.

Yuk> cng^.

seldom changed. In their ancient literature, there is mention made of the bathing-tiib on which

the sages had their maxims engraved ;
but public baths seem never to have existed in this

< ountry, and private ones are not common, nor much frequented.

59. The kinds of fevers enumerated by Chinese nosologists are numerous, but it is almost im-

possible to denote their differences so as to distinguish the several species.

E
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66. Gravel, calculus, or !

stone.

67. Hepatitis, or inflamma-

tion of the liver.

68. Hernia.

69. Hernia.

70. Hiccup. Singultus.

71. Hoemoptysis, or spit-

ting of blood.

72. Humpbacked,

73. Hydrocele, or dropsy
i

of the scrotum.

74. Hydrophobia. Rabies

canina.

75. Ichthyosis, -or scaly
j

skin.

76. Idiotism.

77. Imperforate meatus au. I

ditorus.

78. Incontinence of urine.

79* Indigestion.

80. Inflammation of the

iris. Iritis.

81. Inflammation of the

cornea. Corneitis.

82. Itch.

•

83. Jaundice. Icterus.

I

84. Lameness.

S5. Leprosy. Lepra.

86. Leuce, Alphus, or Le*

pra.

87. Leucorrhoea.

88. Lichen simplex, or the
|

tetter.

89. Lippitudo, or blear-

eyedness.

90. Loss of memory.

91. Madness. Mania.

92. Mania potu, or delirium

tremens.

cSha clam.

<Kon it2 .

Tit,
4
ta chc ut> cch€eung.

'Siu cchc eung hi
5

.

(Ta iU.

cT{ am £yau hiit 3 . 'Po 5 hu( 3 .

ETf o pui*. 'U 'che.

I

'Lun cfu
cshui cheung 5

.

cK\v c ong chun cchun iim
1 ching\ ..

<Shang cshecpc
i. cU clun cp

c
i.

Pat>
lsing cyan sz2 .

cM6 kiu J -c

j.

j

j

Niu- kap 5 ching\

j

Patj cSiu cfa.

sNgin hak> ctsing chf
ik) it2 .

I

-Ngan ngoi- <tsing ch*ik> It^.

I

cKon 14i?
. <cnc 6ng.

Fat> cwong ching\

cPai keuki.

cMa cfung. Fat> dung.

Pak 3 shik 2 .

j

_

<Lau pakj tai
J
.

1

cFo cting cchf ong.

Ldn- -ngan cpin.

Ching 3

<chc ung. Ching>

<chc ung
cTin ck\v

c ong ching 5
. (Tin

ong- ching^.

Fat> c
tsau <tin.

74. Hydrophobia seems to be almost unknown among the Chinese. Somewhere among the

clauses or notes which accompany the Penal Code, there is mention made of the kwK 6ng hun^ or

mad dog. But instances of canine madness, few in this part of the country have ever witnessed.

CHI. CHR. 127
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93. Miasmatic contagion.

94. Measles. Rubeola.

95. Menses^ or Menstrua-
tion.

96. Menorrhagia.

97. Muscie volitantes.

98. Nebulie, cloudy spots

on the corners of the eye.

99. Neuralgia (?) or dis-

ease of the nerves.

100. Odontalgia, or tootli-

ache.

101. Oplithalniia.

102. Acute ophthalmia.

103. Chronic ophthalmia,
j

104. Purulent ophthalmia%

105. Rheumatic ophthaU
mia.

106. Scrofulous ophthal- I

mia.

107. (Jonorrhcpal ophthal-

mia.

108. Otorrhoea, or a dis- i

charge from ear.

109. Palpitation of the
i

heart,

110. Palsy. Paralysis.

111. Pestilence.

112. Petechia*.

113. Piles. Hcjeinorrhoids.

114. Pneumonia, or inflanu

ination of the lungs.

115. Polypus of the ear.

llf>. Nasal polypus.

117. Pox, or syphilis.

118. Small-pox.

cCh^ung lai^

<Lam ching'.

iKing c
shui». Ut^

c

shui.

Hiit> <sh n

-Ngin <f4.

sLo <fa>

<Kan ping
1

,

ching*.

£Ngin ching*.

cSan wai^ £ugari>

sUn ciiin w4n- 5ng4n>

-Ng^n ckau.

CL6 lik 2
£ngan tsatj.

-Ng4n <fung ping
J

*

8hik> £ngari.

<Shang tsing 1
.

<Sam t^iu*.

<r

I
c 4n un-.

<Wan vik>. Yika ching'

<Pan ching*.

ChP <ehc ong

cLo tsati.

?
I cfa.

Pi
1
- cchung sikj yuk,.

(Ting.

Tau J

. ( hf ut> tau 1
.

9^. The phrase, rhtun^ lai is used to denote both tlie disease, miasmatic contagion, aud the

miasma from which it originates. Other phrases are to be foun/^ used in the same manner.

99. Though kan ping may be the proper and the best term to denote disease or pain oi’ th

nerves, vet it is exceed iiitrlv doubtful whether the term is generally understood as applying onh
to this class of diseases.

«

K
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119. Chicken-pox. Vari*

cella.

120. Prickly heat.

121. Prolapsus recti.

122. Prolapsus uteri.

123. Pterygiuui, or excre-

scence upon the eye.

124. Ptosis^ or inability to

raise the eyelid.

125. Closed pupik with de-

position of lymph.

126. Quinsy. Cynanchea
tonsillaris.

127. Rheumatism.

128. Rmgworn>, or Tinea
capitis.

129. Scorbutus, or scurvy.

130. Scrofula.

Iv31. Sea-sickness.

132. Near-sightedness.

133. Far-sightedness,

134. Shingles, or Herpes
i

zoster.

135. Sleepiness of the foot.

136. Stammering, or stut-

tering.

137. Staphyloma, or projec-

tion of the cornea.

138. Strabismus, crosseyed,
i

or squinting.

139. Strangury.

140. Stone.

141. Suffocation by drorvvn-

mg.
142. Syphilis,

143. Tetanus, or lockjaw.

<Shui p
c 4u.

It, fai*. Fai J c
tsz\

Tc
iit, ckong cchl ching*.

^Siti
Cchc an. Lok, <t

c
oi. Hd 1

de
oi.

SL6 yuk 2 cpc an <tsing.

cTsing sp
c
i chui J

- hk l
.

cT? ung syan pai
1

hop,.

cHau clung t^ung 5

.

(Fung shap 5 .

<Kam £ts
c in

<Shang <tsu.

I

cLo liks.

Wan- long*. (Au long:.

Kan- shi- -ng4n.

-Yiin shi- -ngdn.

du tai
5 c

sin. cWai ciu

Keuk> pp

.

cHau kat>.

Tat -ngan ^hii. Tai-
Cchu.

cTsc e shi- -ngin.

<Siu
c
pin iti t

t ung >

.

cP? ong ckwong tai- csh^ ^lam,

Nik, cshui c^am ^yung.

cShang (ting.

4Hau kam'. cNg^ <kwan
ckan pai*.

147. \accmation appears to have been entirely unknown to the Chinese, until introducea
m 1805, by Alexander Pearson, esq., surgeon of the East India Company's factory, who both
vaccinated numbers himself, and wrote a small tract in explanation of the theory and' art : it « a>
translated into Chinese by sir George Staunton. From that time to the present, an efficient
vaccine establishment has been maintained at Canton, first under the care of doctor Ppar<on,
and subsequently under a native gentleman, He qua, who was initiated and well instructed in
ihe busmess by the founder of the institution. From Canton, the practice has spread int&
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I cFan ct*in ha- ishang mata ,

<fi shau% cchc ung, cii, «shang

ci hiit> ^he -cya. cYu 'ts^,

cyii muk> cshang 5md hiit>

1. Whatsoever things are

produced in the world,—birds,

beasts, creeping things, and

fishes which are generated,

and have blood and breath

;

likewise flowers and trees,

which are generated, but are

without blood and breath
;

several, if not most, of the provinces of the empire, and the tract has also been widely circulated,

the Chinese publishers carefully suppressing its foreign origin.

152. External diseases, and especially those injuries which are caused by violence, called

sheung^ do not usually form a distinct class with the Chinese. And surgery, or chirurgery, as a

distinct science, a separate branch of the healing art, is quite unknown to native physicians

;

there is not, probably, one in the empire who would venture to attempt to open a vein, or to

amputate a finger.

5>mion

MATERIA MEDIC A.

Pak> yeukj lui-; tai 2 <ch6ung.

£ming.

Yuk> clau.

cChc ong.

Chung 5 tau-.

cY^ung cmui tch*ong.

<Tl au wan- -cngan t f4.

cKai £ngan.

tCh^ung. Wai 2 «ch*ung.

tSheung ch 1 !^. tSh^ung.

cM6 lui 2 -ngkn. <Kon -ngin.

144. Tinnitus aurium, or

ringing in the ears.

145. Tumors.

146. Ulcers and sores.

147. Vaccination.

148. Venereal ulcers.

149. Vertigo, or giddiness.

150. Warts and corns.

151. Worms.

152. Wounds.

153. Xeroma, or dryness

of the eyes*

Notes and Explanat ions.

The Materia Medica of Li Shichan, often mentioned and quoted in the preceding pages, is

comprised in forty octavo volumes, divided into fifty-two chapters. The 1st and 2d chapters con-

sist of introductory matters
;

and with them are included the Man F6ng Kam Sin, noticed in

the preceding section ;—the whole filling seven volumes. The 3d and 4th contain lists of medi-

cines for the cure of all diseases, which fill three volumes and a half. The 5th chapter treats of

in

•Hn

-f
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:md also inanimate objects,

<\ich as rocks and hard iron ,

all these can he used as healing

medicines. Those examined
in the Materia Medica of Li

Shichan, amount to one thou-

sand, eight hundred, and se-

venty-ono kinds.

2. The notable arrangement

I n the work of Shannung.
3. Of the first class of me-

dicines there are 120 kinds,

which are sovereign, and the

<\hief supporters of human life,

thereby resembling heaven.

They are not poisonous, and
however freely or constantly

used they are harmless. Ifyou
would exhilirate the body, and
improve the breath, and re-

tard the approach of age, use

this first class of medicines.

4.

Of the second class

there are 120 kinds, which are

ministering servants, and the

<'hief supporters of human na,

ture, thereby resembling man.
.Some are poisonous and some
not, and they- ought to be

used with caution. If you
wish to check disease, and
restore those who are thin

and emaciated, use the second

class of medicines.

—

hi
5 C

c!?e -ya. cWan ciu cii

shik 2 , ckin /tn <u t
c
i'> 'che,

ckai (hi) tsok> £wai a veak,
5ya.

lHau <chii £Li sShi

cchan cPun (Tsc 6 tak 3 yat 5

-ts^m pat> pak> tsc at> shap,

' vat, Vhung.

cShan cnung 'pun <king

lai-.

Sheung- yeuk ? yat> pak> i-

shap .
Cchung, cwai tkwan, Vhu

Veung ming-, ying 1

ct
{ in.

cM6 tuk> cto fuk 2

lkau fuk 2

pat) csheung cyan. \ uk,

ching cshan yik> hi\ pat> '1**

cin ciiin
(

che,
(pun sheung 5

eking.

cChung yeuk 2 yat> pak 5 i-

shap> Cchung, cwai cshan,
(clm

cyeung sing% -\ ying 5 cyan.

cM6 tuk, £yau tuk 3., ccham
cheuk> ?k

{
i ci. Yukj at>

ping-,
4

p6 <hc
ii clui

fche,
cpun cchung eking.

waters; the 6th, of fires; the 7th, of earths. In chapters 8,9, 10, and 11 metals and rocks an
described. Chapters 12 to 37 inclusive, are devoted to the vegetable kingdom. The 38th

treats of garments and domestic utensils. The remaining chapters, from the 39th to the 52d.

treat of the various tribes in the animal kingdom. The preceding chapters fill thirty-nine vo-

lumes; the fortieth is filled with dissertations and notices respecting the pulse. The properties

of the articles discussed are considered in a very methodical manner, so that the student can
immediately turn to a plant or mineral, and ascertain its virtues by a momenfs inspection. Thus,

the properties of the various parts of a horse are treated of under twenty-four heads, in which the

qualities and efficacy of the viscera, hair, hoofs, &c., &c., are described. See Chinese Reposi-

tory, Vol. VII., page 393.

The shop of an apothecary in Canton is said to contain usually not less than three hundred

medicines
;

yet the most intelligent of the Chinese affirm that forty or fifty only are absolutely

necessary in medical practice. In the streets and markets, there are numerous stalls in which

are exposed for sale a great many fresh and dried vegetable substances, which have never been

received into any European pharmacopaeia. Most of these, together with whatever other

articles can be gleaned from the kingdoms of nature, and are used in the materia medica of

the Chinese, may be found enumerated in the chapters on natural historv.

CHI. cur. 128
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lid 1 yeuk> yat> p^k> V- shap.
- 5ng chung, swai tso

> sz’
C

chii chi- ping- s
i ying' tis

<T6 tuk> pat,
ch *kau fiiki.

Yuk 2 <ch( u chon it>, cts
(
e hi'-

tsik> tsii 1
ii- tsatj

^un hu2 fking.

tSam cpan hop2 pak
lukj shap> 5ng (chung, f^i

<s^m pak) luk> shap> £,ng to%

yat) ying 5 yat> yat
2

-•

tshing yat, sui'. -cP e ui £k
f/

i

sho* hop> tsc atj p^k> <s^iij

shap» 5ming £y4.

Yeuk 2 -yau ckwan, £shan^ tso -

sz
?>

,

s
i <s6ung 5 i ship> hop, c\v

<1 yat> tkwan, 1- cshan, <sim
tso% £,ng sz

J)

;
yau a cho yat,

ckwan, <sam 5shan,
(kau tso"

sz
5> £yk.

Veliky -yau ctan chang *che
£yau «s6ung <sii (chf; -yau

«seung sz
?>

*ch6; syau <s6uni>

wai 5 (che
;

5vau cs^ung iV

5. There are 125 kinds of

medicines of the third class, !

uhicli are assistants and a-
j

ients, curing diseases, thereby
j

resembling earth. They are !

poisonous, and ought not to be I

miich used. If you wish to !

remove cold or heat, correct
|

l»ad breath, or break up con-

gestion, or cure disease, use

rhe medicines comprised in

this class.

0. Tliese three kinds being

\mitcd make three hundred
iuui sixty-five, corresponding

[ in number] to the three hun-

dred andsL\ty-five degrees into

wliirh the 7.odiac is divided,

one degree answering to one
day, and so completing a

year. This number doubled,

will give seven hundred and
thirtj names.

7. Medicines have sove-

reigns, ministers, assistants

and agents, by which they pro-

inulge and receive. An har-

monic union ought to have
one sovereign, two ministers,

three assistants, and five

agents also one sovereign,

three ministers, and nine as-

sistants and agents, is a good
romhination.

8. There are medicines i

which are to be used alone ;

.

others must be used together
;

|

some are to be employed as i

agents
;
some stand in awe of

each other; and among someO I

"2 6. "I his arrangement—l>y tradition attributed< Slum nung—Ls iiiore curious and fanciful

than rational or useful: it is here introduced^ from the sixth volume of the Materia Medica f

as n specimen of those irnogiiKirv system^ which are still adhered to by the Chinese as tena-

f'iously as tliey ^ver were l)v western physicians of olden times.

7. What may have been, or what can ever be, the advantage of such a distribution of medi-

cines, the Chinese physicians do not explain, nor is it easy to imagine. The theory is founded

on the constitution of the states but the relation in numbers is not very well maintained, then-

being only two or three ministers for a sovereign. There are other systems of a somewhat similar

nature, in which tho domestir relations of father and son, elder and younger brotliers, &c.j ar<r

introduced.

8. Of the 365 kinds ot niedirines forming the system of tlie celebrated Shannung, 71 are

be used alone, 12 are to be used with eacii other, 90 are employed as agents, 78 stand in awe of

» uch other, 60 are repulsive or hate euch other, 18 are opposites, and 36 neutralize each other.

E

H
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there is mutual repulsion
;
oth-

,

ers there are which are oppo-
|

sites : and also some neutralize 1

each other. Whenever medi-

cines with these seven natures

are to be mixed together for

use, it will be well to employ

tliose which associate and assist

each other
;
but you must not

employ those which repel and

are opposites one to the other.

[f a malignant case is to be

treated employ those which

^tand in awe of or neutralize

one another
;
otherwise you

mast not use the medicines to-

gether.

9. Medicines have acidi-

lv, saltness, sweetness, bitter- >

ness, and acridness, which are

their five tastes : there is

the acidity of vinegar; the
;

saltness of salt
;
the sweetness

of liquorice
;

the bitterness of

rhubarb
;
and the acridness of

pepper.

10. They also have the pro-

perties of cold and heat, of

warmth and coolness : for ex-

ample, the cold of gypsum
;

the heat of cassia
;
the warmth

of oily nuts
;
and the coolness

|

of the oil of peppermint.

1 1 . There are the four smells

of fragrant, fetid, frowzy,

and rank; thus aloes, san-
!

dal-wood and musk have a fra-
|

grant smell; garlic and as-

safetida have a fetid smell

;

fowls, fish, ducks, snakes, &c.,

'ch^; -yau cseung £fdn •che;

syau cseung sh^-t>
C
che. cF^n

C
ts

c z
9
ts

e at>
ctsing hop2 <wo shi 1

cchi ctong yung- cs6ung csii

tS^ung sz
5> Cch6 Jeung; mat^

yung- ts^ung cs6ung £f^n
Cche. Y6uk 2

£yau tuk 2 cfchai*
cho yung 2

cs6ung wai5 cseung

sh4t>
Cch6, pat> £

i mat^ hop.

yung z £yk.

Y6uk z
£yau csiin, ch^m, ckom,

^u, csan, yeuk 3_ cchl
£,
iig mi 2

:

ts
e 6

5
«chi csiin; shik a cim <chi

ch^m; ckom c
ts

? 6 cchi ckom;

t4i- cwong cchi
c
fu

;
<fi ctsiu

<chl csan.

YauJ syau chon, it,, <wan t

cl6ung, sing 5

: £ii shik, <kb <chi

6n
;
k'vai) (cW it 2 ;

pfiiV

<chi cwan
;
pok 2 cho <chi

<16ung.

cH6ung, chcau% csing, cts6^ sz
n

hf : sii ccWam, ct
? dn, she 2

,

tsak> ck?
i hf <h6ung; siin

5

<ii

c ngaiS tsak> ckc
i hi* c^au"

:

r

These seven properties, qualities, or passions—are apparently imaginary; they have

never been recognized in European books, nor can they be very accurately described.

9. Tastes, with the Chinese as with Europeans, are very numerous, and vary in kind and

strength to an extent almost interminable. An accurate classification of them is impracticable.

Those here enumerated are easily understood and recognized, and, with the subdivisions, they

quite sufficient for all useful purposes. There is another distinction, that of agreeable and

disagreeable, instinctively recognized by brute animals; the first being for the most part whole-

some and nutritious, while those composing the second are hurtful.

10. These qualities are constantly referred to in Chinese medical works; the third and fourth

appear to be merely modifications of the first and second, being the same in kind and differing

only in degree.

11. H^,ung and ch{au are common words to denote such smells as are grateful or offensive,

whatsoever may be their source. Sing is the smell which proceeds from animals when disem-

S KCT. 3.
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have a frowzy smell; foxes, I

have a rank smell.

12. Medicines operate three 1

*vays, by causing perspiration,

,

vomiting, and purging.

18. There are six incura-

ble cases. The self-indulgent

and the profligate, unreasona- 1

bly violating propriety, is the
;

1st case
;

the inconstant and
|

the covetous, is the 2d case;
j

the unsuitably clothed and fed, !

is the 3d case
;
the constitu-

|

tion which has its functions

deranged, is the 4th case
;

the i

emaciated who is unable to

take medicines, is the 5th

;

and the believer in enchant-
|

ments, who has no faith in

physicians, is the 6 th case.

14. Disease may prove fa -

tal in six ways;— in the 1st
,

place, by its not being examin-
|

ed ;
in the 2d, by its not be-

'

ing acknowledged
; in the 3d,

|

by its being neglected
;
in the i

4th, by the bad choice ofa phy- !

sician
;

in the 5 th, by his not
j

understanding the disease: if
j

there exist one of these six

causes of failures, then the
j

cure will be difficult.

15. The nature of medi-

cines requires that some of

them be used as pills, others
|

ought to be used as powders, i

others boiled in water, others

should be steeped in wine, and
others fried in fat; and there

may also be materials that re-

14

»

.

—

* a
Ili

*

_

•

—

— »—
*

tkai, s ii, 4p>, iSh6, tsak> £ k* i

h? <sing; cU £li tsak> ck c
i hi*

ctSO.

-Yau c^ani chiS iit> hon% iit 3

iit,

£Yauluk ? pat> chi ?
. cKiu ts

( z
y

pat, lun- tkon yat> pat>

chi-
; thing <shan chung 1

cts
e
oi, V pat> chi 2

;
ci shik ?

pat>

shik>, <sim pat> chi-; <yam
cyeung ts6ng- hi* pat, ting-,

sz
,J

pat> chi- ;
eying clui

pai> snang fak ? yeuk?, £,ng
pat> chi-; sun1 m5 pat> sun'

ci, luk ?
pat, chis

Ping- -yau luk 2
shat shat 3

cii pat>
csham; shat> £u pat>

sun); shat> “i pat kwb) Sshi;

shat> cii pat, ch^,k> <i; shat>

cii pat) shik 5 ping-
;
luk ?

shat>

-yau yat>, tsik> ewai sndn chi-.

Yeuk 2 sing5 -cyau <i cun *ch^:

ci sa^ Cch6, ci *shui *chu
{ch^, ci

ctsau tsik> <i «ko

ctsin
Cch6, yik> syau yat> mat 3

i) wel!ed; tsd is the rank, strong, effluvia from animals in heat, and the peculiar odor given oft

by some of the canine animals.

14. This is quoted from the sixth volume of the Pun Tst
d, page 50; and appears to be a trag^

ment of some one of the ancient authors, who had named six ways in which disease might

prove fatal; but in the book from which it is quoted, no reason is assigned for the omission

of one of the six.

15. The Chinese have their treatises on regimen, in which are rules for the attainment of

long life. One of these is divided into four parts
;

the 1st treats of the heart and affections

the 2d treats of food, the 3d of business, and the 4th of rest by sleep. These treatises comprise,

with some things that are fanciful, many very useful remarks, which are evidently the result

of careful observation and long experience.



>quire a combination of these

modes. Some there may be

which cannot be used with

hot water or wine. Always ''

have regard to the nature of
|

the medicine, that it may not

be resisted or disregarded,

16. Because all things may
be used in the materia medi-

•ca, it is unnecessary to enu-

merate them in detail; but

some of them are taken and
compounded and mixed so as

|

to form a new medicine, which i

is then known by a new I

name. Of such the following
\

^ire the most important

17. Absorbents

18. Acetous-

19. Aliments,

20. Aromatics.

21. Octo-genii, or octo-an-

gelic cakes.

^ECT. 3 MATERIA 3IEDICA. 5U

I

(kim (chS. Yik> -cyaa pat,

I

cho yap> <t
c ng c

tsau 'ch^.

I

PingJ

Sts
c ui y^uk 2 sing% pat>

I

tak> swai ut
2
.

Man 2 mat^ (k4i
cho tsok,

y6uk 2 shik> yung 2 £

y pat,

I

csiu cfin tsii-;
sn4i syau -i

l cchl p
c au> chai' smai ctsai,

J

csz
?

<shing miu > yeak 2 ,
cming

.
csan tfong. (TVz’ hV

cfan tsu? chung- "ehe*

£Sham shap 5 . sShau shik 3

<chi <tsai.

sYau ts'd* tik,.

Shik> mat^. -cYeung mat>.

Mi)- lui\

Pat> csin ckd.

16. The articles—mineral, animal and vegetable—comprised in the Materia Mcdica of Ll

Shichan, are severally described in the following order. Taking for an example, tdiwdng^ or

rhubarb which is the 1st article in the 4th family of the 1st order of vegetable productions, in

vol. xx, chap. 17 ;
it is treated under eight distinct heads, the whole description occupying seven

leaves, or 14 octavo pages. Under the 1st head, shik ming^ the Chinese scientific name and th^

synonyms by which it is known are explained. Under the 2d, tsap kai, there is a collection of ex-

planations, comprising the history and botanical description of the plant. Under the 3d, chin
7
ng^ are corrections of errors, and instructions for preventing the improper use of the article as a

medicine. Under the 4th, sau chf
i^ the mode of preparing it for use is detailed. Under the 5th,

hi mij its taste, smell, etc., are noticed. Under the 6th, chii chi^ its masterly operations, i, e. its

specific virtues as a medicine, are enumerated. Under the 7th, fat ming^ is given a clear ex-

position of its uses, in other words, its rationale. Under the 8th and last head,^ fn6g^ there is

a list of recipes, with the names of the maladies for which it is a remedy. There is some variety

in the mode of describing different articles; thus, the roots, branches, flowers, secretions and

fruit of a tree, if each is to be used separately as a medicine, will have its own description.

in describing animals
;
the various organs and secretions are treated of under separate heads,

enabling the student immediately to refer to any part he wishes to examine. In the main, how-

ever, the above order is preserved throughout the book.

17. These two terms, sham shap^ and shau shik chi tsai^ are applied to those medicinal

substances which have the faculty of withdrawing moisture from the atmosphere, or any object

to which they are applied. Tliey seem also to be applied sometimes to those medicines which

have no acrimony in themselves and neutralize acidity in the stomach and bowels, such as mag-
nesia, prepared chalk, &c. The word tsai is, in iis correct application, confined to compounded
medicines.

18. T)? words yau tik^ belonging to, or possessing the qaalit)^ of, occurring in the phrase yau

is a common mode of expressing a quality or nature, indicated in English by ous^ istu, &(%

This phrase may serve as a model for forming or rendering other similar sentences.

ia

»

A
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P4k> cseung.

Sit> se* ichi t tsai.

Ngai i
5yung

cTin <k^.

<Kam <kai lak>.

Tung- (

siu pin'- tik> y^uk 2
.

4Au Hf d tchi ttsai.

S
I yeuk> nging y

n^ip) pin-

t5- cchung.

Yeung)

Luki cyung.

T^tj sit>.

Shing' yii ? df ong.

cKin ^hui.

Sai' y6uki.
4

Sai tik ?.

Y6uk 2
.

Mut, yeuki.

cKd.

Poki cho 4yau.

Yeuk 2 m4n- pings

Y6uk 2 sim. (Tii

<Kd y6uk>.

cWan wai> (yam.

Fan. Sin •

Yeuk, cfong c
tsz\

Ts^ng lt 2 tik> yeukj.

Flt> ^iu cchi ctsai.

of cakes, liquors, lotions, pills, powders, plasters, etc., with sundry

be found in the Golden Mirror; see chap. LXII.

f 22. Carbonaceous powders.

2 3. Cathartic.

24. Caustic.

2 - Chemist, or druggist(?)

26. Cinchona bark-

27. Diuretic.

28. Emetic.

29. Enema.

30. Ferment.

31. Hartshorn.

32. Iron filings.

33. Liquor of* divine heal-

ing.

34. Lixivium.

35. Lotions.

*36. Medicine.

37. Myrrh.

3^. Ointment.

39. Oil of peppermint.

40. Panacea.

41. Pill.

42. Plaster.

43. Potion for warming

the stomach.

44. Powder.

45. Prescription.

46. Refrigerants.

47. Sudorific medicines.

33. Recipes for many kinds

directions for using them, may

_
oi
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_
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Section

ANATOMY.

#
K\vat> tsit> tsong- Tu

;
tai J sz

J>
<ch6ung.

1. Abdomen; the part be-

low the diaphragm is called

the abdomen, or vulgarly the

belly : the part below the um-
bilicus is called the small ab-

domen.
2. Acetabulum, the cup-like

cavity of the os innominatum.

3. Adipose substance, or the

fat.

4. Alveolar process.

5. Ankle
;
below the bones

of the leg, and above the top

of the foot, on the two sides,

there projects out a high bone

;

the one on the outside is the

externus malleolus, and the

one on the inside is the inter-

nus malleolus. Vulgarly, they

are called the foofs eyes.

6. Anus.

7. Arms is the general de»

signation of the two large

limbs on the upper part of the

Fuk, Cch6, k4k> <chi ha 2

fuk,, tsuk> cming iiU $
t
c
6;

Sts
<z

,

cchi h42
iit>

c
siu fuk 2 .

sP l
i csh^ii, c\vdn VW i[U

ch?U.
CK5 yuk 2 .

sNg4 celling kwat,.

Wa* (
che, chang kwat, cchf

h^,
3
- tsuk> fu- cchi sheung J-

-16ung cp^ng tat, chc
ut> ckd

kwat>; tsoi a ngoi- £wai ngoi 1

wa% tsoi 2 noi- c\vai noi- wa\
Tsuki xxti keuk> sngan.

<Kung cmun. Kuk> t6-.

Pi-
C
che, sheung 2 cshan -leting

tii- cchi <chi d^ung cch f ing

Notes and E xp lanations .

While anatomy is admitted by western physicians to be the basis of medical science, it is by the

Chinese almost wholly unknown and neglected. The single fact that dissection is seldom if ever

attempted in this country is evidence enough to prove that there cannot be any very accurate

knowledge of the human frame and its functions. Animal physiology is of course, but partially

understood. This section comprises, with few exceptions, only such terms as are in use among
the Chinese, and v/3ll-understood by them. From the nature of the case, it is very limited—those

names being for the most part excluded from it which, though well-known by foreigners, are

not recognized by the Chinese, and vice versa. A very few new terms have been admitted,

and where much doubt exists as to the correctness of any such it is indicated by a point of inter-

rogation. Some account of the human body has already been given on preceding pages ;
see

chapter II. In the Golden Mirror, noticed on page 499, human anatomy occupies several

chapters, commencing with the 80th, in which the principal parts of the osseous system are

named and the names anatomically defined. A similar list of terms and definitions occurs in

the Lui King, or Medical Cyclopedia, by Cheung, vol. XVII.

1, 7. These definitions^ of the abdomen and arms are copied verbatim from the Golden Mir-

ror. The latter definition, though it is very deficient and even erroneous in regard to the po-

sition and size of the ulna and radius, yet clearly points to them in the ekingJu i kioat, as the

primary and secondary bones of the fore-arm.
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body; they are also called

kwang, and vulgarly, yikpf
6k.

The joint in the middle of

the arm, where the bones in

the upper and lower part of

the arm are joined together,

ivS called the elbow. The bone
above the elbow is called the

humerus. The bones below

tho elbow are called the fore-

arm : the bones of the fore-

arm are two, a primary and
a secondary

;
the secondary

( or the ulna) is joined above, is

sliort, small, and inclined out-

wards
;
the primary (or radi-

us) is articulated at the lower

end, is long, large, and inclin-

ed inwards. At the lower

extremity they both join the

bones of the wrist.

8. Arteries. (?)

9. Articulations
;
place that

can be bent and straightened.

10. Astragalus, ankle-bone,

or sling bone. (?)

11. Auditory foramen.

12. Axilla; vulgarly called

the arm-pit.

13. Basilar process of the

temporal bone.

14. The gall-bladder.

15. The urinary bladder.

16. Blood vessels. (?)

17. Bones of the head.

18. The brain is the mar-
row of the head.

19. Internal canthus, or

inner corner of the eye.

20. External canthus, or

outer corner of the eye.

21. Capillaries. (?)

22. Capsule of the lens.

23. Cardiac orifice of the

stomach.

0 \

t

JEL
7C

P

£yd; yat 5 <ming ut 2
<kwangt

tsukj <ming yik> p^kj. Yik>

p^k) cchung tsit> sheung- h^,2

kwat> tkiu tsip> citiing

iit 2 *chau.
cChau sheung- <chi

kwat> iiti iiid kwat>.
cChau

ha J cchi kwat> ut, pi- kwat>

pi- kwat 2 -yau ching* fu-, i
2

kwat>; fu- kwat> tsoi- sh6ung-

^tiin sa^ «p
c )n ngoP; ching

k'vat> c kii hi2 <chf 6inig

<p
f in noi 2

. cKu tsip> mju

kwat>

i

Mak> tkan.

! Kau*
;

'ho huk> *ho chik>

I

Hat, kwat>.

ilung.

Yik 2 tsuk> stning yik> «chji iwo.

5Un kwat>.

lTkm.

sPong ikwong.

cKing lok>. <Kingmak>. Lok>
! mak>.

!

j'Fau kwat>.

j

sNd 4

ch6, s^au kwat> cchi

I *tsui.
•

sNgi,n i^au. Noi- tsl z?>
.

sNgan smi. Ngoi ? ts^z^.

4Siu huU ckan.

£Ngin «chii «t*oi.

Wai 2 (kun *hau. iPan

17. Terms for designating the bones of the head, bones of the back, and those of all other

parts of the body» are formed by joining the word kwat to these several parts respectively
;
an

Miumeration of them, therefore, is unnecessary.
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24. Carpal bones are those
j

mall bones situated where
j

the hand and the wrist are I

joined together.

25. Cartilages (literally,

flexible bones),

'2S. Ensiform cartilage of

the sternum, or the bone co-

vering the heart. This sub-

stance is a cartilaginous bone,

and is situated at the bottom

of the sternum, and between
the divisions of that appen-

dage.

27. Caruncula lachrymalis,

'

^.land in the corner of the eye.

28. Cellular tissue, or the
j

texture of animal organs.

29. Cerebellum, ot little

brain.

^0. Cerebrum, or brain,

31. Cerumen, or ear-wax.

32. Chamber of the eye,

anterior. (?)

33. Chamber of the eye,

posterior. (?)
f

34. Cheeks.

35. Cheek-bones (or the

ossa malarum) are the promi-

nent square bones whicjfi form
the upper part of the cheeks.

36. Chin.

37. Covering or base of the

«'hin.

38. Choroid coat, or second

tunic of the eye. (?)

39. Cilia, or the eyelashes.
!

40. Clavicle is a bone out-

ride of the top-ridge of the

>ternum, above the cartilages
|

the ribs, commonly called •

the collar-bone. Interiorly it
j

joins on the upper ribs, exter-
i

lially it joins upon the top of !

the shoulder joint.

41. Cochlea, or spiral bone
j

of the ear.

B

1

M
1

Sui > kwat> C
che, tsoi-

'un ckau tsip> ch*d 5
.

TsMii* k\vat>.

cKau £mi C
che, tsik> pai5 «sam

kwat> sya. cKc
i chat, hai

3-

ts^uP kwat) tsoi- <hung kwat>

cchi ha- <kc
i kvvatj ichi ckan*

-Ngan ct
? au yuk,.

cMong ck6.

"Sia -nb cts^ung. “

^N6 ctseung.

~l lap>.

-Ngin cts^n cfong.

^Ngan hau- cfong.

Kap>.

cKHin Cch6min- -leungcpl ong

ckd
(

hi cchi t^i- kwat> -yk.

Ha2 (

pa.

cHoi Cche, tsik> ha2 'pa hok 5 .

sNgin <tsing noi- hak 3 cp
c
j.

cKc
iin sm5.

cCh(
ii kwat 4che eying

sheung- hilt, £p
c un cchi ngoi-,

tsukj cming s6 <
tsz

,

kvvat>

I

c

-y§i. Noi- tsip 5 c\ving kwat,,

I

ngoi 2 tsip> ckin
l

kai -cy^.

£
{ noi- clo kwat,.

*26. Kau mi literally signifies dove 5
s tail, which this cartilage resembles, and from which it

derives its name. Ts^ui kwat is the white elastic substance growing to the bones, commonly call-

ed gristle; kwat is a forked bone.

40. Ch^u kwai is a transverse bone, and is commonly called by the Chinese, as in Europe, the

\6 fsz
y

kwaty or the key bone
;
hut p^un seems to denote the upper ridge of the sternum.

CHI. CHR. 130
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42. Concha, or trumpet of

the ear.

43. Condyles of the femur#

44. Conjunctiva oculi.

45. Conjunctiva cornese.

46. Conjunctiva palpebrae.

47 . Cornea, or anterior trans-

parent convex part of the eye.

48. Crystalline lens.

49. Dermis.

50. Diaphragm.

1

51. Nasal duct,

52. Lachrymal duct-

53. Lactiferous duct.

54. Dura mater^ or thick

membrane around the brain.

55. Elbow.

56. Enamel. (?)

57. Epidermis, or scarf,

skin.

58. Epiglottis.

59. Eyeball.

6D. Eyelids.

61. Fauces, (?) or larynx.

62. Fibula, or long bone of i

the leg.

63. Finger bones.

64. Fontanelle
; this is m

|

the front part of the skull. In

\nfant children when just born,

before the bone is closed up,

it is called the fontanelle
; but

j

1

Pai' ^he -i cmiin sya.

<Lin <hoi.

£Ngan ttsing mok,.

-Ngan kc
oi* noi 1 mok,.

£Ngan ngoi- dsing mok 2 -

sNgan ngoi- <tsing.

sNgdn <tsing cchu-

sMong sp
c
i.

Kak> (che.

PV (kun.

sNgan lui 1 ckun.

!

Chf ut> -yii
ckun.

-CN6 <tseung van* mok,.

(Shau iu

•

sNga

Pok> cp*i.

Ui' im'
{

che.

-Ngan ctsing.

j

Muk> <pau.

I
cHau clung.

5Shing kwat>. Kon* kwat,-

cChi kwat>.

Sun > cmun ctin cts^n Cchj

ct
{ au kwat, -ya.

cSiu ci iCh ?
o

<shang mi 5
- hop^ sming ir

47. Of the internal structure of the eye, it is generally believed by Europeans, that the Chi •

nesehave no very extensive or accurate knowledge; the term^, therefore, which are used in thi •

section to designate internal parts of that organ f must be received with caution. The statemeii

:

somewhere advanced, that Chinese physicians many centuries ago operated for the cure of tli?

('ataract seems incredible, and unsupported by any good authority.

63. Under the head of chi kwat, the Chinese arrange not only the phalanges of the fingers

but also the metacarpal bones.



sun £mun ; -i hop> cming iit,

sun 1

kwat>, tsik> a c in dins

k? oi\

cLung.

Ut 2 .

cTin Cche, £t
?au Hing sya

sT{ au kok>.

Ngak> cl5.

cKai -shan.

-Ngin lui- hat,.

£Ngdn <pin
c
siu hat,*

cNga kauJ

hi- hat,.

(TVam hat”

^au 4
shui hat>.

Shit 2 ha J hatj.

kap> kwat) ct
c au £kc au.

cHau <kan csho (shang cclu

kwat).

Fat,.

cM5.

cTsz
,

.

Pan).

elm. cTJ csii.

cSii.

I

Tsat> ^.u*. Kwok). (Tui an 5
.

after it is closed it is called the

fontanelle bone, i. e. the co-

vering of the celestial spirit.

65. Foramina, or small o-

penings.

66. Fossa, sinuses, or small

cavities and depressions.

67. Frontal bone, or highest

bone of the head.

68. Frontal eminences.

69. Frontal line.

70. Gizzard of a fowl.

71. Lachrymal glands.

72. Meibomian glands of

the eye.

73. Parotid glands.

74. Submaxillary glands.

75. Salivary glands.

76. Sublingual glands.

77. The glenoid cavity of

the scapula.

78. Gums,

79. Hair on the head.

80. Hair on the body.

81. Hair on the upper lip,

or mustaches.

82. Hair on the temples.

83. Hair on the cheeks, or

whiskers.

84. Hair on the chin, or

beard.

85. Ham, or hollow under

the knee.

66. The term ut is not confined to this single meaning, but is very often employed lo denotf1

certain parts of the body, supposed to be under the particular influence of one of the dual prin-

<-iples yam and yeung.

71.—76. The glands of the human body are but little understood, and but poorly described In

Cliinese physicians
;

there may be other names for them besides those here given, and furtlier

investigations may show that hat is not the best term for gland.

86. The heart and its appendages are described and Illustrated at considerable length in the
Golden Mirror; see chap. 82, which is 'wholly occupied with this one subject. The heart is tliere

considered as the seat of human intelligence, fulfilling the functions of sovereign lord in tlie

empire of the human system. The other principal organs of the body are also described at lengtli

in the same work. -
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520 MEDICINE. [Chap. XVI.

86. Heart.

87. Heel of the foot.

88. Os calcis, or he elbone .

99. Helix, or rim of the ear.

:

90. Ilium, or haunch bone, i

91. Incus, or anvil-bone of

the ear.

92. Instep.

93. Small and great intes-
|

tines.

94. Iris, or colored part of
|

the eye.

95. Ischium, or hip-bone.

96. Jawbone.

97. Upper jawbone, or su-

perior maxillary bone.

98. Under jawbone, or in-

ferior maxillary bone.

99. Kidneys.

100. Knee-joint.

101. Knee-pan, or patella.

102. Lachrymal sack.
k

103. Leg.

104. Calf of the leg.

105. Liver.

106. Parenchyma of the li-

ver.

107. Loins.

108. Lungs.

109. Malleus, or hammer
bone of the ear.

110. Mammae or the breasts.

111. Angle of the inferior

maxillary process.

112. Medulla spinalis, or

spinal marrow.

cSam.

Keuk> cchang.

cKan kwat>.

-\ kw k> ^he s
i clun -fya.

<Iu kwat>.

-I noi- <cham kwat>.

Keuk> pui\ Fu > kwat,.

(Siu sch*eung. T4i' cch^ung.

/Pang cyan ngoi-liak>

Kin5 kwat>.

H4p> <chf
e.

Sh6ung- cnga cdi^on^ ci)ga

kvvat>.

kiu kwat).

Noi 2 £shan.

Tsat> c
kai.

Tsat> k*oi kwat>.

Lui- *kun toi-.

cHang kwat,. Keuk> ^wang.

K6uk> <n6ng.

<Kon.

(Kon -'ngin.

(Chau.

Fai\

s
l noi 5 cch^ii kwat).

^Nai. ^Yu.

Huk> kwat>.

Tsikj
c

sui.

103. The parts of the leg, and especially the tibia and fibula, like the principal parts of rho arm,

are described in the medical works of the Chinese
;
in which, attempts are sometimes made to

give the dimensions, shape, and weight, of the bones.

.

—
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5I mok>,

Yuk2 <kan.

-Ng5,n yukj <kan.

Shan kip.

s'Pun kwat>.

Ngoi 2 pi 1 <lung.

Noi 2 pi- <Iung

PP ^u.

cTsc z\

(Kano

cMan hi* <kan (

sNg^n ctsung ckan. Muk2

hai 2
.

sNgdn noi2 ckan.

Hau2 Cchfam kwat>.

SN5 hau 2 kwati.

^h^am kwat,.

ft>
Cch6 cyam shik2 cchi 16-.

noi 2 cshf
ii kwat>.

-Ngin <lung.

Hd2
swdng kwat,. cWang

kwat>.
-cMi clii. Tai> diin.

cUn <yung <shui, tsik> cchui

tsui.

-Ngan k^oi*.

'Ting kwat).

tPo £lo k^oi* k\vat>-

113. Membrana tympani,

or tympan of the ear.

114. Muscles. (?)

115. Muscles of the eye.

1 16. Nails of the fingers.

117. Nameless bones. Os-

sa innominata.

118. Nares anterior, or out-

er nostril.

119. Nares posterior.

120. Nates, or buttocks.

121. Navel, or umbilicus.

122. Nerves. (?)

123. Olfactory nerves. (?)

124. Optic nerves. (?)

125. Nerves of the eye. (?)

126. Occipital bone, or

bone on the back of the head,

127. Occipital bones.

128. Occipital protuber-

ance.

129. (Esophagus, or gullet.

130. Orbicular bone, or

round bone in the ear. •

131. Orbital foramen, or

socket of the eye.

132. Os pubis.

133. Os coccygis.

134. Palate, or velum pala-

tinum.

135. Palpebrae.

136. Parietal bones, or

bones on the sides of the head.

137. Pelvis.

114. The Chinese appear to be entirely ignorant of the muscles, unaware that there are m
the human body distinct portions of the flesh, which, susceptible of contraction and relaxation,

a-pe in their natural healthy state subject to the will.

122. Of the nerves also the Chinese are ignorant, excepting in such respects as a knowledge

t them is obtainable without dissection. It should be remembered, however, (and it may be

here once for all remarked,) that with regard to the exact extent of the knowledge actually pos-

sessed by the Chinese, foreigners are but poorly informed.
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522 MEDICINE. [Chap. XVI

138. Pericardium, the bag
that surrounds the heart.

139. Pliarynx, or top of

the* gullet.

140. Pia mater, or soft co-

vering of the brain.

141. Pleura.

142. Ponmm Adami, or

Adam’s apple.

143. Puncta laclirvmale.

144. Pupil.

145. Pylorus, or inferior

opening of the stomach.
146. Rectum.

147. Retina.

148. Ribs, or costae.

149. False ribs.

150. First ribs.

151. Cartilages of the

ribs. (?)

152. Sacrum.

153. Sclerotica, or white

of* the eye.

154. Shoulder blade, or

scapula.

155. Shoulder bone, or liu-

rnerus.

156. Human skeleton.

157. Anterior view of the

human skeleton.

158. Posterior view of the

human skeleton.

159. Skull, or cranium.

169. Sole of the foot.

161. The back is the ge-

neral designation given to the

hack part of the body, from 1

the principal vertebrae down- 1

wards and above the loins :7
I

i

1

i

1

f

A

##

«Sam «p
c au lok>.

ft> chau.

SN6 «tseuiig tstiiP mGk:”

Fa^ mok>.

<Hau

Lui- <lung ctsim.

cTc ung cyan.

tYau cmun. 5Lan cinun.

Tsong^ tuk>. Chikj cch^eung.

-Ng^n ^mong.

Hip> lak> kwatj.

Kwai 5

hip 3 .

Sheung- <wing kwat>.

(Ying.

sMi clung kwat>. cKu kwat.

5Ngan pdk 2 .

Fan1
cshi kwat>.

I
'.Nd kwat).

! cYan kwat>.•

Ching 5 min- kwat? to k pu

I

wai- ct
c ^.

Pu^ min- kwat> 16- pu- wai-

ct
C
U.

<Kd clan.

Keuk> (p^n ct
f ong.

Pui'
Cch6 hau^cshan tdi- cch c ui

-i hd- <iu ~i sh6ung- tchi ( tu
f
niz

<chl ing tsik ch6 tsik

157. Most of the Chinese works on medicine have pictoral illustrations of the human body

:

l)ut these are exceedingly rude, and for the most part very inaccurate, not excepting those-

published by the Medical College at Peking.

161. A more detailed account of the spine may be found in the Golden Mirror; see chap. 99.
r

l'he general divisions correspond pretty nearly with those in European books.
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the backbone is the vertebral
[

column; and is commonly call- !

ed the ridge-pole of the back
|

(or the spine).

162. Stapes, or stirrup-
1

bone of the ear.

163. Sternum, or breast

bone.

164. Stomach.
I

165 Tarsus, or instep.

•
I

166. Tarsus, or cartilage

of the eyelids.

167. Superior tarsi. (?)

168. Inferior tarsi. (?)

169. Teeth are commonly ,

called nga.

170. Canine teeth.

171. Incisor teeth.

172. Molar teeth.

173. Crown of the tooth.

174. Body of the tooth.

175. Fang of the tooth.

176. Temporal bone, or bone
|

on the corners of the head.

177. Temporal ridges.

178. The thighs is the ge-

'

neral name given to the two i

great limbs which form the 1

lower extremities of the body ;

,

they are vulgarly called the
,

thigh and the leg. The mid- 1

die joint, where the upper and !

lower bones are joined toge-

ther, is called the knee-joint.

The bone above the knee is

called the os femoris, or great

hone of the thigh
;

the bones

below the knee are called the

leg bones (tibia and fibula) or

the great bones of the leg.

5 lu kwat) £va
;

tsuk^ £
minn

tsik> cleung k\vat>.

-I noi- -ma tang* kwat,.

cHung kwat>.

Wai\

Keuk> puL J kwat,.

Muk> ckong.

£Ngan sheung- ts
t ai

> kwat>.

fNgin hi- ts^u^ kwat>.

'Ch^l 'che tsuk, £ming iit2

c«ga-

Tu cnga.

<Mun cngd.

Tai- cnga. cTsc 6 cnga.

cNga c

ting.

cNg^ <shan.

cNga keuk>.

cWan ctsing kwat>. Pan 5

kwat>.

Ngdk> cl6.

cKu ^he, ha- <shan £]eimp

tai2 cchi cchl <t
c ung <che ing

£ya; tsuk
2
cming tii- ^ui,

c
siu

Hui. <Chung tsit, sheung 2 ha-

ckau tsip> ch* ii
> <ming iit2

tsat 5 . Tsat> sheung- <chi kwai 5

I

iit,
{

pi kwat>, cku cchi tai-

!
kwat) syd

;
tsat> hk £ <clu

kwatj iit> 5hang kwat>, king'

cchi tdi 2 kwat, 5yd.

169. Teeth are seldom extracted by the Chinese, unless they are in such a state that the\
ran be easily removed without the use of forceps,—to which recourse is had only in extreme
cases. As dentists, native physicians have very little skill.

#

1

A
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'Pi
l

ch6, tsat> sh6ung- cchi

tdi- kwat> f va. Sh6ung 2 <tiin

cii
£chf

ii teip> <ii 'pitsh^i;

hi- ctiin cii £ch* ui tsip, C u

<hang kwat,.

Ot> kon* 'ch^, <h\ing <chi

I

cchung kwat> cming

I

!
Keuk> ^wang kwat>.

Noi 2 Sshan (k(in Wimg
I tkwong.
, cT^mg cyan noi 2 hak> cts^intr

Hut> ckan.

Tsik> kwat>.

Tsik> kwat, tsit>. <Chc
ui.

cKing kwat>.

Hong- kwat>.

P6i kwat.

<fu kwat>.

sNg^n ttsing noi- <chi
l

shui.

At> ch6 pi- cleung, tsik,

cshdn ckan 5y4.

cHai^ch^ctHmg cshing sik> W.

*1111 ^he pi
J *cheung k\vat>

tsip> ckiu chMi% £
i ckf

i (fin

wat>, ku 5 cming -yd.

179. The thigh bone (or os

temoris) is the great bone
above the knee. The upper

head of it is like a pestle, and
is received into the acetabu-

lam; the lower head is like

a mallet, and is articulated

with the bones of the leg.

180. Thorax, or chest, is

a collective designation of the

bones of the breast.

181. Tibia, or bone of the

leg.

192. Ureter, or duct lead-

in from the kidneys to bladder.

1 83. Uvea, or posterior

lamina of the iris.

184. Veins.

185. Vertebral column or

backbone.

186. Vertebrae.

187. Cervical vertebrae.

188. Three upper cervical

vertebrae.

189. Dorsal vertebrae.

190. Lumbar vertebrae.

191 . Vitreous humor of the

eye.

192. Vomer is the beam (or

partition) of the nese, i. e. the

•root of the hill.’

193. Windpipe, or trachea.

194. Wrist; this is so nam-
ed because that part where
the fore-arm and bones of the

hand are joined together,

easily bends and turns.

184. Veins and arteries are not distinguished by the Chinese—at least foreigners have not

been able hitherto to ascertain that they make any distinction between them : 16k mak^ and king

7twky seem to include the whole system of blood vessels, without indicating that it is twofold

—

having a system of arteries for carrying the blood outward, and a system of veins for returning

«t back to the heart.

ffi

1

t
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Action dFiftt*

SURGERY.

Ngoi 2 chi 2 fat>
;

tai2 -<5ng tcheung.

1. The term chirurgery

vi(Miotes an application of the

hands to bones and ten-

dons which have been injured,

s as to cause Restoration to

their former state. But since

the injuries maylJe slight or

severe, they severally require

appropriate modes of treat-

ment; and the slowness or

rapidity with which they may
heal, also whether or not any
disease or escars supervene

and remain, all depend on the

securing appropriate modes
of chirurgical treatment, which
appropriate modes may be

wholly wanting, or they may
be defective in their applica-

tion.

2. Explanations of the

eight chirurgical operations.

3. The first is called feel-

ing. Feeling is the very care-

ful use of both hands, in rub-

bing them on the parts which
are injured, in order to as-

certain whether bones are

broken, or are splintered into

small pieces, whether they are

—

J

£ Fu
fshau Fati

C

che, wai- i

-cleung
cshau <6n chi*

csh

<sheung <chi <kan kwat„ V/
eying fuk 2 cyii kau- -ya. Tln 1

!
esheung -yau ching chung-,

ci
cshau fat) kok, £yaa csh

j

ci; ckf
i csiin

cho <chi cch f
i

tsuk>, kap> ewai clau cts
c ;in

: tsat) -yii Tau, <kai ckvvan £u

'shau fat> vein
csho eshi tak,

ci, waki shat> cke
i ci, wak mi-

tsun- ckc
i fat> £ya.

fShau fat, shik> i
l -yau pai

|5
.

Yat> iit> mok> ftt,. Mok. (che,

yung- cshau sai* sai
J mokj sk

c
i

^ho esheung cchi ch^a% wak>

kwat, stiin k'vat si’ii kwat

Notes and E xp la nations.

These quotation?, trom the 87th chapter of the Golden Mirror, will afford a variety of technical

phraseology appropriate to the department of surgery, and will show at the same time how limit-

<mI and how defective is the knowledge of the Chinese on this subject. Ngoi chi means external

practice, surgery, or that branch of the healing art which has for its object the healing of e\-

T«*rnal diseases. In the practice of midwifery, among the Chinese, the acroucheur
,

s functions

nrr always performed by women, and usually by those who from experience and success in the

nit have acquired celebrity.

1. Chirurgery is a fair equivalent for shau fat, which literally means, hands' laws; or more
tVooly, the methods of applying the hands, and hence the operations performed bv the hands,

which they reduce to eight.

The examination of the body, as here described, is always restricted to its external sur-

r"(e; and even in the dead subject no attempts are made to acquire a knowledge of the internal

st ructure of the system, or of the character of the diseases by which it is attacked and destroyeti.

CHI. CHR. 132
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j

cwai, kwat> ching% k'vat;

i

£ iin, kwat> 4ng4ng
;

<kan

I
<keung, <kan syau, <kan

:
<kan ching ckan £ tiin, <kan
c
tsau, <kan <ts

c u, «kan <f^n,

<kan chon, <kan iU; -1 kap

^piu, s
lii, <hc

ii, shah ping

^sho w^,n 2 <chi <san kau 5 £ya.

cSin mok 2 ckM swai tit

pok>, wak> cwai tsok>
cshim»

: w^k 2
cwai chong 2

, cin hau
! d f4t> chi- <chi.

V- ut> tsip, fatj. Tsip, Vht*

wai 2 W s
i

s tiin <chi kwat).

hop, -lung yat> cW, fuk
t

:
tkwai <u kau- sya. cF^m

kwat> <chi tit> «sheung ts k>

lokj, wak 2
£ tiin ci -leung cfaiu

wak 2 chit> ci ham* ha 2
, wak.

sui* ci san5 lun> w4k 2 ckf
i ci

cp^ong tut,; s^ung" <kc
i cyii)«i

shai> ch(ii sch*!! tsip><clu:

*sz s tiin (ch6 fuk 2 tsuk, ;

j

ham 2 ^he fuk>
c
hi; sui5

1

fuk> ciin; tut ?

Cch^ fuk 2 cp
f in^.

Wak 5_
yung 2 cshau f4t>, w^k

yung J
- hi kii-, wak, (shau

f&U hf kiiS <fan (sin hau- ci

m or out of place, or whether
they have become too weak
or too hard; or whether the

tendons are too stiff or too

limber, whether they are in

place or not, or whether they

have been broken or have

been distorted, or are enlarg-

ed, or are reversed, or affected

with cold or heat; also whe-
ther the injury be deep or

superficial, light or serious

likewise whether the injury

t>e recent or of long standing.

Having first by feeling as-

certained whether the injury

has been caused by a fall, or

by a sprain, or by a blow, then

apply the remedy according

to the diagnosis.

4. The second is the re-

duction of fractures. This is

defined to be the causing of

bones broken asunder, after

being brought together and
made fast in one place, to re-

turn again to their former

state. Whenever there is a

dislocation of a bone caused
by a fall or injury, whether
it be broken into two distinct

parts, or whether it be fractur-

ed and drops down, or be di-

v ided into numerous small
j

parts and scattered, or split 1

into a fork and protrudes out

upon the side,—carefully con-

sider its form and appear-

;

ances, and then very gradual- I

!v reduce it : thus cause that ;

which was broken to reunite,
!

that which was fallen down
|

to r(i ascend, that which was
divided into small pieces to

('oalesce and consolidate, and
that which was elevated to be

restored to its former level.

Whether the operation is to

be performed with the hands
or with instruments alone, or

4. The word tsip here indicates what kind of reduction is intended by the phrase tsipfaU
rules of joining, i. e. the reduction of bones which have been not simply displaced, and onl\

need to be restored, but of such as have been so ruptured or broken as to need to be (tsip) joined
or reunited. There may be numerous cases in which perfect success attends the reduction oi

fractures performed by native practitioners, but the cases of failure are not few, and in some in-

stances the injury is rendered incurable and fatal through their malpractice; some of them are n

sad comment on the surgical skill of the “profession” in this country.

1

1

#

1

_
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with both, first one and then

the other, or both together,

must be left to the surgeon’s

discretion*

5. The third is the reduc-

tion of dislocations. In per-

forming this kind of reduction,

with one or both hands grasp

fast hold of the part which is

to be reduced, and then mind-
ful of the character of the in*

jury light or severe, either

from below bring up the bone
to its place, or from outwards

move it inwards to its posi-

tion, either in a straight or a

transverse direction [accord-

ing to its natural situation].

For when the bones Jiave been
removed from their natural

situation, they must be reduc-

ed by exertion of the hands
then without any long lapse

of time, the bones will regain

their points and be united.

Tliey ought to be neither flat-

tened nor projected, and then

when healed there will be no
deformity from their being too

long 01. too short, or at all

uneven.

H. The fourth is the eleva-

tion of depressed bones. By
this is meant the raising up
and restoring to its proper place

a bone that has fallen down.
The rules for doing this are

not uniform. Sometimes both

hands are employed to ele-

vate it; sometimes a cord

or a bandage is used to fasten

it up to some high place; and
;

after it has been elevated, an I

apparatus is used to support

it, to prevent its again falling

down. It is necessary to con-

sider whether the injury is

light or severe, superficial or

deep, and then to regulate

the treatment accordingly. If

the injury is severe and the

SURGERY.

W
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iklm, yung- <chi, slii- tsoi- S
Cch6 cchi -t

( ung tat 2
syi.

(S4m iitj <tun fdt>. cTun
Cche wik 2 yung-

s16ung cshau

yat, (shau am ting 2
cying

ctiin cchi ch^ii% ch6uk> cke f^

chung- thing, wik 2 ctsung h4-
swong sheung- ctiin, wdk,
ctsung ngoi 2 h6ang>

noi- l^ok.,

w4k2 chik, «tiin Sts6 ctiin -yk,

Kc oi
) kwat> ell ckc

l wai- pit,
cshau fit) ctiin cchi, tsak> pat>

toi- kwong 5 yat 2 ccl^i ^au, A
kwat> sfung tsik 5 hp2 . sYing
<sii pat> cpin pat> i shii* yii 1

hau 2 cmd cch^ung Hiin pat.

<ts
c ai cchi w^n 2

.

Sz 5>
ut, ct^ai fat>. cT{ ai

Cch^

wai- ham- ha* <chi kwat,, ct
c ai

ch { ut> cyii kau 2 5ya. cK c
i fat,

<fi yat>. -Yau yung-

^hau £ t
c ai ^he; -yau yung i

cshing pak> hai- <ko chc
ii

>

ct
c ai

lche; s vau ct
c ai hau- yung- hi'

kii- fu
3

- pat> chi 3 cyinp

ham- (

che. Pit, leung- ^sho

<sheung «chi ing chung 2

,

^s^in csham, An hau- <shi rtu^.

5. The reduction of a dislocation, or 4 the displacement of the articulatory portion of a bone,

from the surface on which it was naturally received/ seems here intended. Cases of luxation,

as might be expected in the hands of the Chinese surgeon, fare no better than those of fracture.

Usually and for the most part both are miserably treated; and many times, slight injuries, by
being neglected or ill-treated, are never cured.
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elevation is slight then the

Tiialady cannot be" cured. If

the injury be slight and the ele-

vation great then, although

the old complaint may be re-

,

moved or cured, yet still a
|

new one will supervene.

7. The fifth is the depres-

sion of elevations
; this is done

by moving the hands down-
wards, so as to press the part

in that direction.

9. The sixth is trituration,

v/hich may be defined a gra-
j

dual moving and rubbing of

the hands.

9. The seventh is protru-

sion. This may be defined
(

a pushing outwards with the !

hands, so as to cause any
part [out of place] to be re.

stored.

10. The eighth is grasping '

or tension. This may be

defined the taking hold with
j

one or both hands of the in-

jured parts, and then, with due
regard to the condition of the

svound, gradually reduce them
to their former situation.

11. General observations on
|

surgical apparatus. In cases
,

of bruises contusions lace-

;

ration, and other wounds,
|

although you do employ the i

hands to dress them, it may I

yet be feared lest, all not be-
|

ing done which is necessary, 1

that the pain of the cure will

not be less than if no cure :

were attempted; in such cases
:

it cannot be said that the

principles of the healing art

are clearly understood.

X

a

'"Pong chung- Cche <hing s t
sai

tsak> ping 2 mokj snang yu-,

thing
4che chung- ct^ai tsak>

kau- w^n- csui hii% A yau-

t tsang t san wan-

-cNg ut> on' fat>; on 5 Cch6 wai-
s
i *shau swong hi- vik> <chi

c

ya.

Luk ? »it 2 4 mofat> <mo fche
wai- (Ch1 u <ch* li _cyau sm6 <chi.

Tsl at> ut> (tui fat>; etui
(che

wai 2 'shau ittQi (chi sz’

<wan kau- cht
ii

> -\va.

Pat> ut> cii^ fat>
;

ciia 'che

wakj £leung "shau yat> *shau

nip? ting- wan- c^uScheuk,
ckf

l ci thing ci chung2 un- un-

£in
s
i fuks ck{

i wai 3

HP kii 2 tsung lun 2
. Tit,

p6k>
lsim <sh6ung, t sui yung^

'shau fat> etiu chi ?

, 'hung mi-

tsun- tak> <k f
i a, £

i chf syau
chi- cyu mi- chi* «chi *fu;

tsak> mi- *ho ewan ci
£
li <chi

tchau ctseung sy4.

3 10. These eight explanations are, as they here stand, somewhat abridged: the stud^nf is

therefore referred to the Mirror for a fuller account of the chirurgical operations of the Chinese.

In the original, however, the compilers do not pretend to give more than an outline of the subject.

11. Surgical apparatus is here limited and poor, and poorly applied, in the hands of Chinese

doctors. Necessity has extorted from them some few articles, but they are very badly de-

signed and executed. Ten, mentioned and described in the Golden Mirror, seem to constitute

the circle of their chirurgical apparatus, and are noticed in the sequel.



cUn cyan <shan {

t
c ai sheiing^

ha- ching' chak> Cchi tseung^,

cha^ hf -i ching' <chi, yung-

fu- ^shau ftt> cchi 'sho pat,

tai
>

; -i kc
i
>

cfan ^he fuk>

liopj
;

ck c
i

Cche fuk, riling 5
:

ckd ^he tsau- ckc
i cp

c
in*»-

ham- C
ch6, cShing i wai-.

Tsak) ciigai ching' *ho <chiiii

cyii cn; chung- <sheung lh
tsau 2

ck^j thing.

Tsoi5
cshi -i yeuk, m :

Cchi

ckung
;

kang 5
shi 2

ct
c

i u

-y6ung <chi shin 2
. Tsak,

ching> kwot, <chi to- ctsUm -i.

cKw clim -i pakj po' cwai

<chi. cYan wan- chMP pat> a
<t

? 4 hi% chat) a po* cchc in;
(
chi swai tak> fat>, ku 3 innn
^wo clim. cKMcchc eung ctun,

futj hap>, leung a ping^ shai^

yung2 <chL

Charioting; tsik> muk> rpan
-ya, cchc eung chik> pun , am
cvii cts

c in tai-, wak, nim-
chc eung- yik 2

chc

<Pri (kin yung- shiik, cn^au
cp^ i yat> fai

5

, cch*eun^

12. Wherefore, according

to the shape of the body in all

its various parts, respectively

rvnd separately considered,

prepare apparatus properly

adapted to these parts, so as

to supply that which cannot

he effected by the hands
;
and

by these means, that which is

displaced will be restored

;

that which is high will be

brought to its proper level ; and
that which has fallen down
will be raised up to its place.

Then the alarming prognosis

may turn and become quiet-

ing; and the wounds which
were dangerous will be view-

ed with unconcern.

13. And in the second place

\ ou must avail yourself of the

e fficacy of medical remedies;

and also direct that there be

paid a strict regard to regi-

men. Then the ways and
means of curing the bones will

be perfect.

14. Bandages are made of

vvhite cloth. When the na-

ture of the wound is such that

admits no other dressings

it is then requisite to bind it

up with cloth
;

dressings of

this form having come into

vogue, they were accordingly-

named bandages. Their size

long or short, broad or narrow,

must be gauged according to

the nature of the wound.
15. Beater; this is a wood-

en cudgel, one foot and a half

long, in diameter about an
inch; or if it be of the dimen-
sions of a baker’s roller it wiU
suffice.

16. The broad supporter

consists of a piece of cow.
hide, five inches long and
three inches broad, and with

14. These ten articles, viz., bandages, beaters, broad supporters, climbing cords*, piled bncks.
(>nck splints, lumbar splints, suspensory bandages, pine compresses and knee caps; with the
nine needles mentioned in No. 25, constitute the whole assortment of Chinese surgical apparatus,

15. In the (roldeii Mirror, short explanations for the follow the description of these Seve-
rn I articles. The beater is to be applied to the soles of the feet

;
and, after this is done, if the

patient is favorably affected, he may be expected to recover; bat if he remains insensible to the
application his case is to be regarded as hopeless.

chi. chk. 133
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tVun cfun <sam
sleung <t

c au kok> choi i-
chung.

K4p> tyii <sh6ung c^ii% £
i

sm in cshing tch e iin «chi,
ckan

^an f6k> ting-. Kau J

<clu

muk> cpan, (sh^u kok> syau
ut>.

I

Pan sok> C
che, -1 cshing kvva

j

<yii ck6 yung' £leung
cshau <pan -chi sya.

Tip 2 tch^iin
(ch6; -1 <chc un

' luk> fai% <fan
c
tso yau 2 kok,

I

tip^chi* tsam f4i
5

,
£leung tsuk,

I
tip, <yii ckM sheung- £ya.

j

<Tc ung muk 2

Cche; yung

i

chc kin* muk 2 , cfun csam ts
?
iin'

,

hau- 1- ts^iin% <kc
i cche 6ung

tsz
J
- <iu

c
hi sh6ung- kw6 l ckin

yat> ts^n' c
hii; ngoi 2 min-

<p
c ing (ching, heungJ

tsik,

I pui 5

<chi noi ? min- hak> ku'

sying, m5 2 syii tsik> kwat> £lu

yuk> sman hop>.

j

du scJru C

che, ~i c^am' muk>
I sz” <kan chai syii pin t4m

sying, cfun yat> ts^iin% hau

I

s’ng (fan, iC^eung (tiin £
i

t\\ o holes opened at each end.

Being placed on the wounded
part, cotton strings are passed

through the holes, and they

are drawn very tight, so as

to make it fast. This bandage
compared with splints is much
the most soft and pliable.

17. Climbing cords are

prepared by suspending cords

iroin a high place, on which
both hands take hold, as in

the attitude of climbing.

18. Piled bricks
;
six bricks

are taken and piled up

three in a pile, the two sepa-

rated one on the right and

one on the left, upon which
the two feet are to be placed

tor the purpose of straighten-

ing the body.

19. Back splint. For mak-
ing this, you take a piece of

pine timber, three inches in

breadth, and two inches in

thickness, having its length ex-

tending up from the loins an
inch or more above the shoul-

ders ; the outer surface is

made smooth ; and in the in-

ner surface, where it is to fit to

the spine, grooves are cut, so

that it may set close to the

flesh upon the backbone

20. Splints for the loins

consist of four pieces of thin

wood of the pine tree, made
like a flat carrying beam an
inch thick, with length suited

to the several dimensions of

17, 18. In the original, this is illustrated by a diagram; a beam is erected on poles a few

inches above the utmost reach of the patient, and round it are placed two short cords to serve as

handles: the patient then steps upon the bricks, having three under one foot, and three under the

other, and firmly grasps the cords
;

after this is done, the bricks, one after another, are gradually

removed
;

the operation brings, or is designed to brings the decrepid patient to his natural shape-

See Golden Mirror.

20. These splints are like the frame-work of a corset. The cords run through near each

end of the several pieces, and serve to bind them upon the body, which is by this means supported

and strengthened.

H



the wound
;

holes are then

bored though the sides of

these splints, and small cords

run through them.

21. The suspensory ban-

dage is a cool bandage, for

use in summer. Take the

dimensions of the injured part,

m its length and breadth, &c.,

and then cut the bandage so

as to suit it.

22. The pine compresses

are articles for closing and
compressing. Measure the

length, breadth, and figure,

with the elevations and de-

pressions of the wounded parts,

in their exact configurations,

and then according to these

make the compresses of pine

wood.

23. Knee cap
;
this consists

of a bamboo ring, furnished

with four feet [or clasps].

24. Compresses are made
of cloth, variously folded

;
they

are laid on above plasters,

[lint, &c.] and are then bound
close with rollers and banda-

ges.

25. The nine needles are,

the arrowheaded, blunt, punc-

turing, spear-pointed, ensiform,

round, capillary, long, and
^reat.

26. Amputating instru-

ments.

27. Sharp-pointed bistoury.

win- chHi' cwai t6-; «ku tsz 2

chak) min 2 tslin
> ^ung,

cshing cliin kun 5
cchi

Chuk> clim (

ch6, tsik>

iit, cleung clim -yi. Leung*-

wan- ch< u >
cchi tii-

cslu

cch^eung 'tim, cts
c oi ftsc

ii <chi.

Cheam5
<li fuk> pik> <chi

hi
5
-yi. L6ung) 'v’4n 2 ch ( u>

cchi £ch
c eung, "tim, fut,, hap?,

huk>, chikj, tat i? au\ cchi,

eying, £
1 cht am > muki cwai

(chi.

-Pe 6 sat> *che; -yau sz
5>

tsuk,

cchi chuk> chim -ya.

"Pipj po 5 C

che, -i po' tsip> tip,

cwai (chi, cko yeuk,

sheung-, cln hau- ckw
clim ^wo <chi.

(Kau ccham, cts
c am, ciin, ctai,

efung, cpi, ciin HS cho,

sch
c6ung, tai-, ccham ,

sya.

Kot> -tiin hi
>

.

<Wan ^au <tsim <td.

21. This bandage is made of rattan or bamboo matting, and is used chiefly for suspending
the hand or arm, after the dressings have been applied.

22. These pine compresses resemble the lumbar splints described in No. 20
;
they are made of

narrow splints of wood, arranged parallel to each other,and are strung upon cords, by which they
are bound upon the body or limbs so as to close up and compress the wound.

23. The object of the knee cap is to give strength and firmness to the joint, and the cap is so

made and bound on as to accomplish this.

24. The description of these compresses, made of cloth, is not taken from the Mirror, but has
been written out by a native student, from drawings and descriptions found in European books.

25. These nine are the only instruments described in the Golden Mirror, and are merely nef*d.

les or fine lancets, designed for puncturing the skin, &c.
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532 MEDICINE. [Chap XVI.

28. Catling.

29. Canula for passing li-

matures.

30. Director.

31. Elevator.

82. Forceps.

33. Curved forceps.

34. Crooked forceps for

extracting teeth.

35. Tooth scaling instru-

ment.

36. Abscess knife.

37. Ligature.

38. Bullet scoup.

39. Stylet.

40. Brass syringe.

41. Ivory syringe.

42. Scalpel.

43. Spatula.

44. Stethescope.

45. Trochar for paracen-

ties.

46. Tenaculum.

47. Tourniquet.

48. Truss for hernia.

26— 48. These names h«ive been framed by foreign pn
by use in the hospitals at ( 'anton and Macao, they hnve

are therefore here introduced. They may or they mav ik

several instruments whicli tliev designate.

Kim ltd.

T5 2 siny
ciigan ^un.

T6 2 ct6 tchain.

cHoi kwat> hj*.

nip).

J

cWin nip,.

Huk> enga ckim.
r

K\vat> ctiga hi
5

.

cNung tchong ctft.

Tong niak 2
(kan sin

•

Pau* tan- w4t>.

Chc ap> pi- <cham.

<T ( ung ^hui tsit 2 .

Tseung- £nga Shui tsit 2 .

cUn (hau <to.

<Hoi yeuk, <tc>.

cMan ching5
ct

c un«r.

'Kii chc eung > tcham.

Kong5 ckau.

TsU> lnit> tai\

Njp> c hc enng kap>.

rtitiuners aided bv imtm* assistant
;

rained some decree ot* rurrenev, and

»t be the best terms for spoci tying tlie

7/
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CHAPTER XVII

GOVERNMENTAL. AFFAIRS,

chai
5

; <p
?m shap, ts^at,.

Section dFtret.

THE PENAL CODE.

Lut, lai-
;

tai2 yat 3 ccheung.

§1. General Laws.

1. The five modes of pu-

nishment.

2. The ten great offenses,

or crimes of great enormity.

3. The eight classes privi-

leged to enjoy deliberation.

Notes and Explanations.

Royal rule is the literal meaning ( w&ng chai, the sovereign power; the phrase is here usect

to denote those affairs which are regulated by the highest national authority. The lut lai in-

dude the whole penal code, which had its origin in very remote times, and has undergone manv
changes. The original statutes were termed lut; and the new clauses, introduced to limit, explain,

and alter them, were called lai. Such was the Penal Code under the late Ming dynasty r Soon
after the present family ascended the throne, its first monarch Shunchi ordered a revision of

that code, which was published under imperial authority in 1647, in seven divisions, and 436
sections, under an equal number (436) of separate heads, which are here given as they stand in

the original, according to an edition in 28 vols, published at Peking in 1830. A new edition is

published by authority every five years. The first of the seven divisions is in 46 sections, con-

sisting of general laws, comprising principles and definitions applicable to the whole code.

1. From 10 to 50 blows with the lesser bamboo is the first kind of punishment; from 50 to

100 with the greater bamboo is the second
;
transportation to any distance not exceeding 500 h

i> the third; perpetual transportation is the fourth; and death either by strangulation or decol-

lation is the fifth. The bamboo, the cangue or movable pillory, the iron chain, handcuffs, and
fetters, are the common instruments of punishment. The bamboo is 5 chik 5 ts^un in lengtfi

the lesser is 1J is
lun broad by 1 thick, weighing 1^ catties

;
the larger is 2 by 1 and weighs 2

catties. The cangue is 3 chik long by 2 chik 9 and ordinarily weighs 25 catties.

2. Rebellion, disloyalty, desertion, parricide, massacre, sacrilege, impiety, discord, insubordi-

nation, and incest, are the ten great offenses, so designated on account of their enormity.

3. The privileges of imperial blood and connections, of long service, of illustrious actions, of

extraordinary wisdom, of great abilities, of zeal and assiduity, or nobility, and of birth, form

these eight classes. See Chinese Repository, Vol. IV., page 15.

inti Ldi~»

£,Ng eying.

Shap> ok 3 .
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4. Offenses of tlie [eight]

privileged classes.

5. Offenses committed by
the father or grandfather of

persons belonging to the eight

privileged classes.

6. Ottbnses of persons hold-
|

office.

7. Public offenses of civil
,

and military officers.

8. Private offenses of civil
I

and military officers.

9. Offenders who are not to

be transported.

10. Offenses of those who
belong to the military classes.

11. Cases of mitigation of !

punishment.

12. Removal from office
|

without disgrace.

13. Offenses committed be- I

fore entering office.

14. Those dismissed from

office liable to service.

15. The relations of those

who are transported.

16. Persons who are not to
|

be included in general pardon.
|

17. Effect ofgeneral pardons

on those being transported.

IS. Offenders detained to
j

serve their parents.
|

19. Offenses committed by !

astronomers.

20. Offenses committed by I

artisans, musicians [in the em -

ploy of government], and w . i

men.
|

21. On second offenses of
|

transported convicts.

22. Ransom to be paid by
j

the old, young, and disabled. !

23. Offenses committed be-
j

fore becoming old & disabled.

24. Restitution and forfeit-

ure of goods.

*25. Criminals surrendering

themselves to justice.

ci ing -i
Cche fan

3
- tsui-.

«Ying £
1

Cch^ <chi fu 1 4
ts

syau fan 2
.

Chik> <kun -y'd\i fin 1
.

_cMan -mb ckun fan i ckuris

tsui-.

cMan sm5 ckun fan ?

tsui 2
.

Fan2 tsui^ fmin fat> £hin.

rKwan tsik> £yau fin 1
.

F4n 2 tsfii 1 tak> lui!
ckim.

s
li hii kfln.

cMd <kun fan- tsui^

cCh^ii <ming <tong cchSi.

cLau cd^au shuk>.

cCheung she
J csho pat> ciui.

cLau fan- tsoi 2 t6- ui- she* .

Fan 5
- tsui 2 ctsiin clau y^unu 4

cts^an.

<Tc in anan «shang -yau fan\

cKung ngoki u ? kap, s
fii

fan- tsui-.

:.T( Jau 5yan yau 2 tsfii

-L6 siiV fa^ tsat 2 <shau tsuk. .

Fan- tsui a eshi mi- -16 tsat .

Kc ap> niut 2
<ts ng mat,,

Fan- tsui- tsz
5 - c

shau»

7. “ r

I’he offenses denominated private, in fact comprohend almost all cases of direct rri-

ininality. whereas those denominated public, are cases of liability to punishment solely from

official responsibility of tlie party implicated/
1

Si}' (r. T. Staunton. See his translation

f the Pena) Code—constant reference to whidi and to a i nuscript bv Dr. Morrison has Iw.h

made in preparing this section.

15 . As no criminal is sent out of the country, trnnsnortation seems to be a more appropriate

term for “ than ban ishinent for denoting a removal froin (me place to another.

>
. In favor of all these the severity of the law is mitigated,—in the first and second because

-

‘ cll- service? and in the third because of their personal character.
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A 1 tsui
3
- ckii fat) M chung-

l'un 2
.

Fan 2 tsui 2 kung- ct
c
5.

cT^ung cliu fan- ckung tsui 2
.

<Kung sz ’2 sliat tsc 6k.

Kung- fan- tsui- <fan
cshau

tsung 2
.

Fan 2 tsui 2 sz2 fat> tsoi 2
cl

c
.

<Tsc an shuk> cseung s \vai

5yung <yan.

^Cl^ii kiit> pun- ckwan.

ligoi- cyan £yau fan-.

{Pun ct
l iu pit, £yau tsui-

cming.

cKa lkam tsui 1 lai-.

cChe ing cshing, £yii, ckii,

yii-.

<Chc ing cki -ts^an
c
ts5 fii-

£md.
<Chc ing syii ct

? ung Isui-.

edging ckimclam chii
> c

sliau.

tChc ing yat2 (ch6 H hal“.

(Cluing T6- sz2 £nii <kun.

Tiin>
tsui- a csan cpan hit,.

2S. Tliis refers to cases where the parties become associates to some illegality, through
ignorance, error ofjudgment, &cM without any sinister or selfish motive.
'34. This law ordains, that the naturalized subject shall, like the native, be amenable to the
laws, and equally enjoy their protection. It does not include the foreign residents in Canton,
but such as the Mongols who have become subjects. It has, however, been quoted by the pro-

vincial authorities with special reference to cases of homicide in Canton and Macao.
35. Crimes specifically provided for in the subsequent part of the code, must be decided on

according to the general principles in this division
; and if they appear to differ, preference

must be given to the latter.

These five appellatives are to be used instead of the explicit term emperor, empress,
empress-mother, and empress-grandmother, in order to avoid the frequent use of sacred majesu .

8S. The terms ki ts^an, &c., refer to the nine classes of kindred, (see Chap. I, sec. 3 : 45.)
which are to be mourned for, and this section defines their u.se in the code.

42. The priests and priestesses of Badha are specified in and subject to the same laws: both
sects are tolerated by the government, but derive all their support from private sources—their
own funds or voluntary contributions.

43, 44, New laws are to take effect from the day of their promulgation. As laws are neces-
sarily limited while crimes are infinitely varied, cases for which there are no specific laws must
be decided from analogy.

26. Repeated offenses to

be judged with severity. a
i

21. Offenders all making
tlieir escape.

2S. Official associates com-
mitting a public offense.

29. Errors or failures in

public proceedings. In

30. Distinction between the

leader and accomplices.

31 • Proceedings when one
of the offenders has escaped.

.
32. Kindred concealing the

offenses of each other.

33. Punishment of deser-

ters from the army.

34. Offenses of foreigners

who have been naturalized.

^5. Particular cases where
the law appears contradictory.

86. Rules for increasing

and diminishing punishment.

37. Privileges and distinc-

tion of imperial rank.

3S. Relations of the '
first

degree defined. i
39. The phrase 4 partaker

of the same crime 5

defined.

40. The terms 6 superinten-

dent and keeper
5

defined. k
41. A day is defined to be

a hundred quarters. B
42. Rules for the priests and

nuns of the Taou sect.

43. On the decision of

cases by new laws.



Tiin>
tsui 2 cino ching >

ct
c
ju.

ST5 clau cts
( in

(

s4i ti
2
<fonir.

«Chc ang <kwan ti- cfong.

Li1 luU.

<Kiin “in tsap 2 yam.

Tai- cshan <chiin shin 2
(si in

(kun.

cMan ckun pat,
(

hii «fung

<kung chan.

Lam- ch c
it> ckun li-.

Sun 1

sp
l
ai.

Kung 5

^ii <fi ckl
j cyan.

(Kii yung ? -cyau kwo > <kua
li'.

Shin- 5 li chik> yik 2 .

cKun ciin fu
J yam- kvvo'

han 2
.

pat> cchiu <ts
c am

tkung tso-.

Shin- «kau shukj ckun.

cKan Hong.

(Kaa kit, kan- shf- <kun

am.
Sheung- tin tai

5
- cshan tak>

ching'

.

'Kong tukj lutj ling-.

Chai J
tshii £yau <vvai.

Hi> Svai chai) <shii van sun’.
I

J

44. On the decision of

cases not provided for by law.

45. Places of temporary
and perpetual transportation.

46. Places of extraordina-

ry transportation.

§2. Civil Laws.

47. Successor to heredita-

r\ offices and titles.

49. Ministers of state are

not to confer appointments.

49. Civilians (or high offi-

cers) are not allowed to solicit

titles of nobility (except in ex-

traordinary cases).

.

50. On the appointment of
supernumerary officers.

51. On warrants granted
to the police.

52. On the appointment
of improper persons.

53. Recommendtaion of of-

fenders once dismissed.

54. On the quitting of office

without leave.

55. On delays in entering
upon the duties of office.

56. Non-attendance daily

in their place at court, or at

the public offices in the pro-

vinces.

57. Interference with sub-

ordinate magistrates.

58. Malicious cabals, or

state intrigues.

59. Collusion of provincial

and court officers.

60. Address in favor of

great officers of state.

61. Thorough knowledge
of the laws required.

62. Non-execution of im-
perial edicts.

63. Destroying imperial e-

dicts and seals of office.

45, 46. Temporary transportation must not exceed 500 H there are three degrees of perpetual
transportation, first, 2000, second, 2500, third, 3000 li of the extraordinary, or transportation to

tae army, there are degrees of 2000, 2500, 3000, and 4000 li. The severest is to Fli for life.

§2. The li lut9 or laws for the regulation of the civil service, are 28 ; fourteen (from Nos.
47 to 60,) refer to the shik chai or system of government; and fourteen (61 to 74) to the
kung shik^ or the conduct of magistrates.

48. High provincial officers are constantly in the habit of filling vacancies, both civil and
military, that occur within their jurisdiction; this, however, is only done by special permission,
ad interim, till the pleasure of the emperor can be signified.

61. Not only are all officers of government required to make themselves acquainted with the
laws of the empire, but sucii knowledge is deemed meritorious in husbandmen and artisans.
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,64. Errors in public docu- f

infnts and memorials.

65. On failure to make
due reports to the emperor.

66. Non-return of warrant

fitter its execution.

67. Delay in transmitting

oovernmental dispatches.

68. Examination and pre-

servation of records.

69. On the examination of

official documents.

70. On official persons act-

ing in concert and writing

and signing documents for

each other.

71. Adding to or abridging

official papers.

72. On the use and keep-

ing of public seals.

73. Omitting to use or im-

properly using public seals.

74. On using the public

seals to call out the military,

§3. Fiscal Laws.

75. Omitting to register fa-

milies and individuals.

76. The registry of persons

to be according to profession.

77. Temples and monaste-

ries not to be built, nor any per-

son enter the priesthood, with-

ut permission of government.

78. On the appointment of '

an heir.

79. On receiving and de-

taining stray children.

90. On inequality in taxes

and personal service.

81. Unequal treatment of ,

persons in the public service. r

82. Clandestine connec-

tions with the civil service.

83. Against assuming the

office of constables, &c,
84. Evasion of public ser-

vice by desertion.

: sSheang cshii tsau^ sz*
3-

swai.

fan-

Sz9
- <ving tsau* pat 3 t.sau

ChUitj patj fuk 2 mintr
3-
m

cKun cman <shii «kai £ chc ing.

Chiu >
shat> £man 'kun.

cMo hom 1 (

kiin <tsung.

cTf ung Aiu toi- punJ

iman 6 n’

•

<Tsang "kam <kun email <shii

.

cFung Cheung van 5 sun 5

Lau2 (sz’ yan) sun).

Shin2 yung- tiu 2 cping

sun*

.

yan5

# TJ l luU.

P
T^fj lau 2 u- ^haa.

cYan u- -i tsik> £wai ting-.

tSz’ cli^ong5 <om iin 2

csz
?

esang

kapi

Lap, tik>
c
tsz

?

£wai fat 5 .

cShau clau cmai shat,
c
tsz’.

^nii

yika pat) ckwan.

cTing <fu cchdi shin

cp'ing.

pat)

cYan pai
J
<chai yik a .

Kam) kak> 'chii
c

p5 ii

^h^eung.

cTc o pi- cchai yik,.

i

"

§3. Fiscal law5, or the regulations concerning the population and revenue, are 82;

—

tifteen

( \os. 75 to 89,) refer to the u yik or enrolment ot
%

the people; eleven (90 to 100) to t
K in chdk or

lands and tenements; seventeen (101 to 117) to toanyan or marriage; twenty-three (118 to 140)
UitsK 6ng fu or granaries and treasuries; eight (141 to 148) to f6 chHng or duties and customs
three (149 to 151

)
to ts

K in chdi or money loans ; five (152 to 156) to shi chin or markets and shops.

76. According to this statute, persons and families are not only required truly to represent

tlu*ir profession in life, but in whatever that may be (the agricultural, mechanical, or any other),

thorein they must remain fixed for ever: shai shai pal taklcoi 4 generation after generation they
must not change or alter it.

?
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85. Police-men appointed
to be guards of prisons.

86. Employing people and
artisans on private service.

87. On the separation of

registry and property.

88. On the use of property
In inferiors and youth.

89. On provision for the

bereaved and aged.
90. Fraudulent misrepre-

stMitations of landed property. I

91. Personal inspection of
,

lands injured by calamities.

92. Lands of meritorious :

ministers.

93. Usurpation of lands

and tenements.

94. Purchases of lands and
!

tenements by office-bearers.

95. Mortgaging of lands

and tenements.

96. On usurping public or
|

private land fraudulently.

97. On abandoning regis-

tered lands.

98. On casting away and
|

dostroying good utensils, har- I

vests, <kc.

99. On taking the produc-

(

tions of gardens and orchards,
j

100. Private employmen
|

of public carriages and boats.
|

101. Marriage of males and
females, how regulated.

102. On mortgaging a wife

or daughter.

103. On disregarding the

rank of wife and concubine.

t

#

[Chap. XVIi

'

cTim cchdi yuk^ tsut>,

cSz
,
yik2 p6

2 cman efu ts6ung-.

Pitj tsik> V- cts
e
oi.

<Pi yau5
csz

,

shin 2 yung

s ts
c
oi.

<Shau -yeung <ku £
16.

cHi cyan £ t
e in cl6ung.

^im t^pi <tsoi esheung ct
c in

\

<leung.

<Kung Sshan ct
f in *^6.

TCi- mai 2
ct

f in chik>.

4

Yam 2 sh6 chi> -mai s t
f in

I ch^,kj.

^in smai <t
f in chik>.

I

-

Td^ ckang chung 5 ckun £man
ct

c in.

<W6ng (t”n tP.

Hi > *wai h? matj shik^

I

^ang.

!

I

Shin- shik 2 ct
f in siin <kwa

I
'kwo.

1 <Sz
5

tse' <kun ckii Sshun.

eNam £nii <wan <yan.

(Tin ki? (ts
f ai nil.

cTse
ai tsMp> shat 3 tsii

2
.

b9. Tiiis Ia\\ requires that all poor destitute widowers and widows, the fatherless and child-

less, the helpless and the infirm, shall receive a needful support from the magistrates of tlieu

native district or city, provided they are without relations on whom they can depend for support.

I'he foundling hospitals and those for the aged are designed to meet the requirements of this la\\

.

90. It is worthy of remark, under this head, that both literary and religious institutions arr

exempt from the tax on tenements.

91. Officers of government are the guardians of the people, and stand to them in the relation

t jiarents and as the emperors servants, they are by him held responsible for maintaining and
protecting and governing the people : hence, when any natural calamities befall the people, it

becomes the duty of the magistrates to examine the effects of the same in person, so that the\

may faithfully report them to his master.

92. The lands of meritorious officers especially granted to them by imperial patent, are exempr
trom taxation, while their private lands are subject like all others to the land-tax.

101—117. The right of controling marriages rests with parents anH grandparents, or those wlu»

stand in their stead. The ts^ai or wife is the husband^ equal; the ts^ip holds an inferior rank :

the one honorable, the other mean ; to confound their rank would be to destroy propriety, and

to rebel against social order.



Chukj sai
1

ka' s nii.

cKii <s6ng kY tsUi.

Fu- £m6 cch l au kam* ka J

ts
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.

cT^ung sing' c \vai cwan.

<Tsun <pi c\vai cwan.

TsHi* ds^n shuk 2
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<ts
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ct
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TVu ngok> cyan cwai <ts? al

ts
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(Sang td)- ts
c
u) ts^ai.

cLeung tsin- wai <wan cyan.

Chc ut> ctsf ai.

tsc ii
>
j\vai lutj ^hu cwan

cmui cyan tsui-.

cTs'in fit>.

<Shau sleung £wai han-.

<To tshau shui
1

cleung huk,

min-.

(Yan nik> fai yung- shui*

cleung fo
5 mat 2 .

^vau nap> shui > Jeung.

<Hu ch c ut> ct
f ung ckwiin <dui

<chdu.

Fu- ai ctsc in cleung cvsz
9

lia
1-

c

p6 sh6\

cSz
5

tse
5

cts^in cleung.

104. Ejecting a son-in-law,

and marrying the girl again.

105. On marrying during

the period of mourning.
106. Marriage interdicted

during parents’ imprisonment.

107. Marriage of those of

the same family name.
108. Marriage between the

honorable and the mean.
109. On marrying a wife

or concubine^ relations.

110. Official persons mar-
rying as wives or concubines
tlie wives or daughters of fa-

milies under their jurisdiction.

111. On marrying with

those who have absconded,

1 12. Forcible marriage of

•treemens
,

wives and daughters.

113. On marrying female

musicians.

114. On the marriage of

priests.

115. On marriage between
free persons and slaves.

116. On the regulations for

divorce.

117. When marriages are

contracted contrary to law,

both the controler and the go-

between are responsible.

118. Regulations concern-

ing coinage.

119. Periods for receiving

taxes in kind not to be passed.

120. Impartiality in col-

lecting the revenue in kind.

121. On concealing or

wasting the revenue whether
consisting of grain or other

commodities.

122. On monopolizing the

paynjent of taxes.

123. On granting false re-

ceipts at the storehouses.

124. Of excess in receipts;

all private appropriation for-

bidden, and a faithful report

required.

125. On clmdestine lend-

ing or using the revenue.

104, 105. Priests are forbidden to marry, or to have concubines. However, the priests

of the Taou sect often violate this law. Marriage between free persons and slaves is strictU

interdicted.

116. There are seven causes for putting away a 'vife, and there are three considerations
which interfere to prevent such an act: these are specified in Chap. III. sec. 4. page 96.
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I
tse* <kun mat>.

cNo ci chf ut> nap>.

Fu 5
cp

c ing ku 5
yik> <ts

cam chi.

I Mo- cchi <kun Jeung.

cTs^n Jeung u- <s6ung kok,

ch(
at>.

cTsc ong fu' pat> hok> pi ? to 2
.

(Shau cchi cts*in cleunii kap.

shin 2 <hoi <Uun s fung.

Ch e
at, nap> <kun mat, :yau

cwai.

<Shau <chi clau snan.

cHi kai
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shik).

^iin wai- <ts
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<r
>i

mat?.

(Chiin k4i kiln ma“.
I

S
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lShau ^lieung tsoi- kun
cts^oi mat,.
cYan cinun yap? <kun 4 ka
Cchc an.

cFin fat>.

<Ivam clam shai* uV cchung

cim.

'Clio wiii ? cim fat 3 .

<S// cch f
a.

<Sz
5

cf^n.

Nik, shui.

Pak 2
<sheung nik> to*.

cYan a- <fai tui- fu* sch
( mg.

cWai kam 5 (

tsu li-.

126. On clandestine lend-

ing or using public property.

127. On the transfers, ex-

penditures, and receipts.

128. On frauds by ^ork-
rtion in the storehouses.

129. On fraud in the dis-

tribution of rations.

130. Revenue officers an-

swerable for each other.

131. On thefts in the gra-

naries and storehouses.

132. On the duties of the

receivers and the distributors

of property which belongs to

tiie government.

133. Fraud in the issues

and receipts of public stores.

134. On detention and an-

noyance in receiving revenue.

135. Parity of the gold and
s lver delivered to government.

136. On the damaging of

governmental stores.

137. On the transmission

of governmental stores.

138. On the distribution of

confiscated property.

139. On the safe keeping

of confiscated property.

140. Concealment of such

property or of persons.

141. Regulation of the salt

department.

142. On the avails obtain-

ed by the superintendents.

143. On the preservation

of the regulations on salt.

144. On the smuggling of

tea.

145. On the smuggling of

alum.

146. Evasion of duties of

any kind.

147. On the concealment

of goods by merchant vessels.

148. Arrears in the pay-

ment of duties and customs.

149. On taking unlawful

interest.

141—148. Duties and customs are regulated by these laws. The trade in salt is one of the

principal sources of revenue, and is under the control of government, in the hands or* licenced

merchants ;
and both the manufacture and the transportation of the article, as well as the sale of

it, are also regulated by government.

149, 151. Private property, and money loans, Is^in chdiy are regulated by these laws. The

maximum rate of interest is 30 per cent, per annum, but in no length of ysai.s can the interest

exceed the principal.
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Shat> 'ng- cchiu ho 2
.

Shat> ci.

150. Breach of trust in

keeping property.

151. On finding things that

have been lost.

152. On clandestinely open-

ing factories and warehouses.

153. On the valuation of

^oods by factors.

154. On combinations of

factors and traders.

155. On false weights,

/neasures, and scales.

156. On manufacturing u-

tensils and silk stuffs in a man-
ner unsanctioned by usage.

§4. Ritual Laws.

157. Administration of sa-

cred rites.

158. On destroying the al-

tars for the great sacrifices.

159. Sacrifices and offer-

ings to local divinities.

160. Concerning the tombs
of ancient emperors and kings.

161. On doing dishonor to

the gods.

162. Prohibition of magi-
cians and depraved arts.

163. On preparing medi-
cines for the emperor.

164. Care of the imperial

equipage and wardrobe.

165. On keeping and con-

cealing interdicted books,

166. On the transmission of

imperial presents.

167. Neglects and errors

in congratulations at court.

168. On neglect of the ap-

pointed ceremonies.

152—156. These nga li6ng are establishments for the exchange of commodities, approved c i

and sanctioned by government; and the agents in charge of them are allowed only a rixci

per centage on the goods they ship or exchange. By the 154th section, these agents are icr

bidden to forestal the markets so as to raise or depress the prices of goods.

§4. The ritual laws, or those which are designed to regulate the performance of relign

duties, are only 26 in number; of which six (157 to 162) refer to tsai tsz\ or sacrifices and ot-

ferings, and twenty (163 to 182) to z chai^ or ceremonial rules. In the religion of state the

emperor and his officers all bear a part; the son of heaven is high priest of the empire, a nr

it is his sole perogative to offer the great sacrifices to the Most High, to heaven, to earti,

ancestors, <kc. All the officers have their appointed duties in this legal service. See Chin…
Repository, Vol. III. page 49.

157 162. These six a'vs have special reference to ai ^2 ’ or sacrifices and offerings; there

must be no remissness or error in the worshipers, nor defects in the victims. According to

the 161st section, private individuals are forbidden to worship the great divinities; and by t e

162d, heterodoxy of all kinds is interdicted.
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542 GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS. [Chap. XVH.

169. Breach of order in re-

sponding to the emperor.

170. On preventing or im-

peding imperial audiences.

171. Addresses on public

affairs.

172. On the erecting of

monuments by officers to com-
ineinorate their own acts.

173. Interdicts on receiving

and taking leave of officers.

174. Against official mes-
sengers behaving rudely to-

wards provincial officers.

175. Sumptuary laws re-

specting dress, houses, &c.
176. Respect to parents

from the priesthood.

177. Neglecting to note

celestial phenomena.
ITS. On the predicting of

weal and woe by magicians.

179. Concealment ofdeaths

by proper mourners.

180. On neglect of parents

by office-bearers.

181. Regulations for inter-

ment and funeral rites.

182. Regulations for vil-

lage festivals.

§5. Military Laws.

183. Unauthorizedly enter-

ing the imperial temples.

184. IJ nauthorizedlv enter-

lng the imperial palace.

185. Imperial guards not

allowed by night or day to

obtain any substitutes without

leave.

186. On the imperial reti-

nue failing in attendance.

187. Trespass on the im-
perial roads.

1S8. On the employment
of substitutes for the work-
men in the imperial palaces.

_

_

#
G

_
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5
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: Noi 3- 4

fu ckung tsok> £yan
I tseung- t*ai> yik)_.

§5. These laws are 71 in number; sixteen (183—198) referring to kung nga or the protection

of the palace
;
twenty -one (199—219) to kwan cliing^ or the government of the army seven

(220—226) to kwan tsun or boundaries and passes; eleven (227—237) to chau muk, or the

governmental herds; sixteen (238—253) to yau yik, or posts and expresses.

183, 184. Reference is made in these to the imperial mausolea, gardens, parks, &c. I
1

lie

apartments of the empress, empress-mother, and empress-grandmother enjoy the same protection

as those of the emperor.
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189. On the non-departure

oT workmen after completing

their work in the imperial

palaces.

190. Oil irregularly going

in and out of the palaces.

191. On keeping a guard

^ lien employes enter& depart.

192. On shooting arrows

towards the imperial palaces.

193. The noctnrnal guards

are not to lay down their arms.

194. Convicted persons and
their relatives forbidden to

serve on the night guards.

195. Incroachments on the

imperial retinue.

196. Entering the imperial

cantonment.

197. On passing over the

wall of the imperial city.

198. On closing and lock-

ing gates of cities.

199. Against moving troops

without due authority.

200. Military operations to

be duly reported.

201. On sending expresses

concerning military affairs.

202. On betraying the se-

crets of the army.
203. Application for mili-

tary supplies on the frontiers.

204. Failures and errors in

military affairs.

205. On delays in advanc-

ing according to orders.

206. On soldiers serving

as substitutes.

207. Unfaithfulness in com-
manders-in.chief.

208. On allowing the army
to kidnap and plunder.

209. On neglect of exer-

cise and discipline.

210. On provoking peace-

able people to insurrection.

211. Clandestine sale of

war horses.

212. On clandestine sale

of arms and accoutrements.

198. The cities are regarded as fortifid places, and their gates are required to be locked at a
specified time at niglit, and ordinarily are not to be opened until a specified hour in the morning.

199 219. These all refer to kwan ching^ the government of the army. According to the
207th section if an officer in chief command of any city or fortress is surprised and unable to

defend his post, he shall suffer death by decapitation.
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213. On destroying or

abandoning the same.
214. On secretly keeping

prohibited arms.

215. On allowing soldiers

leave of absence.

216. Noblemen secretly em-
ploying governmental troops.

217. Against leaving or

running away from the army
when called on to perform ser-

vice.

21S. Favors to those who
belong to the army.

219. Regulations for noc-

turnal police.

220. On crossing a barrier

without a passport.

22 1. Granting passports on
false pretenses.

222. On detentions and an-

noyances at barriers.

223. On assisting the wives

and daughters of deserters to

go forth from the cities or

fortified towns.

224. On discovering and
seizing spies.

225. On passing secretly

the frontiers and on going out

to sea contrary to the regula-

tions.

226. Private employment
of public archers.

227. Concerning the im-

proper management of the

herds and flocks belonging to

government.

228. On the breeding of

horses for government.

229. Unfaithfulness in the

examination of animals.

230. On failing to feed and
doctor lean and sick ani-

mals according to prescribed

rules.

218. In case a soldier dies or is killed in the army, the local officers are required to provj<
!e

for the surviving relations with temporary means of subsistence, and of returning to their native

place, if absent from their families.

220—226. These laws refer to boundaries and passes both by sea and land. A clause under

the 224th section forbids the Chinese inhabiting the small islands along the coast. Tns law

however is not enforced, and multitudes inhabit the islands.

230. The veterinary art has received no inconsiderable attention from the Chinese as the JA:

King, or Memoir on Horses, a work in four volumes containing recipes for curing the diseasr-

)f not only horses but cattle and camels, sufficiently testifies. Horses, horned cattle, crmel

mules, and asses, are the several kinds of animals specified in this law, which refers >rly to

those kinds of animals that belong to the government, or are designed for its service.
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231. On using the cattle I

of government in such a man-
!

ner as to injure their backs
or necks.

232. Improper training of i

governmental horses.

233. On slaughtering or

killing horses and cattle.

234. On cattle biting and
injuring people,

235. On concealing the

increase of cattle and horses

which belong to the govern- i

ment.

236. Privately lending ani-

mals belonging to government.
|

237. Concerning the public I

messengers improperly com-
pelling the loan of horses.

238. On the conveyance
of governmental dispatches.

239. On intercepting dis-

'

patches of government.
240. Post-offices must not

|

be allowed to go out of repair.

241. Private employment
of the office-soldiers.

242. Delays of the express-

es in carrying dispatches.

243. On exceeding tfie

number of horses allowed.

244. On granting an ex-

cess of rations.

245. On refusing to fur-

nish post-horses, for convey-
ing dispatches, when they are

due.

246. Delay in the transmis-

sion of governmental effects.

247. On occupying the prin-

cipal apartments ofpost offices.

248. On carrying private

property on post-horses.

249. Officers forcing the

people to carry their sedans.

sShing <kun chf ak> tsik>

sling cchc un.

(Run £md pat, <^16 tsap>.

(Tsoi sh4t> -md £ ngau.

Chc uk> -ngiu tik> cyan.

'Yan nik> t tsz
5

t-shang ckun

chc uk>

cSz
5

tse
J ckun ch*uk> 'ch^n.

<Kung sz’ cyan ‘tang sok 3

ts^ cma p*at>.

Tai5
- sung5 ckung cman.

(16
l

tsii shat2 <fung <kung

cman.

Po* she
1

'slin wai 2
.

<Sz yik 2 p
l
d) <ping.

Yik> sz
J>

ckai cchl ing.

<To cshing yik>

<To <cln -lam kap>.

cMan cshii eying kap> yik? a
pat> kap>.

<Kung sz
2 tying chang ckai

ceding.

Chim5 suk> yik2 sheung-

cf6ng.

cShing yik> -cma »tsai t sz^

matj.

cSz
5

yiki cman £fu c^oi kiu 2
.

231. This law was made in consideration of government and for its benefit, and not m mercy to

the brute creation; however, in its operation it is most favorable to the 4 dumb ass and ox.
5 The

Chinese generally seem not to be cruel to their brute beasts; and much of the labor borne by
the ox and the horse in other countries is here sustained by man.

233. This law ordains that, ‘whoever, without the permission of government kills his own
horses and horned cattle shall be punished with 100 blows/ Swine and sheep are also included

in this law, and the killing of them without license is forbidden.

238—253. These sixteen laws regulate the r post-offices and expresses for the tram
mission of governmental dispatches. The ordinary rate of dispatches is 300 It per day in

cases of great moment they are called fire dispatches, and are carried 500 h per day, arriving in

Canton from the capital in twelve or thirteen days.

E
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250. The families of de-

ceased officers arc^ to be remov-
ed to their homes at the ex-

pense of government.

251. Committing to others

tho care of conveying property.

252. On the conveyance
of private property by the

cattle, carts, or vessels of go-

vernment.

253. On privately lending

Hje pc^t-horses of government.

§6. Criminal laws.

254. High treason, or con-

certing^ high rebellion.

255. Concerting revolt or

desertion.

256. On making strange

(or wicked) books or speeches.

257. Stealing things used

by tije emperor in sacrifices.

258. Stealing documents
m ritten by tho emperor.

259. Stealing the seals of

government.

260. Stealing from the im-

perial palace*

261. Stealing the keys of

city gates.

262. Stealing of military

weapons.

263. Stealing timber from

gardens and mausolea.

264. Superintendents and
keepers stealing provisions and

money from the treasuries

and storehouses.

265. Common people steal-

ing provisions and money from

the treasuries and storehouses.

266. Robbery, or stealing

b\ violence.

267. Releasing prisoners

by violence.

268. On committing rob-

bery in open daylight.

Pin^ ku* ckun 4k^ shuk ?

5wan iheung.

sShin «chdi Vhun ku >

ki
1

s>an.

sShing ckun cl^uk, 4ch? an
ckii jshun fu- csz* mati.

cSz* ts^
y

yikj srna.

c Ying lut^

sMau *f^n yik,.

5Mau pun 2
.

Ts5- *16 <shii
c
iu sm.

T6- tai- tsz
2

Sshan yii i rnatjc

To- chai' cshii.

Td 1

* yan* sun*.

To^ noi-
c
fu ctsoi mat,.

Td J ashing 5mun y^uk,.

To 1 ckwan hi",

Td a ciin sling shii 2 muk,.

cK^m ^shau tszn td- <tse6ng fu*

sts^n cl^ung.

cSli^ung 5yan to
1
- «tb? ong fu*

ctsMn s16ung.

s K6ung td^.

Kip) cch^aa.

Pakj chau' cts6ung tti f
>

§6. Tlie criminal laws are 170, extending from No. 254 to 423, and are comprised jn eleven

subdivisions: twenty-eight (254 to 281) refer toio ts
K dk or theft and robbery twenty (282 to 301}

to yan ming or loss of human life
;

twenty -two (30^ to 323) to lau au^ or quarreling and
fighting; eight (324 to 331) to ma lai or abu^iv^ language

; twelve (332 to 343) to sH chung or

litigations
;
eleven (344 to 354) to shau chdng or bribery eleven (355 to 365) to cha ngai or frauds

and forgery ;
ten (366 to 375) to fan kan or illicit intercourse

;
eleven (376 to 386) to tsdpfan

or miscellaneous offenses; eight (387 to 394) to pd m6ng or arrest and escapes twczit) -mne
(395 to 423) to tun yuk or imprisonments.

256. This law interdicts prophetic sayings, such as the foreteliing of national prosperity or

adversity, and also the publication of obscene and heterodox books.
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269. Stealing, or taking
|

property by stealth.

270. On stealing horses '

and other domestic animals.

271. On stealing grain and i

the products of the fields.

272. On stealing from
|

kindred and relations.

273. On obtaining property

by alarms and threats.

274. Obtaining public or

private property fraudulently. !

275. On kidnapping and
selling persons to be slaves.

276. On opening graves [to

rob the dead].

277. Causelessly entering

houses by night.

278. On harboring thieves i

and robbers.

279. Concerning those who
abet plans for robbery.

280. The publicly taking

[by force], and the secretly '

obtaining of property are both 1

alike to be regarded as robbery.

281. On the defacing of

branded marks.

282. On concerting the

killing of a person.

283. On concerting the

murder of an imperial envoy,

or a magistrate under whom
one lives.

284. On killing with ma-
lice prepense father or mother

grandfather or grandmother.

285. On killing an adul-

terer by the husband.

286. Killing one^ deceased

husband’s father and mother.

287. On killing three per-

sons in one family.

1

H i

1

X

&

Sit* to*.

Tb l 5m4 sngau che uk> ^b^an.

Td 2
s t

c
in sy6 kuk, mik 2 .

cTs*an shuk, <s6ang tb l
.

cHung hak> ^tsii sts
c
oi.

Ch4* thi ckun <sz
, Hsu

Leuk> ?yan l^uk 3. mai'- syan.

Fat>
Cchung.

Ye 1 cmo ku } yap> cyan cka.

Tbl ts^k> cwo ^hu.

Kung- smau swai tb l
.

JCung Hsii sit, (tsii ckii

swai td J
.

,che u sik> tsz
1^

sMau shit, syan.

s Mau sh chai sz” kapi
cpun ckun Cch^ung ckun.

cMau shat»
c
tso fu

3- -mb fu1

s mi).

Shit, ckin cfu.

^Mau shat> k(? <fu fu 2 -md.

Slilt, yat, ck^ <sdm cyan.

273. Cases of this kind are not unfrequent
;
the plunderers, feigning themselves to be official

persons, enter the shops or premises of those whom they know to be obnoxious to justice, and
behave as if they were going to seize persons or property

; but overtures being made for set-

tlement they accept money and move off before the deception is detected. Redress is then too

late. Such impositions are punishable with death.

276. The opening of graves and the disturbing of the dead are viewed by the Chinese as acts

of great enormity, and as equally offensive to gods and to men, to the living and to the dead.

These acts are sometimes committed for the sake of plunder, and sometimes in retaliation for

deeds done by the living. Cases of the latter often occur in prosecuting family feuds.

280. The legal term robbery is applied to the acts of all those who publicly with open violence

or clandestinely take, or attempt to take, the property of other people.

285. The husband who kills the adulterer or adulteress or both ? when discovered by him in

the very act, shall not be punishable.



'Tsf
oi cshang chit> kt> <yan.

Ts6 5
- ch^akj "ku tuk ? «sh4t

cyan. •

Tau 3 *au kap> ku >
shat> cyan,

<Ping hii
> cyan fuk 5 shik,.

HP sh&t>’ ng ? shit> kwo shah
sh4t> csheung <yan.

tFu {au *sz
5 lyau tsui- <ts

c
ai

'

!

.

Shat>
<

tsz
,

csun kapj snu ^pi

ct
f 6 lai- .cyan.

<Kung ts
< jn

> csheung iVan.

<Ku sm^ shit) <sheung cyan.

cYung (i shit> tsh^ung iyan.

(W6 <kung sliatj <sheung.<yan.

cWai pik> cyan chi* W.
\ *

iTsiin
(ch c 6ung wai- 5yan

shat) <sz
?

cwo.

<Tc ung chang <chi -fyau iinaa

hoi-.

Tau) (au.

'Pd cku ban 5
- cki.

<Kung noi 2, -fan <ch^ng.

<Tsung shat> kok? s Jo
s
i

sheung- ^an pi 1 'au.

288. On cutting to pieces

human beings.

289. On preparing animal
poisons to kill people.

290. On fighting and in-

tentionally killing people.

29 1^. On depriving people
of food and raiment.

292. On killing or maim-
ing persons in playing with
them, or by mistake,' or by
simplp accidents.

293. On a husband^ beat-

ing to death a wife or concu-
bine, who is obnoxious to

punishment.

294. On killing a child or

grandchild, or a male or fe-

male slave, and charging the
crime on others.

*295. On wounding persons
by shooting arrows, &c.

296. On killing or wound-
ing bv carriages or horses.

297. On injuring or killing

by improper use of medicine.
298. On killing or wound-

ing bv pitfalls or traps.

299. On causing the death
ot persons by cruel annoyances.

300. On the heads of fami-

lies compromising or conceal-
ing the murder of children

or dependents.

301. Interference in cases
of intended injury.

302. On quarreling and
fighting in ordinary cases.

303. Period ofresponsibility

for consequences of injury.

304. Angry contentions in

the imperial palaces.

305. Cases in which mem-
bers of the imperial family,

near or remote, are beaten or

injured.

288. This law has reference to cutting in pieces the human body in revenge, and also for

magical purposes. Those who are found guilty of this crime must suffer death by 4 the slow

and painful process,
5

291. Bv this statute, the applying of any noxious thing to the mouth, nose, or other natural

outlets of the body, in such a manner as tQ caitse injury or death, is forbidden.

298. This law requires all person^ whT<i,dig pitfalls, or conceal springes and trap-, etc., for the

purpase of taking game, to give^ notice; of such pits by erecting flags, or stretching cords around

the dangerous spot. ‘ ' >
• *

#

301. This la requires those^ v^h<t *\now anY injury antended to any one, to endeavor in

the first place to prevent it; and if unsuccessful, then, in the second place, to report the matter

to the magistrates. -
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306. On beating an impe-

rial envoy, or any officer or

magistrate under whom one

is living/

307. Inferior officers^strik-

ng or injuring their superiors

binder whose orders they are

residing.

308. Officers m superior

stations quarreling or fighting

with those under their own
authority.

309. Officers of the ninth I

degree of rank striking those

of the third degree and up.

wards.

-

310. On striking persons

employed in public service.

311. Scholars and appren- I

tices striking their masters.

312. On binding and coh-

rining persons by the powerful.

313. On free persons and
slaves beating each other,

314. On male and female

slaves striking their masters.

315^ Wives and concubines
striking their husbands.

316. On kindred fighting

with each other.

317. The mean and young
members of a family striking

those who are honorable and
aged.

318. Young members strik-

ing the elder members.
319. Children striking their

parents or grandparents.

320. Wives and concubines

who strike the kindred and
relations of their husbands.

321. Striking the children

of a wife’s former husband.

322. Wives and concubines
striking the father and mo-
ther of a deceased husband.

323. On a father or grand-

father being beaten.

324. On using abusive lan-

guage-
.

*Au chai) "sz
r

kap? *pun

^un ^h^eung ikun.

Tso 5 chik> HMmg shuk2 au
(chc eung »kun.

Sh^ung- <sz
5

tkun ^yii *t
c ang

shuki ckun <seung *au.

4
' 'pan

*

-\ sh^ung- ckun
4au kh^eung tkun.

-Kii
4au <chui ship> cyan.'

*Au shau 2 ip ? csz
?

.

cWai liki chai
5

fok> cyan.

cL^ung ts^n^ <seung *au.

sN6 spi 'au ck^,
4c^png.

cTsc ai ts
c
ip 5

lau <fu.

cT^ung sing 5
<ts*an shuk.

<seung 4au.
4Au tii- ckung h4- <tsiin

‘chMimg.

4Au tki cts^n <tsiin 'ch^eung.

cAu c
tsd fu- £md fu4 £md-

cTs^ai ts
c
ip> syii <fu <ts

c an
shukj <s6ung «au.

cAu cts^ai cts
e in cfu tchi

c

tsz ..

<Tsc ai ts
c
lp>

4au kii
5 du fu-

£md. #

F6 2 (tsd pi: an.

Mi- cyan.

313. I he slave who strikes a tree person is to be punished one degree more sevcrclv than
an ordinary person and if to suffer death if the cons qpences (jf the beating prove to be fatal

or even very serious. •

314. This, if done designedly, *is a capital crime, dnd all engaged in it, without distinction
between principals and accessories, shall suffer death by decapitation.
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325. On abusing an impe-

rial envoy, or an officer un*

der whose jurisdiction one is

living.

326. An inferior officer in

any department using abusive

language towards his supe-

riors.

327. Male or female slaves

abusing their masters.

328. On abusing the honor-

able and aged of a family.

329. On abusing parents

or grandparents.

330. Wives and concubines
using abusive language to-

wards the elder kindred of a

husband.

331. Wives and concubines
using abusive language to the

father and mother of a deceas-

ed husband.

332. Passing the proper and
complaining to a higher officer.

333. Concerning those who
put forth anonymous docu-
ments impeaching others of

crimes.

334. On neglecting to re-

ceive appeals.

335. Cases in which ma-
gistrates must retire.

336. On bringing forward

false accusations.

337. Accusations against

one’s own kindred.

338. When children and
grandchildren disobey orders.

339. Prisoners in confine-

ment cannot accuse others

(except it be their keepers

in case of ill usage).

340. On exciting and se-

ducing people to litigations.

341. Mode of trial in cases

of those enrolled as soldiers.

cha^ szu kap> ^un (kun
^l^eung tkun.

Tso 5 chik, HUmg shuk>
Cch( eung ckun.

cN6 5 pi mi- <ki ^ch^eung.

M4- <tsiin ^h^ung.

Ma- Hsb fu 2 sm6 fu 2 £m6.

<Tsf ai tsl ip> mi2 cfu <ki <tse an
<tsun Cch{ eung.

cTse ai ts
c
ip> mi 1 ku* <fu fu

5-

smd.

t) t2 sb\

£Tau nik> cming 4man ishu

kd' syan tsui 2
.

K6* chong 2 pat> shau- s
li.

T^ng* tsung^ s ui pi J
.

SM6 kb\

<Kon cming fan
5
- i-.

'Tsz^siin c\vai fan i kau J ling^

Kin kam sch^au pat tak>

k6 J ^ii «t
c 4 szn .

<so i tsz
,

tsung^.

cKwan 5man y^uk, ui l
S tsz

y

tsung
5
-.

333. Whoever placards, or brings before government, an anonymous document falsely accusing

others of crimes, shall, according to this law, be strangled
;
and, although what he declares be true T

lie shall yet be convicted. Notwithstanding the severity of this law, persons who feel themselves

aggrieved, have recourse to placards; and so bold are the people, that sometimes they post up their

complaints on the very walls of the magistrate^ office. Recourse is also had to anonymous letters.

335. These are cases in which the kindred or relations of the magistrate are brought to his

court or tribunal
;
whenever this happens the officer must retire before the trial can proceed— it

being supposed that in such cases he will not act with impartiality.

337. Children who accuse their parents, and wives and concubines who accuse their husbands,

shall receive 100 blows, even if the charge be true
;
and death shall be the punishment, if it be

false in only one particular. .

®



cKun li
2 ctsz tsung- ck^ cyan

so*.

SM6 ko' cchc ang ckwan kap.

<ts
c in

c
sai.

cKun h l shau 1 cts
c oi,

Tso 1 cchc ong chi* tsui1
.

Szn hau 2 shau- cts^oi.

cKun li- ting*
c
hii cts

c oi mat>.

-Yau sz
2

-i cts
c oi

cts^ing ckau.

Tsoi 2 ckun ckau sokj tse'

l^ai* cyan cts
c oi mat,,

<Ka cyan <kau sok>.

<Fung hln' <kun li'- fin
5-

(Chc ong.

<Yan ckung <fo slim.

Hakj clau cchc ong,

cSz
9

shau- ckung cha\i ct>
?
oi

mat 2 .

Cha1 cwai chai J
cshii.

ChaJ
cchiin chiu 1 C

chi.

Tui* chai 1 -sheung cshu ch?V

pat> -1 shatj.

Ngai- tb^d 1 yan* sun' cshi

hin> <shU tang.

cSz’chii’ Wung Sts in.

Cha^ cka ckun.

342. Litigations in behalf

of officers of government are

to be managed by their do-

mestics.

343. On being sentenced to

the army, or transported for

bringing forward false accu-

sations.

344. On officers of govern-

ment receiving bribes.

345. On bestowal of pro-

perty that may lead to crime.

346. On receiving a bribe

after an act is done,

347. On magistrates listen-

ing to promises of bribes.

348. On seeking aid by

bribes when in trouble.

349. Concerning the extor-

tion of loans by those who are

in the service of government.

350. Extortion of loans by
an officer’s domestics.

35 1 . Reception of bribes by
high and influential officers.

352. Levy ing contributions

on pretexts of public service.

353. On retaining stolen

goods recovered by the police.

354. The military receiving

presents from the nobility.

355. On forging an impe-

rial document,

356. On falsely promulgat-

ing imperial orders.

357. On giving false replies

to inquiries which are made
by the emperor.

358. Against counterfeiting

governmental seals, and the

imperial kalenders.

359. Against the private

casting ofcopper money.
360. Falsely pretending to

be officers of government.

344. No officer or other person in the employment of government is allowed, 5/iaw to re-

ceive property, as gifts or bribes
;
those who do so shall be immediately deprived of their honors

and office, dismissed fraoi service, and be punished according to the value of the gift : if it be ii<

value one ounce or less of silver, 60 blows shall be the punishment; if 120 ounces or more, death,

l iie penalties of this law are often evaded
;
and presents to a very large amount, in one way oi

another, reach the hands of official persons.

351 . These high officers, governors, lieutenant-governors, commissioners of justice, of finance,

d:c., and high ministers of state who are guilty of these crimes, are to be punished two degree^
more severely than those who are only of the rank of prefects.
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Cha5
tchf ing noi- sz

>5 ltang

tkun.

Kan z shi- chi5
cching *sz

5

shang.

ChY s'vai sui 2 ymg

Ch^ ping- 'sz
9

«sh6ung pi^

sz
5
-.

Ch4' kau J syau syan fin i fdt>.

Fdn- <k4n.

Tsung> cyungtts^i tsc ip> fan"

(k^n.

cTs*an shukj is^ung ckin.

cMo chap> <yung <k^in.

sNd kap> ku J <kung cyan <kln

ck4 ^h^ung <tsc ai.

cKan p6- <man <tsc ai smi.

<kkn.

cSeung ts
c jn ?

ts6ung (kin.

<Kun Jj- suk> cchc eung.

-cM4i cl^ung cwai tchf6ung.

Chuk> Svai (shan <ming cting-

cFu ts6ung ? ckwan sz 5i ping-

kap> ci y6uk>.

^6 pok>.

Am kot 5 *f che.

Chuk) t k> tkung sz
5
-.

361. Pretending to be high
officers of state.

362. High officers feigning

to hold secret commissions.

363. Pretending that there

are felicitous omens.
364. On pretending sick-

ness or death to avoid business.

^65. Deceitfully persuading

people to transgress the law.

366. On illicit sexual inter-

course.

367. Conniving at illicit

conduct of wife or concubine.
*<68. Incest, or illicit in-

tercourse between relations.

369. Falsely accusing a

husband’s father of incest.

370. Slaves or hired domes-
ics having illicit intercourse

with the master’s wife.

37 1 . Illicit intercourse with

peopled wives and daughters.

372. Illicit intercourse by
those who are in mourning, or

by the priests of Budha and
of the

f

Faou sect.

3?^. Illicit intercourse be-

tween free persons and slaves.

374. Officers of govern-

ment frequenting brothels.

375. On buying free per-

sons to be prostitutes.

376. On defacing or de-

stroying public monuments.
377. On procuring medical

aid for laborers and soldiers in

the public service.

378. Laws for the suppres-

sion of gambling.

379. Eunuchs [forbidden

to all but titular kings].

880. Soliciting malversa-

tion in public business.

364. Leave of absence is very often obtained on plea of illness and cases are not infrequent

. i which the illness is feigned.

366—375. These laws, and the clauses under them, evince a most horrible state of crime, while

tliey show also how wisely reasonable men, with no other guide than conscience, can legislate

having not the Divine law, they are a law unto themselves.

376. The shan mmg ting are halls or courts in which the names of bad people are exposed ,

and thej might be called halls of exposure.

^78. There are nineteen clauses under this law, the last of which was enacted in 1819. The
overnment disallows all sorts of gambling, lotteries^ and often severely punishes those who
ransgress these laws ;

still the evil practice in one form or another prevails to a great extent

amon^ almost all classes of the people.
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381. On privately hushing

up public crimes,

382. Laws resj>ecting ac-

cidental fires.

383. On willfully or mali-

ciously setting fire to the

hoases of other people.

384. Laws respecting the-

atrical representations.

385. On disobedience to

the orders of government,

386. On doing what ought

not to be done.

387. On the duty of police-

officers in pursuing and appre-

hending thieves.

388. Criminals resisting of-

rcers of the police.

389. On escaping from

prison by stealth, and on

breaking it open by violence.

390. On the escaping of

transported convicts.

391. On delays in transport,

mg convicts.

392. Keepers not observing

the escape of prisoners.

393. Concealing criminals,

while aware of their crimes.

394. Limited term of appre-

hending thieves and robbers.

*395. On neglecting to con-

fine prisoners.

396. Maliciously imprison-

ing or torturing innocent men.

4

0 R

i

I

0

cSz
5 cwo ckung sz

5
-.

Shat> l
f6.

Fong* cf6ku >

cshia cyan fong

uk>.

(Pun ts5 a tsapi kik 5 .

cWai ling 2
.

Pat, eying c\vai.

(Ying cyan cchui p6- tsui-

<yan.

Tsui- cyan l

kii p6-.

Yuk> cC^au t
c ut> <kam kap>

Tan yuk> tsoi
3-

c'Pd £lau cyan <t
e 6

cKai Jau ccheau £ t
c
d.

^hii ^hau pat> kok> shat,

cch^au.

cChi cts^ing cts
c ong nik 3 tsui-

<yan.

Tc 6- ts^ka p5- h4n 2

cCh? au eying kam 5

£ i pat

kam >
.

Ki? kam> ki? i6nV cp*ing

cyan.

Evasions of this law, by compromising offenses, and withdrawing them from the cognizance

of the officers to whose notice they have been brought, are very frequent among the Chinese.

Few magistrates will refuse to allow this when the temptation is sufficiently strong, and few

offenders are slow to resort to it when they have the means of making the temptation < strong

as to effect their purpose, and 4'shove by justice.
5

Consequently, when one high in rank is

known to have passed through his office clean-handed, he is proportionably lauded by the people

a reward highly prized by some Chinese statesmen.

382. This law subjects the master of any house, which is accidentally or any other way set

on fire, to punishment by the bamboo, and to death if the fire chance to extend to any of the

nnperial tenjples,

384. By this law, actors are precluded from representing, in any of their performances,

empresses, famous princes, ministers, and generals of former ages
;

it is not however intended to

proliibit fictitious characters, if they be just and upright men, chaste wives, or pious and obedient

rhildren. These very characters, by this law prohibited, are the most usual and constant ones

upon the Chinese stage. The theatre here, a favorite place of resort, is far from bein^ an
unexceptionable 4 school of virtue.

5

895. Prison discipline in China is in a very low state, the condition of the prisons wretched in

the extreme, and the abuses enormous. The regulations for the management of prisons are often

allowed to remain dormant, and the suffering? of the inmates are horrible beyond description.
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^97. Unjustly protracting i

imprisonment.

398. On the ill treatment of
j

prisoners.

399. On giving prisoners '

tools to effect their release.

400. Keepers exciting pri-

soners to reverse a confession.

401. On the raiment and
food of prisoners.

402. On permitting the

kindred of statesmen once

meritorious to visit them
when prisoners.

403. Condemned criminals
:

procuring their own death.

404. Age and youth not i

to he examined by torture.

405. Cases in which pri-
|

soners are to be confronted.

406. Examination to be
|

confined to the indictment.

407. Against the disallow.

;

ing of the return of plaintiff

or accusers after the case is

tinished.

408. Prisoners falsely ac. i

rising innocent persons.

409. On palliating or mag-
|

nifying a prisoner’s offense. i

410. On clearing up cases
j

of false accusation.

411. Sentences determined i

by competent authorities.

412. Against all fallacious

practices in holding an inquest

on a dead body,

413. Adjudging punish-

ment which is illegal,

414. Offenses of high offi.

,

cer?and imperial envoys.

41 5. In giving decisions

the law must be quoted.

Jm kam*.

5Ling yeuk2 tsuii
5ch

€ au.

fYii cch^au "ckam yan- ckai

t
c
iit>.

cChu Wau kau* schcau €
faifi

V
Yuki sch

e au a 5leung*

I cKung 5shan <ying kanr

I
cts

c an syan yap> shi%

<Sz ,

5ch
e au ling- syan

sh4t>.

j

-Lo yau J pat> <hiu sun'.

! Kuk> yuka sting £ch
c au tor

j

tui*

.

J7 chong 1 kuk> yuk,.

sUn ko 1

£yan sz2 pat, pat)

fong* tui.

Yak, sch
?au smo C

chi rp
f ing

syan.

cKun <sz’ chc
ut> yap> syan

tsui-.

Pin- sming ciin
cwong

sYau <sz’ ke uti cch?au ctan
;

tai)-.

cKim im 5
- ‘shi tsh6ung pat>

s
i shat>.

Kc
ut> fat2 pat> cii fat>.

cCh? eung <kun sz
7>

5 yan syaf£

fan-.

Tim' tsui- syan lutA ling-.

404. By the provisions of this law, those who are above the age of 70, or under the age of 15.

are exempt frem torture.

405. Magistrates, at whose tribunal a case has been brought, are allowed to demand the attend-

r-nce of associates and accomplices in it, who may be in the custody of other magistrates, and

the demand mast be complied with in three days.

409. Magistrates acting as judges, by intentionally extenuating or aggravating the guilt of

prisoners—in other words, who designedly pronounce and execute any unjust sentence,—expose

. lemselves to the penalties of this law, and 6t in every such case, the member of the court whe^

stands first in point of responsibility, shall suffer punishment equal in degree with that whirl

was, when it ought not to have been or was not when it ought to have been, inflicted.”

415, Under this head reference is made to common a9 well as to statute law :
4old custom/ or

well supported and well defined precedents, are no mean or infrequent authorities among the

Chinese.
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Sect. 1. j
PENAL CODE. 555

416. Criminals allowed to

confess and to protest.

417. Effect of a pardon on

a foregoing sentence.

418. He who on the hear-

ing of a general pardon com-
inits a crime [shall receive

heavier punishment].

419. Transported convicts

refusing to work.

420. On offenses committed

by females.

421. Waiting the report of

cases from the emperor.

422. On passing erroneous

sentences.

423. Clerks writing confes-

sions for others.

§7. Public Works.

424. On assuming to effect

public works.

425. On waste or expendi-

ture of time and wages on

materials that are unfit for use.

426. On buildings or manu-
factures not according to law.

427. Misapplication of the

public property.

42S. Misapplication of the

governmental silks.

;

|Yuk2Sch? au tsiifuk2 pin
5

I

She* cts
1 In tiin

1

tsui2 pat> to ng'

.

j

£Man syau cyan she' ci ku'

I fan-.
I

•

<T f 5 cchc au pat) eying yik>.

I

syan f^n
3
- tsm 2

.

cSz 5

£ch
c au fuk> tsauJ

toi- p6
5

.

Tiin* tsui- pat> tong >

.

Li 2 c
tln toi-

c

se cchiu
c
ts

e 6.

(.Kung LuU.

Shin 2 ts{ 6- tsok».

cH ?
ii fai

> ckung lik2

c
ts

c oi
c
tsii

pat> chom yung 2
.

Ts6- tsokj pat> di fat,.

M6- mat 2 llu-.

Tii* ts^ 2 tiin- p
c
at>.

416. When a prisoner is sentenced to death, or to be transported, he must according to this

law have his case stated to him, so that be may either confess or dispute it
;

and his kindred,

within 300 Zi, must be summoned to attend the trial.

417. By the provisions of this law, an erroneous sentence passed immediately after a general

pardon, may be so far corrected or reversed, as to be included in such general pardon.

420. Except in capital cases and those of adultery, females are not to be imprisoned, but kepi

in the custody of their husbands or other kindred.

421. Ordinarily, provincial authorities,- after reporting a criminal case to the throne, must

wait for the imperial rescript before proceeding to inflict capital punishment. In certain cases,

however, these formalities are dispensed with, and a criminal is led away to execution in a few

hours after his apprehension. For this end, there is lodged with the fi/yiin^ or lieutenant-

governor of each province, a symbol of authority, called w6ng ming. The criminal being judged

and sentenced, the presiding officer, even if it be the himself, goes in state, and, with

prescribed formalities, requests the delivery of the w6ng ming and being taken from the place

where it is kept deposited, it is borne with great pomp and solemnity before the criminal to the

fatal spot, where in its presence the victim kneels toward the emperoi^s palace, and by a single

stroke of the executioner^ sword expires in the attitude of giving thanks to him for the dispen-

sation of justice ! The phrase w6ng ming^ literally 4 king 5

s order/ is equivalent to death-warranty

and is often so translated ;
it is supposed to be derived from high antiquity, before the use of

the word emperor, and hence the name king 5

s order is still retained.

§7. These laws are thirteen in number, and refer chiefly to manufactures, and the con-

struction of buildings, for government.

428.

This law is intended to prevent any one from mixing his own private materials with

those of the government, in its manufactories of silks, &c.



Chik> ts
c 6 2

swai kam 5 slung

fung- cman tim 2
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c
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Ts^- tsok> kwo 5 hin 2
.

<Sau s
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fong fu*.

-Yau tsz
J <kun Yi- pat> chii^
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«kung kai.

I
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,
Shat> cshi pat> (sau ct

c
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I

cSau -H <kc iu cleung t6 2 Id 2
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429. Against weaving or

manufacturing interdicted pat-

terns of the dragon, phoenix,

&c.
430. On exceeding the li-

mited time for work.

431. On repairing granaries

and storehouses.

432. Concerning officers,

and those in the employment
of government, not residing in

their offices.

433. On breaking down
embankments.

434. On failure in the time

for repairs.

435. Encroachments on
streets and highways.

436. Concerning repairs of

bridges and roads.

TABLE I.-

This table is an abstract of the principal articlesofthe laws specially provided for the protection

of public and private property. The grade of punishments here exhibited are for crimes commit-
ted against the statutes in the first and sixth subdivisions of the criminal laws, viz. Nos. 254

—

281, and Nos. 343—354. By this table, it appears on inspection, that whoever is guilty of any
species of pecuniary malversation, to the extent of 20 taels of silver, shall, generally speaking,

be liable, at the least to a punishment of 40 blows: that whoever is guilty of a theft of private

property, or of receiving a bribe for an object in itself lawful, to the same extent, is punishable

with 80 blows : that whoever is guilty to the same extent of a theft of public property, or of

receiving a bribe for an object in itself unlawful, is punishable with 60 blows, and banishment
for the space of one year : and, lastly, that whoever is guilty of embezzling much of the public

property, will be punishable with 100 blows, and perpetual banishment to the distance of 2000 h.

(See Sir G. T. Staunton 5

s Translation of the Penal Code.)

Scale of Punishment for Offenses against Public and Private Property.

Pecuniary Bribery for Bribery for Theft of Embezzlt.
Punishment. Malver- Theft. a lawful an unlawful Public mentol'pub-

sation. Object. Object. Property. lie property.

Taels. Taels. Taels. Taels. Taels. Taels.

20 blows with the bamboo - 1 or less

30 blows - 1 to 10

40 blows - 20 to 30
50 blows ----- 30 to 40

60 blows - 40 to 50 1 or less 1 or less

70 blows ----- 50 to 60 10 — 10 1 or less 1 or less

80 blows - 60 to 70 20 — •20 — 1 to5tls. 1 to5tls. 1 or less

90 blows ----- 70 to 80 30 — 30 — 10 — 10 — 1 to 2
100 blows - 80 to 90 40 — 40 — 15 — 15 — 5

HO blows and 1 year's banishment 100 to 200 50 — 50 — 20 — 20 — n
70 blows and 1^ year's banishment *200 to 300 60 — 60 — 25 — 25 — ID

80 blows and 2 years* banishment 300 to 400 70 — 70 — 30 — 30 —
90 blows and years' banishment 400 to 500 80 — 80 — 35 — 35 — 15

100 blows and 3 years* banishment 500 &, up'ds 90 90 — 40 — 40 — Hi
100 blows and perpet. banish. 2000 /i^.

— 100 — 100 — 45 — 45 20
100 blows and perpet. banish. 2500 //. — 110 — 110 — 50 — 50 — 25
100 blows and perpet. banish. 3000 /f. — 120 _ 120 55 — 55 — 30

S Upwards of Upwards of 80 or 120 80 in ext-
Death,—to be strangled • • —

\

120 taels. 120 taels. If an inferi. reine cases.

Death, to be beheaded . -

or Officer.

——

s

80 in ex-

— J (
treme cases.
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60 20 blows For one year to a distance of 500 li

12 70 25 For one year and a half.

.

. ..500 li

13 80 30 For two years . .500 li

14 90 35 For two years and a half.

.

...500 U
15 100 40 ’ For three years -.500 U
16 100 40 „ For life ..2000 U
17 100 40 For life .2500 lx

18 100 40 For life

19 Death by strangulation.
20 Death by decollation.

Dimensions of the Bamboo. I Deg.
Nom-
inally

Reduced. Together with Banishment.

TABLE III.

Scale of pecuniary redemption in such cases as are not legally excluded from the benefit of

general acts of grace and pardon, and which, though not necessarily redeemable, have, by an
<pdict of the eighth year of the emperor Kinlung (1744), been made redeemable upon petition.

Sentence.

Death by
strangulation

Rank of the Offender,

An officer above the fourth rank,

An officer of the fourth rank

An officer of the fifth or sixth rank,

An officer of the seventh, or any inferior rank, or a Master of Arts,
, A - u ..

A graduate, licenciate, or a Bachelor of Arts,
or decollation.

A private individual - J

An officer above the fourth rank,

.

An officer of the fourth rank,
• sixthAn officer of the fifth or sixth rank,

An officer of the seventh, or any inferior rank, or a Master of Arts,

A graduate, licenciate, or a Bachelor of Arts,

A private individual, •

An officer above the fourth rank,

An officer of the fourth rank,

An officer of the fifth or sixth rank,

officer of the seventh, or any inferior rank, or a Master of Arts,

A graduate, licenciate, or a Bachelor of Arts, .

A private individual,

Perpetual

banishment-

Temporary ba-
|

nishment, or blows
^

with the bamboo. !

Commutation.

f 12,000 taels.

5.000 taels.

4.000 taels.

2.500 taels.

2.000 taels.

1.200 taels.

7.200 taels.

3.000 taels.

2,400 taels.

1.500 taels.

1.200 taels.

720 taels.

4,800 taels.

2.000 taels.

1.600 taels.

1.000 taels.

800 taels.

480 taels.l

TABLE IV. Degrees of Punishment.

10 blows witli the bamboo -

*20 blows -

30 blows - - - -

40 blows -

0 blows -

60 blows - - •

70 blows -

80 blows - - -

90 blows -

100 blows -

1 yearns banishment -

1 year’s banishment •

2 years* banishment -

years* banishment -

3 years’ banishment •

4 years* banishment -

5 years’ banishment -

Perpetual banishment to 2000 lx.

Perpetual banishment to 2500 li.

Perpetual banishment to 3000 l£.

Death, to be strangled )

Death,—to be beheaded $

T. m. c. c

2 5
5
7 5

1

12 4
3

3 5
4
4 5
5
7 5

10

12 5
15

17 5
20
25

Sect. 1. THE PENAL CODE- 00/

TABLE II.

Scale of the Pecuniary Redemption of necessarily Redeemable Punishments.

Punishment.
If well able

to pay.

If not alto-

gether
destitute.

If aged,

or

under Age.

Females
in certain

cases.

Killing or

wounding
accidentaly

Females in general

Days I Dec.
confin’t. of taels.

[>eg.
Nom
inalv

Reduced.

1 10 4 blows

2 20 5

3 30 10

4 40 15

5 50 20 ,

6 60 20
7 70 25 „
8 80 30 „

9 90 35

10 100 40
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fftion fcom

IMPERIAL TITLES.

sW ng swong i
l shiit>; tai- V <ch6ung.

1. August is resplendent.

Complete virtue is very res-

plendent, and there is no place

which it does not illumine.

2. August sovereign is an
appellation of one possessing

complete virtue and able to

act on heavenly principles.

8. August emperor is one
very resplendent and complete

i

in virtue, who is above the !

people (i. e. is emperor).

4. August heaven (the em-
peror) is he who because of his

complete virtue and great splen-

dor. is great as heaven.

5. The words of the august

sovereign are silken sounds.

6. The august sovereign’s

car is the gemmeous carriage.

7. The august sovereign’s

seal is the gemmeous signet.

8. The commands of the

august sovereign are the impe-

rial commands, or the phoenix

(the incomparable) mandate.

9. The decree of tlie august

sovereign is the revered decree,

'

and is otherwise called the

sacred will.

sWong f iwong -yi. Shing 1

t&k) cWng iWong, ^mo csh^
pat> chiu* sy4.

5Wong tai
J syau shing- tak>

I

<i snang jhang t t
f ln to 2 <chi

ceding.

sW6ng sh6ung> 5wong sw6n »

shing 1 tak„ swai sman cchi

sheung 5
- ^he.

sW6ng <t
c in, sk

c
i shing^

tak/swong swongt s ii ct
e in tkv

sW6ng tai* sin iit> slun <yam.

sW ng tai
J

<kii iit 2 yukj £liin.

sW6ng tai> yan> Ut 2 yuk! (sdi.

sW6ng tai
5

(chi yii 2 uh
sheung- yii> yau 2

iit> fung 1

chiu*.

sWong tai ming! %
<vam ming-, yau 2

lit, shing5

I *'chi-.

No tes and Explanations.

Imperial titles have been variously written at different periods. W6ng
1 the august or the

august one, was first applied to the three ancient sovereigns—Fukhi, Shannung, and W6ngtai.
In the Yik Shi, or 4 Unravelment of History/ A: 2 ,

phi yal^ it is said : ^Wdng or august is heaven :

hea\en speaks not, yet the four seasons follow in regular succession, and all things spring forth.

So the three august ones descended in state$ and without even uttering a word, the people bowed to

their sway. Their virtue was inscrutable and boundless, like august heaven
; and therefore were

tne' called luigiist,” or the aug"st ones. Commonly rvong^ august, is composed of w6ng^ a kin^
or ruler, surmounted by paky clear or briglit

;
in the Yik SMj the w6ng is surmounted by tsz

1

or

self, thus indicating self-kin self-ruleri or one ruling alone and supreme.

l. Wongtaiy august sovereign or emperor, is a very common appellation of the reigning monarch ;

and, when speaking of him, it iy used as an equivalent for H. I. M. or his imperial majesty.

The live immediate successors of the three august ones were called tai
; and sometimes the three

august ones, with their next successors Yau and Shun9 were called the five tai.

9. The word ya?n denotes that which is grand, majestic, and worthy to be revered
; and

applied particularly to what belongs to the emperor; and hence yam chaU yam mingy and yam



Sect. 2.]

10. The celestial august
(

one
;
indicating great splendor

and perfect virtue like those of
|

heaven.

11. The wise and august,

is one infinite in knowledge,

complete in virtue, and very

resplendent.

12. The once august is the

designation of one deceased. 1

13. Sovereign or a judger
;

i

one able to act on celestial prin-
i

ciples, and in the service of
(

heaven execute judgment.

14. Sovereign king is one
able to act on celestial prin- !

ciples, and to whom the

empire goes and submits.

15. Celestial sovereign is

one able to act on celestial 1

principles, and to whom the
;

whole empire submits.

16. The sacred sovereign *

is one able to act on heavenly
|

principles, who is thoroughly i

acquainted with all things.

17. The genealogical books

of the sovereign’s descendents

are named the gemmeous pages

(or pearly tablets).

18. King is to go; meaning
that all the empire goes and
submits to him [who is so

styled their king],

19. The celestial king is a

designation given by the Chi -

nese, denoting one to whom
!

all the empire submits.

20. A wise king is one
whose knowledge is unbound-

,

ed, and to whom the whole !

empire submits.

21. Aged king is the desig- i

nation of the king’s father.

IMPERIAL TITLES.

X

559

I c'Pin iWong ; swong swong

I

shing2 tak) syau syii

I

cchif.

Shing cwong, cyii sz2 5m6
pat> <t

c ung,- shing- tak>, swong
swong

<Sin s'v6ng £
i cp^ang <chi

! <chc ing.

I

Tai% tai> £yk ; 5nang shang

I

<t
c int6S sz?i <t

c in
csham tai

J

sya.

Tai* £w6ng ;
^nang <hang d^n

t6-, ci ct^n tkwai £wong

i

sin.

1 c'Pin tai
5

, snang shang dc in

t6S sS ct^in hkl ckwai cchi syk.

! Shing* tai% <nang ihang,

C t
c in

i

t6-,
Cchr

e iii sz5i
smd pat,

«tc ung.

Tai* chau' Cchi
c

p6, cming cwai

!
yuk> tlp 2 .

i

sWong, £\vong 5yd; ct
c in hi 2

I ^sho (kwai swong cchif

.

I

'

<T c in cwong <chii h42 csh6

cluing, i 'vai 1 (t/inha 2 <kwai
swong.

! Shing> cwong szz 5m6 pat>

I <t
c ung, cl (t

c in hi 2 <kwai £wong

I

syd.

-hh swong iWong fu 2 <chi

i

Cchc ing.

fung are rendered, 4 imperial commissioner/ ‘imperial decree,, and • that which is or ought to

be received with reverence. Works published by imperial authority are styled yam ting^ i. e.

with the emperor’s sanction, or by the emperor’s permission.

12. The phrase sin w6ng is applied only to emperors after they are deceased. Their demise
is expressed by p^ang, which denotes the fall of anything high and massive, or honorable and
great, like the fall of a mountain, or the death of one who possesses great power and is highly
honored and revered, as is always supposed to be the case with an emperor.

13—17. These several sentences show the meaning which is attached to this word tai, both
when used alone and in connection with others. Sovereign, ruler, potentate, and so forth, are

terms which may be used as equivalents for it.

18. This term has been used by the Chinese as the title of their sovereign- They say “ heaven
cannot have two suns, nor the people two w6ng or kings, i, e. sovereign rulers. One says that
‘ he who can keep the three powers, heaven, earth, and man in anion, is a wong.' At present
there are in the imperial family different orders of kings, all inferior to the emperor.
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22. Honored king is one to
[

whom the hearts of all people
|

submit, and to whom the whole
j

empire shows obedience.

23. The nation’s king is

the prince; one to whom the

people of a nation submit,

,

and hence the name.
24. The lone king is a

modest appellation ofa prince
[

used by himself, denoting that

he is poor.

25. A retired or ex.king is
'

one who was once king, but has

on account of age resigned in

favor of his son.

26. Prince is a multitude
;

|

the term indicates one to i

whom the hearts of the multi-
j

tude submit.

27. Prince of the country

is a phrase indicating one to

whom the hearts of the people

of ttie country submit.

28. Solitary prince is an
appellation of a prince used

(

only by himself, meaning that
,

he is without virtue.

29. Wise prince is one
whose knowledge is infinite,

and to whom the hearts of the

multitude submit.

30. The solitary man is a
;

modest appellation of a prince

applied to himself as one
!

possessed of few virtues.

31. The son of heaven is

lord of the whole empire, and is •

so called because heaven is his

father and earth his mother.

32. The wise son of heaven
is one who is born of heaven
and whose knowledge is in-

finite.

33. The face of the son of

heaven (i.e. the emperor’s face)

is called the dragon's face.

R

X

1

cKvvan £wong, 5kwan ha-

<kwai esam, <l
f in ha2

ctsii

h6ung J <kwai £wong.

Kwok? cW ng, tkwan -ya

;

yat> kwokj <chi cman <kvvai
£w6ng, kuJ cming.

<Ku swong, <kwan tsz
5
- rpi ci

‘chf ing lau2 (chi syan

"Pai sheung- c\vng,

ctsang s'vai <wng, Sts*z’ 1b

swong fu 2
.

<Kwan ckwan -yk; skwan ha?

<kwai <sam <chi

Kwok) <kwan, k\vok> cman
<kwai <sam <chi i~.

<kwan, <kwan tsza

<chf ing, f wai-
{kw^ tak> -cy^.

Shing 5 <kwan, sz
5
- emo pat>

ct
c ung, ci ckwan h 2 <k\vai

<sam £y4.

'Kwa cyan, <kwan tsz
J
- <hirn

swai
ckwa tak> <chi cyan sya-

Hn (tsz’ <t*in hd 2 (chi ‘chii

fu- <t
c in -mb ti- cchi wai 2

.

Shing >
t t

c in ^sz
5

, <t
c in <chi

lsho <shang, sz’ 2 crrid pat>

ct
c ung -cva.

<T( in
c

tsz
5

<chi min- iit> <lung

«ngan.

24. This is rather affected than real poverty : in modern times Chinese kings possess but little

power, and are in no way comparable to the w6ng tai^ who alone is supreme ;
they are usually,

if not always, members of the imperial house.

20. Here the meaning of kwa is like ku in No. 24 ; both are used to express humility and

lowliness, and are also employed as a designation of one^ self, when a sovereign is .speaking in

the first person. Kwa also means a widow, and ku an orphan.

31. This high—too high title, for mortal man, is in very common use. The notice of it^

origin, as here explained, is teiken from the archosological work called Ku Sz^ TsKam Yun.
33. The emperor's person is also called the dragon’s body, and his throne, the dragon’s

throne. Moreover, as elsewhere explained, his coat of arms is the dragon.
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34. The effects and furniture

(i. e. the chattels) of the em-
peror are called the imperial

chattels.

35. Whatever place is reach-

ed by the carriage or the car

of the son of heaven is said

to be blessed.

36. The place of residence

for the emperor is called, hall

of audience, golden palace,

the ninth entrance, vermilion
:

avenue, vermilion hall, rosy '

hall, forbidden hall, the crim- 1

son and forbidden place, gem-

;

meous steps, golden steps,

meridian portal, ^gemmeous
:

avenue, celestial steps, celes-

tial court, forbidden palace,

great interior, the maple pavi-

!ion, and royal house.

37. Wise lord; his know-
j

iedge of things is infinite, and
he lords it over the country i

and rules the people.

38. Lord paramount is one
who holds and regulates those

affairs which are above the .

people.

39. Our master is a common
appellation given to the mo-
narchsof the present dynasty

by officers in conversation.

40. Lord of the country is

the prince, so called because

by him is exercised the lordship

over the country.

41. Sole potentate is an
appellation of the highest

honor, employed by the prince,

denoting We, Us, Our, &c.
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rTc in
<

tsz
,

cchi mat 5 u-

mat 2 .

<Tc in Hsz
5

ckii ka3 csh6 chi
3

iit2 hang-.

c

rPin c

tsz
? ^ho <kii<chl chc

ii
5

«

iit2 cChc lu ct^ing, ckam tin-,
ckau cchung, (tan cchj, <tan

ct
c ing, £tung (^ingjkam 5

ct
c ing,

c

tsz
5 kam% yuk 2 ck^i, <kam

ckai,
£5ng emun, yuk^ cchi,

<kai, d^in ing, kam>

<kung, tai 2 noi 2
,
efung eshan,

£wong shatj.

Shing 3 l

chu, sz
J
- emo pat3

d( ung, £ 1 (chii kwokj chi2

email C
che.

j

cChii sh6ung 2
, chap) (cheung-

j

ewai cman sheung- Cchi szu

I

j

cChii c
tsz\ ^un cch^u cman

-mb chang ctarn d Cchc ing

(

tkwan 'che.

Kwokj ^hii, ckwan ^ya ;
-1

'
ckM ewai yat> kwok> cchi

^hii -cya.

: Cham- chf ctsiin tchi <chc ing

ckwan tsz wap dn sngd -cya-

36. The origin of each of these terms is capable of explanation, and some of them are explain-
ed in several ways: thus, cMu fing is the hall of light, so called because there at early dawn
the emperor is wont to see his ministers, or because there they are permitted to see the light of his

countenance : again there are nine successive gates or doorways to the palace, each opening into

a new suit of apartments ;
the emperor usually resides within the ninth, and hence the term kau

chung the term ‘ maple is employed, some say because around the paJace were planted many
maple trees which overshadowed it, others say because it is built of maple timber. The other
terms are explained in a similar way.

41. This word cham was originally used for the first person by all classes ;
but having been

employed by the first universal monarch of China as the peculiar designation of royalty, it came
to be, and is now, the proper appellation of the sovereign, when speaking of himself

;
it is used

by the emperor in the sense of ng6, as employed by the people. The term frequently occurs in

imperial edicts.
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Pai- ha 2

,
<tsiin «che ing swong

tai% cin £
i

sy^.

Man 2 sui% telling <fu swong
tai\

Hail2
, kai Yai (kwan ;

yap> y6ung- shau 2
<ii <kwanr

ku* <ming.

I sW6ng t
c di hau^ c\vong sm6

I

syi-

j

Kw6k> t
c ii% sw6ng -mb «chi

I

cche ing.

T^i hau^, yik 2 £shan sman
! «chl <chc ing v ng sm6 4

ch6.

' c^Vong hau2
,
«kwan ds^i <chi

!

echoing.

! Kwok> hau2 ceding ckwan
• <chi cts^ai.

cN^ung j
n6ung £shan 5man J

<ch? ing tkwan ^ts
c ai

C
ch6.

Hau- <fl <chc ing <kwan Cchi

j

ts*ip>.

Yii- cts^i tkwan tsz
2

cchf ing

wai 2
.

cWonff hau- tchi ming-, wai-

<chi f (
chi.

cTsr iu cf6ng swong hau2 csho

ckii.

Ching> <kung
;

«kung cfan

<tung <sai, ching5 Cche -cn^i

<tsc ai ^ho ckii.

<Tung «kung, <sai <kung,

ikwan ts
c
io>

(sho ckii.

k i

iWong kwai J

<fi, <chf ing

ckwan <chi ts
c
ip> syd.

42. Footstool is the term
used by the ministers of state

in direct address to the em-
poror.

43. Ten thousand years is an
appellation of the emperor.

44. The empress is one
Who continues the prince’s suc-

cession
;
she bows and submits

to him, and hence the name.
45. The august empress mo-

tlier is the emperor’s mother.
46. She is also called the

great one of the nation.

47. The great empress is

also an appellation given to the

emperoi^s mother by the minis-

ters of state and the people.

48. The august empress is

a title of the prince’s consort.

49. The queen of a country
is a title of a prince

5

s consort.

50. Princess is the designa-

tion given to the prince’s

consort by his ministers and
people.

51. Imperial lady is the

title of the prince’s concubine.
52. Imperial consort is the

title given to her by the prince,

53. The orders of the aa-

gust empress are called her

excellent pleasure.

54. The empress 9 room is

called the pepper-chamber.

55. Cliief palace
;
the pa-

lace is divided into eastern

and western, which are the

apartments of the royal consort.
1

56. Eastern palace and i

western palace both are apart-

ments which are occupied by
the prince’s concubines.

57. August honorable la-

dies are the titles given to the

concubines of the prince.

42. Pai hd denotes primarily the footsteps beneath the place wh^re the monarch is seated.

There his personal attendants stood to hear and to report to him the requests and complaints of

others
;
and hence to report to those ministers, standing on the steps beneath the throne, came

to be equivalent to addressing the throne, or him that sat thereon.

43. Man sui is often used in the sense ofvive le roi9 expressing the wish that the monarch^ life

may be greatly prolonged. Man sui father of 10,000 years is also a common phrase. It re-

sembles the Hetre'v phrase

p

0 king live for ever ! and is used in a similar

manner when approaching to and 'addressing the sovereign.
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Shiu- c
ts6 cYun cwong tai

,

.

cHing f

ts6 Chikj c\vong tai'.

cKing c
ts6 Yik 2 swong tai'.

cHin c
ts6 tSiin swong tai'

.

1. Our primeval progenitor,

the emperor Origin.

2. Our prosperous progeni-

tor, the sovereign Dispatch.

3. Our luminous progenitor,

the sovereign Benign.

4. Our illustrious progeni-

tor, the sovereign Munificent.

Notes and E xp lanations.

The imperial family, now ruling over the Chinese empire, by endeavoring to conceal their
recent origin as an independent state, has blended fables and facts in their early history, and thus
attempted to deduce their descent from the gods. The Mantchou nation was evidently formed
of several Tongo ise tribes, situated on the north of Corea, along the banks of the Amour. In
the time of the Sung dynasty, they were known as the kam chHu^ or golden court, and subdued
several districts of northern China. For a while their progress was checked by the Mongols,
who were led on by a grandson of Genghis, and who, destroying both the Sung dynasty and its

enemies, founded the Yiin in 1279, which continued down to A. D. 1367, a period of 89 years.
The Ming family then came to the throne, from whom, after a reign of 276 years, it was wrested
by the Mantchou line, A. D. 1643-44. (See Companion to the Anglo-Chinese Kalendar for 1832.)

1 6. These are neither the proper names f the sovereigns, nor of those periods during which
each in succession held the supreme authority they are the temple designations/ or
posthumous titles conferred on the monarchs by their descendents, and written upon their momi-
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T^di) Hsz’hd 2
iitiSchii <kwaii.

cA ck6 <kwan Hsz’ cM cchc in .

W Hsz
5

ckii iiti <tsi
c

<kung.

Chuk) <
tsz

,

shau- ut

cts^in ctsau.

JCiing chii : Win c
tsz’ ky,

s nii, pat, tsz2 Cchu <wan, c
sz*

cchii 5hau strung sing)
Cche

(chii <chi, ku* tit> ^kung

(chii.

59.

This usage seems to have been introduced by, and to be confined to, the reigning family

the oldest is called Ako, the next is called i Ako^ the third sam Ak6^ and so on.

Section

IMPERIAL FAMILY.

sTsung cyan lui

3

- tai- csam «ch6ung»

58. The oldest son has the

title of heir apparent.

59. Elder brother is the

title of the emperor’s sons.

60. The heir apparent^ re-

sidence is called green palace.

61. Congratulations of the

heir apparent on his birthday

are expressed by the phrase,
4 thousand autumns. 5

62. Lord of the palace

;

when the emperor gives a

daughter in marriage, he does

not himself direct its ceremo-
nies, but employs one of the

same family to do it, who is

therefore called lord of the

palace.

|

II
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c

ts5 tK5 cwong tai*.

ctsung cMan cwongtai 5
.

ShaP c
ts6 «Ch6ung c\v ng tai\

Shing > (

ts6 ^Yan <w ng tai\

Shai 5 ctsung Hin 5 cwong tai\

<K6 ctsung cShun £wong tai\

cYan <tsangYui- cwong tai*.

cFan shl- fat>:kok> ^hau <kc
i

tsz
2

i-, ci chii 2
cii ch^k>.

Lit 2 shing 5 miu- hb 1 (

tsii <in.

cShan £m6 chong- iit,

shiu-.

Shing > ct^tpichan5
iitj <hing.

cKwong fyau ling- ^ui iit 2

(king.

cKung tak> mau- chii
5

iit>
(

hin.

cKwong 'kai cts^in tsz
5
- lit,

cF <yau yik, ip 2 iit> shai'.

5. Our magnanimous pro-

genitor, the sovereign Noble.

6. Our magnanimous ances-

tor the emperor Accomplished.

7. Our immortal progenitor,

the monarch Brilliant.

8. Our sacred progenitor,

the emperor Pious.

9. Our immortal ancestor,

the emperor Excellent.

10. Our exalted ancestor,

the emperor Parc.

1 1 . Our benevolent ances-

tor, the emperor Discreet.

12. Rules for all posthu-

mous titles : the several cha-

racters, examined and defined,

are entered in the register.

13. Several terms selected

lor the ancestral temples.

14. Primeval^ a divine and
martial founder.

15. Prosperous^ wise to de-

\ ise and great to effect.

16. Luminous having au-

thority with ample resources.

17. conspicuous

for merit, virtue and diligence.

18. Magnanimous, shedding
down light on a thousand ages,

19. Immortal^ giving pro-

tection to all posterity.

ments or tablets in the ancestral temple and in the'annals of the country. The first, second, third,

and fourth in this list, were mere chieftains; the fifth, having become confederate with the family

Ming, ruled over several tribes of Mongols and Mantchous, and in 1616 took, for the title of his

reign, the words T^in-mingi in 1627 he was succeeded by "Pin-tsung. These six chieftains and

kings all reigned in Mantchouria.

7 11. These are the posthumous titles of their successors
;
who have reigned in China, as

the Ta Tsc ing chiu, or Great Pure dynasty
;
the following are their kw6k hd.

7. Shunchl, (Shun-chi) who ruled 18 years, commencing in 1644;

8. Honghi, (Kang-hi) who ruled 61 years, commencing in 1662;

9. Yungching, (Yung-ching) who ruled 13 years, commencing in 1723;

10. Kinlung, (Kien-lung) who ruled 60 years, commencing in 1736
;

11. Kahing, (Kea-king) who ruled 25 years, commencing in 1796;
and ending in 1821 ;

at which time he was succeeded by his imperial majesty, Tdkwong (Tau-

kwang), then in the 39th year of his age
;
who in figure, is said to be tall, thin, and of a dark

complexion : and in the business of government, diligent, and economical. Some have reported

him to be mild and generous in his disposition
;
others have represented him as being unkind

and cruel even to his own children.
,

12. These rules are contained in the second volume of the Ta Tsing Ui Tin, a ^Collection of

Statutes of the great Pure dynasty.” Some one or two hundred characters have been selected and

(lerined, (as in the examples Nos, 14 to 21, and 23 to 33,) and arranged for use into several

('lasses, according to the rank and station of the persons to whom they are to be given as titles.

Shiite flings king^ &c. from No. 14 t 21, are selected from the first class. Those commencing:

with No. 22, are from the second class of these selected characters.

14. He wfio like a divinity and like a warrior lays the foundations of an empire is, or may
he, called, sMuy a patriarch, or one of primitive and primeval character.

it

7k

1
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20. Wise^ having great vir-

tue continually exhibited.

21. Exalted, with rising

merit carried to the utmost.

22. Selection of posthumous

nam es.

23. Origin^ planting virtue

laid a foundation.

24. Dispatch^ begining with

diligence perfected his work.

25. Benign, loved the peo-

ple and ruled them well.

26. Munificent^ dispensed

and that without selfishness.

27. Noble, had merits and

virtue in full greatness.

28. Accomplished^ so as to

span heaven and measure earth.

29. Benevolent, loving all

living creatures as heaven.

30. Brilliant i.e. respectful y

faithful, elevated, clear.

31. Excellent rewardingthe

good, punishing the bad.

32. Pure^ one whose inmost

soul was pure and single.

33. Discreet wise and

deeply and minutely learned.

34. All the emperor^ kin-

dred, as more or less nearly

related, are called either the

imperialfamily or gioro. The
birth of children must be duly

announced, and their names
entered on the family register

;

for adopted children, the same
must be done

;
for the sons-in-

law and daughters-in-law, the

same must be done
;
and so also

it mast be with the conferment

or withdrawal of honors. Every
ten years these must be entered

on the gemmeous tables.

Tsun J
takj cshui ^ung iit,

shing\

Shia-
c

ki lap> kik 2 iiU ( k6.

Liti shing>
ctsiin shi 2 ^sii cin.

Chikj tak> <hoi <kl iit 2 5iin.

Shiu- -man chang cshing iit,

chik 2 .

Oi* cman h5* chi- lit, yik^.

cShl ci pat> (sz
?

lit, csiin,

cKung tak> shing- tai- iit 2 ( kd.

cKing <t
c in £wai ti- iit 2 cman.

SU ct
c ln hd* cshang iit> cyan.

King* shan- ck6 cming ut,

<cheang.
cCh6ung shin2 fat2 ckan iit>

Mn.
Noi 2 csam sw6 yat> iit2 cshun.

Shing>
cchi<tc ung smi ut^yiii-.

cFan swong tsuk
2 plt> kan-

-cyiin, iit2 ctsung shat>, iit,

kok> slo. cShang c
tsz

5

tsak> -i

kd J
ci cshii <u ch4k>

;
kaiJ

tsz
52

yik 2 s ii C chl, cwan yik 2 cii

cchi
;
ts6ak> tit 2 ^hi mut 2 yik 2

cii <chi. Shap> snin tsak? ctang

cii yuk> tipj.

23—25. In these there is supposed to be a reference to the order of succession : there is

first, Origin, or the one who laid the foundation of the dynasty
; next is Dispatch, or the one who

succeeded and carried forward dispatching in order and with promptness—that which the first had
commenced ;

and then comes the Benign to give finish and completeness to the structure. As in

European states, the epithets and the posthumous names are intended by the Chinese to exhibit

the character of those illustrious personages to whom they are given.

29. On a preceding page (see Chap. III. Sec. 1. No. 42.), yan was rendered Pious
;
Benevolent,

however, seems to be the proper translation. In the list of words, contained in the Collection of
Statutes, three different definitions are given to this single character yan

;

it is not quite certain

whether or not the definition here given was intended for Honghi
;

it is, however, sufficiently

appropriate, and may be regarded accordingly, at least till the contrary is known.
34. The imperial family wear a golden yellow sash, and the gioro a red one

;
when degraded,

the former take a red sash, and the latter a carnation one.
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(Hin HsbtSiin cwong tai
5

^ptin

<chi cwai ctsung shat>, pak>

shuk> ching tai J cchi <chi 5 \vai

kok> clo.

cFan ctsung shat, cfung tseuk>

cchi Hang shap, £yau i- ut> :

sW shik> cts
c an cwong.

(To i\o kwan J
5wong.

cTo slo pui
J
lak>.

Ko' <shan pui* ^sz
5
.

Fung 2 cyan chan' kwok,
<kung.

Fung 2 cyan fa 2 kwok> ckung*

Pat, yap, pit> (fan chan'

kwok> ckung.

Pat, yap z
p4t> Jan fu- kw6k>

<kung.

Chan* kwok> ctseung ckwan,

Fu 2 kw6k> ctseung <kwan.

I

Fung- kwok, <tseung ckwan,

Fung- cyan ctseung ckwan.

SM6 tseuk> tsak> k*ap> -1
cpan

35. The descendants of the

illustrious progenitor the august

Munificent, in a direct line,

constitute the 4 imperial fami-

ly
;

J

the descendants of his

uncles and brothers constitute

the gioro (or k6kl6).

36. The titles, conferred on
members of the imperial fa-

mily, are divided into twelve

orders :

(a) The mild, eminent,

kindred king.

(b) The extolled, elegant,

noble king.

(c) The extolled, elegant,

honorable knight.

(d) The firm, elevated, ho-

norable prince.

(e) High honorary state

protector duke.

(f) High honorary state

supporter duke.

(g) Secondary state protec-

tor duke.

(h) Secondary state suppor-

ter duke.

(
2
)

State protector general.

(j )
State supporter general.

(k) High state general.

(l) High honorary* general.

37. If without titles, then

rank is conferred.

35. “Among the chiefs of their tribes was one Aisin Keolo, or Gioro, whom the Mantchoua
make the son of a divine virgin, who became pregnant of him by eating a fruit brought to her in

the bill of a magpie : this Aisin Gioro at first ruled over three tribes, but afterwards others submit-

ted to him, and he became king of a nation, to which he gave the name Mantchou {mdnchan) }

which in Chinese signifies the full (or well-peopled) country.” These gioro are those who have

descended collaterally from Aisin Gioro.

36. These titles of nobility are confined to the male branches of the imperial house; there are,

however, several others which are conferred on the female members, all of whom seem to have

titles of nobility or degrees of rank. Wo shik^ to 16^ t6 16 pui lak, kb shdn piii tsz\ are Mantchou
words,—the meaning of which may or may not be (probably it is not) correctly expressed by the

Chinese characters.

(g9 h.) In the time of Shunchi^ grandfather, Tc inming, who reigned in Mantchouria, there

were appointed eight wo-shik and puidak to deliberate and consult together on the affairs of

2 vernment of each of the two there were four, each having his appropriate duties; hence the

pat fan^ which may be regarded as secondary orders of nobility.
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38. The titles with which
the eldest sons are invested

are two, one is syled 4 perpe-

tual prince’ and the other is

styled 6 elevated prince/

39. All the titles of nobi-

lity are either meritorious

titles or honorary titles or he-

reditary titles or titles which
are conferred on examination.

40. Whenever any titles

are conferred, or any posthu-

mous names are decreed to the

kindred and noble kings, these

are all determined and fixed

by order of precedence.

41. Government of the im-

perial family : there are (1st)

a president 2d) a left assist-

ant director 3d) a right as.

sistant director, (4th) a left

assistant, and (5th) a right

assistant,—which officers hold

the government and direction

of the imperial kindred.

f

Tik> <
tsz

,

ichi shau- cfung
Cch6 ctang l

2

, iit> shai
1

iitj ^h^ung ctsz\

sFdn cfung tseuk>, -yau ckung

<fung, 5yau <yan cfung, syau
tsap 2 cfung, -yau chiu cfung.

cFan «ts? an <wong kwar^

£wong, <fung tsak> tsz
5>

hd-,

mut 2 tsak> -ii shi-, ckai ting 1

<pin.

cTsung cyan c
fu

;
ttsung ling

J-

yat> cyan, Hso <tsung ching'

yat> cyan, yau- ctsung ching*

yat> £yan,
c
tso <tsung cyan

yat> cyan, yau- ctsung cyan

yat> cyan
;

Cch6ung cwong
tsuki ^chi ching1

ling 2
.

38. The title of shai tsz^ is conferred on the eldest son of the tsxan w6ng^ and that { ch^eung
tsz' on the eldest son of the kwan w6ng

;
and in this way the direct line of each is continued.

41. These five officers are all selected from among the members of the imperial clan : the

president must be either a ts^an wong or a kwan w6ng
;
and the second and third officers must

be from one of the first six ranks noticed in No. 36.

Section jFourtf).

INNER COUNCIL.

P
NoiJ kok) tai- sz

9

<ch6ung.

1. The high chancellors of

the Inner Council, two Man-
tchaus and two Chinese, [with

two]

—

Notes and E xp lanations

.

Ihe word k6k denotes a pavilion, a court, or council-chamber, and by metonomy those who

Noi- kok 5 tS,i- hok 2 sz
5

-,
4Mun

cchau i- cyan, Hon5

i- £yan

—
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Hip> p4n 2 tai 2 hok 2 sz
2—

^Cheung -1 ct^n h^,2 <chi

ching% csiin pd csz
5

dun, Ji

chi- hin5 Hin, ctsung ckwun
chang cchi yam-, tsan

sh6ung- -Vi shii> mo-
;

cfan

t^i- ^in -lai, tsak> sut> pak>

cliu £
i <tseungsz2 .

<lun «yam «chi tiit 2

4ch6, iiti chai% iit, chiu^ iit2

kd\ iitj chc
ik>, <kai s

i ckc
i

shik tsun Jn; chuk 2 5ts*z’

yik 2 cii <chi ; tsu^ ho 2 c
piu,

veuk2 chf cts^
5

,
yik2 cii cchi.

cFan aching <siin yii-
l
chi,

y6uk, <cheung tsai^ <chi #pai

tap>
C
che, kf hi-, -cnai p6

J

<yii pak> ctsz
5

ci cchau £in.

«Fan t4i 2 (

tin Mai, <siin shi 2

p^k> cliu tsak> 5yau chai J

2. Joint adjutant high

chancellors

—

3. Deliberate on the govern-

ment of the empire, proclaim

abroad the imperial pleasure,

regulate the canons of state to-

gether with the whole adminis-

tration of the great balance of

power, thus aiding the emperor
m directing the affairs of state.

Whenever the great solem-

nities [are to be celebrated],

they then bring forward all

the officers to take part.

4. Whenever the imperial

pleasure is to be promulged,

whether by an order, a decla-

ration, a proclamation, or a

warrant, in all cases their

forms must be decided on and
introduced [for h, i. m 5

s in-

spection] ; so also with the

sacrificial liturgy ; so too with

congratulatory cards, if they

contain any phrases. When-
ever they receive the empe-
ror^ pleasure in commands
to be promulgated, if it be an
answer given to a memorial,

and has already been sent

down, they must consign it to

the appropriate department to

be copied.

5. The announcement of

all great solemnities to those

in office is made by an order.

occupy such a place : the Noi Kok is the emperor^ cabinet or privy council. There are also in

this council ten h6k sz\ who are ex-officio members of the Board of Rites, of whom four are Chi-
nese, four are Mantchous, and two Mongols. Besides these, there are eight shUuk h6ksz\ of whom
four are Mantchous, two Mongols, and two are Chinese

;
also sixteen shituk, ten of them being

Mantchous, three Mongols, and three Chinese. Next are six tintsik^ twoMantchous and four Chi-
nese. Then there are ninety-two chung shii, of whom sixty-eight are Mantchous, sixteen Mon-
gols, and eight Chinese, with about eighty or ninety more under-secretaries, and so forth. For
farther particulars respecting this Council, see the Chinese Repository, vol. IV., page 137 ;

and
also the Chinese Court Calender, or Red Book.

1. Literally tax hok sz\ great learned scholars; they are the highest and principal officers ia

the executive department of the state, in daily intercourse with H. I. M.,to whom they are prime
ministers—what in other countries is intrusted to one is here lodged in the hands of tl>ese four

ministers, some one or more of whom, however, are often absent from the capital, acting either as

governors or special envoys.

3. The phrase pdk liu is equivalent to pak and includes all the high officers who are

associated in the administration of the government.

4. Among the first duties of the high chancellors of state are those which appertain to the

ritual observances, coronations, &c., on all which occasions they have to preside and direct.

Next to these duties are those here specified, which constitute their principal daily business.

G!



6. The publication of all

great governmental affairs to

ministers and people, and the

promulgation of imperial laws

and ordinances, are made by
declaration or proclamation.

7. When by special favor

there are conferred the fifth

and higher degrees of rank in

office, or orders of perpetual

hereditary nobility, it is done
by proclamation decree (or is

proclaimed by decree).

8. The investiture is made
abroad by warrant: when by
special favor are conferred the

sixth and lower degrees of rank

m office, or the orders of li-

mited hereditary nobility, both

are done by warrant decree.

9. When an edict is to be

promulgated in the colonies,

or a warrant is to be held by
a colonial officer, or is to be

transmitted by him, it is done
by a warrant edict.

10. These must be early

prepared and presented, and
respectfully delayed for the

imperial decision thereon.

11. The manner of intro-

ducing documents to h. i. m.

12. All documents, whether
they be from the dispatch

office, or from the other local

offices, must before presenta-

tion be submitted to the Coun-
cil, and duplicates of them all

must be prepared. If there

are plans, or schedules, or bills,

or billets attached, these must
accompany the documents.

Tai- ching* sz p6* ko y iShan

cman, cshui shi 2 A hin% tsak>

-yau chiu > £yau

cTdm cyan (fung ts^ng- -°ng

<pan sheung 2 <kun, kap a

shai* ts^uk> cshing tsap^ -mong
tai

J C

che, i.it> k6 > ming 2
.

Chikj cfang ngoi 2 cfan, ctdrn

cyan cfung ts
c ang- luk> ^an

-] ha- ckun, kap 2 shai* tseuk>
£yau tsap, tsz

J> (

che, iit a chik>

ming2
.

Yii 2 kb y ngoi- sfan, kap 2

ngoi- yam- ckun tso 2 cming

chik>, <chiin chik>, iit 5 chik>

yii
5
-.

<Kai csin cki chan- -i cching

tsun% ckung hau 2 <yam ting^.

Ting- tsun J ^un <chi shik 5 .

cF4n ^un, ^yauct^ung 'pun,
5yau p6 2 cpun, <sln cki -i

tat2 cii K k>, <kai pi- ckc
i fii

5
.

Yeukj ct
c
6, y6ukj ch^k>, yeuk^

(tan, yeukj kap> ikai

fu- cin.

5 9. The chai or order, chiu or declaration, kb or proclamation, kb ming or proclamation
decree, and the chik yii or warrant edict, are similar to the proclamations, letters-patent, &c.,
among western nations. They are all state papers, and the occasions and manner of their use
will best explain their specific character. It is not always easy—perhaps not exactly possible

—

to mark, by any corresponding term in our language, the distinctions which exist, and are care-
itilly maintained among the Chinese. The word pan (pin in the court dialect) is a case in points

and illustrates this difficulty
;

it means petition, address, report, &c.
8. The words ngoi fan here refer to those portions of the Chinese empire which are situated

beyond the eighteen provinces. See Chap. XII., Sec. 8., Nos. 17 23.
11. The outline of the manner of introducing state papers to the emperor is given in the

following numbers, from the 12th to the ] 6th. In the original work, under this head, certain

days are specified on which no papers can be presented
;
these amount to some fifty or more

in a year, being days sacred to the memory of distinguished ancestors, the worship of gods, &c.

JSect. 4. INNER COUNCIL, 569

CHI. CHR. 143
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s
i tsak, shin- -yau

£l6ung s
i *ch6 shini «sh6ung

yeuk, isam <tsim, y6uk>

sz
?,

itsim y tkii pi
3- -\ s

i liau
3-

‘yam ting’

/•

cShan s
i shut, tip,, tak>

C
ch*

tsak, cpai ^un
;

snai ftt> tu

lukj «fo.

U 2
smun ting’ ching% tsak>

tsun' chaky (p6n.

cChf fu ^sham <tsau *sham «clii

<kau kiitj
C
che, tak>

C
chi tsak

£
ii <kau.

cFan tsun ^un, ii- i- yat^
sn^,i ha2 <in; <kc

i tsik> hi- Cche
pat, iit> yat2 .

-Chii ii
2 €
p6 <ii cKan tdi* tin^

cfan i
l shap, £yau s ng.

Yat, iit> Tii- tTsc ing shau'-

ming- tchi *pd.

13. The proposed deci-

sions being settlcd
f
billets are

prepared
;
when there are two

proposals, two billets are raade

;

if three then three
; if "four,

four; all being prepared, they

must be kept in waiting for

the decision of the emperor
thereon.

14. The reasons for the de-

cisions are stated in codicils

and h. i. m.
7
s pleasure being

obtained resecting the pro-

posals, the documents are sent

to the six notary-offices.

15. On the emperor’s ap-

proach to the audience gate to

hear of tlie government, open
documents are then presented,

16. The decisions made in

the imperial presence, and at

the autumnal assizes, being

brought forward, those to be

executed are marked offaccor-

ding to h. i. m/s pleasure.

IT. All the documents
which are presented, after two
days are returned ; if they hare
special reference to matters

requiring haste they are return-

ed the same day.

13. The emperor’s seals

are deposited in the palace of

Peace
;
they are twenty-five in

number.
19. The first is called the

seal under which the Great
Pure dynasty received its de-

cree (or commission) to reign.

12 13. The plans here referred to are those of public buildings, such as courts, palaces,

granaries, forts, bridges, which are to l>e constructed at the expense of government. The
schedules and bills are similar documents, both referring to public works. Tlie billets are small

cards, or slips of paper, attached to those documents, respecting which a variety of decisions—

-

two, three, four, or more—are proposed ; they contain brief answers, such as it is supposed the

emperor may please to give: the ol)ject of them is to economise time when in his presence, for

then a stroke of the vermilion pencil on the one he prefers, is decisive.

14. The shut tip, or card of explanation, is a kind of codicillus, in which the reasons for the

several decisions are briefly noted, so that they may be ready at hand in case they are called for

by the emperor.

15. This gate is that called Kin Tsring, or Heavenly Purity
;
rind thither his majesty ascends

and sits down to listen to the affairs of f in hdy or all those beneath the heavens—his empire.

16. The cases of certain state criminals who have been condemned to capital punishment h\

the provincial officers, are annually referred to the emperoT in autumn.

19. The high chancellors of the Inner Council are charged with the keeping of the imperial

sealst which when not in use are laid up in the jxilace called Kdvtai //w, which, for a more conve-

nient term, is rendered 4palace of Peace/

W

I
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20. The second is called

the seal under which the au-

gust sovereign receives his

celestial authority.

21. The third is called the

seal under which the Great

Pure dynasty perpetuates its

emperors.

22. The fourth is the seal

of the august sovereign*

23. The ffth is also called

the seal of the august sove.

reign.

24. The sixth is called the

emperor’s seal.

25. The seventh is called

the seal of the honorable

kindred of the august sove-

reign.

26. The eighth is called the

seal of the august emperor’s

near relations.

27. The ninth is the seal

for the sovereign’s acts.

28. The tenth is the seal

for the sovereign’s credentials.

29. The eleventh is called

the seal of the emperor’s acts.

30. The twelfth is called

the seal of the emperor
5

s cre-

dentials.

31. The thirteenth is called

the seal by which heaven is

honored and the people made
(or commanded to be) diligent.

19. It is evident from the names of some of these seals that they are not often required for

use
;

nor is it easy to understand what mortal could use this first, inasmuch as the investiture is

(or would fain appear to be) from heaven.

20. This is the seal used on the occasion of a new succession to the throne
;
and ofcourse has

been required only six successive times since the rise of the present dynasty, during a period of
nearly two hundred years.

25, 26. These two seals seem to be nearly or quite the*same, as are also the fourth and
fifth ;

the reason for having two of the same kind, in either instance, does not appear, nor is it easy
to conjecture.

27. The meaning of hang, here and in No. 29, is obscure and doubtful : but for the twentieth,
it would be natural to suppose it was intended for the emperor^ traveling seal, and possibly such
may be the right interpretation of it

;
this being designed for his common excursions, and that for

those of a particular kind.

28. The same must be said of the word sun
;

it may refer to his private documents, if any
such as ordinary letters or private correspondence be allowed : it seems, however, to refer to the
seal which is used in communications to tributary or foreign states, or on such occasions as those
when the emperor grants investiture to the kings of Corea, &c. So f the 12th.

1

1

P iit 2 >wong tai' fung- it
c in

cchi
c

p6.

cS4m iiti Tai a <Ts{ ing sz
,?

Win (tsz’ pd.

Sz’ litj swong tai
J
cchl

- 5Ng yik2 lit, 5wong ta^ cchi
c
pd.

Luk 2 iiti <t
c ln

<sz
,

cchi
(

p6.

Tse at3 iit2 cwong tai> ctsiin

cts
c an <chl

4

p6.

Pat, iit 2 swongtai
1

Cts
c an <ts

f an
<chi

c
pd.

cKau lit, cwong tai 2 chang c
pd.

Shap 2 iit2 cwong tai' sun' c
p5.

Shap^yau yat) iiti ctMn (tsz’

chang *p6.

Shap, ^au i
l

iit, (t^n c
tsz

5

sun* c

p5.

Shap 2
fyau (s m iitj king

ct
c in <kan sman <chi

c

p5.



32. The fourteenth is cMcd
the seal of orders and procla-

mations (i. e. seals used when
issuing orders), &c.

33. The fifteenth is called

the seal of the warrant decree.

34. The sixteenth is called

the seal under which instruc-

tion is sent down.

35. The seventeenth is call-

ed the seal of decreed virtue

(i. e. of his appointment to

rule in righteousness).

36. The eighteenth is called

the seal for imperial papers.

37. The nineteenth is call-

ed the seal for manifests,

classics, and histories.

38. The twentieth is called

the seal for patroling and

guarding the empire.

39. The twenty-first is call-

ed the seal ofpunishing crimes

and quieting the people (the

one used in criminal cases).

40. The twenty-second is

called the seal for regulating

and controling the army.

41. The twenty-third is call-

ed the seal of warrant for

keeping in order all nations.

42. The twenty-fourth is

called the seal of warrant for

keeping in order all people.

43. The twenty-fifth is call-

ed the seal of broad revolu-

tions.

Shap, ^au sz
J

iit 2 chai3 kb2

<chi ^6.

Shap, -yau 5’ng iit, chik>

ming 2 <chi
c

p6.

Shap> -yau luk 2 iit, shui

fan 5
rchi

c

p5.

Shap, -cyau ts
c at 5 iit> ming2

tak> <chi *pd.

Shap 2
-
cyau p4t> iit, tyam

5man <chi
c

p5.

Shap, -yau *kau iit 2

(

pju

(Cheung <king 4

sz
5

<chi

I- shap2 iit, ctsun shau1

<t*in

hi2 <cM c

p8.

V- shap? yat> HU *t
c i tsui- <on

<man Cchi
(

p5.

I- shap, i- iit, chai
J

ii- luk 2

«sz’ <chi pd.

V- shap, <s^m iit, chik> ching >

min 2 <pong ichi °pd.

I
2 shap ? sz” iit 2 chik> ching

min- <man cchi
l

p6.

I- shap 2
png iit 2 ^wong wan 2

tcM 4

pd.

32 f 33. These are, apparently, the common seals of state, or those which his majesty employs

on all ordinary occasions.

36, 37. There are numerous historical and statistical works, which are published by the govern-

ment alone, others are issued by imperial sanction ; these re all called imperial editions.

38. It used to be customary for the emperor once in the year, or oftener, to proceed on hunting

excursions—which was done partly for the purpose of exercising and reviewing his troops : it was

on these excursions that this seal was used.

43. Here again the meaning is obscure : the kw6ng wan^ broad revolutions, or extensive cir-

culations seems to refer to a favorite idea of universal empire.
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Pan- £
li cKwan <Ki 0^ 11

*.

cKwan cKi t4i- Sshan
(cheung

cshii ii-
ccM ctsang ckwan

kwok> <chi iu\ ~i tsan5

sh6ung 5
- chi2 <ki rad

5

(Kwan tii 2 phan <ii

-Hon tai2 hok 2 sz2 sh^ung-

1. Court for managing the

machinery of state. Its great

ministers superintend the pre-

paration of imperial edicts

md commands, together with

the essential interests of the

army and nation, thus assisting

the emperor’s administration.

2. The great ministers of

the several councils, consist-

ing of an indefinite number of

Mantchou and Chinese of-

Notes and E xp la nations.

(;f:neral Council is rather an equivalent for, than a translation of, the phrase Kwan Ki ChK
ii:

chl u means a place, and here denotes a court or council, including all those servants of the em-
peror who are appointed to deliberate on the machinery of the army. The general government
of this country partakes more of the military* character than of the civil

;
and hence kwan^ army,

is used as an equivalent for state; and machinery of the army, instead of council of state, or gener-

al council of the nation.

Under this and the Inner Council, and under all the principal Boards and offices in the capital,

there are a great number of subordinate departments for carrying on the various details of

business : these are filled by clerks, under-'vriters, supervisors, inspectors, keepers of seals,

recorders, &c.
2. In this, as in most of the other principal councils and courts of the capital, there is a divi-

sion of the office-bearers, nearly one half being allotted to the Mantchous, and the other half to

the Chinese and Mongols : the number of Mongols, however, is very small.

sF^n <siin s1un <yam, ikru

^ing l

p6 yung- cin ;
ctsun

hang- tsak> lung 2 5
i ctsun^r.

Sui5 <chung, snai
c
sai i

schii Shing- <king f

che, pi~

ctsiin ctsang cin.

44. Whenever the em-

peror^ pleasure is to be pro-

claimed, his chancellors request

the seals and use them
;
when

lie goes on a tour, they receive

them and follow him. At
the end of the year they are

laid up. Those at Moukden
(the Affluent Capital) are kept

carefully in deposit.

44. The materials of which the seals are made, and their dimensions are all specified in the

original. Most ofthem are made of gem-stone, green, white, black, clouded, &c.
;
one or two ar^

made of fragrant wood. They are all square, and vary from two to six inches in the length

of their sides
;
and are one inch or more thick. They are all ornamented with the figure of the

dragon. Those at Moukden are only ten in number and apparently are seldom, if ever, taken for

use from their place of deposit—their use being superseded by those in Peking.

^tnion dfiftf}.

GENERAL COUNCIL.

<Kwan <kl tai

2

ccheung.
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Hcers, are selected from a- i

mong the high chancellors,

presidents, and vice-presidents

in the metropolitan courts.

3. On all ordinary days,

they repair to the forbidden

palace, and there wait to be

summoned to audience.

4. The hall of the General
Council is situated within

the gate of Eminent Ances-
tors daily, between the hours

of 5 and 6 o’clock, the great

ministers of state repair thith-

er. After the completion
of business, and when the

eunuchs of the palace in

attendance have communicat-
ed the imperial pleasure for

|

their dispersion, they straight-

way retire. There are no
fixed times for audiences

;

sometimes they are summoned
|

once, and sometimes repeated-

ly on the same my
;
on ap-

|

preaching his majesty^ pre-

sence, they place a mat on the

ground, and are permitted to sit.

5. Whenever edicts or the

pleasure of the emperor are

openly sent down, after being
duly served by them, the pa-

|

pers are transmitted to the
j

Inner Council.

6. Papers originating with
j

the emperor are called edicts
;

|

those which are sent down as i

answers to addresses to the

throne, are called the sove-

reign^s pleasure
\ if however

these answers are to be

proclaimed and promulgated
to all far and near, then also

they are called edicts. Their
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eshii shi- cl6ng tking stong noi

tak>
ckan f sm6 ting- iiin.

sCheung yat 2 chik> kam
>

s
i toi- chiu ? iun'.

<Kwan <Ki jtong tsoi- sLuna
ctsung smun noi 4

; -mui yat,

syan eshi, tKwan cKl tii- £shan

yap2 chik”ii (tsk’ chi parr

sz
J

- pat>, noi- ts^u5 sz2 t
c ^i

k m) cchlin Cchi ling-
snai ha- chik 2 . Chiu- kin' cIik'

Sshi, w4k> yat> tsc z
5>

, wik,
sh6 J

tsc z
5>

;
(kwan eki t^i i

eshan chi* sheung- S ts^in ii>

«fu tsik> cii ti-, tsz
5>

tso-.

cFanti- ^hi filing kong* Cche,

ki >
shut,, tsak> cii Noi^

Kok„

Takj kong* ewai ii -

;

<yan

^hots^u* (
ts

c ing kong' (che

£wai
C
chi ;

ckc
l w^k> cyan (sh

ts^au*
c
tsc ing tsik> -i <siui

shi 2 «chung ngoi)- *ch6, vik ;

3 4. In the original of the Collection of Statutes from which these paragraphs are selected,

par. No. 4. is an explanation of No. 3; and in like manner No. 2. above is an explanation of No.

1. The Nos. 1 and 3 are in large type, and Nos. 2 and 4 are in small type, one half the size

of the former, as explanatory notes. T(di kdm^ literally 4 the great overseers,
5

are the personal at-

tendants of the emperor, and keepers of tlie inner gates of the palace. Throughout the empire,

as well as in the capital, the ministers and servants of the emperor are expected to be at their

posts and in the performance of their duties early in the morning*

5. Shut means to narrate, to tell, to rehearse, to arrange, &c
;
in this instance, it seems td

denote a compound act
;
the papers are to be revised, have their proper dates inserted, and then,

after being reported or rehearsed to the emperor, are transmitted to the Inner Council to be made
public, or otherwise disposed of, according to the nature of the respective documents.

6. This paragraph also appears in the original as a note, explanatory of the preceding para-

graph; and so in the sequel, the 8th is explanatory of the 7th, and the 10th of the 9th.



<wai ii
2

. cK(
i shikj, ii- ut,

Noi- Kok> fung 2 sheung- ii
2

;

Cchi iiti fung i ^hl.

U 2 cKwan cKi tdi- Sshan <hang
C
che, ki* shut,, tsak> cfang ki'

cin.

Wdk, tsuk) ii-, wik 2 mat, ii
5

-,

pat> syau Noi- Kok> ctning

kong* Cche, swai sting ki* ;

king’ syau <Kwan tKi chf
ij>

cfung ck^u cPing P6- tsit, pd'

chc
ii

>

tai- swong
;
shi- sz

?
- cell!

un 2 kap>
;
wak? sheung 1

cfi tai-, w^k, sz
J>

pak) s
li,

vvak 2

£,ng pak> £
li, wak 2 luk,

pak> c
li, wak 2 luk z pak> -li <ka

*kan.

cFan -yau ^hi ctsiin ki'
C
che,

ckai cshii di chak> A cts^riij

cchf
;
kai

J
cshi tsak> ctai ts

? au 5

.

Chit) ctsiin k? po-
; cfan fung-

^chi ctsiin ki* sz
5
- kin-, ckai

£
i min- fung- ii- 'chi <stiu

p- ; chi > eying chang cshi ctai

ts^u 1 Hs^ng 4

chi
;
<kl

i «yin^

mat 2 ctsiin s//- kin-, tsak 5

mat, cfung stsiin ki yik 2 <ii

kc1i
>

Sshi chakj cfung pan 1- s
li.

j^tyle is thus : an edict is call-

ed, ^An edict received from
the Inner Council;^ the other,

thus ^The imperial pleasure

is received^

7. Whenever an edict is to

be carried into effect by the

ministers of the General Coun-
cil, after being duly served

by them, it is sealed and
dispatched.

8. If the edict either re-

quires haste or is a secret one, it

is called palace dispatch^ and
is not openly sent down to

pass through the Inner Coun-
cil, but goes directly from the

General Council sealed, and is

delivered to the express office

of the Board of War, to be

forwarded
;
and according to

the urgency of the case or

otherwise^ it is hastened by
couriers, traveling at the rate

of four hundred, or five hun-
cled, or six hundred, and, in

Very important cases, even
more than six hundred U per

day.

9. When h. i. m/s plea-

sure is to be kept in remem-
brance, it is pat upon record

and laid aside
;
and at the

proper time it is brought for-

ward and presented.

10. A memorandum book
is prepared, and whenever
the imperial pleasure concern-

ing any affair is received,

and is to be kept in remem-
brance, it is in his majesty’s

presence written in the book
;

and at the proper time it is

brought forward and presented,

and his farther pleasure re-

quested; if it be of a nature

requiring secrecy, then as

such the memorandum is seal-

ed; and at the proper moment
the seal is broken, and the bu-

siness receives attention.

8. These dispatclies are commonly called ^fire dispatches 5

they seldom, however, exceed the
rate of four hundred Chinese (or about 130 English) miles a day. the Express-office is supplied
with a large number of couriers, ready at all times for dispatch.
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1. The presidents of the I

Board of Civil Office^ a Man-
|

tchou and a Chinese
;
the left

vice-presidents, a Mantchou '

and a Chinese
;
and the right

J

vice-presidents, a Mantchou '

and a Chinese—have the go-
j

vernment and direction of all

the various officers in the ci-

vil service of the empire, and !

thereby they assist the em-
j

peror to rule all people.

2. Whatever appertains to

the plans of selecting and ar-

ranging rank and gradation;

to the rules of determining de.

gradation and promotion
;

to

the ordinances for granting

investitures and rewards
;
and

to the laws for fixing schedules

and furloughs are reported

to the Board by the appro-

priate officers; and the pre-

sidents and the vice-presidents

with those under them delibe-

rate thereon ; if important

afiairs they are reported to the

tlirone, otherwise they are dis-

patched at once ;
thus supply-

ing the civil service.

I Li- Pd2 sb^ung2
«shii, ^Mun

cchau yat) «yan, Hon >
vat >

cyan {

ts6 shi 2 slong, £.Mun
cchau yat> <van, Hon >

yat>
cyan; yau 2 sfu 2 <16ng, ^Vfun
<chau yat> cyan, Hon>

yat>

j

syan; ^h^unp (t^n ha- <man

(

chik> <kun li- Cchi ching*
ling-, tsan* sh^ung 2 chi i

man- 5man.

cF4n pan 5

tit> Stsun tsu ? <chi
chai"

;

chdu fo* chut, chik>
cchl tfong <fung shau 2 chak>
Cheung cchi *tin

;
tin^ tsik,

cchung cha? <chi fat, pak>
<sz

5

-i t4t> c ii P5-, sheungi

<shii shi- <lng sut> <kc
i shuk 2

M ting 2 % t^i 2 sz2 sh^ung^
<chj, ^lu sz

5
- tsak> ihang,

-i po* epong chik>.

Notes and E xp lunations,

These six supreme Boards are, (1) the Board of Civil Office, (2) the Board of Revenu^^ (3) the

Board of Riies (4) the Board of War 5) the Board of Punishments and (6) the Board of

Works. The duties of the Inner and General Councils are of a general nature, and refer

directly to the emperor and his family, or to all the departments of state; and they serve to

ronnect the supreme head with the subordinate branches of the administration—of which these

six are the principal and have cognizance of all that appertains to the civil service in the eighteen

provinces. See Chinese Repository, vol. IV., page 139; and also the Collection of Statues,

—

from which the several paragraphs of this section are extracted.

1. The general duties of this Board—indicated by its name—consist in the arrangement and

distribution of those who ar^ employed in the civil offices throughout the provinces. They have

also to direct the introduction of these officers to the imperial presence. The number order"

of those employed in the civil service are all specified.
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U 3
- P6 2 sheung- <shii, cMun

cchau yat> cyan, Hon 5 yat>

cyan
;

(ts6 shi 2 clong, -Mun
cchau yat> cyan, Hon 5 yat>

cyan
;
yau shi- flong, -Mun

cchau vat> cyan, Hon > yat>

cyan, Ccheung de in hk1 cchi t\
l

ching% £
\i £k

c
i tsik>,

tsdn sheung 2 £yeung man-
cman.

cFan fu- shui > <ching fo 3 cchi

tsak>, Tung ^eung cpan kap>

cchi chai 1

; <tsc 6ng fu
J ch*ut>

nap 2 cchi shd%* cch^in luk 5_,

(chiin wan a «chi cf; plk> tsz
?

-i tat, cii P6-, sheung 2 <slni

shi 2
?long sut) ck

c
i shuk 2

-
c
i

ting- tai ? sz2 sheung- (chi,
(
siu sz’ 2 tsak> chang, -i tsuk 5

<pong yung 2
.

3. The presidents of the

Board of Revenue^ a Man-
tchou and a Chinese; the left

vice-presidents, a Mantchou

and a Chinese
;
and the right

vice-presidents, a Mantchou
and a Chinese, direct the

territorial government of the

empire, and keep the lists of

population, in order to aid

the emperor in nourishing all

people.

4. Whatever appertains to

the regulations for levying and
collecting duties and taxes; to

the plans for distributing sala-

ries and allowances
;

to the

rates for receipts and disburse-

ments at the granaries and

treasuries
;
and to the rights for

transportation both by land and
water—are reported to this

Board by the appropriate of-

ficers ; and the presidents, &c.
deliberate thereon; if impor-

tant affairs they are reported

to the throne, otherwise they

are at once dispatched
;
in this

way sufficient supplies for

the country are provided.

2. The special duties of each of the six Bo.ards are drawn out, in the Collection of Statutes
precisely in the same form, and are, as in this one, arranged under four distinct heads. In the
phrase hau seems to have reference to the reasons and considerations, upon the examina-
tion of which the degradation and promotion of officers is determined; it therefore qualifies fd^
and indicates the manner of determining, viz., by examination. The tsik appear to be lists or
schedules, containing the names of officers for civil service

;
and the chung chai are grants of

temporary retirement from office, which are allowed in order to attend upon the aged,
the sick, and to mourn for the dead.

3. The fiscal laws of the empire are enumerated iif Sec. 1. §3. of this chapter. The details of
this department of the government fill six volumes of the Collection of Statutes, including chapters
10 to 18. This Board directs concerning the emperor 5

s ploughing and sowing, which are clone
annually as patterns for all the people of the empire. Formerly four furrows used to be turned by
the emperor, now the number is reduced to three. The admeasurement and surveying of the empire
is done under the direction of this Board, which regulates its divisions into provinces, departments,
districts, <fec. In the eleventh chapter of the Collection of Statutes there is given a complete
census of tbe whole empire—the number in each province and in each of the colonial depemlen.
cies being enumerated separately.

4. The chief and the most important duties of the Board of Revenue are indicated, in four
distinct branches. Attached to this Board are fourteen subordinate departments, charged with
the supervision of the revenue of the empire, which for this purpose is arranged into The same
number of territorial departments. Each of them has also to attend to particular portions of the
general business of the Board. In addition to these fourteen, there are several other minor of-

fices
;
—a court of appeal on disputes respecting property and succession

; various minor treasuries

chi. chr. 145
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5. rhe presidents of the

Board of Rites^ a Mantchou
and a Chinese

;
the left vice-

presidents a Mantchou and a

Chinese
;
and the right vice-

presidents, a Mantchou and a
Chinese—examine and direct

concerning the performance

of tlie five kinds of ritual

ol>servances, and make procla-

mation thereof to the whole
empire; thus aiding the empe-
ror in guiding all people.

6. Whatever appertains to

the ordinances for regulating

precedence and literary dis-

tinctions; to the canonsfor ma-
intaining religious honor and
fidelity; to the orders repect-

ing intercourse and tribute

;

and to the forms of giving

banquets and granting boun-

ties—are reported to the

Board by the appropriate of-

ficers ; and the presidents,

deliberate thereon
;

if impor-

tant affairs they report them to

the throne, otherwise they at

once dispatch them
;

in this

way promoting national edu-

cation.

£Lai Po 2 sh6ung 2 «shii, £Mun
tchau yat> 5yan, Hon yat,

! cyan; c
tso shi 2

slong cMun
<chau yat> cyan, Hon' vat>

cyan; yau- shi 2
siong sMun

«chau vat> syan, H6n> yat,

5yan; Cheung chau £,ng Mai

<chi yung 2
<ii tMnhV;

H tsan* sheung 5
- to^

sman.

5Fan <pan chap lan- stsoi 'chi
4
tin

;
tdtushing chi' shan’ chi

«king; ui J c
t
c ung chik> kung'

<chl ching>

; in y 4h6ung hi
>

£lam <chi shik>; pak> csz
5 £

l tat,

cii Pd 2

;
sh6ung 2 «shii slip

Jong sut, ck?
i shuk 2

£
i ting J

-i; t^i 2 sz
7
- sheung- «chi,

c
siii

sz
J
- tsak> 5hang ;

p6* cpong
kau\

for supplying the expenses, or attending to the receipts arrising from particular branches of the

affairs of the Board
;

a mint under the direction of two vice-presidents
;
an office having under

its charge depositories of metalsf silks, and coloring materials; an office for providing supplies of

grain in and about the capital
;
&c.

5. Eight volumes, the 13th to 20th inclusive—of the Collected Statutes are filled with the

details of the duties of this Board, comprising 14 chapters. The five kinds of ritual observances

are the following, (1) kat lai:
felicitous, or those which relate to festivals and sacrifices in honor

of gods, departed heroes, and so forth, extending to 123 varieties; (2) ka lai, joyous, or those

which relate to new accessions to the throne, state congratulations, &c., 74 in variety
; (3) kwan

fai^ martial, or those which have reference to military affairs, the review of troops, preparations for

war, and such like, comprising 18 in variety
; (4) pan lai9 or those of a hospitable nature, such

as are required at the entertainment of guests, both domestic and foreign, 20 in number; and (5)
hung laiy infelicitous, or those which are appropriate to mournful occasions, 15 in number

; being

of all the five kinds, 250 varieties.

6. The four subordinate departments of the Board of Rites, for carrying on its general business

are : the (1) ^chai sz\ or the department ofceremonial forms and regulations
;
u it has the regulation

of the etiquette to be observed at court, on ordinal*}' and extraordinary occasions, on congratulatory

attendance, in the performance of ministerial and official duties, &c. ;
also the regulation of dresses,

raps &c” as to figure, size, color, and the nature of their ornaments; of carriages and their

riding accoutrements, their form, &c., with the number of followers, and the insignia of rank
; it

has also the direction of the entire ceremonial of personal intercourse between the various ranks

of peers minutely defining the number of bows and degrees of attention which each is to pay to

the other, when meeting in official capacities, according as they are on terms of equality or
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cPing Pc> 2 sheung- €shii, Olun
cchau yat> £van, Hon > yat,

cyan; c
tso shi- clong, -Mun

<chau yat> <yan, Hon 5 yat,

cyan
;
yau- shi 2 cl6ng, £Mun

cchau yat> syan, H6n J vat>

cyan
;

Cheung cchung ngoi 2

-cm6 chik) ckun cchl ching 1

ling 2
,

tsin3 sheung 2 wai-

m^n 2 cman.

cFan cch?
Li shau- cfung yam ,

cchi
c
tin

; Sshing tsoi
5

£yau

£chiin cchi chai <yan hati
c
k;'in hn> (chi cf6ng

;
sz’Msik)_

<kwan shat2 vchl shh pak>

csz
J

-\ tat2 cii P6 2
, sheung"-

<shii shi- Jong sut> ckc
i shuk,

-i ting- -i ;
tai- sz

2 sheung 1

<chi, Via sz
J
- tsak> shang ; M

Cching cpong <shc
ii.

7. The presidents of the

Board of War, a Mantchou
and a Chinese ;

the left vice-

presidents, a Mantchou and a

Chinese; the right vice-presi-

dents,—-have the government

and direction of all the officers

within and without the provin-

ces employed in the military

service of the empire, for the

purpose of aiding the emperor
in protecting all people.

8. Whatever appertains to

the ordinances for taking

away, giving, and granting

office, or inheriting rank; to

the plans of the post-office

department; to the rales of

military examination and dis-

cipline ; and to the rates of

enrolment and actual service

—

are reported to the Board by
the appropriate officers

;
and

the presidents, &c., with those-

under them, deliberate there-

on
;

if important, report them
to the throne, but if otherwise,

they at once dispatch them,

thus regulating the hinge of

state.

otherwise. It has also to direct the forms of their written official intercourse^ including the forms

to he observed in addresses to and from foreign states. It has further to attend to the establish-

ment of governmental schools and academies; and the regulation of the public literary examina-

tions; the number of the graduates, the distinction of their classes, the forms of their selection,

and the privileges of the successful candidates &c. Tlie (2) Tsaitsz^ sz\ or the depart-

ment for sacrificial rites, &c. The (3) Chiihdk sz\ or the department for regulating the inter-

course of hosts and guests, And the (4) Ts^ingsliin sz\ or the department for the preparation

of food, &c.
7. The military laws of ^he Penal Code are enumerated in the 1st section of this chapter.

In the Collection of Statutes, the details of this Board fill five volumes, the 22d to the 26th in-

clusive, comprising the chapters 35 to 40. The general regulations of the army are under the

control of this Board ;
its presidents introduce to his majesty ?

s presence all military officers, who
are on such occasions required to appear armed with the bow. The Board keeps lists of all the

military officers in the empire, grants commissions, honors, rank, &c., and withdraws them at the

emperor’s pleasure. It also superintends the posts and expresses for the transmission of orders and
commands, and takes care of the arsenals and all military stores.

8. The hinge of state, here mentioned, is the army, the essential part, the mainspring in the

government of the empire. Of the four subordinate branches of this Board, the ]st is the Mdsiin

sz\ an office, at the head of which are eight Mantchous, four Chinese, and one Mongolian, whose
duties are the adjustment of the rank and grade of military officers, the examination of their

skill in tactics, the regulation of their duties in the camp, &c. The degrees of rank in the army
are nine, the same as in the civil service, each of which is divided into a primary and a se-

condary, making in fact eighteen degrees. The 2d subordinate branch is the Chikfong sz\ an
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9. The presidents of the

Board of Punishments a

Mantchou and a Chinese; the

left vice-presidents, a Man-
tchou and a Chinese

;
the

right vice-presidents, a Man-
tchou and a Chinese—have

the government and direction

of the punishments throughout

the empire, for the purpose of

aiding the emperor in correct-

ing all people.

10. Whatever appertains to

the measures of applying the

laws with leniency or seve-

rity; to the task of hearing

evidence and giving deci-

sions ; to the rights of granting

pardons, reprieves, or other-

wise ; and to the rate of fines

and interest are all reported

by the several officers to the

Board
;
and the presidents and

the vice-presidents with those

under them deliberate thereon

;

if important, they report them
to the throne, otherwise they

dispatch them at once : thus

aiding in giving dignity to

national manners.

ft

cYing Pd-sheung 2 <shii t ->Iun

cchau yatj £yan, Ho^ vat>

£van; ^so shf 5
l ng, £Mun

<chau yat> cyan, H6n> ya*"

cyan; yau- shi- clong, *Mun
<chau yat> cyan, H n J yat>

syan ;
'cheung ct

c in ha- eying

(chi ching ling 2

, -M ts n

sheung- ching* man 3
- sman.

<Fan lut 2 lai- thing chung'

«chi shik>; ting
J tun5 chc uf 5

yap2 cchi <fu; kiit>yau> un2

ts«k> <chi ci ;
cchong fat>

cchui to^ <chi shy kok> isz
5

5
i tii P5-, sheung- <shii

shi- ciong sut> ck
c
i shuk> ~t

ting- ;
t4i2 sz

52 sheung 2 <chi,
4
siu sz’ 2 tsak> <hang, -i suk>

tp ng 'ki.

office, at the head of which are eight Mantchou?, five Chinese, and two Mongolians, whose duties

are the investigation of the merits and demerits of officers, the examination of their claims

for favors, the trial of their talents and qualitications, the supervision of their discipline, their

instruction, mock battles, and such like. The 3d is the department Chema, at the head of which

are four Mantchous, two Chinese and one Mongolian who are charged with the especial care

of the horses and chariots of the army
;
they have the supervision of the cavalry, waggons, posts,

and the express office or literally, 4 the office (for the announcement of victories.’ The 4th is the

Mdfa sz\ an office at the head of which are four Mantchous, two Chinese, and one Mongolian,

whose duties are the inspection of the rolls and the general direction of the military stores, and

all the munitions of war.

9. The criminal laws of this Board are enumerated in the 1st section of this chapter; its

details fill only two volumes, the 27th and 28th, in the Collection of Statutes, comprising ib.e

section 41 to 44. The principal duties of this Board are—the settlement of penal laws, the

decision of appeals, the confirmation or reversal of sentences, the regulation of fines and mulcts.

In all cases of capital crimes, with a few particular exceptions, there are assembled the samfdt
sz\ three law offices, in one joint assembly, which comprises the leading members of this and

those of the t>vo other criminal courts, the Tdchdt yiin9
and tlie Tali sz

9
» For deliberating on the

criminal cases which come up from all the provinces annually in autumn, there are collected in

joint assembly kau hi.ig^ nine bodies of ministers, one from this and each of the other supreme

Boards, and one from each of the three offices, the Tdchdt yihi, the Tungching sz\ and the

Tali sz\ The object of these joint assemblies is to prevent malversation in the administration

of justice, in cases where human life is involved. The provisions of the law, to secure the impar-

tial administration of justice in this country, have been made with no ordinary degree of consi-

deration
;
and when the oirender goes unpunished, or the innocent is made to suffer, it must be

more the fault of the executors of the laws than of their makers.



cKung P6 2 sh6ung- tshii sM»m
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.

11. The presidents of the

Board of Works, a Mantchou
and a Chinese

;
the left vice-

presidents, a Mantchou and a

Chinese
;
and the right vice-

presidents, a Mantchou and a

Chinese—have the govern-

ment and direction of the

public works throughout the

empire, together with the cur-

rent expenses of the same,
;or the purpose of aiding the

emperor to keep all people in

a state of repose.

12. Whatever appertains to

i Ians for buildings of wood or

earth
;

to the forms of useful

implements
;

to the laws for

stopping up or opening chan-

nels ; and to the ordinances for

•constructing mausolea and
temples—are all reported to

the Board by rtie appropriate

officers
;

and the presidents

and vice-presidents deliberate

thereon
;

if important, they

report them to the throne,

otherwise they at once dis-

patch them, thus perfecting

he national works.

10. The five kinds and the several degrees of punishment have been enumerated in the first

section of this chapter.

11. The laws respecting public works are enumerated in the first section of this chapter. In

he Collection of Statutes, the details of this Board fill three volumes, the 29th, 30th, and 31st,

comprising sections 45th to 48th inclusive.

12. Literally, these four leading clauses read thus
: (1) all earth wood raise build plans

; (2)
• itensil things fitting use

J

s fashion
; (3) gutter stop up open dike laws

; (4) tombs temples

arrange contrive ’s ordinances. The subordinate departments are similar to those of the other

Boards
;
and it has cognizance of all public works—such as the constructing of governmental

offices, temples, palaces, &c., belonging to the state
;

it h£LS the charge of preparing all imple-

ments of war, tents, carriages, shot, &c. ; confiscated property, consisting of buildings, also

•onies under its care; it regulates the construction of all weights and measures; dikes and canals,

highways and bridges, dock-yards, &c., all come under its supervision, and also the mint, with

several minor offices.
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THE COLONIAL OFFICE,

f
yiin^; tai- ts^at) <cheung-

i. The president of the

Colonial Office, a Mcintchou
;

the left vice-president, a Man-
tchou ; the right vice-president

a Mantchou ; with one super-

numerary vice-president, a

Mangolian—have the govern-

ment and direction of the

colonial states, order their

honors and emoluments, ap-

point their visits to court, and
regulate their punishments;

upon all these various branch-

es of business, the presidents

and vice-presidents, with those

under them, deliberate
; if im-

portant they report them to

the throne, otherwise they

dispatch them at once, thus

displaying the majesty and
virtue of the state.

2. The officers in the de-

partment for the military rolls

are, a Mantchou and two
Mongolian secretaries; a mem-
ber of the imperial house a

Mantchou, and two Mongolian

1

I -Li sFan YunS sheung 1 cshu,

I

sMun cchau yat> syan ;

shi 2
slong,

£Mun cchau yat,

iyan
;
yau J shi- <longy

£Man
cchau yat> syan ;

ngak> ngoi i

shi- cl6ng, sMung cku yat,

cyan— ^ch^ung ngoi 2
sfan <chi

ching > lingS cha^ ckc
i ts^euk,

lukj, ting2
sk

f
l sch

c iu uiS

ching J

s k
c
i eying fat 2 ;

sheung i

cshii shi 2
cl ngshut> ckc

i shuki

H ting 2 s
i ;

t4i 2 sz’ 2 slMungA

cchi,
c
siu sz

J
- tsak> chang, -i

po 5 kwok> cchi ewai tak,.

cK?
i tsikj <ts

? ing li
1 csz', Jong

cchung, sMun tchau yat> cyan,

sMung *ku 1- s> an ; s iin ngoi^

Notes and Exp lanations.

Literally, li fan yun means a hoard or court for the government of foreigners subjected

and tributary tribes, situated on the west of China Proper. For the geographical position of these,

see Chap. XII. Sec. 8. No. 18, and the sequel. This office regulates the government of the

nomads, and defines their boundaries. What of the government in the 18 provinces is intrusted

to the six supreme Boards, is in the western states of the empire intrusted to this Colonial or

Foreign Office. Its duties are, of course, multifarious and arduous, and of no small importance,

whether they be viewed with reference either to the people who inhabit those western states or

to the supreme head the emperor—between which two, the lord paramount and his liege subjects,

the Li Fan Yun forms the connecting link, the bond of union.

2. Literally, this reads thus^a^ roll piire officers department

:

it has charge of the boundaries

of the country, and the allotment of lands, the rank and succession of the princes and nobles,

the appointment of subordinate officers, taxation of the people, their arrangement into tribes,

review of the troops, and so forth. Chat sat hak is a Mongolian term, used apparently with

different shades of meaning, and differently applied, analagous to kun or ban chik

;

here noi chat



undei -secretaries
;

with one i

Mantchou director : these have
j

to examine and give direction
!

to whatever appertains to the

territory of the inner chief- I

tains, to the regulation of their

honors, and of their census.

All the affairs respecting the i

officers, the clansmen, their I

alliances, the army? and the I

posts, the whole they direct
;

as they do also the nomads
|

who are in or connected with 1

their territories.

3. The officers connected
j

with the department for im-

-

perial audiences, are a Man-
tchou and two Mongolian
secretaries

;
two Mantchou and

j

three Mongolian under-secre-
|

taries; with two Mongolian di-

rectors : these have to regulate

the distribution of emoluments
among the inner chieftains,

their visits to court, their tri-

bute, with the banquets and
grants which are made to

them.

4. Rale for the conferment

of emoluments upon those

foreigners. The gifts which
they receive consist of both

money and silken fabrics
;
and

in all are arranged into seven

classes
:

(a) their kindred

kings receive each two thou-

clong, cchung shat, vat, cyan,
£Mun <chau yaf, cyan, cMung

i
2 cyan,

Cchu sz
5

-, -Mun
<chau yat> cyan

;

(cheung chau
noi- chat> sit> hak> cdii

ck^ung -li, chii- £k
c
i cfung

tseak) -ii ckc
i

c

p6 hai-. sF4n
<kun shuk,, p5 z chung% ui i

smang, ckwan s
lii, cyau cchiin

cchi sz
5

-, <kai
Ccheung <chi

;

cheung cyau mukj cchi noi

shukj C
che.

cWong ui 2 ctsc ing li- (Sz\

clong <chung, -Man cchauyat>

£yan, cMung 'ku i
l cyan

; ciin

ngoi- 5long, -Mun (chau 1-

syan, fi
Mang cku <s4m <yan

;

^hii sz
2

, cMung
lku i

2 cyan :

'cheung <pan luk> <ii noi-

chit> sdt> hak>, 4 chi- ck f

i

cch^iu kung >

in
J cheung loi

i

Hi <chi sz’2
.

Chai' ngoi 2 cfdn (chi luk,.
-cYau Tung cngan, £yau Tung
pai-

;

4tang kok> -cyau
ts^atj

;
ngoi 2

s f4n cts*an cWong,
(fang cngan i

l
C ts

c in 'leun^.

sal httk SGcms to mean literally the inner inilitciTy chicJ'tciiTis

^

the word is sometimes written
dscisscik or d,zdssdh. According to Timkowski^ 44 a cizassak is the hereditary chief of a, Jcouchouti
or division generally composed of two thousand families*” These divisions are not always
equally numerous. Sometiines the term seems to be used in a more general sense, d6noting not
the chiefs merely, but the whole divisions over which they exercise their authority.

3. The salaries and whatever appertains to the ernoluments of the several graces of officers in
Inner Mongolia are regulated by this department : literally w6ng ui is a royal assembly, or a

meeting of kings. These high personages, who pay court to the emperor their master, do it in
regular succession, and for this purpose they are divided into several divisions or courses, one of
which repairs to Peking annually. Their retinue and guards are specified and fixed by statute,
under the cognizance and direction of the several officers of this department.
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584 GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS. [Chap. XVI].

sand taels in money and
twenty-live pieces of silk; (b)

their noble kings receive one

thousand and two hundred

taeb? in money, and fifteen
i

pieces of silk
;
(c) their hono- I

rable knights receive eight
!

hundred taels in money and
thirteen pieces of silk; (d )

:

the honorable princes receive
|

each five hundred taels in
|

money and ten pieces of silk
; |

(e) the state protector dukes
|

receive each three hundred

taels m money and nine pieces
I

of silk
; (/) the state supporter

|

dukes receive two hundred 1

taels and seven pieces of silk ;

;

and (g) the secondary and I

last of these titular nobles 1

receive each one hundred
j

taels in money, and four piec-
(

es of silk.

5. The officers in the de-
|

partment for what is connect- 1

ed with the established ordi-

:

nances, are two secretaries, a

Mantchou and a Mongolian
;

two Mantchou and six Mon-
^olian, under-secretaries; with

two, a Mantchou and a Mon- !

golian, directors : these have

to examine and regulate the

<tfairs of the tribes and sol-

diers of the outer chieftains,

and to control their posts and

relays : and also with regard to

fairs and markets they pro- I

!
Tung tiin 2

i
2 shap 2

sng pat>

i
kwan 2 ^wong, Tung 5ngan yat>

<tsf in \
l pak> (16ung, 'fung

tiin 2 shap> s?ng pat>
;
pui 5

lak.,

Tung cngan pdt> pik>

'fang tiin 2 shap 2 <s^in pat ,

pi’ii tsz’ fling ingan s’ng

pak> l

16ang, Tung tiin- sha|> 2

pat>; chan 1 kwok> (kung

'fang cngan tsam p^k, Heung,

Tang tiin 2 ckau pat fiV

kwok> ckung, fung sngan r
p^,k> Tung tiin 2 ts

€ at>

I

pat)
;

ch4t> s^t> hak> ttoi

' kat, t4p> p6
J

5 nong Tung

I sngan vat> pdk> 'leung,
4fung

: tiin 2 sz
5>

pat>.

‘Tin shuk> tts^ing li
2 <sz\

ilong tchung, -Mun (chau

yat> cyan, cMung vat,

cyan
;
din ngoi a Jong, -Mun

ichau i
2 cyan, sMung 'ku luk^

cyan ; ^hii sz2 £Mun tchau
yat> iyan, cMung 'ku yat>

syan
(ch6ung hat2 ngoi2 ch4t> sftU

hak> po 2 ckc
i *chi sz

2
, chi-

5. The meaning of tin shuk here seems be what belongs to governmental affairs^ referring t<

the general government of the country. This department exercises the same, or nearly the

same control over the Owter IVIongolian tribes, as the first one (the does over the inner

tribes. Merchants going to its territories must be provided with licenses from the foreign office.

Officers connected with this department have the oversight and regulation of the commercial

intercourse carried on between Russia and China at Kiachta. The officers of this department

havp to fix the limits to the territories of the several tribes supervise their governments, reguh^

their rank and succession, arrange their people into corps or divisions, superintend their ways of

( ommunicatior, and regulate all their intercourse. The order of succession among the larrias

is regulated by the 4 son of heaven 5

through the functionaries of this office.

®
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ckc
i yau yik 2 : u 2 tsak>

cpan sk
e
i kam1

ling 2
;

<faa

noi

2

ngoi i <chi (14 cma (kai
lcheung t chi,

Ccheang cyau

muk> ichi noi- shuk.
(

che.

cYau -iin «ts
c ing li- csz

9

, .dong

<chung ctsungshat) yat> cyan,

ciin ngoi 2 clong, -Mun (chaa
\
l cyan, cMung cku £?ng cyan,

C

chii sz2 cMung cku yat> syan

:

Ccheung ngoi- chat> sat, hak>

<la cma luk2 -lam cchMii kung^

(chi sz’ 2
.

sLoi siin <ts
e ing li

2 <sz’ ildng

<chung, 5Mung {ku yat> cyan

;

ciin ngoi2 clong, -Mun <chau

i- cyan, cMung cku csim cyan
C

chii sz?2
, cMung cku i

l cyan
;

Cheung cUi p6- chat> sat>

hak) p4k> hak,, cchi ching)

ling 2 cfan <Ui <fan <chi

£nin cp4n «k^,i Cheung tchi,
Ccheung ngoi 2 yui- cchi cche iu

kung 2
.

-cLi eying Ctsc ing li
2

csz
5

, .dong
cchung, cMung (ku i

5
- cyan

mulge the regulations : what-

ever appertains to the lamas

both far and near, the whole

they regulate, as they do also

all the nomads who are

within or belong to their ter-

ritories.

6. The officers in the de- I

partment for the mild treat-
!

ment of those from afar are

one secretary, a member of the

Bmperial house, with two Man-
tchoihandfiveMongolianuu-
•der-secretaries, and one Mon-
golian director : these have

the regulation of whatever

appertains to the emoluments,

visits to court tribute <fec•
among the Outer Mongolian

|

9amas. :

7. The officers in the de-

partment for those drawn from
!

afar are, one Mongolian se-

cretary, two Mantchou and
three Mongolian under-secre. !

taries, with two Mongolian
directors: these have the go-

vernment and direction of the

begs and chiefs of the Moham-
medan tribes among the Mon-
golians : whatever appertains

to the annual visits of the

Mohammedans is regulated by
|

them : they also regulate their

visits and their tribute paid to
j

court.

8,

The officers in the de-

partment for penal discipline
i

are, two Mongolian secreta-

:

ries, two Mantchou, and four I

6. The literal meaning of the title of this department is the mild distant pure officers depart-
merit; i. e, the deportment whose pure functionaries extend the imperial kindness and favor to
those who dwell far remote from the court. The king, his imperial majesty’s iege servant called
khan his annual emoluments are, from the emperor annually, 2500 taels of silver, with 40
pieces of silk

;
the gifts to be conferred on the kh4n?

s officers are also specified, so likewise are
the articles and the amount of tribute

; the periods for their visits to Peking are also fixed. The
lamas, here and elsewhere mentioned, form no small nor uninfluential class

; they take rank
amon^ the chiefs and princes of the state.

7. This is literally, come or drawn remote pure officers department

;

and besides the Mohamme-
dan princes or khans, and the pak hak or begs, it controls in a measure the Kassaks and Turkomans
on the remote frontiers of the Chinese empire. See Chinese Repository, V l. IV., page 148.
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586 GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS. [Chap. XVII.

Chai >

ct
e
oi.

Chai> chi sz’’.*

cCh^i yik>.

Chan). Chan) Joi. Chan
<shau.

Chan* tpiu.

Chan <shau (tsung ing.

Chap> ckam c'ng.*

Chip, <kun.

cChau milk,.

(Chau Wung.

cChau pun*

.

1. Governor; lit. ruling tri*

buna!, or h. e. the governor.

2. Commissioner or master

of the police.

3. Police-runners.

4. Protector, protectorate,

or protectorship.

5.
r

:’he protectory subal-

terns, or staff.

6. Major-general of the

protectorate.

7. Keeper of the palace, or

master of the palace.

8. (^anal commissioners and
keepers of passes.

9. Shepherd of a depart-

ment, i. e. its chief magistrate*

10. An assistant magistrate

of a department or district.

11. A subordinate magis-

trate of a district.

Mongolian under-secretaries, i

with one Mongolian director :

these have the direction and
,

control of whatever appertains

to penal discipline among the 1

.several tribes of these remote I

foreigners.

J\ ote s and Explanations.

\] nder the head of chik fan arc arranged the titles of the functionaries of the government, both

civil and military. The order of arrangement here adopted is the alphabetical, according to the

Chinese pronunciation in the provincial dialect. The list is intended to include the titles of ail

the principal officers, of ancient and modern times ; those not now in use are marked with an

asterisk. In addition to the titles, the names of several offices, schools, &c., are enumerated.

B. There are many of these inferior officers
; and they are stationed at the locks on canals, at

the passes through the country, at gateways, <fec.

8. Regulate punishment pure officers department

;

the ordinary and most common punishments
awarded by this department are fines, which are estimated and paid in cattle and horses.

Section

OFFICIAL TITLES.

Chik> fan- lui-
;

tai a pat, ccheung-

ain ngoi- <long, -Mun tcliau

\
l cyan, £Mung cku sz

5> cyan;

^hii sz

5

-, cMung cku yat>

cyan :

Ccheung ngoi- sf^n k k,

po- eying fat, tchi sz

9

-.

®
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Cheung cshii ki*.*

cChi cshUi mat, iin-.*

cChi kungJ
kii

> .*

cChi c
fu.

<Chi <chau.

cChi iin 2
.

(Chi sz 2

<Chi sz.*

Chf- <chung.*

Chi- <shii shi 2
\i

l csz\*

Chi- suk> noi 2 csz\*

(Chim sz’ 2
(ffi cchim sz’)'

<Chimsz
, - c

fu shiiV'cchim szn .

cChim sz2 (

fu
{

chii p5\

cChlm sz
? - -fu luk) sz

5
-.

Ching 5

ctong.

Chit) chau.*

cChiu cman kun\*

cChiii (td sz'*

?Ch c iu <kun csiin*.

sChriu chau.*

Chiu> cmo.

Chiu* ding.

Chong 2
syiin.

cChii cts^d sheung- <shii.*

<Chii cts
c d clong ckun.*

12. Chiefsecretary of state,

or prime-minister.

13. Master of the privy

council.

14. Examiner of literary

graduates.

15. Prefect (chief civil of-

ficer) of a department,

16. Prefect of a minor de-

partment.

17. Magistrate (chief civil

officer) of a district.

18. Master attendant, or

under-secretary.

19. Sub-agent, or assistant

manager.

20. Keeper of records, or a

clerk in the interior.

21. Chief secretary, and
censor in waiting.

22. Commissioner in the

grain department.

23. Supervisor in the Of-

fice of Supervisors.

24. Subordinate supervisor

in the same.

25. Keeper of records in

the same.

26. Recorder or clerk in

the same.

27. Chief or principal (in

an office or department).

28. Honorary nobles.

29. School for polite lite.

rature.

30. Commissioner for sup-

pressing rebellion.

31. Courtier’s sons and

grandsons.

32. Court nobles, or cour-

tiers.

33. Keeper of the seals, lit.

elucidator and examiner.

34. Undersecretary,

35. Chief of the literati.

36. General and chief pre-

sidents.

37. General and chief vice-

presidents.

18. The chtsz\ chlum6^ kinglik, kingching and chmting^ are nearly of the same grade, all of
them being of the lowest rank.

35. The first on the list of graduates of the three highest literary ranks is called yiin

;

thr
rh6ng yun is the highest, or the first on the list of the Hanlin, a rank acquired only after a long
course of study, and consequently highly honorable.

«

1



588 GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS. [Chap. XVII.

«Chii its'd <ts4m ckwan.*

<Chii muk 2 tk^m.*

cChii 5hau.*

‘Chii sz’ 2
.

Chii (hAu.

Chii ‘shii.

(Chii pd 2
.

lChU h k"16ng (chung.*

(Chii (kun (ki s i sman ts/A*

Chii 5
ts6k> <long.*

ChUn 'van 2 sz”.

Chung seung 5

.

cChang c

tsoi.

(Chung skiing.

«Chung ching >
.

«Chung <shii.

cChung <t
c oi.*

IChung 4shing.

<Chung -wan.*

«Chung 5tong.

cChung <kwan.

(Chung hip.

<Chung clong tseung 1 .*

cChung <shii To.

<Chung i,shii ling-.*

cChung Sshii

38. General and chief mili-

itary inspector.

39. General overseer of

the herds.

40. Nobles, chiefs, princes,

or marquises.

41. Director, agent, or ma-
nager.

42. Chief examiner (at the

provincial examinations).

43. Chief or principal se-

cretary.

44. Keeper of records.

45. Gentleman usher of

the palace.

46. Chief secretary in the

military department.

47. Gentleman annalist, or

composer of history.

48. Commissionor for trans-

ports.

49. Great assistant, or

prime minister.

50. Great ruler, or prime

minister.

51. Assistant of the inner

court.

52. Inner director.

53. Inner secretary.

54. Inner governor, i. e.

sheung shii^ or president.

55. Inner assistant.

56. Guardian of the prin-

ce^ manners.

57. Minister of state, lit.

inner supporter.

58. A military secretary.

69. Aid-de-camp.

60. Inner gentleman usher.

61. Keepers of h. i. m.
5

s

papers.

62. Inner secretary and

director.

63. Inner secretary and

overseer.

40. Of these chu hau there were several in the time of the Hon dynasty they were feudal

chiefs, at the head of departments or little principalities into which the empire was divided.

42 . At the triennial examinations in the provincial capitals two individuals from among the

members of the Imperial Academy, are appointed to preside, a principal or ckii hau^ and a ^con-

dary orfu hau^ also called fix chu hau.

2

|
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64. Inner secretary, over-

seer and director.

65. Inner secretary of se-

condary rank, i. e. clerk.

66. Imperial body-guard,

wearing peacock’s feathers.

67 . District instructor.

68. Translators.

69. Lieutenant (in the ar-

my).
70. Provincial treasurer, or

commissioner of finance.

71. Commissioner for de-

fense of the state.

72. Lieutenant-governor, or

controling officer.

73. Lieutenant-governor’s

staff or subalterns.

74. Lieutenant-governor’s

civil aid-de-camp.

75. Lieutenant-governor’s

military aid-de-camp.

76. Veteran general and
gentleman usher.

77. Lieutenant-general.

78. Deputy (or assistant)

censor.

79. Second examiner of

literary candidates.

90. Second commissioner.

81. Colonel, or commander
of a regiment.

S2. Secondary leader, or

field-martial.

83. Treasury department,

or board of exchequer.

84. Cliief keeper of the

treasury.

85. Keeper of the imperial

signets (or seals).

86. Assistant leader of the

horse guards.

87. Supporter general, (lit.

support country" lead army).

88. Provincial commission-

ers of finance.

89. Traveling censors, or

board of circuit censors.

f]

cChung tshii kam' ling 2.*

cCliung cshii she* cyan.*

<Fa cling shi 2 wai-.

Fan>
tb 1

. Ka^ yii-.

(Fan Cheung cfan yika.

cFan c
fu. <Fan ^hau.

cFan ct
c
oi.

cFong yii- sz
J> .*

cFu yiin 2
. Tu ci

f
oi.

lFu cpiu.

4Fu yiin- cman Stsun po 1
.

Tu yiin- £m ?tsun pC/
2

.

cFu cpan cchung dong
ts ung •*

FuJ
ct6 Hc ung.

F(? (td yii 2
<sz’.

Fu > C
chii

chau.

F(? sz’.

FiV ts^ung*.

Ft? jun shui’.

Fu' pft-.

tai- sz
5>

.

cFu c

p6 <long. cFu tsit> ling 2 .*

Fu ? -ma db wai*.*

Fu- kwok> cts^ung <k\van.

£Hang cl^oi 'sing.*

cHang yii 2 'sz
5

ct
c oi.*

67. The fan to, 'admonitor and guide,
5

"is the chief literary officer in a yun or district ; he is

usually a literary graduate, and always paid by the government. In each district, the govern-
ment has a high-school or academy, over which he presides.

73. The fu pta includes the whole of the military officers and soldiers, under the control of
the lieutenant-governor.

CHI. CHR. 148



590 GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS. [Chap. XVII.

90. General leader of the

cavalry.

91. Inspector-general, (lit.

walk army teach give).

92. Master-controler of the

army.
93. Marquis, (lit. marquis

nobility, or rank of marquis).

94. Examiner of merits

and gentleman-usher.

95. Gentleman of distinc-

tion
;

{lit. dutiful and pure).

96. Recorder of h. i. m.’s

words and actions.

97. Sub-recorders of the

same.

98. Colonel of a regiment.

99. Joint adjutant high

chancellor of state.

100. Governor general of

rivers and canals.

101. Staff of the governor

of the rivers.

102. Overseer of the boats

on the river at Canton.

103. Magistrate of the

dwellers on the river.

104. Commissioner of ma-
ratime customs.

105. Chancellor of state,

or chief minister of state.

106. Literary chancellor,

or director of learning.

107. The Imperial Acad-
emy, (lit. pencil forest court).

108. Chancellors and direc-

tors of the members of the

Imperial Academy.

109. Chancellors, receivers

of the emperor’s pleasure, and
members of the Imperial

Academy.
110. Chancellors, readers

to his majesty, and members
of the Imperial Academy.

fe

H

sHang (kwan <sz’

<Hang <kwan kau J shau 2 .*

<Hang <kwan kauJ wai\*

<Haa tseuk>.

^au tkung clong <chung.*

HauJ

(Hi <kii chii.

'Hi <kxi she J
cyan.

Hip) chan. Hip> s^oi. Hip>
cshau.

Hip> p^n 2 tai
5
- hok^ sz

,?
.

sHo td-
4tsang tuk>.

cHo «piu.

<Ho pok> c

sh6.

sHo ching5
c^ing.

\
{Hoi <kwan.

H6k> szJi
.

Hok> yiin 2
. Hok, ct

l
oi. Hok,

ching.
Hon- clam yiin-.

Hon 2 clam yiin 2 ^h^ung yiin 2

hok> sz5i
.

Hon2 clam yiin- hok> sz
? -

sshing *chi.

Hon 2

slam yiin 2 shi 2 tuk, hok>
sz’

96. These recorders accompany the emperor when he goes abroad, or appears in public, and
it is their duty to record all his words.

102, 103. These are interior officers
;
one is stationed in the vicinity of Canton, (where are a

large number of people constantly living on the water,) and the others (hvo or three only) are in

the eastern provinces.

107. This academy is the emperor’s principal laboratory for state papers. Official documents
and all national literary works, are prepared for publication either by, or under the direction of, the
members of this institute. There are several subordinate branches of the institution, with their
appropriate officers.
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111. Chancellors, lecturers

to his majesty, and members
of the Imperial Academy.

112. President of the

Court of Ceremonies.

113. Vice-president of the

Court of Ceremonies.

114. Department for the

transport of salt.

115. Commissioner for the

transport of salt,

116. Servant-archers and
reporters to h. i. m.

117. Commissioner of jus-

tice.

118. Board for the imperial

carriages.

119. Superintendent of the

papers of the court.

120. Domestics, or official

servants of the hoppo.

121. Chief of the second

rank of literati, or of a. m.

122. Office for care of the

highways.

123. Board of exchequer,

or treasury department.

124. His imperial majesty’s

body-guard.

125. Military inspector, (Zz7.

inspect army).

126. President of a college,

or collegiate inspector.

127. Porter, or keeper of

the palace gate.

128. Commissioner for in-

specting the army.
129. Inspector and exam-

ining censor.

130. Under-graduate, or a

graduate of the lowest rank.

131. His excellency, the

imperial councellor.

132. Messengers to his im-

perial majesty.

133. Literary officers, (lit.

magistrates of instruction).

134. Teacher of a depart-

ment (lit. instruction giver).

135. Master-controller, (Zz^.

c ompare-tranquilize).

136. Ministers of state, (Zt^.

spring balances).

Hon2
£lam yiin- shi- *kong

hok, sza .

sHung cl6 tsz
52

<hing.

sHung cl5 tsz
2 shiu5

ching,

wanW.
Jm wan- sz

5>
.

ft> ch6 puk 2 yik 2 .

<sz
5

. ct^oi.

p6
5-.*

k k>.*

cKd 5yan,

sun.

<Kdi tb l cngd ^mun.

<Kam pb-.*

4Kam ci wai-,*

<K4m <kwan.*

tK4m yiin2
.

<Kdm cmun.

<Kdm <kwan sz
5> .*

cKdm chat> yii2 csz\*

<shang,

cfu.*

K? ap> sz
2 tchung.

K4u* kun\

Kdu* shau2
.

K4? wa?.

ihang.*

115. The commissioner for the transportation of salt is at the head of the gabel department,
or im wan sz\ and takes rank with the two commissioners, the pd eking sz\ and the 6n chat sz';

he has numerous assistants, clerks, &c., under him.
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137. General controller of

the cavalry.

138. Prefect’s secretary

(lit. arranger and controler).

139. Professor of belles-let-

tres, (lit. classic lore officers).

140. Erudite professor of

polite literature.

141. Chief general of mili-

tary operations.

142. Commissioner for mi-

litary operations.

143. Clerk, or under-secre-

tary.

144. Metropolitan officers,

or magistracy of the capital.

145. Comiriissioner for ad-

monishing other officers.

146. Under-secretary, or

copyist.

147. Chancellor of the In-

ner Council.

148. A graduate of the se-

cond degree, or a. m.

149. General of the armed
chariots and light-horse.

150. Commissioner for ob-

servation and inspection.

151. Officers : civil officers

;

and military officers.

152. Duke; marquis; earl;

viscount; and baron.

153. Officer for recording

merits and demerits.

154. Great ministers of

state.

155. Military teacher, or a

fencing-master.

156. Inspector of military

implements.

157. Sub-prefect.

158. Military leader.

159. Military subalterns.

160. Controller, a control-

ler of a district or department.

161. Local magistrates
;
of-

sKi <t6 wdLi\

^im k^u-.

cKing £in <kun.

<King £in pok> sz
,5
-.

<King leuk, t i

3
- <tseung

<kwan.

<King 16uk, s/^.

tKing lik>. <King ct^ing.

cKing -cwan. <King chf
iu

swan.

'King ctsun yiin 2 sz
5> .*

CK6 ckung.

Kok> hok> sz
?
-.

cKii .van.

cKii cts6uiig (kwaii,

<Kun chit> sz
5> .*

cKun (

fu : <man <kun

;

<kun.

cKung; chau
;

p£k>; c

tsz
?

;

ciiam.*

<Kung cts^d ( ts
cdm ckwan.

I

<Kwan cki tai 2 <9han.

;

tKwan <chung fs»]p,.

cKwan hi kim.

tKwan £man Tu.

(Kwan csz’.

<Kwan <piu.

Kwan- waP.

^
/

Kwan 2 <kun.

ticers of a district.

152. These titles of nobility are of ancient date, and arc explained as indicative of

qualities in those to whom they were given : ton had regard to pwWic good; Acm expf ’: d for

their virtues, waited for better times; pak wrre bright-men of distinguished intelligence: U . w* n*

capable of training others; and vdw wore thase who were capable of sustaining important d re-

sponsible duties.

157. This officer exercisrs civil and military authority, having control over both sold)c:s avid

people ; one bearing this title resides at Tsioshinor Caza Branca, near Macao.
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162. Magistrate of a dis-

trict; local magistrate.

163. h. e. the chief super-

intendent of customs.

164. Commissioner of cus-

toms.

165. Principals of the na-

tional college.

166. Professors of the na-

tionai college.

167. Principal director of

the Banqueting House.
168. Vice-director of the

Banqueting House.
169* Principal overseer of

the Banqueting House,
170. Secondary overseer in

the Banqueting House.
171. Imperial body guard

with blue peacock’s feathers.

172. Commissary or col-

lector of grain.

173. Commissioners for the

collection of grain.

174. Deputed officers, or

official attendants.

175. Chief attendant, head
officer, magistrate’s secretary.

176. Secretary to the com-
missioner of finance.

177. Genera] and eomman-
der-in-chief.

178. Gentleman usher (lit.

pavilion centre).

179. Secretary in the army.

ISO. Officers in the field

service, or military officers.

181. Keepers of seals, or

sub-censors.

1S2. Office of the imperial

guards.

183. Chief commissioner of

the imperial guards.

184. Law-professors, or the

professors of jurisprudence.

Kwan^ cshing. Kwan- tso
5 /

K\vaiJ <kim tuk>.

cKwan p6
2
.

Kw6k> (
tsz

5 kdm 5
'tsau.

Kwok? c
tsz

?

csz
5

ip2 .

cKwong luk 2 tsz
5
- ching.

<Kw ng luk 2 tsz^shiu 5 ching.

<K\vong luk, tsz
?2

-shii ching 5
.

<Kwong luk2 tsz
2

-shii cshing.

iLam cling shi- wai^.

iLeung t6-.

m cLeung cchii t -.

Li2 ciin.

Li2 muky

lLi man 2
.

-Ling ckwan ctseung ckwan. 5^

sL ng cchung.

Luk> sz,J
( ts

cam «kwan.*

Luk 2 16- ckun.

Luk> <fo.

cLun ji wai-.

cLiin wai2 kun > <kwan sz'^.

Lut, hok 2 pok> sz?i .*

164. This is the officer who, by the foreigners in Canton, is called the hoppo

;

he is also called

hoi kwan (No. 104); he is addressed by the title kicaikamtuk(163); a petition or written address

to him is superscribed, Y'ut hoi kwaii^ Jcwdn tuk tai yan^ on pan.

165. The branches taught in this school are belles-lettres, the classics, mathematics, &c. : and

attached to it are departments for the education of Russians, Lewchewans, &c. There is a long

list of instructors, with their appropriate titles, professors, tutors, lecturers, &c.
167. Literally, kwong luh isz* means a temple of glory and emoluments; it is designed for

f* asting the meritorious, and banqueting the deserving; and its officers are charged with providing

victims for the imperial sacrifices.

172, 173. The duties of these commissioners for collecting grain are in six of the provinces

performed by the 6nchat sz\

CHI. CHR. 149
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185. Directors of the horse,

or of the horse department.

186. Commissioner & com-
mander-in-chief of the cavalry.

187. Director of the mili-

tarv stores.

188. General and military

protector.

189. Watchman at the pa-

lace gate.

190. Chief officers of the
,

five Boards.

191. Inspectors of polite li- I

terature.

192. Sub-sergeant, or cor- •

poral in the army.

193. Sergeant.

194. Minister in the capital
,

or metropolitan officer.

195. Overseers of the im-
!

perial household.

196. Department for re-

gulating h. i. m/s household.

197. Commissioner for ju*

dicial trials, or judge.

198. Ensign in the army.

199. Ministers of state (lit.

bowing assistants).

200. Begs, or Mongolian
and Mohammedan princes.

201. There are nine offi-

cial ranks, subdivided into

eighteen degrees, (9) principal,

and (9) subordinate.

202. Board of accountants,
'

or linancial department.

203. Keeper of national

archives.

204. Under-secretary, or
J

copyist.

205. Chief minister of

state.

206. Assistant commissary.

207. Aid-de-camp (Ze7. ano-

ther carriage).

208. General of the light-
j

horse, or leader of the cavalry. I

-M4 <sz .*

ckwan <td
Cchi cfai sz^.*

SM6 fu J
ling-.*

£M6 wai- <ts6ung tkwan,*

sMun ^ing.^

I

£,Ng P6- tuk> cyaiu*

I

.

I Ngai 2
sman

Ngikj ngoi 2 ngoi- Svai#

j

Ngoi2 Svai.

Noi)- sz’.*

NoP tsz’2 ‘sing.*

Noi* m5- c
fu.

6n chdt) sz’.

cPa c
tsung.

Pa^ s6ung\

P4k> hak>.

Tan -yau ckau
; kap> shap>

-yau pit>
;
cfan ching J tsung 2

.

T1 po 2 .*

PP «shii kAm.* Pi) (shii

ling 2 .*

Pat> tip> shik,.

cP? ing <cheung sz
2 .*

iPing pi- tb l
.

Pit,

cPiu 5k?
i dseung ckwan.*

196. Literally inner business house, or department, the object of which is to control the govern-
nient of a class of the imperial slaves or domestics in the palace. The department is filled with

an indefinite number of 4 great ministers,
5

under whose supervision and direction are placed all

the financial, civil, ritual, military, penal, and operative, affairs of h. i. m/s household.

201. Officers of the first rank, both principal and subordinate, are distinguished by a red pre-

cious stone ball on the top of their caps; the 2d wear a red coral 3d, a blue precious stone; 4th,

a dark blue or purple
; 5th, a crystal; 6th, an opaque white or jade stone; 7th, 8th, and 9tln

\

,

Is
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CP6 hiit,.*

Pd) ching sz’.

P6- <ting.

Puk 2 vik,.*

cSai cts^d
{chu Yi

l *

cSai sts^ cshii tso\*

<Sam shlu*.

cSam 4
sing.*

<Sam <kung.

<Sim csz’.

Sdn5
ckl

i csh^ung shi-.*

(Sang luk 2 (sz’ ching* yan>

ft? yan.

cSang luk> <sz
J c

ts6 yau2 shin-

shai

•

«Sang luk> <sz
J ^hin kiu >

.

<Sang luk> csz
5 ckong iking.

cSang ckong csz^fu
5 db <kong.

cSang <kong isz
5

<sang ching 5

•

cSang ckong <sz
5

csang ui^.

cSau cshii iin 2 .*

cSau cman ^un.* <Sau <man
ctsam.*

SauJ
cts

c
oi.

Sau* d chik 2 <cM.*

Seung> kw6k^.*

Shap 2 cwai.*

209. Supporter to h. i. ivr.

(lit. supply deficiency).

210. Commissioner for re-

gulating the civil government.

211. Constables, or village

justices of the peace.

212. Servant-archer, or mi-

nisters of state.

213. Four ministers direct-

ing official appointments.

214. Assistant secretaries

to the four ministers.

215. Three minor dukes
(guardians of the prince).

216. Three guardians (i. e.

guardians of the prince).

217. Three dukes (guardi-

ans of the prince).

218. Three commissioners,

of justice, finance, and excise.

219. Imperial attendants

on horseback.

220. Principal and secon-

dary keepers of seals attached

to the monastery of the priests

of Budha.
221. Right and left chief

instructors attached to the

monastery of the priests of

Budha.
222. Teachers and com-

mentators of the monastery.

223. Officiating priests in

the monastery.

224. Chief director of the

inferior monasteries.

225. Director of the infe-

rior monasteries.

226. Fellow of the inferior

monasteries.

2'27. College of revisors, to

prepare official documents.

228. Board for preparing

official papers.

229. First literary degree

(equivalent to a. b.).

230. Advisers (liL embroi-

dered clad straight pointers).

231. Ministers of state {lit.

assistants of the state).

232. Admonitors (lit. sup-

plying deficiency) to h. i. m.

worked gold. Officers who have not entered, or attained to, the nine ranks are designated the
mi yap lau.

197, 210. These two officers, by way of eminence, are often called the two commissioners,

—

one is at the head of the judicial, and the other is at the head of the territorial and financial
department of the provincial government: they are two of the sam sz' (218).
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(Shau s ung.*

cShau pi 1
.

(Shau (

fu.

Sh6ung J yeuks.*

Sheung- <shii.

Sheang 2
tshii ling-.* Sh^ung 2

<shii

Sheung 2 <shU c

sing.*

Sheung 2 <shii <long.*

Sh6ung 2 tshii ^soyau^shing,*

Sheung 2 cshii
c

sz
5

ling-.*

Sheung- t shii sz2 .*

Sheung 2
ci kam5 .*

Sheung 2 kuk>.*

sSheung <ki mat 2
.*

Shi 2
5long.

Shi- «chung.+

Shi2 tuk 2 .

i ,

Shi^ 'kong.

; Shi 2 wai-.

Shi 2 (Chung tsz'-.*

I
Shi 2 yii 2 4

sz’.*

Shi 2 wai 2 -cm4 <kwan is//.*

Shi 2 wai 2

p
2 tkwan

Shin: p6
2 .*

iShing seung 1

.

cShing -ling cfu
c

sii iiong.*

_<Shing <siin p6
2 ching 2

ts?.’.

233. Prime-minister.

234. Captain.

235. Overseers of h. i. m.
5

s

medicine,

236. President, or the chief

secretary (of state).

237. Chief president and
principal secretary.

238. President and exami-

ner.

239. Gentleman president.

240. Presidents and first

and second ministers of state.

241. Directing president

and historiographer.

242. President and director

(at court).

243. Overseers of the im-

perial wardrobe.

244. Imperial chamberlain

:

gent, of the bedchamber.

245. Perpetual and privy

councilor.

246. Vice-president, or un-

der-secretary (of state).

247. Servants of the em-
peror.

248. Readers to his impe-

rial majesty.

249. Lecturers to his impe-

rial majesty.

250. Imperial body guard.

251. Office for directing

the servants of the emperor.

252. Censors in attendance

on the emperor.

253. Commanders of the

horse body guard.

254. Commanders of the

infantry body guard.

255. Board superintending

the emperor’s table.

256. Minister of state (Jit.

helper and assistant).

257. Gentleman and keep-

er of the seals.

258. Department for promul-

ging governmental dispatches.

236. The sheung shii are the high officers who stand at the head of several of the principal

departments of state
;
one or more of them the emperor places over each of the six Boards, Pre -

sident and secretary seem to be the best terms yet proposed as equivalents for skiung skit.

246. c Waiting gentleman' is a literal rendering of shi I6ng, and is perhaps well enough ox-

pressed by the term vice-president or under.secretarjr
.

»



1 cShing cmun kau5 wai1 *.

: Shing* miu- ckai sz
?2

.

Shing J miu- csz
? ngok 2 .

! Shiu* <sz\

I Shiu* fu*.

I ShiiV £
pc).

Shiu >

Ssheung pak>.*

;

<Sh{
ii cki.*

cSh^ii mat2 yiin 2 .*

I tS^ii mat3
csz\*"

! <Shii hoki pok2 sz
5-.*

i

cShui csz
?

ckun.

j

cShui csz
5

c^ai tuk>.

i <Siin Tu sz
5> .*

<Siin ii
2 sz

5> .*

cS\in c
kii clong.*

Siin* hok 2 pok 2 sz
2 .*

j

cSz’ sy6.

cSz’ fuk 3 .

Sz m-

' cSz
5

yuk>.

cSz’ ftd.*

<Sz ? £md.*

cSz
5

<hung.*

I <Sz’ kau.*

259. Master-controller of

the city gates.

260. High priest in the

temple of Confucius.

261. Master of the band in

the temple of Confucius.

262. Minor master, secon-

dary guardian of the prince.

263. Minor tutor, seconda-

ry guardian of the prince.

264. Minor protector, se-

condary guardian of the prince.

265. Vice president, or un-

der-secretary.

266. Ministers of state (lit.

pivot springs).

267. Privy council (con-

sisting of eunuchs).

268. Commissioner of the

privy council.

269. Professor of general

literature.

270. Naval officers, or offi-

cers of the marine.

271. Admiral, or naval

commander-in-chief.

272. Commissioner for

soothing the people.

273. Commissioner for ad-

monishing the people.

274. Gentlemen and recom-

menders of persons for office.

275. Professor of mathe-

matical sciences.

276. Private secretaries to

officers of government.

277. Superintendent of the

manufactures of cloth.

278. Superintendent of the

treasury.

279. Jailors, or keepers of

prisons.

280. Superintendent of

leaming(Z^. control multitude).

281. Leader or controler of

cavalry.

282. Directors of work (to

be done by those at leisure).

283. Superintendent ofma-
lefactors.

260. In the capital, each of the three prevailing religious sects has its own public institutions,

onjoying the patronage of the government, and especially consecrated for the service of the em-
peror and his ministers. Shing miu is the temple of Confucius.

270, 271. The titles of the naval officers are the same as those of the land or field service;

Ihus there is a luk Id foi tuk a commander-in-chief of the field service, a generalissimo; and there

is also a shui sz* fai tuk a commander.in-chief of the water service, an admiral. The chief naval
officers ordinarily reside on shore.

Sect. 8.] OFFICIAL TITLES. 597
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<Sz ip2 .

cSz
5

mb-.

<Sz’ snimg csz’ /

<Sz
J

snung ching.*

<Sz
5

clong cchung.*

cSz
5

<fung flong cchung.^

<Sz
,

cfdn clong cchung.^

<Sz’ tai 2 k4u wai.*

cSz
J (kung cshii tso'.*

cSz
, <kung cts

c am ckwan.^

cSz
5 cts^ng cts^m ckwan.*

<Sz
, Mna tii

3
- cfu.*

cSz
5

syung t^i- cfu.*

Sz' cyii tai2 cfu,*

Sz y cyan tii1 cfu.*.

cSz* <plng tai- cfu.*

<Sz
5

lit 2 shiu* csh6ung p^k>.*

<Sz’ Syiinshi(? Ssheungpak>.*

tSz
9

Mai shiu' £sheung p^k>.*

cSz
,

cyung shiu* csheun^

p^k>.*

cS// sying shliV csheung

cSz
5

cp
e ing shlu* csheungpak>.*

Sz ,J cching <tseung ckwan.*

! Sz ,J
cp

c ing ctseung ckwan.*

S2 ?>
cts

? 6.*

cSz,
<kun.

284. Professors, or profes-

sional masters.

285. Directors (of the re-

ceipt and dispatch of papers).

286. Board of Agriculture

and Husbandry.
287. Ministers superintend-

ing agriculture.

288. Vice-president, under-

secretary, or clerk.

289. Vice-president direct-

ing investitures.

290. Vice-president direct-

ing acknowledged favors.

291. Master-controller and
inspector-general.

292. Under-secretary and
examiner of merits.

293. Officers superintend-

ing the merits of others.

294. Officers superintend-

ing the grain department.

295. His excellency the di-

rector of the horse.

296. His excellency the di-

rector of the army-
297. His excellency the di-

rector of the chariots.

293. His excellency the di-

rector of sacrifices.

299. His excellency the di-

rector of banquets.

^00. Vice-president of the

Board of Office.

301. Vice-president of the

Board of Revenue.
302. Vice-president of the

Board of Rites.

303. Vice-president of the

Board of War.
304. Vice-president of the

Board of Punishments.

305. Vice-president of the

Board of Works.
306. General and comman-

der-in-chief.

307. General and comman-
<ler-in-chief.

306. Four high ministers

of state.

S09. Historiographers, or

imperial annalists.

284. The word ip denotes an employment, manual or mental, followed for either amusement
or to gain a livelihood : fp is a literary employment the profession of letters : w’ ip is a

phrase of wider import, applicable to the proficient in any of the useful or ornamental branches.

300 305. T1 ese terms lit, yun, lai, yung^ ying^ were once used to designate the si\

Supreme Boards; other terms have, at various ttmes> been employed for the same purpose.

r

1'

111
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310. Chief controller, or

great tranquillizer.

311. Chief censor, or pre-

sident of the historiographers.

312. Prime minister of

state.

313. Chief guardian, or

great protector.

314. Chief overseers, or

principal directors (eunuchs).

315. Ministers and over-

seers of the excchequer.

316. Director of the histo-

riographers.

317. Director of the chief

musicians.

318. Tlie six guardians of 1

the prince.

319. Great master of the
\

prince, i. e. his guardian.

320. Great tutor to the
j

prince, i. e. his guardian.

321. Great protector to the

prince, i. e. his guardian.

322. Junior master to the 1

prince.

323. Junior tutor to the
!

prince.

324. Junior protector to
j

the prince.

325. Groom to the prince ;

or heir-apparent.

326. Overseer ofthe prince
5

s I

clepsydra.

327. Directors of the prin-

ce^ body guard.

328. President of the office

for regulating h. i. m.
5

s stud.

329. Book-keeper in the

office of h. i. 3i.
5

s stud.

330. Imperial servant and
master of the herds.

331. President of the Sac-

rificial Court.

332. Assistant minister of
^ the Sacrificial Court.

333. Principal director of

the Great Medical College.

334. Secretaries and prin-

cipal ministers of state.

335. Great person, i. e. his

honor, or his excellency.

TWi wai?

THi tsoi.*

cshau.*

Tli k m).

Tu k^m\* c
fu

<hing.*
cszMing 2 .*

"PaP ngoks ling
3-.*

c
tsz

5

luki fu^.

c
tsz

5
*cSz

,
.

(tsz’ Hi) ffi

"Pai* c
tsz

5 fp6.

T^ai1 Hsz
9

shiu* csz
?

.

Tc
ai*

c
tsz

5

shiu* fu 2
.

"Pdi* Hsz
5

shiu* £pb.

"Pdi5 c
tsz

5

-sai sma.*

T^i tsz’ sut sz’ kang.*

c
tsz

5

Hso yau5 wai- sut>.*

"Pii* puk 2 tsz
2 <hing.

T^ai5 puk 2 tszn C
chli p6-.

T^ai' puk 2 muk 2 csz
5 .*

Ssheung tsz
?
- <hing.

5sh6ung tsz
?

- shiu* <hing.

TW (i yiin 2 yiin 2
(sz’.

1^41* fu- laki sheung^ cshii

sz 2 .*

cfu. Tai J syan.

328. This office for regulating h. i. m. s stud is charged with the rearing of horses, takino-

account of their increase and the training of them for service
; it is under the direction of two

principal and two secondary ministers, aided by many minor officers, and is in some degree sub-
servient to the Board of War. This stud supplies horses for the imperial cavalry ; and extensive
lands beyond the Great Wall are occupied for pastures.

A

_

A

1
^
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336. High chancellor, great

minister of state,

337. Great prime minister
|

of state.

338. Minister of the Board
;

of Officers.

389, Great manager of of-

'

ficial rank.

340. Director of the Board
of Office.

341. Great director of I

honors.

342. Great director of in- i

vestitures.

343. Great director of im-
j

perial honors.

344. Great director of the

host.

345. Great director of
|

agriculture.

346. Great director of the

multitude (of the people).

347. Great director of

measures.

348. Great director of the

granaries.

349. Great director of the

stores.

350. Great director of the

exchequer.

351. Great director of the

mint.

352. Great director of the

currency.

353. Great regulator of

ceremonies.

354. Great lord of the sa-

crifices.

355. Great master of cere-
|

monies.

356. Minister of the Su-
|

preme Court of Judicature.

357. Assistant minister of I

the Sup. Court of Judicature.

358. Examiners in the Su- '

preme Court of Judicature.

359. Commanders-in-chief, !

or major-generals.

360. Staff (or subalterns)
j

of the commander-in-chief.

361. A superintendent (re-

gulator of the price) of grain.

3G2. Chief provincial di -

rector of education.

Tai- hoki sz 2
.

\

T4i- ^hung (

tsoi.*

Tai2 ctsiin chang.

T4i 2 <sz’ 1U2 .

T^i- £ t
c ai chang.

T4i- <sz
5

chik>.

Tdi 2 csz’‘fung.

I

Tdi- csz
5
<fan.

I

Tdi- <sz
5

std*

Tai- csz
9

cnunff.

!

Tai 2 (Sz
9

cyiin.

Tai 2 isz
?

t5 2
.

j

Tai- <sz
5

tchii.

j

Tai- csz
9

cii.

Tai- <sz
?

<kam.

Tai 2 csz
5

swan.

Tai 2 csz
9

ctsiin.

T4i- tiU ctsung.

Tai- 'chii cyan.

Tai- Hin <pan.

j

Tai 2
-li tsz

2 thing.

j

Tii2 £
li tsz

?>
- shiu5

ching.

I

,
T4i- s

li tsz
2

iping sz-.

cTc ai tukj. c'Pai ct
c
oi.

c'Pai t piu.
I

/Pai 4ku.

cT^ai tuk> hok 2 ching
5

.

356. Lit. great justice temple^ i. e. the Temple of Supreme Justice. This was mentioned
on page 580, in connection with the Board of Punishments. It is a high court of appeals, the

duty o? which is by statute “to adjust all criminal punishments in the empire.”
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fTc ai
c
kii Sshi p k 2 .

£Tc ai 4ying 6^ chat> sz
5>

.

fPim,
cfa.

cTan <yii.*

c'P jn ha- <ping cyiin

shui > .*

cTin tsikj.*

Tin IP.

(Tin sui-
<ch6ung tsit>.

r

Tin kwan2 (shii ts6.*

Tin- hokj sz2 .

Tin 2 tchung shP yii J c
sz’.*

Tin 2
Sts

f in ct5 <sz
9*.

cT6 tuk>.

cT6 ^^ng.

cT6 5 vvai.*

<T5 5sz\ cT5 Yu. cT6 ckwcan,

(Td (clii (fai.*

cT6 cshui sz 5> C
che.

<Td chSt yiin 2 <ts6 <t6 yii 2

(sz'

<T6 ch4t> yiin- yau- etc) yii 2

Sz.

T6- c^oi, cTs^n td 2
.

T6- lukj csz
5 ching >

yat>.

363. Overseer of the reve-

nues arising from shipping.

364. Circuit commission-

ers of justice,

365. Third of the highest

rank, Honlam (or ll. d.).

366. Sole dictator, monarch,

or sovereign.

367. Commander-in-chief

of national infantry and horse.

368. Under-secretaries or

clerks.

369. Director of the police,

or justice of the peace.

370. Director and keeper

of the imperial signets.

371. Clerk to the secretary

of a district.

372. Chancellor of the im-

perial palace.

373. Censor attending on
h. i. m. in the palace.

374. Inspector general of

the body-guard.

375. A general, command-
er-in-chief.

376. General, commander-
an-chief (lit. all director).

377. General soother.

378. Major.

379. Leader of the van
guards.

380. Keeper of the impe-

rial pleasure grounds.

381. Left censor of the

Board of Censors, or Cen-
sorate.

382. Right censor of the

Board of Censors, or Cen-
sorate,

383. An intendant of cir-

cuit.

384. A chief priest in the

school of the Rationalists.

381, This Board of Censors, or Censorate, is one of the principal courts of the capital, intrusted
with «the care of manners and customs, the investigation of all public offices within and without
the capital, the discrimination between the good and the bad performance of the business thereof,
and between the uprightness and depravity of the officers employed therein

;
taking the lead of

the other censors, and uttering each his sentiments and reproofs, in order to cause officers to be
diligent in attention to their daily duties, and render stable the government of the empiW On
most state occasions, some of the members of this court attend by the side of the emperor, and are
usually permitted to express to him their opinions openly. They usually take the Gad i’n bring-
ing new subjects for legislation before the emperor and his ministers.

me
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To- luki csz
chin fat>.

To 2 lukj <sz
J

chi
>

iling.

Ti> 2 c
ki csz

5

ct6

cTsc4m tseung\ cTs?am l

fu.

cTs^m cmau.*

<TV m <chi ching 1

sz’ 2 .*

Tsap> cin yiin 2 .*

Tsapj 5in tin 2 hbki sz’2,

cTseung <kwan.

<Tseung tsok, kam\*

<Tsf in
ctsung.

cTs^in po- csln <fung.

cTsc in,hau-, c
tso,yau-, dseung

<kwan.*

Tsit> t6J sz
J> .*

(Ts6 yau2
tsz’ k n.*

lTs6 yau 2 ishingseung’.

'Tso yau2 5chc
ii kw6k>.*

cTso yau 2 noi- V/.*

4Ts yau 2 cch f un <fong shii
c
tsz’.

^so yau- cchf an cfong cchun^
£wan.
4Ts6 yau i wai- <tseung <k\van.

'Tso ct
e ong.

(Tsoi se ung'

.

.Ts^ng po'.*

cTs^ong cche eung (tsung tuk,.

Tsurt' sz?i
.

385. Professors attached to

the school of the Rationalists.

386. Masters attached to

the school of the Rationalists.

387. Superintendents, su-

perintending the school.

398. Colonel.

3S9. A councillor, or an
adviser.

390. An adviser in the na-

tional councils.

391. Court of assembled

worthies.

392. Assembled worthies

and chancellors of the palace.
|

393. General, leader of the

army, a commandant.
394. Overseer of the im.

perial works.

395. Lieutenant.

396. Leader of the van, or

vanguards.

397. Commanders-in-chief

of the van, rear, left, and right.

396. Commissioners for

preserving the imperial rule.

399. Right and left admon-
itors to h. i. m.

400. Ministers of state {lit.

left right help assistants).

401. Right and left pillars

of state.

402. Right and left officers

of the palace.

403. Right and left attend-

ants in the palace.

404. Secondary right and

left attendants in the palace.

405. Right and left gene-

rals of the body-guards.

406. Sub-magistrate, or un-

der-magistrate.

407. Minister of state (lit.

ruling assistant).

408. Corn department (lit.

granary hoard).

409. Director general of

the imperial granaries.

410- Literary graduate of

the third degree.

^84, 387. The members of thi8 institution, with those attached to the sangluk sz (Nos. 222,

226), and to the siting miu (Nos. 260, 261), form the sam kau of the Chinese. The patronage

which these three religious sects enjoy seems to be limited to the capital; and the respective

officers, in those several religious houses, schools, and temples which are there dedicated to the

emperor’s use are appointed bv government.

fc

#

#
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411. Circuit justices of the

peace.

412. Lieutenant-governor

ex-officio member of b. w.

413. Governor, or govern-

or-general.

414. Governor of the im-

perial canal.

415. Governor of (the great)

rivers.

416. Major-general, or com-

mander-in-chief.

417. General (or the chief)

standard-bearer.

418. Department for the

direction of manufactures.

419. General directors of

the army and state.

420. Under-secretary, or

clerk.

421. The Board of Sacri-

fices, or sacrificial department.

422. Court-martial (lit. in-

vestigating officers).

423. The governor^ staff

or subalterns.

424. Chief director of the

commissariate.

425. Local magistrate, jus-

tice of the peace.

426. Court of Representa-

tion.

427. Commissioner of the

Court of Representation.

428. Deputy-commissioners

of the Court of Representation.

429. Councillors of the

Court of Representation.

430. Secretaries of the

Court of Representation.

431. Under-secretaries of

the Court of Representation.

432. Sab-prefect, under, or

joint magistrate.

433. Chief of the third li-

terary degree.

434. U nder-secretaries, or

clerks.

435. Chief director of the

imperial guards.

436. Lieutenant of the im-

perial guards.

437. Secretary to the im-

perial guards.

i

I

1

—

sTsc un kim <sz’. cTs^un po 2

<kun.

^Ts^un c
fu yiin-.

cTsung tuk>.

4Tsung cts^d.

^sung cho.

(Tsung cping.

cTsung sk
?
i.*

cTsung chik> ts*d2 c
fu.

4Tsung cchl ck'van kwok 3

sz’ 2 .*

iTsc ung sz
J-.*

5Tsc z
5

po 2 .*

^ui ckun.*

Tuk, cplu.

Tuk> sleung t5 2
.

c'Pung cshau.* cTsung p^un'.*

c'Pung ching1
csz\

<Tc ung ching3
sz

J)
.

d^ung ching1
fu

5
sz

?>
.

<T( ung ching>
<sz

3

<ts
c am -i.

cTsung ching 5
csz

9

eking lik,.

cTsung ching5
csz

?

<chi sz2 .

cTsung cchl.

Ui a
syiin.

!

cUn ngoi 2 clong.

Wai2 -wai thing.

, Wai- cts^in
ctsung. Wai 2 <fan

!

Wai- eking lik 2 .

426. This court receives appeals from the people and memorials from the officers in the

provinces, and places them before the Inner Council
;

it has charge also of the great drum at

the palace gate.
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Wai^ ctseung ckwan.

Wai2 h6k 2 kiu shau 2
.

£Wai ciin.

cWang cman ^un.*

5Wong <hau <kun shuk 2 .

<Yam cchc ai.

<Yam ct
f in kam 1 <kam ching >

.

(Yam <t
c in kam 1 (

ts6 yai^

<kim fu
>
.

Yap> Hsoi.*

Yap> f vvai.* Yap> cts
c 5,*

cYau kik>. sYau (ffi.

Yau 2 c^ong.

Yik 2 £shing.*

Yii 5-
(sz’.

Yii 2 c
sz

5

s^oi.*

Yii2
-sz* tii- cfu.*

Yii-
c
sz

5 C
chii po 2

.

Yii- cts
c in shi- wai-.

sYii hoki ching 5
ct

f 6ng.

cYii hok 2
fu

1
cl

f ong.

cYii p6 2 .*

Yiin2 ling-.

Yiin 2 wai\*

Ylin2 cshing.

sYiin shui).

438. General of the impe-

rial body guards.

439. Instructor and defen-

der of learning.

440. Deputies, officers who
are deputed.

441. School of literature,

or royal academy.
442. Officers attached to a

royal duke.

443. Imperial commission-

er, or envoy.

444. President of the Im-
perial Astronomical Board.

445. Right and left vice-

presidents of the Imperial

Astronomical Board.

446. Magistrate of a district

or city.

447. Assistant magistrate

of a district.

448. Lieutenant-colonel.

449. Sub-magistrate, or un-

der-magistrate.

450. Keepers of the impe-
rial post-offices.

451. Censors, or imperial

historiographers.

452. The tribunal of the

censors, or Censorate.

453. His excellency the

censor.

454. Keeper of records in

the Censorate.

455. Imperial guard in

waiting.

456. Principal director in

the school of Confucius.

457. Secondary director in

the school of Confucius.

458. Board for the regula-

tion of the imperial gardens.

459. Under-magistrate of a

district.

460. Director of the police

of a district.

461. Sub-magistrate.

462. Military leader, gene-

ralissimo of the army.

451. These officers form the Tdchat yiin (No. 381); the governors of provinces are ex-ofiicio

principal censors, and the lieutenant governors are ex-officio secondary censors.

A
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GENERAL INDEX.

A,
A little, n
Abacus,

Abandon, to,

.

Abandon and destroy

Abandoned fellow,

\bandon family, to^

Abate a little, to,

Abatement,
Abdomen, n
Abdomen small,

A_bet t%
Abide,

Abide to,

Ability to eat, n
Able, Ability,

Able, n

Aboard ship,

Abode, permanent
Abortion, Abortio,

About,

About how much,
About to break,

About 8 minutes,

Above,

Abridge, to,

Abroad froin,

Abroad, gone,

Abrus precatorius,

Abscess,

Abscess knife,

yat

yau ti kom to,

siin pun,

wong mu,
wai hi,

^6, 14n tsai,

chc ut ka,

kam tik,

k^m shlu,

fuk,

siu fuk,

kung mau.

8
58.

171

538
544
125
124
239
198
515
515
547

on, 417 4; tscrdn, 112
hang ts^iin, 118
16ung, 177
nang, 119
tak, 2
hang shiin, 160
yat ting chi ii 417
siu cl/an, 502
sh^ung h^, 84
veuk to shiu, 257
tseung lit, 280
kan kai pat fan, 404
sheung 99
kam, 537
loi 15, 181
ch c ut ngoi, 77
hung seung sz

J 457
nung chc ong, 502
nung cbong td, 532
sam m tsoi,Absent-minded,

Absolutely necessary,?/ pit sii

Absorbents, n sham shap,

Abstruse,

Abundance,
5 mlu,
tsui shing,

58
62

513
111

205

Abundant, fan, 35 59
Abundant most,

.

tsui t6. 434 16
Abuse one, to, yan, 549 324
Acacia, siu sak fd, ^ 451 1

Academy, «h6 hok, 308 >3

Ajtademy, imperial, hon lam iin, 308 4

Acanthurus, hak teeung kwan tsc ong, 488 227
Acanthus ilicifolius, long fa lik. 453 44
Accipenser, tsam lung ii f

488 225
Accipitrine birds, ying lui 471 1

Accommodate, not, ’m ts6 tak, 131 14
Accomplices, tsung, 535 30
Accomplished, man^ 565 28
Accompliahinents, n lai 368 1

Accompany, to, f'j. 569 12
Accompany, out to, sung ch^t. 189 63
Accordance to, tsc un chiu, 221 4
According to, tsung, 75 87; kii, 90 72
According to, Idling, 128 6; i, 243 44
According to, ts^ui, 189 64
Accordingly, Isik 183 6
Account, an, n ch^unp; muk, 198 2
Account-book, n ch^ung muk shdpb, 198 2
Account, keep an, sh^ung sh6, 170 11
Accountable, not, md ship 192 5
Accountant, cheung kwai che, 198 2
Accoutrements, kwan hi, 543 212
Accumulated rocks, lui 37 7a
Acetabulum, p

c
i shii, 515 2

Acetous, n yau tse 6 tik, 513 IS
Acheen, A’ tsai 416 1

Achirus, sai lun tdt sh4, 488 205
Acidrtv, n siin, 511 9
Acorn, lik shat, 437 13
Acorus calamus, ch^eung p

r
6, 457 2

Acquaint, to, n kit shik 120 4

Note .—This Index is intended to guide the student to. all the things and subjects treated of or named

in the first column, and, consequently, it contains proportionably a greater number of nouns, than of

adjectives, verbs, or adverbs, though these classes of words have by no means been overlooked. The

words given in the second column of the index are the translations of the corresponding English words

;

but it has sometimes happened that the English words, found in the first column of the body of the work,

could not be inserted in this index because there Were no corresponding Chinese terms for them, and vice

versa. Many of the words here given are not used in conversation, other and more colloquial terms being

employed, or a periphrasis used
;
some of these terras do not occur in the index.. It will, however, to a

good degree, serve the purpose of a vocabulary ;
and it will be advantageous to refer to the body of the

jvork to see the connection in which a word or phrase is used before employing it, as well as to learn

what are its proper characters. The first column of figures refers to the page, and the second to the

number of the paragraph
;
an n after the English word denotes that it is explained in a note.
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6
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Acquaintance, old, shuk shai hb, 188 48 After, hau, 174 18
Acquainted thoroughly, shuk shik, 219 1 After all. t6 tai, 256 50
Acquainted with all sz

J md pat After completion, sz
?

pat, 574 4
things, t

c ung, 559 16 Afternoon, n ha 5

ng, 391 6

Acrid, lat, 214 171 Afterwards, in hau 9 189 62
Acridness, san, 511 9 Again come, tsoi f4n lai, 7 29
Acrostichum, shik wai, 458 28 Again, tsoi fuk, 171 15
Acrydium, fau chung, 495 50 Again, yau, 184 12
Act, to, n wai, 13 56 Again try, n ftn chc un ^au, 5 20
Actaea aspera, sik ip, 457 3 Against, kam, 537 83
Acting on, tsik, 404 9 Agapanthus, p k tsz’ lin, 452 2

Active person, fai shau f4i keuk, 66 43 Agar agar, n tsz’ ts
f
oi 457 5

Acts, n hang, 571 27 Agaricus, ts*6 ku, tsam, 457 6
Acute ears, n i ts

f ung,ho i kwai, 56 4 Agate, mi no, 199 6

Acute, (sound) n hing 4 3 Agate, pak ma n5, 430 2
Adames apple, hau lam, 71 21 \ge an, shai, 110 12
Arid a line, se to kii, 83 9 Age, ten, a child, n yau 355 9

Add, to, t'im, 180 13; ka,195 10 Age, twenty, a youth, yeuk, 355 9
Add to, t6, tsang, 537 71 Age of thirty, a man, choug, 355 9
Adder, fuk, 477 2 Age of forty, k^ung, 355 9

A Iduce, to. tsc eung, 13 55 Age of fifty, d i 355 9

Addition, 378 2 Age of sixty, k?
i 355 9

Adepts, tsing t
c ung, 126 12 Age of seventy, 16 355 9

Adiantum, hak kwat mong, 457 4 Age of ninety, mb, 355 9
Adipose substance, k6 yuk, 515 3 Age, every, ku kam, 86

Adjoining, n k4k, 58 33 Age, old, 7i p^k fat, 93 32

Adjust, to, sit, 31 37 Age, old, pak t
? au, 94 34

Administration,. chi ki m5, 573 1 Age, the, tong shai, 119 3

Admission of light, t
? au kwong, 314 15 Age, what, n kwai kang, 77 5

Admiral, n shuisz7

t
c aituk,597 271 Aged king, 16 wongj, 559 21

Admonishing, hiin, 352 13 Agent, chii sz! 588 41

Admonitors, right and Agent, t
c ai shan, 199 7

left, tso yausz 5

kin, 602 399 Ages, thousand, ts”n tsz’ 564 16

Admonitors tp n. i. shap wai,. 595 232 Agitation, kik 403 4

Adopted brother, n kai hing tai, 98 7 Aglaia adorata sdm ip 14n 452 3

Adopted brothers, n 14n hing 98 17 A_glaia variety,
Jng ip 14n, 452 4

Adopted son, n shing kai tsai, 86 9 Ago, long, i kau, 84 IS

Adopted son, kl ai tsai, 88 40 Agra, ku 1^, 407 6

Adopted son, 7i ining ]ing tsz’ 86 10 Agreeable, ngam, 174 IS

Adopted son, \ tsz, 89 60 Agreeable or not, ’ni im, 174 12

Adulterer, n kan fu, 547 285 Agreeable or not, ngam ’m a? 191 17

Advanced age, ko nin van, 184 16 Agreed^ distinctly, n kong ming, 220 2

Advance, to, ts”n ‘ 118 4 Agreement, n tsc ung, 13 49

Advance money, ting kii ngan, 198 3 Agreement, an, i 128 8

Advertisements, chiu t
?
ip, 198 4 Agricultural director, sz

5

nung, 600 345

Advice, letter of, n kau ngan sun, 198 5 Agriculturalist, n nung fij, 340 1

Adviser in council, ts
f 4m chi ching sz

5

,602 390 Agriculturalist, ” in 320 11

Advisers, sau \ chik chi, 595 230 Agricultural operations^ Nung sz\ 340

Adz, kan, 293 1 Agricultural superinten-

^Erides, tin lan, 452 5 dent, sz
J nung hing, 598 287

Affected, mutually, seunff kwan, 85 Agricultukk, n KANG NUNG, 338

Affection, n van, 13 49; tsc ing,99 47 Agriculture Illus-

Affianced, n kit fat, 92 2 trated, Kang chikT{
6, 35

1

12

Afflictions, n wan nan, 98 11 Agriculture. Imple-

Alfluent, n yau yau, 77 7 ments of^n Nung M Ivi 333

Afghan, a fu kon, 407 6 Agriculture^ Iviportance

Afoot, po hang, 183 3 ]Stmg pun 347

Afraid, king, 69 106 Agrion, chik sut, 494 29

Africa Nations of, n A fi 1% ka kw6k^ 412 Ague, y^uk tsat, 502 5
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J

Ah ! a, 240 30; hi kom, 186 36 Already, In tsoi, 185

Ah me

!

^ ya, 251 33 Also, t6, 6 25; klm chi, 178

Aid, to, cho, 283 58 Also, ping, 27 15; yik, 28

Aid-de-camp, chung hip 588 69 Altar, t n 150

Aid-de-camp, pit k4 594 207 Altars of grain gods, sh6 tsik tan, 808

Air, n hi, 403 1 Altars of the people, nmn sh6, 308

Air, to, lng> 228 7 Although, sui in, 101

Air-bladder, kau, piu, 460 1 Although—yet, sui—in, 348

Aired, to air, chui ha, 157 8 Altogether yat tsung, 169

Air of, fUDg, 116 8 Alum, pak fan, 199

Air plant, tlii lan, fung l^n 452 5 Alum, crystals of, king fan, 430

Airy, h6 hi shik, 157 4 A lu teres, sh man 481

Ajuga 16 fu su, 457 7 Alveolar process, ng4 cl^ong kwat, 515
Alarming prognosis, ngai ching, 529 12 Always, sheung, 90

Al;)s Ai yi, 236 14 Always ready, n sh^ung pin, 162

Alauda, shan m4tseuk,474 -58 Amaranthus, p^k in ts^oi, 450

Albugo, ngin m6k, 502 6 Amarantus spinosus, kk in ts
f
oi, 457

Aleochara, kc
it keung, 496 83 Amat, n A mat, 250

Aleurites, shik lut, 442 1 Amaurosis, fat tsing kwong, 502
Algiers, On che l, 413 7 Amazed, kw^ai, 62
Alike, yat veang, 179 53 Amber, fu p

c ak, 199
Aliments, shik mat, y6ung mat,513 19 Amber, false, mat p^k, 199
Almagatholite, t

c d shii shik, 430 3 Amboyna wood, ying muk, 440
Almonds hang yan, 199 8 Ambustio, fo chik, 503

All tsung, t6, kii, 101 56c Amenorrhoea, pai king, 502
All, n ham p ng ldng 179 53 America, Fa ki kw6k, 415
All affairs, n mat sz

5

td hai, 46 70 America Nations of n Mi U k6 kw6ky 413
All alike, yan sh6 tiling 13 53 Amethyst, 1dm pd shik, 430
All consumed, shik sai, 137 52 Amethystine spar, tsz’ shik ying 430
All day, shing yat, 157 8 Among, chung, 115
All escaping, kung 1^6, 535 27 Amount, ki to, 168
All, every one, yat tik, 251 34 Amount, the, t

c ung ch6, 376
All in order, n ts^ai pi, 157 5 Amphacanthus, lai m^ng, 481
All kinds, kok shik, 204 63 Amphisbena, leung t

? au sh6, 477
All men, yan yan, 91 79d Amputating tools, k6t tiin hi, 531
All men, chung, 117 17 Amulets, n heung piu, 150
All men have, yan kai yau, 100 50 A nacanthus, n p 16, 486
Ail officers, n p^k !iu,pAk kun,568 3 Anarrhicas lui kang ii, 489
All ready, ts

l
ai pi sai, 173 1 Anas galericulata, iin y^ang, 473

All severally equal, kok kf
ii tang, 394 10 Anasarca, shui chung, 502

All things, m4n sz
?

,
75 87 Anatomy, n Kwat ts\t tsongfu^ 515

All times, shi shi, 182 35 Ancestors, tli kung. 84
Allotment, ming tit, 75 87 Ancestors^ Of n Kd tsang tsd^ 81
Allow me, tang ngo, 153 35 Anchor, n nau, 199
Allow, to, tsung fong 544 215 Anchorage, pok shiin t

e au, 199
Allowable, yam, ]92 5 Anchor-buoy, nau p

c ^u, 320
Allowed, not, pat hl

ii, 536 49 Anchored, 1 wan pok, 220
Allowed to pass, n fong nang tsun, 221 5 Anchor, cast, p

c au niu, 320
Allowing it to be, p’ang, 101 56c Anchor, weigh, kdu nau, 320
Alloyed, f6ng fat, 211 137 Anchovy, m4 tsai, 480
Aloes, pk w ng pin, 457 8 Anchovy sauce, tsc^ ii kai, 160
Aloes, hemp, po 16 mi, 457 9 Ancient, ku, 146 2; ku ch6, 348
A loes-wood, ch*am h6ung, 199 9 Anciently, n sik, 9
Alone, tuk 100 50 And, iche, 168 5; 173
Along with, sung, kung, 181 19,21 And, yau, 30
Along the coast, iin hoi, 413 6 And also, kim, 340
Alphus, p k shik, 505 86 And so forth, &c., n wan, wan, 75
Alpinia nutans, k6uk fi, 452 6 And so forth, ih 382
Already, n i king, 158 12 And yet, n chung, 77
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Anger, violent, nci hi, 71 14 Aphonia, shat* yam, 502 10

Angle, acute an, vat yui kok, 395 19 Apothecary’s sli| y^uk tim, 499 0
Angle, obtuse an, vat tun hok, 395 19 Apparatus, n hi kii, 528 11

Angola cloths, ii chc au, 243 43 Appear, to, n lc), 69 91; in, 433 23
Angry, !)(), 252 36 A|>pear, to, chi kin, t53 59
Angrv, nau nau, 255 44 Appearance, personal^ yung m4u, 73 51
Anguilla, n man lai, 481 47 Appears good, ts*z’ tak ki h6, 175 4
Angular edge, tfc

c e hau, 298 82 Appellation, cli
c ing fu, 562 48

Anhwui, On f4i, 421 5 Appendage, hau shau, 4(34 46
Animal spirits, tsing shan, 75 89 Appetite, wai hau, 180 (j

Animals, Parts of n Shang mat pdk ai^ 460 Appetite, sharpen the, hoi\vai saiwai,176 17

Animate, shang che, 429 1 Apple p
c ing kwo, 443 3

Animated nature, n shang mat, 460 Apples, dried, kon p
c ing kwo, 160 2

Ankle, w^i, keuk ngan, 515 5 Appointment, kung kii, 536 52
Ankle-bone, hat kwat, 516 10 Apricot, wong mui, 443 4
Anklets, keuk ak, 150 2 Apror, wai kw^an, 146 1

Ankoi tea, n Onkl ai ch* 231 9 Apron of a ship, n i
c au cham, 320 4

Annealing, n kam im, 285 1 Apt
,

ling li, 185 23
Annisseed stars, pit kok, 200 15 Aquatic grasses, wai, 459 58
Announce, to, 357 4 Aqueduct, n lin t

l ung, 333 1

Announce a calling, n p6 h5, 293 8 Aquiline nose, n ang ko pi, kau pi, 52 30
Announce departure to, kd ts*z’ 186 35 Arabia, A 1^, pak, 406 l

Announcement, an, siin shi,. 568 5 Arachi.s, fa shang, 443 17
Annoy, to, tsuk tsuk wan, 252 35 Arbor, leung t^ng, 3U8 8
Annoyances, lau n^n, 544 22^ Arbor wayside, Ping 308 9
Annoyances cruel, wai pik, 548 299 Arbutus, y^ung mui, 446 89
Annually, m6i niiv , 129 9 Arc, u, 394 13

Another day, n koi yat 83 10 Area nodulosa, ng4 uk tsz’ 490 2
Another look, tsoi t

c ai, 25 i 35 Arch,

'

kung, 313 1

Another place, pit chc
ii, 198 5 Archery rules of,

n She fat, 366
Answer, tip, 375 3 Archery, to practice, n ki sh6, pd she, 366 V
Answers to addresses, tsau tsMng, 574 6 Architects, n kung ts6ung, 277 1

Ant, ngai 493 1 Architecture, Kung tse^ung mu7
307

Ant-eater, scaly, n chc iin shdn k^p, 469 50 Ardently loved, t
c ung oi, 100 56a

Ant, red spotted, chc ang oi, 493 3 Are, vai, 10 15

Ant, white, pdk ngai, 493 2 Are, n^i, 219 236
Ant, winged, fi ngai, 493 4 Are there, yau me) ni, 19 •2

Antique, ku 15, 139 86 Are you able, ni tak
Jm a, 8 5

Antelope, cheung, kwan, 467 2 Areca palm, pan long, 440 2
Antelope’s horns lingy6ungkok,200 16 Argemone mexicana, 15 shii lik, 457 11

Antennae, su
9 460 2 Argillite, n 16 hing sliik, 430 9

Anterior Tibet, Tsc in Tsong, 424 22 Argus pheasant, n liin kai, 475
Anterior view, n ching min, 522 157 Aridity, t

c s6, 403 1

Anthrax, yung tsii, 503 21 Arithmetic On

n

Shd muk. 372
Antilope gutturosa, wong yeung, 467 3 Arithmetical Rules, n Svnfdty 378
Antiquity, ku chi shai, 307 l Arm, sliau pi, 63 4
Antlers kok chi chc

4, 462 23 Afhi, n pi chi, S15 7
Anus, kuk td, kung mun, 515 6 Arms, ping hi, 308 10

Anvil, n chat, 293 2 Armor, kap, 26 6
Anvil-bone \ noi cham kwat, 520 91 Armorers, kwan hi ts^ung, 277 2
Anxious, wat, 37 74 Armpit, n lak tai, 71 24
Anxiously concerned. nlm tbc

it, 352 12 Armpit, yik chi w6, 516 12
Anybody, yau yan, 241 35 rrnv kwan, 543 208
Any, yau mat, 233 4 Army and state direc tsung chi kwan
Apart, sho,24 921 ;lj, 341 8 tors,, kw6k sz;

, 603 419
Apartments of Houses n F&ng uk. 130 Aromatic flavor, mi h^ung, 200 15
Apartments, inner, n noi shat, 130 1 Aromatics, h^ung Hu, 217 207
Ape, iin, 467 4 Aromatics, mi lui, 513 20
Ape, long armed, u tin, 468 34 Arrack, d lik tsau, 200 17
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Arrange, to, n
Arrange, to,

chai h5, chap h6, 136 22,28

p4i, 137 46; lau, 33 47
chbng h6i fuk 148 32

Arsenic,

Artabotryg,

Artemisia,

Arteries,

Arthritis,

Article of food, as an,

Articles, n
Articles,

Articles of Food, n
Articles of furniture,

Articulated,

Articulations,

pi s6ung,

ying chau,

ng^i ts
c
5,

mak kan,

433
456
457
156

2

Assemble to, n
Assembly-hall, n
Assent, to, n

wan tsap, 209 117
ui kun, 199 6

tim t
c au, ngap t

c au, 43 14,15

Arrange in order, n pai shing, 280 27 Assets, che an ip. 200 21

Arrange in order, lit, 314 1 Assiduously, n kan lik, ,15 22
Arrears, t

c o him, 129 69 jAssist the emperor, n tsin sheung9 576 1

Arrival to dinner, chi fu tsik, 187 44 Assistance procure, ki shau, 66 45
Arrived at manhood, chili shing van, 81 42e Assistant, pat, 33 48
Arrow, tsin, chc

i, 366 2,3 Assistant commissary, ping pi td, 594 206
Arrow-bag or quiver tsln toi, 367 14 Assistant district magis-

Arrow-root, n ngau fan, 200 18 trate, chau t
e ung, 586 10

Arsenal, kwan hi kuk, 308 10 iVssistant in district, yap wai, 604 447
Arsenic, sun shik, 200 19 Assistant leader of

tsau fung keuk, 504
wai chan, 218
fun, J99
tsung, 236
Shik mat lui, 160
hi ming, 211
kii, 516 7

kiu, 516 9
Artificers Names of n Ming tshmg 277
Artificial flowermen, n chi t

c ung f4sz J

fu,277 3

Artificial rockwork ki shdn^ 431 38
Artisan, n kung tsok che, 277 4

Arts, tSe liberal, n Luk ngai, 353

guard

1 1 9 Assistant of court,

12 Assistant secretaries,

8 Assistants of state,

64 Assortment of colors, n p
e ui shik,

225 Assortment of numbers, hd shd

fu mi td wai, 598 86
chung s^ung, 588 51
sai ts

c 6 shii tso, 595 214
s^ung kwok, 595 231

i 2 Assume, to do to,

13 Assuredly,

! Assuredly,

135 Asteria

Arundo,

As,

As if, n
As if, n
Asbestos

Ascaris,

long ts
c
0, mong, 457

t
? ung, 67
tong tsok, 59
un, 84
y6ung hi shik^ 430

ung chf
iinffs 502

13

68
44
18

Asthma,
Astragalus,

Astrologer, n
Astronomers,

Astronomy

n

At alK not,

A.t all understand, n
At first,

At once,

At pleasure, n
At present.

237
255
555
46

329
492
502
516

shin tsc
o,

shi pit,

pit ting,

kai chau ii,

hau ch?
iiD,

hat kwat,

chakyatsln shang, 124
t
? ln man shang,534

T^in man
y 396

t6 159
5m hiu tak s4i, 20
pun loi, 254
ts

c
ai, yat tsc

ai, 289

! At the time,

11 Atherina,

yam ngo i,

i ka
lam shi,

sha tsiin,

163
237
189
487

24
47

424
59
143
52
13
10
10

19

30
5

42
27
47
18
64

202
Ascend, to> tang, 134 55 Atlantic ocean, At lan tik hoi 409 2
Ascend, to (as vapor) shing, 405 15 Atlas butterfly, fa 16 tii kik, 493 15
Ascend, to, t

f ang, 33 46 Atmosphere, t
{ in hi, 403 8

Ascend to sky, tscam l
e
in, 439 47 Attach to, lln, 361 40

Ascites, shui ku, ku cheung, 502 12 Attached to ardently, tuk 113 16
Asellus, 496 74 Attached to, t

c
lp, 328 17; tsip, 316 46

Ash color, n fui shik, 303 1 Attack to kik, 323 57
Ash-hole, ts6 fat, 166 105 Attempt at display, no, king i, 187 45
Ash tree, wai shii, 440 3 Attendance, in, seung tsui, 183 4
Ashamed, quite, sit tak chi chi, 189 58! Attendants to h. i. m. san kf

i sh^ung
Ashamed, mb t

? ai min, 61 35 on horseback, shi, 595 219
Ashes, fui, 132 30 Attitude of man, n yan kwai kii, 290 35
Asia^ Nations of. A sai d kw&k 406 Attract, to, ship, 211 142
Aside cap and robe, Auction by notes, lok piu t

caufau,200 23
lay, n shing kun fun i,188 48 Auction-sales, ch l ut t

c au, 200 22
Ask, to, man, 382 7 Auctioneer, chung t*au fo che. 200 •24

Asleep, foot, k6uk pi, 69 101 Audience-hall, tin t^ongj 313 •2

Asplenium,

Ass,

Assafcetida,

Assaying,

Assemble to,

Assemble, to,

fungmitsc

6, 458
Id, 467
6 ngai, 200
ke ing k\vc 6ng, 286
ui, 36
tsu ui, 120

26 Audience, an,

5 Auditory foramen,

20

1

Auger,

2 Aught, never does,

67 1
Augment, to,

7]|
August,

ch ?
iu kin,

i lutig,

16 sz
J

tsiin,

fi sho wai,

tsang i
{ im,

wong

542
•516

293
112
376
558

170

11

3
11

5
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August emperor, wong sheung, 558 3 Bad breath, ts(6 hi, 510 5
August empress, wong hau, 562 48 Bseckia frutescens, n yung shai f4, 452 8
August empress mother,wong l

c 4i hau,562 45 Ba , a. l
c
oi, pdu, 460 1

August heaven, wong t
?
in, 558 4 Bag around th heart sam p

cdu 16k, 522 138
August hon’ble ladies, wong kwai fi, 562 57 Bagrusy k6m ii, 487 J92
August sovereign, wong tai, 558 2 Bait, 145 217
Aunt, paternal, kum6, kutsz 5

, 105 47,48 Bake, to, kuk 165, 86;k Dg,278 6
Aunt, maternal, i md its6 105 71,72 Balances, pair of, n t

c in p
c ingt 385 3

Aurelia, kin, 461 46 Balances^ standard^ sz
? ma p

c ing> 191 5

Austria, n O ti 11 Ma ying kwok, 409 3 Bale, pau tsai, 237 15

Authority, imperial, yam ting, 7 42ft Bale a boat, fu shui, 320 6

Autumn, ts
f au, 389 2 Bale of goods, n yat pau fo, 200 25

Autumnal assizes. ts
c au sham, 570 16 Balistes, mok p

c iyeung, 481. 48
Auxis fa.chc

i, 484 105 Balistic platform, nu t*oi 313 4

Ava, n Aw 406 2 Ballast, iX ts^ongshik, 320 7

Avail of, to, i tsz’ 66 52 Ballast, shun chui 201 26
Avedavat, brown, mui ts6uk, 472 2 Balustrade, \^n kon, 131 2
Vvedavat, spotted, siu hung n6ung,472 3 Bamboo, chuk, 440 4
Avenue, yang t6, 313 3 Bamboo rat, chuk shii, 470 70
Averse to move, n pat h6 > tung, 73 52 Bamboos, chuk kon, 201 27
Averrhoa, veung t

c
d, 443 6 Bamboo shoots. chuk sun, 447 1

Avoid, to, •ki 23 8 Bamboo splints, chuk mlt, 278 8
Avoid, to, kwdn fong, 329 14J Band t

c o sin, 293 7

Await to, toi 187 44 Band fish, hung tdi 480 5
Away, move, i hoi h4, 139 93 Band of men, a t^i fo, 125 9

Aw], n chui 293 4 Bandage the head, to, n lak t
c au, 44 28

Awn (beardy of grain kuk ts^ung, 437 10 Bandages, n kwo lim, 529 14

Awning, p’ung 320 5 Bandana handker-

Awning, bamboo, chuk Hm, 134 1 chiefs. hok yung kan, 252 37
Awning, cloth, pi) ch6ung, 134 2 Bandbox, md hop, 146 8

Awning-maker, n p
c ang ts^ung, 278 5 Banian fig, yung shii, 440 10

Ax fu t^au, 293 5 Banish, to, n fong lau, 117 15

Axilla, yik, 516 21 Bank, shang fong, 201 28
Axis, chik kc

ii, 400 5 Bank or shore, 219 223
Axis, or spotted deer^ kam ts

c
in luk, 467 25 Banks of ocean, hoi p

c 6ng 479 1

Axle, chau 293 6 Banker’s shop

w

ngan tim, 259 7
Axle-cheeks, n fuk t

f
d, 330 3 Bankruptcy, chit pun, 201 29

Axle, poles of the, wai chauy 330 2 Banquets, n In h4ung, 583 3

Axletree, chan, 329 1 Banqueting ifbuse k\v6ng luk tsz

Azalea Indica, t6 kiin fa, 452 7 overseer shii ching 593 169

Azolia, n P
f ing, 458 40 Bantam cock, ai kai 472 12

Azure blue, tMn ts
c
inff, 304 12 Bar boats, luk shui shiin, 221 6

Azure sea (Ivoko-nor) n Tsc ing hoi, 423 18 Bar of a door. mun shan, 131 3

Baby, to feed a, wai tsai, 163 60 Bar of a window. ch^iing 131 4

Bachelor^ button. vkk yat hun f, 453 35 Bar of a grate, tit chc
ii, 132 26

Bachelor of arts, sau ts
e
oi, 595 229 Barbadoes millet l^ung, 449 46

Bachelor of medicine, \ shanfr, 498 4 Barlmrous ngau, 29 27

Back and forth, to go, wong fan, 195 10 Barbel, ka ii, 480 6
Back and forth, wong loi, 320 10 Barber, n t

c ai <
e au sz

?

fu, 278 7

Back, come, fdn lai, 58 40 Barber, n t
f
ai t

c au 16, 151 3

Back out, to, fan hau, 248 15 Barber’s call 7? 16 van, 293 8

Back, put it, chai fan ch ?
ii, 143 187 Bards Of n Sb yan 121

Back-splint, t^ung milk, 530 19 Bargained, t:ng, 137 43

Back, the, n pili, 522 161 Bargain money, ting ngan, 207 93
Back, the, pui tsek, 72 30 Bark, shii p

c
i, 4^6 1

Backbone, n tsik Hi kwat, 522 161 Bark, to, fai, 405 49
Backwards, to move, tui hang, 186 39 Barley, tai mak, mau mak, 447 2
Bad, ngai, 286 2; 291 42 Barometer, fang ii cham, 135 3

Bad, n pat shin, 123 1 ;
ok, 15 81 Baron, a nJ

\

ndm, 592 152
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Barracks, 6 39 85 Beam of the nose, pi leung, 524 192

Barrel, p
c

i p
c a t

c ung, 135 4 Beam of a plough, lai tin, 334 12

Barrel of a quill,. mb kijn, 213 170 Beam of a ship, kwai chan, 321 27

Barrenness, md tsz’ 96 63/ Bean curd soup, tail fii f^ 296 45
Barrier, kwan chap, 308 11 Boan, broad, pin tau, 447 14

Barter, to, un, 241 35 Beans, tau k k, 160 3

Barter, to, i fo yik fo, 242 38 Beans, n tsc am tau, 447 4

Base (quality) tai, 286 2 Beans, soy, n pak tau, 447

Base of a triangle, kau, 395 16 Bean sprout greens, tai tau nga tsc
oi, 449 40

Base of a pillar, chc
o, chc

ii tun, 313 5 Bear, to, shang, 465 55 ; 439 44
Base of a plough,. lai tai 333 2 Bear, a n hung 467 7

Basement room,. ti ha ke fong,. 134 48 Bear up, to, fung chii, 65 42

Basil, fragrant, tsz
5

ts
c
oi, 447 3 Bear white, a n p

c
i 467 8

Basilar process, iin kwat, 516 13 Bear’s paw, n hang pun, 464 33
Basin wash hand j, w rain p

{ un, 135 5 Beard, the, sii, 519 84
Basket, k ng, 1^5 6 Beard of grain, kuk t&

c eung, 437 10

Baskets, 1dm lap, 278 8 Beat the breast to, n ch? ui hang, 70 8

Basket, covered, hop 16, 135 7 Beater, n chan tiny, 529 15

Basket, eared, tsc o, 333 6 Beat, to, kik,359 25; ta, 65 26
Basket, fish, ii kip, 293 9 Beat to death, to, au sz’ 548 293
Basket, globular chung t

c lm,. 334 11 Beat together, to, n chung lin, 204 59
Basket-maker, chuk hi sz fu, 278 8 Beats, heart, n sam hau l

( iu, 71 2:3

Basket, market, n kung lam, 135 8 Beautiful, kai, 38 80
Basket, money, 16 tsai, 135 9 Beautiful, n ts

( ing sau, 73 53
Basket, open worked sho ngan Beautiful, mi, 75 90

rattan, t
c ang lap, 135 14 Beautiful color, klij 1m, 266 39

Basket, partition, n kik 14m, 135 11 Beautiful, very, n ts
( lm tsc im, 66 54

Basket, peddling, n t m 16, 135 10 Beauty is lost, m6 wan, 35 61
Basket,, rattan, t

( ang lim, 135 13 Because w hai , 74 70 ;
van wai, 52 36

Basket, refuse paper, chi lap, 135 12 Because,
•

che se, 101 59c
Basket, round osier, t

c iin, 333 3 Become ripe, n shing shuk, 341 10
Basket, round splint,

.

chc
ii, 333 Become white, chiin pak, 70 9

Basket, splint,. ch c
iin, 333 4 Bed, n chc ong, 157 5

Basket, sprout, t
c iu, 333 9 Bedbug, chc au chc ung, 493 5

Basket, sunning, shai p
c un, 334 9 Bedding, # P

c
i 157 5

Basket, tall sprout, kwai, 334 10 Bedroom, empress’ ti tsiu fong, 313 6
Basket, tray, n Vh- 135 15 Bedroom Of the

n

Fan fong, 156
Basket, wheats mak lung, 333 7 Bee, mat fung, 493 6
Baste, to, n h&ig 155 81 Bse, drone, mat no, 493 8
Bat, fi sluiy. 467 6 Beef, ngau yuk, 160 5
Batavia, K^. la p^, 416 2

t

Beef, boiled, snap ngau yuk, 160 6
Bath, a, sai shan shui, 151, 4 Beef, roast, shiu ngau yuk, 160 7
Bathe, to, sai shanr 151 5 Beef, rolled, kiln l

c ung ngau yuk, 160 8
Bathing dress, sai shan shdm, 151 5 Beef, salt, ham nffau yuk, 160 9
Bathing room, sai shan fong, r 131 5 Beefsteak, n tit ngau yuk, 160 10
Bathing-tub, sai shan p

c un, 135 16 Beef suet, ngau kwat sui, J67 127
Batter, min liu, 160 4 Beer, pe tsau, 161 14
Bauhinia, lun kap, 441 36 Beeswax, mat lap, 201 31
Bavaria, Pa wa li a, 409 4 Beetle, chii tsai che

unir, 493 11
Bay horse,

.

chc ik ma, 468 40 Beetle, (a farmer’s) yau, 334 13
Be careful, siu sam, 145 230 Before, (in time) sin shl, 79 38
Be thou, n ii wai, 113 141 Beforej 149 62
Bead tree, n mb w4n shii r 442 50 Beg, a n pak hak, 585 7
Beads,

-

chii, 201 30 Beg, to, kc oi shik, 125 6
Beads, tourt, n ch c iu chii, 151 6 Beg to, hat, 418 10
Beads, aromatic, n heung chii,

.

151 7 Beg to ask, I ? . ts
c ing man, 46 65

Beak, tsui, 460 3 Beg to take leave, n' kb ts
c z 77 10

Beam, carrying, n t5m kon, 135 17 Beg the favor, ban van. 232 11
Beam of a house,.?? le.ung, 293 4; Beggar, hat i, 125 &
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Begin, to, n hi shau, 2 4 ;
mai shau, 3 12 Betray, to, lau sit, 543 202

Begin and not finish, n yau ^au m6 mi, 46 69 Betroth, to, shing yan, 89 61
Beginner, a, chc o hok shau 65 28 Betrothed wife, p

c ui shat, 94 49
Beginning, n cli

c
i c^o, 17 5 Betrothed second, n t

f in fong, 95 52
Beginning, n yap shau, 66 56 Better had pat ii, 1244 45
Beginning, middle, mang, chung, Between, noi, 186 39

and end, n kwai, 404 9 Between, kan, 402 16
Begonia discolor? chc un hoi ^ ong, 452 9 Bevel, carpenter’s^ tau kok, 293 10
Behind, hau, 143 166 Beverage, hd yam, 162 32
Behind, left9 lau, 73 62 Beyond measure, kwo 79 36
Being yau, 27 10; wai, 31 36 Beyond sea, ngoi yeung, 202 40
Belfry, chung lau, 313 7 Beyond the reach, fi sho kc ap, 111 26
Belgium, Pi li cham, 409 5 Bezoar, ngau vvong, 201 33
Believe, sun, 78 12 Bib, a, hau shui kin, 151 8
Bell, great, chung, 360 29 Biche-de-mer, hoi sham, 201 34
Bell, hand, chung tsai 135 18 Bid, to, fan fii, 149 60
Bell, sistrum, kam shun, 300 32 Bilge-water, n shui tsik, 320 8
Bellow, to, n hau, 465 49 Bill, a, tan, 256 53
Bellows, water, n shui p

c
ai, 334 ]4 Bill of birds, tsn'hf 460 3

Bellows, fung s^ung, 136 19 Bill of exchange, ui tan> 201 35
Bells, long, n tok, 360 30 BilL hedge, n kit, 334 18
Bells, wind fung ling. 360 31 Bill-hook, n chat •334 16
Bells of horses, m ling 330 4 Bill-hook, crooked n ai lim, 334 17
Belly, n Pd, 515 1 Billet of wood, muk p

c
in> 361 42

Belone hok tsam, 482 57 Billet of wood, n chc
ai, ^0 3

Belong, to shuk 347 39 Billet, n kap tsim, 569 12
Below, ha, 99 46 Billion, a, n yat tsz’, 376 18
B^nd forward to, fu shan. 1«7 40 Bills, n t^n, 569 12
Bend head, to, tai Pau, 45 53 Biluchi, Pi 16 chi, 407 6
Bend round, to, kiin 464 36 Bin, n uk, 309 32
Bend sails, to, y6ung k\v4 li, 326 104 Bind books, to, n ting chong shii, 278 11

Beneath the earth, yap ti, 218 232 Bind, to, hai ch”n, 35 59,60
Beneath the screen, n iim ha, 69 91 Bind oih to, p

c 6ng kan, 149 64
Benevolence, yan, 116 :3 Bind sheaves, to, chit chc uk, 342 13
Benevolent, n yan, 565 29 Bind the head, to, n pdu t

c au, 44 27
Benevolent art, yan shut, 497 2 Bind together, to, ni4, 295 38
Benevolent tiger, n tsau ii, 470 83 Bind up the hair, to, n chc uk fdt, 70 6
Bengal, Ming ng4 li, 407 6 Bind up, to, p4u chuk, 213 161
Benign, emperor, n Yik w ng tai, 563 3 Binnacle^ shiin mipe 4ng, 320 9
Benignant, min fun, 61 25 Bird of paradise, n tseuk w6ng, 472 5

Bent, can be, ho huk, 516 9 Birds^ n Fi am lui 471
Bequeath, to, n wai ha, 74 80 Birds tseuk tsai, 160 11
Bereaved, n ku, 538 S9 Birds and beasts, k?am shau, «1 7
Beside, pin 154 49 Birdsnests, n In wo, kun in, 201 36
Besides, chc

ii, 195 8 Birdsnests, feathery, n m6 in, 202 37
Besides, yau, 416 4 Birth, yan shang, 355 9
Besides, n ling ngoi. 171 19 Birth, n chc o shang, 17 7
Besides these, ts

c z
5

niroi, 408 12 Birth to celebrate a yam keung tsau, 185 ‘21

Besides these, she tsc z
5

1 neoi, 429 1 Biscuit min p
c ing k n,160 12

Besom flat. t
c iu chau, 334 15 Bister color, n chii kon shik, 303 3

Besom, round straight, s5 chau, 334 15 Bistuory wan hau tsim td 531 27
Best, chi shin, 499 6 Bit of a bridle, him, 330 5
Best, tsui h6,46 68; chi h6, 131 13 Bit of fat, a kin fi ni 189 61
Best article, yau kai, 201 34 Bitch, kau md 467 9
Best plan, pat ii 69 105; 243 44 Bite, to, ng4u, 545 234
Best quality, sheung hd, 164 82 Bitter peach, n lang fan ^5, 445 54
Besure, tsz’ in, 256 53 Bitterness, 571 9
B^tel nut, n pan long, 201 32 Bivalve shells, n kop^ hir^ p

c ong, 492 43
Betel leaf, lau ip, 447 12 Black color, n ts , 208 ; 108 hak, '303 4



Board of Revenue, n U pd 577 3
Board of Punishments., nYing pd, 5S0 9

Board of Rites, w, Lai pd, 578 5
Board of Sacrifices, TVz’ pd 603 421
Boards, Six Supreme

n

Luk Pd, 576
Board of War, n,

Board of Works, /i

Ping pd 579 7

Kung pd 581 11

Boat, crab,

Boat, dragon, n

f4i h4i, 321 26
lung shun, 320 12

Boat, fast, fti t
l ing, 321 19

Boat, ferry, w^ng shui t6, 321 15

Boat fishing, ku shiin, 321 23
Boat, flower, n 321 20
Boat, lodging, tsz

5
t
c ung, 321 16

Boat, passage, t6 shiin, 321 21

Boat, pintdn, n pin tdn, 321 17

Boat, pleasure, ch ?
a, 321 18

Boat, post, chim shiin, 321 22
Boat, rice, chl 4n shun, 320 11

Boat, salt,

Boat ship’s,

im shiin, 321 24
sam pan, 326 90

Boat, sin, sin shun, 321 25
Boat, skin, pM shiin, 321 14

Boat, small tanka,

Boat (people), tanka n
siu t

c ing, 320 10
t
l dn kd, 320 13

Bodily indisposition, shan t^ai
5m shong, 83 7

Bodkin, printer’s, kdp nip, 294 12

Body Collective parts of Pak f ai. 70
Body, a dead,

Body-guard,

shl, 554 12
kam i wai, 591 124

Body-guard with blue

feathers,

lam ling

shi wai, 593 m
Body, human, n yan shan, 75 91

Bohea hills, n M6 i shan, 224 X

Boil food, to, shap, 139 101
Boil food to p

c ang 162 29
Boil within a vessel, to tun, 162 38
Boil water to, pd shui, 139 99
Boiling water, n kw ? an shui, 180 8
Boisterously, kwc ong, 121 2
Boisterous wind, f4n fung Hi, 131 4

Bold, tdi tim, 72 44
Bold face, n min chc un kwong, 63 60
Boletus, muk i 457 15
Bolivia, Po \i wa, 415 8
Bolster, chc6ungcham l

? au, 158 13
Bolt of a plough, lai kin, 334 20
Bombasin, ii pd 202 40
Bombay, Mang m^i, 407 6
Bombay ducks, 7i kau t

l 6 kon, 481 42
Bombax, muk min shii. 440 17
Bombazetts, ii sh4 tsai, 243 43
Bombazetts, figured, fi ii ch{ au, 243 43
Bond a ling, 191 4
Bone on corner of head, pan kwat 523 176
Bones of head, n
Bones and joints,

t
? au kwat, 516 17

kwat hoi, 75 89
Bonnet, md, 146 8

Black sea Hak hoi, 408

Black snake, u sh6, 477

Black spots on the face, mak, 73

Blackbird, shdn u, 472
Blacking, n mak shui, 202

Blackleatl, hak iin, 202
Blackletter printer, fdt t

e
ip ts^ung, 278

Blacksmiths, tMt tS^UDg, 278
Bladder, gall, tim, 516

Bladder, urinary, p^ng kwong, 516
Blade, a, yan, 334
Blades, two, I6ung hoi, 140

Blame, n pin 15

Blanket, pak chin, 158

Blanket, cow, ngau i, 334
Bleaching, pMu shai, 286
Bleareyed, 14n ng^n, 47

Bleat, to, n me, 465
Bleeding of the nose, lau pi hiit, 52
Blend, to, w6 m i, 289
Blenny, u ii, 480
Blessed, hang 561

Bletia hyacinthina, tsz
5

lan, 452
Bletia Tankervilliae, hok ting fa, 452
Blindness, n mdng ngin, 47
Blindness, ku, 502
Blindness, or closed,

eye, n mat ngdn, 47
Blinds, n ngau pak ip, 131

Blinds, Venetian, pdn lim chc eung,

Block tin

Blood,

Bloodsucker,

Blood-vessels,

mun, 131
tau sik sik 435
hiit, 508

mi wong k^i n^, 491
king lok, lok mak, 516

Blossom, fi, 438
Blotched nose, n tsau cha pi, 52
Blotter, tsc d pd, 206
Blow, a, n p^n, 72
Blow a ta chong, 526
Blow an instrument, to, chc

ui, 356
Blowpipe, tang ch^ui, 294
Blue color, n 1 m, 304
Blue black, Id )^m, 303
Blue vitriol, tam f^n, 434
Blunt, tun, 291
Boa of Yunnan, n mong, kc

ii sh6, 477
Boar

a

chii kung, 467
Boar wild, a y6 chii, 467
Board of Accountants, Pi P6, 594
Board of Agriculture, sz’ nung sz’ 598
Board of Civil Office, nt Li pd, 576
Board for documents, sau man kfin 595
Board of Exchequer, Fu pd, 589
Board of Exchequer,

Board for h. i . m.

Kam pd, 591

carriages,

Board for h. i. m.

kd p6, 591

gardens yii pd 604
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Bonnet, ancient, n kun, pin, 146 3,4 Bowsprit, t
f au pak, 321 29

Bonnet, court, n pin 146 2 Bowsprit-bumpkin, t
? au pak wing, 321 30

Bonnet-cylinder, n md lung, 146 7 Bowstring, kung in, 367 15

Bonnet-ring, n m6 hun, 146 5 Bows, shii ii t
f au, ch^ung tsui, 321 28

Bonnet-strings, m6 p
f an, 146 Box painter’s vau ts

? at s6ung,294 17

Book, one set of a, n yat td shu, 8 4 Box, rattan, t'ang hop, 136 28
Book, to, sheung p6, 248 15 Box, paint, in shik p

? un, 294 lf>

Book of Changes, n Yik King, 14 70 Boxes, lacquered, ts
fat s6ung, 136 2f>

Book of Rites, n Lai Ki, 354 7 Boxes, partition, n ts
c at man kii, 136 27

Bookbinder, n ting chong tseung, 278 11 Boy, yau i, 88 43
Book-case, shii kwai, 136 20 Boy, one poor, n yat ko siu chr ung, 185 20
Book-keeper, chii p6, 599 329 Boyhood, up to, kung long tki liu, 185 23
Book-keeping, sz

J

li sh6 muk po, 202 41 Brace in a building, chang kok, 313 8

Bookseller^ shop, shii p6, 8 3 lirace of a carriage, ngai, 330 6

Book-stand, shu ka, 136 21 Brace up, to, ?? t
c 6k chii, 74 76

Bookworm, td ii, 493 12 Bracelets, n chc un, ak, 151 12,13

Boops, pan Id, 488 •2] 7 Bracer (in archery) n kau, 367 18

Boot-jack, t
e
iit h( eu pan, 151 11 Brain stone, long kon, 430 21

Boots, a pair of* yat tui h^u, 146 9 Brains, n6 tseung, 71 17

Boots, satin. sz
1

hc 6u, 146 11 Brains, n6, 516 18

Borax, p*ang sha, 430 11 ltran bread, n hong min t
c au, 160 13

Border, a, pin lin, 254 43 Branch, chi, 436 2
Border, to, lin,408,7; fu, 413 8 Branches of cycle, 12, n chi, 388 1

Bore, to, chUin, 51 8 Branded marks, sik tsz

,

547 281

Boring, chui tsiin, 286 4 Brass, wong t*ung, 202 44
Born into the world, shang tsoi shai, 90 79 Brass-leaf, n t^ung pok, 202 45
Born of heaven, t

l in chi sho shang,560 32 Brassica, n pik ts
c
oi, 447 13

Borneo, n Man loi, Po l
»
416 3 Brave kong, 93 25

Borneo perfume, Po 16 heung, 203 54 Brazil, Pi li s6 11, 415 8

Borrow, to, ts?
e, 404 ] Brazil nut, u t*d, 446 91

Botany, n Tsc 6 31UK, 436 Bread, n min t
c au, 160 13

Both, leung, 213 158 Breadth, extending in, ping p
c
ai, 129 9

Both, a pair, n sheung, 68, 76; kdi, 92 7 Breadth, fut, 191 5
Bottle gourd, n u 16, 448 30 Breadth, kwong, 396 1

Bottle squash, k ng u, 451 90 Break asunder, ii chit p^ing, 71 25
Bottles, wine, tsau tsun, 136 22 Break engagement, not, pat yik 1, 207 93
Bottom, tai, 138 59 Breakfast-table^ Ofthe^ n Ts'o shin lui^ 173

Bottomry, tin shiin, 202 42 Breakfast, tsd ch% 173 1

Boundary of land, k^i ban, 308 il Bream, pin u 480 9

Bounty, n sheung ngan, 202 43 Breaming, n tim shiin, 321 31

Bovine ngau ]ui 461 11 Breast, n hung t
f ong, 71 22

Bow h vat yap, 185 29 Breast-bone, hung kwat, 523 163

Bow, a, n kung, 367 15 Breast-pin, hung chani, 146 12

Bow, to, tun shau, 182 2 Breath, M 429 l

Bow, to, v Vap, 186 34 Breathe, to, fu hap. 74 67

Bow (a fiddle), to ts
f
6, 356 1 Breccia red marble, n fa yui shik, 431 40

Bow, cotton, t^an kung, 294 13 Breeches, w ngau t*au fu, 147 13

Bow, strong, ma kung, 366 •5 Breed to, tsz’ shang, 544 228
Bow-case, w sui, 368 20 Breed to shang. 90 57
Bow-glove, tit, 367 17 Breed or domesticate, to, che uk, 281 36

Bow-maker, kung tsin tseang, 278 12 Breeze, a, fi mong, 494 37

Bowels, n t(S fuk, 70 5 Bribe, to receive a, n shau ts
c
oi, 55 i 344

Bowing his head, p^, t
c au, 187 40 Bribery, n shau chong, 546 254

Bowing of cotton, ” l
f an min fa, 286 5 Brick a, n tsc ing chiin, 313 9

Bowl, iin, 136 23 Brick red, tse ing lin, 305 51

Bow), dessert, ping p
r un, 136 24 Brickmakers, chun ng^sz ,

fu, 279 14

Bowl, soup. tong un, 136 25 Bride, n sanfu,san p*i\94 45,46

Bowl, lacker, ts
t at [/un, 294 14 Bridge, kiu 9 308 12

Bowl, paint, ngan shik put, 294 15 Bridge, floating, fau kiu, 398 13
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J

Bridge, suspensron, n tiu kiu, 308 14 Brush, priming, sz’ kan, 294 21

Bridge of a guitar, cWii, m4, 365 85 Brush, shaving, n sd ts
c

at, 152 15

Bridge of the nose. pi I6ung, 51 18 Brush, small priming, siu shan, 294 22

Bridle^ Pi 330 7 Brush, tooth, tsc
at, 152 16

Briir, a. 16ung chi wai shiin, 321 32 Bryophyllumcalcynum, tang lung fa, 453 21

Bright, tsing, 37 73 Bubo u hau, 503 18

Bright, ling 136 37 Buck ka, 467 12

Bright yellow, w6ng kit, 201 n Bucket, n tiu t
e ung, 136 34

Brightness, fai 32 43 Bucket, irrigating, fu tau, 334 21

Brilliant kwong wat, 2«7 45 Buckle, a kl au, 147 14

Brilliant, ming 16ung, 289 29 Buckwheat, sam kok mak, 447 14

Brilliant, n ch^ung, 564 7 Bad, flower, lui, pui, 436 3

Brilliant, very, fan ngoi kwong,137 50 Bud, leaf, iin, 436 4

Brimstone, lau wong, 203 46 Budhist, shim sang, 124 16

Bring, to, ning 150 85 Budhist seal keepers, sang Ink sz’

Bring here, to, nlm lai, 135 11 ching yan, 595 220

Bring here, tot
t
c ai lai, 174 8 Budhistic fish, n puk ii, 361 43

Brinjal, fu kwa, 448 25 Buffalo shui ngau, 467 1:3

Bristles, chii tsung md, 203 47 Bugis Md kat tsz’ 416 4

Bristles, chii tsung, 136 33 Bags in wood, muk shat, 493 13

Broad, fut, 70 2 Build mud walls, chuk, 27 12

Broad locust, n shim, tiu, 494 23 Buildings Parts of n Kung shat

Broad supporter, p
c
l kin, 529 10 mat liu, 313

Broadcloth, tai yung, 203 48 Bulging, fuk, 357 3

Broadcloths, n tii ni, 233 4 Ball, ngau kung, 467 14

Broadcloths, fine, i ch^uk t4i ni, 236 13 Bull’s eye, tik, 367 16

Broken down, king t
?
ui, 192 5 Bullace, noi, 443 5

Broken open, n lut liu, 48 51 Bulwarks, hon p
{ ong, 322 33

Broker, n king kl yan, 233 1 Bundle, a, piu tsai, 255 48
Bromelia, ftn lai chi, 443 10 Bunting, ii pd, 243 43
Bronchocele, ngo hau, hau pi, 503 17 Buoy fau fu, 203 49
Broom, bamboo, chuk s6, 136 30 Buried in obscurity, m4i mut, L20 6
Broom, coir, n v6 \ s6, 136 31 Burmah, n Ay

wa, 406 2
Broom, clothes \ fak s6, 152 14 Burn, to, shiu, 135 12

Broom, hemp-root, m4k? 6ungs6, 294 19 Burn, to make the fire, lau 16, 139 102
Broom, straw, w k6n sd, 136 32 Burns, fo sh^ung, fo ch^uk, 503 19
Broth, ^ ng, 161 15 Burning wells, fo tsing, 430 13
Brothels, frequenting, suk c^eung, 552 374 Burnish, to, in kwong, 294 24
Brother, elder, cheung hing, 98 20 Burnish, to, ta mo, 136 38
Brother, elder, a ko, 98 21 ;

tii 16,98 24 Burnisher, agate, ma n6 in, 294 24
Brother, younger, tai, sai 16, 98 22 Burnisher, iron, t6 kam p4ng, 294 25
Brother, wife of elder, tai s6, a s6, 104 29,30 Burnishing, kw^t seuk, 286 6
Brother, wife of younger, tai fu, 104 32 Burrowing spider. t

f 6 chi chii, 496 79
Brother, wife ofyounger, sai sham, 104 33 Burrow, iit 460 4
Brothers Of n Hing tai 97 Burst, have, paa liu, 139 97
Brothers, uterine, t^ung pau hing tai, 97 1 Burst forth, to, fat, 405 17
Broussonetia, n chii shii, 441 42 Business, sz

?

kon, 168 4
Brown color, n tsung shik, 304 16 Business, trifling, se tsin sz

?

, 83 10
Brown (fried) niin, wong tsing, 165 88,104 But, tsung hai, 170 10
Brownish red, che shik, 305 45 But, nai, 35 64 ;

t4n,525 1

Bruise, siin sh6ung. 503 31 But, wai, 117 15
Brunswick Rocks, U t

c au shik, 222 7 But, tai, 385 2
Brush to, ts’at sd, 152 14,17 But there are, tan hai, 224 l

Brush down, to, bu 9 133 47 Butcher ^6 yan, 279 15
Brush up, to, fat, 132 30 Batcher bird, kc

i, pak liu, 476 92
Brush, brass-wire. t

c un^ sz
?

t^at, 294 20 Batter, n ngau nii vau, 161 16
Brush, clothes’ i fuk tsc 4t. 136 33 Butterfly, u tip, 493 U
Brush, hair, fVit tsc at, 152 17 Butterfly, atlas, fd 16 tai kik, 493 15
Brash, lacker priming, ts*at sh^n, 294 23 Buttocks, pi ku, 521 12
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Button, nau, 147 15 Camellia, variegated. n shuk c^a, 452 13
Button to, kau nau, 152 18 Camellia, laich^un, lai chun ch*a, 452 14
Button of a cap, m6 ting, 146 7 Camlets, ii sh 203 52
Button-hole, nau mun, 147 15 Camlets Dutch, 203 53
Buying up the whole, raai tsun, 207 95 Camlets^ English, u tun tsai, 243 42
Buzzard, fuk, 473 39 Camlets, silk, sin tsau, 264 21
By, i, 73 63; 286 3 Camphor, cheung n6, 203 54
By all means, ts

c in min, 241 36 Camphor tree cheung muk,
By and by, n min man, 3 11 n^m muk, 440 11

By means of it, tsik ts
c z

5

, 460 1 Campoi tea, n kin pui, 225 3
By the acre, reckoned. \ mau shd kai, 343 17 Can, oil, yau ping, 136 36

Can, tak 8 5
CABBAGE, y6 tsc oi, 161 17 Can you do, ui ’m ui, 163 56
Cabin shim mi fong, 322 34 Canada, Kon n4 t^i, 414 6
CabiD poor woman’s, luk ch { ong, 308 15 Canal, Grand, Wan Ho, 425 27
Cabinet, the, n Noi Kok, 567 1 Canal commissioner, n chap kun, 586 8
Cabinet-maker

w

kip man sz
J

fu,279 16 Canary bird, shi shan ts^uk, 472 6

Cable, n4u lim, 322 35 Cancer of the breast, yii yung 503 20
Cable, n n4u lin, 203 50 Candareen, a, yat fan, 171 16
Cabreta Point, Kai king l* an, 220 3 Candle moth, tang ngo, 495 62
Cackle to, n kai t

c
ai, 465 49 Candlestick, lap chuk p

{ un, 136 37
Cactus, shan sin ch^une, 457 16 Candlestick, chuk t*oi, 136 38
Cage, bird, ts6uk lung, 136 35 Candlestick, lap chuk tan, 137 39
Cairngoram stone, chc a tsing, 432 58 Candle-shade, tang ch u, 137 40
Cake, P ing»

.

161 19 Cane, pin kon, 15219; 203 55
Cake, wheaten, n min ping, 161 IS Cangue, n kav 533 1

Cake, wine, n tsau ping, 161 20 Canine teeth, fu ngd, 523 170
Cakes, meat, wan t

c an, 301 144 Canister, tea, ch*a ip kun, 137 41
Cakes, octo-angelic, pat sin kd, 513 21 Canna indica, pat ki’in tsz’ 454 51

Caladium, tsz
,

ku, 448 16 Cannarium, n kom lam, 444 39
Calamities, wan ndn, 100 55 Cannot, tsit pat ho, 226 5
Calamus, sh^. t

c
anff, 442 45 Cannot, pat nang, 288 19

(Calcareous spar hon shui shik, 430 14 Cannot long, n pat ho i kau, 117 21
Calculate, to, td kw6, 253 38 Cannot move, pat nang kii, 69 93
Calculus, sh4 lam, 505 66 Canthus, external, ngoi ts

c z’ 516 20
Calcutta, Ku li kat tit, 407 6 Canthus of eye, interna), ngdn t

c au, 516 19
Calenderer, n shin pd sz* fu, 279 17 Canton, n Kwong tungshangshing, 127 1

Calendering roll, kwong p chau294 27| Canton, 7i Ivwongchau fu, 402 14

Calendering stone, shin p6 shik, 294 26 Cantonment, ch 1 309 22
Calf, tuk, ngau tsai, 467 15 Canula for ligatures, t6 sin kun, 532 22
Calf of leg, k^uk nong, 520 104 Cap, a, yat ting md, 147 16
Call him here, kifi k*U lai 135 18 Cap of a mast, wai md, 322 36
Call in question, to, n sz’ i 18 9 Cap of manhood, kun, 32 42
Call on, to t

c im, 233 3 Cap, to, kun, 355 9
Call out, to, n y^ung shing, 132 20 Capacities, ts*oi, 112 6
Call to arise, to, kiu hi shan. 159 29 Capacious fuk t4i 312 70
Called, chf ing, 75 91 Cape, the, Kkp 412 5
Called, klu, 91 79d Capillaries, siu hiit kan, 516 21

Called, wai, 121 28 Capillary hd 531 25
Called, hd lit, 124 9, Capital city, n king to, 402 12

Calling each other, seung chc ing, 99 29 Capital invested pun ts
c
ii sik, 195 7

Calls, fu fun, 74 72 Capital piin tsc in, 208 104

Calm, m6 fang, 328 135 Capital of a pillar, ch* d tip, 313 10

Calm, fung tsing, 403 3 Capon, sin kai, 161 21

(?alm retirement, n tWing fuk, 82 6 Capstan, n k4u p*6n 322 37

Calyx, ngok, 436 5 Capsule of lens ng4n chii ^oi, 516 22

Cambodia, n Tung pd, 407 4 Captain, shiin chii, 322 38

Cambric, k4 shd p6, 250 27 Captain, shau pf, shau fu, 596 234

Ciirael lok t
l
6, 467 16J

Car, great, Hi lok, 330 9
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Car, sword, td kii 330 8 Carve, to, kot hoi, kdi, 176 916
Car, scaling, kau kii, 330 10 Carved lotus, hak lin, 318 75

Carambola, y^ung^d, slm nim, 443 6 Carver of wood, sai f^, muk ts6ung, 279 20

Caranx, hi ch*i, 484 108 Carves ingeniously, tsing t^ak, 282 50

Carapace, kdi, 461 5 Carving knife, tdi ts
can td, 139 103

Caravansary, n yik, 308 16 Case for a fan, shin ch?
ap,

lit tsz’ t4i kd

153 42
Caraway, n u sui

9 448 17 Case for Chinese typ( 294 28
Carbonaceous powders, pak ts

e 6 $6ung,514 22 Case knife, ngau yuk t6, 139 104

Carbuncle, y6 ming chii, 503 21 Case, type, tsz
1

p
c un, 294 29

Carcharias, sha, sha li, 487 184 Cases, several, kl shut, 18 l6

Card a, n yat tip, 182 2 Cash, a, n

Cash, ^ n
yat li, 385 2

Card box, t
c
ip hop, 152 20 yat tse in, 258 3

Card, lease, n tsd t*ip, 128 7 Cask, muk t
c ung, 289 26

Cardiac orifice, wai kun hau, 516 23 Casket, ehau shik s6aDg9 152 21

Cardinal bird, kd kai kun, 472 8 Caspian sea, Li hoi, 408 7

Cardinal points. sz
?

fong, 205 69 Cassia buds, kwai tsz’ 203 57
Carding, chan shiit, 286 7 Cassia, native, t

c 6 kwai pM, 203 56
Care, first,

Care, take,

sin sban, 114 19 Cassia tree, kwai shii, 440 12

pi sam kl, 165 96 Cast away, to, hi, 538 98
Careful -rubbing, sai sai mok, 525 O Cast (metal), to, kii chii, 257 3

Carefully, n yung sam, 3 8 ;
sai sam, 6 24 Cast net, to, t

l 6 m ng, 327 116
Cares, vexatious, n fan n6, 72 36 Castanet boards, n p

c 4k pin, 361 42
Cargo, discharge, hi fo, 222 10 Casting, yung chii, 287 6
Carica, muk kwa, 444 49 Casting plates, n t6 sik pin, 299 116
Carmine, kam ii hung, 304 21 Castor,

5ng mi kd. 137 34
Carnation, chc ik shik, 304 22 Cat, miu, kd li, 467 17
Carniverous animals, shik yuk lui, 466 1 Cat-heads, ndu kat, 322 39
Carol, to, n chf6ung, 465 49 Catamenia, lit shui, king shui, 503 23
Carp, n li ii, 480 11 Cataract of the eye, n

i
'

r

luk shui kun
Carpal bones, ,sai kwat, 517 24 t

cung van, 50 48
Carpenter, muk ts6ung, 279 18 Catarrh, sh6ung fung, 503 24
Carpet, ti chin, 137 42 Catch, to, n liu 122 18
Carriages and Sedans’n Kii yii lui 329 Catches, n miu,

14ng ch^uk,

35 17
Carriage-box, kii s6ung, pan fuk, 330 11 Catch cold, to, 74 70
Carnage, imperial, kii lin, 330 12 Catch birds, to, n wok keam

r
281 35

Carrier, letter, n tii sun yan, 214 174 Catch fish, pd ii 321 23
Carriage, sedan, kii kiu, 330 13 Caterpillars on trees, td chf ung, hit, 493 16
Carrot, •hung 16 pdk, 161 22 Caterpillars, smooth, u chuk,
Carry an umbrella^ tim ch6, 154 60 tsc ing chf ung, 493 17
Carry away, to, ning hc

ii, 174 8 Caterpillar, hairy, kau md ch* tmg493 18
Carry along with,

Carry by a pole, to,

k&p tiiy 404 11 Cathartic, sit se chi tsai, 514 23
k ng, 330 16 Catkin of willow, lau sai, 436 6

Carry between two, to,

Carry here and there,

t*oi

pun wan,
145 218 Catling, kim td, 532 28
339 106 Cat’s tail p

c d 459 68
Carry off and on, pok hoi mai, 326 90 Cat’s tail grass kau mi ts

c 6 f

chc ak chc an,

459 51
Carry on arm, n win,

wan hak,

135 8 Cattle, 545 234
Carry passengers, 331 21 Cattle, ngau lui,

yat kan
fa y6 tsc oif

344 22
Carry passengers, td hik, 321 15 Cattjr

, a, n 385 1
Carrying beam, n tam kon, 135 17 Cauliflower, 448 19
Cart,

Cartilages, n
hi ch4k kii, 330 i4 Caulking, t4 chdnff, 322 40
ts*ui kwat, 517 25 Cause (or make), to, chi, 403 4

Cartilage, ensiform, n kau mf,

pi ch c
ii,

517 26 Cause, a, iin, 95 60
Cartilage of the nose, 51 20 Cause, to, sz’ 289 24
Cartilages of eyelids, muk kong, 523 166 Causelessly, m5 kij, 547 277
Cartilages of ribs, ”ng 522 151 Caustic, ngii yung, 514 24
Cartwright, ii ts6ung 279 19 Cavalry, controller of, ki td wai, 592 137
Larum n iin sai, 449
Caruncula lachrymalis, ngdn t

f au yuk^517
17

27

Cavity,

Cavity of the ear,

lit ch^ii,

1 lunff,

515
56

2
2

Caruncles, kai ha kun
9 465 50 Cayenne pepper, ldt tsiuy fd tsiu, 448 20

CHI. CHR, 155
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Cease, yau, 40 90 Chaffinch, kam sz ts*z’ ts6uk 472 9

Cease, to, Hng 74 67 Chains, t
c
it lin, 295 31

Ceiling, t* in f pan 131 9 Chains of a ship, kai yik, 322 41

Celebes, Sai li wa, 416 4 Chair, n tang kw i, 137 46

Celebrated, ming 498 3 Chair, arm, n hiin shau i, 137 48

Celerv, t
c ong hd, 101 23 Chair, basket 1 m vii, 330 16

Celestial august one, t
c jn wong, 559 10 Chair-bearers, kiu fu, 332 41

Celestial court, n tMn t
c ing, 561 36 Chair, camp, n m chip, 137 47

Celestial king, t^ia w ng, 559 19 Chair, easy, n h6k sz’ 137 45

Celestial phenomena, l
c ln map, 110 23 Chair, elbow, n k^u j, 137 49

Celestial Mts.
t
n T ( in shan, 423 19 Chair, shoulder, n kin yii :W0 15

Celestial sphere, wan l
c
in, 397 2 Chaldrons, wak, 316 38

Celestial sovereign, t
c in tai, 559 15 Chalk, fo shik fan, 430 15

Celestial steps, n l
f in k^i, 561 36 Chalk-line, n shing, mak tau sin, 295 32

Cells of convents, sliin fong, 314 11 Chamber, guest, hak t^ng, 131 10

Cells of a hive, wo mat, 493 9 Chamber-lamp, om tang, 159 26
Cellular dropsy, shui chung, 502 9 Chamber of eye, ng^n tsin fong, 517 32
Cellular tissue, mong ko, 517 28 Chamber-pot, pin u, 159 26
Celosia cristata, kai kun 453 22 Chamberlain, sh^unff ts

c am kuk, 596 244
Cementing, chim i

c
ip, 287 9 Chamois, yungit, 358 17; ling y^ung, 467 18

Censers, heung n, 137 44 Champa, n Chlm shing, 407 4

Censor, n vii sz\ 604 451 Champaca, y6un^ kau 455 74
•Censor in attendance, shi yii sz’ 596 252 Champagne, sam pin tsau, 161 24
Censor in palace, t

c in chung shl Chancellor, high, n tdi hbk sz ’ 567 1

yii sz’ 601 373 Chancellor of palace tin h6k sz’ 601 372
Censor in waiting, chi shii shi li sz’ 587 21 Chandelier, chi tang, 137 50
Censorate, n Td ch4t yiin 601 381 Chandler, kiu chuk sz

5

fu, 279 21

Censoraite, yu sz’ t’oi, 604 452 Change, koi chiin, 160 10
Cent, a, sin sz’ 171 16 Change, to, un kwo, 139 103
Centipede, pak tsuk, *ng kung, 494 19 Change, to, t

c ai kwo, 142 149
Centipede with angular legs, yau ln t 494 20 Change purpose, to, ui sam, 90 70
Centre, chung 11 ‘32; sam 331 29 Change purpose, to, yik, 115 9

Centre, n sh?
ii, 393 8 Changeable, n shim, 264 14

(•entre-bit, shing tsiin, 295 30 Changed already, 1 kin^ kwo, 15S 12

Centre-region (Honan) Chung chau, 421 4 Changer of money, pin un yan, 201 28
Cepola hung tii, 480 5 Channels, shui 16, 316 4d
Cerambyx, ngau long, 494 21 Channel or track, shui td, 325 80
Cercis siliquastrum, tsz

?

hing, 452 15 Chapter, n p^jn, 1 1 kiin, 436 1

Cerebellum, siu n(^ ts^ang, 517 29 Char to, shlu t^Tl, 153 41

Cerebrum, n6 ts^ung, 517 30 Character, this, n ni tsz’ 17 2
Ceremonial dress, lai fuk, 149 59 Characteristics t

c 4i t6, 122
Ceremonial Forms, n I Lai, 354 6 Characters, parts of, n wing 22 7

('eremonial regulator, tii tit tsung, 600 353 Charge, at the, tsz’ M 192
C’errmonial Rites

n

Lai % 353 Charges and expenses, p
f an fai

Cereus, 3han sin ch^ung, 457 16 shai yung, 253 33
Cer ainly, 7i kw t*au, 2 5; kw6 in, 46 67 Chariot, war, ping kii, 331 17

(Certainly, pit, 85 23d Chariot, generaFs war, yung kii, 331
Certainly, tun, 88 40 Charioteer, yut 331 19
Certainly, tsz

?

in, 244 46 Charioteer, field, t
f
in puk

t
369 l

Certify, to, lap ku, 129 9 Charioteering Illus-

Cerumen, excessive, shap i, 503 25 tratedj n Yii hdu, 368
Cerumen, defective, kon i, 503 26 Charmed, to be, t4m, 122 16

Cejumen, i Idp, i shi, 517 31 Charming elqouence, n hau kok
Cervical vertebrae, king kwat, 524 197 chc un fung, 55 34
Cestracion zebra, mau \ sh^, 487 185 Charring of timber, tsiu muk, 287 10

Cetonia, kam k'vai tsz’ 493 11 Chase, niai pin k 295 33
(

1

half, hok, 335 32 ;
hong, 437 11 Chaste, ching, tsit 93 14,29

Chaff* balls, .fu, 361 45 Chattels of emperor, ii mat, 561 34
Chaff-cutter, ch at chap, 334 221 Chatter, to, n ii, 465 49
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Chau, Ritual of, 7i Chau Lai, 15 74 Children of wife, tik tsz\ 89 56

Cheap, p*ing 234 7 Chili, n Chi li, 415 8

Cheaper, lit fat iu p*ing, 240 33 Chili province, n Chik tai shang, 421 1

Ciieat, kwai kwat van,126 14 Chimney, in t
( ung, 131 n

Cueck disease, ping, 509 4 Chimonanthus fragrans, 14p mui f4, 452 16

Checks (cloth) n kl
i p*un pd, 250 28 Chin, n hk p

c
a, 74 76

Ci leeks, kap, 517 34 Chin, base of, hoi, 51? 37

Ci leeks, hi, 367 12 ; lim, 75 90 China, n Chung kw6k, 407 3

Cheek-hones kc un kwat, 72 40 China, n Chung hwa, wa h^, 421 1,4

Cheek-bones, kc
iin, 517 35 China aster, kong nim kuk f4, 453 20

Cheese, n ngau n i ping, 161 25 China root, fuk ling, 204 58

Chekiang, Chit kong, 421 7 Chinese, a, Hon yan, 567 i

Chemist, t4n k 514 25 Chinese books, n T^ong shii, 4 17

Cherish, to, veung, 93 13 Chinese empire, n T^i Ts^ng kwok, 407 3

Cherish, to, tsc
iin, 116 13 Chinese language, n Pong wi, 1 2

Ci\ess-board, k?
i p

c 6n, 250 29 Chinese officers, ti Hon fu, 264 20

Chest, the, ot kon, 524 180 Chinese pepper, ch f iin tsiu, 450 64

Chest, treasure, kap m4n, 137 51 Chinese, the, Tc ong yan, 157 7

Chest, tea, ch c a seung, 137 52 Chintz, fa pd, 248 17

Chestnut, fung lut, 443 7 Ch rocentrus, po^6, 483 90

Ch6un , a, n yat cheung, 381 1 Chirrup, to, n ts?
6, 465 49

Chew, to, hau tseuk, 53 15; it, 466 1 Chirurgerv, n shau fat, 525 i

Chicken, kai tsai, 472 10 Chisel, flower, fa tsok, 295 36

Ciiicken, rolled, chi toi kai, 161 26 Chisel, large, t i ts6k, 295 34

Chicken, boned, n t
l an kwat kai, 161 27 Chisel, stone, shik tsok, 295 35

Chicken pox, shui p*au, 507 119 Chisel, tile, kiichiintsok, 295 37

Chief attendant, li milk, 593 751 Chisel, to, tsok, 288 16

Chief censor, t
f ^i sz

J

, 599 311 Chives, h i 448 22

Chief director of guards, wai w;ii hing, 603 435 Chloranlhus inconspi- kai chau 14n,

Chief examiner, n chii hau, 588 42 cuus, chii 14n, 452 17

Chief general of military, king 16ak tii Chloranfhus monosta-
ts^ung kwan,592 141 chys, pdk chii 1&d, 452 18

Chief guardian, lc ai shau, 599 313 Chocolate, ch^, ku lat, 161 28
Chief in an office, ching tong 587 27 Chcetodon, n tsim tsui l^p, 480 23

Chief keeper of treasury ffl t i sz’ 589 84 Cholera, n t
f d s^, fok liin, 503 27

Chief mate, fo ch^ung, 325 80 Cholic, sam fuk kiu t/ung, 503 28
Ciiief military secre- chii kun ki f Choose, to, k^n, 61 29

tary man tsz’ 588 46 Chopsticks, n fSi tsz’ 137 53
Chief minister of Chord, a, n l

( ung in, 396 20
state, p* ing cheung sz’ 594 205 Chorion, p” 437 12

Chief of commissariate, tuk leutig td, 603 424 Choroid coat, ng4n tsing

Chief of the a. m. k4i yiin, 591 121 noi hak p
(
i, 517 38

Chief of the literati, n chong yiin, 587 35 Chowder ii kang 161 29
Chief of tsun sz\ yiin, 603 433 Chronic disease, ku ping, 504 47
Chief officer of Boards, *ng p6 tuk yau, 594 190 Chronic ophthalmia, linnin win ng4n, 506 103
Chief overseers, tf ii kdm, 599 314 Chronological, tsui shi, 214 175
Chief palace, ching kung, 562 55 Chrysalis of a mantis, piu siu, 461 6

Chief priest of Taou, n t6 luk sz
5

Chrysalis of silkworm, kin, 461 6
ching yat 601 384 Chrysanthemum

Chief secretary, chii shii, 588 43 sinense, n kuk ft, 452 19
Chief secretary, n sh^ung shii, 596 236 Chrysophris, toi m5 p^n, 482 60
Chieftain, n shing yan, 307 1 Chrysoprase, n fi ts

f ui yuk, 430 16
Child, i tsz’ 89 59 Chulan tea, n chii lan ch*a, 225 3

Child, sai man tsai, 133 42 Chunam, n t
e ang vau fui, fui shi, 204 59

Childish, siu i, 88
* .

31 Churn, ngau yauch { ung, 137 54
Childless, mb tsai mo siin, 87 25 Cicada, shim, tiu, 494 23
Childlike sports, siu l h6 fan tau, 88 34 Cider, p

f ing kw6 tsau, 162 30
Children, hoi tsz

,

159 22 Cigars, ni^ ku in, 204 60
Children of concubine shii tsz’ 89 57 Cilia, kf iin m6, 517 39
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Cimex, ch*au clVung 493 5 Clearly distinguishing,nfan tsing, 5 23
Cinchona bark, kam kai lak, 514 26 Cleave in two, to, fat ha, 437 14

Cinder of saltpetre, sifi t*oi, 404 11 Cleaver, chc ^i td, 137 bi
Cinder, to a, n shing t^n, .229 7 Clepsydra, n tik lau, 391 e
Cinders, iron, t

f
it shl, 434 6 Clerk king lik, king t

c ing, 592 143
Cinnabar, chii sha, t4n shd 434 5 Clerk in office of sU- chim sz

5

fu

Cinnabar color, chii sh4, 304 23 pervisors, luk sz’, 587 26
Cinnamon, yuk kwai 204 61 Clerk to secretary of a tin kwan
Cinnamon rose, tseung mi, 456 111 district, shii tsi>, 601 371
Cipher, n l[ng 376 18 Clerk, under, tin tsik, 601 36S
Circle, w^n, 393 8i Clerodemlrum squama-

Circuit of the heavens, chau t
c in, 75 91 turn, tang lung fa, 453 21

Circuit commissioner t
l ai ving on Clever, kwii ling, 88 44

of justice, ch4t sz’ 601 364 Climb trees, to, tang shii, 471 1

Circuitjusticesof peace, ts*un kim sz’ 603 411 Climbing cords, 7i pan sok, 530 17

Circular tin, 313 1 Cloak, rain, n so i, 149 61

Circulate, to, p
c 4i 214 176 Cloak, tai lau, 147 18

Circulation, chiin tung, 253 41 Clock, shishan chung, 137 56
Circumference, chau wai 362 8 Clog, n kc ik hai, shui hai 147 19

Circumstances, accor- Clogged, sak, 131 11

ding to, ts^ikiyingpin, 189 64 Close, mat, 132 26

Citron n fat shau heung un 443 8, Close, to sak mai, 59 44 ; chii, 315 24
Citrus, chc ang, 444 4

|

Close and lock, to, n so y^uk, 543 198

Citrus, n fat shau, 443 8 Close ;ac^oini g, tsip kan, 314 13

Cives^ n kau ts
c
oi, 162 31 Close regimen, tsit kii, 117 25

Civet, n ling mifi, 467 19 Close the ear,

.

am mai 1, 57 26

City, ..shing, 30S 17, Close the eyes, hop ngap, 48 22

City of Canton, Ut sh^ng, 199 6 Close the mouth, n kam hau, 53 4

City, provincial, n sh^ng shing, 127 Close to the ground, t
c
ip ti, 341 11

Civil laws, n li lut, 536 47 Closed, im, 131 15

Civil officers, man kun, 592 151 Closed eyes, n ming muk, 49 47

Civil service, man chik, 576 1 Closet, fong tsai, 131 12

Civilian, man kun, 536 49 Cloth clothes, yung fuk, 149 52

Clam, sha pak, 490 3 Cloth piece goods, p6 p
(
at, 204 63

Clamps, ting, 295 38 Clothes
5

horse, i kd, 152 23

Clandestine, yan pai 537 82 Clothes
5

mender, chik p6 sz
5

f , 279 22

Clang, ch^au, 359 28 Clouds, wan, 403 •2

Clap of thunder, • sun lui, 58 38 Cloudy (color) n 30:3

Clapper of a drum, n i 358 16 Cloves, n ting heung, 204 64

Claret, hung tsau, lfv2 32 Clownish,. ii 90 77

Clarion, chat kok, 363 59 Clue a line, to, n sz’ lifi 324 72

Clarinet, shii tik, 364 66 'Clupea, sam lai, 483 92

Clarinet, copper so n^t, 363 62 Cluster of flowers, to^ 153 45

Clasp, t^i kau, 152 22 Coach, easy, on kii, 331 20

Clasp to kdp, 324 71; lui, 439 36 jC ach t stage, t6 kii, 331 21

Class with, to, lui, 212 153 :C al mui, shik tan, 430 17

Class, highest, sheung pan, 123 1 Coals; dig kwat mui t^n, 280 25

Class (in science), lui, 403 3 ; p6 , 490 1 Coarse, tsd, 209 120

Classes of Men, n Yan pan, 109 Coarse metal, pi 435 24

Classes of people, four, sz
5 man, 340 2 Coast along the iin hoi, 413 6

Clavicle, n che
ii kwat, 517 40 Coat, a, n yat kin t 4 i shdm, 147 21

Claw, chau, 461 7 Coat, great, chc6ung pau, 147 20

Clay, nai, 258 3 Coat, long, n chf 6ung shdm, 147 22

Clean, kon tsing, 154 50; kit tsing, 133 44 Cobbler, po l4n hai ch^9 280 23

Clean out to, n t&c
ii kon tsing, 59 45 Cobitis, sha chui, 484 104

Cleanse to, kik h(
ii kauf 217 206 Cobra de capello, p

f ok kf h^p, 477 6

Clear oil, ming yau, 294 21 Cochin, Ku ching, 408 11

Clearly ascertained im ming, 2ai 5 Cochinchina, n Ut n^m, O'n nam, 407 4

Clear sound, ts
c ing, 4 ]3 Cochineal, n nga lan mai 204 65
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Cochineal color, nga ldn §ik, 304 24 Combine (collect), tsik tsii, 4-29 1

Cochlea, i noi 16 kwat, 517 41 Come again, n fan lai, 7 29
Cock, kai kung, 472 111 Come at dawn, t

c in mung lung lai, 151 3

Cock, Bantam, ai kai, 472 12 Come down to, lau td 84 15

Cockchaffer, w6ng sh4 nd, 494 24 Come from, chc ut, 55 47
Cockle shell, 16 sz’ 490 4 Come from abroad, tsz’ loi li), 218 220
Cockroach, ka chat, 494 25 Come let us go, seung ts

c ing h c
ii, 167 142

Cockscomb, kai kun fa, 453 22 Come out or disappear, n lat, 251 83
Cocoanuts, y6 tsz

5

, 204 66 Come to call, lai tam ni, 233 3

Codicil, n > shiit tip, 570 14; Come to dinner, yap tsik, 175 i
Coffee ka fi, 162 33 Come to maturity, not, n mi tsuk, 70 10
Coffee-mill, ka fi mo, 137 57 Come to pay respects, tak loi hau kd, 184 8
Coffin, n kun tsoi, 280 24 Come to, to, chi, 13 57 ;

lam, 67 71

Coffin-maker, n

Coins, n
Coir broom, n

Coir, made of,

Coir palm,

Cold,

Cold, to take,

Cold water,

Cold weather,

Collar,

Collar, n
Collar bone, n
Collar of coat,

Collating,

Collect, to,

Collect debts, not,

Collect flowers, to,

Collect together, to,

Collects (as cream),

Collective partsofbody n Pdk f ai

tau shau pan sz
?

fu, 280
ts« in, 257 1; 204 67; 262

ye i sd, 136
i ts^ungti shing,203

tsf ung shii, 440
hon hi, 405 15; hon, 90

lang ch^uk, 74
tung shui, 155
t
c in lang, 146
fung ling, 147
k^am t

c au, J50
s6 tsz’ kwat, 517
shdm ling, 152
k^m p

e
in, 287

kit, 403 2; tsui39
cheung td

shau tak hi,

ts^oi fa,

wan tsap^

king,

College, n
College imperial,

College of emperor, n
College of prince, n
College of revisors,

Collegiate inspector,

Colliers,

Colonel,

Colonel,

253
2S2
211
162
70

309
309
309
308

24
14

31

51
15

78|

70
79
10

2a
l

40

24
11

88

41

46
145
35

shii iin,

kung iin,

p
c ik yung,

p
c un kung,

sau shii iin, 595 227
kam yiin, 591 126
tsc oi mui yan, 280 25

ts
c im ts^ung, ts^am fu, 602 388

fu ts6ung, 589 81
Colonel of a regiment, hip t

c
oi, hip shau, 590 98

Colonial Office

Color of face,

Coloring stuff,

Colors Names of n
Colors, primary, n
Colt,

Colter-plough, n
Columbia,

Columbus,
Column,
Comb, n
Comb-makers,
Comb, tortoise-shell,

Comb of bird,

Combine, to,

Lt Fan Yiin y 582
hiit shik, 63 56
ng^n Hu, 288 18
Ngan shik ming^ 302 1

ching shik, 303 1

k(
ii ma tsai, 467 20

lai td, 334 23
Ko lun p6 a, 415 8
Ko lun p6, 414 3
ch(

u, 314 t2|

«ho, pf, 152 25,26;
ching shosz^ii,280 26
toi mui sht)^ 152 27:

kun, 461 8

Coming in contact, chik pik, 404 7

Command, to, ming, 15 73; fan fu, 78 II

chong, 19 2; hop, 218 229 Com, for soothing,

Command, to,

Commandant,
Commander-in-chief,

Commander-in-chief,

Commander-in-chief,

Commander-in-chief,

Commander of body
guard,

Com. of national ar-

mies,

Commander of van,

Commands, imperial,

Commelina,
Commence, to,

Commence, to, n mai shau,

Commence, to, hoi shau,

Commence to learn, chc o hok,

Commence life, to, chc ut shan,

Commences at home, yau tsc an,

Commentary, chii,

Commerce, mau yik,

Commerce, trade, shang i,

Commercial Affairs,7i Mau yik,

Commercial Articles T^ung shhmg
and Terms n ming tsz\

Commissary, n leung t6,

Commissary of grain, n l^ung chii t6,

Commission, to (or

request) pdi tok,

Com. for admonishing, siin ii sz
?

,

Com. for admonishing king tsun

other officers, yiin sz’

Commissioner for de-

fense of state, yii sz’

Com. for inspecting

the army, kdm kwan sz
5

,

Com. for military opera-

tions, king leuk sz
5

,

Com. for observation, kun chat sz
?

,

Commissioner for

regulating gov

u, ling, 268
tseung kwan, 602 393
ling kwan,

tseung kwan, 593 177
sz

9

ping

ts6ungkwan, 598 307
td tuk, 601 375
td t

c ung, 601 376

sM wai sz’ 596 253
t
c in hoping

m

yiin shui, 601 367
ts

c in tsc ling kwan,602 397
sheung yii, 558 8
tam chuk Ip, 453 23
chi, 14 67 ; shau, 85 23&

3 12

65 29
19 1

142 146
117 19
15 76
204 68
201 29
190

198
593 172

593 173

242 36
597 273

592 145

589 71

591 128

pb ching sz
?

,

siin fu sz
5

,

592
592

595
597

142
150

210
•272
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Commissioner for trans -
ij
Compresses, n

1 1

5
| Computations,

t
f
ip p6 531 24

porting salt, n im wan sz’ 591 t
l
ui chf ak, 397 2

C'ommissioner, imperial, yam ch c
ai, 268 li Compute, to, siin 240 30

Com. for transports, chiin wan sz’ 588 48. Computed together, k6p kai 400 4
Coin, of customs, hoi kwan, 590 104 Conceal, to, yau nik, 545 235
Com. of finance, (prov.) hang t

?
oi sing,

Commissioner of rain, chi suk noi sz’

589 88 Conceal, to, ts
J ong nik, 553 393

587 22 Conceal, to, ch? ong nik, 272 9

Commissioner of h. i. lun i wai kun Conceal, to, fuk 328 132
3i. guard, k'van sz’ 593 183 Concealed, to lie, kwai yau. 120 19

Com. of h. i. m. rule, tsit td sz\ 602 398 Conceive, (think) t
c
ai, 241 35

Com. of justice, it sz’, it Poi, 591 117 Concert, in. P
f
uit 359 26

Com. of privy council, sh’ii mat sz’ 597 268 Conch, 7i hoi 16 1 364 67
Commissioner of the md kwan td Concha, pai, i rnun, 518 42

cavalry. chi fai sz’ 594 186 Concord, muk, 84 23a
C'onimis.sioner of the Concrete, tsik, 437 18; kit, 214 179

police, chai clii sz’ 586 2 Concubine, n tsc

ip shi, 93 20
C^onimissioncr to sup- Concubine, n ii fu van, 95 57

press rebellion, chiu to sz\ 587 30 Concubine, father’s

/

shii m6, a tse, 10^J 13,14
(Jorinmit to memory, n k f

i, 16 85 Concubine, prince’s, hau fi, 562 51
Commodity, a, f ,

207 95 Condyles of the femur, Hn hoi, 518 43
Common dishes, ka sheungsung, 167 125 Cone, earthen, n hiin, 364 74
Common people, sheung yan, 546 265 Cone shell, kai sam 16, 490 5
Common use, t

c ung yung, 144 190 Confectioner, mat tsin sz’ fYi,20 28
Common use, shi sheungshai, 257 1 Confer titles, to, n fung tseuk, 566 36
Commonly, ping shi 168 2 Conferva, hoi ts

c
o, 457 17

Communicate, to, n sM 118 2 Confesses his guilt, tsz
7

chi yau tsui, 89 58
Compact coal, kin tin 230 7 Confidence insure ts^ sun, 207 93
Company^ woolens, kung sz

,

tai ni, 234 5 Confiscated to gov” mut kun, 272 10
Comparative Compen- I Shli Ui Conform to this, to, chun ts

c z
5

, 39 83
diunn, n Tsc am, 499 6 Conforms !: reason tsun td, 114 20

Compass, 16 king, 205 69 Confounded, not to be, n pat yung lun, 12 36
Compasses, n kw c

ai, ki tsin, 295 •39 Confront, to, toi tui9 554 405
Compassionate, sut, 38 83 Confucius, n Hung tsz’ 111 30
Compensation, chf au kung, 220 2 Confucius 5

Conversa-

Complement of an arc, ii 6 z 396 20 tions, n Lun Yii, 13 58
Complete, all, k?

ii fs
f un, 157 5 Confucius

5

school, di- yii hok
Complete, pi, 15 77;shing, 30 32 rector in, ching t

f ong, 604 456
Complete a cvele, tang ft kdp, 78 24 Confusion in, lap lap liin, 71 28
Completed, (past tense) liu, 36 70 Confusion, to act shau mong
Completion, chung, 372 1 with, 7i keuk lun, 67 59
Complex numbers, n sham sh6, 377 20 Congeal solid, to, ying shat, 404 6

Complexion, min shik, 61 26 Congee, n pak chuk, 162 34
Compliance, ts

? un, 40 91 Conger eel, n m^n lai, 481 47
Complicate to ts

c o liin, 218 224 Congestion, break up, p
?
o tsik tsii, 510 5

Compliments, n ts
c ing on, 77 9 Congo tea, n kung fu chf

a, 229 7
Comply, ought to, tong t

f
ai, 89 59 Conglomerate, ra^n shik, 430 16

Compose types, to, n chap tsz’ 280 27 Congratulate, to, chuk shau, 79 40
Composing in Chinese, /2 n tsz

5

, 287 12 Congratulations chuk, 563 61
Composing-stick, chap tsz’ ka 295 40 Congratulatory cards, n ho piu, 568 4
Composing types, n chap tsz’ 287 13 Conjunctiva corneae, ngank^oinoi mok,5L8 45
Compositors, n pai pan yan, 280 27 Conjunctiva oculi, ngan tsingm ok,5 1

8

44
Compound to p

? au chai, 499 9 Conjunctiva palpebrae, ngan ngoi

Compounded medicine,?? tsai, 513 16 tsing mok, 518 46
Comprador, n mai pin, 168 1 Conjunctivitis, ngan k f

oi noi mok
C m )rador

,

s man, n mai pan chau, 168
1

2 ch?
ik it, 503 29

Comprehend, to, shik, 110 23 Conjunction with, ui t
c ung, 273 11

Comprehensive Arith- Connive to, tsung yang, 552 367
metic n T? ang Tsung, 374 7 Consent, hang, 78 28; wan hang 90 71

Compress, to, pik shat. 300 122 Consent or not, hang 5m hang 4 ? 253 40
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J

Consequently, ku t
196 14

Consider, never, pat sz
5

, 80 42e

Consign over, to. pd ii

’m m4i,

568 4

Consistence, no, 164 67

Consist of, to, tsik,

hong yung,

206 81

Consoo charge, 235 11

Consort^ prince’s, wong hau, 562 48
Conspicuous, kung, 564 17

Constables, p5 ting, 595 211

Constant, pat yik, 86 23g
Constant, remaining, seung shau, 94 34
Constant, the men, ia, 123 2

Constantly,

Constellations, sea of,

chiin tung, 253 41

Sing suk hoi, 425 25
Constipation, tai pin pai, 503 32

Constitute, shing 429 1

Constitute, tsoi ii 347 2

Constitution deranffetl, yam y6ung
tsong hi, 512 13

Constitution, good, yik ch6ng, 184 18

Construct, to, kii, 279 18: chi, 281 36
Construct houses, to, tap shing, 27S 5
Consult about that, cham ch6uk, 256 52
Consummate, to

f
wing tsc

ii, 90 69
Consumed, used, sai 137 52 ;

siu, 236 13
Consumption, 16 ching, 503 30
Contagion, wan yik, 503 33
Contain, to, shing, 328 126; tsoi, 294 14
Contempt, ixiiu un, 274 12
Contend, to, tsok chc au yan, 94 43
Contents of body, n

?ngfu luk chong, 71 18
Contentious, chang, 113 11

Conterminous, n tsip 406 1

Continent, tai chau, 402 16
Continually, n pat hit, 71 23
Contraband, fin kam^ 205 70
Contraband goods, wai kam fo, 192 5
Contracted, n shuk, 25 4
Contracted or mean, hak pok chi sz

5 112 11

Contrary flowing,
}
rik lau, 328 130

Contrary to terms. wai yeuk, 206 86
Contrition, ffii. 273 11

Control to kun, 235 8
Control, general, t

c ung 11, 322 38
Controler of district, kwan wai, 592 160
Contumacious spirit, wai k? ong sam,274 12
Contusion, siin sheung^ 503 31
Convene, to, chiu tsap, 119 2
Convenient, Pin, 149 52
Convenience, at vour, n ts^ui pin, 6 27
Convent of Taouists, kun, 309 23
Converge, to, ying u chung, 11 32
Converse, to, tsui wl, 131 10
Conversation, 3i 37
Conversation^ Exercise in^ n Tsap i/i, 1

Conversation, n kong shiit wd, 2 4
Conversation, in, hang t4m 561 39
Conversation on Medi

cifw9 n J hok lun ii, 497

Convicts, transported, td lau yan, 534 21

Convoy, u fo shiui, 205 71

Convulsions, h^n, 503 34
Convulsions of hands shau tsuk

and feet, tsit tsung, 503 35

Cook, a, ch^ii tsz
J 160 7

Cook, a, tso chMi, 169 7

Cook, to, chc ui tsHin, 437 14

Cook, to, n lung, 161 27
Cook, food to, ch{

ii fin, 172 21

Cook thoroughly, p
c ang t

? iu, 216 200
Cooked, shuk shik, 161 17

Cookia, wong p
f
i, 446 92

Cool, tam 16ung, 143 171

Cooler, leuog kwo, 144 196
Coolie

n

kun tim, 133 47

Coolie orange,

»

chx 444 40
Coolie-mandarm orange, k6m, 444 42

Coolness, n wan leung, 511 10

Cooper fu tcung Id, 280 29
Copper virgin, tsz’ in t

c ung, 434 8
Copper, pure, shun t

? ung, 435 24
Copper, t

c ung, ch(ik kam 434 7
Copperas, tsd fdn, tsc ing fan, 434 n
Copy, to, chc du se, 214 175
Copy of a book, a, n yat t

?
d, 8 4

Copy Plates, n fit tip, 24 16
Copyist, pat tip shik, 594 204
Coral, madrepore, long kon, 430 21
Coral, red, shan u, 430 19

Coral white shik fa, 430 20
Cord, shing 149 64
Cordage, shing^ 209 120; lam, 20 73
Corea, n Chiu sin,K6 li, 407 5
Coreopsis, kau li ming, 457 18
Cork, chat, 137 58
Corkscrew, tsau tsiin 137 56
Cormorant, 15 tsz\ 472 14
Corn, a. kai ngan, 508 150
Corn department, tsf ong p6, 602 408
Cornea, n ngdn ngoi tsing, 518 47
Corneitis ngin ngoi tsing chf

ik it, 505 81
Cornelian, hung ma nO, 430 22
Cornelians, ma nd shik, 205 74
Corner, kok, 143 174
Corner of eye. Dgkn mi, t^z\ 516 20
Cornice of a room, n fa pan keuk, 314 13
Cornice of the eaves, im hau siw, 314 14
Corol of a flower, Pa, 433
Corporal ngak ngoi ngoi wai, 594 19^2

Correct, ching, 366 1
Correet, to koi, 300 121
Correspondent (mer-

cantile), n fo kl, 241 36
Corset, miq hung, 152 28
Cosecant, ii kot, 396 20
Cosine, a, ii in, 396 20
Cosmetic, n shui fan, 152 29
Cossacks, Hd sat 424 19
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Covering, a, ngoi j, 436 1 ;
hok, 437 It)

Coverlet, fa pi min, 15S 11

Covetous, chung tsc
oi, 512 13

Covid, a, n yat ch^ik, 380 1

Cow, wong ngau, 467 2i
Cowhide, ngau p

c
i, 214 177

Cow-house, ngau ts
f
5, 131 13

Cowkeeper, lion ngau, 169 7
Cowries, • pui tsz\ 490
Cozen, to, ft p

l in, 102 56 /i

Crab, n
I>

cang h^i, 490 7
Crab nets, t6 su lung, •299 102
Crab soup, hai t

c ong, 175 4
Crab, hairy, n shang chi hai, 490
Crack, to, lit, 163 50
Crackers, n fo pau, 208 99
Cradle, ng6 ch f 6ng, 159 22
Crafty, kon, 275 15
Crafty fellow, pak pi ko, 51 24
Crane, black, tsl ong kai, 473 20
Crane, red headed, kok, 472 16
Crane, white, kun, 472 15
Crane’s bill, heung Ip, 453 33
Crangons, sha ha, ngan hi, 492 47
Cranium, ku lau, 522 159
Crape, tsau sh 266 41
Cravat, king tai, 147 25; king kan, 152 30
Cravings, ld 121 8
Crawfish, lung ha, hd, 491 14
Crawling insects, kwan che ung, 429 1

Cream, n kj llm, 161 16
Cream, ngau yii yau, 162 35
Creatures, all, man mat, 403 1

Credentials, n sun, 571 28
Credit, she, 205 77
Credit, 2 months 5

, n leung lit ke
i, 240 SI

Creditor, n chai chii, 205 73
Credulous, n i to iin, 58 36
Creeping plants, n man ts

{
6, 437 i

Crenilabrus, wong p*i t
c au, 483 98

Crescent, wan iit, 296 62
Cress, shui kc an, 448 23
Crest, kai, 461 9
Crevette, ha ku, 491 1*5

Crevice, 14 kwik, 300 136
Crevices, siu hung, 210 133
Cricket, hearth, tau m 494 27
Crikcet, n tsik tsat, 494 26
Criminal, n tsui, 95 62
Criminal, a, fan tsui, 534 •25

Criminal, laws, n ving hit, 546 254
Crimson, in chi, 304 25
Crimson, forbidden, place, tsz

5 kam, 56! S6
Crinkled, tsau, 266 41
Crinum asiaticum man shii Ian, 453 25
Crisp, sung sd, 165 93
Croak, to, nau 465 49
Crockery, kong nga, •281 41
Crockotoa, pik ying ko, 472 17

Cost, what is the, ki to ngan, 147

Costae, hip lak kwat, 522
Costly, kwai 147

Costume, i fuk 147

Cotangent, ii ts4t, 396
Cottages, mau uk, 309 24; siu 16, 67
Cotton plant, min sh Li, 440
Cotton tree, muk min shii, 440
Cotton thread, min sha, 140
Cotton wool, min fa, 205
Cotyledon serrata, tbsheiingveuk, 453
Couch, kau tsz

5

chc ong,138

Couch grass, mau tsc
6, 459

Couchant tiger, fuk fu, 361
Cough, k 1 at sau, 503
Could not sleep. t6 fan

5m cheuk, 159
Council chambers, n kung sho, 309
Count, to, n kai siin, 66
Count by the fingers, to, n 'vat chi 66
Countenance, ngan. 74
Countenance, the, min yung, 60
Counter, n cheung kwai, 198
Counterfeit, to, ngai ts

?
d, 551

Counterpoise of steel-

yards, a, chc ui, 385
Counting-room, cheung fong, 191
Country, a, kwok, 202 43

;
pong, 28

Country, whole, t
c ung kwok, 344

Couple, to, n pWi, 92
Coupling, Ping, 376
Course, matter of. tsz

?

tong ii tsz
5

, 184
Course, same, yat td, 398
Course, what, n mat ye hb, 6
Courses, water, shui td, 325
Court, celestial, t

c in chc lu, 270
Court in a house, t

c in tsing, 314
Court of worthies, tsap in yiin, 602
Court of Representa-

tion, thing chingsz’ 603
Court, palace, n tan chc

i, 314
Court-martial, t

l ui kun, 603
Court.yard, t

l ing, 314
Courtier, che iu hau, 587
Courtier’s sons, ch^iu kun tsz

5

siin, 587
Cousins of same sur-

name, n tik t
c onghingtai, 97

Cousins of different

surnames, n piu hing, 106
Cousin’s son, piu chat, J07
Covers, kcam koi, 173
Covers, n ts* un, 140
Covers, dish, koc

i, 138
. Cover goods, to, p4u-fo, •206

Cover over, to, ngoi chc
a, 160

Trover or shield, to, pai 517
Cover the face, to, im mfn, 67
Cover the mouth, to, im hau, 188
Cover, to, (as a drum) mun, 357
Covering of chin, hoi, 517
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Crocodile,

Crooked,

Crooked fingers,

Crooked forceps,

Cross bands,

Cross-barred,

Crossbow,

Cross-eyed, n
Cross-grained wood,

Cross-piece,

( ross-pin,

Crotch,

Croton tiglium,

Croup,

Crow, n

Crow-pheasant,

Crowbar,

Crown, 7i

Crown-line,

Crucible, silver,

Crucible, copper,

Crude,

Cruel,

ngok ii, to lung, 477
huk, 298 83 ;

wan, 334
shau chi Hin,

huk nga klra,

shap tsz
5

tai,

ts
l
e man,

n6,

ts^e ngan,

65
532
150
264
313
48

wangman muk,140
wing rank,

wang shin,

a,

pa tail,

h4u k4,

u, u a,

mong kung,

tung chc iu,

min,
ting sin,

yung ngan wo,
t
c ung wo,
shing,

tsf an yan,

Cruel disappointment, n chong pin,

Cruisers, n ts^n shiin,

293
331
436
457
503
472
472
334
147
461
295
295
499
117
251
322

Cruisers, sz
9
shiin, ping shiin, 325

Crumbs, shik shing, 138
Crupper ts

fau 3:31

Crustacea and Mol-

lusca

n

Haip^nglui, 490
Cry, to, t'ai, 81
Cry goods, to, him mai, 209
Crystal, shui tsing 150
Crystaline lens, ngan tsing chii,518

Crystaline lens, n ngan chii, 48
Crystalized, kit, 217
Cuba, Kfi p4 415
Cube, p

c ing min ching fong t
c
ai, 394

Cubit, a, n yat chc ik 381
Cucumber, \v ng kwa, 448
Cucumber, white, pak kwa, 451
Cucurbita, u 16, 448
Cudgel, inuk p4ng 529
Cue, n pin 153
Caff, tsau hau, 147
Culinary Board, shin p6, 596
Culm, king, 436 9 ;

k5, 439
Cultivate, to, ts*oi chik 316
Cultivate rice to , chung wo, 340
Cultivated land, t^n kii, 345
('ulture of mulberry, n shii s6ng 349
Cup, fau, 138
Cup, butter,

Cup, custard,

Cup, milk,

i 'upboard,

C>upressu8,

Cupule,

Curd, bean, n

Dgau yau chung, 138
kat shi pui, 138
ngau yii chung, 138
un tip kwai, 138

p
c
dik shii, 440

k^au, 437
tau fu, 162

Index.
J

Curd soup,

Cure, to,

Cure diseases

Cure (tea), to, n
Curious,

Curl, to,

Currency director,

Current money, n

Current price,

Currier,

Curry-stuff^

Currying,

Curtain,

Curtain fringe, n

Curtain gauze,

Curtains, musketo,

Curvature of spine,

Carved,

Curved forceps,

Curvilinear,

Cuscuta,

Cushion,

Cuspidor,

Custard,

Custard-apple,

Custom, n
Custom-houses,

Customs,

Cut, to, n
Cut, to,

Cut, to,

Cut and carve, to,

Cut grain,

Cut hair, to,

Cut hemp, to,

Cut in pieces,

Cut in two,

Cut out, n
Cut out clothes, to,

Cut the bark,

Cut to pieces, to, n

Cut-water,

Cutaneous disease, n
Catch,

Cutler,

Cutlery,

Cutlet fowl,

Catting-bill,

Cutting-board,

Cuttle-fish,

Cuttle-fish bone,

tau fu ft, 296
chi, 281 37; chi ping, 510

llu tsat, i, 124
chai tsd, 228
k^i, 316
kiin, 315
sz

5
tsiin, 600

tUing p6, 258
in kam ka tsc in,214

p
c
i tseung, 280

wong keang tsc oi liu, 162
cham p

?
i, 287

Hm, 138
\ man cheung yam, 159

man ch^ung sha, 267
man cheung, 158
huk tsik, 503
huk, 293
wan nip, 532
huk, 393
md Ip t^ang, 458

l tin, 138 67; i yuk, 248
tam kun, 153
kat shi, 162
fan lai chi, 443
pong ch^an, 256
kw^n hau, 205
k\v e ai kii, 343
58 29; cham, 106

ts?
it hoi, 175

ts
c
oi, 281 42; kii, 281
tiu teuk,

kot wo,
tsin fit,

wak
tse oi sui,

kai wai i,

tiin,

tse
oi tsin,

P*
chit k6t,

ngo s6,

P'J ping,

i chc
a,

li hi tseung,

H hi,

kat lit kai,

kau 11m,

cham,
u tsak, mak ii,

hoi piu siu,

45
5
8

7

41

28
352

i
17(5

V)

37
J4

66
23
50
16

38

22
18

32

3&

10

54
79
19

123

’ pxu.

Cuttle-fish, eight armed, cheung kii,

Cycas,

Cycle of sixty, the, n

Cycle, complete a,

Cylindrical,

Cymbidium,
Cynanche,

•282

343
151 5

337 71

500 1

300 13(

9 (

284 71

209 11^

548 28^

322
503
205
280
206
162
338
138
491
491
491

f^n li shi tsc in, 440
luk shap fd

kap tsz’ 389
tang fa kap, 78
iin, 477
vuk tip Ian, 453
hau ka, 503
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Cynanchia tonsillaris, hau lung t
e ung, 507 1261 Dead -eves, sam sing, 322 45

Cvpraea, tsz’ p6i,pmtsz’491 19 Deaf ear, n i md man, 57 14

Cypress, p
c ak shii, 440 19 Deafness, i lung, 56 3

Cypress, flat leaved, pin p
c ak, 440 20 Deal of skill, ho shau shai, 165 87

Cyprinus, fu yung li, 480 12 Dear, chi ts
f an. 67 (54

Cystitus, p
e 6ng kwc 6ngit, 504 40 Dear, (in price) kwai, 252 37

Dear, exorbitantly. ngang tak tsai, 247 14
DACE, wong mi ling, 481 31 Dearth, ngau hip, 349 7
Daily, mui yat, 122 22; yat yat, 170 11 Death, waits for, toi pai, 66 4t>

Daily expenses, yat yung, 170 11 Death-warrant, n wong ming, 555 421
Daily increasing, n yat f^n, 87 15 Debase, to, tai ngai, 260 7
Dainties, mi, 208 100 Debtor, him che, 205 78; him chii, 206 86
Dalai lama, tat lai la ma, 424 22 Debtor, branded, n ch^i tan. 58 31
L)am, shui chap, 334 25 Debts, chc eung chai, 200 •21

Damage, to, shui chim, 206 83 Decade, a. yat sun, 390 4
Damage, to. siin wai, 540 136 Decanter, tsau tsun, 138 69
Damage, prevent from, pat fong Decapitate, to, chii ch^m, 125 2

shui chim, 206 83 Decapitate, to, n cham t
c au, 44 32

Damaged goods, n shui tsik fo, 206 82 Decease, to, n kw shan, 82 2
Da mar, ta yau, 206 83 Decease of emperor, » P

s ang, 559 12
Damask, tai fa, 206 84 Deceased father, hau, 79 38
Damask silk, ling, 267 44 Deceased mother, Pi 79 39
Damp simp tile, 134 48 Deceitful, n ngai 50 49
Dandelion p

c 6 kunffyinff, 458 20 Deceitful words, ts
c am in, 78 20

Dandrif, t
c au ku p

c
l, 504 41 Deceive, to, hi p

? in, 126 13
Danger, ngai 122 19 Deception, cha ngai, 126 14
Danger, no, pat ini, 31 33 Decisions, n kau kiit 570 16
Daourian Mts., Hing 6n ling, 422 17 Deck, kwai min, tsr 6ng pan, 322 46
Daphne odora. sui heung, 453 27 Deck, gun, l ts*ang kwai, 323 48
Dappled horse. ts

c ung ma, 468 39 Declaration, a, chlu, 569 6
Dare not, pat kom, 178 46 Decline seeing, n min chc

iu, 323 51
Darien, Te li in, 414 5 Decoction, ts(ing 230 8
Dark, hak, 134 53 Decorum, lai, 94 39
Dark color, n tsd, 303 4 Decrease, to. tsim shui, 79 35
Dark mottled color. ku t

{ ung, 248 19 Decrease, to. t'ui, 373 2
Dart, a, chf

i, 38 78 Decree, n ming 558 9
Dash, a, chak, 24 15 Decrepitude, n mat i yuk, 83 g
Date of year. nin ho. 260 7 Deduct, to, kot fin, 247 11
Date, pak tso. 443 11 Deduction, chc au t

c au, 196 14
Dates, red, hung ts6 ,

443 12 Deduction, ch^ii t
c au ngan, 206 89

Dates of palm. P6 sz’ tsz’ 443 13 Deed, stamped, n hung kc
ai, 127 2

Datura metel, nau veung fay 458 21 Deeds, virtuous, shin sz’ 118 9
Daub, to, tseung. 298 99 Deep and abstruse. 6 miu, 111 26
Daughters, nii i 103 17 Deep, not very, mb ki sham, 134 58
Daughter, my. su nii, 89 61 Deer, luk 467 22
Daughter-in-law, sik fu, 103 16 Deer, mouse, wong kinff, 467 24
Davits, kat kai, 322 44 Deer, musk, she heung cheung, 467 23
Dawn, early, tso t

c in munff lune, 151 3 Deer, spotted. kam tsMn luk, 467 25
L)ay a yat yat, 389 3 Deer’s sine'vs luk kan, 162 40
Day and night, chau ye, 391 6 Deface, to, M ch c

ii, 54? 281
Day before yesterdav tai tsin yat, 236 14 Defect, tam k n 9 254 43
Day blindness. wai yat ngan, 503 15 Defend, to, f6ng 6 124 11
Day-book lau shui po t 206 85 Defend against, to, fong, 322 33
Daylight, pak chau, 546 268 Defend, to, wai , 308 17; fongshau, 9 28
Day lily, yellow, hun tsc o, 454 65 Defiance, snort of, tau pi hi, 52 31
Day lily, white. yuk tsam, 454 64 Deficiency, tai h6 , 259 7
Day, the whole. shing yat, 157 8 Deficiencies, pat tai, 351 9
Daytime yat lui, 131 17 Defraud, to, P

f
in, 269 3

Dead, sz’ 93 22 Degree, a, 397 2
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Decree, highest, kik, 93 21 Descend from, to, ch c iin h 91 79e

Degrees of kindred, tsung tsuk, 85 23e Descendants, tsz’ siin 87 22

Dejected, n song hi, 45 51 Described, shiit, 405 18

Delay, kai chc ing, 537 67 Descriptions, all, k k shik, 283 66

Deliberate, u 309 25 Description, every, kok fun, 282 48

Deliberate, to, cheung i, 568 3 Description, every, kok yeung, 137 41

Deliberate, assemble to, tsap i, 309 25 Desert, a, ye che
ii, 307 1 ;

fong ye tj, 412 5

Deliberation, united, ui cluing i, 309 26 Desert, to, pi 537 84

Delicate, kiu, 214 177 Deserter, a, kwan, 544 223
Delicately rises, ml yeung, 24 15 Deserter, a, pun kwan, 535 33

Delight in, to, lok, 118 2 Desire, to, im, 349 7
;
yuk, 116 14

Delineate, to, miu ui, 283 62 Desired things, n shau shai,. 68 89
Deliver back, to, kau ui, 129 9 Desist, sik, 31 33

Deliver over, to, kiu, 259 3 Dessert, k'v6 tsz’ 179 49
Deliver up, to, klu, 276 15 Destiny, to calculate, t k 11, 124 10

Delude, to, ku wik, 270 3 Destroy, to, wai, 541 158

Demand, highest, chi h6 mdi, 237 16 Destroy reputation, tiu liu min, 61 32
Demeanor, n ying yung, 73 55 Detain, to, ting, 272 8; lau, 68 80
Dementia, tin kw^ong ching, 504 43 Detain and annoy, lau nan, 540 134

Demurrage, ii han ngan, 206 87 Detention, lau, 29 23
Den, lit, 460 4 Deteriorate, to, ts”n 9 3

Denmark, n Tai ni, Wong ki, 410 6 Determination, chi ts
c d 115 9

Denominate, to, kiu tsd, 90 79b Determine direction, ting heunff, 205 69
Denotes, chi, 17 2 Developed, fat iit, 404 11

Dense (population), in chau ts p, 345 25 Device, yat shik, 258 3
Density, chung, 403 1 Devise, to. 564 15
Dentals, n ngd yam, 6 26 Dew, 403 3
Dented, n nap, 142 161 Dewclaw, kii 461 12
Dentition, yii nga, 504 44 Dewlap. 461 11

Depart this life, hc
ii shai, 84 3 Dexterous, in !un f 125 7

Department, n ffj, 426 1 Diabetis, f.U niu lam, 504 45
Department for reg. h. Diagonal, 206 88

I, m. house, n noi m6 fu, 594 196 Diagrams, kwii? 373 4

Department, inferior, n chik tai chau, 426 i Dial, a, yat kwai, 392 9

Department of manu- tung li chik Dialect, n tsuk wa. 7 28
factures, ts? 6 fu, 603 418 Dialogue on Buying Mai max pd p

K at

Department of salt Piece goods, n man tdj). •245

transport, im wan sz
5

,
591 114 Dialogue on Buying Mai max p^at

Departure, announce, kd tsc z’ 186 35 Woolens

n

f au man tdp 233
Depend, n lii 350 8 Diameter, wan king, ts

c iin king, 395 18,20
Depend upon, to, kwdn, 525 i Diamond, kam kong shik, 431 23
Dependent on, i lai, 87 28 Diaphragm, kak ch6, 518 50
Dependent, mutually, seung 67 63 Dictator, tan yii, 601 366
Depends, all, tsiin p

c ang, 74 66 Die, to, sz’ 115 19
Deportment, yung 96 63c Died, n kwo shan, 94 47 ; M shai, 84 20
Deposit, a, at kwai ngan, 191 5 Dies ki tiin, 74 67
Deposit of goods, mat at, 213 167 Differ, to, pat yat 63 61
Deposits, oily, yau hi, 136 31 Difference, ch c

a, 376 14; kan chc
a, 400 4

Depraved arts, n tsc e shut, 541 162 Differences, split, au hoi kc
ii 240 29

Depress, to, tai, 25 3; Different, i, 98 8; pat l
c ung, 99 37

Depressed voice, n chcam shing, 4 14 Different, each, kbk 411 23
Deprive, to, ping he

ii, 548 291 Difficult, 7m hb 66 56 ;
n4n, 3 7

Depth, sham, 19] 5 Difficulty, sold with, ok mai 9 238 20
Deputed officer, wai yiin, 604 440 Dig, to, kwat, 280 25
Deputed officers, If iin, 593 174 Dignified, chong chun^f, 73 54
Deputy censor, fu t6 yii sz

9

, 589 78 Diligent, kc an lik, 62 55; 341 9
Dermis, mong p

c
j, 518 49 Dim, om, J43 182

Descend, to, 16k 323 55 Dim-eyed, mung ngdn, 47 12
Descend, to, ha kong, lam, 404 6,10 Dim-sighted, ngan tun, 78 17
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Dimensions, tai siu, 325 82 Dislike, to, fan muk, 92 10; im, 163 54
Diminish, to, che

ii shiu, 376 6 Dislocation, tit che ut kwat, 504 48
Dimity, ts

c
e man po, 206 88 Dismiss, to, chc

ii ming, 534 14

Dimocarpus, lai chi, 443 25 Disobedience, pat shun, 96 63f
Dimocarpus, lungngan, 444 35 Disobey orders, to, wai ling, 553 38o
Dining-room, tai tsc an lau, 131 14 Disorder in, pat hd, 70 5
Dinner, come to, yap tsik, 175 3 Disorder, in, liin, 286 5
Dinner table. Of the n Taits^aji lui, 175 Dispatch, to, bang, 576 2

Diodon, lik p
c 4u, 481 34 Dispatch a letter, ki, 575 7

Dioscorea, t4i shii, 451 103 Dispatch department shing siin pd

Diospyrus, ts*z’ kai sam tscz’ 445 59 ching sz’ 596 258
Dip to, tim 152 15; kid 1am 279 21 Dispatch, emperor, n Chik wong tai, 563
Dip up, to, fat, 138 72 Dispatches, n kung man, 545 238
Dip up water, to, fu shui, 334 21 Dispersion of misf, piu san,

,

404 5
Dipper, cocoanut, y€ hok, 138 72 Dispirited, •shat chi, 120 21

Directing president sheung shii Display, no, md king 187 45
and historiographer, sz ling, 596 241 Display, no, ’m tak shap 248 20

Director, t6 td cham, 532 30 Display, to, chMu, 84 23a
Director chii sz’ 588 41 Disposition, p

l
i hi, 88 30

Director, a wai xin, 257 3 Disposition, n sam ch c6ung, 71 12
Director of Banqueting kwong luk Dispute, chang lun, 220 2

House, n tsz’ hing 593 167 Disrespectful, pat king, 355 S

Director of granaries, ts
c ong ch^eung Distance, tin t

l d Id, 231 10
tseung kwan, 602 409 Distant, more, kang sho, 88 48

Director of horse, h. Distempers, remove, fung 215 188
e. the sz’

m

t4i ffi, 598 295 Distiller, n ching tsau sz
5

fu, 280 32
Director of military Distilling, ching, 217 210

stores, mb fu ling, 594 187 Distinct globules, san iin, 405 15
hrector of peace tin li, 601 369 Distinctly, ling lin

;
li li, 170 14

I) rector ofsignets, tin sui cheung tsit, 601 370 Distinctly specified, kong ming, 220 2
Directors of horse, mi sz 594 185 Distinguish, Pin 52 35
Directors of papers, sz’ md, 598 285 Distinguish, to, n fan, 3 9 ;

fan pit, 205 69
Directors of work, sz kung 597 282 Distinguished guest, kiu hak, 188 49
Dirt, lap s^ip, 138 76; tsik kau, 285 83 Distorted, n wii, 53 3
Dirty, u ts6, 141 135 Distribute ink, to, luk wan, 297 77
Dirty clothes, 14 chi i fak, 159 18 Distributing types, n kwai tin tsz’

Disagree, to, ^ wo, 99 28 pai tsz\ 288 15
Disappointment, ch6ng pan, 251 33 District, n yiin 426 I

Discharge arrows, fong tsln, 328 132 District, superior, /i chau, 427 3

Discharge bows, f4t nu, 313 4 District instructor, n fan td, k^u yii, 589 67
Discharge cargo hi fo, 222 10 District magistrate, chi iin, 587 17
Discharge from ear, shang i tsing, 506 108 Disused, pat yung, 357 6
Discount, kl au t*au ngan,206 89 Ditch, a, k(

u, 338 84
Discourse, to, kong, shut, 14 61 Ditch of a city, n hf

6, 314 18
Discreet, n yui 564 11 Ditch-gate, shui kwan, 314 19

Disdain, not, pat tan, 348 3 Diuretic, tung siu pin tik y6uk, 514 27
Disease, acute, ch f 6 hi chi pine; 504 46 Divide, to, fan, 101 56d
Disease chronic, ku tsat, ku ping, 504 47 Dividend, kwan t

c 4n, 207 90
Disease of nerves, kan ping, 506 99 Dividend, shat, 380 5
Diseases, class of,n fo, 501 1 Divination, p6k, 36 70
Disgrace, luk, 28 18 Divine husbandman. ii Shan nung, 436
Disgrace, to, yuk 114 4 Divine law, t

c in 11, 353 2
Di3h beggar’s h^at put, 138 73 Diviner, chlm kwi sin shang, 124 9
l>ish-cloth 9

tsin p6, 138 75 Divinities, local, shan kr
i, 541 159

Dish, fish sauce, ii yau chung, 138 74 Division, a,7i tii lai, 429 1 ;
pc), 436 i

Dish, sand, shd p
c un, 295 43 Division, rule of, kwai fdt, 380 5

Dishes, tip, 178 38; 174 8 Dizziness, wan wan tan, 181 28
Dishes, family sh6ung sung, 167 125 Do, to, wai, hang, 119 26,25

Dishonor, toT sit tuk 541 161 Do not. mok, 38 78; mat, 26 8



Do not, ’m hd 134

Do not know, ’m chi, 22

Do not laugh, tsit mat siu, 74

Dont get angry ’m shai nd 252

Do very well, chi ts6 tak, 239

Do ? will this, komtsb tak mi,159

Docks, wang citing p6 t
c au, 207

Doctrine, n toli, 18 8; i, 80

Document, a, shii, 551 355; pun, 569

Dodder m5 Ip t
c ang, 458

Doe, yau, 467

Does, hang, 118

Does it speak? in fau, 500

Does not do, fat wai, 119

Dog, kau, hiin, 468

Dog, shaggy, Dung hiin, 468
Dog-fish, tit t sha, 481
Doing of good, wai shin, 119

Dolichos bean, tau kok, 447
Dolium, p*l p

c a 16, 491

Doll, kung tsai, 48
Dollar, tin, 129 9; man, 256
Dollar, a, yat ko ngan ts

c in, 169
Dollar, whole, tsing un, 194
Dome, wak tai, 314
Dome-ball, uk ting, 314
Domestic Affairs, n Yat yuivg, 127
Domestic animals, n chc uk, 12 40; 466
Domestic rites, kwai mun, 89
Domesticate, to, chc uk, 312 74

;
yeung, 344

Domestics, ka yan, 551
Domestics, n chii nln tai, 172
Domestics (a cloth) tsc

5 p6, 245
Done, tsd kwo, 79
Done, (cooked) shuk, 166
Door, fong mun, 131
Door, great, tS,i mun, 131
Door, inner, n ch4k m6n 132
Door, low, n ai mun, 132
Door, middle, n chung mun, 132
Door, round, n iit mun, 132
Door, side, wang mun, 131
Doorkeeper, hon mun, 169
Door-pivot, n mun shc

ii, 314
Door-post, man fong, 314
Door-posts of shops, mun lun tsz

?

, 315
Door-screen, mun lim, 248
Door-shutters, p

e 6 chc eungp4n, 315
Door-sill, kok, mun han, 315
Dormitory, tscam shat, 314
Dorr-beetle, wong sha nd, 494
Dorsal fin, shi, 462
Dorsal vertebrae, pui kwat, 524
Dory, ch^eungyik mong, 481
Dot, tim, 28
Double, sheung, 237
Double, to, ka. sheung pui, 376
Double hibiscus, kung fan fat song, 453
Doubt, to, n sz’i 18

ill OU Uauoudc mis, n
Dove,

Dovetailing,

Down,
Down, fell,

Down on birds,

Dowry,
Dozen,

Dracaena ferrea

Draft, n
Drag,

Drag to

Drag, to,

Drag along,

Drag, bush,

Drag, square,

Dragon-fly,

Dragon-needle,

Dragon of sky, n o
Dragon of mountains, n kau,

Dragon of deep, n
Dragon-weever,
Dragon’s face, n
Dragon’s whiskers, Ti

Dragonet,

Drake,

Draw back, to, n
Draw out, to,

Draw out, to,

Draw out nails, to, n
Draw up,

Draw water, to,

Drawback, n p
c u

Drawers,

473 21 ;
wat 90 76

kau ch?
i, 283 16

ha5
199 13

16k, 154 49
yung, 296 48
ka yung, 144 206
ti shan, 253 38
t
c
lt shii fa, 453 28

tan, 198 o
16, 334 26
hin, 321 23
hln to, 32S 134
hin lin, 439 48
t
c at ta, 335 28
fong p^a, 335 27
tsing ling, 494 28
chik sut, 494 29
lung, 478 8
kau, 478 9
li, 478 10
kok ii, 481 39
lung ngdn, 560 33
lung su, 225 3
sha kap, 481 40

kung, 473 22
shuk mai shau, 64 21
yan, 1 ch? 6ung, 393 4
ch€ e ch? ut, 363 59
p^t ting, 302 160
luk, 215 183
kap shui, 138 61

Drawers, case of,

Drawing,

Dregs, n
Drenched,
Dress, a,

Dress to

Dress, Articles of n
Dress hair to

Dress the foot, to, n

Dressing case,

Dressing-gown,

Dressing-room,

Dressing-table,

Dried,

Dried fish, n
Drill, gourd, n
Drink, to,

Drive away, to,

Drive in, to,

Drone,

Drone bee,

Drooping shoulders, n
Drop of rain,

Dropsy in belly,

lui fu,

i fuk kwai t
c ung,

miu wak,
cha,

pi shui tsam shap,

i fuk, i sheung, 147 30,3

chc iin 1, 183
Shau shik ifuk \A6

207
147
153
238
52

206

91

sho t
? au,

ch c in keuk,

king chong,
t
c au fit sham,

t
c ai shan fong,

sho t
c au t

c
oi,

ch c au,

kau t
c
6 kon,

chung,

yam,
fat,

ta yap,

m6 yung yan,

mat nd,

shai kin,

ii tim, ii tik,

172
67 6

153 5

153 J

132 S

153 5

208 1C

481 4

335 5

53 1

332
297 6

125
493
OQ

405 15,1
ku cheung, 502

Dropsy of scrotum, lun fa shui cheung, 505 1
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Drowning, nik shui t
c am yung, 507 141 Dutch camlets, Hol^n ii tiin, 243 42

Druggist, tan ka» 514 25 Duties, to pay, nap shui, 232 11

Drum, n ku 9 357 3 Dutiful, hau. 87 27
Drum, bass, fan kii, ying, fan, 357 5 Duty, hang, 80 42rf

Drum, battle, chin ku, 357 4 Duty, constant, sh^ung t6. 86 23
Drum, concert, Png ku, 358 11 Duty on goods, shui, 205 79
Drum, earthen, t

c 6 ku, 359 20 Dwell, to, che
ii, 100 53; chik, 32 42

Drum, equestrian, t
c ai ku, 359 19 Dwell at ease, in kii, 317 65

Drum, double, n Id ku, 358 10 Dye, to, im shik, 204 65
Drum, flat, n wii ku, 358 13 Dyeing, tsang ts

c
oi, 288 18

Drum gong, ^ung ku, 359 24 Dyeing-rods, shai p6 p
c ang, 296 47

Drum, hand, n luk ku, 295 44 Dyer 1m fong sz
?

fu, 280 33
Drum, leading, n lat ku, 357 7 Dyestuff, im liu, 216 195
Drum, loaf-shaped, n man t

l au ku, 358 12 Dysentery, 11 ching, 504 50
Drum, pillar, n ying ku, 358 9 Dytiscus, n shan lung shat, 496 86
Drum, rattle, n ling t

(
6, 358 15

Drum, small copper, n siu t
c unff ku, 296 45 EACH, kok, 288 15

Drum, Suchau, n Su ku, 358 8 Each end, 16ung t
c au, 361 40

Drum, tamborine, ling ku, 358 15 Each other, seung, 99 35
Drum, twirling, n t

e 6 ku, 358 16 Eagle tsau shan ying, 473 ,26
Drum, waist, lu ku, 358 14 Eagle, lammergyr, ts6 tiu, 473 27
Drums, ancient, tsun, pi, ts

?
ik, kb, 357 6 Ear, i to, 56 1

Drv kon, 136 23 Ear, Parts and Func-
Dry at a fire, to pui, 158 10 tions of n I lui, 56
Dry grain, to, puk kuk, 334 9 Ear, to give, pi i tfing, 58 41

Dry in the air, to, I6upg 299 117 Ear-ache, i tung, 504 51
Dry in the sun, to, shai, 158 10 Ear-brush, n siu sak 9

296 48
Dry Measure

n

Liung fat9 383 Ear-pick, i wat, 148 38

Dry provision, kon leung, 228 6 Ear-ring, i win, 153 39
Dryandra 'ns t

l ung, 441 21 Ear-shell, shik kiit ming, 491 21

Dryness of the eyes, kon ngan, 508 153 Eai -spoon, 7i i t
c
iu, 296 49

Duck, dp, muk, 473 23 Ear-tweezers, i kf lm, 296 50
Duck, dried, n \kp ip, 162 41 Ear-wax, i lap, i shl, 517 31

Duck, roast, shiu dp, 162 42 Eared oyster, chc
6 kii, 492 34

Duck weed, p
c 6 kiu, 458 40 Earl, n p^k. 592 152

Duct, lachrymal. ngdn lui kun, 518 52 Early ts6, 270 5
Duct nasal pi kun, 518 51 Early and later, sin hau, 110 24
Duct to bladder, p^ong kwong t

c ung, 524 182 Early in the morning, tsc ing shan, 153 31

Due him, 195 9 Earnest money, n ting ngan, 196 12

Due, are, pun ying, 78 23 Earth, nai, 438 33
Due proportion wo wan, 299 104 Earth Shape of the

n

Ti ying 399
Duke, n kung 592 152 Earth, the, ti, ti kau, 399 2

Dukes, 3 guardian, s^m kunff, 595 217 Earthen cone, n him, 364 74
Duke^s attaches, vvon^ hau kun shuk, 604 442 Earthen stools, n nga ku, 144 195
Dull, tiin 154 67 Earthquake, ti chan, 403 4
Dull color, t^m, d, 303 1 Earthworm, yau yan, 494 31

Dull of hearing, n chong lung, 58 42 East, tung, 400 4
Dull red heat, mi ft fo, 289 23 Eastern palace. tung kung, 562 56
Duly prepared, ii pi t

{ ing tong, 340 4 Ease to pin, 367 18

Dumbness, a, 504 49 Easily, i, 16 J
;
yung l, 140 114

Dung fly 'tai shi u ying, 494 30 Easy to pour ho cham, 142 148

Duplicates, f£i, 569 12 Eat, to, shik 53 11

Dura mater. nd tseun yan m6k 518 53 Eat to the full. shik p^u, 166 113

Durable, kc am, 242 38 Eatable, h6 shik, 216 200
Durion, lau lin tsz’ 419 21 Eatables, y6 shik, 164 75

Dust, chc an, 122 14 Eaten sufficient, w shik piu, 252 37

Dust-board, fat tau, 138 76 Eaves, im. 315 28
Dust-basket

?
chuk chlm, 138 77 Eaves, flying, n fi Im, 315 28

Duster, kai m5 s6, 138 78 Ebb tide, shui kon, 328 130
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Ebonv, u muk, 207 94 Embroiderer, n ku saa sz
?

fu, 281 34

Ebony-like wood, n siin chi, 441 23 Emerald green, \ luk, 305 35

Echites, sh^n y^ung kok shii, 441 24 Emery, tsiin shik, 431 24

Eclipse of sun, n yat shik, 393 7 Emetic, au t
c 6 chi tsai, 514 28

Ecliptic, wong t6, 398 6 Eminent, tsing, 498 5 ;
ch? 6uk 35 62

Ecliptic, poles of, wong kik, 398 3 Eminent man, k'van tsz’ 113 15

Economy, n td 348 4, Emit sound, to, heung, 364 75

Ectropium, kc
iin m5 fan ch{ ut, 504 52 Emit sparks, shc 6 fo, 208 101

Edge, hau 292 44 Emoluments from'gov., luk, 583 3
Edge of knife, t6 hau, 154 68 Empale, to, tsok lan, 287 12
Edible crab, n yuk hai 491 12 Emperor, n wong tai, 562 42
Edict, yu, 574 6 Emperor’s face, Ti t

c ln tsz
5

chi min, 560 33
Edict, n U ling, 268 Emperor 5

s son, n yiin tsz’ 86 1

Edifices^ Various kinds Empire, sz’ hoi, 100 51 ;
tMn hd, 568 3

Kung shatlui 306 Employ, to, t
c ok, 129 7

Eel, n shin, 481 44 Empress, hau, 562 44
Efficacy kung 529 13 Empress bamboo, seung fi chuk, 440 9

Egg. lun,tan, 462 14 Empress5

orders, i chi, 562 53
Egg, n kai t^n, kaichc an, 162 43,44 Empress’ room, w tsc iu fong, 313 6; 562 54
Egg, poached, tan p

c
6, 161 20 Empty, hung, 324 65

Egg-cup, tan chung, 138 79 Empty out, to, t6, 153 32
Egg-cup stand, tan ka, 138 so Empty words, hc

ii in, 114 3
Egg-plant, fu kwi, 448 25 Enamel, ngi p*J, 518 56
Egret, Id tsz’ 473 281 Encampment, t

? iin ping, 309 22
Egypt, n Mak sai kwok, 413 8 Enchasing, n ang fi, 288 19
Eight, p4t, 377 20 Enchantments, md, 512 13
Eight musical instru- Encompass, to, ts^ong, 403 1

ments, n pat yam, 12 441 Encourage, 350 9
Either—or, wik—wdk, 342 12 Encounter, to, tsd, 122 19
Eject, to, chuk, 539 104 End, t

f au, 213 158 ; tiin, 330 6
Elacates, hak kau, 485 143 End the affair, to, ki hd che

ii, 254 43
Elasticity, shong, 403 i End of year, sui chung, 573 44
Elbow, shau au, 518 55 Ended, pat, 35 62
Elbow, n shau chang, 63 3; fu, 516 7 Ended, n pA, 184 11
Elder brother, n a ko, 563 59 Endure, cannot, pat hom, 55 41
Eldest son, cheung tsz’ chc ung tsz’ 86 3,4 Enema, i yeuk pin 514 29
Elegant, kai, 371 11; tsing chi, 142 159 Enemy, ch^au van, 94 43; tik, 328 132
Elegant saying, n shing yii, 50 49 Energy, tsing shan, 74 66
Elements, the five, n ng hang, 12 34 Energy, no, tin y6uk, 94 50
Eleocharis, ma tai, 451 99 Engaged, tine, 144 204
Elephant, tseang, 468 29 Engagement, not break, pat yik i, 207 93
Elevate, to, ting, 365 85 England, Ying kat li, 410 7
Elevated, k6, ^44 21 English, n Hung md, 243 43
Elevated, n ng6ng, 25 3 Engraulis, ts^ng ku, 480 4
Elevation of pole, kik chc at ti, 401 10 Engraving, tiu hak, 288 20
Elevator, hoi kwat hi, 532 31 Engrossing, t

c iin tsik kii kc
i, 207 95

Eleven o’clock, w kau ’ng, 391 61 Enioy, to, tsun fun, 188 56
Elm, ii shii, 441 25 Enkianthus quinqae-
Eloquent, yau hau ts

c
oi, 54 31 flora, n tiu chung fd, 453 29

Else, chung, 171 18 Enlarge, to, tuk hung, 33 49
Elucidate, to, kong kau, 13 54 Enough

!

pi 16, 189 61; 255 45
Elytra, nging yik, 462 15 Enough, tsuk, 90 77 ;kau, 178 43
Emaciated, hf

ii lui, 509 4 Enough, not,
5m kau, 164 63

Embankment, h6 fong, 556 433 |Enough, quite, kau shai wai chi, 345 26
Embarrassed Ti nan hoi hau, 54 25 IEnough, those are, tsau ts6 tak, 171 18
Embrace, to, n p

c
o, 67 66 ; 14m chii, 68 76 Enough, that is, kom to kau, 180 9

Embracing, lam chii, 68 76 |Enrolment of people ,w u hau, u yik, 537 75
Embrasures, nii ts? 6ung, 315 29 lEnsiform bean, t?) tau, 447 11
Embroidered, k6 sau, 267 53 [Ensiform cartilige, n kau ml, 517 26
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Ensign,

Entablature,

Enter, to,

Enteritis,

Entice, to,

Entire flavor,

Entrance of river,

Entropium,

Entry, n
Enumerate, to,

Envelop, to,

Envoy,
Ephemera fly,

Ephippus,

Epidendrum, n

Epidermis,

Epiglottis,

Epilepsy,

Epiphora, or

pa tsung, 594
sin p^un, 315

tsun, 130 1 ;
yap, 299

chc eung it, 504
pin, 327
tsc iin mi, 165
kong, 219

l^iin m6 t6 ch p 504
mun kun t

c ing, 132

shing kai,

pau ham,
yam ch?

ai

fau yau,

ngan kung
lan fa,

pok p
c
l,

ui im ch6,

fat yeung tiu,

303
403
604
494
481
453
518
518
504

weeping
eyes, lui ngan, 4?

Equal, an, ngau, 118
Equal, to, ts

l
ai, 112

Equal, no, n m5 tik, 116
Equal not, pat kap, 118 13; pat fu, 345
Equal sides,

Equally divided,

Equator,

Equinoctial line,

Equisetum,

Erect,

Erect, to,

Eriobotrya,

Eriocaulon,

Error,

Erudite professor,

Eruption,

Erysipelas,

Erythrina,

Especially,

Especially to guard,

Essay, an,

Essential,

Essential supports,

Establish, to,

Establishment,

cantile,

Esteem, n
Estimate, to,

pin t6 tang, 394
kok tak yat pun, 197

ch'ik t6, 397
chau ye p

c ing sin, 401
muk tsc ^k, 458
kc

i, 315
che

it, 313
p*l p

c a kwo, 444
kuk ts

( ing ts
c

6, 458
fan wai, 537
king in pok sz

?

,
592

p4n chc an, 504
t^np^ chf ong, 504

Estimate, to, (consider) leung,

Eternal,

Etiquette, n

Eugenia,

Eunuch,
Eunuchs of palace, n

Euonymus,
Europe Nations of n
Evade, to,

Evaporate, to,

ku p
c 6 shii, 441

chun, 284
sham kai, 351
cheung, 29
iu, 573
pun md, 352

lap, 1J0 14; chc
it, 205

mer-

mau yik chi k 210
ts

c ing min, 62
kun to shiu, 227

366
wing, 22

lai, 353 2; i chii, !82

pak fan tsz
5

, 441
im kot fo, 552
tai kam, 574
shan yau kom. 443
AuldpaJcw6k, 409

t
?

6 pi, 537 84; nik, 540
shui kon, 215

Even, P
c Ang, 145

[Index.

Even, to cut, tsit tsai, 140 105
Even fire, an, wan fo, 139 94
Evening, man, 158 U
Evening meal, y6 tse an, 177 23
Evening, this, kam man, 166 119
Evenly arranged, wan t

f ing, 29 24
Evenly arranged, tsai kc

i ha, 29 26
Every, fan, 117 22
Every description, kok yeung, 137 41

Every month, on iit, 197 17
Everywhere, p’d, 32 44
Everywhere, chii chii, 102 56 /

Every year, mui nin, 128 •5

Evidence, P
c ang, 215 182

Evidence, no, mb ching, 414 2
Evil kw

, 118 4; tsoi, 119 19
Evils of smuggling, lau shui chi pai, 205 79
Ewer, shui ang, 153 40
Ex-king, t

c
ai sheung wong, 560 25

Examination, on, kau kin 101 56c
Examine accounts, to, tui 9

170 12
Examine, to (goods) cha im, 232 11

Examine, to (goods) n pun im, 213 163
Examine, to, hdu, 35 58 ;

chit, 39 87
Examiner of merits, hau kung

long chung, 590 94
Examiner of literary

graduates, chi kung kii, 587 14
Examining censor, kam chat yiisz

5

,
591 129

Example, chf eung, 348 3 ; kwai mb, 89 68
Exceed, not, pat kwo, 130 10
Exceedingly, kik 216 194; sham, 214 171

Excellency, his, tai fu, tai yan, 599 335
Excellent, shut shau hd, 179 50
Excellent, n hln, 564 9

Excellent Men^ n Kwan tsz\ 113
Excellent pleasure, i chi, 562 53
Exception, without, mok pat yau, 373 2
Excess in food, pau, 114 2J

Excessive, Xb kik, 45 50
Exchange, to, un, 25? *2

;
chau un, 259 6

Exchange merchants’ n ui kun, 309 26
Exchequer director, sz

J kam, 600 350
Excite, to, chc ung, 33 49
Excitement, it hi, 52 36
Excrescence, fleshy, yat tMu yuk, 52 38
Excrescence on eye, 15 yuk

p
( 4ntse ing, 507 123

Excuse, to, fun yau, 79 37
Excuse, pray, n shiu p

e
ui, 86 34

Executed, hing, 274 13
Executioner, sh t shau, 325 2
Exemplify, to, wai ii, 179 4

Exercises in Conversa-

tion, n Tsap in, 1, 7, 16

Exercises in Readings n Tsap tuk 9

Exhale, to, fu, 103 1

Exhaust, to, tsf oi tsun, 460 8

Exhausted, not be, mok nang kc ung, 373 1

8l
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Exhibit plays, to, in k^ik, 125 4 iFagara, shdn k^i shii, 441 28

Exhilirate, to, hing shan, 509 3 Faggots san, 437 14

Exocetus, fi ii, 482 56 Failure, tsc ok, 535 •29

Exorbitant, ngang tak tsai, 247 14 Failures and errors, shat
5

ng, 543 204
Expect, to, (await) toi, 187 44 Fainting, shat hau, 504 58

Expectations, high, mong seun^, 186 32 Fair complexion, h6 min shik, 61 26

Expedients, kai, 81 42e Fair weather, shun fung, 220 2

Expel, to, k(
ii, 155 80 Fair weather, hi shong, 226 6

Expense, a hair’s, yat mb chi fai, 74 78 Fair wind, shun fang, 327 106

Expenses, daily, yat yung, 170 11 Fairs, ch*an hii, 207 9S

Experienced, 16 shau, 69 105 Fairy ramblings, n sin yau, 84 19

Experienced hand, n shuk shau, 66 52 Faithful and sincere, shing shat, 113 8
Expert, shin, 471 1 Faithful, very, t

?
it tam t

c ung kon, 71 14

Explanations, tst z\ 373 4 Falcon, chun, pak ying 473 29
Exports, chc at haa fo mat, 207 96 Falcon, hunting, tseuk sung, 473 30
Expose, to, td chc ut9

146 12 Falconer, n p6 tseuk shau 281 35
Express office, tsit p6, 575 8 Fall, a, tit pok, 526 3
Expresses, n yau yik, 545 238 Fall, to, ha, 335 32
Expression, the, yung m^,u, 283 62 Fall down, to, tit lok, 131 2; lit liin, 140 120

Extend, to, chi, 408 7 Fall short, chan , 247 10

Extensively read, pok hok, 114 23 Fall to pieces, lit, 280 29
Extent, to kwa, 128 6 Fallopia nervosa, n hai pd ip, 458 25
External demeanor, ngoi t

?
ai, 366 i Falls, rain, ii lok, 405 13

Extinguish a fire, to, sik fo, 133 33 False, fi yii, 18 10; ngai, 286 2

Extinguish a fire, to, kau fo, 331 24, False accusations, md k6, 550 336
Extort loans, to, kau sok, 551 350 False nose, n seung pi, 50 2
Extract, to, 292 43 False ribs, kwai hip, 522 149
Extraordinary favor, k^k ngoi shl yan, 273 11 Falsely, ch ka, 551 3G0
Extreme, chf, 25 2 Fame, mine, 115 17
Extremely, kik, t6 kik, 72 34 Family, a u, 537 75; yat k4 ts

c an, 99 39
Extremities, the four, sz

5

chi, 65 38 Family in science, n ui, 437
Extremity, end, mif 400 6 Family register, ch4k, 565 34
Exuberant, mau shing, 226 5 Fan, a, n yat p4 shin, 148 34,35
Exude, to, ch? ut, 437 18! Fan, winnowing, ki, yeung 14m, 335 30,31
Exuviae, tui, 462 16 Fan-case, shin chc

4p, 148 36
Eye Parts and Motions Ngdn lui. 47 Fan-maker, shin kung, 281 36
Eye, cloudy spots in, 16 pkk fa, 506 98 Fancy articles, un mat, 212 151
Eye, corners of the, ng^n kok, 48 25 Fancy buttons, fa nau, 300 136
Eye, corners of the, ngan t

c au, tsz
5

, 516 19 Fancy, to suit the, chung 1, 251 32
Eye-pearl, n ngan chii, 296 51 Fang of tooth, nga k4uk, 523 175
Eyebrows, n ngan ml, 153 41 Fanning-mill, fung kwai, 335 32
Eyeball, n ngln tsing, 48 28 Far and near, iin kan, 204 68
Eyelashes, ngan yap m5, 48 34 Far-sightedness, iin shi ngan, 507 133
Eyelid, inability ts^ng p

c
i Farm-house, lu uk, 309 27

to raise the, chui ha, 507 124 Farmer, nung fu, 343 19
Eyelids, ng^n koi, 48 26; mukp4u, 518 60 Farrier, shau i, 381 37

Farthest above me, tsui sheung t
f au, 91 79d

FACE to face, tui min, 60 15 Fashion, shi hing, 153 43
Face, Form and Ex- Fashion-piece, mi cham, 323 49

pression of^ n Alin lui. 60 Fashionable kind, shi fun, 281 45
Facilitate, to, n tslt king, 5 23 Fast boats, fti l

c ing, 321 19
Facing outwards, n heung ngoi, 20 6 Fast, tied, fok ting, 530 16
Facing towards, heung, 191 5 Fasten, to, hai, 326 103
Factor, toi pan sheung, 207 97j Fasten, to, kau chii, 131 7; pong, 145 217
Factor, n shi sz’ 541 153 Fasten back, ting fan, 146 5
Factor, worked, n shat, 375 ii Fasten up, ting hi, 134 49
Factor, working, fit 375 2

l

Fasten with a wedge, sip •287 12
Factory, n ng^ hong, 541 152 Fasten with a pin, n klu, 154 62
Faculties, internal, noi chi, 366 i| Fastened, well, sun t

€au h6, 154 56

CHI. CHR. 159
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Fat and lean, fi shau, 177 29 Feet, cow’s, ngau k6uk, 162 45
Fat, bits of, ki kin fi, 189 61 Feet horny, kap tsuk, 463 24
Fatal sickness, n ping shat, 512 14 Feign, to, cha, 56 8
Father, a, fu ts^n, 78 12; fu, 78 18 Feign, to, cha ching, 552 362
Father, deceased, n ling hau, 79 38 Fell timber, to, fat 6, 293 5
Father, deceased, n sin kwan, 78 21 Fell down, chui lok, 154 49
Father, his, kHi lb tsz’ 78 25 Fellow, a, t

?
6, 125 8

Father, honored, w tsiin tai yan, 76 3 Fellow in monastery sz
J sang ui, 595 226

Father-in-law, ng6k ch^ung, 106 79 Fellow-laborers, fo ki, 342 17
Father-in-law, ngoi fu, 106 80 Felly, m6ng 331 23
Father, my, 16 yan ki, 78 17 ; kd kwan, 79 30 Felt, chin, 148 4f>

Father, my, n ka fu, 76 3; ki im, 78 11 Female of animals, Dan nd tsz’ 462 18
Father, my (dead), ka tsd, 84 20 Fence, K 315 31
Father’s elder brother, p^k fu, 104 43 Fencing-master, kwan chung kdu tsdp, 592 155
Father’s elder br.’s wife, pak m6, 104 44 Fender, n fo Id wai, 138 81
h ather’s elder sister ku m6, 105 47 Ferment, y6ng 514 30
Father’s maternal uncle, kc au kung, 108 132 Ferment long, to, au kau, 342 16

Father’s paternal elder Ferns, fung mi tsf
6, 458 26

uncle, pik kung, 105 58 Ferns, edible, k^iit, 458 27
Father’s paternal youn Ferns, stone shik wai, 458 28

ger uncle, shuk kung, 105 60 Ferns, unexpanded, kau tsik, 458 29
Father’s sister’s husband, k(i ch6ung 105 49 Ferry-boat, n td hak shiin, 93 24
Father’s younger brother shuk fti, 104 45 Fertile soil, t

c 6 hau, 226 5
Father’s yo. br.’s wife k sham, 104 46 Festoons kit ts*oi, 267 51

Father’s younger sister, kil tsz’ 105 48 Fetid, ch^au, 511 11

Father, your, Id t
f aiye, 78 16; 16 t

f au, 79 31 Fettered, n kwo tsuk, 67 65
Father, your aged, tsiin yung, Id yan kd, 77 5,8 Fever, n shin ping, shan It, 504 59
r ather, your honored, ling tsiin, 76 4 Few days, ki yat, 7 29; 244 49
Fatten, to, y6ung tak fl, 347 38 Fibula, k6n kwat, shing kwat, 518 62
Fauces, hau lung, 518 61 Ficus, yung shii, 440 10

Faultless, m6 kwo, 110 13 Fid of a mast, wai k4, 323 50
Favor, to, n yau sut, 544 218 Fiddle, bass, n t

c ai kl am, 365 78
Favor, requesting, han yan, 232 11 Fiddle, two stringed, n i in, 364 77
Favorably examined, im tak h6, 238 22 Fidelity, chung, 13 52
Fawn, i ni, 468 30 Field, bank of a, t*fn pok, 338 89
Fear, kii 12 41 ;

king, 33 50 Field officer, luk 16 kun, 593 180
Fear, to, n p

?
a, 2 6; wai, 55 47 Field marshal, fu yiin shui, 589 82

Fear, no, ’m yau 252 37 ;
’m f6ng, 254 43 Field spider, ts

c o chi chii, 496 80
Feared, to be, tsui ki 164 64 Field-walks, n t^n ki, 346 32

Fearless, n yau yung ? 116 6 Fife, yeuk, chi, 364 69,70

Feast, chdn, 218 225 Fifty ng shap, 199 12

Feasted, not, pat kung yam, 188 56 Fig, mi) f^L kwo, 443 15

Feather bed, kai mo yuk, 157 7 Fight, to, tau au, 548 290
Feather fan, n md shin 148 35 Figure, ying 34 55
Feathers, md 462 17 Figure-head, n minpchc iu pii, 323 51

Febris intermittens, n yeuk tsat, 502 5 Figure or pattern, ying ying, 288 19

Febris remittens, n fat lang fat it, 504 61 Figured, ’ng tsc
oi, 264 17

Fecula, fan, 200 18 Fiji islands, Fi chi t6, 417 5

Fee of lease, p
c ai t

( au, 196 14 File, ts
l
6, 296 52

Feeble and infirm, chang 77 8 File, rat-tail, shii mi tse o, 296 54

Feed a child, to, 81 42e File, three-cornered, s^,m kok ts
c

6, 296 53
Feed the baby, wai tsai, 163 60 File-fish, mokp^i y^ung, 481 48

Feed to, veung, 544 230 Filial Duty, the, n Hau King, 14 66

Feel, to, t* m 67 73 Fillet of pork, chii pi cham, 163 46

Feel, to, n mok, 525 3 Fin, chc
i, yik, 462 19

Feel the pulse, tslt, 499 8 Finale box, n yii, 361 41
Feeler, iron, t

c
it tap, 335 33 Finally gave it, king ii, 418 10

Feet, the, keuk, 65 34 Finch, wong tseuk, 473 31

Feet and hands, n shau tsuk, 67 63 Find, to wan, 145 226
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Find, not, 'm kin, 147 14 Fish-spear, ii piu, 297 71

Fine, yau, 209 120 Fishing.frog, chan ma ii, 481 51

Fine, very, chan ching h6, 178 37 Fishing-nets, ku mong, 208 109

Fine work, yau sai, 279 20 Fist, n kc iin t
c au, 64 7

Finely done, yau sai, 279 20 Fistularia, ma pin, 481 52
Finger, a shau chi, 64 8 Fit, is, shai hd, 140 108
Finger bones, n chi kwat, 518 63 Fit to eat, ching shik tak, 161 22
Finger, little, mi chi, 20 6 ;

siu chi, 64 12 Fit well, to, cheuk tsc ai ching, 153 34
Finger, ring, m6 ming chi, 64 15 Five,

5

ng, 377 •20

Finger-bowls, sai shau chung, 138 82 Five colors, n ’ng shik, 303
Finger-cots, kik, tit, 367 13,17 Five elements, n ,ng hang, 12 34
Finger-ring, kai chi, 153 44 Five virtues, n 5ng sheung, 12 36
Fingers, n chi, 20 6 Fix, to, (arrange) ching, 136 36
Fingers, beautiful, n shap cM Fix a price, to, lak ka, 208 102

tscim ts^im, 66 54 Fixed, ting. 25 1

Finny tribes, lun lui, 429 1 Fixed, not,
?m ting, 168 2

Fir, tsf ung shii, 441 29 Fixtures, ka fo shap mat, 196 11

Fire, to extinguish, sik fo, 133 33 Flag, shiin k(
l, 323 52

Fire burn, to make the, shai fo mang, J36 19 Flag-pole, n wang tuk, 323 53
Fire, to dry at, fo pui, 164 69 Flag-staff, n kc

l kon, 315 33
Fire-arms, fo hi, 281 44 Flageolet, ka, pat lut, 363 63
Fire-engine, n shui ch^, 331 24 Flageolet pipe, heung tik, 363 64
Firefly, ying fo, fi ying, 494 33 Flail, lin ka, 335 34
Fire-pipe, n f6 Pung 142 146 Flake, to, shing fai, 218 228
Fireplace, fo 16 ham, 132 24 Flake, a, pin, 405 16
Fireworks, n In fo, 20S 99 Flakey, p

c in p
c
ln, 438 27

Fires, accidental, shat fo, 553 382 Flannel, }.ung 147 28
Fireside, fo 16 pin, 142 153 Flash forth, to, shim, 404 11
Firm, kin ku, 297 68 Flat, n pin 50 3
Firm, a, k 200 21 Flattish, kuk pin, 358 11

Firm, to stand, shii, 323 50 Flatulence, fung 164 64
Firm disposition, n tc

it sam, 71 12 Flavor, mi, 165 84
Firmament, hung chung, 403 2 Flavor, to lose, lau hi, 139 88
First, n shau, 11 21 Flax, m 286 7
First, middle, last, sh6ung, chung hd, 390 4 Flea, tlu shat, kau shat, 494 34
First, second, third, n mang, chung, Fleam, fong ma hiit tu, 296 55

kwai 404 9 Fleecy clouds, pin wan, 406 19
First,—then, sin,—hau, 22 6 Flesh, yuk, 160 5; 438 20
First and second mi- sh^ung shii tso Flesh color, ch€

ik, 212 153
nister, yau shing, 596 240 Fleur-de-lis, n u tip fa, 454 56

First Bar, T4i h6 t
c au, 222 7 Flexible, tdm wat, 292 46

First day of month, ch c

6 yat, 398 7 Flexible, tsc
ui, 517 25

First decade, sh6ung tsun, 390 4 Flies in pools, mil mung, 494 35
First growth, ch*6 shang 439 42 Flints, fo shik, 208 101
First learn, n sin hok, 2 4 Float, a bamboo, chuk p

c
4i 326 97

First makers, chc
i chc ong, 370 5 Float, to, fau 230 8

First month, ching iit, 389 2 Floor, lau pan, 132 25
First process, hi shau, 340 3 Florist, fi WODg, 281 38
First watch, n ch{ o kang, 392 10 Floss, fat, 263 1 ;

yung, 267 54
Fiscal laws, n u lut, 537 75 Flounder, tso hau t^t sha. 481 53
Fish, salt, h^m ii, 163 48 Flour, min, 139 98; piu min, 163 49
Fish, to, tiu li, 299 118; pb ii, 347 39 Flow, to, lau hd, 101 56d
Fishermen, ii yan 347 39 ; ii yung 124 13 Flow down, lam lam If, 71 27
Fishes

n

U lui 479 Flower, fa, wai, 281 38
Fish-hawk, ..ii ying, 473 32 Flower-pot,

p
c in^, 139 85

Fish-head Rocks, U t
cau shik, 222 7 Flowered, n fd, 288 19; tse oi, 264 8

Fishmaws, ii t
?
d, 208 100 Flowering almond, fl t

{
6, 455 87

Fishpole tiu kon, 299 118 Flowering pyrus, hung tMt hoi
Fish-pool, ch?

l t
? ong, 315 32 t

c ong fa, 456 105
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Flowers, cluster of, n to fa, 153 45 Foreigner, n i, 268 1 ;
iin 1 418 10

Flowers^ Ornamental^ n Mingfd, 451 Foriegners, crafty, kan i 1!76 15
Fluency of speech, r h6 haa kok, 54 30 Forehead, n ng4k ^au, 43 8
Fluke, a, kau, 323 58 Fore-mast, Can wai, 325 77
Fluke, rice, wo kau, 335 35 Foremost, n kwai, 9 4
Fluke, fa ching p

c
i, 482 55 Forenoon, n sheung J

ng, 391 6
Flushed, min ch(

ik, 60 9 Forest, shii muk, 345 25
Flute, n tik, w4ng tik, 364 68 Forest, a, sham 32 40
Fluted, kw4 ch^t, 318 73 Forest Trees

n

K^iu muk luL 440
Flux, hung pak li, 504 50 Forestalling, lung tun kii kc

i, 208 102
Fly, u ying 494 36 Forge, to, kong lin, 280 31
Fiy» to, fi, 465 54 Forgery, n cha ng i 546 254
Flycatcher, king in, 473 33 Forget, to, mong ki, 153 42
Flying fish fu ii, iu, 482 56 Forging, tiin lin, 289 22
Flying squirrel, n lui shii

?

ng, 468 31 Fork, chc
a, 335 37

Fob, n piu toi, 148 37 Fork, chc
a, 139 84

Fog, m6, 404 5 Forked bone, n ki kwat, 517 26
Fogong, n fung Id, 139 87 Form, a, y6ung, 295 41 ;

yin^, 293 10
Fold the hands, to, n lim shau, 66 46 Form, human, yan yung m4u, 283 62
Fold the hand, to, n tsau shau, 66 48 Form, to, shing 212 143
Folding paper, chip chi, 288 21 Form of writing a, se fit, 191 5
Follow after, to, kan yan mi, 142 145 Form of, in the, h6 ts

e z
5 kom yeunff, 129 9

Follow own will, tsz
5

sui, 96 63e Former state, ying fuk ii kau, 525 1

Follows, as, n u,

h6, 73 52; p
(
ik,

6 26 Formerly, sin yat, 177 23
Fond of, n 122 12 Formerly, ts

c ung tsc ln, 185 21
Fond of, oi sh6ung, 161 25 Formosa, T c

oi W^n, 422 8
Fontanelle, sun mun, 518 64 Forms, all, kok t

c
ai, 284 73

Food Articles of n Shik mat lui 160 Forms, a pair of bed, yat tui tMu tang, 159 21
Food and raiment, i shik, 347 1 Forms of writing, shii i

c
ai, 41

Fool, yii 111 28 Fort, p
l 4u t

c
oi, 309 28

Foolishly, n ma mi fu, 254 43 Forty sz
?

shap, 375 3
Foot, one, n yat ch {

ik, 380 1 Fortune, good, h6 ming, 73 59
Foot, goes on, pd hang, 183 3 Fortunes, to tell, chim siin, 301 151

Foot, the, n k6uk, tsuk, 65 31 Forward, bends, fu shan, 187 40
Footstep, n p6 75 90 Fossa, n iit 519 66
Footstool, n k^uk tap tang, 139 83 Foster-child, 16 lai y6ung,

yeung tsz’
87 16

Footstool of throne, n Dd.1 562 42 Foster-child, 88 39
Foot-waling, k^,k shui p

c ong,323 54 Foul wind, yik fung, 329 144
For, n yan wai, 52 36 Foundation of walk, ki keuk, 346 32
For, in place of, toi, 199 7 Foundation of a wall, ki, ts

c 6ung keuk,31

5

34
For holding, i wai chong, 297 76 Foundation stones, ch*ai, 315 35
For making, wai, 295 32 Founder, ku chii shau, 281 39
For me, toi ngo, 83 9 Fountain, a, n yat kii ts

c
iin, 101 56d

For me, buy, n t
c ung ngoi mii 8 4 Fountain-head, iin, 85 23e

For sale, n chc ut mai, 136 26;fdth4k, 199 9 Four, sz’ 377 20
Foramina, lung,

5m hang,

519 65 Four Books, n Sz 5

Shii, 13 57
Forbear, to, 177 24 Four classes,

Four Limbs,

sz
5 man, 340 2

Forbid to, fung kam, 316 47 Sz’ chi 63
Forbidden hall, kam Ping, 561 36 Four Odes, n Sz Shi 15 79
Forbidden palace, kam kung, 561 36 Four points, n sz fong 11 82
Forceps, t^t nip, 532 32 Four precious articles, man fong

Forcible, k^ung, 539 112 sz’pb 370 2
Fore ts? in, 466 1 Four Seasons sz’ shi ]1 30; sz’ kwai 389 2

Fore arm, n pi kwat, 516 7 Fourth, a, sz
5

fan chi yat, 394 12

Fore-brace of a plough, lai tsin, 335 36 Fowl, fricaseed, fat lan sai kai, 163 51

Forefinger, i chi, 20 6 ;
shik chi, 64 10 Fowl, rabbit, Id shii kai, 163 52

Foreign, loi 16, 163 48; yeung, 200 17 Fowls, roast, shiu kai, 163 50
Foreign countries, ngoi kwok, 203 48 Fowls, kai lui, 473 34

Foreign coins, y6ung ts
c
in, 259 6[ Fox, n u lj, 468 32
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Fractions, siu shd chi fan, 373 2
\ Fruit Trees

n

Kw6 muk luU 442

Fractions, k c
i ling. 377 19 Fruitful season, fung nin, 308 7

Fractured, p
? o lan, 284 80 Fruitful soil, ti n, 227 6

Fragments, ling sui, 296 61 Fry, to (dry) hong, 139 86

Fragrant, h^ung, 165 84 iFry, to (in fat) chau, 160 4

Frame, to, ka, 291 38; 315 36 Fry, to (or simmer) tsin, 165 87

Frame of a roof, n kau pi 315 36 Frying-pan, wo, 139 96

France, Fat lan sai, 410 8 Fuel, n he
ai, 342 l;i

Franks, n Fat long kl, 417 10 Fukien, n Fukkin, 422 8

Frantic horse, nd ma. 330 7 Fulgora, lung ngan ngo, 495 47

Fraternal, n tai, 11 21 Full, mun, 165 103

Fraud, ts^am hi, 540 128 Full half, tii pun, 252 35

Fraudulently, cha hi, 547 274 Full harvest, kuk fung, 351 10

Freckles, mak. 73 m Full moon, time of, mong shi, 398 o
Free from feathers, i m6 tsing, 201 36 Full of wine, tsau tsui, 122 •22

Free from rocks, mo shik. 199 14 Fumigate, to, yau, 33 •50

Free ingress, tung wan yap, 314 18 Fundamentally, pun, 403 3

Free passage, seung t^ung. 85 23f Funds, fo pun, 208 104

Free persons, leang yan, 552 373 Fungus, chi 458 30
Freely drink, yam sham, 189 5 Fungus on bamboo, chuk yuk, 458 31

Freely drink it, tst ui pin yam, 182 35 Furs, P” 208 105
Freeman, leung, 539 112 Fur dresses, kc au, 208 105

Freight, shui keuk ngan, 208 103 Fur sea]. chi ma tiu, 470 75
Frequently, pat li sheang, 63 58 Furnace, iu, 279 14; tsc un, 37 74
Fresh, (not salt) tam. 167 133 Furnace, tinman J

s, ta sik 16, 296 57
Fresh, (uncooked) shang, 164 S3 Furnace, cooking, fang 16, 139 87 ;

ts5, 316 33
Fresh air, let in. nap leung, 314 15 Famished, n ye tsc ai pj, 157 5
Fr-esh color, sin in, 289 29' Furniture of Houses^ n Hi yung 134
Fresh fish, sin ii, 163 47 Furniture, printer’s kap pan foiig, 296 58
Frighten birds, to, •chuk kc am, 337 77 Furrowed, tsau, 73 58
Friend, p

c ang vau. 69 103 Further, what, wan yau mat, 342 14

Friend intimate. tscan p
? ang, 126 13! Fuse, to, yung fa, 258 3; ku chii,281 39

Friend, honored, shai pak, 185 28 : Fuse and cast, to, tiin lin, 278 13
Friend, your, ii tai, 182 2 Future generations, hau shai, 111 27
Frieze, iu sin, 316 37
Fringe of a hat, m6 ying, 162 3ll GABEL department, !eung fong, 344 •20

Frisket, kak chi kc am, 296 56 Gable, uk fl, 316 39
Fritting, hong pui, 289 23 Gable-ears, kiin 1, 316 40
Frock, t^i sham, 148 38 Gad-fly, fi mong, 494 37
Frog, t

c in kai, wa, 478 11 Gag, to, n sak hau, 53 7
Frog, striped, ha ma 478 13| Gain, 1' 115 7
Frog, tree, shan kop, 478 12 Gain, to make, ch n 128 3
From, yau, 112 12; tsz\ 218 220 Gaiters, keuk mang, 148 39
From—to, tsz

5—chi, 326 103 Galangal, leung keung, 208 106
From, come, chf at, •203 53| Galbanum, fang chi heung, 208 107
From abroad, loi 16, 181 23 Gall-bladder, n tam, 140 111
From one to another, n tso kau yau, 69 95 Gall-nuts, 7ng pui tsz\ 208 108
From whence. chc ut tsoi pin ch? u, 224 l! Gallery, kok, 317 53
Front, ching min, J31 7 Gallinaceous birds, kai iui 461 8
Front door, t

? aa mun, 313 3 Gallipot, hom chung, 139 h'R

Front of a hall, t^ong ts
c
in, 314 15 Gaily, a, on tsz

?

pan, 296 59
Frontal bones, tin ch6, 519 67 Gally-worm, pak tsuk, ma luk, 494 38
Frontal eminences t

? au kok, 519 68 Gambier, n shii leung, 208 109
Frontal line, ngak 16, 519 69i Gambler, tb kwan, 1*26 12
Frontiers, pin sui, 309 •22 Gambling, tb pok, 552 378
Frontiers, sui, 308 11

;
pin king, 543 203 Gamboge, t

cang wonof, 209 110
Frowzy, n smg, 511 11 ;

s6, 164 78 Gamboge yellow, t
c anff won

^, 306 79
Fruit, kwo tsz

5

, 163 53; kwo, 437 15 Game of me, do^t make, mai wan ngo, 251 33
Fruit of trees, shat, tsz’ 439 35 Gammarus, shui ka chat, 492 37
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Gamut, ngok yam, 356 ] ]General term, tsung chc ing, 436 7
Gander, ng kung, 473 35 General vice-president, chii ts

c
o.

Gangway, shui sin mun, 323 55 long kun, 587 37
Gangway-ladder, shim t

c
ai, 323 56 Generalissimo, yiin shui, 604 462

Gape to, tk ham 16, 74 68 Generally, tii y6uk, 341 6
Gar-pike, hok tsam, 482 57 Generation, a, sliai 109 6
Garden, iin 316 41 Generation, a, n fuk, pin pui t 99 42,44
Garden, a walled, n wai 316 4;2 Genius, chi hi, 122 15; ying ts

f
oi, 309 20

Gardenia florida, p^k shim 453 31 Gentian, wong lin, 209 ill

Gardenia spinosa, tui min lik, 453 32 Gentleman, that, n ko wai yan h4k, 173 5
Garlic, tsc ing siin, 163 54 Gentleman annalist, chii tsok long, 588 47
Garments, n \ fuk, 208 109 Gentlemau keeper of shing ling fu

Garoupa, n shik p^n ii, 482 59 the seal, sai long, 596 257
Garrison, a, ving, 124 11 Gent, of distinction, hdu lim, 590 95
Garters, mat tai, 148 40 Gentleman president, sheung shii long^96 239
Gate, mun, 183 4 Gentleman usher, chii hik
Gate of a village, n lii 316 43 long chung, 588 45
Gateway, mun hau, 136 35 Gentleman usher, long chung, 593 178
Gather to tsc

oi, 124 12 Gentlemen, a, 16 ye, 183 4
Gather grain, to, lim w6, 335 35 Gentlemen, lit wai, 175 3
Gather up hair, to, c^uk fat, 124 17 Gentleness, shun, 92 3

;
yau, 93 25

Gather wheat, to, ch f iu mak, 337 67 Genus, n chung, 437
Gauge, k^u ch?

i 14t, 297 65 Geography, n Ti Li chI, 399
Gauge, to, ting, 337 69; leung, 529 14 Geometrical worms, chl ik w k, 494 39
Gauze, sh 267 46 Geometry and Trigo-

Gauze, coarse, ki sh 267 51 nometry

n

Fong fin u k6k, 393
Gearing, put ch?

i, 289 24 Geranium, heang ip, 453 33
Gecko, lui kung sh6, 478 14 Geranium, holly leaved, y6ung kw e

ai, 453 34
Gelatinous, kiu, 208 109 Germany, X li man, 410 9
Gelding, shin ma, 463 33 Gesticulation, shau mu, 65 41

Gem, a T n chun, 218 225: yuk, 10 13 Get ready some, ching tik, 171 17

Gemmeous avenue, yuk chi, 561 36 Get rich, n fat ts
c
oi, 63 60

(Temmeous carriage, yuk lim, 556 6 Get up and down, sheung lok, 323 56
Gemmeous pages, yuk tip, 559 17 Getting, without, ’m tak 164 78
Gemmeous signet, yuk sai, 558 7 Gibbon, u un, 468 34
Gemmeous steps, yuk kai, 561 G6 Giblet-pie, ngotc aukwai, 163 55
Genealogical book p ? 559 17 Giddiness, t

c au wan, 44 37
General, a, tseung kwan, 602 393 Gig, eight-oared, p^t tseung shiin, 323 57

General, a, to tuk, to t
c ung, 601 375,376 Gig ship’s sam pan, 326 90

General, in, tai leuk, 232 12 Gild, to, to kam, 294 24; mui kam, 211 135
General and chief’ chii ts

f o Gilding, h6 kam, 145219; seung kam, 289 25
presidents, sheung shii, 587 S6 Gills, soi 462 20

Genera] Comprehensive Sim fat Tf un^ Gilt head,

.

ang ko li, 482 t)3

Arithmetic, the, n Tsung, 374 7 Gimlet, shau tsiin, 296 60
General consumption, lo, siu lau, 242 37 Ginger, keung, 448 27
General Council^ n Kwan ki ch^ii, 573 Ginger, preserved, t

e ong keung, 181 20
General herdman, chu muk k^m, 58S 39 Ginseng, yan sham, 209 112
General history, chii sz’ 16 88 Gioro, n kok 16, 565 34
General inspector, chiu tsf o Girdle, iu tai, 153 4G; chuk, 35 60

ts
cam kwan, 588 38 Girl, green, n ts

f ing t
c au nii, 95 52

General laws, n ming lut lai, 533 Girl, servant, mui tsai, 135 7
General leader of hang kwan Girth, ma tc o tai, 331 •25

cavalry. sz’ m 590 90 Give, to, pi, 150 75; sung, 250 30
General name, tsung ming, 216 202 Give assent, n tim t

? au, ngap t
f au, 43 14,15

General of body guard, wai tseung Give consent, not,

.

mi wan hang, 90 71

kwan, 604 438 Give ear, pi 1 t
c ing, 58 41

General of the light piu ki Give in marriage, kk nii, 563 62
horse, tseung kwan, 594 208 Give no time, pat k^p, 58 38

General soother td wai 601 377 Give notice, to, piu hi, 128 7
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Give over to, to, kau, 215 182 Gold, wong kam, 434 12

Give up to, w y^ung, 10 19 Gold dust, shui kam, 474 13

Given number, the, pun sh6, 375 1 Gold-fish, kam ii, 482 70

Given year, a, mau nin, 260 7 Gold green beetle, kam kwai tsz’ 493 11

Gizzard, kai shan, 519 70 Gold leaf, kam p k, 434 14

Glad, hi, 26 5 Golden lilies, n kam lin, 69 91

Gland in eye,

.

ngan t
c au yuk, 517 27 Golden Mirror, n I Tsung Kam Kam, 499 6

Glands, lachrymal, n ng^n lui hat, 519 71 Golden palace, n kam tin, 561 36

Glare of sun, yat shai, 134 2 Golden pheasant, kam kai, 475 75
Glass, p6 U 138 69 Golden steps, kam kai, 561 36

Glass, champagne, sim pin pui, 139 89 Goldsmith, kam tseung, 281 43
Glass, claret, hung tsau pui, 139 90 Gomphrena globosa, pkk yat hung, 453 35

Glass-blower, che ui po li sz
J

fu, 281 40 Gone, h«u llu, 79 30
Glass-mender, n p6 ts^z* kong tseung, 281 41 Gong, a, 16 392 10

Glass-stuffi A shiu liu, 209 113 Gong, drum, n t
c ung ku, 359 24

Glassware, po li hi, 209 113 Gong, great, n tai l
, 359 22

Glauber’s salts, hiin ming fan, 431 26 Gong, hand, su 16, 296 61; 359 25
Glaucoma, ngin chii pin luk, 504 62 Gong, small, t^n ta, 359 23
Glaze, to. s6ung kwo, 141 139 Gong, watch, tim tsz

?

, 359 26
Glazed, lap min, 248 17 Gongs, frame of, wan Id, 359 27
Glazed gauze, leung shi, 267 47 Gonorrhea, pak shuk, 504 63
Glazier, s6ung po li sz* fu, 281 42 Gonorrheal ophthalmia, shik ngan, 506 107
Glenoid cavity, kin kap kwat Good, n h6, 2 6 ; shin, 17 7

t
f au k? au, 519 77 Good bye, n ts? ing 4, 7 29

Glistening, ling, 303 1 Good deeds, shin hang, 311 64
Globe, the, ti kau, 396 1 Good faith, n san, 273 11

Globules, iin, 405 15 Good foreigners, leung l, 276 15
Gloomy weather, t

? in 6m, 227 6 Good health, on sheung, 90 78
Glory of man, n van chi tin shau, 46 61 Good living, yau tsau yau yuk, 100 55
Glossy, wit, 279 17 ;

sin in, 288 18 Good-looking, h6 t
c
ai, 137 53

Gloves, n shau lap, 148 42 Good luck attend, ho hang, 256 54
Glow-worm, ying ts^ii, 494 40 Good medicine, leung yeuk, 55 42
Glue, ngau p

c
i kau, 209 114 Good meiiy Of, n' Shin yan 118

Glume, kuk p
c
i, 437 10 Good name, n t

c ai min, 61 21
Glutinous, kau iin, 166 111 Good order, put in, chai hd, 136 22
Glutinous rice, n6 mai, 450 74 Good wares, fo chan, 46 67
Gnat, yui 494 41 Goodman, l^ung van, 93 18

Gnaw, to. hau ngat, 53 15 Goodness, tak, 81 42e
Gnaw, to. nglt mat, 466 1 Goosequill, ngo m6 kun, 213 170
Go, to, hii 154 63, Goods fo mat, 214 181 ;

fo, 233 4
Go abroad, to, chc ut ngoi 77 6 Goose, tsc o ngo, 473 37
Go and bring, hc

ii tam, 140 112 Goose, roast, shlu ngo, 163 56
Go down, to, tit, 241 35 Goose, wild ngan ng6, 163 57
Go home, to, kwai, 120 15 Goose wild, hung ng^n, 473 38
Go in peace, h6 hang 16 244 47i,Goshawk, fuk, 473 39
Go out, not, pat nangchl ut, 299 102 Gossypium, min shii, 440 16
Go through the streets, yau kai, 209 119 Gouge, eyebrow, ngo mi tsok, 296 63
Go-between, a, 'van mui, 539 117 Gouge, semicircle, lit chc dn, 296 62
Go-down, a, n t'6 fu, 316 44 Gourd, pau, 437 16
Goa, Siu Sai yeung, 408 ll

1

Gourd, bottle, n u 16, 448 30
Goat, yeung, shan y4ung, 468 35 Gourd, snake, sz’ k'vd, 448 29
Goatsucker, t

c
6 kun, 473 36 Gourd-squash, U, 448 28

Gobi, desert of, Sha mok, 423 18 Gout, tsau fung keuk. 504 64
Gobius, kon kai p

c 4ng, 482 72 Govern, to, chi, 80 426
Goblet, u, 121 6 Govern, to, kun hat, 411 23
Gods, sz

J shan ling, 312 75 Govern family, cheung k 93 28
Going, am. s^ung hc

u, 151 5 Government, chinff, 110 16
Going and coming, wong loi, 123 6 Goveri\t3iental Affairs,nW NG chat, 533
Goitre, ngo hau, 503 17l Governmental boats, kun t

c ing, 222 9
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Governmental dispatches, kung man, 545 238 Grave tone, n chung shing, 4 14

Governmental horses, kun 545 232 Gravel, sha lam, 505 66

Governor, a, chai t*oi 586 1 Gravitate, to, ts? u chHi, 398 4

Governor, a, tsung tuk, 603 413 Gravity, t'ai, 202 39
Govenor-general, tsung tuk, 407 6 Gravy, chap, 163 59
Governor-general of ho td Gravy dish, chap chung, 139 93'

rivers, tsung tuk, 590 100 Gray color, n fui, 239 25; kot shik, 304 26
Governor of canal, tsung ts

l
d, 603 414 Gray hairs. pak fat, 72 35

Governor of rivers, tsung ho, 613 415 Grayheaded, t
c au fat kan fa pak, 71 19

Governor’s staff, tuk piu, 603 423 Grazing, n 6 shik, 345 26
Grackle, spotted, pat 473 41 Great, tdi, 42 3

Grackle, wattled, liu ko, pat ko, 473 40 Great, pM, 27 15; kii, 38 80
Grade, a, n yat pui, 90 79c Great assistant, chung seung, 588 49
Grade of men, lau yan, 340 1 Great Britain, Tai Ying, 410 7

Gradually, un un, 528 10 Great director, tai sz
?

chik, 600 341
Gradually, tsim, 79 35; chc u ch{

ti, 528 8 Great empress, \
c
ai hau, 562 47

Graft, ai chi, 4:37 17 Great expense, fai ts
c oi t

c ai sham, 188 57
Graft, to, pok chi, 345 28 Great interior, tai n i, 561 36
Grain

a

yat nap, 383 1 Great Medical College, T l
ai I viin, 498 4

Grain, bad, P
c an, 342 14 Great manager, tai sz

5

lit, 600 339
Grain, growing, wo, 448 31 Great minister of state, kwan ki

Grain in the chaff, n kuk, 448 32 tai shan, 592 154

Grain-bin, kiik hap, 335 38 Great one of nation, kwbk t
(
ai, 562 46

Grains, family of, n kuk p6, 437 Great Pass, Tung Kwan, 346 35
Grains, fish, ii chc

4, 296 64 Great prime minister, tai chung tsoi, 600 337

Grains, the six, n luk kuk, 12 38 Great ruler, chung tsoi, 588 50

Granaries, n tsc ong, kw'an, king, pan, 309 29 Great tranquilizer, t
l ^i wai, 599 310

Granary director, tai sz
5

chii, (500 348 Great tutor to prince, t
c
ai tszU^aifu, 599 320

Granary rat, tsc ong shii, 470 71 Great variety, hd to, 46 65

Grand Canal, Wan Ho, 425 27 Great Wall, man li cheung shing, 425 24

Grand chop, n hung p
l
ai, 223 11 Great-grandson, n tsang siin, 88 47

Granddaughter sun nu, 104 21 Great-grandson, n chung siin, 89 49

Granddaughter’s husband siinsai 104 22 Great-grandson’s wife, tsang siin

Grandfather, tsd fu, 103 7 sik fu, 104 24

Grandfather, my, n a kung, a ye, 84 17,18 Great-grandfather, n tsang ts6, 8‘2 3

Grandfather, my deceased, sin ts6 hau, 84 22 Great-grandfather, n t
c ai kung, 103 5

Grandfather, your, ling tsd, 84 19 Great-grandmother, tsang tsd mo,

Grandmother, tsd m6, a p
c
6, 103 9,10 t

c ai p
e
o, 103 4,6

Grandmother, deceased, sin tsd pi, 34 21 Great-great-grandfather, n kb tsc>, 82 2

Grandson, sun, 97 26 Great-great-grandmother, kd ts6 mo, 103 2

Grandson’s wife, siin sik fu, 104 20 Great-great-grandson, n im siin, 88 48

Granite, n fa kong tsc ing, 431 2? Great-great-grandson
?

s

Grant, to, n chun, •269 2 wife, un siin sik fu, 104 26

Grant tc pay out) chi, 545 244 Greatest part, tAi pun, 407 6

Granting it is, sui hai kom yeung, 241 33 Greave for a bow, n kau 368 20

Granulations, yuk nga, 504 65 Grebe, shui i)6, 474 42

Grape, p
l 6 443 16 Greece, Hi lip, 410 10

Grappling-iron, ting 323 58 Green color, n ts
l ing, 72 46 ;

ink shik, 304 30

Grasp, to, p
f
a, 366 4; ak, 367 11 Green, (not ripe) shang, 208 108

Grasp, to, na, 528 10; 326 88 Green palace, ts
c ing kung, 563 60

Grass, ts<d 458 32 Green plantain, pa tsiu, 445 64

Grasscloth, ha p6, 148 38 Green vegetables, ts
c ing ts

c
oi, 167 125

CjtrssshoppGr^ sz
9

tsc o mang, 495 42 Greens, n tsl C 446 33

Grasshopper, ^reenheaded, hai kc
i, 495 43 Greens, water, ang ts

l
oi, 448 34

Grate, a, fo Id, 132 26; 139 91 Gridiron, n t
(
it p

c
a, 139 94

Grateful, ham yan, 2(>9 3 Grieve, to, yau, 114 24

Grater keung tse
at, 139 92 Grind, to, mo, 297 64; lui, 294 15

Gratuitous practice, chau tsai 499 8 Grind fine, to, ii vau, 298 97

Grave, mb, ( 78 22 Grind wheat, to, lik m^k, 336 55
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Grindstone, mo t6 shik, 297 64 Gypsum, shik kd 431 •28

Gristle, n tsc ui kwat, 517 26
Grocery, ts4p fo 309 33 HAD, sold all I, mai sai,! 243 42

Groom to prince, ^ai tsz
?
sai ma, 599 325 Haematitic ore, toi ch6 shik, 434 15

Grooves, au ying, 530 19 Haggard looks, n hc
ii ngin, 48 15

Ground, into the, yap ^6, 297 68 Hainan, island, K{ ingchaufu, 427 9

Ground, the, ti, 127 2; t^n nai, 335 40 Hail, P
c au, 404 6

Ground nut, fa shang, 443 17 Hair,

Hair, a single,

mb, 462 21

Grouse, chi kau, 474 43 yat t
? iu m6, 72 J9

Grove, a. lam, 32 40 Hair, locks of, n yam, 153 48

Grow, to, shang, 52 37 Hair, suit to a,

Hair-pin,

ngiu sin hc am, 248 15

Grow (plants), to, chung, 231 9 chc
ai, 154 49

Grown up, \ c^eung tii, 88 42 Hair of the head, t
cau fat, 71 28

Grubs, tsc ai ts
t
6, 495 44 Hair on temples, pan,

tsz’
519 82

(irudge, not to, pat kai 122 17 Hair on upper lip 519 61

Grudge, without, tsiit pat Half, a, yat pun, 197 16

kan sik, 269 2 Half, a full,

Half, lower,

pun, 252 35

Gruei, rice, mai u, 163 60 ha pun, 182 2

Grum tone, n d shing, 4 14 Half and half, tui pun, 247 1:3

Grunting ox, mau ngau 470 88 Half past two, n mi ching i hak, 391 6
Guard, to, kdi 351 10 Haliotis, fuk, shik kiit ming, 491 21

Guard boats, n ap shiin, 222 9 Hall, t
c ng, 310 35

Guard frontiers, to, fong shau sui, 309 22 Hall, great, n
Hall, magistrate^,

tai t
c ing, 132 27

Guarded, n yan, 116 ]] kung t
{ ong, 316 49

Guardhouse, k 310 34 Hall, second,

Hall, side,

i t^ing t
? 6ng, 132 29

Guardian of prince’s wing t
c ing, 132 28

manners, chung wan, 588 56 Hall of audience, n
Hall of exposure, n

chc iu ting, 561 36
Guardians, three, sam sing, 595 216 shan ming ting, 552 376
Guava, fin shik lau, 443 18 Hall of science, hok kung, 310 36
Guava-leaf sole, nim ip tsai. 487 203 Halliards, li lam, 323 60
Gudgeon, rn^tk hau J^au, 462 7 Hallux, hau chi, 462 22
Guest, pan, 94 37 ;

hik. van h^ik, 184 8 Halo,

Halungkiang (Tsitsi

har)

yat wan, 404 7

Guest-chamber, fa t^ing, 316 45!

Guide or signal, om hd,

pa shau,

222 6 Hak lung kong, 422 17

Guide the hand, to, n 19 1 Ham, tsat au, kwok, 519 85
Guilt, tsui, 89 58 Ham, a, fo t

f
ui, 163 61

Guinea pig, ho 14n chii, 468 36 Hami peach, ha mat t
c
5, 444 51

Guitar, bamboo, n chuk t
? ung ku, 363 56 Hammer, pile, n ti chong chc ui 297 68

Guitar, balloon shaped, n p
c
i p*a, 362 53 Hammer, shoe, hai c^ui, 297 67

Guitar, four stringed, yiin him, 363 55 Hammer, stone, shik chc
ui, 297 66

Guitar, moon, n
Guitar, three stringed, /

iit k^am, 362 •54 Hammer tinman’s sik chc
ui, 297 69

s^m in, 362 52 Hammer, to, che
ui,

\ noi chc ui kwat,

202 45
Gull, au, 474 44 Hammer bone ofear, 520 109
Gullet, it che, 521 129 Hammer.headed shark, kuns tsz

5

Gully, a, td, 346 33
Hand, n

m6 sha, 487 169
Gum, shii kau, 209 115; 437 IS. shau, 63 l

Gum, chi kd, 215 189 Hand, a, yat chik shau, 64 17
Gums, hau kan kwat, 519 78 Hand, an experienced, shuk shau, 66 52
Gun, a, niu ts^ung,

tai p
c au,

220 3 Hand around, to, fung, 184 11

Gun a, (cannon) 220 3 Hand here, to, tai lai, 139 90
Gunpowder, fo y^uk, 209 116 Hand in hand, n t

e o lai shau, 64 2-2

Gunpowder tea, n ini chii, 225 4 Hand in hand, k\v c ai shau, 65 40
Gunsmith, tsc eung chc ung f Hand-bound, chc uk shau, 66 47

hi ts^ung, 281 44 Handcuffed, n so chii shau, 64 23
Gunwale, tai kan, 324 59 Handful, yat pa, 229 7
Gurnard, 1dm yikii, 483 78' Handkerchiefs, kan, shau kan, 348 43
Gutta serena, fdt tsing kwong, 502 7 .Handkerchiefs, n elf an kan, 154 51
Gutter, shui tsd, 316 46 Handle, ping, 359 18; 1, 145 210
Gutturals, n hau yam, 6 26 |Handsome, h6 t

e
ai, 154 52; tsing cbt, 251 32
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Hawk imperial, kok ying, yu ying, 474 47
Hawkers, f^n tsai, 209 119
Hay, kon tsc 6. 458 33
Hayti, Hd th 415 9
Hazle nut, p

c ang tsz
5

, 443 19
Hazle nut, long, fi tsz’ 443 2(
He, kii, 134 56
Head, bow the, p^, t

cau yat tai, 18? 4(1

Head, Shape and Mo*
tionsof’n T(au luij 42

Head of a man, n yan t
c au, 42 1

Head winds, ting t
c au fung, 329 142

Headache, t
cau t ung, 44 35

Headdress, shoe hong, 154 52
Headstall, lung t

c au, 331 26
Healing medicines, i y6uk 509 1

Health, chong kin, 79 41

Hear, to, t
c ing kin, 59 44

Hear, to, n t
c
ing, lingyam, 56 2

Hear, to, man, 120 12

Heart, sam, 520 86
Heart beats, sam l

c lu, 71 23
Hearth, fo 16 tai, 132 30
Hearth brush, fui sd, 39 95
Hearth cricket, tau md? 494 27
Heat, it, 320 5
Heater, n fo wo, 139 96

Heave anchor, kau n^u, 329 145

Heaven, n t(in, 11 25; 75 91

Heaven-daring, w t m pdu 71 15

Heavens, high, h6 t
c
ln, 81 42

Heaviness of the head, t*au chung, 44 38
Heavy, chung, 137 55
Hedgehog, wai, tsln chii, 469 64
Hedysarum pulchellum, i p

( o ts
c
in, 453 36

Heed, not to, pat kai 121 10

Heel, k^uk chang t
c aui, 65 33

Heel bone, kan kwat, 520 88
Heel, shoes down at, tit chang h^i, 149 69
Heir, tsz’ tsz’ 86 6

Heir-apparent, n Hi tsz’, 86 2
Heir-apparent, chii kwan, 563 58
Helianthus, chc iu kw c

ai, 456 116

Helix, kwa ngau, 492 49
Helix of ear i kwok, 1 lun, 520 89
Helm, to ho)d the, t

(
6, 320 9

Helmsman, shiu kung, 320 9
Help, to, P ng, ]52 22

Help each other, fu chc
j, 99 35

Helping-hand, cho yat pi chi lik, 68 82
Helve, » 297 72

Hem, to, n t
? iu, 155 81

Hemerocallis fulva, hiin ts
c 5 6 454 65

Hemerocallis Japonica, yuk tsim, 454 64
Hemiramphus, chc 6ung tiin tsam, 483 80
Hemisphere, southern, n^m fong, 401 9
Hemorrhage, lau hiit, 52 29

Hemp, u md, 209 120; chu, 458 35

Hemp aloes, po 16 m^, 457 9

Handwriting,

Hang before, to,

Hang down, n
Hang down, to,

Hang on, to,

Hang up, to,

Happen to meet,

Happiness,

Harbor, n
Hard,

Hard to deal,

Hard to say,

Hard to say,

Hardly reckoned,

Hardware,
Harelip,

Harem,
Harmless,

Harmonicon, copper

wire, n

pat tsik 78
long t6, 158

tiu, 140 117; tin, 293
tai, 43

t
? 6 fin, ch^p lok, 148

kwa hi, 135
fat ii 404
fuk 90
kong hau, 209

kin, 207 94; nging, 210
chan chan 11 hoi, 254

n n kong, 251
nan t6, 102
patkc apsh5, 268
t(it hi, 209
pang hau, 54
kam iin, 316
pat sheung yan, 509

y^ung kc am,^ 361

Harmonicon, seven stringed, sau, 362
Harmony, wo hai, 92 8 ;

i 1, 99
Harmony and concord, w6 muk,
Harness of a loom, n
Harpoon,
Harrow, drill, n
Harrow, long-toothed,

Harrow, square,

Harrow, to,

Harrow, triangular,

Hartall,

Hartdiorn,

Harvest, full,

Has he brought?

Hash, n
Haste,

Hastily change, n
Hat, a

Hat, felt,

Hat, official red, n
Hat, rain,

Hat, straw,

Hat, summer,
Hat, winter, n

Hat-band,

Hatch, a,

Hatch, to,

Hatchways,
Hate, to,

Hateful, to be disliked,

tsung,

,

sdu, ii piu,

]au kii,

che au,

fong p
c
d,

t
{ ln,

yan tsz
5

hung wong,
luk yung,

kuk fung,

ning fan mi a,

hat shik,

tsuk,'

ch(
ip koi,

yat ting

chin mb,
hung md,
ii mb,
tsc 6 m6
16ung

nun md,
mo tai,

kcam ts
f ong,

p5 tau,

ts? 6ng hau,

u,

im,

99
297
297
335
335
335
343
335
434
514
351
158
163
575
349
148
148
148
148
148
148
148
147

324
471
324
349
74

Hatter,

Haughtily,

Haunch bone,

Haunch of mutton,

Have, to,

Have you ?

Hawaii,

Hawfinch,

Hawk, n

chong m6 sz
9

fu, 281
h6 hi, 73
iu wa kwat, 520

yat pin y6ung yuk, 164
yau, 190
vau mb a, 151
A" wa hi, 419

l^p tsiri wo kuk, 474
ying, 90
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Hen, kai nS, 474 48 HoBmoptysis, t
cam yau hiit, 505 71

Hen-house, kai 14n, 132 31 Hoemorrhoids, chi chc ong, 506 113

Hence, ku, 562 44 Hogj, chii, chM, 468 37

Hepatitis kon It, 505 67 Hoist sail, chc
6 li, 326 94

Herbalist, ts
c oi yeuk sinshang, 282 46 Hoksh^n district, n Hok shin, 231 9

Herbs, n ts? d p5, 437 Holcus, n l^ung, 449 46

Here, ni chc
ii, 170 12 Hold, main, wai kdp tst ong,324 63

Hereditary titles, tsap fung, 567 39 Hold, to, (contain) tsoi, 299 105

Hermit crab, kl kii ch^ung, 491 11 Hold fast, kip chii, 71 24
Hermitage, hang mun, 310 37 Hold in the hand, to, chc 324 72

Hernia, tit ta chc ut chc eung, 505 68 Hold of ship, ts^ng tai, 201 26
Heroes Of n Ying hung 119 Hold the hand, u shau, 69 92

Heroic, h6, 39 89 Hold the pencil, to, chap pat, 19 2

Heron, tsong 15, 474 49 Hole, hung 286 4

Herpes zoster, wai iu sin, 507 134 Holland, Ho lan, 410 11

Herring, tsc 6 p^,k, 483 81 Hollow, hung 358 11

Herself, tsz
?

kl, 172 21 Hollow, chung hii, 208 108

Heung (a lad) n Heung, 10 1? Hollow out, to, wat hung, 361 43
Hiangsh^n district, Heung shan yiin, 426 1 Holly leaved geranium, yeung kw ? ai, 453 34
Hibiscus, buff, tin ts

? ing chii kam, 453 40 Holly leaved acanthus, long fa lik, 453 14

Hibiscus mutabilis, fu yung, 453 38 Holocentrum, tseang kwan kap, 483 93
Hibiscus okro, wong shuk kw c

ai, 453 37 Home, return, kwai, 414 4

Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, hung fa, 453 39 Home, returned, heung siin, 82 3

Hiccup, tk it, 505 70 Home, not at,
?m hai 93 16

High kd, 139 83 Homely, chcau yeung, 73 59
High and low, n sheung hd, 3 10 Honam, n H6 nam, 231 9
High chancellor, t4i h6k sz’, 600 336 Honan, Ho nam, 421 4

High price, ka k6 ngong, 166 112 Hone, to, mo, 154 67
High price, very, ka tsui k5, 199 11 Honest and faithful, n l

c
it tam t

c ung kon, 71 13

High priest. shing miu kai sz , 597 260 Honey, mat t
c ong, 164 64

High sea, the, chung yeung, 324 68 Honeysuckle, kam ngan fa, 453 45
High treason, mau fdn tai yik, 546 254 Hong, hong, 210 121

High wind, fang m4ng, 327 105 Hong merchants, yeung sheung, 199 12
Higher, k6 kwo, 71 26 Honor, to, king, 13 52
Highest—lowest, to—shiu. 128 3 Honorable, tsiin, 76 2; t^i ming, 340 1

Highly prized, kwai chi, 266 41 Honorable, most, chi tsiin, 348 3
Hill, sh^n, 403 2 Honorable traffic, ching king

Him, h 28 18 mai mai, 273 11

Hinder, to, tam kok, 228 6 Honorary nobles, chit hau, 587 28
Hinge of a door, mun kdu, 316 48 Honored, kwai, 95 61
Hinge of state, n pong sh^ii, 579 8 Honored friend, shai p^k, 185 27
Hip bone, kin kwat, 520 95 Honored king, kwan wone, 560 22
Hire, to, ku, 172 21 ;

tsc ing, 342 17 Honors, great director, tii sz
5

chik, 600 341
Hire, (a house) to, ts6 yam, 190 2 Hoof, t

?
ai, 463 24

Hire a field, to, lmg Pin 343 19 Hook, hooked, kau, 297 75
Hire a house, to, tsd uk, 128 7 Hooping, n fu chc uk, 289 26
His, kf

ui, 73 51 Hoops of tub, t
? ung fu, 139 97

His Excellency, tai fu, tai yan, 599 335 Hoppo, n kw^n pd, 593 164
H. E. a censor, yxi sz

J

tai fu, 604 453 Hoppo boats, n ap shun, 222 9
His I. M. s body guard, shi wai, 596 250 Hoppo’s domestics, kd yan, 591 120
Historiographers, sz

? kun, 598 309 Horary characters, n chi, 391 6
History, n sz’ 572 37 Horizontal opening, wdng hau, 361 43
Histor general, chii sz’ 16 88 Horn, kok, 462 23
Hither and thither, n pan chc

l, 77 6 Horned hawk, kok ynlg, 474 47
Hoarfrost, seung, 404 8 Horned owl, kok ch c

i, 474 64
Hod, fui tau, 297 73 Horse, ma, 468 38
Hod, basket, ffii tsc im, 297 74 Horse, wild, ye ma, 628 42
Hoe, weeding, nau, pok, 335 43 Horseback, md sheung, 359 19
Hoe and plough, loi tsz’ 350 9 Horse-hair, ma mi, 364 77
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Horsefly, ma fung, 495 45 Hundred Family
Horsehoof, the, hau, 491 22 Names, the, n Pak Ka Sing, 8 2
Hospital, i kun, 310 38 Hundred million, a, yat hoi, 376 18
Hospital, foundling, yukying i

c ong, 310 39 Hundred thousand, a, yat yik 376 18
Host, chii, 184 9 Hundredths, h6 373 2
Host director, sz

5
to, 600 344 Hung up, tiu, 161 21

Hot, iU 146 11 Hunger, ki 351 11

Hot, (pungent) lit 164 76 Hungkam tea, hung kam, 231 9

Hot sun, yattc au mang, 154 60 Hungmuey, n hung mui 225 3
Hot water, kwan shui, 174 11 Hunter, lip, 123 3
Hotel, n kun, 310 40; hit tim, 166 107 Hunting falcon, ts^uk sung, 473 30

Hotel, public, kung kun, 310 41 Hupa, U pak 422 9
Hour, an, yat tim chung, 391 6 Hurriedly, mong, 185 28
Hour horn, wa kok, 363 61 Husband, a, n 16 kung, 93 17

Hourglass, n sha lan, 324 64 Husband and Wife n Fufu, 92
House, a, uk yat sho, 129 9 Husband, my, cheung fu, n^m van, 93 15,16

Houses, n kung shat, 307 1 Husband’s elder bro- tai pdk, 108 142
House lizard, in t

c ing, p
c ik fu, 478 16 ther, pak y6, 108 143

Housefly, 6 ying 494 36 Husband’s sister, kii neung, 108 148
Housemaids, a ma, 172 21 Husband’s younger sai shuk, 108 145
Housings ofa saddle, shim, cheung nai, 331 27 brother, shuk y6, 108 146
Hovenia, chat kii, 443 21 Husbandman, nung fu, 123 5
Hovenia, n man tsz

J kwo, 446 88 Hush up, to, sz
5 wo, 553 381

How, n tim yeung, 3 10 Husk p^i hok, 437 11

How, (what) tsam mo, 91 79 Hut poor man’s /I pik uk, 310 42
How attested? i ho wai p^ng, 128 8 Hut, thatched, tsang ch*au 307 1

How can? ho i, 111 27 Hydrangea hortensis, yeung san k^au, 454 47
How can do, tim ts6 tak ni, 236 12 Hydrocele, lun fu shui cheung, 505 73
How can I know, tim chi, 20 4 Hydrophobia, kw l ong hiin chiin

How employed, ts6 mat y6, 169 7 im ching, 505 74
How far apart, H ki fut, 341 8 Hypericum monogy- kam sz

5

How great! tai tsoi, 109 7 num, hoi tong, 454 48
How, in what manner, tim yeung, 2 4 Hypothenuse, tsik, 395 16

How is it? ii ho, 353 3 Hyson, n hi chc an, 225 4

How long time ? ki noi, 5 21 Hyson Skin, p
c
i ch c

a^ 225 4

How many, ki to, 156 2
i

How much, to shiu, 218 221 I, n 1 2

How much. yeuk kon, 375 3 I
’

353 1

How old, ki tai, 82 6 I, the one man, ii yat yan, 352 13

How to buy, know, ui mai 235 s I myself, ng6 tsz’ ki, 177 22
Howl, to, n yam, 465 49 I’d have you know, w4 nl chi, 235 8
Howqua^

5Ng Shiu wing, 276 16 Ice, Ping, 404 9
Howqua’s hong, T wo hong, 240 31 Ichthyosis, shang sh6 p

f
i, 505 75

Hoya carnosa, yuk sau k^au, 454 46 Icterus, fat w6ng ching, 505 83
Hug, to, n jam chii, 68 76 Icy sea, Ping hoi, 408 S
Hukwang, U kwong, 422 9 Ideas, i, 29 24
Hull of a ship, shiin hok, 324 65, Identical, yat y^, 349 6
Human Body, n Shan t^ai, 42 Idiotism, pat sing yan sz’ 505 76
Human beings, yan mat, 282 51 Idle to, lan to, 349 7
Human energy, tsing shan, 74 66 Idle talk, han wa, 235 9

Human relations, n yan chi lun, 13 48 Idleness, pat kan, 351 10

Humanity, yan, 116 i if, y6uk 90 78
Humble, siu, 76 2; him him, 113 5 If, as, u 75 85

Humerus, n nb kwat, 516 7 If he can only, tin h6
9 186 32

Humidity, shap 403 1 If so, n in, 354 4 ;
k6m w^, 5 18

Humpbacked, ts
c o pui, ii che 505 72' If there, yeuk hai 131 2

Humped, in 367 12 If thus, n kom yeung, 7 28

Hunan, U nam, 422 9 If you please, tsc ui pin, 176 8
Hundred, a, n yat pak, 376 18

t

Ignis sacer, Cin pQ ch(
i)ng 504 57
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Ignited, thoroughly. shiu 230 7 Imperial trust, hung ip, 80 42e
Ignorant, pat chi, 413 1 Implements of Agri-

n r lai 423 19 culture^ n Nung hiy 333
Ilium, iu w^, kwat, 520 90 Implicate, to, lui, 29 24
111 fitted for use,

?m h6 shai, 141 141 Importance, no great,
?m s6ung kon, 236 12

Illegal, sz’ chit 129 9 Importance, utmost, chi kan, 241 36
Illicit intercourse, fan kan, 552 366 Importance of Agru
Illness, ping t

c
ai, 79 29 culture, n Nung pun^ 347

Illumine, to, chiu, 558 1 Important, ifi 16 85
Illustrate, to, n kd ii, 102 56 Imported goods, loi 16 p

c at ^au 236 12
Illustrations of Four Sz 5

Shii Imports, yap hau chi fo, 210 128
Books, the, n Tb hau, 307 2 Impose, to, t

cam, 235 7
Illustrious, hin, 564 17 Imposing, hop pdn, 289 22
Tm or Yen, n I’m tai 498 5 Impoverished and few, shui mi, 87 22
Image, the, ts^ung, 302 1 Impracticable pat nang, 303 l

Images, shan ling, 312 75 Improper, n fi sh i, 10 11

Imbecile, lin yeuk, 94 50 Improve appearance, ching yung, 278 7
Imitate, to, fAt 79 42b Improve in flavor, kang ka yat mi, 160 3
Imitate, to, (follow) n kan chii, 5 18 Improve the breath, yik hi, 509 3
Imitation, ka9 243 41 Impurities, mi, 199 10
Immaterial which, t6 hai yat y^ung, 178 35 In, noi, 318 77; tsoi, 136 35
Immeasurable, mok ch c ^k, 396 1 In—out, yap—chc

ut, 58 34
Immediately, ts^ui, 185 29; tsik, 189 62 In, (within, inside) lui t

c au, 129 9

immediately, sui, 186 34 In order to, n wai, 77 6
Immediately, tsik kon, 230 7 In the houge, hong noi, 169 6
Immediately, sell, kon fdi mdi, 241 35 In the times of, ko chan shi, 238 20
Immortal, shai, 564 19 In this manner, ch^an tsc z

J

, 40 90
Immovable, pat tung, 203 50 In this manner, kom y6ung, 79 33
Immovable, ting pat yik, 400 5 Inanimate, che, 429 1

Impatiens balsamina, fung sin 454 50 Incarcerate, to chc au, 311 65
Impatiens cristata, kap sing tsz’ 454 49 Incense sticks, shi shan h^ung, 392 8
Impeach, to, kd yan tsui, 550 333 Incest, tsfan shuk seung kdn, 552 368
Impede, to, 6 shau 67 75 Inch, an, n yat tsiin, 380 1

Impede business, f Dg sz
5

, 350 9 Inches, In chf, 254 43
Imperceptibly, pat kok, 45 49 Incisor teeth, mun nga, 523 171
Imperforate meatus, mb kiu i9 505 77 Incline, to, p

c in 516 7
Imperial academy’s Incline to hear, n chak 1 tMng, 56 12

hall, n hon lam tin ii, 308 5 Inclined, i, 30 30
Imperial annalist, sz

J

k6n, 598 309 Include, to, lin, 91 79c; 236 14
Imperial authority, yam ting, 79 42b Incoherent, kw ? ong, 122 18
Imperial body guard, ling shi wai, 589 66 Incomplete, pat shing 437 12
Imperial chattels, ii mat, 561 34 Inconstant, hing shan, 512 13
Imperial consort, yii tsf ai, 562 52 Incontinence of urine, niu kap chinff, 505 78
Imperial councillor, k4n i t^i fu, 591 131 Increase, an, U, 350 9
Imperial decision, yam ting 569 10 Increase, daily, yat tsik, 349 7
Imperial Dominions, n W6ng yii UuJc, 421 Incubation, p6 tau, 477 1
Imperial Family^ n Tsung yan luiy 563 Incumbrances, ting shau, 191 5
Imperial guard in yii ts

c in Incurable, pat chf, 512 13
waiting, shi wai, 604 455 Incus, i noi cham kwat, 520 91

Imperial historiographer, n yii sz
5

, 604 45] Indeed ! n ai yi, 83 7
Imperial honor director, sz

5

fan, 600 343 Indemnity, bill of, p
c ui p*6 tan, 210 123

Imperial lady, hau fi. 562 51 Index, chi, 135 3
Imperial lands, n wong t^, 127 2 India, n Tf ln chuk, 407 q
Imperial majesty, n m^n sui y6, 90 79a Indian cress, ho Ip lin, 455

t7

79
Imperial order chdk, 28 20 Indian ocean, Yan td hoi, 407 6
Imperial physicians, iii 498 4 Indian rubber, mut chi kdu,
Imperial seals, yii P i 570 18 ts^unff p

c
l, 210 24

Imperial tea, n tai chii, chii lin, 226 4 Indian shot, shui tsiu fd, 454 51
Imperial Titles n Wdng w6ng i shiit, 558 Indicate, to chi, 392 9

CHI. CHK. 162
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Indicate, to, chun, p6, 392 8,7 Inmost thoughts, sham sam, 112 14

Indigestible,
?m li fuk, 176 20 Inn, n hit tim, 166 107

Indigestion, pat si a fi, 505 79 Inner apartments, n noi shat, 130 1

Indignation, fan, n6, 270 3,4 Inner assistant. chung shing, 588 55
Indigo, t

c 6 tin, 210 125 Inner Council, n Noi K6k 567
Indigo color, yeung lam, 305 39 Inner director, chung shii ling, 588 62
Indisposed to, n mi sz’ 49 46 Inner director, chung ching, 588 52
Indisposed to speak, n m6 hau kong, 54 26 Inner governor, chung t

c
oi, 588 54

Indisposition, shong, 83 7 Inner Mongols, Noi Mung ku, 423 18

Indolence, n yat, 349 7 ;
to, 10 10 Inner overseer, chung shii kam, 588 63

Induce, to, chiu, 348 3 Inner overseer and chung shii

Indulgence, yau, 38 81 director, kam ling, 589 64
Indulgent, n is^z\ 78 19

;
yung, 112 13 Inner 2d secretary, chung shii she yan, 589 65

Inequality, pat kwan, pat p*ing, 537 80,81 Inner secretary, chung shii, 58

S

5S
Inexhaustible, md kung 349 7 Inner usher, chung long ts6ung, 558 60
Infant, ying U 310 39 Innkeeper, n tim chii, 282 47
Infant, hoi t

c ai cM t
cung 87 23 Innocent man, p

c ing yan, 554 40S
Infant children, sill i 518 64 Innumerable, pat shing shd 88 36
Inferior, ’m tsc z’ 144 209 Inquest, holding, kin im sz’ 554 412
Interior goods, vai fo, 241 35 Inquire, to, man, 120 10

inferior in both, kc
ii pat ho, 227 6 Inscribe, to, raing, 70 11

Infinite in knowledge, mb pat t
c ung, 559 11 Insects, n Knfan ch^ung lui, 493

Infirm, n tai chang, 77 8 Insects in books, chii 496 68
Inflamed eyes, n chl ik ngan, 48 17 Insert, to seung, 318 8

Inflammation of bladder, p
c ong kwong it,504 40 Inside, li t

c au, 237 16

Inflammation of bowels, ch^eung it, 504 53 Insolvent, tii hong, 201 29
Inflammation -of con- ngan koi noi Inspect, to, n t

c
ai, 20 5

junctiva, chl ik it, 503 29 Inspection, mong, 499 7

Inflammation of ngan ngoi tsing Inspection, buy for, mii t
c
ai, 148 35

cornea, chc ikit, 505 81 Inspector-general, hang kwan
Inflammation of iris, ngan hak tsing, kdu shau, 590 91

chl ik it, 505 80 Inspector-gen. of guard, tin ts4n sz
J

, 601 374

Inflammation of liver, kon it, 505 67 Inspector of arms, kwan hi kdm, 592 56
Inflammation of lungs, 16 tsat, 506 114 Inspectors of literature, ngai man kam, 594 191

Inflexible, n t
?
it sam, 71 12 Inspissated, ying, 200 18

Influences, evil, n ts
c e mat, 155 80 Instance, an, pin shi, 258 3

Inform to, tung chi, 244 46 Instead of, toi, 203 51

Information, full chi sik, 268 1 Instep, k6uk pui, 520 92

Ingeniously, tsing, 281 45 Instep, under the, n k6uk pan ong, 65 31

Ingot ngan ting, 294 26; po ting, 260 7 Institute, to, n chii, 15 75

Inhale, to, k'ap, 403 1 Instructions, n fan, 15 72; kau, 123 l

Inhale, to, n ts
c
ii M 52 34 Instructor of learning, wai hok

Inherit, to, shing, 89 51 k4u shau 604 439

Inherit honors, to, n tsaD yam, 87 18 Instruments for bowing, ngok hi

Injunctions, n k6 15 72 ts^ lui, 364 77

Injure, to, wan, 288 14 Instruments of per-

Injured, sheung, 525 1 cussion, ngok hi ta lui, 357 3

Injured parts, wan chc
ii, 528 10 Instruments for ngok hi

Injurious, not, md mat hoi, 181 29 sucking, fu lui, 365 80

Injury, wai, 182 34 Instruments for thrum-

Ink, mak 370 2 ming, ngok hi t
c an lui, 362 48

Ink, red, n hung chii, 19 1 Instruments, wind, n ngok hi

Ink-cup, n mak shing, 297 76 chc ui lui, 363 57

Ink-roller mak luk, 297 77 Insult, to, hi, 72 35

Ink-shovel, mak t
c iu, 297 78 Insurance companies, n t^m p5 ui, 210 126

Ink-stone, in, 370 2 Intelligence, divine, shan ming, 74 .77

Ink-table, mak t
c
oi, 297 79 Intelligence, superior, ts

c ang wai, 186 31

inlay, to s6ung yap, 292 50 Intendant of circuit, t6 t
c
oi, ts

c un td, 601 383

Inmost thoughts. fai kon, 75 85 Intense cold kik hon, 404 6
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Intention,

/

sam sz’ 235 8 Is yet, ’m tsc ang 175 2

Inter, to, tsong, 84 21 Ischium, kin kwat, 520 95

Intercalary month, yun iit, 389 3 Isinglass, ii kau, 210 130

Intercourse with friends, chc u yau, 115 11 Island, hoi td, 415 9

Interdict, to, fung kam, 199 12; kam, 539 106 Islands of the Sea n Hoi chau 416

Interest, li sik 210 127 Islet, chii, 39 85

Interlace, kau ka, 345 27 Issued, fat chc ut, 223 11

Interlock, to, u h6p, 288 16 Isthmus, mi ti, 412 3
Interlock, to, put p

c ong, 289 24 Italy, I tai 11, 410 12

Intermittent fever, hon it wong loi, 504 60 Itch, k6n lai 505 82

Internal faculties, noi chi, 366 1 Items, tik mat y4, 170 13

In ternodes of bamboo, chuk t
c ung, 438 21 Itself, boil by, pak shap, 164 81

Intervals, at 11 sho, 341 7 Ivory, tseung nga, 210 131

Interview, an, kin min, 60 13 Ivory cuttings, nga pin, 210 132

Intestines, small and siu cheung, Ixora coccinea, mau ying t^n fi, 454 57
great, t^i ch^ung, 520 93

Intimacy, n un t
?
ip, 98 12 JACANA, pak shing kai, 474 50

Intimate, very, n ts
( ing t

c ung Jack fruit, po 16 mat, 443 22
shau tsuk,67 68 Jacket, n chung shdm, 148 51

Intimate friend, shau tsuk p^ang Jacket, riding, ma kw^, 149 52
yau, 126 13 ;

69 103 Jade, n yuk, 431 29
Into, lok, 148 37

;

136 34 Jade, clouded, pik nga sai 431 30
Into the hall, tang t^ong, 185 27 Jailor, kam tsut, 125 3

Intoxicated, n tsui tsau, 121 2 Jailors, sz
5

yuk, 597 279
Intoxicated, yam tsui, 161 24 Jam, k5, 149 52
Invariable, pat yik, 86 23 Jambs, fo Id chii tan, 132 32
Invent, to chai, 388 1 Japan, Yat pun, 417 6
Inverted, fuk, 314 20 Japanning, n mut tse

at, 289 28
Investigate, to, cham kau, 497 3 Jar, dyeing, tjn kong, 296 46
Investigate, n shik 11 22 Jar, rice, tam, 335 45
Investitures, director of, sz

5

fung, 600 342 Jar, unglazed, tdp 140 110
Invisible, muk sho pat kin, 49 36 Jars, n ang, 140 109; ung kong, 140 111
Invite, to, ts

? ing, 171 19 ; chlu, 196 11 Jasmine, white, mut li fa, 454 58
Invite guests, iu hak, 187 43 Jasminum officinale, su hing fa, 454 59
Invoice, fo tan, 210 128 Jasper, green. ts^inff pik, 431 31
Involution, tsoi shing, 376 16 Jatropha, t

c unff yau shii, 441 31
Involve, to, lui 88 37 Jaundice, fat wong ching, 505 83
Ipomea grandiflora, tai ip kam, Java, Chau wa, 417 7

p
? ing fung, 454 54 Java sparrows, hung tsui, 476 96

Ipomea maratima, hau t
c ang, 454 53 Jawbone, hap chc

e, 520 96
Ipomea quamoclit, p^k kam Jay, tseuk, 474 51

p
c ing fang, 454 52 Jay, mottled, shan wo sheunff, 474 52

Ipomea tuberosa, seeds of, hin ngau tsz
J

, 458 36 Jealousy, t6, 96 63f
Iris, u tip fa, to yeuk, 454 55 Jelly, chc

e K, 164 67
Iris of eye, t^ung yan ngoi Jelly, pig’s foot, chii k6uk tung, 164 66

hak tsing, 520 94 Jerk, tsat im 24 14
Iris of the eye, ngin hak tsing, 48 33 Jet, patfui muk, 431 32
Irish potato, ho lan shii, 450 66 Jeweler, yuk hi sz

5

fu, 282 48
Iron, t

c
lt, hak kam, 434 16 Jewels, chii pd 152 21

Iron filings, P it sit, 514 32 Jib-boom, tcau pak piu. 324 66
Iron pear wood, t

c
it li muk, 441 30 Jib-boom, flying, sim ch? iin t

fau
Irregular, ts«e, 386 2 pak piu. 324 67
Irregularly, liin, 130 1 Join, to, kun* 329 1: tsip shuk, 438 21
Is, n hai, 4 16; tsik, 198 3 Join hands, kung shau, 187 41
Is, shi, 34 57 Join in pairs, pui hop, 388 1
Is it well ? n hd ’m hd ni 2 3 Join to drink, n min pui yam, 178 45
Is not, mok fi, 127 2 Join together, to, kun, 329 1 : pok, 322 36
Is there? yau mb 4, 133 40 Join together, to, seung hop, 376 1L
Is there? lu iu, 128 4 Join together, to, seung tsuk, 418 10



Join upon, to, lln, 408
Joined, hop m^i, 17
Joiner, ts6 chc eung muk ts6ung, 282
Joint,

Joint adjutant high

chancellors, n
Joint owner,

Jointless bamboo,
Journey, a long,

Joy
Joy, n
Judge,

Judge, to,

Judge of, to,

Judger, n
Judgment,
Jug
Jugglers,

Juice, chap, 209
Juice of trees,

Juicy plum,

Juicy taste,

Jalus,

Jumped out,

Junction,

Junior master,

Junks, n
Jupiter, n
Just enough,
Just Men,

(jf,
n

Just now,
Just now,
Just now brought,

Just price,

Just try,

Justice,

Justice of peace,

Juvia,

K^EMPFERIA
Kalka,

Kansu province,

Kaolin,

Kedgeree,

Keel,

Keen-eyed, n

Keep, to,

Keep in, to,

Keep in order, to,

Keep silence,

Keep till to morrow,

438

568
213
440
122
27

Keeper of h. i. m. seals,

Keeper of h. i. m.

papers,

Keeper of h. i. yi.

pleasure grounds,

Keeper of h. i. m. post

office,

tsit,

hip pan tai

h6k sz’

hop pun yan,

m6 tsitchuk,

tai mung,
16k

hi shik, 62 46 ;
hi, 95

on ch^t sz
5

, 594
chak, 120 11; leung, 231

sham, 52
tai, 559
t6 leung, 88
chl ing, 140
shut sz’ 125

115; kwo chap, 437
shii tsun, 439
ngo kd li, 445
mi ts

c ing t
c im, 419

luk, shan ke ung, 494
145
376
599
324
398
254
114
157
235
158
247
151
114
601
446

443
423
422
431
407
324
47

160
143
572
53

163
589

she che ut,

hop,

shiu sz
5

,

ts^ shiin,

muk sing,

tsuk kau,

I sz\

ching w
in tsoi,

i kk tsau chi,

kung t6 ki,

shl hd,

h
tin 11,

hop t
c
6,

shan noi,

Kak i kak,

Kom suk,

kb ling shik,

Katchi li,

tai kwat,

wai ng4n,

on tak,

shau ts^ng,

chik ching,

hop hau,

lau fan,

t
( ing yat,

fu p6 long,

9

11

13

13
9

18
369
91

23
18
n
33
6

69

12

165
42
6

62
85

8: Keeper of national

06 archives,

49 Keeper of prison,

2 1 Keeper of palace,

Keeper of records in

2 Censorate,

62 Keeper of records,

8 Keeper of records,

13 Keeper of supervisor’s

12 records,

56 Keeper of seals,

197 Keg,

8 Kelson,

34 Kept open,

13 Kernel of fruit,

31 Kernel of grain, a,

112 Kernels, broken,

7 Kettle,

19 Kettle, water,

34 Key, n

75 Kiangnan province,

21 Kiangsu province,

38 Kid,

216 Kidnap, to,

7 Kidney,

322
I

Kill, to,

68 Kiln for ore,

7 Kiln, lime,

43 Kiln, pottery,

Kind,

Kind of use,

Kindlings,

Kindness,

Kindness, n
Kindness,

Kindred,

pi snii ling,

pi shii k4m, 594
chii shau, 554
chap kam 5

ng, 586

yii sz
5

chii po, 604
chi chung, 587
chii p5, 588
chim sz

?

fu

chii p5, 587
chid mb, 587

p
(
i t

c ung tsai, 139
324
157
438
384
335
139
139
139

421
421

li lung,

ta hoi,

yan,

yat nap,

ngat

wok,
t
c ung pd

shi,

Kong nam,
Kong su,

shan yeung tsai, 468

yau, 99
no,

lu 16uk,

noi shan,

shat,

l tsd,

fui 16,

nga iu,

27

543
520
72
435
297
297

16ung shin, 113
5m cheuk shai, 252
ch^i ft, J39
yan, 92
shun, 11

sut lin, 117
tsung tsuk, 85 23e; ts*an, 113

Kindred Relations^ Tscan F, 76
Kindred, nine degrees of, n kau tsuk, 13
Kinds, 12, shap yau 1 chung, 509
Kinds, all, kok fun, 135 13; chung, 204
Kinds, all, kok shik, 204
Kinds, many such, tang mat, 202
Kinds of goods, what, pin tsung fo, 237
Kinds of things, chii shik tang mat, 202

chuDg shii fo, 588 61

t6 shui sz
?

che, 60 1 380

yik shing, 604

_ King, n w ng, 559

9 King, the sacred, n hing, 360
King the pitch note, t

c in ke au, 360
Kingcrab, n han, 491
Kingdom, kwok, 410
Kingfisher, ii kau, tiu ii long, 474
Kingfisher, variegated, n fi ts

c
ui, 474

King-post, ai tsai, 316
Kirin in Mantchuria, Kat lam, 422
Kitchen, chc

ii fong, 133

Kitchen of a temple, n p
c4u chc u, 310

Kite, kwdi chl
l, . 474

Kitten, miu tsai, 468
Knee, bend the, n ti yat tsc

in, 183
4501 Knee cap, p

c d sat, 531
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Knee-joint, tsat kai, 520 lOOIILade water, to, fu shui, 320 6 ;
fat shui, 335 4B

Knee-pads, p^u tsat, 149 53 Ladle, hok, 140 114

Knee-pan, tsatk^oi kvvat, 520 101 Ladle, soup, t^ong hok, 140 115

Kneel, to, kwai hi, 185 28 Ladle, wooden, muk sh^uk, 335 46

Knees, sat t
l au, 65 35 Lady, a, n ku neung, 58 30

Knife, beveled, tsam t6 ?
298 82

!

Lady, a, n fan min yau t
? au, 45 •55

Knife, bill, ngai t6, 337 75 Lady, your, n ling ch^ung, 95 59

Knife, brick, chxin 294 18 Lady, your honorable, n tsiin fu van, 95 56

Knife, carving t4i ts4n t6, 139 103 Lady, that, ko wai d neung, 174 14

Knife, case, ngau vuk t6, 139 104 Lady bug, pdn mdu. 495 46

Knife, dessert, kwo t6, 140 108 Ladyship, her, 16 t
c 4i t

?
ai, 79 41

Knife, drawing, tb ch^n, 298 83 Lagerstroemia, tsz
5 mi shii, 441 32

Knife, dress, p
? ui t6, 154 •53 iLaichi, dried, lai chi kon, 164 69

Knife, fish, u td, 140 106 Lake, 6 425 33

Knife, pen, chip kau tb tsai, 140 107 Lake red, fan hung, 305 46

Knife, scraping, kwat t6, 298 84 Lama, 14 ma, 424 22

Knife, small, to tsai, 154 54 Lamb, k6, v6ung tsai, 468 46

Knife, vegetable, ts^oi t6, 140 105 Lameness, pai keuk, 505 S4
Ivnight-heads, tseung kwan ch?

ii, 224 71 Lamentations, t
( an ts^ng, 89 65

Knives and forks t6 chl
a, 176 13 Laminaria, hoi tdi 458

Knob, to pin a, ts^m kun, 124 17 Lammergyr eagle, ts5 tiij, 473 27
Knock at a gate to, kau mun, 183 4 Lamp, globular, n kam ii kong tan^ 140 118

Knock head, to, n kl au t*au, 44 23 Lamp, helmet, n kw^ai t
( au tang, 140 117

Knock head, to, n k^o t
c au, 44 22 Lamp, water, n lau li, 140 119

Knocker, miin wan, 316 51 Lamp-chimney, tang tiling, 140 121

Knot of tree, tsit 438 21 Lamp-stand, tang foi, 140 120
Knotted cords, kit shing, 370 4 Lampwick, tang sam, 140 122
Know, to, n shik, 162 39; chi, 17 4 Lampwick grass, tang sam tsc 6, 458 3S
Know how, to, ui, 235 8 Lampwick, rush, tang ts^, 140 123
Knowledge, slight, n p^o shik h4, 95 54 Land, tl, 346 31 ch'au, 373 3
Known, f^t shan, 116 10 Land, make, kin ngon, 219 1

Knuckles, shau tsit 64 13 Land, people of the, noi tl man van, 270 4

Koko-nor, n K6 ko no i, 423 18 Land Measures, n Mau fdh 386
Kumkwat orange, kam kwat, 444 43 Land snails, tMn 16, kwi ngau, 492 50
Kwdngsi province, Kwong sai, 422 14 Land tax, ti ting, 259 7
Kwangtung province, n Kw6ng tung. 426 Landed property, leung, 538 90
Kwanlun Mts., Kwan lun shin, 424 19 Landholder, tin u, 344 20
Kweichau province Kwai chau, 422 ]6 Landlord, ip chii, 128 7; p

c
6 chii, 196 15

Kvvongchau city, Kwong chau fu, 402 1 Lands, tMn t^, 538 92
Landscape, shan chc iin king, 288 17

LA PLATA, Ldp Pa ta, 415 8 Landscape, shan shui wa, 371 9
Labials, n shan yam, 6 26 Landscape-painter, wak kung, 282 51
Laboring, ch? ut lik, 89 53 Language, Chinese, n Tc 6ng w 1 2
Labors, agricultural, n nimg sz’ 348 5 Languid, t

?
oi kiin, 67 62

Labras, fa iin shan, 483 95 Languor, kwfan h^i, 67 72
Lac, gum, tsz’ kang •210 133 Lank, shau, 61 24
Lace, gold and silver, kam ngan Lantern, tang lung, 141 124

sin t4i, 211 134 Lantern-fly, lung ngan ngo, 495 47
Laceration, siin sh6ung, 528 11 Lapicide, shik hi ts^unff, 282 50
Lachrymal duct, ngan lui kun, 518 52 Lapis lazuli, tsMng kam, 211 136
Lachrymal glands, ngan lui hat, 519 71 Lappet, shim kc am, 149 54
Lachrymal sack, lui kun toi, 520 102 Lard, chii yau, 164 68
Lackaday ai ya, 234 6 Large a number, so, kom to yan, 131 14
Lackered ware ts^at hi, 211 135 Large, not very, m6 mat t4i, 138 63
Lackering, kau ts^at, 289 29 Large—small, tdi—siu, 357 3
Lactiferous duct, ch^ut yii kun, 518 53 Larger, kang tdi, 130 10
Lad, yau i, 88 43 Largest, chi t^,i, 130 10; tsuitdi, 415 9
Ladak, Li tit hak, 424 23 Largest—smallest, shau—mut, 385 3
Ladder t

? ai tang, 140 113 Lark, crested, kok ling, 474 56

CHI. CHR, 163
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Lark, singing, p k ling, 474 57 Lease
]

3
f
ai, 191 4; p

f ai ling, 343 19
Lark, wood, shan ma ts6uk, 474 58 Lease, to, tsd, 190 S
Larva of musketoes, k'it kc

it, 495 66 Leather p% 287 14

Larynx, hau lung, 518 61 Leather ngau kak, 368 21 ;
wai, 368 20

Lassa, La s t 424 22 Leave, he took. sung ch? ut, 132 23
Last, shoemaker’s hai hiin, 298 85 Leave, to, 11 222 8
Last decade ha ts

c un, 390 4 Leave, take my, kd ts^z’ 77 HI
Last night, tsok man, 159 30 Lecturers to h. i. m. shi konff, 596 249
Last year kau nin, 63 57 Leech, ngau kc

i, k?
i na, 491 23

Lastings, ii ling, 243 43 Leechlines, n llu sz
5

,
324 72

Latch, n mun kwai, 133 34 Leek green, tsc ang luk, 305 37
Late—early. chc

i—tso, 227 6 Left, not, md shing, 74 79
Late years, kan nin, 268 2 Left hand, n tso shau, 64 19; tso pin, 187 4S
Lately, kan yat, 77 8 ;

kan loi, 177 25 Leg, keuk, 155 86; siu tui, 523 178

Later, hau, 110 11 Leg bone, n hang kwat, k6uk kwang, 520 103
Lathe, tinman’s, sik chf

e, 298 86 Leg bone, n king chi tai kwat, 523 178
Lather, to che 4 s5, 152 15 Leg of mutton, yeung pi, 164 80
Lathing, t

c in lung tsz’ 317 52 Leger tsung p6, 2J1 138
Latin language, Lk t

c
ai nip man, 411 15 Leggins 149 55

Latitude, lines of. wai sin, wai to, 401 9,11 Leisure, no. ?m tak han? 254 41

Laugh, to. S1U, 74 71 Lemna, n _g 458 40
Laurus cinnamomea, yuk kwai, 440 13 Lemon, ning mung, 443 24
Lava, 'van shik, 431 35 Lend, to. ts6, 213 167

Law, n lut lai 533 1 Lend a hand, cho yat pi chi lik, 68 82
Law, a silk, n 16 266 42 Length, fut, 386 1 ;

chc 6ung, 393 2
Law professors lut hok pok sz

, 593 184 Leniency and severity, hing chung, 580 10

Lawless, n inuk mo fat ki, 49 37 Lenient, yung 270 3

Laws, obey the. tsun fat, 270 4 Leontodon chinense, p
c 6 kung ying, 458 20

Laws and canons, fit td, 354 6 Leopard, p
f 4u 468 47

Lawsonia purpurea, chi kip fa, 454 60 Lepisma, pdk ii, kim chf ung, 495 48
Lay a foundation, n hoi ki, 565 23 Lepra, pak shik, 505 86
Lav aside dress, to, 7i shing kun fun i, 188 48 Leprosy, ma fung, fat fung, 505 85
Lav down, to, lok, 207 93; chc

it, 393 1 Less—more, shiu—to, 182 33
Lay it aside. ts^ong chi, 575 9 Lessee, shing yam ch^ 128 8
Lay on, to, sheung. 294 21 Lessen, to, chc

ii shiu, 376 6
Lav (spread) upon, to, p

c
d, 291 37 Lessor, ip chii 128 8

Lay straight, to. tsc ai ching, 144 202 Lest, hung, 201 26

Lay the table, pai tsik. 188 50 Let, pa, 186 33
Lay up, to. chc

ii tsoi. 278 S Let (a house), to, yam, 190 1

Lay upon, to, n tip 68 84 Let down, to, fong l k, 136 34

Lax, somewhat, sheung fun, 270 4 Let into, kun, 332 47

Lead, sounding. tsam t
c
6, 325 74 Let me see, pi ngo t

c
ai, 234 6

Lead, iin, ts
c ing kam, 434 17 Let me see him. loi yat kin, 185 25

Lead, white, iin fan, 434 18 Let to travelers, kun yau hik 321 25
Lead, to, yan, 357 7

;

325 75 Let water on a field, n fong shui yap, 346 33
Leader of army, tseung kwan, 602 393 Let us go, s6ung ts

c ing hf
ii, 167 142

Leader of cavalrv, sz’ ma, 597 281 Letter a shii sun, 83 9
Leader of the vanguards t6 chi fai, 601 379 Letters, tsz’ 210 124

Leads, iin pin, iin kan kak, 298 8? Lettuce, shang ts^oi, 449 42
Leaf, ip 438 22 Leuce p^k shik, 505 86
Leaf fan, n k'v c ai shin, 148 35 Leuciscus, tc 6 ling, 481 33

Leaf for painting, po t
c ai sha, 458 39 Leuciscus or tench, hak win, 489 233

Leak, to, lau shui, 135 4 Leucoma, ngln mok, 502 6

Leak, repair a, chap lau, 133 46 Leucorrhoea, lau pak t^i, 505 87
Lean, shau, 60 6 Leucosoma, n pik fan ii, 499 244
Lean against to, phngtMii 326 92; i 331 20 Levantine satin,

5ng sz
J

tiin, 264 18
Leaning posture, kii tso, 366 7 Level P

c ing 293 1

Leap, a, n yeuk, 23 11 Level, to, p
r ing, 337 79; kwan, 338 80

Learn, to, n hok, 1 2 Leveler, p
!
4, 335 47
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Lever, tung chiu, 298 88 Lily, tiger spotted, kiin tan, 454 62

Levy duties, fu shui, 577 4 Lily, water, n lln fa, 75 90

Lewchew, Lau kau, 417 8 Lily, white, pS,k hop fa, 454 63

Lewd, yam, 57 25 Limber, yau, 526 3

Libellula, tsing t^ing, 494 28 Limbs, n chi, kwang, 515 7

Liberal Arts, n Luk ngai, 353 Limbs tJie Four

n

Sz’ chi 63

Liberty, not at, pat nang yam 1, 258 3 Lime, fui, 431 36
Library, shii fong, 133 35 Lime-burner, shiu fui 16, 282 52

Libya, n Li pi a, 412 Lime fruit, ning mung, 443 24

License, P
c
ai, 211 139 Limestone, fan shik, 431 37

Lichen,

Lichen simplex,

shik i, shik yui, 458 41 Limestone for rocks, ving shik, 431 38
fo ting ch( ong, 505 88 Limit, kai, 393 8

Lichl, lai chi, 443 25 Limit, overpass, kw6 hdn, 556 430

Lid,

Lie concealed,

kc
oi, 180 5 Linchpin, hat, 331 28

kwai yan, 120 19 Line, a, sin, 314 14; sok, 327 110

Lie upon, pleasant to, hb fan, 143 183 Line, sounding, lung shiin, tsam t
c o, 325 74

Lieutenant, ts
c in tsung, 602 395 Line of descendants, n kw^ tit, 89 52

Lieutenant-colonel, yau kik, yau fu, 604 448 Line of map, k^,k, 401 11

Lieut.-general, fu tb t
c ung, 589 77 Linen, ma p5, 211 141

Lieut. -governor fu yiin, fu t
c
oi, 589 72 Linen, fine, chuk p5, 250 26

Lieut. -governor and ts^n fu Linguals, n shit yam, 6 26
member of the b. w. p5 yiin, 603 412 Linguist, t

fung sz’ 222 10

Lieut. -governor’s aid, fu yiin man Lining, n^p li, 265 29 ;
chc an, 248 18

tsun pd, 589 74 Links, lin wan kau, 298 89
Lieut.-governo^s staff, fu piu, 589 73 Lintel, mun ml,

Ling ting,

133 36
Lieutenant in army, fan fu, fan shau, 589 69 Lintin island, 220 3

Lieut, of the imperial wai ts
c ln tsung, Lion, sz’ tsz’ 468 48

guards, wai fan fu, 603 436 Lion unicorn, n hai chi, 469 49
Life, ming, 57 26; yan raing, 210 126 Lippitudo, lan ngan pin, 505 89
Life, regardless of, mong ming, 125 8 Lips, hau shun, 54 16 ;

tsui, 102 56/
Life, this, kam shai,

wai shang,

95 60 Liquidate to ts
c ing, 196 11

Life, to the very, 283 62 Liquor of divine

Lift up, to, n kii, 34 1 1 ;
tau hi, 131 3 healing, n shing yii t

c ong, 514 33
Ligature, pong mak kan sin, 532 37 Liquorice, kom ts

e
6, 458 42

Light—heavy,

Light

hing—chung, 201 26 Listen, to, n t
? ing, 6 25; ling yam, 57 20

kwong, 404 10 Lists of population, n pan tsik, 577 3
Light (color), leuk, 211 136 ;

tsc in,251 31 Literary grad, of 3d degree tsun sz’ 602 410
Light (food), h (

i hc
l. 178 44 Literary officers,

Literary profession,

kau kun, 591 133
Light a fire, to, cheuk fo, 139 87 shii ka, 496 2
Light a lamp, to, tim tang, 140 113 Litharge, mat t

c o sang, 434 19
Light entertaiment, n pok ch^uk, 187 43 Litigation, tsz

5

tsung, 126 11
Light fashions,

Light ground,

fan w4 ts
c
ap. 351 10 Little, ha, 160 8 : shiu, 261 11

fan ti, 264 10 Little, a, sdm fan, 90 78
Light red, hung, 205 72 Little, a, n tik, 164 65; ti kom to, 58 42
Light winds, sai fung, slu fung, 327 108 Little damp, n shapshap ti,

leung sham
157 9

Light, put out a, sik fo, 137 39 Little, drink very,

Lighters, sai kwi pin, 324 73 tsc lnhap, 188 57
Light-house, kvvong lau, 211 140 Little less, 16uk kam s6, 381 3
Lightning, n tin, 404 11 Little reputation, n pok min, 60 17
Like, yau, 85 23e

; ii, 93 23 Live by, shanff nsai, 371 7
Like, ts( z

5

,

ngo chung i,

419 21 Live in retirement, han kii,

Livelihood, to procure, n u hau,

82 5
Like, I, 148 43 53 8
Like a, tseung, 364 74 Livelihood, to procure, n wai shang, 125 10
Like, to, iu, 1?5 4; oi, 243 42 Livelihood, get a, mik shik, 186 32
Like, very, hd ts*z’ 140 110 Lively, hi sing mang, 161 14
Likewise, yik, 147 30; kim kung, 341 9 Liver, n kon, 72 4G
Lilies, golden, n kam lin, 69 91 Liver, beef’s, ngau kon, 165 87
Lilium concolor, chii ting fa, 454 62 Liver, parenchyma of, kon ngan. 520 105
Lily, day, yuk tsam, 454 64 Living, good, yau tsau yau yuk, l •56
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Living, while, tsoi shang, 84 17 Look, to, t
c
ai, 250 30; hon, 101 56d

Lixivium, kin shui, 514 34 Look back, to, ku, •28 21
Limit, without, m6 kl kik, 373 l Look downwards, to, fu, no 23
Lizard, shim she, 478 15 Look upwards, to, y6ung, J10 23
Lizard, livid earth, sik yik, shik 1 Looking-glass, chi a min king, 154 55

lung tsz’ i 478 17 Lookout, keep a, tsti 326 98
Lizard, house,

Lizard, spotted,

in t
e ing, shau kung, 478 16 Lookout-house, mong lau, 319 93
kop kai, 478 18 Looks well, hd t

c
ai, 149 54

Load, to, tsoi, 321 24 Loom, ki, 298 90
Loadstone, shim shik, 434 20 Loose, sung, 255 49; 241 33
Loadstone, tsz

5
shik, ship shik, 211 142 Loosen ground, sho t*ung nai, 335 40

Loaf, a, n yat ko min t
e au, 160 13 Lophius, chan m ii, 481 51

Loamy soil, fl yan ti, 227 5 Loquacious, t hau, 54 19; to in, 96 63/
Loans, n tsc in ch^i, 540 149 Loquat, Id kwat, p

c
i kwo, 444 36

Lobe of ears, 1 chii, 57 16 Lord, n kung 15 74
Lobsters, tai t

c au h4, 491 24 Lord, to, chii, 561 37
Local, pun ti, 235 11 Lord of sacrifices, t i chii yan, 600 354
Local magistrates, kwan kun, 592 161 Lord of the country kwok chii, 561 40
Local magistrates kwan shing, 593 162 Lord of the palace, kung chii, 563 62
Local magistrate, t

l ung shau, Lord paramount, chii sheung, 561 38
t
{ ung p

c un, 603 425 Lose (on sales), to, shit, 236 11

Local officers, ti fong kun, 350 9 Loss of duties lau shui, 205 79
Loche, shd chui, 484 104 Loss of memory, ching che ung, 505 90
Lock, a, yat pa so, 141 125 Loss of voice, shat yam, 502 10
Lock to so mii, 133 37 Lost, shat 143 181
Lock, water, ho ch^p, 336 46 Lot, whole, n yat ku nau, 247 14
Locked not mi kwan, 131 15) Lotion, sai y^uk, 514 35
Lockjaw, nga kwdn kan pai, 507 143 Lotus, lin 318 75
Locust, chung chii,

liin ch c ung,

495 49 Louse, n shat nd, 495 55
Locust, large 495 53 Louse, wood, muk shat, 495 56
Locust, migratory, wong chak, 495 5l! Love, oi, 92 6 ;

chc ung oi, 95 57
Lodge, field, shau she, 310 44 Love, to, h6, 116 12 ;

yau , 98 15

Lodge snail’s, w wo lu, 310 45 Love ardently, t
cung oi, 100 56

Lodging-place, n kii sho, 277 1 Lover of virtue, n lok shin yan, 118 1

Loft, red, hung lau, 310 46 Low, n hd, 3 10; ai, 132 19

Loft, lau, kok, 317 53 Low—high, tai—k6, 356 1

Lofty, n kb, 81 1 Low price, ka lang tdm, 244 45
Lofty and sublime, ngai ngai, 109 4 Lower, to, lok, 324 60
Logarithmic tables, tui sh5 pi lai, 396 22 Lower Classes^ Of the, n Ha pan, 125

Loins, n chau, 520 107; iu, 522 161 Lower half, ha pun tsit, 182 42
Loiter, to, chc euk, 34 57: Lowest (quantity), chi shiti, 239 27
Lone king, n ku wong, 560 24 Lowly, him him, 113 5
Long, ch^eung, 57 26 Lucio-perca, slm ngd, 485 142
Long, all day, shing yat, 157 8, Lu^onia, Lui sung 417 9

Long ears, shui kin i, 57 18 Lumbar vertebrae, iu kwat, 524 190
Long established usage, sh^ung yat, Luminous, king, 564 16; hak, 38 82

cheung chc ing, 221 4 Lumping the whole, ham pdng 14ng

Long ells, pat ki, 238 23 14 ch(6, 247 13

Long-cloth, yeung pb, 244 45 Lumps (in yarn), sha tsit, 255 49
Long-cloths, gray, iin shik p5, 245 2 Lungs, n fai, 73 49
Long Measure^ n T6k fdt. 380 Lustrous, kwong wat, 265 25; ling, 267 44
Long legs, kcam Id, 495 54 Lustrous, kwong leung, 266 35
Long Ups, ch c6ung tsui, 321 2^ Lute, flat, hung hau, 362 50

Long time, hii kau, 62 37 ;
hb noi, 79 30 Lute, many stringed, shat, 362 49

Long time, how, ki noi, 79 34 Lute, scholar^, n kcam, 362 48
Longan, lung ngdn, 444 35 Lute, small flat, chap, 362 51

Longevity, n shau cheung shang, 280 24 Lutestring, kiin, 264 6

Longitude, lines of, king sin, 401 9 Luxation, tit chc at kwat, 504 48
Lonicera periclymenum, kam ngan fa, 453 45

,

Lychnis coronata, ii mi yan, 454 66
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Lvcoperdon fui ku, 458 43 Male, mdu, kung, hung, 443 25
Lycopodium, sz’ m6ng kiin p*4k 458 44,45 Malice prepense, mau shat, 547 284
Lying on, while, pin tsoi, 229 7 Mallard, n fu, shui 4p, 473 25
Lvmnea, t^n 16, 492 50 Malleolus, noi w 515 5

Mallet, muk chc ui, 298 91

MACAO, 6 mun, 428 17 Malleus, i noi ch^ui kwat, 520 109

Macao Roads, Sha lek, 220 3 Mammae, n4i, yii, 520 110
Macassar, Mong k4 sit, 418 11 Mammalia, n Tsau shauy n 466
Mace, a, n yat ts

?
in. 258 3 Man, men, n yan, 9 1 ;

ting, 37 7t>

Mackerel, chM ii, 484 111 Manage, to, tong t
? au, 46 70; p^n, 232 12

Mactra, shi pdk, 490 3 Manage the chariot, chap yii, 369 1

Madagascar, Ma tai k4 sz
J

ki, 418 12 Mandarin duck, n iin yeung, 473 24
Madder, tan sham, 211 143 Mandarin orange, chii shi kat, 444 41

Made, well, ho kung tsok, 151 10 Mane, tsung, 463 26
Made of, i vvai chi, 135 6; i ts6k chi, 213 169 Mango, Mangifera, mong kwo, 444 37
Madeira, pak tsau, 164 70 Mango bird, wong an^, 474 62
Madness, tin kw^ong ching, 505 91 Mango fish, n ma kau long, ma yau, 484 114
Madras, M^n tat sdt, 407 6 Mangostan, mong ku shang, 419 21

Magazine, fo yeuk kuk, 810 47 Manhood, chi ii shing yan, 81 42
Maggots in flesh, ts^, 495 57 Manhood, cheung tai, 88 42
Maggots in grain, mai chc ung, 495 58 Mania potu, fit tsau tin, 505 92
Magicians, shut sz’ 542 178; sz md 541 162 Manifests, p

c 4i chlu, 211 144
Magistracy, kun, 127 2 Manifest, a, piu cheung, 572 37
Magistrate of a district, yap tsoi, 604 446 Manila, Ma ni Id, 417 9

Magistrate of river Manis, n chiin shan kap, 469 50
people, n ho ching t

c ing, 590 103 Mankind, yan ch^, 117 23; shai, 124 8
Magistrate’s hall kung t

c ong, 316 49 Manner, a, n shik, 569 11

Magistrate’s office, k4i, 310 48 Manner, this, kom y6ung, 79 33
Magistrate’s office nga shii, 311 57 Manner, what, tim yeung, 341 11

Magnolia fuscata, hom siu fa, 454 68 Manner of, all, kok fun, 288 20
Magnolia pumila, y6 hop fa, 454 67 Manners and customs, kw e ai kc

ii, 415 6

Magnolia purpurea, sau i fa, 454 69 Mansion, chak, 310 49
Magnolia yulan, yuk lan, 441 33 Mantchou, n Man chau, 566 35
Magpie, sz

?

hi ts^uk, 474 59 Mantchuria, n Mun chau, 422 17
Magpie, blue, lin tseuk, 474 60 Mantis, lc ong l6ng, 495 59
Mahratta, Ma la 408 11 Mantle-piece, fo 16 ngak, 133 38
Maid, a ma, 172 21; shai mui. J72 21 Manufacture, foreign, ngoi yeung
Maiden-hair, hak kwat mong, 457 4 sho chai, 203 52
Maize suk mai, 449 43 Manure, fi llu, fan, 342 16
Maize, an ear of, n yat p

c au suk, 164 71 Manure, to, n lok fi, 342 16
Majesty, imperial, n man sui ye, 90 79 Mauritius, Miu H sz

?

, 418 13
Majesty and virtue, wai tak, 582 1 Many—few, chung—kwi, 275 14
Major, td sz\ t6 fu, 601 378 Many, how, ki to, J 69 6 ;

ki ko, 93 20
Major-general, tsang ping, 603 416 Many, so, n kom to, 6 24
Major-general, t

( ai tuk, t
c ai t^oi, 600 359 Many, too, to tak tsai, 159 27

Major-general of pro chan shau Many voices, k«i, 39 88
tectorate, tsung ping, 586 6 Many years tsik nin, 271 6

Make, to, ts5, 150 85; tsok 38 79 Maple, fung shii, 441 34
Make, to, n tso, 279 16; ching, 166 19 Maple pavilion, n fung shan, 561 36
Make a bed, to, n p

? 6 h6 chc ong, 157 9 Marble, black, n Shlu hing shik, 431 40
Make bread, to, fdt min p4u, 167 144 Marble, blue, wan shik, tai li shik, 431 39
Make one, to, wai yat, 327 118 Marble, red, n fa yui shik, 431 40
Maker, first, che

l ch c ong, 370 5 Marbled, tsap shik, 303 1

Makes, what, wai mat sz’ 52 36 Mare, pan md, she, 469 51
Malacca, Ma lak kap, 408 11 Marines, chau sz’ 328 132
Malachite, shik luk 434 21 Mark, a, (name) h5, 46 68
Malady, n wai, 72 29 Mark, or target, chan, 366 8
Malay, Md I6i yan, 416 4 Mark, to make one J

s, n ta chi md, 65 27
Malaxis, ts6uk shit lan, 454 70 Mark time, to, tslt ngok, 361 45

CHI. CHR. 164
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Marked line, a, yat sin man, 461 10 Mat-maker, chik tsik sz’ fT 282 54
Market, chc an ^ii, 135 10; shi, 211 145 Mate, chief, fo ch6ung, 325 80
Market, n shc

i tsing, 310 50 Mate, second, i fo, 325 80
Market price, shi ka, 207 95 Materia Medica

n

P&kyhiklui, 508
Marking-line, kan chik, 298 92 Materia Medica, the, r Pun Tsc

6, 429 I

Marking-lines, tsfam chuk, 298 93 Materials, mat 366 12
Marmot,! t

c
6 put shii, 469 52 Maternal grandfather, ngoi tsd,

Marquis, n hau ts6uk, 590 93 ; hau, 592 152 ngoi kung, 105 62
Marriage, fan yan, 353 3 Maternal grandmother ngoi p

c 6

Marriage, after, shik yan, 96 6Se ngoi tsd md, 105 65
Marriage, second, kai shat, 94 48 Maternal grandmother’s
Married again, n fan t

c au p^, 95 58 sister, i P* ,
105 74

Marrow, kwat sui, 72 29 Maternal uncles, m6 kc au, kc au fu, 105 6?
Marry (a husband), to, k ffi ) 463 62 Maternal uncle’s wife, kcam m6,
Marry (a wife), to, tsc ii (tsc ai), 90 69 kcau m6, 105 69,70
Mars, n f6 sing, 398 7 Mathematics, n Sh6 Hok, 375
Marshes, ch^k, 350 9 Mathematics of Ts^uirai Tsc uimi shdn
Marshy plants, n shap ts

c

6, 437 1 Institution, n Sh6 H6k, 396 21

Mart, a, vat fau, 418 11 Matress, yuk, 157 6
Mart, commercial, shi ma t*au, 268 2 Matrix, yan, 298 94
Martial, m6, 564 14 Matter, refuse, u mat, 336 62
Martin, in 476 100 Matter, subtil, n ml chat, 404 11

Martingal, td tiu, 325 75 Matter of course, tsz
J tong utsez

5

k6k sz’

,184 16
Marvel of Peru, in chi fa, 454 71 Matters such, 172 20
Marygold, man shau kuk, 454 72 Matting, p

c ung, 278 5; tsik, 212 146

Mask, a, siu min, 63 59 Matting, rush, is* 6 tsik 141 128

Masons, nai shui sz
9

fu, 282 53 Mattoc, pong, ch( o t
e au, 336 50

Mast, ts^unff, wai, 325 76 Mature, not, ml tsuk, 70 10

Mast, fore, main, t
c au wai, tii wai, Maxillary angle, huk kwat, 520 ill

mizzen, mi wai, 325 77 Maxillary bone, sh^ung nga chc ong
97Mast, to lower a, n lok wai,

i, sam, sz’
325 79 superior, ngi kwat 520

Mast, top, top-gallant, Maxillary, inferior, h4 ngi kau kwat, 520 98
royal, chc

iin, 325 78 Maxims, mb, 109 2; kw c
ai, 110 24

Master, n kun yan, 93 30; tung k^, 170 13 May, nang, 112 12; ho wai, 1J2 15

Master, a, sin shang,

chi sz’
124 9 May be, wdk che, 168 2

Master attendant, n 587 18 May I add, tang ngo tim, 180 13

Master controller, sz
?

tai k^u wai, 598 291 May pass, fong hang, 211 144

Master controller, kau wai, 591 135 Mazarine, p5 1dm, 228 20
Master.controller of shing mun Me, 140 56

city gates, kAu wai, 597 259 Meal, a, yat ts^an, 343 17

Master controller of hang kwan Meal, evening, y6 t^an, 177 23
the army, kau wai, 590 92 Meal, frugal, pin fan, 187 45

Master of ceremonies, tai tin pan, 600 355 Meal, Indian, suk mai fan, 164 72
Master of house, chii yan, 188 50 Mealy, sung, 167 129
Master of medicine, i sz’ 498 4 Mean (actions), hak pok, 112 11

Master of privy chi shc
ii Mean business, no, fi tsin ch6 chi sz

5

,
369 1

council, mat iin, 587 13 Mean, the,

Meaning, (intention)

Pi 539 108
Master of the herds, t* ai puk muk sz

J

, 599 330 i sz%

tim kii,

90 79a
Master of the temple shing miu Meaning, what is the, 16 1

band, sz ng6k
T6 luk sz

5

597 261 Means, devising, kai, 87 13

Masters in school of the Measles, lam ching, 506 94
Rationalists, n chi ling, 602 386 Measnre, to, tok, 281 41; 117 22

Masticate, to, hau ts^uk, 53 14 Measure, a, n

Measure a ship,

shing, 383 1

Mat, tsik, 212 146 ch^ung 16ung, 325 82
Mat, bow, t

c au p
l ung 325 8] Measure of an angle, t6 394 13

Mat, dish, tip tin, 141 127 Measure rice, to, 16ung mai 301 147

Mat rattan chair t
c ang tin, 141 126 Measures, director of, sz

J
to, 600 347

Mat, thrashing, kwin t6 tMm, 336 49 Measures of Capacity^ n Lhmg fdt 383
Mat grass, lun, 459 46 Measures of Land, n Mau fat, 386
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Measures of Lengthy n T6k fdt 380 Mercy, sut lin 117 20
Measures of Timet n Lik faiy 388 Merely, n pat kwo, 3 9

Meat, yuk 141 138 Meridian portal,
Jng mun, 561 36

Meat cakes, wan t
c aD, 301 144 Meridians, king sin, 401 9

Mechanic, a, kung, 123 3 Merinoes, ii ts
€
6, 243 43

Mechanical Affairs, n Rung Ngai, 277 Meritorious, kung 538 92
Mechanical Implements n Hi kiiy 293 Meritorious deeds, tsik, 25 4

Mechanical Operations^ n Pdkngai lui, 285 Meritorious titles, kung fung, 567 39
Medallion pheasant, t

c o shau kai, 475 73 Messenger, sz’ 110 19
Medical College, n T{ di I" Yiin, 501 1 Messengers to h. i. m, kcapsz 5

chung, 591 132
Medical College director, t

?
ai i yxin Met in long a time, not, kau pat min, 184 8

yiin sz’ 599 333 Metal, n kam 433 1

Medicine, n I Hok, 497 Metals^ n ’Ngkamlui 433
Medicine, y6uk, 5i4 36 Metals, precious, p6 pui, 257 1

Medicine, good, leung yeuk, 55 42 Metatarsus, tsik, 463 27
Mediterranean, Ti chung hoi, 408 10 Meteorology, n Hi kH ts^ungy 403
Medlar, kau ki tsz’ 444 38 Method, a f^t, 341 7 375 4
Medulla spinalis. tsik sui, 520 112 Metropolitan officers, king wan, king

Medusa, shui md, 492 40 chc iu warn 592 144
Meet, to, 405 16 Metropolitan officer, noi sz’ 594 194
Meet, to, n s6ung fung, chong kin, 45 57,58 Mew, to, him, 465 49
Meet together, to, n ui min, 60 12 Mexico, Mak sik ko, 415 7
Megalops, shui wat, 483 89 Miasmatic cdntagion, n cheung lai, 506 93
Meibomian gland, n ngan pin siu hat, 519 72 Mica, decomposed, mung shik, 431 43
Melastoma, kai chi nim, 455 73 Mica, friable, kam sin shik 431 41
Melia, sham muk, 441 44 Mica, foliated, ts? in tsc ang chi,431 42
Mellow color. 15, 303 i Michelia champaca, yeung kau ng^,455 74
Melolontha, w Dg shd na, 494 24 Microcosm, n sm t^in ti, 75 91
Melon, kwa, 449 44 Middle, chung, 132 29
Melon, winter, n t

c ung kwd, 164 73 Middle of door, mun sam, 317 55
Melon seeds, y6ung 439 35 Middling Classes^ n Chung pan. 123
Melt, to yung fa, 212 148 Midrib, ip kan, 438 •23

Melting, slu yung, 290 30 Midsman, chung yan, 196 14
Members, four, n sz’ cM 59 46 Midst of heavens, tong chung, 397 l

Membrana tympani, i mok, 521 113 Mildewed, mui, 226 5
Membrane around n5 tseung Mildness, n wo, 92 3

the brain, van mok, 518 54 Mile, a, n yat If, 381 3
Memoirs of Ladies, n Lit Nii Chiin, 95 63 Military classes, kwan tsik, 534 10
Memoranda of Foreign Sao keung Military implements, ping hai, 277 2

Tribes, n Ngoi Fan, 420 27 Military inspector, kam kwan, 591 125
Memorandum book, ki p6, 575 10 Military laws, n ping lut 542 183
Memorial, tsau, 568 4 Military leader, kwan sz’ 592 158
Memory, n ki, 16 85 Military officers, m6 kun, 592 151
Men, all, yan yan, 91 79d Military operations, kwan md, 543 200
Men, grade of, lau yan 340 1 Military post, kun tui, 311 52
Menagerie, iin, 310 5J Military protector, md wai
Mencius, n Mang tsz’, 14 60 ts^ung kwan, 594 188
Mend, to, chingfin, 142 161; p5, 279 22 Military subalterns, kwan plu, 592 159
Menorrhagia, hiit shan pang, 506 96 Military secretary, chung kwan, 588 58
Men-of-war, sz’ shiin chin shiin, Milium, tsik, 449 47

pingshiin, 325 83 Milk, ngau yii, 138 64; ngau nai, 164 74
Menses, king shui, 506 95 Mill, hand, n shik mo, J4J 131
Mercantile business, mai mai sz% 207 97 Mill, skinning, kong tui, 336 52
Mercantile establish- man yik Mill, stone, mo, 336 54

ment, chi ka, 210 121 Mill, water bolting, shui ta 15, 336 51
Merchandise, f6, 206 82 Mill, wooden, lung, 336 53
Merchant, n sheung yan, 123 6 Millet, n suk 449 45
Merchants, hik sh6ung, 209 117 Millet, grand, n shii, 449 48
Mercury, n shui sing, 398 7 Million a, yat chiu, 376 18
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Million a, pak m^n, 418
Mills, water, n shui mo, 336
Mimosa, fi ts5, 441
Mind, sam, 58
Mine, hang, 435
Mine, silver, ngan kwc ong, 260
Minerals^ n Yuk shik lui. 429
Mineralogy, n Shik lun, 429
Mingle and flow, kau lau, 70
Minister, a, n shan, 11 27; tai shan, 575
Minister of state. chung tong, 588
Minister of state, ki hdng, 591
Minister of Board of

Officers, tdi tsiin hang, 600
Ministers of state, pai seung, 594
Ministers of state, shing seung, 596
Ministers of state, sh?

ii ki, 597
Minium, iin tan, 434
Minor dukes, sam shiu, 595
Minor master, shiu sz\ 597
Mint, ke ing siu, 201
Mint, h, tsc in kuk, 257
Mint, director of, sz

5 wan, 600
Minute, a, hak, 204 62; fan, 391
Minutely, speak, tsan shut, 231
Mirabilis jalapa, in chi f4, 454
Mirror, hand, shau king, 154
Mirror-grinder, 7i shing king tseung, 282
Misanthropist, n pat yan ch6, 117

Miscellaneous, shap mat, 296
Miscellaneous Plants^ n Pak ts

{ d lui, 457
Miscellaneous plants, n tsdp ts

c
6, 437

Miserably inferior, yai kwo t
c au, 249

Mistake, ts
l o kwo, 62

Mistake in calculation, kai
5m sun, 171

Mistaken, n ki ka, 234
Mistress, tung chii neung, 172

Mitigation, kam, 534
Mix, to, t

c 6 lin, 299
Mix up, to, w6 wan, 2*26

Mixed colors, tsap shik, 238
Mixed, (wove) pan, 264
Mizzen mast, mi wai, 325
Model, kw c ai md, 213
Model, a, pan shik, 257
Modeling, yan t

c
6, 290

Modern, shi, 364
Modern, kam, 146
Modest, too, t

c
ai him liu, 186

Modest appellation, n tsz
5

pi chi ch( ing, 560
Moist, shap, 47
Moisten, to, shap, 155 79; luk 155
Molar teeth, tai nga, ts

c o ng^, 523
Molasses, kat shui t

e
onff, 212

Molasses glue, n t
c ong kiu, 212

Mold, yan, 258 3; m6, 287
Mold, tin, sik md 298
Mold -board, ts

c 6ung keuk sin, 317
Molding glass, ch^ui po li, 290

Mole, t
c in shii, 469 53

Mole cricket, t
c 6 kau, lau ku, 495 60

Moluccas, Ml lok ku, 418 14
Monarch, tai, 100 56a : tdn yii, 601 366
Monastery of Budhists, shi, 311 53
Money, ngan, 198 5; tsc in 122 17

Money, ready, in ngan, 253 40
Money t pay, kau ngan, 240 31

Money-changer’s shop, n chau un
tsc in ngan, 193 6

Money shop, ngan p
c
6, 201 28

Mongolia, n Mung ku ti, 423 18
Monkey, n ma lau, ni hau, 469 54
Monkey, proboscis, n kwo in, 469 55
Monkies, ii lai, 466 I

Monocanthus, hak p
?
i yeung, 481 50

Monoculus polyphemus, n hau, 491 22
Monopoly, tuk shi shang 1, 212 149
Month, a, yat lit, 389 3
Monthly, mui iit, 130 10
Monthly rose, lit kwai, 456 no
Months ago, two, ts

c in lit, 84 20
Monuments, 542 172
Moon, full, mong shi, 398 5
Moon, new, shok shi, 398 5
Moon, the, iit, 404 ]
Moongazer, shik sz

5

tsz
5

,
484 116

Moonlight, n ming iit, 68 80
Moonlight, to enjoy, un lit, 134 55
Moor, to, wan pok, 222 9; t

? ingchau, 199 14
Mop, n muk, 141 132
More, kwo, 73 55
More, a little, tik tim, 174 16
More—less, to—shiu, 182 33
More firm, yik chong, 404 9

More than 10,000, yat m n kf 412 1

More or less, n km sheung hi, 247 10
Moreover, fng chc

e, 236 13; ling, 377 20
Moreover, yik, 403 1

Morning, ch'iu, 328 127
Morning, chf

iu t
c au tsd, 156 3

Morning, early in, tsc ing shan, 153 31
Morning, to-morrow, t

c ing ts6, 151 3; 159 29
Morocco, Ma 16 kd, 413 7
Mortar, kau, 336 62
Mortar, nai, 290 31 ;

fui nai, 297 73
Mortar, a lime, fui h6m, 298 95
Mortar, physic, n v6uk chin, 298 96
Mortar, vertical wheel, chin, 336 56
Mortar, wheel, n shui chin, 336 55
Mortar, wheel skinning, ki tui, 336 57
Mortar and pestle, chung horn, 141 133
Mortgage, tin, 212 150
Mortgage, to, tin mai, 538 95
Mortising, tau sun, 290 32; s6ung, 325 7T>

Morus, song shii, 441 37
Mosses, t

? oi, sin, 459 47
Most, (a superlative) n liu pattak, 7:3 53
Most assuredly, shi pit, 46 59
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kwo t*au, 2
shat shau hd, 179
tsui ki, 164
ng6 495
16 fau tip kung, 495
tang ngo, 495

md, 9 5 ;
md ts^an, 103

ki ts^z
5

,
78

k md 79
md ts

lan tdi yan,79

Most certainly

n

Most excellent,

Most to be feared,

Moth
Moth, atlas,

Moth, candle,

Mother,

Mother, my,
Mother my
Mother, my honored,

Mother, my respected, im tsc z\ 78
Mother, your, 16 6n van, 77
Mother, your, n

Mother your

n

Mother your deceased ling pi, 79
Mother-in-law, ng6k m5, ngoi m6, U)6

Mother’s arms^ wai ^6, 81

Mother’s elder sister i rr.5, IC5
Mother’s younger sister“ tM 115
Mother’s sister’s husband i ch6imp

y6ung tsiin,

lingshau i
c ong, 77

Id i^ai on, 79

5 iMullus,

50 Munificent, emperor, n siin wong tai

64 Multiple,

6ljjMultiplicand,

64:
1

Multiplication Ti

62 Multiplication table,

12 Multiply together,

13 Multitude

36 Multitude, director of,

37 Murasna,

14 Murex,
49 lVI jrex spinosus,

0 Murex muriaticup,

34 M irraya exotica,

S9 M iscse volitantes,

A I Muscles, 72

4*2e M isdcs of eye,

? I M iscovy glass,

72 M ishrcom,

4S9
563

ying, 372
shat, 379
shing, 379
kau kau h6p shi, 379
s6ung shing, 387
kwan h^i, 560
sz

?

yiin, 600
lap chui, 481
h6ung 16, lat 16, 491

cl/eung tsui lik 16, 491
cl^eung chi 16, 491
kau li heucg, 455
ngan fa, 51)6

yuk kan, 521

Dgau noi kau, 521
tsf in ts

f ang chi, 431

kai tsung, t
c 6 k\v c an, 459

229
4

]

4

4

4

5
•29

346
43
26
29
27
75
97

114
115
42
48

Mother-o’-pearl

Mother-of-pearl cutt

Motions, make,
Motley assortment,

Mottled dark color,

Mottled jay,

Moukden,
Mount a horse, to,

Mountain

n

Mountain ebony,

Mouse
Mouse, shrew,

wan m5 hok,

chf
e p6 tseung

ta shau nun,
tsap shik,

ku i
c ang,

ihin wo sh6ung
Shing king,

sh^.ang ma,
ngok, shan,

lun kap,

shik shii,

ts
f d shii,

105 78 M ;shrcom, black, miik i, 449 51

212 151 M shrojm, small. heung sud, 449 50
2^2 5f> Music, n Rg k, 356 1

€9 i)S M Jsic box, siu fung kc am, 364 76
239 25 AI isical box, n chuk, 361 40
246 19 M iscal cups, yan, 360 38
474 52 Musical Instruments

n

Ng6k hi. 356
422 1? Musical instrument tsok ijig6k

S32
4*25

441

469
469

44|| n.aker,

2S M isician?,

3() tVliisiciaus,

5^| Musk,
57 Musk-deer

sz
5

fu, 282 57
t
c ung tsz

9

patyam, 282 14

ngok shang, 124 58
she h6ung, 212 152

sh^, h6ung cheung, 467 23
Mourn, to, fuk, 88 45* Muskef, niu ch^ung, 220 3
Mourning, song tsai, 3.>3 3 Musketo, man, 495 65
Mourning, in, son g, 97 63A ; kii song, 552 372 Masketo, larva of, kc

it kMt 495 66
Mouth Form and Func- Musketo-whip, n man fat, 159 25

tions ofy n Hau lui, 53 Muskmelon, h^ung kwd, kam kw^, 449 52
Mouthpiece of shang^ n wong, 365 Sd T/Iiissaenda chinensis, p4k ip ch c

^, 455 76
Movable types, n ut tsz

5

, 280 27 Must, iu, 131 4; sii yunff, 55 39
Move about, to, tung, 73 52 Must, n pit, 13 56
Move away, to, i hoi, 139 93; 136 21 Must not, mat, 69 88 ;

tsit mat, 93 27
Move, to, kii, 69 93; pun, 144 203 Must not, ’m hd 49 42
Moving, resting, tung, tsing, 126 15 Mustaches, tsz’ 519 81
MowtaD, mau tan fa, 455 69 Mustard, coarse, kai ldn, 449 54
Mr. 7i sin shang 9 1 ;

&z’ t
c au, 46 66 Mustard plant, kai ts

?
oi, 449 53

Mr. So-and-so, Mi sz
? Mau man, 236 14 Mustard (in powder), kdi mut, 164 77

Much, to, 231 9; fdn, 33 49 Mustard-pot, k4i mut chung, 141 134
Much, not, md ki to, 170 10 Muster, n f6 pdn, 244 45
Mach too broad, flit kwo t^au, 250 29 Mutitas, 504 49
Much pleasure, hd 16 177 29 Mutton, n yeun^ vuk, 164 78
M'icus, n tai, 70 4 Mutton-steak, t

e
it pa y^un^ yuk, 164 79

Mud-lice, ti p5, ti chii, 496 74 Mutual, n S^UTlff, 67 63
Mugil, p4k tsai, 484 118 My, ngo, 58 42; ngo tik, 91 79c
Mugwort, ngdi 457 12 My own, pun, 264 8
Mulberry tree, song, 347 1 3Iy own son, tsc an shang tsai, 86 8
Mule, lui, 469 58 Myliobates, ch^ung ang, 486 157
Muller, in shik shik, 298 97 Myriad, mdn, 373 l

Mullet, wong mi tsai, 484 117 Myrrh, mut y6uk, 212 153
Mulligatawny, wong k6ung t^ong, 164 76 Myrtus tomentosa, u nim, 455 77

CHI. CHR. 165
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Myself, ngo tsz
?

kl, 90 79c Nepenthes, chii lung ts*d, 455 96
Mytilus, edible, shd hin, 491 31 Nephew, chat, 105 50

Nephew’s sons, 7i chat siin, 89 50
NAIL, ting, 29S 98 Nephew’s wife, chat fu, 105 51
Nail, finger, shall k4

p

63 2 Nephrite, n
Nerita,

yuk, 431 29
Name, n ming 4 16 ying ko tsui, 491 32
Name, ship’s, n shiin ming, 325 84 Nerium oleander, kdp chuk t

c
6, 455 80

Nameless bones,

Names of Colors

n

t
c iin kwat, 521 117 Nerves, n kan, 521 122

Ngdn shik ming 302 Nest, ch e du, wo, 463 28,29
Namoh, Ndm 6, 428 16 Net, mong;, 298 99
N^nhwa plum, Ndm H, 445 76 Net, bird, 16 336 58
Nankeen, n tsz’ f4 pd 212 154 Net, crab, to su lung, 299 102
Nanking, city of, Ndm king 421 5 Net, drag, kii, 299 100
Nap, m5, 234 7 Net, lifting, tsang, 299 101

Naphtha, shik n6 yau, 431 44 Neuralgia, n kan ping, 506 99
Napkin, chc k p6, 141 135 Neutralize, to, seung shat, 511 8
Napkin, miit shau kan, 173 7 Never, mi ts^ng, 79 39; m6, 181 29
Narcissus tazetta, shui sin ft, 455 78 Never does, fi sho wai, 117 18
Nares anterior, n^oi pf lung, 521 118 Never mind,

?m seung kon,

ui t
( au,

251 34
Narrow, chik 159 19; hAp 386 1 Never return, n 46 63
Nasal duct, pi kun, 518 51 Never seen, muk sho pat kin, 49 36
Nasal polypus, pi chung sik yuk, 506 116 Never yet, mi sh^ung, 110 13

Nasals, n pi yam, 6 26 New, san, 137 43
Nasturtion, ho ip lin, 455 79 New old, san kau, 137 44
Nates, pi ku, 521 120 New fashioned, shi hing, 142 159
National Airs, n Kw6k Fung, 15 76 New Holland, San Ho 14n, 419 17
National Coins

n

Kw6k pd lui 257 New moon, shok shi, 398 5

Nations of Europe, n Au lo pa kwdk^ 409 New Zealand, San Sai 14n, 419 18
Nation’s king

Native, pun t
e
ci

kwok wong, 560 23 New-year s bell flower, n tiu chung fa, 453 29
,209 112;t? 6ch c an,259 6 Newly arrived, san td, 199 9

Natural, n sing 59 46 Newt, t
c
ai, 478 20

Nature, n sing 9 1; 497 1 Next, n t^z', 11 21; t
( au, 17 7

Nau the Great, n T4i Niu, 388 1 Nias, Ni shi, 418 15

Naval officers, n shui sz
5

kun, 597 270 Nicely, hd, 234 6; 11m h6,

Ni ku pi li,

149 54
Nave, kak, 331 ?9 Nicobars, n 419 16
Nave-box, in, chat, 331 30 Nictitating, niu ngin mok, 463 30
Navel, tsc z’ 521 121 Niece, chat nu, 89 66
\ear and distant, n noi ngoi,

kan ngon,
103 Niece’s husband, chat sai, 105 53

Near land, 211 140 Night, whole, n t'ung y6, 392 10

Near-sightedness, kan shi ngan, 507 132 Night blindness, wai ye ng?in, 503 16

Nearest, chi kan, 173 5 Night blooming

Nearly, ts^ung loi, 82 6 cereus, shan sin ch6ung, 457 16

Nearly alike large, leuk tai, 300 127 Nightingale, Png, 476 111

Nearly equal, tai l^ukseunff t
f ung,409 1 Nine, n kau. 377 20

Nebulae, 16 p^k fa, 506 98 Nine degrees ofkindred, n kau tsuk, 13 48 ;
90 19b

Necessary, n chi tsd, td iij, 6 25 Nine tenths, kau fan, 366 5

Necessary, it is, pit sii 160 1 Ninth entrance, n kau chung, 561 36
Neck, king, 70 1 Nlp^l, n Kwok l hak, 407 6
Necklace, a, yat t

r
iu kinff lin, 154 58 Nippers of crabs, hai ngdu, hai kim, 464 34

Neckcloth, king kan, 149 56 Nit, ki, 496 67
Need, to, ii’j 1:31 9 Nitre, S1U, 432 66
Need not, ’m lun 147 31 No, ^ hai, 179 47 ; fi, 55 45
Needle, n kun ch^am, 154 59 No fear, n pat fong, m6 im, 33 46,47
Neglect, not to, pat ho shat,

sz’
94 41 No importance,

ym seung kon, 236 12

Neigh, to, v 465 49 No matter, pat k c
ii, 227 6

Neighbor, lun, 39 84 No matter whether, mb lun, 499 7

Neither nor, pat—pat, 73 57 No mistake, md ts
c
o, 245 1

Nelumbium, lin ft, 456 122 No one, mut yau yat k6,101 56b
Nelumbium root, lin ngau, 164 81 No place, n m6 sh6, 63 86
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Nobility, kung hau, 551 354 Number of men, yan to shiu, 220 3

Noble, kd, 564 5 Numbers, sh6, 373 3
Noble friends, k6 p

c ang, 132 27 Numerical Characters, n Shd tsz\ 375
Noblemen, n chii hau, 538 40 Numerous, shd shap, 415 9

Nobody, m6 yan, 237 19 Nunnery of Budhists, im, 311 54
Nocturnal guards, silk wai 543 193 Nuptial lamentations, t

c an ts^ing, 89 65
Nod, or give assent, to, n tim t

c au, 43 14 Nuptial presents, ch^ong lim, 89 63
Nod, to, n ngap t

c au, 43 15 Nuptial presents, chc 4 lai 89 62
Nod, to, k? euk shui, 367 12 Nursery, kwai rnun, 133 39
Noise, shing, 139 100; ts

? d ching, 159 30 Nurture, to, n y6ung, 10 9; fu y^un^, 310 39
Nomads, yau muk, 583 2 Nut, wat, kwo wat, 438 24,20
None, m6, 28 19 Nut of a late, chc an, 365 84
None, have, md, 157 7 Nutmeg, tau k^au, yukkwo, 212 155
Noon, n ching ?

ng, 4n chau, 391 6 Nutmeg orange, sz
J kwai kat, 444 44

Noose, cow, n kiin, 331 32 Nux vomica, ma tsMn, 212 156

North, pak 397 2

Northeast, tung pak, 412 3 OAK, lik shii, s^ungshii, 441 38
Northerner, n ngoi kong, 242 38 Oak, smooth acorn, huk ts

c uk, 441 39
Northwest, sai pak, 412 4 Oar, tseung, 325 85
Norway, No wa, 411 20 Oar-post, oar-tie, ts6ung i, ts^ung a, 325 86
Nose^ Form and Func- Obedient, shun, 90 73

tions of^ n Pi lui. 50 Obeisance, n pdi 94 46
Nose, cartilige of, pi chc

ii, 51 20 Obey, to, ts
? ung, 96 63e

Nose-bleeding, lau pi hiit, 52 29 Obey, does not, m ting w 58 35
Nosology

n

Pak ping lui, 501 Object, what, n ho wai, 497 l

Nostrils, pi lung, 51 22 ;
521 118 Obliged, much, yau sam, t

( ok lii, 184 13,15
Not, n ’m 2 3 ;

pat 45 43 Oblique, tsf

4, 300 131
Not at all large, md tai tik, 144 193 Oblong, wang, 386 •2

Not at all understand,
5m hiu tak Obscene, ts6 hau, 54 20

sdi ke, 20 5 Observances, 1 tsak, 353 2
Not at home, n tong ka, 133 5 Observatory, kun, 311 55
Not correct, n ?m tak ching, 5 20 Observatory, imperial, ling toi, 311 56
Not fear, n ’m p 2 6 Observe carefully, to, kan shau, 89 66
Not fear bending, pat im hc uk, 31 33 Obstinate, ’ng yik, 90 74
Not more than, pat kwo, 224 1 Obstruct, to sak, 330 8; cheune, 334 25
Not much, m6 ki to, 170 0 Obtain, to, tak, 200 23; ts

c
ii, 209 J15

Not so, ’m hai 234 6 Obtain property, ts5
ii tsc oi mat, 500 10

Not touch, mat tung, 68 88 Obtain, where, pin chc
ii yau, 8 3

Not very deep, md ki sham, 134 58 Obverse of a coin, n min, 258 3
Not yet, mi, 79 29 ;

sheung mi, 89 61 Occasion^ on an, ii shi, 182 2
Not yet, 'm ts

c ang, mi ts
c
anff, 68 90 Occasion, on this, ts

f z’ tsc z’ 274 13
Notable arrangement, ming lai, 509 2 Occasion, this, nf ui, 238 22
Notary offices, f6, 570 14 Occasionally, shi shj, 167 136
Notes in music, n yam, 356 1 Occipital bone, hail chcam kwat, 521 12?
Nothing else beside, sh4 ts( z

5

i ngoi Occipital protuberances, chcam kwat, 521 128
kang mb t

c
a, 429 1 Occur according to, t

c ing tsung, 75 87
Nothing over, mb shing, 74 79 Occupation, an, Ip, 124 13; yat n^ai, 125 1

Notice, not to, pat shik yan, 62 48 Occupy, to, kii 562 56
Notices of Maratime Hoi Kwok Ochery, che shik, 432 45

Countries, n Man Kin Luk, 420 27 Ocimum, tsz
5

su, 447 3
Notices of the Seas, n Hoi Luk, 420 27 O’clock five, tim chunff, 159 29
Notorious offenders, chung f^n, 311 65 O’clock half past one yat tim pun, 391 6
Nourish, to, fu, 93 14 Octopus, ch6ung kii, 491 18
Nourish by breasts, to, yii pd, 466 1 Odds and ends, n ts

f in tui, •252 37
Nourishing, yik 162 40 Ode, an, shi, 15 80
Now, n 1 ka, 6 27 ;

kam, 18 10 Odes for Children, n Yau Hok Shi, 8 2
Now, (conj.) fu, 80 42d Odontalgia, ng ching, 506 100
Now-a-days, \ ka, 242 37 Odoriferous plants, n fong tsc

d, 437
Noxious plants, n tuk ts

?
6, 437 1 (Esophagus, it che, 521 129
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Of course, tsz’in, 88 48 Omen, kau, 120 8
Off and on, hoi niai 326 90 Omens, felicitous, sui ying, 552 363
Offend, to, k4i wai, 115 16 On, on, 143 180

Offended, not, pat kai w4i, 115 16 On no account, n tsl in k(
i h6, 46 60

Offense, n ok, 533 2 On the contrary, \ ch1

^, 181 29
Offer, to, fang, tai, 188 47 On the wall, pik sheung, 134 57
Offer, to, kin, 33 47 On the water, shui min, 203 49
Office censor’s, n u sz

5 ngi mun, 31

1

58 Once, yat tsz
5

,
12- 5

Office, magistrate’s kii 9
310 48 Once august, n sin wong, 559 12

Office, public, ng4 shii, ngd mun, 3IL 57 One, n yat, 377 20
Office for care of k4i t6 One, (single) tdn, 47 i4

highways, nga mun, 591 122 One after another, n chuk yat chuk i, 7 28
Office for directing One eighth, pat fan chi yat, 345 29

servants,/ shi chung tsz , 596 251 One occupation, n chiin m6n, 277 4

Officer of merits, szMvung Usfam kwan,598 293 One—other, yat—yat, 341 7

Officer superintending sz’ tJong Oue side, pat, chai hoi yat pin, 251 35
grain, kwan 598 294 One with another, la ch<6 256 50

Officer to record merits, kun^ ts
e d One’s own child tb

c an shang, 89 60
tJam kwan 592 153 'Onions, l^ung t

? au, 165 85
Officers (mandarins) kun fu, r>92 15

1

^Onions, small, u tsf ung, 449 56
Official d. rectors, sai ts

c 6 chii li, 595 213 Omscas, shii fu, 496 75
Official people, n kung kun, 130 Onlv, chat, 90 77; tsung hai, 171 18

Oflic ial recornmendcrF siin kii long, 597 274' Only wai, 116 12
Official seal kun van, 213 165 Only intended, pat kwo, 244 45
Official TitleSy n Chik fan lui 566 Only not consider, n tuk pat sz 81 42^

Often repeating, n to ki ui9 5 22 Only son, an, ku tuk tsai, 99 45
Oh h6 vva, 77 7j Opacity of the cornea, ngdn m6l<> 502 6

Oker ycllcw, nai wong, 306 73 Opal, m^u i ng4n, 432 46
0:1, to, yau, 44 3l| Open, to, hoi, 131 7
Oil, swee% shang ts

c oi yau,lG4 83 Open, to, im hoi, 134 59
O I, sesumum, n chi yau,

ch4 yau sz
5

fu,

165 84 Open, to force, mdk hoi, 49 41

Oi!-presserf
283 59; Open, to, td hoi, 132 18

Oil-press, cha, 299 103 Open, to, chc ang hoi, 153 38
0.1 of peppermint. pok ho yau, 514 39 Open, to, im hoi, t

f ui hoi, 134 59,60
Oil of roses. nifii kwai yau, 155 7 Open, to (unloose) kc

it hoi, 141 142
Oiling a boaf. sh^u yau, 326 87| Open, broken, n lat lju, 148 51
Oily deposits. yau hi, 136 31 Open graves, n fdt chung, 547 276
Oily taste, yau yik, 164 68; wit, 230 8 Open mistake, tong min tse o, 62 42
Ointment, ko9

514 38 Open out, to, p^i hoi, 248 16

Old, (in years) n 10 12 Open worked; sho ng4n, 135 14
Old, so, n k6m tsiin shing, 77 6 Operculum, 16 463 31
Old acquaintances, shuk shai hd, 188 48 Ophicephalus, n shang ii, 484 121

Old acqjaintances. 16 seung it, 235 8 Ophthalmia, It ng^n, 48 16

Old Cantoner, n \(\ Kwong tung,235 8, Ophthalmia, ng^n ching, 506 101
Old, from of, tsz

5

ku, 303 1 Ophthalmia, acute, wdn san ngin, 506 102
Old Hyson, n hi p”, 225 4 Opinion, correct, tsemg chf o, 245 4
Old man’s rice no mai, 450 74 Opium, 4 p

c
in, 6 fu yung, 213 159

Old man, (a husband) t? 16 kung, 93 17j Opium Edict for

Old woman, (a wife) 16 p
e o, 93 22! delivery of n U ling klu d in^ 2(iS

Older—younger, tai tik,—sai tik, 172 2] Opportunity, no, md ti, 120 if>

Oldest son of king, t
c ai tsz

5

, 5(53 58
1

Opposite, tui min, 174 13
Olea fragrans, t^n kwai fa, 455 81, Opposite one another, s^ung tui, 394 12
Oleander, kdp chuk t

c
6, 455 80 Opposition, in, pui chi, 205 70

Olfactory nerves, man hi kan, 521 123 Oppressed, the, n pat p
c ing, 114 5

Olibanum, yii h6ung, 212 157 Optic nerves,

r

muk ha i 521 124
Olive flower, white, kwai fa, 455 81 wan, 176 12; wik, 182 2
Olive, reddish, muk sai fa 9 455 82 Orange color, wong t4n, 305 40
Olives, lam, ts

c ing kwo,2l3 158 Orange pecco, n sheung h6ung, 225 3
Olives

n

kom 1dm, 444 39 Orange red, tsz tdn, 305 49
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Orange, common or coolie, che ang, 444 40 Oaliasutai, n U li nga su t
?
oi, 423 18

Orange, coolie-mandarin, n kom, 444 42 Ounce, an, n yat 16ung, 385 1

Orange, mandarin, chii sha kat, 444 41 Oar master, chii tsz’ 5C1 39

Orbicular bone, 1 noi sh c u kwat, 52

1

130 Ourself, n cham, 561 41

Orbital foramen, ngan lung, 521 13! Out—in, ch*m—yap, 58 34

Orchard, kwo mak ti, 345 30 Out, to go, chf at k^i, 149 69

Orchis, shik sin t
(
6, 455 83 Out of order, liin, 140 120

Order, ming 78 37 Out of place, wai, 526 3

Order, an, t.in, 201 35 Outer, ngoi 189 63

Order, an, n chai ts z’ 568 5 Outer Mongols, Ngoi Mung ku,423 18

Order good, chai hd, 136 22 Outline, an, t<d ying 288 17

Order, put in, pai hd, 153 14 Outline of, an, tai leuk, 187 42

Order, to, fan fu, 133 33 Outside, tsoi ngoi, 515 5

Order in classification, n p5, 460 Outside, ngoi, 219 1

Order to, in, i tsik, 218 224 Outwards, h6ung ngoi, 20 1

Orderly, n chuk yat chuk i, ? 28 Oven, kuk 16, 133 40

Ordinary abilities, tsz
?

chat yau han, 185 24 Over, to turn, fan, 67 57

Ordinary days, ch^ung yat, •574 Over and above, n ling ngoi, 171 J(J

Ore of gems, p
f uk, 432 47 Overcharge stomach, ui chai, 189 61

Ore of metals, kwong, 435 24 Overcome, not yet, mi ii, 79 29

Organ, fung k? am, 364 75 Overdo, to, nung, 163 46
Organ, reed, n shang, hc

ii, 365 80,81 Overlay with iron, to, 1 t
c
it seung, 336 50

Organs, vocal, n kim hau, 2 6 Overplus, n yau ii, 77 7

Origin, an, chc ut chc u, 120 10 Overseers, great, n t
c ai k^m, 574 4

Origin, emperor, n Yiin wong tai, 563 1 Overseer of boats, ho pok sho, 590 102
Original color, iin shik, 286 3 Overseer of clepsydra, sut sz’ kang, 599 326
Original sum, pun tsc in, 208 104 Overseer of h. i. m .

5

s

Originally, first, punloi, 17 7; iin, 92 1 household, noi tsz’ sing, 594 195

Originate, to, n shiu, 373 3 Overseer of im. works, tseung tsokkam, 602 394
Originate, where, n pin ch c

ii lai, 18 8 Overseer of medicine, sheung y6uk, 596 235
Ornament workers, shiu liu sz

5

fu, 283 60 Overseer of wardrobe, sh6ung i kam, 596 243
Ornamental Flowers, n Ming fa^ 451 Overseer of shipping, t

c ai kiishi pok, 601 363
Ornamented pongee, n kam chc au, 265 28 Overturn, to, k*ing fuk, 320 7

Ornaments, head, n shau shik, 146 Ovipositor, mi ts6ung. 463 32
Orphan, ki3, 93 14 OWe to him, 216 199
Orpiment, hung wong, 434 23 Owl, miu i t

c au ying,474 63
Orthorcera, petrified, shik sh^, 432 51 Owl, horned, kok chM, 474 64
Os calcis, kan kwat, 520 88 Own hand, tse an shau, 170 11

Os coccygis, mi Hi, tai tun, 521 133 Ox, n ngau, 12 39 ;
im ngau, 449 62

Os femoris, pi kwat, 523 178 Oyster, hb, mau lai, 492 33
Os innominata, t

c un kwat, 521 117 Oyster-pie, hd min kwai, 165 86
Os pubis, ha w4ng kwat, 521 132
Ossa malarum, kc iin ch6, 517 35 PACE, a, n 382 8
Ostracion, hoi ngau, 489 242 Pacific ocean, Pc ing y^ung, 407 3
Other, pit 231 9 Pack goods, to, kwan chc ak fo, 214 181
Other, what, chun^yau mat y6, 240 32 Pack in boxes, to, chong s^ung, 230 7
Other, (additional) tim, 171 19 Pad, ma hoi, 332 37
Others, the, k” ii, 189 64 Padang, Pit tong, 419 19
Otherwise, tsik, 203 48 Paddee, td tsz’ 449 57
Otherwise, pit 421 6 Paddles, P

c
a, 326 88

Otorrhoea, shang \ tsing, 506 108 Paddy-bird, w6 kuk, 474 65
Otter, shui ch^t 469 60 Padlock, hop 16 so, 141 136
Otter, sea, hoi chat, 469 61 Paederia fetida, kai shi t

( ang, 455 84
Ought, kang i, 133 44 Paeonia moutan, mau tin 455 89
Ought, tsau iu, 83 8 Paeony, small, chr 6uk y6uk fa, 455 88
Ought, sui iu, 93 29 Page, a, pin, 293 33
Ought, n U 11 20 Pagoda, t<4p 311 60
Ought to be, what, n sh6 tong, 10 18 Pagoda, literary, man kok, 311 61
Ought to govern, 11 ying ch^ung, 93 28[ Pagurus, ki kii ch^ung, 491 11

CHI. CHR. 166
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Pail, shui 141 137 Parsley, hon kan ts
c
oi. 165 89

Pain, t
c ung, 51 16; t

c ung, 102 56?' Parrot, ying ko, 474 66
Painter, house, yau ts

c at sz
?

fu, 283 61
1

Parrot tish tsc ui lun chui, 484 122
Painter, portrait, s6 ts^ung, Part, to, fan shau, 94 S3

sin shang, 283 62 Part, every, Mix ch? u, 102 5&i

Painting, mut yau, 290 34 Part with to, lat shau, 244 45
Pair, a, yat tui, 144 192 Particle, n hu tsz’ 17 3
Palace, imperial, tai noi, 311 63 Particle smallest, sz hd, 272 9
Palace, ancient, tin, 311 62 Particolored, P

c ng, 26 9
Palace dispatch, w ting ki 575 8 Particulars, tai 16uk ?

•228 6
Palatable, 11 hau, 176 20 Partition, p^n ch^ung. 133 42
Palate, un yungshui 521 134 Partition, general, kan k^k, 294 29
Palinurus, hd, lung ha, 491 14 Partition off, to, chap kan fong, 143 167
Pallet, kau shik pan, 299 104 Partly bent, mi kau, 335 33
Pallid countenance min tsc ing, 60 10 Partner, a, f6 pun che, 213 162
Palm, the, shau ch^ung, 63 1 ;

shau pdn, 65 26 Partner, n fo ki, 66 49
Palm, tsung lii, 441 40 i

Partridge, wedge tailed, n chuk kai. 475 83
Palm date, seeds of, pb sz’ tsz’, 443 13 Partridge ch6 ku. 165 90
Palma Christi, n pi ma ts

{
6, 459 50 Parts, six, luk fan 360 29

Palpebrae, ngin ke
oi, 521 135 Parts, write some, n s6 tak tik, 8 6

Palpitation of the heart, sam tMu, 506 109 Parts of Animals n Shang matpdk fai 460
Palsy, t

f 4n un, 506 110 Pass, n kwan tsun, 213 163
Pan, w

, 229 7 ;
wok, 141 138 Pass, to, n td, 77 5

Panacea- y^uk man ping, 514 40 Pass, to let, f6ng hang, 211 144
Pancake, pin kik, 165 88 Pass from to, to, n ts6 k^u yau, 69 95
Pandanusf Id tau shi 441 41 Pass in and out yap~chc ut, 58 34
Pane of glass, po li p

c in. 141 139 Pass into river, n yap shan shui hau, 220 3
Pangolin, ling li 469 50 Pass it along to chc 4 kwo. 139 48
Panicled millet. tsik, 449 47 Pass over, to, n iit 543 197
Panicum, n shu, 12 37 Pass over to. chiin kwo, 132 28
Pannel tut ku, 317 55 Pass through to ch^iin, 530 16
Pantaloons, t^i fu, 149 57 Pass through a hole, kuD f 335 36
Pantry kun sz

5
fong, 133 41 Pass to me, tai lai 140 106

Papa f a pa, t6 te, 78 15,20 Passage, a t A 318 72
Papa f a 6 ch6, 4 t6, 78 24,23,26 Passage boats. t6 shiin, 321 21
Papaw, muk kw4, 444 49 Passed, i kwo, kwo liu, 222 7,8

Paper chf, 213 160 .Passenger, td hik, 321 25
Paper-maker. chi tseung 283 63 Passenger tap hak t 213 164
Paper tree, chii shii. 441 40 Passerinae, tseuk lui, 471 1

Papua T P4 p6 d9 49 22 Passion flower, fung fd, 455 85
Parallelogram. vat tsz

7

veuDff, 252 35 Passions, the seven, n tsc at ts? ing, 12 42
Parallels, wai sin 401 9 Passport, n hung p

f ^i, 223 1

1

213 165
Paralysis, t

f 4n un, 506 110 Paste tseung u, 299 106
Paralytic hand, rt pai shau, 64 6 Paste paper, to, piu chi, 267 51
Parapet f chi tip, 315 29 Paste-bowl ii p

( un, 299 105
Parasetense^ iit chung kin, 405 12 Paste-brush, ts4ung u so, 299 106
Parasite Id shang, 438 25 Pasting table piu ch^ong. 299 107
Parasol che, 154 60 Pastry, n Urn sam, 163 49 ;

min shik,165 91
Parcel a vat p4u 213 161 Patella tsat k*oi kwat, 520 101

Pardon, to, n sh 555 417 Paternal grandf. sister. k( u p
r o. 10(> 78

Pare, to p
f
ai 154 54 Paternal grandfather’s ch^ung kung,

Parents, fu md, 80 42e sister’s husband. ku kung, 106 76,77
Parents^ Ofy n Shhing ts

lan 76 Path, n td 9 l

Parhelia, yat chans kin, 405 12 Path of rectitude, chung yung, 113 6
Parietal bones. ting kwat. 521 136 Patience, van noi, 252 36
Pans, Pa lai, 410 8 Patiently, wait, kun tang 241 34
Park7 yau, 317 56 Patrimony, ka chc 4n. 100 48
Parlor, hing 137 42 Patroling, n tSUD ? 572 3»
Parotid gland, h ng4 kau ha hat, 519 73 Patronage, no, n ’m ts

f oi shan, 252 35



Patronize» n pong chc an, 233
Pattens, kcek 149
Pattern, y6ung tsz

5

, 213
Pattern, piu, 109 6; fat, 112
Pattern, kw^ai md, 215
Pattern, like the, h6p shik, 141

Pattern of cloth, fi, 251
Pattern style k c

ai shix 41
Paw, n pun, 464
Pawn, to, tin, 121
Pawnbroker, tong p

( d yan, 213
Pay, to, chi, 169 9 ;

kau, 197
Pay a visit, n pai h^k, 182
Pay taxes, to, nap shui, 128
Pay duty, to, ch^it h^ung, 239
Pay over to, to, kau ngan, 240
Pea ho l^n tau, 449
Pea, green, ts^ing tau, 450
Pea-sprout greens, sai tau nga tsc oi, 449
Peace, n wo, 94 42 ;

h6, 55
Peace, living in, t

c ung hai, 94
Peach, fd, 444
Peach, flowering, pik fa, 455
Peacock, hung tseuk, 474
Peacock pheasant, kam tsc In kai, 475
Peak, a, fung, 29
Pear,

Pease, green,

If, 445
luk tau, 165

Pearls, chan chii, 213
Pearl barley, i i mai, 449
Pearl snow, chii siit, 405
Pebbles, milky, ngo lun shik,

tsz’ hd

432
Pecco, inferior, 225
Pecco tea, n pak h6, kwan mi, 225
Peck, to, teuk, 460
Peck, a (Chinese), yat tau, 383
Pecten che e kc

ii, 492
Pecul, a, n yat tam, 385
Pedestal, chc

ii tun, 313
Pediment, p

(
ai lau, kam tsz’ 317

Pedler, n fan tsai, 283
Peduncle, t

c
ai, 438

Peel off, to, mok, 72
Pegasus, fi ii, ying ii, 485
Pelican, t{ ong ngo, 475
Pelor, n w ng p

f au ii, 487
Pelvis, p

? o 16 k( oi kwat, 521
Pen, ng6 md pat, 213
Penal Code, n Lut lai, 533
Pencil, n lut, 28 20 pat, 371 5; 213
Pencil, gilding, su kam pat, 299
Pencil, lead, tin pat, 210
Pencil, spread, p

c
ai pat, 299

Pencil-maker, pat ts6ung, 283
Pencil-tube bamboo, mau chuk, 440
Pendent, shui, 461
Pendant, n lau, 147
Penetrate the ear, to, kun j, 120
Penetrated to, n td yap 72

Penguin, kc
i ngo, 475 70

Pentapetes phoenicia
JDg shi fa, 455 90

People, kw6k chi man, kwan hd, 560 23,22
People, aged,

^
16 yan kd, 831 8

Pepper, black, u tsiu, 214 171

Pepper, Chinese, chc iin tslu, 450 64
Pepper, long, pat put tsz\

u tsiu tsun,

450 65
Pepper-box, 14 140
Pepper chamber, n tsiu fong, 313 6

Peppermint oil, pok ho yau, 514 39
Per, mui, 228 6

Per cent, three, kau ts
? at k? au, 235 11

Per cent, ten, n kau ke au, 206 89
Perambulate, to, tin t

c

6, 125 6

Perceive, I, ngo t
c ai, 241 33

Perceive, not, ml kok, 302 16

Perch wak t
c au, tiu, 485 127

Perch-pike, sim ng4, 485 142

Percis kok ii, 481 39
Perfect, shing, 114 25
Perfect knowledge, tsun shik, 303 L

Perfect man, the, n kwan tsz
5

,
114 25

Perfection, exact, n sz
J

fu kwat, 249 21
Perfectly straight, 1 ching, 26 6

Perfectly upright, tiin ching, 118 10

Perfume, hing, 35 59
Perfumery, h6ung mat, 154 61

Pergularia odoratissima, ye loi h^ung, 455 91
Perhaps, n wdk, 183 3 ;

wik che, 8 5
Pericardium, sam p

c lok, 522 138
Periods, n kii tau, 13 55
Periopthalmus, tau, 482 77
Permanent abode, m6 yat ting

chi yii, 417 4

Permit, to, n n^ap t
? au, 43 15

Perpendicular, a, ku, 395 16
Perpendicular line, shui sin, 394 H
Perpendicular line, n n6, shii, chik,

chik chc euk,

23 10
Perpendicular stroke, 26 6
Perpetuate, to, tsuk kai, 186 31

Perplex, to, w k yan, 499 6
Perquisites, n sh^ung,

P6 sz’

168 5
Persia, 408 7
Persimmon, ts

c z
5

, kai sam ts
c z\ 445 59

Persimmon cakes, tse z
5

kon, 445 60
Person, a, yau yat yan, 182 1

Person, about, tsoi shaD, 228 6
Person, go in, tsz

5

hang,

yuDg mau,
128 7

Personal appearance, 73 51
Personal consideration, ki chi yau mb, 115 22
Personal esteem,

Personal interview,

yau tsc ing niln 61 33
kin min, 60 13

Personal servants, sz
J

tsai, 169 7
Personate, to, fong, 125 4
Persons, nine, kau ko yan, 169 6
Perspiration, h6n, 512 12
Peru, Piu i lu, 415 8
Perverse, w i, 55 46; ’ng yik,90 47
Pestilence, yik ching, 506 III
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Pestle, chung chHi, 299 110 Piled bricks, n tip 530 18

Petals, fan, pMn, 4:38 27 Piles, chi chc ong, 506 113
Petechise, pan ching, 506 112 Piles, to drive, n ta chong, 346 32
Petiole, l 4ng 438 28 Pill, yeuk iin, t4n, 514 41

Petition, to, pan 223 11 Pillar, ying, 317 58
Petrified crab, shik h4i 432 59 Pillars of state, ch(

ii kwok, 602 401
Petrified oithocera, shik she, 432 51 Pillow, cham t*au 158 14
Petrified pecten, n shik in, 432 49 Pillow-cases, cham t

c au p5, 158 14

Petsae, n pik ts oi 447 li Pilot, n t^i shui van, van shui van, 220 3
Petticoat, plaited, p^kchip kw c an,149 59 Pilot, n shan kung, 326 &9
Pettifogger, n tsung k'van, 126 11 Pilot, outside, ngoi yeung tai shui, 219 L

Petuntse, pak tun tsz
5

, 432 52 Pilot fish, hak kau, 485 143
Pewterers, ta sik sz’ f(3, 283 66. Pilot’s office

n

van shui kun, 220 3

Phalaena moth, 16 fau tip kung, 495 64 Pilot’s passport shim pai, 220 3
Pharynx, H hau, 522 139 Pilumnus, 16 fu hai, ts*am, 491 10

Pheasant, common, n shan kai, 475 71 Pimelepterus, hak shik lip, 481 29
Pheasant, golden, kam kai, 475 75 Pin, n ku ch^uicham, 154 62
Pheasant, peacock, kam ts

e in kai, 475 77 Pin, to, kiu, 154 62
Phenomena, celestial, ” in tseung, 542 177 Pin-box, cham seung, 154 64
Philanthropists Of,

n Yan yan 116 Pin-case, cham t
c ung, 154 63

Philosophers, n tsz’ 16 84 Pin-cushion, cham chin, 154 6.5

Phoenix, n fung wong, 475 78 Pinang, San Fau, 419 21

Phoenix mandate, fang chiu, 558 8 Pincers of crabs, hdi ngau, hai kim, 464 34
Phthisis, 16 ching, 503 30 Pinch, to, nip, 51 9

Physicians, i shang, 124 S Pine, ch* dm, 441 43
Pia mater, n6 tseung tsl ui mok, 522 140 Pine apple, po 16, 445 61

Piano, n pat yam k! am, 141 142 Pine compresses, chc 4m H, 531 22
Piazza, long, 133 43 Pine seeds, tiling tsz’ 445 62
Pick, to, tsc oi chak, 226 5 Pinions, slu ii, 462 17 ;

ii, 464 35
Pick oat another, wan kvvo, 249 23 Pink, Chinese, tsin pin 16, 455 92
Pickax, chf o t

c au, 336 50 Pink, variegated, fan shik chuk, 455 95

Pickled, ts6 im, 161 17 Pinna, yak tiu, 492 39
Pickled greens, ham ts^oi, 449 39 Pinnace, sam p4n, 326 90
Pickles, siin kwo, 165 95 Pint, a, n yat shing, 383 l

Picture-frame, ka, 141 143 Pintles, t
c o kau, 326 9

Pictures, wa, 159 28 Pious, n yan, 79 42i

Pie, a, n kwai, 163 55 Pipe in t
c ang, 142 145

Pie or grackle, pat 473 41 Pipe kun, 364 75

Piebald horse, p
c ok 468 43 Pipe, double Pandean, siu, 364 72

Piece, a, (large) yat fai, 167 130 Pipe, fire, n fo t
c ung, 142 146

Piece, small, p”n 202 45 Pipe, funeral, la pdt, 363 58
Piece-goods, p5 p

c at, 280 331 Pipe, Pandean, n Uit, 364 71

Piece of cloth, a, yat pat, 234 4 Pipe, vvootc ung,
?ng t

? ung kok, 364 73

Piece of silk, vat Win sz’ 263 2 Pipe fish, hoi ma, 485 144

Pier-glass, chiu shan king, 141 144 Pipe fish, Chinese, m4 pin, 481 52

Pierce, to, n che ap, 57 15 Pipe-stem, in l
c ung tau, 142 147

Pierce with holes, to, lau ngan, 141 140 Pirate, n hoi ts
c ak, 125 10

Pig, chii tiin, 165 94 Piscadore islands, Pc ang u, 422 8
Pig, chii tsai, t

c un, 469 63 !

Pistil, yui, f4 su, 438 29
Pigeon, pan kau, 475 79 Pitcher, tiu kong, 142 148

Pigeon, brown, ch*i kau 475 80 Pitcher plant, chii lung ts
c
o, 455 96

Pigeon, roast, shiu pan kau, 165 96 Pitfalls, n w kung, 548 298
Pigeon grass, kau mi ts

c
6, 459 51 Pith, t

c ung, shii sam,438 30

Pigeon pie, p4k hop kwai, 165 98 Pith paper t
c ung chi, 277 3

Pigeon’s egg, p^k hop t^n, 165 97 Pittosporum tobira, hoi t
? ung fd, 455 97

Pigment, shik, 209 110 Pity a ho sik, 236 14

Pigmy deer, ch6ung, 467 2 Pityriasis, t
c au ku p

c
i, 504 41

Pilau, po 16 fan, 165 99 Place, chc
ii, 143 187 ;

sho, 211 145

Pile earth, to, pui nai, 346 32 Place, a, ti fong, 536 45
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Place, (in numbers) wai 376 18 Please, not, m Dgam, 250 29
Place, no, n mo sho, 68 86 Please, if you, tsui pin, 176 8
Place, to, fong, 159 26 Please sit down, n ts^ing tso, 7 1

Place in the sun, shai, 145 220 Pleasant, shong, 157 4
Place on, to. fong min, 203 49 Pleasure, n 16k, 1 12 17 ; hi lok, 356 1

Place to place, from, wong loi, 6 Pleasure, at, yam i, 347 39; tsuii, 179 51
Place together, to, n lip mai, 20 6 Pleasure, imperial, lun yam, 568 4

Plaice, fa p
e o pung, 485 145 Pleasure, imperial, chi, 575 6

Plain, (in color) su, 264 6 Pleasurably, to amble, hang yau lok, 332 35
Plainly, ming, 13 55 Plectrum, put, •365 82
Plaintiff, iin yan, 554 407 Plectrum, nail, t

e 6 k4p, 365 83
Plait the cue, to, n ta pin, 153 31 Pledge, a, mat at, 213 167
Plan, a, ^6, 569 12; mau, 547 279 Pledged, n pai ui, 98 13
Plan best pat yii, 243 44 Plenty of food, yau tsau yau yuk, 100 55
Plan to ying 277 1 Pleura, fai mok, 522 141
Plane, p^u, 299 111 Pleuronectes, tap, hai tai, 488 211
Plane, bead, sin p^au, 299 112 Pliable, nf, 403 1 ; iin shuk, 288 14
Plane, gouge. wan p

c au, 299 113 Plough, n lai, 336 59
Plane sash lau p

c au, 299 114 Plough-handle, lai shau, 336 60
Plane, smoothing, kwong p

c au, 299 115 Ploughshare, lai ts^^m, 336 61
Plank, pan, 322 46 Plough, to, kang tin, 267 2
Plant, to, chung, 132 21 Plough, to, lai P in, 343 17
Plant character, ts 6 tsz’ 41 5 Pluck, to, nau, 341 9
Plant shoots, to, ch^p y6ung, 341 10 Plum, mui, 445 68
Plantago c^e ts^in ts^, 459 52 Plum, dark red, hang, 445 72
Plantain heung nga tsiu,445 63 Plum, small yellow, u, 445 73
Plantain, green, pa tsiu, 445 64 Plumbago flower, ngin loi hung, 455 98
Plants^ Miscellaneous^ n Pak ts^d, 457 Plumieria, kai t n fd, 456 99
Plants^ Parts of^n Ts^d mukpak fai, 436 Plunder, to, ta kip, 125 9
Plaster, kb yeuk, 514 42 Plunder, to, n L6uk, 24 13; 6 16uk, 543 208
Plaster of Paris, shik k5, 431 28 Pneumonia, 16 tsat, 506 114
Plastering, fan pik, 134 57 Poached egg, tdn p^5, 161 20
Plastic soil, nai ning, 226 5 Pocket, toi, 149 60
Plat of ground, yat siu mau, 340 4 Pockmarks, n tau p” 73 60
Platax, h yik, 480 26 Pod, kdp, 438 31
Plate, a, yat chik tip, 142 149 Podagra, tsau fung keuk,504 64
Plate, dessert, kwo tip, 138 71 Poet, s6 yan, 122 14
Plate, lacquered, ts^at tip, 142 150 Poetry, shi, 121 5
Plate of a roof, shui ku, 317 59 Poinciana, kam fung fa, 456 100
Plates, (pictures) in 29 Point, a, tlm, 393 3
Plates, casting, n td sik pan, 299 116 Point, to cut to a, seuk, 213 170
Plates, oblong, n f6ng h6ung, 360 35 Point bricks, to, man chiin, 301 138
Plates Illustrative of Wan t^in Point of a pencil, pat fung, •4 13

Heavens, n "Pd shiit, 397 1 Point upward, heung sheanff, 226 5
Plates on Agriculture Points, four, n sz

7
fong, 11 32

and Weaving, n Kang Chik 351 12 Poison, nauseous. sham tuk, 271 7
Platessa, tso hau tat sha, 481 53 Poker, fo chf

ii, 142 153
Platform, n t

f
0i, 311 58 Pole, a, che ing, 332 38

Plating, tb ngan, 290 36 Pole, north and south, pak, nam kik, 400 5
Platter, kcam tau, 142 152 Poles, paper-drying leung chi chuk, 299 117
Platycephalas, sha k^p, 481 40 Poles of earth, shii nau, 397 2
Play,, to, hi, 87 24 Polianthes, sai ip yuk tsam fa, 456 118
Flay actors, hi, 123 4; hi tsz

5

, 125 4 Police director, ylin wai, 604 460
Play on instruments, to, cheung tsau, 124 14 Police runners, chai yik, 586 3
Play the rogue, n yung ngai che, 50 49 Polish, a, tsins, 202 38 ; iu, 300 136
Play tricks, In lung, 125 7 Polish, to, mo, 282 55
Play tricks on me mai wan ngo, 252 37 Polite, hi) hau. 54 17
Playful, very, n shat shau tsiu liu, 88 41 Politeness, n lai j, 10 16 : lai, 94 41
Playing, rules for, tsau fat, 356 l Polygonum, hung, yan Ip, 459 53,55

CHI CHR. 167
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Polygonum, aquatic, shui liu, 459 56 Potato, Irish, n fan shii, 166 105
Polygonum tinctorium, lam ts

c
6, 459 54 Potato, Irish, ho lan shii, 450 66

Polynemus, n ma yau, 484 115 Potato, sweet, hung shii 166 106
Polypus of the ear, \ fa, 506 115 Potatoes, baked, kuk shii tsai, 165 104
Polypus in the nose, pi she, 52 36 Potion for stomach, wan wai yam, 514 43
Polypus in the nose, pi chung sik yak, 506 116 Potter, kong nga sz^u, 283 67
Pomatum, heung yau, 154 66 Pottery, nga hi, 297 80
Pomegranate, shik lau, 446 78 Pouch, ts(an toi 154 53
Pomfret, tsc ong ii, 485 148 Poultry, kai lui, 344 22
Pomum adami, hau lam, 522 142 Pound, n P— 255 48
Pondicherry Pan chi li, 408 Pour in, to, ch^ung, 174 11

Pongee, Hongchau fu, fu chc au, 265 25 Pour in, to, ts
f am, 151 4; chong, 164 74

Pongee, Ink flowered, luk ka chc au, 265 24 Pour out to chain, 142 148; kf ing, 287 8
Poop-railing, lan ho, 326 92 Poverty, P'an, 115 10

Poor p
c an kc ung, 74 71 Powchong tea, n pau chung, 225 3

Poor—rich, n pan fu, 115 20 Powder, fan, s^,n, 514 44
Poor border, pin lan suk, 254 43 Powder, gun, fo ycuk, 221 3
Poor boy, one w, yat k siuchc ung, 185 20 Power, nang, 122 20; shai, 118 12
Poor goods, n yai fo, 234 6 Powerful sun, tai y6ung puk, 406 19
Poor surname, n tsin sing, 81 1 Powers, mental, sing tsing, 121 ]1

Pop, to, piu 229 7 Powers, three, n s^m ts
?
oir 11 25

Poppy, 6 fu yung, ying suk, 459 49 Pox, ting. 506 116
Porcelain, ts

c z hi, 214 172 Poyang lake, Po y6ung u, 425 33
Porch, n long mu, 317 60 Practice, sau. 34 55
Porcupine, wai, tsin chii, 469 64 Practice, n tsap, 9 2

Pores of skin. mb kun, 288 14 Practice, to, n hang, 117 24
Pork, fried, chf au chii yuk, 165 101 Praise, kd, 113 1

Pork, salt, ham chii yuk, 165 102 Praise and blame, n po pin, 15 81

Pork-chops, chii p
c
ai kwat, 165 100 Prawns, ming h4, 492 35

Porpoise, h6 t
( un, t

c un, 469 65 Pray excuse me, n shiu p
c
ui, 186 34

Porpoise, white, n p^k ki, 470 66 Pray sit down, n tsc ing tso, 76 I

Port, a, kong hau, 209 117 Precede, to, sin chi, 183 4
Port, a, hoi hau, 207 96 Precedence, n tsii, 13 51
Port-holes, pan mun, 326 93 Preceding month sheung iit, 169 9

Port wine, put tsau, 165 103 Precious, pd, 118 5
Portal, honorary, n pai lau. 311 64 nPrecious, pui, 36 65; chan p6, 213 168
Porter a hon mun, 169 8 Precipitate, chui, 199 10
Porter, a, Viu fu, 214 173 Precisely the same, m6 i, 209 112
Porter of palace gate. k&m mun, 591 127 Prefect of a chau, chi chau, 587 16
Portfolio, shii k p, 142 154 Prefect of a department, chi fu, 5S7 15
Portrait, n yam vung, 84 18 Prefect’s secretary kim kau. 592 138
Portrait-painter, se tseung che, 371 7 Prefer, to, chung i, 178 34
Portrait-painter, se chan che, 371 6 Prejudice business, to, ’ng sz’, 254 41

Portrait-painting. wak tseung, 290 35 Prepare papers, to, chan i, 569 10
Portugal. Po t6 ng^, Prepare, to, ching h6, 163 55; chit, 575 10

Sai veung, 410 13 Prepare, to, p^n, 162 39; shai, 161 28
Possess, to. yau, 403 1,

Prepared, k c u tsc
iin, 161 19

Possessions chc an ip, 84 16 Prepared medicine, shuk yeuk, 499 9
Post horses, yik ma, 545 243 Prescription, y6uk f6ng tsz’ 514 45
Post-offices. po sh6, 545 240 Presence of h. i. m. ch^iu, 570 16

Postage, sun isz\ 214 174, Presence of, in, n tong min, 60 16

Posterior, hau, 462 22 Present, kam, 297 71 tsz', ?03 I

Posterior view, pui mjn, 522 158 iPresent, at, 1 k^ 9 237 18

Posterity, tsz’ sun 87 21 ;
hau sz’ 311 59 Present, at this. ni p

c
ai, 52 36

Posthumous son, wai fuk tsz’ 87 n Present, to, fung, 184 11

Posthumous titles, n shi, 564 12 Present cards, to, tai t
c ip, 172 20

Posting of accounts, kwo shb, 214 175 Present dynasty, pun 561 39
Pot, a, kong, 283 67 Present for examination, ch c ing im, 223 12
Potash, h^m sha? 432 53 Present papers, to, ching tsun, 569 10
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tsau,

sung lai,

Presently,

Presents,

Preserve, to,

Preserve from decay,

Preserved,

President, n
President,

President and director,

President and exa-

miner, n
President of h. i. M. ’s

stud, n — /
Pres, ofthe Astronomical yam tMn k£m

Board, kim ching, 604
President of the Court hung 16

of Ceremonies, tsz
5

hing, 591
President of sacrificial t*ai sheung

court, sz
5

hing, 599

165
145

yeung, 150
pat chi i Ian, 287
mat tsin t

? 6ng, 181

ching fu, 415
sheung shii, 596
sheung

shii t6 sz
J

, 596
sheung

shii sing, 596
t
c
ai puk

tsz
?

hing, 599

92
i

Princess,

2 18
,

Principal,

73 Principals of national

10
1

college, n
23 Principally,

6, Principal,

236 Principle, a, n
Principles, celestial,

242 Printed,

Printer, block,

238 Printing,

I

Printing-press,

328 Prison,

I Prisoner,

444 Private,

i

Private conversation,

112 Private secretaries,

I

Private use,

neung neung, 562 50
shau, 407 6
kwok tsz

5 kim
tsc ai tsau, 593 165

tai tai, 189 64
t
c au, 313 3
11,498 3; i, 30 42d
t^in t6, 559 14
yan hi, 288 21
hon sat tseung, 283 68
yan shii, 291 37
yan shii ka, 300 120

kam 16, 311 65; yuk, 5S8 85
fan, 125 3; chc au, 546 267

sz’ 534 8
kau t

cau tsip 1, 45 54
sz 597 276
ka yung, 249 22
ying 1, 534 4

Press, to, cha, 283 59; kap, 299 119 Privy, shi hang, ts
c z

J

sho, 133 44
Press bookbinder’s kau p

c un, 299 119 Privy council of

Press around, to, t
c in fung, 290 31 eunuchs, sh e u mat yiin, 597 267

Press u|) n, to, t 366 4 Privy councillor, sheung kl mat, 596 245
Presume, I, siin shi, 184 18 Prize, to, kwai chi, 266 41
Presume, not, pat kom, 83 10 Probable, not, m hing i, 241 35
Presume to ask, kom man, 353 2 Probable, very, tai yeuk, 244 45
Pretend illness, ch^ ping, 552 364 Problem, n ki ho, 393 1

Prevent, to, tiin kc ang, 192 5 Proboscis, tseung pat, 464 36
Prevent confusion, u fan wan, 35 59 Proceed from—to, n yau—chi, • 22 6
Prevent stiffappearance, \ fa pan, 28 20 Proceeds from mouth, tsc ung hau chc ut, 54 44
Previous day, ii yat, 187 43 Proceeds from sun, yau yat chc

ut, 404 10
Previous year, sheung nin, 226 5 Proclaim abroad, siin p6, 568 3
Price, ka ts

c in, 46 66 Proclamation, a, n ko, 569 6
Price, just, kung t6 ka, 247 13 Proclamation decree, k6 mins, 569 7
Price, true, 16 shat kd, 239 27 Procure, to, ku 9 220 3
Price current, shi ka chi, 214 176 Procure, to, pan, 163 53
Priceless, md ka, 139 85 Procure livelihood, n u hau, 53 8
Prickly heat, it fai, 507 120 Prodigal son, pai kk tsai, 87 12
Prickly pear, shan sin cheung, 457 6 Prodigal son, long tsz\ 86 5
Pride, to, 121 11 Prodigality, fai 351 10
Pride of India, sham muk, fu lin, 441 44 Produce, ft), 242 39
Priest, wo sheung, 149 71 ;

sz , 312 75 Produce, to, shang, 201 33
Priest of Taou, n T6 sz, 535 42 Produce, to, ch c an, 208 106
Priestess, nii ni, 311 54 Productions, n shang mat, 429 1
Priests, officiating, sang luk sz’ Profession of medicine, l mun, 498 3

kong king, 595 223 Professor, a, n sin shang, 24 16
Primary Lessons, n Siu Hok, 13 57 Professor of belles-

Prime, to,

Prime cost, below,

Prime cost, below,

Prime minister,

Prime minister,

Prime minister,

Primeval,

Primrose, Primula,

Prince, n
Prince of the country,

Princes, n

siu hok,

tk tai,
5m kau pun,

shit tik pun,

shau seung,

t
c
ai tsoi,

chung seung,

shlu,

lin hing fa,

kwan,
kw k kvvan,

chii hau,

374
294
247
236
596
599
588
564
456

n

lettres, king In kun, 592 139
19 Professor of literature, shii hok pok sz\ 597 269
14 Prof, ofmathematics, siin h6k p6k sz’ 597 275
12 Professors of national kwok sz

? kam
233 college, sz ip, 593 166
312 Prof, of Taou school, t6 luk sz

?

hin fdt, 602 385
49 Professors,

]4 Profit,

101 Profound,

27 Progenitors,

27 Progress,

588 40
k
Prohibit, to.

sz’ ip 598 284
chaD, 207 90 ;

lj, 268 2
iin yiin, 109 3
tsung, 85 23c
hang, 324 64
kam chi, 541 162
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Prohibit, to, fung kam, 260 8 Psidium, fan shik lau, 443 18

Prohibitory laws, lai kam, 205 70 P ter is, fung mi tsc
6, 458 2G

Project out, to, tat chc at, 515 5 Pterois, (a fish) lung sii ii, 487 178

Projection of cornea, tai ngan chii, 507 137 Pterygium, 16 yuk p
c an tsing, 507 123

Prolapsus recti, t
c
iit kong chi ching, 507 121 Ptinus, or book bugs, chii, 496 68

Prolapsus uteri, siu chc an, ha t
e
oi, 507 122 Ptosis, tsing p

c
i chui ha, 507 124

Prolonged—limited, chin—shau, 27 16 Public—private, • kung—sz’ 349 '7

Prominence, yeung, 25 3 Public property, kun mat, 540 126

Prominent eyes, n tat ngan, 47 3 Public service, chai vik, 537 84
Promiscuous, san tsoi, 501 2 Public works, laws on, n kunsr lut, 555 424
Promise, to, ying shing, 79 31 Publish, to, p6 k5, 569 6
Promise bribes, to, hii ts

c oi mat, 551 347 Padding stone, man shik, 430 18

Promulgate, to, k6, 569 9 Pudding, pd tin, 166 108

Promulgate, to, siin shi, 80 42r Puff ball, ngau shi ku, 458 43
Prong, chc

i, 296 64 Pull his ears, nau i tsai, 58 35
Proof, P'ang, 260 7 Pull out, to, 155 87; nip, 294 12

Proof, a, shii kd, 300 121 Pull out, to, pat, 74 83
Propel in water, to, chaa shui, 216 200 Pull out a hair, n pat yat m5, 74 83

Propel rapidly, to, tsit tsau, 321 19 Pull the punkah, ch c e fung shin, 142 155

Proper, not,
?

ni cheuk, 173 2 Pullet, kai hong, 475 81

Proper time, kai shi, 575 9 PuUv, luk 16, 326 94
Properly, hang, ch^un ha p^i 5 148 36 Palo Penang, P6 15 Pan long, 4 19 21

Property, tsoi mat, 210 123 Pulp, to make into, au lan, 213 160

Property, tsoi, 538 88; chl ong, 551 345 Pulp of fruits, kwo yuk, 43? 19

Proportion, what, kai yau ki to, 345 29 Pulse, n shuk, 12 37

;

450 68
Proportionably long, pui ch^eung, 471 1 Pulse, seeds of, tau 438 31
Prospect, a, mong,

kin sz’
308 8 Pulse, the, mak, 501 1

Prospect of death, 115 8 Pulverize, to, In mut, 217-214
Prosperous, fat tit, 87 20 Pumelo, yau, 446 80

Prosperous, hing, 564 15 Pumelo, ribbed, song mi yau, 446 82
Prosperous kings, shing wong, 351 11 Pumice, fau shik, 432 54
Prostitutes, ch{ 6un^, 552 375 Pump, to shui pom, 326 95
Protect, to, p5, 1 19 24 ;

po shau, 92 9 Pumpkin, tung kwa, 460 69
Protect all people, n wai man man, 579 7 Pumpkin, flat, fan kwa, 450 7

Protect and preserve, p6 tsc iin, 497 ] Puncta lachrymale, lui lung tsim, 522 143

Protector^ subalterns, chan piu, 586 5 Punctual payment, m6 tak t
( o him, 192 5

Protectorate, chan t
l
oi, 586 4 Puncturing needle, cham ts*z’ 500 10

Protrude out, to, tut, 526 4 Pungent, ldt, 165 93 ;
san, 203 56

Protruding, fat, 39 86 Pungent plants, n fan san lui, 437 1

Protrusion, n tui, 528 9 Punica, shik lau, 446 78

Province of Kwang- Kw6ng tung Punishment, Board of, n Ying Pd, 580 9

tung

n

shdnp^ 426 Punishment, n ying 533 1

Provincial city, shang shing, 257 3 Punkah, n fung shin, 142 155

Provincial educational t
? ai tuk Pupil, mun ha, 498 3

director, hok ching, 600 362 Pupil, closed, t
e ung yan pai hop, 507 125

Provincial treasurer, fan t
c
oi, 589 70 Pupil of the eye, n t

c ung yan,

mau tsz’

48 30

Provision, dry, kon leung, 228 6 Pupil of the eye, n 48 31

Provisions, shik mat, 310 50 Purchase, to, ku, 121 10 ;
chi mdi, 128 3

Provisions, n ts
c oi min shik, 166 107 Purchase, to invite, chiu ting, 196 11

Provisions, n ch^i mai, 90 77 ;
sung, 135 8 Pure, n shun, 564 10

Provoke to insurrection, kik pin, 543 210 Pure congee, n pak chuk, 162 34

Proximity, • kan, 406 19 Pare goodness, shun shin, 118 6

Prunus, wong mui, 443 4 Pare silver, kd ngan, 155 73

Prunus, red double, hung mui fa, 456 03 Pure metal, tsuk kam, 292 43

Prunus, double flowering, ho ching mui, 456 102 Purging, ha, 512 12

Prunus^ or cherry, vine tsz\ 446 79 Purity of metal, tsuk shik, 540 135

Prussia, P? o lu sai, T4n vine;, 410 14 Purli^ hang, 317 61

Prussian blue, yeung tin, 214 177 Purloin, to, n sit ts
c
ii, 258 3

Prussian blue color, yeung tin, 305 43 Purple, tsz
5

fan, 305 41
; p

c 6 ts
c ing, 238 20
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Purple Hibiscus, tsz
5

fat song, 453 43 Quarter-piece huk chang, 326 96
Purpose, i 208 98 Quartz, crystals of, pak shik ying, 432 55
Purpose, fixed, n ting kin, 72 38 Quartz, rose, hung tsing, 432 59
Purpose, for the, i yuk 202 38 Quartz, smoky, mak tsing, 432 57
Purpose, to change, chiin i, 90 70 Quartz, yellowish, lip shik, 432 61

Purpose of, for the, i wai, 358 10 Quartz crystals, shui tsing, 432 56
Purse, n iu t^au, 74 75 ;

chong t
e au, 120 21 Quartz pebbles, shik ch c un, 432 60

Purslane, chii tsai ts
c
oi, 450 71 Queen, kwok hau, 562 49

Pursuits, kon, 82 9 ;
sz

J

Ip, 88 32 Queen bee, fung vvong, 493 7

Purulent ophthalmia, ngin kdu, 506 104 Question, man, 375 3
Push away, to, t

c ui hoi, 142 i51 Question, call in, n sz’ i 18 9

Put a little more, pi tik tim, 174 16 Quickly, n fai tik, 5 22
Pat back, to, chai fan, 143 187 Quickly answered, tsau ling, 74 72
Put by one side, chai hoi yat pin, 251 35 Quickset grass, mau tsc

6, 459 59
Put in, to, ngdp fan, 153 42 ;

fong tsoi, 142 154 Quicksilver, shui ngan, 214 179
Put in, to, chai 16k, 155 91 ;

chai, 142 158 Quicksilver, hung, 435 26
Put in order, to, t

e iu h6, 153 48 Quiet, to, on, 572 39
Put in order, pai h6, 152 37 Quiet retirement, h4n kii, 82 5
Put in sun, chai it t

l au, ]58 10 Quietude, n tsing, 73 52
Put into, to, ta lok, 135 16; chc ip, J45 228 Quill, md kun, 464 37
Put into, fong noi, 230 8 Quill (or spool), siu ts

c un, 291 38
Pat into, to,

.
chinoj lok, 148 37 Quince, mkn. shau kwo, muk kwa, 446 84

Pat on, to, cheuk, 146 10 ;
lau, 149 61 Quinsy, hau lung t

c ung, 507 126
Put on dress, chc iin 1, 183 3 Quisqualis sz’ kwan tsz’ 456 106
Put on corset,

.

lam m^n hung, 152 28 Quite ashamed, sit tuk, 189 58
Put on thimble, tdi cham ting, 155 81 Quite right, m6 tsc 6 246 8
Put on the head, to, Ui, 152 13; 148 49 Quite so easy, not,

?m tak kom yung i, 235 8
Pat out a fire, to, n kau fo, 149 61 Quite too dark, hak kwo t

J au, 134 53
Pat out fire, to, sik fo, 137 39 Quite too short, t

(
ai tiin, 147 21

Pat to my account, yap ngo sh5, 240 3] Quite what ought, not, chang tik, 234 «
Pat to rights, p

c 6 kwo, 173 2 Quiver, che
a, tsin toi, 367 14

Put together orderly, kclm ts*ai, 287 1] Quoins, muk tsim, 300 120
Pat under, chai \\k tai, 159 26 Quote, to, yan, 18 10
Put up, where, ii sho, 310 41 Quote laws, to, yan lut ling, 554 415
Pat within, to, chai lok, 174 11 Quotient, tak, 360 5
Putchuck, muk heung 214 178
Patting the hand on, kam chii Rabbit, 470 t)7

fu shau, 133 45 Rabbit, stewed,
1 m tsz’, 166 109

Pylorus, yau mun, lan mun, 522 145 Rabies canina

w

k'v 6ng hlin chtm
Pyrites, coarse, ts

emgmung shik, 435 23 im ching, 505 74
Pyrus, flowering, hung it hoi t

e ong fa,456 105 RABBIT, hung 16 p^k, 450 27
Radius bone, ching kwat, 516 7

QUADRANT, tseeung h^n, 395 20 Raft, fat, chuk p
c
ai, 326 97

Quadrupeds, tsau shau, 462 21 Rafter, kok, 317 62
Quadrupeds, n shau pd, 462 Rafters, inner, ts( e kok, 317 m
Quail, am shun, 475 82 Rage or fashion, n shi hing, 248 17
Quake, to, chan, 403 4 Ragged, 14n, 148 45
Quality, leung tii, 128 6 Raia, n ping sh^ p6, 486 155
Quality, best, tsui hd, 46 68 Raiment, h 347 1

Quality, ofgood second, n shiin chii fo, 234 6 Rain, u, 405 13
Quality, what) n mat ye ho, 242 40 Rain, to, lok ii, 405 3
Quarreling, n tau au 546 254 Rain harbinger, t^in t

c in ts6uk, 475 85
Quarry, to, tsok ts^ii, 284 69 Rainbow, n tuns, 25 4 ;

hung, 405 14
Quarrymen, tsc oi shik van, 284 69 Rail, n fu shau, 133 42
Quarter, a sz’ fan cM yat, 394 12 Rail, n chuk kai, 475 83
Quarter, by the, 6n kwai 197 17 Rail, red headed, pik min kai, 475 84
Quarter of an hour, n hak 391 6 Railing, lan, 318 77
Quarters of a ship, shiin pong, 327 111 Raise signals kin lap mat kin, 222 7
Quarterly, sz’ k'vai, 192 5 Raise the head, to, ?i t

c oi t*au, 43 13

CHI. CHR. 168
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Raise the head, to, n hi ^au, 45 52 Really, kwo in, 186 31

Raise up, to, fu,

kiu shui,

337 68 Really, chan ching, 167 126

Raise water, 326 95 Really, n shat shau, 3 7 ;
chan, 18 8

Raised flowers, ch? e hi fa, 264 17 Really not, shat fi 398 3
Raisins, p

c d t
c ai tsz

?

, p
{ 6 t

c ai kon, 166 110 Reap, to, wan, 123 5
Rake, bamboo, chuk p

c
4, 336 62 Reap, to, kot w

j
341 11

Rake, grain, kuk 337 65 Reaped wheat, sh^m mak, 333 7
Rake, harrow, t

c o p
c
a, 337 64 Reaping-basket, mak chc 6uk, 337 67

Rake, large, t^i p% 337 63 Reaping-rod, chc ^,u k6n, 337 68
Rake, weeding, wan p

c
si, 337 66 Rear—front, hau—tsin, 319 84

Ram, m4u y6ung, 470 68 Rear, to, n tsz
5

, 12 40; y6ung, 310 51

Ramble among immortals, n yau sin, 84 19 Reason, td 118 11

Rampant horse, hon ma, 330 7 Reascend, to, fuk M, 526 4
Rank, tso, 511 11 Rebellion, liin, 40 92
Ransom, tsak,

ts* uk,

534 22 Recant, to,

Receipt,

f4n fui, 248 15
Rapidly, 336 51 shau tdn,

chap chiu,

215 182
Rapids, tin, 326 98 Receipt for tax, 344 20
Rare, cooked, niin, 176 12 Receipts and expenses, shau chi,

Receipts and disbursements, c^ut ndp,

211 138
Rarified, im, 406 19 577 4
Rarity, hing, 403 1 Receipts of stores, nap, 560 133
Rasp, t^i tsc o, 300 123 Receive, to, tak, 382 7 ;

shau, 369 3
Raspberry, iriui, fuk pun tsz\ 446 86 Receive, to, shing, 127 2 ;

shau, 168 2
Raspings, chap, 139 92 Receive counsel, ling kau, 86 35
Rat, n 16 shii, 142 162; hb tsz\ 470 69 Receive guest, to, n tsip hak, 132 18
Rat, bamboo, chuk shii, 470 70 Receive guest, to, ying hdk, 183 7
Rate of interest, n chdn sik,

Rather, n tsc ing tin, 46 62; ning,

123 3 Receive into, to, tslp, 392 7
115 19 Receive money, to, shau t6 ngan, 215 182

Rather, ought, tai tong, 186 36 Receive tenon, yap sun, 290 32
Rather be, n tai yat, tai i, 256 54 Recently, kan loi,

fong,

184 15
Rather dear,

Rather feeble, n
kwai tik, 252 37 Receptacle of flower, 438 32
td tii chang, 77 8 Recipe, y6uk fong, 501 2

Ration, lam kap, 545 244 Reckon, to, shd, 401 9
Rationale, li, 405 6 Reckon to kai 171 16; siinshd, 377 21
Rationalists, n t6 sz’ 124 17 Recognize, to, n yan, 74 74
Ratlines, shing ^ai,

sha t^ang,

322 45 Reconnoitre, to, t
l dm, 323 57

Rattans, 214 181 Reconnoitre smugglers, tsc ap sz’ 322 42
Raven, ying kuk, pat ko, 475 86 Record, to, ki, tang ki, 206 85
Raven, ringed, 16 d, 475 8? Recorder of h, i. m/s words, hi kii chii, 590 96
Raven color, u, 303 4 Rectilinear, chik, 393 5
Raw, shang shik, 161 17 Rectum, tsong tuk, chik ch^ung, 522 146
Ray, n p

e
i p

c 4 shd, 486 154 Recurrence, yu, 398 5
Rays of sun, t^i yeung chlu, 392 9 Red color, hung shik, 305 44
Rays, solar,

RsLzor,

ying sh6, 405 14 Red lead, iin tdn, 434 22
t
f ai su td 9 154 67 Red sea, Hung hoi, 406 1

Razor-strap, h6t t6 p
f
i 154 68 Redhot, shiu hung, 229 7

Razor-sheath, ching, sh& 16, 492 36 Reduce a fracture, n tsip, 526 4
Reach, immediately, n ts^oi t6, 222 8 Reduce price, to, kdm tik k

kau p
c un^,

239 26
Reach to, to tai,

ke ap, 117 19; t6,

37 77 Reduce sail, 329 144
Reach to, to, 232 12 Redaction,

Reduction of duty,

chit, 376 9
Reached, sho chi, 561 35 kam shui, 198 1

Read, to, n tuk shii, 4 17 Reduction of dislocations, n tun fat, 527 5
Read, extensively, pok hok, 114 23 Reduplicated, n lui,372 l;p«ui, 376 10
Readers to h. i. m. shi tuk, 596 248 Reeds, p6 ts^ung, 309 27
Reading-room, kun, 318 69 Reel, put fu, 300 124
Ready pin, 131 5; ! pai, 188 51 Reel, horizontal, lok nl, 300 126
Ready, make,
Ready, not yet,

ts^ai pi, 175 1 Reel, to, kiin, 300 126
mi ching, 164 79 Reeler, coccoon,

Reeling,

tsd k^ii,

p* fin shd,

300 125
Ready money, in ngan, 236 11 291 33
Realize, not to, pat kok, 185 21 Reeve, to, tc ung shing, 321 30
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Reflect, to, s6ung,

Reflection, make a y6ung chiu,

Reformation, koi,

Refracted and reflected, tsc 6 tiii,

102
154
275
405
200Refrigerant, sing I6ung,

Refrigerants, ts^nglt tik yeuk, 514
Refuse, ldp s^p, 138

Refuse matter, ii mat, 336
Refuse to pay, wai y6uk pat win, 206
Regardless of admonition, n m6 1 sings 56
Regardless of life, mong ming, 125
Regardless of truth, n mb hau chc

l,

Regimen
Region, a,

Register, n
Register of ship,

Register of a ship,

Regret, why
Regulate, to,

Regulation, a,

Regulations, just, n

tsit kai,

fong,

chak,

54
177
413
564

shunting ch^ak, 215
tsoi wai, 326
ho sik, 74

lichi 568 3; chii, 398
tsung lai, 255
i fong, 10

56
57
14
14

16
46
76
62
86

9
8

28
25
6
12

183
99
78
3

44
7

Regulator or ties, n
Rehearse and sing, n
Rehearse or repeat, to

Reign, to,

Reign of,

Reins, n
Reins, bridle, n
Relates to, n
Relations,

Relations, remote, n
Relations, Near and

Distant, n
Relative by blood, n
Relief, cut in, n
Relieve, poor

Relight, to,

Relish, a, n
Remain, to,

Remain, there,

Remainder,

nin k n,

shui,

keung,

shuk,

tsuk yan,

sho

414
331
332
72
91

89

Renovate, to,

Renowned, n
Rent, ground,

Rent book,

Rent in kind, n
Rent money,

f

ming y6ung,

nap ti ts5,

ts6 p5,

shii 16ung,

ts6 ngan,

110
10

128
129

344
129

20
8
6
9

20
9

Renting Houses Ofn Tsd yamf6ng ukWl
Renting Shops^ Of^ n PK ai yam p* d tim, 1 90
Repair, to, ching, 137 57 ;

sau ts
c ap, 207

Repair (watch), to, n
Repair a leak,

Repair to, to,

Repairs,

Repairs,

Repay, to,

Repay visits, to,

Repayment,
Repeat, to,

sau ching,

chap lau,

ts
{ ing td,

slu sau,

sau Ii,

wdn,
pai ui, 143

p
c
fii w^n, 207

fin chc
iin t

f au, 5

91
84
46
10

5

Repeated the reckoning, tsoi sim siin, 171
Repeatedly, shd tsz’ 574
Repeatedly, 1U tsz’ 271 5; ki tsz’ 62

285
133
131
192
556 436
37 77

169
92
20
15
4

51
Yan shui Repine, to, iin, 114 17
cheung ching, 219 Replace, to, tdfin, 135 17; s6ung hi, 142 147

lai p«ing, 337 69 Replace, to, p
c ui pd, 210 123

kong? 11 27; 92 12 Reply, to, t^p iit, 75 91
fung wing, 15 79 Report of cargo, p6 f6 t4n, 215 184
n nim, 8 5 Report in person, n min pan, 62 54
lam yii, 79 426 Report the hour, p6 lau h5, ]24 J5

Noingoits^ariy 103
tMp yuk, 88
hak tat, 288
tsai p^an, 115
tim fan, 140
sung, 162
lan, 525
sin ii, 349
shing, 376

33 ' Reptiles, n
34 Repulsion, mutual, n
46

j
Reputation, family,

7 9c|
I

Reputation, good,

50 Reputation, literary,

Reputation, little, n

Remains, what further, w^n yau mat, 342
Remains of food, sak yuk, 142
Remember, to, ki tak, 185
Remembrancer, n ki h5, 58
Remittent fever, fat lang f^t it, 504
Remote, iin, 101 56c; sho, 117
Remote relations, n p<i k k 89
Remove, to, ts4n, 129 9; c^li, 510

119
290
174
215
279

39
19
20
119
36
1

7

17

14
158
21

29

Remove evil, to,

Remove from,

Remove things, to,

Removes disease,

Rend, to,

Render, to, n
Renew by a lathe, to, san,

siu tsoi,

tun chUit,

shau h^ii,

kli tuk

P
f
6,

sz
J

, 289 29; ling, 74
286

19

50
5
19

31

17
185
22
73
6

mng
Lun kai lui

y

s6ung u,

sh^n tin fuk,

t^ai min,

shii heung,

pok min,
Reputation, to destroy, n tlu liu min,
Request, to,

Require, severally

Requisite, n
Reseue, to,

Rescue, to,

Researches of East
and West, n

Resemble, to,

Resemble, to,

Reside, to,

Reside, to,

Reside, to, n

25
477
511
166
61

186
60
61

175
525

7
88
114

1

8
32
21
31

17
32
3
1

28
38
6

61
j

Residence,

Residence, family,

Residence, summer,
Resign, to,

Respect, t ,/i

Respectful,

Respectful,

Respects, to pay,

Resplendent, n
Respond, to,

Responsible,

tsc ing

kok yau sho i,

ifi

kc au,

ch^ing,

Tung Sai

Yeung Hau, 420 27
ts{ z

J

, 418 15
ying ii,204 58; ii, 101 56e

tso, 124 7 ; chii, 556 432
kii, 417 9; chii, 424 19

ki tsuk, t«6k tsuk, 67 69,70
ch^ii, 9 5; she, 74 77
t
fan fu,

ts6 shii hin,

tsz’

kung
king,

kung,
hau kd,

w ng wong,
s^ung ying,

yan pd

312
317
560
13

565
99

184
558
358
216

66
64
25
50
30
27
8
l

14

198
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Rest, repose, on, 26 5 Riches, ts
c ln, 95 61

Rest, the, kc
i ii, 189 64; 192 5 Ricinus pi ma tsc

5, 459 50
Rest, to, p^ang shan, 332 40 Rick, grain, mak k^ng, 337 70
Resting-place, chii tsok sho, 308 16 Ride a horse, n k(

i ma, 332 35; yii? 330 7
Restless, im im chlm chim, 177 23 Ride a horse, n p*ui 183 3
Restoration, ying fuk, 525 1 Ridge of a house, uk tsik, 317 6ti

Restore, to, kau wan, 65 39 Ridge-tree, leung, 317 67
Restore, t , p6, 509 4 Ridicule, to, i slu, 120 20
Restricted to, kwai, 216 203 Right ying» U 274 12,13

Retail, to, ling ku, 500 9 Right—left, yau—tso, 330 3
Retail, to, n ling mii, 283 64 Right, all, tsau hai 1 , 253 41

Retain, to, chong, 75 86 Right angle, a, chik hok, 394 1-2

Retain in place, kc am, 296 56 Right angles, ft>ng, 301 141
Retard, in, 509 3 Right angled triangle, kau ku t

c ln, 386 3
Retina, ng^.n m ng, 522 147 Right hand, yau shau 64 19; yau pin, 173 5
Retire, to, h^n kii, 318 70 Right, in the, i shi chung, 113 13
Retire from the world, to, pi shai, 112 4 Right, not, ’m hd 46 60
Retired or dispersed, san, 174 18 Rights, set to, ch^e ching hi, 153 35
Retired scholar, yat sz’ 121 1 Rights, put to pd kwo, 173 2
Retirement, yan, 83 7 ;

han kii, 82 5 Rigid, ng^ng, 465 53
Retirment, n y6, 112 3 Rigidly conforming no pat k?

lit yii, 374 5
Retract, to, n shuk, 25 4; i In, 192 5 Rigor, n im, 10 10

Retreat, n chai, 317 65 Rim of the ear, i kwok, 520 89
Retreat to, ts^ong shan, 461 4 Rim of wheel kc u 331 23
Return, never, n Jm ui ^au, 46 64 Rind, hok, 419 21
Return (back), to, ui, fan hii, 77 4,10 Ring, a, w^n, 404 7

Return home, kwai, 4 4 4 Ring, a finger, k^i chi, 153 44
Return to former state, fuk kwai Ring, to, n ifi ngd 135 J8

yii kau, 526 4 Ringing in the ears, n i ming, 56 5
Returned, not yet, mi fan lai, 93 17 Ringing sound, ving ying shing, 58 37
Reunite, fuk tsuk, 526 4 Ringworm, kam ts

c in sin, 507 128

Reveille, n san lui, 392 10 Rinse, to, 265 83
Revenue, Board of, n U P5, 577 3 Ripe, shuk, 163 5?
Revered decree, n yam ming, 558 9 Ripples, n P<6 75 90
Reverse of a coin, tai, 258 3 Rise and fall, fau sh*am, 460 1

Reversed, fan, 526 3 Rise and fall of tide, che eung t^ui, 405 18
Revolve, to, chiin, 413 2; wan, 300 124 Rise in knowledge, n sheung tat, 113 4
Revolve, to, sun tung, 414 2 Rising and sitting, n yan Mn, 399 3

Rewards, tseung sheung, 276 15 Rites, Ceremonial

n

Lai i 353
Rewards, confer, n cheuk ii Rites, Board of, n Lai Pd 578 5

sheung hd, 273 11 Ritual laws, n lai lut, 541 157
Rhamnus, p^k ts6, 443 11 Ritual of Chau, n Chau Lai, 354 5

Rheumatic ophthalmia, 16 lik ngin tsat, 506 105 River, ho, 403 2 ;
kong, 347 39

Rheumatism, fung shap 507 127 Rivet, kau ting, 300 127
Rhina acylostoma, p

c
l p

c 4 sha, 486 154 Roach, chc an ii, 436 161
Rhinoceros, sai ngau tsz’ 470 63 Roar, to, n siu, 465 49
Rhubarb, tai vvonff, 215 185 Roast, to, shiu, 160 7; ui,L66 105
Ribbon, sz

5
tii tsai, 154 69 ;

pin tai, 267 52 Roast metals, to, tiin lin, 435 24
Ribs, hip lak kwat, 522 148 Roast (tea), to, chc au, 229 7

Ribs, false, kwai hip, 522 149 Rob of time, tiit shi, 350 9
Ribs of a ship, wan ch(

ai, 326 100 Robber, k( eung t6, 125 9 ;
td kip, 417 4

Rice, n , 12 37; kc ong t
c

6, 348 5 Robbery, td ts^dk, keung t6, 546 254,266
Rice, cooked, n fan, 166 113; dn, 189 61 Robe, 149 (12

Rice, growing, wo, 340 3 Robin, kwai lam seung sz’ 475 88
Rice, old man’s, no mai, 166 111 Robin or warbler, lam seung sz’ 476 110

Rice in the grain, mai, 215 186 Robinia, kwo shan tsun, 442 46
Rich, n yau yau, 77 7 ;

fu kwai, 97 63A Robust, n chong kin, 77 6
Rich color, nang, 303 1 Roc, n P

c ang, 475 89
Rich soil, nai yii chak, 344 21 Rock a boat, fan chau, 326 101
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Rock swallow, u In, 476 99 Rule to chi, 561 37; wan, 34 53

Rocks, shik, 509 1 Rule composing, tHing p
c ln kak, 300 128

Rockwork, ka shdn, 431 39 Rales, n
Rules of Archery, n

fong fat, 19 •2

Roe, k'van, 464 38 She fat^ 366
Rogue, play the, n yung ngai che, 50 19 Rules of Arithmetic, n Siinfatj 378
Roll in fingers, to, no, 229 7 Rumbling, ^kwang, 37 73
Roll ink, to, luk mak 297 77 Ruminate, to, fan wai, it, 466 1

Roll out thin, to, hoi pok, 142 156 Rump horse’s Yna hau, 331 22
Roll the eyes, to, shun shi 366 r Rumpled, ^chc au, 249 23
Roll thread on chik, 349 6 Run, to, tsau, 34 57

the knee, n ts^o, 284 78 Rail contrary, yik lau,

fong shui,

328 130
Roll up, to, chl

e, 134 1; kiin, 204 60 Run off water to 327 114
Roller, baker’s, min che eung, 529 15 Run out,

Run through,

ping che
at, 71 17

Roller, field, n k'van chau, 337 71 kun, 531 20
Roller, fluted, luk tuk, 237 72 Run under, •shai tai, 325 79
Roller, toothed stone, shik lik ch^k, 337 74 Running hand, hang shii, 41 4
Roller, wheeled, tiin kii, 337 73 Rash,

Rushes,

wai,

kl u chc
ii,

459 58
Rolling pin, min k'van, 142 156 309 27
Roof, uk pui. 133 46 Russet pear, sha 11, 445 57
Room, a, yat kan fong,

Room, lady’s dressing, chong lau,

133 47 Russia, Ngb 16 sz' 408 8
318 68 Rust, l, 434 12; tc lt sau, 435 27

Room, retiring, p
f ln tin, 318 70 Rust bto\vn, t

e
it tsung, 304 17

Root, kan, 438 33 ;
k^eung, 439 44

Rome, Lo md, 411 15 SACRED commands, n Shing Yii, 347 1

Rope, 14m, 205 73; shing s k, 215 187 Sacred sovereign, shing tai, 559 16
Rope-maker, kiu lam sz

?

fu, 284 70 Sacred will, n shing chi, 558 9
Rose, mui kwai fa, 456 107 Sacrifices, n tsz

9

, LJ2 16; tsai tsz\ 541 157
Rose, monthly, in chi tip, 456 109 Sacrificial court, Tai sheung tsz

5

, 599 332
Rose colored, deep, t^oi hung 249 22 Sacrificial Ritual for Shing Miu
Rose red, ngan hung, 305 48 Temple of Sages, n Tsz’ tin, 111 •29

Rosin, tsung heung, 215 189 Sacrificing, tsai, 353 3
Rose maloes, sfi hop, 215 188 Sacrum, mi lung kwat, 522 152
Rose wood,

Rosy hall, n
fa 11 muk, 442 47 Saddle, 332 36
tung t

c ing, 561 36 Saddle-pad, mk hoi, 332 37
Rouge, fn chi, 155 71 Saddler, ma on sz

5

fu, 284 71
Rough, tsc

d, 72 34 Safe, a, sha fung tang, 142 158
Round, iin, 286 4 Safer, kam kwo, 137 51
Round and round, lun chiin, 297 64 Sages, Of, n Shing yan. 109 1

Round ball, wan k c au, 402 16 Sago, sai mai, 166 1 15; sha kuk mai, 215 190
Roused, shan n6, 270 4 Said money, koi ngan, 375 3
Roused spirit, nb hi, 366 2 Sail, hoist, chc

e If, 327 106
Roused to indignation, kung fan, 270 3 Sail, take in, kam li, 327 105
Row an oar chia ts6ung, 326 10] Sail, to, shai shun, 326 98
Rows, in, n hong hong, 341 7 Sail, to spread, y6ung f^n,* 223 13
Royal academy,
Royal house,

wang man kun,604 441 Sail, wear, chiin p
c ung, 327 107

wong shat, 561 36 Sail safely, to, ii shiin \ hang, 203 49
Hub to mut, 137 40; chf

at, 229 7 Sail-maker, fung li yan, •284 72
Rub bright, in iu,

ch{
a,

294 25 Sail-pole, fan kon, 32 76
Rub on, to, 155 71 Sailors, shiu, shui shau,327 109
Rubbing, careful, n sai sai mok, 525 3 Sails, n li, p<ung, 326 104
Rubeola, lam ching, 506 94 Sai ammoniac, nau sh 432 63
Rubia cordifolia, sai kan, 459 57 Sale, on, kl m^i, 135 13
Rubus fuk pun tsz

5

, 446 86 Sale of goods, chl ut mii fo, 198 4
Ruby, hung pd shik, 432 62 Saline springs, im ch% 432 67
Rudder, mi t

c
6, 326 102 Salisburia seeds, n ngan hang, 446 87

Rudder-ropes, lak t*6, 326 103 Salivary glands, n hau shui hat, 519 75
Rug, ti chin, 142 157 Salmon, kau t

l 6 ii, 486 164
Ruined, wai liu, 49 43 Salmon fish, n

Salmon-leap,

m4 yau, 484 115
Ruins, yh 398 4 ii leung, 337 76

CHI. CHK. 169
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Salt, n pak im, 166 116 ; In1
, 215 191 Scarabus carnifex, pan shi che ung, 496 70

Salt, crystals of, yung im, 432 65 Scarcely, 291 41
Salt-cellar im chung, 142 159 Scarecrow, n on shan tsz

5

, 337 77
Saltness, n h^m, 511 9 Scarf into, to, seung, 323 49
Saltpetre, n siu, 215 19*2 Scarf skin,. pok 518 57
Salutations, hi 187 44 Scarlet, fa hung, 305 55
Salute, to, tsun, 353 3

;
pii, 1 82 2 Scarus, ts^ing i, tsui ng^, 484 123

Same, t
c ung, 99 44

;
yat yi, ] 10 24 Scatter, to, sit 229 7

Same, yat yeung, 89 49 Scattered about, tsung wdng, 133 35
Same—as, ii—ii, 98 19 Schedules, chik 569 12
Same as before ii ku, 279 22 Schistose stone, yiit pi shik, 432 69
Same kind, chlu yeung^ 250 26 School to go to k*ai mung, 165 22
Same place, not dwell, pat ping lap, 120 9 School for polite lite-

Sample, n fo pan, 244 45 rature, chiu man kun, 587 29
Sample, y6ung tsz’ 215 193 School-house, hok kun, 308 3

Sand, shd, 25S 3 Scholar, sz’ 340 2
Sandal-wood, t

c dnheungmuk, 216 194 Scholar, n hok che, 13 56; ii, 1J3 14

Sandals, ts? o hai, 149 64 Sciaena, tse d ii, 486 166
Sandals, courier's, ts^n H mk h4i, 149 63 Science of medicine, 498 3

Sand-banks,

Sanded lime, n

Sandhoppers,

Sandpiper,

Sandstone,

Sandwich Islands.

Sap,

^apan wood,

Sapindus, n
Sardinia,

Sash, n
Satin,

Satisfy, to,

Saturn, n
Saucer, n
Saucer-boat, 7

Sausages,

Saw, great.

Saw, hand, n
Saw small

Sawing •

Say to

Say to

hong, 326
fui sh^, 204
shui ka chdt, 492
yeung kai, 476
hung nai shik, 432

Te
^,n heungshan, 419
shii yik, 439
sb muk, 216
m6 wan shii, 442
Sat tin nga, 411
t
c ong chc 6ang, 134
tiin, 264

ch^ung, 121 9; im tsuk, 251
Vb.singy 398
chc i tip, 142
chc a shun, 142
chii chc eung, 166
t^i kii, 300
shau kii, 300
siu kii, 300
kii milk, 291

kong, 58 41 ; shiit td, 183
iit, 36 66 ;

wan, 30
Sayings, good, n shin in, 14
Says, he, ke

ii wa, 174
Saxifraga sarmentosa, lr> fu i, 459
Saxony, Sat sho nf, 411
Scalaria pretiosa, n chan lung sz

5

16, 492
Scales, n t

fin p
c ing, 142

Scales, money, n tang, 385
Scales, pan of, t^inp^ngp^un, 142
Scales of fishes, lun 9 464
Scales’ weight chc mgt*au, 255
Scaling car, k^u ke

ii, 330
Scaling ladders, kau sok, 330
Scallions kau tsc oi, 450
Scalpel iin hau td, 532
Scaly skin shang sh6 p

c
i, 505

Scapula, fan shi kwat, 522
Scarabus, species of, wongc^ung, 496

98
59
37
90
68
22
34
195

50
17

49
12

34
7

160

161

117
130
131

129
39
4

30

59
13
60
18
56
162

3
163
39
44
10
10

80
42

75|

154
691

Scion,

Scirpus,

Scissor-case,

Scissors, a pai? of,

Sclerotica

Scolopendra,

Scoop up water, to,

,

Scoop-net,

Scorbutus,

Scores,

Scoria,

Scorn,

Scorpaena,

Scorpion,

Scoup, bullet.

Scour, to,

Scour, to,

Scouring rush,

Scow, wild,

Scrape, to.

Scraper,

Scraper, hand,

Scraper, mud,
Scream as birds, to, n

chi,

tsc 6 ku,

tsin hip,

345
459
143

Screen, door, n

Screen, folding,

Screen, imperial,

Screen, standing,

Screen, steaming,

Screen, to,

Screw,

Screw, a very, n

Scrofula,

yat pa kdu tsin, 142

ngan pak, 522
’ng kung 494
kwat shui, 339

tong m ng, 300

shang tsii, 507
nga chc

i, 295
tsz’ 435
miu un, 274
16 fu li, 487
chai mi ch*ung, 496
p4u t4n w4t, 532

mo, 130 108; ta mut, 140

shang, 135 5; tse ^t, 136
458
327
286
387
338
337
465
325
143
318
143
143

320
302
256
507

muk ts
? ak,

hong,
s6uk

kwd t pin,

t
eln t

c ong,

p
eing p4n,

klu,

lira, 69 91; kf
oi,

wai p
c ing,

P*ing

p
f ing fang,

ching lung

tong,*

16 sz’

chj matsc o,

16 lik,

28
61
165
164
153

19
101

132

129
43
24
12

177
71

38
114

37
23
110

6

78
80
79
49
81
167

71
166

168
5

161

54
130

Scrofulous ophthalmia, ng^n fungping, 506 106

Scull,

Scull, bow, n

Scull-pin,

Scum,
Scupper,

Scurvy,

1^
t
cau shiu,

16 sut,

t
e ong mf,

shui sin mun,
shang tsii

327
327
327
143
327
507

111
112
113
177
114

12C
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Scutigera, yan in, 494 20 Secure (a thing), to, chii ku, 141 136
Scyllium ornatum, tit to shd, 481 38 Security, p

cang kii, 190 3

Scyris, pik su kung, 481 36 Security, a, tim pd yan, 216 198
Scythe, n mong lim yan, 338 81 Security merchant, p6 sh^ung, 222 10
Sea hoi, 203 50

;
yeung, 324 68 Sedan, yii, 332 83; kiu, 143 169

Sea flea, hi sat, shui kk ch^Lt, 492 37 Sedan, imperial, llD, 332 39
Sea otter, hoi chit, 469 61 Sedan, open, tau 332 40
Sea prawns, lung hi, 491 14 Sedan bearers, klu^u, 332 41
Sea qualm, shui md, 492 39 Sediment, Dai tsik, 136 30
Sea sickness, wan long, au long, 507 131 Sediment of sugar, t

c ong tai, 212 147
Sea shrimp, broad, ha ku, 491 15 See, to n kin, 11 21; t

{
ai, 133 42

Sea shrimps, sh^ h^, ngan hi, 492 47 Seed, shat, tsz’ 439 35
Sea snail, nai kwai, 496 72 Seek, wan, 250 29
Sea urchin, hoi tarn, 492 38 Seek, to, man, 120 17; mik, 121 24
Sea wing, yuk tiu, 492 39 Seeking reputation, seuDg t

c 6 min, 61 34
Seamen, shui shau, 216 196 Seems dirty, u ts5, 173 7

Seashore, hoi pin, 151 5 ; hoip
c 6ng, 211 140 Seen, kin kw6 73 64

Seaweed, hoi tsc
oi, 216 197 Seize, to, yiug, 461 7; ts^ii, 464 36

Seal, hoi kau, 470 74 Select, to, n • chak, 9 5; ts^iit, 16 S5
Sea], a, n t56 shii, 284 73 Select, to, kam, 249 22: tsc

ii, 309 21
Seal, break a, ch^k fung, 575 10 Self, ki, 117 16

Seal character, siin shii, 41 1 Self-exam ine, to, kc au chii ki, 113 10
Seal, fur, chi ma tiu, 470 75 Self-indulgent, kiu, 512 13
Seal on cloth, iin tse in, 240 32 Selfishness, without, pat sz

5

, 565 26
Seal-maker, n tsun t

c 6 ch^ung tseung, 284 73 Sell, to, mai, 127 2
Sealed, fung, 575 8 Sell by peddling, to, fu fan, 93 30
Seals, public, yan sud„ 537 72 Sell off immediately, kon fai mai, 241 35
Seals of office, n p6 573 44 Semicircle, pun chau, 395 20
Seam, sin pd 147 •2 Sem[diameter, pun king, 395 20
Seams or crevice, chong, 133 42 Send a letter, ki sun, 198 55
Search closely, chui kau, 271 6: 498 3 Send a little, tai tik kwo, 175 5
Season, dry, t

c ln hon, 226 5' Send down, to, shui, 572 34; kon , 574 5
Season, to, pin ts

c
oi 162 37 Senior, n cheung, 11 20

Seasons, the, n sz
5

shi, 1] 30; kwai, 389 2 Sensation lost, n m6 sho chi kok, 49 47
Seat of a rich man 5 chii mun, 312 67 Senseless, n pat chi i 10 14
Seats, please take, ts^ing yap tsik, 188 52 Senshaw, Canton, t

c d ngau lonff, 264 5
Secant, n ching k6t, 396 20 Senshaw, Nanking, u ngau long, 263 5
Secluded residence, sham kii, 312 68 Senshaw, rust coFd, shii leung chc au, 266 35
Second Bar, Hd tan 222 6 Sentence, a, n kii, 302 155
Second commissioner^ fa sz

J

, 589 80 Sentences, perfect, n shin^ man, 55 38
Second examiner, fu chii hau, 589 79 Separate, to, n 11, 17 6 ;

pit, 15 81 ;
189 63

Second offenses, yau fan tsui, 534 21 Separate carefully, to, kc ing pan, 286 2
Second quality, i .tang, tsz

5

tang, 264 7,19 Separated, fan li, 99 25; kak, 296 56
Second sort, tsz

5

tang, 130 10 Separation tsit, 376 12
Second to, 27 15 Sepia color nga fui, 305 56
Second to, chi ngoi tsak t

c
ui, 497 2 Seraglio, noi kung, 312 6S

Secrecy, mat, 575 10 Seraphine, fung kc ain, 364 75
Secret dispatch, mat xi, 575 8 Sergeant, ngoi wai, 594 193
Secretary bird, n sham, 476 91 Serissa fetida, mun t

c in sin^, 456 113
Secretary of state, ch6ung shii ki, 587 12 Servant personal 7i, kan pan, 172 2D
Secrets, betray, lau sit sz’ 543 202 Servant, personal, slu tsz

5

, 183 4
Sec. to com. of finance ]i rn^n, 593 176 Servant archers, puk yik, 595 212
Sec. to h. i. m/s guard, wai king lik, 603 437 Servant-archers and
Sec. to the army, iuk sz

5

tscdm kwan, 593 179 reporters, n it ch6 puk yik, 591 116
Secrete, to, sit, 125 10 Servant boy, n sz’ tsai 169 8
Secretions of body, tsun yat, / 88 Servant girl, mui tsai, 135
Secretly taking, sit,. 547 280 Servants, siu tsz

5 mun, 184 11
Section of a book, i cheung, 1

1

Servants of h. u m. shi chung, 596 247
Secure, to, kap cho, kap shii, 324 70,71iServe out soup, to, iu t

c oi^, 140 115
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Serve parents, yeung tsc an, 534 18 Shave the beard, to, t
? ai su, 153 3

Serve up tea, to, fung chc
4, 142 160 Shave head, to, n t

c ai l
c au, 44 26

Serve up, to, sheung in, 218 225 Shave head wholly, to, n seuk f4t, 72 36
Server, t

c ok p
l un, 143 170 Shave thin, seuk pin, 298 93

Sesamura, chi mi, 450 82 Shaving-case, t
c ai su s6ung, 155 47

Set, a. yat fu, yat t
? ong, 137 44,48 Shavings, bamboo, chuk sz’ 322 40

Set (of bowls), a, yat tung, 136 25 Shavings, hair, n pdu fa, 155 75
Set, to, p6 tau, 462 14 Shavings, rattan, t

c ung sz
5

, 157 6
Set (as fruit), to, kit 439 35 Shawl, tip pok kan. 149 65
Set a table, to, p

c 6 t
e
oi. 173 2 Sheaf of straw, chc uk, 342 13

Set fire to, to, fong fo, 553 383 Shears, tdi kdu tsln, 143 172
Set to rights, ching hd, 153 35 Shears, betel-nut, ping long chip, 143 173
Set well, not, ts

c ai ching, 152 18 Shears, tinman’s sik tsin 300 133
Setaria, suk 449 45 Sheath of a joint, i

€ ok, 439 37
Settee, chuk ch{ ong. 143 171 Sheath of a leaf, k p 439 36
Settled mind, sam ting, 366 2 Sheep, min yeung, 470 76
Settlement of accounts, ts

( ing sh6, 216 199 Sheet, a, yat cheung p
c
l tdn, 158 12

Seven, n tsc at,

tsl at tsc ing,

377 20 Shelf, kau pi ki, 143 174
Seven passions, n 12 42 Shell of turtle, n kap, 464 40
Seven sisters, ts^at tsz

5

mui, 456 108 Shell of clams, kok, 464 41
Several, n ki 18 10 Shell (for windows), ming ngd, 134 50
Several times, sh6 tsz

5

, 266 35; ki ui, 182 33 Shells, bivalve, n kop, hin, 492 42,43
Severally consider, mui kii, 499 6 Shells, fresh water, p*6ng’ 492 44
Severally equal, kok kc

ii tang, 394 10 Shells, thick bivalve n kom, fui kop, 492 41
Severe injury chung sheung, 525 1 Shelly animals kii lui 477 1

Severe prohibitions, im kam, 271 6 Shelter, to, ch6, 148 45
Sew, to, n lin, 154 59; fung, 284 72 Shansi province, Shim sai 422 10
Sew, to, P

c un, 208 105 Shepherd of a department, chau muk, 586 9
Sew again, t

e iu fin, 147 27 Shine, to, chiu, 211 140
Sewer, kau kc u, 318 72 Shine into, to, shdi yap, 156 3
Sexagenarian, k” 35 58 Shingles, iu tai sin, 507 134
Shad, s4m lai 487 183 Shinnung, n Shan nung, 436
Shade, to, ch6, 134 2; ch6 yam 438 22 Ships, shiin, 211 140
Shadow, n ying^ 67 67 Ship, a, chi wai shun, 321 32
Shaft of a carriage, kii kong, 332 46 Shipwright, ch6ng shiin ts6ung, 284 74
Shaft of a column, n chc

ii tang. 318 73 Ships and their

Shaft of a sedan, kiu kong, 186 39 Appendages

n

Chau chip lui, 320
Shake clean, to, yeung kon tsing, ] 54 50 Shirt, shan shim, hon shdm, 149 66,67

Shake hands, ak shau, 65 36 Shoemaker, hai tseung, 284 75
Shake the head, to, ning t

c au, iu t
c au, 43 16,17 Shoes, a pair of, yat tui h4i, 149 68

Shallow, tsJ ln, 321 25 Shoes, ladies, chc ln k6uk hai, 149 70
Shallows, sham ts

c
in, 221 3 Shoe money, n hai kam, 129 9

;

195 10

Shallows off Macoa, Sh4 lek, 220 6 Shoe-mender, p6 hai Id, 280 23
Shameful affair, sz h6 kwai 74 82 Shoe strings, h^i t^ii, 155 77
Shdmanism, Wong k^u, 424 11 Shoot arrows, sh6 tsln. 543 192
Shamo desert, Sha rnok, 423 18 Shoot arrows, to, fang tsin, fit ch^, 366 2,6

Shansi province, hai san, 421 22 Shoots, rice, y4ung 340 6

Shantung pear, siit li, 445 58 Shooting-stick, muk chong chc
ui, 300 134

Shantung province, Shantung shing, 421 2 Shop, tim, 210 121

Shape, tseung ying, 296 53 Shop, this, n ni kdn p
c 6 {

c au, 46 67
Share-brace of a plough, dt tsc 4m, 338 83 Shop-owners, p

e 6 chii, J90 1

Shark, shi ii, 487 184 Shore, approach, tai ngon, 320 1

Shark, ham. -headed, kung tsz
5 m6 sha, 487 189 Shore-board, n t”ii, 327 115

Shark’s fins ii chc
i, 216 200 Short, break tsui, 208 108

Sharp, H 142 164 Short, fall, chang 247 10

Sharp-pointed, tsim, 213 158 Short hand, fa md, 377 20
Sharpen appetite, n hoi wai, 176 17 Short way, n tsit king, 5 23
Sharpening, che an mo, 291 41 Short, tiin, 26 7

Sharp pointed, yui 335 33 Shot, tan tsz\ 221 3
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Should, sii, 13 5 Silken sounds, lun yam, 553 5
Should be, i, 29 24 Silkworm, tse am, 496 73

Should have fallen, tsau tit, 131 1 Silkworm, chrysalis of, kin, 461 6 ;
494 22

Shoulder, to, tdm, 135 12 Silkworm moth, ts
c4m ngo, 495 63

Shoulder blade, fan shl kwat, 522 154 Silure, wong kwat xi, 487 190

Shoulder bone, nb kwat, 522 155 Silver, ngan, pik kam 435 28
Shoulder joint, kin 517 40 Silver fish, chii lun kam ii, 487 201
Shoulders, pok t

? au, 71 26 Silver pheasant, n pak han, 475 74
Shovel, chc

ap, 333 84 Silversmith, ngan tseung 138 80
Shovel, fire, fo chc 4n, 143 175 Simple numbers, tsMn sh6, 377 20
Sliovel, rice, wok ch^n, 143 176 Simply, pal kwo, 196 11

Shrew mouse, ts5 shii, 469 57 Simultaneously, seung tsc
ui, 289 24

Shrike, kc
i, pak 16, 476 92 Sincere, shing shat, 113 8

Shrill, n heunff, 4 31 Sincere mind, n it sam chc eun , 72 43
Shrimps, h ha, mi h^, 492 46 Sine, a, ching In, 396 20
Shrine, shan hom, 318 74 Sinews, kan, 367 15

Shrine lares’ shan lau, 318 76 Sinews, deer, luk kan, 162 40
Shrine of Budha, lln tso, 318 75 Sing, as birds, n ming, kiu, 465 49
Shroffing, n t*ai ngan, 291 42 Sing, as parrots, k6, 465 49
Shut, to, shan mai, kwdn, 131 183 Sing, to, chc eung, 92 11

;
yam, 121 2

Shut the eyes, pai ngan, 48 21 Singapore, Sik lit, San kipo, 420 23
Shut to, to, im mii, 136 20 Singer, a, k che, 356 1

Shut together, to, kop hau, 143 175 Single, tdn, 145 210; yat, 319 94

Shutters, ch c 6ung p n, 315 26 Single conversation, yat min chi tsc z
?

,
62 39

Shuttle, chc
ii, 300 172 Single hair, yat t

c iu m6, 74 79
Siam, Tsim Id, 408 9 Single washing, yat sai 251 33
Sick, n ping, 45 52; tsat t

c ung, 81 42e Singultus, ta it, 505 70
Sickle, ngii, kau lim, 338 85 Sink, shui wai, 318 77
Sickle, corn, lut, 338 86 Sink-drain, sham tsing, 318 78
Sickle, wheat, mak sh4m, 338 88 Sinuses, n iit 519 66
Sickle, wheeled, tc ui Um, 338 87 Sir, tunff kd, 170 13
Sida tiliaefolia, ma, 458 34 Sir, host, friend, &c., n tsiin ka, 77 7

Side, pin, 159 26; p
f ong pin, 182 2 Sir, or host, kd sh6ung, 184 9

Side, open at. wang hoi, 237 15 Sir, or master, n sz
5
t
cau kung, 46 66

Side, to the other, tui ngon, S21 15 Sir, or teacher, n sin shang, 19 ]

Side wind, w4ng fung, 327 107 Siri leaf, lau, 201 32
Sideroxylon, shan 14m shii, 442 52 Sister, elder, n tsz’ 104 34
Sides, two, leung t

rau, 157 4 Sister, younger, mui, 104 39
Sieve, shai ki, 143 178 Sister’s daughter ngoi shang nii, 107 128
Sieve for flour, 16 tau shai, 143 179 Sister’s daughter-in-law, ngoi shang ffi, 107 127
Sieve for grain, 338 82 Sister s grandson, ngoi shang siin, 108 130
Sieve-pearls, lau chii, 300 136 Sister’s Gus- tsz

J

cheung, tsz
5

fu, J04 35,36
Sift, to, shai, 291 40 band, elder, tsz

5

sai, ngoihing, 104 37,38
Sight of, a, yat min, 61 36 Sister’s husband, mui fu, mui sai, 104 40,42
Sightedness, near, kan shi ngan, 507 132 younger, mui cheung, 104 41
Sign, lik, 373 3; kuug, 397 2 Sister’s son, ngoi shang, 107 126
Sign of a shop, n hb, 191 5 Sit, to, tso, 7 1

Signal-posts, fung tun, 312 69 Six, n luk, 377 20
Signals, mat kin wai hb, 222 7 Six animals, n luk chc uk, 12 40
Signboards, n chiu p^di, 216 201 Six arts, n luk ngai, 353 1

Signify, kai, 17 5 Six classics, n luk king, 14 60
Silence, keep, hop hau, 53 6 Six grains, n luk kuk, 12 38
Silently, mak, 200 23 Sixteen, shap luk, 10 426
Silk, Canton raw, n t

c 6 sz\ 263 4 Size, tang, J30 10
Silk, Nanking raw, n u sz

5

, 263 4 Size, to, tseung, 208 109
Silk, Varieties of

n

Kokfun cli^au tiln^ 263 Skeleton, yan kwat, 522 156
Silk of maize, n suk sb, 164 71 Skill, shau shai 165 87
Silks, sz

5

fat, 216 202 Skillful, shin, 231 8
Silken cock, sz

5 mb kai, 472 13 Skillful workman, shau ngai yan, 277 4
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hdu ts6,

lau hok,

277
143

72

Skillfully work,
Skimmer,
Skin,

Skins, kinds of, n
Skinflint

Skull, ii

Skull,

Sky,

Sky, clear,

Skylight,

Slack line, a, n
Slacking of lime,

Slaie,

Slandering,

Slant,

Skit

Slaughter, to,

Slaughter, to,

Slave, no puk, 125 5

Slaves, female, 4 t
c au,

Sleep, to, n min, 49 46; fan, 156 1 ;
159

Sleep, unable to, fan
5m ch6uk, 177

3i

kokhongpf
i, 216

hi chcun ch p, 256
t
c au hk,
ku lau,

hung chung,

t^in tsing,

t
c in ch^eung,

sbang Uu,

fat fui,

shing

pui wai,

chak,

mit,

tsoi sh t
t
e ng,

Smile to

177 Smiling face,

34 Smoke,
203 Smoke, to,

54 Smooth,
42 2 Smooth

slu chi chi, 1S8 54
siu min, 60 2

in, 131 11

kf ap skik, 270 4 ; ch
l
ui, 204 60

kwong, 45 47
;
yun, 289 28

wdt 45 48; yau tung 45 232

Sleeper of a floor,

Sleepiness of foot,

Sleeping-gown,

Sleet,

lau chan,

keuk pi,

shui p
e
d,

sdn, chii siit,

522 159 Smooth and level, p
c ing wan, 287 12

404 7 Smooth hair, to, man t^au, 155 75

227 6 Smuffffle, to, sz’, 322 42; 540 144

134 50|Snaffie, pifi 332 42
324 27i Snails, fresh water, t

c in 16, 492 50
291 40, Snails, shell, kwa ngau, 492 94
301 137 Snake, spotted, pik fa sh6, 478 23
62 40 Snake, water, shui sh6, 478 22
23 8, Snake eater, n sham, 476 91

289 26 Snake gourd, sz’ k'v 448 29
279 15 .Snap, to, n t

? iu, 356 1

347 38 Snarls liin, 286 7

549 313 Sneeze, to, ?i p
eant(

ai, 51 12; ta hat chi, 74 70
172 21 Snipe, hill, shan chili, 476 94

159 22 Snipes, sha chui, 166 118; kwat, 476 93
177 23 Snort, to, p

fan pi, 51 11

318 79 Snort of defiance, tau pi hi, 52 31

507 135 Snow, siit, 405 16

Sleeve the hands, to, n tsau shau,

159
405
66

20
15

48

Snuff

Snuff color,

Snuffers,

pi in

pi in shik,

chuk tsin,

216
305
143

205
57
182

Sleeves, tsau, 149 71 So, kom, 164 76
Slender, yeuk, 30 32 ;

shau, 36 70 So forth, tang mat, 279 16
Slice, t

(
it p

f
^, 166 106

;
yat fti, 175 7 So good as for- ’m ts

f z

Slight indisposition, n yau ii
5m shong, 83 7 merly, not, sheung yat, 189 61

Slight injury, hing sheung, 525 1 So many, n kom t6, 6 24
Slight knowledge, n p

f o shik, 95 54 So old, n kom tsiin shing, 77 6
Sling bone, hat kwat. 516 10 Soak, to, shui lam, 165 92 ;

tsam shui, J64 102
Slings, oil, n yau lok, 143 180 Soaked, 1m kvvo, 292 47
Slings, reps, sin 16k 143 181 Soaking rains, ii lam 11, 226 5
Slippery, wat, 55 37 Soap, f4n k4n, 217 206
Slips of bamboo, chuk p

f
in, 361 46 Soap, perfumed, h^ung kan, 155 7S

Slow of speech, n kom hau nut, 54 29 Soapstone, wdt shik, 433 70
Slowly, man 170 14 Social visit, tsii hing, 187 43
Slowly, tsf

ii 40 91 Sock, mat au, 150 72
Slowness, ch c

l, 525 1 Socket of eye, lung, 521 131

Slugs, ut ii, 492 48 Soda tsf ing imf 433 7

Sluice, tau mun, 338 89 Sofa, shui 143 183
Sluice, screen, n shui p

f 6ng, 338 90 Soft, im, 286 23; niin, 227 6 303 1

Smack, fishing ii ting, 220 1 Soft boiled tsang nam, 167 143
Smack, fishing, to shiin, 327 116 Soft pongee, shuk ch^au, 265 31

Small, sai, 29 26; tsin, 32 41 Soil a rich nai vii, 344 21

Small pox, chc ut tau, tail, 506 118 Soil, soft, ti nai ning, 226 5

Smaller than, sill ii, 362 50 Soil turn up hoi han, 334 23
Smallest, chi siu, 130 10; chisai, 178 41 Solanum, fan kc

e, 451 95
Smalts, tai ts^in^, 216 204 Solanum, wild, n tin 459 62
Smalts blue fat t

cau ts^ing, 304 J1 Solanum indicum, wong fd, 459 63
Smell, to. man. 251 33 Solar ray, n yat kwong, 405 14

Smell, to, n i pi tsau ch c au, 52 32 Sold all* m^i sii, 243 42
Smell, a, n tsui, 251 33; M, ,51

1

11 Soldering, hon hau, 292 44

Smelt, to ku lin, 435 24 Soldier, ping ting 124 1 ;
kwan yan 543 206

Smelting, k^ing lin, 292 43 Sole, n l
€ at sh^, 488 204

Smelts, shi tsiin, 487 202 (Sole of shoe, hai tai, 149 63
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Sole fish, hai tai, pi muk ii, 488 211 Sow fields, to, po l
c
in, 335 29

Sole of foot, tsuk ch^ung, 464 33 Sow seed, to, n sat chung, 340 6

Sole of foot, k6ukp4n t
c ong, 522 160 Sow bug, ti p6, t

{
6 pit, 496 74

Sole potentate, n cham, 561 41 Sow bug, large, i wai, shii fu, 496 75
Solemnity, t4i tin lai, 568 5 Sow thistle, fu ts

c
oi, 450 83

Solen, sha 16, 492 36 Sovereign, kwan, 510 7

Solid, t
?
ai, 393 7 Sovereign, n w6ng tai, 558 2

Solid learning, shat hok, 72 37 Sovereign king, n tai wong, 559 14

Solitary, 33 45 Sovereign s pleasure, n chi, 574 6
Solitary hill, tuk shl yat shan, 418 15 Soy-stand, sM yau kd 143 184
Solitary man, kwa yan, 560 30 Soy, n shl yau, 167 124

;

217 207
Solitary prince, n kwa kwan, 560 28 Soy bean, pak tau, 447 6

Solstice, summer, n ha chi, 400 8 Space, chim, 33 45
Solution, s6ung kau, 393 1 Spacious, fut, 131 13

Sombre color, tin, 303 4 Spade, n funff, 338 91
Some, tik, 155 75; ki, 160 2 Spade, ancient wooden, loi tsz’ 339 96
Some men, yau yan, 190 1 Spade, basket, chuk y6ung h^im, 338 93
Some other, pit y^ung, 236 13 Spade, garden, chc an, 338 95
Sometimes, wak, 211 135; yau shi, 168 2 Spade, share, chc 6ung tsc 4m, 338 92
Sometimes happen, ngau hip, 349 7 Spade, weeding, tang chc

o, 338 94
Somewhat, leuk, 328 25 Spain, Sai pdn nga, Tai Lui sung, 41

1

19
Son, tsz

5

, 9 6; i tsz
5

, 103 15 Span heaven, king t
c
in, 565 28

Son, an only, ku tuk tsai, 99 45 Spanish brown, y6ung kon shik, 304 20
Son, my own, tsc an shang tsai, 86 8 Spanker-boom, ml sung, 327 117
Son, your, ling long, ling kung long, 90 69,71 Spare-rib, chii mi lung, 66 123
Son of a daughter ngoi siin, 88 46 Spark of fire, fo sh6, 208 101
Son of heaven, n tMn tsz’ 560 3! Sparrow, tseuk, ma ts6uk,476 95
Son 5

s father-in-law, tsf an k 108 136 Sparrow-hawk, tin, 476 97
Son’s mother-in-law, ts^an ka ra5, 109 137 Spars, wang muk hong, 329 146
Son-in-law, nii sai, 103 19 Sparus, wa ml ts

e

6, 482 68
Sons and Grandsons n Tsz’ siin 86 Sparus or gilthead, hung lap, 488 212
Son’s son, noi siin, 88 45 Spathe, fa i, 439 38
Song, shi 122 21 Spatterdashes, cheung nai, 331 27
Sonchus, fu ts

c
oi, 450 83 Spatula, hoi yeuk t5, 532 43

Sonorous, shing h6ung, 360 29 Spatula, lime, fui p^n, 301 138
Soon, pat kau, 320 2 Speak, to, n kong, 2 4
Soon as, tsau, 68 87 Spear, kon in, 26 6
Sooner die than, hing sz’ pat, 115 19 Special, tak, 276 16

Soot black, yau in, 303 7 Species in botany, n chung, 437
Sore, chc ong, 508 146 Species of ice, ping chi lui, 404 6
Sore thoat, hail ka, 503 37 Specified time, han, 206 87
Sorghum, shii 449 48 Specious, kwai, 55 46
Sorrows, yau sz’ 79 36 Speck, a, tan iin, 399 2
Sorry, exceedingly, kwo i pat hc

ii, 188 57 Speck or point, la kwik, 300 ]36
Sort, y6ung, 46 68 ;

shik, 330 9 Spectacles, n an king, 150 73
Sort, to, P«ui, 238 20 Spectacle maker, ngdn king tseung, 284 76
Sorts of colors, kok yeung ng4n shik, 252 36 Speedy, chuk, 198 1

Souchong, n siu chung, 225 3 Spelter, n p^k iin, 219 236
Sound, n heung, 29 23; shing, 59 46 Spermaceti, king vau, 217 208
Sound of fishes, piu, k^u, 460 l Sphere, celestial, n wan t

c
in, 397 1

Sounding lead, tsam t
l

6, lung shun, 325 74 Spherical, wan tin, 396 1

Soup, t’ong 166 119 Sphryaena, chuk tsim, 488 224
Sour, siin, 162 30 Spices, h4ung mat, 217 209
Source, iin, 354 6 Spick and span new, san sin, 249 23
Souse, chii li k4uk, 166 122 Spider, chi chii, 496 76
Souterrain, tau, k u, 321 70 Spider crab, n chi chii h4i, 491 13
South, n n^m, 11 3 Spies, kan sai, 544 224
Southeast, tung nam, 420 26 Spike, n ch? ak,24 12; tai ting, 302 160
Sow, chii nS, 470 77 Spike of grain, sui, 439 39
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Spill the tea, to, n ta se chc
a, 94 51 Spring season, n ch^un kwai, 389 2

Spin in the fingers, to, che
o, 217 2L? Spring and Autumn

Spinage, long leaved, ma chc
l in, 450 86 Record, n Che un Tsc au, 15 80

Spinage, red, hung in ts
c
oi, 450 85 Spring of evil, n H hoi chi ki, 55 47

Spinage, white, pak in ts*oi, 450 84 Spring water, shan shui, 230 8
Spinal marrow, tsik sui, 520 112 Springs, steel, t

c
it sin, 364 76

Spine, tsik l^ung kwat, 523 161 Sprinkle, to, sham, 176 18

Spines tsz’ 464 42 Sprinkle, to, sh 291 40
Spines on plants, fa lik, 439 40 Sprit-sail, n t

c au ts
c ap, 327 108

Spinifex squarrosus, n 16 shii lik, 459 64 Sprout, ngS, 439 41

Spinner, fong sha van, 284 77 Sprout, to, che ut ngd tsc oi, 165 92
Spinner, hemp, chik ma van, 284 78 Sprout, to, fat nga, 226 5
Spinning, fong sin, 292 45; chik, 263 3 Spur on fowls, kai t^ik, 464 44
Spinning-wheel, fong chc

6, 301 139 Square, kit fong, 252 35 ;
fong, 286 6

Spiraea crenata, sui yuk, 456 114 Square, a, kii, 301 141

Spiral bone of ear, i noi 16 kwat, 517 41 Square, a, ching fong, 394 9
Spirit, ling 37 74 Square for corners, mak hok, 301 142

Spirit, hi koi, chi hi, 120 5,22 Square of a number, tsz’ shing, 387 6

Spirits, tsau, 217 210 •Squash, bottle, kong u, 451 90

Spirits, animal, tsinsr shan, 75 89 Squash, hairy, tsit kwd, 452 91

Spit (birds), to, chc
iin shing chc iin, 160 n Squash, long, shui kwa, 450 86

Slitting of blood, 4m yau hiit, 505 71 Squash, red crooked, n ai kwd, 451 88

Spleen, n P% 73 48 Squinting, tsc 6 ngin, 48 19

Splicing ropes, tsuk lam, 327 118 Squirrel, sung shii, 470 78

Splinter, broken, tim shai, 24 41 Squirrel, flying, n lui shii, 468 31

Splintered bones, kwat sui, 525 3 St. George and Dragon, n yan m4 yan, 246 8
Splints for loins, n iu ch(

ii, 530 20 Stable, lap, 111 27

Splints, bamboo, chuk sz’ 148 47 Stable, a, ma fong, 134 51

Saints, bamboo, chuk mit pin, 278 8 Stack, tsik chim, wo kon tun, 339 97
Split, to, p

?

, 137 55 Staff, n cheung, 122 17

Split bamboos, p
c un chuk, 333 4 Staff of general, t

( ai plu, 600 360

Split the difference, n 4u hoi k e
ii, 240 29 Stag, ml, 470 79

Spoil, to, n P 78 19 Stage-coach, t6 kii, 331 21

Spoil from, to, n kip, 115 2 Stain, a, tsik kau, 285 63

Spoils, au wai, 164 72 Stair-case, lau t
c ai fong, 134 53

Spoken, kong kwo, 62 43|Stairs, lau t
c
ai, 134 52

Spokes, fuk, 332 43 Stalactite, n shik chung yii, 433 72

Sponge, shui p6, 155 79 Stalagmite, shik che ong, 433 73

Spool, ffi, 301 140 Stalk of bamboo, ko, 439 43

S;)o n, shi kanff, 143 185 Stall, vegetable, t
e an pai, 312 72

Spoon, broad, (or ladle) chc euk, 26 8 Stallion, mau mi, chc
at, 470 80

Spoon, egg-green, tan tsl ing t
e iu kang, 144 190 Stammering, lau hau, 54 22

Spoon, gravy, chap kang, 144 188 Stamp, to, yan, 183 2
Spoon, rice, fan kang, 144 189 Stamp the feet, n tun tsuk, 70 8

Spoon, salt, im kang, 143 187 Stanchion, kc
i chc

ii, 327 119

Spoon, sugar, t
c ng kang, 143 186 Stand, a, ka, 156 95

Sports, fan tau, 88 34 Stand, to, lap, 186 30

Spots on animals. p4n, man, 464 43 Stand and wait, shi lap, 66 44

Spots on face, black, ma mak, 73 61 Stand how high, tb ki tS, 145 214

Spotted spider, yellow, pik ts
c
ln, 496 77 Stand in awe of, seung wai, 511 8

Spout, a, yat t
c une tsui, 138 64 Stand out, to, tat che ut, 288 19

Spout, water, shui kun, 318 80 Standard, up to, k u tak chun, 249 21

Sprain, ts k shfm, 526 3 Standard bearer, tsung kc
i, 603 417

Sprain the leg, to, tit Hti t«ui, 101 56^- Stanza, tsz’ 134 57

Spread, to, tan, 337 65 ; sat, 342 16 Stapes, i noi ma tang kwat, 523 162

Spread down, to, p
c 5 fdn tl, 137 42 Staphyloma, tat ngan chu, 507 137

Spread thin, to, t
f an pok, 228 7 Star, sing, sing shan, 397 1

Spreading, in 33 48 Star-fish, hoi in, kai chau ii, 492 52

Sprig, chi, 153 41 jStart off in a vessel, hoi shan, 327 106
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State, ministers of, tai shan, 574 4 Stomach, wai, 523 164

Statesman, sz
J wan, 312 66 Stomach, inferior opening, yau mun, 522 145

Stationery, shii tsik, 278 11 Stomacher, n nun t
c
6, 150 77

Statutes, n lut lai, 533 Stone, a, n yat shik, 383 1

Stay a visitor, to, i tong k^, 183 5 Stone, Lydian, n mo ngan shik, 301 145

Stead father’s, tong fu, 98 20 Stone, the, tai sha lam, 507 140
Steak, or slice, t

c
it p

c
a, 164 79 Stool, tau f ng 1, 144 J94

Steal, to, t
c au, 125 10 Stool-pigeon, ng6 336 58

Stealing, sit td, 547 269 Stools, bamboo, chuk i, chuk tang, 144 19«
Steam, in fan 327 120 Stools, earthen, n nga ku, 144 195
Steamboat, in shiin, 327 120 Stools, stone bottomed, shik min ma u, 144 197
Steaming, n wat huk, 292 46 Stop, stop, n mb tsz’ mo tsz ,16 1

Steaming sticks, n ching chii, 144 192 Stop, to, chi pd 132 20
Steel, kong, 435 32 ;

tMt kong, 217 211 Stop up, to, sak chii, 52 38
Steelyards, n sz

J ma chc ing, 144 193 Stop up, sak mai, 57 23
Steelyard, n cluing, 385 3 Stoppage of nose, pi sak, 51 14
Steelyards

9

weight, chc ing chf
ai, 364 74 Store, to, chong, 139 98

Steeped in wine, tsau tsik, 512 15 Store, to, chii tun, 194 6
Steer, to, pa t*6 320 9 Store, to, chong tsoi 324 63
Stem, ting, 3? 76; kon, 439 43 Store up, to, shii fong, 312 73
Stem of a ship, t

c au ng6, 327 121 Store-house chan, 312 73
Stems, ten, n shap kon, 388 1 Stores, tsoi mat 540 136
Step, n p6, 133 39; hoi, 39 85 Stores, director of, sz’ ii 600 349
Step by step, yat p6 p6, 134 52 Storeship, a, tun shiin, 272 9
Step-ladder, pan t

c
ai, 144 191 Stories, tsc ang lau,156 1 ;

134 •54

Stepmother, n fan t
c au p

?
o, 95 58 Stork, kau tsc ing, 476 98

Sterculia, p
c an p

c o shii, 442 57 Strabismus, tsc e shi ngan, 507 138
Stern, shun mi, 325 84 Straight, chik, 264 21
Sternpost, mi ngb, 327 122 Straight, ching, 301 146
Sternum, hung kwat, 523 163 Straight-edge, chun, 301 146
Stethescope, man ching t

c ung, 532 44 Straighten, can, ho chik, 516 9
Stew, to, ui, 165 97 ; chii, 280 28 Strainings, sham hi chi shui, 2 17 207
Steward^ Of they n Mai pan>, 168 Straits, pik hap, 412 4
Stick, bamboo, chuk chc ak, 301 144 Strange, ku kwdi, 253 41
Stick, lime, fui chc iu, 301 143 Strange, not, kwai tak, 83 7
Stick in to, chc ap, 315 31 Strange speeches, n iu in, 546 256
Stiff, ngang, 72 30 Strangury, siii pin it fung, 507 1:39

Stiff—limber, keung—yau, 526 3 Strap, tii, 331 25
Stiff (cloth), kwit tseung, 246 9 Straw, ts?

6, 321 31
Stiff pongee, shang chc au, 265 30 Straw-heap, a stack, wo kon tun, 339 97
Stifle inquiry, t ng sik, 274 12 Strawberry tree yeung mui, 446 89
Still cheaper, iit fat iu P

c ing, 240 33 Stray children, shat nii tsz’ 537 79
Still in, sheung tsoi, 78 21 Stream, chc iin, 403 2
Still larger, kwo tai, 130 10 Streamer from bells, chc eung fuk, 360 31
Still more, chung yau, 240 32 Streamlet, n shui p^ai, 85 236
Still remains, vau tsoi, 57 22 Street, kai, 141 124
Still unwilling, chung ?m hang, 254 43 Streets, ramble in, n yau kai 152 19
Stillingia, kung shii, 442 53 Streets, go into, chc ut kdi, 141 124
Sting, chai, chak, 464 45 Strength, animal, chc uk lik, 336 54
Stint or grudge, tsiit pat Strengthen, to, cho, 320 4

. without, kan sik, 269 2 Strengthening, yau pd, 166 121
Stir it up, wo ha, 151 4 Stretch out, to, n shan hoi, 64 20
Stir up, to, kau hi, 144 207 Striae on finger, n chi md, 64 14 ; 65 27
Stirrup, ma tap tang, 332 44 Strife of words, chang hau M 54 32
Stirrup-bone, l noi ml tang kwat, 523 162 Strike, to, au, kii au, 549 317,310
Stock, a, king tai, 150 74 Strike, to, ta, 297 60 : kik, 301 149
Stock of mast, wai kap, 327 123 Striker, tau kw^t, 301 147
Stockfish, ham ii, 167 125 String of, n chc

iin, 151 6
Stockings, mat. 150 75 String of a lute, in 357 2

CHI. CHR. 171
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String of cash, n tsc in chc un, 69 94(1Succeed, to, n tsuk in, 95 55
Striped satin, n lautMil tun, 264 ]3 Succeed to inheritance, shing, 89 51
Stripes (cloth), lau t

l iu p6, 250 28 Succeeding, tak sam, 66 51

Strips, t^lu, 300 133 Succeeding ages, hau shai, 112 15
Stroke, a, n teuk, 24 14 Succession, a, kai, 30 28
Stromateus, ts

? 6ng ii, 485 148 Successive order, tip tsz’, 391 7

Strombus, kai chi 16, 492 53 Successor, tsap yam, 536 47
Strong, lik, 72 42 ;

king, 34 51 Succor, to, tsai 113 2
Strong (as a fabric), kit shat, 239 25 Such a doctrine, ko tik t6 11, 18 8
Strong tea, yung ch^d, 167 141 Such are, n^i pun u ts? z

>

, 232 12

Strong (or firm), not, ^ chii ku, 136 27 Such is, f ng tsz
?

,
187 42

^tud-brace of a plough, ch^ak n^ak, 339 94 Such is, ch6 tsoi shi, 102 56i

Studding-sails, chf ap fa, 328 124 Such like, tang, 198 4

Study, w wan che eung, shii chdi% 318 81 Such then, n kom wi, 6 27
Study, a, shii fong, 185 26 Suchau, city of, Su chau fu, 232 18
Study, to, n kung shii, 88 43 Suck, to, 356 1

Study of Chinese, n Tsa^p Tc6ng WAy

,
1 Sudden clap, sun lui, 58 38

Stuffing, yeung t
(
6, 162 42 Sudorific medicines, f4t plu chi tsai, 514 47

Stuffed with chaff, shat i hong. 361 45 Suet, beef, ngau kwat sui, 167 127

Stamp, shii t
c au, 439 44 Suffer hunger, shau chi ki, 347 2

Sturgeon, n tsam lung ii, wong ii, 488 225 Sufficient, kau siin, 178 43
Stuttering, hau kat 507 136 Sufficient, n kau yau tat, 181 27
s ty, pig, hiin, 312 78 Sufficient, more than, yau ii, 275 14

Style, shik 575 6 Suffocation by drown- nik shui

Style, good, chi ch^uk, 147 23 ing t^am yang, 507 141

Style, to, ch? ing, 190 2 Sugar, t'ong, 217 212
Style, to, ut, 119 25; hd, 15 79 Sugar bowl ping t^ong chung, 144 198
Styles of writing, six, luk shii, 41 Sugar-cane, kom ch6, 451 92
Stylet, ch c ap pi cham, 532 39 Sugar candy, ping t«6ng, 167 126

Stylobate, tl t
c
oi, 318 82| Suggest, as you, tsung ming, 188 49

Sub-agent, chi sz’ 587 19, Suit, cut it to, ts^i ts
c
ii chi, 531 i21

Sub-censor, luk fo, 59J 181i Suit, to, chunff 1, 151 9
Sublingual glands, shit hk hat, 519 76 Suit to a hair, kom ngau sin, 248 15

Sub-magistrate, yun shing, 604 461 Sulphate of copper, tam fan, 434 9

Sub-magistrate, tso t
c ng, 602 406 Sulphate of iron, tsb fan, ts

c ing fan, 434 11

Submaxillary glands, n ts
cam hat, 519 74 Sulphate of soda, hiin ming fan, 431 26

Sub-prefect, t
c ung chi, 603 432 Sulphur, lau wong fan, 217 214

Sub-prefect, n kwan man fu, 592 157 Sulu, Su luk, 420 24
Subdue, to, n fuk yan, 73 63 Sum, original, pun shan, 378 2
Subdue self, to hak ki, 117 16 Sum total, t* ung, 386 15

Subjection, fuk, 96 63rf Sum up, to, siin hi 235 11

Sublimate of mercury, hing fan, 435 30 Sumatra, Su mun tap la, 420 25
Sublime, ngai ngai, 109 4 Summary view, yat yii muk, 374 7

Submits, to, kwai, 559 14 ;
kvvai sam, 560 29 Summer, hdy 389 2

Subordinate, shuk, 536 57 Summer of a door, chak nai, 319 S3
Subordinate district Summon, to, chiu. 574 3

magistrate, chau oun, 587 11 Sumptuary laws, wai shik, 542 1T5
Subordinate supervisor, chim sz

5 Sun, t
?
ai yeung, 406 19

fu shiu, 587 24 Sun, yat t
( au, 154 60

Subsequently, toi hau, 402 16 San, put in the. chai it t
c au, 158 10

Substance, no, mb shan fan, 241 33 Sun, to shai, 145 220
Substance of a thing, chat, 517 26 Sundial, chai yat kwai, 392 9
Substances, all, man mat, 433 6 Sundry goods, tsap fo, 242 39
Substances, other, t

? a mat, 435 24 Sunflower, heung yat kwc
ai, 456 115

Substantial, 16 shat, 143 170 Sang style, Sung shii, 41 6

Substitutes, toi t
c
ai, 542 185 Sunglo, tsung 16, 225 4

Substitutes, t^ai vik, 542 188; 543 206 Sunken, sham, 47 4

Subtil matter, slu chat, 404 11 Sunset, yat l k, 326 10J

Subtraction,
\

kam 378 3 Superabundance, n yii 348 4
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Superb, miu, 372 11 Surname, n sing 76 2
Supercargo, hiik sheung, 322 34 Surplice, ka sha, 150 78
Superciliae, ngan mi, 48 27 Surplus, small, sin yii nid ki, 349 7

Superfine, ting sheung, 237 15 Surrender, ones-self, tsz
5

shau, 534 25
Superior in office, a, chc eung kun, 550 326 Surround, to, wai, 150 74; pau, i99 1

Superior intelligence, ts^ng wai, 186 31 Surrounding parts, chau wai, 398 4

Superior Lessons, n Tai Hok, 14 64 Suspects, never, pat l, 117 25
Superior man, n kwan tsz’ 59 46 Suspend, to, iin, 360 32
Superior sort, • sheung tang,

2

64 6 Suspend, to, tlU, 322 44
Superintend, to, cheung hau, 493 4 Suspend on the finger, ting hi, 359 25
Superintendent of cloth Suspended by a string, shing kun tiu, 359 21

manufacture, sz
5

fuk, 597 277 Suspenders, fu tai, 150 79
Superin’t of customs, kwai kam tak, 593 163 Suspensory bandage, n chuk lim, 531 21
Sup. of grain, t

c ai kii 600 361 Sustain, to, tam shing, 196 13
Sup. of learning, sz’ td, 597 280 Swallow, in, 476 100
Sup. of malefactors, sz

5

kau, 597 283 Swallow, to, tun, 466 1

Superintendent of papers Swallow, rock, u in, 476 99
of court, ka kok, 591 119 Swan, t

? in ngo, kuk, 476 101
Sup. of Taou school, n T6 ki sz* t6 ki, 602 387 Sway, to, tung, 115 21; i, 120 22
Sap. of treasury, sz

5

fu, 597 278 Sweaty countenance, hon ngdn, 74 82
Supervene, to, tsang san, 528 6 Sweden, Sui tin, 411 •20

Supervene, to, wai lau, 525 1 Sweep, a, n leak, 24 13; pit, 28 17
Supervisor, chlm sz

J

fu, 587 23 Sweep, to, sd 131 9
Supper, min ch^, 161 28 Sweet, n t^im, 165 85; kom, 511 9
Supplied, n ts? ai pi, 157 5 Sweet flag, kim lan, 457 2
Supply is abundant, tsuk chi chi, 187 46 Sweetmeats, mat tsln t

c ong kwo, 167 128
Support, yuk, 309 20 Sweet orange, t

c im che ang, 444 46
Support to, tok, 25 2; shing, 317 59 Sweet potato, hung shii, 450 67
Support children, to, ut 1, 93 13 Swerve, not to, pat wat, 115 19
Support it, to, ts^ cliang chi, 313 8 Swift, fdi, 321 26
Support in a sedan, shik, 332 45 Swim, to, yau shui, 466 1

Support parents, to, toi 16, 87 19 Swimming crab, hairy, n 16 fu hai, 491 10
Support up, to, hong, 159 21 Swimming crab, smooth, fa neuncr hai, 491 9
Supporter general, fu kw k Swindler, n kwong kwan, 126 13

tseung kwan, 589 87 Swine, ch?
i lui, 344 22

Supporter to h. i. m. p6 hiit, 595 209 Switch, to, fat, 332 51
Supports, essential, pun m6, 352 13 Switzerland, Sai sai, 411 21
Supports, upright, kii, 360 36 Sword, kim, 74 81 ;

tsceung van, 330 8
Suppose, to, n ku, 2 5 Swords, kim td, 220 3
Suppose, cannot, 'm t

? ung chung,235 8 Sycee, n man ngan, 259 7
Supposed number, yeung sh6, 375 2 Syncope, shat hau, 504 58
Supposing, chc

it, 182 1 Syngnathus, hoi ma, 485 144
Suppress, to, chii, 32 40 Synonymous, yau, 111 o
Supreme Boards

n

Luk Pd 576 Syphilis, shang ting, 507 142
Supreme court of Syringe, shui tsit, 532 40

judicature, n Ui lit sz’ hing 600 356 System of government, shik chai, 536 47
Surat, Su lat, 408 11 Sz’chuen, Sz’ chf

iin, 422 12
Surditas, i lung, 504 42 Sz’chiin millet shuk shii, 449 49
Sure, ting, 115 7
Sure Guide for M4n Fong TABASHEER, chuk wong, 433 75

Recipes, n Kim Sin, 501 2 Tabernsemontana, kau ngi fd, 456 117
Surely, tiin, 68 79 Table, t

c
oi, 144 199

Surety, tam p5, 196 13 Table, a clear, ts? ing ch c
^,k, 272 9

Surface, min, 393 6 Table, imposing, tsz’ p n t
c
oi, 301 14S

Surface, sheung, 289 25 Table-cloth, tai t
c oi pb, 144 202

Surgeon-fish, hak tseung Tadpole, ying ong tsai, 478 24
kwan ts

c ong, 488 22? Tael, a, n yat 16ung, 385 1

Surgery n, rsgoi cliifat^ 525 Taenioides, chii pat ii, 489 230
Surmullet, fl t

c
ai tseuk, 489 228 Taffrail-rail, n shiin kk lat, 328 125
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Tagetes patula, mau shaukuk, 454 72 |Tapir,

Tare,

mak, pak pau, 470 81
Tai lake, n T(

ai u, 426 36 hd, 384 2
Tail, mi, 464 46 Target

n

Tariff,

Taro,

Tarsi, superior,

to, 367 16; fat, 368 21
Tail feathers, ling, 465

102

tsak lai, 217 •215

Tailor,

Tailor bird,

ts
{ oi fung sz

9

fu,284

hail fu niu, 476
u t^au,

n [an sheung
J67 129

Take, tseung, 201 28" tbc ui kwat, 523 16?
Take a book, n shau shii 70 6 Tarsus or instep, keak pui kwat,523 165
Take along with tea, sung chc

d, 181 19 Tarsus of eye, muk kong, 523 166
Take awav, nim hc

n, 155 85 ; nim hoi, 158 12 Tart, tat, 167 130
Take away, shau h(ii, 176 13 [Tartar pheasant, chi kai 475 76
Take away, to, pun hoi hUi, 144 198'iTassel, nid sui, 147 17

Take away, to, ning hc u, 135 9 Taste, n hi, 143 168 ;
mi t6 , 162 30

Take away half, chit pun, 387 5
j

Taste, to, sheung ha, 160 8
Take by attack, kung tik, 330 10 Taste a little, to, shi ha siu, 165 101

Take care, pi sam, J65 96 Tastefully, ting 281 34
Take care of, t

c ai fong ha, 145 221 Tasteless, m6 ml, 166 116
Take cure of, to, ku, 99 40 shau kun, 125 3 Tattler, n nga p

c
o, 126 16

Take care of, to, liu ll, 172 20 Tau of Inshan, n Tau Inshan, 10 7
Take cold, lang cheuk, 74 70 Tavern, n kb lau, 166 107
Take from, tsu, 148 33; ctfii, 153 39 Tawing, siu pM, 292 48
Take leave, n k6 ts( z’ 77 10 Tax, ft, 373 3
Take off, to, nim kam, 159 27 Tax, to levy a, nap shui, 128 4
Take off clothes, to, tut, 150 77 Tax-money, nap ngan, 344 20
Take one in, to, n t

c am, 235 8 Taxus, l hon tsUmg, 442 55
Take out, to, chc

ii, 153 39 Tea, ch? a ip, 137 52
Take off (cover), kit hi, 142 152 Tea Deferent kinds of 7i CKd ip lui 224
Take of}' (cover), kit hoi, 180 7 Tea, black, hak ch€

a, 224 2
Take off (in price), kam, 248 14 Tea, cup of, yat pui 174 15
Take off (skin), mok, 162 44 .Tea, green, n luk chc

a, 225 4
Take part, to, \ tseung sz

?

, 568 3 Tea-canister, chf a ip tsun, 145 212
Taken in, greatly, sheung kwo tong, 238 22 Tea-cap, covered, kuk chung, 144 209
Taken with, tak, 160 3 Tea-kettle, chc a p6 , 144 205
Takes, tseung, 281 42 Tea-kettle, tin, sik chc a ^ai, 144 206
Taking, tseung, 216 199 Tea-pot, chc 4 u, 174 11

Talc, wan md shik, 433 76 Tea-pov, chc a kl, 144 203
Talebearers, shui hak, 126 16 Tea-saacer,

Tea-spoon,

Tea-strainer,

chc a tip, 180 15
Talebearing, n hau shit, 55 36 chl a shi, 144 207
Talent, tsl

oi, 27 14 ch? a lau, 144 204
Talented, man tsc

oi, 309 21 Tea-stone, che ^ tsing, 432 58
Talents, n tsc

oi, 111 1 Tea-table) Of the. n Mdn chld lui 179
Talismans, n kcam t

c au fu, 155 80 Tea-tiay, t
? ok chc a p

c un, 180 3
Talk, to, n k ng, 74 76 Teach, to, n kau, 4 17
Tallow, lap, 279 21 Teacher, n sin shang 1 1 ;

sz’ 10 16
Tallow tree, kung shii, 442 53 Teacher of a department, kiu shau, 591 134
Talons, chau, 471 1 Teal, siu shui ip, 476 103
Tamarix, shui sz

5
lau, 442 54 Tears, lau lui 74 69

Tamborine, hand, shau ku, 359 18 Tears, chu lui, ngan shui, 71 22,27
Tamborine drum, It ku, 358 17 Teeth, chc

i, nga, 523 169
Tamborine fish, xi ku,

ching tsit,

359 21 Telescope, n ts
c jn li king, 145 213

Tangent, a, 396 20 Tell him, kiu kc
ii, 167 131

Tan^ouths, T l ng ku, 424 21 Tellina,

Temple, n

toi m6 him, 492 54
Tank, shui kwai. 328 126 miu, 312 75
Tanning 1m p

c

j, 292 47 ; slu p
c
i, 280 30 Temple, orbate, n md sz

5
t
c dn, 311 59

Tanyang lake, Tanyeung u,

Td sz’
426 35 Temple designation, n miu h6 , 563 1

Taou priests, 309 23 Temple of ancestors, sz’ t
c 6ng 312 76

Tape-ends, su t
? au, 246 7 Temples, n ngdk kok, 43 8

Tape-worm, yau ch^ung, 496 82 Temporal bone, pan kwat, 523
Tapering, shui 16, 35 61 Temporal ridges, ngak 16, 523 n7
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Ten, n
Ten billions,

Ten cubit lengtL,

Ten duties of life, n

Ten millions,

Ten thousand,

Ten thousand ye?

Tenaculum,
Tenant,

Tench,
Tender,

Tender age, n
Tender (or soft),

Tender (flesh),

Tendons,

Tendrils,

Tenements,
Tenon,
Tenon, door,

Tent,

Tent, general’s

Tenter-hooks,

Tenths,

Term, a,

Term of time,

Terms, semi-mon
Terrace,

Terrestrial operat

Territory,

Test, to, n
Test teas,

Tetanus,

Tetraodon,

Tetter,

Texas,

Text,

Than, higher,

Thank much, to,

Thank you, n
Thank you to cor

Thank you, I, n
Thank you, I, n

That
That gentleman,

That man,
That sort,

That which,

Thatch
Theft,

Thera,

Then,
Then,
Then, n

Then, n
Then (instantly), n
Then (taking).

Then, when,

shap, 377 20 Then, or after, In hau, 287 12

y6ung, 376 18 Then there will be, tsik vau, 406 19

n cheung, 381 1 There is

n

hai, 3 9 ;
yau 405 17

shap i, 13 53 There—here, ko chc
ii—nl ch ?

ii, 170 12
yat king, 376 18 Thereby, i 85 236
yat min, 376 18 Therefore, n ku tsc z , 83 7 ;

sho i, 102 56 i

n min sui y6, 562 43 Therefore, ku, 85 23/ ku ts
c z

5

,
261 11

kong kau, 532 46 i
Thermometer, hon shii cham,145 214

p
e 6 hak, 190 2 These, nl tik, i?9 49
wan ii, 489 232 These, n ko tik. 3 9
shong, s5, 165 85,86 These all, n pi 18 10

shiu shi, 10 15 They, k^ii, 83 7

nam, 166 122 They both, n k’U i wai, 82 4

sung, 161 21 Thick—thin, hau—pok, 393 4

kan, 525 1 Thick tone, n
Thief,

chuk shing, 4 14
ki 439 45 ts^ak tsai, 125 10

chak, 538 93 Thievish hand, n s4m chik shau, 64 18
sun, 290 32 Thievishness, sit td, 96 63/
mun tau, 314 22 Thigh, tai tui, 523 178
vina^ p

f un, 312 77 Thigh bone, pi kwat, 524 179
sz

5
fu, 312 78 Thighs, ku che, 523 178

man ch^ung kau, 159 24 Thills, yiin, 332 46
11 373 2 Thimble, cham ting, 155 81

h5, 564 13 Thin, P k, 139 104
ki 192 5 Thin, shaved, seuk pin, 298 93

n tsit, 390 5 Thin and emaciated, h?
ii lui, 509 4

tMn t*oi, 134 55 Thin plants, to, lip y^ung, 341 9
s, tf li, 110 23 Thin texture, hc

l seuk, 249 21
shuk ti, 407 6 Things, shap mat, 298 98

shj, 230 8; prln, 301 145 Things, ye, 179 49;kii,293 9
kun ch c

a, 231 8 Things, mat, 213 161
hau kam, 507 143 Think, to, n s^unff, 1 2; ku, 249 25
tang lung p

c du, 489 239 Think (apprehend), to, t*ai, 171 15
fo tingchc 6ng, 505 88 lhink on, to, nim tsoi, 99 47
Tik s4 sz’ 415 7 Third, tai s m 156 1

man, 80 426 Third of the Hdnlin, t
f am fa, 601 365

kd kwo, 71 26 Thirty, sam shap, 498 4
to tak, t6 tak, 7 29 This, n nl ko, 17 2; tsz

5

, 421 2
tsik fuk, 76 4 This eye, nl chik ngan, 49 44

n tsc ing ni lai, 18 12 This evening, kara mdn, 179 1

t^ok lai, 82 4 This morning, kam tsd, 157 9
to tse, 184 13 This shop, nikin p

c o t
f au, 46 67

d, kdi tsik This or that, a certain, mau, 277 4
hung fuk, 184 19 This time, sz’ shf, 184 11

ko, 135 4 Thistle, siu kai, 459 65
ko waiyan h^k, 174 12 Thorax, ot kon, 524 180
ko k6yan, 49 48 Thorough knowledge, pun mut chi, 354 4
ko yeung, 46 68 Thoroughly acquainted, shuk shik, 325 80
sho, 439 41 Thoroughly boiled, p6 nam, 162 40
mau tsc

6, 309 24 Thoroughly boiled, shap ^au, 163 61
540 13] Thoroughly cooked, 6, 176 12

kHi ti, 182 35 Thoroughly done, chii shuk, 166 111
tong, 219 1 ; tsik, 161 15 Thoroughly intoxicated, tsun tsui, 122 •22

sz , 1 16 14; chi, 133 34 Thoroughly roasted, chc au tsiu, 162 33
in tsak, 18 10 Thorn, tsz’ 439 40
tsau, 7 28 Those, che, 130 10
k chan shl, 234 7 Those, ko tik, J36 22
pin ts6ung, 226 5 Those places, ts*z’ ti, 231 9
li shi, 186 35 Thou, n 113 14

CHI. CHR. 172
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Though tsung hai 252 37 Tiger, benevolent, n tsau U 470 83
Though, sheung mi, 49 46 Tiger lily, kiin tan, 454 62
Though, tsik, 122 19 Tight, drawn, kan kan f6k ting, 530 16

Though, sui in, 239 25 Tiles, green glazed, luk ng4, 319 86
Thoughts, nim, 116 13 Tiles roof nga, pan, t

f ung, 31

S

85
Thoughts, inmost, n fai kon, 75 85 Tiles, row of, hang 191 5
Thousand, a, yat ts^in, 376 18 Tiles square, kai ch^iin, 319 87
Thousand autumns, n ts

c in tsau, 563 61 Till to, kang 123 5
Thousand character Tiller, t^o kong, 328 131

Classic, n TsMn Tsz? Man, 8 2 Tillot, flowered, fit toi, 241 33
Thousandths, sz’ 373 2 Tilt, to, tau hi, 186 39
Thousandths, tens of, fat, 373 2 Timber, muk, 326 40
Thrash grain, to, ta wo, 342 15 Time shan, 31 39
Thrash into a tub, lok l^ing, 342 12 Time of a flash tin chi tsai, 405 17

Thrashing-floor, chfeung, ti l
c ong, 342 15 Time, that or the, n k chan shi, 17 4

Thread, sin, 155 82 Times two or three tsoi s4m ui, 171 15

Thread, cotton, min sin, 255 45 Tin, sik 217 219
Thread, gold and silver, kam ngan sin, 217 218 Till block, tau sik 435 34

Thread, to, ch{ im, 154 59 Tin plates, n md hau t
c
itf 218 220

Thread of silk, a, n yat sz’ 263 1 Tinea capitis, kam ts
c in sin, 507 128

Threats hung hak, 547 273 Ting, round, n iit ting, 301 151

Three, sam, 377 20 Ting-tong, n ting tong, 301 149
Three commissioners, n sam sz , 595 218 Ting-tong, small, siu ting tong, 301 150
Three lights, sam wong, 11 26 Tinker, n po w6k 16, 284 80
Three per cent. kau tsat 235 11 Tinnitus aurium, i mine, 508 144

Three powers

w

sam tis
c
oi, 11 25 Tinsel-maker, n kam fd tseung, 284 81

Three ties, n sam kong, 11 27 Tip to kun 9 213 170

Threshold, mun han, 315 25 Tip of the shoulder, kin tsim, 367 9
Threshold, mun ch^an, 134 56 Tiptoe, kd k6uk, 67 60
Thriving and numerous, chf eung shing, 87 21 Tired, kiin, nai, 49 46
Throw aside, she, 350 9 Titles, fung tseuk, 566 36
Throw, to. p

{ au, 31 36 T , td, 93 36; chi, 232 10

Throw off, to, t
e ui ha, 462 14 To others. ii yan 125 5

r

Fhrow on (garment), to, lau, 149 61 To-day, kam yat, 157 S
Thrum to t%n 356 chi piit 362 50 To-morrow, ming yat, 186 36
Thus, n kom yeung, 20 6 To-morrow, n t

f ing yat, 18 12

Thrush, p^k wi mj, 476 104 To-morrow morning, t^ng ts6, 17] 19

Thrush, white eyed, wa mi, 476 105 To-morrow morning, t
c ing ch( iu, 159 29

Thrush, singing, u shi katt 476 106 Toad, shim shU, min, 478 25
Thryssa, fung mi, 480 3 Toast to shi. 167 132

Thumb, n t
( au chi, tai chi, 20 6 Toast, to hong, 167 132

Thumb, kung chi, 64 9 Toast-rack, to shi ka, 145 215
Thumb-ring, k(

a»i, kut, pan chi, 367 10,19 Tobacco, in ip, 204 60
Thunder, lui, 405 17 Tobacco plant. in ts

f
6, 459 66

Tibet

n

Sai Tsonff, 424 20 Toe, k6uk chf, 65 32
Tibia, keuk kwang kwat, 524 181 Toe or devvclaw, ku. 461 12
Ticket-ends, p

f ai t^au, 242 40 Together, kung 134 55
Tide ebb, shai kon, 328 130 Together, multiplied, seung shing, 387 5

Tide, evening tsik, 328 128 Toilet the

n

Ch6ng pdn^ 150

Tide, high, shui tai, 328 129 Tomato, fan ke
et 451 95

Tide morning, chMu,328 127; 405 18 Tone of voice, yam shing, 81 i2e

Tide-waiters, n hoi kwan chc
ai yik, 222 8 Tones eight, r* pat shing, 3 10

Tie together, to, chat shing, 296 48 Tong-tong, tong tong, 301 152

Tie up to pong hi, 155 77 Tongs, n kim 145 216
Tie, to, lak fan, pong chli. 146 1,6 Tongue, n H 71 20
Tie-beam, ch*e chan, 319 84 Tongue, salt. ham ngau li, 167 133
Tier, ts

( ang 293 146 Tongue in a carnage chau 332 47
Tiffin, an 166 115 Tongue-scraper, n !i kwat, 155 73
Tiger, 16 fu, 470 82 Tonic Dictionary, n Fan Wan, 4 15
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Tonnage, chc ong leung, 218 221 Transverse, tse, 527 5

Too t
{ 4i, 155 86; kwo, 134 53 Tranquil, tsing, 33 46

Too large, not, md tai tik, 144 193 Tranquillize, to, on, 355 8

Too many, to tak tsai, 159 27 Trap, shn kap, 145 217

Too much, kwo to, 226 5 Trapa ling kok, 451 98
Tool, hi 113 3 Travancore Ta lang mong h , 408 11

Tooth, crown of, nga ting, 523 173 Travel, to, pan tsau, 195 10

Tooth-drawer, huk nga kim, 532 34 Traveler, hang yan, 308 12

Tooth-powder, ngafui, 155 84 Traveler, yau hak, 321 25

Tooth-scaler, kwat ng^, hi, 532 35 Traveling censor, hang yii sz’ t
f
oi, 589 98

Toothache nga cliing, 506 100 Tray, t
c ok p

c un, 145 219
Toothpick, ng^, tsc im, 155 83 Tray, eating, n shik seung, 145 218
Top ting, 133 36; min, 144 200 Tray-basket, n wo lam, 145 220
Top a koi, 141 140 Tread on, to, tap, 339 L01

Top—bottom, sheung—ha, 28 77 Tread under, t
c
ui td, 73 65

Top of a mast, wai mi, 329 138 Treason, t^i yik, 546 254
Topmast, i c^iin, 325 78 Treasury, fu, 312 79
Tops in a mast, n wai p

c un, 328 132 Treasury, 260 7
Topsail, n t

cau kan ting, 328 133 Treasury department, fu pb, 589 83
Torn, lan, 256 52 Treat disease, to, lam ching, 499 7

Torpedo, muk cheuk po, 489 240 Treatment of diseases kau fb chi shut, 49S 4
Tortoise, kwai 478 26 Treaty, seung yeuk, 218 22S
Tortoise shell, toi mui kwai, 478 27 Tree, a, yat fo shii, 101 56e
Tortoise-shell, toi mm, 218 222 Tree frog, shan kop, 478 12
Torture, to, n hau sun, 554 404 Tremble, to, chan, 69 106
Touch, not to, mat tung, 68 88 Triad, a, n mang, chung, kwai, 404 9
Touch-me-not, tong chan ft, 454 49 Trial balance, tsit slid, 218 2*24

Tough, ngang, yan, 163 51,57 Trials, wan nan, 98 11

Tough or sinewy, ngan 210 124 Trials, n kwo kong, 98 10
Tourniquet, tsit hiit tai, 532 47 Triangle, right angled, chik kok sam
T w a boat, nai shiin, 328 134 kok ying, 394 14
Towards, n ti 59 46 Tribes, pd, 423 18
Towards

n

heung, 20 6 Tribute, kung 583 3
Towel mfn kan, 155 85 Trichiurus, pak tdi, 489 241
Traces, tsang tsik, 73 62 Trickle, to, tik, 71 22
Traces kang sok, 339 99 Tricks, to play, wan, 252 37
Trachea, hau che, 524 193 Tricosanthes, sz

5

kwa, 448 29
Track a boat, n bin 14m, 328 135 Trifling business, tsin sz’ 83 10
Tracking-poles kd 328 136 Trigla, hung kok, 483 79
Tradesmen, ku, 124 7 Trim, to, s6uk koi, 294 18; tse oi, 295 37
Traffic, mau yik, 208 98 Trimetrical Classic, n Sam Tsz ? Kin , 9 1

Traffic, to, fan fo, 123 6 Tripang, hoi sham, 218 225
Traffic, join in, ii siu kau, 271 7 Tripod,

,
ting, 281 39

Trail, to, t
f o ti, 149 71 Tripoli, Tui p

c o li, 413 7
Transfer, to, ch^u kwo, 214 175 Triturate, mo, 218 2*28

Transfer, to, tin ii pit yan, 202 42 Triturate medicine, n in yeuk, 298 96
Translators, fan cheung fan yik, 589 68 Trochar, ku chc eun^ cham, 532 45
L ransliicent, ming leung, 209 114 Trochus niloticus, a p

c o kai, 492 55
Transmitted sheung kau h^, 68 77 Trombone trumpet, h6 t

c ung, 363 6l)

Transmitted, n shut, 15 77 Tropical year, n chan sui, 389 2
Transom, mi tong, 328 137 Tropoeolum, ho ip lin, 455 79
Transparent, ming t

c au, 212 157 Trouble, R),

.

195 10
Transparent, t

c ung chiu, 138 69 Trouble yourself, not, n
5m shai man, 5 21

Transparent guaze, ung sh 267 46 Troublesome, fai sz’ 239 25
Transplant, to, chc ap y4ung, 340 6 Troublesome, n fan fan, 197 17
Transport, goods to, pok fo, 324 73 Troublesome fellow, ok ta fat, 250 30
Transportation, n lau, 534 15 ;

tsc in sai, 551 34:3 Trough, frame, kk ts?
6, 339 100

Transporting goods, pok fo, 324 73 Trough, paddle, n fan ch^, 339 101
Transverse, w^ng 332 52 Trowel, fui shc

i, 301 J53
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Trowsers, ngoi fu, 155 86 [Turned, well, lim h6, 149 54
Trowsers, a pair, yattc iu fu, 150 80 Turning, ts

c
it ts

?
6, 292 49

True guide, cham sin, 501 2 Turning out of eyelids, kc iin m6
True Medium, n Chung Yung, 4 62 fin ch* ut 504 52
True price. shat ka, •235 9 Turning in of eyelids, kUinrnd
True to his word, n yau hau ch c

i, 54 27 td ch^p, 504 54
Truiv in 28 19 Turning to, h6ung tsc ln, S5 28
Truly shat tsoi, 235 9 Turnip, 16 pak, 451 96
Truly, kwo, 99 41 Turret, tik lau, 819 88
Truly, kwo in, 100 56b Turtle, pit, 478 28
Truly, chan ching, 238 22 Turtle dove, chc

l kau,. 476 108
Trumpet, brazen, n t

f ung kok, 363 51 Turtle, green, keuk ii, 478 29
Trumpet shell, chc ui 16, heung 16, 491 26 Tush, u wa

!

251 33
Trumpet of ear, pai che l mun ya, 518 42 Tusk, ts6ung ng4» 465 48
Trunk, i s6ung, 145 221 Tussis, k* at sail, 503 36
Trunk, kon, shushan, mui, 439 46,43 Tutenague, p^k un, 218 226
Trunk, leathern, p

c
i lung, 145 222 Twain, in, wai i 401 8

Trunk-fish, hoi ngau, 489 242 Twang, to, n heung, 293 8
Truss, nip ch f eung kap, 532 48 Twankay, t

f iin kf
ai, •225 4

Trust, to sh6 cheung, 253 40 Tweezers, nip klm, 155 87
Trust, a, n ming 115 15 Twelve branches, n shap \ chi, 383 1

Truxalis, hai kf
i, 495 43 Twenty, i shap, 13 58

Trj ,
to, w shi yat sbi 5 19 Twenty-nine, i hd kau, 171 16

Try again, n fanchim t^au tsoi, 5 20 Twig, mMu, shau. 439 47
Try to equal, sz

J

tsc ai, 1‘2 8 Twill do, n liu, 255 45
Tsingtsau lake, Tsc ingtsr6 u, 425 34 Twilled cloth, tsc e man p5, 250 26
Tsitsihar in Mant- Tsai tsai hi 1, Twine, sin, 143 IS1

churia, Haklung kong, 422 17 Twinkling, n chiin ng^n, 49 40
Tub, low, pin shan p

c un, 145 223 Twinkling, in a, n yat shun chi kdn, 49 39
Tubes, earthen, ng^ tau, 339 102 Twirl, to, chiin, 301 149
Tuberose, sai ip yuk tsam fa, 456 118 Twist, to, kau, 205 73; kau mii, 215 187
Tuck under, to, ng4p 154 51 Twist, water, shui fong, 255 46
Tuft, to put hair in. chc uk fat, 124 17 Two, n i

.
377 20

Tumble-dung, k c
it keung, 496 83 Two, a couple, leung, 156 2

Tumbler, shui pui, 145 225 Tyfoon, n kii fung, tai fung, 406 19
Tumor, yuk lau, 508 145 Tympan, van tsz

5 kl am, 301 154
Tungking, Tung king, 407 4 Tympan of ear, i mok, 521 113

Tangling lake, n Tang t
c ing u, 426 37 Typecutters, hak shii pan tseung, 285 82

Tunis, T6 ni sz
5

, 413 7 Types, metallic, tin ut tsz
?

, 301 155

Tunnel, lau tau, 145 226 Typha, P% 459 68
Tunny, kau u, 489 243
Turbans, t

c au p
c
a, 150 81 UGLY, n ch c au, 89 55

Tureen, t
c 6ng tau, 145 227 Ulcer, chc ong, 508 146

Turkey, T f
6 \ ki, 408 10 Ulna, fu kwat, 516 7

Turkey, a, fo kai, 167 134; t
c 6 niu, 476 107 Ulterior Tibet, Hau Ts6ng, 424 23

Turkey red, y6ung hung, 251 3i Umbilicus, tsc z’ 521 121

Turmeric, keung wong, 459 67 Umbrella, an, yat p4 ch^, 155 18

Tarn up, kiin, 316 40 Umbrellas, li sdn, 201 27

Tarn a key, to, n nau m4i, 138 70 Unable, ’m kau, 55 40
;
pat nang, 81 A2e

Turn and go away, chiin kwo kc u, 131 16 Unacquainted with the yau ngan pat

Turn away, to, fan min, 62 48 world, n shik yan, 49 44

Turn back, clnin, 43 21 Unauthorizedly entering, shin yap, 542 183

Tarn back, fan, 34 54 Unbounded, pat kwai, 79 42e

Tarn in a lathe, to, c^e ts6, 282 56 Unbounded knowledge, sz’ m6 pat Pung 559 20
Turn over, to, ting chiin shan,159 19 Unbutton, to, che

ii nau, 152 18

Turn out, kc ing ch^ut, 25R 3 Unchangeable, pat koi, 110 18

Turn round and round, kau lun chiin, 297 64 Unchangeable, pat pin, 288 18

Turn round ui, 43 20 Unchangeableness, pat yik, 14 63

Turned over by hand, \ shau kiu f^n, 230 7 Uncle, maternal, m6 ke au, k*au fu, 105 67,68
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Uncle, paternal, pak fu, shukfu, 104 43,45 Unperverted, pat p4n, 14 63
Unceasingly, pat kung, 11 30 Unpleasant smell, ye heung, 231 8
U nceasingly, pat ting, 230 7 Unravelment of History, n Yik Shi, 558
Uncertain, m6 tai, 345 26 Unreasonably, pat li, 512 13

Unconnected, ship, 274 12 Unrobe, to, fun i, 155 89
Uncultivated land, fong y6, 345 24 Unroll, leaves, ip fong, 231 8
Under, tai, 288 19; ha 315 35 Unskillful, n m6 ti shau tiin, 68 78
Under the mask, tdi siu min, 63 59 Unskillful doctor, yang i, 500 10
Under-graduate, kam shang 591 130 Unstable, pat Tap, 110 12

Under-magistrate, yau t«6ng, 604 449 Unsteady, on ?m wan, 143 180
U nder-magistrate, tso t

c ong, 602 406 Unsuccessful,
3m shing, 89 54

Under-magistrate of Unsuitable,
Jm hop shik, 250 29

a district, yiin ling, 604 459 Untie, k i 155 82
Under-secretary, iin ngoi long, 603 434 Until, tang, 340 5
Llnder-secretary, chiu ting, 587 34 Unused, long, chciiyatkau, 218 227
Under-secretary, n shi long, 596 246 Unusually, fan ngoi, 163 48
Underlet, to, chiin tsb pit van, 129 9 Unwell, Jm shong, 177 25
Underneath, hi tai, 159 26 Unwell ping t^ung, 184 15
Understand, to (know) shik, 420 27 Unwilling, pat hang, 45 53

;
pat yan, 94 33

Understand to, n hifi tak, 3 1 ming, 16 84 Unworthy to receive. n 5m kom tong, 7 97
Understood, distinctly, in ming, 129 9 Unwrought, n pat teuk, 10 13
Understood, n chi, 11 20; 16 88 Uphold vice, ffi ok, 274 12
Undertake, to, shing 282 53 Upon, tsoi, 159 25 ;

sh^ung, 283 68
Undutiful, pat hdu, 80 42e Upper—lower, sheung h 22 6
Uneducated, pat kiu, 9 3 Upright, chik, 366 1

Unequal, pat p
5 ing, 537 81 Upright, tiin ching, 118 10; chung, 123 2

Unexpanded, mi hoi, 436 3 Upside down, kc ing to, 393 4
Unexterminated, ml tsiit, 274 13 Upwards, a year and, nin ling, 226 5
Unfaithful, pat i shat, 544 229 Ureters, p

cong kwong kun ^ung, 524 182
Unfaithfulness, pat ku shau, 543 207 Urge, to, tsui, 253 41
Unfit, ch^uk, 147 25 Usage, ch^ung ch€ ing, 221 4
Unfit for use, pat hom vung, 555 425 Usages, kwc ai kii, 343 19
Unfortunate lot, n mmg p«i, 185 20 Use no ?m chun^ yun^, 245 4
Unhappy, m shing tak fuk, 89 54 Use, to, yung, 201 27
Unhulled rice, tsc 6 mai, 450 76 Use to. shai, 135 15; ta, 145 213
Unicorn, kc

i lan, 470 84 Used alone, tin hang, 510 8
L niform D t pat ting, 219 1 Used not long,

ym shai tak noi, 142 150
Unintentional, m5 ku, 500 10 Used together, seung sii, 510 8
Union, tse

ui, 92 11 Useless, pat yun , 55 35
L nion and concord, yung muk, 84 23a Usually, tsung tai, 134 48; p^ing shi, 177 22
Unison, in,n tse

ai, 92 11 Usurp, to, t5 mdi, 538 93
Unit, tdn, 376 18; vat, 11 231 Utensils, n M 278 13; M kii 293
Unite, to, hop, 292 44 Uterine brothers, n t

e ung pau hing tai, 97 I

L nited strength, hip lik, 100 491 Utmost chi to, 235 11
L- nited States, Hop sh^ng kwok, 414 6

!

Utter, to. kong, 3 U)
Univalve shells^ SZ

5

, lo, 492 45 Utterly, tsun, 270 4
I niversal benevolence, yatshl Utterly disregards, kiDg m6ng, 115 10

t
f ung van, 268 2 Utterly forbear, tsung ’m hang, 177 •24

U niverse, chau. 25 1
Uvaria uncata, ying chdu, 456 119

Unjust pat i, 270 3 Uvea, t
fung yan noi hak 524 183

Unkind, pat yan, 117 25
Unlawful, wai kam, 540 149 VACANCY, a, hiit, 319 89
Unlearned, pat hok, 0 14 Vaccination, n chung tail, 508 147
Unlike, "m l

c ung, 147 24 Vagabond, lan tsai, 125 8
Unmindful of himself, mona shan, 114 1 Vainly, n hf

ii, 77 5
Unnecessary, n m shai 4 18: mi pin, 231 9 Valley, a, kuk 36 68
Unnecessary to detail pat siu fan tsxi, 513 16 Valuable, k6, 286 2

; p5, 282 56
Unofficial rule, pat li i chi, 110 16 Vanda, fung l^n, 452
Unopened, mi hoi, 439 33 Vandyke, wan kin, 155 90

CHI. CHR. 173
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Vanished in a chiin ngan, Very well, n h6 16, 234 4; a hb, 7 29
twinkling, shinghung, 49 40 Very well, not, ’m hai shat shau hfi,83 • 8

Vapor, ching shap hi, 403 2 ; 404 1] Very well, thank you, t
e ok lai, 184 10

Varicella, shui p
c au, 507 J19 Vest, pui sam, 150 84

Variegated kingfisher, n fi tsHii, 474 54 Vestibule, hiit, 39 S9
Variegated pink, fan shik chuk, 455 95 Veteran general and fu pan chung
Variety of ways, to shai chc

ii, 46 65 usher, long ts6ung, 589 76
Varnish, tsc at, 233 61 Vexatious cares, n fan n6, 72 36
Varnish tree, tsc at shii, 442 56 Viands, common, mb kai pan, 188 5S
Various, pat yat, 392 ] Vice, a, 16 shii cham, 302 156
Various kinds, ki yeang, 163 53 Vice-president, shau ling, 415 6

Vase, flower, fa P
l ing, J45 228 Vice-president, shiu sheang p^k, 597 265

Vase, sounding, n ku fau, 361 39 Vice-president, shi l6ng, 596 246
Vast, yau yau, 110 18 V. P. of acknowledged sz

5

fan

Vat, manure, n tam, 342 16 favors, long chung, 598 290
Veal, ngau tsai yuk, 167 135 V. P. of Board of sz’ lit shi

6

Vegetables and Grains^ n W6 ts
(
oi lui

y 447 office, n sheung pik, 598 300
Veil min i, 150 83 V. P. of Boards, n shiu sheung pak, 598 305
^Veil, gauze. cheung min sha, 150 89 Vice-president of Court hung 15

Veins, n hiit kan, 524 184 of Ceremonies, tsz
5

shlu hing, 591 113
Veins of leaves, man, 43S 23 Vice-president of sz

9

fang
Velum palatinum, chui tsui, 521 134 investitures, long chung, 598 289
Velvet, tsin vung, 267 5G Victuals, fo shik, 167 138
Veneering, seung sin pin, 292 50 Victualinff-house, k5 lau, 312 80
Venereal ulcers, y6ung mui ch{ ong, 508 148 View, to, shi, 120 15
Venetian blinds, n ngau pak ip, 131 7 Village, h6ung, 308 3; lui, 392 10
Venison, luk fu, 1G7 136 \ illage justices, ting, 595 211
Venomous, tuk, •

r
)5 41 Village school-house heung nok kun, 308 3

Vent, no, pat shii, 403 4 Vinca rosea, sz
9

shl chf un, 456 120
Venture to enter, kom tsun, 219 1 Vindicate, to, n ta p6, 114 5
Venus, n kam sing, 3! 7 Vine, man, 439 48
Veracious, chik hau, 54 18 Vinegar, ts^, 167 139
Veranda, tMn t

c
oi, 131 7 Violet, kan ts

c
oi, 456 121

Verdigris, t
e ang luk, 3 5 53; 218 227 Violin, sz’ in, 365 79

Vermicelli, fan sz 167 137 Virtue, n tak, 96 63c; shin, 118 1

Vermilion, ngan chii, 218 228 Virtues, five, n
5ng sheung, J2 36

Vermilion avenue 7i tan chi, 561 36 Virtues (of drugs), n kung, 62 47
Vermilion hall, tan t

c ing, 561 36 Virtuous, in, 93 .26

Vermilion red, n ngan chii, 306 59 Visage min yung, 60 7

Vernal months, in, chHm kan, 226 5 Viscid sap, vun yik, 437 18
Versed in, ii ii, 113 12 Viscount, n tsz

J

, 592 152
Versed sine ching ch c

i, 39© 20 Visit, to, wong p4i, 182 I

Versed sine of complement, ii che
j, 396 20 Visit to court, chf lu, 585 7

Versed sine of supplement, tai ch?
i, 396 20 Visiting Rules of

n

Kautsip iyung^ 182
Vertebrae, chc

ui, tsik kwat tsit, 524 186 Visitor, pan, 310 40
Vertebral column, n tsik kwat, 524 185 Visitor, hak, yan h4k, 189 63
Vertebral column, n tsik lii kwat, 522 161 Vitreous humor, nga n tsing noi shui, 524 191
Vertebrated, yau tsik, 490 1 Vitreous substances. po li mat, 285 1

Vertigo t
? au wan nginfa, 508 149 Vitriol, blue, tdm fan, 218 229

Very, n shat shau, 3 7 Vocal music, chc eung, 283 •58

Very beautiful

n

tsim tsim, 66 54 Vocal organs, n kf im hau, 2 6
Very good, chi h6, 163 61 Vociferate, to, hlu, 29 27
Very high, t

c
ai k{

6, 72 40; tsui kb, 139 82 Vogue, not in,
?m tunghang, 243 44

Very hot, it kik, 235 1 Voice, sounds of myy ngo k hau k ng, 5 18
Very large, not, m5 mat tai, 138 63 Voice of birds, n ming 465 49
Very poor (quality), n yai tak tsai, 234 6 Void of, rrb, 17 24
Very strong, n kau chong kjn, 77 8 Volume, a, yat p6 shii, 8 5
Very tender, sham tsc ui, 161 23 Vomer, at ch6, 524 192
Very true, hai 16k, 243 41 Vomiting, ”d 512 12
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kak,

shai
hang shiin,

tsuk ming,

Vouchsafe,

Vow, an
Voyage, to,

Vulgar name,

WAGES, n

Waggon,
Wagtail,

Waist,

Waistcoat,

Wait, n
Wait for death, to,

Wait how long
Wait on, to,

Wait on you, n

Wait patiently,

Waiting maids,

Waive, to, n
Wales, n
Walk hand in hand, n
Walk, to,

Walk to and fro, to,

Walking-sticks,

Wall,

Wall, emblazoned,

Wallet,

Walls, to construct,

Walnuts,

Walnuts, large,

Want, to,

Wantonness,
War, n
War, Board of, n
War horses,

Warbler,

Wardrobe,
Warehouse,
Warehousing vessels, n tun shiin,

"Wares, fo,

Warm, niin,

Warm springs, wan

273
15

167
462

11 Wasp, slender waisted, it yung,

kung ngan
kung tsc in, 163

tdi kii, 332
tsik ling, 476
iu, 75
pui sam, 150
tang chc

j, 7

toi pai 66
Wng ki noi, 340
tsz’ hau, 172
l4ng k^u, 83

chat kan tang ha, 241
shai mui, 172
chc ui tok 18

p
e 6ng, 329
V 6 lai shau, 64
hang, 98

p
c ui ui, 133
chuk kon, 218

ts^eung, un, pik, 319
chiu pik, 319
ho p^u, 150
chuk, 313
hat t

c
5, 446

hop 446
iu, 46
yam, 96
yang, 55
•Ping Pd 579
chin md 543
lam seung sz 476
l fak kwai,

hong,

73
138
18

1

2
48
109
90
85
29
46
6

20
10

34
21
11

139
22
21

43

Waste, to,

Wasted capital is,

Watch, to,

Watch, three

Watch-tower, n
Watches,
Watches,

Watchmaker, 5

hc u fai,

chit h5 pun,

hon,

s^m kang,

pak 15 uk,

shi shanplu,

kang
^

sau piu sz
5

fu,

496
[555

20
310
392
319

85
425
29
44
10

94

218 231
392 10

285
Watchman, kangpb, 123 3; kangfu, 124
Watchman of palace, mun hi sing, 594
Watchman’s tower kang lau, 319
Water, n shui 12

Water, boiling, kwcan shui, 167
Water, hot, it shui, 156 94; t

c ong, 513
Water, spring,

Water beetle, n
Water caltrops, n
Water chestnut, n
Water-gate,

Water greens,

Water lily,

shan shui,

shui kam kwai,

ling kok,

ma tai

chap lan,

ang ts
c oi

lin fa,

Water lily, golden edged, kam pi iin,

156
216
271
46
136
433

230 Water lily root,

90
I

Water lily seeds,

91
j

Water lizard,

86
I

Water power,

9 Water rat,

90
I

Water spider,

91 iWater (a garden), to, n kun iin

66
i
Water (a field), to, ?i lam t

c in,

63f Watered gauze,

47 Watermelon,

7 1
Wattle,

211
j

Wattled grackle,

110 Wattles,

92 Waves
201 Wax stone, n

7
I

Way, this,

67 Wayside, n
91 We, the emperor, w

140

496
451
451
339
448
456
456

lin ngau, 451
lin tsz’ lin mai 451
wing iin, 478
shui lik, 336
kc

ii shii, 470
shui chi chii, 496

94
335

heung wan sha,267
sai kwa, 451
fan, 319
liu ko, pat ko, 473

465
322
432
94
94

77 We Chinese,

hi kun,

long,

lap shik,

kom yeung,

mak 16,

cham, 80 42c; 561
ng6 ti pun tl, 255

84
15

189
93
33

141
15

112
86
98
99
103
34
122
123
J01
100
19
54
72
81

40
46
49
97
92
40
50
43
61

46
44
41
44

Warm weather, t
c in it, 146 11 Weak tea, tam chc

a, 180 14
Warm water, it shui, 151 4 Weal and woe, wo fuk, 276 15
Warmth, n wan, 511 10 Weapons, kwan hi, 546 262
Warping, kang sha, 292 51 Wear, to, chc dn, 147 19; ch6uk, 243 43
Warrant decree, n chik ming, 569 8

1

Wear, to, i, 351 11
Warrant edict, n chik yii, 559 9 Wear (on head), to, tai, 148 50
Warrant, police, sun p

c
ai, 536 51 Weasel, yau shii, 470 85

Warts, kai ngan, 508 150 Weather, t
c in shi, 226 5

Wash, to, sai, 44 24; sai ha, 141 134 Weather, cold, t
c lnhon, 139 96

Wash from sand, to, l
c 6 chc

ut, • 261 12 Weather, cold, t
c in lang, 146 10

Wash the feet, to, chok tsuk, 67 7] Weather, warm, shii t
c
in, 141 126

Washblock, cham, 293 2 Weather, wet, lok ii t
c in, 147 19

Washermen, sai i fuk 16, 285 83 Weather-vane, fung san k?
i, 329 138

Washington, Wa shing tun, 415 6 Weave splints, to, chik mat pin, 278 8
Wash-stand, n min p

? un ka, 156 95
(

|Weaver, kl nii, 285 85
Wasp, Avong fung, 493 84

1

Weaving, chik pd, 292 52
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Weaving Illustrated, n KangChik^S, 352 12 Whatever you please, n tsui pin, 6
Web spider’s chi chii mong, 133 47 ; 4G5 52 Whatsoever, fan, 508
Web of cloth, n wai. 250 29; ki chc

ii, 9 6 Whatsoever he does, sho wai, 115
Web of foot. ch^ung, 465 51 Wheat, mak 12
Wedge, a, tsim muk 300 134 Wheel, n lun, 332
Wedge, to, sip 287 12 Wheel, grinding and shui chiin t^i

>* eed, to, nau ts
e
5, 341 9 ;

wan ts
e o 343 18 spinning water, fong ch^, 339

Weeds, yau, 335 44 ;
wai, 338 94 Wheel, high chain kb chiin

Weeping, n lui 47 7 ;
huk 67 66 bucket, n tc ung che

e, 330
Weeping willow, shing shii, 442 58 Wheel, rudder, n t*o kdu, 329
Weevil mai ngau 496 87 Wheel-barrow, shau ch(

6, 339
Weft, wai, 255 49 iWhen, ki shi, 78 26; ho shi, 69
Weigh, to, tui, 257 3; ch«ing, 384 1 When, n ko chan shi, 17
Weigh anchor, to, shim hoi shan, 223 12 When—then, n ts

c ui shi iu ts
e ui shi pi, 253

Weighed, tui, 191 5 When, at the time, heung loi, 196
Weights

n

Hang faty 384 When, at the time, t
f 6ng, 223

Well, n ts5 tak, 18 12 When they are poor, pan ch6 tsak, 417
Well, a, tsing, 134 58 Whence, yan wai, 212
Wei], (in health), n ndp fuk, 76 3 Whence, from, ch*ut tsoi,

Well, are you, n h6 d, 82 4 pin ch*ii, 224
Well is it ? n h5 5m h5 ni, 2 3 Whenever fan, 394
Well, looks, ho t

c
ai, 149 54 Where, n pin chc

ii, 3 12; ho ts
c ang, 100

Well, well! h6 la, h6 la, 235 9 Where are, tsoi pinch* U, 149
Well extended, i chceung, 26 5 Where are, on tsoi, 120
Well fastened, sun t

?au hd, 154 56 Where get it ! n pin tak 77
Well gilded. hb kam, 145 219 Where go? h6ung pin chc

ii mai, 128
Well-rope, shing, 145 229 Wherefore, hop hing, 272
Well-sweep, kat k5, 302 157 Whereof to speak, ho lun, 393
Went away. kwo hc

ii, 131 16 Whether—or, hai—hai, 237
Wentle-trap, n chan lung sz

5

16, 492 56 Whetstone, lai shik, 433
Were there any, yau yan, 18 9 Whetstone, mo tb shik, 145
West, sai

sai kung
40 40 Which, n sho, 12

Western palace, 562 56 Which gentleman, pin wai, 174
Western regions, n sai fong, 110 25 Which kind, pin tik, 179
'Vet shap 139 87 Which place, at, kc oi c^ii, 222

thoroughly, to, tsam t
c au, 273 9 While living tsoi shang 84

himself, lau shap shan, 151 8 Whip, pin, 332
W hale kc ing, 470 86 Whip, hair, fat c^an, 332Wharnpe. wong 446 92 Whipple-tree, lai p^un, 339
Whampoa, Wong p5, 222 8 Whirlpool, k u lau, 329
Wha^ghee bamboo, fat t

c d chuk, 440 6 Whirlwind, n siin fung, 406
Whanghees, chuk kc eung, 218 232 Whiskers, im, u su, 519
Wharf td t

c au, 219 233 Whiskers, long, n u llnsu
9 74

What, sho, 122 20 Whiskers (of beasts), su, 465
What,fi v

mat 3 11 Whisper, to, tai shing iit. 188
What a pity. ho sik, 236 14 Whisper, to, n tsip i, 45
What a trouble. wan p^i ch6ung, 252 35 Whistle, ngan kai, 363
What amount, ki to. 128 6 White ant, pak ngai, 493
W hat can he do, n ho wai, 10 12 White bear, P” 467
What further w n yau mat 342 14 White color, pdk shik, 306
What fear. ho w^,n, 347 38 White copper, n pdk t

? ung, 434
W fiat have yau mat, 233 2 White eyed thrush, w4 mi, 476
What makes (why), n wai mat sz’ 52 36 White horse, lau, p4k mS, 468
W^at meaning, n tim kii 17 4 White lead, iin fan, 434
W hat name, kiu tsd mat ming, 168 1 White of egg, t4n pak, 29S
What now. kau king, 353 1 White of the eye, n ng4n pdk tsing, 48
What place, pin chc

ii, 94 49 White porpoise, n pdk ki, 470
Whatever. kok mat, 213 161 White rice fish, n odk fdn ii, 489
Whatever brought, pat lun sho t^i, 268 2 Who, 122

27
1

17
37
49

140

105

140
106

99
4

41

II

11

4
147

1

11

55
57
J3
7
7
9
4
15
77

232
38
13
52
7
17
50
51

107

141

J9
83
73
53
51

54
65
2
8

60
]

105
41

18

99
32
66

244
22
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Who, mat shui, 175
Whoever, fan, 277
Whoever, sho yau yan, 270
Whole, tsungkung, 171 16; tsun, 340
Whole, the,

Whole, one, n

Whole bales,

Whole sum paid,

Wholesome,
Why, ho
Why is it ?

Why is this?

Why regret,

Wicked,
Wickedness,
Wide,
Wide-spreading,

Widgeon,
Widow,
Wife, n
Wife, equal,

Wife, my,
Wife, my, n

Wife, my, n
Wife’s brother’s wife,

Wife’s elder brother,

Wife’s elder sister,

Wife’s neice

Wife’s nephew,

4
4

4

4
45
43
25

9
29
56c
14

37
78
15

26
13
2

112

chung, 33
yat fu, 72
tdi p^u, 200
ts

c ing kit, 29
tsui h6, 181

i, 75 91; waishammo, 101

waimatsz’ 196
mat tin ku, 242
ho sik, 74
ok, 126
6kchisz’ 119
fut, 131
yeung y6ung, 109
pik chc

f, 476
kwa fu, s6ung fu, 93 29,27

fu, 13 49; tsai, 92 1

p
c ing ts

c
ai, 95 53

ching ts
c
ai, chingshat, 93 19,21
tsin noi, 94 47
chiit king, 95 54
keam n6ung, 106 87
tai kc au,

noi hing, 106 83,84
tai i neung, 106 84
noi chat nii, 106 69
noi chat, 106 92

Wife’s young brother, sai kc au, noi tai, 106 85,88
Wife’s younger sister, sai \ n^ung, 106 90
Wild, kw c 6ng, 122 12; fong, 345
Wild boar,

Wild duck, n
Wild goose,

Wilderness,

Will .

Will, the,

Will be,

Will this do,

Will you take another,

Willing,

Willingly,

Willow,

Willov:, weeping,

Wind,
Wind, fair,

Wind, foul,

Wind, head,

Wind around, to,

Wind glasses, n

Wind thread, to,

Wind up (a clock), to,

Winder,

Windlass,

Window, a,

Window, shop,

^ 24
ye chii, 467 1]

shui dp, 473 25
hung ngan, 473 38
ye, 31 38; kau, 39 84
pit, 63 60
chi, 114 18
tseung loi, 186 31
kom ts6 tak mi, 159 28
yung kwo 6, 181 24
tsc ing iin, 78 16
tsc ing kom, 272 10
yeung lau, 442 57

shing shii, sz
5

lau, 442 58
fung, 406 19
shun fung, 327 106
yik fung, 329 144
ting t

( au fang, 329 142
chc

in, 295 30
heung kam sin

tiu fu yung, 360 37
kiin sh 3Q0 124
sheung fan lin, 137 56
tsui kii 302 158
chii lung kau, 329 145

yat tb chc 6ung mun, 156 2

p
e 6 ch^eung, 319 95

Windpipe, hau ch6, 524 193

Wine, tsau, 121 2
Wine, Chinese, shiu tsau, 167 142

Wine, grape, p
c 6 t

c 6 tsau, 163 58
Wine-glass, keuk pui, 145 230
Wine-jar, tsau u, 145 23!

Wine-shop, n sz’ 121 4

Wing, yik, 465 54
Winnow, to, p6 143 178

Winnow, to, ch^ui ch c ut, 335 32
Winnowing machine, yeung shin, 339 108

Winter, tung, 389 2 ;
tung t

c
in, 164 66

Winter, tung yat, 161 15

Winter coarse greens, po ts
c
oi, 448 35

Winter greens, chii na ts
f
oi, 449 38

Winter solstice, n tung chi, 400 8

Wipe, to, n mut, 136 23; kiu, 138 75

Wire, iron, t
c
lt sin, 302 159

Wisdom, n chi, 12 35
Wise, shing, 111 28
Wise and august one, shing wong, 559 11

Wise king, shing w ng, 559 20
Wise lord, shing chii, 561 37
Wise prince, shing kwan, 560 29
Wise son of heaven, shing in tsz’, 560 32
Wish, yuk, 160 1

Wish, to, n oi, 4 18: s6unff, 5 22
Wish, I, n ng iu, 7 28
Wishes, best, tscing od, 184 12

With, 67 7J
With, n heung, 3 12 ;

hai, 8 2
With, eaten, kim shik, 201 32
With, together, kung, 82 3; tsan, 10 16
With which, tsik i, 460 3

Within, n noi, ] 0 51
Without, md, 61 31: m5, 110 12
Without fear, pat fong, 33 46
Without, outside, ngoi 315 33
Without property, m5 pun tau shing, 346 31
Witness, this is, ts

c z kii 129 9
Wolf, chc

ai l6ng, 470 87
Wolf fish, ching kung ii, 489 245
Woman, nli, 96 63^; fu, 150 38
Woman, the old, 16 p

c
6, 93 22

Womb, t
c
oi, 17 6

Women, ffl yan, 534 20
W ng, an emperor, n Wong tai, 498 5
Wood, n muk, 12 43
Woodcutter, ts^u tsz

J

, 124 12
Wooden fish, n muk li, 361 44
Woodlark, sh4n ma tseuk, 474 58
Woodpecker, teuk muk niu, 476 113
Wool, yeung m6, 148 44
Woo], min y6ung mo, 219 234
Woolen goods, p

c at t
c au, 236 12

Woolens, t4i ni, 203 48
Woolens, to 16 yung, 219 235
Word, in a, t^Gng hai, 235 8
Woping tea, n Wo p

? ing, 231 9
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Word, n yat nok, 115 13 YAK, mau ngau, 470 88
Words, listen to, t

? ing kc
ii kong, 143 166 Yam, tai shii, 167 148

Words and actions, in hang, 112 15 Yangtsz’ kiang, Y6ung tsz* kong, 425 26
Work, kung, 258 3 Yard, a, m4, 246 9
Work (a bellows), to, ch^, 136 19 Yards of a mast, fan kong, 329 146
Work a scull, to, iu 16, 327 111 Yirkand, Ip i kwai, 424 19
Workbag, cham sin p4u, 156 96 Yarn, cotton, min sh^, 255 45
W rk-box, n kung fu s6ung, 136 29 Year, a, yat nin, 389 3
Workman, a, n tseung yan, 260 7 Year, tropical, n chau sui 389 3

Workman, a, w sz
5

fu, 277 4 Year by year, nin nin, 269 3
Workmanship, n shau shai 65 25 !Yeast,

Yeast cakes,

kiu 167 144
Workmen, hired, ku kung, 285 86 tsau ping, 217 210
Works, Board of, n Kung P5, 581 11 Yellow color, wong shik, 306 68
World, shai, 122 13 Yellow river, Wong ho, 425 25
World, the, tMn ha, 420 27 Yes, n hai, 2 3 ;

yau, 5 23
Worleys, l chik i siu ni, 237 17 Yes—no, shi—fi, 55 45
Worms in bowels wai chc^ung Yes, Sir, a hb 16, 173 3

Worms in liquids,

siu chc ung, 502 11 Yesterday, tsok yat, 170 12

to chMmg,
tsz

7

shan,

496 88 Yesterday, day before, tdi tsln yat, 236 14
Worship, to, 318 74 Yet (still), chung yau, 77 6 ;

244 45
Worsted thread, m6 sin,

tn yan
243 43 Yet, not,

?m ts
c ang, 94 48

Worthies Of n 111 Yet all one, k6uk tsung shl yat, 101 56c
Worthy to be, tong, 15 79 Yew, 16 hon tsc ung, 442 55
Would rather not I tsfingun yik’m, 46 62 Yield to you, y6ung pi ni, 256 51
Wound, to, n tk pai, 65 34 Yoke, ox, ngau ak, 339 109
Wounds, n sh6ung chc

ii, 508 152 Yoke of a carriage kang, 332 52
Wrap up, to, - piu, 40 92 Yolk of an egg, tin wong, 403 1 ;

306 76
Wren, tsiu lfu, 88 41 ; 476 114 You, n ni, 1 2; nl mun, 91 79e
Wrench, nail, n ts

( ln kan, 302 160 You,
Young Hyson, n

' i, 30 28
Wrench, screw, 16 sz’ ning 302 161 li tsc in, mui p

e ln, 225 4
Wrench, to shim, 102 56 Young of animals, tsai, 462 14; tsz’ 465 55
Wrist shau fin , 64 5 ;

shau king, 69 92 Young persons, nin shlu, 72 42
Wrist-bone, un che, 524 J94 Younger, sai tik 172 20
Write, to, shii tsz’ 213 169 Younger brother, sai Id, 104 31
Write, to, n s6, 19 1 ; t

c ai 134 57 Your country, kwai chc
ii, 257 1

Write down, to, chc au hc
ii, 239 24 Your honor, n shciiiiffj 81 1

Write in, to, se lok, 129 9 Youth, yau, 25 3; yeuk, 355 9
Writing, Exercises in n Tsap sS, 19 Youthful, nin shlu, 119 1

Writing, On

n

Shii s 370 Yunnan province, Wan nam, 422 15
Writing-desk, se tsz

5

seung, 138 70
Wrong to assent, n hb ngap t

c aii, 46 59 ZEBU, fung ngau, 470 89
Zinc, n pak tin, 219 236

XEROMA, mb lui ngin, 508 153 Zoology, n Shang mat, 460
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a physician, 499

a geographer, 420

dist. in Keying, 428

Chinting in Chill, 425

prince of Chau, 15

part of the Chau Lai, 369

Ritual of Chau, 354

Changes of Chau, 14

Cheung Chungking, a physician, 499

Chc eungfaiin, dist. in Kiungchau, 428

dist. in Kiaying, 428

dist. in Hwuichau, 427

dist. in N^nhiung, 428

province of Chill, 42

1

an arithmetician, 374
dist. in Ch^uchau, 427

dist. in Kiungchau, 427
province of Chekiang, 421

Chiu, ancient name of Shdnsi, 421

Chc luchau fu, n department of

Ch^uchau, 427
Corea, 422

dist. in Chiuchau, 427
a physician, 499
a philosopher, 13

Chulan tea, 225
Confucius’ Annals, 15

geographer, 420

Chc an Kwai, n
Chan Lunkwing, n

Chanpc ing iin,

Chanting fa,

Chau kung, n
Chau kun, n
Chau Lai, n
Chau Yik, n

Chc eunglok iin,

ChcYungning,

Chihing iin,

Chiktai,

Ching YuszJ

,

Che inghoi iin,

Chc ingmii un,

Chitkong,

Chc iusin,

ChMuy^ung iin,

Chii Tankc
ai,

Chu futsz
5

, n
Chii lin,

Chc un Tsau, n

Chc unyiin, n
Chung chau,

Chang kwok, n

Chung Namshan,
Chung Yung, n

Fa chau,

Fk tin,

Fan Wan, n

Fanchc
i,

Fatkong t*ing,

Fauning,

F6 sh n,

Fu mun,
Fukhi, n
Fukkin,
Fangchf iin iin,

Fungshun lin,

Hainan,

Haklung kong,

Hangchau fu,

Hau King, n

name of Honin, 421
China, 407
a painter, 371
True Medium, 14

sup. dist. in Kauchau, 427

dist. in Kw^ngchau, 426
Tonic Dictionary, 4
a charioteer, 369

inf. dep. of Fakdng, 428
Fauningin Kiangsu, 425
place near Burmah, 260

Bogue, 221
an emperor, 373

province of Fukien, 422
dist. in Shauking, 427

dist. in Chiuchau, 427
Kc ingchau, 427
Tsitsihar, 422
department in

Hukwdng, 425
Filial Duty, 14

5
27
13

31
74
1

5
71

5
9

13

3
12
1

7
4
9
7
3

4

17

4
5
57
3

80
27
4

5

6
62
6
1

16
5

14

25
8
3
3
8
5
4

8

17

30
66

Hau Tsong, Ulterior Tibet, 424
•

He qua, n a vaccinator, 507
Heung, n H6ung, a lad, 10

Heungsh^n, district in Kw^ngchau, 426
Hi chc un, Hyson, 225
Hi p

c
i, Hyson, 225

Hingning iin, dist. in Kidying, 428
Hingon ling, Daourian mts., 422
H6 tan, Second Bar, 222
Hoiin iin, dist. in Hwuichau, 427
Hoi Luk 7i Notices of the Seas, 420
Hoi Kwok Man Kin, n Notices of Maritime

Countries, 420
dist. in Hwuichau, 427

dist. in Luichau, 427
dist. in Sh^uking, 427
dist. in Sh^uking, 427
dist. in Chauchau, 427

Hokshin in Canton, 231
Hondm near Canton, 231
province of Hon^n, 421

place in Hon n, 425
place m Chitkong, 265
Hony^ung in Upak, 264

dist. in Lienchau, 427
a physician, 499

dist. in Shauchau, 426
chapter in Lai Ki, 355

Confucius, 111

emperor ofMing dynasty, 414
a kind of tea, 231
Hungmuey tea, 225

Ceremonial Forms, 354
country of 111, 423
Golden Mirror, 499
emperor Tm, 498
a charioteer, 369

Jauchau in Kiangsi, 425
dist. in Chauchau, 427

Ho\vquaJ

s hong, 240
I’yung hill 433

emperor Kiaking, 564
inf. dep. of Kidying 428

Garden of Kale, 372
Cabreta Point, 220
work on music, 357

Hoifung iin,

Hoihong iin,

Hoikin iin,

Hoi p
c ing iin,

Hoiy^ung iin,

Hokshan,
Hondm,
Hondm,
Honam fjj,

Hongchau fu,

Honyeung fu,

H6ppc
ft iin,

Hii Hiutsung, n
Hukkong,
Huk Lai, n
Hang tsz

J

, n
Hungchi,
Hungkam,
Hungmui,
1’ Lai,

I lai

T Tsung Kam K^m, n
I’m tai,

Fm yau,

Fuchau fu,

fusing iin,

Fwo hong,

I’yung shan,

Kahing, n
Keying chau,

KaiTszJ Un,
Kaiking t

? au,

Kam Pd tai shing

Kamling, city of Nanking, 421
Karayan iin, dist. in Kiungchau, 428
K^n pui, Campoi, 226

23
147
17

1

4
4
13
17

6
3

27

2?
3

8

5

5
4

9

9
4

32
25
20
7

5

2

8

30
5

9

3
6

19

6
5

5
33
4

31

72
7
13

11

2
5
9
3
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Kang Chik Tc 6 n Plates of Agriculture Lin tsz’ sam, Pecco tea, 225 3
and Weaving, 352 12 Linchau, inf. department of

Kanghi, n emperor Honghi, 564 7 Lienchau, 428 11

Kat lam, Kirin in Tartary, 422 17 Lingshdn xin, dist. in Lienchau, 427 7
K c

i pak, a physician, 499 5 Lingshui iin, dist. in Kiungchau, 428 9
Ki^lu, builder of grand canal, 425 27 Lingting island, Lintin, 220 3
Kimti, . name of Kweichau, 422 16 Linpc ing chau, sup, dist. in

Kingchiu, name of Shansi, 422
e

io Hwuichau, 427 3
K{ ingchiu fu, department of Linsh^n Suiiu chik inf. department of

Kiung chau, 427 9 t
c ai ting, Lienshan Suiyau, 428 15

Rc ingshan un, dist. in Kiungchau, 427 9 Liu tung, Lidutung,
t
425 24

Kinlung, n emperor Kienlung, 564 7 Lc), name of Shantung, 42 L 2
KMtyeung un, dist. in Chiuchau, 427 4 Ld

n

a philosopher 16 87
Kocliau fu, department of Kauchau, 427 6 Lokc^eung iin, dist. in Shduchau, 426 2
K6iu iin, dist. in Shauking, 427 5 Lokui iin, dist. in Kiungchau, 428 9
K6!i, Corea, 407 5 Lui King, n Medical Cyclopedia, 515
Kdming iin, dist, in Shduking, 427 5 Luichau fu, Department of Luichau, 427 8
Komsuk, province of Kinsu, 422 11 Lukfung iin, dist. in Hwuichau, 427 3
Kongnam, province of Kiingnan, 421 5 Lun Yii, n Confucius’ Conversations, 13 53
Kongning fu, city of Nanking, 421 5 Lung su, Souchong sort, 225 3
Kongsai, province of Kiangsi, 421 6 Lung t

l iin, Souchong, 225 3
Kongsu, province of Kian^su, 421 5 Lungchc iin iin, dist, in Hwuichau, 427 3

Ku Sz* Kang Lam, n a book, 313 6 Lungmun iin, dist. in Kwangchau, 426 1

Ku Sz 5 Tcsam Yii, an archoeological Lut Lai, Penal Code, 533
work, 560 31 Lut Lik Un tin, n an astronomical

Kukleung, n a commentator, 16 82 work, 397 1

Kung fu, Congo tea, 229 7 M4 chii, Gunpowder tea, 225 21
Kungtd, n Kungtd, a philosopher, 18 9 Ma King, n Memoir on Horses, 544 230
Kun^y^ung, n a commentator, 16 82 Man or Min, n a name of Fukien, 270 5

Kwai Ch c ong, n Shannung’s treatise, 14 71 Man Fong Kam sin, Sure Guide for

Kwaichau, province of Kweichau, 422 16 Recipes, 501 2
Kwailam, capital of Kwangsi, 433 72 Man chau, sup dist. in Kiungchau, 428 9
Kwaishin im, dist. in Hwuichau, 427 3 Man wong, king Man, 354 5

Kwanlun shan, Kwanlun mts. 424 19 Manchceung iin, dist. in Kiungchau, 428 9

K 'van mi, Pecco tea, 225 3 Mang tsz
5

, n Mencius, 9 5 ;
59 46

Kwanchuno, name of Shansi, 422 10 Manchung tsz
5

, n a philosopher, 16 87
Kw an tung shang shing, n Canton, 127 1 Manlik, an emperor, 374 7

Kwok F'ung, n National airs, 15 78 Mauming lin, dist. in Kauchau, 427 6

Kwoki hak, Ghorka or Nipal, 424 23 Mingming, King of Ax
nn4n, 407 4

Kw ongning un, dist. in Shduking, 427 5 M6 i shan, n Bohea hills, 224 1

Kwongsai, province of Kwangsl, 42*2 14 M6 ham, n a physician, 499 5
Kwongchau fu, department of Md wonfi[, king Md 354 5

Kwangchau, 4 6 1 M6chec ung fu, n Wuchang in

Lai Kj, n Book of Rites, 354 7 Hukwdng, 426 37

Lai IVingchan, Lai, a painter, 37

1

6 Mu, n an emperor, 308
(

5
Lakui im, dist. in Kiungchau, 428 9 Mui p

c in, Young hyson, 225 4

Lam (or Lin), n a commissioner, 269 1 Mun chan, n Mantchuria, 422 17

Lamko iin, dist. in Kiungchau, 428 9 Mung Tc im, n inventor of pencils, 371 5

Lamtc

,
place in Liautung, 425 24 Mungku, Mongolia, 423 18

Lau Shauchan, n a physician, 499 5 Mungtc im of Tsin, emperor Mungt c im, 425 24

Li So, 7i a poem, 121 Namd, Namoh, 428 15

Li Shichan, n a doctor, 499 5 Namhung chan, inf. department of

Li Tun<run, aphvsician, 4P9 5 Nanhiung, 427 12

Li Taipak, n a poet, 122 16 Namhoi, district in Kwangchau, 426 ]

Liiii t
c mg, inf. aep. of Lienshan Namking, city of Nanking, 421 5

Suiyau, 428 15 Shiuwing, Howqua, 276 16

Limchau fu, department of Ngai chau, sup. dist. in Kiungchau, 428 9
Lienchau, 427 7 ’N ch c iin iin dist. in Kauchau, 427 6

n Sh^ n, n Fukhi’s treatise, 14 71 Ngokchau fu, Yochau in Hukwang, 425 34
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Shun,

Shunchi, n
Shuntak,

Shuntai Yiin,

Shuntc in fu,

Shunyii T,

Su Tungpd, n
Suchau fu,

Suikai iin,

San,
Sangming chan,

Sungmun iin,

Sangsing, n
Suni tin,

Sz ?

Shii, n
Sz’ Shi

Sz 5 ShuT^d,

Sz ?

chc
iin,

Sz 5kwong, n
Sz 5

ui iin,

Ta T^ing t*i Tin, n

Tdi chii,

T4i H k, n
Tai hd t

c au,

Tai Nau, n
Tai Shing,

T^i shik Ku 16,

T4i Tak,
Tai Tbc ing Kwok, n
Tai Yii,

T4ip6 tin,

Takhing,

an emperor, 1 10

an emperor, 564
district in Kw^ngchau, 426

emperor Shunt i, 425
department of Shunt* in, 402

a physician, 499
a poet, li 1

9

Suchau city, 232 10; 426
dist. in Luichau, 427

a philosopher, 16
island of Sangming, 425
dist. in Kvvangchan, 4*2ti

place in Cochinchina, 260
dist. in Hauchau, 427

Four Books, 13

Four Odes, lo
Illustrations of

Four Books, 397
province of Sz’chuen 422
a writer in Pun IV 0, 472

dist. in Shanking, 427
Collection of

Statutes, 564
imperial tea, 22

o

Superior Lessons, 14

First Bar, 222
Naa the Great, 3^9
a writer, 355
Stony Kul6, 281
a philosopher, 354
China, 421
Yii the Great, 373

dist. in Chatichau, 427
dist. in Shauking, 4*J7

Tsc in Tsong,
Tingon iin,

Tinpak iin,

Tokwong, n

T^i Wan,
Tf 6ng,

Tsau 16,

Tse Tsingkd, n

Tseuk shit,

Tseang chau,

Tsimlo,

Tslnshan, n
TVin Tsz’ Ian,

1*2

>

54

S

I

8

(>

57

sup.

Tam chan, sup. dist. in Kiungchau,
Tan Fnshan, n Tau of rnsh^n, 10
T( ln sh^n, Celestial mountains, 4*23

Tc
j n, name of Yunnan, 4:2*2

Tc ln ku lit Nii Chiin, n 3Icmoirs of

Ladies, 95
Anterior Tibet, 424

dist. in Kiungcbau, 428
dist. in Ivaiichau, 4*27

emperor Taakwang, 5(3

1

Formosa, 422
a sage, 110

TVai, ancient nanie of Shantung, 421
Ts( aiiiam fu, department of Tsinan, 425
Tsan Chlwong, n an emperor, 371
Tsang tsz

?

,
author of Tai Hok, 14

Tsangshing tin, dist. in Kwangchau, 426
sort of Chulan^ 225
a geographer, 420
Pocco tea, 225

place in Vunndn, 2()0

Siam, 408
^ Caza Branca, 220
Thousand Character

Classic, 3? I

4

64

1

9

I

3
4

5

i)

7

15 )

15

63
23
8
6

1 !

•S

10
0

2S
5

64
1

3

27
3
8
9

3

5

’Ngsai, name of Ki^ngsi, 421

O mun, Macao, 428
O’n kc ai Ankoi tea, 231

(Xnfai province of A/
nhwui, 421

O'nnim, n Cochinchina, 407
Pak Sing, n Hundred Family

Names, 8
Pakhd, n Pecco tea, 225
Pakking, Peking, the capital, 402
Pakko, n a physician, 499
Pang u, the Piscadore Is. 422
Pauchung, Powchong, 225
Pf

i chc
a, Hyson skin, 225

Pingyeung fu, n department in Shansai, 100
PMngiin lin, dist, in Ki^ying, 428

A physician, 499
dist in Hwuichau, 427
dist. in Ch^uchau, 427

lake Poydng, 425
Materia Medica, 508

district in Kwangchau, 326
dist. in Loting, 428
Tibet, 424

department in Shfensi, 425
name of Sz5

chuen, 422
an encyclopedia, 262

Trimetrical Classic, 9

Pints6uk, n
Poklo iin,

P6ning un,

Poyeung u $

Pun Tse
6, n

Punyii,
Saining tin,

Sai Tsong, n

Saion fu,

Saishuk,

Sam Tsc oi Td, n
Sam Tsz7 King, n
Sam t6 chuk, place in Kwangtung, 23

1

S^mcl^o name of Hukwang, 422
Samshui iin, dist. in Kwdngchau, 426
San fau, Pinang, 419
San K6ung Ngoi Memoranda of

Fan Ki L6uk, Foreign Tribes, 420
Sanhing iin, dist, in Shauking, 427
Sanning iin, dist. in Kwangchau, 426
Sanon iin, dist. in Kwangchau, 426
Sanui iin, dist. in Kwangchau, 426
Singsuk hoi, sea of Constellations, 425
Sifl chung, Souchong, 225
Siu Hokf Primary Lessons, 13
Sh^ lek, Macao Roads, 220
Sham k f desert of Shamo, 423
Shamk^ai, Shamk(ai tea, 231
Shannung, n Divine Husbandman, 436
Shdnsai, province of Shansi, 421
Shantung, province ofShantung, 421
Sh6ung heung, Orange pecco, 225
Shi King, n Book of Odes, 14
Shikshing iin, dist. in KAuchau, 427
Shirasai, province of Shansi, 442
Shing Mju tsz

5

tin, n Sacrificial Ritual, 1 1

1

Shing Yii, n Sacred Commands, 437 ;
79

Shingking
Shiuchau fu,

Shiu Yingf n
Hhiuhing fu,

Shii King, n

Moukden, 422
department of

Shiuchau, 426
a writing master, 24
department of

Shauking, 427
Book of Records, 15

6
6

9
5
4

2325834

0353431100925199

1

6
1

3

1
0
^
2
]

1

5

2

27

1

1

6
3

7

3

8

2

>5

1

9

3

2

3860927

6

12

4
1

2
6

5
3
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Winglok,
VVingon iin,

Wong Hitsung, n

Wong ho,

Wong p6,

W6ng Shukwo, n
Wong tai, n
VV6ng Yaukwan, n
Wop f ing,

W u wong, n

Wuchang fu,

Yam chan,

|Yanpc ing un,

jYanfa iin,

|Yan Hok Shi, n

|Yatpun,

Yen or Hin,

Yen or Tn,

Yen te, n
Y6ung, n
Yeungkong iin,

Yeung Pingnim, n
Y^ungche

iin,

Y6ungsh4n un,

Yeungtsz ,

k6ng,

Yik King, n
Yik Shi, n

Yingtak tin,

Yiu tai,

Yochau ffi,

Yu,
Yu,
Yue or Ylit,

Yuesi,

Yuetung,

Yiiching,

YUn fi, n

Yiin Yiin t n

Yunchau fu,

Yung, n
Yungching, n

Yungiin iin,

Yuiin tin,

emperor of Ming, 4 1

7

dist. in Hwuichau, 427
a geographer, 420
Yellow river, 425
Whampoa, 222
a physician, 499

emperor Wong, 498
a writing-master, 20

Wop^ng in Canton, 231

martial king, 15

place in Hukwing, 426
sup, dist. in Lienchau, 427

dist. in Sh^uking, 427
dist. in Sh^uchau, 426
Odes for Children, 8
Japan, 417

ancient name of Honin, 421
province of Chili, 421

emperor Yen, 498
a philosopher, 16

dist. in Shduking, 427
a geographer, 420

dist. in Shauking, 427
dist. in Lienchau, 428

a river, 425
Book of Changes, 373

Unravelment of History, 558
dist. in Shiuchau, 426

emperor YiuorYdu, 100
place in Hukwang, 425

ancient name of Honin, 421
ancient name of Chili, 421

name of Chekiang, 421
name of Kw^ngsi, 422

name of KwAngtung, 422
name of Kiingsi, 421
ancient empress, 263

a Chinese statesman, 396
Junchau in Ki^ngnin, 426

Yung a lad, 1

1

an emperor, 79
dist. in Sh^uchau, 426
dist. in Shauchau^ 426

10

3
27
25
8
5
5
3
9

74
37
7
5

2
2
6

4
1

5
86
5

27
5

11

26
4

6
56a
34
4
1

7
14

13

6
3
1

35
19

42i
2
2

G93

IVin^loi Li Mingchc
it, n a geographer, 397

r.singim lin, dist. in Kwangchau, 426
place in Canton, 231
a medical writer, 501
inventor of paper, 37

1

T^ong Kat, a sage, 370
a physician, 499
Mathematics of

JV lngun
r V i Kincliiii

JVoi Lini, 7t

TVong Kat,
IV ongkunjx, n

uimi shan long
sho hok,/?

’iVuiman iin,

T^un,
'I'sung 16,

Tiing cliai

T-* unnrfo iin t

Tsz h6
Tsz 7

Tl

an kc ai t
n

'Tiinp Sai y^un
Hau, t?

rl'mg Tsung
'IVmgkun iin f

Tung6n iin,
r

riingon u n,

Tungting h£i

lrchau fu, n

U t
e au shik,

IJ ts
e
in,

l "it^ung im,
l^kwong,
1 nam,
IT’pak,

Waichau fu,

Waild iin,

Tsc uimi Institution, 396
dist. in Luichau, 428

ancient name of Shaasj, 421
sun|^ 225
soucrong, 225

dist, in Kwangchau, 426
inferior pecco, 225

author of True Medium, 1

4

Twankay 225
;

Researches in the

East and West, 20
General Arithmetic 374
dist. in Kwangchau, 426

district in Loting, 428
district in Fukkin, 420
lake in Hukwdng, 426

an emperor, 1 10
department of Uchau, 263

Brunswick Rocks, 222
young hyson, 225

dist. in Kmngchau, 428
province of Uukwang, 422
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